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Ontario's Big Construction Projects

In this issue we print articles covering the two very

considerable electric railway projects at present demanding

the study, more or less intimately, of the people of the pro-

vince of Ontario. One of these is a section of the general

plan of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario

involving, at the moment, some fourteen million dollars; the

other, the report to the Toronto city council on the best

means of solving the terminal facility problems of that city.

and estimated to cost something over eighteen millions.

Both these schemes are evidently being placed before the

public, for their consideration, in good faith. That the

Hydro Commission docs not let the grass grow under their

feet when they once have the mandate of the people is amply

evidenced by the tremendous amount of construction work

that has been completed by the Commission's engineers dur-

ing the past few years. It may also surely be taken for

granted that the Council of the city of Toronto would scarce-

ly incur an expenditure of some fifty thousand dollars on a

semi-rapid transit and central terminal report unless they

were convinced of the necessity of such a report ami pre-

pared to act on it.

It would appear, therefore, that the province of Ontario

has good prospect of becoming a theatre of gigantic electric

transportation construction operations in the very near

future. Nor must we overlook the fact that the Hydro
scheme as at present outlined is merely one small section

of an undertaking ultimately destined to cover the whole

province, wliib- llie Harris-Gaby-Cousiiis riport also pro-

vides for further heavy expenditures as the conditions war-
rant.

If one adds to the above the development plans for
.-ome half-million horse-power of hydro-electric energy which
the Provincial Commission have reported favorably upon to
the local Government, it makes "electricity" stand out pretty
prominently among the immediate construction possibilities.

If other lines of the building trades can show anything like

tlie good prospects of the electrical industry, there is little

to encourage the pessimist in the future of the l)uilding opera-
tions in the province of Ontario. Given a suflicient amount
of money to proceed with this work—of which, so far as
Ihe layman can judge, there will be an ample supply—the
danger of a trade reaction when the war is over appears to

be very remote. The only condition that might be feared
would appear to be that same old one of unpreparedness,
and we would urge on the various authorities concerned that
they stand ready to proceed with the various works as soon
as the men shall be released from serving the Empire in

Europe.

Six Million Plant for Edmonton
On November 22 the electors of Edmonton approved

an agreement between the city and the Edmonton Power
Company whereby the company is to supply electrical energy
to the city for a period of thirty years on a kw.h. basis, the

cost varying from 1.3 cents per kw.h. down to .8,5 cents,

depending on the quantity taken, at the bus bar in the sub-

station located in the centre of the city.

The Edmonton Power Company control the water rights

on the Saskatchewan River at Rocky Rapids, but on account
of the proverbially poor regulation in this district dams will

liave to be built further up the river. One of these will be
placed some ten miles back from the power house.

The scheme of development at this point has been under
consideration for some three years by the firm of Sir John
Jackson. Litnitcd. who have spent some $150,000 already in

gathering their data. Records over this period show that

the winter flow of the river is in the neighborhood of 1,000

cubic feet per second, and a flow of 800 cubic foot seconds
has been measured. The importance of adequate storage
facilities is therefore evident. The choice of the site has
been determined largely, it is understood, by the location

immediately north of it of a large low-lying tract some sixty

square miles in area. This has been surveyed and will be
cleared and prepared lor an artificial lake to impound the

necessary storage.

The estimated cost of the whole proposition is in the

neighborhood of six million dollars. This includes an electric

railway from Edmonton to the power site, which is placed

at one and a half million dollars. The work will take prob-

ably four or five years, but that the city may profit immedi-
ately by the new agreement the company consents to take

over and operate the present steam plant and sell energy
at a price of 1.3 cents per kw.h., the city, however, to be re-

sponsible for the capital charges. This looks like a consider-

able saving to the municipality, however, as it has been
estimated that the cost of power in Edmonton is approxi-
mately, at the switchl)oard, 2.75 cents per kw.h. '

It will be recalled that five offers in all were made to

the city of Edmonton to supply the necessary power require-

ments, and these were reported on by Mr. Willis Chipman.
of Chipman & Power, Toronto. The closest competitor was
a coal proposition, which suggested that a plant be located

at a point near Wabamun, some forty miles west of Edmon-
ton. The final agreement as accepted by the city and the

company was drawn up by Mr. W. E. Skinner, consulting

engineer, of Winnipeg.
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Separate Manholes for Different Companies

'riu- nucl)i'0 I'ublic Utilities (;oiiimissi()ii, witli the Du-

iniiiimi k'^ilway Commission, sitting in Montreal on De-

cember 20, heard further arguments on the question of pro-

viding separate manholes for signal companies and for light-

ing and power companies in the underground conduits be-

ing constructed by the Electrical Commission. This is the

first lime that the Railway Commissioners have sat jointly

with the Oucbec Public Utilities Commissioners, the reason

f,,r this innovation being that as some of the companies

affected hold Dominion charters, the question of jurisdiction

may not be raised later in the courts. The Electrical Com-

missioners asked for sanction of plans for sections 6 and 7

in the linsiness sections.

•|'1h- Montreal Public Service Corporation, Bell Tele-

phone, G. N. W. and C. P. R. telegraph companies, and others,

asked that separate manholes be constructed, contending that

iherc was danger of damage where only one manhole was

made; on the other hand, the Electrical Commissioners

argued that the present system was safe and that the danger

was exaggerated.

Professor L. Herdt, chairman of the Electrical Com-

mission, expressed the bpinion that the best protection for

the cables was to protect the cables themselves.

Sir Henry Drayton asked Professor Herdt if he bad ever

known a system of insulation that did not break down. The

answer was "No." The chairman responded that if they

had not an insulation that would not break down they could

not say it was safe to put high potential wires near low po-

tential wires. If the Electrical Commission were willing,

however, to take the responsibility for any accident, he did

not sec why they should not be given an opportunity.

The question also arose as to the provisions of the pro-

vincial statute governing the construction of conduits. It

was argued that the statute required double conduits, and

Prof. Herdt retorted to this that the requirements of the

statute were "absolutely obsolete to-day."

The joint commissions ordered their engineers to meet

the engineers of the different companies affected and ex-

amine their plans. If the terms of the provincial statute

needed amendment for safety, application could be made to

tlie Legislature for that purpose.
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60,000 Kw. Units Contemplated
President E. M. ilerr of the \\estinghcju.-,e Electric &

Mfg. Company, in a recent address before the Railway Club

of Pittsburgh, said, "Due largely to the wonderful develop-

ment in the steam turbine and its direct-connected electric

generator, and the remarkably flexible, efficient and easy

distribution of electricity, we are on the eve of notable

advances in the utilization of electric power.

"First—the modern steam turbo-generator makes il

possible to concentrate enormous amounts of power gen-

eration in one place.

"Second—this makes possible and advantageous very

large individual generating units. The growth in the capa-

city of generators has really been enormous, made possible

by the steam turbine.

"Third—Electricity can be transmitted long distances

in large or small quantities and its characteristics changed

at will all with small losses and at comparatively low cost."

The speaker then proceeded to trace the development

of large generating units as exemplified by certain notable

installations of central stations, industrial, and railway

plants, and then discussed the efTect of the concentration of

such a large amount of power in one station. Mr. Herr

said the building of units as large as 50,000 and 00,000 kw.,

was contemplated.

New Electric Railway in Three Rivers

With a fair amount of ceremony, the Three Rivers

Traclinn Company, a subsidiary of the Shawinigan Water

and Power Company, on Decemlier 11 inaugurated their

electric tramway service. The line, of single track, is

about three miles long, and runs in the form of a circle

around the city, starting at the Canadian Pacific Railway

station, taking in the residential district, along the river

front, and returning to the station via the chief business

llioroughfare. It has been decided to extend the system by

building a line to Cap Madeleine, (a popular pilgrimage

centre I. which will also connect the Wayagamack pulp and

paper plant and other industries with Three Rivers. Power

is supplied by the North Shore Power Company, two Can-

adian VVestinghouse 250 k.v.a. 550v. d. c. motor-generator sets

having been installed for the purpose of the line. The poles

arc of steel in the residential and business sections and of

wiind in other districts. A car barn to hold ten cars, with

repair shop, has been constructed. The six cars, manu-

faelurc<l by the Ottawa Car Manufacturing Company, are

of the pay-as-you-enter type, each car being in charge of

one man only who acts as motorman and also regvlates the

entrance and exit of the passengers. At the inauguration,

speeches were made by the Hon, J, .A, Tessier. the Mayor of

the city and Minister of Roads for Quebec; Mr. Julian C.

Oakville's White Way
The formal opening of the new street lighting system of

Oakville. Ont., occurred on Monday evening, December Gth,

when about forty new 1,000-candle-power nitrogen lamps

were placed in operation. These lamps are series type

6.6 ampere. This event was also made the occasion of a trip

of inspection over some seven miles of the new highway

which is being constructed between Toronto and Hamilton,

and a dinner which was later given by the town council

was attended by members of the Good Roads Commission.

Mr. Robert S. Wilson is superintendent of the municipal

plant, and to him is due the credit of this very modern and

well-equipped street lighting system. We understand that

approximately twenty-four more lights will be installed in the

near future. Current is supplied to this municipality by the

Dominion Power and Transmission Company, of Hamilton

Alberta University has Isolated Plant

Good progress is being made in the installation of the

isolated plant in the Arts Building of the University of Al-

berta. When completed this plant will furnish electric light

and power to the various University buildings, which at pre-

sent derive their supply from the city of Edmonton. This

lilant comprises six Babcock & Wilcox water tube boilers

and two Howden vertical high-speed compound engines di-

rect connected to a Canadian Westinghonse alternator, 240

volts, 00 cycle, 3 phase. This installation has several novel

features not found in any other installation in .\lberta. as

it is going to be used to furnish power to the laboratory.

ICleelric power is used for operating the fans in connection

with the heating and ventilation of these buildings.

.\t the convention of nnmieiiial managers and engineers

of the various municipalities interested in the Hydro-Electric

Distribution System of the Province of Ontario in Toronto

the resolution was adopted favoring the elimination of the

word Hydro from the title of llie Provincial Electrical In-

spection Department, The motion was moved and seconded

by two of the most prominent engineers in the hydro system.
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Uses of Electricity in Construction
and building operations— Indispensable in many operations and growing in

popularity with others—Practical and economical
By J. E. Van Hoosear*

A nation, race, or an individual docs not stand still,

tliey either advance or fall behind their neighbors. Know
more" has been the means of every advance. Wc are be-

hind the level which has been reached by our competitors

if we do not avail ourselves of the advances made in any

line connected with our business, and it is my aim at tliis

lime to point out progressive methods on the power end

cif the construction game.

The service to which electricity can l)c applied in tlie

construction of buildings, both small and large, and of any

material, is increasing and will be found indispensable when

the builders fully appreciate the worth of tlie electric motor-

driven devices that are now placed at their disposal. It

is the aim of the writer at this time to bring out the uses

to which electricity is being applied through the motor

and otherwise in building construction work, to the profit

of anyone connected with the erection of buildings.

Work that can be done by means of electricity is

limited only by the desires of the individual, and can be

applied from the first operation of clearing a lot to the

last operation of polishing the floors.

Starting with the pioneer work of clearing a heavily

wooded site that is frequently encountered, a motor-driven

wood saw is set up to work into cord wood any timber

that may be standing on the premises; next, electricity is

used to explode powder in removing stumps or racks from
the site; the excavation is accomplished by means of a mo-
tor-driven excavator which deposits the dirt into trucks

that haul it to the dumps and in return deliver the rock,

sand and cement that is used in the construction of founda-

tion and walls. In a great number of places where the ex-

cavation is deep, large quantities of water accumulate, and
it is necessary that this water should be removed in order

to proceed with the foundation work; this is easily accomp-
lished by means of a motor-driven pump, which needs very
little attention, as it can be equipped with an automatic
float switch, which will keep the water out night and day.

From this stage on, a motor-driven saw will be found very
serviceable to do all the rough sawing necessary in the
construction of the concrete forms and the building frame.

Motor-driven Mixers
The concrete used for foundation walls, floors and walks

is mixed in a motor-driven mixer, and hoisted to different

levels for distribution by means of a motor-driven lift sup-
plied with a special dumping bucket. The bricks and other
materials are also hoisted to the several floors by means
of electric hoists, thereby saving time and adding to the
efficiency.

Some little data has lieen gathered in connection with
concrete work in regard to the quantity of power required
in mixing and other work directly connected with it. In
a reinforced concrete loft building of three storeys, ;i.000

yards of material were used. A one-yard mixer driven by
means of a 15 h.p. motor handled the material, a saw driven
by a 5 h.p. motor cut all the lumber used in making the
forms; these two motors consumed a total of 2,000 kilowatt
hours, or about 1.5 yards per kilowatt hour. In a steel
structure concrete building of eighteen storeys, using 1,782
yards of material, 829 kilowatt hours of electric current
were used, showing a consumption of 1 kilowatt hour for
each 2.15 yards mixed. The last named job was done by

Before Builders' Congress, San Francisco.

a contractor who owned several gas engine driven mixers,

which he had been using for a number of years. He set

one of them up to do this work, and after running a couple

of days it developed troubles, causing delay and expense.

An electric motor was then secured to complete the work.

which it did in the usual satisfactory manner. Now, he.

like many others who have taken the interest to look into

the merits of electric-driven machines, will have no othe.-

mode of operation.

The plumber has not been left behind, and if the job

is large, he will have motor-driven pipe and thread cutting-

machines on it to help him with his work.

Plastering Machine

If the outside walls are to be plastered, this can be

speedili' accomplished by means of a motor-driven com-
pressed air plastering machine which will lay on a coat of

cement plaster to any thickness desired. If the building is

of steel structure, the beams can be hoisted and placed by
means of an electric-driven hoist. In connection with the

placing of steel, it has been the opinion of a large majority

of those directly interested in this work that the operation

can only be accomplished with satisfaction by means of the

steam donkey engine; precedent, like a rut in a road, is one
of the easiest things to follow, and one of the most difficult

to get away from, and I presume is the solution for this.

Upon a close study of the matter it is found that the rea-

son for this contention is they either own engine-driven

hoists, or have tried to do their work with improvised elec-

tric-driven apparatus which was found unsuited to the task,

and being dissatisfied with results, would not listen to any-
one regarding the up-to-date motor-driven appliances that
have speed and control equal to the best of engine-driven
hoists; it would be well for anyone who is contemplating
getting new equipment to investigate the merits of the elec-

tric hoist.

After erecting the steel, the rivets that hold it together
are driven home and headed by means of hammers oper-
ated with compressed air which is supplied by a motor-
driven compressor.

The plaster which finishes the walls is mixed with
motor-driven machinery that has been found to give a more
thorough mix than was obtained by the old method.

In marble work, motor power is found necessary from
start to finish, even to the chiseling and drilling that is

necessary in the process of setting it in place.

In fine interior hardwood finish, the electric glue pot
is found indispensable and is not a fire hazard.

Electric Sign During Construction

.V unique use has been found for electricity by one of
our local builders, in the placing of an electric sign on a
large building he was erecting, thereby availing himself of
a modern way of advertising night and day the class of
building erected, and in an up-to-date manner.

In the polishing of a great number of large floors of
ball rooms, halls, etc., portable scraping and sanding mach-
ines have been built, and are operated by motors that form
a part of the apparatus. No other mode of drive would serve
the purpose, because of the necessity of cleanliness which
could not be obtained if coal or gas were used for the pur-
pose of motive power.

What may be of interest to this body is a unique method
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of mixing and delivering concrete, differing considerably

from the old way, and can be used to advantage in cases

where very heavy walls are to be built, or in places where
the forms cannot be reached from above, and is accomplished
by means of compressed air. There arc two quite distinct

patented ways of doing it. The first requires the usual

motor-driven mixer, which in turn deposits the mix of about
.'30 cubic feet into the upper end of a cylinder shaped tank

4 ft. in diameter and 8 ft. long, cone shaped at the lower

end and connected with an 8-in. pipe line that delivers the

charge to the forms that may be located a considerable dis-

tance away, in some cases as far as 2,000 ft. The charge

is driven from tlie receiver by means of compressed air un-

der 100 lbs. pressure to the square inch at a rate of one
charge per minute where the distance is around ;i00 feet, or

about three minutes where the distance is 1,.')00 feet, and
requires a 200 h.p. motor to drive a 1,200 ft. air compressor
ilclivering at 125 lbs. pressure per square inch. The other

method uses a smaller tank with 5-in. delivery pipe; the

charge of about 10 cu. ft. of sand, rock, cement and water
is delivered direct into the tank, no mixing machine being
used. The cover is then closed and the compressed air

turned into the tank and forces the charge up to the desired

location. In passing through the pipe line the material be-

comes thoroughly mixed. Both of these machines have been
used on large tunnel jobs in San Francisco with satisfactory

results in cost of delivery of material and quality of work,
and there is no reason why they should not be used in build-

ing construction as satisfactorily.

Aid of Central Stations

There are many other applications of electricity that

could be mentioned, as there are special appliances driven by
means of electricity for any piece of work that has to be
done in the construction of a building, and it is the policy

of the central station companies to aid any party who is

looking for information along this line with the object in

view of further assisting their consumers in the use of their

product.

Ontario's Hydro-radia! Development
Provincial Commission have outlined plans for Toronto to London trunk line and

by-laws are being submitted covering fourteen million dollars

In the map herewith the first section of the extensive

hydro radial network, which the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission of Ontario propose to construct, is shown. At the

coming" January elections by-laws will be submitted in prac-

tically all the municipalities concerned covering their share

of the expenditure. The total amount of bonds to be issued

in connection with this section of the road is placed at

.$13,734,155. This is for a total length of approximately

137J4 miles, which works out to a bond issue of about .$100,-

000 per mile. While this looks high, it may be pointed out

that the type of construction would be the best obtainaiile;

also an expensive Toronto terminal would be included.

While the exact route of the road has not yet been de-

termined, the following schedule is pretty close to what the

Commission will likely finally adopt.

Toronto Terminal-Humber River Section:—From the

passenger terminal located near the foot of Vonge Street

the line will run westerly to Sunnyside, using Harbor Board
property and private right-of-way wherever possible; thence

to the Humber River the line will parallel the G. T. R., as

at present constructed.

Humber River-Port Credit Section:—From the west lim-

its of the city of Toronto at the Humber River, the line runs

westerly parallel to the G. T. R. main line. It crosses the

..\ / \ - \ »^L.

The Toronto-London section of the Proposed Hydro Radial Scheme.
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Credit River at a point between the Lake Shore Road and

the G. T. R.

Port Credit-Milton Section:—Leaving Port Credit the

line crosses the G. T. R. al)out one mile west, running thence

to a point north of Sheridan P. O., and from there directly

to Milton.

Milton-Guelph Section:—Crossing the C. P. R. west of

the C. P. R. station at Milton, location runs to To-nship of

Es(iuesing, thence to Township of Nassagaweya, thence to

Township of Puslinch, and thence in the general direction

of the Eramosa River to Guelph.

Guelph-Berlin Section:—From Guelph the line continues

to Berlin, leaving Guelph in a westerly direction and enter-

ing Berlin from the north-east. The location lies north of

the present G. T. R. between Guelph and Berlin.

Berlin-Stratford Section:—From Berlin the line runs to

the G. T. R. main line, which it parallels to a point near

Baden, and thence south of the G. T. R. to a point east of

Stratford, where it will cross the G. T. R. and enter the city.

Stratford-St. Mary's Section:—From Stratford the line

runs in a westerly direction parallel to the old main line of

tlie G. T. R. to a point north of St. Mary's.

St. Mary's-London Section;—The line runs in a south-

westerly direction through St. Mary's and thence westerly,

crossing the Canadian Pacific Railway at grade, and over

the Thames River, running thence parallel to the old main

line of the Grand Trunk Railway to a point near Granton;

thence in a southerly direction through Biddulph Township
to the northern boundary of London Township; thence in a

south-easterly direction from concessions 14 to 10, inclusive,

in London Township. From this point tlie line runs in a

southerly direction through concessions 9 to 4, inclusive;

thence following the Thames River through concessions 3 to

1, inclusive, in London Township, to a point between the

Sarnia Road and the Thames River, a short distance west of

tlie VVarncliffe Road outside the north-westerly boundary line

of the city of London. Thence the line runs in a south-

easterly direction over private property and city streets,

crossing over the Thames River in the city of London, to

a point on Bathurst Street; thence easterly along Bathurst

Street to the London & Port Stanley Railway, which at pre-

sent terminates on Bathurst Street, immediately east of

Richmond Street.

Semi-rapid Transit Scheme for Toronto
Report just handed into City Council

dollars—Toronto not ready

As a deliberate discussion of traffic conditions and re-

quirements in the city of Toronto based on authoritative

data gathered with apparently infinite care, no previous re-

port approaches in value that just handed in to the City

Council by Commissioner of Works R. C. Harris, F. A.

Gaby, Chief Engineer Hydro-electric Power Commission ot

Ontario, and E. L. Cousins, Chief Engineer Toronto Harbor

Commission. The report takes cognizance of general con-

ditions covering a very wide range such as growth of

population; location of factories; congested traffic points;

vehicular traffic; Toronto Railway System; municipal car

lines; Hydro Radial possibilities and many other minor

factors which may influence the transportation requirements

of the city of Toronto during the next quarter of a century.

.\ rapid transit tchtme, in the strict meaning of the term,

is not recommended, but three trunk radial entrance lines

with the necessary yards and terminal as shown in tlie ac-

companying drawing. This recommendation is Ijased on the

supposition (1) that the city of Toronto acquire the prop-

erty of the Toronto Street Railway in 1921 and (2) that the

waterfront viaduct will be constructed by the Grand Trunk
and Canadian Pacific Railways.

Tht recommendations in the report are as follows:

1. The City of Toronto acquire the Toronto Railway
Company at the expiration of the franchise in 1921, and
thereafter operate same as a municipal railway.

S. The City should at once make a definite declaration

of policy in this regard.

3. If the decision be to municipalize the service, prepara-
tory steps should immediately be taken, in order that upon
the date of franchise expiry, the City may enter into occupa-
tion and operation, without overholding tenure complica-
tions.

4. .A, Transportation Commission be at once appointed,
consisting of representatives from the City, the Toronto
Harbor Commission, and the Ontario Hydro Electric Povi'er
Commission, so constituted as to aflford the City majorit

;

representation. This Commission should be vested with all

advises expenditure of eighteen million

for complete subway system

necessary power to plan, control and direct all transporta-

tion and terminal facilities of every kind whatsoever, (ex-

clusive of existing steam railways), including present or

projected municipal lines within the corporate limits of the

municipality, and to prepare and arrange for the acquisition

and operation of the Toronto Railway Company as a muni-
cipal utility, upon expiry of the franchise rights of said

Company; the powers of this Commission to be sufficiently

inclusive to embrace all railway transportation facilities as
aforesaid, and to be implemented from time to time in order
to accomplish the full intent of this recommendation. The
Harbor Board and the Ontario Hydro Electric Power Com-
mission, should be represented upon this Commission in ex-
tension of the policy of Council already expressed in the
appointment of the Board charged with the duty of making
this report, and for the same reasons which guided that
body in the constitution of such Board, viz.:—That the
future transportation facilities within Toronto should be co-
ordinated with regard to the services, rights and holdings of
the bodies aforementioned, with particular reference to
rjidial entrance and railways, the operations of the Harbor
Commission as Trustees for the City, and local street rail-

way service within the City Limits. The Ontario Hydro
Electric Power Commission, through their Municipal Radial
Railway project, is at present undertaking the construction
and development of some 1,000 miles of radial railways, with
I'oronto as a main terminal focal point; the Harbor Com-
mission as Trustees for the City, control the proposed east
and west trunk radial railway entrances, together with the
lu-oposed terminal site, contemplated team track delivery
yards and general sorting yard, while the City has jurisdic-
tion over all public streets, embracing surface, elevated and
imderground rights. Even cursory consideration, will de-
monstrate the necessity of harmonizing all these interests.
if transportation problems are to receive adequate and ef-
fective treatment. This can best be accomplished by the
creation of a Commission constituted as recommended.

."i. The construction of the three radial entrance lines,
with necessary yards and terminal, as shown on Drawing
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No. 18 be proceeded with when conditions warrant and

linance permits.

fi, A rapid transit system in tlie strict meaning of the

Urm be not adopted.

T. TIic radial railway trunk line entrances be used for a

.semi-rapid transit service, as conditions warrant, to serve the

population in the districts lying at present without and

adjacent to the existing City Limits.

8. It may be necessary to procure legislation amending

existing Acts, in order to give effect to the foregoing.

9. The use of any of the lines, yards, terminals and any-

l^6£ND

Conclusions

After detailed consideration of the various factors, en-

tering into and affecting the problem as hereinbefore re-

cited, we have concluded that:

1. Additional civic car lines laid between now and 1921.

without the limits of 1891, but within the limits of 1915,

will, after acquisition by the City, of the Toronto Railway

Company in 1921, adequately serve all sections within the

present City limits; the maximum time necessary to reach

extreme destination being thirty-five minutes.

2. The existing surface system of the Toronto Railway

Company, if provided with improved equipment and oper-

Tora/7/0 /?t7//ivoj' Cas S^s/e/77

C/y/c Cc/r Z J/ye s

t5(/^</fi> o/v L/nes
Afc//7/c/pa/ Soi//7iyt7rj/ /89/
Mumc/pa/ Hocndary /d/5'

/^(7^/a/ /?a//tv<3y £In/>-ofrce 5

thiuK whatsoever, in any way relating or appertaining there-

to, by any other railway than those of the Hydro Electric

l^ailway Union and the City, shall not at any time be per-

mitted, until such railway shall have obtained the consent

ol the Hydro Electric Power Commission thereto.

10. We do not make suggestion as to finance and re-

imbursement, feeling that this does not lie within our juris-

diction, hut is for each to take up with his respective prin-

ciples.

These recommendations are based on certam conclu-

sions drawn by the members of this Advisory Committee as

a result of their researches and deliberations. These con-

clusions, in part, are to the effect that there is no conges-

tion on Toronto's streets that cannot be relieved by a proper

utilization of existing surface lines; that an up-town term-

inal is not feasible; that ample provision must be made for

future expansion and for co-ordination of rail and water

transportation; also that the present gauge on the Toronto

Street Railway tracks must, for a proper traffic unification,

be reduced to standard. The following are the conclusions

in full;

ated at higher service efficiency can be made to adequately

serve the City within the limits of 1891.

3. As traffic officers become more efficient in direction

and citizens better appreciate the functions of such officials,

the movement of rail, vehicular and pedestrian traffic will be

greatly facilitated, with consequent saving of time and added

safety to all.

4. If a sufficient number of cars of modern type were

provided, thereby minimizing overcrowding and the public

educated to embark and debark with reasonable speed, it

would result in more rapid operation of the railway system,

and the facilitation of other classes of traffic.

5. There is comparatively little congestion in Toronto

streets. This may be further minimized by regulation of

standing vehicles on. and diversion of slow-moving, heavily

laden traffic from, main Iwavily-trafficked thoroughfares in

the central area.

Radial Railway Entrance

1. That the following railways entering the outlying

portions of Toronto, viz:

—

(a) The Toronto & York Radial Railway embracing the
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Metropolitan, running north on Yongc Street; tlie Kingston

Road line from the Woodbine; the Port Credit line from

Sunnyside; (b) The Toronto Suburban to Lambton, Weston

and Woodbridge, from Keele and Dundas Streets, cannot be

considered rapid transit interurban lines, as in all cases they

operate mainly on the highway, at low speeds. The people

of Toronto and the Province have not had the advantages

of modern rapid interurban service, such as is operated m
many parts of the United States. When the Hydro Radial

project becomes an accomplished fact, the system of which

the section operating between London and Port Stanley is

a happy augury, the entire population of the Province will

derive therefrom, tangible benefits, which result to a com-

munity from a modern, high speed, properly equipped and

efficiently operated system.

:J. That the most feasible entrances from the east and

west lie along the waterfront route. The entrance from the

north may be readily effected by subway construction. The

foregoing conclusions were arrived at after careful recon-

naissance of the possible routes of entrance for radial rail-

ways, in the City and its environs, and detailed survey of one

hundred and fifty miles of line.

It. From the viewpoint of economy of operation and

utility, it is essential that the terminal be located on the

a.xis of maximum movement. Having regard for the past

suggestions for an up-town terminal, we thoroughly in-

vestigated this possibility, with the result, that aside from

operating considerations, the additional cost of $8,000,000

embracing a four track subway from the waterfront to Col-

lege Street, and the erection of a terminal at the latter point,

liroved it unfeasible.

The foregoing indicates the necessity for location on

waterfront route.

The same consideration applies also to the location of

yards nn the waterfront property, in view of its natural

advantages.

4. It is prudent to make present provision for future

expansion covering trackage for trunk line entrances and

terminal facilities, therefore the necessary sites should now

be provided for ultimate development.

J. That it is necessary to make ample provision for the

co-ordination of rail and water transportation and the proper

interchange of all traffic.

6. The radial railway trunk lines sliould. as tlie luture

demands, and the City extends, provide for the operation o'

semi-rapid transit lines to serve outlying districts.

Rapid Transit Lines

1. The streets in the central area are sutticient to cart

for future traction and vehicular demands, provided reason-

able regulations are enacted, and enforced, governing;

vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

2. Traffic may be much facilitated by an increase in

speed of the existing Toronto Railway units. This entails

improved equipment, track, routing and operation, together

with the adoption of up-to-date loading and unloading facili-

ties, and the much needed education of the public to embark

and debark speedily. The accomplishment of this, together

with adequate extension of surface lines, will make it possible

to travel from the centre of the present city limits within a

thirty-five minute period.

We have been assisted to the foregoing conclusions by

the study of Drawings, Nos. 8 to 15 inclusive, showing pre-

sent volume of traffic with origin and destination, lines of

heaviest movement, and street traffic counts.

:> In relation to the matter of change of gauge, not-

withstanding that almost every economic consideration de-

clares against it. the dominant factor is that of future

traffic unification, between radial, semi-rapid, and city sur-

face lines, and this is impossible without the reduction of the

present gauge from four feet ten and seven eighths to four

feet eight and one-half inches.

4. As hereinbefore indicated, there is no justification

whatever for the construction, in the City of Toronto, of a

rapid transit system in the strict sense of the term.

How to Put on a Slogan Sign Campaign
A slogan is a terse, yet complete expression of the good-

ness, excellence or opportunity-giving qualities of a com-

munity. It is a high standard, up to which the people

should strive hard to live.

Slogans have been used by progressive and hustling

communities as far back as history records. The very fact

that a slogan openly avows something makes it necessary

that those living in the community live up to what it ex-

presses. There are hundreds of towns which enjoy greater

prosperity and greater life and promise since the adoption

of a battle-cry for progress.

Keep It Before the People
A sloga'' is a most valuable asset to any community.

But to realize its fullest value, its powers for good, the

slogan must be eflfectively advertised. It must be made
known, not only to residents of the place, but also to

strangers and to travelers; for all these, directly or in-

directly, influence the prosperity of the community.
How, then, can this be done? The transient visitor,

passing through the town by boat or train, rarely reads
the town's local papers—the mere expression of a slogan
by word of mouth means little to him.

Electric Signs Best Medium
But picture to yourself the cfTect of a brilliant, scintill-

ating, electric sign, dominating the business section of the
town, bearing the slogan, the highest mark the people of

the communit)' have set for themselves. It is so vivid, so

attention-compelling, that the impression is lasting. It lit-

erally "shouts it from the house-tops."

The Slogan Sign carries a message stronger than pure

commercialism. It is an advertised declaration of the "good-

ness" of the place. It stands not only for improvement in

business conditions, but for a definite moral duty, which

each association of individual is called upon to obey. Some-
how, the very nature of the slogan implies progress—an

"I Will!" spirit—a desire lor better living and better times.

What is more in keeping with this spirit than electricity

—ever synonymous with light, progress, prosperity?

How to Obtain a Suitable Slogan

.\ slogan is really a public asset. It primarily owes
its existence to the growing-pains of the town. Therefore,

the entire community should lend a helping hand to create

a slogan typical, representative, symbolical of the ideals of

the place. The electrical interests of the community should

hold a meeting, to form plans for stimulating interest in the

project. Usually the best plan is to work through the most
prominent civic body, which may be the Chamber of Com-
merce, the Board of Trade, Business Men's League or some
similar organization. A campaign for suggestions for the

slogan may be inaugurated by that body, leaving the de-

cision in the contest to such a committee as they may select.

The central station or the electrical organization should
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take an active interest in tlie contest for the selection of a

slogan, advertise it in the local newspapers, by circular-

izing, by postal cards, or all of these mediums. In connec-

tion with this advertising, attention should be called to

the benefits to the city of a Great White Way. A premium
or prize should be offered to the contestant whose motto
or slogan is adopted. Partisanship should not be allowed

to influence the selection of the slogan. Strict "neutrality"

should prevail. The bars should be down for all.

Advertising in the papers, street-car cards, and otlier

forms of publicity insure plenty of slogans coming in for

criticism. It is important to stipulate in the conditions

governing the giving of the prize that the judges will not

necessarily accept one of the slogans submitted, for it is

possible that, at the first trial, none may he found sufticiently

attractive.

A "Slogan Committee," composed of representative

business men, should be the judge. Selecting a slogan is

much like selecting a wife: it is for all time; therefore, too

mucli care can not be exercised in adopting a slogan. 1 he

slogan may be selected according to the dominant industry

of the community, the facilities afforded, the population, or

the number of homes. For example, Danbury, Conn., is one

of the greatest hat-producing centers of the country. The
slogan—"Danbury Crowns Them AH"—can easily be under-

stood when we remember that all men are "crowned" by

a hat, and most hats are made in Danbury. In every case

where a slogan has been selected, the newspapers have, on

account of the general interest, kept the public well informed

regarding the progress of the slogan sign, and this insures

considerable publicity before the sign is completed. As
the slogans come in, an eliminating process should weed
out the "unfit." The surviving slogans can be sifted down
further and finiher until final selection is made.

Keep the Community Interested

To really make the slogan sign popularly-known and

profit-making, it is necessary that wide publicity be given to

it through the newspapers and other mediums. The adver-

tisements calling for public participation in the slogan cam-

paign should contain pertinent facts regarding the commun-
ity. Why the town is a good place to live in, to root for.

to boost and to strive to make still better. Why the growth

of the town, its future progress, depends on what is beint;

done now. Articles and stories regarding the slogan cam-

paign, the purposes of the slogan, the p.irticipants, the

winner of the prize, and otlier items of interest, should be

given to the papers. They will help make the slogan the

most lalked-of thing tliat ivir happened in the town.

As a climax of appeal for public interest in the town's

acquisition, a bi.g celebration should be planned and given

plenty of publicity in the newspapers. Make sure that every-

body know-s the nature of the celebration, when the sign

will be lighted, and who will be present at the occasion.

The leading men of the town, committees from neighboring

cities, and others whose presence would add |)ublic interest

to the event should be secured as speakers. A band should

be provided. In reality, it should be a great "get-together"

for the citizens of the community. This function should be

put into the hands of the representatives of the city at large;

it should not be made simply an "electrical" affair, .^fter

the dedication, the honor of flashing the slogan sign for

the first time should be given to the most prominent man
present.

Proper Location for a Slogan Sign

The slogan sign should absolutely dominate the town.

It should be set in appropriate surroundings, and where it

will be seen by the greatest number of ])eople. The roof

of a high building in the right section of the city is gen-

erally the best location for the sign.

It should be visible from trains or boats or other tran-

sportation lines, that even those who do not stop may see

the slogan. It must be remembered, however, that if the

sign is not backed up by something, but faces the town
from both sides, a two-sided sign is necessary.

What Does a Slogan Sign Cost?

It is impossible to set down the cost-figures of a slogan
sign which will be anywhere near correct lor all communi-
ties. The size of the sign, its structure, its mechanism, and
other factors will govern. The contractor, sign man and
central station have full facts on the cost of slogan signs.

Any one of them can give complete cost data, and will be
glad to show photographs of successful slogan signs adopted
l)y other progressive cities.

Electric Sign Campaign

The electric sign is always the forerunner of many other

electric signs. In the first place, the wide publicity given

the slogan sign turns people's minds towards things elec-

trical. The brilliant slogan sign is a practical demonstration
to the business man of how an electric sign would help his

business. Naturally, the central station and the sign man
will not let this wonderful opportunity for placing more
and more signs go by. Advertising, canvassing and other

sales methods are pushed with a vim so as to profit most
while the subject is hot. The merchants are told of the

wonderful success electric sign advertising has always been.

They are told why a light town means a bright and pros-

perous town; that electric signs enhance the value of real

estate; that they even increase the earning power of the

town itself?

Still, the electric sign is economical. It tells its mes-
sage in letters of light in the evening—when the day's work
is done and the people are in the most receptive mood.
Electric signs electrify a community! "Dead" towns are

lightless, signless towns—poor places to live in. "Live"
towns are always judged by their after-dark brilliancy—their

povifer to attract people from neighboring, unlighted. unpro-
gressive tow-ns. "Live" towns get the lion's share of the

buyer's money—at the expense of the "dead" town.

Successful "Slogan" Towns
In the United States hundreds of towns have been

literally placed on the map as the result of adopting a good
slogan. Examples are: "Topeka Kan., Topeka Will"; "In
Kalamazoo ^Ve Do"; "The City of Smokestacks and Oppor-
tunities," for Everett, Wash.; "Fort Wayne with Might
and Main," and so on. .\ slogan for a town, like a trade

mark for a manufactured product, is a \alual)le asset.

The town of Grand'Mere, P. Q., is about to install a

duplicate unit in their power house at Shawinigan Falls in

order to provide additional current for power and lighting

purposes. Accordingly bids have been called for a 500 h.p.

turbine, working under a head of !t6 feet; a ;W0 kv.a., 3-phase.

()0 cycle, 2200 volt, 600 r.p.ni. generator; and six transformers.

Three of the latter will step up the current fre>m 2200 volts

to 11,000 volts, and the other three will step it down from
11,000 volts to 2200 volts. Two sets of switchboards will

be installed, one at Shawinigan Falls and the other at the

distribution jioint in Grand'Mere. The tenders will close on

January .5th.

The Board of Public Utilities of Nova Scotia have re-

fused the application of the Nova Scotia Light and Power
Company to increase their capital from six million to twelve
million dollars. This latter amount, it is now stated, will

be required to finance the development of the Gaspereaux
waterfall and the |>urehase of the Halifax Electric Tramway
Company.
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A budget of comment presented in the interest of public welfare.

independent of party politics and with malice toward no one.

Right here at the start let me say that this criticizing of

the Government i^ no pleasant task. I am well aware that

the publishers of this paper will get little credit for honesty

of purpose. So accustomed is the public to the harpings

of the party and corporation press that it has become case-

hardened. It has learned to look through the printed articles

for the self, party or corporation interest that prompted it.

Let it be known then, once for all, that I prefer the Borden

administration, with all its sins, to a Government controlled

l)y a party that sought to tie us up to the United States

with a reciprocity treaty. But this paper represents a con-

stituency of business men. It realizes that they are tired

of seeing politics practised where business methods should

be applied. They know that honest criticism is the best

medicine for any government—even if you have to hold its

nose while you administer the dose. As I have said before,

the publishers are not in a position to handle a war contract

and do not care to farm one out. I myself have no desire

to swagger around in an honorary colonel's uniform. Fur-

thermore, none of the stafi want to break into society. We
have no fish to fry, soap to boil or peanuts to peddle. We
simply want to show that petty politics are no satisfactory

substitute for patriotism and that party machines cannot

do the work of factory lathes. And permit nie to say fur-

ther, that we believe that things would have been just as

bad and probably much worse if a Liberal government had

happened to be in power when the war broke out.

Despatches from Ottawa indicate that the Government
is lirmly fixed in its resolution to side-step any and all en-

(piiry into the "educative" work of the late lamented shell

committee. It is evidently hoping that its work will be so

covered by the improved methods under which the Imperial

Munitions Board is working that it will be forgotten. But

the charge that the sufiferings of heroes have been capital-

ized and made to yield fortunes is one that refuses to die.

The Ottawa Citizen, which was early in action against the

"profiteers," returns to the charge with a statement that for

machining 4.5 inch shells the Motherland has been forced to

pay as high as $6.70 per shell, when the work could be pro-

fitably done for .$3.2.5 per shell. It also gives figures to

show that profits on other sizes of shells were proportionately

large. What the public wants to know is how true these

figures arc.

The public demand an investigation. They look not

to the Conservative political machine but to Sir Robert Bor-
den for that investigation. They feel that the Premier who
is a gentleman rather than a politician, has been sinned
against. They know that when next Sir Robert Borden
visits England he will not want to be pointed out as the
sponsor for a Committee that scattered its contracts liki?

so much political graft, while our soldiers cried from the
trenches for the munitions they so sorely needed. Sir Robert
Borden may be deluded by the men he has trusted but he
is not the man likely to stand idly by while the good name
of the Dominion is dragged through the dirt and grime of
a war scandal. Sir Robert Borden will act. Sir Robert

Borden must act to save the reputation of tlic country he

represents and his own political honor.

* * *

According to the Boston Transcript, Bridgeport, Conn.,

had only 5,000 employees in its factories when the war broke

out. Nearly 40,000 operatives are now employed and in an-

other month 20,000 more will be at work in new factories.

The population has risen from 102,000 to 140,000 and wotdd

be more if homes could be found. The reason: Bridgeport

has $175,000,000 in direct war orders besides $100,000,000 in

other orders, many of which are war accessories. Has any-

body heard of any Canadian city emulating the Connecticut

town in orders or growth? Are Canadians asleep? Or did

the dear departed Shell Committee shoo the orders across

the line?

It begins to look as if the United States could not be

much worse off if she were really at war with Germany.
The hyphenated by-products of the Teutonic nations have

violated her neutrality, blown up her factories and punched
holes in her self-respect. The only recompense they can

offer is the German vote. And who knows but by the time

the presidential election is on it may be too tiiuch of a

handicap for either party to carry.

* * *

When the Canadian Government commandeered 15.-

000,000 bushels of Canadian wheat it caused a sensation

more than commensurate with the size of the undertaking.

That amount of wheat is only about 5^ per cent, of the

Canadian crop and the immediate efifect of the coup was
simply to entangle the wheat business for a few days so

that dealers did not know where they were at. The move
on the whole appears to have been political rather than

business. It was meant as an answer to the "free wheat"
cry in the west—a cry that needs no answer. But as usual,

where politics and business are mixed, results were not as

expected. It was found that the wheat commandeered was
required by millers who had flour to make and dealers who
had contracts to fill. To get the tangle straightened out the

Government has been busy releasing the wheat to the deal-

ers and millers. It is ever thus when politicians attempt
plain everyday business. And yet we entrust the entire

business of this trusting young country to the politicians.

It is a habit.

* * *

France is enquiring, it is reported, in the L'nited State-i

for 2,000,000 nickel disks and is informed that she can secure

them. Of course Canadian nickel will be used in their manu-
facture. Nothing strange about that. W^e're used to it. But

the well-known United States writer Richard Harding Davis

was candid enough the other day to tell his fellow coimtry-

men that the French as a nation had a quiet contempt for

people "too proud to fight." So figure it out for yourself:

France buys from a people for whom she has contempt goods
made from the raw material of a country whose sons helped

keep the Huns out of Calais. Doesn't it appear to be about
time the Government did something?

The suggestion that Canada should give credit to the

Empire comes from the London Times and should receive

immediate consideration. The Thunderer calculates that in

the present year Canada's exports will exceed imports by two
luindred million dollars and points out that this balance will

be at her disposal for any credits that may be arranged for

supplies to Britain in lieu of cash payments. That the sug-

gestion is timely everyone will admit. Canadians are of one

mind in re.gard to the war. It is not Britain's war or Can-

ada's war but a war that involves the freedom of the world.
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No sacrifice is too great to secure that freedom without
which material prosperity would be merely an aggravation.

Canada must do everything in her power to help bring the

war to a successful close. Every bushel of grain, every dollar

and every man capable of bearing arms must be at the Em-
pire's disposal till freedom is assured, Belgium has been
avenged and the German war machine is in the scrap heap.

It is Canada's part not only to offer every assistance to the

Motherland but to grasp every suggestion as to how that

assistance may best be given. Giving Britain a line of credit

will provide this young Dominion with a new sensation, :ir

rather two sensations—pride in being classed amon.sf ;he

creditor nations and pleasure that she is able to financially

aid the Old Land in her hour of need. It is whispered that

the Minister of I^'inance will insist on our banks loosening

up.

* * *

Recruiting has now reached the stage wliere men must
be asked to leave good positions to take tlieir places in the

ranks. It is a critical stage. When England reached it

she made changes in her rules to make the ranks more at-

tractive. Companies of chums were assured that they would
be kept together after enlistment and other promises were
given. A Canadian who is enjoying a fair salary hardly feels

like taking the plunge until he is assured that he will not be

asked to act as batman to some young officer who never

earned $10 a week.
* * *

The Government has everything to gain and nothing to

lose by being open and above-board in this matter. So

many stories have been whispered, so many charges have

been flung broadcast that to remain silent must simply be

taken as an admission of guilt—an admission that the worst

has not been told. Never since Confederation have so many
stories of trickery, trafficking and grafting been afloat. They
come to this office by the score. All cannot be given be-

cause all cannot be investigated. It would take a big staff

working overtime to get into them all. But they pass from
mouth to mouth, growing with each telling. Probably most
of them have not yet reached Sir Robert Borden. His "ma-

chine men" probably see that such as do reach him are fumi-

gated, sugar-coated and otherwise specially prepared for his

consumption. Rut even his own [larty organs are liintin.g

that makers of munitions "have striven to get large jjrofits

out of their contracts." The Toronto News (Conservative)

charges it all to "stock market booming," but closes its

article with the rather ominous sentences: "As in previous

crazes a reckoning is coming. It may be close at hand

and some verj' prominent men may be involved in the in-

evitable disclosures."

Just one more instance of how the Shell Committee
handled contracts. This story has been investigated and can

be vouched for, as can the others that have from time to

time found place in this colunm. The owner of a jilaning

mill in an Ontario town went out after a sliell-box contract.

His application brought the usual answer tliat all contracts

had been let. Imagine his surprise when a shipping clerk

in a dry goods house in his own town secured a contract,

put up a building, completed his contract and got a renewal.

The shipping clerk had no plant, no experience and no busi-

ness rating. But he knew a man wlio knew something about

how contracts were got. Pretty wise man, wasn't lie?

Thrifty, too. For he still retains his job as shipping clerk,

though he occasionally finds a few moments to run over to

the shell-box plant and figure his profits.

+ *

These be pessimistic times. What with criticisms of war

mcthpds in England, war contracts in Canada, and hyphen-

ated Germans in the United States, it seems that there is

a lot to holler about, and mighty little to holler for. But
there is one thing that we can always look to and let our
lungs loose in one loud and long hurrah. And that is the
British navy. The "hearts of oak" have been modernized
into hearts of steel. It has stood between civilization and
the iron hand of Prussian militarism. And when the last

battle of this war is fought and won—by the British, for
some wise man has said "Britain wins only one battle every
war, and that the last"—the credit and giory must go not
to British arms or British gold, but to the grand old British
navy.

A prominent grain man, in telling why Canada should
lie prosperous, states that Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Al-
berta this year produced 700,000,000 bushels of grain, of
which 300,000,000 bushels was wheat. He gives $450,000,000
as a conservative estimate of its value. Is it any wonder
that the other week Winnipeg had larger bank clearings
than Montreal, and that the Prairie City is entering on a new
era of prosperity? And with millions of acres of this grain-
producing land still waiting for the settler's plow why should
Canada worry about the future?

* * *

That all patriotic funds sliould lie controlled and ad-
ministered by the Government is amply evidenced in Toronto.
A recruiting fund having been obtained by a "tag day" and
other begging methods which tax the liberal and allow the
penurious to go untouched, a quarrel is now under way as In

its distribution. In England arrests have been made of people
who sought to profit by the epidemic of giving for patriotic

purposes. How much of this sort of thing is going on in

Canada there is no way of finding out, but I hear of one
entertainment for the good cause where the expenses amount-
ed to $625 and the amount turned over to the cause was $25.

There is but one remedy. The government should control
all such funds. And it should also replenish them by a tax
that would make everyone bear his share of the burden.

* * *

Down New York way they're still sending out circulars

that tell of desirable investments created by filling war or-

ders in Canada. One of the latest comes from Gilbert Elliott

and Company. It advises clients to invest in Canada Found-
ries and Forgings Company, which has shops at Brockvillc
and Welland. Here are the reasons given:

"We are advised from sources upon wliicli we
can rely, that earnings for the past ten months end-
ing November 1, 1915, are over $900,000, and that

the monthly earnings are now running at the rate

of $150,000, or equal to $1,800,000 per year, which,
after taking care of fixed charges, will amount to

over 150 per cent, per annum on the outstanding
common stock."

The circular also stated that the company has within
the past year filled large orders for shells for the British

Government, in adch'lion to its commercial business,

* * *

Why did tlie Gnvernnient lease tlie Transcona car shojis
to a private company for the manufacture of shells? Well,
perhaps you had better ask D. A. Thomas. The Shell Com-
mittee was the part of the Dominion Government with whicli
lie came in contact. So when the Government proposed to

start in to manufacture shells without saying anything about
price you can imagine him throwing up his hands and ex-
claiming "Heaven forliid!" However, what he said to the
Government was, "put in a tender." Well, you know that
Shell Committee never did care for tenders, any way. It

just shied off and the Governnu-nt with it.

"SEARCHLIGHT"
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New "Beii" Building in St. Catharines

On Saturday, October 16tli, the Bell Telephone Com-

pany took possession of its new building, No. 39 King Street,

St. Catharines, Ont. The building is of three storeys, with

a frontage of 35 feet by a depth of 70 feet, and provision is

made for a futur-e additional storey. -A. prime consideration

in the building and equipping of telephone exchanges, that

of tire protection and resistance, was a special feature adhered

to, wood being principally eliminated throughout the con-

struction. Structural floors, beams, columns, exterior walls

and interior main partition are of reinforced concrete, Inick.

stone, cement or terra cotta.

One very special feature of the building is what is termed

its flexibility. Should more office accommodation be re-

quired on the first fioor it is only necessary to extend this

floor backwards, and when the telephone service grows to

such an extent that the present operating room will not

accommodate sufficient switchboard it will mean that it and

the second floor beneath will have to be extended backwards

to provide additional floor space. This can be done at one

time or from time to time as required without disturbing

the existing service or business conditions.

On the first floor are commodious public offices, with

direct access to the manager, business offices and telephone

booths. Special provision has been made in the entrance

vestibule so that it can be used by the public to telephone

after business hours. Plant department is situated in the

rear of the public office and terminal and battery rooms are

arranged across the front of the second storey, the oper-

ators' retiring rooms being at the rear. The entire floor is

iiscd for the operating mom, at the rear of which to the yard

level is a fire escape cuninninicating with cacli floor.

Capacity for 5,600 Subscribers

'rile switchboard is located on the third floor and is of

the Northern Electric Company's No. 1 common battery type

equipped with No. 4'.l jacks and arranged to give two party

service. Capacity of the switchboard is .'j.600 subscribers'

lines, its present equipment consisting of 3,100 lines. A total

of six sections has been installed and in them there are six

toll positions, seven subscribers' positions, one position for

plugging up cords for lines in trouble and one position for

testing. In this room there is also the usual chief operator's

desk-.

In llu- terminal rcMini on the second floor there are llic

usual main, intermediate and relay frames, repeating coil

racks, power plant and test board. The testboard is a fea-

ture of the equipment, being the installation of the first one

of the new type. This board was designed by the telephone

company's engineering department, and has all the latest

equipment for testing subscribers and long distance lines.

Tlir power plant for this equipment is designed to supply

the required electrical energy for the transmission of speech

and signalling purjjoses in connection with the telephone

equipment, and consists of various apparatus as follows:

—

Machine equipment: two motor-generator outfits, each

made up of a S.IO volt, 3 phase, 25 cycle alternating current

induction motor direct connected to and mounted on a com-

mon sub-base with a telephone generator of 5,350 watts. 30

volts cai)acity. I'"ach motor is supplied with a special (jil

immersed starting switch and automatic push button no

voltage release. The generator portion of this outfit is

specially designed for telephone work, being equipped with

a large number of segments on its commutator and specially

designed pole pieces, with the object of reducing to a mini-

mum any unevenness produced during commutation of the

current generated and thus eliminate the introduction of

foreign noise on the telephone system. These machines are

supplied in duplicate to provide an emergency outfit, in the

event of a possible breakdown of one of the charging sets,

thus safeguarding against a breakdown of the telephone ser-

vice from this source and are also used for charging two

groups of storage batteries, one main battery consisting of

11 cells of E. S. B. Co.'s type G-21, in lead lined wooden

tanks which are supported and insulated from the floor by

special oil type insulators mounted on glazed earthenware

pedestals. In addition a second battery used to re-inforce

the main battery for work in connection with long distance

transmission consisting of II cells of E. S. B. Co.'s type

E-11 batteries in glass containing jars set on glass and trays

and mounted on a wooden rack.

The capacities of these batteries are such that in tlie

event of the charging current failing for any reason the

batteries will be able to furnish all the power required on

the telephone switchboard for two days without being re-

charged.

Two additional machines are furnished for supplying

alternating current for signalling purposes, one set being

operated from an outside source of power and the other

from the main central office battery. These machines are

also equipped with a special attachment of interrupted rings

arranged to produce visual and audible signals for particular

work in connection with the telephone system.

The control and measuring apparatus for the above

equipment is assembled on a main switchboard consisting

of three separate Monson Maine slate panels for the control

of the motors, charging generators and ringing machines

respectively. A separate slate panel is also provided for

distributing and fusing the various discharge leads carrying

the current drain from the storage batteries to the telephone

switchboard.

The main power leads entering the building are brought

to a power protection switchboard panel installed in the

basement of the building at a point as near as practicable

to the point of entrance. This panel is equipped with main

fuses, main switch, retardation coils and lightning arresters,

and is specially designed to protect the building and the

telephone equipment from hi.gh tension lightning discharges

from the main power leads entering the building from an

outside source.

The power plant charging ai;d ringing outfits are as-

sembled in the main terminal and rack room; the storage

batteries are located in a separate room arranged for this

purpose, the floor of this room being specially treated with

three coats of acid resisting paint to withstand the corrod-

ing action of the acid used in connection with the storage

l)atteries. The room is also provided with a ventilating shaft

arranged to carry away acid fumes formed during the opeti-

tion of charging the batteries.

During the past year the gross earnings of the Kamin-
istiqua Power Company increased $20,610, bringing the total

up to $340,128, while the net earnings of $204,434 show a

gain of $33,103, equal to !i,;i per cent, on the capital stock.

The working expenses were reduced by $9,150, but fixed

charges were. $6,600 higher. The sum of $35,000 was put

to depreciation and contingencies; the dividend of six per

cent, absorbed $131.7C.O, leaving $.36,674 to be carried to

surplus account.
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Oxy-acetylene gas flame for rail bonding—Gang
of three men place ten to twelve bonds per hour.

By J. Rowland Brown"

Kail bonds have been welded to rails by the use of

the oxy-acetylene flame for years, but only recently have

the obstacles to the general use of the process been re-

moved. These obstacles consisted in the lack of an easily

procurable supply of pure gases at a reasonable price and

of readily portable tanks, in the use of torches not adapted

to the particular job. and of copper wire, with its great

power of absorbing gases when melted, for the welding

material, and in the absence of a properly designed bond.

These obstacles have now been overcome, and in the accom-

panying view is shown a modern welding equipment at w'ork

installing a bond.

The gases required for welding are iiure, dry oxygen

and acetylene, compressed or dissolved. These can be easily

and safely handled in cylinders.

The oxygen is obtained either by the electrolytic de-

composition lit water or by liquefying air and removing the

oxygen by fractional distillation. It is compressed in cylin-

ders to about 1,800 lbs. per square inch pressure. .\ tank

containing 100 cu. ft. of free air is generally used in bond-

ing work as it weighs only between 100 lbs. and 125 lbs.

.\cetylenc gas compressed in a tank above :tO llis. per

square inch pressure is liighly explosive, and between l-')

lbs. and .'iO Ills, its action is doubtful. To prevent any pos-

sibility of explosion the tanks are packed with asbestos bbrc

having a porosity not greater than about 7.5 per cent. The
asbestos-filled tank is then charged with liquid acetone to

about 40 per cent, of the volume of the tank. .Acetone lias

the property of dissolving twenty-five times its own volume

of acetylene for each atmosphere of pressure, and as the

tanks are charged to 22.5 lbs., or l."> atmospheres (iressure.

the tank contains about 1.50 times its own volume of acety-

lene gas under perfectly safe conditions. A tank of 100 cu.

ft. capacity, weighing about 85 lbs., is generally used.

A fitting is connected to each gas tank consisting of

a pressure gauge, a reducing valve and a gauge for indi

eating the pressure in the hose and at the tank. There is

a great variety of torches on the market, but they all con-

sist of a tij) having an orifice that controls the size of the

flame and the rate of consumption of gas, and a mixing

chamber with a shut-off valve for each gas. The best torches

arc simple and light in construction. The tips used for bond-

ing consume gas at the rate of about .30 cu. ft. per hour each,

with the pressure in each hose from 12 lbs. to 15 lbs. per

square inch. Regulation to the correct flame is done by

adjusting the shut-off valves on the torch and not by adjust-

ing the reducing valves. The acetylene is ignited llrst and

then the oxygen is turned on. As the oxygen is gradually

turned on the flame will show an excess of acetylene. This

is a reducing flame. Increasing the oxygen will soon pro-

duce a distinctlv lined bead. This is the neutral flame of

approximately equal parts of the gases and is the flame

desired for bonding. Increasing the oxygen reduces the

size of the head slightly, and produces an undesirable oxi-

dizing flame which consumes an excess of oxygen.

The proper design of bond for use with this process

has only recently received the necessary consideration. In

the first place, the weld should be made either to the head
or the base of the rail. On account of the intense heat

of the flame it is necessary to have a suflicient body of

copper in the terminal to conduct the heat and to prevcTit

burning or melting away of the terminal while the rail is

being brought to the welding point. It is impracticable to

weld the rail and the surface of the original terminal which
is adjacent to it because the surfaces cannot be properly

heated to the welding point. Therefore the welding wire is

built up on top of the initial terminal, forming a new tapered
bond terminal. The bond now has a tapered terminal which
prevents traflic from exerting a destructive shearing action,

but causes all wheels or other destructive forces to glance
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as careful work on the part of the operator. On exposed

rail, one end of the bond is clamped in position while the

other end is being welded, and then the clamp is removed

wliilc the other end is welded.

Bonding in Paved Streets

In bonding in paved streets one or two paving blocks

arc removed and the bond is located by embedding Ihe

,trand in some loose sand. When the rail is not *o be

-round the operator first coats the surface of the rail with

flux metal, as by this method it is easy to see, from Ihe

manner in which the metal spreads over the rail, whether

or not the oxide has been burned ofif. The flux melal is

then built in between this coating and the initial bond term-

inal, producing the beveled terminals. A little practice will

enable an average track man to control the flame and make

a good weld by this method.

It is customary for a man doing welding of this kind

to wear a pair of blue glasses, but there is no danger to

a spectator and no such eye trouble develops as that experi-

enced when working with or looking at the electric arc.

The connection between the terminal and the rail is

very strong mechanically and will resist the shearing strains

produced by traffic. In fact, it is impossible to tear the

terminal from the rail contact and failure only occurs by

fracture through the copper structure. The electrical re-

sistance of the terminal contact is approximately 3.5 mi-

crohms, which is slightly more than has been attained by

other terminals. This difference is due to the resistivity

of the flux metal forming the terminal, which is greater

than of pure copper. This difference, however, is negligible

and, as there is no depreciation of the contact, it is electric-

ally very efficient.

During welding the terminals of the bond are heated

to a bright red and sometimes the strand becomes a dull

red for a short distance from the sleeve. This heating does

not injure the bond in any way, as the mass of cold metal

in the rail acts as a chill and anneals the copper. A series

of vibration tests, comparing new bonds with welded bonds

that had been cut from the rail, showed that in no case did

Ihe welded bonds break down before the unwelded ones.

No Bad Effects on Rails

.\ htudy of the eft'ect of heat on the structure of the

sUel rail has proved very interesting, and after very careful

tests and investigations it can be safely stated that the weld-

ing process does not have any detrimental effect. It is

found that the welding changes the structure of the steel

lo a depth of ^ in. The affected zone does not extend

longitudinally beyond the welded terminal of the bond. A
dividing line is formed between the fine structure produced

liy the welding process and the normal structure of the rail.

On the lower side of the line the normal structure consists

of large pearlitic areas and patches of ferrite characteristic

of open-hearth steel. On the upper side of the line the

grain is finer, showing a fine pearlitic structure, which is

Ihe average Structure of the area affected by the welding

process.

The rail in the samples was open hearth with carbon

0.74 per cent., silicon 0.174 per cent., sulphur 0.035 per cent.,

phosphorus 0.030 per cent, and manganese 1.07 per cent.,

hence the effect of the heating would show up more prom-
inently than in a steel of lower carbon content. Seleroscope

readings for hardness checked by tests with a Brinnell ma-
chine show the affected areas to- be slightly harder than

the rest of the rail.

The investigation showed that the areas affected and
having a fine pearlitic structure have been heated to the

critical point and were rapidly cooled by the mass of sur-

rounding cold metal. The welding had refined the structure

for ^ in. from the corner and had increased the hardness.

but it had not detrimentally affected the steel. It is in-

conceivable that it could have affected the wearing proper-

ties of the rail or caused fractures or flaking.

A complete welding outfit, exclusive of the truck, which

can be home-made, can be purchased for from $50 to .$125,

depending on the make of the torch and the extra acces-

sories required for shop welding. The oxygen and acety-

lene consumed per bond cost approximately 10 cents, wjiich

cost varies with the distance to gas-charging stations. The

flux wire used per bond will cost approximately 8 cents, the

price varying with the copper market. The cost of labor

with grinding of rail will average f)>^ cents per bond on

straight work and iyi cents when no grinding is done.

Where rail grinding is done with an electric grinder,

three men are required in a gang, while without grinding

only two men are necessary. A gang should average ten

to twelve bonds per hour on straight work under average

traftic conditions. An average cost of installation, there-

fore, exclusive of cost of bond but including depreciation

and interest on investment, is 35J^ cents per bond with grind-

ing and 2354 cents without grinding.

Sutnraary of Advantages

The advantages of this process of welding are as follows:

The investment in apparatus is small, resulting in low

interest and depreciation charges. The utility of the appar-

atus in shop repair work makes it a 365-day-in-the-year ma-
chine. The entire equipment is compact and easy to handle

and does not necessitate interference with traffic. No elec-

tric current is required, a matter of considerable importance

in construction work and in a.c, or high-voltage d.c. instal-

lations. The welded contact has a high electrical efficiency

and is permanent. The bonded joint is moderate in cost

and easily inspected. When a length of rail is to be replaced

one end of the bond can be cut loose from the old rail and
rewelded to the new rail, thus saving the bonds.

Meters on Brandon Municipal Cars Effecting

Large Savings— Pay for Themselves
in Five Weeks

The Municipal Electric Railway System of the city of

Brandon, Man., is an interesting example of the savings

that may be effected in current consumption through the

installation of electric meters on the cars. Mr. T. Boden.

superintendent of the Brandon system, writes of their ex-

perience with these meters as follows:

—

"We purchased ten Ferranti meters in September, 1914.

These meters are the mercury type and have not caused us

a moment's trouble. For the first five weeks after the meters

were installed, the power consumption was checked daily, and
compared with the previous year, our mileage was increased

a little. At the same time a saving was made in this five-

week period sufficient to pay for the meters. The saving

for the year is approximately 30 per cent., and if such a

saving can be made on a small system, I don't know what
is going to hinder the same savings on a large system. For
the first six months a bulletin was issued daily; also one
every month, showing total mileage, power consumption and
average kw.h. per car mile. Now we only issue the monthly
bulletin. The meter record form herewith. Fig. 1, is that

used by the motormen daily. Four of the lines for meter
readings are used every day; two extra lines are provided
in case of a car being changed. The mileage is filled in

by the car-barn foreman, he having a list of mileage per
trip on all routes. The motormen have needed very little

coaching. Before the meters were installed every endeavor
had been made to get the motormen to use as little power
as possible, and while some motormen tried their best to

do so, others seemed to get apathetic.

"The chief complaint one hears against the mercury type
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of meter is that it is continually getting out of order. In

my opinion the chief cause of this is that too many men
are allowed to tamper with them. On this system the car-

harn foreman is the only man 1 allow to touch them. Should
he at any time have any doubts as to the nature of a fault

of a meter his instructions arc not to tamper with it. How-
ever, this has not occurred yet. as the meters have given
US every satisfaction."

BRANDON MUNICIPAL RAILWAY
.MKTRR RKCORD

Xt
Car No Working; Meter j^"''-

.

Hours
I

Reading when lef,
,
^^^f^H

^«f

Meter '

— '

Reading when taken ..

.

1 left

Meter
Reading whe
Meter
Reading when taken
Meter
Reading when left , , .

Meter
Reading when taken

Route.

.

Date^.

N'{>TE — Loss of mileage through any ca nust be reported on back of sheet

The following table gives comparative figures for the

last two years, with and without meters installed.

Power consumed, kw.h 007.990 491,900

Car miles 268.244 278,044

Average kw.h. per car mile ... .

Total cost of power for year . . .

Savings over 1914

(Power costs 2c. per kw.h.l

(."ost of meters

2.600

..$12.1o9.82

2,321.82

200.00

1.769

$9,8.18.00

Three Rivers Traction Company gets under
way Best of equipment—Power supplied

from Shawinigan Falls

Tlie Three Rivers Traction Company have just inaugur-

ated a tramway service in the city, of Three Rivers, Quebec.

The Ottawa Car Manufacturing Company supplied the roll-

ing stock—six single end. single truck, one-man nearside

cars, also one single truck combination sweeper and tower

car, a general description of which is given below.

The car bodies are of semi-convertible type, wood con-

struction, built specially for one-man nearside operation.

and single end control. Sides are straight and sheeted ver-
tically with narrow tongue and groove poplar sheeting.
There are eight double sash windows on each side of the
body. Top sash made stationary and bottom sash made to
raise to open.

The roof is of arch type with Brill ventilators in each
side, also one in front vestibule. The underframe is of
composite construction, having wood sills reinforced with
steel plates, which are riveted together to form a cotnplete
steel frame. The flooring is % in. thick tongue and groove,
hard yellow pine, covered with hardwood floor matting laid
lengthwise in the aisle. The interior trimming is red cherry.
The front vestibule is made extra long and step opening
extra wide, so that entrance and exit can be made by same.
Each opening has an individual folding dnnr and step of

Fig 1 -Extcriorviewone-mancar—Three Rivers Traction Co.

Fig. 2 -Interior view typical car—Three Rivers Traction Co.

the builder's standard construction, so arranged thai when
the motorman opens the door the step drops, and when he

closes the door the step folds up. The doors are so arran,ged

that the motorman can operate them singly or both together.

The front vestibule is equipped with brass p.a.y.e. rails,

folding curtain behind motorman, and Coleman No. 4 Type
fare boxes.

The rear vestibule is circular in shape with an emer-
gency exit door controlled by the motorman from his posi-

tion in the front vestibule. There is a circular seat which
accommodates five passengers running around the rear vesti-

bule. The seats are the builder's standard stationary type,

covered with twill weave rattan and with brass grab handle
on back. The curtains are pantasote mounted on Edward's
metal rollers.

The car is also equipped with the builders' standard push
buttons and buzzers, the current procured from batteries.

The cars are heated with Consolidated Car Heating Com-
pany's type 118 \\"-S cross seat heaters with ten heaters

per car.

The general dimensions are as follows: length of body,
21 ft.; length of front vestibule, G ft. 2 ins.; length of rear

vestibule, 4 ft.; length over all, 32 ft. 2 ins.; width over all.

8 ft. in.; seating capacity, 36 persons.

The cars are mounted on Brill Radiax trucks, 12 ft. wheel
base with 33 in. cast iron wheels and -I'/j in. hot rolled axles.

Each car is equipped with two Westinghouse 121-B-2 mo-
tors, with one K/10 controller; also Westinghouse schedule

S-M-1 straight air brake equipment; also equipped with H-B
life guards, and an Ideal trolley catcher.

The accompanying photographs illustrate the general
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appearance of the cars. The bodies arc painted olive green

with 'jold lettering and striping.

The Sweeper and Tower Car

| he coniliiiiation sweeper and tower car i.s the builder s

.standard single truck sweeper with a tower built on one

end The body or cab is of wood construction, built on a

heavy wood underfranie which is reinforced with heavy

steel plates. The roof is of the turtle back type suppo- :cd

on steel carlines. The interior „f the body is finished m

ash. natural finish.

The truck is the builder's standard design, which is

e.xtra heavy. The brooms and broom operating machinery

arc of the builders' standard construction. The brooms are

mounted on a heavy shaft which runs in bearings which slide

up and down in heavy malleable iron guides. They are

driven by a heavy chain and sprocket drive from a main

driving shaft, which is directly connected to the motor by

a gear and pinion drive, having the. same gear ratio as the

tnick motors. Each set of brooms can be cut in or out by

clutches on the main driving shaft. The brooms are raised

and lowered by hand winches in the cab; a separate winch is

provided for each set of brooms.

The tower is of the builder's standard construction, hav-

ing a working platform about ti ft. long by .5 ft. wide with

a folding fence all around it. The tower is raised and

l.iwered by a heavy winch inside the cab.

The brooms are driven by a Westiughouse lOl-B-2 mn-

Neely Steam Expansion Rotary Engine

A new rotary engine has recently been designed and

put on the market by the Neely Rotary Engine Company,

Limited, of Toronto. This engine is unique in type and

an entirely new invention, and, although a radical departure

from established practice in engineering, has stood up sat-

isfactorily under very severe tests. The engine is simple in

design, and entirely free from numerous complicated parts.

There are no springs, rings, or packings used, and it has no

dead centre. It is claimed it will start at any point and has

steam expansion for three-quarters of a revolution. It con-

sists mainly of a steam cylinder enclosing the rotary part,

with a steam chest on top of the cylinder, all molded in one

piece, as shown in cut. This steam chest follows somewhat

FlK. i C.Miibiiied Sweeper and Tower Car-Three Rivers Traction Co.

icir. The truck is equipped with a Westinghouse lOl-B-2

two motor double end equipment with K-11 controllers on

the truck motor circuit and a R-2S controller on the broom

motor circuit.

The body is painted olive green with gold numbers, the

tower is finished natural, and the truck is painted black. The

accompanying piiotograph gives a good idea of its general

a])pearance.

The Montreal Tramways Company have continued their

programme of improving the tracks, and have spent about

$500,000 during the past season. Many intersections have

been renewed, with a view of facilitating the clearance

curves. The system of constructing the roadbed, commenced
three years ago, has proved a great success, the use of French

tile carrying off the water, thus preventing freezing and the

unhcaval of the track in the spring. The company have now

a total mileage of 270 miles.

Neely Rotary Engine—Side and End Views

the idea of the slide valve; it has two steam and two exhaust

ports. A sliding valve connected to a lever allows steam to

enter one port or the other according to position. The rotar

consists of a cylinder of smaller diameter than the steam

cylinder, with centre oflfset so as to bring the rotar in con-

tact with the steam ports in the steam chest. This rotar

contains two pockets with two adjustable nickel blades, as

shown, one pocket and one blade each for forward and

reverse. The pin used to hold the blade cushions the l)lade

out steam-tight against the inside of the cylinder, by means
of steam, so that there is no leakage. Steam enters the chest

directly, and passes through the ports and into the pocket,

impinging on one of the nickel blades for one-fourth of a

revolution. The expansive power of the steam is used for

the remaining three-quarters of the cycle.

The unique feature about this engine, apart from its

saving in space and fuel and the absence of complicated

parts, is the fact that when running at a speed of over 2,000

r.pim. in either direction it may be brought to rest and driven

to the same speed in the opposite direction almost instantly.

This is accomplished by simply moving the valve in the steam

chest, by means of a hand lever, to the other end, allowing

steam to enter the opposite ports and so reversing the direc-

tion of rotation. When the valve is centred both ports are

cut ofT, bringing the engine to rest. A few of the features of

this engine which assure its success and efficiency are its

simplicity, power, economy of operation, durability, and cer-

tainty of action and control. The same lever is used for

starting, stopping, reversing and controlling the speed. The
engine is free from vibration when travellin.g at high or low

speeds.

The Lachinc Electri

have registered.

Repair Company, Lachine, Que

General manager Brown, of the (,)ttawa Municipal Sys-

tem, working with waterworks engineer Haycock, has made
a report on the conversion of the Queen Street pump house

into an electric generating station, which would sujiply

power for the operation of the Leniieux Island pumps of the

overland pipe system.
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A Code of Lighting Applicable to Factories,

Mills and other work places—Valuable Infor-

mation for Engineers, Central Stations

and Electrical Contractors (Con.i

Requirements.—The following requirements may now
1)C listed lor natural lighting:

1. The light should he adequate for each employee.

2. The windows should he so spaced and located lliat

daylight conditions are fairly uniform over the working
area.

.1. The intensities of daylight should he such that arti-

licial light will he required only during those portions of

the day when it would naturally he considered necessary.

4. The windows should provide a quality of daylight

which will avoid a glare due to the sun's rays and light

from the sky shining directly into the eye, or where this

does not prove to lie the case at all parts of the day, win-

dow shades or other means should be available to make
this end possible.

5. Ceilings and upper ])ortions of walls should be main-

tained a light color to increase the effectiveness of the light-

ing facilities from window areas. The lower portions oi

walls should be somewhat darker in tone to render . the

lighting restful for tlie eye. Factory green or other medium
colors may be used to good effect.

Classification.—Means for natural lighting may be

classed under three broad divisions as follows:

(a) That case in which the windows are located on tlie

sides of the buihlint; or in the framework of saw-tooth con-

struction, where diffused light from the sky reaches the

work during a large portion of the day.

( b) That case in which windows are located overhead

on a horizontal or nearly horizontal plane in the form of

skylights, thus furnishing direct li.ght from the sky during

a large portion of the day.

(c) That case in which ])rismatic glass takes up the

direct light from the sky anil redirects it into the working

space.

Method (a) is. of course, the most common of the three,

and it may be noted that the saw-tooth or other roof light-

ing constructions have become very popular and result in

an excellent quality and quantity of light for given window
areas provided the size and location of windows are in

;ircord with modern practice.

Increasing the Value of Floor Space.—.\de(|uate and

well distributed natural light means that certain portions of

the floor space which ordinarily would not be available for

work, are converted into valuable manufacturing space. In

a general way, therefore, the average factory, mill or other

work place, if properly designed, should possess natural

lighting facilities which produce the best practicable dis-

iritnitirm of daylight illumination.

Wide Aisles.—With low ceilings and very wide aisles,

workmen located at the central portion of (he building

must sometimes depend for their natural light on windows

I. .rated at .i c.,ii,-,Kler.ilde dKNtaiiLV uua\ Ir.jiii lluir w. .iking

position. In these cases it may be possible, in general, to

depend altogether on daylight over an entire floor space,
even a4 those times of the day when daylight conditions
would be entirely adequate under other circumstances. This
statement applies to si<le windows rather than to skylights
..r to saw-tni^ili ciinstruction. Fig. 1 illustrates this feature.

Varying Con.ditions.—In a case of this kind, employees
located next to tlie windows are furnished with suitable

daylight in the early morning and towards the latter part
of the afternoon, the upper portions of the windows being
particularly serviceable in lighting areas at some distance
away from the windows. A southern exposure, however,
results in such excessive light from the sky during the
middle of the day, that heavy shades are nearly always
pulled down so as to cover the entire window area. This
plan makes it necessary to use artificial light throughout
the larger part of the office during the brightest portion of

the day, and reduces the daylight at those points where it

would supposedly be the best, namely, near the windows.
Here the location of the windows is a large factor in the

excellence of the daylight conditions, but the manipulation
of the shades is perhaps even more important. To avoid
such a difficulty, adjustable translucent upper window shades
with adjustable opaque lower shades might be employed.

Upper Portions of Windows.— It should be further noted
in this illustration that the upper portions of the w'indows
give a reduced illumination in proportion to their areas, to

the floor space near them. In rooms of moderate size,

therefore, the windows should be placed as near the ceiling

as practicable. When the sun shines through windows so

located, the direct light must be reduced or diffused. This
may be accomplished by the use of ribbed glass in ordinary
factory and mill buildings, and in offices liy the use of

translucent sun shades or awnings.

Tempering the Light.—The light due to the sunshine on
such shades and awnings will be as bright as ordinary sky-
light if the shade is well chosen, and the ribbed glass will

be still brighter. If the windows are large, the illumination

is likely to be too great near the windows as previously

i)ointed out and it must be reduced. This should not be

done, however, by pulling down an opaque shade over the

top of the windows because the lop portion of the window
is the part that is particularly needed to give light to tlie

interior of the room. The better scheme is to employ an
opaque shade which should be raised from the bottom of

the window. This will reduce the illumination near the

window without affecting it over the interior of the room
to any marked degree.

Bench Locations.— Fig. 2 shows how benclies are com-
monly located with respect to windows, so that the light

received on the work may be most satisfactory. This sets

a certain limitation upon the possible arrangement of the

work over the floor space, depending on the way the day-
light is furnished to the floor area. This limitation can be

eliminated almost completely in the case of artificial liglil

through a uniform distribution of lamps overhead. This
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statement applies to those cases where natural light is trans-

mitted through side windows, and includes a feature spec-

ially noticeable in buildings of more than one story. In

contrast, the work may be arranged almost independently

of the natural light in buildings where the natural light is

furnished by overhead windows or tlirongh the means of

saw-tooth construction.

Window Glasses.—Roth translucent and clear glass arc

employed for factory and mill windows. There is " slight

reduction in the transmitted light through ordinary trans-

lucent wire glass, but it is often required by insurance

regulations for a reduction in the fire risk where a given

building is located in close proximity to other buildings.

Wire glass is also used quite generally with steel window

frames, there being an added protection from the stand-

point of fire risk. Wire glass may be obtained in clear

form, but its expense in contrast to the translucent form

is such as ordinarily to prohibit its use for industrial pur-

poses.

Wire Glass.—Wire glass, also known as ribbed glass,

should be used and is advocated, for practically all factory

and mill windows where prisms are not required. Wires

of rather open mesh cause so little reduction in light as to

warrant no mention of this feature. Special care should be

taken to get such glass as is smooth both on the flat side

and on the ribbed side to facilitate cleaning. Wire or ribbed

glass gives better diffusion than plain glass.

Prism Glass.—Where the sky outside of the windows is

obstructed by buildings, prism glass is recommended if the

room is deep. Different kinds of prisms cannot be used

to advantage interchangeably. The amount of prism glass

required in any case depends much upon the surroundings

and to obtain excellent results, of which such glass is cap-

able, it must be used intelligently.

Skylights.—Skylights are sometimes installed in long

narrow continuous strips in a sloping roof. The ribs of

the ribbed glass are generally so arranged that it is con-

venient to make them at right angles to the length of ihc

strips. The result is that the sunshine is diffused by the lilis

over a narrow area parallel to the strip of skylight, Ihus

lighting one part of ihe room much more brilliantly than

the remainder. If tlie ribs are installed to run parallel !<

the strips, they will give a much more general distril)ution

of the sunlight. In the foregoing, the word strip refer.-: lo

the long belt of skylight and not to the individual sheet .1

glass. Ribbed glass in vertical windows should generally

he placed with the rilis horizontal. They thus roughly fulfill

some of the functions of prisms.

Dirt Accumulations.— While translucent wire or ril'h-d

glass reduces the amount of light transmitted througli the

windows, the roughness of the outside surface of such glass

often causes accumulations of dust and dirt, which are r.Kjre

to blame for the reduction of transmitted light in some cases

than the translucent nature of the glass itself. Ivcnedies of

this difficulty are to secure smooth glass and to resort to

frequent cle-.nin.g.

Wire Glass as a Safeguard.—Wire glass for skylights is.

of course, a iiractical necessity as a safeguard against acci-

dents due to accidental l>reakage of the glass or due to

objects falling on top of the glass.

Calculations for Natural Light.—Jn certain typical local-

ities, the average brightness of the sky during business

hours is about 250 candles per square foot This is prob-

ably a fair average value for th.e entire United States. The

lower or minimum value of sky brightness, excluding par-

ticularly stormy days, may be taken as about 100 candles

per square foot. Allowing for a reduction of 2") per cent,

for losses in the windows themselves, the brightness of the

sky as seen through a window becomes equal to a minimum

of say 75 candles per square foot in any directions from

which the sky can be seen through the windows. This

brightness value if multiplied by the part of the window

area through which sky is visible from a given point in the

work space gives the available candlepower through the

window in question, and this candlepower is then divided by

the squ'are of the distance between the given point and the

window to obtain the foot-candle intensity of the illumina-

tion at the given point.

Method illustrated.—To illustrate this method, consider

a hallway 40 ft long, lighted by a window 5 ft. by 5 ft. at

one end, with the sky visible from the darker end of the

hall through the upper half of the window only. The illum-

ination at the dark end of the hall will then be equal to:

X 0.5 X 0.58 fiiot-candles

under the assumed window brightness of 75 candles per

square foot. The 1,G00 in this calculation results from the

square of 40 ft., the length of the hall, or in other words

the distance from the point considered to the window; and

the factor 0.5 takes into account the fact that the sky is

visible through only one half of the window area from the

point considered.

Checking the Intensity.—The intensity is not sufficient

at this darkest part of the hall since the requirements of

Article I of the Code proper call for three times the min-

imum values given in .Article V and the minimum value

given ir. Article V for passageways is 0.25. Three times

this value is 0.75 which is somewhat greater than the value

found in this calculation. The window area must therefore

be increased in size by about 50 per cent., or if this is im-

possible or impracticable, the hallway must be provided

with artificial light at those points where the natural light

falls below the requirement.

Calculation for a Skylight.—.As another illustration,

assume that fine manufacturing work is to be performed

under a skylight 20 ft. above the work. If the brightness

is assumed to be 75 candles per square foot as before, the

minimum intensity must be :5 X :i.5 foot-candles, tliat is.

10.5 foot-candles, based on tlie requirements of -Article 1

of the Code. The window area must then equal:

400

10.5 y = 5(; sq. ft.

Part of Window Area to Consider.— It is important in

estimatin.g the illumination i>f any work room to consider

only that portion of the window area through whicli clear

sky is visible, provided tlie window is equipped with ordin-

ary clear glass.

Sunshine Not Desirable.—In all the work of providing

natural light, it should be kept in mind that direct sunshine

in itself, from the illumination standpoint but irrespective

of sanitary conditions, is not wanted. The idea that sun-

shine is the important item is a common but an erroneous

impression. For example, in saw-tooth construction, the

windows do not face the south to get all the sunshine pos-

sible, but they face the north to exclude the sunshine.

Ordinary windows, on the other hand, face all directions

because not enough light can be distributed to interiors

from north windows alone Windows on the other than

north fronts admit sunshine to be sure, and this makes sun

shades and awnings necessary to exclude the excessive

brightness.

(To be continued!

The Grand Trunk Pacific is considering the erection of a

power plant of their own in Fort William for the operation

of elevators and other purposes. The railway company have

been purchasing power from the Kaministiquia Power Com-

l>any, but claim the load basis of payment is unsatisfactory.
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Rules and Regulations re Gas-filled Lamps

Tlie followinj; Rules and Regulations for installation of

gas-fdlcd lamps were recently adopted by tbe

Power Coniiiiission of Ontario, and bavc

pamphlet form:

All gas-tilled lamps installed in or

or structure in this province, must, cni

of this issue conform in all respe

and Regulations.

Owing to the danger from defective gas-fillcd lamps

whicli may have been installe<l previous to the issuing of

this notice, the Commission may require such changes as

may be warranted in any installation, if in their opinion

there is any danger to life or property.

1. Must be so grouped that not more than (JOO watts

(nor more than IG sockets or receptacles) arc to be depend-

ent on one cutout except that in cases where wiring equal

in size to No. 14 B. & S. gauge is carried directly into key-

less sockets or receptacles, the location of which is such

as to render unlikely the attachment of flexible cords there-

to, the circuits may be so arranged that not more than 1,320

watts (or 32 sockets or receptacles) will be dependent on

the final cutout. Where a single socket or receptacle is

tised on a circuit the limitation of watts permissible on the

final cutout shall be the maximum capacity for which such

socket or receptacle is approved.

3. Must not be used in show windows or in other loca-

tions where inflammable material is liable to come in contact

with lamp equipment except where used in connection with

approved fixtures where temperature of any exposed por-

tion of same does not exceed 200 degrees Fahr. (93 degrees

Centigrade).

.'I. Must not be used in connection with medium-base

sockets or receptacles if of above 250 watts nominal capa-

city nor with Mogul base sockets or receptacles if of above

l,riOO watts capacity. If of above 100 watts, must not, if

provided with a shade, reflector, fixture or other enclosure

above the socket, be used in either medium or Mogul base

types of sockets or receptacles having fibre or paper linings.

4. Fixtures within buildings must be wired with con-

ductors of approved slow-burning or asbestos covering

wdiere the temperature to which wire is subjected at any

point exceeds 120 degrees Fahr. (40 degrees Centigrade).

Where fixtures are placed outside of buildings approved

rubber insulated wire is required.

William A. Conner Expires Suddenly

William Andrew Conner, of Plainfield, N. J., died sud-

denly Monday, December 6th, at his office in Perth Amboy.
N. J. He was born in Baltimore in 1859. He began his

business career in 1876, in Pittsburgh, in the oil refining

business, in which he reached the position of assistant man-
ager for the Standard Oil Company. In 1885 he took charge

of the first plant built by the Standard Underground Cable

Company in Pittsburgh, and from then to the time of his

death he was the head of the manufacturing business of that

company, including large plants planned and built by him in

Pittsburgh, Pa.; Perth Amboy, N. J.; Oakland, Cal.; and
Hamilton, Ont. He was a director for ten years and first

vice-president since 1909. He was vice-president of the Perth

Amboy Trust Company, in the inception of which he had
ap active part. He was also a vice-president and director

of the Standard Underground Cable Company of Canada,
Kimited, wdiosc factories were planned and built I)y him in

Hamilton, Out., in 1011-12. He was a 32 dcg. Scottish Rite

Mason, and a Knight Templar; a member of the Duquesnc
Cljib of Pittsburgh, the Hamilton Club of Hamilton, Canada,
arid the Plainfield Country Club. He has resided in Plain-

field since 1904. He leaves his widow, who was Miss Tupper,
of Michigan; a brother, Edward Conner, of Orange, N. J.,

and a sister, Mrs. Koak, of Brooklyn, N. Y. He was a cousin

to Mr. O. T. Waring, of the Standard Oil Company, Mr. E. J.

Waring, of Standard Underground Cable Company, and the

late Richard S. Waring, who was the founder of the Standard

Underground Cable Company and inventor of "Waring"
Cables.

Judgment Favors Canadian L. H. & P. Co.

Judgment has been rendered in the Court of Review
modifying the previous judgment of Mr. Justice Archibald

in the Superior Court, in which judgment was given for

$65,330 in favor of the Fraser Brace Company against the

Canadian Light, Heat and Power Company. This amount
was due, according to the judgment, on construction work
in connection with the plant at St. Timothee. The later

judgment reduces this amount to $33,275, and releases the

contractors from the obligation of obtaining a final certi-

ficate from the J. G. White Company.

The Croaker

Once on the aidge of a pleasant pool.

Under the bank where 'twas dark and cool,

Where bushes over the water hung.

And rushes nodded, and grasses swung.

Jest where the crick flowed outer the bog.

There lived a grumpy and mean ole frog.

Who'd set all day in the mud and soak

And jest do nothin' but croak and croak.

Till a blackbird hollered, "I say, yer know.

What is the matter down there below?

Are you in trouble, er pain, er what?"

The frog sez, "Mine is a orful lot;

Nothin' but mud and dirt and slime

For me ter look at jest all the time.

It's a dirty world!" so the old fool spoke,

"Croakity-croakity-croakity-croak!"

"But yer lookin' down!" the blackbird said;

"Look at the blossoms overhead.

Look at the lovely summer skies.

Look at the bees and butterflies;

Look up, old feller. Why, bless yer soul,

Yer lookin' down in a muskrat hole!"

But still with a gurglin' sob and choke

The blame ole critter would only croak.

And a wise old turtle, who boarded near,

Sez to the blackbird, "Friend, see here:

Don't shed no tears over him, fer he

Is low-down, jest 'cause he likes ter be;

He's one er them kind er chumps that's glad

Ter be so mis-rable-like and sad;

I'll lell yer somethin' that ain't no joke.

Don't waste yer sorrcr on folks that croak."

—From "New

The Commission of Conservation of the Dominion of

Canada have issued a report of their sixth annual meeting

held at Ottawa, January 20, 1915. .\niong other interesting

jKipers on conservation topics are two by Mr. A. B. White
and Mr. L. G. Denis on the subjects "Water and Water-
power Problems" and "Activities of the Committee on Water
Powers."

The People's Telephone Company are negotiating with the

Bell Telephone Company to buy out the interests of the

latter company in Forest. The dual system at present in

operation is not satisfactory.
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Western Canada Power Financing

Owing to the refusal of the British (loveriiiiiLiU to

sanction the raising in Great Britain of an additional $1,-

ooo.ooO first mortgage bonds, sanctioned by the present

holders, the Western Canada Power Company notifies that

it is unable to raise money to pay the half-yearly interest

on the first mortgage bonds due January 1st. Meanwhile a

committee representing holders of the three year notes,

—

due in March next, have tentatively agreed to conver. these

notes at par into seven per cent, preference shares, provided

that holders of first mortgage bonds will agree to convert

the next two years' interest coupons into preference shares

of the same issue. The agreement involves the raising of

.f:i.jO,000 in cash within a period of two years, for the pur-

pose of completing the construction of the third generatiu',;

unit, and providing for other necessary expenditures, and to

this sum the holders of the ordinary shares of the company

will be asked to contribute by subscriptions to preferred

shares at par.

•

Electric Furnace Plant in Montreal

The Canadian Electric Products Company, Limited, with

a capital of $500,000, are organizing an electric furnace plant,

for the manufacture of high grade steel, in Montreal. The

plant will be on a two-unit basis, each with a capacity of 2.)

tons per day. The company will include in its directors Mr.

Julian C. Smith, vice-president of the Shawinigan Water and

Power Company, and Mr. J. S. Norris, manager of the

Montreal Light, Heat and Power Company, which concerns

will supply the requisite power. The company, however, is

distinct from either of the two companies above mentioned.

The Canada Cement Company is installing an electric

furnace in connection with the making of shells.

J. A. Gauthier & Frcre, electricians, Montreal, Que.,

have dissolved partnership.

Proper Factory Illumination

The Electrical Manufacturers' Association, 1227 I'ort

Dearborn Bank Building, Chicago, are distributing invita-

tions and descriptive circulars of a dinner to be held in the

near future at which the question of proper factory illum-

ination will be discussed from a number of different angles,

as for example: Factory lighting by incandescent lamps;

Factory lighting with Cooper-Hewitt lamps; Theory of

factory lighting. The invitations are addressed principally

to men interested in some phase of manufacturing work and.

so, concerned with good lighting in their factories.

Gres Falls Changes Hands

Under the arrangement by which the Shawinigan Water
and Power Company have purchased the Gres Falls de-

velopment from th€ Union Bag and Paper Company, the

Shawinigan Company will furnish the plants of the Union
Bag and Paper Company with all the power that the lattci

require. This undeveloped water power is located 13 miles
north west of Three Rivers on the St. Maurice river.

Mr. E. S. Cook representing the firm of Moncur &
Cook has been granted two weeks vacation to visit Cin-
cinnati and Lexington, Kentucky, Upon his return he will

cover Western Ontario and tlic Niagara Peninsula for
Moncur & Cook.

The Railway and Industrial Engineering Company, Pitts-

Ijurgh, have issued a copy of their "Progressive Manager"
series treating on Burke High Noltage Horn Gap Switches,
which are fully described and illustrated.

The Victoria Electric Supply Company, 42:! V'onge Street.

Toronto, announce that they are moving, on January l.jth,

into larger quarters at 414 Yonge Street, where they will

make use of the entire two-storey building for stock and
show-rooms for their full line of electrical supplies and
fixtures.

One frequently hears it stated by financial au-

thorities that railway earnings are the best gauge
of a country's commercial prosperity. Here are

the earnings of our three big railways for the first

week of December, as compared with a year ago:

Canadian Pacific Railway
1915 1914 Increase

$3,046,000 $1,766,000 -|- $1,280,000

Grand Trunk Railway

$1,012,326 $ 865,052 + $ 147,274

Canadian Northern Railway

$ 830,600 $ 502,700 + $ 327,900

Personal

Mr. Ray Rumpall has been appointed manager of the

Bell Telephone office at Goderich, Ont. Mr. Rumpall was
formerly in Clinton.

The Canadian Ivlectric Products Company. Limitc-1.

Montreal, Que., have been incorporated.

Trade Publications

Fuse Guard Products—Catalogue No. 1, issued by the

Electric Fuseguard Company of Newark, N. J., describing en-

closed fuses, cut-outs, and boxes of this company. Mr.
Irving Smith, 809 Unity Building, Montreal, is sole Can-
adian representative for this equipment.

Outdoor Sub-stations—The Delta-Star Electric Company.
017-31 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, are issuing in

pamphlet form, under the heading "Proposal for Delta-Star

Equipment," leaflets Nos. 730, 740, 750, 760, 900 and 910, illus-

trating and describing a complete line of high tension out-

door steel tower sub-stations, pole top switches, wooden
pole sub-stations, carbon tetrachloride fuses, bus bar sup-

[lorts, disconnecting switches and surge arresters.

Meters for Automobile Testing—Folder No. 4321, just

issued by the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company.

Small Motors— Issue No. 24, published by the Small
Motor Department of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, shows a number of illustrations of the

fractional horsepower motor and some of its numerous ap-

plications. .\ picture of the large building devoted entirely

to the manufacture of this type of motor is also shown.

Wiring Devices—1916 catalogue by the Bryant Electric

Company, Bridgeport, Conn. This is a splendidly illustrated.

well printed catalogue, fulTy covering the equipment manu-
factured by this company and containing besides a quantity

of interesting and valuable information for the electrical

contractor and dealer.

"Canadian" Turbines—Catalogue No. 15, issued liy

Charles Barber & Sons, Meaford, Ont., describing, with

illustrations, the manufacture, operation, and performance
of the Canadian turbine water wheel manufactured by this

company.

RefiUable Fuses— Bulletin issued by .\. F. Dauni. Pitts-

burgh. Pa., describing their refillable cartridge fuse shells

for electric light and power.
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What is New in Electrical Equipment
Efficient Pipe Bender

We illustrate herewith a new pipe bending device in-

vented by Mr. G. E. Phillips, of tlie MacKenzie Electric

Company, engineers and electricians, Sarnia. Ont. The
basic principle on which this bender works is that the pipe

is pulled around a grooved form, of the radius required, and

not forced into shape with wheels or cams. The machine

is very simple in construction and arranged to take the pipe

HO tOHT?.KtT0R ChM XfTOKB TO SI, VJITV

New pipe bending device—the invention of G. E. Phillips, Sarnia, Ont.

from the side, which can be inserted or removed in an

instant. With this bender it is possible to make a number

ol bends on one piece of pipe—bends and offsets beintr

absolutely perfect.

The inventor claims a very considerable saving by the

use of this equipment. On one job alone, which required

all bends to be 4 inches radius, it saved 3.5 per cent, of the

lime and paid for Itself just twice over. On any job where

the contractor's time rims to as much as Sl.'iO the price of

ihe machine can be saved in time gained. There is no

yuess-work about it. Pipes up to 1 inch can be bent cold

and single groove machines for work up to Zyi inches will

also be covered by this line, but the pipe will have to be

heated before placing in the groove. This, however, will

,E;ivc a perfect bend without any flats or kinks whatever.

The proper way to rig up one of these machines is to

have a 12 foot 2 inch plank 12 inches wide on a collapsible

pipe frame. Put the bender on one end and the pipe vise

on the otlier. The supply of conduit to be worked goes on

tlie cross-bars of the frame under the bench. This helps to

keep the bench down steady and the material is within reach.

One-half inch to 1 inch bender weighs To pounds and. of

course, cannot be used otherwise than on a plank.

If the saving on small jobs is so considerable it may
easily be seen how efficient this machine would be on a job

such as, for example, the new Union Station, where the

amount of bending required is so considerable. Two or

three of these machines would save hundreds of dollars in

time and in addition every bend and ofTset would be perfect.

Pelton Water Wheel
The Pelton Water Wheel Company, San Francisco, in

a recent publication give, in sufficient detail, data by which

the owner of any small water power may determine whether

it is of sufficient size to be worthy of development. This

lirm encourage development from one-quarter horse-power

ui>. The suggested procedure is as follows:

—

First, the amount of water available.—The best method
of measuring the water in \-our stream is l)y a weir of simple

construction. .\t some point where the stream is of

uniform section, place a board across it. This board should

have a notch cut in it with both sides and the bottom beveled

sharply upstream as shown. The bottom of the notch, which
is called the crest of the weir, should be perfectly level, and
the sides vertical. In the pond which forms, and a few feet

l)ack from the weir, in line with one edge of the notch, drive

a stake until its top is exactly level with the crest. Mea-

sure the depth of the water over the stake when the stream

is flowing, using an ordinary rule for this purpose. The

simplest way is to use a stake on which is painted mea-

suring divisions the same as carried by a rule, the bcginnin.e:

point of this measure being placed exactly level with the

crest of the weir. By means of a stake thus arranged, it is

comparatively easy to make the necessary measurements

—the depth of the water, the width of the notch
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through which it flows, and the total width of the weir. In

building a weir, care should be taken that the width of the

notch shall not be less than four times nor more tlian eight

times the depth 'of the water flowing through it; nor should

the notch be more than two-thirds the width of the stream.

Second, head or vertical fall from the ditch, flume, or

other source of supply, to where the wheel is to be placed.—

This should be determined carefully, and can easily be done

by using a surveyor's level or an ordinarj farmer's level, of

the type widely used in building drainage ditches. Full in-

structions for using these instruments are furnished by the

manufacturer, so that this phase of the work will not be

further described here. If you have not available a level

of this type, any land surveyor can quickly give you the

desired information.

Third, length of pipe required to secure this head.— If

your pipe is already laid, note the diameter and length, and

if more than one size of pipe is included in the pipe line,

note the length of each size.

Fourth, type of machinery you expect to drive.— If you

intend driving an electric generator, note ihe capacity, speed

and whether it is to be used for power, li.y:hts or both.

Electricity for Everybody

Electricity need no longer be classed as a luxury obtain-

able only by those living in thickly settled communities

reached by central station circuits. The little generating

plant illustrated here makes it possible for anyone to enjoy

the conveniences of electricity for lighting, heating and

power purposes, no matter how far removed from power

lines he may live. They are useful in country homes, on

farms, and in small manufacturing establishments in rural

districts where they furnish power for lights, for operating

fans, vacuum cleaners, sewing machines, washers, heating

appliances, and motors driving pumps and small farm ma-
chinery. The plant consists of a Westinghouse low-voltage

generator and control panel and an Hyray exide storage

Ijattery, all of which are mounted on skids, rendering the

outfit portable. The generator may be driven by any ordin-

ary oil, gas, or gasoline engine or, if water power is avail-

ahle. i( can be used and the electricity will cost practically

nothing. Tiie operation is simple. The generator is driven

by an engine and the current is either usefully expended or

else accumulated in the storage battery for use at some
future time. The engine can be run when it is most con-
venient during the day and the current stored up for use in

the evening. An automatic switch on tlie control panel

tiiaintains a steady voltage on the battery when charging,

and an^ ampere-hour meter shows at all times the exact

ainount of reserve energy in the storage battery and indi-

cates when to start and stop the charge. The outfits are

sold c'omplete without the engine by the Westingtiouse

Company.

The Electric Tire Pump
Among the many new devices that are constantly l)ein^;

L'xploited for use in the garage, the tire pump shown in the

illustration is worthy of mention on account of several unique

features. The entire outfit is a self-contained unit, mounted
as shown in the illustration. A handle is supplied, allowing

it to be easily carried, or it can be mounted on a small

carriage if desired. The air pump, which is mounted on

the motor, has four cylinders, insuring a steady flow of air.

The corrugations on the cylinders assist in dissipating the

heat generated by the compression of the air and keep the

operating temperature low. Metal pistons, each fitted with

two compression rings, are used. The connecting rods and

inain bearings are made of bronze. The motor used is the

well-known ]4 horsepower standard Westinghouse type C.\

or CD, depending on the nature of the circuit. This pump
is called the "Guco" and is manufactured by the General

Itility Company. Philadelphia. The complete equipment

consists of a motor-driven pump, a pressure gauge, an air

hose, an acorn connection and a snap switch for starting

and stopping the motor.

Electrical supply houses report an improved demand for

.goods, the better feeling in general commerce helping the

situation. The Duncan Electrical Compan\'. Limited, state

that trade is reviving, and that their turnover during the

closing months of the year was exceptionally large. Many
dealers made very large displays of electrical apparatus dur-

in.nr the Christmas week, and some departmental stores also

featured electrical domestic equipment.

Mr. G. H. Forster. manager of the Lindc

frigeration Company, Montreal, has been givei

commission in the 148th Battalion,

Canadian Re

a lieutenant'
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UNDERGROUND
CABLES

HIGH OR LOW TENSION
For

Lighting, Power, Street Railway,

Telephone or Telegraph Transmission

ARMOURED CABLES
for street lighting

PAPER INSULATED CABLES
of all descriptions

RUBBER INSULATED CABLES
to every specification

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF
WIRES AND CABLES

GALVANIZED IRON WIRE
AND STRAND

MAGNET WIRE, FLEXIBLE
CORD, Etc.

PHILLIPS' Wires and Cables are made in Canada.
But we do not appeal to the "Made in Canada" senti-

ment in offering our products, because we feel that
there is a much better reason why you should buy
from us, and that is because no firm—in any country

—

is making wires or cables that are superior to ours.
The reasons for this are

:

1—Our experience of over a quarter of a century.

2—Our careful selection of skilled workmen, many of
them sons of our older employees.

3—Our well-organized chemistry department, which
closely co-operates with a skilled purchasing agent
and permits no material, except the very jjest, to

enter our works. We use the best of pure new
lead, the finest of Sea Island yarns and Italian
silks, the highest grades of asbestos, etc.

4—Our modern machinery, which includes every
known mechanical device needed to produce per-
fect wires and cables of every kind.

Prices, etc., on request.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS
ELECTRICAL WORKS, LIMITED

Head Office and Factory MONTREAL

Branches Toronto Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver
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^'TiylS^as submitted on December .Tth author,zmg

the installation of an electric lighting system to cost $-,000.

^"
ReTe'nfrTports mdicate tbat the earnings of the Brandon

Street Railway System are picking up. Figures for Novem-

ber show a gratifying improvement over the same penod a

year ago.

Bureessville, Ont. . .

\ by-law was carried on December 21st authonzmg an

expenditure of $3,500 on a hydro-electric distrd,ut>ng system.

Cobden, Ont. . .

\ by-law will be submitted at the January election author-

izing the municipality to spend $20,000 in equipping a plant

and distribution system for the village of Cobden.

Hull, P.Q.
,

The municipality of the city of Hull, Que., are changmg

over their present system of street lighting (d.c. arcs) to

series nitrogen-felled tungstens. This means the replacmg of

137 arcs by 300 6.6-ampere, 500-watt, high-efficiency lamps.

The line has already been rebuilt. The city are also buddmg

a new hydro-electric plant with a capacity of 600 kw., which

will supply the necessary power for the street lighting and

also for the operation of eight one-million-gallon electrically-

driven centrifugal pumps.

Kingston, Ont.

The power committee of the city of Kingston has re-

commended that the Seymour Power Company, a subsidiary

of the Electric Power Company, be asked to submit terms

and rates for a supply of power for the city of Kingston.

Mr. Folger, of the local distributing system, is pur-

chasing the necessary material to supply 250 h.p. of energy

to the Canadian Locomotive Company.

London, Ont.

A by-law authorizing an expenditure of $101,0U0 tor ex-

tensions to the London and Port Stanley System will be

voted on at the January elections.

Newcastle, N.B.

The town council decided at a recent meeting to inaugu-

rate an all-day service. It was also decided that Engineer

lackson be authorized to purchase an electric pump for

ihe waterworks system.

New Westminster, B.C.

Mr. Fletcher Shaw, for twenty-five years in the employ

of the city's electrical department, and later with the B.C.E.R.

Company, died recently at his home in this city.

Norwich, Ont.

A by-law was submitted in the township of North Nor-

wich on December 17th authorizing an expenditure of $3,500

on an electrical distributing system; power to be obtained

from the Hydro Electric Power Commission.

Quebec City, Que.

The Public Service Corporation have commenced work

on their transformer station in this city. Foundation work

has been let to the Sharp Construction Company, and it is

understood that the Public Service Corporation will itself

complete the work.

Richmond, Que.

The Dominion Railway Commission, sitting in Montreal

on December 30, ordered the removal of certain poles erect-

ed in Richmond, P. Q., by the Bell Telephone Company

and the Great Northwestern Telegraph Company on the

ground that they obstructed the approach to the railway

station.

Sarnia, Ont.

A by-law will be submitted on January 3 authorizing the

expenditure of $120,000 for the purchase of the plant of the

Sarnia Gas and Electric Company.

Saskatoon, Sask.

According to the report for November of the city elec-

trical engineer of Saskatoon, that month was the best in the

history of the company so far as power consumption was

concerned. The surplus for the month amounts to $6,000.

Springfield, Ont.

A by-law was submitted on December 9 authorizing an

expenditure of $5,000 on an electric distributing plant.

Staynor, Ont.

A by-law will be submitted authorizing the expenditure

of $5,000 to extend and improve the hydro-electric plant and

waterworks.

St. Hugues, Que.

The Auer Light Company, Limited, IS Notre Dame

Street West, Montreal, has been awarded the contract to

supply the electrical fixtures for the parish church at St.

Hugues, Que. These fixtures will be manufactured by the

Tallman Brass & Metal Company, Hamilton. Ont., and are

of Romanesque Period. They consist of six main fixtures,

36 semi-indirects, 16 brackets, and two three-light posts, also

special ornaments for the altar.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Tenders are received up to January 15 for the construc-

tion of a municipal transforming station.

Toronto, Ont.

The local Hydro-electric Commission have asked the

Board of Control to submit a by-law asking for an addi-

tional $1,375,000 for extensions and improvements to the

system.

At the recent annual meeting of the Ontario Municipal

Electrical Association held in Toronto, Mayor T. L. Church,

of that city, was elected president.

The city council unanimously adopted a recommendation

of the Board of Control that the Hydro-Electric Power

Commission of Ontario be requested to negotiate with the

Toronto and York Radial Railway Company for the pur-

chase of the Metropolitan line on Yonge Street. Sir Adam

Beck has since stated that negotiations will commence im-

mediately.

Whitby, Ont.

The Whitby Water and Light Commissioners have put

into efifect a new schedule of rates based on the system of

the Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario.

Windsor, Ont.

A by-law was recently passed in Windsor, Ont., author-

izing extensions to the hydro-electric system amounting to

$50,000.
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Ontario's Challenge!

A large portion of that section of the prr)vince of C)n-

lario supplied with electric energy from Niagara Falls liy

the Hydro-clcctric Power Commission of Ontario have just

received a very real New Year's remembrance in the shape

of a considerable reduction of their light and power rates.

It is indeed something to l)e prciud of to he able to say that

certain Canadian rates are the lowest on the continent and.

so far as we can judge, we believe this distinction applies

under the new rates to a number of municipalities in the

province of Ontario. The schedule of new rates is printed

below, where it will be noticed that in several localities the

final household rate is 1 cent per kw.h.. which, with 10 per

cent, discount, brings the figure down to .9 cent. Lnlikc

many apparently low houseiiohl rates, too. tliere is no very

formidable joker in the shape of a minimum charge if tlie

consumer uses a reasonable amount of current. These rates

are particularly attractive to householders who use electric

appliances fairly freely, and particularly lo those who cook

with electrical ranges.

The basis of the Hydro rates as lias been outlined in

tlic Electrical News, l)ut may bear repetition, is as follows:

.\ floor rate of :i cents per luimlred sfinare feet is charged

whether or not current is consumed. Tlic minimum floor

space is 1,000 feet and the maximum 3,000 feet, so that every

consumer must pay somewhere between 30 and 90 cents

(discount 10 per cent.) whether he uses the current or not.

The first meter rate is now reduced in a number of muiii-

cipalities to 2 cents per kw.h. for the first 3 kw.h. per hundred

g"^ .1 i§ g= I^S I i c
c*iw --^ -"S "£ 0& S ^ C
^o -o^ t-^ dtr :=:^ *- 'C .5

.Municipality. „S <u: 6.a2a<3 J5 t5 <
Acton 4.0 2.0 S 4.0 0.8 3.9 2.() 0.15
.Ayr 4.5 2.25 9 4.5 0.9 3.9 2.0 0.15
.Ailsa Craig.. 6.5 3.25 13 6.5 1.3

Baden 3.5 1.75 7 3.5 0.7 3.2 2.1 0.t5
Reachville .. . 4.0 2.0 8 4.0 O.S 2.2 1.4 0.15
licrlin 2.0 1.0 5 2.0 0.5 2.0 1.4 0.15
Brampton .. . 2.0 1.0 5 2.0 0.5 2.2 1.4 0.15
Brantford . .. 2.5 1.25 5 2.5 0.15 ...

Caledonia .. . 3.5 1.75 7 3.5 1.75 2.5 1.7 0.15
Clinton 4.7 3.1 0.15
Doon 4.0 2.0 S 4.0 0.8

Dorchester .. 5.0 2.5 10 5.0 1.0 5.2 3.5 0.15

Drumbo 4.7 3.1 0.15
Oundas .. .. 2.0 1.0 5 2.0 0.15 2.1 1.4 0.15
Elora 4.0 2.0 8 4.0 0.8

Kmbro 4.2 2.8 0.15
F.lmira 4.0 2.0 8 4.0 0.8 4.2 2.8 0.15

F.-Xeter 5.5 2.75 11 5.5 1.1 4.2 2.8 0.15
Fergus 4.0 2.0 S 4.0 0.8

Gait 2.0 1.0 5 2.0 0.5 2.0 1.3 0.15

Georgetown . . 3.5 1.75 7 3.5 0.7 3.3 2.1 0.15

filen Williams 3.6 2.4 0.15

Goderich 3.9 2.6 0.15

Guelph 2.0 1.0 5 2.0 0.5 1.5 1.0 0.15

Harriston . . . 6.0 3.0 12 6.0 1.2 4.8 3.2 0.15

Hagersville .. 4.0 2.0 8 4.0 0.8 3.6 2.4 0.15

Hamilton .. . 2.0 1.0 4 1.5 0.15 1.5 1.0 0.13

Hespeler .... 3.5 1.75 7 3.5 0.7 2.3 1.6 0.15

Ingcrsoll .... 3.0 1.5 6 3.0 0.6 2.1 1.4 0.15

London .. .. 2.0 1.0 4 2.0 0.4 2.0 1.3 0.15

Listowel .... 5.0 2.5 10 5.0 1.0 3.9 2.6 0.15

Mimico .. .. 3.0 1.5 6 3.0 0.6 2.8 1.8 0.15

Milverton .. . 5.0 2.5 10 3.0 1.0 3.9 2.6 0.15

New Hamburg. 3 1.5 6 3.0 0.6 3.2 2.1 0.15

Niagara Falls. 2.0 1.0 4 2.0 0.4 1.5 1.0 0.1

New Toronto. 3.5 1.75 7 3.5 0.7 2.8 1.8 0.!5

Norwich .... 3.0 1.5 6 3.0 0.6 2.9 1.9 0.15

Otterville .. . 5.5 2.75 11 5.5 1.1

Petrolia .. .. 4.5 2.25 9 4.5 0.9 3.6 2.4 0.15

Port Credit .. 3.0 1.5 6 3.0 O.G 2.8 l.S 0.15

Ft. Dalhousie 2.3 1.5 0.15

Fort Stanley. 4.0 2.0 8 4.0 0.8

Flattsville 5.4 3.6 0.15

Preston .. .. 2.5 1.25 5 2.5 0.5 1.6 1.1 0.15

Palmerston .. 5.5 2.75 11 5.5 1.1 4.7 3.1 0.15

Rockwood .. 4.0 2.0 8 4.0 0.8 3.» 2.6 0.15

.Seaforth 4.2 2.8 0.15

.Sel)ringville 3.9 2.6 0.15

.Simcoe 4.0 2.0 '.) 4.5 0.9 3.9 2.6 0.15

.Strathroy .. . 4.0 2.0 8 4.0 O.S 3.6 2.4 0.15

Stratford .. . 2.5 1.25 5 2.5 0.5 3.1 2.0 0.15

St. Catharines. 2.0 1.0 5 2.0 0.15 1.6 l.o 0.11;

St. Mary's ... 3.0 1.5 fi 3.0 0.6 3.1 2.1 0.15

St. Thomas .. 2.0 1.0 4 2.0 0.5 1.6 1.1 0.15

Thainesford 5.2 3.5 0.15

Thorndale ... 5.0 2.5 10 5.0 1.0 5.2 3.5 0.15

Tillsonburg .. 3.0 1.5 6 3.0 0.6 3.5 2.3 0.15

Tilbury 4.3 2.9 0.15

Tiu-onto .. .. 2.0 1.0 5 2.5 0.5 1.5 0.5 0.15

Woodbridge . 4.0 2.0 8 4.0 0.8

Waterdown ., 4.0 2.0 8 4.0 0.8 3.3 2.2 0.15

Wallaceburg 3.9 2.6 0.15

Weston 2.9 1.9 0.15

Waterloo ... 2.0 1.0 5 2.5 0.5

Welland .... 2.0 1.0 4 2.0 0.15 1.7 1.1 0.15

Woodstock .. 2.0 1.0 5 2.0 0.5 1.8 1.2 0.15

square feet of floor area, the area being estimated as above.

I'"or all extra consumption the rate is one cent per kw.h.;

iO ))er cent, discount being allowed on the whole bill.

It will be noted, too, that the commercial lighting rale

.111(1 the power rates have been considerably lowered. T'le

pr)wer rate is based on a service charge of $1.00 per h.]).

of installed capacity (Toronto $1.35 for first 10 h.p. and
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$1.00 in excess of tliat aniounl). To this is added a primary

meter rate as low as 1.5 cents per kw.h. in certain cases, a

secondary rate of 1 cent per kw.h. in a number of municipal-

ities with an almost nominal tertiary rate. In the city of

Toronto the secondary rate is .5 cent.

The citizens of Toronto who use Toronto Electric Light

service also have cause for rejoicing. The residence rate

has been reduced approximately 25 per cent. T.E.L. house-

hold rates differ from Hydro rates in that the pr.'aiary charge

is based on the number of rooms. To begin with there is

no service charge, so that if no current is used none is

paid for. The primary charge is 4 cents for the first 4 kw.h.

per room of the consumer's residence; secondary charge is

2 cents per kw.h. for the next 4 kw.h. per room and the

final charge is 1 cent per kw.h. with 10 per cent, discount.

Added to this the T. E. L. Company supply lamps of 60 watt

and over free of charge.

The outstanding feature of these new rates is that elec-

trical cooking, as far as cost is concerned, is within the reach

of all municipalities affected by the reduced schedule. Tak^'.

for example, a nine room house using 300 kw.h. per month.

On the supposition that the floor area is reckoned at 1,800

sq. ft., the Toronto Hydro bill would be: (1) Service charge of

3 X 18 equals 54 cents; (2) primary meter charge of 2 x 3 x IS

equals $1.08, and (3) secondary meter charge of 1 x 144 equals

144 cents. Total account equals $3.06 less 10 per cent, equals

$2.76. The T. E. L. Co. rate works out only slightly larger,

as follows: (1) first meter charge 4x4x9 equals $1.44; (2)

2x4x9 equals 72 cents, and (3) 1 x 128 equals $1.28. Total

account, $3.44, less 10 per cent, equals $3.10. Under certain

conditions, however, the competing rates are practically the

same, and in a few cases the T. E. L. works out lower. Then,

too, the discrepancy of 34 cents as sliowti above may easily

be more than accounted for in lamp renewals given by the

private company. Either rate, however, is highly satisfactory

from the standpoint of the consumer, the manufacturer, the

jobber and the electrical contractor. The complete schedule

of Toronto Hydro and T. E. L. rates are also printed here-

with.

The discount rate for domestic and commercial lightin.c

over the Hydro area is uniform, namely 10 per cent. The
power discount is generally 10 per cent, but local conditions

have necessitated certain variations. For example, Berlin,

Brantford, Preston, London, New Hambourg, Port Dalhousie,

St. Thomas, and Woodstock give 10 and 10. Toronto gives

a straight discount of 30 per cent, and the following towns
35 and 10: Dundas. Gait, Guelph, Hamilton, Niagara Falls,

St. Catharines, A\'aterIoo and ^^'elland.

T. E. L. Rates

Residential Lighting:—1st 4 kw.h. per room per month.
4c.; 2nd 4 kw.h. per room per month, 2c.; balance monthly
consumption, Ic; less 10 per cent.; lamp renewal schedule

imchanged.

Commercial Lighting (Meter rate):—1st 30 hours month-
ly use of demand, 5c.; next 70 hours monthly use of demand,
3c.; balance monthly consumption, Ic; 20 per cent, discount;

plus He. per kw.h. for lamps, if desired; lamp renewal
schedule unchanged.

Commercial Lighting (Flat Rate):—Up to 1,000 watts
connected, 4c. per watt; balance, 3c. per watt; 10 per cent,

discount; no lamp renewals.

A. C. Power (550 volt,- 3 phase):—$1.25 per h.p. for first

15 h.p. of monthly demand; $1.00 per h.p. for balance of

monthly demand; l^c. per kw.h. for first fifty hours use of
demand; .2c. per kw.h. for balance of monthly consumption.
Twenty per cent, discount.

D. C. Power (230 volt and 500 volt):—$1.25 per h.p. for

first 15 h.p. of monthly demand; $1.00 per h.p. for balance of

monthly demand; 2>^.c. per kw.h. for first fifty hours use

of demand; yic. per kw.h. for balance of monthly consump-
tion; 20 per cent, discount.

Toronto City Rates

The city of Toronto has announced reduced rates for

I'JIB which will mean reductions anywhere from 10 to 25 per

cent., depending on conditions. These rates are as follows:

Domestic—Three cents per 100 sq. ft. of floor area per

month, plus 2c per kw.h. for all consumption per month up

to 3 kw.h. for each 100 sq. ft. of floor area charged; plus Ic

per kw.h. for all additional consumption per month, P.P.

discount, 10 per cent.

Commercial—5c per kw.h. for the first 30 hours' use of

load per month; 2.5c per kw.h. for the next 70 hours' use of

load; 0.5c per kw.h. for all additional consumption per month.

P.P. discount, 10 per cent.

Power—$1.35 per h.p. per month of load for first 10 h.p.;

$1 per h.p, per month of load for all over 10 h.p.; 1.5c per

kw.h. for first 50 hours' use of load per month: 0.5c per kw.h.

for second 50 hours' use of load per month: 0.15c per kw.h.

for all additional consumption per month. P.P. discmnt, 20

per cent.

Street Lighting—$8.00 per 100-watt lamp per year.

(Unchanged).

Montreal Council Rejects Advice

By a vote of 7 to 23, the Montreal Council has declined

to accede to the request of the Council of the Canadian

Society of Civil Engineers to appoint an independent board

of engineers to report on the aqueduct scheme, particularly

the portion dealing with the proposed hydro-electric de-

velopment of 10,000 horse power for pumping and lighting

purposes. The discussion centred on the economic value of

this proposition. Alderman L. A. Lapointe, who proposed

the appointment of engineers to make a report on the whole

scheme with instructions to make whatever suggestions

might be deemed advisable, contended that power could be

obtained at a lower cost from private companies than was
possible under the proposed scheme. Controller Cote de-

fended the plan; he argued that the objections were too late,

and that the scheme had been approved by competent en-

.gineers, with the exception of the power house plans, which.

he said, will be laid before qualified engineers at a later date.

Controller Cote declared, and the Mayor agreed, it was im-

perative that the city should be prepared to do its own
lighting in view of the possible formation of a big trust by

the lighting and power companies of the city. It was easy

to understand, added the Mayor, why these companies were

opposed to the scheme. The Council authorized a loan of

$1,500,000, a portion of which will be used for the hydro-

electric development. The plans for this are being pre-

pared.

The Council of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers

base their opposition to the scheme as it exists today on the

ground that it has not been reported on by independent

engineers, although portions have been examined from time

to time. Criticism is directed by members of the Society

particularly to the hydro-electric section, as being very ex-

travagant, several times the cost of developments in the

neighborhood, and entailing very heavy annual charges on

the citizens, while the amount of power to be generated is

problematical. In the issue of the Electrical News of

September 1st last, a Montreal engineer criticized the scheme

in detail, and gave figures to show that Controller Cote has

under-estimated the cost of operation, that there is no

justification for installing a plant in preference to taking

current from private companies, and that the scheme is

financially unsound.
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British Industries Fair

In view of the great success of the British Industries

Fair, held at the Agricultural Hall, London, England, from
May 10th to 21st, 1914, the Imperial Board of Trade have
decided to hold the second British Industries Fair at the

Victoria and Albert Muesum, Kensington, London, on Feb-
ruary 21st, 1916. The Fair will be open for 12 days.

The Fair will be conducted on the same lines as that of

1915, and is intended to extend to British Manufacturers the

same advantages as have been derived by continental manu-
facturers from the Trade Fairs held in their respective coun-
tries. Buyers from the United Kingdom and from all parts

of the world are invited to the Fair, and as it is intended for

the trade only (the general public not being admitted),

buyers will have an exceptional opportunity of transacting

their business in a minimum of time.

Manufacturers only will be allowed to exhibit, and their

exhibits will be strictly confined to goods of their own make.
The Trades exhibiting will be:—Toys; Glassware; Fancy
Goods; Earthenware and China; Printing; Stationery.

Admission to the Fair will be by invitation of His

Majesty's Board of Trade only, and will be restricted to

bona fide buyers for L'nited Kingdom and Overseas Markets.

Buyers from the Dominion of Canada visiting the United

Kingdom during the course of the Fair, i.e., February 21st to

March 4th, and interested in the above mentioned trades,

should not fail to communicate immediately on arrival in the

United Kingdom with the director, British Industries Fair,

32 Cheapside, London, E.C. It will also be to their advantage

to notify the Trade Commissioner's office. 3 Beaver Hall

Square, Montreal, giving particulars of the firms they re-

present, and their addresses in the United Kingdom. Any
further information may be obtained from C. R. Woods,
assistant to H. M. Trade Commissioner in Canada and New-
foundland.

Laurentide Power Co.

The Laurentide hjdro-electric development at Grand'-

Mere, P.Q., has been formally handed over to the Laurentide

Power Companj', bonds of which have been sold in New
York. The price paid to the Laurentide Company for the

property is 70 per cent, of the $10,000,000 stock. Two con-

tracts for the sale of power have been made, 25,000 horse

power to the Laurentide Company, and 50,000 horse power
to the Shawinigan Water and Power Company, and on this

basis it is estimated that the earnings for 1916 will be about

.$500,000, leaving a surplus of $135,000. When the full out-

put of 125,000 h.p. is sold the company's gross income is

placed at $1,250,000. Fixed charges, etc., will take about

$450,000, leaving a surplus of $800,000, or 8 per cent, on the

stock. The demand for power in the district served by the

Shawinigan Company, the prospectus issued in New York
states, "is so great that it is expected that the company will

anticipate the dates on which it is provided it shall take

additional power, and it is fully expected that not less than

75,000 h.p. will be in use in the second year of the Lauren-

tide Power Co.'s operations." The bonded debt of the com-
pany, which is less than $00 per horse power, is stated to be

less than that of any similar hydro-electric development of

the present day.

Winnipeg Sleet Storm Brings Down Towers
A sleet storm in Winnipeg, Man., early last month, re-

sulted in the breaking down of one tower on the lines of the

city's municipal transmission system, about 30 miles from

the city, and caused about 2 miles of wire to be thrown off

the towers of this system. The transmission line of the

Winnipeg Electric Railway Company was broken in two

Sleet storm doubles up one of WinnipejJ municipal towers.

places, but the damage, which was not so serious, was re-

paired by night time. The weather conditions were excep-
tional for that region, the sleet being of such thickness on
the wires that the over-all diameter exceeded 'Zyi in. The
cables of the municipal system have a total area of 278,600

circ. mils and are strung on towers such as the one shown
in the accompanying illustration alternating with braced
structures, spaced 600 ft. apart. The insulators are of the

pin type and the wires are spaced on 6 ft. centres, six con-
ductors per tower. The damage to the municipal system was
such as to take twenty-three hours to repair it and place it

in service.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Montreal, January 3rd, 1916.

Electrical News, Toronto, Ont.

Gentlemen:—We noticed on page 21 of the January
issue of the Electrical News that the statement is made that

Mr. W. E. Skinner, Consulting Engineer of Winnipeg, pre-

pared the final agreement as accepted by the City and this

Company for a thirty year power contract, and we would
be glad to have you correct this statement, inasmuch as the

facts are that the agreement between the Edmonton Power
Company and the City of Edmonton is an agreement sub-

mitted by the Edmonton Power Company two years ago
with modifications made at joint meetings by the represen-

tatives of the City, who were Mr. W. E. Skinner and Mr.
Bown, the City's Solicitor, on behalf of the City of Edmon-
ton, and Mr. H. H. Hyndman, Solicitor, and Mr. R. S.

Kelsch, Consulting Engineer, of the Edmonton Power Com-
pany, with further modifications as made by the special power
committee from time to time.

Yours truly,

EDMONTON POWER COMPANY, Limited.

At the annual meeting of the Kaministiquia Power Com-
pany held in Montreal on January 4, the following directors

were re-elected: Sir H. S. Holt, president; Messrs. C. R.

Ilosmer, vice-president; W. A. Black, managing director:

and J. E. AUlred, F. H. Phippen, K.C., and J. S. Norris.

Earnings for November, the first month of the current

fiscal year, amounted to $23,955, as compared with $18,085

for the corresponding month last year.
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Construction Features of Mexico Plant
Described by Mr. R. F. Hayward before Vancouver branch of C. S. C. E.

Fortunately little interfered with by revolutionists.

Xearlj' all of the prominent men connected with the

formation and development of the Mexican Ligh' & Power
Company's enterprise have passed away in the last few

years. Don Porfirio Diaz, President of Mexico, hy whose
ijovernment the enterprise was made possible, died last

year. Sir George Drummond, Sir Edward Cloiiston and

James Ross, directors from the inception of the undcriak-

ing, and J. D. Schuyler, consulting engineer for the Xecaxa
Dam, have also passed away. And now but a few iionihs

ago Dr. F. S. Pearson, the engineer to whose fertile brain

and energy was due the conception, planning and comple-

tion of the undertaking, went down with the Lusitania. It

therefore seems a fitting time to call to mind some of the

features of the Necaxa development, whicli. for variety of

new problems and difficulties met and worked out, is still

<iuite unique in the history of water power development

Mexico City is situated on a plateau nearly 8,0u0 feet

above sea level, surrounded by a rim of mountains rising

from an elevation of from 10.000 to 17.000 feet anj including

three extinct volcanoes. Popocatepl. Ixtaccihaati. and 'J'he

Peak of Orizaba.

.\ traveller journeying 100 mlKs in a ii jrtheasterly

direction from the City of Mexico comes to the rim of a

l)lateau and finds himself suddenly entering a wild moun-
tain region as if from the clouds. These are the slopes
from the plateau to the Gulf of Mexico, along which tlie

warm moist air from the gulf, condensed by the cold drift

from the plateau above, produces a rainfall which amounts
to as much as 150 inches in a year, giving a run-oflf whicii.

thoiigh it varies greatly from month to month, is sufKcicnt
to produce large quantities of power from comparatively
small watersheds.

The valley of the Necaxa is formed by two limestone
ridges and has been filled by successive flows of lava, to a
depth of some 1,500 feet. Between the limestone mountains
and the lava on each side of this valley the water has cut a
channel forming the Xecaxa River on the one hand, and its

tributary, the Tcnango. on the other. .\t a point some
twelve miles below tlie rim of the plateau tliis river has cut
out a gorge in tlie basalt 1500 feet deep, and arrives at the
bottom in two vertical leaps called Salto Chico and Salto

Grande, the upper fall being MO feet, while the lower one is

740 feet.

The problem presented to Dr. Pearson was to utilize

the power of the river going to waste over these falls and

to bring machinery for the plant and all that was required

for construction into a wild mountain country, where the

sole means of communication was a mule trail, and the

nearest railway was thirty miles away.

A three-foot gauge railway, thirty miles long, had first

to be constructed, and this, owing to the nature of the

country, had to be built with curves of the smallest radius

possible for Shay locomotives, and with grades as high as S

per cent.

In order to make use of the mean annual run-otif of the

watershed of the Xecaxa River, four reservoirs were con-

structed, and later, when it was found necessary to develop

more power to meet the rapidly increasing demand, two
other reservoirs were built while a series of tunnels, one of

which was two miles long, were built to tap adjacent water-

sheds.

The construction of these reservoirs involved the build-

ing of seven earth dams all of them important structures as

compared with other earth dams, and two of them, at least,

higher than any earth dam that had previously been built.

Some of these dams were built entirely by the hydraulic

fill method; the others were a combination of core wall, rock

lill, clay and earth fill, placed by hand labor, mules and
steam shovels, with some hydraulic fill in the centre.

A description of all of these would be bej-ond the scope
of this article, and there is space to refer only to the largest,

or the Xecaxa Dam. This dam was built entirely by the

hydraulic fill method. It was 200 feet high from the bottom
of the core trench to the crest of the dam, about 1,200 feet

along the crest, and over 1,000 feet on the base from up-

stream toe to down-stream toe. The slope of the up-
stream face w-as three to one. and the down-stream face two
to one. The lower toe was a heavy rock fill faced with

three feet of rubble masonry laid in cement. The up-
stream face consisted of the lighter rock fill rip-rapped

with stone, and tlie centre was fine sluiced clay. The
total quantities in the dam were about 2.000,000 cubic yards,
and in the preparation of the foundations 200,000 cubic yards

First Neca.xa Falls, showing teniporar>' plant. Second NecaNa Falls, 740 ft. high, Power House and Constructii
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of loll sui'faci- hail lo be removed. 'Ilurc were three core
Irenclies, one of wliie-h was 43 feet (lee)>, and these were
built with concrete core walls brought up to a considerable

height above the foundation of the dam. i\ll the material
was liydraulically filled, and for this purpose a canal twelve
miles long was built along the nioiuitain siile, hrin.yin" a

Necaxa dam (rom upstream toe showing sluicing trestles.

How of 3J cubic feet per second under a head of 4.")() feet,

which was used in 0-inch monitors for bringing down the

clay and rock.

The material was carried to the dam in wooden \'-

sliaped flumes placed on trestles, which were built up as the

work progressed. The material was discharged along the

edges of the upstream and the downstream slopes, the rocks

and heavier material remaining where they were discharged.

and the lighter silts and clays being deposited in the pond in

the centre. By this means rocks as big as a man's body
were carried through the flumes and deposited in the toes of

the dam.

This was tlic first really large hydraulic fill' dam that had
ever been built, and as in so many engineering enterprises,

when very large undertakings are carried out upon the ex-

perience of much smaller works, it was found that the

methods previously used had to be materially modified.

While there was a heavy mass of rock fill on the lower

toe, the rock fill on the upper toe was comparatively li.sjht.

Relief valves of ti-8000 h.p. wheels discliarging under head of l.ino fl.

and the fine clay that had settled in the centre luU only

filled a bigger space than had been originally intended, bui

it never solidified, and consetiucntly. shortly before the dam
had reached its ma.ximum height, the hydraulic pressure due

to the head of semi-liquid clay became greater than the

light rock toe on the upstream side could stand, and 500,000

cubic yards of material slid out of the dam early one morn-
ing. The work was repaired by sluicing a large quantity of

rock into, the up-stream toe, increasing the rock fill on the
lower toe, and then finally filling the greatly reduced space
in the centre with sluiced material. The dam, which has
been completed for over three years, is absolutely tight and
in every way satisfactory.

From a concrete intake tower, built on the upstream toe

of the dam, two 6-foot steel pipes about three-quarters of a

mile long conveyed the water to the top of the falls. Trom
tliis point two inclined tunnels each, half a mile long, were
built on a slope of about 40 degrees, and inside each of

these tunnels was laid, on concrete saddles, three ;iO-inch

welded steel pipes. These pipes, which had to stand a head
of 1,500 feet, or over 600 lbs., pressure at the lower end.
were flanged and welded, and the joints were made by bolt-

ing- each length of pipe together with loose flanges and a

special rubber gasket. The pipes were laid and started

practically without a leak, and have been in satisfactory

operation ever since. Later, when an extension of ilu-

Necaxa dam. lower rocklilled toe with masonry face.

power house was decided on, a third S-foot pipe was laid

from the dam to the head of tlie tunnels, and a thiril in-

clined tunnel, with two additional pipes, was built.

The power house was located close to the foot of the

lower falls. The only access to the site of the power house

was by means of a tortuous mule trail down the precipitous

sides of the gorge. All the materials for the power house
were brought down by means of two 15-ton I.idgerwood

inclined cableways, stretched from the top to the botton* of

each of the two falls. With these two ways the greatest

weight of materials and machinery that could be carried

down in a day was about 50 tons, consequently the work of

construction of the power house and erection of the

machinery W'as necessarily slow.

Tlie i>ower house consists of a massive concrete steel

frame building, in which are installed six 8,000 h. p. water-

wheels, driving 5,000 kw. generators, together with an equip-

ment of switchboards and transformers for transmitting the

I'ower at ()0,000 volts. The wheels are of the impulse type
on a vertical axis, so arranged that the high pressure water
and the whole of the water wheel is entirely below the

generator floor, and are provided with relief valves so that

the pressure pipes could discharge in a horizontal direction

over the tail race of the power house whenever the pressure

exceeded a certain predetermined amount. One of the ac-

companying photographs shows six of these relief valves

discharging at one time under a pressure of 600 lbs.

When it became necessary to enlarge the power house
these six water wheels were increased in capacity by en-

larging the nozzles, as there was sufficient margin in the
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generators to produce additional power. But besides this,

two 1G,000 h. p. units of approximately similar design were

added.

The whole design and construction of this plant is of

the greatest interest, even though it is not today the newest

hydro-electric plant, and when a government in Mexico is

formed that compares in any way with the strong effective

government of General Diaz, this plant will be of tremendous
benefit to the future development of this section of Mexico.
It is a remarkable thing that, in spite of all the disturbances

in that unfortunate country, the Necaxa plant has never
been interfered with to any serious extent.

Diesel Installation in Duncan, B.C.
Latest type of this machine operating continuously for many months-

efificiency at all loads Low rotative speed

By W. Poole Dryer

High

I'arlicular attention attaches to the new municipal elec-

tric power plant at Duncan. It marks a further advance in

Diesel engine design and construction. The installation con-

sists of two Morley-Guldner Improved Diesel engines, each

of 100 h.p., direct connected to three-phase alternators.

Since tlie plant started operation several months ago, it

has carried the entire town load and is giving twenty-four

hours' service. It is satisfactory to record that the engines

liave given continuous service without stoppage, showing

that Diesel engine power plant is absolutely reliable and

free from mechanical troubles.

The city of Duncan when contemplating building its

electric power plant seriously considered generating Ijy

water power. However, on making detailed estimates of the

cost of the hydraulic installation, it was found, as is frequent

with this type of plant, that an excessive initial expenditure

would have to lie made: and that a very large proportion of

Toronto and Vancouver, to supplj- and erect the complete

machinery for a two-unit Diesel electric power plant, in-

cluding engines, alternators, exciters and switchboards.

Morley-Guldner Improved Diesels

As these engines represent an innovation in Diesel de-

sign as far as Canada is concerned, it will be of interest to

describe their features, showing the radical modifications

large Diesel engines have undergone in Europe during the

last three or four years. They were built at Bradford, Eng-
land, by Messrs. Cole, Marchent & Morley, Limited, who
are represented in Canada by the contractors of the Duncan
plant.

The Morley-Guldner engine was evolved from the stand-

ard desi,gn of Diesels by Mr. H. Guldner, who was previously

chief engineer and constructor of the original Diesel firm.

His long exiierience in the position of a leading Continental

Wiring diagram of Duncan's Diesel power house-Two lOO h.p. engines direct connected to 60 kw. generators.

the ultimate capitalization would have to be incurrc'd at the

beginning, when only a fraction of utilizable power was re-

quired. Comparative estimates show that during the early

years, while load is building up, the burden of interest cliarges

on a large part of non-earning capital invested in a water
power plant are often heavier than the cost of fuel for a

Diesel plant; for these oil engines need only be large enough
for present requirements, new units I)eing added as load in-

creases. The economic advantage of the Diesel engine is

further increased by the fortunate fact that the efficiency

of small units is very little less indeed than that of large
units. The city council of Duncan therefore placed the
contract with the W. Poole Dryer Company, Limited, of

authority on internal combustion engines, showed Mr. Guld-
ner two things: first, that the Diesel principle, by its superior

economy, was the ultimate solution of the oil engine; sec-

ond, that owing to faulty mechanical design the Diesel en-

gine had so far been excluded from its full inheritance of

wide adoption. He considered anew the whole mechanical
construction of the engine, and proceeded to design and con-
struct an improved Diesel engine, which would not only re-

tain the high efficiency of the older engines, but even in-

crease it, and which at the same time could be depended on
in operation for freedom from mechanical troubles. Engines
made to these designs have been installed during the last

few years in remote places all over the world; their reliable
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aliim wlu-rr .sUillfd attention is nnl olilainablc lia.s jusli-

tlic nindilicatinns made to older Diesel practice.

I'lie true Diesel 4 cycle principle is retained. The eleva-
nf ctHciency and the elimination of troubles are obtained
oldly adopting low rotative speeds—none of these, en-
s run at more than 212 r.p.m. This twofold result of

siieeds is well worth the change, for nothing so retarded
.L;eneral adoption of Diesels for years as the attempt to

e the engines r\in at high speeds for which they are

Forced lubrication is adopted, the oil going first to the
piston, and then to the gudgeon pin.

Air Compressor

The air compressor is situated at the end of the crank
shaft, and is direct driven by it. This position gives access-

ibility and allows the compressor to be designed according
to the best practice. Flat disc valves are used, which, be-

sides eliminating "sticking up" troubles, give a high volu-

metric efficiency resulting in a small power being required to

drive the compressor. The air is compressed in two stages
witli inter-cooling, and is delivered to the running bottle,

where it is throttled by hand at the outlet; this regulation
of the blast determines the quantity of oil blown into the
cylinders proportioning it to the load demand. In addition

to the running bottle two very long starting bottles are
attached to each engine; and the reserve capacity of these
bottles is so large that the Duncan plant can be started up
a dozen times without recharging them. No trouble need
ever be feared from loss of pressure, nor need provision
be made for independent means of recharging the bottles.

.\s the engines never fail to star-t with the first blast from
the bottles, the excessive reserve of starling power is merely
a safeguard against inexpert handling.

Alternators

The two alternators are each rated at liO kv.a., and gen-

erate ;220n volts, :i-pliase. (10 cycles. The engine shaft is

directly connected to the alternator shaft, which carries tlie

Interior Diesel power plant, Duncan, B.C.

not inherently suited—most of the mechanical troubles were

due solely to that cause. The low speeds slightly increase

the size of tlie engine, but ensure great reliability in opera-

tion; lower fuel consuitiption is a necessary concomitant of

low speed.

Valve Mechanism

A radical change is introduced into the valve operating

mechanism, as will be observed on the accompanying illus-

tration; the cam shaft is fixed low dowti on the frames, not

as in the older Diesels up among the congestion of valve

levers at the top of the cylinders. By lowering the cam shaft

to this new position, the valves and levers are left very ac-

cessible and can easily be removed—a point all operators will

appreciate; and the cam shaft itself is now in a very con-

venient position, being just at the hand of the operator stand-

ing on the floor. A further important innovation is that the

cam shaft runs in an enclosed oil bath which ensures per-

fect lubrication and silent operation—the usual Diesel click

of the cam shaft is absent. The vertical rods seen in the

illustration arc the valve connecting rods which arc moved
up and down by the cams at their lower ends.

Governing

.\ separate fuel oil pump is used for each cylinder, there-

by ensuring an equal distribution of w^ork between the cylin-

ders. The speed of the engine is regulated and controlled

by a spring loaded governor which proportions the amount
f)f fuel oil used in each power stroke to the momentary
load of the engine. This is effected by the governor auto-

matically adjusting the opening of the fuel oil suction valve,

holding it more or less open as the speed varies, and so

allowing the excess oil to be pumped back into the suction

pipe instead of being forced to the cylinder.

The governor itself is located on the top of the vertical

shaft which drives the cam shaft, and it has a speed-adjust

ing device attached to it by means of which the speed of the

engine can be altered while running.

A neat switchboard arranrieiniint. Duncan. B.C.

exciter armature also. The synchronizing of the two units

has proved to be an easy matter; a very heavy Hywheel on

the engine smooths out the two-cylinder impulses, and damp-
ing windings on the alternator eflfectively prevent hunting
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troubles arising from interchange of current l)ctwccn tlie

two machines.

Switching Arrangements

The switchboard consists of three Wcstinghouse panels,

one for each unit and the other for the outgoing line. Low

tension connections only are made to the board, all the 2200

vnlt switches being foxed on the wall four feet behind. Par-

ticular care has been taken to give all the wir'ng behind

the board great mechanical strength so that the position

of each wire is fixed for all time; attention of this kind as-

sures immunity from short circuits later on and at all times

makes the tracing out of connections an easy matter. All

leads running from the switchboard to generators are of lead

covered wire pulled into conduit.

General Operation

For the series tungsten street lighting system of the

town a separate Canadian General Electric panel detached

from the main switchboard is installed and works in con-

junction with a constant current transformer just behind it. .

For the operation of the plant one man per shift suffices;

and it will be of interest to mention that the operators in this

plant were previously quite unacquainted with the running

of Diesel engines. Yet so simple and reliable is the Diesel

electric station now, that in its ten months of continuous

operation no trouble or mishap has occurred in this plant.

Overshading even the great saving of labor and maintenance

is the economy of fuel costs compared with steam plants,

the actual fuel cost in the Duncan plant being approximately

one-third of a cent per kw. hour.

It might be added that the successful operation of the

Duncan installation is in no small way responsible to the

enthusiastic interest taken in it by the City Engineer, Mr.

M. Leighton Wade.

Easy Payment Plan in Appliance Sales

The instalment plan is a well recognized system in general retailing, why

not in ours?^Must meet people half way

By Earl E. Whitehorne in Electrical World

If you could go to-day before 500 of the livest central-

station managers in the country and should ask all those who

(Um't believe in "easy payments" to stand up, what do you

think would happen? A big majority would climb up on

their feet and register against it—and yet, if you should ask

their reasons one by one, you would find about two answers

and no more. A few would tell you stories that would

show a trial foreordained to failure because the principle

was unintelligently applied and because the proposition was

inadequately presented and worse handled. But the rest

would say they don't believe in it because—well, just "be-

cause"—because they are prejudiced against it and have

never tried it or had eagerness enough really to find out

what experience in other cities has developed. Yet those

other men who held their seats could tell them stories and

cite figures that would settle every reasonable doubt.

New to Us, but Old to Others

The principle of installment payments is still new to us

perhaps, but it is old and well established in the big broad

world of retail business. Pianos have been sold that way for

years. Cash registers are sold that way. Good books are

sold that way. And so is furniture and real estate, and so

are typewriters and phonographs, electric washing machines

and vacuum cleaners, and so are other things that cost too

much for most of us to buy conveniently for cash or ordin-

ary credit. This generation has adopted this arrangement to

facilitate the purchase of those luxuries and comforts that

our gr;indfathers would have continually sacrificed for fear

of debt. We want them, and we consider that our families

arc entitled to them if a way can be found to buy them

without risk or worry, and so the "easy-payment" plan lias

been devised and universally accepted as a proper and com-

mendable expedient.

This is the way it strikes us individually, but as an in-

dustry we face it from the other angle.

"Here are these goods," we say. "They cost a lot of

money, and it's hard to sell them outright to the average

home. Now, what has been the experience of other manu-

facturers and merchants in such situations?" And we find

that other industries have most successfully adopted the

easy-payment plan, and there is our answer. Again, on

looking deeper we discover that this plan is better suited to

the central station than to any other business that employs

it, for tlic central station is already well equipped with full

machinery for collecting monthly payments, because easy

payments just become an added item on the bill—and there

you are! There is no reason why the central station should

not do it, but there is prejudice against it, and such pre-

judice dies hard.

A Few Notable Examples

In Pittsburgh, for instance, the Duquesne Light Com-
pany did not believe in easy payments and sold electric

washing machines for years for cash. It never averaged

l)etter than ten or twelve sales a month in all its territory.

Then it offered these machines on a basis of 20 per cent., or

$18, cash down, and right away its sales increased to an aver-

age of twenty a month. It cut the price to $10 down, and

sales increased again to thirty a month. Again it reduced

the amount of the initial payment to .$5, and the monthly

average ran right up to over sixty, and the company is con-

fident that with a little harder pushing it can reach a scale

of 75 to 100 machines sold every thirty days. In the month
of October this company sold 275 vacuum cleaners of one

make alone, this being the machine it featured on an easy-

pa3mient proposition.

In Cleveland a prominent dealer sold about six washing

machines a month until quite recently an installment offer

was made. Already sales have jumped up to thirty or forty

a month, and as soon as the campaign develops further this

city should be good for a greatly increased output.

Again, in Bloomington, 111., a good example of a smaller

town of 25,000 people, the central station formerly was sell-

ing only about ten machines a year until it offered easy pay-

ments with $10 as the cash down with the order. In a verj'

short time the average was raised to about ten sales each

month, twelve times as much as had been done before, with

no more work.

There are unlimited examples of just such experience.

I talked the other afternoon with one of the biggest manu-
facturers of washing machines, and he reeled the cases off

too fast to make notes, of, though there vvould be small point

in such repetition here. For the thought I want to make is

this: that the whole thing boils right down to principle and

policy and prejudice. There is no use in citing figures to a

man whose prejudice refuses to believe that such good evid-

ence applies to him; and anyone who thoughtfully will turn
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the matter over in his mind and see the facts and what they
offer him can find at hand a wealth of data ready for his

use and all the personal testimony he could wish in con-
firmation. No matter who takes the trouble to inquire and
consider can question for one moment in his own mind that

the easy-payment plan sells big appliances a hundred times
more quickly than the old ways. It has been proved so
clearly by so many companies which he knows are just as

wise as he is in the operating of a central station that it is

no longer a matter for argument where the facts are re-

cognized. His "local conditions" cannot be so "diflferent"

that among the many companies large and small where big
results have been achieved by easy-payment selling there

is not a clear case of appropriate example to guide him. The
whole thing simmers down to a simple matter of attitude.

Are you willing to adopt a new plan of progressive merch-
andising in order tremendously to increase your sales, not
only of ranges, fireless cookers, washing machines and
vacuum cleaners, but of all appliances? For if the principle

is good for one it is certainly good for all. Or are you
"agin it" just because it is new and strange to you and sounds
like trouble?

Why We Need the Easy Payment

"Why should it be necessary?" asks Mr. Skeptic. But

as individuals you know just as well as I do. As this manu-
facturer expressed it: "People can't afford to put down $100

in cash to buy a high-priced washing machine, no matter

how much money they have. A woman usually has an al-

lowance for running the house, but she can't squeeze that

much money out of any one month's allowance, so she must
buy b}- installments or not at all. We have people who we
know could buy out our whole company come in and pur-

chase on the easy plan. Then take the fellow who earns

.$125 a month—he can't afford to pay down $25 or $50 for a

household labor-saving appliance, no matter how much he

wants it. He is glad to buy on small payments, however,

and his account is just as good on your books as Rocke-
feller's; and, after all, these are the people who buy the bulk

of the machines. It is the man whose wife is doing her own
work, or the household with one overloaded servant, that

you must adapt your proposition to."

In other words, the people arc anxious to buy. Are
you willing to meet them half way?

The greatest obstacle to the general immediate adoption

of the easy-payment plan, the manufacturers say, is difficulty

in convincing the "man higher up." The central-station

salesman is "for it," for he knows that it will open up a

wonderful amount of business. The commercial manager
is not slow to appreciate the opportunity. Yet upstairs sits

the Big Chief, and too often the Big Chief says: "I don't

mind carrying a good customer if he needs accommodation
in the buying of a range. If be comes in and asks for it,

we'll sell him on the installment plan, but I don't think we
want to advertise broadcast." Yet the salesman knows that

the public won't come asking easy payment as a favor. Nat-

ural pride won't let it. The central station must either oflfer

easy payment as a special inducement free to all or just give

up the thought of doing any worth-while business in the big

appliances.

Why should you fear to advertise this policy? Your
liookkeepers are making bills out every month to every

customer. Another item on the bill adds no appreciable

expense to you per bill. Your bills are sent out regularly to

every customer. Your regular collectors are available to

bring the money in just as they do at present. You are

equipped and ready to take on this easy-payment Inisiness

with a minimum of cost and troiil)le. To cover £ost you

can add an item of 5 per cent, to the selling price. (This

5 per cent you can offer as a cash discount too.) Keep the

title to the appliance till the final payment is made and you

are perfectly secure. For there are ample facts to prove all

this. One company, for instance, that now has $80,000 on
its books in these accounts finds that it averages less than
five appliances taken back each month because of failure to

pay, and most of these are soon restored again. Moreover,
if manufacturers can sell on easy payments, and if local

dealers can make money at it, why should central stations

hesitate when really it means just a slight extension in the
present scheme of doing business? For it is but a short step

from selling energy by the month and selling energy-con-
suming appliances to the same good customers on the same
safe plan.

The Broader Aspect

Some men hang back and say: "Why bother with the
washing machine? It brings only an income of about 25

cents a month." I am not talking about one washing
machine. I am thinking about the thousand washing
machines that you can sell between now and this day next
year—and all the suction sweepers and the jiercolators and
the toasters and the rest of the appliances that you can
market just as soon as you will make it easy for the public

to acquire them. A single washing machine may mean but
25 cents a month, but a thousand of them will bring you an
annual income close to $,'i.000. and that's the way to calculate

the power of the easy payment. How many of the gas
ranges that are gayly cooking dinners in your town right now
would have remained unsold if the people could not have
bought by easj' payments?

It is time for every central-station manager who has
not tried the selling power of the easy payment to rub his

eyes and look about him. Is he working day by day just

to perpetuate a set of traditional policies, or is he striving to

manufacture needed income for his stock-holders, to "make
good" on the capital he operates for them in trust? There
is no place for personal prejudices in a matter so important
in its possibilities.

New Telephone Line in Fraser Valley
For several years the B. C. Telephone Co.. ^'ancouvcr.

has given long distance connection to Chilliwack along a

route north of the Fraser river to Nicomen Island, thence

across the river through a submarine cable to the south side

and along the .Sumas road to Chilliwack. Almost every

3'ear at the time of high water this cable has been damaged
by floating snags, and it was decided to find some other way
of crossing the river. Three plans were suggested—plac-

ing another submarine cable, building towers and making a

long span, or crossing b)- means of the C. P. R. bridge

south of Mission and building a new pole line along the

south shore of the Fraser, The last mentioned plan was
adopted. The work was conii)letcd some time ago and the

results from the new lead are very satisfactory.

About nine miles of new pole line was constructed and

about fifty miles of 172-lb. copper wire strung. Of the nine

miles of pole line built, eight were distant from any wagon
road and all material had to be distributed from the C. N. P.

railway, which parallels the lead for this distance.

The special features are the short-span crossing of the

Western Canada Power Company's 12,000 volt line about

one mile south of Mission, and two long spans, one near

Miller's Landing and the other at the Sumas River. While
the wire generally used was 172 lbs. to the mile, the long

spans required a weight of 435 lbs.

Special attention was given this construction in view of

the fact that it will form part of the company's line to the

Kootenay. The aim of the B. C. Telephone Company is to

have an all-provincial line connecting up the different parts

(if its system. an<l to that end toll line construction during

the past year or two between Vancouver and New West-
minster and to the east has been of the very highest grade.
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London and Port Stanley Electrification First

Unit of Ontario's Hydro Radials Operating

Successtully—Description of

Main Features

After several months of operation by electricity the Lon-

don & I'ort Stanley railway system appears to be fully justify-

ing the hopes of the promoters of this scheme and gives

promise of working out so successfully from an engineering

and I'lnancial standpoint that the dream of a network of

hydro radials. covering the whole of the province of Ontario,

may now begin, with good reason, to take definite shape.

Though, as yet, a separate unit in itself and as such, it is

believed, able to show a balance of proht over operating and

fixed charges, there is no doubt that this road would lind

its greatest usefulness as the nucleus of a larger system of

radiating lines, which would act as feeders and distributers

throughout considerable areas in south-western Ontario.

Indeed it is the expressed policy of the engineers of the

Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario that in seek-

ing to standardize their equipments and system of opera-

tion they had prominently in mind the conditions that

would liave to be met in the years to come when Hydro

radials shall be as common as Hydro transmission lines

are today. For this reason practice that would naturally

liave been followed on a 25 mile line as a separate unit has,

in many cases, been departed fripm. and plans substituted

having in view a network of possibly ten times that aniuunf

of road in the near future.

The essential diiTerence between the London & Port

Stanley electrification and tliat of the earlier systems in

Canada whicli have 1)een crmsidercd tlu> standard u]! to the

present time is tliat the operating voltage is 1,.500 d.c. in-

stead of OOO. This change of course has demanded higher

factors of safety at every point and the variations in design

liave been worked out and undertaken largely on this ac-

count. It is of particular interest to note that the increase'!

voltage, as such, is causing no greater operating difficulties

than were experienced with the lower voltages.

Though this road is spoken of in general as an electrifi-

cation of a steam line, it is. in effect, a new road from the

bottom up. For many years the line has been leased to

various steam railway companies and when it reverted to

its owners, the city of London, in 1914, and it was decided

to electrify, it was found necessary to overhaul the road-

way from one end of the line to the other. To this end

the old 56 pound rails were i-eplaced by 80 pound standard

steel, ties were replaced by new untreated cedar and the

track was reballastcd throughout. Fortunately the bridges

were found, for the most part, to be in good condition liut

a considerable amount of concrete curbing had to be built

along various parts of the line.

The Rolling Stock

Up to the present time the rolling stock acquired con-

sists of three 60 ton electric locomotives, five 61 foot steel

motor cars, three 61 foot trailers and one 61 foot express

car with motor equipment. This latter car is well adapted

to give a rapid delivery of farm produce into St. Thomas
and London. Further equipment includes five 36 foot

steam road box cars, four 26 foot steam road flat cars and

three ;i4 foot steam road cabooses. Details of special

features in the design of the locomotives and motor cars

liave been described in earlier issues of the Electrical News
and these arc supplemented by a number nf line drawings

r"^'^"l

^

r

""^Iv.^

Fig. 1.— Standard cross-span construction -Direct suspension for yards and sidings— London & Port Stanley Railway.
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herewith. Tlic specilkations of the various cars are also

given below in detail.

The locomotives are of the type 404 G. E. and are

carried on two swivel trucks, bringing all tlie weight on the

drivers. Equipment is housed in steel box type cab ex-

lending over practically the entire length of the locomotive.

Each locomotive is provided with four G. E. 351, 750/l."i()0

volt motors, designed for 7.J0 volts across each armature

but insulated for 1,500 volts. Two motors arc connected

permanently in series and the two motor groups thus formed

are capable of connection in series or parallel for speed

control as desired.

The cab is divided into three compartments, one at each

end fur accommodating the operator, with an intervening

compartment to house the control equipment and access-

ories. 1,500 V. electric radiators are used for heating.

Each of the motors has an hourly rating of 254 h.p. with

1,500 volts on the trolley. At this rating the locomotives

exert a tractive effort of 21,500 pounds. Control is by

double-end Type M. standard equipment, a master con-

troller at each operating position actuating the main 1,500

volt contactors by means of a 600 volt circuit supplied from

a dynamotor. Multiple-unit train operation is arranged for

so that the simultaneous control of all three locomotives

coupled together can be accomplished from any master

controller. The equipment is designed that the locomotive

may haul a train of passenger trailer cars and provide

illumination for them.

Current is collected by pantograph slider trolleys having

two contact pans pressing against the trolley conductor.

Both ends of the locomotives are provided with panto-

graphs. The pantographs are electro-pneumatically con-

trolled from any operating position with 1, 2 or 3 loco-

\vi<it

of tr

Fig. 4.— Standard steel pole footing

ves hauling a train. The pantograph eciuiimients on
luofor-cars and express car are identical witli those on
locomotives.

Express Car

P.ody—Length of liody, 59 ft. G in.; length over-all, i;i ft.;

h over-all, !) ft. %:y^ in.; height from top of rail t(j toj)

oiley board, lii ft.; truck base, 40 ft.

I'ruck—Tyiie, National Steel Car Co.; wheel base, T ft.;

.
of wheel, ;iO in.; tread of wheel, 4 11-32 in.; type of

wheel, steel tread; size of journal, 5 in. by 9 in.; diam. of

axle, 6 in.

Electrical equipment—Motors, type G. E., 225 B. 750/

1,500 v.; motors, 4-135 h.p.; control system, Sprague, type

M.; controller, hand control; gear, number of teeth, 57;

pinion, solid teeth, 21; type of air compressor, G. E., C. P.,

;37--\.; size of air compressor, 35 ft.; size of brake cylinder.

14 in.; type of governor, M. L., Form A., G. E. Co.: type

-T„/^Ra,l,5SB0«,3.«.^-8^ ^"'^"TT,;^

NOTE- To-r c.\cttraf\ce of poles on

side opposite s,tai\lard cot\iVr*cf ion

see d™«\^"l6ij-'i»

Fig. 5.- Standard steel pole.

of car heater, 1,500 volt Consolidated Car Heater Co.; type

of pantograph, G. E. slider trolley; type of pilot, steam

locomotive type; type of snow scraper, H. E. P. Comm
;

type of headlight, U. S. Incandescent: type of hand-brake.

Peacock.

General—Weight of body, 32,000 lbs.; weight of trucks

with wheels and axles only. 21,800 lbs.; weight of electric

and air-brake equipment. 28,000 lbs.; total weight of car

complete, 81,800 lbs.

Motor Cars

Body—Length of body, 59 ft. 6 in.; length over-all, 61

ft.; width over-all, 9 ft. 6 in.; height from top of rail to top

of trolley board, 13 ft. 5.'4 in.; seating capacity, 56: truck

base. 34 ft. 4 in.

Truck—Type, Baldwin Locomotive Co., M. C. B.; wheel

base, 7 ft.: diameter of wheel, 36 in.: tread of wheel. 4 11-32

in.; type of wheel, steel tread, M. C. B.; size of journal.

5 in. by 9 in.; diam. of axle, 6 in.

Electrical equipment—Motors, type G. E. 225 B. 750/
1.500 \'.; motors, 4-125 h.p.; Control system, Sprague, Type
M.: controller, hand control: gear, number of teeth. 57;

pinion, solid teeth, 21; type of air compressor, G. E., C. P..

27 A; size of air compressor, 35 ft.: size of brake cylinder.

14 in.; type of governor. M. L., Form A., G. E. Co.; type of
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car liL-atiT. 1,500 volt Consolidated Car Heater Co.; type of

pantograph, G. E. slider trolley; type of car seats, Hey-
wood Bro. & Wakefield Co.; tj'pe of pilot, steam locomotive;

type of snow scraper, H. E. P. Comm. design; type of head-

li.sfht, U. S. Incandescent; type of hand brake, Peacock.
General—\\'eight of body. 40,000 lbs.; weight of trucks

with wheels and axles only. 24,000 lbs.; weight of electric

and air brake equipment, 28.000 lbs.; total weight of car

complete, 94,800 lbs.

Trailer Cars

Body—Length of body, 5i) ft. 6 in.; length over-all, Gl ft.;

width over-all, 9 ft. 6 in.; height from top of rail to top of

trolley board, 13 ft. 5!;J in.; seating capacity, 60; truck base,

34 ft. G in.

Truck—Type, National Steel Car Company; wheel base,

G ft.; diam. of wheel, 34 in.; tread of wheel. 4 11-32 in.; type

of wheel, cast iron; size of journal, .") in. by 9 in.; diam. of

axle, 5^^in.

Equipment—Control sy.stcm, Sprague. itypo M; con-

multiple unit; controller, type C. 107 A; gear, number of

teeth, 70; pinion, solid teeth, 16; type of air compressor,
2-C. P. 30; size of air compressor, 35 C. F. per M.; size

of brake cylinder, 16x12; type of governor, G. K. 3; type of

car heater, 1,500 v. Consolidated Car Heater Co.; type of

pantograph, slider trolley; type of pilot, G. E. design; type of

headlight, U. S. Incandescent; type of hand brake, rachet
and drop lever type.

General—Weight of electrical equipment, 38,950 lbs.;

total weight of car complete, 120,000 lbs.

Car Construction

Fig. 2 shows the general floor plan and also exterior side

and end views of one of the three compartment steel

passenger cars. The car is built of steel, with wood trim;

the entire bottom is structural steel, diagonally braced; the

end and vestibule framing has special provision against the

destructive effects of collision; corner posts and side posts
arc of channel construction; side sheathing and roof, steel

STMIIMlRM
SKE-TCM SHOWINO

SECTlOn^UlmG SWITCH
HYORO-EutcTRic powtR connis

OF OttTARm

^^ .DU ia*»t.

Fig. 6.~Sectionalization switch and equipment—London & Port Stanley Railway.

troUer, hand control; size of brake cylinder, 14 in.; type of

car seats, Preston Car & Coach Co.; type of pilot, steam

locomotive; type of snow scraper, H. E. P. Comm. design;

type of headlight, U. S. Incandescent; type of hand brake,

Peacock.

General—Weight of body, 40,000 lbs.; weight of trucks

with wheels and axles only, 20,000 lbs.; weight of electric

and air-brake equipment, 2,661 lbs.; total weight of car com-

plete, 62,661 lbs.

Locomotives

Body—Length of body, 28 ft.; lengtli over-all, 37 ft. 4

in.; width over-all, 9 ft. 7'4 in.; height from top of rail to

top of trolley board, 12 ft. lOJs in.; truck base, 17 ft. G in.

Truck—Type, G. E., M. C. B.; wheel base. 7 ft. 2 in.;

diam. of wheel, 36 in.; tread of wheel, 4 11-32 in.; type of

wheel, solid steel; size of journal, 5J^ x 10; diam. of axle.

l'"lectrical

50/ 1500 v.;

equipment— Mcjtors, type G. K. 251 R

notors h.p. 250; control system, Type M,

plate; inside trim of car is solid mahogany inlaid in quarter-

cut finish; the vestibule is finished in steel with ash trim

with the exception of the doors and windows, which are

mahogany. Each vestibule has two drop windows, a 26-in.

end door, and two 29-in. side swinging doors.

The interior finish is green, with plush seats of high-

back design in the main compartment, and pantasote imita-

tion leather, high-backed seats for the smoking compart-

ment. Solid bronze metal trimmings are used in the main

compartments. The toilet rooms are of white sheet steel

with white enamel and white steel fittings. The exterior

linish of the car ig black.

At each end of the car is placed a steam locomotive

type iron pilot, on the top of which is a steel plate snow
I)low controlled In- levers from the operating platfijrni.

Lighting and Heating Circuits for Cars

The voltage for the lighting and healing circuits is cut

down from 1,500 to 600 volts d. c. by means of a dynamotor.

The lighting arrangement consists of five three-cluster semi-
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indirect ceiling- fixtures in the main compartment, one light

in each cluster being in series with the corresponding light

in the next cluster; also there is a sixth three-cluster semi-

indirect ceiling light near the toilet room with its three

lights in series with the two lights in the toilet rooms. The

haggage room and vestibule lighting consists of two series

circuits of five lights each, these circuits being controlled

by two three-way switches, one in the baggage room, the

nlliev in the vestibule. All lights are controlled from a

Fig. 7. -Lighting plan'.of passenger cars,

switchboard in the baggage room. All circuits are 600

volts d.c. grounded, with five lights in series.

The car is heated by means of thirty-six electric

heaters, placed on the walls, two in the vestibule, one in

each toilet, twenty-eight in the main compartments, and

four in the baggage room. The heaters are connected in

two circuits of 18 each in series, and are supplied from tlie

switchboard in the baggage room.

Lighting Arrangement in Passenger Cars

One of the figures shows the complete wiring diagram

of the passenger cars. The lighting arrangement consists

of six three-lamp semi-indirect ceiling clusters in the main

compartments, five lights in the baggage room, four lights

in the toilet rooms, and three lights in the vestibule. The

lighting arrangement is to operate five 120-volt lamps in

series on the 600-volt service. To obtain this number one

lamp in each of the first five main clusters is connected in

Fig. 8.—Type of semi-indirect unit used on passenger cars.

series with the corresponding lamp in the next cluster. This

makes three complete circuits, but if any one of the circuits

becomes dead only one lamp in each cluster goes out. The

three lamps in the sixth cluster arc all in series, together

with two lights in the toilets. P'or the vestibule and baggage

room lights a unique scheme has been worked out whfreby

the motorman may light the vestibule or the baggage room

at his convenience for the accommodation of passengers en-

tering or leaving the car. By means of two three-way

switches, one in the vestibule and the other in the baggage

room, the motorman can, from whichever end he happens to

be operating from, turn out the lights in that end without

interfering with the lights at the other end, and can, during

stops, illuminate both ends.

Control System

The system of control is the non-automatic type M,

two-speed multiple unit, arranged to operate the motors in

series and series parallel. The two pairs of motors, with

their resistances, are all in series on the first point of the

controller, the resistances being varied through the first nine

points on the controller and short-circuited on the tenth or

running point. An electro-pneumatic operated change-over

switch is used to make the transition between series and

series parallel. Either pair of motors may be cut out by

means of a separate handle on this switch. The control

system is so arranged that at least six motor cars can be

operated as a unit from either end of any car.

The Pantograph

The current collectors are the sliding pantograph type

of trolley, two pantographs per motor car. These panto-

graphs are pneumatically raised and automatically low^er

themselves when the pressure is released. Each panto-

Fig. 9.—Standard steel polecarrying trolley, leedandsignals>stem wires,

graph calf be raised or lowered from any operating position

in either the motor or trailer car. Each is provided with a

cut-out plug to render it inoperative without interfering with

the other pantographs. The design of the pantograph is

practically standard, with the exception that the legs extend

downward through the common hinge. This construction

permits of a greater vertical range.

The Source of Supply

The supply of electric energj- is taken from the lines of

the Hydro-electric Pow-er Commission of Ontario at London
and St. Thomas. At these two points arrangements were

made for housing the converting equipment in sub-stations

already built, so that no new sub-stations were required for

the railway system. In London the equipment was installed

in one of the sub-stations of the local hydro commission and

in St. Thomas space was available in the high tension station

of the Ontario Commission. In each of these two stations

two 500 kw. rotary converters 13,200 a.c. to 1.500 d.c. were

installed. Feed wires are 500.000 cm. aluminium.

The Overhead Line

The overhead work is carried on triangular steel poles

which are utilized for the combined purpose of supporting
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llie fccil wires, the trollcj' wire and llu- wire's of the dis-

luitcliing system. A pole drawing with cross-arm and
showing relative location of the various circuits is shown
herewith. Specifications of poles are as follows:—Weight,
800 lbs.; material, galvanized structural steel angles; heiglit,

35 feet; base, concrete, 7 feet in depth, one foot exposed
above surface, I'ii.;. 10; cross-arms. 4 in, channel; heielit of

Fig. 10.—Special design trolley hange

cross-arm. 215 ft. above rail; distance apart of poles, 140 to

ISO ft.; strain test at top of poles, 3,500 lbs. In yards

wooden poles are used with span wires, the standard spacing

bein.t; (10 feet.

Anchoring and Sectionalization

The details of the overhead are shown for the most part

in the accompanying line drawings and photographs. The
line is anchored every three-quarters of a mile by steel poles.

One of these is placed on the other side of the track opposite

a standard pole and connected by anchored wire to the next

adjoining standard pole.

The trolley and the supply system arc sectionalized

about every four miles; the sectionalization arrangement is

as indicated in one of the illustrations herewith.

Contact System and Type of Suspension

On all main line work catenary suspension is used. The
catenary wire is 300,000 cm. copper, and the trolley is 4/0
grooved. A special design for the trolley wire suspension

was developed by the C'ommission for this contract. A
clip with a lip, see ligure, lits into a groove on each side of

the trolley wire, and is clamped into place and suspended by
a hanger to the catenary. These suspension clips are placed

every 30 ft. on the main line. In yards, where the poles are

most closely spaced, direct suspension is employed as shown.

Rail Bonding
Bonds are of 4/0 copper, welded to the outer side of

the rail heads. The oxy-acetylene process was used. In

practice, the bonds together with a tank each of oxygen and
acetylene gas were carried on a light hand car, the whole
outfit being operated by one man. Both rails are bonded.

Operating records of such equipment and apparatus are

interesting, and it might be pointed out that during the last

live months since this road was placed in operation, interrup-

tions to service have been negligible.

Winnipeg Grade Separation
The figure herewith shows Main Street .urade separation.

Winnipeg, Man., where the tracks of the Winnipeg Electric

Railway Company pass under the steam car tracks. This is

one of a large number of subways necessary for the separa-

tion of grades in this city which will probaI)ly be proceeded
with in the not distant future.

Every intersection of a highway with a railroad has

erected thereon some device by which the public travelling

on the highway is protected in a more or less efficient way,
depending on the nature of that device. These devices or

constructions vary in their effectiveness from the ordinary

[•ainted crossboard. which depends for its efficiency on the

individual's cyesi.ght, to some form of structure by which
the railroad traffic crosses over or under the highway traffic,

thereby eliminating any opportunity for an accident.

On account of the flat nature of the site on which Win-
nipe.g is built, grade separation is nearly all done by sub-

ways. All subways built, or to be built, are, or will be,

such that railroad tracks need be raised only moderately,

and street depression allowed.

It is general practice in Winnipeg to place the mainten-
ance of the structure, retaining walls, and foundations in the

hands of the railway companies, and for the city to maintain

the sidewalks, jiavenients. and underground utilities and
drainage svstcm.

Main Street .Suhway. Winnipeg. Ma
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A budget of comment presented in the interest of public welfare,

independent of party politics and with malice toward no one.

Mr. McAvity, manager of the Buffalo Forge Company

of Berlin, who has been engaged by the Imperial Munitions

Board to act in an advisory capacity looks to me like the

right man in the right place. He not only has expert know-

ledge of the manufacture of shells, but is a man of good

judgment and wide business experience. He should give

valuable assistance to the Committee. The latter evidently

means well and if it were built on a somewhat broader gauge

could do much to repair the damage done by the Shell

Committee. Anyway it is deserving of a chance to show

what it can do.

Huron county struck a new note in the giving line

when it refused to make a grant to the recruiting fund. Two

reasons are given by the county council for its action. The

first is that the Government should pay the cost of recruit-

ing. The second is that there are hundreds of men in the

towns and cities who can be much better spared than those

who till the soil and raise the food for the men who fight.

And both reasons have a certain amount of appeal. Recruit-

ing is just as much government work as clothing and drill-

ing the men who have been recruited. As for the hired man

on the farm, he always has been and always will be a scarce

commodity. His work is so incessant and such a deadly

routine that even camp life is lively compared to it. It is a

good guess that if the Canadian army lists were analyzed

there would be found a greater proportion of "hired men"

and bank clerks than any other calling. You can't blame

the farmers of Huron for refusing to further a movement

calculated to make them do the hired man's work and "the

chores" as well. In all fairness to the Huron council it

must be added that it was no spirit of parsimony that prompt-

ed their protest. They voted $6,000 a month to the Patriotic

Fund—the largest amount voted by any Ontario county

council.
* * *

"Gott strafe England" is the cry of baffled rage that

comes out of Germany. And well may the Huns ask God to

punijih Britain, for after more than a year of war it is more

than ever evident that the Kaiser can't. Germany, by her

"preparedness," has been able to brutalize Belgium, seize the

richest part of France, put the steam roller over poor little

Servia, and drive the Russians out of Warsaw. But to-day,

with the possible exception of one or two small posts in

East Africa, she does not hold one foot of British soil. The

Empire on which the sun never sets is, by reason of its far-

flung dominions, the most vulnerable to attack of any of

the allies. But though Germany tiiay sing her hymn of

hate she cannot touch even one of Britain's scattered island

possessions! On the other hand, the blundering Britisher

has swept German commerce from the seas and seized her

Pacific islands and most of her African colonies. And in

the meantime Britain's "contemptible little army" has grown

to a quite respectable gathering of gentlemen in Khaki num-

bering in the neighborhood of four millions. Even if our

politicians and generals do make an occasional blunder it is

good to be a Britisher.

* » *

The Minister of Finance hints at another War Loan of

$300,000,000. Bring it along, Mr. Minister. The Canadians

will take care of it provided it is for the benefit of the Em-
pire. In the words of the song

—

"We didn't want to fight, but by Jingo! now we do

We've got the men, we've got the guns, and got the

money too."

One of our subscribers writes us that it is not the duty

of trade papers to discuss politics or matters outside of the

trade. He may be right. It is true that politics and

politicians put the rules of trade carefully to one side before

starting to run the biggest business in the country—the

country's own business. It is true that no business man
would think of running his business on the lines the coun-

try's business is run on. He would never think of putting

a college professor in charge of a department he knew noth-

ing about simply because he could make a good speech. He
would never engage his employees for the simple reason

that they had a pull with certain ward politicians. Con-

sequently politics may be a trade apart. But the public have

to pay the mechanics who work at this particular trade.

Don't you think the said public is entitled to an occasional

glance at what its workmen are doing? And how is it going

to get it if some paper not "in the game" doesn't break

loose occasionally? If a Grit paper criticizes, a Tory paper

rushes to the rescue, and the issue is soon lost in the cloud

of recrimination that is raised. So sometimes a trade paper

stops to wonder why a Government cannot be run along

honest business lines, and how long you or I would remain in

business if we treated our customers the way the Government

treats the public. It is our turn to furnish the public with its

"look," and if our readers will bear with us yet a little

longer they will discover that they are gazing on the bod)'

politic and seeing things, not as they are painted by a Gov-

ernment organ or the opposition critics, but exactly as they

are.

* * *

When the cry went forth that this was a war of muni-

tions Australia promptlj' began to mobolize its state-owned

shops for munitions work. Did Canada do likewise? No;

Canada—or rather the Canadian Government—promptly side-

stepped by handing over the Transcona shops to a private

syndicate which is doubtless doing a nice business at a nice

profit. Had the Government been big enough to seize an

opportunity it could have fitted up the Transcona shops with

shell-making machinery at a cost of about $100,000, hired

the best mechanics in the country, and turned out at least

5,000 shells per day. Moreover, it would then have been in

a position to judge from its own experience just what price

should be paid for shells. It would have had at first hand
information which would have ended profiteering before it

started. But probably the entire cabinet were busy making
speeches when the opportunity offered. High-explosive

speeches had to take the place of high-explosive shells.

* * *

Britain is said to have black-listed certain United States

firms suspected of being affiliated with the Empire's enemies.

And from the way the Kaiser's friends in the republic across

the way have acted since the war began you would naturally

expect the old land to be a bit careful as to whom she deals

with. Canadians should follow suit. We have no quarrel

with the United States. But within her borders arc large

numbers of the hyphenated, who are all the more dangerous

that they are allowed at large among civilized people. Can-

adians should be careful that no business of any kind should

be placed with them, either now or after the war.

The protection of the new industries created by the war
and its consequent shell orders is to be made the subject of

a report from the Economic and Development Commission.
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And llial report will require the closest scrutiny when it is

presented. Even in official Ottawa it is admitted that prices

obtained by some manufacturers have been sufficiently high

to permit of the scrapping of their plants when the war is

over. Of course if these plants can be kept going as

Inisincss propositions, right and good. But the public will

liardly stand for their being fed on Government pap.

They've heard so much about munition profits that they'll

want to know when the war is over that every Government
dollar goes to the man who has fought for his country or

those he has left behind him. He who has stayed home
and made money will receive scant consideration.

Sir Robert Borden's New Year's message to the Empire
carries with it the hearty endorsement of every Canadian

worthy of the name. There may be dififerences of opinion

as to whctlier the Dominion can raise half a million troops

williout resorting to conscription, but all are of one mind as

regards her intention to try. Everybody is agreed that the

war is as much our war as it is the Mother Country's; that

our freedom is involved just as hers is. After more than

a year of fighting Canadians realize how big is the task that

has been undertaken. They also realize that the magnitude

of that task proves more than ever how great was our

danger. Sir Robert Borden has voiced our unalterable de-

termination to pursue the war to a victorious finish whether

it takes half a million or a whole million of our sons and

the last dollar that we as Canadians can. raise or borrow.

The report of Sir Alexander Bertram's resignation ap-

pears to have been grossly exaggerated. Still there are

those who believe that the noble knight will never find his

health sufficiently restored to permit of his return to liis

arduous duties. He has issued two valedictories and re-

ceived one title. He has explained his position to Sir Sam
Hughes and the Toronto Globe. He has not laid down the

burdens and cares of office, but he has gone out from among
us carrying them with him. It is to be hoped, however,

that he will be sufficiently recovered to attend the investiga-

tion into the affairs of the Shell Committee which the pre-

sent session of Parliament can hardly fail to provide.

guns, the Montreal Star was one of the first to appeal for
funds for the good cause. You'll remember the money
came with a rush. Then one sad day it was announced that
the machine guns were not needed, or could not be bought
—or something. Since that time the Star has been busy
refunding money to all applying subscribers. At the close of
the j^ear it was obliged to confess that there was still $8,000
m the bank, all ready for some one to prove property and
take the animal away. By the way what has happened to
tlie money the Government received for this purpose?

* * *

Is Canada to receive no more shell contracts? This idea
prevails in certain quarters. Still it was only the other
day that Lloyd George was appealing to the patriotism of
Glasgow workmen. And that appeal surely carried a con-
viction that the Empire needs all the munitions her factories
can make. Does it all mean that so far as munitions and
munition contractors go Canada is not looked on as part
of the Empire but rather as a neutral country? Are our con-
tractors put in the "cold business" class occupied largely by
our Yankee cousins? Has Britain refused to forget that
when men cried from the trenches for shells the Canadian
manufacturer came forward with a dollar's worth of shell
m one hand while the other hand was held out for $5.00?
Are we to give our sons to the Empire by the half-million
and yet to have a cold, hard, commercial rating that belies
our loyalty? Is Canada as a wliole to suffer tliat a few may
become rich? These are questions we are not to ask. The
answers might harm some of our alleged leaders. And we
must be loyal to. our leaders rather than to the Empire and
the freedom the continuance of that Empire assures us.

* * *

And now it is claimed that the Allies are placing orders
in the dominions for forty million dollars worth of lumber.
Tremendous quantities of it are being destroyed on all

fronts every day. Norway and Sweden are being swept
clean and the Allies now have to go further afield for their

supplies. Add to this the amount necessary to rebuild tlic

various war zones and you'll be prepared to admit that the
man who has a timber limit is almost as well off as he who
rejoices in a shell contract.

Of the $13,000,000 advanced by the Government to west-

ern grain growers last spring it is claimed not $1,000,000

has been repaid, and according to the Winnipeg Telegram
the farmers are evading payment in the hope that the debt

will eventually be cancelled. This, coming on top of the

greatest crop in the history of the West, is not encouraging.

When the farmer was in need the Government went to his

aid; now the Government is in need—of every dollar it can

raise or borrow for the purpose of carrying on the war

—

and the farmer refuses to do his duty. Truly the farmer

does not appear in a patriotic or grateful light. Of course

the government is secured, but out of a ripe experience the

farmer probably figures that a close election might induce a

certain leniency. Then again there arc stories that shell

manufacturers are making enough out of their shell con-

tracts to be able to scrap their plants when the war is over.

Does the farmer argue that a Government that buys plants

for contractors should also buy seed for farmers? Maybe
so. Still, a cry for "free wheat" comes with very poor

grace from men who in the hour of need got financial aid

from the Government and now in time of their plenty

try to evade payment of the money received. And yet if a

Government will play practical politics with its people it is

not surprising if said people occasionally give the Govern-

ment a dose of its own medicine.

* * *

When somebody blundered at Ottawa and the patriotic

public was led to believe that our boys needed niacliinc

There have been several additions to the select circle of

Canada's aristocracy during the last week or two. I haven't

the slightest objection to offer but what with honorary
colonels, honorary generals, knights, barons, etc., the upper
tiers of this young country are becoming a bit crowded.
That chap who said there was plenty of room at the top
evidently lived before the present war got in its deadly work.

We 'are informed from Ottawa that the work of the

Davidson investigating commission is almost finished. To
criticize that work would probably be considered contempt
of court and I would hate to be the only one to receive

punishment at its hands. But I fain would ask a question

or two. Surely one may venture that far. And my first

query would naturally be: "In the Hopkins investigation was
i: Mr. Hopkins or Mr. Acton who was being investigated?"

.\nd following this would it be unwise or unkindly to ask why
Mr. Hopkins was not called to the stand? Mr. Hopkins'
home is in Toronto, but he is taking most of his meals at

the Biltmore Hotel in New York City. I believe he

prefers the New York climate and if he does spend

an occasional Sunday in Toronto it is because his

family still resides in the Queen City. Of course he

might have gone to Ottawa as a witness but those attorneys

have a way of talking to mere witnesses that does not make
tiicir position in the box an attractive one.

SEARCHLIGHT.
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C

ava LoT?iracior
A Code of Lighting Applicable to Factories,

Mills and other work places— Valuable Infor-

mation for Engineers, Central Stations

and Electrical Contractors (Con.)

Section II. Value of Adequate Illumination

Factory and mill owners are concerned in the niaucr

of securing the largest output for a given manufacturing

expense. An improved machine tool capable of increasing

the product for given labor costs is most attractive, pro-

vided its first cost is vi'ithin returnable limits out of the

larger profits. Improved small tools, better methods of

handling material, adequate crane service, fire protection,

good shop floors, accurate and efiicient time-keeping

methods, and similar items, vitally concern the shop man-

ager; money is expended to realize excellence in these fea-

tures because they afiford increased economies and protec-

tion, thus resulting in a liigher efficiency of the plant.

Energy Consumption a Minor Item.—Many arguments

leading to the sale of gas and electric lamps for use in fac-

tory and mill buildings are based on reducing the lamp

operation cost by substituting a new for an older system.

Arguments of this kind are of value, however, only when

such a reduction in operation cost can be effected without

sacrifice in the adequacy of the illumination. It would be a

poor policy, in the extreme, to argue a saving in energy

consumption by the substitution of one type of lamp for

another on a basis of equal candlepower in both old and

new systems.

Effect of Good Light on Production.—Arguments of a

convincing nature, which insure to the factory or mill man-

ager an increased output through improved illumination

service, are of importance and even greater at times than

reductions in the cost of illumination for the same quanti-

ties of light. In view of the fact that resulting advantages

of superior illumination on increased output are apt greatly

to exceed economies in operation cost as regards the light-

ing system, it is a distinct advantage to direct and hold the

attention on the former rather than on the latftr. This

statement will be more apparent when interpreted into

definite items as follows:

Advantages of Good Light.—While the necessity of

good natural and artificial light is so evident that a list of

its effects may seem commonplace, these same effects are

of such great importance in their relation to factory and

mill management, that they are well worth careful atten-

tion. The effects of good light, both natural and artificial,

and of bright and cheerful interior surroundings, include

the following items:

1. Reduction of accidents.

3. Greater accuracy in workmanship.

3. Increased production for the same laljor cost

4. Less eye strain.

5. Promote better working and living condition.-^.

G. Greater contentment of the workmen.

7. More order and neatness in the plant.

8. Supervision of the men made easier.

In lhi^ ll^t it will be noted lliat item.-. -4. .">. H. 7 and .1 all

liave a bearing on accident prevention.

Interpreting the Advantages of Good Light.—W bile the

major consideration in the eyes of the factory or mill

(jwner is undoubtedly and quite naturally the money value

of good light in the larger return of both quantity and

quality of work which may result from the installation of

a superior as compared with an inferior lighting system, it

should be noted that it is very diificult to interpret into

dollars and cents the value of good light made possible by

such returns. This difficulty is due to the necessity of

keeping all conditions in a factory or mill section abso-

lutely constant while varying the amount of illumination

from poor to good conditions, in an effort to determine the

output and its dependency on the lighting facilities. As

accurate data becomes available, giving the increases it)

production for certain specific improvements in artificial

J
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superintendence and indirect shop expense, may ecinal

from $5,000, to $7,000 per annum. In a ca>e oi tliis kind,

tlierefore, the lighting will cost from 7/10 to 1 per cent, of

the wages, or the equivalent of less than 4 to 6 minutes per
day. Wc may roughly say that a poor lighting system will

cost at least one half this amount (sometimes even more
through the use of inefficient lamps and a poor arrangement
of lamps), or the equivalent of say 2 to .3 minutes per day.
Nearly all factories and mills have at least some artificial

light, hence, in general, if good light enables a man to do
Ijetter or more work to the extent of from 2 to 3 minutes
per day, the installation of good lighting will easily pay for

the difference between good and bad light, through the
time saved for the workmen.

Actual Losses.—Superintendents have stated in actual

instances, that due to poor light their workmen have lost

much time, sometimes as much as from one to two hours
per day or certain days. If good light will add an average
of say one-half an hour per day to the output, these :!0

iwing manner

VTTTT-rrTTTTT:

Fig. 2—Benches located advantageously with respect to windows

additional effective minutes represent an increase in output

of ,'j per cent., brought about through an expenditure equal

to Yz of 1 per cent, of the wages for improved lighting, or a

saving equal to ten times the expense.

Safety.—While these features are of special interest in

(lie eyes of the manufacturer, the principal item to consider,

perhaps, from the legislative side of the question, is the

necessity of an act or acts to provide employees of work-

shops with proper and sufficient illumination from the stand-

point of safety. The legal aspect of the safety question in

its relation to illumination in factory and mill buildings is

a topic of unusual importance.

Section III. Old and New Lamps

The inadequate means available for illumination by arti-

ficial methods in the past have contributed to the slowness

of an appreciation of the features of artificial li.ght which

inlluence the working efficiency of the eye. Open flame gas

burners, carbon incandescent and arc lamps, practically the

only illuminants available ten years or so ago, play but a

small part in the present approved methods of factory and

mill lighting.

New Lamps.—The large variety of comparatively new

lamps available for factory and mill lighting includes the

mercury vapor, metallized filament, tungsten, gas filled tung-

stiii, metallic flame or magnetic arc, the flame carbon arc.

the quartz mercury vapor, and various types of gas arc

lamps. Remarkable improvements have thus been made in

both the electric and gas lighting fields, the same general

rules of applying the lamps covering both of these fields.

I'ossibilitics in factory and mill lighting are now attainable

which, before the introduction of these new lamps, were

cither unthought of or impossible. Consideration of the

eye as a delicate organ, together with the new ideas of the

items which affect its comfort and efficiency, have resulted

in cstablishin.s,' certain principles in illumination work, and
have directed attention naturally and in a .tjrn

ti> the piciper use and application of these new lamps.

Section IV. Effects on Factory and Mill Lighting Pro-
duced by Modern Lamps

With tlie introduction of these new gas and electric
lamps, broader possibilities have been presented in factory
and mill lighting. The use of units of sizes adapted to the
IHirposes, allows' results which it has been hitherto impos-
sible to obtain satisfactorily, either by the arc lamp, carbon
filament or open flame gas burner, formerly available.

New Possibilities.—It is evident that the introduction
of the many new lamps has made possible what may be
termed a new era in industrial illumination, a distinctive
feature of which is the scientific installation of the lighting
units, suiting each to the location and class of work for
which it is best adapted. Before the availability in recent
years of medium sized gas and electric units the choice of
the size of unit for a given location was often no choice at
all. In many cases, due to small clearance between cranes
and ceilings, or other conditions making it necessary to
mount the lamps very high above the floor, but one size
or type of unit was available, the carbon filament or open
flame gas burner in the former, and the arc lamp in the
laller case.

Low Ceilings.—For low ceilings, up to 18 ft., the use
eitlier of carbon filament, open flame gas burner, or arc
lamps resulted usually in anything but uniform light over
ihe working plane, and often produced merely a low general
light which was practically useless for the individual ma-
chine. In such instances, individual lamps had to be placed
over and close to the machines. With this arrangement,
relatively small areas are lighted by each lamp, and the
metal shades usually employed, serve only to accentuate
tlic "spot lighting" effect. Such a form of illumination for
factory and mill work is unsatisfactory and ineflicient, but
as stated, was in the past, in many cases, the only available
scheme. The absence of lamps of the proper size is no
longer an excuse for the existence of such conditions in

industrial plants.

C.mtinue.i in next issue.)

Divorce the Inspection Dept.

In usin.£> their influence to discourage the attempt ol'

the Simcoe Hydro-electric Commission to carry out their

advertised intention of installing house, store and factory

wiring at the bare cost of time and material, the Hydro-
electric Power Commission of Ontario have taken a course
which will commend itself favorably to every Ontario citizen

who has any appreciation of the situation. As in almost
hundreds of other Ontario municipalities, the success of the

Hydro scheme in Simcoe depends on the united co-operation
of its citizens with the local commission. This necessarily

would have been rendered quite impossible had the local

committee persisted in its intention of competing with one of

the legitimate lines of trade, and in so doing, indirectly

antagonized every member of every branch of the retail

trade in Simcoe. What is true of Simcoe town is true of

every other town and municipality throughout the province,

and we are pleased indeed that this precedent has been
established, as it will give the electrical contractors the

assurance that they are free to go ahead and impmve ilie

conditions surrounding their trade without fear of undue
interference. As we pointed out in a former issue, the

reasonable course in Simcoe or any other town is a co-

operative working agreement between the local commission
and the local contractors such as, we understand, has now
been established. The contractors are as necessary to the
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cuinmission as the commission is to the contractors, and we

take it for granted that the precedent established in this town

indicates the policy that will doubtless be pursued throughout

the whole province by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission

of Ontario.

There is no denying that the Hydro-Electric system of

this province has been a wonderful success—due in a very

considerable measure to the ability and unceasinc activity of

the Hon. Adam Beck and his co-workers- on the Hydro-

electric Commission. But the part played by the citizens of

the province must not be overlooked. The success of this

scheme was impossible without their co-operation, and its

continued success will be very greatly endangered if any

considerable part of our population is, for any reason what-

ever, antagonized. That the support given the Commission

by the very great majority of the electrical contractors of

the province has been most hearty there is no reason to

doubt. The bonds which bind these two elements together

have undoubtedly been strengthened by the reasonable atti-

tude assumed in the Simcoe matter by the Ontario Commis-

sion, and there is every reason to believe that the loyal sup-

port of the entire electrical contracting fraternity will now be

more surely and cheerfully given in the future than it ever

has been in the past.

The "Hydro" Inspection Department

There is one phase of this question yet, however, which

is a thorn in the side of every contractor, every central sta-

tion, and every municipality engaged in the wiring and in-

sUillation Inisiness. It is this—the inspection of electrical

installation work is under the control of the Hydro- Electric

l^ower Commission of Ontario. Under such a system of in-

spection friction is inevitable. What would the citizens in

any municipality say if one of the most prominent hotel-

keepers were made license inspector for that district? What
would the citizens of Toronto say if no independent inspec-

tion were allowed of the great work being carried on in the

harbor improvement scheme? And what would have hap-

pened? Why should not the control of the Provincial In-

spection Department be placed in the hands of a staflf ap-

pointed by Sir William Mackenzie, for example, who has

such wide interests in the electrical business in Ontario?

Yet the very ridiculousness of these suggestions makes an

answer unnecessary. It is well within the range of possi-

bility that in every one of these suggestions no harm may
have come to the public. The work may be carried on

honestly and efficiently. In certain cases, however, it would

not be so, and in the cases were honesty and efficiency only

prevailed the public wovdd not believe it, and even a Gov-

ernment investigation commission would be unable to con-

vince them that somewhere or other there had not been

leaks and poor workmanship and favoritism.

And that is just how it works out with the Hydro Com-
mission in control of the Ontario Inspection Department. If

Sir Adam Beck wants assurance of this fact he has only to

make inquiry of practically any and every inspector attached

to the Ontario Hydro Department, of every manager of every

local system, of every electrical contractor, and of every

central station throughout the length and breadth of On-
tario. We have talked with many of these men on the sub-

ject of inspection, and we have yet to hear one single ap-

proval of its connection in any way whatever with the

Hydro Commission.

Should be Independent

The management of the electrical inspection depart-

ment of the province should be as absolutely segregated from
the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario as it is

from the Toronto Electric Light Company, the Dominion
Power and Transmission Company, the London Electric

Company, and a dozen others which have no voice whatever

in the framing of the inspection law or its enforcement. The
principle is wrong. it is not according to British ideals of

fair play. It is deliberately placing in the hands of one

party a weapon which he might use to the disadvantage of

another party who has not any weapon whatever to defend

liimself with. It is only because, in the multiplicitj' of

events that have taken place in connection with the in-

auguration and carrying out of this great Hydro scheme the

people of Ontario have not yet come to realize the situation

regarding the organization of the inspection department that

this condition has been allowed so long to go unchallenged.

.'Vt the present time, not only is this scheme proving un-

workable—not only is it the cause of deep resentment on

the part of competitors of the Hydro Commission—not only

is it the cause of endless trouble to contractors and inspcc

tors, who are unable to convince the customers of the un-

biased attitude of an inspection department which carries

the name Hydro—but the average man is beginning to size up

the situation as unreasonable and unfair and unworkable.

Just as the Commission has shown itself capable and

willing to anticipate and satisfy the demands of fairplaj' in

this Simcoe matter, so we think it would not only be a wise,

but a gracious, course for them to pursue, to divorce their

inspection department and use their influence to have it

separated entirely from anything associated with the name
Hydro and made a separate Government department or a

sub-department answerable to one of the Ministers. We
have no reason to doubt that the machinery and the men in

the inspection department are entirely capable of carrj'ing on

the work of inspection throughout the province. They do

need, however, a little more freeedom. This thc\' wovild

get under another department. What does Sir .Adam i'eck

Earle Electric, Limited, 72 iVclson Street, Toronto, dis-

tributed an attractive little Christmas and New Year's card

to the trade this year. This is an excellent idea for the

contractor, who is thus enabled to bring his name promin-

ently before his customers and prospective customers at a

time when such recollections are likely to be favorable and

friendly.

The Railway and Industrial Engineering Company,
manufacturers of Burke Horn Gap switching and protective

apparatus and outdoor sub-stations, have moved their sales

office to the People's Bank Building in Pittsburgh. Mr. L. C.

Hart, sales manager of the company, has arranged an ex-

hibit of Burke Horn gap apparatus at their new offices, as

well as a very complete file of blue-prints, photographs and

data on the application of outdoor equipment.

Application will be itiade to the Quebec Legislature bj^

the Vercheres, Chambly and Laprairie Tramways Company
to construct an electric railway on the south shore of the

St. Lawrence, with the right to enter Montreal. It is pro-

posed to conduct operations between Saint Roch and Cha-

teaguay, and from Laprairie to Chambly. with loop lines

and connection branches to other places in the counties of

Chateauguay, Laprairie, Chambly, Vercheres and Richelieu,

and across the St. Lawrence River to Montreal.

An extension to the plant of the Tallman Brass and
Metal Company, which will be completed early in the year.

will add about ten thousand square feet of floor-space to the

electrical department of this company. The building will

be equipped with the latest improved machinery, and every

known facility for the turning out of fixtures and fixture

parts. The rapid growth in the business of this company
indicates the progress being made in the illumination field,

and the increasing appreciation of the close relation between
illumination and art.
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Splicer for Fixture Work
A new device of interest to electrical contractors has

just been placed on the market by the Canadian Drill &
(luick Company. Torouto, and approved by the Inspection

Department of the Hydro-electric Power Commission of

Ontario. It is illustrated herewith. This is to facilitate the

Pl

Simple device for installing fi.\tures

making of connections in electric fixture installation and

similar work, doing away with the old-time solder and tape

and at the some time effecting a very considerable saving in

time. The splicer is made of hard ruliber. Its design is

evident from the accompanying cut.

A Paint Unaffected by Gases

Grifiiths Brothers, manufacturers of the well-known Fer-

rodor rust-proof paint, anti-sulphuric enamel, and similar

products, recently received an order from the Dritish War
Office for one thousand gallons of a special paint which has

been prepared to meet the present difficult and novel con-

ditions imposed by the war. Tests made with Griffith

"armour" paint showed that alter a thousand rounds had

been fired the paint was still in perfect condition. The
armour paint is also quite unaffected by asphyxiating gases,

which destroy ordinary paint. It is stated that contracts

f.jr quantities of this paint are also being closed with the

principal manufacturers of heavy artillery. Spielniann

Urothers, Reg'd, Montreal, are Canadian a,L;ents for (jritfiths

Bros." products.

Electric Welding

The Electric Welding ComiKiny of Toronto, Limited,

has been formed to carry on t'le business of manufacturing

and repairing by electrical process, welding and otherwise,

machinery and mechanical apparatus generally. 'Ihe provi-

sional directors are \V. H. Irving, Henry II. I)a\is and John

R. Runiball; capital stock $40,000.

Mr. I-rank V. Vaughan, manager of the \auglian Electric

Company Limited. St. John, X. B., was elected a member of

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers at a meeting

of the board of directors held at Xew York, December 10th.

Trade Inquiry

Xame and address of inquirer may be obtained on ap-
itiim to the Department of Trade and Commerce. Ottawa.
8. Electric pocket lamps and torches, and also electric

pipe lighters.— .\ London company seeks supplies of electric

pocket lamps and torches, and also of electric pipe lighters,

and wishes to get into touch with Canadian manufacturers in

a position to supply these specialties.

Personals

Mr. F. J. Allen has been appointed manager of the
I'.enjamin Electric Manufacturing Company of Canada, suc-
ceeding Mr. George C. Knott, resigned. Mr. .Mien has been
connected with the Benjamin company for several years, and
is thus in intimate touch with the various phases of their

organization. Under his management we anticipate the
business of this company will be carried on no less vigorously
than in past years.

Mr. George C. Knott is leaving the Benjamin Electric

Manufacturing Company. Toronto, to return to the United
.States and associate himself with the Wirt Electric Specialty
Company, Philadelphia. Under Mr. Knott's managemenl
the Benjamin business in Canada has grown to big propor-
tions. .\ host of friends on this side of the border wish
him success in his new undertaking, and hope that the wheel
of fortune will carry him north again at no very distant

date.

Mr. James J. Martindcde, whose name has been so
closely associated with Tuec Stationary Vacuum Cleaners in

Ontario, is returning to the United States. The agency for

Ontario has been purchased by Mr. C. B. Owens, who will

carry the Tuec line of cleaners in addition to his present line

of Powers temperature regulators.

Mr. L. A. Campbell has been appointed Minister of
Mines in the new Government just slated for the province of
British Columbia. Though Mr. Campbell is only 4-1 years
of age, and the youngest man in the new Cabinet, he is re-

garded as one of the best business men in \\'estcrn Canada.

Hon. L. A. Campbell.

lie is probably best known as the general manager of the

West Kootcnay Power and Light Company, which has had

a vcr3' satisfactory financial career. He was first elected to

the Legislature in ]!)12. defeating Mayor Tayhir of \'an-

couvcr. Mr, Campbell was born in Perth, On I.
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Abbotsford, B. C.

The town of Abbotsford, Frascr Valley, B. C, has in-

stalled a street lighting system, the current being furnished

by the British Columbia Electric Railway Co. Twenty

lamps are in use and citizens arc agitating for the number

to be increased.

Arthur, Ont.

Negotiations are proceeding between Mr. Philips, the

owner of the local lighting plant, and the councils of Grand

Valley and Arthur, looking to the purchase of Mr. Philips'

property and its operation as a municipal enterprise in con-

nection Niagara current.

Brantford, Ont.

A by-law was carried' on January 3 authorizing the sale

of the Gait-Paris portion of the Brantford-to-Galt municipal

railway to the Lake Erie and Northern Railway Company.

Calgary, Alta.

Commissioner A. G. Graves has stated that expenditures

to the extent of $2,000 will be made in minor equipment for

the light and power distributing systems.

Fort William, Ont.

The Ontario Railway Board recently heard arguments

between J. C. Murray and the Kaministiquia Power Com-

pany regarding a supply of power direct by the company

to Mr. Murray, for his theatre. The company claimed that

their agreement with the city prohibited them from supply-

ing power direct, and Mr. Murray sought to enierce the

supply. The dispute has evidently arisen out of an unsuc-

cessful attempt by Mr. Murray to coerce the city into giving

him cheaper rates.

Fredericton, N. B.

The Fredericton Electric Company, Limited, lias been

incorporated to take over the assets and business of the

Fredericton Gas Light Compaiiy. The new company will

issue bonds to the extent of .«t30,(l0(). and it is the present in-

tention to make consider;Uile extensions.

Gravenhurst, Ont.

The by-law autliorizin.y extensions tn the lighting sys-

tem, costing $3, .500. was carried on January 3.

Haileybury, Ont.

A by-law was passed at the January 3 elections giving

the Northern Ontario Light and Power Company a franchise

in Haileybury, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

The 'contract for wiring the new hospital has been let

to Culley & Breay, King Street West.

Iberville, P. Q.
By a majority of 14.5, the taxpayers of Iberville, P. Q..

have passed a by-law for the sale of their electric plant to

the Southern Canada Power Company. The latter has

entered into a 15 year contract to supply electrical energy

for the public lighting, for operating the waterworks, and

for private lighting and power purposes. The same com-

pany is now supplying current for the public lighting of St.

Hyacinthe, P. Q., and also for the municipal pumping plant.

Kamloops, B. C.

Superintendent Wain, in charge of Kamloops' electric

lighting system, has received authority from the city coun-

cil to make extensive repairs and additions to the street

lighting system.

Kingston, Ont.

Mr. J. M. Campbell has declined to sign the agreement
under which he is to supply power to the city of Kingston

at a J^c rate. Mr. Campbell takes exception to the agree-

ment on the ground that it is unfair and does not even men-
tion the minimum amount of power which the city must
take.

Medicine Hat, Alta.

.\ prciminent officer of the Lake of the Woods Milling

Company is reported to have stated that the power plant of

the company at this point is already taxed beyond capacity,

and that additions will have to be made in the immediate

future.

Montreal, P. Q.
Application will be made at the next session of the

Quebec Legislature to incorporate the Vercheres, Chambly
and Laprairie Tramways Company, which proposes to con-

struct an electric railway between Saint Roch and Chateau-

guay, and from Laprairie to Chambly, with connection

Ijranches and loop lines to other places in the counties of

Chateauguay, Laprairie, Chambly, Vercheres and Richelieu,

and to cross the St. Lawrence River and enter the Cit3' of

Montreal.

A cornmittee has been formed by the Royal Securities

Corporation, Montreal, to oppose the scheme of the Western

Canada Power Company by which holders of first mortgage

bonds are asked to convert the next two years' interest

coupons into preference shares. It is claimed that the

earnings are sufficient to meet the interest, and with the in-

stallation of additional machinery there ought to be a sur-

plus after paying interest on further cash needed to pay off

the present floating debt and the cost of new machinery. It

is also contended that the note holders and ordinary share-

holders should bear the burden of further financing and thai

they should arrange a plan of re-organization which the

Royal Securities is prepared to finance if necessary.

According to a report from New York, the Southern

Electro-Chemical Company is about to put on to the market

nitric acid obtained from extracting nitrogen from the air.

Mr. James B. Duke, who is an official of the company, is

president of the Quebec Development Company, Limited,

which has obtained control of water rights in the Lake St.

John district, and whioh is reported to be contemplating the

erection of large works there for the production of nitrates.

Mr. E. Laurie, of the E. Laurie Company, Montreal,

agents of the DeLaval Steam Turbine Company, is now in

England, having joined the Aviation Corps there. Mr.

Laurie received a portion of his training in aviation in Can-

ada. The agency of the DeLaval Company will be con-

tinued by the E. Laurie Company in Montreal.

The Probate Court. Montreal, has presumed the death

of Captain W. C. Brotherhood, of the firm of Archibald and

Brotherhood, electrical engineers, Montreal. There was no

direct evidence of his death at the batttle of Langemarck.

but the affidavits of two men who were with him in the

trench, and which were filed with the will, state that after

he was severely bounded he wrote despatches in the trench,
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UNDERGROUND
CABLES

HIGH OR LOW TENSION
For

Lighting, Power, Street Railway,

Telephone or Telegraph Transmission

ARMOURED CABLES
for street lighting

PAPER INSULATED CABLES
of all descriptions

RUBBER INSULATED CABLES
to every specification

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF
WIRES AND CABLES

GALVANIZED IRON WIRE
AND STRAND

MAGNET WIRE, FLEXIBLE
CORD, Etc.

PHILLIPS' Wires and Cables are made in Canada.
But \ve do not appeal to the "Made in Canada" senti-
ment in offering our products, because we feel that
there is a much better reason why you should buy
from us, and that is because no firm—in any country

—

is making wires or cables that are superior to ours.
The reasons for this are :

1—Our experience of over a quarter of a century.

2—Our careful selection of skilled workmen, many of
them sons of our older employees.

3—Our well-organized chemistry department, which
closely co-operates with a skilled purchasing agent
and permits no material, except the very best, to
enter our works. We use the best of pure new
lead, the finest of Sea Island yarns and ItaHan
silks, the highest grades of asbestos, etc.

4—Our modern machinery, which includes every
known mechanical device needed to produce per-
fect wires and cables of every kind.

Prices, etc., on request.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS
ELECTRICAL WORKS, LIMITED

Head Office and Factory MONTREAL

Branches Toronto Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver
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and llial lie was afterwards Iniricd ];>' a slicdl wliicli struck

the iroiieli.

The Montreal Tramways Company are enlarging the

present steam plant from 10.000 horse power to 50,000 horse

power, while the Montreal Public Service Corporation, which

is allied with the Montreal Tramways Company, propose to

instal a steam plant in the city witli an ultimate capacity of

(iO.OOO horse power. The lirst unit will be ol 15,000 horse

power.

Nelson, B. C.

Mr. II. I'. Thomas, city electrical engineer uf Xelsoii,

has been granted a substantial increase in salary as a re-

cognition of his splendid work in connection with the I-i,ghl

and Power Department of the municipally-owned plant. Mr.

Thomas has also been given full charge of the Xelson street

railway system.

New Liskeard, Ont.

.\ by-law was passed at the January :! elections giving

the Northern Ontario Light and I'ower Company a franchise

in New Liskeard, Ont.

Orillia, Ont.

r.eginning witli the new year, tlie light and power rates

of tlie town of Orillia have been readjusted and reductions

made varying from 10 per cent, upwards. The domestic

meter rates, which formerly were 8, 4 and 2 cents, have been

reduced to 7.2, 3.6 and .9 cents—the latter to encourage the

use of electricity for cooking. At this rate the market for

electric ranges in Orillia should be very considerable.

The municipality of the town of Orillia now have 20,300

lamps connected and 1,524 h.p. in motor load sold. The

town gets its power from its own plant, situated on the

Severn River nineteen miles distant, over a 23,000-volt trans-

mission line, and obtains auxiliary service from the hydro-

electric plant of the Ontario Commission at Big Chute. This

latter power is also used for peak and emergency purposes.

The town of Orillia also supplies the village of Longford

with light and power, the power amounting to 150 h.p.,

which is. used chiefly hy the .Standard Iron, Chemical and

Lumber Company.

Ottawa, Ont.

The Ottawa Electric Company have found it necessary

to institute police court proceedings against two citizens of

Ottawa who are charged with theft of electricity.

Paris, Ont.

The town council recently passed a resolution transfer-

ring their share of the ownership of the water power privil-

eges on the Nith River to the Paris Wincey Mills Compau}-

for a payment of $500.

Sackville, N. B.

Mr. J. H. Waterman is making an appraisal of the prop-

erty Ol the Eastern Electric and Development t,'(jnipany.

Limited, lookin.g to a readjustment of rates.

Sarnia, Ont.

.\ by-law was carried on January '.', authorizing a con-

tract with the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario

for a supply of Niagara power.

Sherbrooke, Que.

The Eastern Townships Telephone Company have .given

notice of a considerable advance in their telephone rates.

The City of Sherbrooke, P. Q., is carrying out additions

to the equipment of the Rock Forest plant for the purpose

of increasing the power by about 750 horse power. This

is to meet the very large demand for current for comiiiercial

purposes. A contract has been let to the Jenckes Machine

Co. Ltd.. Sherbrooke. for part of the work. The new e<iuip-

nient includes a water turbine and three 750 k.v.a. water

cooled transformers. h'urther extensions to the second

municipal plant, situated within the limits of the city, arc

under consideration. Mr. M. A. Sammett, of Montreal, is

the consultin.g engineer.

Three Rivers, Que.
The Three Rivers Traction Company |)roposes to seek

autliority from the Quebec Legislature to run its cars within

the limits of the \illage of Cap de la Madeleine.

Toronto, Ont.

The Hydro Radial Ijy-laws carried in practically every

municipality between Toronto and London. This author-

izes the Hydro- Electric Power Commission of Ontario to

proceed with their fourteen-million-dollar expenditure on a

trunk line between these two cities, following the course out-

lined in a recent issue of the Electrical News. For the

most part the majorities in favor of the by-law were very

large.

Estimates prepared by the Toronto Harbor Board for

their work of the coming summer indicate a proposed outlay

of $2,700,000. Very fair progress was made during 1015 on

the reclamation part of the scheme, and work will be re-

sumed as soon as the spring opens.

The Bell Telephone Company has opened a new e.x-

chan.qe. known as Belmont, at Eglinton Avenue. North Tor-

onto. A new building has been erected for the purpose.

The Company are making an extension to the Brantford

E.xchange, and in March will commence the addition of two
stories to the head exchange in Montreal, necessitating a re-

arrangement of certain equipment.

Truro, N. S.

The Nova Scotia Board of Commissioners of Public

Utilities, after considering the matter of power rates charged

by the Chambers Electric Light and Power Company in

Truro, N. S., have decided that the tariff must be slightly in-

creased to meet the increased cost of operating. It is esti-

mated that the deficiency can be met by increasing the pre-

sent 12 cent rate to 13 cents and the 9 cent rate to 10 cents.

Vancouver. B. C.

^\^ II. Eraser, electrical superintendent of the British

Columbia Electric Railway, delivered an address on "The
Electric Vehicle and the Central Station" at a recent meeting

of the Vancouver branch of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers. Various classes of electrically propelled

vehicles were illustrated by means of slides, together with a

table giving operating costs under varying conditions. Mr.

\V. Dalton, of the Mainland Transfer ConlpanJ^ compared
the cost of upkeep of electric motors—for short hauls only-

he believed horses were the cheaper. The computations

made by Mr. Eraser applied to the newest type of electric

\ehicle. which were easier on power.

Watford, Ont.

The Brooke Municipal Telephone Ctnipany arc planning

to extend their lines into Warwick Township, and will re-

quire a quantity of general supplies.

Welland, Ont.

The new lire alarm S3'stem of tlie town of Welland is

now in operation.

Westmount, Que.

The City of Westmount, P. Q.. has reduced the price of

domestic lighting from (ic to 5c per kilowatt hour. Eleven

years a.go. when the municipal lighting department was in-

augurated, the charge was Ic per kilowatt hour.
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After all, is Sir Robert the leader ?

Do we understand from Sir Robert Borden's attitude

in the House that he refuses to hold an investigation into

the charges that have been made in connection with the

letting of Canadian munition contracts?

If he knows that the charges are false, would one not

expect he would jump at the chance of clearing the reputa-

tion of his friends? What is the inference if he refuses?

If he persists in sidestepping the issue we believe .Sir

Robert has missed the chance of a lifetime to show himself

a really big man. Will he prove to be what men are sayiiTg

of him to-day. or will he measure up to the standard of his

opportunities?

The .\ttorney General seeks to draw a herring across

the trail in placing responsibility on the British Govern-

ment. That's not the issue. The Canadian people want to

know whether the men holding executive positions have

conducted themselves as becomes appointees of a party

holding a great public trust, in accord with the honor of

citizens of our great Empire and in the best interests of

the efficient conduct of our war.

The original Shell Committee undoubtedly deserves

credit for the despatch with which they placed orders among
manufacturers, who were naturally shy of accepting the

responsibilities of big and uncertain capital expenditure?

Rut what conceivable excuse is there for refusing these

same nianufncturers further orders—even to the extent of

turning down an ofYer to furnish at cost?

Before the public press became aware of the e.\i--iling

conditions, rumors of what was transpiring reached this

paper, and we felt it was our duty to bring certain matters
to the attention of our readers. Under the caption "In the

Public Eye" we have touched upon, possibly, no more than
ten per cent, of the information that has reached us. much
of which at the present time is unprintable. It has been
our endeavor to cover only such points as would further

the common cause, and interfere as little as possible with
our national military operations.

As we expected, even in this we have found the path
of the pioneer proverbially unpaved. We have the satis-

faction, however, of having started a protest that is now
being taken up by the independent press even of the Con-
servative party, and that is ringing from coast to coast among
our citizens of influence and power who love honor and
efficiency more than money or party. We have the satis-

faction of hundreds of friendly assurances that our course
has been right, and believe we are backed by thousands more
who have read and silently approve our stand.

.Vnd now. let us get along with our share in this big

war. We have placed ourselves on record, and for the pre-

sent will let matters rest there. No matter how badly we
are led. Canada is in it to our last man. our last dollar, and
to our last shirt.

Montreal Tramways Extensions

The directors of tlie Montreal Tramways Couip.my re-

cently decided to make some considerable additions to its

steam generating plants in the city of Montreal, and plans

have been prepared providing for an ultimate capacity at

the Hochelaga plant of the company of about 60.000 horse-

power. It has been decided that the company will install

large sized turbo-generator units, and the first order has been
placed with the Canadian General Electric Company for

one Curtis turljine of 12..">no k\v. capacity at 80 per cent,

power factor, or l.-).i)30 kv.a. This turbine will lie the largest

machine of its kind in the Dominion of Canada. Orders have
also been placed with the Babcock & Wilcox Company for

additional boiler capacity, these boilers being of the steel-

cased marine type, with superposed economizer, and equip-

ped with superheaters and chain grate stokers.

Further plans call for the linking up of the Hochelaga
power house with all the sub-stations of the Montreal Tram-
ways Company by means of 12.000 volt, high tension feeders.

Other elaborate extensions are proposed at the sub-stations

of the company, the intent being that every effort will be
made to preclude interruption to the company's power sup-
ply, which it is now receiving under lease from hydro-electric

sources and also to make provision for the increased require-

ments which it is anticipated will develop immediately after

the close of the war.

The Montreal Public Service Corporation also contemp-
late the construction of a large steam plant within the city

limits, entirely independent of the plant referred to above.
Plans are now in course of preparation. The plant will be
equipped with a turbo generator of large capacity.

Power Plant Costs

In the industrial world to-day. power is manufactured,

sold and bought just like any other marketed commodity.
The cost of production depends on numerous factors—cost

of fuel, cost of generators, labor cost, amount produced

—

and this cost is the chief criterion on which the market price

depends. Of interest to the power consumer is { 1 ) what his

I)Ower costs him. (2) what it should cost. (3) where and why
the loss has occurred. .\t a meeting (if tlie .American Sociely

of Mechanical Engineers, in the Engineering Societies Build-

ing, on Tuesday, January 11, at 8.15 p.m., Mr. Walter N.
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Polakov, Superintendent of Power of the New York, New

Haven and Hartford Railway, discussed the question of

standardization and predetermination of the cost of power.

He demonstrated a simple method by which the owner of

a power plant of any kind can, without the necessity of study

of technical details, determine just how close the cost of

his own plant is to the possible minimum cost of such a plant

—in other words, how much more he is paying for power

than he should pay. Mr. Polakov has spent several years

in cost standardization work. At one time he was expert

consulting engineer to the Board of Estimate and Apportion-

ment of the City of New York. He has been in charge of

reorganization work and introduction of scientific manage-

ment in several large industrial plants in this country.

although the load on the mill motors will vary from several

thousand horsepower in the opposite direction several times

a minute. The energy for the auxiliaries, most of which

are direct current motor drives, is supplied from the two

1,000 kw. synchronous motor-generator sets.

Electrical Equipment for a Steel Company
The addition to the plant of the Inland Steel Company

at Indiana Harbor. Ind., now in course of erection will in-

clude all the advantages of electric drive throughout, includ-

ing the main rolls. It will be practically a complete steel

plant in itself. The addition will consist of open hearth

furnaces, blooming and finishing mills. About two years

a.yi). tlic Inland Steel Company installed electrical apparatus

in il.-^ plate and sheet mills, the operation of which was so

successful that when the decision was made to erect a new

mill, electric drive was the only form of motive power con-

sidered. Accordingly, a contract was awarded the West-

inghouse Electric & Mfg. Company for the complete elec-

trical equipment of the mill including two 5,000 kw. 25-cycle,

:3.400-volt turbo-generators complete with surface conden-

sers, exciters, and switchboards; two 1.000 kw. synchronous

motor-,generator sets; one 15,000 horsepower direct-current

motor equipment; two 8,000 horsepower motor equipments,

and several thousand horsepower of auxiliary apparatus.

This installation will doubtless be watched with con-

siderable interest by steel plant engineers &nd operators on

account of the many new and novel features. The con-

tract |)ractically doubles in value anj' one ever given by a

steel company for electrical equipment and is exceeded in

total horsepower, but not in size of units, only by one other

installation. The 15.000 horsepower direct-current motor

will be direct connected to a 40-inch reversing blooming mill,

receiving its power from the generator of a flywheel motor-

generator set. The direction of rotation of the mill motor

is obtained by means of voltage control of the generator

supplying it with current.

The structural mill consists of one n3-inch reversing

roughing mill, and one 38-inch finishing mill of three 3-high

iiiills. Each mill is driven by an 8,000 horsepower (maxi-

mum) direct connected direct-current motor and the scheme
of control is the same as given for the blooming mill. One
flywheel motor-generator set with a generator unit for each

motor supplies the power for the mills, and by a special

system of control and design of apparatus, the power taken

from the line is equalized to practically a constant load with

variations of not more than 10 per cent, plus or minus

Letter to the Editor

Montreal. January «. I'.iHi.

Editor,

Electrical News:
I have always been an admirer of the Canadian Elec-

trical News, not only for the information contained therein.

l)ut for its physical appearance. That admiration has been

.greatly heightened after reading in the last few issues of the

Journal the articles by "Searchlight." I do not know who
Searchlight is, but if he is an engineer, he has a facility of

expression and a commonsensc way of looking at things that

is altogether admirable, and he seems to have a point of view

which sliould be that of the engineer—efficiency in public

service.

I recently heard of an Ottawa man, not a politician, who
is very conversant with Government methods, and who made
the following statement: "The lawyers and politicians in the

Dominion of Canada are going to get a jolt in the next ten

years, and it is going to come from the engineers." This

was before the war.

When this war is concluded. Canada will be saddled with

a tremendous debt for railways and other utilities with more
or less earning power, and with a war debt which will be a

dead burden upon the community, and government simply

cannot be carried on under the inefficient direction of lawyer

politicians, and broad business men and engineers as repre-

senting the highest efficiency must do the work.

Articles such as those of "Searchlight" indicate the trend

of the mind of the engineer away from the technical and

toward the public service, and the more journals, such as

yours hammer this question into the technical men, the

sooner engineers as a body will come into their own.

In the past, the ^majority of engineers have regarded

themselves as purely technical men, and rightly so, in many
cases, these having their place in a corner of the draftin.g

room with a slide-rule; but, out of this ruck of purely tech-

nical experts there will arise men with broader ideas who
will grasp the fact that the machines they have to design and

operate are those of the civilized community, and when this

occurs. I believe that the lawyer politician we have is going

to be even more rapidly discredited than in the past, and

that commissions and governments will be carried on largely

under the direction of men with engineering minds.

My congratulations to "Searchlight" with the expression

of a hope that in the interest of engineering he may not

suffer eclipse.

Yours very truly.

R. .A. Ross.

Comparative figures of our three
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Electrical Developments During 1915
Outstanding features are increase in size of generating units, higher voltages in

railway work and big reductions in cost of Ontario current

The year just closed, in a wave of returning prosperity

along industrial lines, has seen the electrical industry more

than keeping apace with the times. It is safe to say that

never before in the history of the industry have the people

had brought before them, as has been done in the past year,

in a more convincing and attractive manner, the manifold

uses of electricity. No startling innovations have been made

in the electrical field unless it may be the reported vironder-

ful advances of wireless telephony resulting in the hearing

of the human voice 5,000 miles distant without the aid of

wires, and the almost equally wonderful feat of telephone

conversation by wire across the continent. However, pro-

gress in the way of further refinements has been made along

various lines in a systematic manner, the principal of which

arc detailed below.

Steam Turbo-Generators

I'robably the most striking feature of the year is the

tendency to gradually increase the size of steam turbirte

driven generators. This is a logical steady growth caused by

the rapidly increasing use of electricity in the home, factory,

office and farm, as well as to the growth of population in

large centres. Also the reduction in the rates secured through

improved economies in generating and transmitting devices,

has resulted in increased load, thus making still larger gen-

erating units possible.

Last year the installation of a 30,000-kv.a. turbo-generat-

or in New York was reported; a few weeks ago a contract

was awarded for a 35,000-kv.a. unit for the Commonwealth
Edison Co., Chicago; and, still more recently, the Duqueane

Light Company of Pittsburgh have awarded a contract for

a 40,000-kv.a. unit. It is said that units as large as 50,000

and even 60,000 kv.a. are contemplated.

Due largely to the wonderful development in the steam

turbine and its direct connected electric generator, and the

remarkably flexible, efficient and easy distribution of elec-

tricity we are possibly on the eve of a notable change in the

manufacture and utilization of electric power. The modern

steam turbo-generator makes it possible to concentrate en-

ormous amounts of power generation in one place, and this

makes possible and advantageous very large individual gen-

erating units. The growth in die capacity of generators has

really been enormous, made possible by the steam turbine.

Water Turbo-Generators

Alternators have recently been installed of 30,000 kw.

capacity, and in the contemplated development at Niagara

Falls 50,000 kw. watcrwheel-driven units arc proposed, and

tlie electrical companies state their entire willingness to

develop and manufacture such machines. In fact, in the

next few years, a machine of double this size is said to be not

beyond the bounds of possibilitj'.

Rotary Converters

Small size GO-cycle rotary converters, bulh for industrial

and railway service, have been designed, using commutating

poles and bracket type bearings instead of the usual pedestal

type bearings.

Larger motor-generators liavc been built of considerably

higher s|)eed than formerly used, which has been possible

by compensating the generators. This is a generator design

feature (hat previously has not been used to any great extent,

but whicli is now coming into favor primarily on account

of its use, making it possible to produce a better machine
at a higher speed.

Switchboard, Etc.

A change from asbestos-covered Underwriters' wire to

rubber-insulated instrument and control wiring has resulted

in certain changes and marked improvements in switch-

board wiring details, particularly as affects standard boards
of large dimensions, towards increased simplicity and effi-

ciency. Another development of considerable interest is the

increasing use of metering and switching equipments for out-

door service in connection with other outdoor equipments,

such as transformers, lightning arresters, etc. By combining
series tripping self-contained inverse time element oil circuit-

breakers with necessary integrating, and, where required, in-

dicating meters, in one weather-proof box, complete low
tension control is available and with it the elimination of

the charge involved in a complete building for this equip-

ment. These equipments are available for either ground,
pole, tower or wall mounting. They are furnished with all

internal connections complete so that installation simply pre-

sents the problem of connecting into the power lines, placing

oil in the circuit breaker tank, and mounting the meter on
its panel.

Protective Apparatus

In static protective apparatus, a new electrolyte has
been developed for the electrolytic form of arrester. This
electrolyte maintains the arrester in operating conditions

under temperatures as high as 135 degs. F.; it maintains the

film at a higher critical voltage, and provides increased dis-

charge capacity.

Circuit-Breakers

A new line of small and medium size oil circuit-breakers

has been put on the market. This line is very extensive, in-

cluding switchboard mounted, wall mounted and pipe mount-
ed, remote control hand operated and remote control elec-

trically operated; weatherproof and subway forms. Capa-
cities are obtained in individual breakers up to 800 amperes
by connecting all contacts of a multiple breaker in multiple;

for use as a single pole, capacities up to 3,000 amperes are

obtained. The voltages run as high as 13,300. The imique
and most important feature of these breakers is the finger

contacts, which represent a great advancement. The fingers,

flexible in all directions, are separated by a stop and pro-
tected from all arcing by separate butt type arcing tips.

Oil breakers have been developed to meet the demand
for a high voltage breaker of moderate breaking capacity

and price. They are supplied for voltages from 35,000 up
to 70,000, and in breaking capacities of about 20,000 to

30,000 kv.a. The tanks are of the floor mounting elliptical

form, but may also be mounted on parallel pipe framework,
so as to allow the tanks to be removed for inspection of con-
tacts. The terminals arc of the condenser type, which have
proven so satisfactory in the higher voltage breakers.

Street Lighting

During the last year great strides have been made in

the matter of street lighting. The nitrogen-filled lamp has
been greatly improved by increasing its efficiency and length
of life, and has practically displaced all other means of street

lighting. It is not only more efficient and less costly than
other sources of high intensity illumination, but also lends
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itself to a neat appearing fixture, appealing largely lo the

aesthetic tastes of the general public.

The increasing popularity of the incandescent sysloni,

due to the use of high efficiency Mazda C. lamps, has result-

ed in improvement and development of apparatus used in

connection therewith. Briefly, these improvements and de-

velopments are as follows: a new line of 60-cycle constant

current regulators has been placed on the market; these

regulators embody many improvements over the superseded

type and have been designed with a view to the close regula-

tion necessary to the satisfactory operation of a series m-

candescent system. A stationary coil contact current trans-

former has also been placed on the market; this transformer

has been designed for controlling certain classes of series

street lighting when it is desirable to mount the transformer

out on a pole and operate it from a time switch. As this

transformer has no moving parts, it is well adapted to fill

this condition. In operating the high efficiency Mazda lamps,

it will allow a smaller variation between full load and short

circuit tliaii any other device on tlie market except the mov-

ing coil constant current regulator. It is available in capa-

cities of from t to 10 kw. and for any primary voltage below

a,300 volts, and any secondary below 7.5 amperes, 25 to 60

cycles.

The high efficiency of the 15 and 20-amp. Mazda series

lamps has made them particularly popular for street illum-

ination. To operate them from standard G.G or 7.5 amp. con-

stant current series circuit individual auto-transformers have

been employed. Recently, however, due to a number of

inherent advantages, there has been a considerable demand

for a small series transformer to operate a single lamp

by stepping up the line current to the higher current re-

<|uired by the lamp. Accordingly, there has been developed

an individual series transformer which can also be made to

operate a number of small units, insulating them from rhc

high voltage series circuit.

Among the advantages of this individual series trans-

former for ornamental street lighting may be mentioned that,

as they insulate the pole and lamp from the high tension

circuit, the use of series lamps is permitted in municipalities

where ordinances are in force which prohibit high tension

wires being carried on poles in the business district. They

save the expense of high-voltage conductors, heavy insula-

tion and high tension absolute cutouts in the pole. On ac-

count of the low secondary voltage of these transformers

the lamps are as safe to handle as if they were on a multiple

circuit. No film cutout is required as each lamp is inde-

pendent of the others in the circuit; in case of an accident

to one or more, the remainder of the lamps on the circuit

burn without interruption.

Elevators

During the last twelve months a gearless traction ele-

vator equipment, which is specially designed for high-speed

passenger service has been developed. The equipment con-

sists of a full automatic, magnetic controller and a slow

_speed direct current motor, on the shaft of which is mounted
the sheave for driving the elevator. All gearing is eliminated.

Coal Mine Service

It is interesting to note the favorable impression created

Ijy the new commutating-pole rotary converter in coal-min-

ing. The chief trouble in mining work has been commuta-
tion, because the mining load varies anywhere from ten per
cent, full load to one hundred per cent, overload in a very
short space of time. In the old machines it was necessary
to shift the brushes to prevent sparkin,g and damage to the

commutator. Realizing these conditions, this new si)ecial

rotary C( inverter was developed.

For use in mining where the gathering reel miu'; loco-
motive is not especially adapted, a combination trolley and
storage battery gathering reel locomotive has been used.

which has the advantage of being able to operate on trolley

when this is available, and then obtain energy from the

storage battery in the mines and other places where trolley

construction is not available. The particular advantage of

this locomotive is that it can continue to pull cars to and

from the rooms if for any reason the trolley voltage fails

and can always be operated independent of the trolley volt-

age.

Motors

There has been a development in the steel industry dur-

ing the past six months, and in the majority of cases the

mills added are driven by motors instead of steam engine.

Among the list of drives supplied are several important

items, including in particular, several equipments for revers-

ing blooming mills, two 12.000 horsepower units, being the

largest electric motor-driven steel mills in the world. The

efficiency and many incidental advantages offered by motor

drive have gained much prominence for it in the steel in-

dustry, and it is now adopted as a rule, rather than the ex-

ception. Undoubtedly in tin- near future there will be a

very large increase in the amount of horsepower installed

in steel mills for large roll drives. The Bethlehem Steel

Company are at present installing in their works a 1.500

horsepower alternating-current motor which will have un-

usual characteristics in that it has a special type of control,

making the motor adjustable speed, independent of load,

through about 80 per cent, speed reduction range. The

equipment is so arranged that the driving unit will deliver

constant horsepower to the rolls through this wide speed

range. The efficiencies of the equipment will be very much
on a par with a direct current motor using field control, and

is quite in contrast with the older methods of obtaining

speed regulation with wound rotor alternatin.g current mo-
tors where resistance is inserted in the secondary circuit of

the motor.

In the field of small motors there has been a general

increase in the use of motors for household, office and shop

devices. This holds true particularly in the following spe-

cialized industries: small motors for use in garages and

automobile service stations, small ventilating units, motor

equipment for moving picture shows. The motor-driven

washing machine and vacuum cleaner continue to be the

most popular small motor-driven devices.

In the battery charging field, there have been develop-

ments in motor-generator and switchboard equipment for

large battery charging stations, and also particularly small

motor-generator sets for charging, lighting, starting and igni-

tion batteries used on gasoline cars.

Railways

The demand for Hydro-Radials in the Province of On-

tario has been very insistent, as will be seen by the support

given the project at the recent elections. They will open

up immense possibilities for the development of Ontario,

although the full extent of the economic benefits to be de-

rived from the building of these roads cannot altogether

be foreseen. There is, however, little doubt that they will

be of great benefit.

The greatest step yet taken in steam railroad electrifica-

tion is the work being done by the Chicago. Milw?iukee &
St. Paul Railroad in electrifying four complete engine divi-

sions of 440 route miles through the mountains from Har-

lowton. Montana, to Avery. Idaho. These engine divisions

include the heaviest .grades on the sj'stem. The electrical

equipment includes thirty locomotives geared for freight

service and twelve locomotives geared for passenger ser-

vice, all wei.uliin.L; :.'Sr) tmis each, exclusive of steam heating

and lighting etiuipnunt. The locoiiKitives are also equipped

for regeneailive control in descending grades.

There are fourteen sub-stations spaced approximately

32 miles apart, containing 32 motor-generator sets, aggregat-
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ing 59,o00 kw. capacity, with transformers, switchboards and
accessories. The selection of 3,000 volts d.c. was based on
the eminently successful operation of The Butte, Anaconda
and Pacific Railway at 2400 volts d.c. This latter road l)e-

gan electrical operation in 1913 and the comparative figures

indicate an annual saving in operating cost of 30 per cent, on
the initial investment by the substitution of electric for steam
haulage.

The Micliigan Railway between Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids is the only road in the world to take power from a

3400 volt third rail, and is also unique in that 1200 v(dt

synchronous converters connected two in series are used in

the sub-stations.

In Canada we are rapidly advancing in the use of high
voltage d.c. The Montreal Tunnel &; Terminal electrifica-

tion is progressing with 2400 volt d.c. supply for both loco-

motives and passenger coaches, The locomotives are being
built complete here. The London & Port Stanley Railway
was opened in July and operates locomotives and passenger
coaches on l.'JOO volt d.c. The Lake Erie & Northern Rail-

way is also operating on 1500 volts d.c. and in addition has

tlie first 1500 volt portable sub-station in operation in Canada.
Tlie Toronto Suburban Railway is also electrifying with

1500 volts d.c. Sub-stations are now being equipped and
cars built. The 1000 kw. rotary converters with automatic
booster control and three-wire features for the Toronto
Hydro Electric System, are an entirely new development
and the first of their kind ever built.

One Man Cars

A noteworthy development of the year was the intro-

duction of one-man operated cars in a great many .\mericau

and a few Canadian cities. The jitney service which attained

such popular prominence during the summer of 1915 has

declined almost as rapidly as it developed, and in some cities

has entirely disappeared. Short and spasmodic as it was,

however, it has served in many cases as a means of urging

railway companies toward greater economies and efficiencies,

enabling tliem to provide better and more continuous accom-
modation for the travelling public. In order to successfully

meet the jitney competition one of the developments has

been the use of one-man cars as the means of reducin,^

maintenance cost due to the extra service demanded, and

the development of an extremely ' light-weight and inex-

pensive, yet reliable, motor with the rating of l"'/2 h.p. and
,'J4 h.p. These motors weigh approximately 850 lbs.

Sub-stations

Among the general advances noted is tlic increasing use

of outdoor or semi-outdoor types of sub-stations. The
marked development in the size of oil insulated, self-cooled

transformers has no doubt largely contributed to their in-

troduction, due to tiie elimination of cooling water troubles.

Along these lines we might also mention the fact that the

use of automatic sub-stations in connection with electric

railways has been advocated, and in at least one instance

has been successfully used.

Transformers

There has been very little done in the way of hydro-

electric development or other large single developments

which would call for any marked increase in either voltage

or size of transformer over the preceding year. 5,000 kv.a.

O.l.S.C. radiator type transformers have been installed and

are operating successfully. Several orders for large O.l.S.C.

radiator type transformers have been received and the trans-

formers put into operation, and considerable activity along

Ibis line is anticipated in tlic future.

In America all large high-tension transformers have up

to the present time been of the shell type, although in

Europe the core type has been used extensively. During

tlie last year the manufacturing companies have developed

the core type in larger sizes, which advance should be wel-
comed by the operating companies, since the core type has
some distinct advantages. The use of the large electric

furnace in Canada has developed a new field for transform-
ers, especially designed for this purpose, with very high re-

actance values. The electric furnace in its various applica-
tions oiTers, in fact, a very large field for development in

Canada.

Abating the Smoke Nuisance

During the year interest has been aroused in the matter
of electrical precipitation of smoke, dust and fumes in vari-

ous industrial operations, such as smelting. This application
calls for transformers of small capacity and high voltage in

the neighborhood of 100,000 to 150,000 volts or higher, and
capacities from 5 to 75 kv.a. This has required the develop-
ment of small high voltage transformers at a reasonable
cost. Quite a number of such transformers have been built
and put in service.

Meters

Minor improvements have been made in small apparatus
and meters, and the use of electricity for domestic appli-

ances has greatly increased; this was considerably augmented
by the "Electrical Prosperity" Campaign.

Increased Use of Electrical Appliances

Due to keen competition, the increased efficiency in gen-
erating and transmitting devices by which power can be gen-
erated and transmitted long distances in large or small
quantities, its characteristics changed at will with small
losses and at comparatively small cost, the reduction in the
price of power in the province of Ontario has been so great
that certain of the rates are now the lowest on the con-
tinent. This schedule of new rates afifords some municipali-
ties a final household rate of one cent per kw.h., with ten
per cent, discount, that brings the cost down to .9 cents.

These rates are particularly attractive to householders who
use electrical appliances rather freely, and especially so to

those who cook with electricity, so that as far as cost is

concerned, electric cooking is well within the range of all

municipalities affected by the reduced rates. In Ontario
during the last year the increased use of heating and cook-
ing appliances has been very noticeable, due partly to the

increased efficiency, utility, and the appreciation of the merits
by the public of such apparatus, but largely also to the

reduced price of power mentioned above.

The number of towns in Ontario desiring hydro-electric

service has been steadily increasing. During the past year
the number of municipalities supplied increased from 66 iii

December, 1914, to 104 in December, 1915. and during the
coming year the nunilier is expected to increase to 160.

New High-Efficiency Incandescent Lamp
In incandescent lamps the year has seen the development

of an entirely new high-efficiency incandescent lamp with the

characteristics of the ordinary incandescent lamp, but hav-
ing as a source of light an arc with electrodes of tungsten
or other refractory conductor, burning in an inert gas such
as nitrogen or argon. Working on the principle that the

filament of an incandescent lamp gives off a strong negative

discharge, this lamp was designed with an additional elec-

trode seated adjacent to the filament, and charged from a

positive potential. This sets up a current between the fila-

ment and the electrode and acts as an ionising agent on
the arc gap, making it conducting. This ionising circuit is

connected in parallel with the arc, through a single pole

switch and resistance. To put the lamp in operation the

ionising circuit is completed for a few seconds and then

broken by means of the switch; the result is a momentary
arc between one of the electrodes and the filament, followed
by an arc between both electrodes. .'\s a result of con-
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tiiuicd experiments a satisfactory filament haviiiK powerful

ionisation properties has been evolved.

The parts of the lamp are concealed in an ordinary in-

candescent lamp bulb, which, after being exhausted of air,

is filled with nitrogen at a pressure of approximately two-

thirds of an atmosphere. As compared with the carbon-arc

lamp the new lamp is very simple, no regulating mechanism

is necessary, and there is therefore a saving in the cost of

production. The loss of light caused by the obstruction of

the electrodes is ^mall compared with that in the carbon

lamp, and there is no trouble from flickering or arc wander-

ing. Moreover, as the arc is completely enclosed, there is

no danger from fire, no recarboning is required, and the

lamp needs no attention while in use.

High Efficiency Incandescent Lamp
New type of incandescent lamp, with characteristics of ordinary lamp, but having as a

source of light an arc, burning in an inert gas between tungsten electrodes

A new type of high efficiency incandescent electric lamp

is described in a paper presented to the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers by Messrs. E. A. Gimingham and S. R. Mil-

lard. In 1913 experiments were started in the lamp research

laboratory of the Edison and Swan United Electric Light

Company with a view to making a lamp having the usual

characteristics of the ordinary incandescent lamp, but hav-

ing as the source of light an arc having electrodes of tung-

sten or other refractory conductor burning in an inert gas

approximately, two-thirds of an atmosphere. When con-

nected to a continuous-current circuit through a resistance

the current passing through the coil A produced sufficient

heat to cause the expansion strip B to warp, thus separat-

ing the electrodes E E' and striking an arc between them.

The temperature of the heating coil then dropped to a very

dull red heat, due to the resistance introduced by the arc

itself. The heat from the arc was more than sufficient to

keep the expansion strip hard against the stop F, and thus

-^^c-AA/WyW--;:

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

such as nitrogen or argon. The first lamps constructed were

made with the electrodes in contact, one being connected

to an >;xpansion strip of copper or other material having

about the same coefficient of expansion. A spiral filament of

tungsten, or molybdenum, was mounted close to the strip and

connected in series with the arc circuit. To prevent the

strip moving too far and the arc breaking, a thick wire was
sealed into the glass support, this wire acting as a stop

and maintaining the correct gap. For alternating current

lamps the electrodes were constructed of fused tungsten,

and were of equal size. In the case of one of the continu-

ous-current lamps the positive electrode was made of a glob-

ule of fused tungsten and the negative electrode consisted

of a number of tungsten wires or filaments mounted in the

form of a brush.

The parts were assembled as shown in Fig. 1, anc' sealed

in an ordinary incandescent lamp bulb, which, after being

exhausted of air, was filled with nitrogen at a pressure of.

Fig. 3.

to maintain the requisite length of gap. The arc burned
steadily, and the electrodes emitted an intense white heat.

But the lamp was unsatisfactory. One trouble was that the

electrodes tended to stick together, with the result that the

expansion strip failed to separate them. Moreover, a con-

siderable amount of sputtering took place, thus shortening

the length of the lamp's life. Ultimately, however, a lamp
was developed which had a life of over 100 hours.

An Additional Electrode

Later the problem was attacked in a totally diflferent

way. It is well known from experiments made by Sir J. J.

Thomson. Dr. Fleming, and others that the filament in an
incandescent lamp gives oflf a strong negative discharge, and
if an additional electrode seated adjacent to the filament be
charged to a positive potential a current passes between the

filament and this electrode. This principle was applied in

developing the new lamp. The first attempts were made
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with a view to constructing an alternating-current lamp, con-
sisting of two small globules of tungsten fixed a definite

distance apart. In order to break down the resistance within
the arc gap a filament was mounted adjacent to the electrode,

this filament, when made to glow brightly for a few seconds,
acting as an ionising agent, thus making the arc gap con-
ducting. This ionising circuit was connected in parallel with
the arc through a single pole switch and resistance. To put
the lamp into operation the ionising circuit was completed
for a few seconds, and then broken by means of the switch,

the result being that an arc was momentarily struck between
one of the electrodes and the filament, this being followed
by an arc between both electrodes, the filament acting as the

ioniser being then entirely cut out of the circuit. This lamp
proved to be a great improvement upon the previous one.

Attempts were then made to construct a lamp for continuous-
current circuits.

At first the construction was similar to that of the alter-

nating current lamp, with the exception that the negative
electrode was smaller. To put the lamp into operation the

filament acting as the ioniser was brought to a high state

of incandescence and then cut out of circuit by means of a

switch in the positive lead. Difficulties, however, were ex-

perienced in inducing the arc to leave the tungsten filament

ioniser and pass to the negative electrode. This trouble, it

seems, was due to the difficulty of bringing the negative

electrode to a temperature high enough, to form an arc. In

the alternating-current arc the electrode which momentarily
formed the arc with the ioniser helped to form the arc pro-

per, but with the continuous-current lamp the arc persisted

in passing between the positive electrode and the ioniser.

Later negative electrodes were made which the arc would
strike, but it was considered necessary to provide thoroughly
for the protection of the ioniser. It is well known that sev-

eral refractory oxides possess to a very high degree the

jiroperty of emitting electrons, and experiments were there-

fore made with mixtures and combinations of tungsten with

zirconia, yttria and other oxides of the refractory class.

Evolution of a Satisfactory Filament

As a result of continued experiments a satisfactory fila-

ment having powerful ionisation properties was evolved.

it was found that if filaments were carefully made they were
not destroyed by the action of the arc, and that they lasted

considerably longer than a filament of pure tungsten, this

being, no doul)t, due to the difference in the physical state

of the two filaments. Difticulties, however, still remained.

'I"he action of the arc naturally destroyed, after a time, the

ionising properties, and in some cases difficulties have been

experienced in re-striking after the lamp lias been in use

for 200 hours. This deterioration of the ionising properties

of the filament, however, was only local, being merely around
a short length directlj' opposite the anode. To overcome this

a short length of expansion strip similar to that used in

the lamp shown in Fig. 1 was linked between the anode and
stem lead. A lamp constructed in this manner is shown in

Fig. 2, which is a lamp suitable for working with continuous

current. 'J'hrce leads, it will be noticed, pass through the

lamp stem. On one is mounted the electrode E, wdiile the

other two hold the filament acting as an ioniser B B'. The
positive main lead is divided into two circuits, one of which,

A, i)asscs through a resistance, and the contacts of the elec-

tro-magnetic switch C to one pole of the ioniser B, the other

being taken through a resistance, and the coil on the electro-

magnetic switch to the positive electrode of the arc circuit

li. The negative main load is connected to the remaining
ioniser lead B'. When the lamp is in operation the current
lirst passes through the ioniser circuit, causing the filament

to incandesce at a temperature sufficient to ionise the gas
between it and the i)ositive electrode E. At first a small cur-

rent flows in the arc circuit, this current rapidly increasing
until the cut-out is operated. This breaks the ioniser cir-

cuit until the arc is struck, the striking being assisted by the
removal of the ioniser circuit which previously shunted the
arc circuit. The heat rising from the arc causes the expansion
F to warp, and this moves the arc to another position on tlie

ioniser.

Source of Light

On switching off the current the electrode returns to
the original position, having left the inactive part and coming
to rest opposite the still active portion ot the ioniser. By
this means the lamp may be restarted at any period of its

life without difficulty. In this lamp practically the w^hole of
the intense white heat emanates from a small globule of
fused tungsten 1/lO-in. in diameter. Any size or shape of
electrode may be made, the construction of the higher candle-
power lamps being as shown in Fig. 3. Here the expansion
strip is disRensed with, for with a powerful arc there is a
great tendency for the arc to pass across the shortest gap.
In this case, after striking from the filament to the edge of
the electrode the arc rises to the thickened portion immedi-
ately opposite. As compared with the carbon arc lamp the
new^ lamp is very simple. No regulating mechanism is nec-es-
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Fig. 4.

sary, and there is, therefore, a saving in the cost of produc-
tion. The loss of light caused by the obstruction of the elec-

trodes is small compared with that in the carbon lamp, and
there is no trouble from flickering or arc wandering. More-
over, as the arc is completely enclosed, there is no danger
from fire. No re-carboning is required, and the lamp needs
no attention while it is in use.

The curve A, Fig. 4, shows the percentage variation of

pressure with current, and it will be seen that the curve is.

similar to that of an ordinary arc, though it indicates that

the stability is greater. The pressure across the arc steadily

decreases with an increase of current, and if continued until

the sputtering point is reached the pressure suddenly drops.

.\ representative efficiency curve is shown at B, which shows
the efficiency for the normal working current to be 0..'> watt
per international candle-power, or two candle-power per
watt. The current may be increased until the tungsten
reaches the sputtering point, at which the efficiency is .:{

watt per candle-power, or 3..'J3 candle-power per watt. Curve
C, in Fig. 4, shows the variation of candle-power with cur-
rent.—-Engineer.

Do Not Constitute a Hazard

The city of Woodstock recently applied to the Dominion
Railway Commission for an order to force the G. N. W.
Telegraph Company to place their wires underground in

that city. The Commission has replied that they have no
power to make such an order unless it can be shown that

the present conditions create a fire or life hazard. The argu-
ment of an aesthetic betterment is not sufficient.
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A budget of comment presented in the interest of public welfare,

independent of party politics and with malice toward no one.

The real test of sacrifice is now at hand. It comes not

in the call for half a million men, but in the answering of

that call. It comes when men who love not war but peace,

not the blare of truinpets but the quiet fireside, are asked

to prove that they love their country more than all else

they hold dear in life. It comes when men are asked to

give up good positions with the ease and comfort that ac-

company them, to serve as privates in the ranks—to face

hardship and death, not for glory or love of excitement, but

as their duty to that Empire that has guaranteed them liberty

and the pursuit of a certain amount of happiness.

By the way. it looks from here as if Mr. Acton made an

awful mess of that Hopkins clothing charge. He made his

charge as bold as any lion and then when he got in front of

Sir Charles Davidson he wanted to apologize so hard that

he hired a lawyer to help him do it. He was evidently so

unused to court procedure that he became nervous and en-

gaged a lawyer even more nervous than himself. It never

occurred to either of them to ask to have Hopkins' Toronto

partner called for examination. To be sure he is a silent

partner, but who knows but that the commission might have

induced him to break his silence. There was Hopkins' bank

account. Might that not have thrown some light on what

happened to Hopkins in connection with one or more con-

tracts that seem to have got tangled up with his real estate

business. It might have shown where the money came from

that is keeping Mr. Hopkins in New York. Or, if Mr. Hop-
kins' silent partner had been called might he not have been

able to explain just why Mr. Hopkins had at this somewhat

inconvenient season ceased to bother about clothing con-

tracts and taken such an extended vacation. Mr. Acton either

went too far or not far enough. He should never have put

his charge in print unless he intended to fight it all the

way through. The sudden fright he (levelo|u-(l reflects credit

neither nn himself nor on tlie trade press.

* *

For, you know, even if the Purchasing Committee never

gave a contract to a real estate man, there is ample evidence

that the Shell Committee was not too proud to give a shell-

box contract to a shipping clerk or to a general storekeeper.

The latter instance occurred down in Victoria County—at

Fenelon Falls, to be more exact. The man who got the

contract was C. W. Burgoyne, who with his father, forms
the firm of W. Burgoyne and Company, which carries on a

general store business. Now you can't very well make shell-

boxes in a general store, you know, so Mr. Burgoyne looked
around for somebody to do the work, and finally sublet to

Alfred Tiers, who conducts a small planing mill in Fenelon
Falls. The latter couldn't do all the work but by purchasing
parts from a third party he was able to complete the contract.

* * *

Before its completion Mr. Burgoyne secured a second
contract for an additional 25,000 boxes. This one was handled
more scientifically, as Burgoyne and Tiers formed a partner-
ship which did the work under the name of C. W. Burgoyne
& Co. Now if the governtnent was anxious to prove that
the Purchasing Committee did not let a clothing contract
to a real estate dealer shouldn't it be just as anxious to

disprove that the Shell Committee let a shell-box contract

to a general storekeeper? Isn't it really more necessary that

the shell-box matters be cleared up because the Shell Com-
mittee was a creature of the Canadian Government handling

money in trust for the Imperial Government? The Domin-
ion Government has a sort of right to do as it pleases with

its own money, but it owes it to Canada and to the British

taxpayer as well, to show that every cent of Imperial funds

placed with the Shell Committee was placed properly and to

the best advantage. It is up to the Dominion Government
to show that the shell-box contract let to a general store-

keeper in Victoria County was not placed to relieve either

political or "commercial depression brought on by the war."

» * *

One shell manufacturer is credited with the statement

that at the end of the year he will ascertain his profit and

pay over to the Patriotic Fund every cent in excess of his

average usual profits for the last five years. I don't doubt it

for a moment. Every man who has received a shell con-

tract is not necessarily a highwayman with a gun held to

the Empire's head. Many a shell contractor has taken the

work for the joint purpose of giving his workmen employ-

ment and furnishing the Empire with the munitions she

needs. He neither sought nor received the tremendous pro-

fits some others have boasted of making. But with the air

full of rumors of tremendous war profits only an investiga-

tion will clear the air and let in the light on the vexed

question, "Are there profiteers? If so how did they get their

contracts?" There must be a reason.

The Minister of Militia has asked that "men of stand-

ing in business, professional or mechanical life, will send

their names to him." He conveys the idea he wants them
as officers for he is further quoted as saying "We want to

know who is who before we make appointments or permit

the raising of any new regiments under new auspices." But
naturally the question arises as to whether the Minister

means what he says or is simply making a bluff to cover

some of the practices that have hitherto governed the ap-

pointment of otKcers. Let me cite an example. A well-

to-do financial man of Toronto was anxious to do liis bit.

His years and experience did not exactly fit him for too

heavy work, but in this hour when every man is needed, he

thought he might act as paymaster, thus relieving some
husky young officer for more active work. He wrote to

Ottawa for an appointment and was referred to the officer

commanding Xo. 2 Division. The latter told him his applica-

tion would receive consideration. Some days later a friend

called him aside and told him he would get the appointment

but he had first to secure the influence of two Toronto men.

local members of the Provincial Parliament. He told tlie

whole bunch to go to Hades—wherever that is.

* * *

Now if Sir Sam was as frank as he is loquacious would

he not have wound up his statement with "only those hav-

ing political influence need appl}-." For the past has shown
that numbers of officers have been chosen not because of

their fitness or capacity but for the amount of political puli

they can develop. There are hundreds of incapable Can-

radian officers now stalled in England, so I am told. They
may easily be found around the Savoy Hotel in London,
having a good time at the expense of the Canadian taxpayer.

With rare exceptions the efficient have reached the front.

The following from the Ottawa Evening Journal of the

lOtli inst. speaks for itself:

"In talking over the matter, Sir Sain Hughes mentioned
that his chief intelligence officer was a Canadian of German
liirth, whose father was now an officer in the German army.
whose inother was the daughter of an .'\ustrian general, and
whose brothers were officers in the German army. This
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nliliccr is described by General Hughes as one of the very
best in the Canadian army."

* * *

The dignified and talented president of the Bank of

Commerce has paused for a moment to hand us a little more
advice. He tells us we should economize. He doesn't go

a step further and tell us to put the money we save by our

economy in the bank. Why should he? Any fool knows
that the only way to start saving is to open a savings ac-

count. And when the bank gets it of course it will help to

carry on the war to a successful issue or help to move the

crop. Of course it will—or at least that part of it that

isn't sent on to New York to be put out on call loans to

Yankee stock speculators and stock brokers. Or maybe
it is needed to be loaned to Canadian promoters for invest-

ment in Brazil and Mexico. When hard times strike this

country our banks immediately proceed to economize by

refusing business men the necessary funds to carry on legi-

timate trade. Does the money they refuse lie idle for that

reason? Well, not according to the annual bank reports.

* * *

The same government which pays 5J-^ per cent, interest

on war bonds keeps the rate of interest on post office savings

at 3 per cent. Does said government wish to convey the

impression that its bonds are twice as great a risk as money
in the post office, or is it merely trying to create a market

by offering bonds at bargain prices? Surely the govern-

ment wants the people to save. Why not pay them a

more attractive rate of interest till they have saved enough

to invest in bonds? Why not encourage thrift among our

people?
* * *

"One-Iialf this country's daily papers are edited by Sir

Robert Borden, the other half by Sir Wilfrid Laurier. The
editors are so many liveried office boys to the Premier and
leader of the Opposition."—Toronto Telegram.

Will the Minister of Militia deny that lie is directly or in-

directly financially interested in the Ross Rifle Company?
* * *

The Shell Committee, its alleged crimes and self-as-

serted virtues, has been brought before Parliament by Dr.

Pugsley, a Liberal statesman who has probably been taught

that he who is witliout sin should throw the first stone. It

is to be regretted that what should be only a business pro-

position is thus being made more and more of a political

question. It is unfortunate that Sir Robert Borden failed

to listen to the voice of the more independent of the Con-

servative press and order a full and free investigation into

the workings of that committee. If there was nothing to

hide he had nothing to lose. If there was something to

liide a full investigation ordered by himself would free him

from all blame and responsibility. Dr. Pugsley has made

so many charges, though insignificant in comparison to the

real facts, that an investigation should follow and if any or all

of the charges are sustained the Government must share re-

sponsibility with the Shell Committee and the profiteers. I

have felt from tlie first that such an investigation was ne-

cessary for the protection of the manufacturing interests of

Canada and with me those interests come before the politi-

cal welfare of Sir Robert Borden, whom in many ways I

admire.
* * *

In a recent issue, concerning shell coiiiniittee charges,

the Mr)ntreal Star, (Con.) says:

"In any case, the Government cannot permit these shock-
ing and humilitating charges to remain uninvestigated."

That the indiscriminate handling of support for soldiers'

families is working out badly in both directions is shown in

jiumerous instances. A private in .3 certain platoon in the

— battalion boasts that he is at present drawing $160 per

month whereas he never before drew more than $50 per

month. He is an employe of the T. Eaton Company, which
generously allows him full pay and he gets in on all the

funds. On the other hand an acting-sergeant informs me
that although he has been at the Exhibition camp for nearly

a month his dependents have not received a cent from any
source and that even part of his pay has been held back for

fear he'll elope with his uniform. Some kinds of patriotism

are too profusely fertilized and some are simply starved. But
then no British people ever did develop a government that

was big enough to handle a war.

To all appearances the British people have awakened and
decided to "get on" with the work. The British papers are

warning, mildly as yet, the world not to tread on the lion's

tail. The London Standard puts it:

"Germany is now clothed in a white sheet. She and
America are joining hands in the noble task of bullying the
nation that has respected every law of humanity and has
persistently interpreted the law of nations to her own dis-
advantage.

"Poor England. No moral crime can be laid at our
doors, but we are interfering with the war profits, of Ameri-
can manufacturers, so we must raise our blockade and thus
prolong the war, and this is asked for in the name of hum-
anity.

"There is one comfort for us miserable sinners: Pre-
sident Wilson and Count von Bernstorff will knock at our
door in vain."

* * *

The attitude of our Australian cousins towards the

munition-making business is in humiliating contrast to the

conditions under which this work has been carried on in

Canada. Over in Australia, Government and private factor-

ies scorn to accept exorbitant "blood" profits at the ex-

pense of the lives of their sons and brothers at the front.

As an example we may quote the West Australia War Com-
missions Company, Limited, organized when the war broke

out under state supervision by leading public and business

men of the state. The whole capital was furnished by

public supscription on the understanding that there should

be no dividends and that the price of the manufactured

articles should be as nearly as could be fixed the actual cost

of those articles. It was further stipulated that any pro-

fits remaining after the repayment of the paid-up capital

after the war should be devoted to patriotic or charitable

purposes incidental to the war. The same spirit evidently

animates private companies, who have undertaken contracts

from the Government at certain named prices on the un-

derstanding that if these arc greater than the actual cost of

production of the article the balance shall be refunded.

In comparison with this truly patriotic attitude Canada

merely offers examples of the operations of our late shell

committee such as the original letting of contracts at $6.70

per unit which have later been reduced to $1.85; the boasts

of our financial magnates of huge war profits; and the

scandals attaching to other purchases.

If these men, our leaders, represent Canadian culture, is

not the world saying that it at least compares "favorably"

with the German type?
* * *

When are we going to get some information concerning

the Ross Rifle? Rumors suggest that after the disastrous

fight at Langeinarck the British Government made a report

to Ottawa concerning the rifle. If so, why is this report

not made public?
*

.\nd then again—but oh, what's the damn use?

SEARCHLIGHT,
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Rapid Transit in Toronto

-

solution of the city's needs-

and west, east lines

An independent

Subways north

elevated.

By Ernest V. Pannell, A. M. I. E, E.

Since the Arnold report on the rapid transit |)roblem in

Toronto was presented in 1011 the demand for transportation

facilities has still further exceeded the accommodation there-

for. Congestion in the business districts is particularly pro-

nounced, owing to theconcentration of the transitory popula-

tion induced by large office buildings in a circumscribed area

and to the necessarily slow speeds afforded by a surface car

system in such a section. The provision of faster transit

would tend to open out both the business and residential

areas and enhance the taxable value of property contiguous

to the railway system. It is not to be supposed that a

costly proposition such as a true rapid transit scheme can,

during the first few years of its life, offer good service and,

at the same time, make an adequate return upon the capital

invested. From the viewpoint of civic betterment, however,

as exemplified by increased property values, better residen-

tial conditions and wider distribution of the community, its

value can hardly be capitalized. Where such an urban rail-

way ofifers facilities for the ingress of interurban lines from

the outlying townships to the heart of the city its value is

still further enhanced and a definite increase of population

may be expected to fellow, 'l'., riii,,tc from one of the

Municipal Reference Bulletins issued by the city of Chicago;

"Free and easy intra urban transportation is as important to

the inhabitants of cities as the circulatory system is to the

human body. The question in large cities 'is to provide for

sustained growth without congestion . Where density and

intense concentration of population obtain at the expense of

proper sanitary conditions, wholesome tenements and de-

cency; cheap, adequate and rapid transit from the outlying

zones of the city is one of the solutions of the problem."

That the necessity for rapid transit is not confined to

cities of over one million population may be .gauged from

the fact that in Melbourne, Australia, with its 600,000 inhab-

itants, the sum of $14,000,000 is being expended by the Vic-

torian Railway Commissioners for a comprehensive electric

railway project to serve the city and suburbs. Similarly,

Sydney, New South Wales, with a population of 050,000, is

embarking upon urban railway improvements involving inter

alia a bridge across the harbor wdiich will cost some $15,-

000,000. Boston, Mass., with little more than 700,000 people,

has one of the best rapid transit systems in the world, com-

prising subway, elevated and surface railways. Coming still

nearer home, the city of Montreal has under consideration

the equipment of a subway system to relieve the street con-

gestion, which scheme in its entirety is estimated to cost

$20,000,000.

In view of the extremely heavy capital outlay involved

ELEvnTEDUneS ~—^—

—

Fig. l.-Plan of the City of Toronto stiovving the main streets upon which car iracl^s are situated and the location of the Rapid TransitlLincs.
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Bloor Streets, North Toronto, and St. Clair Avenue. The

station arrangement at the south end of the line, as will

be seen, would tend to relieve the street congestion at King

and Yonge Streets, besides minimizing the amount of exca-

vation in the vicinhy of the city's tallest buildings.

The main east and west subway running from Sunny-

side would follow Queen Street to Sherbourne Street, a spur

down Sherbourne to Front being opened up at the same

time as Division 3. The total length, includinp the spur, is

4.30 miles of double track, and opjiortunities for the through

Fig. 4.—Section Ihroutih Subway

running of radial cars would be provided, as in the case of

Division 1. The Yonge Street station on this line will afford

passengers an opportunity of exchanging with the Yonge
Street subway, whilst the carrying of the line through to

Sherbourne Street will again assist in keeping the main street

free from unnecessary foot passengers.

Division 3 consists of an elevated railroad extending east

from the Front Street station along Front Street and Eastern

Avenue to the junction of the Kingston Road and Queen
Street. The line would be carried over the River Don by

a truss bridge and another bridge would be necessary to

cross Queen Street at the Woodbine, several changes of

alignment would also occur in this line and a down grade

of five per cent, would bring the tracks to the level of the

Kingston Road at the eastern terminal. Through running

with the eastern lines would be effected just as with the other

divisions. The district covered is expected to become in the

near future one of the city's busiest manufacturing areas;

little or no depreciation of property need therefore be feared

as a result of the railway; indeed, the value of the factory

sites would be enhanced by the advent of rapid transit for

the factory help.

The summarized particulars of the cars proposed for

use on the three different lines are as follows:

—

TABLE III.

Motor Cars for Rapid Transit System

Construction Semi-steel

Length over Bumpers ' 51 ft. in.

Height from Rail 12 ft. 6 in.

Width, overall 8 ft. G in.

Capacity, seated 50

Capacity, maximum 100

Motors per Car 3

Motors, type GE-233
Motors, rating kw 105
Truck wheelbasc 7 ft. in.

Truck centres 32 ft. in.

Weight, body 30,000 lbs.

Weight, trucks 33.000 lbs.

Weight, equipment 13,000 ibs.

Weight, total 05,000 lbs,

As will be noted, a light form of car is proposed in

order to reduce the energy consumption consequent ujion

the type of service. It is not considered desirable to run

street cars over the rapid transit tracks, the schedule speed

and acceleration together with the high traffic density render

it necessary if full use is to be made of the subway to

confine the operation to one type of car of approximate

design.

Summarized particulars of the three rapid transit routes

with their respective operation characteristics are given in

Table 4.

TABLE IV.

Particulars of Rapid Transit Routes

Division 1. 11. 111.

Route Yonge St. Queen St. Eastern Ave.

Length, miles 3.70 4.30 3.60

Construction Subway Subway Elevated

Number of Stations ... li '.i 7

Average Run, feet ... 2S40 2S.")0 31(10

Operation

Schedule Speed, m.p.h 15 15 15

Acceleration Rate 1.50 1.50 1..50

Braking Rate 2.00 2.00 2.00

Normal
Headway minutes 4 4 4

Cars per Train 2 2 2

Trains per Hour 15 15 15

Passengers per Train 100 100 100

Passengers per Hour 1500 1500 1500

Cars in Service 12 18 10

Rush
Headway minutes 1.5 1.5 2.0

Cars per Train 2 2 2

Trains per Hour 40 40 30

Passengers per Train 200 300 200

Passengers per Hour 8000 8000 6000

Cars in Service 33 48 30

BOOOOO
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up Yongc Street of 1.5 per cent., which calls for heavy cur-
rent inputs on the uptown trip hut permits the trains to
coast almost the whole distance downtown. The energy
consumption expressed in watt-hours per ton-mile amount
to 85 for the uptown journey but only to 20 for running in
the southward direction, as in tlu- latter case the motors
are not taken past the series ixisiticin. The cast and west
lines are practically level throughout.

The pi.wer requirements are estimated as follows:

TABLE V.

Power Consumption
far miles per day 1^ ,,(11)

Ton-miles per day 7:>o.{ini)

Watt-hours per ton-mile 70
Total watt-hours

50..'>()().()ri()

Hours of operation 20
Average load, kw 2,520
Ma.ximum load, kw G 310
Sub-station capacity, kw 7,500
It is assumed that the railway would purchase high

tension current delivered to the sub-station busbars where
it would be converted to 650 volt continuous current and
distributed through feeders in the tunnel to the third rail.

The plan (Fig. 1) shows the principal streets of the
city and their relation to the Rapid Transit System. The
natural criticism is that little or no service is provided for
the north-west and north-east corners of the civic area; it is

assumed, however, that the street railways in conjunction
with the subways will serve these districts. It will be noted
that on the east and west route particularly every station is

situated at the foot of one of the avenues extending north.
Where surface tracks are installed upon these avenues the
mterchange of rapid transit passengers to the street cars
will be provided for; the ultimate arrangement will, of
course, be for the street railway tracks to connect the sub-
way and elevated lines in the south with St. Clair Avenue
in the north. Similarly, the Yonge Street line will afford
connections of the utmost importance at College and Bloor
Streets and St. Clair Avenue. The opening of the Bloor
Street Viaduct will afford means for a crosstown surface
car system extending from the Humber to the Scarboro'
town line; on such a line as this an average speed of ten
miles per hour cmild I,c maintained, and, indeed, the relief

RICAL NEWS
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transit and surface lines, but in view of the demonstrated
wdlmgness of the public to pay for rapid travel this is not
expected to act as a deterrent to traffic. Nothing is more
detrimental to the ultimate success of a railway enterprise
than the initial adoption of cheap fares and privileges which
It may afterwards be found necessary to withdraw with
consequent ill effect upon the goodwill of the community
An uniform fare of live cents would be suggested for the
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A Code of Lighting Applicable to Factories,

Mills and other work places— Valuable Infor-

mation for Engineers, Central Stations

and Electrical Contractors icon)

Section V. General Requirements of Artificial Lighting

The following requirements for factory and mill liglit-

ing are made all the more important by the peculiar limita-

tions and the wide variety of conditions to be found in fac-

tory and mill buildings and in factory and mill work:

1. Sufficient illumination should usually be provided for

each workman irrespective of his position on the lloor

space.

3. The lamps should be installed and selected so as to

avoid eye strain to the workmen.

3. The lamps should be operated from sources of supply

which will insure reliable illumination results, particularly

on account of the demoralizing effect produced by inter-

mittent service, just when the light may be most needed.

4, Adequate illumination should be provided from over-

head lamps so that sharp shadows may be prevented as

much as possible, and in such measure that individual lamps

close to the work may be unnecessary e.xcept in special

cases.

.5. The type and size of lamp should be adapted to the

particular ceiling height and class of work in question.

G. In addition to the illumination provided by overhead

lamjjs. individual lamps should be placed close to the work
if they are absolutely necessary in the eyes of a lighting

expert, and in such cases the lamps should be provided with

suitable opaque reflectors.

These requirements may now be met by means of the

new types of gas and electric lanip.>, one type of which can

usually be found for practically each factory and mill loca-

tion, specially adapted to the general physical conditions

of the location as typified by the clearance between cranes

and ceiling and other similar items.

Section VI. Overhead and Specific Methods of Artificial

Lighting

Factory and mill lighting may be classified under two

general divisions: first, distributed illumination furnished

from lamps mounted overhead; and second, specific illumin-

ation furnished by individual lamps located close to the

work. For practical purposes this classification is suffi-

cient. In numerous cases a combination of these two meth-

ods becomes necessary.

Mounting the Lamps High.—Where the lamps are high

enough to be out of the line of ordinary vision, and are

of a size and so spaced as to furnish illumination at anj'

position of the floor where work may be carried on. the

system is referred to as the overhead method of lighting.

This method has many advantages. Its general adoption,

which has been somewhat slow, has increased with the

appearance of the many new types of lamps and with the

growing appreciation of the value of good lighting.

Where a small amount of general or overhead lighting

is coupled with specific lighting from individual lamps, a

large part of the floor space in many shops is in relative

darkness, and much dependence must be placed on the hand

lamps close to the work. The small number of overhead

lamps generally used in such cases, furnishes merely a

small amount of additional illumination over the floor space

which is not sufficient to be of much value. How-ever,

where sufticient intensity is provided by general illumina-
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Fig. 3.^— Diagram showing alternate

schemes for Hghting a low factory sec-

lion. This contrasts the use of large

and small lamps for mounting height

of 12 feet.
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Fig. 4.—Diagram contrasting the use
large and medium-sized lamps for moun
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Fig. 5.—Dia^am of same factory space
shown in Fig. 4, but with a different

class of work. This view contrasts the
use of large and medium-sized lamps for

a 20-ft. mounting.
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tiun, Ihis is ol'lcn :i very c-ITcclivc im-aiis uf li.u;liliny a large

work-i'ooiii.

Low Ceilings.—Locations with low ceilings, until re-

cently, have been lighted by the individual hand lamp
method, because the old carbon lilamcnt lamps, being of

low candlepower. could not well be used close to the ceil-

ing, while the old type of arc lamp was often impracticable.

due to its large physical size, as well as its relatively high
candlepower. This statement is subject to some modifica-

tion, because low candlepower units have sometimes been
used in clusters for low ceilings as a compromise between
a single small or a single large unit, this scheme being, how-

Fig. C-
foi- a

-Diagram showing tin

mounting height of 50 feet.

f large lamps

cvi r. usually insufficient and unsatisfactory in comparison

widi modern methods of lighting. In a particular manner,

therefore, suitable illumination has been diflicnlt with low-

ceilings.

New types of gas and electric lamps have a range of

candlepower from very low to very high values, and the

overhead system with the elimination of individual lamps

is thus possible; in other words, a size of gas or electric

lamp may now be selected from a large available list ot

sizes for nearly every factory or mill condition.

Section VII.

Various Locations Illustrated.—There are two main items

to consider in deciding for or against high candlepower

lamps for the factory or mill. First, how high are the

lamps to be mounted; and second, will the light at any given

point on the machines or other operations be satisfactory

if it comes from a few lamps or should it come from many

sources? If the ceiling or overhead construction is under

16 feet, lamps of high candlepower can hardly be used in

sufficient numbers to produce uniform illumination over the

floor space. If they are to be mounted at a height between

If. and 25 feet, it is largely a question of whether light from

a relatively few lamps will produce satisfactory results. For

mounting heights over 2.i feet, lamps of high candlepower

possess some advantages, chief of which is their large volume

of light for given energy consumed, always provided the

light is cflfectively directed towards the floor.

Three Groupings.—These three groupings by mounting

heights are conveniently shown in Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6. In

Fig. :i a single simp bay with a ceiling height of 12 ft. is

shown as typical of the first grouping. The single high
candlepower lamp furnishes apjiro.ximately the same amount
of light to the machines as do the eight small lamps. Note,
however, that the illumination from the large lamp is not
nearly as uniform as that from the small lamps, although the
spacing of both the small and the large lamps as represented
in this illustration is typical of many actual installations.

Note also, that the shadows cast by the large lamp at cer-
tain portions of the floor space must be so marked as to

make the ilhimination it furnishes very inferior in this re-

spect to the illumination from the smaller lamps, because
of their larger number.

Here, if the number of large lamps for the given floor

area be increased in an endeavor to make the illumination
more uniform and to reduce the shadows, the expense, as
compared with that for smaller lamps, makes the large lamps
a very unfavorable proposition. These two features arc the
basis for stating that in general large lamps are not desirable

for mounting under IG feet, and an analysis of conditions,
together with a careful and unbiased comparison with the
illumination produced by smaller lamps, will nearly always
liear out this conclusion.

Second Grouping.— In Fig. 4. a 20 ft. ceiling has been
selected as typical of the second grouping, a single shop
bay being shown. Here the work is assumed to be rough
assembly, mostly on horizontal surfaces, and the single high
candlepower lamp. Ijesides giving more nearly uniform illum-

ination, because the light is distributed more broadly due
to the increased height, is correspondingly more satisfactory

as to shadows produced by the large lamp in the preceding
illustration (Fig. 3). on account of the improved direction

in which much of the light reaches the work. In this case,

the arrangement of both large and small lamps is typical

of many existing installations.

In Fig. 5, however, although the height is the same as in

Fig. 4, the work is quite different, being conducted on the

inside of large vertical tanks. It would obviously be impos-
sible to- perform this work by the light from the single large

lamp as well as with that from the larger number of medium
sized lamps, even if the actual amount of light from each
was the same, on account of the poor direction of the light

at certain positions of the work from a single unit in sucli

a case. The medium sized lamps furnish approximately the

same quantity of light and yet no matter where the tanks

i ~ •J.BENCrt;:

PLAN PLAN
Fig. T.— .\ very poor arrangement l-'ij;. S.— Illustrntes an improveil

of artificial lighting by means of scheme over that shown in Fig. 7.
large lamps moimted too close to made possible by the use of
the floor. Compare with improved smaller lamps,
plan in Fig. 8.

may be placed, they will receive considerable light from the

medium sized lamps directly over or nearly over them, at

least far more than is apt to reach them from a single unit

in every other bay (the assumed arrangement of the large

lamps).

For this second grouping of mounting heights, then,
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llic large lamp may or may not be adaptid, depciidinK on

vvlictlier the reduction of shadows is of nuuli importance,

as is the case in Fig. 5. The large lamp is, however, more

likely to be satisfactory here than in the first case (Fig. :i),

because of the better distribution of the light due to the

higher mounting, a fact made evident in Figs. .'5 and 5 on

account of the decreased number of small lamps and llic

increase in their size made possible in Fig. 5 as compared

with Fig. 3, where the mounting is lower. By the same line

of argument, it can be shown that for higher mountings,

large lamps arc still more likely to prove satisfactory, in

Fig. 5, the number of large lamps might have been increased

for the given floor area, but to have done so would mean
that the cost for the lamps themselves and for the energy

and upkeep to maintain them would be excessive in com-

parison with the smaller types of lamps.

Third Grouping.—In Fig. 6 the third grouping of mount-

ing heights is shown with the lamps about 50 feet above the

floor. In this illustration the distribution of the light from

Constant Voltage.—In addition to the superior illumina-

tion resulting from lamps supplied from constant voltage

mains, some types operate with longer life or very much
better mechanically when supplied with constant volta.ge

than otherwise. These features will therefore generally

more than offset the somewhat greater cost of maintaining

separate circuits for each class of service. In like manner and
for similar reasons, it is advisable to place gas lamps on

supply lines separate from those delivering gas for power
purposes.

(To be Continued)

Rapid Transit in Toronto
(Continued from page 29)

districts are concentrated and llic population passes the

half million mark. As already mentioned, it is not to be

supposed that plans for the whole of such a scheme could

be put into hand at once, but rather that the three divisions

ELEVATION

, 40'-0"--- -

HIGH POWER UNlTja^-^

HIGH POWER UNITJg^

PLAN

Tliese three illustrations show various ways in

woik performed. Fig. 9 is fairly satisfactory for

tiiring. Fig. 11 is to be preferred where the clas

which a factory space with Ifi-ft. girde
storage spaces, and either Fig. 10 or

i of work consists of the handling of

clearance can be handled, depending on the class of

1 can be employed for bench assembling or manufac-
nall machinery parts.

the large lamps will be far more satisfactory both for flat

and tall work than in the two preceding cases. It will be

noted further that the increased height of the lamp causes

the light to fall in such directions as to evenly distril)Ute it

over the entire floor space taken care of by this one lamp

in much better shape than for the lower mounting heights.

(See also Figs. 7 to 9).

Section VIII.

Lighting Circuits for Electric Lamps and Supply Mains for

Gas Lamps
The question of lighting circuits is mentioned here with

particular reference to factory and mill conditions, where
motor loads are apt to be large in comparison to the ener.gy

consumption of electric lamps which are in service. In

some cases, the proportion of motor load to lighting load

is in the ratio of 10 to 1, in others 7 to 1, and so on, and
the varying demands on the circuits by motors may greatly

affect the lamps. Hence it is important to tnaintain strictly

separate supply circuits for the lamps in order to avoid vary-

ing voltage which is apt to result if the motors are con-

nected to the same circuits with the lamps.

be commenced upon at two-year intervals, or, if thought

desirable, that the work be still further subdivided. The
substitution of elevated railroads for the subway divisions

would greatly reduce the initial costs, but a new routing

would in this case have to be adopted, which w-ould con-

siderably modify the service offered by a line cutting through

the heart of the city. The subway construction costs have

been based upon the cut and cover system being employed,

which entails the roadway being opened up and excavation

proceeding as for an open cut. Although involving tem-

porary inconvenience, this avoids the heavy cost, and no
small danger involved in timbering the roadway and mining

beneath it.

For the main cast and west route the possibility of an

elevated or surface road routed along the water front has

been considered, but the conclusion is that such a line would
be situated too far south of its tributary population. The
Eastern Avenue line is, indeed, open to the same objection

in a lesser degree, but is believed to be justified in view of

the development of the .\shbridges Bay district for industrial

purposes.
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Are You A Member of the 0. E. C. A. ?
Join the O. E. C. A., the Ontario Electrical Contractors Association Then, get behind

it with your brains, your experience and your enthusiasm

The very generally accepted idea of organizations and

associations of various sorts is that they are formed for pro-

tective or defensive purposes. This is only true within cer-

tain limits. It is easily understandable, however, liow this

conception has arisen, because of the circumstances sur-

rounding the organization of many such associations. Jn

a vast majority of cases they have been called into being-

only when the rights of some particular class appeared to be

threatened by encroachments on what they conceived to be

their rights. The crisis over, the average association either

disbands or drags along a lingering existence until some fresh

upheaval again threatens the rtghts of the members and so

spurs them once more to action.

Tliis is not the right idea.

The operations of the commercial world are divided

into fairly clearly-defined sections, the different elements of

each section being so closely inter-related that the failure of

any single element to do its share in the general scheme of

co-operation interferes adversely with the common ultimate

aim of the whole section. Such a section is that composed
of men associated, in whatever capacity, with the electrical

trade—manufacturer, central station, dealer, jobber, and con-

tractor—all are vitally interested in the rapid development

of the electrical industry.

It follows that an association of any element in the elec-

trical trade should not consider itself on the defensive as

regards any other element in the same trade. The aim

should be a closer working arrangement with all the other

elements. An electrical contractors' organization has it in

its power to help the central station organization. Both of

these can help the manufacturer, and so on. The "vice

versa" is equally true, of course. There is no room for war

among these various elements, no reason, no possibility of

Acknowledgements to National KIcclrlcal Cc

A snail or an automobile, alone or with the "boys" -Which?
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gain in it. The success of each is inseparably bound up

with the success of all the others.

And this brings us back to the starting point—don't wait

till you imagine your rights are being trampled on by some-

one before you begin to take an interest in your association.

Take hold now. Your association is an organization for

constructive purposes. It is one of only four or five cogs

iti the electrical wheel. One missing cog, therefore, means

terrible inefficiency in the operation of that wheel, and con-

tinually threatens to wreck the whole machine. Don't wait.

Get in and carry your share of the load so as to guarantee

the smooth operation of the whole machinery of the elec-

trical business.

The electrical contractors of the province of Ontario

recently formed an enthusiastic association of their mem-
bers. Possibly it was fear of some encroachment that

brought them together. But the ideal of this association

has been raised. Officered by enthusiastic men, the vision

of this organization has rapidly grown broader, until they

now see themselves as an important responsible section of

the whole electrical industry. Their organization is no

longer a necessity—it is a duty.

Are you as an individual, then, doing your duty by the

industry with which you are associated and from which you
make a living?

We take the liberty of urging upon every electrical

contractor in this province that he consider seriously and

with an open mind the question of his relation to the On-
tario Electrical Contractors' Association. Are you a mem-
ber? If not, why? Don't let the argument that you "can't

get anything from it" carry any weight with you. Ask your-

self, rather, "Couldn't I help?" Think of tlie influence for

good that a united association of electrical contractors can

wield—how you can further the development of the industry

—liow you can help to smooth over little misunderstandings,

as in the recent Simcoe matter—how you can lenj your

weight to needed legislation.

If you are a unit in the electrical contracting business,

get up and acknowledge it. Don't be a dead one. Don't

be a clog on other men's progress as well as your own.

Join your association, and, after you have joined it, take an

interest in it, and give it the benefit of your own ideas and

experiences. The possibilities of development in the elec-

trical business are beyond imagination. Are you going to

sit idly by and watch the other fellow do your work, or are

you going to put your shoulder behind the wheel and push?

Relation of Jobber to Contractor

The relation of the jobber to the contractor and the

protection given by the jobber is one of the most important

points at issue at the present time in the electrical con-

tracting business. Mr. Arthur J. Newell read an interest-

ing paper recently before the New England Electrical Con-

tractors' Convention in .Springfield, in which he outlined a

number of instances where the co-operation of the jobl)er,

to say the least, is not apparent. These are quoted beloiv.

Mr. Newell makes a strong appeal to the electrical contrac-

tors to stand together and assert their rights. He asks them

to remember that the electrical contracting business is no

longer in its infancy but is a legitimate, dignified and well-

established business, filling an important place in the com-

mercial world. He urges the contractors to stand up like

men for their rights and if it is shown that they are being

used unfairl}' by any part of the business world, to "show
their teeth" and insist that they receive proper treatment.

1. A concern in t!ie dry goods business was in the

market for a quantity of wiring material. A schedule of

the material required was drawn up and sent to the jobbers.

A contractor of A-1 standing also sent the schedule to the

jobbers, and when the prices were received by the dry goods
house the contractor was shown the jobber's quotations, he

being a friend of the buyer, and in every case the dry goods
concern had been quoted as good prices and in some cases

better than these same jobbers had given to the contractor.

This is the way the trade is protected.

2. A contractor received an order for reflectors and sent

the order to a jobber with instructions to ship direct to the

customer in order to save expense. The shipment was made
direct and also the bill was sent direct to the customer. The
prices given the customer by the jobber were as good as had
been previously quoted the contractor by this same jobber.

If this was not a mistake, then the jobber was trying to show
the customer that they had better deal direct. If it was a

mistake, it shows that this jobber was in the habit of selling

direct to this class of customers and making them as good
prices as he made the contractor.

;!. Certain electrical material handled l:y u jobber was
required for a new building. The electrical contractor on

the building (jbtained a quotation from the jobber and after-

wards found tliat tliis jobber had given to the general con-

tractor the same quotations that he had sent to the electrical

contractor. This electrical contractor had good credit.

4. Special lighting fixtures were required for a building.

These special fixtures were controlled by one jobber. A
quotation was made to the owners, in which 10 per cent.

was reserved for the electrical contractor on the building.

The owner goes to the jobber and asks him how much
profit there is in the quotation for the contractor, and he

is frankly told 10 per cent. The owner then states that ho

will give the jobber the order if he will give him the 10

per cent. The jobber accepts the offer and tlie contractor

is ignored.

5. An electrical contractor does a job on a stock and
time basis. The concern for whom he did tlie work sent

his bill to a jobbing house, and they marked on the bill

against each item the price at which they would have sold

the material, and these prices were those regularly given to

the trade. Fine co-operation!

6. At a meeting of the electrical contractors a jobber
boldly asserts that he never sends his catalogues and dis-

count sheets to men who are just started in business, and
that he always looks out for the established contractor. The
very next day his catalogue with full discount sheets was
received by two workmen just starting in business. You
will find the catalogue and discount sheet of almost all

jobbers in the hands of all classes of customers, and the

net prices give little protection to the contractor and not
near enough for the contracting business.

7. At one time a jobber sent out a salesman who called

on the electrical contractors only, and this salesman would
solemnly place his hand over his heart, raise his eyes to

heaven and affirm that he never called on the contractor's

customers, and he told the truth; but his house sent out

another salesman equipped with gum shoes who called on
the contractor's customers only, and I understand this gum
shoe artist was reprimanded one time because he happened
to make a social call on an electrical contractor who was his

personal friend. Is tliere any wonder that we contractors
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place a lot of interrogation points alter statements made lay

some of the jobbers?

8. A young man who has worked as a helper for about

two years goes into business, and although he was not even

a journeyman and witliout any business experience, yet he

iigured and sccureil some large contracts at very low

prices. A jobber gives him extended credit, and carries his

account for a long time. At last he failed and the jobber

was the heaviest creditor. Now all such losses have to be

liorne eventually by the electrical business. During all the

time that the young man was in business the other legitimate

contractors had to meet ignorant competition that was being

subsidized by a jobber.

In concluding Mr. Newell made the following sugges-

tions to his electrical contractor hearers:

—

"That you pay your bills promptly and not lie under

obligations to the jobbers for extended credit.

To give nrore study to the art of selling goods and to

keep your place of business and stock in better condition.

To refuse to purchase goods from any jobber who sells

to the contractor's customers in any place, even though he

is "good" in your own town. Also favor those manufac-

turers who will sell to us direct.

To have a committee to whom cases of improiicr treat-

ment can be referred and who can negotiate with the manu-
facturers and try and break down the special privileges now
accorded the jol)bcr unless they discontinue selling our

customers.

To learn to use the mails and make unnecessary the

sending out of expensive salesmen. Also, let us discourage

being entertained by our creditors.

That wc will work together and stand up for our rights

like men, and while according fair and generous treatment

to all, let us remember that we are in a legitimate, dignified

and important business and are entitled to. ami can com-

mand, fair treatment from everj'one."

Finding re Economy Fuses

As a result of a permanent arrangement between the

X.'nderwriters' Laboratories, Inc., of Chicago and the Bureau

of Standards that any matters in dispute between the manu-

facturer of a device and the Underwriters' Laboratories

should be submitted to the Bureau of Standards for decision,

the following question was recently submitted to the Bureau.

This was a joint appeal of the Underwriters' Laboratories

and the Economy I'use and Manufacturing Company of

Chicago:

"Has it been shown that the use of the fuses manu-

factured by the Economy h'use and Manufacturing Company
results in no greater fire or accident hazard than the use of

other cartridge enclosed fuses at present listed as standard

l)y Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.?"

A considerable amount of evidence was submitted by

both parties to the Bureau of Standards, and in addition the

Bureau made many tests of fuses both in their own labora-

tories and in operating power plants. Some of these tests

were made in accordance with the specifications of the

Underwriters' Laboratories, but some were also made under

conditions prescribed by the Bureau or suggested by fuse

manufacturers. The objects of these tests were, largely,

to determine the relative performance on heavy overloads of

Economy fuse and standard enclosed cartridge fuses, and

further, to determine to what extent the performance of

such fuses might lie adversely afTected by protracted service

under nf)rnial conditions. The question was carefully con-

sidered in its \aricius aspects by a committee of technical

men connected with the Bureau. A report of some Iwenly-

live lypewrillcn pages has been submilti-tl, followed liy a

Conclusion and Finding, botli of which we reproduce here-

with:

Conclusion

"It appears from the foregoing resume of the Ijureau's

investigation tliat llie Economy fuse, when new and prop-

erly filled or rcfdicd, operates satisfactorily under the most
common working conditions of, overload and moderate
short-circuits when in circuits with low inductance, and
posessses some marked advantages over the approved fuses

with which it has been compared. This fuse is. however,
distinctly inferior to most of these approved fuses under
severe short-circuit conditions. It has not yet been estab-

lished that it will not introduce hazards peculiar to refillable

fuses, owing to deterioration from repeated blowing of the

fuse elements in the same casing and possiblj' from long-
continued subjection of the fuse to the working current. The
approval of the present type of Economy fuse for unrestricted

use would therefore result in a lowering of the standard of

fuse performance under severe test conditions, and might
introduce hazards in actual use the importance of which it is

difficult to estimate at this time. The experience with the

present type has not yet been sufficient to determine whether
the total hazard is greater or less than it is with approved
fuses as they are actually used in practice. The investiga-
tion therefore leads to the following finding:

Finding

"It has not been shown that the use of the fuses man-
ufactured by the Economy Fuse & Manufacturing Company
vvill result in no greater fire or accident hazard than the use
of inclosed Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

"On the other hand, the evidence in the case does not
show that the use of Economy fuses has on the whole re-

sulted in any greater fire or accident hazard than is in-

volved in the use of standard enclosed cartridge fuses.

"In comparison with fuses listed as standard by Uniler-
writers' Laboratories, the fuses at present manufactured by
the Economy Fuse & Manufacturing Company have been
shown to possess certain features which tend to increase the
hazards involved in the use of fuses and other features which
tend to reduce such hazards. The relative importance of
these features can be determined only liy extended exper-
ience under working conditions.

"It is therefore recommended that Economy fusis be
not approved at present for general use on the same basis
as fuses now listed as standard by llic I'ndvrwriters' Labor-
atories, Inc., but that a continuation and extension of their
use be permitted by municiiial and underwriters' inspection
departments under conditions where their performance can
lie observed by each inspection department until sufficient
experience regarding their performance under service con-
ditions can be obtained to justify ,-in nnqualiiie<l :ipproval or
refusal to approve."

Sliawinigan Laboratories Limited
Shawinigan Laboratories, Limited, have secured letters

patent incorporating Howard Murray and William S. Hart,
managers, Julian C. Smith, Jesse C. King, Frederick T. Kae-
lin, engineers, Howard W. Matheson and Theophilus H.
Wardleworth, chemists, all of the city of Montreal (a) "to
carry on the business of chemical, electro-cheniical, mech-
anical, electrical, metallurgical and electro-metallurgical en-
gineering in all branches; (b) to make tests, investigations,
as.says and analyses and reports of all kinds and to advise
upon processes, operations, patents, etc." Capital stock
$2.'->,000; head oflfice Montreal.

The Athabasca Power Company, Limited, h

formed with a capital slock of .$100,000 and luad (

Winnipeg.
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Toronto Contractors Elect Officers

The annual meeting of the Toronto Section of the On-

tario Electrical Contractors' Association was held on Wed-

nesday evening, January 19, at their rooms at 2 College

Street. The following officers were elected: president,

George T. Dale, manager Electrical Maintenance and Repairs

Company; first vice-president, G. D. Earle; second vice-

president, Alfred S. Prout; treasurer, A. Wales; secretary, E.

A. Drury; executive, Messrs. Leslie, W. H. Lodge, and M.

Nealon; auditors, Messrs. Dolson and R. D. Earle.

At this meeting discussion chiefly centred about the

drafting of a by-law which it is the intention to distribute

in a few days among the electrical contractors of the pro-

vince for discussion and suggestions. An admirable by-law

has been prepared by a committee of which Mr. W. H. Lodge

is convenor, and it is hoped that the .\ssociation will have

something tangible to bring before the members of the local

legislature at the next session.

I. E. S. Mid-winter Convention

Tlie mid-winter convention of the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society, will be held in New York city Thursday and

Friday, February 10th and 11th. 1916, at tiic Engineering

Societies' Building, 29 West 39th Street.

Among the papers which will be presented at the con-

vention are: "Lighting and the Panama-Pacific Exposition,"

by D'Arcy Ryan; "Theatre Lighting" by Bassett Jones;

"Colored Glass in Illuminating Engineering" by Dr. H. P.

Gage; "Illuminating Engineering Photographs" by B. H.

Norris; "Lighting of Public Service Buildings in New York"

by C. L. Law and Thomas Scofield; "Gas Lighting of a

Prominent Building in Philadelphia" by J. D. Lee; "Candle-

power Measurements of Series Gas F'illed Incandescent

Lamps" by Ralph C. Robertson; "An Interlaboratory Pho-

tometric Comparison of Glass Screens and of Tungsten

Lamps in Modern Color Differences" by G. W. Middlekauff

and J. F. Skogland; "An Average Eye for Heterochromatic

Photometry and a Comparison of a Flicker and an Equality-

of-Brightness Photometer" by F". K. Richtmyer and E. C.

Crittenden; "An Integrating Sphere" by E. B. Rosa and A.

H. Taylor.

Winnipeg Jovians Holding Bonspiel

Members of the Winnipeg Jovian League are holding

their annual Bonspiel at the Granite Curling Rink, Winni-

peg. Eighteen rinks have entered which are skipped by

the following: W. G. Chace, F. W. Brownell, L. B. Dick-

son, A. W. Lamont, A. H. Steventon, L. J. Papineau, R. F.

Howard, J. H. Schumacher, H. M. Fenley. W. P. Brereton,

J. Bloomer, J. G. Glassco, J. Garrett, F. E. Filer, R. H.

Mainer, J. H. S. Madden, G. L. Guy, and L. Conrad. Play

started on December 19 and the competition will wind up

January 19. Games are only played in the evening. There

are two cups which will be presented to the winning rinks

at the first regular luncheon held after the termination of

the Bonspiel. The regular luncheon of the Jovian League,

which was to have been held on January .'>, has been post-

poned until January 19. It is interestin.g to note that no

less than 18 Jovians from Winnipeg have gone to the war.

Trade Inquiries

-t.^. Aluminium collector bows.

—

A Yorkshire manufac-

turing company asks to be placed in touch with actual Ca.i-

adian manufacturers of aluminium collector bows for tram-

way work. Sketch of same tnay be seen at the Department

of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.

Persoruds

Mr. A. J. Carroll has been appointed Montreal district

manager of the Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works, Lim-

ited, Montreal. Mr. Carroll has been with the company for

many years.

Mr. C. F. Down, manager of the Canadian Tungsten

Lamp Company at Winnipeg, recently attended a conven-

tion of branch managers held in Hamilton from the 17th to

the 22nd of January. In Mr. Down's absence Mr. F. K.

TuUy had charge of the Winnipeg office.

Mr. H. N. Keifer, sales engineer of the Northern Elec-

tric Company, Vancouver, who has taken a very active in-

terest in the aflfairs of the Vancouver section of the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers since locating in Van-

couver, has been recently elected secretary of the local sec-

tion.

Spencer & Aspinall Ltd., electrical and mechanical en-

gineers and electrical jobbers, have removed from the New
Birks Bldg., Montreal, to 340 University Street.

Lyman and Lyman Limited

Mr. Frank D. Lyman has purchased the stock, assets and

goodwill of the railway and supply department of John Mil-

ieu and Son, Limited, Montreal, and is now carrying on

business at 323 St. James Street, Montreal, with a branch

at 90 Adelaide Street West, Toronto. Stocks are carried at

both the Montreal and Toronto warehouses. As soon as a

Dominion charter has been granted to a new company now
formed, the business will be conducted under the name of

Lyman and Lyman, Limited. Mr. Lyman has been manager

of. the department now acquired by him since it was started

some nine years ago by John Millen and Son, Limited. The
new firm holds a large number of import English, French

and United States agencies.

Trade Publications

Starting, Lighting and Ignition Equipment—circular

1533-B, by tlie Automobile Equipment Department of the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, de-

scribing the different details of the electrical equipment of

an automobile. Diagrams are given on the mountings, and

views are also shown of the equipment mounted on several

different types of automobile engine.

Brush Switches—bulletin No. 61, being distributed by

the Canadian Krantz Electric and Manufacturing Company,

Limited, Toronto, describing, with illustrations, their safety

brush switches.

Motor Starting Switch Condulets—Imlletin l.(H)il-D, dis-

tributed by the Crouse-llinds Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto,

supplementing their catalog No. 1,000; illustrating and de-

scribing motor starting switch condulets.

Trolley Guards—Folder issued by the Ohio Brass Com-
pany, Mansfield, Ohio, describing, with illustrations, the

"National" Trolley Guard, manufactured by this company.

Westinghouse Publications—Leaflet 3765. describing No.
307-\' railway motor, 41 and 34 kw.; leaflet 3849 on type E A
switchboards; leaflet 3551-.\ on alternating current magnet
switches type F; leaflet 3833 on No. 306-V railway motor,

50 and 41 kw.; leaflet 3837 on No. 333-V motor, 90 kw.; leaflet

3835 on No. 547-A railway motor, 60 kw.

Electric Fans—Catalogue 8-.\, by the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company, describing the electric

fans of this company for the season of 1916; well illustrated.

Measuring Instruments—Catalogue No. 15, issued by L.

M. Pignolet, 78 Cortlandt Street, New York, describing elec-

trical measuring instruments manufactured by this company.
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What is New in Electrical Equipment
Northern Junior Low Voltage Lighting Outfit

To nu-L-t tlie demand for a low prictd farm lighting oiU-

lil, llic Xortlicrn Electric Company, has developed their

"Xorthern Junior" :!2 volt outfit. This outfit has been

placed on the market. i)rimarily to meet the needs of an

equipment which will take care of the simple process of

charging a storage battery with a .generator, and then dis-
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Canadian Eveready in New Quarters

The expiration of the old lease, and the necessity for

more space due to the increasing demands of a growing busi-

ness, has resulted in the Canadian Ever Ready Works moving

to new quarters in the new Purman Building, Adelaide Street

West, Toronto.

The new quarters are about twice as large as the old

ones, and occupy the whole top flat, with floor space of

about 12,000 square feet. This space is equall" divided, one-

half on either side of the lightwell, the two being connected

by a covered-in steel causeway for the passage of loaded

trucks from one department to the other. In the west wing

is the general office, the superintendent's office, a small office

for salesmen, the warehouse or storage rooms, and the ship-

ping department. The east wing is the factory, where the

Ever Ready products are manufactured. This factory is mo-

tor-driven and is scientifically and systematically laid out so

that the articles in the process of manufacture may go as

directly as possible from one operation to the other. Batteries

are manufactured, tested and packed in their cartons ready for

the warehouse, before leaving the factory. A special fire-

proof chamber has been provided, according to the rules of

the Fire Underwriters, for the cauldrons for melting wax
required in scaling the batteries.

While not completely settled in the new quarters, the

Ever IJeady Works are already turning out from 2,500 to

3,000 complete batteries daily. The works employ at present

about eighteen men in the factory, which force will shortly

be enlarged to thirty, and ultimately to about fifty. A con-

stant force of five men is required in the warehouse and ship-

ping department. The present stock, consisting of miniature

lamps and automobile lamps, both regular and type C nitro-

gen-filled mazda, flashlights and small batteries, to the value

of upwards of $100,000, is systematically stored so that on

the shortest notice shipments can be made quickly and ac-

curately. Orders are filled complete before being passed to

the shipping department, thereby eliminating any chance

of error.

The Ever Ready works will, it is claimed, when finally

completed, have the most up-to-date and efficient factory

for such products in Canada. Complete list of articles manu-

factured by them include: flashlights, flashlight batteries,

standard type dry cells, fireproof battery boxes, multiple live

spark batteries arranged in waterproof boxes for out-of-doors

and marine work, miniature auto lamps, non-sulphating stor-

age batteries, testing instruments and pocket meters. They
are also about to place on the market an electric starter for

Ford cars. The cuts shown are two of the latest additions

to the Ever Ready flashlight family. They have been manu-
factured to meet the popular demand, and arc proving a valu-

able addition.

New R & M Motor

The new motor shown herewith is a special design de-

veloped by the Robbins & Myers Company, Springfield, Ohio,

for washing machine service.

The end heads are cast in a special form which gives

absolute protection from water which may splash on the

motor, while at the same time they are open and permit a

free circulation of air through the motor. The ventilation

is assisted further by a fan on the shaft.

The base is provided with four holes for fastening the

motor machine. It is cast separately from the motor frame

and is attached to tlic frame bv four screws. It can be

attached to the top of the motor, permitting of overhead

mounting when this is desired, without making it necessary

to turn the motor over and invert the end heads.

The motor terminals are protected by an iron box which

fits over the M, and is held in place by two screws. The
cord enters this box through a hole which is provided with

a rubber bushing. The motor is furnished complete with

ten feet of reinforced cord and a separable plug. It is also

fitted with a V-groove pulley.

The bearings are made of phosphor bronze and are

lubricated by wick oilers. The lubricating system is con-

structed as to prevent any leakage of lubricant which might

soil the clothing.

The motor can be furnished for direct current of all

standard voltages and for alternating current of all standard

frequencies and voltages. The speed on direct current and

GO cycle alternating current is 1750 r.p.m.

Obituary

Thomas Kennedy, president of the Sarnia Ga
trie Light Company, Ltd., is dead.

and Elcc-

Mr. Robert Archer recently died at his home. S06 Sher-

brooke Street West, Montreal. Mr. Archer was one of that

city's best-known business men and was a director of the

Bell Telephone Company and of the Northern Electric Co.

Cie (La) de T<

registered.

['jdione de ^'alcourt, Ely. Qu°., have

Central station men all over Canada will learn with deep

regret of the death of S. G. Chambers, manager and owner
of the Chambers Electric Light and Power Company, Truro,

N. S. Mr. Chambers has been supplying light and power to

the town of Truro for nearly thirty years, being one of the

pioneers in the electric business. Mr. Chambers will also

be greatly missed by the Canadian Electrical .Association,

in which he has always taken a keen interest, and at whose
conventions he has frequently been a prominent figure.
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Phillips Factory

at Monireal

High Tension Cable

Photo

Actual

Size

13,200

Volts

Pressure

No. 3/0 B. & S. three-conductor, paper-insulated and plain-lead-

covered cable, for a working pressure of 1 3,200 volts. Supplied and

installed to specifications of Engineering Department, Toronto Hydro-

Electric System.

ACTUAL DIMENSIONS

Conductors—3/0 B. & S., composed of 19 strands, each .094"dia.

Thickness of dialectric on each conductor .210

" " in belt 2io;;

"lead sheath 150'

Overall diameter 2.640

Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works
Head Office and Factory, Montreal

Branches al Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver
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Current News and Notes

Amherstburg, Ont.

The Town Council of Amhcrstl)iir,u:. Ont.. arc planninji

extensions to their present lighting system.

Bassano, Alta.

The Trusts and Guarantee Company, Calgary, announce

that tenders will be received up to January 38 for the pur-

chase of the assets of the Alberta Electric Company, which

controls the lighting system in the town of Bassano. Alta.

Calgary, Alta.

Commissioner A. G. Graves, at a recent banquet of the

Calgary branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers,

outlined the power situation in the city of Calgary and

pointed out that power rates in that city compared more than

favorably with Winnipeg. Toronto, and Montreal. Mr.

Graves gave a number of interesting examples, and showed

by diagrams a number of cases where these costs were con-

siderably less. He further stated that the city's present con-

tract with the Calgary Powder Company was a favorable one

for the city.

Cobden, Ont.

A by-law recently carried authorizing an expemliUire nf

$30,000 on an electric plant.

Forest, Ont.

A by-law recently carried authorizing the introduction

of Nia.gara power through the Hydro-electric Tower Couv

mission of Ontario.

Granby, Que.

The Electric Light Committee have been instructed by

the village council to employ an electrical cngmeer to make

a report on a supply of electric power to this corporation.

Hamilton, Ont.

An automatic telephone department has been' installed

in the local hydro offices. At present about twenty-five tele-

phones connecting the various departments are in operation,

though central equipment for a considerably larger system

has been installed.

Hensall, Ont.

The hydro by-law submitted on January -tth authorizing

an agreement with the Hydro-electric Power Commission

of Ontario was carried.

Highgate, Ont.

A by-law passed authorizing an expenditure of $7,000 on

an electric system; power to be obtained from the Ontario

Commission.

Kilsyth, Ont.

The Derby Telephone Company, Limited, Kilsyth, Ont.,

have been granted a charter.

Lenore, Man.
The electric light plant at Lenore, Man., was damaged

by fire recently. This plant is owned by Messrs. H. W.

Pline and H. M. McKay.

Lethbridge, Alta.

Mr. Grace, of the Grace Coal Mine, is negotiating willi

the municipal power plant for the supply of a block of power

for mining operations. The mine is situated about one

mile from the power house.

Montreal, P.Q.

Preliminary contracts have been awarded in connection

with the power plant extensions of the Montreal Tramways

Company. It is announced that the contract for boilers

has been let to Babcock & Wilcox. Limited, and for a turbo-

generator to the Canadian General Electric Company.

The Federal Government will build a wireless station

at Cote St. Michel. Montreal. The present site at Tarte

Pier, Maisonneuve, is to be abandoned. The new station

will be of a more powerful type, and will complete the chain

of stations from Cape Race and Glace Bay to the Great Lakes.

I^ieut. H. M. Scott, for many years associated with Mr.

Henry Holgatc. consulting electrical engineer, has joined

the 14Sth Battalion, of which Mr. Paul F. Sise. vice-president

and general manager of the Northern Electric Company, is

adjutant. Lieut. Scott is an associate member of the C:'ii-

adian Society of Civil Engineers.

Judgment has just been rendered in the Supreme Court

by Mr. Justice Maclennan awarding the Nova Scotia Con-

struction Company the sum of $175,;!33 for work done under

various contracts in connection with the power company's

hydraulic developments at St. Timothy. It is stated by the

power company's attorneys that an appeal against this judg-

ment will be entered.

Nelson, B.C.

The annual statement nf the electric liglit department

recently made public by the city electrician. H. P. Thomas.
showed a net profit of $10.r)i:! on the year's operations.

Park Hill, Ont.

The by-law recently su)>mitted to the electors re Niagara

jiower to be supplied by tlie Ontario Commission, carried.

Sherbrooke, Que.

The contract for a new turbine to be installed by the

cit3' has been awarded tn the Jenckes Machine Company.

Three Rivers, Que.

Notice has been given by the North Shore Power Com-
pan)' that they will apply to the ne.xt session of the pro-

vincial legislature for authority to extend their operations

beyond the limits of the district of Three Rivers, and more
especially in the munici]ialities of Portneuf and Lotbiniere.

Toronto, Ont.

The "Belmont" exchange of the Bell Telephone Com-
pany's system was opened for service on Tuesday. January
11. This includes all of the old district of North Toronto
north of Rosehill Avenue and will supply approximately

1,500 customers. Bell Telephone rates are now uniform with-

in the municipal boundaries of the city.

Wellesley, Ont.

A by-law carried authorizing the expenditure of $7,500

on an electric distributing system; power to be obtained from
the Ontario Commission.

Windsor, Ont.

It is announced that formal permission has been granted

by the United States Government to a Detroit corporation,

the Federal Light and Power Company, to transmit hydro
power from Windsor to Detroit.

Wyoming, Ont.

.\ by-law carried authorizing an expenditure of $6,000

on an electric distributing system. Power will be obtained

from the Ontario Commission.

Zurich, Ont.

.\ Hydro-electric by-law authorizing the introduction of

Niagara Falls power was recently carried.
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A Record in Continuity of Service

For completeness of installation and continuity of ser-

vice the Kaministiquia Power Company has few equals, in

hydro-electric power developing stations in Canada to-day.

The plant is situated at Kakabeka Falls, and delivers its entire

output to the twin cities of Port Arthur and Fort William.

These cities, at the head of Lake Superior, occupy a strate-

gical position in the commerce of Canada, being the transfer

point between the east and west. West-bound merchandise

is here transferred from boat to rail, or stored for delivery

during the winter months, and east-bound grain, forest and

mineral raw products forming the return cargo are transfer-

red from rail to boat. The transfer facilities required to

handle this immense traffic must necessarily be the most

reliable obtainable. Electricity has been almost totally used;

power being obtained from the Kaministiquia Power Com-
pany. '.

The plant, which is now complete, has a total develop-

ment of approximately 30,000 h.p. The original installation

was commenced in 1905. was enlarged in 1911. and completed

in 1915. The details of additions, which consist of a rein-

forced concrete aqueduct one and a quarter miles long; the

installation of butterfly valves as hcadgates to penstocks,

with their control apparatus; erection of a steel penstock, a

13,500 h.p. turbine, and a 9.375 kv.a. generator with the neces-

sary transformers, switching apparatus, etc.. are explained in

detail elsewliere in I his issue.

.\fter nine years of operation the company shows a

record for service continuity that, we believe, is not sur-

passed by any hydro-electric plant in tlie world. Trouble,

inconvenience, or delay from ice, backwater, or water short-
age, are unknown, and from all causes the total interruptions
to the system have not exceeded twenty minutes in any
one year. For the past year this record was cut to four
minutes. Whether it is the design of this plant, the favor-
able local and climatic conditions, the vigilance of its officers,

or a combination of all these, this is a record that proves
the ability of a hydro-electric plant to give what is to all

intents and purposes a perfect service. We take our hats
off to Mr. W. L. Bird and his staflf.

After studying the operating records of this company,
the advocate of standby steam plants as auxiliaries to hyd-
raulic plants will find many of his pet arguments vanish.
And what is already an accomplished fact at Kakabeka Falls
is without a doubt the standard to which other hydro-electric
plants are approaching. The line along which greatest pro-
gress has been made during the past few years, in operation,
is probably in the way of increased continuity. The "emer-
gency" argument of the "standby" advocate is thus gradu-
ally losing its force. The value of such an auxiliary in cer-
tain cases for peak load requirements is, of course, another
matter.

Systematic Water-power Researches
"Substantial progress has been made by the various or-

ganizations of the Dominion and Provincial Governments in

investigating the water resources of the Dominion. The
only province that is not now provided with some form of
water resources investigation is New Brunswick, but nego-
tiations, now under way. will probably lead to some satis-

factory arrangement in the near future. Manitoba, Sas-
katchewan, Alberta and British Columbia have permanent
systematic hydrographic organizations under the direction
of the Minister of the Interior. Ontario is gradually being
covered by the hydraulic division of the Ontario Hydro-
Electric Power Commission. Quebec is being looked after
by the Quebec Streams Commission and the chief engineer
of Hydraulic Forces. In Nova Scotia there is a co-operat-
ive agreement between the Dominion Water Power Branch
of the Department of the Interior and the Nova Scotia Water
Power Commission. The field investigations of these or-
ganizations are being published in a very satisfactory form,
although there has been some delay in publishing the data
promptly, following the completion of the calendar or water
year, as the case may be. The chief engineers of the above
organizations have had several informal conferences with a
view ta co-ordinating, systematizing and standardizing their

work, and also to facilitate the publication of the data in a
uniform way and promptly. The net result of these informal
discussions will be that in the near future, Canada will he
completely covered by efficient and eflFective organizations
charged with the responsibility for investigating, in the most
complete and comprehensive manner consistent with the
dictates of economy the water resources of the Dominion."
—Mr. James White before C. S. C. E., annual meeting.

The latest statement of Dominion finances,

covering the period from April 1, 1915, to Feb-
ruary 1, 1916. shows an increase in revenue from
all sources of approximately $30,000,000 as com-
pared with the same period a year ago. Also,

expenditures have been reduced by $18,500,000.

Our revenue position for 10 months is therefore

improved to the extent of $48,500,000 as compared
with the same period of 1915, or at the rate of

$58,200,000 a year.
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How to Overcome the Jitney Problem

SMiiiTintciKliiU Mceaulcy ..f e'alj^ary's strt-cl railway

system, believes that he can save the city at least onc-lhird

of the cost of operating certain lines of its street railway sys-

tem by putting into force one-man cars on these lines. The

first car thus operated is now being tried out. On the one-

man cars the motorman acts both as motorman and con-

ductor. Entry is made through the front of the car, and

the back vestibule is set aside for a smoking compartment.

Practically no time is lost by the motorman in stopping to

take on or let off passengers and collect fares, the box for

this purpose being set immediately at the door. Mr. Mc-

Cauley has declared his intention of extending the service to

ether lines if it proves satisfactory.

Several other cities throughout Canada have announced

their intention of trying out this method of street car opera-

tion, the cities of Port Arthur and Fort William having

taken the matter up seriously. At Brandon, Man., one-man

cars have been in operation now for two years and are said

by the municipal authorities of that city to be furnishing an

altogether satisfactory service at minimum cost. These cars

are operated on the pay-as-you-enter system, and it has been

found that the motorman can not only attend to his car, but

atso supply transfers when needed, open and close the door,

and still maintain prompt and efficient service. The most

recent installation of one-man cars in Canada is on the lines

of the Three Rivers Traction Co.. described in a recent

Vancouver Companies Asked to Lower Rates

\\ ilh ;i \ie\v to affonling relief to citizens in the matter

of telephone, gas and electric light rates the General Util-

ities committee of Vancouver City Council recently inter-

viewed the British Columbia Telephone Company and the

British Columbia Electric Railway Company officials rela-

tive to the possibility of securing reductions in the present

rates being charged citizens for the respective services above

enumerated.

Mr. Halse. commercial superintendent of the Telephone

Company, met the committee with a very frank explanation

of the company's finances and earnings, which he claimed to

be irrefutable evidence that it was utterly impossible fof

the company at the present time to grant a reduction in the

cliarge for anj' of their services.

General Manager George Kidd, of the B.C.E.R., was
icpially emphatic in explaining that his company was not

ill a position financially to grant any concessions to the

citizens. Tlie electric light and gas departments were the

only ones making profits, and these were being applied to

hell) offset the losses on the railway. A reduction in the

rates would aflfect the company's general revenue and would
only hasten the end. How long they could go on losing was
a question, but they could not add to the burden now being

carried. General Manager Kidd likewise reluctantly turned

a deaf ear to suggestions that the price of lighting be re-

duced for two months as an experiment, or if the latter could

not be granted, that the monthly charge for meter rent be

eliminated.

Edmonton's Power Problems

The power question in Edmonton does not appear to

l)e settled yet. In November, 101."). the electors approved

a contract with the Edmonton Power Company, subject to

the ratification of the Provincial Legislature. The Legis-

lature has not passed on it yet. as it only meets some time

this month. Meanwhile, other interests are making offers

of cheaper power to the i.-ily. C)ne of these is Mr. H. W.

.\dcock, of the Athabasca Power Company, Winnipeg, for

whom Kerry & Chace, Limited, of Toronto, are acting as

consulting engineers.

The Alliance Trust Company, of Calgary, representing

R. B. Bennett, Senator Lougheed, and others connected with

the Calgary Gas Company, have also made an offer to take

over the present power house and sell power to the city

at a rate approximately 20 per cent, lower than that called

for under the present contract with the Edmonton Power
Company. This offer is under consideration by the city

council at the present time.

A Conundrum of the Day
"Should the chief intelligence officer of the war depart-

rnent of Canada be a German, with brothers in the German
army?

"Should there be other Germans in the Government ser-

vice here? A number there are.

"Is Canada at W'ar with Germany or playing marbles?"

—

Ottawa Journal.

Good! and for heaven's sake will Ottawa cease playing

politics?

Weekly Electrical Luncheon
A luncheon, under the name of the "Wednesday Elcc-

tiical Luncheon," is held every week at Cooper's Restaurant,

Montreal. The object is of a social character, to devise a

means by which men engaged in the various electrical

branches can meet and informally discuss between themselves

questions of common interest and to get better acquainted.

The luncheons so far have been well attended. The com-
mittee, of which Mr. W. H. Winter, of the Bell Telephone

Company, is chairman, is representative of the different sec-

tions of the industry. It is composed of Messrs. W. J.ICamp,

C. P. R. Telegraphs; A. C. Towne, Tohns-Manville Com-
pany, Limited; H. Hulatt, Grand Trunk Telegraphs; A. J.

Carroll, Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works. Limited; R. H.

Hyde, Northern Electric Company, Limited; S. W. Smith,

Electrical Equipment Com])any, Limited; P. T. Davics,

Montreal Light, Heat and Power C ompany; and I'. B. Ellis,

Xortbern Electric Company.

Letter to the Editor

The Editor,

Electrical New~s:

"Wireless telegraphy is causing the deaths of

hundreds of birds. T. E. B. Pope, of the Milwau-
kee Museum, told a class to-day. 'Recentlj-, in

San Francisco, pelicans were seen dropping dead

from the air into the ocean, having been killed by

wireless waves,' said the speaker."

The enclosed clipping from a Chicago daily speaks for

itself. Why such men, who understand nothing about elec-

trical discharges, are believed and given considerable pub-
licity when the}' utter statements regarding the so-called

mysteries of electricity, is more than I can understand.

Evidently the honorable T. E. B. P. never read that high

frequency currents rarely kill and that the potential gradient

at only a small distance from a radio mast is insufficient to

kill the most sensitive form of life.

Hoping that you will spread the news and warn against

lielieving everything the dailies print. I am.

\'ery truly yours,

H. E. Weightman.

Chicago, January ~7, 191G.
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England's Malady—The Party System
By Cosmo Hamilton

One night, with tlic memory of the South-African War
still stamped upon his leonine face, a little old man whose
small eyes were charged with a kind of prophetism went in-

to his study, threw down the notes of a speech that he hail

just delivered in the House of Lords, sank rather feebly into

a chair, and burst into tears.

There were two younger men in the quiet room, tall,

wiry men on whose faces and figures discipline had laid its

restraining hand—soldiers both. Their sympathy was in-

articulate. And then the old man spoke.

"Curse those fools!" he cried. "Curse them! They
won't listen to mc. I am a mere damn' soldier. I am talk-

ing facts, and they know it; but the system, that unique

and criminal system of party politics, renders them abso-

lutely impotent even it they desired to take advantage of

the evidence that 1 have flung at their heads. I told them
that the British army has only just escaped being whipped
liy a pack of farmers, that the flower of English manhood,
unready because of these little clever people who sit at

Westminster, has manured the wide stretches of the veldt,

where their gravestones are meaningless. Will they take

a lesson from this two-years' national disgrace? Will they

organize the whole Empire by a form of compulsory ser-

vice to meet the menace of the great Teuton machine which
every day is being perfected for its inevitable use? No;
I tell you, no. And yet, by God! there are a few men sitting

in the House of Commons not yet so warped and twisted

by the dishonesty of tlie party system that deep down in

what remains of their souls they know that my stammering
words are true. 'Compulsory service? Yes, that is the solu-

tion,' they say; 'but what kind of fools shall we be con-

sidered by our friends if we sacrifice our political careers

for the sake of patriotism?' No, it's no use. Stop me ever

from getting on my feet again. I am hurling my old body
up against the brick wall of a political system that one of

these days will place England under the feet of a determined,

self-sacrificing, industrious and brutal enemy."

That little old man was Field-Marshal Earl Roberts of

Kandahar.
* * *

Dinner was over; the servants had left. The thin smoke
of cigars and cigarettes rose up to the gilt ceiling of the

large, dignified room when the laughter and conversation

of the men whose faces and figures formed the subject of

caricatures in the English papers suddenly died away. The
host, a bearded man with a high forehead and heavy bovine

eyes, leaned forward. In his rather fine white hand he

held a thick amber cigar-holder, which he used as a sort of

baton to enforce his words.

"Gentlemen," he said in the peculiar guttural voice which

was known and loved in many strange parts, "look out! 1

liave asked you here on my return from Germany to say

to you, look out! A colossus is stretching himself. Every

great muscle of his arms is taut and hard. Every lillle

cell of his great brain reverberates with two words only,

'Der Tag." .... We live in a false security here. We arc

a democracy which tolerates a monarch. You, gentlenum.

are our autocrats. Each one of you is the king of England.

What are your majesties going to do? .\re you going lo

continue to play Canute and hold up your hands to the

waves and say, 'Back!'? .'\rc you going to continue to sil

within the apparently impregnable walls of your party sys-

tem? Because, if so, the security of this kingdom and your

'In Centun' Magrazine.

little crowns is not marketable. There arc no bidders. I

say lo you again, look out!"
That man was King Edward VII. of Great Britain and

Ireland.

* * *

There was only one policeman outside that little, dull,
unpretentious house in Downing Street in which much re-
grettable history has been made, and from which one genera-
tion after another has been misgoverned and misled by pre-
miers and their satellites. On his chest were the ribbons
of medals won in India and South Africa, and in his eyes
there was the look of a man who fears that he is about to
face unutterable disgrace.

He has watched one member after another of the British
cabinet scamper up with white lips. From where he stands
he can see the complicated system of wireless telegraphy
on the roof of the Admiralty. He knows well, like every
other man of the nation to which he belongs, that a message
has been framed to be despatched from those wires to the
great ships that lie waiting off the coast. He knows also
that the hands of the army and navy are held by the grip
of the party system, and that the agreements of his country
with her allies may be broken, to her everlasting shame, by
those frightened, panic-stricken men who have rushed up
from their country houses to attend the cabinet meeting
within.

There sat Mr. Asquith, the prime minister, with ashen
face and hands shaking like a man with palsy. All round
the table were seated the men who had trifled with their
trust. Their teeth were chattering. They were face to face
at last with the truth which they had dodged and refused to
recognize.

"Why should we fight?" they stammered. "We are a
peace-loving nation, unready for bloodshed. Let the others
fly at one another's throats, and while they kill and devastate
we will grow rich. Are we not a nation of shopkeepers?"

"Listen!" said Mr. Asquith.

From all parts of Great Britain and Ireland—yes, Ire-
land—there rose an ever-increasing rumble of passionate pro-
test, like the breaking of huge waves upon rocks. Bugles
seemed to ring out, and from every town and hamlet there
appeared to rise up millions of hands. Near by a bell was
tolling.

Mr. Asquith looked up and all round, catching the
troubled eyes of his henchmen.

"Oh> my God!" he said, "our servants have become our
masters. They demand that we shall fight. Gentlemen, the
party system is dead."

* * *

The party system! The House of Commons is divided
into two bodies. On one side of it sits the party in the
majority, on the other side the party in the minority, and
over them both the Irish. The House of Commons pur-
ports to represent a great country whose history gleams with
the heroic results of individual effort. The constitution of
all the men under the roof of that House is the same.
Whether they call themselves Conservatives or Liberals, they
are not there for reasons of patriotism. They have entered
politics for the same reason that takes men to the stock-
exchange and upon the stage-for money and for advertise-
ment. On both sides there are men who own newspapers,
run simply for the purpose of grinding their little axes, in

which they may hurl sham invective at their fellow-con-
spirators and write columns of self-praise. On both sides
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there are lawyers who have tacked on politics to their pro-

fession so that they may stand in the lim<«light, pick up

the plums, and manipulate commerce to their own benefit.

On both sides there are bankers and publicans, journalists

and company-promoters, city merchants and the poverty-

stricken relatives of the great political leaders, who will

obey orders, answer the party whip, and sell their souls for

a mess of pottage. On both sides there are little creatures

from the back alleys who have been educated to politics as

a means of livelihood, and who are perfectly willing to assert

that black is white or vice versa whenever they can gain by

doing so. The majority are, ipso facto, the enemy of the

minority, and the Irish hate them both; but the minority,

majority, and Irish are all working together for their own

ends. They may call themselves Conservatives, Unionists,

Radicals, Liberals, Nationalists, Fenians, Anti-Vivisectionists,

Little Englanders, or any one of the dozen meaningless names

which have grown into the English language, but they remain

mercenaries and parasites, the manipulators of a party sys-

tem which is a cunningly built-up conspiracy to mislead the

country, misrepresent its voters, and provide places for the

incapable sons of peers and yearly incomes for specially

chosen men whose integrity has been proved to be easily

bought, and whose eloquence, like that of a criminal lawyer,

is as ready to be used in defense as in prosecution.

In a word, the party system of British politics is the

one corrupt thing in the constitution of that nation. The

House of Commons has become the happy hunting-ground

of a dozen great families whose members pass into it from

time to time by the same right that men pass into the business

firms of their fathers. They are all partners in a great

swindle, and their clerks and henchmen, hired from the law.

the universities, the factories, and the streets, vary only as

their masters see fit. Those masters, nearly equally divided

on both sides of the House, agree from time to time to take

the reins of office, paying themselves large salaries, large

pensions, giving places only to those men who have been

most obsequious and most eagerly dishonest. They juggle

with the votes of the country, with their tongues in their

cheeks. They are past-masters in card-sharping and the

three-card trick. There is not one man among them with

the faintest gleam of imagination, patriotism, or understand-

ing of the characteristics and spirit of the race whom they

bluflf by inheritance. Yes, there is one—the Mark Antony

of the House of Commons, the little Celtic man whose name

is Lloyd-George, who possesses the three gifts that go to

the making of a great charlatan—a pair of wonderful eyes,

a sense of impish humor, and that touch of exaltation which

stirs men to hysteria. He is the Pied Piper of politics, the

man whose little flute can draw from their <lark places the

laboring parties of the United Kingdom. He is the groat

democrat who has organized a bureaucracy more autocratic

than anything in Russia. He is the king of charlatans.

England is a free country, a democracy which tolerates

a monarch, and is governed by a royal family of hereditary

politicians supported by a nation of slaves.

Let a young man enter Parliament big with a desire lo

get things done, imbued with honesty of purpose, honest

enthusiasms, honest patriotism, and a great wish to devote

his energies, abilities, and all his time to the amelioration of

one or other of the evils which have been left coldly alone

by the party system, and he goes into a mausoleum of broken

lives over the portals of which is written the terrible legend,

"Give up hope, all ye who enter here." The result of his

temerity is inevitable. He has either immediately to sacrifice

honesty to selfishness or to rush back into the world once

more to breathe uncontaminated air and to hurl invective,

unnoticed, uncared-for, at the men who year after year de-

liberately stand in the way of progress and with the utmost

cunning lay stone after stone upon the great dam which holds

back the waters of improvement and incloses in wonderful

secui-ity the confidence-men who live upon the credulity of

the British public.

The party system of Great Britain is responsible for the

degeneracy of a great nation. It is responsible for the un-

employment of its working-classes, for the tyranny of its

trades-unions, for the sense of injustice which, but for

Germany, would have seen insurrection in Ireland. Finally,

it is responsible for the unforgivable devastation of Belgium

and for all the bloodshed, for all the hideous waste of life.

money, material, and for the chaos of civilization under

which, in pitiful attitudes, the fathers of the next generation

lie crumpled and dead.

Every widow, every orphan, every maimed man in

Europe to-day; all those poor boys from Canada, Australia,

and New Zealand; every Frenchman, Belgian, Indian, Rus-

sian, Italian, African; every man who has sprung to arms,

left his civil work, his little patch, his (juiet haven where

the patter of children's feet has been the music of his life,

has to thank the English party system for this war. Coun-

tries as crippled as their sons, who have crept back like

whipped dogs to a kind of life, will for ten, twenty, maybe

a hundred, years hence have to thank the English party sys-

tem for this hideous, unnecessary, preventable war. If there

is yet one spark of remorse in the little souls of the men

who have sat so long at Westminster greedily taking their

salaries for the non-performance of their duties, then the

quiet lunatic asylums which stand among the silent poplars

of English country-sides must soon be full. If not, if their

long service to dishonesty has eaten into them, if they see

no shame in having permitted their country to slip into un-

readiness and inefticiency, these little, petty harpies, these

liypocritical self-advertisers, may have the satisfaction of

wallowing in a sort of triumphant pool of exaltation; may
congratulate themselves on having achieved an act of in-

cendiarism so frightful that the bloody glow of its flames

lights up every corner of Europe.

Mr. Balfour, the theorist, the gentle, gentlemanlike uni-

versity professor, upon whose gravestone will be carved ihe

words, "Nothing have I ever achieved"; Mr. Asquith, his

own worst enemy, whose famous, "Wait and see," will be

forgotten and forgiven only when the beautiful towns of

Belgium shall have risen once more; Mr. Winston Churchill,

tlie inefficient hustler, who breaks, like a bull in a china

shop, through the work of experts, and who will be remem-

bered by posterity only for his comic hats; Sir Edward Grey,

the imitation sphinx, who has never yet in all his political

life understood the very rudiments of diplomacy; Lord Hal-

dane, whose vanity is like that of the toad and whose cred-

ulity is no less than that of the bumpkin who goes to the

race-course and falls an instant victim to the confidence-man,

—these men, and all their satellites without one exception,

have quietly, steadily, and persistently made it possible for

German militarism, German chemistry, and German effront-

ery to cause England to be the one country on earth whose

name can never be mentioned again throughout the ages

without raising the bitter ire of her friends. Oh, my God!

to think that the little old man, scarred and battered with

the wars of his country, left alive surely by an all-pitying

Diety so that his magic voice might sink into the hearts and

brains of his countrymen to prevent the sacrilege of civiliza-

tion, should have lived in vain! His warnings and his appeals,

which stirred the English nation from coast to coast, were

scoffed at or ignored by the English politicians. The month-

ly reports of the secret services, all proving the criminal

folly of the policy of laisser-faire, have been docketed away.

The facts which have been plain to all the world, and caused

France to strengthen her army and cut the terrible figures,

1S70, on every one of her bullets, have been scorned by the

English politicians. Instead of taking advantage of the anxi-
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ous readiness of the country to subscribe to a system of com-
pulsory service, they have steadily weakened the army and
would have scuttled the navy had not their rudimentary
knowledge of the nation's temper told them that such an
act would have brought about a revolution. They knew
of Germany's settled intention of declaring war when armed
to the teeth. They knew that the day was drawing ever

nearer when the peace of Europe would be broken by the

roar of artillery. Every conceivable piece of evidence that

daily accumulated on their desks made that fact plain and
unanswerable. HoWj then, did they intend to act when over-

taken by the inevitable? Take one look at the journal sub-

sidized by them and find the answer. Not caring for or ap-

preciating the country's sense of honor and pride, they in-

tended to break their treaties and stand aside. They were
going to say: "Let them fight who care to; we are unready,

unwarlikc. We will provide the loans at a high rate of in-

terest and the ammunition at a price." Therefore I cry out

aloud the sentiments of all true Englishmen when I say

that the English party system is responsible for the war; be-

cause, had we been able to place a great army in Belgium
to resist the German assault, there would have been no war.

It was only because Germany knew of England's unreadiness,

and was in the counsels of England's politicians, that she

sprang at Belgium's throat.

The mills of God grind slowly, yet they grind

exceedingly small.

The germ of suicide would grow and grow in the brain

of the thinking man did he not passionately believe that God
does not intend this war to be just a hideous fracas, a blood-

drunken orgy. The day will cnmc when the warring coun-

tries, flung at one another by the leading villians of greed
and selfishness and dishonesty, will flick the blood out of their

eyes and ask one another the meaning of it all. The maimed
and broken of all sides will look to see, in compensation for

their lost limbs, the improving hand of the Master upon the
churned-up earth. Out of her ruins France will rise with
prayer upon her lips; Belgium, with her arms bared for the

rebuilding of her smashed cities; and Russia with tears in

her heart and brotherhood in her hands. In what manner
Germany will be touched who can say? As for England, she,

like a creature miraculously risen from the operating-table,
will look out on the future with humbler eyes and a thankful
heart. The cancer of the party system will have been cut

out forever.

Looking through the smoke, I can see the House of

Commons occupied by a small committee of unpaid men

—

business men, honest men. They would shudder to be called

politicians. Their ambition is to earn the title of patriots.

They belong to no party. They are the servants of the

nation. They will not govern the country; they will guide
it. They will pursue the same principles and methods for

the restoration of her commercial strength as are employed
by a committee of liquidation appointed by the court of bank-
ruptcy to a broken business concern. They will run Great
Britain in the simple way in which a great railway company
is run, and their shareholders, the nation, will be content to

read their statements of progress and receive their dividends.

Phoenix-like from the ruins there will have risen honest men,
and there will be no comfortable corner on this earth for

those outcasts who once gambled with a nation's soul for

monej'.

Illuminating Glassware Supply as Affected

by War Conditions
By J. F.

Very shortly after this greatest of all wars began a

great many manufacturers on this continent discovered that

their customary source of supply of essential and minor

ingredients necessary for tlie i)roduction of their products

had been cut off.

At first it was difficult to realize that the German and

Austrian nations had. during the years of peace preceding

the war, specialized in so many commodities which are in

many instances absolutely necessary if certain manufac-

turers are to carry on their l)usiness of production.

Never before in the annals of history has the realiza-

tion been forced upon the world as it is being forced upon

us at the present time the extent to which nations have

specialized in certain lines and how because of this special-

ization they have, in a sense, like individuals, become de-

pendent upon each other for certain things.

The tinu' the trade of nations was very limited in ex-

tent and when we never went outside the town, city, or

country in which we lived to purchase those things which

are required by civilized peoples, is from all proncnt indica-

tions forever past.

This condition has come about l)ecause of llie fact (hat

applied science through its wonderful achievements has made
the manufacture, the rapid and relatively cheap and efficient

transportation of commodities over long distances, a simple

and easy matter—and is also due to the fact that many
groups of people in the world have specialized in one thing

—and because of their inclination and ability they are speci-

ally able to produce cheaply and extensively certain com-

modities.

To properly api)reciate the problem before us it will

Heffron

be necessary for us to note that the volume of commerce
controlled liy the Germanic powers prior to the war was

fast approaching that of Britain herself. The merchant

marine of the German Empire, like that of Britain, carried

unimaginable quantities of material to all parts of the world.

It is now a matter of history, however, how the allied

lUct, when war was declared, swept this growing enterprise

of the enemy from the seas, and this, of course, is the prim-

ary cause of the difficulties which the manufacturers of this

continent are now facing.

.\ short time after this stringency first appeared a num-
ber of large manufacturing concerns were forced to close

down either wholly or partially. .-\t the time this occurred

the markets of the world had become badly demoralized be-

cause the declaration of hostilities and a number of these

shut-downs were due. no doubt, tn .mneral business condi-

tions then prevailing.

But it has since been ascertained that not a few con-

cerns were forced to close down because of lack of certain

raw materials. At present this situation has become very

acute, and is being felt more widely each day.

It is not our intention, nor do we believe it possible,

in this short article to even attempt to l)rin,g forward facts

and instances to show just how the ramifications of this

shortage have reached into almost every industry in the land.

It will be sufficient, we believe, to mention a few of

the ditlicultics that have presented themselves in the manu-
facture of one commodity—namely, glassware. This will

give us an idea of the difficulties the rest have to contend

with. The writer is to some extent acquainted with the

difficulties which have presented themselves to glassware
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manufacturers—i.e., electrical and lamp glassware, glassware

of all kinds for illuminating purposes. We will therefore

not go outside the limits of the problem now confrontmg

manufacturers in this line.

A serious difficulty presents itself to manufacturers m

this line because of their inability to secure potash. This is

one of the commodities in which Germany has speciahzed,

and practically the entire world's supply came from Germany

before the war. This is an essential ingred:ent in the manu-

facture of a great deal of the glassware in use.

There are various other ingredients used in the manu-

facture of glassware which are difficult to secure, the de-

mand in all cases being many times greater than the supply.

In addition to potash, we might mention oxide of antimony,

oxide of zinc, and oxide of manganese. Arsenic is also a

minor ingredient. It might also be mentioned that each

glass manufacturer uses chemicals which are secrets with

him in the mixture of the glass batch. These, of course, I

am unable to mention. But all of the above articles have

doubled and tripled in price, and some of them are not pro-

curable at any price.

Then, too, the war has presented another phase to this

already difficult problem which is now being seriously felt

by the glassware manufacturers. This is the tremendous

demand for certain materials used in the manufacture of

glass which are now also in great demand by the allies.

The principal material is soda-ash, which is a very im-

portant factor in glass-making. This particular material,

made on this continent by several concerns, is now becom-

ing very scarce indeed, the reason being that the allies have

purchased almost every pound in sight. From this material

caustic-soda is made, and from caustic-soda picric-acid is

produced—picric-acid being the essential ingredient in high-

explosive powder.

The price of these materials is continually advancing

—

some articles have advanced as much as ten times their nor-

mal price.

It has become necessary, therefore, with some manu-

facturers to discontinue entirely the manufacture of certain

((ualities of glass they have been in the habit of producing,

simply because of the absolute lack of materials for pro-

ducing it.

An Unprecedented Demand

A further problem then presents itself: this is the un-

precedented demand by the people, not only of this con-

tinent, but of the world, for the product of the glass manu-

facturer.

Before the war commenced, huge quantities of glass-

ware, and especially illuminating glassware, were imported

from Germany by Canada and the United States. These im-

ports being entirely cut off by the allies, the additional de-

mand for goods manufactured here which before had been

imported was immediately felt. These demands for supply-

ing domestic use increased with leaps and bounds. But en

top of this came the additional demands for unprecedented

and undreamed-of quantities of glassware by countries form-

erly supplied with glass by Germany. Orders for quantities

of material never before heard of in the glass business came

flowing in. In a great many cases a price was not asked;

contracts were willingly signed and all sorts of agreements

were made with manufacturers if they would only supply

the goods requested. Germany, until the outbreak of the

war the centre of the world's supply of glassware, hemmed
in on all sides by the. Allies, ceased to be a factor in the

business. The world's markets in this commodity moved to

this continent, so that the glass manufacturers on this con-

tinent are now exporting glassware in quantities never be-

fore dreamed of to many parts of the world.

Salesmen were notified that they must not ^ell certain

articles manufactured by the various companies they hap-

pened to be working for, or that certain articles could not

be shipped for a number of months, or that certain other

articles had been discontinued entirely. Additions were ad-

ded to factories and plants, the wideawake concerns manu-

facturing this commodity provided increased capacity wher-

ever possible.

In less than a year the glass manufacturing business rm

this continent has exceeded all preconceived notions of iis

possible expansion.

Both the foreign and domestic business in this and other

lines is still growing. This becomes more and more notice-

able as stocks of goods which had been drawn on up to

this time are being exhausted. The latest development to

be felt in connection with the export business is the embargo

now being placed by different railroads on cars to haul ex-

port goods. Cars in some cases can only be had for ship-

ment of goods intended for domestic use. If this inability

of the railroads to handle freight increases, its effects will

be seriously felt in many quarters.

The demand increases, while the materials that are

necessary for the manufacturing of articles to supply the

demand continually decrease in volume or advance enormous-

ly in price. The manufacturers are doing their best to cope

with the situation by giving domestic orders every possible

consideration and giving to the orders for export secondary

consideration. The jobber and the dealer can help out also

if he will wherever possible appreciate his needs as far

ahead as possible.

Electrification of Harbor Terminals

For some three years the Montreal Harbor Commis-

sioners have had under consideration the electrification of

the harbor railway terminals, and during the past year steps

have been taken towards this end. In the annual report, just

issued, the Commissioners state:

"The increase in the railway traffic of the Port and the

mileage of trackage in operation makes it important to pro-

ceed with the utmost despatch in establishing facilities which

will not only retain Canadian trade, but which, by their

superiority over those provided at competitive ports, will

attract additional business.

"With this object in view the Commissioners have, dur-

ing the past year, devoted much time and thought to a study

of a scheme for the complete electrification of the harbor

railway terminals, visiting and inspecting in the meantime

the electric freight terminals of the New York Central,

Pennsylvania, and New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

roads at New York, Oak Point, New Rochelle, etc., where

the application of electricity had proved successful in the

movement of freight at the various terminals.

"It was also ascertained that, in addition to the primary

object of overcoming the smoke nuisance, the application of

electricity had proved that it had, among manj- others, the

following advantages over steam for railroad terminal trac-

tion:

—

"Economy in operation and maintenance; flexibility of

control; availability for immediate service; fewer units re-

quired for equal service; elimination of corrosion of steel

and galvanized iron by acid gases; :ire danger reduced; and

standby losses much lowered.

"As a result of this investigation, an expert electrical

engineer has, for some time past, been engaged in studying

on the ground the railway conditions of the port, and pre-

paring a report as to designs, types and estimates, upon re-

ceipt of which it is proposed, should the report confirm the

conclusions arrived at by the Commissioners, to proceed at

once with the work of completely electrifying the Montreal

Harbor terminals, upon the consummation of which Mont-

real will have the distinction of being the first port in the

world possessing a complete system of electrified freight

terminals."
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The Kaministiquia Power Company
The Rapid Development of the Canadian Twin Cities Due Largely to Ample Supply of

Dependable Power Description of Latest Installation Work at Kakabeka Falls

By P. R.

Tlif Canadinn twin cities of Fort William and Port

Arthur, at the head of Lake Superior, occupy a strategical

position in the commerce of Canada. During the seasons

of navigation west-bound merchandise is carried largely by

boat, on account of the low freight rates, and there trans-

ferred to rail, or stored for delivery during the succeeding

winter months. East-bound grain, forest and mineral raw

products are also transferred here, forming return cargo.

The great bulk of the coal for the Middle West is brought

up by boat during the summer from BufTalo and Cleveland,

and transferred or stored, at immense electrically-operated

coal docks.

.\t Port Arthur and Fort William are situated some of

the largest and most modern coal docks on the contiiUMit.

Upwards of 3,000,000 tons of coal are shipped through this

port every year. The transfer facilities to liandle this traffic

must necessarily be of the very best, and electric power has

liere proven itself a most dependable and efficient servant.

.-Ml the coal docks, of which there are five, are operated

liy electric power.

Grain Facilities

In the transfer and storage of grain these ports excel

all other ports in the world. The storage capacity of the

port is now over 45,000,000 bushels, and is being increased

yearly. During the fall rush, grain is delivered day after day

into the elevators at the rate of 2,000,000 bushels per day.

It is then graded and transferred to boats for delivery at

Georgian Bay, Lake Erie and the St. Lawrence ports.

Here again electric power performs a most important

service, on account of its adaptability, efficiency, reliability

and convenience. As new storage units are added to the

elevator, the simple electric motor readily adapts itself to

suit any location and meet any service, and yet can be cen-

tralized and controlled from one point.

On account of the location of these twin cities as a bnlk-

l)reaking and storage point for raw and finished products,

it was obvious that they were destined to become large

manufacturing and milling centres. The cities are now
served by three transcontinental roads, and have a popula-

tion of about 45,000.

The one other element necessary to complete the chain

of facilities was introduced in 1906, when the Kaministiquia

Power Company began delivery of electric power from their

hydro-electric development at Kakabeka Falls. .'Xfter nine

years of operation this company can point to a record which

for continuous and uninterrupted service has probably not

been excelled by any other plant in Canada. Trouble, incon-

venience or delay from ice, backwater or water shortage,

is unknown, and from all causes the aggregate interruptions

to the system have not exceeded twenty minutes in any
one year. During the past year this record has been re-

duced to less than four minutes and the company have fur-

ther plans and improvements under consideration by which
they hope to reduce their service interruptions to the vanish-

ing point.

'J"he details of llie electric power plant arc covered

in considerable detail IjcIow. The plant is located at Kaka-
beka Falls—a beautiful falls with a sheer drop of 110 feel,

located some twenty miles northwest from F'ort William,

on the line of the Canadian Northern Railway. The water

' Vnv House Superintendent.

Farrow*

is brought overland for a distance of one and one-quarter
miles in reinforced concrete aqueducts, of which three are

now completed. At the brow of the hill, just above the power
house, the aqueducts empty into a regulating reservoir or

forebay, in which are located the recently installed auto-
matic controlling gates for each of four steel penstocks,
through which the water is carried to the power house tur-

bines. The turbines operate under a net head of 180 feet.

The power is generated at 4000 volts, transmitted at 25,000

volts to Fort William and Port Arthur, and there distributed

at 35,000 volts and 3,300 volts.

The original installation was commenced in 1905, and
in the fall of 1906 the first two units of 4,400 kv.a. each
were completed and placed in operation. In 1911 the busi-

ness of the company had expanded at such a rate as to

justify the installation of a third unit. In 1913, taking ad-
vantage of the temporary trade depression, with its resultant

low costs for equipment and installation of plant, the com-
pany commenced the installation of a third concrete aque-
duct, and a fourth unit of 9,375 kv.a. This was completed
and placed in operation in the fall of 1914.

While there has been a temporary falling off in manu-
facturing in the twin cities, as elsewhere, this has been
largely counterbalanced by the manufacture of war muni-
tions, and by the abnormally heavy grain movement. The
1915 grain crop exceeded all anticipations, and has been
phenomenal in the history of the country. Ordinarily the

bulk of the grain rush is over in December. It is estimated
that it will keep all available rolling stock busy all winter,

and all the railroads and boats busy all next summer, to get
the grain out of the country before the next grain crop
comes in. The railroads are the greatest distributors of
the wealth of the country we have. This great movement
of grain cannot but have a very beneficial and sustaining
eflfect on the trade of the country throughout the coming
year.

Summary
The following data covers the additions to the plant of

the Kaministiquia Power Company, Limited, at Kakabeka
Falls, during the period between June, 1913, and September,
1914, which consist of a reinforced concrete aqueduct, one
and one-quarter miles long between the intake and forebay
reservoirs; the installation of steel butterfly gates as head
gates of the penstocks, in the forebay; the erection of a

steel penstock, 740 feet long, eleven feet diameter, between
the forebay and the power house, with a concrete covering;
extensions to workshops and valve house; erection of a spe-

cial battery house near the forebay to control the steel

gates therein; erection of a 13,500 h.p turbine and 4,000 volt

generator; five stop-up transformers, with necessary switch-
ing and indicating switchboard apparatus; two storage bat-

teries with their switchboards; the installation of an im-
proved lighting system in the power house and various in-

cidental work in connection with the above.

Aqueducts

The centres of the inside and outside of this pipe, which
is an equivalent area to a 10-ft. diameter circle, are vertically

offset one and one-half feet. The interior cross section of

the pipe is that of a circle 10 ft. in. diameter, with a seg-

ment cut from the bottom four feet from the centre, form-
ing a flattened base. The bottom slab thus formed, is ten
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inches thick and is carried out until a line sloping at eight

degrees with the vertical approaches eight inches minimum

to the interior. At the top the concrete is six inches thick

and an arc with radius 6 ft. 1 in. meets the sloping sides

and completes the section of the pipe.

Grade and Ground.—The formation of the surface upon

which the pipe lies is very varied over its length of 6,500 feet,

running from solid rock near the intake, through clay, bould-

ers, swamp, quicksand, hardpan and gravel with boulders,

to the forebay. For the first 500 feet from the intake, the

pipe practically follows the river bank and at two places

Inner form in place, outer form and pouring platform in background.

the bank had to be filled in with rock and a concrete re-

taining wall built on the bank to form a support for the

base, one of these fills was 30 feet, maximum depth. At the

intake the pipe runs below the level of the river bed and

a retaining wall, to deflect ice and otherwise protect the pipe,

was built up from rock from the aqueduct base level. A
drain was also built from the intake to a point in the river

450 feet below to obtain the proper fall and to drain all

aqueducts when necessary, for inspection. For 2,000 feet

the aqueduct runs level from the intake over a rock bed,

it then dips gradually to 4.5 feet below grade through a

rock fill overlying clay and boulders for 1,000 feet, then for

900 feet it rises to 3.5 feet above the preceding level, pass-

ing through an excavation of hardpan and gravel; for the

next 500 feet the level falls again through a fill over a quick-

sand. This portion of the grade was sheet-piled by double

2-inch planking driven four feet outside the base of the pipe

and provided with drainage to take ofif water, but so ar-

ranged as to prevent the sand working out from under the

base of the pipe. The pipe then passes over gravel, which
was levelled for 900 feet, and into a deep cut of gravel and
boulders, varying from six to nine feet deep and fourteen

feet wide, which runs practically level to the forebay.

Concrete and Reinforcement.—The concrete aggregatr

consisted of one part of cement, two parts of washed sail
'

screened to pass through a l4-in. sieve, and four parts •-•:

gravel screened between 54-'n. and 1-in. sieves. The ce-

ment, purchased on acceptance tests from the Canada Ce-
ment Company, was from one mill, and of a uniform quality,

was required to pass the C. S. C. E. tests for Port-

land Cement, and to be of slow setting quality. The
quantity of concrete used for the pipe amounted to 1.2 cu.

yds. per lineal foot. The reinforcement was composed of

one-half inch circular steel bars of standard specifications,

spaced longitudinally from 12 in. to 15 in. apart and trans-

versely from 5J4 ill- to 6 in. apart, tied with No. 14 gauge
annealed iron wire at all joints and lapped 12 ins. at ends
of bars and firmly tied. No expansion joints were provided
but it was hoped that sufficient hair cracks would develop
to allow for contraction and prevent excessive leakage.

Forms and Centres.—The forms for moulding the pipe

consisted of fifty-foot sections of steel framework, divided

into three parts, running on wheels on special tracks along

the pipe line, supporting a galvanized iron lined wood frame-

work properly braced upon the steel frame, but collapsible

by reiuoving a few bolts. Over all was placed a wooden

platform with central openings to allow the concrete to be

deposited from carts directly into the form. The interior

forms were wood, steel braced, and solid for the upper

quarter section of the arc. To these were hinged side seg-

iTients braced laterally when the forms were erected. The

whole of the interior form was collapsible and was carried

upon a track and a special carriage along the floor or

l"ittom slab of the pipe, after it had been constructed. The
iMfms for the bottom slab consisted merely of sides to sup-

li'jrt the concrete from the outside, lengthened to hold the

transverse reinforcement in place, and a special interior

I 'rm to bring the sides up 10 inches above the base be-

fore setting the upper forms.

Concrete Plant.—Two No. 2,'X Smith concrete mixers.

a 1/3 cu. yd. clam shell bucket, a two-stage. 25 h.p. centri-

fugal pump, one duplex pump, all electrically operated by

three-phase, 550 volt alternating current, an electrically

operated hoist, and a tower for washing and screening gravel

and sand, formed the plant necessary to construct the atiiie-

duct. .\ three-foot gauge railway, with eleven wood and

steel contractors' dump cars was used to deliver material,

and finally to cover the pipe, after completion, with three

feet of earth covering as a protection from frost.

Method of Construction.—.\fter grading and filling had

been completed, in 1913, and allowed to settle all winter,

the bottom slab, a simple slab 10 ins. thick, was laid after

placing side forms. .Ml reinforcement were bent at the

works, from proper lengths of rod supplied, on a special

bending machine. .\ centre form was placed and the sides

brought up ten inches to form a support for the large forms

Transverse and Longitudinal reinforcing in concrete aqueduct —
Kaministiquia Power Co., Kakabeka Falls.

of the superstructure. After the whole bottom slab had set

for eighteen hours the forms were removed and the track

laid for the upper forms, on the interior, directly upon the

concrete slab and on the exterior upon a thin slab of concrete

brought to the correct grade. The interior forms were then

set for a distance of fifty feet, braced to the lower slab at

the correct height and the longitudinal and transverse rein-

forcement applied and tied in place, with properly staggered

and overlapped joints. The side and top form was then

brought up, the sides cleaned and closed for concreting, set

in place and braced on the lower section to prevent springing,

t'oncrcte was then placed on each side equally through small
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doors in the upper curve. When full to the level of the

doors they were closed, and concrete poured from the top,

through a four-foot opening, until full. The top was then

finished off over the open section by trowels. The whole
operation of concreting took from S'A to :! hours for each

50-ft. section. The forms were ready for removal twenty-

one hours after the concreting was finished. Three sections

of fifty feet of forms were built, with an extra interior sec-

tion enabling, even under the most difficult circumstances,

one hundred lineal feet of pipe to be completed per working
day. after all preliminarj- work had been completed. The
pipe was finished by plastering all defective work and ap-

plying three coats of cement wash to the interior surface.

\'ents and Drains.—14-in. drain valves were placed at

each end of, and at two low points along the length of, the

aqueduct, serving to empty the pipe, when closed off at

each end, for inspection. Wooden stop logs form a barrier

l)oth at the intake and forebay ends when it is necessary to

inspect the interior. Air vents are placed at three high points

and serve to discharge accumulations of air carried by the

moving water and- to admit air freely when the water level

falls. These consist of S-in. diameter pipes screwed into

cast nipples attached to the reinforcement. The whole is

surrounded by a wooden framework to protect from injury

and prevent early freezing in winter. .\rtificial heat is

applied in winter to keep the pipes free of ice. The drain

valves are protected by concrete walls with a wooden hous-

ing at the top, and are operated by long handles from the

level of the earth covering on top of the pipe; sufficient

room is provided at the bottom of the concrete pit to remove
ihe valve for repairs when necessary.

Materials.—The gravel and sand for the concrete was
obtained from pits on the company's property and separated

and washed in one operation b)- dumping the excavated ma-
terial into chutes, where water carried it over properly ad-

justed screens. Fruni tlicnce the gravel and sand was
carried to bunkers and the water and waste material allowed

to settle, the remanaTit being used for covering tlie completed

pipe.

-\ special Covering i.f three feet of earth was placed

First completed section of aqueduct— Buggies used for conveying concrete

from the mixers on pouring platform — Forebay in background.

over the pilie as sodii a^ completed, to protect the concrete

while setting, from the sun. and to prevent frost in the winter

from penetrating the pipe. The cover has been seeded to

grass to hold snow in the winter. The necessary forms were

l)uilt at the work, a sawmill witli a circular saw, planer and

liand saw being provided to make the necessary material.

riie reinformiii-nt w;i>^ piovidc-d in proper lengths by the

Invert completed and track laid for inner forms. Outer forms being placed
—Note reinforcing rods to join the invert to tlie superstructure.

mill, and bending machines in the field shaped all transverse
bars.

Organization.—The whole work was in charge of Mr.
Geo. Lewis, with an engineer for laying out the grades and
levels, a general foreman, and a gang foreman on each
section of the work; a timekeeper and storekeeper completed
the staf¥. Inspection and testing was conducted by the en-

gineer and writer, the company's superintendent.

Penstock Gates

Two heavy wooden flap gates, built of 10 in. x 10 in.

limbers, having proved unsatisfactory owing to their groat

weight and difficulty in handling, a set of five steel gates,

with 10-ft. diameter openings, were installed in front of the

bellmouths leading to each penstock, each of which supplies

its own generating unit with water through an iron pipe.

These gates, with their operating mechanism, weigh
just over twenty tons each, and were supplied by Messrs.

J. M. \'oith, and erected under the supervision of their mech-
anic. The heaviest part of the shipment weighed "/< tons

and consisted of the 10-ft. diameter gate, which was shipped

in one piece. The outer casing, in four parts, was bolted

together in place and concreted solidly into the walls of

the building and fastened with bolts into the vertical wall.

Owing to the outbreak of the European war the operating

mechanism was not received and temporary expedients have
been adopted to open and close the gates.

It was the intention that the gates when normally i)pen

might be closed by an operator in the power house press-

ing a button or by an excessive increase in the velocity of

water in the penstock. A storage battery placed near the

forebay, in a specially designed house, supplies current to

an electric motor mechanically connected to each gate.

Switching equipment automatically starts the motor for

closing the gate only when required; a clutch and a hand-

wheel serves to open Ihe gates. .\n attendant is necessary

to fill the pipes in order to provide against over rapid filling

for the penstocks.

Penstock No. 4

The dimensions of this steel pipe are: length 740 feel,

diameter 11 ft., thickness of top plates 's in., thickness of

bottom plates Ili/IG in. Two 7 ft. (> in. diameter bcllmoutli

pipes from the forcI)ay wall, feed into the common 11 ft

iliamcler ])ipe about fio fi. from llie forebay. The pipe then

slopes at 23 degrees for ri.'iO icet and changes to a slope

of fl degrees for IS."! fl. an<l then forms a curve on a 202-ft.

radius, 305 feet long, with large concrele bulkheads at each

end to prevent movcmenl. .V sharp slope and a bend brings

it to a nine-foot dianuler buttertly valve which terminates
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General View of the Kaministiquia Power Company's Hydro-electric Station at Kalsabeka Falls-Sliows Forebay and Spillway to lc(

the penstuck. A drain discharges the water into the power

house tail race, when it becomes necessary to empty the pipe.

The joints in the steel work consist of double riveted lap

joints near the forebay, gradually changing to triple-riveted

butt joints at the power house.

From the forebay to the commencement of tlie curve

the pipe is carried on concrete saddles placed about 25 feet

apart and two feet wide. Around the curve steel saddles

are used, resting upon a steel base so that expansion or

contraction may be absorbed by changes in the length of

the curve.

Cover.—Over tlic penstock a concrete cover has been

built with a clearance of 18 ins. between the pipe and steel

work. Angle iron ribs, curved to radius and projecting into

a light concrete wall foundation are spaced three feet apart

by iron bars punched and riveted to them. These

bars in turn serve to hold poultry netting and tar paper

which forms a backing for the lJ/2-in. thick concrete cover-

ing, which was reinforced with triangle mesh wire. The
covering was placed by a cement gun to the required thick-

ness and is of the usual 1:2:4 mixture. It serves to pro-

tect the iron pipe against excessive temperature changes,

and prevents the water on the interior freezing in winter

time.

Forebay and Penstocks—No. 4. to left. 740 (t. lonu, 11 ft. Llianiete
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«, Reinforced Concrete Power House and Tail Race—Kaministiquia River in Foreground and Transmission Line to the Right.

Doors are provided in the side so that inspection may
be made at proper intervals to prevent rusting.

Messrs. John Inglis Company, of Toronto, provided an<I

erected the penstock. All excavation and concrete work in

connection with erecting saddles, bulkheads and foundations

was done bj' the company. Shop and field inspection of

the steel work was in the hands of the R. \V. Hunt Inspection

Company, of Montreal.

Valve House

Over the butterfly valve at tlic lower termination of

the penstock, a concrete buildins' with drains was con-

structed, the floor of which has licen made into a workshoi)

for repairs to machinery, etc. .\ small lathe and emery
grinder and an electric drill have been furnished. This

1)uilding lia.s a concrete saw tooth roof, in two spans, which

gives good lighting, although the building is on the north

side of the power house proper, and lies so low that wall

lighting is practically impossible. Light is also admitted to

the power house from this building, through clear glass

windows. In this same building is a watef motor with gear-

ing for operating the large butterfly valve of the penstock

and turbine. It is reversible and controlled by hand wheels
in the power house. The water supply to drive this motor
is obtained from an independent source, making the whole
installation reliable for use in emergency. The joint be-

tween the butterfly valve and turbine inlet pipe is a special

type consisting of a groove on the interior of the pipe into

which j4-in. lead packing is caulked. Short steel fillers on
the outside, against which the flan.ge bolts are drawn tight.

leaves the lead to be forced into all small openings 1)y the

pressure of the water on the interior side and will also allow

the large valve to be removed in llie future, should any repairs

become necessary.

Turbine

This unit, supplied liy Messrs. J. M. \'oith, is a twin

spiral, inward flow, Francis tj |)0 wheel with a ma.ximum
B.h.p. of 13,500. Tlie supply pipe frinu the 0-ft. ilianteter

inlet valve is a tapered steel pipe enil)edded in concrete and
is furnished with a drain to take away leakage from the inlet

valve, and empty the turbine when the latter is closed down.
Water is distributed around tlic two cast iron wheel cases,

with arm inspection covers, through balanced steel gates,

the openings through the same being adjusted by the gov-

ernor in accordance with the load on the unit. From the

gales it passes to enamelled bronze runners attached to the

steel shaft, which is directly coupled at one end of the gen-

erating unit. The water then discharges into a central pipe

or draft tube gradually increasing in size until it reaches

the tailrace. This draft tube is steel for st;ven feet and then

concrete to the outlet and is curved to discharge the water

horizontally. It is seven feet in diameter at the point of dis-

charge from the turbine, and is rectangular in form at the

point of discharge, being nine by sixteen feet. The surface

was carefully smoothed to obtain proper discharge with a

maximum efficiency in the turbine.

A relief valve 5 feet in diameter serves to discharge

the water when the load is suddenly thrown off the unit, and

prevents excessive rise in pressure in the penstock, or water

hammer. This valve is kept closed normally by oil pres-

sure from the governor pump, but open by means of a

piston valve, which relieves the pressure when the governor

gates close rapidly. The time and distance of opening and

closing are capable of adjustment by means of dash-pots.

The governor is of the fly-ball and relay type, operated

liy oil pressure from a belt-driven rotary pump, at a pressure

of 280 lbs. per square inch. It serves, by means of mech-

anical connections to a cylinder and piston, to keep the tur-

bine gates at the proper opening to supply water for any

load which may be applied to the turbine, and to keep the

speed constant at all loads and within set Ifmits under load

variations. A relay valve connection from the fly balls,

controlled through dashpots and a special regulating mech-

anism, admits and discharges oil from each side of the piston

ill the main cylinder as required, thus adjusting the cylinder

and the gates as the load changes.

Foundations.^The foundations lor .such a heavy unit,

which weighs nearly 400 tons, are necessarily very massive.

The generator, situated nearest the tailrace end of the power

house, is carried on a massive arch. 38 ft. span and semi-

circular, rising from the bottom of the excavation for the

discharge water, ,'!1 feet below the level of the power house

Moor and runnin.g 30 feet back from the wall of the building.

Tlie remaining :!7 ft. width of the building is taken up witli

the various pits connected v\'ith the turl)ine inlets^ outlets

and drains. The excavation runs from i:i to :t1 feet below

floor level. -An arch 10 ft. in diameter allows the petistock

to enter the building at the fnmt of tlie building.

The forms and centres for the arches, draft tubes, relief

valve, etc., entaileil much special work. Those for the curved

draft tubes were built on wooden ribs of 2-in. plankin.g
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si)aced about 2 ft. apart and properly braced with l/z-in. x 3-in.

poplar strips nailed thereon to give the proper form to the

tube. Openings with small clearances were left for parts

of the machinery below floor level, which, after being placed

and secured in position were grouted in place in the usual

manner.
Generator

This machine, directly coupled to the turbine described,

was built and installed by the Canadian General Electric

Company, of Peterborough and Toronto. It is capable of

generating 9,375 kv.a. at 2oT r.p.m. and 4.000 volts, with a

continuous overload capacity of ~.J per cent. or. 50 per cent,

for one hour. The total weight of the machine is :i98.000

lbs., and the revolving field weighs 15:5,000 lbs. The armature

is wound in two separate circuits entirely independent of

each other, each connected to a bank of air blast trans-

formers. The unit is of the horizontal sliaft type; the shaft

diameter beitig 13 inches.

Tin- field is supplied uitli direct ciirreiil Itimu exciter.-

formers and wiring at the back; the latter, for all high ten-

sion work at 25,000 volts, is bare No. 4-0 copper on porcelain

insulators. Over-load, time limit relays guard the transform-

ers and generator against excessive short circuits. .\ motor

controlled generator rheostat adjusts the field, with a control

switch on the generator panel.

Battery

In view of the fluctuating voltage of the exciter

'circuit, due to operation of the Tirrill regulator, a

small 80 amp. hour battery has been installed to connect to

the control circuit of the switchboard and provide a few lights

in the power house in case of short circuits or other trouble

cutting the generator and exciter supply down. This is

charged from a small motor generator set with a panel near

the main switchboard, so that the usual attendant may oper-

ate it. The same set also serves to charge the battery situ-

ated at the forebay, through a special overhead line. Push
buttons and indicating devices on one panel of the switch-

board indicate the position of the butterfly gates at the

Interior of F'ower House showing 2 exciters. 3-5,000 h.p. direct connected units, and new 12.500 h. p. unit in background
-Oparating room to left, transformer gallery in foreground.

which were already installed, at 110 volts, and is regulated,

for constant voltage at terminus of transmission lines, by

means of a Tirrill regulator in the exciter circuit. The trans-

formers are of the air blast type and consist of three single

phase units installed over an air chamber, each of 1,475 kw.

capacity, interconnected between generator and transform-

ers are selector switches, with connections to a common
4,000 volt busl)ar, which enables the generator to supply cur-

rent to other banks of transformers in case of trouble.

Switchboard

Tlie usual recording, indicating, and switching apparatus

is installed in the generator circuits, being connected to the

switchboard through current and potential transformers to

eliminate high voltage on the switchljoard. .\n ammeter
is installed in one phase of each bank of three )iigh tension

transformers, to indicate the proper equalized loads upon
each. The switching apparatus is installed in reinforced con-

crete compartment, with switches in front and current trans-

forebay and control the closing of each gate. The power
house lighting, which previously had been from unshaded

carbon lamps in lines along the walls, was changed to ceil-

ing tungsten lights with concentrating reflectors, with si.x

150 watt tungsten units in a space 28 ft. x 50 ft.; this gives

a more even distribution of light and, although at a height

from the floor of 32 ft., gives sufticient light for all ordinary

work.

Stafl

The entire work was carried out under the direction of

Messrs. R. S. Kelsch, of Montreal, Consulting Engineer to

the company, and W. L. Bird, manager. Mr. Geo. Lewis
was construction superintendent for all concrete work. The
writer was responsible for all preliminary engineering data

on aqueduct, penstock, generator foundations, etc., and for

designs for aqueduct forms, forebay battery house, valve

house anil workshop and details of all small work, with in-

spection of electrical equipment and hydraulic work.
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Personals

Mr. T. Rodger lia;, bicii aiipoiiitud supcriiuciidfiil of Iclc-

gruphs of tlic (jraiul Trunk system. He was forniorl)' super-

visor of plant.

Mr. P. T. Bowler, cily olcctriciau. .\t\v \\ csluiiusUr. lia.s

rcsignc-d. It is i)rol)abk' the position will be filled by his

assistant, Mr. John Digby.

Mr. Frank Harris, publicity agent for the British Col-

umbia Electric Railway Company, Iius resigned. We luuler-

stand he will go into business on his own account.

Mr. Wilford Phillips, manager of the \\ innipe.L; b;iectric

Railway Couipauy, has .gone south on leave of absence, it is

said, of several months on account of ill luallh. Durin.t^

Mr. Phillips' absence Mr. Henry Hartwell will be acting

mana,2er.

Mr. A. B. Smith, who recently retired from the position

of manager of telegraphs of Ihc Grand Trunk and Grand
Trunk Pacific companies, was presented with a Victrola and
a sujiidy of records by the staff throughout the system. Mrs.
.Smith was presented with ;i boU(|uet of roses.

Mr. J. B. McCarthy has been appointed electrical engi-

neer of the (.anadian Copper (. ouii)any and will be located

at Copper (.'lift. Out. Mr. McCarthy is well known in To-
ronto, where he has been connected with the Canadian
W'estinghouse Com])auy for several years. The work to be

undertaken includes, we imderstand, supervision over the

several .generalin,g plants of the Canadian Cupper Company,
as well as their transuiissii m lines and the utilization of

tin- cuneni in minin.g operations.

Mr. Paul F. Sise, vice-president and general manager of

the .\ortlieru Electric Company, has been appointed adjutant

• •i the 14Sth. a battalion organized in Montreal by Lieut.

-

I ol. Ma.gee for overseas service. Mr. .Sise was formerly

captain in the \ ictoria Rifles, and when the war broke out

joined the Canadian < )liieers' Training (orps. which is aflili-

thing of the responsibilities which such, a position entails, it

is impossible to underestimate the effect such a splendid

example will have on his fellow Canadians. It typifies ^he

calibre of the man and the loyal motives which are inducing
our best citizens to answer the call of their country, and
gives us certain confidences in the ultimate outcome of this

great struggle.

Capt. Sise is only M years old. He was educated at

Bishop's College School, Eenno.xville, and at McGill Uni-
versity, from which he graduated with B.Sc. degree. He
was one of the organizers of the University Club, Montreal,
and is also a member of St. James Club and a Governor of

the Western Hospital.

The many Canadian friends of Mr. John K. Ward will

learn with regret that he is leaving the Northern Electric

Company to become supply manager of the North-western
Electric Equipment Company, of St. Paul, Minn. Mr. Ward
has been district sales manager of the .\orthern Electric

Company of Toronto for the past five years, during wdiich

Capt. P. F. Sise

ated with Met nil Cniversily
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* ^±eo.,r.c^or
A Code of Lighting Applicable to Factories,

Mills and other work places—Valuable Infor-

mation for Engineers, Central Stations

and Electrical Contractors (Con.)

Section IX.

Control of Lamps and Arrangement of Switches

'1"1k- control of lamps in factory and mill lighting is im-

portant in all cases, bnt specially so where a large number

of lamps is used in preference to a small number for a given

floor area. For example, where an overhead system of tung-

sten lamps of small size is used, a large number will, of

course, be necessary for a given floor area, and in such cases

the number of control circuits may at times seem excessive

when planned out for sufficient flexibility of operation.

.Such circuits, however, in rendering the system more flexible,

will be more than paid for by the saving in energy and

maintenance due to the turning out of lamps not needed in

certain sections of the factory or mill, provided the number

of hours per day during which the lamps are used on the

average is relatively large, and tlie differences in daylight

intensities over the floor area is also relatively large.

Control Parallel to Windows.—The lamps most distant

from the windows will usually be required at times when
the natural light near the windows is entirely a:dequate, thus

making it an advantage to arrange the groups of lamps in

circuits parallel to the windows. The advantage of this

method is further apparent vyhen Jt is considered that if

the lamps are controlled in rows perpendicular to the win-

dows, all lamps in a row will necessarily be on at one time,

while a portion only may be required.

Practical Case.—The foregoing statement may be de-

veloped into a definite proposition. Thus, to install a single

switch may involve say $5.00 as its first cost. If ten lamps

are to be controlled from a single switch, these ten lamps

must obviously either all be turned off at a time or all turned

on at a time. An additional switch at a cost of $5.00 will

permit either half of these ten lamps being turned off, if

not required at certain times when the remaining five are

needed. This extra switch may or may not be an economy.
Consider, for example, the case where these five lamps are

of the OO-watt tungsten type, and that they are turned nff

Iiy the extra switch on an average of one-half an hour
per day while the others are needed, or vice versa. In a

year's time, the energy saved at 1 cent per kilowatt-hour,

will amount to perhaps 50 cents. At this rate it will require

ten years for the energy saved to pay for the first cost of

the extra switch. This would not be considered a distinct

economy. If, however, the energy cost be greater, and more
nearly the average under actual conditions, or if the nuni-

lier of hours per day during which a portion only of tlie

lamps will not be used, be greater, then these values will

be correspondingly modified.

Locating .Switches and Controls.—In locating switches

or controls in factory and mill aisles, care should lie exercised

lo arrange them systematically, that is, on columns situated

on the same side of the aisle and on the same relative side

of eacli column. This plan materially simplifies the finding

of switches or controls, by those responsible for turning on

and off the lamps, and is particularly important where a given

floor space is illuminated by a large number of small or

medium sized lamps distributed uniformly over the ceiling

area, a feature which is usually accompanied by the use of a

relatively large number of switches or controls.

Section X.

Systematic Procedure Should be Followed in Changing a

Poor Lighting System Over to an Improved Arrangement

When undertaking the change from an old to a new
lighting system, the various forms of illumination which are

adapted to factory and mill spaces should be studied, and

an investigation made of the various types of gas and electric

lamps on the market which arc available for the purpose.

Time should be allowed for a study of the given loca-

tions to be lighted; for preparing the plans of procedure in

tlie installation of the gas or electric lamps and au.xiliaries;

and for customary delays in the receipt of the necessary sup-

plies and accessories to the work in hand. Altogether, there-

fore, work of this kind requires considerable time for its

completion.

Using the Shop Force.—In large factories or mills, a

wiring or gas fitting force is sometimes a part of the main-

tenance division. The work of the wiremen or fitters is

likely to be heaviest in the winter due to the dark days.

Where this condition exists, there is all the more reason to

apportion out new work so as to accomplish it during the

months of least wiring and piping repair activity, and further,

at that time of the year when employees will be compara-

tively unaffected by the disturbances usually associated with

a change from an old to a new lighting system through pos-

sible irregularities in the illumination service while the wire-

men or fitters are at work.

Distribution of Expense.—Another feature different from

the foregoing viewpoint, is in the distribution of the installa-

tion cost over a relatively long interval. If, for example, the

system is desired for the approaching winter, the complete

wiring or piping plans may be drawn up and blocked out

into three, four or even more sections, thus spreading the

expense over as many months.

Yearly .\ppropriation.—In some shops a given appropria-

tion may be allotted each year for building equipment. From
the standpoint of finance plans, it may thus be desirable to

distribute outlays of this nature over the year, rather than to

concentrate them at any one time. An important considera-

tion in this method of installing lamps, however, is to pre-

pare in as far as possible the complete plans in advance, at

least as regards given factory or mill sections, so as to in-

sure a uniform and symmetrical installation as a whole when
the component parts are finished.

Section XL
Reflectors and Their Effect on Efficiency

.\ leflector or shade is used in conjunction with a lamp
for the purpose of reducing the glare otherwise caused by
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looking directly into the bare lamp, as well as for the pur-

pose of redirecting the light most effectively to the work.

Reflectors and shades are now obtainable so designed

as to be specially adapted to give sizes and types of the

smaller and medium sized line of lamps, and hence care

should be used to lie sure that liritli reflectors and lam))S

are of the correct size in their relation to each other. This

is of the utmost importance in securing uniform illumination

for a given spacing distance and mounting height of the

lamps. For a certain ratio between the spacing and the

height of the lamps, a reflector can nearly always be selected

which will furnish uniform illumination over the working

surface. (These remarks concerning reflectors apply parti-

cularly to lamps of the tungsten tj'pe and to small gas units).

Function of Reflector.—Owing to the direction of the

light from the lamp, nearly all types of lamps, in addition

to the downward light, furnish some rays which go upwards

and away in other directions from the objects to ])e illum-

inated, and are therefore relatively not useful. Furthermore,

a bright source in the field of vision causes an involuntary

contraction of the pupil of the eye, which is equivalent to

a decrease in illumination in so far as the eye is concerned.

Hence, while reflectors or shades may at first seem to re-

duce the amount of light in the upper part of the room, their

use actually increases the amount of light in a downward
useful direction, and improves the "seeing" due to the better

conditions which surround the eyes. The economic function

of the reflector, as contrasted with the easier conditions it

affords the eyes, is to intercept the otherwise useless or com-

paratively useless rays which do not ordinarily reach the

work, and to reflect them in a useful direction. In perform-

ing this function, there is a choice through the design of

the reflector, in the manner of distributing the light so as

to make the illumination on the floor space uniform with

certain spacing distances and mounting heights as previously

mentioned.

Avoiding Dark Spots.—With the use of lamps for which

a large variety of reflectors is available, the proper reflector
^

should -therefore be chosen so as to give the desired distri-

bution of light. In other cases, as in the use of the gas or

electric arc lamps, where the globe or reflector is usually

a fixed part of the lamp, care must be exercised to space the

lamps at sufficiently close intervals to insure uniformity of

the illumination, that is, a freedom from the relatively dark

spaces which exist between lamps when spaced too far apart.

Light Interiors.—With a light ceiling, the reflection of

that part of the light which passes through a glass reflector

to the ceiling, and which is added to the light thrown down-

ward from the under surface of the reflector, is a factor in

building up the intensity of the illumination on the working

surface. Great importance is therefore attached to light in-

terior colors, especially on ceilings and the upper portions

of walls, both in reinforcing the direct illumination, and in

giving diffusion, which in turn adds to the amount of light

received on the side of a piece of work. It should also be

stated that the intensity of the light from bare overhead lamps

when measured on the working surface may be increased by

as much as sixty per cent, through the use of efficient re-

flectors. This is due to the utilization of tlu- liorizontal rays

of light as previously stated, which predominate in the bare

lamp, whereas the most effective light in factory and mill

work is apt to be that which is directed downward.

Glass and Metal Reflectors Compared.—The question is

sometimes raised as to the use of glass reflectors in connec-

tion with lamps for factory and mil! lighting. This question

is largely one of economy and maintenance, and it may be

answered either in an oflf hand way or on a basis of practical

experience with both types. In large installations of small

units there has been an effort to establish the merits of

glass and of metal reflectors, by equipping lamps in adjacent

bays with glass reflectors in one case and with metal re-

flectors in the other. It has been found almost invariably
that if the choice is left to the workmen and superintendents,
glass reflectors will be given preference over metal, mainly
on account of the added cheerfulness they produce. If,

therefore, the first cost and maintenance expense of the glass

reflectors is practically the same as with metal, then glass

may be employed to advantage.

Reflector Efliciency.—Glass reflectors on the market are
capable of producing an amount of illumination equal and
even greater in some cases than that produced by the best
metal reflectors, and even if the first cost is somewhat
higher, the added advantage of glass as opposed to metal
is usually sufticient to make the small dift'erence in cost a

negligible item. This factor is all the more noticeable when
one considers that the reflector itself is a small part of the
total cost connected witli llic wiring or i>iping of the lamp
and its reflector.

Pierced metal reflectors are also available. These are
designed with small openings at tlie upper portion of the
metal, so that the reflector may give the same distribution

characteristics as a given glass reflector, thus affording a

suitable metal reflector for use where glass may be objection-
able. Some of the advantages of the pierced metal reflector

are that it is unbreakalilc and that accumulations of dust

on the outer surface do not decrease the efficiency. It is

also true that the light which passes through the openings
in this reflector to the ceiling cannot be diminished by dust
on the outer surface as in the case of glass reflectors.

Reflector Maintenance.—Regarding the maintenance of

glass reflectors under rough factory and mill conditions, it

may be stated that glass reflectors are used quite widely with
almost a negligible increase due to breakage. Thus, out of

the total maintenance cost in one representative installation,

it was found that the charges were proportioned as follows:

—

Renewals, cost of lamps (tungsten) 75 per cent.

Renewals, broken glass reflectors .! per cent.

Labor, making renewals and changing reflec-

tors for washing 16 per cent.

Labor, reflector washing 2 per cent.

Additional indirect charges 4 per cent.

Total 100 per cent

Points to Consider.—Reflectors will not be classified here
from the commercial standpoint, but the following items

should be given consideration in the selection of the type
of reflector for factory or mill use:

—

1. Utilization efficiency: how much does the nfU-clor

contribute to the effective illumination on the work?
2. The effect in reducing glare.

3. Natural deterioration with age through accunmlations
of dust and dirt.

4. Ease in handling .iiid uniformity of manufacture.

5. Physical strength and the absence of projections wliicli

may increase the breakage in case of glass reflectors.

A study of the various reflectors on the market with the

aid of these items as a basis, will determine what reflectors

are best adapted to given conditions. Regarding the third

item in the foregoing list, it may be stated that under com-
parative tests in service, the accumulations of dust and dirt

on glass reflectors do not seem to be any .greater than the

coating of dirt which accumulates on the inside of a metal

reflector in the same length of time.

ICtMicliKlcd in Marih 1 IssnrI

Trade Publications

Graphic Meters

—

Bullcliii Xo. .'1(15. describing Type G. H.

Graphic meters; issued by the Hsterline Compan>
apolis, Ind. The bulletin is well illustrated.

Indian-
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The Concentric Wiring Situation as it Affects

the Electrical Contractor
By Terrell Croft

•

It does not appear to be generally appreciated that the

so-called "concentric" wiring systems are merely wiring sys-

tems having ground returns. It so happens that it is often

convenient to arrange the grounded-return conductor as a

i-oncentric sheath around, but separated from, the conductor

of the circuit which is insulated from ground. Hence the

name "concentric." Considered in this light, there is no-

thing particularly new or novel about "concentric" wirin;?.

To the writer it appears as if the situation may l)c profit-

ably considered from two view points:

First conies the general broad-gauge survey, that is,

will ground return wiring systems, if generally adopted, be

a good or a bad thing for the community in general? Will

they, or will they not, increase fire hazard?

Second, the proposition may be viewed from a scllish

standpoint, that is, what will be the effect upon my pocket-

book and income as a contractor if ground-rtlurn wiring

systems are generally adopted?

Examine some of the features relating to the first pro-

position given above. If concentric wiring is to be gen-

erally adopted, it is obvious that it must be.

(1) cheaper tlian the methods now in use. and

(2) safe from a fire hazard standpoint.

If it does not satisfy these two requirements it will not

be used generally. It is usually conceded that concentric

wiring is cheaper, for the service for which it is adapted,

than any of the now^ accepted methods of weiring which can

be applied under similar conditions. We do not now know

just how much cheaper the concentric wiring will be, be-

cause this is a thing that can be determined only through

extended experience. It appears, however, to be generally

believed by those who have made a study of the situation

that the concentric method of wiring will be enough cheaper

than any of the existing methods to result in a very ma- .

terially increased demand for house wiring and for electric

light. The extensive application of ground-return wiring

systems in houses occupied by the poorer classes of people

in Europe appears to justify, in a measure at least, this

opinion.

It is altogether probable, then, that concentric wiring,

if adopted in this country, will extend to people who cannot

now afford it the advantages of electric illumination, and,

furthermore, will indirectly create an additional demand

which does not now exist for electric wiring and for do-

mestic electrical appliances of all sorts. In a general broad-

gauge way, then, concentric wiring, if it can accomplish what

its advocates claim for it, will be a good thing for the com-

munity in general.

A Matter of Insulation

.\s to the safety of ground-return wiring systems from

a fire haz.ird standpoint; this appears to the writer to be

largely a question of insulation. We all know that electric

wiring systems with grounded returns will give satisfactory

service if the "live" conductor is adequately insulated from

the ground return. For example, consider the street rail-

way systems which in our cities operate with a pressure of

approximately 600 volts between line and ground. These

now give wholly satisfactory service with the current being

fed out over the trolley wire and returning via the earth.

Experience and research has indicated the character of the

insulation that must be interposed between the trolley wire

and earth so that service will be satisfactory. Anyone will

admit that the ground-return traction system is now a

complete success from every standpoint. In some of the
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trunk line electric railway systems the pressures between the

contact wire and earth are 1,500, 3,000 and even 11,000 volts,

and yet these systems show entirely satisfactory perform-

ances because the live conductor is adequately insulated from

the earth, which in each case forms the ground return.

Two overhead wire trolley systems were once used to

a considerable extent, in which both the positive and the

negative contact wires were insulated from ground and from

each other, but these are now practically obsolete,' because

experience has shown that single contact wire systems with

earth returns will, when properly laid out, give more satis-

factory service than the two contact wire systems and they

are more economical and simpler to install.

The writer ventures the prophecy that a similar evolu-

tion will occur with house wiring systems; that is, he antici-

pates that ultimately house wiring systems in general will

have one live conductor insulated from ground and a con-

tinuous, positive grounded return, because wiring of this

character will be cheaper and as safe and as satisfactory as

the systems now in use. which involve two conductors in-

sulated from ground.

It is, of course, appreciated that wiring for a traction

system should not be compared directly with a house wir-

ing system. However, the underlying principles arc similar

in both cases.

The Important Problems

The important problems are. then, in a ground return

interior wiring system to:

,1) insulate the live conductor thoroughly from earth.

and

(2) provide a continuous, rugged grounded return.

That these things can be accoinplished there does not

seem to be much doubt. It is believed, then, that the fire

hazard will not be increased by properly designed concentric

wiring.

Furthermore, we know from experience in Europe with

ground return electric lighting wiring systems, and from

our experience in this country with ground return electric

railway systems, that a ground return system will, if pro-

perly designed and installed, give service as reliable as that

afforded by systems having both of their conductors in-

sulated from ground.

Now, to consider the situation from the selfish stand-

point, every man in the industry will remember that many
of the central stations groaned when the tungsten lamp was

announced as a device that would give approximately three

times as much light as the existing lamps with the same

energy consumption. The central stations in many cases did

all that they could to prevent the introduction of the tung-

sten lamp because they felt that their revenues would be

decreased by 60 per cent, and that the result would be a

receivership. Some of the central stations, however, looked

at the situation from another point of view and did all they

could to accelerate the use of the high efficiency lamps.

What has been the result?

The central stations are selling much more energy than

they ever did and there is probably not one of them that

would consider for an instant a proposition involving the

substitution of the old carbon and metallized lamps for the

tungsten lamps now in use. The tungsten lamp decreased

the cost of electric light and enabled the central stations to

secure customers who couUl not afford electric illumination

at the cost involved with carbon lamps. The tungsten lamp

has been a good thing for the contractor because more houses

are being wired now than before its advent and more out-

lets are being placed in each house that is wired.

It is altogether likely that the concentric wiring sj'stem

will, if it is adopted, have an effect on the industry somewhat

similar to that which was due to the introduction of tlie

tungsten lamp. As a general proposition, any economic ad-
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vance in any branch nf work ultimately results to the ad-

vantage of that branch. It is likely that if concentric wiring

is as cheap as its advocates claim it will be, that very much
more wiring will be done than is being done at present and

that there will bo nioro nutlets installed in every Ijuilding

that is wired.

The writer docs not lake much stock in the argument

advanced from certain sources that concentric wiring will

aflEord a great field for curlistonc and high school boy "con-

tractors." Much of the concentric wiring will, if it is adopt-

ed, probably lie exposed, and it will require the manipulation

of a skilled workman to afford a neat job.

It seems likely, tlu-ii. lluit if concentric: wiring is adopt-

ed that it will lend to give the contractor more work to do

and that it will benefit him in about the same way that the

tungsten lamp has benefited the central station.

To summarize, then, it is the writer's personal opinion

that concentric wiring is bound to come, because it repre-

sents an economic advance, and it does not appear by any

means to offer insulation or mechanical problems that can-

not be, or have not been, solved. .V suggestion to the con-

tractor is, then, to keep poste<l and to be ready when the

system is finally acce]ited by the National Board of Five

Underwriters.

In the meantime llie contractor should, possibly in his

own shop and alwaj's subject to the approval of the local

fire inspection bureau, erect a ground return wiring instal-

lation or two in order to obtain some personal experience

so that he will not have to depend wholly on hearsay and
on the opinions of others as to the performance of the sys-

tem. Let him acquire his information first hand. He can

do this readily without using the so-called "concentric" wire.

He can run his sin,gle live conductor in wrought iron con-

duit using the conduit system for the ground return.

Electric Piano Makers Organize

To lurther the commercial exploitation of ihe electric-

ally-driven player-piano and the electrically-operated talking-

machine, the National Electric Piano Makers' Organization

Committee has been formed in New York City. The new
body will hold its initial meeting in Room 90:i of the Build-

ing of the Engineering .Societies. No. :!() West :!9th Street,

Thursday, February 10. The principal piano and talking

machine manufacturers that produce electrically-driven in-

struments and the manufacturers of small motors and other

electrical apparatus entering into such instruments will

compose the membership of the committee. A delegation

of three members of the National Electric I-ight .'\ssocialion

will attend the opening and subsequent meetings, to receive

such suggestions and recommendations as may be made by

the committee members for reference and report back 1o

their association and to advise upon all questions of elec-

trical technique that may arise. The purpose of the com-
mittee is set forth as "solely to work out the related com
mercial and technical problems of the clectrically-dri\ en

musical instrument makers and the allied electric li.ght and

power and nianufaclnring interests, and to bring the former
factor before the latter in the status of a producer of eb-r-

Irical current-consuming devices."

took part with them in the great charge at Messines on
October ;!1. 1914, being wounded. On recovering he was
given a commTlsion in the Royal Engineers and went to

France last September.

Pro Patria

Lieut. J. M. Th(U-nton. of ilu- Koyal I'.ngimers. who was
killed in action at Frelingliien on January 19. has two brothers

in Montreal, Kenneth Thornton, chief engineer of the Mont-
real Public Service Corporation, and David Thornton, trea-

surer of the St. I^awrence Flour Mills. He was ihc youngest
son of the late Rev. Dr. Thornton, of F^ondon, Eng., and
formerly of Montreal, and was an engineer l)y profession.

He was formerly in the ranks of the London Scottish and

Mr. Mack Lectures on "Condulets"

-Vt a meeting of the Toronto Branch of the Ontario-
Electrical Contractors' .Association, held in the association
rooms on Wednesday evening. February :i, Mr. Ed. Mack,
of the Crouse-Hinds Company of Canada delivered an ad
dress on his company's products. Mr. Mack illustrated his
remarks from the very complete catalogues published by
his company and also from an extensive line of samples of
the Crouse-Hinds condulets. He described in detail the pro-
cess of manufacture, pointing out the care taken at every
stage in order to insure perfect workmanship so as to avoid
dilViculties when the material reaches the job. He also fully

explained the original system of catalogue numbers adopted
by his company, whereby a numeral is selected for each
size from }< in. to in., pointing out where this system
worked to good advantage when ordering condulets with a

multiple of outlets, such as T or X. Mr. Mack also pointed
out that in view of the fad ihat they carried at all times
three separate and distinct slocks—two at different stages
of manufacture and one of the completed article—they were
m a position to fill any order from either of these stocks,
stating that if the fittings required were not found in their
completed stock it would only take a few hours to finisli

Irom the rough state and make delivery. Mr. Mack also
explained that the keynote of his company's policy was "Ser-
vice to the Trade." and they stood at all times ready to make
delivery of any special fittings or special drilling of fittings
or covers to meet any particular requirement.

Mr. Mack's address occupied about an hour and a half
ind was followed by the members with keen interest. .\r-
rangements were made for a party to visit the Crouse-Hinds
factory, at some date in the future, where, as Mr. Mack stated,
they would be shown every step in the manufacturing process.

New Books

Electric Railway Engineering—by t_ .
!•". Harding, E. E.,

and D. D. Kwing, E. E., M. E. McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Inc., New York, publishers; price $;!; second edition,
revised, enlarged, and re-set. This work is planned primarily
for a senior elective course in a technical university, and
so does not involve higher mathematics, and should be easily
read by those who understand the fundamental principles
of electrical engineering. The new edition contains an extra
chapter, "Locomotive Train Haulage." and the other chap-
ters have been considerably enlarged. Tabulated data re-
presenting actual operating conditions in railway practice
have been increased by about fifty per cent., and another
fifty illustrations have been added. 410 pages; size, about
i; by 9 inches; in the standard binding of the Mcfiraw-Hill
I'loidv t oiiipany.

The Telephone and Telephone Exchanges—by J. E.
Kingsbury, M.I.E.E., Longmans, Green & Company, Lon-
don and New York, publishers; price .$4.00 net. A history, in

abreviatcd form, of the inventions and developments in the
telephone field. The principal inventions have been de-
scribed and the circumstances leading up to them; the de-
velopments resulting from ihem, and the infiuenccs bearing
upon them, with such detail as the space permitted. Tech-
nical, commercial and political thread.s, as they compose the
fabric of the telephone industry, are all interwoven in the
record. .Xn invaluable book for the Iclephone student. -140

l>ages, in. by 9 in.; well illusl rated.
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What is New in Electrical Equipment
Electrically Operated Ticket Vender and Cash Register

The machine illustrated is made for selling tickets in

motion picture theatres, amusenicnl resorts, etc. In addi-

tion to passing the tickets nut to the purchaser, it also

registers the tickets sold. The machine ca-, he furnished

to handle from one to four kinds of tickets. Five buttons

are arranged opposite each class of tickets. By pressing No.

1 button, one ticket is ejected and registered by pressing

No. 3 two tickets are ejected, and so on. By pressing one

of the buttons by which either 1, 2. 3. 4 or ."; tickets are is-

sued, it sets the motor in motion. This actuates the "spider"

or a wheel with pins placed upon it at designated lengths,

and this in turn forces the ticket strip through the slot

or opening in the top plate of the machine. When one or

more tickets are desired, as indicated liy pressing one of

the buttons above referred to, and tlic ticket passes through

the slot at the top plate, the knife immediately cuts the

ticket or tickets, at the same time automatically registering

the number of the tickets issued, and after which operation

the machine returns to its normal position, and the current

is cut off. The motor is connected with the ticket issuing

mechanism by means of a series of gears. The motor has

a rating of 1/50 horse-power and is made by the Robbins &
Myers Company, Springfield Ohio. It is the series type and

will operate either on direct or alternating current. The
ticket selling machine is manufactured by the .\utomatic

Ticket Selling and Cash Register Company, St. I-ouis, Mo.

That Spring House-Wiring Campaign
.\i the annual meeting of the board of directors of the

Society for Electrical Development held in New York on

January 24 it was decided to hold a 1916 Prosperity Week.
This is the direct result of the universal evidence of the suc-

cess of the big 1915 campaign. The coming year calls for

an expenditure of $150,000, $50,000 of which is provided for

the 1916 Electrical Week campaign. An appropriation was
also made for use in a spring house-wiring campaign. Sev-

eral leading electrical manufacturers have advanced the sug-

gestion of a nation-wide house-wiring cainpaign, with this

society as the central organization to handle the movement.

FJectrical interests everywhere have regular individual spring

house-wiring campaigns, and it is thought that more effective

results can be obtained if the manufacturers will work to-

gether in a centralized movement through the society's offices.

Plans were also formulated for regular co-operative work

by the society, with the object of bringing about more in-

tensive work in communities where commercial development

is slow, to which end it is suggested that a special committee

be appointed to co-operate with the National Electric Light

Association, the council of the Associated Manufacturers of

Electrical Supplies, the National Electrical Contractors, the

Electrical Supply Jobbers' .\ssociation, and the trade press.

It was further decided to attempt a more effective co-opera-

tion with tlic Inviaii Order.

Modern Outdoor Sub-Stations

Progress in high tension distribution made during the

past four years has demonstrated the fact that it is no longer

a question of whether outdoor sub-stations should be used,

but rather how many can be advantageously installed in a

given territory. The outdoor sub-station now occupies a

very definite place in high tension distribution, and the gen-

eral tendency is to employ the steel tower type. The sub-

station illustrated herewith occupies a ground space of 6 ft.

X 6 ft., and is designed for a maximum capacity of 150 kw. at

.13.000 volts. The .'i-polc switch is controlled by a locking

type handle which c.ai It located either near the ground

or approximately twelve feet above, as in this particular in-

stallation. A unique feature of this construction is in the

use of a steel housing 4 ft. x 4 ft. x 7 ft., at the base of the

tower. In this house is located the various metering equip-

ments, distribution panels, feeder regulators, etc.—space also

being provided for storage of spare parts. This equipment,

which is shipped complete ready for installation, is manu-
factured by the Delta-Star Electric Company, Chicago.
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Current News and Notes

Brantford, Ont.

Tlic city of Branlt'urd i.s niakiny appliiatiun {,, J'arliaiiRiit

tor authority to take over tlic Grantl \ alley Railway anil

operate it as part of the Brantford Municipal Railway Sys-
tem. It is also the intention to extend the road to the vil-

lage of Cainsville and to place the wh(de system under the

management of a commission,

Chatham, Ont.

The Chatham electric system are inslalle<l in their luw
(iFtices. one of the finest suites of office rooms in the city.

Calgary, Alta.

According to the last annual report of the Province of

.\lbcrta, this province now owns and operates 10.") telephone

exchanges with 3T,514 subscribers' stations. During the last

year there was an increase of 1,565 rural subscribers. In

addition to the Government system the city of Edmonton
owns its own system with 8,650 subscribers, and there is a

lirivate company operating at Red Deer with 500 subscribers,

making a total of over lili.noo subscribers' stations in (he

province.

Dashwood, Ont.

By-laws will be submitted on February 14 uuthorizin.g

the expenditure of some .$3.-100 on a distribution plant in the

village of Dashwood.

Dutton, Ont.

The Dunwich Rural Telephone Company are contemplat-

ing improvements to their telephone equipment in the spring.

Fort Frances, Ont.

The Ontario and Minnesota Power tompany have been

refused leave to appeal the assessment of $400,000 on pro-

|ierty in Fort Frances. This decision would appear to iie

the final act in a strenuous fight which lasted for many years

between the city and this company.

Gait, Ont.

The Lake Erie and Northern Railway Company has com-
menced the operation of electric cars on the Gait to Brant-

ford line The .general manager of this line is Mr. M. N.

Todd, also president of the Gait. Preston and Hespeler lir.e.

The rolling stock was supplied by the Preston (,"ar and Coach
Company. It is said that an hourly service will be juil on

between Gait and Brantford.

Granby, Que.

Operations will commence on the extension to Granby
of the Montreal and Southern Counties Railway System some
time during the month of March, according to a recently

reported statement of Mr. W. B. Powell, general manager.

Halifax, N.S.

Dr. Geo. B. Cutten, president of Acadia University, re-

cently addressed the Commercial Club of Halifax on the

power available by the utilization of tide movements in the

Bay of Fundy. Dr. Cutten estimated the amount of |>owcr

at two million h.p.

Hensall, Ont.

The Hydro by-law was carried on January ;;4th by a

,u;iiod majority.

Hamilton, Ont.

The Bell Telephone Company have agreed to pay liie

city .$.S,000 for franchi.se rights during the coming year, wiiich

is to be considered as payment for the privilege of erecting

its poles on the city right of way. The Bell Company have

gradualii' discontinued their former practice of |)aying con-

siderable sums for the privilege of operating in \arious cities
throughout Ontario, Hamilton and Ottawa being the only
two cities at present receiving any revenue from this company.
Holmesville, Ont.

The Goderich Township Telephone Company are re-
ported to be planning to make improvements and extensions
to tlieir system in the early spring.

Halifax, N.S.

The Halilax Power Company have closed a contract
with the council of the city of Halifax to supply municipal
bgliling for a period of twenty-five years at approximately
$:!0,000 a year. The contract calls for lights within the luxt
eighteen months. The new company will also provide light

and power for domestic purposes and promise a reduction
of at least 25 i)er cent, from existing rates. Up .to the present
time the Halifax Electric Tramway Comjiany liave had a
monopoly of power supply in this city.

Inwood, Ont.

The Inwood village council are planning to make ar-

rangements with the Hydro-electric Power Commission of
Ontario for a supply of Niagara current.

Lethbridge, Alta.

The municipal street railway system of Lethbridge. .Vita.,

showed a surplus of $:i,G77 for the year 1915 over all expenses.

London, Ont.
It is reported that the Bell Telephone Company are pre-

])armg plans and will commence work in the near future on
placing a number of their lines underground in London, Out.

The London Hydro Commissioners are planning to spend
some .$.'!5,000 on line equipment, meters, etc.

Montreal, Que.

A. St, Jean & Company, electricians and dealers in elec-
trical supplies, Montreal, Que., have registered,

Madawaska, Ont.

The Madawaska Telephone Association, Limited, have
been granted a charter,

Moncton, N.B.

.\n interesting judgment has just been handed down by
Judge Stewart in the county court by which the Prince Ed-
ward Island Telcphoiu' Ccpmijany is required to pay dama.ges
to a Mr, H, Swan for cuttin.g ornamental trees growing in

the garden of Mr, Swan and overhanging the highway where
the telephone lines were run.

Melbourne, Ont.

The Caradoc Ekfrid Telephone Company, Melbourne,
Ont., are contemplating extensions and improvements to

their telephone equipment this year,

Niagara Falls, Ont.

The Privy Council of England has decided in favor
of Stamford Township and against the power companies at

Niagara Falls in the matter of taxation for school purposes.
This means that the revenue of the township will be largely

increased from this source.

New Liskeard, Ont.

The electric light rates have been reduced from ten

cents to eight cents per kilowatt-hour, and the :.'5c, meter
rental charge has been done away with.

North Vancouver, B.C.

Chief Findlay. of the h'ire 1 )epartiiient, Xorlh \an-
coiiver, B.C., has recommended the installation of an .ilarni

system consisting of ihirly-llve alarm boxes.
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Ottawa, Ont.

Tlic amiual meeting of the shareholders of the Morris-

burg and Ottawa Electric Railway Company was held at

the head ofllcc of the company, Union Bank Building, Otta-

wa, on February 8.

Port Arthur, Ont.

Mr. M. M. Inglis, of Winnipeg, lias been appointed man-

ager of the Port Arthur Electric Railway system and entered

upon his new duties on February 1st. Mr. IngHs was form-

erly superintendent of the electric light plant at Yorkton,

Sask. He was educated at Sterling, Scotland, and before

coming to Canada was on the stafif of Johnson and Phillips,

of London, and also for a time was with the Brush Electric

Company at Loughboro.

Rainy River.

It is reported tliat the Clemenston Falls, near the mouth

of the Rapid River, has been purchased by a number of

Rainy River business men, and will be developed in con-

nection with a pulp mill and box factory to be erected later.

Regina, Sask.

At the present session of the Saskatchewan Legislature

a recommendation may be submitted calling for the appoint-

ment of a Provincial Commission to investigate the water

powers of the northern half of the province. It has been

suggested that the Commission be somewhat similar to the

Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario.

Red Deer, Alta.

It is said that the council of the city of Red Deer will

ask the Public Utilities Commission of the province for a

reduction in the rates now charged by the Western General

Electric Company. This company has a franchise which ex-

pires in 1929. Recently an unsuccessful attempt was made

by the city to purchase the plant of the company.

Richmond, Ont.

The Malahide and Bayham Telephone Company are

planning extensions to connect with the Aylmer and Till-

sojiburg system.

Semans, Sask.

The Semans Electric Light Company, Limited, have been

incorporated.

Saskatoon, Sask.

As a result of the establishment of a soldiers' camp at

the Exhibition grounds, daily average receipts of the electrical

railway line have increased to $539, as compared with about

$360 a year ago. This means that there is a profit of about

$40 daily over all expenses and fixed charges.

Seaforth, Ont.

The McKillop Telephone Company, Seaforth, Ont., are

planning improvements and extensions to their line system.

Southend, Ont.

The township council of Stamford township are con

DIRECT READING OHMMETERS

Thompson-Levering Co., Philadelphia, Pa , U.S.A.

sidering the purchase of the electric plant of the Ontario

Distributing Company and the erection of a sub-station, at a

total cost of some $25,000, A by-law will be submitted in

the near future.

South Porcupine, Ont.

The Tisdale township council have passed a by-law au-

thorizing the purchase of an electrically driven fire pump to

cost $4,370.

Toronto, Ont.

The annual report of the Toronto Railway Company
shows gross earnings for the year 1915 as $5,694,136, a de-

crease of $432,960 from the previous yean Operating charges

were 57.9 per cent, of gross, representing a slight decrease,

and leaving the net earnings $2,243,524, only less than 1914

by $154,026. The total assets of the company are now placed

at $19,932,856.

Tlve city council have given the bill ratifying an agree-

ment between the city and the Provincial Hydro Electric

Commission re the construction of an electric railway from
Toronto to London, its final reading.

The offices of the Hydro Electric Power Commission of

Ontario have been moved from the Continental Life Build-

ing, Toronto, to their new building on University Avenue.

The township of Toronto will vote on February 12 on
a by-law authorizin,g $345,355 for their part of the Hydro
radial line to run between London and Toronto.

Vancouver, B.C.

The purchase is announced by the Consolidated Mining
and .Smelting Company of the West Kootenay Light and
Power Company, which operates a number of hydro-electric

plants in the neighborhood of Rossland, B.C.

On January 1, 1916, the B. C. E. R. Company discon-

tinued the sale of the eight-for-25c. non-transfer tickets. It

is stated that the competition from the jitneys in Vancouver
is decreasing.

Winnipeg, Man.
According to the annual report of the Manitoba Govern-

ment Telephones Department the total revenue for the past

year was $1,769,589, against expenses of $1,328,545, leaving a

net balance of ,$441,044. Interest charges to the amount of

$418,502 have to be deducted from this amount, however,
leaving a surplus of $22,543. The total revenue is a decrease

compared with the previous year of $54,525 and the surplus

is a decrease of $33,526. The balance sheet shows assets of

$11,892,782. The number of urban exchange stations shows
a reduction of 1,658 from the previous year, this number
now standing at 24,880. This was partly offset by a gain in

the number of rural stations from 11,993 to 12,272. The city

of Winnipeg has 33,950 subscribers other than rural.

W^R Munition Factories,
Garages, etc., have constant use for

••^ SIMPLEX
<^ Electric

j'jiin. Soldering Irons

\iI.il.SED !IE.\TIXG ELEMENT makes Ihcm invaUiablc
where there is danger from inflammable materia!.

Connect to any Lamp Socket and are Portable

llandy and economical for light or intermittent work of Repaii
Sliops. Glaziers, for telephone workers jointing wires in out of llie

way places, etc.

inlier Factory devices for wliich there is active demand, include
I'lt.li Kt-lllcs.' Chic and .'^>:ilii.a-\Vax Toi^.

Simplex Electric Heating Co.
Manufaclurers of Kverythinc; for ICIcclric Hcalin.i< and Cookinj;.

Ihicai;.. C.mbridse. Mats. .San Francisco
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No. 5

Defying the Protests of the PubHc

Still the Chief ]iUtlli.^ence Othcer of the Canadian mil-

itary or.!ranizalion—a German, with brothers fighting in the

(icrman army—continues to hold office.

Still men of Genuau birth and close German relation-

ships—and c.inscijuctitly close German sympathies—continue

to hold important Canadian governmental positions.

Still certain aliens of Waterloo County continue to in-

terfere at will with the jirosecution of Canada's war, and

continue to jibe at Canada's soldiers.

How long will our Ottawa Government defy the in-

dignant protests of the electors? WHY i> it necessary to

defy these protests?

The British Empire, nf which Canada is an important part,

is in a death-grapple witli (iermany. There is no possilde

reason for doubting that this same Germany will, if she can,

destroy llie power of England. The destruction of British

power almost inevitably means that Canada falls under the

control of siinic othrr nalinn. L'ltiinalcly. if not immediately,

that nation wmihl be Germany— for, if Germany wins this

war and cripples ICngland. there will not be sufficient fighting

power left to withstand her aggressions. Neither is there

any doubt that in slartitig this war the ultimate ambition of

the present German military authorities was to subdue the

whole world.

This war has developed into a much bigger business

than Germany dreamed when she willed it on Europe. She

hoped to achieve her .ambitions step by ste]), but the Allies

have unexpectedly forced her hand and declared it a fight

lo a finish. Germany therefore fights to-day a fight f"r verv

existence—the fight of a hungry, maddened jungle-beast
thwarted of its prey and driven to bay. To military Ger-
many this war has now become a matter of life with power
or death with shame.

Can we Canadians, as sane beings, fighting with such
ail opponent—clever, powerful, resourceful, unscrupulous,
beastlike—can we, I urge, aflFord to take any chances? I

don't say that any man of German blood in the employ of
our Government is disloyal to Canada—I don't know. But
I do say—it's possible. I do say that in the breasts of these
men love of their native land would be merely human. I

do say that, even with good intentions, these men of Ger-
man extraction are more likely to be the medium through
which important information might leak out. I am quite
ready to admit that the vast majority of Canadian citizens
of German extraction are entirely loyal to the British Empire,
but I also say that Germany's methods in the conduct of
this war justify us in keeping a watchful eye on the actions
of even our closest friends who may have German blood in

their veins.

The continuance of any men of German birth or close
German connection in any position of trust in Canada is

entirely indefensible. Remove them at once. Treat them
with all courtesy, pay their salaries if you will, reinstate thcni

The value
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the net amount of energy, expressed in horse power, availabk:

for transmission and utilisation by a reasonable and diligent

use of the privilege. The said estimate shall be based on all

data available for the preceding year, and shall be the con-

tinued product of the following factors, as derived from the

said data." Having detailed the factors, the author said

that the principle of a portion of the regulations relating to

annual rentals v^as that the water power company should pay

a fee to the province based on the "economic value of the site."

No two sites were of the same value, as each power was pe-

culiar to itseM, whereas the market value for power was prac-

tically the same, hence to attempt to place the rentals to be

paid by each on the same basis would probably mean that a

tax which would be fair in one case would be unreasonable

in another.

The rules and regulations which were in force in British

Columbia prior to 13th January, 1914, required that the an-

nual rentals be based on the quantity of water the holder of

the record or license had the right to use. The question of

the power actually developed and the amount of energy used

was not taken into account. Under the present regula-

tions those factors were considered, and consequently the

annual rentals would vary in relation to the amount of power

actually produced and to what was considered to be the

value of the output to the user. The authority which was

called upon to set the rates at which the rentals were to be

charged was the Board of Investigation; it was a non-politi-

cal body of four members, two lawyers and two engineers.

It should be the aim of every government which con-

trolled the water of rivers and streams to try and bring about

the develoment of every available site, as although at pre-

sent there was no apparent shortage of coal, there could not

be any doubt that it was a wilful waste that so much energy

in the falls of our rivers was not utilised. If we did not

make use of this falling water the useful work it was cap-

able of doing was lost for ever.

Hydro-electric properties had not as a class returned to

the investor swollen dividends as the value of water powers

had been generally very largely over-estimated. A pro-

ject required special consideration during the early years of

its development; a surprisingly large number either failed to

pay dividends or became bankrupt during the first decades of

their existence. These failures might generally be attri-

buted to one or more of the following causes: 1. Projects

based on insufficient information as to the incidence of

stream flow especially in the case of plants without storage,

and lack of data as to correct flows with a consequent un-

expected expense for auxiliary plants: ;J. under-estimated de-

velopment costs, especially in the matter of accessibility of

sites, depth of foundation for dams, etc.; :!, failure to provide

for the loss or expense entailed during the first few years

in the building up of the power market; 4. over-estimating

the economic value of the power devclupnient from the waler

as compared with fuel.

Mr. Davis then referred to the question of appraising

each plant every five years and the conditions under which

this appraisal should be made. He gave details of the var-

ious items which should be taken in account, and also the cost

and appraisal of a supplementary fuel plant, further'referring

to the question of ascertaining tlic yearlj' cost per kilowatt

hour of running a water power plant and its supplementary

plant.

On the question of depreciatif)n of plants in V>. C. lie

quoted the following fig-ures as giving the approximate use-

ful life of water power apparatus: concrete structure, .'ni

years; steel line pipes, 30 to 50 years; building, 50 years; water

wheels, 30 years; generators, 30 years; transmission line

(steel towers) 50 years; transmission lines (wood poles") 15

years; telephone lines, 15 years; transformers and distribution

stations, 14 years; conduits and cables, 18 years; steel flumes.

15 to 20 years; wood llunies, 10 years; wood stave \>\\>c lines,

:iO years.

The concluding ptirtions uf the paper dealt with esti-

mates of the cost of oil, steam and gas engine plants in com-

parison with water power plants, in relation to the produc-

tion of power, Mr. Davis stating that electric power plants

using the oil engine as a motive power were becoming com-

mon in British Columbia, and the small water power plants,

which were so numerous in the province, would likely find

serious competition from this class of plant.

Electric Cooking Costs Less than Lighting

One of the most promising developments of the present

time is the increasing use of electric ranges in our homes,

and nowhere is this development more marked than at vari-

ous points in Canada, where the rates are now so attractive

as to make cooking by electricity decidedly more economical

than with any other form of heat energy.

It is very generally argued that electricity at three cents

will compete with gas at $1. Yet gas at $1, unless it is

natural gas, is a rare product in Canada, where the prices

range more generally from $1.25 to $1.75 per 1000 cubic feet.

On the other hand, however, electric current costs very much

less than three cents in many of our cities, towns, and muni-

cipalities, in very many cases averaging less than two cents,

and in certain cases less than one and a half cents per kw.

hour. Which all goes to show that if electric li.ght con-

sumers appreciated not only the advantages but also the

cheapness of cooking by electricity our central stations would

be flooded with orders for stoves and current that would

swamp their construction department.

Of course, the one fly in the ointment is the cost of

installation. We have been so near-sighted in this matter

that we have allowed all our buildings, private and public,

to be installed with electric wiring which is generally inade-

quate to meet the needs of the present day. Thus it is that

the first operation when a demand is made by a private con-

sumer for the installation of an electric range is the tearing

out of the old wiring and its replacement by an installation

of considerably greater capacity. This work often costs an

amount comparable with the cost of the range itself, which

doubling of the initial expenditure often is the determining

point with the purchaser—deciding him against the purchase.

.A.t many points in Canada, where the ultimate cost of

current is down to one cent, or even less, the monthly bills

have becoine a comparatively minor consideration. Thus,

if we take the average consumption of one kw'. per person

per day, a family of five, which is about the average, will

consume 155 kw. per month, which would cost at many points

in the Dominion around $3.70. If we consider that tlie light-

ing ])ill alone, wliich this includes, would run from $1.20

to $1.50, this means that a family of five operates an electric

range for one month for no more than the lighting of the

home would cost by itself.

And not only have advances been made in the way of

reductions in the cost of current. The operation of an elec-

tric range is' coming to be recognized as worthy of a con-

siderable amount of study and research. One of the best

sources of information on this subject was a paper printed

in our August 15 and September 1 issues. 1915, by Mr. P. W.
Gumaer, who had made a very large number of experiments

and. in this paper, descriljcd the findings of those experi-

ments. Mr. Gumaer presented this paper before the Ameri-

can Society of Electrical Engineers, and in due course the

discussion is now published, which we are reproducing here-

with. Not the least iioliceaI)le item in connection with this

discussion is the encouraging tone regarding the outlook

of electric ranges at various points in the United States where

the cost of electric current is very much greater than it is

at many points in Canada.
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Economic Use of Electric Ovens

Discussion on " Economic Operation of Electric Ovens,"

before the A. I. E. E. The original article was

printed in the Electrical News of

August 15, 1915.

Dwight F. Henderson: I think this paper has opened up

a subject that will in the future be given a great deal of

attention and study. The manufacturers spend a great deal

of time in study and investigation and money in building

ctTicient ovens, and then little attention is given to the opera-

tion of these ovens, ranges and other devices after they have

been installed in the households. Our company in Spokane
has been very active lately in pushing the sale of electric

ranges and kindred devices. The greatest difficulty that our

commercial men have found is in convincing the prospective

users of this apparatus that the cost of operation is not

going to be excessive. If this apparatus is used intelligently

the cost in most cases is not excessive. We find that it

closely approximates the cost of gas for a small family. I

do not know how that would apply to a large family. I find,

too, that the cost of heating water is the one great draw-

back with the electric ranges, if it is not done in some sys-

tematic manner. We have arranged a scheme for putting on

a fiat-rate water heater which has solved the problem as far

as we are concerned, very nicely. We have developed a

double snap switch interlocked so that when the range is

turned on the water heater is oflf, and when the range is not

in use the water heater is on. That gives an eighteen or

twenty-hour use of the water heater and will give continu-

ous hot water when connected to the ordinary water tank.

Ralph W. Pope: I can see the coming of the scientific

domestic engineer when, as prophesied by the author of

the paper, we can have a definite degree of heat indicated

at which the food should be cooked, and also temperatures

to which the oven should be heated, and any changes which
may be necessary, may be brought about very readily. That
appears to me a great advance.

There has been one serious drawback to tlie introduction

of electrical apparatus in the kitchen, and that is the com-
paratively high initial price. It appears to mc that tltat

initial price might be made lower, when we consider that tlie

revenue eventually is to be <lerived from the current con-

sumed. Then, again, the hiylier cost of operation is not

such a material objection. Tlie cost is more than offset by
convenience; frequently we pay more for cooking by gas

than by coal, and still it is so advantageous, that the gas
bill does not always trouble the kitchen. It is convenience

we are looking for. .'Vs we all know, we have a great many
conveniences which greatly increase the cost of living com-
|)arcd with our former more simple life.

S. N. Clarkson: The electric iron is ciuitc a good revenue
producer for the central station, and now that the manu-
facturers have given us satisfactory electric stoves, it opens
up another and a much larger field for central station service

to replace its competitors. The cooking load is a very de-

sirable one because a great deal can be added to existing sys-

tems without appreciably increasing the demand, due to the

diversity factor of the cooking load.

The human element enters into the cooking so greatly

that it is impossible to give any accurate cost data to fit all

cases. It would seem that with proper care in the operation
of the stoves, a rate of ;i cents per kw.-hr. will about equal
the cost with gas at 90 cents, and for rough computation, the
current consumption of one kw-hr. per day per person is a

fair average.

H. W. Flashman: I would ask the gentleman from
Spokane if lie will complete the discussion 1>y telling us the

rates of charge for gas and electricity. He stated he felt

they broke even on electric cooking.

Dwight F. Henderson: Our rates for current are 8 cents
for the first twenty kw.-hr., 6 cents for the next ten kw.-hr.

and all in excess of that 3 cents per kw.-hr. Our stoves are
put on the same meter which supplies the general lighting of

the house. We figure that about the first thirty kw.-hr.

will be used for lighting for an ordinary residence. That
will leave most of the cooking to be done at the 3-cent rate,

and our gas at Spokane is $1.40 per thousand feet, with cer-

tain discounts. I do not know just what the discounts are.

but the convenience and other features of electric cooking
ofTset the considerable diflference in price between gas and the
electric equipment. We have made approximately one hun-
dred installations now, and our experience has been different

from the report from St. Louis. The ranges for electric

cooking, while they are not by any means perfected yet to
the degree to which they will be, have met with general
satisfaction. We have had only one or two cases where
the installation was returned. The first cost has been a great
handicap in the installation of electric cooking. We have
to sell the average range laid down to us at from $65 to

$90, and there is usually $15 to $20 expense incurred in wiring
the house. We think that a large percentage of the people
would be willing to stand the first cost if they were sure
that the expense of operation would not be too high.

H. L. Wallau: Mention was made of the diversity factor
of the cooking load. I do not happen to recall the figures,

but quite a few experiments were made some years ago in

Cleveland, and these figures were presented to the Associa-
tion of Edison Illuminating Companies in the report of the
Committee on Electric Cooking about two or three years
ago. I merely bring this point up, so that if any of the
gentlemen present desire to get some data on that diversity,

tliey can look the matter up in the report.

I will add further that in Cleveland we found that ih.c

cost of cooking by electricity usually ranged from $1.50 to

$3 a month per head, with current at 5 cents, and it was
proportionately less than that with current at ;) cents. We
had a 3-cent rate for what was known as the "four-hour load
factor stove," that is, any stove the use of the connected load
of which reached four hours a day, or more, received a
3-cent rate. If the use was less than four hours a day, the
rate was 5 cents.

M. G. Lloyd: I am very glad to see going into our re-

cords some definite data on this subject. Most of the figures
which have been available heretofore arc of such an in-

definite character or were obtained under conditions not very
precisely stated, that it is hard to tell just where we stand on
the subject of electric cooking. I think it is of great value
to us to have these definite experiments available. One
thing that is worthy of note in this connection is this: I

think there is a very definite tendency in this country to
recognize the advantage of cooking at low temperatures,
so that more of the nutritive value of the food is retained,
that is recognized as a desirable element. These tests indi-
cate that cooking under the best engineering condition falls

into line with that dietetic condition, that is to say, the most
economical rate of temperature for cooking is the low tem-
perature, at least in most of the cases specilicd.

In regard to the suggestions made by the author as to
what is required, it may not be known to everyone that there
arc ranges on the market which meet some of these condi-
tions, that is to say, the electric stove has already been com-
bined in apparatus designed for the fireless cooker principle,
and there are also ranges on the market which have been
provided with automatic switches and time switches so the
food can be put in the oven and the person in charge of the
cooking go out of the house, and the cooking will go on for
the proper time and at I he proper teinperattirc.
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Cedars Rapids Electrical Development
Mr. R. M. Wilson Describes the Details of Installation and Operation of the Electrical

Equipment, before the Can. Soc. C. E.—Nine Units of 10,000 kv.a., Each

Already Running at Capacity with Load Factor over 90 per cent.

This paper, which is the third and linal one on the

Cedars Development, will treat of the general electrical de-

sign, construction, tests, costs and results of operation to

date.

Before going into the general design a brief description

of the present installation will be useful in following the

details contained in the paper.

The generating plant consists of nine 10,000 kv.a., flCOO

volt, 3 phase, 60 cycles, vertical water wheel driven units,

and three 1,350 kv.a., 2300 volt, 3 phase vertical exciter units,

with necessary switchboards and accessories. The excita-

tion for the large units is obtained from individual motor

generator sets of 150 kw. capacity, driven from the 1250 kv.a.

exciter units. In order to provide proper voltage regulation

on the main bus bars automatic voltage regulators have been

installed on each unit, maintaining a steady voltage and pre-

venting cross currents between the units. The main gener-

ator bus bars are not located in the power house, but have

been installed in the same building as the step-up transform-

ers for Massena and Montreal systems. The power house

and transformer house are separated at present by a dis-

tance of approximately 800 feet, and are electrically con-

nected by a system of feeder cables.

Size of Units

The design and layout of the general in.i.; and excitation

system was the main point of consideration in the electrical

layout, and had to be worked out in conjunction with the

water wheel design. Mr. Smith has explained in his paper

why the vertical type of unit was adopted. The next step

was to determine the most appropriate size of unit, having

in mind our contract obligations for the supply of energy,

which are most onerous as regards continuity of service.

Two sizes of units were considered, viz.: 15,000 kv.a. and
10,000 kv.a. The smaller capacity of unit was finally decided

upon. Some of the principal reasons govefning our deci-

sion were:

1 With imits of 15,000 kv.a. size, too great a per-
centage of plant capacity would be put out of commis-
sion in the event of a failure of a single unit.

2_. Units of this capacity and of vertical type had
not been constructed and we did not feel justified in

installing a unit which would be to a certain extent in

the nature of an experiment.

3. The cost of other apparatus such as cranes, gen-
erator decks, bearings, etc., would have been materially
increased as well as the cost of repairs in the event of
failures, owing to the excessive weight of the larger
size unit. As a matter of information the following
comparative weights are given:

10,000 kv.a. unit 15.000 kv.a. unit

Rotor 213,000 lbs. 425,000 lbs.

Stator 146,000 lbs .300.000 lbs.

When the size of the generating unit had been decided

Showing nine 111,000 kv.a. units at present operating to capacity at Cedars Rapids.
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ciii, tlic design (if llu- unil was discussi-d in detail with the

manufacturing companies' engineers previous to our sending
out specifications. One of the main objects of the discussion

was to impress upon the desisjning engineers the importance
of having tlie most economical ratio hctwecn the diameter
of the unit and its height. The result was that the design
which was finally adopted saved something like seven feet

in the height of the power house over its entire length as

well as keeping down the initial cost of the hydraulic in-

stallation.

As a matter of information the following are the most
important points covered in the generator specifications up-
on which tenders were asked.

Generator Specifications

1. The generator to he of such design that the stator
he divided into four sections, any one of which could
he removed by raising the bridge frame carrying the
thrust bearing and disconnecting the necessary arma-
ture coils. Our reasons for calling for this design was
to permit of our having to rebuild only one-quarter
of the stator in the event of the iron being damaged
by short circuit in the armature winding.

2. The generator to be designed for ?.'> per cent,
power factor and 2.5 per cent, overload for two hours,
and the revolving clement of such construction as to
provide a braking curface with sufficient face to pre-
vent undue heating. The air brakes having been fur-
nished by tlie water wheel contractors, the frame of
the stator had also to be designed to carry a load of
.V'lO.OOO pounds.

3. The generators had to be designed to deliver
their full rated capacity at a normal potential of (i(!00

volts, and all tests and guarantees were based on this

voltage. The generator has also to carry full load rat-

ing in amperes at a voltage of 7200 volts for several

hours without in any way sustainin.g damage.
4. The inherent regulation between zero load and

full rated load to be:

—

10.000 kv.a., 100 per cent. p. I., 14 \>e\: cent.

10,000 kv.a., '.10 per cent, p.f., 24 per- cent.

10,000 kv.a., I'l per cent, p.f., 27 per cent.

with field excitation for 10,000 kv.a., 7.> per cent. p.f.

The sustained short circuit current not to be more than
three times full load current, and the instantaneous
short circuit current not more than eight times' full

load current, and with these current conditions the

generator was not to sustain any damage.
,'). The generator to be of such design that the wave

form will be as near a true sign wave as possible.

6. The temperature rise of the generator on con-

tinuous full load run at 7.5 per cent, power factor was
not to exceed 45 degrees Centigrade at the end of a

48-hour run. This temperature refers to all parts of

the generator except the collector rings, the tempera-
ture of which shall not exceed that of the generator

frame or winding by more than .5 degrees Centigrade.

The temperature guarantees being based on a room
temperature of 25 degrees C, and the method of mea-
surement of the temperature being made by means of

either exploring coils or thermometers, located at the

hottest part of the machine.
In order to make absolutely certain that abnormal

temperatures do not exist, the guarantees are for a

period of two years. At expiration of the two years'

guarantee, at the expense of the contractor, one coil

from each of the four sections of the armature of any
generator will be removed for the purpose of inspec-

tion, in order to demonstrate that the insulation on the

armature coils has not been injured.

7. The efficiency guaranteed to be as follows:

—

.\t 75 per cent. p. f.: IVi load. 95 per cent.; full b'ad,

'.14.5 ]ier cent.: 'j load. ".i:i.7 per cent.: '/ load, !M 7 per

cent.

At '.10 per cent. p. f.: 1J4 l'>a<l. !>.5.8 per cent.; full

load, 95.5 per cent.; ij load. 94.0 per cent.; 'A load, 03.S

I)cr cent.

At 100 per cent. p. f.: \yi load. 90.4 per cent.; full

load, Ofi.l per cent.; f^ load. 95.4 per cent.; '/• load,

9:1.5 per cent.

All losses are included in these efficiencies except

bearing friction and windage, for which an allowance

of 50 kw. has been provided for in the above figures.

s. The design of the generator is such that the ends
of the armature coils are carefully braced preventing
niovement due to short circuits; also various parts of
the coils in the slot are firmly held together prevent-
ing conductors spreading out.

'.). The iron losses must not increase after two years'
operation more than five per cent.

10. In order to provide proper ventilation, special

care to be taken in the design of vanes and the methods
of fastening same to rotating parts so as to avoid
the danger of bolts or other fastenings becoming loose,

due to vibration or short circuits. All vanes must be
such that they will be housed in behind a smooth sur-

face to prevent the operators from getting hurt by
coming in contact with same.

The 10,000 kv.a. units, which w-ere furnished and in-

stalled in accordance with our requirements, have met onr

most sanguine expectations. They contain many important

features which have considerable to do with the splendid

results obtained.

It may be of interest to note that the outside diameter

of the stator is :i~ ft. 4 ins., and the internal diameter of the

stator is :il ft. 11 ins., and that the unit is the largest in

diameter which has been installed to date. The height of

the stator frame from the floor line is only :i:i inches. The
armature iron is built up in such a manner as to give proper

and efficient ventilation, insuring low temperature. The ven-

tilation ducts are constructed with small eye beams spot

welded to spacing punchings, which permits of at least twenty

per cent, better air circulation than the old method previously

used on large units. These units are the first ones installed

with this system of ventilation.

The armature coils are insulated with a composite in-

sulation mica next to the conductor and varnished cloth

outside of the mica. The approximate thickness of insula-

tion is :! /16 inches. A tinfoil tape, wound one-half lap, mak-

ing a total thickness of .0,35 in., covers the varnished clntli.

It is wound very carefully to prevent the entrance of any

air, particularly at the ends just outside of the slot. The tin

foil covering is w'ell grounded to the armature punchin.gs.

This construction equalizes the stress in the coil and pre-

vents corona. The number of slots per pole per phase is

one and one-half. The windin.g is w'hat is commonly known
as the barrel type.

The rotor consists of i:i(i poles and has a W K" equal

lo 31,000,000 lbs. at one foot radius.

The approximate net weights of the unit are as follows:

—

rotor, 21 :^,000 lbs.; stator, 14ii,000 lbs.; misc., ;i2,000_ lbs.

Determining the Temperature

It is now recognized that certain internal parts of the

generator attain a much higher temperature than that indi-

cated by thermometers placed on accessible i)arts. or than

the average temperature indicated by the resistance rise of

the entire winding.

In order to determine the actual temperature of the hot-

test parts of the winding, copper temperature coils of cer-

tain known resistance are i)laced so as to record the teni-

[lerature in de.grees centigrade on indicators placed on the

switchboard.

In each generator six temperature coils arc placed be-

tween the upper and lower armature coils at equal distances

around the generator.

In providing the cxcitati<in I'or the lar.ge units we de-

l)arted from the usual practice of installing large d.c. units

water-wheel driven. In their place has been installed three

a.c. 1250 kv.a.. 2:i00 volt, three phase units excited by an

IS kw., d.c. generator on same shaft and turbine driven, also

a bank of three 1000 kv.a. transformers which permits of

one of the large units being used for excitation purposes

in case of emergency.

These a.c. generators furnish the necessary energy for

driving the individual motor generator sets for exciting (he
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large units. Some of the reasons governing the adoption of

this method of excitation are here given.

1. In case of trouble on an individual exciter set

only one main unit would be affected.

2. .^11 auxiliary machinery would be a.c. motor-

driven with low operating costs.

3. It was easier to obtain proper automatic voltage

control with individual generator exciter sets.

4. The investment in cables, switches, etc., for sup-

plying individual sets for a.c. power lower than for

d.c. power.
5. The cost of spare apparatus kept at a mniimum.
6. In the event of emergency conditions one of the

large units could be used.

The specifications for the 1250 kv.a. units are similar in

nearly every detail to the large units.

To provide for proper voltage regulation, each gener-

ator has its individual exciter and regulator; the exciter or

motor-generator set being connected to the main generator

field through a remote controlled solenoid operated switch

and a motor operated rheostat. Cross currents between gen-

conditions at Cedars was one in which one motor would

operate two fan units, each unit being known as a double

Keith fan. Five sets of these units were installed and so

arranged that the air supply to them could be obtained

either from the tail-race or generator room. The installa-

tion of fans being so arranged as to provide a spare unit.

No air washing system was installed, as it was not found

necessary, due to the location of the fans.

Each unit consists of two fans driven by a 00 h.p., 2200

volt, 3 phase motor. The combined air capacity of the unit

is 105,000 cubic feet per minute at ^ oz. pressure.

Switchboards and Low Tension Switchgear

In the design and layout of the most suitable system of

switchboards and accessories, the following important point

consistent with minimum initial cost and continuity of ser-

vice. The double bus bar arrangement was finally adopted

and designed in such a manner that a failure on any one

section would not cripple the next unit. The double system

of switches insures operation against interruptions due to

Oil Switches- Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Co.

erators operating in parallel are prevented by a current wind-

ing on the a.c. control magnet of the regulator; the phase of

the current in the current winding being 90 degrees from

the current in the potential winding. In other words, if the

potential winding is connected across phase 1 and :i, the

current winding is taken from phase 2.

Each regulator is equipped with a regulating rheostat

which is placed in series with the a.c. control magnet. This

rheostat has a resistance of 10 ohms total in thirty-six steps,

each step changing the voltage held by the regulator approxi-

mately •me-half volt on 110 volts normal.

With this system of control voltage variation can be

obtained on the main units without effecting automatic regu-

lation between the limits of 5S00 volts and 7200 volts.

Ventilation

For the purpose of insuring proper ventilation of the

main generators during the summer season it was thought

advisable to install a suitable system of blowers, capable of

furnishing to each generatoi" pit 35,000 cubic feet of air per

minute at one-half ounce pressure.

It was found after careful investigation that low speed

fans were more efficient; also the initial cost was lower, as

well as the operating costs.

The system of fans found to be the most suitable for

was closely followed. We desired the most flexible system

failures, provides an easy means for constant inspection, and

permits testing and meeting any load conditions being

handled easily.

For the purpose of control, one main control and instru-

ment board has been installed in the power house. This

board controls the main generator circuits right up to the

0000 volt bus bars in the transformer house. In the same

control room in the power house is installed the 2300 volt

board for controlling the exciter units and auxiliary appar-

atus—all switching apparatus being remote control.

In the transformer house a control desk and instrument

board have been installed for controlling the step-up trans-

formers and out-going lines.

All switching apparatus and accessories have been in-

stalled in such a manner that extension to the plant can be

made without in any way interfering with the operation of

the present apparatus.

Each main generator is controlled by two switches, one

located in the power house and the other in the transformer

house. The switches are not automatic except when a re-

versal in power occurs, then the generator in trouble is im-

mediately removed from the system.

It was thought advisable in the design of our switch-

gear and accessories to use a large factor of safety, and with

this condition in mind all switches installed for the main
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0000 volt units are standard 13,200 volt oil switches, and the

current carrying capacity of same are fifty per cent, greater

than the normal current output of the generators. The 2300

volt switch gear is for 7500 volt operation with a margin
of safety in current carrying capacity of fifty per cent, more
than normal requirements.

Switchboards and Switchgear

Some of the other important points in cnnneclion with

the switchboards and switch gear are:

—

All instrument panels are provided with testing studs

so that standard instruments for check purposes can easily

be installed.

Duplicate synchroscopes have been provided on both

the 6600 volt and 2300 boards.

Control current for all switches furnished at 220 volts

from motor generator set with an au.xiliary storage battery.

All rheostats, switches, etc., remote electrically con-

trolled.

All graphic meters on step-up transformers synchronized.

Complete system of signals electrically operated installed

in power house, permitting switchboard operator handling

any portion of the plant from control desk in operating

room in power house.

All oil switches are electrically interlocked.

Signal lamps from all centre disconnecting switches

mounted on control board in view of operator.

All bus bar insulators rigid and strong and spaced so

as to prevent any distortion of bus bars under the most
severe short circuit conditions.

Synchronizing of all main generators is done with

switches in power house, so as to protect system against

improper handling of main units.

The contact current densities used in tlie design of the

switchgear was as follows:—05 amperes per sq. in. for clip

contacts; 100 amperes per sq. in. for Ijoltcd terminals; 200

amperes per sq. in. for sweated terminals. All disconnecting

switches locked Ij'pe.

Four per cent, reactance coils based on the capacity of

one generator installed between every group of three gen-

erators. With this protection and operating 18 units in

multiple; which will be the complete installation of the

plant, the maximum possible instantaneous short circuit cur-

rent with an inherent reactance of the generators of 31 per

cent, will not exceed 34'^ times the capacity of one unit.

All generator panels are provided with the following in-

struments: a.c. ammeter; a.c. voltmeter; indicating polyphase

wattmeter; recording polyphase wattmeter; indicating fre-

quency wattmeter; power factor meter; d.c. field voltmeter;

d.c. field ammeter; temperature indicator; signal system.

.\!1 bus bar and switch structures are of reinforced con-

crete. Reinforced concrete was adopted in place of brick

for structures for the following reasons: (1) barrier work
could be made thinner; (2) loading on floors much less; (3)

easier to obtain greater clearances for live parts to ground

in same space.

Cables

All cables used on the main generators operating at

6600 volts were installed for 13,200 volt operation. Cables

used for 2300 volt operation were installed for 4400 volts.

It was considered that the increased cost due to the

added installation was more than offset against failures.

Lead covered, paper insulated cables were used in all places

where they were subjected to moisture. All cables designed

with cross sectional area of sufficient size to carry fifty per

cent, over normal current continuously. All large single

conductor cables on a.c. circuits have rope cores to minimize

skin effect. In designing cables 1200 cm. per ampere was
generally used.

The most important part of the cable design was the

size and kind to use on the main units connecting power
house and transformer house.

The final adoption being four 3-conductor, 300,000 cm.
lead covered, paper insulated cables per unit.

Some of the reasons governing our decision were:

—

1. Increase in apparent resistance of single con-
ductor lead covered cables, carrying heavy currents at

GO cycles was found to be abnormally high.
2. The three conductor cable slightly cheaper in

initial cost.

3. In the event of failure of one of the four cables
partial service could be obtained during repairs.

Where the cable runs were comparatively short, single

conductor cable was used to facilitate handling, and on

account of the fact the outside diameter was less, thus taking

up less room.

Conduit System

In connection with the conduit system, there were two
main parts, interior conduit for control system, lighting and

heating, and feeder conduits for carrying generator feeder

cables in power house and between power house and trans-

former house.

The interior conduits were of galvanized iron pipe, the

majority of which were embedded in concrete and the rest

suspended from the ceilings of the galleries.

The feeder conduits, where permanent, as in the power
house, are of vitrified clay, and where temporary, such as

in the connection between power house and transformer

house, fibre duct laid in concrete was used.

Battery Installation

To provide for auxiliary service for switch control and

emergency lighting a storage battery has been installed hav-

ing a capacity of 75 amperes for eight hours, 125 amperes

for four hours and 315 amperes for one hour, with automatic

switches, etc., to make the battery complete in every detail.

Lighting System

Tlie main object in the layout of our lighting system

was to get a good even illumination without shadows over

every important part of the building. In general the plane

of illumination was taken at 3 feet above floor level. The
following intensities were adopted:

—

Power house—generator room and .gate house, 3 ft.

candles; control room, 3J/ ft. candles.

Transformer house—control room, 3 ft. candles; switch

room, lyi ft. candles; transformer chambers, 1 ft. candles.

The size of tungstens used in main part of power house

was 500 watts, equipped with steel dome reflectors, dis-

tributed evenly over the roof girders, and in order to obtain

the illumination desired 45 kw. of illumination was required.

A similar method was adopted in the transformer house only

smaller tungstens were used.

The amount of energy used for power house illumina-

tion per sq. ft. in the generator room and gate house is .63

watts. With this amount of energy the illumination obtained

is perfect for operating conditions.

(To be continued. 1

Rigaud vs North River Power Company

The Quebec Public Utilities Commission has passed

judgment in the case of the Town of Rigaud against the

North River Electric Company. It was complained that

the company was in illegal possession of the streets, but

the commission held that a franchise had been granted. The

company had not, however, fulfilled its obligations in the

matter of supplying light, and the commission granted a cer-

tain time for the necessary work to be done; an expert would

then investigate the system and report. There was no

obligation on the part of th? company to supply power.
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The Practical Value of Curves
The Application of Curves, Charts and Graphs to Facilitate the

Analysis of Engineering Problems and Statistical Information
By F. H. Martin*

Tlio talk this evening can hardly be Icrnicd a paper

—

it is more in the nature of a resume or collection of curves

and diagrams that have been found helpful, especially in pre-

liminary design work, and they arc described in the hope

that they may be of value to some of you.

It was the intention originally to analyse the mathe-

matical side of the art of curve plotting, but mathematical

discussions are usually rather dry, so this phase has been

omitted and may be taken up later in the season if desired.

The talk this evening will be confined to the practical

values of the curves which will be shown after a few intro-

ductory remarks:

Graphs are statements of results presented by means of

TRANSMISSION LINE

REGULATION DIAGRAM
datat

7tmile5 0f 270,600 c-m. aluminium cable.
6 FOOT, TRIANGULAR 5PAClNa,
56.aOOVOLTS BET^VEEN WIRES CONSTANT

MSTICS.

By reducing tile value of facts lo properly proportioned

pictures or symbolic drawings, and arranging these geomet-

rical diagrams in such a position that their relationship is

apparent, their relative values, are instinctively appraised by

the eye, and the lesson they are intended to teach, promptly

and easily grasped.

Statistics are a collection of facts tabulated numerically,

or, a group of facts brought out by collecting numbers; in

other words, it is the science of measurements of the social

organism.

Each year thousands of dollars are spent in collecting

all kinds of data, which is usually arranged in a tabulated

form, and anyone who has ever had an occasion to analyze

V

diagrams, geometrical figures, or pictures to delineate or

convey information in a vivid, forcible, and instructive man-
ner; to put it tersely, it might lie leniicd a picturization of

facts.

Charts are maps of results or facts, similar to, but slight-

ly more comple-x, than graphs.

•Designing Engineer. Winnipeg River Power Company, before ths Elec-
trical Section of the Manitoba Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engin-
eers.

Transmission line regulation diagram.

this enormous mass of information will have felt the need

of a more coherent and concise means of arranging the

same, in order to enable the average individual to recognize

the salient features of these facts, and, to serve as a guide

in making correct deductions therefrom, instead of accept-

ing ready-made conclusions handed to him.

If the average citizen, and, especially the business man
wlio usually dodges the simplest charts, obsessed with the
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idea that they involve higher mathematics, or, some other

mysterious agency, knew how to interpret charts and curves,

it would be feasible to elucidate to him in effective form
those facts, relating to broad social and public improvements,

public-service operations, and international, state or muni-

cipal affairs.

To the ordinary person this does not seem to be a mat-

ter of great importance, and at first sight we cannot see its

relationship to engineering, but when we consider that dur-

ing the five years that the French engineers labored on the

Panama Canal, they lost 32,189 men, while America has lost

5,000 in twice that time, and has also succeeded in trans-

forming the region from one of the most deadly to one
of the most healthy localities on this continent, due largely

to the praiseworthy efforts of Surgeon-General Gorgas, who
recognized how potent in the reductions of the cause of

those losses are sanitary environments and the separation

of the infected from the sound, we see how essential it is

to standardize all the facts that would influence an engineer-

ing project in such a manner as to permit just comparison
being made and then analyze the results graphically so that

correct deductions can be made. Then there will no longer

be any excuse for acting in ignorance since the curves will

show exactly what is happening so that all conscientious

workers for social, sanitary and other reforms will be able

to discover at once the direction in which it is most desirable

to concentrate attention

The two principal methods of elementary statistics which
ought to be understood by all students or officials who
handle figures, and, which are easily within the grasp of all

independent of mathematical training, but which are gen-

erally misunderstood, or ignored by the uninterested or un-

initiated, are, the method of averages, and the method of

diagrams, or the graphic method.

When we deal with large and complex masses of figures,

we are unable to grasp them in their entirety, however clear-

ly tliey may be tabulated. A list of figures, as for instance,

the population of different cities, the wages of numerous
individuals, etc., becomes less comprehensive as its length

increases. A list of ten numbers can easily be grasped, of

twenty, only with an effort, even b)' the highly skilled reader,

while a series of figures for one hundred successive years

leaves hardly any impression on the mind at all—we cannot

see the wood for the trees—and we find that this also holds

true in all fields of endeavor.

As civilization advances there is being brought to the

attention of the average individual a constantly increasing

volume of comparative figures and general data of a scientific,

technical, and statistical nature. The graphical method per-

mits the presentation of such figures and data with a great

saving of time, and also with more clearness than would
otherwise be obtained.

If simple and convenient standards can be found and

made generally known, and adhered to, there will be possible

a more universal use of graphic methods, with a consequent

.nain to mankind, because of the greater speed and accuracy

with which complex information may be imparted and in-

terpreted.

The graphic method is also used in solving problems
in every branch of engineering (which otherwise would in-
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volve very complicated or laborious mathematical computa-

tion) by drawing vectors to scale, and estimating slopes

and arears under curves. This method not only gives the

student a mental picture of the operation, but compels him

to think of the relation between the various quantities in-

volved, instead of merely performing operation by fixed

rules, and the principles so illustratecl are more deeply im-

pressed.

Much of the work of calculation done by engineers or

designers is in the repeated application of a lii lited number

of formulas to a variety of diflfercnt conditions, which in-

volves merely the substitution of different variables in iden-

tical equations. Any mechanical means for performing this

operation expeditiously will not- only lead to a saving of

time and mental wear and tear, but will also minimize the

chances of error. Such a device is the calculating chart, or

monogram, and the increasing frequency with which it is

employed in the more recent publications, is a good evi-

dence of the growing recognition of its value.

Many excellent examples of these charts have appeared

WHERE THE NICKEL GOES

Believing that this subject should be particularly useful

to the practical engineer, who is often a trifle rusty in some
parts of his mathematics, an efifort has been made to sim-

plify the mathematical treatment, and a series of problems

has been worked out in detail, illustrating the application of

all the chart forms herein explained.

It is thought that a study of these would afford a

clearer insight into the methods employed, and a better un-

derstanding of the difficulties likely to be encountered, than

would be possible from a purely theoretical analysis.

It will be observed that the corresponding metric di-

mensions have been added to the scales of some of the dia-

grams shown, this practically makes the charts international

in character and like music, they may be arranged and in-

terpreted in any language. This feature is greatly appreci-

ated by engineering organizations whose scope is internation-

al and frequently saves considerable time in translating and
converting from one system to the other.

The great advantage of the graphic method is that all

of mankind's observations and calculations may be arranged

Diagram showing distribution of
DIA6RAM OF 5TRENSTH OF ROUND SHAFTS, COMBINED TWlSTlNq AND BENDIN5 MOMENTS

of late years and are available for use. but it is evident that.

to realize their full value as useful instruments, the engineer

should have a sufficient acquaintance with their underlying

principles to construct charts suited to his individual needs.

Some of the chart forms employed to-day have been

known and used for many years, but it is only within recent

times tliat any systematic study has been made of the sub-

ject as a whole, or any attempt to properly classify and cor-

relate the different types.

In this work the French have been pioneers, and, it is

to one of them, Maurice D'Ocagne, that we owe what is

probably the most thorough and comprehensive text on the

subject, his "traite de Nomographic." Soreau and others have
also produced very creditable work on this subject.

Although books on Nomography have been published in

many foreign languages, there does not appear to have been
anything written on the subject in English, outside of a few
scattered magazine articles, which have covered only re-

stricted portions of the field.

Books in English on graphical calculus are by no means
uncommon, but this is generally looked upon as something
different from Nomography, although a strict line of de-

marcation between the two subjects would be somewhat
difficult to trace.

or cliarled on co-ordinate paper, just as the hj-drographcr

charts the position of the coasts, islands, rocks, channels,

etc., on a chart, which is used to guide the mariner on his

voyage, so the graphic method may be emploj'ed as a guide,

especially for preliminary designs and estimates.

The prevailing tendency in engineering design is towards

projects of greater magnitude containing a minimum number
of units of maximum output, in making the initial layouts

the approximate dimensions of the various apparatus must
often be guessed at, and the uncertainty as to the e.xact re-

quirements to be fulfilled by the work when completed is

also a disadvantage, which cannot be escaped; but the more
difficult it is to reach absolute correctness, the greater need

we have of some guide which shall reduce the unavoidable

guess-work to its lowest terms, and to save us from manifold

hazards which result from not only guessing at facts, but

at the effects of those facts.

Whatever care we use we can never attempt with suc-

cess to fix the exact point where economy ends and ex-

travagance begins, but the graphic method helps us to es-

tablish certain narrow limits in citlier direction, somewhere
within which lies the truth, and anywhere outside of which
lies a certainty of error.

The final results must, of course, always be modified ac-
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cording to the results desired, conditions of working, the
personal elements, etc., and accurate computations made for

each particular case. The whole value of the charts shown
this evening lies in their suggestive possibilities, as no at-

tempt has been made to apply them to any specific case.

The continuation of this article, which will appear in a

subsequent issue, covers the mathematical phase, starting
from the simple geometric definition of a point in space
moving in the shortest direction between two points gen-
erating a line, or one dimensional unit, movement of the
line generating a plane or two dimensional unit, motion of
the plane in a direction not contained within itself, generat-
ing a cube of three dimensions, and so on.

There will be explained more fully the tw^o dimensional
planes, containing the X and Y axis, which divides the plane
into four quadrants, also positive and negative numbers,
rectangular and polar co-ordinates, complex quantities in-

volving the quadratic or square root of minus one quantities,
which are so helpful in solving alternating current compu-
tations, and the equations for the straight line, circle, para-
bola, hyperbola and higher curves; graphical calculus; in-

cluding integration and differentiation.

The graphical analysis of all of these gives a much
clearer insight into their value, and allows the average in-

dividual to apply them daily to the solution of what would
otherwise appear very complex problems. Until recent years

MOMTHO.

Daylighttemperatureprecipitation chart for Winnipeg.

it was regarded as a very advanced and difficult branch of

pure mathematics, its knowledge being the possession of a

privileged few and especially endowed mathematicians.

The study of graphics is a common one, and no branch
of mathematics knowledge has a more practical application.

This is as it should be, for the fundamental ideas of graphics

are common possessions.

CHART
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Review of the Electric Vehicle Industry and Forecasts

for the Coming Year
By A. Jackson Marshall

inentThe yeai- I'Jl.') saw many chaiigts and improve

in the electric vehicle industry, all of which point to an un-

usually bright future both for the electric in the commercial

field and as a passenger car. There has been no sudden,

illusory spurts of popularity in the progress of the electric

vehicle, rather it has been a gradual, steady growth, forming

a good, strong foundation upon which to build up its ever-

increasing business. Ever since the transportation world has

recognized the value of the motor truck in the larger cities

where there are opportunities of testing the various forms of

trucks, that while the gasoline motor truck is especially

adapted for long" uninterrupted hauls, the electric vehicle

is the desirable and economical vehicle for city and sub-

urban work.

The Boston Institute of Technology, employing the best

authorities in an unbiased study of transportation problems

bears out this statement of the electric's adaptability to city

traffic after four years of observation, and statistical study.

Indeed, all we need do is to observe the large fleets of

electrics in our city streets which have been adopted by our

largest and most conservative business houses. The Am-

erican Express Company has been a consistent buyer of

all forms of electric trucks for the past seven years. It

has now about 300 electrics in use in two cities alone, and

the additions to its various fleets during the fall and winter

of 1915-16 are practically all of the electric type. The Adams

Express Company operates 336 electrics in two large cities

and has just received the final shipment of an increase in

one fleet of 4a electrics. The Ward Baking Company is now

using 610 electric delivery wagons. The Jacob Ruppert

Brewing Company has 145 electrics, many of which are five

ton capacity units; the George Ehret Brewery 136; the New
York Edison Company 130. A number of large fleets of

electric coal trucks varying from the light 2-ton capacity to

5 and 6-ton trucks, are used in and around Boston, where

they are operated IS hours a day, hauling coal to the business

houses and office buildings at night, thus avoiding the difll-

culty and delay of operating in the sections where' traflic

is more congested during the day. In the lighter class of

delivery wagons the department stores have shown a strong

preference for the electric. Gimbel Brothers operate 11!);

Lord & Taylor, B. Altman & Company, R. H. Macy & Com-

pany, Bonwit-Tcller Company, Stern Brothers, the Tiflfany

Company, the Franklin Simon Company, all of New York,

have adopted electric delivery service. In Chicago the

Marshall Field Company operates no less than 330; Wood-
ward and Lathrop, of Washington, Houghton & Button

Company, of Boston, and the Bullock Company, of Los

Angeles, are also representative department stores all using

large fleets of electric vehicles. It is significant that in

nearly every case where a coiueni has adopted the electric,

large repeat orders have Ijceii the result, evincing a certain

confidence in the substantial solidity of the electric veliicle

for city and suburban transportation service.

While nearly all of the largest fleets of electric vehicles

have been installed primarily through the eflforts of the ve-

hicle manufacturers, the electricity supply companies (central

stations) of the country have exercised considerable influence

ill the promotion of the electric vehicle. However, there

are comparatively few that appreciate the tremendous oppor-

tunities attending its furtlier development. In New York

'Secretary Electric Vehicle Association of America.

City, for example, there is a minimum of something over

$10,000,000 annually to be derived from the sale of current

for electric vehicles in place of horses. Of 10,000,000 horses

that are in use in the cities and towns of this country prob-

ably all could be successfully displaced by electric vehicles.

This would mean an additional income to some six thousand

electricity supply companies of about one million dollars.

This is all the more significant when we consider that the

combined income of all these Central Stations from all

sources last year was approximately $450,000,000, of which

but a very small percentage was derived from the sale of

current for electric vehicle charging. Even if only a small

fraction of the business in sight were obtained, it would

represent a tremendous increase in the total incomes to the

electricity supply companies.

That the horse and wagon is gradually being displaced

by the light electric delivery wagon has been demonstrated

by the very successful campaign recently carried on by a

well-known manufacturer of vehicles of that type. Within

its capacity rating the small 750-lb. electric delivery wagon
costs less to operate than a single horse wagon and can per-

form a far greater amount of work. Where conditions are

such as to demand mileage ranges of 30, 40 or 50 miles per

day, the saving obtained by the use of this car may actually

cover its cost in less than two years, and this after all other

running expenses have been paid for. It costs less to keep

this car in tires than it does to keep a single horse in shoes

for the same work done. For equal service the cost of cur-

rent at 5c. per kilowatt-hour amounts to but half the cost

of hay and oats alone. In New York City more than fifty

livery stables have expressed a willingness to store and wash
this car for $10 a month. These same stables get from $37

to $30 a month for stabling and otherwise caring for a single

horse and wagon, there is profit in the former and almost

inevitable loss in tlie latter.

The Electric in Municipal Work
.\iiotlier inipurtant dcvelupmeiit of the electric vehicle

during the past year in a special field is its adoption for muni-

cipal service by many of our most progressive cities in one
form or another. It is with considerable interest that fire

chiefs throughout the country are watching the results and

performances of electrically propelled fire trucks and en-

gines in the cities where they have been adopted. This

should prove an especially fertile field for the exploitation

of the electric because of its inherent qualities of absolute

dependability, its ease of operation, immediate response to

driver's touch, and great simplicity of working parts, all of

which are vastly important in operating fire apparatus.

Philadelphia has adopted electrically propelled fire apparatus,

and especially high commendation has been given it by the

Fire Chiefs of the following cities, all of which have adopted
the electric vehicle: Springfield, Mass.; Baltimore, 'Md.; Bos
ton, Mass.; .\kron. Ohio; Worcester, Mass.; L'niontown, Pa.;

Camden. N. J.; Paterson, N. J.; Hartford, Conn., and several

other cities too numerous to mention. A recent demonstra-
tion of electrically driven fire apparatus was held on '.he

steep grades in and around Paterson. N. J., during November.
at the time of its initial installation in that city. The tests

showed the remarkable power of a combination chemical
engine and hose wagon fully equipped with twenty lengths
of hose and a crew of fourteen men weighing in all 18,330

lbs., and a second piece of apparatus consisting of 65-ft.
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aerial ladder carrying a crew of twenty-two men with total

weight of 20,000 lbs. These two pieces negotiated a 18.23

per cent, grade, having an uneven cobble stone paving, in

1 niiiuitc, 13 seconds, starting at the foot of the hill from a

(lead stop. This hill had always been used as a test hill for

every piece of apparatus used by tlie I'aterson Fire Depart-

ment, and the previous fastest time had been 1 minute, 10

seconds, made by a gasoline combination. It is interesting

that these pieces of electrically driven apparatus made the

run from Philadelphia to Paterson, approximately 125 miles,

in fourteen hours elapsed time, including stops at Trenton.

New Brunswick and Newark.

Electrics are now being used in large numbers for tlie

collection of refuse in our cities, two of the most recent

installations being in Boston, where two five-ton trucks have

been purchased by the city, and in New York, where two
gas-electric tractors are being used for the same purpose.

Several cities of the south have adopted electrics for refuse

collection, notably Miami. Fla.. which has operated electric

refuse vans for some time. Electric street sprinklers, snow
plows, steam rollers, police patrol wagons, and ambulances,

are all being gradually adopted by progressive municipalities,

which recognize the economy of operating cost and efficiency

of the modern electric commercial vehicle.

The very latest development, and one which will play

an important part in further jiopularizing the passenger elec-

tric, is the electrically driven ta.xicab. The present gasoline

taxicab service in. many of our larger cities, and especially

in New York, is inefficient, in many instances unsafe and

costly to operate. An electric taxicab has been develope<l

liy a company in Detroit, wliere there is now a fleet of 47

in operation, which has all the exclusive refinement of a

privately owned limousine in appearance, and is operated

with far greater case and safety than the very best of the

gasoline taxicabs. Plans are now under way whereby a

company will be formed to introduce electric taxicab ser-

vice in New York and other large cities in this country.

Mr. I. S. Scrimger, General Manager of the Detroit Taxicab

& Transfer Company, has been in New York for several days

demonstrating one of the electric taxicabs. Mr. Scrimger
in relating the experience which his company has had with

electrics in Detroit, states:

"The public in Detroit have taken very kindly to our

electric equipment; so much so that we have had people

wait from a half hour to three-quarters of an hour for an

electric cab when we had gas cabs standing which they

might have used. All of our cabs now in service are being

operated 2t hours a day with two shifts of drivers; each man
working 13 hours a day. To enable us to operate our cabs

34 hours a day we have had wayside charging boxes in-

stalled on the curb at the various hotels, and our cabs while

standing idle arc on charge. The Edison Illuminating Com-
liany, of Detroit, has co-operated with us in every way pos-

-sible, and has .given us power wherever it was possible to

Electric Taxicabs

"W'e feel that wc have constructed for our service a

thoroughly up-to-date, practical electric taxicab. Some eight

years' experience with the gasoline car taught us the weak

points of the gas car and we have tried to overcome them

with out new construction.

"Our cab has a 131-inch wheel base, and the interior of

the cab body proper has a space about 68 inches long and

about 50 inches wide, which you will see enables us to carry

from four to five passengers very comfortably. Our experi-

ence taught us the limousine type of body was preferable lo

the landaulet type and could be operated with less expense.

We are using pneumatic tires, and have already made a won-

derful mileage showing with them."

The Battery Rental plan for commercial vehicles, which
has been in existence for a number of years in Hartford.

Conn., is just beginning to force recognition in other cities,

and will, without doubt, become extensively employed
throughout the country during the coming year. The aim
of the Battery Rental System is to widen the scope of the

electric truck, increase its mileage, and reduce the initial cost.

The truck user buys a truck with chassis and body adapted
to his particular requirements without the battery. The
electricity supply companies or charging stations of the vari-

ous cities where this system is used keep him supplied with
charged batteries to run his truck. In other words, he buys
from the electricity supply company not energy at so much
per kilowatt-hour, but transportation service. He pays a

flat charge for garaging and battery maintenance, depending
on the size of his truck. In addition he pays so much per
mile for the total mileage traveled as indicated by the odo-
meter on the truck. When one set of batteries are nearly ex-

hausted he receives a freshly charged set from the nearest
charging station, taking from two to four minutes for the

exchange, less time than it takes to refill a gasoline tank.

This system is already in practical use in Hartford, Conn.,
Boston, Worcester, Baltimore, Salt Lake City, Fall River.

Spokane and San Francisco, and as its success becomes re-

cognized by other electricity supply companies, it will within

a comparatively short time become practically universal, thus
increasing the mileage radius of the electric truck and ex-

tending its usefulness to fields not always considered prac-

tical for the electric.

Battery Exchange System

The Battery Rental and Exchange System is also bcinj,

developed successfully for the passenger car type. Coupled
with this project will be a very substantial reduction in the

price of electric vehicles. Already one large manufacturer of

passenger electrics in Chicago is selling a vehicle minus bat-

teries for nearly $1,000 less than last year, the purchaser
renting the batteries from the various service stations

throughout the city. In this way the user can estimate his

maintenance costs without difficulty and he will know be-

forehand exactly what his operating expenses will be. In

some figures recently compiled by this company it is shown
that in the comparative costs of operating an electric and
a gasoline car of the same valuation, the difference in up-

keep expenses mounts as high as 1S5 per cent, in favor of

the electric in cases where the owner employs a chauffeur

to run his gas car. In instances where no chauffeur is em-
ployed the electric shows a saving of from 3() to 5.5 per

cent, in operating costs over the gasoline type.

Other phenomenal price reductions in electric passenger
vehicles have been due to quantity production and an un-

precedented increase in sales. A decrease of $875 was an-

nounced by one company which has been carrying on an

extensive sales campaign, and other manufacturers have of-

fered reductions of from $300 to $800. All of this augurs
well for future popularity of the electric, and already its

recognition as the most satisfactory car for city and sub-

urban use is evidenced in the greatly increased numbers
which we see daily in the streets.

The past year has been marked by a number of success-

ful long runs organized by several of the leading manufac-
turers. Fifteen hundred miles in fourteen days, using but a

single charge of the batteries per day. was the record made
by the Beardsley Electric Company, of Los Angeles, Cal.

Recently a Detroit Electric made a run of 180 miles in less

than ten hours, and the same make of car also accomplished
a :i75 mile run from Hartford to Washington in an actual

running time of 31 hours. The trip cost $5.65, or less than

i'A cents per mile. A Waverley Electric made the trip from
Buflfalo to New York this fall in three days, and at the time
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of the Convention of the Electric Vehicle Association of

America, at Cleveland, a Chicago Electric made a record run

of 434 miles between Chicago and Cleveland in a running

time of 38 hours. The Milburn Light Electric has been mak-

ing some phenomenal long distance runs on the Pacihc

Coast, and has shown remarkably excellent hill climbing

ability and mileage radius in the hilly sections around Port-

land, Oregon. One hundred and forty, and even one hun-

dred' and sixty miles on a single charge of the batteries

has been accomplished by several dififerent makes of electrics,

showing that batteries are constantly l>cing improved and

their mileage capacity increased.

Manufacturers of electrics have begun to realize during

the past year that there is a growing demand for electrics

built along more masculine lines. This type of automobile

has so long been recognized as the ideal car for a woman

that they have lost sight of the fact that certain features

of the electric have an especial appeal to business and profes-

sional men with whom destination on time is of vital import-

ance. An electric is absolutely dependable, and in traffic con-

gested streets it winds its way in and out more easily than any

other type of car, saving time by stopping and starting in

immediate response to the driver's touch. There are no

blow-outs, no stalling of the engine, and no changing of

gears to be reckoned with when every minute counts. Sturdy

appearing roadsters, built on more masculine lines, have

therefore been developed to meet popular demand, and the

electric is fast establishing itself as a favorite with men for

city and suburban use.

During the summer the new co-operative electric garage

of the New York Electric Vehicle Association, located at

Central Park West and 62nd Street, was thrown open to

the public, and is housing its full quota of 100 electric pas-

senger cars. The charging equipment of this electric gar-

age, which is the largest in New York, is unusually complete,

having facilities to charge from 100 to 300 cars per day and

to care for the various sizes of batteries. Finely equipped

electric garages are springing up in greater numbers all over

the country, offering excellent facilities, and in some instances

giving a unique parking service free of charge. The electric

garages of Chicago ofifer a parking service in the Loop dis-

trict which has proven a boon to shoppers and theatre pat-

rons. Owing to the strict enforcement of the "half-hour

law" for motor vehicles which prohibits a car from standing

in any one place for more than a half hour, the owners of

electrics who rarely employ a chauffeur were especially in-

convenienced. Recognizing this, the electric garages or-

ganized the free parking service and the cars are brought

to a centrally located garage by the owner and parked

by a reliable and competent chauffeur who returns the car

when needed again.

This is but one instance of the excellent service offered

to users of electric vehicles, both commercial and passenger.

Manufacturers, electricity supply companies, and electric gar-

ages are all co-operating to further electric vehicle develop-

ment and to give the best service under all conditions to their

patrons.

Montreal Talking to Vancouver

The Bell Telephone Company of Canada gave an inter-

esting demonstration at the Ritz Carlton Hotel, Montreal,

on Monday evening, February 14th. Through the co-opera-

tion of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,

Montreal was connected with Vancouver and about two hun-

dred leading citizens of the Eastern Metropolis listened to

conversations carried on with prominent men in Vancouver.

Lord Shaughnessy spoke to F. W. Peters, Supt. of the

C. P. R. at Vancouver; Sir Frederic Williams-Taylor spoke

to D. R. Clarke, of the Bank of Montreal in Varcouver;

tJL.A^^
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Personals

Mr. W. L. Bird, manager of the Kaministiquia Power
("ompany, has been elected, by acclamation, president of the

Fort William Board of Trade for the year 191G.

Mr. A. Grant, wlio recently returned to Englan<l on the

voluntary liquidation of the Canadian British Insulated Com-
pany, Limited, of which he was manager, has been appointed

manager for India of the British Insulated S: Helsby Cables

Limited, England.

Mr. E. S. Cook, formerly representing the Canadian Tung-
sten Lamp Company, Limited, in the province of Ontario,

and late of the firm of Moncur & Cook. Hamilton, is again

associated with the Canadian Tungsten Lamp Company, and
wilt act in the capacity of district sales manager of the On-
tario division, with office and warehouse at Ifiii King Street

West, Toronto.

Mr. P. A. Macdonald, the recent appointee as Manitoba
Public Utilities Commissioner, who succeeds Mr. H. A. Rob-
son, K.C., was born in Gananoque, Ont., in 1857, and edu-

cated at Queen's University, graduating in 1876. Following
his graduation he studied law in Toronto and began practis-

Commissioner MacdonalJ.

ing in Winnipeg in 1880. In 1888 he was appointed Master

and Referee in the Court of King's Bench, which position he

held until 1011, when he resigned to open an office for pri-

vate practice. The new Commissioner thus brings to his

work qualifications and experience which eminently fit him

for the position. His many j-ears of service as Referee and

Master in the Court of King's Bench brought him in touch

with law and business of various kinds. His appointment

on numerous boards of arbitration—notably the labor dispute

between the C. P. R. Company and its employees in 1908, of

which board Mr. Macdonald was chairman—also shows a

widely-recognized public appreciation of his sound judg-

ment.

Commissioner Macdonald will be assisted in his work

by an engineering staff, who will not only be at the service

of the Commission in aiding investigations and settling

technical disputes, but will also be available for the purpose

of conferring with and advising upon the operation of tele-

phone, gas, electric, and water supply systems, whether pri-

vate or municipal, in any matters arising in the course of

business. By the aid of these engineers the Commissioner

will be relieved of the hearing of conferences between per-

sons interested in purely technical matters, and will thus be

relieved of certain burdens of office and left freer to devote
his time to larger administrative work.

Mr. Malcolm M. Inglis, who has recently been appointed
manager of the Port Arthur and Municipal Electric Railway.

is a Scotchman, and was educated at the High School in

Stirling and the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical
College. He commenced his practical career in 1901, with

Mavor & Coulson, Limited, engineers and electricians, Glas-

gow, serving a regular apprenticeship in their various de-

partments, and in addition completing two years in the de-

signing department for electrical machinery. In 1908 he
severed his connection with the Mavor. & Coulson firm and
accepted a staff appointment with Johnson & Phillips, Lim-
ited, London, England, as chief tester and outside erector,

and in 1909 became assistant designer to Professor Kahn. of

the Brush Electrical Engineering Company, Loughborough,
England. In 1901 he accepted the position of chief electrical

engineer to W. J. Craig & Sons at their Brynkinalt collieries.

North Wales, which position he resigned in 1911 to come to

Canada. From 1911 to 1915 Mr. Inglis was electrical en-

gineer to the town of Yorkton, Sask., in charge of the elec-

tric light and power departments, during which time he acted

as consultant supervisor of their new power house and Die-

sel electric plant, recently described by Mr. Inglis in the

Electrical News. Mr. Inglis is an associate member of the

Institution of Electric Engineers.

Mr. De Gaspe Beaubien, electrical engineer, of Montreal,

has prepared plans for a hydro-electric development near St.

Albans on the St. Anne's River, Portneuf County, P. Q. The
project is for La Compagnie Hydraulique de Portneuf. It is

proposed to instal machinery for a 500 horse power unit to

be ultimately increased to 3,000 horse power. A dam has

alread}' been constructed, and the plans provide for a con-

crete power house, a 500 kw. generator direct connected to

a vertical water wheel, flume, and the other necessary equip-

ment. The head is 48 feet. The current is required for

lighting and power purposes and it is proposed to distribute

this in the adjoining districts. Tenders are now being called

for the machinery.

Lieut. Reginald T. Smith

The many electrical friends of Reginald T. Smith will

note with pleasure that he has been promoted to a lieuten-

ancy in the Canadian Artillery. Lieut. Smith enlisted at the

outbreak of the war as a gunner, and while in training at

Valcartier was made sergeant. He went overseas with the

first contingent, and served for a year at the front, taking

part in every engagement from Neuve Chappelle to Lons.

He is now in England.

Lieut. Smith formerly served three years with the \'ic-

loria Rifles, and later with the Westmount 21st Field Bat-

tery. He is a son of Mr. Henry Smith, of 96 Bellevue Ave-
nue, Toronto, and a brother of Mr. Irving Smith, Electrical

.Apparatus and Specialties, Montreal. Lieut. Smith is well

known in the electrical business ,and particularly throughout

the North-West, where he represented the Canadian British

Engineering Company as their Western traveller. At an

earlier date he was with the R. E. T. Pringle Company. We
congratulate Lieut. Smith on the good account he is giving

of himself.

The Private Bills Committee of the Quebec Legislature

have passed an amendment to the Montreal charter relating

t" the construction of underground conduits. This amend-
ment empowers the Quebec Public Utilities Commission to

allow, on the application of the Electrical Commission, a de-

viation from the types of construction previously authorised.
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1200 volt, direct current, third rail installation

on English tramway—Track system

of unique design

Tlic Tramway and Railway World devotes some Iweiity-

nine pages to a description of a recently equipped section

of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway electrification, with

direct current at 1200 volts. This same company have had

experience with 3500-volt d.c. operation between Bury and

Holcombe Brook, the diflference being that the 3500-volt feed

lines are overhead, while the 12n0-volt feed is by third rail.

|irc-VH.iii> practicu in llial u i.- a .^idc-runniny cuiitact iii.--u-aii

of an over or under-running. This was determined as the

result of 1200 volts necessitating more adequate protection.

The form of the rail finally adopted is claimed to be ad-

mirable for guarding, and the small clearance available made
this type preferable to the under-running type.

The live rail and its .guarding, as also its relative posi-

tion to the track rails, shown in Figs. 1 and 2. are the

invention of Mr. J. A. F. Aspinall. the general manager of

the company. It is very compact, lies close to the running

rail, and gives a maximum of space to plate-layers and other

Fig. 1. — Cross section of permanent way tracks in relation to the structure.

Power is supplied by two 5000 kw. Dick Kerr turbo-

alternator sets, 1500 r.p.m., and generating at 6600 volts, 25

cycle. At the sub-stations rotary converters are used.

The part of the line of chief interest is the track.

Though the system adopted is the third or live rail, with

track return, augmented by a fourth rail jilaced in tlie middle

of the track, consideraljle variation has been made from

workmen in the six feet where the rails are normally fixed.

The guard is of Jarrah—adopted on account of its non-

combustible qualities, and held in position by clips secured

by ordinary chair keys.

.\ section of the rail has been designed so that its

centre of .gravity is well within the liase line. The arrange-

ment is such that a projection of the upper portion of the

a.rr ttio, 0,r,^/,j

//•. S..->..„,r.,.„,A.'!. /^
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insulator acts in conjuncliun with the guard as a key. whicli
keeps the rail in position. The insulators on which the rail
rests are kept in position by three small brackets on each.
The rail does not rest directly on the porcelain insulator,
there being a wooden packin.cr inserted between to act as a
buffer. The normal spacin.E? of the insulators is approxi-
mately 1;; feet. The live rail is anchored every hundred
yards by a specially designed anchor insulator. These live
rail insulators are of white porcelain completely vitrified

Fig. 3.—Cross section througii conductor rail showing contact slioe
and car trolley connection.

throughout and glazed all over, and arc si.K and onc-cighlli
mchcs high. The cross-sectional area of tin- rail is S.:!.",

square inches, and the weight S.". pounds per yard. The re-

sistance of the rail ranges l)ctwcen (l..'i and T times that of
copper of equal area. The rails are bonded witli two bonds,
each having an effective cross-sectional area of .4 sq. ins.

The bonds are strip copper, flexible type.

The fourth or return rail is of square section with

rounded corners, as shown i„ Fig. 1, with a cross-sectional
area ot 8.84 sq. ms.. and weighing 88.5 pounds per yard
Tins section was adopted on account of the small surface
exposed over a given volume of rail. This return rail rests
on wooden pads one inch thick secured to the sleepers by
iron dogs, and is anchored at intervals of 100 yards There
are two bonds per joint, having an effective cross-sectional
area of .335 sq. ins. per bond. The fourth rail is also cross-
bonded every 100 yards to the track rails, with cable bonds
"t 3,/l., S. W. G. copper. The track rails are also bonded
with cable bonds.

The track is fed from the sub-stations through short
leeders which take the shortest course from the sub-stations
to the track rail. No supplementary feeders are used The
live rail is divided up into sections, which are connected
through section switches placed alongside the live rail and
"['crated as ordinary hook switches.

The .general arrangement of the shoe is shown in Fig •>

;nid IIS connection of the trolley cable in Fin. .;.

Operating Methods
By E. M. Raver ^

Watching the Schedules
The public does not care so much about riding fast, as

long as the car is running; as soon as the car stops the
passenger begins to wonder why it stopped, and if it stands
still a minute he begins to criticize the schedules. The good
motorman watches traffic conditions and times the runnin-
nl his car so as to prevent laying at end of line or on
switches. And the good road officer or inspector watches
the movements of motormen and conductors and encoura-es
ibem to keep on the schedule, while the good superintendent
uatches the movements of both classes of operators to sec
tbat the maxim, 'Cars make no money standing still." is
adopted and followed as closely as possible.

Watching For Passengers

In cities of 40,000 to 60.000 where the 10 and ij-min.
headway is, more common than the more frequent headway,
the good motorman and conductor will watch for the patron
who is making reasonable effort to "get the car." Many a
nickel is lost to the company because the motorman was not
watching for patrons who were running for the car, and
went on while the would-be passenger walks to town rather

' than wait for the next car. As a rule the latter does some-
thing else also; he "cusses" the company for keeping motor-
men and conductors who are so indifferent.

The good crew also watches for patrons who wish to
transfer at junction points. Many times I have seen pa-
trons leaving a car who desired to transfer to a car on an-
other line, and when they were about half way to it the con-
ductor, without looking around, gave the "go-ahead" signal
and the car pulled away leaving them standing on the corner
10 or 15 min. to wait for the next car and voice their opinion
of the company for tolerating such "bum" service. The good
conductor always looks around just before startin.g his car
at such places, and if passengers are making reasonable ef-

forts to "get the car," they "get" it.

There is a vast difference in opcratin,!- cars in cities of
the sizes I have mentioned, and those o' from 100,000 to

1,000.000. In the small city the patrons learn to know the
men operating the cars and also the schedule on which the
cars are operated. In cities of the larger class, cars are run
at such frequency that patrons do not think anything of
missing a car. as another is usually in sight, but in small
places it is necessary to "watch" for passengers all the time
and get them if possible.— Electric Traction.
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«

A Code of Lighting Applicable to Factories,

Mills and other work places—Valuable Infor-

mation for Engineers, Central Stations

and Electrical Contractors (Con)

Section XII.

Side Light Important in Some Factory and Mill Operations

It has been customary in many cases to measure the

ffectiveness of illumination in terms of the vertically down

ard component of the light. This method has ignored the

value of side components in relation to vertical surfaces and

openings in the side of the work. It is sometimes more

necessary to light the side of the machine or the side of a

piece of work than the horizontal surface. If, then, in de-

signing a factory or mill lighting system, the prime object

is the production of the greatest amount of downward illum-

ination, it may happen that the side component is so small

that the sides of machinery or of work are inadequately

lighted.

Two Ways to Secure Side Light.—Experience indicates

that there are two general ways in which to secure adequate

side lighting. One of these methods is to lower the lamps,

and the other is to use broader distributing reflectors than

are called for by the rules which consider uniformity of the

downward illumination only. Side walls or other reflecting

surfaces will modify the results. Thus, after the determina-

tion of a certain type of reflector for producing uniform ver-

tically downward illumination, it may be found "that more

side light is necessary, and this extra side component may,

as stated, usually be secured by selecting a somewhat more

distributing reflector. Broader distributing reflectors are .ipt
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Fig. 12

to result in less downward illumination and will sometimes

call for larger lamps than found necessary by preliminary cal-

culations.

Practical Case.—As an illustration, in a certain lighting-

system a vertically downward intensity of about 3 foot-

candles was deemed sufllcient for the work involved. Mea-

surements and observations showed that the side light was

insufficient. In this particular installation it was found neces-

sary to produce a vertically downward intensity of <ibout

5 foot-candles on the average in order to secure an intensity

of about 2 foot-candles on the side of the work, and also to

use a somewhat liroader distributing reflector than at lir.>t

chosen. Two foot-candles on the sides of the work were

sufficient in this where bench work and work in the vise

on small machine parts were conducted.

Keeping the Lamps High.—It is recommended that the

lamps be mounted near the ceiling in all reasonable cases

where side light is necessary, and that the side light be in-

creased, not by lowering the lamps, but through the medium
of broader distributing reflectors and large lamps, if required.

Fig. 13

This attitude is taken on account of the glare which results

when lamps are mounted too close to the work, a feature

most noticeable in the aljsence of a reflector or where glass

reflectors are used.

Section XIII. Maintenance

The importance of system in the upkeep of natural ami

artificial lighting equipment may not appeal to every reader

at the outset, but a consideration of the points involved will

indicate that neglect of such work is apt to result in excessive

losses of otherwise useful light.

Windows.—Factory and mill windows become covered

in lime with dirt, and produce greatly decreased values of

natural light in consequence. These losses may easily be

great enough to afifect the workmen seriously, and to necessi-

tate the use of artificial light at times when otherwise it

would not be required. Dark surroundings also increase the

likelihood of accidents. Regular window cleaning should

therefore be a part of the routine of every factory and n;ill

building or group of buildings.

Lamps.—Carbon filament, mercury-vapor, gas mantle and

tungsten lamps burn out or break, globes and reflectors be-

come soiled, and the various other items C'f deterioration take

place so gradually that in many cases they are given no

special concern in the practical economy of the shop. More-

over, it is hardly necessary to mention the fact that often

lighting systems are allowed to deteriorate to an extreme

point and nothing is done unless complaints come in from

employees after the lighting facilities here and there through-

out the shop have become so poor that work has to be dis-

continued temporarily. The losses of time from such cir-

cumstances, when added up throughout a year, are more
than likely to exceed the expense of systematic attention tn

sucli maintenance items in advance.

Overhead System.—Furthermore, with modern methods
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where the lamps are usually mounted overhead rather than

close to each machine, the importance of relieving the work-
men from any care of the lamps and placing it in the hands
of a maintenance department is even greater than has been
the case in the past, particularly in large plants. To indicate

the wisdom of a daily renewal of electric lamps. Fig. 12, has

been worked up from the experiences in one large factorv.

In this factory all burned-out lamps are renewed each day
except Saturday and Sunday, these renewals being based

on a daily inspection of every lamp to ascertain whether or

not it is in working condition.

Lamp Renewals.—A reference to the diagram shows that

the renewals are considerably greater on Monday than on
any other day of the week, this increase being due to re-

newals not given attention on the two preceding days. Ob-
viously, therefore, a continued neglect of the inspection and
renewal of these lamps would soon result not only in inferior

lighting conditions, but to large losses of time for the em-
ployees, not to speak of the annoyance involved.

Reflector Cleaning.—The serious loss of light wh;:n

globes and reflectors are allowed to go for long periods

without cleaning, is shown in Fig. Vi. This set of curves re-

sulted from a test on a glass reflector used with a tungsten

lamji. The one curve shows the value of the light given

l)y the lamp at different angles when the lamp and reflector

are clean, while the smaller curve shows the enormous reduc-

tion of light after the lamp and reflector has been in service

for al)0ut four months without being cleaned.

In this particular case, which is a typical one, the loss

of light at the end of the four month interval, amounted to

about fifty per cent. The cost of electrical energy in this

shop was such that the loss of light during the four months

amounted to about 12 cents, while the total cost of taking

down, washing and replacing this reflector amounted to about

;! cents. The economy of a fairly frequent attention to clean-

ing of such reflectors is at once apparent, even if the im

proved condition of the light in itself be ignored.

The examples just given, in the one case associated with

the renewals of the lamps, in the other with the washing

of the reflectors, will serve to illustrate the class of upkeep

problems which are involved in shop lighting. The most

forcible emphasis is applicable to the idea that system maj-

properly be called a first step towards success in this line

of maintenance work.

A Method of Inspection and Maintenance.—In one large

factory a regularly developed method of inspection and re-

newals is emploj-ed. As an example, the method as applied

to several thousand tungsten lamps, which are in service in

the various buildings, will be described. -Ml the lamps arf

inspected once per day, except Saturday and Sunday. A

regular route is followed by the inspector, and all burned

out lamps, broken switches, loose fuses, and similar items

are noted. Careful observation is also made of reflectors

which appear to need washing and any other points which

might affect the efficiency of the system, after which a report

is made up about noon and promptly sent to the maintenance

department to permit all renewals and repairs to be made

before night. In this manner the lamps are well maintained

from day to day.

Marking Columns.—To facilitate this renewal work, il

has been found advantageous to mark all columns through

this shop. The inspector is thus enal)led to indicate clearly

the location of each burned out lamp and the renewal n\an

to locate it without delay. It is helpful now and then in

like manner to have the inspector note the unnecessary lamps

found burning when artificial light is not required. If lamps

are found burning at such times, a note sent to the head of

the department calling attention to the matter is usually

sufficient to remedy the difficulty.

Noting Soiled Reflectors.—.\s a check on a regular clean-

ing schedule, the inspector should note all reflectors in need
of cleaning. The frequency of each cleaning will depend
on the rate of deterioration due to the settlement of dirt on
the surface of the glass or metal and also on the surface of
lamps, and the fact should be kept in mind that the amount
of dirt on a reflector is nearly always deceptive, that is,

reflectors which have suffered a large deterioration in effici-

ency due to dirt often appear fairly clean, and for this rea-

son it is best to increase the frequency of cleaning some-
what over that which seems sufficient from observation, par-

ticularly in view of the fact that tests indicate large reduc-
tions of light from api)arcntly small accumulations of dust
and dirt.

A Method of Washing.—In the factory just referred to,

all reflectors are removed to a central washing point. Where
the number of reflectors to be hauled is large, a truck is used.

Often, however, where only a small number of reflectors is

to be transported, small hand racks, devised for the purpose,
are employed. When an installation is in need of washing,
the scheme is to haul sufficient clean reflectors to the location

in question. The soiled reflectors are then taken down and
clean ones immediately put into place, after which the soiled

reflectors are removed to the central washing point, washed
and put into stock for tiie next location.

Section XIV.

Expert Assistance Suggested

The advantages of securing assistance in dealing with

illumination is strongly emphasized. The points which come
up for solution are complex and require, in many cases, the

judgment of one who has had wide experience in the lighting

field. In particular, anyone who undertakes to adopt any
part or all of these suggestions will do well to secure the

co-operation of a lighting expert capable of interpreting the

legislative articles and of advising in a constructive manner.

Section XV.

Other Features of Eye Protection

Care is urged on the part of those responsible for the

health and welfare of emidoyccs to see that adequate eye
protection is afforded in all operations which arc apt to cause
injury to eyesight, if such protection is neglected. \s typical

of such other causes of danger to eyesight, arc welding may
be mentioned, where the operator, according to accepted
practise, must wear a helmet serving as an eye shield as

well as a shield for the face and head in mncr.-il. Protective

glasses for this purpose should not be judged as to their

protective properties by mere visual inspection. They should,

however, be analyzed for their spectral transmission of in-

visible radiation. Protective measures should also 1)e taken

to prevent onlookers from being unduly exposed to such eye
dangers, by enclosing the weldin.g operations with suitable

partitions. These general remarks apply with equal force

from the standpoint of those handling the operations to

such other cases as the testing of arc lamps, inspection of

hot metal and similar cases.

Section XVI.

Auxiliary Systems for Safety

The auxiliary system ot li.ghling callcil Inr in Arlule .\l.

(if the Code, is a safety first precaution which is insisted upon
in a large proportion of the 1,200 buildings coming under

the control of the Bureau of Water Supply, Gas and ICIcc-

tricity in New York City, particularly such buildings as are

occupied by large numbers of people. The same precaution

is now observed by the Bell Telephone Company's offices

fairly generally throughout the country, also by a large num-
ber of private manufacturers and by local ordinances com-
pelling all types of amusement places to take this prec;uilion
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Electrical Inspectors for Province
Names Given Below of Inspectors of the Hydro-Comm. of Ontario with Towns under

Jurisdiction of Each.—Information Frequently asked for by Contractors

No. District. Jnspectur. 'i'ovvu in District

1 Windsor E. C Weldrick W'alkervillc, Ford, Gordon, Tcciimseli, Sandwich, Essex, Obijway, Canard
River, Maidstone, Aniherstburg, Harrow, Kingsville, Cottam, Ruthven, Leam-
ington, \Vheatley, Stoney Point and Belle River.

3. Chatliaui W. H. Soniers Wallaceburg, Dresden, Comber, lillniry. niiiilieim, Kidgetown. Thamesville.

Bothwcll. Glencoe.

4. ^-t. 1 liomas

., i;y,-„ja All". Winder Courtright, Oil Springs, Wyoming, Thcdlord, I'orest. Ahinslon. Arkona,

I'etrolia, Brigdcn and Pt. Edward.

Geo. !". Howse Aylmer, Dutton, I't. Stanley, Tillsonburg, Springfield, Brownsville. Talbots-

ville, Corinth, Shedden, West Lome, Rodney, Muncey Union.

-
] ,,,ni,|„ W. B. Legate Lambeth, Dele ware. Komoka, Mount Brydges, Strathroy, Ailsa Craig, Lucan.

liyron, Thamesford, Westminster Gardens, Springbank, Broughdale, Thorn-
dale, Dorchester, Belmont and Exeter.

(i Woodstock 11. Webster Beachvillc, IngersoU, Embro, Ayr, Princeton and Drumbo.

- Brantford V\'- H. Mowat I'aris. Burford, St. George, Lynden, and Plattsville.

S Hamilton V. K. Stalford Burlington, Port Nelson, Clappison Cor.. Dundas, Aldersliot, W aterdown.

West Flamboro, Greensville, Grimsby, Ik-amsvillc. Bartonville, Ancaster,

Chedoke, Winona, Stoney Creek, Grimsby Beach, Vineland, Freeman's Corner
and North Grimsby.

!i. St. Calh

ir.'. Berlin

i:i Stratford

14. .Xurora

.\ T. Smith I'urt W'eller, Niagara-on-lake, Port Dalhousic, Grantham Twp., Thorold. Mer-
ritton, Allenburg, Vic., Louth Twp., Fonthill. Ridgeville, Fenwick, Electric

Park, Port Colborne, Jordan, Jordan Station, Decow Falls.

10 Toronto iL F. Strickland Mt. Denis, Weston, Woodbridge, Lambton, Cooksville, Clarkson, Strcctsville,

(diiel Inspector Swansea, Mimico, New Toronto. Long Branch, Lome Park, Port Credit,

H.E.P.C.) Agincourt.

11 (luelpli Jas. M. Gass Rockwood, Acton, Fergus. Elora and Elmira.

H. C. F'ischer \Vaterloo, Preston. Gait. Baden, Hespeler, Brcalau and Bridgeport.

Geo. F. Heideman Shakespeare, New Flamburg, Clinton, Tavistock. St. Mary's, Mitchell, Seb-

tingville, Seaforth, Egmondville, Goderich, Milverton.

I\. R. Matson Barrie. Allandale. Orillia, Coldwater, Waubaushenc, Victoria Harbor, Port

McNicoU. Midland, Penetang, Elmvale, Richmond Hill, Thornhill, New-
market, Sutton, Roaches Pt., Orchard Beach, Keswick, Sharon and Queens-
ville.

,- lY-torboro II. .\. Fife Lindsay, Omcmce. Milllirook, Hastings. Norwood. Ilavclock. Lakefield.

Iti Belleville K. A Thompson Trenton, Brighton. Colbornc, Cobourg, Cauniltnn, Corbyxille, Madoc. Stirl-

ing. Hoard's Station, Campbellford, iMankfurd, XN'ellington. Picton, Mar-
mora. Port Hope.

|- |<j„,,^ton T. .\. Hanley Kingston Jet., Findlay. Tweed, Gananoque. Collins Bay, Napanee, Deserotito.

Newburgh, Strathcona, Camden East, Yarker, Tamworth, Marlbank, Larkins,

Stoco, Sydenham, Portsmouth, Bai-riefield.

,„ .Siincoc K. H. Crappcr Waterford, Pt. Dover, Jarvis, Ha.gersville, Caledonia, Delhi, Tillsonburg, Nor-

wich, Otterville.

,,, lirnckville T A Johnston I'rescott, (/ardinal. Iroquois, Morrisburg, Cornwall, Perth, Cheslervdie, Win-
clicsler, Kemptville. Merrickville. Smith h'alls, Williamsburg, Westport,

AullsviUe, I'arren's Point, Wales. Moulinette. Mille Roches, Lynedoch, Delta.

o.) Ottawa Norman E. Bell Almonte, Carleton Place, Egansvillc, Pembroke, .'\rnprior, Renfrew.

•^[. Cobalt

,,., Ni-i"ari balls C. E. Dilsc St. David's, . Stamford, Port Robinson, Welland, Crowland, Bridgeburg, Ft.'•"''
' ' Eric, Ridgeway, Crystal Beach, Erie Beach, Crescent Beach, Thunder Bay or

Prospect Bay.

•'•! I'almerston W. H. Croydon Durham, Dundalk, Shelburne, Markdalc, Flesherton, Mildmay, Chatsworth,

Chesley, Hanover, Walkerton. Harriston, Listowel, Mt. Forest.

•M. Thunder Bay W. S. Jaffray i'ort .\nliur and Fort William.

o,-, Oshawa \V. F.. Mitchell ( )shawa and Vicinity.

31). Collingwood E. J. Stapleton Meaford, Thombury. Stayner, Crcemore. Clarksburg.

37. Cannint;ton J. C. Burns Beaverton, Sunderland. Uxbridge, Stouffville, Markham. Woodville and
Brechin.

28. Brampton Geo. Ostrander Brampton and (ieorgetown.

30. Bobcaygeon Sidney H. Cluxton I'.obcaygeon and surrounding Twp.
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Cheap Wiring Becomes an Obstacle to Future
Development

The Society Idr Ekctrical I)eveIcii)iiK-m liave j\isl issiu-d

a little booklet entitled "Sueces^ful House Wiring I'lans."

which it is distributing in connection with a campaign to

))e known as "Wire your home" month, from Marcli 15 to

April 13, 19U). This booklet contains descriptions of the

methods adopted by many of the central stations in the

T.'nited States to induce citizens to have their liouses wired

for electric light.

So far as it goes this is an admirable scheme, but u e

hope the Society for Electrical Development will not over-

look the fact that the house which is wired for electric light-

ing only is only half wired—perhaps not half.

They must also not overlook the fact that the installa-

tion of too small service wires is going to be an obstacle

rather than an inducement in the way of further develop-

ments in the electrical industry, such as the more general

use of household appliances, electric ranges, and—a little

later—electric heating, will demand.

It may be that the men who are behind this movement
of an aggressive house wiring campaign argue that the wir-

ing of a house for electric lighting is the thin edge of the

wedge which once started will be more easily driven home.

It is not any too evident that this is the case. One of the

biggest difficulties in the way of domestic electric cooking

--the line along which development in the electrical in-

dustry is bound to take place, and the line along which the

greatest development seems reasemable—is the necessity, in

almost every case, of replacing the service wires by others

that will carrj' a sufficient volume of current to supply the

range. This adds so materially to the cost as to constitute

an almost insurmountable difficulty. It is this difficulty cen-

tral stations are struggling with at the present time. We
believe, therefore, that the^ociety for flectrical Development
and central stations in general will be well advised in con-

sidering this matter very carefully from the point of view

of certain future developments. It is quite possible that a

very large percenta.ge of those who will avail themselves of

a cheap wiring plan could not lie induced to go a step far-

ther and have it done as it ought to be done, but there will

be an appreciable percentage of these people who. if the mat-

ter were placed before them in its proper light, would sec

it as a good business proposition to have their houses wired

properly in the first instance. Let us never lose sight of the

fact that we have passed the stage in the electrical industry

when the cost of current is the biggest consideration. It

is cither the cost of the ai)pliance itself or the cost of in-

stalling the appliance. Future developments must be along

the line of removing these two obstacles, and we should

lose no opportunity of workin.g to that end.

Electric Radiators Heat Office Building While Being Moved

The Boslon Elevated Kailway Company, owners of a

brick office buildin,g occupied by the Bay Stale Street Railway

(..'ompany as headquarters of its electric freight business, re-

cently moved the buildin.g about l."i() feet to a new location,

on .\tlantic .Avenue, Boston. During the process of moving,

heating for the offices, which continued to be occupied with-

out interruption, was provided by means of about 50 electric

radiators, which were connected to the Elevated Company's
circuits by means of temporary wiring. .\s the moving took

place during mid-winter, the need of artificial heat presented

a problem which could only be successfully ni'i U\ \\u- elec-

tric healihg installation.

on July IT, 18, la, 20, 21 and 22—five months in the future.

^'et this enterprising association already has its ])rogranime

planned and printed. It is also announced that in view of

repeated requests arrangements have been made with the

Hotel Mc.\lpine whereby those manufacturers who arc in-

terested may obtain space to display such goods as they de-

sire. It is believed that this proposition will prove attractive

to many manufacturers. Further information regarding the

convention may be obtained from Mr. George H. Dufficld,

41 Martin Building, Utica, N. Y.

Haddin & Miles, Limited

It is announced that the name of the John Gait Engineer-
ing Companj', Limited, has been changed to Haddin & Miles.

Limited. The company have offices in Winnipeg and Cal-

gary, the Winnipeg address being the Curry Building. They
will specialize in the design and construction of waterworks,
sewerage, sewage purification works, electric lighting and
general municipal engineering. Mr. John Haddin, M. Can.

Soc. C. E., A. M. I. C. E., well known throughout the Do-
minion in connection with his work in the John Gait En-
gineering Company, Limited, is the chief member of the firm.

Branston Violet Ray Apparatus

The Chas. A. Branston Company. :;,">;) "^'ongc Street, To-
ronto, have issued catalogue No. 10. describing the Branston
\'iolet Ray High Fre<iuency apparatus. This company are

the first to manufacture these goods in Canada and their

products are the result of careful experiment and progress,

which have resulted, it is claimed, in the most efficient and
durable portable equipment of this nature on the market.

The catalogue is well illustrated.

The city of Montreal has inscribed in appeal to the

Quebec Public Utilities Commission the decision of the

Montreal Electrical Commission of 1st June. 1915, with re-

gard to the annual rentals and charges chargeable to the

different companies for duct space provided for the various

users in the civic underground system. Districts Nos. 1, 2.

:i.\ and 3. Notice of the appeal has been given to the Mont-
real Light, Heat & Power Company. Montreal Public Ser-

vice Corporation. Montreal Tramways Company, and the Do-
minion Gresham Guarantee and Casualty Company.

The Canadian Tungsten Lamp Coiniiauy. Limited. Ham-
ilton, Ont.. announce the opening of a branch warehouse
and office at IGO King Street West. 'J'oronto. The company
will carry a complete line of tungsten and carbon lamps in

stock at the above address, and will transact their Ontario
business through the Toronto branch, with Mr. E. S. Cook in

charge.

Program Five Months in Advance

The National l.lectrical Contractors' .\ssociation of the

I'niled Slates will meet in convention in New York City

Trade Publications

Lamp Guards— .\ loKler is being distributed by Harvey
Hubbell, Inc.. describing, with illustrations, the economy of

installing guards on lamps at unprotected points.

Private Telephone Systems—booklet issued by the Nor-
ton Telephone Cojiipany, I'.IS King Street West, Toronto,
describing their various types of telephone systems and tele-

phone instruments for private installations; illustrateil.

Deltabeston Wire—booklet by the D & W Fuse Com-
pany, describing, with illustrations, recent developments made
by this company in the manufacture of fireproof wire. In

this catalogue are listed and described asbestos covered wire

for practically every kind of work and condition of service.

Hubbell Equipment—Bulletin No. 15-17. describing Hub-
bell direct threading shade holders, and Bulletin No. 15-15,

describing side onllct current taps; by Harvey Hubbell, Inc.,

Bridgeport, Conn.
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What is New in Electrical Equipment
Automatically Controlled Electric Driven Air Compressor

Plant

The pluiit illustrated herewith has recently been de-

veloped by the United States Air Compressor Co., Cleve-

land, for garages, factories, air drill service, etc. The two

stage compressor is belt connected to a J4 h.p. single phase

or direct current motor made by The Robbins & Myers Co.,

Springfield. The tension is maintained on the belt by an

automatic belt tightener. The cylinders of the compressor

are opposed and are provided with rings to increase the

heat radiating surface. The connection between the two

cylinders is also similarly equipped. The outfit is self-oil-

ing and it is necessary to replenish the oil about once in

two months. Every working part runs in oil and no oil

cups are used. Tlie bearings are bronze with Ijabbitt lin-

ing. .\11 working parts are enclosed to keep out dust.

There are no stuffing boxes to cause leakage or requiring

repacking. The body is cast in one piece to insure align-

ment of the pistons. Tlie valves are steel balls in bronze

seats and each pump is equipped with a safety valve to pre-

vent accident from too much pressure. The cylinders are 3

and lyii inch by 3 inch stroke and the pump has a capacity of

.5,000 cu. inches per minute. The shipping weight is 140

pounds and the floor space required is 14 x 24 inches. The
outlit is supplied complete with 30 gallon seamless tank,

automatic controller, gauge, valves, compressor d.c. or a.c.

motor, oil trop, safety valve, automatic belt tightener and

belt with all necessary piping as shown, all mounted on a

large metal sub-base. In addition to the size shown, a

larger outfit with a capacity of 15.000 cu. in. per minute can

be furnished.

Cab Tyre Cable

The St. Helens patent cab tyre sluathcd cable, recently

introduced into Canada, is the product of a famous British

firm, the St. Helens Cable and Rubber Company, Limited,

Warrington, represented in Canada by J. D. Lachapelle and

Company, 317 St. James Street, Montreal. Cab tyre sheath-

ing is a rubber protection for all sizes of electric cables, and

many strong claims are made for it. The company supply

the sheathing and wires complete, and it is now in use by

several of the largest companies in Canada. It is absolutely

waterproof, resists the action of steam nils, acids, etc^^is

flexible, will not kink, is light, easily repaired, not affected by

\ibration, if cut the cut does not extend, and will stand very

rough usage. Its chief uses are: in manufacturing establish-

ments, for portable tools, clusters; on railways, for signal,

lighting, and tunnel cables, and train lighting; in generating

stations, for battery rooms, portables, boiler houses, and ser-

vice cables; for tramways, for wire and trolley feeds; for

general wiring work, damp places and portables; and in all

places where severe conditions are met with. In Great Bri-

tain it is used by the Admiralty. It is more expensive than

the ordinary braided cable, but it is claimed that the life of

the cab tyre sheathed cable is several times as long as that

of the ordinary description, that it does not require any ex-

tensive repairing, and that it i.s in fact more economical than

any cable not protected in the manner of the product of the

St. Helens Company.

New Hubbell Socket

In addition to the Hubbell mogul porcelain sockets re-

cently shown in these pages this company have just brought

out another type of this socket fitted with a cast iron yoke

tapped for 5'^ in., Yz in. or J^ in. pipe or rod as desired.

These are recommended for general outside illumination re-

quiring a socket which can be threaded directly t(j the end

of a solid arm or bracket. The design of the yoke permits

ample room for the cuuduclors to be strung from the socket

to the feed wires instead of drawing them through conduit or

tile supporting arm of the fixture. Conductors are easily

attached to large head binding screws and lead through an

opening in the top of the porcelain thence diverging to either

side of the iron bracket for attachment to the feeder. New
socket illustrated herewith.

Mogul Shurlok Sockets

For a long tittle the trade have demanded a mogul

base socket from which it is impossible for an unauthorized

l)crson to remove the lamp, and this demand, it is claimed,

has been met by Pass & .Seymoui, Inc.. by their No. 5'.)7

Shurlok. This socket is fitted with the double shurlok

device which holds the lamp base rigidly without in any

way distorting the base of the lamp; thus the lamp remains

straight. The ease with which the lamp may be locked or

removed by the proper person is the talking point in favor

of the installation of these sockets wherever a high effici-

ent unit is desired to be permanently located.
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UNDERGROUND
CABLES

HIGH OR LOW TENSION
For

Lighting, Power, Street Railway,

Telephone or Telegraph Transmission

ARMOURED CABLES
for street lighting

PAPER INSULATED CABLES
of all descriptions

RUBBER INSULATED CABLES
to every specification

BARE AND WEATHERPROOF
WIRES AND CABLES

GALVANIZED IRON WIRE
AND STRAND

MAGNET WIRE, FLEXIBLE
CORD, Etc.

PHILLIPS' Wires and Cables are made in Canada.
Rut we do not appeal to the "Made in Canada" senti-

ment in offering our products, because we feel that

there is a much better reason why you should buy
from us, and that is because no firm—in any country

—

is making wires or cables that are superior to ours.

The reasons for this are

:

1—Our experience of over a quarter of a century.

2—Our careful selection of skilled workmen, many of

them sons of our older emp]o3-ecs.

3—Our well-organized chemistry department, which
closely co-operates with a skilled purchasing agent
and permits no material, except the very best, to

enter our works. We use the best of pure new
lead, the finest of Sea Island yarns and Italian

silks, the highest grades of asbestos, etc.

4—Our modern machinery, which includes every
known mechanical device needed to produce per-

fect wires and cables of every kind.

Prices, etc., on request

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS
ELECTRICAL WORKS, LIMITED

Head Office and Factory MONTREAL

Branches Toronto Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver
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Current News and Notes

Fredericton, N.B.

The control of the Fredtricton Gas Light Coi.>pany has

passed to the Maritime Corporation Trust Company of Hali-

fax. The formal transfer was announced at the recent annual

meeting of tlii> company.

Kingston, Ont.

Power was delivered for the first time on Fehruary 16

to the Kin.ijston Millin.? Company over the lines owned by

Mr. J. M. Campbell, who has a power development plant

at Kin.H'ston Mills.

Kirkland Lake, Ont.

K is re]iorted that the Northern Ontario LiRht and

I'dwer Company will extend their lines from Cobalt to

Kirkland Lake, some seventy miles, and that contracts have

already been signed up to supply power at this latter point.

Mission City, B.C.

Mr. Hubert Sweeny, foreman of the Mission City Tele-

phone Company, has enlisted for overseas service with the

KUst Battalion at New Westminster.

Montreal, Que.

Mr. .\rthur T. Scott died in the General Hospital, Mont-

real, on February IT, of pneumonia. Mr. Scott was a son

of the Rev. Dr. E. Scott, and a graduate of McGill University

in both arts and science. Among the University honors re-

ceived by Mr. Scott were tli« Logan Gold Medal and the

British Association Medal. Following his graduation he

was engaged first as a demonstrator in the University, but

later joined the staflf of the Dominion Iron and Steel Com-

pany, and also spent three years with the Westinghouse

Company at Pittsburgh. For the past year he had been

with the Chicago Electric Furnace Company,

Ottawra, Ont.

It is announce<l that Capt. F. D. Burpee, superintendent

of the Ottawa Electric Railway, will be Major of the 30rtli

Battalion recently authorized to be recruited in Ottawa.

According to the annual statement of the Morrisburg

and Ottawa Electric Railway Company, work will be com-

menced on the construction of this line in May of the pre-

sent year. Mr. J. G. Kilt is president and managini.; di-

rector, and Mr. R. A. Bishop secretary-treasurer.

Perth, Ont.

The resignation of Mr. Evart .\dams, superintendent of

the I'crlh lighting system, has been accepted, and Mr. Carl

.\dams will be temporarily in charge. Mr. Evart Adams has

enlisted for overseas service.

Petrolea, Ont.

The Canadian Westinghouse Company have been award-

ed a contract for transformers to be installed at Petrolea,

Ont.

Orangeville, Ont.

The Clerk of the Dufferin County Council has been

authorized to call for tenders for the re-wiring of the Court

House and Registry Office.

Saskatoon, Sask.

The Western Lighting Agencies. Limited, have been in-

corporated.

The annual report of Commissioner Vorath, Saskatoon,

shows that the net profit on the electric light and ijower

<lepartmcnt for the jiast year was $S,(ll',l. The street rail-

way system showed a deficit of $:!0.07r! as compared with

.$33,477 loss in 191+.

St. Marys, Ont.

The town council defeated the Hydro Radial by-law at

its third reading. The vigorous opposition of Councillor

Dale, who had obtained legal advice to the effect that the

by-law was illegal, was largely responsible for the vote.

Toronto, Ont.

The Bedford Park Ratepayers' .Vssociation have rc-

(|uested the York Township Council to install Hj-drn light-

iii.g on Wcyburn and Bedford Park .\venues.

The Ontario Legislature will approve the plans of the

engineers of the Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario

for a large power development in the Niagara Peninsula. It

is said the immediate development will be 100,000 h.p., and

there are visions of an ultimate capacity of 900,000 h.p.

.Sir Adam Beck was tendered a complimentary banquet

on February l."> in Toronto by the Hydro Radial Union of

Municipalities.

Weyburn, Sask.

The council of Weyburn, Sask., has passed a by-law au-

thorizing the expenditure of .$35,000 in purchasing another

generating unit.

Wingham, Ont.

Mr. E. Merkley is jilanning to install electric drive and

lighting in his choppin.g mill.

Wise Dealers Sell-

Good Contractors Install

THORDARSON
Bell-

Ringing

Trans-

formers

They give satisfaction that lasts.

In liglit, strong case—fire- foot- ami moisture-proof.
Current consnniert will not rc.l;i^ur on an ordinary meter.

Wilt never wear out or weaken. Perfect insulation.

.Xpproved l>y Un<lerwriters. Unconditionally guaranteed.

Write TODAY for liberal dealer's
discounts on the complete line of

THORDARSON Transformers

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
503 South Jefferson St. CHICAGO, III.
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The War's Effects on Trade Policy of

British Empire.

OXE of the most revolutionary results of the war, so

far as the British Empire is concerned, will be the

utter up-rooting of the old ideals of free trade which

have been so great a factor in the political and in-

dustrial life of Great Britain. Already the chief exponents of

tree trade in Great Britain have thrown their former beliefs

to the winds and come out definitely in favor of radical

changes of fiscal policy, so as to enable the Empire, after

the war, to maintain the objects for which it has been fight-

ing and to make it impossible for Germany ever again to

obtain that international industrial and commercial prepond-

erance that has cnalilcd her to plunge the world into war.

There is now no room for doubt that Great Britain will

never again return to the position she occupied before the

was as an isolated free trade nation. Her eyes have been

opened to the danger of free trade so long as there are, among

others, nations like Germany that will take advantage of it to

increase their strength and preparedness f^r war. 1 lie

rulers of England today are working out the details ol this

l)r()bleni and getting ready for the changed conditions which

will follow the war. Even now. these changes are to sonic

e.xlent in effect. liy the time the war is over England will

lia\-c much of the necessary machinery in operation, a good

deal of the legislation worked out. and the public mind well

pri pared for the new fiscal policy.

In many ways these changes will work uul to the ad-

i;iiitagc of Canada and the other overseas parts "f the Em-

pire. For Canadians the duly is to consider what this

change will mean to us, and to see to how great an extent we
can co-operate so as to produce, under the new conditions,
the greatest advantage both to ourselves and to the Empire.
The outstanding business features of the period following
tlie war will be reconstruction and readjustment; reconstruc-
tion of the countries whicli have been devastated and read-
justment of the business relationships and industrial activi-

ties which have been shattered by the war. A great deal
of consideration has been given to the reconstruction prob-
lem. Readjustment of the business and industrial situation,

liriwever, has not been considered by the press in general to

anything like the extent that it warrants.

In connection with Great Britain and Canada and to a

large extent also in connection w-ith the allied countries and
Canada, the readjustment of business relationships will be of

great and vital importance. No single country in the whole
world will be in the same advantageous position as Canada.
When the war is over, having borne her share of the struggle

she will be favored by the allied countries whenever there is

a possibility of conducting trade with her. In the markets
of Great Britain and France this will be a great advantage to

Canadian manufacturers. It will give them the whip hand
in all transactions in which Canadian goods can stand any
chance at all.

Even when one looks at this question in a broad and
general way he cannot fail to be convinced that of all the

countries in the world, the one which will develop most
rapidly and most substantially after the w-ar will be Canada.

Our agricultural and manufacturing products are nearly all of

a class that will be in demand in Great Britain, France, Bel-

gium and other European countries. Our manufacturing

and producing capacity will be strained to the utmost, and

those who have foreseen the situation and placed their affairs

in such shape as to take part in Canada's great expansion will

reap a greater harvest of business prosperity than they ever

dreamed of in the days before the war.

To put the matter in as brief and simple a form as pos-

sible, Canada will, more than ever before, be the Land of

Promise and the Land of Fulfilment. Her plants will be

running night and day, her merchants will be busy from morn
till night. Her farmers will be able to sell at good prices

everything that they produce, and this prosperity will attract

to the shores of Canada a great tide of immigration. From
all parts of the world people will set out for Canada to share

in its expansion. The iminigration from the United States

to Canada which started on an extensive scale only a com-

paratively few years ago will be renewed and greatly in-

creased. Moreover, from the United States we will then

draw not only farmers in large numbers, but a far greater

number of merchants and manufacturers than we formerly

drew. Manufacturers in the United States will be quick to

realize that, if they want to share in the- trade of Great Bri-

tain and the allied countries to the fullest extent, they must

establish plants in Canada so as to be entitled to the prefer-

ential treatment which Canada will then obtain.

These are no idle dreams dictated by desire and un-

fotmded on fact. Anyone who reads what is appearing daily

in the press of Great Britain regarding the fiscal problem,

knows that these views are warranted by the trend of public

opinion in Great Britain. Free trade has been killed. The

Manchester Chamber of Commerce, the historic hot-bed of

free trade has voted against it by 9U8 to 527. The greatest

exponents of free trade in Great Britain have thrown it over-
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board. From now on, every man who thinks about the

fiscal problem in the Old Country will think of it in terms of

tarifif protection. The working out of protection will in-

volve many differences of opinion, but the great change has

come about. The war has made protection the only logical

policy for Great Britain. After the war, and to a consider-

able extent during the war. protective tariffs will come into

effect and they will unquestionably include preferential treat-

ment for the Overseas Dominions and recip'ocity between

the Allied Nations.

Overhead Ground Wires

The following Mif;gcstions are offered to "Hydro-Elec-

tr!c" in reply to his inquiry in our March 1 number re

"Overhead Ground Wires." If the information contained

in the inquiry had been more complete, more definite a.s-

sistance could have Iieen given.

Toronto, March 6, 1916.

Editor, Electrical News:

Re inquiry of "Hydroelectric" in Electrical News.

There is no objection to the installation of an overhead

ground wire in the described installation as long as a secure

construction can be made, which will exclude any possible

chance of the ground wire breaking under the most severe

weather conditions or getting into touch with the live wires,

should whipping occur.

It must not be expected, however, that the ground wire

will offer full protection against lightning. Practice has

pretty well established the fact that the overhead ground

wire is only able to minimize but not eliminate lightning

troubles. How great the protecting quality actually is, has

so far not been established.

Where the overhead ground wire can easily be installed

and at a low cost, it is worth installing it. Its installation,

however, is not always warranted where it involves a con-

siderable expenditure.

Yours truly.

P. .^ckerman.

Montreal. March 1, 1916.

Editor Electrical News;

I have noticed in the Electrical News of March 1st, a

letter headed "Overhead ground wires" and am at a loss to

understand the situation.

If I understand the letter aright a transmission extend-

ing only for 300 yards has been repeatedly struck by lightn-

ing, for the lightning protection is referred to as having

"many times proved not to be sufficient."

The writer would not install either lightning protection

or overhead ground wires on such a short transmission, be-

lieving that the expense and complication is not warranted

by the risk. As. however, the writer states that the ar-

restors have acted many times, it would seem likely that the

trouble was due to surges from some cause or other rather

than lightning, such as by switching or possiblj- sudden

shifts of load.

Yours truly.

Engineer.

limit the maximum size of our cables to, preferably, 1/0

B & S copper, or equivalent, or 2/0 at the outside.

Am inclined to think H. E. must have some in-

herent weakness in his equipment, the type of arrester or

method of connection to ground. Avoid arcing grounds, or

arresters in metal cases. Try arrester on each phase, each

to a separate ground, on three consecutive poles. Make good

connection to galvanized pipe, driven seven feet into moist

ground. Salt, in and around each ground pipe, will improve

ground, but decrease life of ground pipe.

Insert an ordinary transformer cut-out fused at 13 am-

peres in each ground wire, to interrupt dynamic current, un-

til trouble located. Fuse should never blow if arrester work-

ing properly.

Yours truly,

W. L. Bird.

Fort William, March 3, 1916.

Editor, Electrical News:

Re "Hydro-Electric" query, as to benefits of overhead

ground wires. AVhile we use overhead ground wires on our

long distance transmission lines, and consider them beneficial,

we have never found them necessary on our 2200 or 600 volt

feeders.

I note H. E. uses 960,000 cm. cable. Owing
to the skin effect, and as a matter of eflSciency. we practically

Winnipeg. March i.th. 191t;.

Editor Electrical News:

—

It is quite possible that the installation of a ground wire.

as suggested, would be of some benefit. It is, of course, im-

possible to state what would be the best protection and what
is the probable cause of the trouble complained of unless

further information is given as to the location of the line and

its exposure to atmospheric conditions. It may generally be

stated that some gap-arrestors on a high power circuit and

adjacent to the source of supply, are seldom satisfactory ow-
ing to their discharge capacity being altogether too small. I

note that it is stated that the ground wire is of ample capa-

city and leads in each case directly to running w-ater. From
this it does not follow that the ground connection is satis-

factory, as the resistance of water in different localities varies

so much that it is quite possible that the fact of immersing

the ground plate or wire in the water may give a very high

resistance to ground.

A far better method of grounding would be to connect,

if possible, to some system of water piping, or if this is not

possible to install properly designed grounds which give

ample surface.

It is also possible that some other tj'pe of arrestors

might give better service. There can be no objection to in-

stalling a ground wire provided that it is mechanically sound

and that the ground connections are properly made.

Yours trulj',

J. G. Glassco.

Electric Power Co. Sells Out to Government

Hon. G. Howard Ferguson. Minister of Lands, Forests

and Mines, has announced that an agreement has been signed

with the Electric Power Company by which the Government

buys outright the various water power and electric interests

in the Trent Valley District, paying for them in Ontario

Government 4 per cent, bonds to the amount of $S.350.000.

It is understood that this system will be operated along

lines similar to those followed in southwestern Ontario by

the present Hydro-electric power commission of Ontario

and that the eastern section of the province will now enjoy

the privileges of light and power at cost as in the Niagara

district.

Who are the true patriots in time of nee>d

—

those who venerate the land, owning its wood,

and stream and earth, and all they produce, or

those who love their country, boasting not a foot

of ground in all its wide domain?
Old Curosity Shop.
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Vancouver's Development
l;\ w R. Bonnycastlf

Thi: physical and climatic advantages of \'ancouvcr ovir

the Eastern or Middle West cities are so well known that

it is unnecessary to spend space or time in discussing these

advantages. The disadvantages of \'ancouver in the past have

been its situation on the Pacific Coast, a small population

of its own, and great mountain ranges between the city and

the larger population on the other side. The consequence

of these conditions has been to prevent \'ancouver from

being able to compete in the markets of the Middle West
with the manufacturing cities of the East, in spite of the

much greater distance of transportation from the eastern

manufacturing centres.

There have been other reasons besides a limited market

for the slow development of Vancouver as a manufacturing

city.

Vancouver for some years has been a fools' paradise, and

its population has included a lot of gamblers and speculators.

Labor has been high-priced, inefficient and independent;

capital has not been obtainable for legitimate development,

but has been used for high finance and wildcat promotion;

fair concessions and bonuses could not be obtained by pros-

pective manufacturers, and the prices of sites and power
have been e.xorbitant.

It is useless to dwell on the folly of the past—the live

members of the population of \'ancouver realize conditions

and are adjusting themselves to meet the new demands, but,

unfortunately, the live ones are only a very small proportion

of the total population. Some of the electorate will ulti-

mately see the new light; a large portion still dream of a

returned prosperity, but are doing nothing to help push.

What N'ancouver needs is new blood. Business men who
can see not only the present necessities, but can look ahea>l

and prepare for the time when Vancouver has become a

large city. The time to meet the various problems which

arise in the growth of a city is not when that problem is

clamoring for solution and must be solved, but each prob-

lem should have been forseen and prepared for, as much as

possible, years before.

City Needs New Blood

The old-timers in Vancouver have been too much in

evidence; they have been sticking together and controlling

the policy of the district and it is not reasonable to suppose

that men growing up with a small to%vn and knowing nothinii

of the problems of a large city would be able to look far

ahead and provide for future expansion without grave mis-

lakes.

The parting of the ways is here for Vancouver and the

people must make their choice; even the most narrow-

minded, ignorant, hide-bound policy cannot prevent Van-

couver from growing, but it can seriously hamper its growth

and prosperity and prevent it from taking its rightful place

as one of the largest and most prosperous cities of Canada.

.\n awakening of the people and a grasp of the problems

which even now confront the future of the district is neces-

sary—not ten or even five years hence but—now.
Several of the disadvantages which confronted the dis-

trict have been reduced or have entirely disappeared. New-

railroads have lately been put into operation, opening up

new districts and reducing the grades over the mountain
ranges between Vancouver and the Middle West, so that

competition with eastern cities might be successful through-

out the prairie towns. The Panama Canal has brought \'an-

couver much closer to European and South American mar-
kets. The great industrial awakening of the far East has

opened up a new field of great possibilities.

The mining and lumbering industries of British Columbia
.irc still in their infancy. Foreign capital must be obtained

lo develop these industries, but the people of Vancouver
can help to bring in this capital and develop industries lo

supply the necessary equipment, labor and material required

for their operation.

There are other requirements, too, for a great manufac-
turing city, and one of the most important necessities is a

large supply of cheap electric power. There is a fairly large

supply of power available in Vancouver at present, but is

this power cheap enough to encourage the establishment of

manufacturing interests, to overcome the many advantages
of a manufacturing point in the east near the centre of

population with transportation facilities in every direction?

It is not enough to offer power as cheap as it is in the East;

it must be available in large quantities at a considerably

cheaper rate. Electric power is one of the few commodities
that is constantly growing cheaper.

The installation charges of the average plant, either for

steam or water power, are growing less, while the efficiency

of operation is growing greater. Consequently, the rates for

electric service are being reduced all over the world.

Are \'ancouver and vicinity getting their share in these

reductions?

Lower Current Cost

New inventions and improvements are being made every

day in electric appliances for heating and cooking. The
efficiency of these appliances is steadily increasing and the

cost decreasing. If a proper rate were obtainable for the

electric energy necessary to operate these appliances every

home in Vancouver could be so equipped that a considerable

saving could be made in the present gas and coal bill and a

degree of cleanliness and satisfaction obtained which is im-

possible under present circumstances.

Would Vancouver use more electric energy if the pre-

sent rates were cut in half? Electric energy will some day
be so cheap that it will be used as freely as water in your
home. Will the people in \'ancouver be the first or the

last to realize these conditions?

The solving of the problem lies within the hands of the

people of Vancouver and the surrounding municipalities.

There is no city on this continent better situated for a large

supply of cheap power. To-day the clouds are very black,

but to-morrow or next day the sun will shine. Will the

people of Vancouver prepare to-day to take advantage of

the sunshine to-morrow, or will they wait until the sun is

shining, thereby losing the first bright hours—the best part

of the day?

There is several hundred thousand horse power of hydro-

electric energy within a reasonable distance of Vancouver
waiting to be developed, and with proper economy this

power can be delivered to Vancouver and vicinity at a cost

not to exceed $10 per horse power per annum. The con-

struction cost of this power, delivered to a distributing sta-

tion in \'ancouver, would not exceed $75 per horse power
of continuous power, which compares favorably with the

construction cost of any other power development on the

continent.

With a strong business administration and economical

engineering the present rates for power and light could

be cut in half as soon as the plants could be put in opera-

tion, and the rates could be further reduced as the demand
for service increased and the power plants increased their

capacity.

There are financial reasons why no new power com-
pany will enter \'ancouver, but if the people of this district

want a progressive policy in the supply of an unlimited

quantity of cheap electric energy they must organize and
act energetically to take advantage of their golden oppor-
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tunit)-. There is said to be over twenty million dollars

in the savings banks of N'ancouver, and I know of no better

investment for a portion of this money. An examination of

the stocks of the various power companies of the world will,

with very few exceptions, show a very healthy condition

of affairs, and Mr. F. A. Vanderlip, President of the National

City Bank of New York, says: "Four hundred millions a

year, eight millions a week of fresh capital, can profitably

be used in the development of the whole brjad field of the

electrical industry in the United .States during the next five

years."

Are the people of Vancouver going to allow one of

the greatest of their natural resources to pass into the hands

of private companies, as they surely will within the next few

years?

The development of these water powers by private com-

panies will, it is true, be of great assistance to the growth

and prosperity of Vancouver, but not nearly as much so

as if the people themselves should retain under their con-

trol the great powers which lie at their doorsteps.

Do not content yourselves Ijy saying that \ancouver

has no money at this time for such undertakings; there is

plenty of money to be obtained, and now is the time to make

a start so as to be ready when the demand conies. Wake up,

Vancouver!

Electricity in a Modern Hotel

By Arthur J. Cantin

Tlie Macdonald Hotel, the new Grand Trunk Pacific

hotel at Edmonton, which was formally opened to the pub-

lic on July 6, 1915, is quite the latest word in hotel equip-

ment, being noted for its modern electrical fixtures and do-

mestic appliances. The hotel management have installed

their own generating system, and completely operate the

hotel by electricity. With a connected load of nearly 350

h.p. in motors, and about 3.000 tungsten lamps ranging from

15 to 200 watts, the Macdonald Hotel represents an electrical

load which would be attractive to any electrical service com-

pany. Typical load charts show the average maximum de-

mand for energy for the entire establishment to be about

170 kw. The peak load occurs about 6 p.m. and the mini-

mum load generally during the early morning hours, when

the use of general lighting is a minimum and the demand

on the various pumps is light. An average of the monthly

reading of the totalizing watt-hour meter shows that the

hotel uses approximately 40,000 kw.h. per month.

The hotel management could not see their way clear

to connect the load to the municipal plant, on account of a

city by-law by which no contract for lighting can be entered

into for a period longer than one year, because of the un-

certain valuation of the power rates. The hotel manage-

ment therefore built their own generating plant.

There are four horizontal return tubular boilers of 150

h.p. operating under 125 lbs. pressure. These boilers were

manufactured by the Goldie McCulloch Company, and are

located in a boiler room in the basement, with the engines,

generators and switchboard in a separate room. The prime

movers consist of two 100-h.p., one 125-h.p.. and one 75-h.p.

Ideal engines manufactured by Goldie & McCulloch, with

Ritis inertia regulators with a guaranteed variation of speed

not to exceed two per cent. The engines are direct con-

nected to Triumph Electric, three-wire, direct current 110-220

volt, 250 r.p.ni. generators.

To secure a pleasing illumination effect in the lobbies,

dining rooms, ball rooms, corridors and other public places,

elaborate chandeliers and concealed lighting fixtures have

.been employed. An especially handsome effect has Tseen ob-

tained in the dining room by concealing lamps in reflectors
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behind frosted glass. In order to obtain long life in these

lamps. 120-volt units are used on a 110-volt circuit. In addi-

tion to the general illumination of this room, portable lamps

harmonizing with the decorative scheme of the room are

placed on some of the tables.

In the main lobby, massive but graceful fixtures hung

at various points diffuse light from one hundred 40-watt

lamps, thus supplying a soft and even illumination which is

supplemented in the alcoves by smaller diffusing units of

similar design. Additional light for the clerks' desks and

hotel register is afforded by small lamps. These lamps also

prominently display signs directing patrons to the proper

clerk to apply to for, "Information," "Rooms," etc.

Another type of hanging fixture has been used in ihe

ball-room. The lamps in these fixtures supply but a part

of the lighting for the room, the remainder coming from

concealed units. Twenty-watt tungsten lamps are used in

the wall candelabra fixtures.

There are about 30 electric motors in the building. To
supply ice and artificial refrigeration, two motor-driven Linde

Canadian refrigerating machines have been installed. They

are ten-ton machines, and are operated alternately. There

are twenty-three small refrigerators distributed in the

kitchen, various dining rooms and the bar.

The control apparatus for the two refrigerating mach-

ines is grouped on a marble board. Leads enter and leave

this panel board from the top, so that all live connections,

rheostats and starters are concealed. There is also a small

panel which controls the operation of the vacuum pumps
working on the steam-heating system. These pumps pro-

duce a vacuum of 12 ins. to 14 ins. mercury column. Steam

enters the heating system from the engine at about 1 pound

pressure, but a Jay-pass is provided so that when the weather

is cold live steam from the boiler may be admitted directly

to the heating system. Two steam pumps lift water from

the city mains to a tank situated on the top floor of the hotel.

Water for house service is then fed by gravity to the various

parts of the hotel. Washing, drying and ironing is per-

formed electrically in the hotel's laundry.

The following is a list of the principal motors and the

machines they operate:

—

Machine Motor r.p.m.

1 6 Poll., 120-in.. flat work ironer. 1—4 h.p., 220 v., 1870

1 body ironer 1—IH h-P-
"

600

1 collar and cuff starcher 1—1/6 h.p.
"

1200

1 dry room 1— V2 h.p.
" 900

1 collar and cuff dampener 1—1/6 h.p.
"

100

1 collar and cuff ironer 1—2M h.p.
"

1100

1 finishing table 1—1/12 h.p. 1125

1 sleeve ironer 1— J4 h-P-
'

"^"O

1 sewing machine 1—1/7 h.p.
"

600

1 washing machine 1—254 h.p.
"

1000

2 washing machines 3—2 h.p.
"

1100

1 tumbler 1—2^4 h.p.

2 30-in. extractors 2—

5

h.p.
"

1200

1 20-in. starch extractor 1—

1

h.p.
"'

1200

1 drying tumbler 1—

2

h.p.
"

1200

1 fan 1—2 h.p. 1000

1 coffee mill 1— ^ h.p. IG.'iO

1 sump pump 1

—

\Ya h.p.
'

1500

1 carbonating machine 1—1/8 h.p. 1800

1 knife cleaner . . . _ 1—1 1/3 h.p.
-

2300

The main switchboard consists of eight panels of uni-

form size, 66 in. by 24 in., with sub-panels 24 in. by 24 in.,

or a total dimension of 16 ft. by 7J4 ft. The material used

is the best quality of slate, 2 inches in thickness, and painted

with Egyptian lacquer to present a lasting black finish in

harmony with the copper appliances mounted thereon and

free from attacks of oil and dirt. The board rests on a

six-inch channel iron base partly embedded in the cement

floor, and is supported by a two-inch angle iron frame, sup-

ported from the wall by material of a like character. The
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board was designed witli llie view of locating the instru-

ments and switches in tlic most natural position lor the

convenience of the operator. The instruments are on a level

with the eye and the switches at the proper height for the

average person. Beginning at the left, the first four panels

are generator panels, connected to their respective gener-

ators according to their location. Following these are the

:J20-volt power panel, two o-wire and two-wire lighting and
no-volt power panels. The last panel provides connection

willi the city power in case of accident to the hotel plant.

The circuit breakers on the generators are located be-

tween the generator and the main switch. A three-wire

copper busbar is connected to all panels, with the main
equalizer bus connected to all generator panels. The gen-
erator rheostats are mounted on angle iron frames firmly

bracUeled to tlic framework of the switchboard. .Ml cables

are run under.grduud in conduits, and arc carried from the

conduit ends to their terminals on cleats. The intervening

space between tlie floor and switchboard foundation is left

open to permit tile passage of cables leading to and from
I hi board. Openings are provided in the pit wall to the rear

of tlie meter board for the passage of cables in connection
with Iho board.

The main elevator feeders run direct from the switch-

board to the distributing board located in the penthouse
close to the roof. The elevator and dumb waiters are of the

Otis-Fensom type and consist of the following: two pas-

senger elevators of the traction type, having a speed of .300

feet per minute, operated by a 25 h.p. motor; one service

elevator operated by a 20 h.p. motor and one baggage ele-

vator controlled by push buttons located near the baggage
or trunk room.

An elaborate system of ventilation has been installed

which continuously supplies pure air tempered to suit the

prevailing atmospheric conditions and simultaneously re-

moves impure and obnoxious odors. The main ventilating

fans are located in the basement, fresh air being drawn in

from the areaway through enormous air washers. Tem-
pering coils have been distributed throughout the building.

A central telephone exchange connects every room and de-

partment in the hotel through numerous trunk lines with
the main exchange of the city. Extensive telegraphic accom-
modations have been provided. A signal system on every
floor enables a guest to locate an attendant at all times.

Fire alarm signals and fire escape indicators are located in

the hallway of each floor.

Steel Conductors for Transmission Lines
By H. B.

During the [last jear the price of copper has doubled.

\\ bile the same wide fluctuation in price has occurred at

other periods in recent years, the rapidity of the present in-

crease forcibly suggests that changes in the methods of

using copper conductors riiight be profitable at the present

time or in the near future. Although steel cannot replace

copper on transmission lines in the majority of applications,

there are well-defined cases where steel conductors may be

used with good economy. Accordingly, a short comparison

is given in this article of the characteristics of steel and

copper conductors for overhead electric power lines.

The chief characteristic of steel wire that must be taken

into account when considering its advisability as an over-

head electric conductor is that it has from 7 to 14 times as

much resistance to alternating current as the same weight

of copper, depending on the kind of steel and the current

density. The choice between steel and copper depends on

the ratio between the effective resistance of the two metals,

the ratio of their cost, and upon mechanical characteristics

such as the greater strength of steel.

In the past, even with copper at a low price, it has been

found advisable to use steel conductors for overhead lines

for two main classes of work. First, on account of their

greater tensile strength, steel cables can be used for long

spans fif half a mile or more, where the use of copper

would be inipractical)le. In certain cases, with comparat-

ively heavy current, the steel cable has been used merely to

support a copper conductor, but in many insl.nices tlie steel

cable has carried the current.

The other class of work is in branch lines to comparat-

ively small isolated customers. It is not usual to employ in

overhead work a smaller copper conductor than Xo. (5 B. & S.

because a conductor of at least that size is required for

mechanical strength. However, it frequently happens that

as far as electrical reasons go, a smaller size than No.

copper would be suflicicnl to supply a certain load, and in

such cases it has often proved profitable to use a steel con-

ductor which would have just enough conductivity to carry

I lie current, and would have ample mechanical strength.

Examples of cases where the above practice has been

Dwight.

considered economical have been recently described. A No. 8

copper clad steel line about 10 miles long was built in the

State of Washington to supply a 50 h.p. motor load at 6,600

volts. This line afterward carried 110 h.p. for some time,

and was later changed to No. 6 copper in order to carry a

still greater load. It is also stated that on the same system
a considerable quantity of No. 8 iron wire for short tap-offs

and lightly loaded branch lines on 6,600 volt circuits is used,

without serious trouble resulting from voltage drop.*

In Minnesota a 40,000 volt branch line 20 miles long is

being built with No. 4 galvanized steel cable. This will

have only 7 per cent, drop at the estimated load of 400 kva.,

when calculated according to the data of Fig. 1. A No. 6

copper line would carry 2,500 kva. with the same drop, so

that there is evidently a considerable margin for the use of

steel conductors for small branch lines of a high voltage

system of this kind.

In the above manner, a power company in its efforts to

build up new loads can send out several inexpensive branch

lines using steel conductors. Where these prove success-

ful and the load grows, the lines may be re-wired with cop-

per, possibly at lower than present prices. An alternative

method of delivering an increased load would be to install

an induction regulator to overcome the excessive voltage

drop and voltage variation.

It is evident that when copper is unusually high in price,

the opportunities for using steel conductors with profit are

increased. In order to make an approximate determination

wiiethcr steel conductors may be suitable for a given case,

certain resistance and reactance data are given in Figs, t

and 2.

This has been compiled from the results of tests published by

the Bureau of Standards.! Xo attempt has been made to

give the characteristics of all the kinds of iron and steel

conductors which might be used. However, the grade of

wire with the lowest resistance to direct current should not

necessarily be chosen, for it sometimes liappens that

Tlie Electrical World, p. 469, Aufir. 28. 1916-

tEffectlvc resistance and Inductance of Iron and Bimetallic Wires, by
J. M. Miller. Scientific Paper No. 2Si, nureau of Standards. Wnshinnton. D.
C".. AuitMst. 1915.
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cumiucrcial steel wire, whose characteristics are given

in Figs. 1 and 3, has a lower impedance to the comparatively

heavy alternating currents used in power transmission, than

a purer and more expensive grade of iron or steel designed

for telephone and telegraph work.

The information in Figs. 1 and 2 is easily used. Since

the impedance of the transmission line changes with the load,

the resistance and reactance must be taken for the current

to be considered. The reactance is made up of the in-

ternal reactance plus the external reactance. The latter

may be obtained from ordinary transmission line tables. The
calculations for voltage drop and power loss are then made
in the same way as for copper transmission lines.

The higher price of copper may have already enabled

steel to supersede copper for another class of work, namely,

for bare conductors in direct current circuits. Certain grades

of common commercial steel have a resistance to direct cur-

rent circuits about 8 times that of a copper conductor of

the same size, and therefore 7 times that of a copper

conductor of the same weight (copper being more dense

than steel). It follows that when the price per pound

of steel cable is less than 1/7 that of copper, steel will be

more economical with direct current, if the large size of the

steel cable is not a disadvantage. But direct current con-

ductors are nearly always covered with insulation, so that a

small conductor is an advantage, and steel can only be con-

sidered for the rare cases where bare conductors are used

for direct current, as possibly for feeders for interurban

railroads.

For the main lines of alternating-current power systems,

steel cables may not have an opening as yet, though it is

nearer than would at first thought be supposed. For 25

cycles the d. c. resistance is increased about 30 per cent.,

Fig. 1.— Resistance and Reactance of Steel Conductors at 60 cycles.

and for 60 cycles, as much as 100 per cent, with conductors

less than about 50,000 c. m. and with average loads. If

one assumes the usual limitation, that the line must be de-

signed so that the steel cable can be replaced by a copper

one when desired, steel will probably not be found as

economical as copper, even for 25 cycles. However, if

the line be specially designed for the permanent use of steel

conductors, with higher voltage than would otherwise be

used and with extra long spans to reduce the number of

towers, it might prove to be a surprisingly close competitor

of the usual type of copper transmission line.

Summary.— (l) The most common use of steel conduc-

tors is for lightly-loaded branches and extensions of trans-

mission lines. Steel should be used with greater freedom

in such work wlien copper is higher in price.

(2) When a certain load is to be transmitted, the voltage

to be chosen should be higher if the conductors are of steel,

than it normally would be if they were of copper.

(3) Long spans are possible with steel conductors, and
economies can be made by reducing the number of towers

and sometimes by shortening the distance of transmission.

Fig. 2. — Resistance and Reactance of Steel Conductors at 2.S cycles.

(4) Steel cables are better conductors for 25-cycle than

fi>r 60-cycle current.

(5) Steel cables are better conductors for direct than for

alternating current. For bare direct-current conductors

steel is more economical than copper when the price per

pound of steel cable is less than 1/7 that of copper cable.

(6) In order that the economies to be obtained from the

use of iron and steel conductors for power transmission may
be taken advantage of more generally, the resistance and re-

actance of various grades and strandings of cables should be

measured and published. Such information is very incom-

I)lete at present.

Winnipeg Jovians Present Prizes

At the regular luncheon of the Jovian Order held on

March 1 the usual program was dispensed with, and instead,

the prizes were presented to the successful players who took

part in the recent Jovian Bonspiel. The Rev. J. B. Hindley

presented the prizes.

The premier event was won by R. H. Howard whose rink

included J. Pratt, third, E. J. Brown second, and J. R. Stien-

hoff lead.

Mr. Howard played off against J. F. S. Madden, of the

Canadian General Electric Company. Mr. Madden is pre-

sident of the Jovian Order and his rink included: F. E. Gar-

rett, lead, F. W. Blythe, second, and J. B. Minns, third.

The league cup was won by James Bloomer, skip, who
played against F. E. Filer, skip, in the final event.

A feature of the meeting was that about fifteen minutes

was taken up with one minute speeches in which each un-

successful skip showed exactly how he did not win the cup.

This grand oratorical cup was won by R. H. Mainer.

There were 60 members and guests present.
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Montrears New Street Lighting System
Modern underground distribution system displacing dangerous street

poles and wires. Inverted magnetites on special standards

.\ii (iniaiiRiital lighting system,—the cables for which
arc installed in the municipal conduits,—has lately been put

into operation in Montreal. The streets lighted by the new
system are St. Catherine Street, between Atwater and Papin-

eau Avenue, a distance of 21^ miles. Bleury Street and Park
.Vvenue. between Craig Street and Pine Avenue, a distance

of one mile. The system is now being extended down town
to include Craig, St. James and Notre Dame Streets and For-

tification Lane between Victoria Square and St. Lawrence
Street, the square being included. The light is furnished by
ornamental inverted ma.gnctitc CO ampere arc lamps mounted
on cast iron standards of special design.

On St. Catherine Street there are 141 of the new lamps,

replacing 57 aerial arcs, while on Bleury Street and Park
Avenue 41 of the new lamps replace 18 aerial arcs. These
183 lamps are divided into four circuits, so interconnected in

])airs that should one circuit be interrupted some of the

lamps on the end of the circuit can be thrown on the other

circuit by changing the connection of the four point cut-

outs in these lamps. The down-town system will have 91

new lamps to replace the 43 aerial arcs now in service. These
;u lamps will be divided into two circuits. The lamps are

spaced at an average distance of 185 feet on alternate sides

of the street, there being one standard at every intersection

and two standards at important intersections and transfer

points.

The cable carrying the current to the lamps is No. 6,

twin-conductor, paper-insulated, lead-covered, 7500 volt cable,

and is installed in a special duct of the Municipal Conduit
System which loops in and out of each standard. The cut-

outs arc of the absolute type, and were especially designed
to meet the requirements of the Light Department, having
lour accessible terminals. The location of faults in the cable

is thus greatly facilitated, as all four conductors can be ex-

posed in every standard. The leads from the cut-outs to the

lamps are No, C, single conductor, varnished cambric in-

sulated and braided cable. The cables and leads were sub-

jected to a factory test of 30,000 volts for 30 minutes and a

test of 10.000 volts for a minutes after installation.

The cost of the erection now in operation was approxi-

mately $42,000—and the cost of the erection now being in-

stalled will be approximately .$25,000.

The contracts for the supply and installation of the stand-

ards, which included the construction of the concrete bases,

were let to G. M. Gest, Limited, of Montreal, Winnipeg and
X'ancouver, for both sections. The contracts for the supply

and installation of the lamps (the glassware for which was
manufactured by the Jefferson Glass Company, Limited)

were let to the Canadian General Electric Company for both

sections, while the order for the supply and installation of

the cable and cut-outs was given to the Eugene F. Phillips

Electrical Works, Limited, for the system now in opera-

tion, and to the Northern Electric Company for the section

at present being installed. The cut-outs arc manufactured

by the Northern Electric Company.

The current for the lamps is supplied by the Montreal
Light, Heat & Power Company, under a ten years' contract,

at $72.70 per annum per lamp, this price including the sup-

ply of station apparatus and the general care and maintenance
of the whole system.

The putting into operation of the municipal conduits and
the new lighting system on St. Catherine and Bleury .Streets,

and Park .\venuc has enabled the city to remove a consider-

able part of the unsightly poles and overhead wires from
tliese streets, and the remainder will be removed as soon
as conditions permit. The clearing away of this aerial equip-

ment, of which there was a great quantity, has greatly im-
proved the appearance of the streets—especially when seen
at night under the brilliant illumination of the new lights.

The clean and uncongested appearance of St. Catherine Street
as compared with that of former days is especially notice-

al)le.

.A.S soon as the Municipal Conduit System is extended
over other districts the new lighting system will also be
extended. The districts now under consideration are the sec-

tion of the city bounded by Commissioners, Notre Dame,
McGill and St. Lawrence Streets, and the district comprising
St. Lawrence Boulevard from Craig Street to Sherbrooke
Street. The work of preparing the estimates, plans and
specifications for the new system and the general supervision
of the installation was under the direct charge of Mr. Arthur
Parent, superintendent of the Light Department, and Mr.
P. S. Gregory, his assistant.

The removal of the poles and wires above referred to

Design of Montreal's new lighting standards.

was only possible owing to the construction of underground

conduits. In the spring of 191,i tenders were first called by
the Electrical Commission for the installation of the con-

duits. Contractors from many sections bid on this work,

G. M. Gest, Limited, being the successful tenderers.
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The first installation was made on St. Catherine Street

from Guy Street to Papineau Avenue, conduit being placed

in the sidewalks on both sides of the street with runs at each

intersecting street, while at very important corners these

runs were placed at each side of the intersecting street. Later

in the same year the ducts were extended on St. Catherine

Street from Guy Street to Atwater Avenue, and a system

was also installed on Bleury Street from Craig to Sherbrooke

Streets, on both sides of the streets, and on Park Avenue

from Sherbrooke Street to Pine Avenue, but on the west

side of the street only.

The following year the downtown section was construct-

ed on Notre Dame, St. James and Craig Streets from St.

Lawrence Boulevard to McGill Street and Victoria Square,

including all intersecting streets within these limits, and For-

tification Lane. G. M. Gest, Limited, made this installation,

as well as that on the two preceding contracts, and in the

meantime completed another contract on St. Lawrence Boule-

vard from Notre Dame, southward.

It was during the construction of the downtown section

that the war started, and the work was ordered closed, but

through the negotiations of G. M. Gest. Limited, with the

city of Montreal, the former carried on their work success-

fully, thereby giving employment to many men.

In all the conduit contracts the same general type of

constructicin has been used. Tlirev and (inc-rialf square bore

15 duct run showing concrete encasement.

tile duct has been used for all light and power cables, except-

ing that for the services into the buildings, which are of

iiyi-in. fibre. The top ducts for the police and fire alarm sig-

nal wires, street lighting, Gresham Guarantee Company, are

syi-in. fibre, and are separated by a concrete fill from the

balance of the system. The dpcts are all enclosed in a three-

inch concrete encasement, and graded to drain through the

manholes at each end.

Main and service manholes are of concrete of octagonal

shape, the ft. x 8 ft. holes occurring at street intersections,

with service holes 4 ft. x C ft. located between street corners,

providing for services into all buildings. Each hole is drained

through a trap and connected to the street sewer, thereby

aflfording perfect drainage through the whole system. Ven-

tilated covers are provided and these are of such design as

to give sufficient strength without being unduly heavy.

Each of the operating power companies is provided with

its own transformer manholes, which in general arc about

10 ft. X 13 ft. with 8 ft. headroom. These are located in the

side streets and are connected with the main manholes by

fibre pipes. They have covers made in three sections of

ample size to admit of transformers being placed. These
holes are also of concrete and are connected to the sewer
through a trap.

Owing to sub-surface conditions of many of the streets.

St. Catherine Street. Montreal.

it seemed at times almost impossible to place some of the

intersecting runs and manholes, as the streets were already

filled with the sewer, gas and water pipes on each side, the

duct systems of the Montreal Light, Heat & Power Company,

and the Bell Telephone Company. However, the past ex-

perience of the conduit contractors was of great service in

overcoming these obstacles, and in no instance was it found

impossible to make an installation as required.

The Bleury Street and Park Avenue section differed from

that of the other streets in that a portion of the system was

made jointly with the Bell Telephone Company, having sep-

arate ducts and manholes. These joint holes had a common
wall, but with enough offset on each side to allow ducts" to

take care of the distribution in intersecting streets.

The telephone ducts are of multiple tile, and at all points

are separated from the power ducts by at least six inches

of concrete and gradually fanning out to reach the manholes.

In addition to the power company having cables in the muni-

cipal ducts, the street lighting occupies a duct as also the

fire alarm system. Ample space is provided so that future

electrical needs can be taken care of without undue crowding.

It is the plan of the Electrical CDmmission to gradually

extend the conduit system over the entire city of Montreal,

removing all overhead wires and poles, thereby making Mont-
real entirely free from delay and danger to which it had been

subjected in the past.

The Toronto & York Radial Railway Comiiany have com-
pleted the electrification of their Schomberg line, which runs

between Schomberg and Schomberg Junction. This work
has been under construction for some months and according

to recent announcements is now completed. For a number
of years this branch has been operated as a steain road.
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Cedars Rapids Electrical Development
Mr. R. M. Wilson Describes the Details of Installation and Operation of the Electrical

Equipment, before the Can. Soc. C. E.—Nine Units of 10,000 kv.a., Each
Already Running at Capacity with Load Factor over 90 per cent.

'Concluded fro

Heating System

The healing system in power house and transformer

liouse were designed for electric heating. The question of

steam heat was gone into very carefully, but due to the

nature of the load on the plant it was found that consider-

able lieat would be obtained from the units themselves. This

was one of the reasons for adopting electric heat as well

as the Iiigh initial cost of the steam installation and the

difficulty of getting cheap fuel.

It was found upon investigation that approximately

7.100,000 B.t.u.'s per hour were required in the coldest wea-

ther. This is equivalent to 2100 kw. per hour. Our load con-

ditions on the plant at present provide in losses given ofif

in heat 1100 kw. and in order to provide the balance of 1000

kw.. a number of heaters were installed in suitable locations.

The number of heat units required for transformer house

is 1,600,000 B.t.u.'s per hour, and is furnished from electric

lieaters consuming 500 kw. per hour.

The lighting and heating systems are i>rovided witli the

necessary energy from transformer Ijanks connected in delta.

Iioth power, light and heat are taken from the same trans-

formers. The power and heat at 220 volts and tlic li.gliting

at 110 volts.

Transformer House
The transformer house is a reinforced concrete struc-

ture built on the unit principle, and contains approximately

1,835 units; its size is 228 ft. long, 130 ft. wide, and 90 ft.

high from basement floor to roof. In this building is in-

stalled a double system of 6600 volt generator busbars, witli

necessary oil switches, disconnecting switches, control pan-

els, meters, etc.; also a double system of 110,000 and 66,000

high tension busbars, switches, etc., as well as the step-up

transformers for the Massena and Montreal systems. The
load per sq. ft. on all footing is 2,500 lbs. This loading may
appear small, but owing to the nature of the soil on which

the building rests it was not considered advisable to adopt

a greater loading. The building is equipped with electric

crane, turn-table and transfer table, for handling the appar-

atus quickly in case of repairs. There were several reasons

for having the step-up transformers removed from the

power house, principal among which was the desire not to

have large quantities of oil in too close proximity to our

generating apparatus. It permitted much easier construction

arrangement in the exits for the transmission lines. There
was also consideraljle saving eflfected in the rock excavation

of the power house.

The tests carried out on the generating apparatus con-

sisted of the following: efficiency, field characteristics, regu-

lation, heat runs, over speed, high potential, oscillograph,

test on Kingslniry bearings.

Efficiency

In making the tests to determine the efficiency of the

unit a test was made to obtain the friction, windage and core

losses Ijy running the unit as a synchronous motor at the

proper frequency and rated voltage. Owing to the design

of the ai)paratus it was difficult to obtain steady enough read-

ings on tlie instruments, and it therefore became necessary

to determine the losses in question by another method. .-\

nietlu>il known as tlie "Decelleration Core Loss Test" was
llu.ii employed, and a brief descriplinn nf the results ob-

taineil by tliis test are as follows:

m March 1)

The unit under test is driven as a synchronous motor
slightly above normal speed, having its fields excited with

a constant current value. The driving force is then sud-

denly cut ofif and the unit allowed to decellerate. This pro-

cess is gone through with dififerent field current values, and
finally one set of readings is taken with no field current.

In the first series of tests the decelleration is due to the

friction, windage and core loss, and in the final test the de-

celleration is due to friction and windage only.

Readings were taken at frequent intervals of speed and

time and curves plotted for each value of field current hav-

ing speeds as the ordinates and time as the abscissae. With
the aid of these curves and the kinetic energy of the rotat-

ing parts a determination of the core loss, friction and wind-

age losses is easily made.

To get the load loss a decelleration test is made with

tlie armature leads short circuited and the field excited so

as to create full load current to circulate through the arma-

ture windings. The decelleration curve is plotted under these

conditions and the loss calculated in accordance with formula.

The friction windage losses as determined contained

losses due to wheel and generator as they are direct con-

nected. In order to divide up the losses between wheel and

generator they were calculated in proportion to their re-

spective weights.

When making tests for efficiency all water was drained

out of turbine casing and manhole in draft tube opened

to prevent turbine becoming air bound.

Field Characteristics

The field characteristics at different power-factors were

determined by means of the no-load saturation and the short

circuit impedance curve. It being assumed that the voltage

generated under short circuit conditions was entirely con-

sumed by the synchronous impedance and armature copper

loss. With this assumption the normal volts were calculated

for different values of load, and the corresponding values of

field current on the no-load saturation curve was taken as

the correct field current for that particular load.

The regulation was taken as the drop in voltage ex-

l)ressed as a percentage of no-load volts.

The values of terminal volts under different loads and

power factors were taken from the same calculation that

figured in the field characteristics and curves plotted hav-

ing terminal volts as ordinates and loads as abscissae.

A line was drawn from the point on the baseline cor-

responding to 10,000 kv.a. cutting each of the curves. Where
tliis line cut the curves the value of terminal volts were

noted and regulation calculated.

Heat runs were made with various power factors and

loads with different degrees of ventilation. The tempera-

tures were indicated by the temperature coils installed in

the units, and the air temperature surrounding the unit under

test was determined from the average of several thermo-

meters placed at different locations around the unit.

The over speed test was made liy throwing the water

wheel gates wide open and unit allowed to rotate without

load or brake.

.\ high potential test of l.VOOO volts was made on arma-

ture windings, and 2200 volts on field coils for one minute.

Oscillograph tests were made uncbr all conditions of

short circuits, including single pliasc and three phase, as well
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as tests lor wave form under different power factor condi-

tions.

One interesting lest was made by short circuit under

normal load. It was performed as follows:—the unit was

loaded by means of a water rheostat, located in the gate

house, and the unit short circuited by means of a special

oil switch.

At the moment of short circuit the field current jumped
from 305 amperes to 500 amperes, and the armature current

to approximately eight times normal current, the speed of

the unit raising from 50 r.p.m. to 66 r.p.m., then back to

53 r.p.m., and finally settled down to 56 r.p.m. The wheel

gate opening as a result went through a large variation, caus-

ing considerable water surge

in the gate house.

Test on Kingsbury Thrust

Bearing

Size of Machines Tested

—

10.000 kv.a. machine, main

unit; and 1,250 kv.a. mach-
ine, exciter unit.

Object of test—A complete

series of tests were run in

order to determine: (1) fric-

tion losses in bearing at

normal speed; (2) tempera-

ture rise of oil in thrust

bearing casing with oil sup-

ply shut off for 30 minutes;

(3) bearing brought to rest

without application of brakes;

(i) bearing running at 10

r.p.m. for one hour.

Preparation before test

—

Before the above tests were
run care was taken to supply
the proper amount of oil to

the bearing, namely, 15 gal-

lons per minute to the main
unit and 5 gallons per minute
to the exciter unit; also all

oil meters and thermometers
were calibrated.

Description of Tests

I 1 ) Friction Loss—The oil

supply to the Ijearing in gal-
lons per minute and the teni- •^''- ^
pcrature of the oil in the in-
let and outlet pipes was
Muasured. These measurements were (hen corrected accord-
ing to the above calibration results and the net supply of oil

delivered and the rise of temperature determined.
(2) Oil supply shut off for 30 minutes—This consisted

of measuring the rise in temperature of the oil in the thrust
bearing casing over a period of 30 minutes. A recording
thermometer was used.

(3") Stopping without brakes—Guide vanes were closed
and unit allowed to slow down. Observations taken of time
and manner in which unit comes to rest. Special notice taken
of the number of r.p.m. at which unit commences to vibrate
before coming to rest.

(4) Low speed test—Unit brought up to normal speed
and then allowed to slow down to about 10 r.p.m.. this low
speed being maintained for' approximately one hour. Mea-
surements were taken of oil supply in gallons per minute and
the rise of temperature in the oil.

Resume

The friction loss in the bearing at normal speed was in

every case found to be less than guaranteed (12 h.p.) the

highest friction loss being 10.25 h.p. for main unit No. 8.

The units can undoubtedly run for several hours without

oil supply, as far as the thrust bearing is concerned. The

maximum rise in temperature of the oil was 4.1 deg. C, and

in most cases not more than about 3 degs.

Test \o. 3, stopping without brakes, is the most severe

condition this type of bearing can be put under. The critical

speed seems to be about 5 r.p.m. At this speed the oil film

breaks down and the unit commences to vibrate. If the

vibration starts before the speed gets down to 5 r.p.m., it

usually means that one can look for trouble when starting

up next time.

Test No. 4 was usually run after test 3, that is, after the

unit was shut down without the application of brakes.

The unit was brought up to full speed and kept there for

a few minutes. If the temperature rose the unit was
immediately shut down and

the shoes and the runner in-

spected. If temperature was
normal the speed was slowly

reduced down as close to 10

r.p.m. as possible, and kept

there for one hour. No
trouble was experienced when
running this test at 10 r.p.m.;

the trouble always occurred

when starting up.

The slow speed test for

the exciter units was run bc-

tween 18 and 30 r.p.m., as

^f it w-as found impossible to

<' keep the unit running at 10

r.p.m.

Radiation Losses
In order to get the total

heat generated in the thrust

bearing, losses due to radia-

tion must be added to losses

specified in the above table.

By looking through the" re-

cording thermometer charts

lor the main units it was
possible to pick out a num-
ber of occasions when units

had been shut down. Curves
were then plotted giving the

drop in the oil temperature
per hour. From these curves
new curves were plotted giv-

.Nl. Wilson '"S ^^^ radiation losses in

horsepower. These losses

were found to be fairly con-
.slant for the first three or four hours after the unit was shut
down and then slightly decreased. The maximum radiation
loss was 0.9 h.p., the minimum 0.3 h.p., giving an average of
0.6 h.p. 400 U. S. gallons of oil was assumed in the housing.

Total Horse Power Loss, Etc.

Total loads on bearing, pounds 550.1)00

Area of shoes, square inches 1.090
I'nit pressure per square inch, iiounds 325
Revolutions per minute 56
Mean surface speed, feet per minute 715
Frictional loss in bearing h.p 8.6
Co-efficient of friction 0.00072

Reactance Coils

It has been stated that reactance coils have been in-

stalled in the bus bars for limiting the current at times of

short circuit. In order to fully appreciate their value the

following may be useful, the data furnished being for full

plant capacity, Fig. 1.

Generator reactance equals 21 per cent.; bus reactance

equals 4 per cent., based on capacity of one generator. The
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most severe short can exist when it takes phice in section

"C" or "D."

Three generators in section "A" have a combined re-

actance of 7 per cent., and will give 14.31) times normal cur-

rent on dead short circuit on bus in section "A."

A sliiirt in scction"B."—The reactance in the bus com-

Storage battery installation

Lighting system

Heating system

.Miscellaneous

Fig. 1. Reactance coils between bus-bars.

bines witli the reactance of the generators and section "A"

will deliver to section "B" 100/(7+4) = 0.11 times normal

current. Section "B" delivers 14.20 times normal current,

making 33.4 times normal current.

A short in section "C."—The equivalent reactance of

sections "A" and "B" with bus reactance is 100/33.4 = 4.38

per cent. This can also be obtained by combining reactance

1

of '"B" with ".\" and bus reactance = = 4.38 per

1/11 + 1/7

cent. 4.3S per cent. + 4 per cent. Inis reactance =: 8.38 per

cent. 100/8.38 =: 13.1 times normal current flow from sec-

tions "B" to "C"

By the same method sections "D." "M" and "F" supply

13.83 times normal current to section "C" and the two gen-

erators not affected supply 9.5 times normal current, making

a total of 13.1 plus 13.85 plus 9.5 equals 34.45 times normal

current most severe short circuit. •

Costs

The following" sunimar)- contains the costs of the elec-

trical installation for the tirst development of 100,000 h.p.

Kig. 2.— One of the exciter units.

These costs include engineering, supervision and interest

during construction:

Per Kw.
Generators, exciters and blower equiptiient $10.04

Switchboards and H. T. switch gear 2.18

Switch cells and bus structures .26

Control cables and conduits .54

Main cables and ducts in P.H. and T.H .33

Feeder cables, ducts and trestle 1.40

Auxiliary power cables and conduits .38

.Vuxiliary transformers .22

Auxiliary switchboards .37

$16.25

The total cost of the transformer house, including crane,

turntable, transfer truck, etc., was $3.02 per kw.; the cost

per cu. ft. was 9 8/10 cents; the cost per sq. ft. of floor,

:;.j 1/10 cents; number of sq. ft. of floor per kw., 1.2.

It might be of interest to note the following;

—

335,000 ft. galvanized conduit was used for control light-

ing and heating circuits.

54,000 ft. 4-in. fibre duct used for main cables.

33,000 ft. 3}4-in. square bore tile duct was used.

277 cubic yards of reinforced concrete for switch cells

and bus-bar structures at an average cost of $58.70 per cu. yd.

The following were the contractors for the various ap-

paratus:—Generators, exciters, switchboards. General Electric

Company; cables, Northern Electric Company; blower equip-

ment, Sheldons, Limited, Gait, Ont.; auxiliary transformers,

Canadian Westinghouse Company; conduit installation, G. M.

Gest: cranes, Whiting Foundrj- Company; storage battery

Fig. 3.—Section of high tension room.

. quipment, Hart Accumulator Company; lighting and heat-

ing switchboards. Monarch Electric Company.

Operation

The plant was first placed in commercial operation on

December 37th, 1914. Since this date the load has been

gradually built up, until at the present time the plant is

operating at its maximum output with a daily load factor of

over ninety per cent.

During the present year's operation everything has

worked out smoothly, and very little trouble has been ex-

perienced.

The number of men forming the complete operating

stafi for power house and transformer house is 24 in three

shifts of 8 men, each working on an eight-hour shift, with one

operating superintendent.

The excellent results obtained in operation to date are

in no small degree due to our superintendent, Mr. W. G.

Hullett.

Mr. Smith, in his paper, has given the personnel of the

staff engaged on the Cedars Development, and in concluding

this paper I desire to express my thanks to my associates

who have assisted me in its preparation, particularly Mr. A.

Gall, Mr. Svenningson, Mr. Alex. Wilson and Mr. George

Hawley.
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A budget of comment presented in the interest of public welfare,

independent of party politics and witfi malice toward no one.

I wonder what Premier Hearst and liis friends think

now of J. R. Fallis, and at the same time I would like to

know wliclher Sir Robert Borden has seen the handwriting

upon llie wall. Fallis is the man who used to represent

I'lt'I county, Ontario, in the local legislature. Tlie David-

son Coniinission show'ed him up in connection with profits

lie is said to have made in purchasing horses for the Gov-
ernment. Many a man has disappeared from public life for

ilealin.ys of this kind, but I'allis <lid not see it tliis way;

neitlicr (bd Premier Hearst. I'albs simply resigned and

sought vindication by the re-election route. Peel county

electors took a different view of it. however, and turned

Fallis' former majority of 627 into a I^iberal majority of over

:iOO; a turn over of about 1,000 votes. They have given the

lirst public reply to profiteering methods.

I'allis' defeat is a lesson for Fallis, and a inelty clear an-

nouncement of the downfall of any others who follow bis

ideals. If Fallis had made his commission honestly on Ibc

liorsc deals he should have kept it. Handing it over for a

patriotic purpose and then seeking re-election was too much
for independent Conservatives to stomach. They simply

felt that a member of the Government, in his own interest

even, should keep his skirts clear, and they went out and

voted against Fallis.

When will political leaders in Canada realize that hon-

esty is the best policy and that clean Government would re-

main in power indefinitely? That is what I have been trying

liard to hammer in, but the task grows more and more diffi-

cult, and the Government, instead of taking my good inten-

tions at their face value, has been misconstruing them and

classing me with its enemies. If Sir Robert Borden would

rise above party politics he would realize that behind these

criticisms there lies the best friend the Government could

have—the independent citizen wlio would .gladly see him
measure u\> to the stature of a clean and a .great political

leader.

If Sir Robert liorden fails to see the Peel result in the

light of a warning closely related to the Shell Committee

situation, he ought at least to recognize it as a public as-

surance that the people will stand behind him if he tries to

stamp out the profiteering business. The defeat of Fallis

cannot be taken as a Conservative defeat or as a Liberal vic-

tory. It is an announcement of the public temper about

profiteering and wliat it means to any party which fails to

stamp it out.

Here is the opinion of a strong Conservative paper (The

Montreal Star) on the events in Peel County:

—

The electors of Peel County, Ont., are worthy of public

congratulations and universal gratitude from the entire peo-

ple of Canada.
* * *

When Colonel J. Wesley Allison gave evidence some
time ago before the Davidson Commission he stated that he

"was not the agent of any company which sold pistols to the

Government" and did not profit "in any way, directly or in-

directly," by such safe. Major General Sir Sam Hughes,

liowever, now classes him as his special confidential agent in

securing munition supplies in the United States, and in cut-

ting down war combine prices charged there. The latest

evidence about this special confidential agent was read before

the commission a few days ago. Samuel M. Stone, vice-

president of the Colt Patent Fire Arms Company of Hart-
ford, Conn., tells of an order for 5,000 pistols given to (he

company, after a conference between the chairman of the

company's board, Colonel Allison, and General Hughes at

Moira, N. Y. He states that the Canadian Government paid

$18.50 for each pistol, while the U. S. Government has for

years been able to buy them for .$14.50, and that dealers

could buy them nearly 20 per cent, cheaper. Mr. Stone
adds that the company gave Col. Allison a "present," a very
small one indeed considering his services, but a "present"
for all that, and that he "would not like to consider Colonel
Allison one of our regular staff."

At present Colonel Allison is in Florida for his health.

VVlicn he comes back we are told he will be called upon to

give more information. Perhaps we will then get at the

facts—learn how much he got for a "present" and just what
he considered his duties to be, as Major-General Sir Sam
Hughes' special confidential agent for keeping down war
combine prices. Perhaps too, we shall be given an inside

account of the conference at Moira between Colonel Allison,

General Hughes and the chairman of the Colt Company's
Board.

* *

And, by the way. it is decidedly encouraging to note the

evidences of independence being shown in our western pro-

vinces. In Manitoba and Saskatchewan the honest electors

arc beginning to make themselves heard. In British Colum-
bia, two ministers in one week is a fine record against the

"corrupt combination," as Sir Hibbert Tupper puts it. Sir

Hibbert's active participation in this campaign is all the more
significant when we recall that the name Tupper has stood
for many years in Canada for staunch Conservatism and
rugged honesty.

The handwriting on the wall is becoming crowded. Does
Sir Robert Borden still persist in closing his eyes to it?

—SEARCHLIGHT.

Electrical Contractors Losing Two Good Men
The Ontario Electrical Contractors' .\ssoeiation are los-

ing, through resignation, two of their most useful and en-

ergetic officers—Mr. J. \V. Commeford, president, and Mr.

R. D. Earle. secretary. Becoming effective, as they do, al-

most simultaneously, it is impossible that this organization

should not feel the loss somewhat keenly, but it is fortunate

that tliere are on the executive aide men who are willing,

under tlie circumstances, to step in and ,«ive their services

that the trade my not suffer. We understand the offices

have already been filled by Mr. G. D. Earle. who has con-

sented to act as president, and Mr. M. Soules, of Oshawa,
who takes the office of secretary-treasurer. Under the

management of these new officers the members of the Asso-

ciation may rest assured their interests will be carefully safe-

guarded.

Mr. Commeford. we understand, has been appointed to

an important Government position which w-ould conflict with

the duties he was performing for the .Association, and so has

lieen reluctantly obliged to relinquish office at a time when
everything was going along smoothly and vigorously. Mr.

Earle leaves to serve his country in Lieut.-Col. Sharp's Bat-

talion, the 116th, and is now stationed at Oshawa. If Mr.

Earle is as good a soldier as he was a secretary, and we have

no doubt on that point, the linih is to be congratulated that

he threw in his lot with them.
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ava COT?trdctor
Legislation and the Electrical Contractor

By Paul H. Jaehnig

111 view of the great interest now being taken in the On-

tario License Bill which it is proposed to introduce at the

present session of the local House, the following paper will

be of keen interest to the electrical contractors of the prov-

ince. There does not seem to be any doubt, either in the

minds of the contractors themselves or of the legislators who

have made a study of this question, that a certain amount of

legal protection is necessary, not only in the interests of the

contractor, but equally in the interests of the general public.

This matter is very nicely brought out in the following

paper:—
The need of legislation lor the electrical contractor ha.-

been apparent for some time in the industry; a need to cor-

rect well known abuses and weaknesses i;i the trade, to make

untenable the position of the incompetent contractor, and

make restrictions in the interests of public safety.

Legislation as it affects the electrical contractor may be

divided into two classes— (a) corrective, which is intended

to over-come abuses and weaknesses which are apparent,

and (b) protective, which makes impossible the incom

pctent and ignorant contractor, assures protection to the

public of life and property, and establishes the resixmsibil-

ity of the electrical contractor for his work.

One of the abuses most frequently met with is tlie mat-

ter of sub-contracts. You, as an electrical contractor, know

from your own experiences how you arc apparently taken

into confidence by the general contractor and led to believe

you are the favored son; that if you can reduce your bid

just a little you are "it," and you delude yourself with the

prospects of a fat sub-contract, only to wake up and find

that you had been played against by your competitors or

fellow contractors, and the other fellow, who was a more

reckless gambler than you, got the contract. This pro-

cedure, which is common throughout our country, simply

diverts the profits on the job from the electrical contractor,

to whom they rightfully belong, to the general contractor,

who did not earn them. This explains why you never hear

of an electrical contractor retiring from business after he

has accumulated a competence, as that time never conies;

but yoi: probably all know of several general contractors

who are now enjoying their hearts desire.

This abuse can be, and has been, partly corrected l>y

proper legislation, which provides for the segretion of the

electrical work from the general building contract, and

which must be let as separate contract. Such laws applying

to public work are now in force in three or four States and

are working to the decided advantage of the electrical con-

tractor. If these laws could be applied to private work as

well there would be some hope of the electrical contractor

attaining the status of the general contractor. Speaking

seriously, this same condition may be brought about on pri-

vate work if the electrical contractor will co-oporato In ihal

end.

' Before the Virginia Electrical Contractors' Association.

The architects, 1 believe, would welcome sucli a plan.

provided the electrical contractor could satisfy them of their

competency and responsibility and thus gain their confidence.

Legislation which provides protection to the public as

well as the electrical contractor is highly desirable. Yon
all realize that you are at a decided disadvantage in trying

to compete with those in the industry, who, through lack of

knowledge of the correct principles, lack of experience and

a disregard of the safety of the work, secure the work
largely because they do not know how to intelligently esti-

mate the cost. His sole aim is, therefore, the immediate

profit, and all principles are sacrificed to this end. This

condition works to the decided disadvantage of the respon-

sible contractor, as it tends to discredit the electrical con-

tracting business and also keeps him from securing work to

which he is justly entitled by virtue of his knowledge, experi-

ence and desire to elevate the business in general.

The responsibility of the electrical contractor for all of

h.is work should be definitely established. It should be

practicable to identify the responsible party as well as to

specify how and by whom electric work should be done.

There should also be a suitable penalty or" fine for failure to

comply with these requirements.

Adequate License Laws

Such conditions can only be met and corrected by ade-

quate license laws which at the same time will afford the

greatest measure of protection to the public. Such laws, if

carefully drawn, enacted and wisely administered, will not

only dignify the business, but greatly improve the status of

the electrical contractor.

In considering the desirable provisions of a license law,

it is well to take advantage of the experience of the states

and cities having legislation in force. It is essential to

know the experience of others to profit thereby. With

these experiences at your command, together with copies of

existing laws and ordinances, it is not such a difficult task to

secure the much needed legislation in all communities.

While your association can render this service in con-

nection with legislation in your locality, do not think for

one moment that all you have to do is frame and present the

bill and the thing is done. Legislatures and councils are

unknown quantities, which must be taken into consideration.

Earnest, whole-hearted effort on the part of every individual

interested, together with hard, persisterit work, are abso-

lutely necessary to bring the matter to a successful conclu-

sion.

The results will more than justify the cost. If your

first eflFort is not rewarded by satisfactory results, do not

give up; keep on trying; it is worth while. Laws are use-

less unless rig-idly enforced. In order to obtain the full

benefits of the law it is essential that a rigid enforcement

be insisted upon. This requires not only officials with

power to enforce the laws, but also the co-operation of the

responsible contractors. You owe it to yourself and your

business to see that laws affecting your business arc strictly
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unforci-d. so that you arc all on iIk- same fciciing and no oiut

has an advantage over the other fellow.

In considering legislation it would seem thai the best

protection for both the public and tlie contractor requires

an examination of the applicant before a properly constituted
examining board as to knowledge, experience and ability to

undertake the installation of electrical work in accordance
with modern standards of safety. Tbe law should also es-

tablish responsibility for installations, making it a misde-
meanor to do irresponsible work. The law should penalize

by fine or imprisonment, or both; it should revoke a license

lor cause.

Laws should be framed carefully in order to secure mu-
tual benefits and protection. The benefits of a good license

law accrue not only to the public, but to the contractor, the

workman, the suiiply dealer and. in fact, to all interested in

the industry.

If the old saying, "The workman is worthy of his hire,"

is true, so is equally true the new saying, "The electrical con-

tractor is worthy of a fair profit on his work."

When you stop to consider the status of the electrical

contractor as compared with the workman it seems, in many
cases, the workman has the advantage. He has but one
commodity o sell, namely, labor, with no capital invested,

and no risk involved, yet his returns are sure.

The electrical contractor, on the other hand, is required

to invest more or less capital, buy and sell quantities of

material, assume a risk on every contract he undertakes, as-

sume responsibility for all the work he does, and, in general,

takes chances on his work being completed somewhere near

his estimate.

For all of this his returns are, at best, problematical. If

things go smoothly he may have a small profit to show for

all his efforts and responsibility; if they go otherwise, he has

the do\ibtfu! pleasure of computing the losses in his busi-

ness.

It is time the electrical contractor came into his own, as

he certainly is entitled to a profit commensurate with the

capital invested and the risk involved.

Best Business Getting Methods
The National Electrical Contractor recently offered three

prizes, 1st, 2nd and ;'>rd, for the best business getting ideas

sent in that could be published. These suggestions had to

be of a practical nature so that contractors or dealers could

apply the methods advocated to their businesses and make
money. The following contribution was awarded first prize.

It lias reference to the policy followed by an electric supply

company in connection with Electrical Prosperity Week:

Electrical Prosperity Week Cash Dividends

It Could not help l)Ut succeed, but none of us anticipated

such gratifying results as obtained from our campaign during

Electrical Prosperity Week.
It was all \ery well to take advantage of the many good

suggestions and material furnished by the Society for Elec-

trical Development, and we enclosed fliers in each envelope,

used stickers galore, posters in our windows and throughout

the store and banners on the machines, but what we wanted

was to identify our store in the prospective customer's mind.

Our newspaper advertisements stated that we would give

three cash prizes of .$3.'>.00, $10.00 and .$5.00 for the three best

essays on the comforts, conveniences and economy of using

electrical appliances in the home. Suggestive cuts of useful

devices were arranged to run with the copy. Of course we

had an attractive window display, all articles being plainly

priced. The great number of replies, not only from the

city, but throughout the State, was conclusive proof of the

interest shown and the appreciation, particularly of the

women writers on the good points and advantages of Domes-

tic Electricity, was a revelation.

We wrote each contestant, giving the names and ad-
dresses of the winners. Enclosed in each letter went a small
bulletin with cuts and prices of standard electrical house-
hold appliances. We are still receiving results in the way of
sales.

Our motor department advertised a free inspection of
motors during Electrical Prosperity Week to any concern
who would just call us up. In a great number of cases we
were able to make valuable suggestions, and unquestionably
this feature was a factor in securing new and promising cus-
tomers.

We are still cashing in and receiving dividend results
from our prosperity week.

Cheap Wiring
Editor Electrical Xews:

Your article "Cheap Wiring Becomes an Obstacle to
Euture Development" in the last i.ssue of the Electrical Xews
IS timely. Surely the electrical business has been exploited
enough along bargain-counter, cut-rate lines! With all the
cheap current, cheap lamps, cheap fixtures, cheap irons, toast-
ers, etc., ad lib., what chance is there that the public will
ever learn to take quality into consideration?

There is, no doubt, a lot to be laid at the door of the
cheap contractor, but low-priced campaigns play into the
hands of the cheap manufacturer and. jobber just as well as
the cheap contractor. They are not in the true interests
of the public, nor, in the last analysis, in the interests of any
one—central station, manufacturer, jobber, or contractor.
Should not the public be given a chance to educate them-
selves up to an appreciation of the essentials which are vital
to the elimination of lire and shock hazard—that is. insula-
tion, copper, and workmanship?

If the Electrical Development Society want a big job, is

not that a big enough one, and which would in the end
benefit everybody—except perhaps the cheap "guy"?

It is a pity, too, that our "Hydro" seems to lend itself

to the low-price campaign policy—which, by the way, is not
carried into its inspection department. This brings up the
point covered in your January l.j number in the article en-
titled "Divorce the Inspection Department," where you
point out the iniquitous policy of having the Inspection Bur-
eau subsidiary to the Commission. The fact of this tend-
ency of the Hydro to ignore the education of the public
along the lines of quality—the lines essential to public safety

—is another strong argument in favor of there being an in-

dependent inspection bureau. Added to this there is the

political, and other, discrimination, which in itself, one would
think, would be sufficiently convincing.

Yours very truly.

II Sorauren Ave., Thomas Jackson.
Toronto. March !). 1916.

Mr. R. H. Mainer Answers Call of Duty
K. H. Mainer, well known throughout the Canadian elec-

trical fraternity, and past vice-president and general manager
of the Mainer Electric Company, Limited, Winnipeg, Man.,

has resigned his position with that company, the resignation

taking effect on March 1. Mr. Mainer feels it his duty at

the present time to go into active service and has attached

himself to one of the regiments being formed in the city of

Winnipeg. Anyone who knows the very large amount of

business this company has been handling and the prominent
position it has achieved in the electrical trade will appreci-

ate the sacrifice Mr. Mainer is making. We trust his re-

entry into the Canadian electrical business will not be long

delayed.
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What is New in Electrical Equipment
Renold Silent Driving Chains

A particularly interesting arrangement in the driving

of Roots blowers from electric motors in a large C anadian

plant has just come to our attention. There are four of these

blowers, which require from 150 h.p. to 300 h.p. to operate

them. By adopting the Renold Silent Chain Drive, instead

of the leather belts previously used, it has been possible to

place the motor.s quite close to the driving shafts. It is

stated that due to the great saving of space thus obtained the

management were able to arrange the four units in less space

than was originally occupied by \he tlircc which were belt

driven. It will lu- miUd fnun the ilhistraliuns lu-rtwith luiu

.\ I'll! h p. Renold Chain Drive on double-ended Blower.

smoothly the chain runs in each case. This is partly due to

the characteristics of the chain and also to the special spring

boss used on the driving wheel, which absorbs all the fluctu-

ations of the load before they reach the motor. The result

is that the motor is relieved of practically all the shock

inseparable from the driving of large blowers by spur gears,

etc. At the same time, the wear on the bearings of both

shafts is reduced to a minimum, due to the fact that no in-

itial tension is required in the chain, owing to the very posi-

tive nature of the drive.

These Renold drives, on the continuous opeiation of

which the whole plant is dependent linvr locn running, we

are advised, for over two years, day and night, r.nd are .giv-

ing every satisfaction.

The motors are of the squirrel-cage induction type vvitli

full load speeds of .570, 490 and 430 r.p.m., according to their

horse power. The 200 h.p. and 300 h.p. motors are furnished

with outboard bearings, while the 1.50 h.p. motors are equip-

ped with merely the two bearings for the reason mentioned

above. We are indebted to Messrs. Jones & Glassco, Mont-

real, for the illustrations shown.

The Lobee Pump

A compact centrifugal pumping outfit shown in the ac-

companying illustration is manufactured by the Lobee Pump
."v Machinery Cotnpany, of Buffalo, N. Y. This is a small

iron centrifugal pump fitted with bronze runners to resist

the chemical action of the water. It has a IJ/^-incli suction

inlet, a 1-inch dischar;jc outlet, and a capacity of 25 gallons

jier minute against a head of 35 feet. When pumping against

this head a Westinghouse 1 h.p. motor is used. The pump
is designed for heads up to 90 feet, but of course, in such

cases, requires correspondingly larger motors. The pump is

designed for use on buildings where the pressure is low or

for the circulation of brine in coolers, and for other purposes

of a similar nature.

A portion of the hydro-electric development of the

Lanrentide Power Company, Limited, Grand'Mere, P. Q., is

now in operation, current being delivered to the Shawinigan

Water and Power Company over a new transmission line

from Grand'Mere to Shawinigan Falls.

300-h.p. Renold Chain driving a No. 9'j Roots Blower 200 h.p. Renold Chain Drive itop half of gearcase remove Jl.
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Choke Coils and Disconnecting Switches

The choke coils, disconnecting switches and fittings illus-

trated herewith are typical of the new and more complete

line of such apparatus recently brought out by the Electric

Service Supplies Company, and shown in a new edition of

their catalog on Garton-Daniels Lightning Arresters. The
fittings which accompany this line arc all of new design and

Choke coil-

Regular

mounting.

notcworth}-. Garlnn-Daniels choke coils and disconnecting

switches are made for Ijoth regular and underhung mount-
ing for voltages up to 3.5,000 and for all standard ampere
capacities. They are made with a base of channel iron,

either 3 or 4 inch, depending on siEe of coil or switch. Iron

pins are riveted into this channel, and insulators cemented

to these pins support iron caps, which in turn support tlie

terminal blocks, terminals and coil or switch proper. All

t&fer^
<Jfe

Disconnecting "—

r

switch— Under- /
hung.

m
channel bases are drilled with 9/1 ti inch holes in each end

and may be so mounted on any flat supporting member by

bolts or lags. It is claimed that these coils and switches

are very rugged in construction and possess great electrical

and mechanical strength. The switches are designed for

disconnecting and controlling high voltage lines, branch

feeders, etc., as well as for lightning arrester disconnecting

switches to disconnect arresters from the line for the pur-

pose of inspection, repair, etc. The manufacturers claim

that these choke coils and disconnecting switches as well as

the fittings are so designed that, when used in conjunction

with Garton-Daniels lightning arresters maximum protection

may be expected. The line of fittings referred to consist

of malleable iron pipe clamps for mounting switches or

coils on cither parallel nr transverse piping; disconnecting

switch locks for use particularly ..n underhung types as as-

surance against any tendency lor the blade to be blown open:

disconnecting switch stops which when installed prevent the

blade being opened beyond a given angle; switch blade oper-

ating attachment which provides an extra large hole in the

switch blade to facilitate the (|uick opening of the switch
in an emergency, and disconnecting switch hooks of lengths

from 4 to 12 feet to operate the switches.

Pyrene for Electric Fires

The Ontario May-Oatway Fire Alarms, Limited, 92 .Ade-

laide Street West, Toronto, are asking special attention of

electrical men to their Pyrene fire extinguisher, which, it is

claimed, is particularly adapted for extinguishing electric arcs

or any form of fire associated with electric machinery. The
extinguisher consists of a liquid which evaporates to a heavy
gas at a temperature of 200 degs. Fahrenheit. It is a fair

electric insulator itself and does not cause any deterioration
in the insulating properties of electric dynamos or motors.
The device in which Pyrene is used is a double-acting pump
of one quart -capacity, and weighs complete only 6 lbs. In
size it is 3 ins. in diameter and 14 ins. long. For the liquid

it is claimed that it will not deteriorate with age, that it

will not freeze above CO degs. F. below zero, and that it con-
tains nothing that will stain or injure any fabric. Particular
attention is drawn to the convenient size and light weight,
one quart of this extinguishing material being contained in

a vessel which will fit easily into a man's coat pocket.

New Water and Weather Proof Batteries

The princilial objections t.;i dry baltencs .iic the ditti-

culties encountered incident to atmospheric and temperature
influences upon them. To overcome such difficulties the

Canadian Carbon Company has succeeded in insulating the

active part of the battery, namely, the zinc electrode, in such
manner as to minimize the retarding effect upon the elec-

trolyte, due to low temperature, and to restrain the violent

chemical action caused by extremely high temperature. It

is well known that dry batteries decrease in efficiency

through age and it is mostly due to the excitation caused

Perspective view of cell.

by the transference of energy between the negative and posi-

tive poles, this being principally due to superflous moisture

in the atmosphere effecting the zinc container.

The Canadian Carbon Company have provided a novel

formation of the cell and arranged for a covering thereon,

whereby the cell is insulated against the effect of changes

in atmospheric conditions. It will be noted on the illustra-

tion showing a sectional perspective view of the cell, that the

zinc cup is formed with an outwardly flaring upper edge.

This flaring edge engages the upper edge of the outside con-
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tainer and as the inner member is spaced centrally within

the outer container, a surrounding dead air space is provided

for. The cell itself is being coated with a special adhesive

varnish which is impervious to moisture, thus forming an

insulating coating. A jacket formed of a sheet of asbestos

or some similar heat insulating material is placed around the

zinc container, while the varnish coat is still sticky, thu.s

providing a protecting covering which is a poor conductor

of heat, consequently the cell retains a compaidtively uni-

form temperature, outside changes of temperature effecting

it but slowly. The electrolytic paste and the depolarizing

compound inside of the cell are also protected to a very

great extent against atmospheric changes.

The outer carton is made up with a water resisting ma-

terial or is lined with paraffin or coated inside with sonu-

other waterproof material. When the cell is now placed

within the external cover tlie top is sealed so that the seal-

ingwax extends over the top of the flanged zinc container,

effectively closing the air space surrounding the cell and con-

sequently forming an insulating jacket very effective against

changes in temperature. The seal extending beyond the

top edge of the inner container effectively secures the outer

carton to the cell and this forms a unit from which the

outer carton cannot lie removed and replaced in a fraudul-

ent manner.

Estate Stove Company
The illustration herewith represents a type of range now

being placed on the market by the Estate Stove Company,
of Hamilton, Ohio. The conservation-of-heat principle,

which has been so successfully applied in the manufacture

of fireless cookers, is the foundation of the efficiency of the

liake-oven of the Estate electric range. The walls of the

oven are two inches thick and so thoroughly insulated that

radiation of heat is reduced to a minimum. Tlie oven door

is just as heavily insulated as the walls. It is claimed that

the temperature inside the oven may be 500 degrees while

the outside of the wall is not more than 50 degrees above the

room temperature; this means that a kitchen may bje kept

practically as cool as any other room in the house. To
show the temperature of the oven a mercurial tliermometer

is installed in the oven door. Heating plates are installed

in the top and bottom of the oven, these plates being con-

trolled by a single three-heat switch. The heating plates are

of the enclosed, iron-clad type, which give complete pro-

tection to the heating coils and afford a perfectly smooth
surface for contact with the cooking vessels. .'Ml heating

plates are supplied with three-heat switches. The illustration

is only one of a large number of designs manufactured by

this company.

Holtzer-Cabot New Factory
On February 22nd the Holtzt-r-Cabot Electric Company

opened their new and handsome plant to the inspection of

their customers and friends, when large numbers of inter-

ested guests were conducted through the building. This

structure is the most modern type of a reinforced concrete,

flat slab, mushroom column building. 300 feet long with a

depth of 60 feet, and containing one ell iio x r.O feet. New

ells may be added as the growth of the business demands

or new floors may be added on the top. The floor area of

the factory comprises 148,000 square feet, representing six

storeys. The land area is over four acres. The company have

moved most of their effects into the new plant, but the old

plant in Brookline is still retained for the manufacture of

certain products.
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Current News and Notes

Brantford, Ont.

A very favorabk' report was presented by the Coinniis-

sioners of the I'.rantford Municipal Railway System at their

recent annual meeting. A small deliicit was the result of the

year's operations but the Commissioners stated that the sur-

plus of profits for January were sufficient to wipe out the

clelicit of the iireviiius year. 'Iliey are also conridcut thai

the (lay of dellcits has passed.

Campbellford, Ont.

Tlie local imniicipal plaiU which has been supplying a

certain amount of power to the Seymour Power Company in-

terests in Campbellford will continue to do so for another
ten years, according- to a recent contract renewal between
the company and the nninicipality.

Fmerson, Man.
The town council, I'^merson, Man., are consideriuy ihe

iiLstallatfon of an electric lighting plant.

Fort William.

Tlie January gross earnings of the Kaministiquia Tower
Company were .$30,745, as compared with $27,656 a year ago.

The first three months' gross of the company's fiscal year is

$!)9,C58, as compared with $84,974 in 1915.

Halifax, N. S.

The Bay of h'undy Tide Power Company, Limited, has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000 and head
office Wolfville, N. S.

Kenton, Man.
Best & Kerr, electricians, Kenton, Man., have registered.

London, Ont.

The London Public Utilities Commission will confer with

the ('ommissioncr of Industries and General Manager P>uch-

anan on the advisability of installing a municii)al telepliiMu-

system under the management of the local hydro electric

commission.

The Utility Electric Mnufactnring Company. Limited,

has been incorporated: capital $4().0()l): head oflice London,

Ontario.

Montreal, Que.

The contract beUveen the Quebec Railway, Light and

Power Company and the town of Levis for the street liglil-

ing has been renewed for a period of ten years. The con

tract is for 370 lamps of 60 candle power. The comi)any

will also supply current for lighting for the residents at a

rale of 7 cents per kilowatt hour, for bills of not less than

75 cents per month.

The "Wednesday Electrical Luncheon" at Cooper's Res-

taurant, Montreal, has proved a .great success, the attend-

ance being on one occasion as high as ninety, although the

average is less than this. Tlie proceedings are of an infor-

mal character, the luncheons fullilling the principal object oi

making men in all branches of the electrical industry bellei

acquainted.

On Thurs(Uiy. January 13lh, the Electrical Section of Ihe

Board held a luncheon meeting in the .\ssembly Room. .\

full attendance of the entire mcmbcrsliip of the section lis-

tened to a very interesting talk by Mr. Burnett, of the Sun-

beam Lamp Company, on the subject of "The Making of

Electrical Lamps," his remarks being illustrated by an ex-

hibit showing lamps in the various stages of manufacture
Mr. C. H. Wilson, Chairman of the Section, presided.

Ottawa, Ont.

Hydro Kadial interests from various points in .viutii-
western Ontario opposed the application of Mackenzie a-

Mann interests when they appeared in t)ttawa recently f..'-

an extension of their radial franchises in the Niagara Penin-
sula.

Portneuf, Que.
Ihe Portneuf Hydro Electric Company, I'orlneuf, One.,

are calling tenders for an electric plant, the ultimate cap.a'
eily of which is to he 3,000 h.p.

Peterboro, Ont.

The L'tilities Commission of the city of Peterboro is an
Ihorizcd to negotiate with the Otonabee Power Company for
the purchase of their transmission lines in that city where
they do not parallel the Hydro system.

Regina, Sask.

New provincial regulations respecting the construction
and maintenance of electric plants have been printed and are
being distributed throughout the provice of Saskatchewan.
Sarnia, Ont.

Ihe city council are considering the installation of an i'.\-

lensive street illumination system. The Ontario Hydro
Commission's engineers recommend the use of si.x limulicd
100 watt lights and seventy ornamental standards attached
to the railway poles, carrying one 1,000 c.p. unit each. The
estimated cost of operation is placed at $45 per lanij) for tlie

larger unit and $15 for the smaller one per annum.

St. Johns, Nfld.

An electrically operated copper smelter has just been
placed in operation in St. Johns, and will operate under llie

name of the Hydro-Electric Smelting Company, in whieli
Mr. W. A. Mackay is largely interested.

Vancouver, B. C.

Smith's Electrical Company, Limited, has been incorpor-
aled "to carry on business, either wholesale or retail, for all

sorts of electrical fixtures, supplies and apparatus, and other
furnishings of an electrical nature; to carry on the business
of electrical engineers or contractors, etc." Capital $10,000;

head office Vancouver, P.. C.

Winnipeg, Man.
The annual report of the Winnipeg Electric Railway

Company for the year 1915 shows earnings of $1,331,737, com-
l>ared with $1,769,114 in 1914, the decrease in earnings being
attributed to general depression and the active competition
of the jitney. The directors state, however, that they anti-

cipate increased earnings in the coming year as l^ecember
and Jaiuiary compared favorably with a similar period in am
previous year.

'J'he British North .\niericaii Hydro-electric Power Com-
pany of Manitoba will ask for incorporation as a $5,000,000

organization at the present session of the Manitoba Legisl.i-

iiire. It is understood the plans of the company include Ihe

construction of a transmission line from Winnipeg to Bran-
<|on and possibly farther west, with branch lines north and
south to supply such points as Minnedosa. Dauphin, Deloraine,

Killarney, and so on. The company propose to purchase
power from the municipal system operaled by the city of

Winnipeg.
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The Duncan Electrical Co., Limited
86 Grey Nun Street, MONTREAL

Minufacturers of

Brass and Porcelain Sockets, CutOuts,
Receptacles, Rosettes, Attachment Plugs,

Tumbler Switches, etc.

TELKPHONES
Desk Sets

Wall Sets

Annunciators
Bells

Gong's
Fire Alarm Stations

Magneto Time Clocks

Apartment House,
Hotel, Office and Resi-

dence Equipment.

Electric Clocks
Master Clocks

Secondary Clocks
Programme Clocks

A complete line to choose

from. Ask for Catalogues

CANADA SALES
COMPANY

165 Church St., TORONTO

WAR Munition Factories,
Garages, etc., have constant use for

-^^ SIMPLEX
<^ Electric

^1^ Soldering Irons

EXCI.OSED HE.\TIXG ELEMENT makes tlu-m invaUnlile
where tl;eie is danger from inflammable material.
Connect to any Lamp Socket and are Porleble.

llanJy and economical for light or intermittent work of Repair
SInips, C.Iaziers, for telephone workers jointing wires in out of the
way I'laces, etc.

Oilier Factory devices for which there is active dinian.l incli;de
Pitch Kettles. Glue anil Sealing-Wax I'ols.

Simplex Electric Heating Co.
Manufacturers of Everything for Electric Heating and Cooking.

Chicago Cambridge, Mass. San Francisco

Personals

Mr. R. D. Earle, .sicrctary since it.s organization ot llu-

(Jntario Electrical foiitractor.s' .\ssociation, has resigned that

position to attach liimself t<> the lliith hattalion. at present

located in Oshawa.

Mr. J. D. McArthur, the wcll-hiiowii railway contractor,

has been appointed to the Bt.ard of the Winnipeg Electric

l.'ailway Company. Mr. Mc.\rthur lakes the place of the

l;t, .'^ir William Whyte.

Mr. J. W. Commeford, who has .so acceplahly hlled the

(iflice of president of the Ontario Electrical Contractors' As-
sociation since its organization, has resigned to accept an im-

l)ortant government position.

Mr. P. D. Ross has heen appointed by the provincial

Hydro-electric commission as their representative on the

Ottawa Hydro-electric commission. The other two mem-
bers are Mr. J. A. Ellis, ex-M. P. P., and the Mayor of

Ottawa.

Mr. A. P. Ross, district chief of the \\'indsor section of

the l>ell Telephone Company, headquarters at Chathatn. has

resigned to take an officer's training course in London. On-
tario. Mr. Ross 'was presented with a handsome wrist-

watch by tlie staff of the Chathatn local branch.

Mr. Ernest Lane, who has been acting local manager for

tlie West Kootenay Light and Power Company lor some
time, has assumed a similar position at Trail, where the

smelting and refining plant of the Consolidated Mining and

.Smelting Company is situated. Mr. Lane was formerly

chief electrician at the Granby smelter, Grand Forks.

Mr. Thomas Henry, chief engineer of the Interurban

IClectric Company, has resigned that position and associated

himself with the sales departhient of the Toronto Electric

Light Company. Mr. Henry was the guest of honor at a

banquet given by the staff and employes of his old company
at which he was presented with a gold watch and a flatter-

ing address.

Renfrew Electric & Mfg. Co.

The Renfrew Electric and Manufacturing Company have

recently engaged as their superintendent Mr. George W.
Nock. M.E., E.E., of New York. Mr. Nock was formerly

chief mechanical engineer for the Westinghouse Electric

Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., and was for three years assist-

ant superintendent of the General Electric Company at Pitts-

field, Mass. Latterly his headquarters have been in New
York, where he has carried on business as a consulting

mechanical and electrical engineer. Mr. Nock has had a

very wide experience and has travelled extensively over the

North American Continent and Europe, doing electrical re-

search work. The Renfrew Electric Company are to be con-

gratulated on securing a man of Mr. Nock's experience and

ability at a time like the present, when Canada is going

ahead so rapidly in electrical manufacturing lines.

Owing to a fire which completely destroyed their former

premises at 19-21 Richmond Street West, Weiss and Biheller

(Canada) Limited, have taken new offices at 115 Bay Street,

Toronto.

The Canadian sales of Pass & Seymour, Inc., will be

conducted by Mr. Geo. L. Hatheway. from their Boston

office, of which he is in charge. This office is located at

l.")S Purchase Street, and all commimications will receive

prompt attention from this address.
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Keep the Home Fires Burning

The all-important work of the British Empire to-day is

a vigorous, systematic, well-organized prosecution of our war.

This ap|)lies equally to Canada, as the most important colony

if the Empire. Yet Lord Shaughnessy says he is not satis-

lied of the wisdom of raising a half-million men at the [ircsent

time and by the present methods.

Xow, people are apt to listen when Lord Shaughnessy

talks. Some way or other we Canadians have got into the

Iiabit of believing in this big man who does' things. So,

when he makes a public statement (which isn't often) we
have felt that it carries the weight of a treincndously wide

and ripe experience backed by sound common sense. If

there is any one outstanding figure in this Dominion to whom
ihe weird "can't" is a stranger, it is surely Lord Shaii.yhnessy.

He is Canada's big man—big through hard work, undoubted

.iliility, unconquerable determination, unlimited conlidence in

Canada and in Canada's resources.

And now along comes Lord Shaughnessy 's stateimiil tliai

lie is not satisfied of the wisdom of raising half a milliun men
in Canada for military service under the present system. Tin-

press is saying, and some of our politicians—mere opportun-

ists by comparison—that Lord Shaughnessy is all wrong.

Are two soldiers poorly equipped and badly trained of

more value on the fighting line than one properly equipped

and sufficiently trained? If so. Lord Shaughnessy is wrong.

Arc two soldiers without munitions better than one with

plenty? If so. Lord Shaughnessy is wrong. Is a half-million

soldiers, weakly supported by a country of crippled indus-

tries, better than hall that number vigorously backed by the
money and the ample products of a country whose industries
are healthy, vigorous and thoroughly organized? If so, then
Lord Shaughnessy is wrong.

But, we believe Lord Shaughnessy is right. Is it not
possible, indeed is it not apparent, that undue pressure is

lieing brought to bear to take our valuable men from their
regular avocations before they are actually needed? We
have many men ready for overseas who have not been called.
Why not, at least, divide their time, meanwhile, between in-

dustrial and military work? We have actually reached the
Iioint where our wheels of commerce are beginning to slow
up for lack of man-power—much of which, apparently, is go-
ing to waste right around us every day. On all hands we
hear the industrial cry for more men. "We can't get suffi-

cient men to fill our orders," they are all saying. And if

this is true to-day, what will it be like in another six months
or a year, if recruiting goes on under the present haphazard
auspices? The answer is all too plain. Our factories will

be crippled, our farms will be depleted, our industries of every
kind—the backbone of our strength, wdiether in peace or war
—will be driven to the wall.

We shall have a big, unwieldy fighting machine without
any "punch."

We believe Lord Shaughnessy is right, and we believe
just as strongly that present recruiting methods are wrong.
It is a systeiTi that no man defends, a system that no one ap-
proves. It evidently exists simply because it existed, and
because our Government is so conservative, so unbusinesslike,
so evidently unwilling (whether incapable or not, we cannot
say) of taking a man's grasp of a man's job. Under the pre-
sent system of recruiting, the men who answer the call of
duty are of course the men who recognize their duty. They
are thus the men who count for most at home—the men who
can least be spared—the men whose removal causes the

biggest rift in our industrial life.

And our Government sits quietly by. Young men with
no ties and no responsibilities, and in many cases occupying
positions from which they could readily be spared, stand
back and allow the ranks to be filled by our artisans, our
captains of industry and our professional men. It is this

the Governinent is defending. It is this also Lord Shaugh-
nessy, no doubt, has in mind when he criticizes.

Of course we are going to win this war—why shouldn't

we? We are immensely richer both in men and money. But
are our enemies going to force us to use all our men and all

our money just because we arc badly organized? It begins

to look that way. Will it then be a victory in which we can
lake pride in after years—a victory of mere weight of men
and superior wealth? Will it even be a victory which we can
follow up to advantage? Are we going to allow Germany to

issue from this war, as she entered it, the best-organized na-

tion in the world? Will we be ready to meet her competi-

tion? Or are we actually going to be too weak from lack of

present organization to count in the commercial war that is

only just beginning, and which will be fiercer and more pro-

longed by many times ihan tlio present war of men?

What Canada cries out for to-day is organization—for

war, i)rcsenl and future. What business man goes on year

after year, for example, without taking an inventory? Yet

our Government takes no inventory, knows nothing about the

stock ill Ii.iiul. Is Ibis Iiusiness? What Canada needs most

urgentl.N al tlie moment is nn inventory of her inan resources

—the capacity, the responsibilities, the experience, the fitness

for this or that work, the tics—of every one of her citizens.

Next we need an organization that can say to each man,
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"Your place is—there." What Canada needs is, if you like,

moral conscription, which does not curtail the liberties of the

citizen in any way, but simply points out in an authoritative

way the path of duty. No one would oppose it; few would

fail to answer such a call. It would mean the highest con-

servation of all our resources. It would mean preparedness,

not only for this year and next, but for the years which fol-

low. It would mean winning this war without the feeling

that Germany, even though crushed, will laugi. up her sleeve

at the tremendous sacrifices she has forced us to make and

at the exhausted condition she has left us in.

Lord Shaughnessy is right when he warns us against im-

pairing our industrial strength.' It is a vitally important

question—scarcely less important than the war itself, because

the two are so closely inter-related. Whatever the outcome

of this struggle may be, if we come out of it badly organized,

industrially weak, bereft of our most useful men, overcrowded

with slackers and incapables, even when we reach Berlin

—

we've lost.

High Priced Gasoline the Electric's Opportunity

Little by little the electric range has been overcoming

the lead of its strongest competitor, the gas stove, until it

now stands, in many localities, in undisputed possession of

the cooking field as regards both efficiency and cost of opera-

tion. And now, just appearing over the horizon, comes the

electric automobile. Like the electric range, the two big

obstacles have been the initial cost and the popular fallacy

that electricity is too slow. The cost of ranges has gradu-

ally been reduced, and their speed has been improved, until

they now compare favorably with their best competitors.

Cost of operation is no longer a bugbear—it has become an

asset. So with the gas car—a little more slowly, but just

as surely, the electric is taking its place. It is being cheap-

ened in first cost; it is improving its speed; for some time

it has cost less to operate and maintain.

Generally speaking, the trend of prices of the things that

enter into our daily needs has been upwards, without any

cessation, during the past few years. The one big out-

standing exception is the cost of electric current. At many

points in Canada rates are anywhere from 10 to 20 per cent,

of what they were ten years ago. It is not infrequent that

a rate of less than one cent is obtainable by the householder.

Still lower rates are available for power, especially at oflE-

peak load. The small cost of electricity has become almost

as wonderful as electricity itself.

The electric automobile has had an uphill fight with its

gas competitor. Sentiment has been a considerable factor

in this competition. The gas car is faster, and has a wider

range of operations. The popular idea with regard to high

speed is, we believe, entirely wrong, but it is, nevertheless,

difficult to overcome. A few years, no doubt, will teach the

average motorist the folly of maintaining a 60 h.p. motor for

a fifteen to twenty mile rate of speed when a half or third

as much power will do the work. The average gas car

actually travels no faster than an electric around the city

streets. We believe it is inevitable that when the thirst for

high speed which seems to have taken possession of the

modern motorist has been satisfied he will come to recognize

that the electric car is fast enough for all reasonable and

sane purposes.

And now comes a real boost for the electric in the rap-

idly-increasing price of gasoline. The lower cost of operat-

ing the electric car has always been a talking point, and now

it is more than that—it's an unanswerable argument. The

difference should now be sufficient to convince, where form-

erly it served only to interest. For example, we are just in

receipt of figures covering the operation of a five-ton com-

mercial gasoline truck which, operating under usual condi-

tions made three and a half miles on a gallon of gasoline.

Assuming 15 cents for gas, this would represent a cost of

about 4 cents per mile, and if the truck operated thirty-five

miles a day gasoline would figure out $1.40. Compared with

this, figures for the operation of a five-ton truck by electri-

city show the cost of operation four and one-tenth cents per

mile, or $1.43 for the thirty-five miles. These figures are

pretty close, though the advantage is with the electric on

account of lower maintenance. But suppose we figure

gasoline at 40 cents—then the cost per mile of operating the

gas truck becomes 11 cents, and the total cost .$3.8.5. Thus

the use of the electric represents a saving per day of $2.42,

which in 300 days amounts to $726.

It would certainly appear that the present moment is op-

portune for central station men to look very carefully into

this question of electric vehicle load. The charging of elec-

tric vehicle batteries can be attended to entirely at oflf-peak

hours. This means that in a hydro-electric plant the re-

venue obtainable from the vehicle load is pure velvet; and

even with a steam plant it is almost entirely so. We re-

produce a very interesting curve on another page in this

issue showing the value of the electric vehicle load in filling

up the valleys of the central station curve. This curve re-

presents the load in a city of 100,000 where a hundred com-

mercial electric vehicles have been installed. It is worthy

the attention of every supply station in the Dominion.

Ontario Hydro to Have Government Audit

For the first time since the Ilydro-Elcctric Power

Commission of Ontario have been in existence, a Govern-

ment audit of the operations of the Commission has been

made. This is contained in a report recently issued by

Mr. James Clancy, provincial auditor, in which he criticizes

in somewhat severe terms the attitude of the Commission

in assuming authority not conferred upon them by the

Hydro Electric Act. The Audit shows that while the

province has authorized to the end of 1915 an expenditure

of $13,169,000, the Commission have actually expended

$17,359,000, or an excess over the amount authorized by

the province of slightly over four million dollars.

It is not suggested that this money has been misused

in any way, but Hon. T. W. McGarry has introduced a

Bill enlarging the powers of the Commission. At the

same time Mr. McGarry took occasion to explain that the

extra monies had been used chiefly to finance smaller

municipalities, which were under obligation to repay these

sums over a fixed term of years. The Commission had

tliought well to adopt this policy of advancing money to

municipalities. The present amendment to the Act would

merely legalize this course in future.

From the brief discussion in the House over this mat-

ter it would appear that the Hydro-Electric Commission

have left themselves open to a charge of arbitrary dealing

in this case. Mr. McGarry practically admitted that

the Government auditor had been unable to obtain the ne-

cessary information from the Commission's auditing de-

partment to make a complete audit of accounts until the

present year, when the Government had insisted that these

figures be placed at their disposal.

Electrical Precipitations

A paper, illustrated witli lantern slides, on the "Electrical

Precipitation of Solids from Gases" was read by Mr. Linn

Bradley, of the Research Corporation, New York, before the

electrical section of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers,

held in the Engineering Building. McGill University, Mon-
treal, on March 16. Mr. Bradley gave a history of the ex-

periments made on this subject, which commenced in 1837

in England. He remarked upon the importance of the

losses by gases, which in later years, owing to commercial
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ilfvcliipiiu-nls. had slimulalcd rescarclirs. ami liad rvsultod in

new nuliiods of cleaning. The manulacture of hiyh tension
equipment had been a very important factor in electrical

precipitation, which was obtained in its simplest form by two
sets of electrodes, one for discharging and the other for col-

lecting. In high tension work one problem was to eliminate
corona, while in electrical precipitations a problem was to

produce corona, negative corona being more effective than
positive corona. In the early days a much lower voltage
was used than is now the practice; 75,000 v. to 90,000 v. were
now used, and experiments had been made with voltages up
to 300,000. Insulation difficulties and the costs made the

extremely liigh voltages impossible at present.

Electrical precipitation was used for three main pur-

poses; 1, in which the principal object was to collect dust

and gases; 2, where nuisances had to be eliminated; and.

;i, where it was desired to improve the plant and to lower the

cost. Mr. Bradley dealt in detail with sucli of these pur-

poses, describing plants where gold and silver; tin, lead, cop-

per, etc., were controlled from gases and dust, by means of

the electrical processes. In some instances the saving

:imounted to thousands of dollars per annum. Under the

head of abating nuisances, the operations were directed to

do away with sulpliuric acid and other acid mists, dust from
sand blasting", slate dust, and black smoke. Speaking on the

third portion of his subject, Mr. Bradley enumerated instances

where large sums had been saved by saving tar from illumin-

ating gas, economics in blast furnaces liy saving the gas, se-

curing zinc oxide, etc.

Holding Company for Montreal Power
Companies

.Mlhough not officially confirmed, there are reports of an

inii)ending amalgamation between tlie Montreal Light, Heat
and Power Company and the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing

and Power Companj-. The two concerns are now to a large

extent interlaced so far as direction and working arc con-

cerned. Directors of the Power Company are on the boar<l

of the Cedars Rapids Company, while Mr. R. M. Wilson, the

electrical engineer of the Power Company, was responsible

for the electrical design of the Cedars Rapids plant and is

operating engineer of the plant. Moreover, the latter com-
pany is under contract to supply the Power Company with a

large amount of current. It is understood that the merger

will be effected 1)y an exchange of shares on tlie l>asis of

three shares for one in the case of the Power Company and

one for one in the case of Cedars Rapids.

The Civic Investment and Industrial Company is the

name of a new concern, just incorporated, through which

the deal, it is stated, will be effected. This company has a

capital of only $100,000, but wide powers are taken which will

enable it to increase the capital. The company may amal-

gamate and consolidate with any company whose assets or

shares it may acquire, and "may exercise its borrowing power

nr increase its capital, and maj' carry on the business of any

such company on terms approved of by sliareholders repre-

senting a majority of tlie shares of lioth companies, and set

out in a notarial deed to be deposited in the office of tlie

provincial secretary, and for that purpose the amalgamated

company shall enjoy and may exercise the charter powers ol

both crmipanies, under the name of either, and shall assume

their obligations." Power is also taken to invest its capital

in the stocks, bonds, or debentures of any corporation having

for its object the exploitation of telephones or tramways, or

llie supplying of heat, water, light or i>ower within the

Province of Quebec.

The Bedford Mills Klectric Comiiany arc reported as

ilanning to install a 00 kw. dynamo to be water wheel

Iriven.

Overhead Ground Wires
Toronto, Ont.. March i:i. IfllO.

Editor, Electrical News:

—

Regarding overhead ground wires for 300 yards, 600 volt

transmission in "Hydro-Electric's" letter in your March 1st

issue, it is impossible to express a final opinion in a case like

this without going thoroughly into the local conditions.

The following information and suggestions, however, may
be helpful:

Present lightning arresters may not be suitable.

Lightning arrester grounds may not be satisfactory.

If the running water is pure it may form a very poor
.ground.

The best ground would be connection to a water supply
system. If this cannot be secured the next best scheme is

a ground formed by piping driven into permanently wet
ground. Salt brine occasionally poured into the earth around
pipe may improve a poor ground.

In many cases overhead ground wires have provided
very effective protection against lightning. In this case the

line is so short that it would not be an expensive experiment
and would possibly be beneficial.

.\ J'^-inch galvanized stranded steel cable suspended 4 ft.

above line wires could be easily installed at small cost. If

it is substantially supported, so that there is no chance of

its coining down and grounding the line wires, there is no
disadvantage in its use. The overhead stranded cable should
be grounded at every pole. Two or three overhead ground-
ed cables might be more effective than one cable.

Trusting that the above notes may be of assistance to

your correspondent.

Yours very truly,

"Electra."

Winnipeg. March 1,"i, IDlii.

I'-ditor Electrical News:

—

"I would recommend placing lightning arresters on only
one leg of each three phase circuit, making sure to connect to

corresponding legs, as per enclosed diagram. This scheme
has the advantage of allowing discharges to ground without
causing a short through the arresters, and will give equally

<B6QPOO CM
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good protection. Clioke coils give no protection against

lightning, their use being to limit the amount of current in

case of short circuit. Do not approve of ground wires over

transmission line."

Yours truly,

K. II. I.D.N'G,

Elcc. Supl, W. I'".. K. Co.
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Vancouver, B.C., March filli, 1016.

Editor, Electrical News:

—

To protect overhead cables from the effect of atmos-

pheric electricity, the most effective thing to do is to sur-

round them with a complete network of grounded wire, so

as to put them, in effect, in the same position with reference

to atmospheric changes as if they were underground.

Just how much or how little screening of this nature

is necessary depends upon the location and arrangement of

the cables. For low voltage circuits, where the cables are

not spread far apart, one grounded wire about four or five

feet above the circuit may be sufficient, but if the atmos-

pheric conditions are severe, and the line a very important

one, it may be well worth while to put up three overhead

wires, spread out to occupy a rather wider space horizontally,

than the circuit.

The ground wires should be grounded at every possible

point, that is to say, at every pole.

Yours truly,

R. F. Hayward.

Battery Charging and Load Factor

Trucking and delivering is done by day. Let these

trucking and delivery vehicles be "electric" and they can be

worked by day and charged by night. Charged by night

when that station of yours is running way down on the low

spots, but with the interest charges humming right along

at full speed. Glance at the curve and observe the night

valley. The shaded portion indicates how much a modern
electric vehicle load would tend to fill up this valley.

The diagram shown, by courtesy of the General Vehicle

Company, Long Island, N. Y., is an actual curve taken from

a central station in a manufacturing city of 100,000. In ad-

dition to this city population, about 2.5.000 people in the sub-

urbs are served. The vehicle load as shown is made up o:

100 commercial electrics distributed by sizes as follows:

—

40 1,000 pound

24 .
.• 2,000 pound

12 4,000 pound

12 T.OOO pound

12 10,000 pound

It will be observed that this is but one vehicle to each

1,000 inhabitants, and does not include any pleasure cars.

Consider what this load means in kilowatt hours. The
original load on this station was 41,500 kw.h. This vehicle

load of 2,557 kw.h. added to the present output raised the

load factor from 59.6 per cent, to G3.2 per cent., an increase

of 3.6 per cent. What other load do you get that is as

favorable as this? Suppose your rate is 3j4c. per kw.h., then

this vehicle load would mean a revenue of about .$27,000 for

a 300-day year, or an income greater than would be obtained

from 500 residences. Furthermore, the residence load would
require additional investment coming, as it does, on the peak,

while the charging load, with its valley characteristics, would
require no new generating equipment.

Operating Expenses Seven Per Cent, of Gross

The first annual report of the Cedars Rapids Manufac-

turing and Power Company for the year ending December

31, 1915, is a decidedly favorable one, showing earnings of

almost three per cent, on the capital stock issued. The
gross revenue for the year is placed at $685,593, and operat-

ing expenses at $48,295. That is, the ratio of operation to

gross revenue is approximately seven per cent.—the lowest,

we believe, that has ever been recorded by a hydro-electric

company. The assets of the company are placed at slightly

over twenty million dollars.

The Beckwith township council are planning to build

some twenty miles of telephone line during the summer n,-

19115.

New York a Gilded Tragedy
(Sydney Brooks in North American Review)

To come from England to Manhattan Island, from
a country strung up as never before in its annals to

the heroic pitch, full of the spirit of sacrifice and en-
durance and in daily touch with the grimmest facts of
life and death—to come from such a country and to

land in New York is to make a change indeed. For
New York, always a feverish and pleasure-loving city,

is to-day simply drunk with money. Even during the

height of the steel boom of twelve or thirteen years
ago, when every train from the west seemed to brin.g

fresh carloads of brand new millionaires, the metropolis
was not so openly reeling with dollars as it is at this

moment, when the gayest "season" of its liistory is

drawing to a close.

It almost appals an Englishman to find there in full

swing the old rotten life that we in England have put
completely behind us. And it appals him still more
to reflect that a bare two years ago he was leading, if

one allows for the extra intensity that New York
throws into all its activities, very much the same life

himself. One despairs of ever being able to convey
to one's American friends how completely the war and
its conditions and consequences has become not merely
a part of, or a side issue to, but literally the whole
British existence. " They are so dominant, have so

utterly swallowed up everything else, that no other
form of life, least of all the trivial carelessness of

peace, seems normal or even credible.

I catch myself in New York, if I enter a lighted

room, instinctively reaching out to draw down the

blinds lest a Zeppelin raider should note the glare;
and of all the sights that crowd in upon me. that of
multitudes of young men who are not in khaki strikes
me as the strangest and the most repellent. It may
be one more proof of our demented state, but it is

the bare fact that not for anything would we in Eng-
land change places with you in America or part with
the waste and misery of the war to receive in return
the "blessings" of such a peace as yours. Stay-at-
home Americans simply cannot enter into or even con-
ceive the atmosphere of the belligerent nations in this

struggle; and conversely, so long as it lasts, a visitor

from any one of the countries at war will continue to
be shocked by the atmosphere of .America as something
unnatural to the point of being grotesque.

In New York the fact and the vastness of this

chasm of sentiment assail the visitor with the sharp
finality of a bayonet thrust. Louv?in and Rheims are
among the stricken victims of the war, but New York
is its supreme and gilded tragedy, and has, I fear,

neither the sense nor the soul to know it. Americans
must by now have heard of the English charwoman
whose husband was at the front and who was drawing
her weekly separation allowance. She was asked
what she thought of the war.

"What!" she replied. "A pound a week and no
'usband! Why, it's 'eaven! It's too good to last!"

There is something in New York's attitude towards
the war which reminds one of this simple soul.
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Regulation of Transmission Lines
The Application of Synchronous Condensers—Favorable Results of Operation

on the Winnipeg Municipal System
By F. H. Farmer, and E. V. Caton*

The subject of line regulation through Jic use of syn-

chronous condensers is one which is claiming a considerable

amount of attention at the present time, and the introduc-

tion of capacity into a transmission line or feeder circuit in

the form of synchronous motors is, in many cases, attended

with such valuable results that the writers have thought

this would be an interesting subject for discussion. This

paper has particular reference to the installation recently

made at the terminal station of the city of Winnipeg's sys-

tem, and the installation may be regarded as typical of the

general case where it is desired to correct the power factor

of a load by means of the introduction of synchronous con-

densers at tlie far end of the line.

The writers wish to draw attention to the e.xcellent

paper by Prof. L. A. Herdt and Mr. E. J. Burr read before

the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers in March, 1915 en-

titled "Constant Voltage Operation of the High Voltage

Transmission System," which treats with the city of Win-
nipeg's installation, and they have no desire to trespass on
the ground which Prof. Herdt and his associate have so

ably covered. They propose, rather, to bring out the salient

points in connection with the effect of power factor on the

regulation of a transmission line, and to indicate the way
in which these effects can be utilized so as to control line

drop. The installation itself will be described in rather more
detail than has been possible within the scope of Prof.

Herdt's p'aper, and some further information will be pre-

sented as to results obtained in actual operation. It is not

proposed to deal with the mathematical analysis of lines in

connection with synchronous motors, and those wishing to

go more fully into this phase are referred to the above paper
and also one by Mr. H. B. Dwight, read before the Can-
adian Society of Civil Engineers in 1913, in which the sub-

ject is fully covered. There are also available for reference

many articles in the technical journals and other publica-

tions dealing with this phase of the subject. It is interesting

to note that in this case line regulation is to some extent a

by-product. The main consideration was to increase the

capacity of the lines to meet the growing load, and this

could be done either by putting up additional transmission
lines, or else by increasing the capacity of existing lines

—

which was limited by consideration of voltage regulation.

It was found that by adding synchronous condensers to

increase the power factor the regulation would be so far

improved as to greatly increase the available line capacity.

The installation of new transmission lines is, of course,
a very costly undertaking, and in this case the cost of syn-
chronous condensers with their necessary equipment was
only a fraction of the cost of additional transmission lines to

produce the same increase of line capacity. This method
of increasing line capacity is a feature which is now bciuH
very generally recognized, and is bound to have an import-
ant bearing not only where it is required to increase the
load on an existing transmission line, but also upon the
design of new lines. It means that instead of the inductive
drop in a line imposing a comparatively low limit upon its

capacity, the inductive drop can be eliminated. From this
it will naturally follow that the spacing of cables on the
towers may be increased, if desired, without hurting the
regulation at the receiving end, and also heavier copper may

• Before Winnipeg Branch C. S. C. E.

lie used, thus reducing ohniic losses in the line. It is a mat-
ter of common knowledge that on an ordinary transmission

line there is very little object in increasing the size of copper

beyond a certain point, because the total drop being com-
pounded of ohmic and inductive drop is scarcely influenced

at all by a decrease in line resistance. (See Fig. 1). From
an operating standpoint a system of this kind has the very

important advantage that it admits of regulation at the re-

ceiving end instead of only at the power house. In the case

of a long transmission line where the drop at full load is

considerable, and depends upon both load conditions and
power factor conditions, it is a difficult matter for the station

operator to maintain the bus-bar voltage at the receiver end
at the right point at all times. The operator at the receiv-

ing end is conversant with load conditions at all times, and
if instead of communicating with the power house, he has
the voltage control in liis own hands he can readily adjust

Figl-

f:9V/y/)LE/VT SCU/IATER/IL &PACIN6 IN r££r
Curve showing resistance, reactance and impedance per mile of

line for 250,000 and 500.000 c. m. Copper at 60 cycles.

the voltage so as to exactly meet load conditions. The use

of synchronous condensers at the receiving station provides

such a means of regulation by simply varying the power
factor of the load.

In passing it may lie of interest to note tliat while the

term "synchronous condenser" is in .{encral use as applying

to the use of synchronous motors for the purpose of power
factor correction, it is only correct when the motor is sup-

plying a leading current. Since it is often necessary to sup-

ply lagging current to olitain tlie necessary regulation the

term "synchronous reactors" has been suggested as the more
correct term to apply. The term "i)hase com])ensators" has
also been used, but it is liable to lead to confusion, as this

term is applied to an apparatus sometimes used in connec-
tion with large wound rotor induction motors to improve
their individual power factor. Throughout this paper the

term "synchronous condenser" will be used as applying to
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synclironous motors running without mechanical load and
supplying the necessary wattless leading or lagging current

required for power factor correction. Having indicated in

a general way the advantage which may be gained from the

use of synchronous condensers, we will now consider the

problem of drop in alternating current transmission lines,

and the effect of imposing a synchronous condenser load on
the system.

Line Regulation of Synchronous Motors

The regulation (or variation in voltage between no load

and the required load) under various conditions of load is,

in practically all long distance transmission lines, the factor

which limits the amount of power which can be transuitted

over any line. For this reason anything which tends to

reduce the voltage drop under load conditions, that is, im-

prove the regulation, will increase the amount of power which
it is practicable to transmit over a given line, and is therefore

much to be desired.

In ordinary d.c. transmission lines, the only variable for

a given line, which causes a drop in voltage, is the current,

the drop being given by the simple Ohm's Law:
E = IR

where E equals voltage drop, I equals current, R equals

resistance of line in ohms. With alternating current, how-
ever, we find an entirely different set of conditions, as in ad-

dition to the simple IR drop we have the drop due to the

self induction of the line which is given by PLI. where P
= 3 T X frequency, L = self induction of the circuit in

Fig. 2

henrys, I ^ current. To obtain the total drop it is neces-

sary to add these two values together vectorially when we
obtain the formula:

E = I V (R= + P' L')

the value V (R^ + P' U) being known as the impedance of

the circuit. The above, however, only holds good for a

non-inductive load on a transinission line, and it is necessary

to make other corrections when the load is inductive.

.\s is well known, any alternating current can be split

up into two components at right angles to each other; these

two components being known as the power or in-phase and

the wattless or out-of-phase components; the angle between

the power component and total current being the angle of

phase difference, the cosine of this angle being what is known
as the power-factor of the circuit. This is shown graphic-

ally in Fig. 2. In this figure BC is the total current; AC
the power component; AB the wattless component; and "

the angle of phase difference.

By inspection it can be seen that the following rela-

tions obtain: AC = BC cos 9; AB = BC sin ». and

Wattless current .VB

Ratio = = = tan ".

Power current .\("

It is thus seen that the actual power of the current is

prop<jrtiona! to the length AC and that any increase in the

angle 9 with AC remaining constant, i.e., constant power,

will increase BC and R.A, or in other words, the total cur-

rent will increase with an increase of 9 without any increase

in the power. Since the total current in a circuit may be

resolved into its two components, the in-phase and the out-

phase respectively, it follows that the total voltage in a

circuit may be similarly resolved and the triangle in Fig. 2

may equally well represent a triangle of voltage as of current.

Fig. 3 shows the simple diagram for the graphical deter-

mination of the voltage drop in an a.c. circuit for varying
conditions of load and power factor, and is the simple well-

known Mershon diagram. In this figure E,. =: voltage at

receiver end; Es = voltage at supply end; I =: current at

receiver end; 6 = angle of phase difference at receiver end.

Fig. 3

The triangle ABC is the triangle of voltage drop and is iden-

tical to the triangle shown in Fi.g. 2. AB is the drop due to

the resistance of the line. BC is the drop due to the react-

ance of the line, and AC is the total impedance drop. The
total drop is equal to xy measured on the same scale as E,.

and is the difference between the length of the vectors F,^

and E,..

Fig. 4 shows this same diagram further extended. In

this figure the triangle ABC has each of its individual com-
ponents resolved into their "in-phase" and "out-phase" com-
ponents, with reference to voltage at the receiver end.

That is—AB is resolved into two components: BD (re-

sistance drop of out of phase current) and AD (resistance

drop of in-phase current). BC is resolved into two com-
ponents: EC (reactance drop of out of phase current) and
EB (reactance drop of in-phase current).

The total xy equals AD + DF+ FG
= IR cos9 -f IX sin 9 + Es (1 — cos a)

\\'herf a is the angle of phase difference between voltage

Fig, 4

at transmitting end and voltage at receiving end. This angle

is usually so small that the last expression may be neglected,

thus giving a convenient approximate result,

drop = IR cos 9 + IX sin 0.

From the above it will be noted that the total drop now
depends upon four factors: (I) the current = 1; (2) resist-

ance = R; (3) reactance = X; (-i) angle of phase difference

9 or power factor.

Since R and X arc fixed for any line the only way in

which the drop may be altered is by alteration of cither the

current or the power factor. Since an increase in the current

will obviously increase the drop by lengthening both AB
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and BC and therefore xy, it will be seen that to improve the

regulation without decreasing the power we must decrease

the angle *, thereby making the angle between AC and E,.

less obtuse and so reducing xy. In otiier words, we must

improve the power factor.

Methods of improving the power factor are well known,

the most popular being to encourage the installation of syn-

chronous motors instead of induction motors, and by en-

couraging the individual consumer, by means of bonuses or

penalties in the form of rate adjustment, to maintain his

power factor 'as high as possible. This method, although

tending to improve the general power factor of the load,

fails, in so far as it does not leave the control of the power

factor of the load in the supply company's hands.

For this reason it had recently been found advisable in

some cases for the supply company to instal large syn-

chronous motors running light and, by means of their field

control, to control the power-factor of the system on which

they operate.

Although the fact, that by the control of the field current

the current taken by a synchronous motor may be made
to vary in both quantity and phase displacement, is well

known, it might be advisable to briefly explain how this

happens.

This is shown by simple vectors in Fig. .5. In the case

(a) the machine is supposed to be excited to below its

normal value. Then applied voltage = OEs; generated mote
voltage = OEb and lags slightly behind the true opposition

value by an angle = <P which depends upon the mechanical

load on the machine and is constant for constant loads. This

is actually the angle of displacement of a pole from the

centre of polarity of the armature winding at any instant,

due to the torque imposed by a mechanical load tending to

pull the machine out of step. The resultant of OEs and OEb
is OE^ and this is the voltage available for forcing current

through the winding. Now OE,. may be resolved into its

two components OC, the in-phase voltage and CE,, the out-

phase, the angle f being such that

Resistance of motor armature
tan 4/ = ,

Reactance of motor armature
The current will thus be along the line OC and will in this

case lag the impressed voltage E^. Its value will be equal to

E,./z when z = impedance of the windings.

In case (b) the excitation is increased above the normal

and the resultant OE,. is obtained, and the current 01, which

in this case leads the impressed c.m.f., the angle f being a

constant for any one machine.

We thus see that by varying the excitation of a syn-

chronous motor we obtain various values of current and thai

above a certain value of excitation these currents lead the
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Fig. 6

impressed c.m.f. and below the value lag the impressed e.m.f

This is shown in the well-known \' curve of synchronous

motors. Fig. 6.

(Continued in April 15 Issue!

Great Lakes Power Company
It is understood that a company capitalized at $2,000,000

has been formed to take over the present power interests of

the Algoma Steel Corporation and that the water rights held

by this latter company will be developed.

It is publicly announced that the Great Lakes Power
Company, Limited, representing financial interests in Chicago

and Boston, have signed an agreement with the Algoma Steel

Corporation to take over the street car and ferry business of

this corporation as well as their power interests, both de-

veloped and undeveloped. The new company had a bond
issue of $2,200,000.

The present water power development of the Algoma
Steel Corporation is in the neighbourhood of 15,000 horse-

power, and it is understood to be the intention of the new
company to overhaul this plant and double its capacity at a

cost in the neighbourhood of two million aollars. The
30,000 h.p. will be utilized by the Lake Superior Paper Com-
pany, the Algoma Steel Corporation, and for light and power
for various industries at the Soo. It is understood that ne-

gotiations are already under way to induce new industries to

locate at this point, where, it is claimed, low power rates will

be a special inducement.

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company's an-

nual statement shows an increase in gross earnings of ap-

proximately $14,000,000 over the previous year, the amount
being $240,000,000. Net earnings were $41,117,487, of which

the dividend requirements take $29,100,000.
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Fire Alarm and Police Telegraph System
Mr. F. A. Cambridge, City Electrician, Winnipeg, describes the situation in

that City, before the local branch of the C.S.C.E.

From luinihlc beginnings a system lias been evolved that

today presents facilities to the public for giving an alarm in

the tVansniission of a signal and in the calling out of the fire

apparatus. This has meant not only a tremendous amount
of work on the part of manufacturers in the design of ap-

paratus but considerable engineering talent has been ex-

pended on the transmission circuit from the (dd house top

wiring to a modern system such as is instalKil tuday in any

of the large cities.

As far as Winnipeg is concerned the present fire alarm

system is the outgrowth of a system installed a considerable

time before the advent of the telephone and which consisted

of a few alarm boxes connected to bare iron wire circuits

mostly supported on roofs of buildings and connected to a

fire station and the old pumping plant at Armstrongs Point

and supplied with current furnished by gravity cells. On the

advent of the telephone an arrangement was made by the

council whereby the Bell Telephone Co., undertook to place

the wires on its poles and to operate the system. Xo im-

provement was made in the character of the circuits, storage

cells were however substituted for gravity cells.

The system was at this time operated on what is known

as the automatic principle in which a given number ot

"breaks" originating in the circuit are repeated upon one or

more additional circuits by means of what is termed an

"automatic repeater.'' The city in l'J02 decided against en-

tering into a renewal of the expiring contract with the Bell

Telephone Co., and decided to construct a new system and

take over the operation. A system was built and ultimately

a considerable number of improvements were introduced

—

such as the use of insulated wire for the street lines,—sub-

dividing the circuits, modern switchboards, protection fea-

tures at the central office and the operation of the system

"manually" instead of automatically, trained ..[lerators being

on duty at all hours.

The rapid growth of the city however Ijrought about not

only a corresponding extension of the fire alarm system but

with the corresponding growth of the electric light railway

and power system of the Winnipeg Electric Railway Co., fol-

lowed by the duplicating of that company's system by the

rival municipal system, elements of danger were in-

troduced that called for drastic and thorough treatment if

the efficiency of the fire department and the safety of the

public were to be held paramount. In other words a thor-

oughly modern and efficient system had to be designed, con-

structed and financed.

Functions Defined

The electrical department functions were ultimately de-

fined by the city council in relation to services as follows;

to- have charge of the construction, operation and mainten-

ance, of the fire alarm system and to have charge of the

construction, and maintenance of the police telegraph sys-

tem. While this is not a thoroughly ideal plan for the rea-

son that a common staff of operators, trained to operate both

systems would be preferable to two distinct sets of men

under two difTerent authorities, the present arrangement

however is sufficiently idealistic to secure the maximum efli-

ciency in construction and maintenance of the underground

and overhead systems ^hich after all are the largest items.

The problem of financing was the first that required at-

tention and considerable preparation had to be made before

any actual advance could be made. Hitherto any appro-

priations n)ade for llu; lire alarm system were taken from the

ordinary tax levy. Now the council naturally are always
desirous that the taxation rate should be as low as possible,

hence it is difficult to obtain in any one year sufficient funds
from that source to warrant the laying down of any expen-

sive piece of work—moreover one council cannot bind its

successors to continue to appropriate funds for a given ob-

ject. The situation first of all necessitated an application

to the Provincial Legislature for increased borrowing powers
so that the council could, without a vote of the people, issue

long term debentures for the purpose of financing the outlay

contemplated. This is the basis of the legislative powers
now in force and enabled the city to finance the matter in

the most economical manner. Appropriations were pro-

vided in the stock issue from time to time until the sys-

tem's requireiTients were met. The police telegraph system
was also financed in a similar manner. The financial ob-

stacles being surmounted plans for the system took place.

These involved four fundamentals without which no system
of this character can be termed "modern."

First, the central office equipment must be housed in n

fireproof building conveniently located in relation to the

centre of underground cable area. Second, underground con-

duit runs must be secured sufficient to at least comply with

the underground wiring law and if rendered possible by fin-

ancial appropriations, extend beyond the limits of the area

specified in that law. Third, a cable and wiring system must

be evolved capable of providing satisfactory telephonic as

well as telegraphic service, with, in the case of the police

alarm system, an alternating current power supply for the

flash lamp and bell systems. Fourth, a modern receiving-

transmitting, and power system at the central office with

modern receiving facilities at each fire hall, police station,

and pump house, for receiving and recording messages trans-

mitted.

Continuity of Service

.\ow there should lie in laying out a system of this kind

one cardinal point borne in mind, and that is, to secure as

far as is humanly possible absolute continuity of service. In

any other public service shut downs are regrettable and may
occasion loss but in these services the lives and property

of citizens may be sacriliced through the failure of the lines

of communication between tlie citizen or fire or police officer

at the alarm box, and tlic lire or iiolice force at the various

stations. Hcjwevcr thorou.yIily the fire department is

equipped, and in this connection Winnipeg is well to the fore

in comparison with other cities, we must get our alarm in

to the fire department with the highest degree of speed, and

the lowest degree of possibility of error or interruption.

The fundamental idea being continuity of service it was

decided to run trunk lines from the central ofiicc to as many
lire and police stations as could be reached underground

constituting these local distribution centres. With our

generous provision of underground ducts this was subse-

quently carried out so that use is made of six fire stations

and two police substations as distribution centres.

.At each fire station the cables are brought into a terminal

cabinet in basement where facilities arc provided for testing

and for manipulation of circuits into groups. In police

signal work it is desirable to keep the number of boxes per

circuit down to ten or twelve to avoid clashing, but on fire

alarm work good practice permits of twenty to twenty-five

boxes per circuit.

In the Winnipeg system the lire alarm box circuits ex-
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cept those in the centre of the city, radiate from the district

fire stations and while the above rule is observed on the cir-

cuits proper these arc really further subdivided into groups

of circuits at the distributing points thus allowing in case of

trouble of cutting out a faulty branch circuit and maintaining

service on the balance of lines on that group while trouble

is being hunted on faulty branch. From the district I'lre

stations the fire and ijolice alarm wires are carried out un-

derground tci cable terminal poles located at various dist-

ances in different dislricls dependent upon .imount of un-

derground ducts available.

At the terminal poles substantial cal)!e terminal bo.xcs

are placed in which each wire is separately fused at three

amperes with an enclosed fuse designed for 3000 volt service,

and also connected to a vacuum lightning arrester. The

police wires are then carried out to the aerial cables which

are all composed of two No. IG B. & S. wire for the series

lines and two twisted pairs No. Ill (one pair in reserve) for

the telephone lines all saturated paper insulation and a 3/32

in, lead sheath. The fire alarm signal circuits to the re-

maining fire stations are in every case carried from the un-

derground cable terminals in 10 conductor aerial cables.

The Seven Call Box

The police signal bo.xes arc of the type l<nown as the

seven call box. There are two distinct circuits brought to

each box. One tlie signal or telegraph circuit, and the other

a telephone circuit. Included in the signal circuit and

within the box is an electro mechanical mechanism actuated

cither by turning a key in a special keyhole in the outer door

or (after opening the outer door) by pulling a lever, either

operation automatically transmits a number of impulses giv-

ing the number of the box and tlic patrol wagon signal. As
this is the most urgent signal no other act is necessary to

turn this in than that recited. There is also a movable

pointer, normally set at waggon position and automatically

returning to that position after having been used at any other

position, by means of which it is possible to transmit auto-

matically a fire or ambulance call or the patrolmen's report

signals three of wliich are separately designated. There is

also wired into tliis circuit but not exposed to the patrolman,

a single stroke bell enabling the officer to know whether the

line is already in use; a telegraph key for inspectors trouble

signals and automatic cut-outs that operate upon the closing

of the outer door. The telephone instrument is an ordin-

ary common battery—bridging set, the transmitter being

mounted on the inner door. There are 158 signal boxes on

the circuits at present; 85 of which are mounted on poles and

73 on iron pedestals.

Switchboard Equipment

The main line switchboard for the police system is made
up of five sections and is arranged for handling 34 series

telegraph box circuits, and six substation circuits. There is

also a telephone terminal board for fifty circuits. .Ml lines

are protected by vacuum type lightning arresters sensitive

high tension fuses, choke coils and emergency air gap ar-

resters are also used for protection. Each telegraph circuit

is then taken through a centre zero milliampere meter and

two line relays and also through various switches for testing

and other purposes, a telegraph key and an adjustable resist-

ance.

There are also provided on each panel a line test circuit

with centre 2ero volt meter specially calibrated for accurate

ground testing purposes. On the centre panel on this board

is mounted the manual transmitter used by the operator to

repeat the emergency signals received on the box lines to

the various substations. It is also possible by manipulation

of box circuit switches to send out by means of the trans-

mitter, code signals on the flash and bell system. The var-

ious lines are taken from the above to a three panel storage

battery switchboard upon whicli arc mounted a full line of

instruments switches, and upon tlie rear a standard mercury

are rectifier, its supply at 220 volts being connected to either

the lines of the Winnipeg Electric Railway or the city sys-

tem. All the above switchboards are of impregnated Ijlack

marble mounted on angle iron frames.

The entire equipment of time stamps as well as second-

ary clocks of both fire and iiolice systems are electrically

actuated by a master clock on the police system so that a

uniform time system is insured not only in the central ofiice

but throu.uhont the system.

Illuminated Signals

An ingenious system of illuminated signals lias been

worked out in this system whereby on the transmission of an

"emergency" signal a red lamp on the register affected is

automatically switched on and the number of the circuit on

the board is illuminated. There is also a series of illumin-

ated signal discs on the various switchboards to remind op-

erators to restore switches to normal positions and to auto-

matically warn operators of trouble on lines. As the tele-

phone is largely used as a medium of communication between

department officials and constables a fully equipped central

energy switchboard is provided having lines to all offices in

police headquarters and to all signal boxes.

Incoming alarms are in every case recorded on punching

registers, and all outgoing alarms are likewise recorded on

registers on both fast and slow time circuits. The individual

box circuit records are not time stamped but a master register

common to all box circuits is actuated and the record is

time stamped as likewise in the records of the outgoing sig-

nals. These stamps are actuated by the master clock. In

addition to sending the alarm out on the fast time circuits

every alarm is also repeated on the slow time circuits so that

all stations receive the alarm over two separate circuits.

There are two reasons for this; first to gain time and second

to guard against error or failure to receive alarms.

In the fast time service the speed of the signal is only

limited by the speed of the box (and they are speeded up to

the maximum) and the registers on which the alarm is re-

corded in the fire stations. This speed is however far too

high to actuate the large gongs which are elcctro-mechani-

cally driven; therefore the speed of the other circuits has to

be adapted to them. Moreover in case a register record was

not absolutely intelligible to a fireman or a pump house at-

tendant we have the second alarm following immediately be-

Iiind the first, recorded upon the large single stroke gong
that any novice can count. It is further to be noticed that

means must be provided so, that these large gongs shall not

be sounded unnecessarily, for instance any superfluous sound-

ing of these at night not only wakens men who, are not re-

quired to turn out, but at the same time opens all the stable

doors and turns on all fire station lights resulting in needless

disturbance and loss of sleep.

Fast Time Service

Unlike the ordinary brancli exchange, the branch lines

on this board cannot be cut through to central telephone ex-

change, the branch lines being used for fire department busi-

ness only. In addition to the regular telephone service pro-

vided as mentioned above the department has private lines to

pumping plants so that fire department officers may through

the medium of police signal box phones communicate with

engineers of pumping plants, etc. This plan is especially

useful when using the high pressure water service. It will

also be possible shortly to obtain phone connection with the

fire alarm operators by switching in a portalilc sot into a jack

in a fire alarm box.

liccause the city council has cut the wage of the electri-

cal workers employed by the city of New Westminster to

$4.10 a day, the men went out on strike.
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Modern Methods in Street Railway Track Con-
struction^Concrete Base the Only

Permanent Form
By R. K. Compton"

Importance of Construction.—One of the most difficult

problems which a municipal engineer faces in street improve-

ment of today is the premanency of the street railway track

construction. On this point hinges the durability and in-

tegrity of that portion of the pavement immediately in the

railway area and adjacent thereto. Even in outlying suburban

sections, pavements on streets where railway tracks exist arc

more difficult to construct and maintain than on streets where
no tracks exist. The situation is intensified when similar

streets are to be improved in heavy traffic sections of l>usy

cities.

Early History.—The speaker takes the liberty of introduc-

ing into this subject his experience in the City of Baltimore,

where this matter has been given most careful attention, both

by the municipal authorities and the street railway officials.

In collecting data on this subject from the principal cities

of this country we find that other cities have passed tlirough

similar experiences. Some lifteen years ago it was the prac-

tice of street railway companies to lay the ties directly on the

original earth foundation of the street, tamping up with

whatever local material was convenient. Consequently track-

structures had absolutely no stability other than that given

by the natural earth foundation existing in the street, so

that within a few months after the street ivas improved and

opened to traffic the rails would vibrate under the movement
of cars and heavy trucks, with the result that cracks would

develop in the paving adjacent to and for several feet on

either side of the rails, causing rapid disintegration of the

paving, particularly in the case of sheet asphalt. If the pave-

ment were of stone or vitrified block, cracks would develop

and the paving blocks would soon begin to "work" and loosen

up. Within twelve months the paving in the railway area

would be in such condition as to seriously impair the use-

fulness of the street. This disintegration did not confine

itself to the railway area, but would ^''-'idually encroach upon

the city area.

The next dcvelopnicnt in this construction was the installa-

tion of gravel ballast. This was somewhat of an improvement

over the original construction, the only dififerencc being that

the development of cracks and disintegration was somewhat

postponed. Gravel, being round and smooth, would shift

under the strain of passing traffic, with results most damag-

ing to the paving.

The crushed stone ballast was then used. On suburban

streets with light car and vehicular traffic this was a de-

cided improvement, and in some instances the results ob-

tained, both as to track construction and maintenance of pav-

ing, were most desirable. Care, however, had to be taken by

the track gangs to see that most careful tamping was done.

• Cliairman and Consulting Engineer. Paving Commission. Baltimore.

t>efore American Good Roads Congress, Pittsburgh.

1 he rock ballast construction, however, in heavy traffic

downtown streets, did not give the results desired, so that in

the past few years many cities have been installing a con-
crete slab, from 6 to 8 ins. in depth, under the ties, then
l)rought up and completely enveloping the ties in concrete,
and the concrete foundation for the paving installed on top
of this.

Right here it may be well to note the following list of cities

which have used or are using concrete as a foundation for
track construction, in whole or in part. Most municipalities
do not use it exclusive!}', but use concrete in the heavy traf-

fic sections, and rock ballast in the suburban sections where
car and vehicular traffic is light, or where the paving of
streets may not be regarded as permanent on account of the
surrounding property being undeveloped. This information
was obtained in 1913 and 1914 through correspondence with
municipal officials in the respective cities. These cities are
as follows: New Orleans, La., Chicago, III., Buffalo, N. Y..

St. Louis, Mo., Norfolk, Va.. Boston, Mass., Detroit, Mich.,
New York (Brooklyn), Cleveland, O., Nashville, Tenn.,
Memphis, Tenn., Springfield, Mo.. Birmingham, Ala.. Dayton,
O., Cincinnati, O., Baltimore, Md.

It is a fact that traction engineers as a rule object to

concrete under the ties, claiming three distinct disadvantages:

Objections of Traction Officials.—First, that concrete
under the ties makes the track construction entirely too
rigid, and that rock ballast gives equally good results and
overcomes this rigidity in that it allows a certain amount of

resiliency, and that such resiliency is necessary, otherwise un-
due wear will take place on the rails from passing cars, and
that rigid track construction is hard on the equipment.

Second, that in case of reconstruction the railway com-
pany is put to an unnecessary expense removing the con-
crete so as to replace defective or disintegrated ties with
new ones.

Statistics show that there is no real ground for the lirsi

objection, and even if there were, this can be overcome by
keeping the concertc base an inch or so low and bedding the

ties in a thin bed of loamy sand on top of the concrete slab,

t are should be taken, however, to bring the concrete up on
the ends of the ties so as to confine the sand and prevent its

shifting.

Replacing Ties

The second objection can be overruled by the fact that in

replacing worn-out or disintegrated ties, the railway com-
pany docs not have to remove any more concrete than it

would otherwise remove were the pavement only on a con-

crete foundation of the usual thickness, as will be hereafter

shown by the method of construction followed by the City

of Baltimore. Furthermore, statistics compiled by the Board
of Supervising Engineers in the City of Chicago, who have

been giving this matter most thorough study for the past

eight years, show that sound yellow pine ties, thoroughly

embedded in concrete, arc almost indestructible.

Another and third objection made by the traction officials
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is that the car lines have to be diverted, either by means of

laying a third and temporary track on the street to be im-

proved, or if the street is so narrow as to prohibit this, there

has to be an entire re-routing of the cars, causing by either

method serious inconvenience to the public and disorganiza-

tion of the car company's traffic schedule. This claim can

also be overruled by a method which the speaker will outline

to you later, as followed by the City of Baltimore.

The experience of all municipal engineers along this line

has probably been the same.

Baltimore Work.—Owing to the flat refusal of the trac-

tion authorities to install permanent construction, many of us

have had to resort to legislative bodies for relief. In the

beginning of the year 1014 the situation in the City of Bal-

timore was thoroughly studied, both by the municipal en-

gineers and the traction officials, with the result that the

State Legislature of Maryland was appealed to by the muni-

cipality and a law was passed putting the character of foun-

dation under the ties of the several street railway companies

and steam railroads under the jurisdiction of the Pavmg

Commission, with power to decide whether sucli foundation

should be of plain ballast or concrete. The commission de-

cided that in heavy traffic downtown streets concrete con-

struction, 6 ins. thick, under and around the ties, was neces-

sary, but that in the outlying suburban section where the

traffic was light and street development more or less of an

uncertainty, awaiting property development, rock ballast

could be used.

The traction officials were informed that they could in-

stall the ties immediately on top of the concrete or install a

cushion between the top of the concrete and the bottom of

the ties. They chose the former.

It may be interesting to note here that in the down-

town business section of Baltimore the streets are exceed-

ingly narrow, not over 40 ft. in width between curbs, and

there is no room for a temporary third track. Furthermore,

the gauge is of odd dimension, namely 5 ft. 4J4 ins., so that

the track area takes up more space than in most cities. It

was also impossible, owing to congestion, to divert the cars

to other streets. In order, therefore, to meet this, the

third objection of the traction officials, it became necessary to

install the concrete without interruption to car traffic. It

was at first thought that this could be done by blocking up

the tracks an inch or so above the exact grade, installing the

concrete, allowing it to set and lowering the tracks to the

proper and exact grade. The conclusion was reached, how-

ever, that this would not only be very expensive, but hardly

feasible, so that it was then determined to pursue the pene-

tration method. This was done by bringing the tracks to the

exact grade and ballasting with crushed stone from V/i to

2J/2 ins. in size, free of dust and small particles, and tamping

the same thoroughly as in ballasting ordinary track, care

being taken to thoroughly tamp the ballast and make the

same carry the strain of passing cars, then applying a thin

cement grout.

In improving streets containing railway tracks the forces

of the railway company and that of the paving contractor

have to work in conjunction. The railway area is first graded

out to the subgrade of the paving by the paving contractor.

The railway company then takes charge and grades out to a

point 6 ins. below the bottom of the ties. New rails and

ties are then installed where necessary, together with any

new special work. The ballast, of the size and depth pre-

viously noted, is then placed and thoroughly tamped under

the ties and up to a point 2 ins. above the bottom of the

ties, the rails broiight to the proper grade and line, and when

the entire construction is "tight" the penetration begins.

The grouting mixture is composed of 1 part cei.fent to 2

parts sand, and is about the consistency of thin cream.

The operation is readily done without interruption to car

traffic by the use of a small continuous mixer (known as the

Coltrin mixer) placed just outside of and parallel with the

railway tracks, with a flexible chute, in two sections, to con-

vey the grout from the mixer to the ballast. Starting on the

down-grade end and working up-grade, the thin grout is pen-

etrated into the stone ballast, which, as previously noted, has

already been securely tamped and made to carry the strain

of the passing cars. As already noted, the chute is flexible

and in two sections. When a car comes along the first sec-

tion is thrown out of service and the second section is low-

ered to the ballast at about the ends of the ties and the mixer

kept in service. After the car passes the first section is

thrown back in service.

It is true that during this operation some movement oc-

casionally occurs in the tracks, but there is a city inspector

on the work at all times who hunts for and locates loose ties

and they are immediately tamped up with green concrete.

The natural supposition is that sufficient movement of

the ties and track would occur to injure the concrete while

setting, but this is not true if the work is carefully handled

and executed. On one street in Baltimore this work was

successfully handled with five different lines of cars passing

up and down the street with but 20 seconds headway at times

during the day; while on another piece of work it was suc-

cessfully installed with eleven different lines of cars passing

over the special work with less than 20 seconds headway at

."ihort intervals during the day. The resultant mixture is

about 1 of cement, 2 of sand and 5J^ of stone, with the con-

crete very dense, as the ballast has been thoroughly tamped
and voids reduced to a minimum.

This ends the work of the railway company, as after this

section of concrete is installed, the paving contractor again

takes charge, installing the concrete base for the pavement
immediately on top of the railway base, and then the paving.

Bond Between Slab and Base

As a rule, there is no bond between the paving slab in-

stalled by the railway company and the paving base installed

by the paving contractor, because generally the former is

several blocks ahead of the latter, and in the meantime the

concrete slab has set. This therefore overrules the second

claim of the traction officials, and the penetration method
pursued meets the third claim.

One of the principal points gained by this form of con-

struction is that it shows up very clearly every weak place

during the progress of the work. All loose or poorly tamped
ties are made apparent by the bubbling or oozing up of the

grout as a car passes over. Failures in finished pavement
are avoided by immediately tamping such ties, which in

many cases would otherwise have been overlooked. It has

been found by careful cuts made in the finished work that

this grout when properly applied penetrates the ballast to

the subgrade, forming excellent concrete, and insures solid

track construction, free from vibration, upon wliich the life

of any pavement in the railway area depends.

From records kept and compiled by the I'aving Com-
mission it has been found that the total e.xtra cost of this

construction over plain ballast, including labor and material,

is about 52 cts. per lin. ft. of single track.

In the last two years about 10 miles (single track) of

such construction has been installed in the City of Baltimore

by this process, in the busiest streets of the city, and car

traffic interfered with to such a limited extent that you hear

no complaint whatever from the traveling public during th?

course of the work. Included in the 10 miles of single track

will be found all classes of paving within the railway area

—

sheet asphalt, wood block, granite block, vitrified block and

scoria block.

Type of Pavement.— It has been suggested that this sub-
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jfct could properly include a discussion as to the type of
pavement between and adjacent to the rails which has been
found most satisfactory. The most satisfactory type of
pavement in the railway tracks on heavy traffic streets is

granite block, with a cement filler. E.\cellent results have
been obtained in Baltimore with the rccut granite. The
eld blocks are from 8 to 14 ins. in length. The 8-in. blocks
are re-headed, while the 14-in. ones are split, making alto-

gether, blocks smaller and much more uniform in size than
the standard new block. The result is a very uniform, even
suriace, an excellent pavement for track areas.

On streets which may be half business and half resi-

dential, or in tlie retail districts, vitrified blocks should be
used.

.Ml block pavements should be laid on a cement-sand
cushion.

On strictly residential streets of very light traffic sheet

asphalt has been used, but the speaker rather deplores the

use of this material within the track areas.

The block pavements are usually laid between the ex-

treme outer rails, including the dummy, with two rows of

liners on the outside of each outer rail. Selected granite

block, on a mortar bed, is most desirable as liners on heavy
traffic streets. On streets of lighter traffic and residential

streets, wood block, 4J^ ins. deep, thoroughly embedded in

the concrete and on a mortar bed. give most excellent re-

sults as liners and an excellent finish to the street, particul-

arly where sheet asphalt is laid from the rails to the gutters.

In order to cheapen the cost of track paving our policy

the latter part of last year was to install sheet asphalt in

the dummy strip, where there is very little traffic, and which

will give good results if the track work is stable. We will

follow this policy almost exclusively this year, as a modifi-

cation of our former standard, where asphalt is used be-

tween the rails and curb.

Track Details.—The rails are usually of the Trilby type,

10.5 lbs. to the yard, 7 ins. deep, with a slight bevel on the

outer paving edge. With this rail, and the use of steel tie

plates and screw spikes, tierods may be eliminated, and by

the elimination of the rods better results from a paving

point of view are obtained. Tierods are a nuisance in track

paving, causing a great amount of cutting if a block pave-

ment is used, and usually have to be placed below the center

of the rail in case sheet asphalt is used in order to have them
in the concrete instead of in the binder.

Comparison of Mixing and Penetration Methods.—Good
construction could unquestionably be obtained by the re-

routing of the cars, either by means of a third track and

cross-overs or by diverting the cars to other streets, thereby

allowing the concrete to be placed by the ordinary mixing

method and at the same time allowing time for the concrete

slab to set before car traffic is again restored. While this

method is a safer way, it is much more expensive than the

penetration method. Unquestionably excellent results have

been obtained by the latter method such as has been de-

scribed, its attractiveness being that it is cheaper as to first

cost, owing, principally, to the economical manner in whicli

the materials can be handled, and it overcomes the principal

objection of traction officials, namely interruption to car

traffic, which is of course a serious objection.

In order to obtain good results with the penetration

method, every detail must be carefully looked after by the

inspectors, such as the quality and size of the stone com-

posing the ballast, the tamping, and the mixing and placing

of the grout. Frequent test holes should be cut in order

to see that thorough penetration is secured, and wherever

possible the penetration should be started at the down-grade

end of a block and proceeded witli up-grade.

Conclusions.—Under the old system of earth foundation

or ballast, failures and troubles were nunurous. Under the

new system of concrete under the ties, installed as has been
described, the percentage of trouble is infinitesimal, the
principal defects being at crossings and around special work.
If proves conclusively that for strictly up-to-date permanent
construction, both for the street railway system and the
pavement, the ties should be laid on a concrete base, from

to 8 ins. in thickness, and completely enveloped in the
same.

Taking the Public Into Your Confidence
The Twin City Rapid Transit Company, one of the

largest electric railway systems in the world, periodically

advertises to the public the general policy of the company
regarding their endeavors to serve their patrons in a satis-

factory manner. The following is an example. It was pub-
lished as a Christmas message, though its wording is suitable

to any season:

—

"It is the intention of the Twin City Lines to serve the
communities they reach in the best possible way by furnish-

ing first class dependable electric car service at all times;
smooth tracks, clean, comfortable, well-lighted, ventilated

and heated cars, manned by civil-spoken, courteous, con-
siderate employees who shall be watchful of the passenger's
safety and comfort first, last and all the time.

"We welcome constructive criticism with an open mind
and endeavor to remedy defects in our service whenever
they are brought to our attention. We do not wish to im-
pose any arbitrary or unjust regulations upon our patrons,
but, on the other hand, we hope they will recognize that it

is necessary to adopt some rigid rules, but this is always
with the idea of being reasonable, and just to both the com-
pany and its passengers.

"Our conductors deal with more persons every day thar

the average man encounters in many weeks. In all weathers
and at all hours, they meet every fashion of folk, the well
and the sick, the pleasant and disagreeable, the worst and
the best. Do they fail sometimes? \'ery probably. They
are only men after all. with their own individual characters.

But when they do fail, they have l)roken the rule, the rea-

sonable rule for which we stand. If a man is unfit, sooner
or later he is dismissed from our employ. We keep only
the best of them in our service and we want all of them to

l)e efficient in their duties as well as civil and courteous in

tlieir manners.

"In the same way that the manager of a large store

or hotel does not know how his employees are treating cus-

tomers or guests unless the employees arc reported, so it

is with us, although the store or hotel manager has the great

advantage over us in usually having all his employees be-

neath one roof and under his own observation.

"W'hen it is considered tliat we carry an average of

nearly 700,000 passengers every day in the year (a number
equivalent to the population of Minneapolis, St. Paul, Still-

water, and the suburbs of these cities), each passenger re-

presenting a separate business transaction, and that wc oper-
ate approximately 1,000 cars over 440 miles of track, each
car in charge of two men, and far away from close super-

vision, would it not be surprising if all those men were
conducting themselves exactly as we expect them to. and
waiting on each of those 700.000 customers as they should
be waited upon, and as we desire that they should be served?

"We prize very highly tlie good-will of the people of
tlie 'I win Cities, as it is constantly being shown us. and wc
wish to assure them, in return, that we will strive harder
than ever during the year to come to merit their friendli-

ness and confidence."

The London Street Railway Company arc planning to

double track a section on Dundas Street East during tlie

early summer.
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avci Coiytrdctor
Good Light is One of the Best Investments an

Employer of Labor Can Make
By J. F. Heffron

Manufacturers throughout the country, in constantly in-

creasing numhers, realize that a very considerable propor-

tion of our industrial accidents are due to poor lighting.

The illuminating engineer had knowledge of this relation

years ago and has constantly endeavored to draw the

manufacturers attention to it. but only of late have his ef-

forts in this direction received any measure of the attention

tliat is undoubtedly their just due. There still remains, how-

ever, much to be done in the way of enlightenment of the

manufacturer in this connection, but the new lield has been

opened, and with proper attention and the right line of argu-

ment when approaching a prospective customer, tlic enter-

prising and progressive electrical contractor will lind con-

siderable new business in tliis field, whicli heretofore, he has.

in most cases, overlooked.

Every factory, shop or mill, is equipped with a lighting

installation of some kind. Upon investigation, it will be

found that most of these installations are far below the

standard now considered necessary. Many manufacturers

are difficult to approach on this subject; they do not realize

that they have any ]iroblem to solve, and so it is difficult

to make them realize that the solution may mean a cutting

down of waste, and, as such, money in their pockets. It is

necessary therefore to arouse the interest of your prospect,

so that he may give consideration to the problem you desire

to lay before him.

.A. good opening for your wedge can often be secured

by pointing out to the party you are interviewing the fact

that years ago it was considered unnecessary to protect the

employee by the installation of safety devices which are now
considered an absolutely essential part of industrial equip-

ment, and which are in many cases even required by law for

the protection of the employee. The employer has also of

his own volition installed safety devices, which years ago

were considered unnecessary, because he realizes that he can

in this way protect himself from payment of damages aris-

ing out of possible injuries to his employees—for instance,

the installation of guards around cog-wheels and other

dangerous moving parts of machinery. If it can be shown
that good light also plays an important part in the evidence

of possible accidents, you can be sure of gaining your pros-

I)ecfs attention, and very often you are able to land a con-

tract, which could not be obtained by other niellioils.

It is a well known fact, that industrial accidents increase

in direct ratio to gloom and darkness, that the greatest num-
ber of accidents in industrial establishments occur during

the months of December and January, the months havin.g

the least daylight. It has been shown by illuminating en-

gineers, that the number of accidents caused is twice as high

in the winter months as in the summer months. It is of

course during the winter months that artificial light must be

depended on to a greater extent than in the summer months.

Mr. R. E. Simpson in a paper presented at the ninth

annual convention of the Illuminating Engineering .society.

Washington, D. C, tells how the conclusion was reached

some years ago, by many of the largest coal mine operators,

that undoubtedly the darkness of a coal mine, broken only

by the feeble light of a miner's lamp, is in great measure

responsible for many coal mine accidents. It is worth our

while to note, that the introduction of electrical power for

haulage purposes has provided the coal operators with an

efficient means of lighting the more important switching

points in the mines. The use of steel and concrete for

roof support, and the application of white-wash to the roof

and sides at the turn-outs, switching points, and shaft bot-

toms, materially increase the illumination, we are told, and.

as a result, the motorman can see, easily and surely, that

switches are properly set and that no standing cars block

his way. which of course enables him to avoid derailments

and collisions. Other employees, at these points, which

arc the busiest parts of the mine, can also perform their

duties much more efficiently and safely because of the bet-

ter illumination.

In the Illustrated World. Chicago. Dec. 11)15. John A.

White tells us that according to a United States Senate re-

port on a large steel plant, during a period of five years, in

all its various departments, the accidents at night outnum-
bered those of the day. in some cases by as much as one
hundred per cent. Undoubtedly other factors must here

also be taken into consideration, yet unquestionably this

tremendous discrepancy between day and night accidents

can be due in large measure only to the difference in degree

of illumination.

We know that from the view point of every-daj' good
health, a building flooded with sunlight is much more desir-

able to work in than a place which is dark and gloomy.

Leaving out of the question the possibility of disease-germs,

the workman can no more be happy and contented in a

gloomy place than the housewife in a gloomy kitchen. Good
illumination means less irritabilit.v, better nerves and. as a

result, a surer, steadier hand in directing dangerous mach-
inery, greater staying power, and an ability to turn out a

.greater amount of work in a day.

Light and Health Go Together

We have heard on various occasions how eye strain fre-

quently results from poor illumination. This is due as

often to harsh glaring light as to poor or insufficient light.

The Societ)' for the Conservation of Vision. Xew York City,

numbering among its members some o( the most illus-

trious names on the continent both m-:dically and otherwise.

have found, as a result of their investigations into the mat-

ter of poor light and its eflfect on the eye, especially among
.school children and factory employees, that much harm is

undoubtedly caused by factors entering into the matter of

poor lighting, which factors are in themselves so subtle that

their effect is frequently unnoticed or not realized untiT too

late and the eye has been impaired beyond repair.

Mr. White in the article mentioned, tells us that it ap-

pears rather odd that in all the agitation for safety-devices
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aiuiuiil machinery, ihc importance of lighting lias not liccn

sullicicnlly cmpliasized or insisted upon; very often where
proper precautions have been taken to illuminate the mach-
inery, little heed has been given to lighting the lloor space

of the passages. A man cannot come from a glare of light

and step into semi-gloom without having; his eyes so dazzled

that for the moment he is blinded. Employees temporarily

blinded in this manner are frequently injured by stumbling-

over boxes or other obstacles that have been placed on
the Ho.,r.

.\ t\|)ical case of poor passage lighting and its result, is

mentioned in Mr. Simpson's article already noted. He lells

us (jf a certain shop having widely spaced lighting units and
supi)orting columns, one of which cast a shadow which hid

a flat two inch metal bar lying at an angle across the pass-

age-way on the Hoor. When one of the front wheels of a

truck encountered the bar, the truck axle, swerving sharply

to the right, jerked the handle out of the laborer's hand and
struck tlie right foot of a workman standing at the side to

let tlie truck pass. The blow broke one of the small bones

in his foot. The sudden stopping of the truck also caused

one of the heavy pipes on it to roll off, the truck handle

acted as a skid, guided the pipe against the workman's left

leg, breaking both bones below the knee. It is evident, Mr.

Simpson tells us, that neither man saw the bar of iron on
the floor, a fact which is easily understood when one con-

siders that the floor and the bar were both dark-colored,

and further obliterated by the shadow. It is fair to assume
that had adequate light been provided, one of the workmen
would have seen the bar and would have removed it instead

of attempting to pull a heavy truck over it.

Mr. Simpson tells us further of a paper mill employee,

who, while feeding a conveyor with small pieces of pulp

wood, noticed that the chute at the other end of the con-

veyor had become clogged. No light was provided at the

chute, but the man, after stopping the conveyor, attempted

to clear the way. While thus engaged a block of wood
slipped out and, falling, broke his ankle. There was no oc-

casion for any of the workmen to use this part of the mill

unless the conveyor or the material caused trouble. This,

however, was just the tinu* light was needed and none had

been provided.

Reducing Cost of Doing Business

The amount of money required to maintain proper

lighting units, affording ample illumination in both cases just

cited, would have been negligible compared with the amount
of the claim paid the injured workmen. It is a fact that

such units could have been kept burning day and night for

a number of years and still the owner would have realized

a handsome profit. Undoubtedly also tlie employees would

have been saved from injury and its attendant troubles.

Mr. Simpson mentions other incidents of like nature,

which are especially interesting to us, in that, the accidents

resulting are directly traceable to poor lighting. In the first

one, we find that an employee missing his footing, fell into

a tank containing hot water and acid, and was fatally burned.

In this case a number of tanks were placed close together,

with narrow walks between them at the top. Guard rails

and light were not provided. In another instance, we are

tidd how tlie lack of light in a hohl of a vessel was, without

a (hiiibl the cause of a crushed fool, .A workman was piling

pig iron there, in the semi-darkness, the open hatch, far

above, admitting so little light that he could not see the

pile was uneven. While he was still at work the pile top-

lilcd over and he was injured. Almost exactly similar was

the accident which crushed a workman's shoulder, because

he could not see ill Mie ill-light of the ship's liottom that a

hook be had fastened int.. a bale of cotton was insecure.

.After the liale liad bieii hoisted part way out of the hatch

the Ik.ok slipped and the bale tell on the woikmau badly
injuring his shoulder and back.

.\ case wherein light had been provided but was poorlv
located, is illustrated by the accident which occurred caus-
ing serious injuries to a workman running a machine with
four saws on one shaft. The saws were well guarded but
the drop light was so badly arranged that one of the guards
cast a deceiving shadow. The workman thought he was
placing his hand on the guard, but instead he placed it on the
shadow, and as a result was badly injured. This was inirely
a case of improper lighting, and as it appears that the work-
man arranged the light himself, it points out the hazard
m the practice of permitting workmen to adjust lighting
units to suit their own convenience, instead of having them
placed by a lighting engineer who has studied the safety
problem carefully.

The records of workmen's compensation and accident in-
surance companies, we are told by Mr. Simpson, ofifer a
fruitful field for study of accidents, particularly when special
attention is given to details in the investigalTons. The
Travelers Insurance Company in the United States has over
200 men who are specialists in accident prevention work. A
record is kept of all industrial accidents happening in the
factories, shops, and mills, carrying insurance with the
Travelers; all itnportant ones are investigated by the in-

spectors, who ascertain the conditions prevailing at the time
the accidents occur. The reports of these men are of great
interest in the relation they bear to causation and preven-
tion of industrial accidents. It is found that very often the
lighting question plays an important part. Figures com-
piled from these sources indicate that one lialf a million
avoidable accidents occur each year in the United States, of

which number it is estimated that aliout one ([uarter are
due directly or indirectly to poor lighting facilities. The
number above mentioned is merely approximate, but returns
from actual accidents investigated bear out the approxima-
tion very well indeed. .Actual accidents investigated during-

a period of one year, and listed as avoidable, are given as
being 91,000 in number. The Travelers Insurance Com-
pany's record show that 23.8 per cent., were due. directly or
indirectly to lack of proper illumination.

Twenty-four Per Cent, of All Accidents

We are tohl that a further analysis of the records show
that 10 per cent, of the total number of industrial accidents
for the year were due primarily to inadequate illumination,

and in the remaining 13.8 per cent., the lack of proper light-

ing facilities was a contributory cause.

Mr. D. R. Wilson, special inspector in the Factory Ser-
vice in Great Britain made an investigation of lighting con-
ditions in British textile industries and in foundries during
the years 1911 and 1012 but in his reports there is not con-
tained sufificient data to enable one to ascertain the percent-
age of accidents due to the inadequate lighting conditions
described. But it is interesting to learn that Great Britain

and other European countries are giving this matter serious
consideration. Their action in .giving attention to this

problem helps to assure us that it is indeed a gra\e and
serious one.

The conditions existing in the greater number of our in-

dustries are without doubt inexcusable whether we look at

iheiii from the point of view of the workman or of the em-
ployer. From Mr. White's article we learu Ihal it is

roughly estimated that the cost of injuries to workmen
amounts within a year to a quarter of a billion dollars; half

of which accidents are preventable. Think of this enormous
loss to manufacturers. And still more should we try to

realize what these accidents cause in misery and suffering,

|)erliaps for life, to the workmen and their families.

It was the custom a few years ago for many plants, both

large and small, to shorten the working-day during the mid-
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winter months because proper illumination was lacking. But

manufacturers have since realized that this is very short-

sighted business policy. And each day in greater numbers
are they also realizing that it is short-sighted policy to com-
pel employees to work under any but the best possible con-

ditions that can be provided.

Essentials in Industrial Lighting

Mr. White points out some of the principal things that

should be borne in mind, and that should be given special

attention when considering the matter of securing good light

in an industrial plant. He first draws our attention to the

manner in which manufacturers are giving this matter care-

ful thought by constructing buildings in a manner entirely

different from that followed a few years ago. As a result

we find their construction has been radically changed until

they are now almost as well lighted as the photographer's

studio, brick and concrete walls seeming hardly to exist, the

sides being a mass of glass. He tells us that:

"Four factors may be taken into consideration witli

regard to the proper illumination of industrial plants.

The first is the question of how best to introduce day-

light into a building; the second concerns the use of

artificial illumination; the third, employment of methods

for properly diffusing light; and lastly, the question of

selecting the right sort of artificial illuminant, and so

protecting it as to avoid fires and explosions."

He mentions further how the realization of these new
problems have brought into existence and created a demand

for the illuminating engineer. He points out also, how the

casualty companies, who, for a special premium take over

the legal hazard involved in the employing of men in fac-

tories, and who for this reason are held responsible for all

preventable accidents to employees, greet the rise of this

new profession with enthusiasm.

We find in summing up the entire matter, that many
employers and manufacturers now find good illumination a

profitable investment. A great many of them, it is true

also, have either not had the facts in the case pointed out

to them, or only realize their need in a dim and incomplete

way, because these facts have not lieen presented to them in

a proper and convincing manner. If this is properly done

by the man engaged in selling and installing good light, and

if the electrical contractor who feels that he is incapable of

doing this will call upon,—for instance—the different large

illuminating glass manufacturers for the assistance of their

staff of illuminating engineers, who extend their services in

this connection gratis, these engineers will assist him in con-

veying this knowledge to the manufacturer, and as a result a

much larger field, and undoubtedly a profitable one, will be

opened to the contractor, who will then not find it necessary,

as did .Mexander. to sigh for more worlds to conquer.

New Dual Power Automobile—An Economical
Combination of Gasoline Engine and

Electric Motor

.\fter two years of experimenting and engineering,

coupled with months of severe road tests, one of the oldest

and most conservative of electric vehicle manufacturers is

•about to place on the market a dual-power electric car, the

most recent development of its kind. The principle of the

new car, it is reported, is entirely novel, combining the best

features of the gasoline car with those of the electric. Any-

one familiar with an electric vehicle knows that if the bat-

tery could 1)C charged every few miles or every time it

needed it, or if it could be continuously charged, a battery

only half as large would be necessary. Suppose then that

half the Ijattery has lieen discharged, and in its place has

lieen installed a small gasoline engine and dynamo to charge

the remaining battery. The next nlivimis step is to elimin-

ate tlie dynamo and to use the vehicle motor driven by the

engine as a dynamo. Thus the engine and motor dynamo
are placed on the same driving shaft with only a magnetic
clutch between them, the controllers arranged so that the

car may be driven by either the engine or the motor, and
the engine when driving the car also drives the dynamo and
charges the battery.

From the point of view of the gasoline car, the modern
automobile already has as part of its equipment a small

storage battery and a dynamo motor which charges the

battery and starts the engine. Suppose then that the dyna-

mo motor is increased in size until it is large enough to

run the car, and also suppose the storage battery corres-

pondingly enlarged. The gasoline engine could then be

made very much smaller because it would not be used for

starting and accelerating—the things that are responsible

for all the excess power requirement in the regular gasoline

car. The control mechanism of this car exactly resembles

the control meclianism of a gasoline car. It consists in its

visible parts of a sector with two finger levers mounted above
the steering wheel. The outer lever is the electrical con-

troller, and the inner one controls the gasoline engine. The
outer lever works directly through a rod in the steering

shaft, on an electrical rheostat controller which governs all

the necessary electrical connections. The inner lever also

has (me electrical function; as soon as it is moved up from
the neutral or dead position it actuates the magnetic clutch

and connects the motor and engine.

The motor turns over the engine and starts it in the

usual gas car manner. As soon as the engine is running at

speed it turns the motor into a generator and charges the

liattery, the engine at the same time driving the car. How-
ever, when both levers are up, the engine and motor to-

gether drive the car giving sufficient power and speed for

any occasion. The motor can drive the car alone, while the

engine is still. The engine, however, cannot drive the car

without also running the motor-dynamo and charging the

battery. Coasting either down liill or on the level charges

the liattery.

.Assuming the car to be standing still, the driver moves
the outer or electrical finger lever, and the car starts as a

pure electric, motor driven from the batteries. It quickly

attains l^i or 20 miles an hour, or whatever the desired speed

may be. The driver may then continue to drive electrically

or he may move the inner lever, and so start his engine.

Both motor and engine are now driving the car. If road

conditions are severe, or there is hill climbing to do, the

dual may be continued, otherwise the driver next moves the

iiulcr or electrical lever back to neutral. The engine is

now driving the car and running the motor as a generator

charging the battery. If tlie driver wishes to stop, he presses

nn the single foot lever which operates the brake. If the

niotiir is driving, the first movement of the foot lever shuts

off tlie current; in any case, it short circuits the motor

through a resistance making a magnetic brake. Further

movement of the brake lever acts on a regular band brake

on the rear wheels and stops the car. If desired, the action

of the car may be largely controlled with the foot lever.

There is. of course, no clutch lever, because there is no

clutch in the ordinary sense of the word, and as there are no

gears, there is no lever corresponding to the gear shift lever

on a gas car. Even the braking for most stops is amply

provided for by the reverse magnetic effect of the short cir-

cuited motor when the finger lever is moved back. Reverse,

which is purely electrical, is operated with a short heel lever

just l)ack of the driver's foot. It simply reverses the

electrical motor without changing any shaft or gear connec-

tion.

Every gasoline car operator knows tliat only a small

portion of the high power of his engine is used in simply

driving the car. Even the big heavy car with the 60 horse
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power engine uses not over 10 horse power for straiglit

driving. The rest is merely on hand for emergencies, and
the excessive demands for starting and accelerating. How-
ever, the consumption of gasoline naturally corresponds to

the size of the engine, and not to the amount of power that

is actually used. It is reported that the test models which
have been driven into the country for hundreds of miles in

all sorts of weather and road conditions, have been making
about thirty miles per gallon of gasoline wliile running on tlic

engine alone and at the same time charging the battery for

an additional fifteen miles on the same gallon, thus making
a possible mileage of 45 on one gallon of gasoline—a most
remarkable showing. This extraordinary economy seems
almost incredible, but it will be. understood by anyone who
is familiar with the regular gas car's extravagance.

This duel-power electric can attain a speed of 40 miles

per hour on the dual drive, or can maintain a speed of 30

miles per hour when run as a pure electric. Another feat-

ure claimed to lie a distinct advantage, is the ability to set

the speed at a certain rate, say thirty miles per hour, and
immediately as tlie car "picks up." it will maintain this

speed until the driver wishes to change it.

Electrical Contractors' Convention and Show in

Massey Hall, Toronto, June 6, 7, 8.

Plans have now been finally arranged for the annual
convention of the Electrical Dealers and Contractors .Associa-

tion of Ontario, which will be held in the basement of Massey
Hall on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, June 6, 7 and 8,

1916. At the same time the Association are putting on a big

electric show, which is, in reality, the first electrical show ever

attempted in Canada. Present indications are that the space

will be very quickly taken up as manufacturers and dealers

will appreciate the value of displaying their products for three

days right in the view of the contractor delegates who will

attend this convention from every city and town in Ontario,

as well as from many points in our other provinces.

When we say that this is really the first electrical show
that has ever been put on in Canada we do not overlook the

efforts that have been made from time to time to interest the

electrical trade in cosmopolitan shows of various kinds. In

this particular show, however, nothing outside of piirely elec-

trical equipment will be allowed on exiiibition. The inten-

tion is to interest only tliose people who are interested in

electrical matters. l'"(U- ibis reason it is all the more im-

portant that every section of the trade should stand behind

this exhibition so as to make it a marked success.

We believe that no electrical contractor can afford to

miss the opportunity of being present at this convention and

exhibition any more than any manufacturer or dealer can

afford to overlook the advantages of meeting these contrac-

tors. We understand that many interesting and special

features will be shown including models of ideal construction

work under different conditions, samples of concentric wir-

ing, about which there has been very much discussion re-

cently, and other matters of equal interest and importance.

A number of recent devices just ready to place on the market

will be shown for the first time.

Keep the dates in mind—Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday.

June 0, 7 and S. The location is an ideal one—Massey Hall,

corner Yonge and Shuter Streets, in the very heart of the

city. A copy of the announcement being sent out by the

secretary of the show convention is shown on the next page.

Personals

Lieut. Alec Wilson, distribution engineer, Montreal Light.

Heat and Power Company, is taking a course at Halifax to

qualify for a captaincy in the Mctoria Rifles, Montreal

Mr. H. R. Mallison, of the Nova Scotia Tramways
and Power Company, recently delivered an address on the
development of the water power at (iaspereaux before the
Rotary Club of Halifax, N. S.

Mr. Ernest V. Pannell, .Assoc. Mem. I. E. E., recently
prepared a paper on Continuous Current Railway Motors,
which was presented before the Institution of Electrical En-
gineers, and is now published in pamphlet form.

Mr. R. L. Wilson, manager of the Railway Division o:

the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company, East Pittsburgh

works, has been appointed assistant general superintendent,

looking directly after trades apprentices, employment, work-
ing conditions and other matters of a similar nature.

Mr. J. E. Richards, general auditor of the London and
Port Stanley Railway system, has been appointed mana.ger

and treasurer of the road, succeeding F. T. Leversuch. Mr.

Richards was formerly with the Chatham, Wallaceburg ami
Lake Erie Electric Railwa3-.

Mr. L. V. Webber, sales manager of the Metropcditan

Engineering Company of Canada, has resigned his connec-

tion with that company to become Montreal manager for the

Jefferson Glass Company of Canada. Mr. Webber is one of

the best known men in the Canadian electrical trade, where
he made the acquaintance of practically every central station

Toronto Hydro Extending Underground Work
The Toronto II ydrcj- ["It itric Commis.sioners are calling

lenders for a quantity of imderground conduit work, The

work of the Commission for the present year also includes

considerable extension and conslruclion work f)n a number

•f sub-stations.

Mr. I.. V. Webber

man in the Dominion in the early days through his intimate
associations with, and active work in the Canadian Electric

Association. At that time he was with the Toronto Elec-
tric Light Company where he was head of the meter depart-

ment for a number of years. The Montreal showrooms and
Mr. Webber's offices are in the Roval Trust liuilding.

The Shawinigan Water and Power Company is now de-

livering power to its subsidiary, the Public Service Corpora-
tion, Quebec, over a new transmission line from Shawinigan,

It will be remembered that the Shawinigan Company ac-

quired a controlling interest in the Dorchester Electric Com-
pany, and incorporated a new company with the name of

the I'ublic Service Corporation. The steam plant of the

Dorchester concern is being used as an auxiliary.
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The Electrical Dealers and Contractors

Association of Ontario

will hold a

Public Electric Show
in connection with their Second Annual Convention at Massey

Hall, Toronto, on June 6-7-8, 1916

The Electric Show will be open to the trade, only, from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.

daily; the general public will be admitted from 4.30 to 11 p. m.

The band of the Queen's Own Rifles will be in attendance each evening from

7.30 to 10.30.

Complete information may be obtained from the Secretary of the Show Com-

mittee, Mr. E. A. Drury, 45 Moutray Street, Toronto. Telephone Parkdale 4413.

® ® ®
'ffO'
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What is New in Electrical Equipment
Tlircc new HublK-lI rcllcctors have just been placed

on llie market. They are classified as Focusing, Distribut-

ing and Intensive. Fig. 1 illustrates the focusing type fur

(>0 watt lamps. T-'iy. r." illustrates the distributing type for

Fig. 1— Focusing Type Reflector wit

corresponding Distribution Curve.

lito watt lamps. Fig. 3 illustrates the intensive type for

11)0 watt lamps.

The f<ieusing type is recommended for localized illum-

ination of high intensity over a small area. The smaller

units are particularly adapted for bench work where small

articles are assctiibled or where vises arc used. The dis-

Distributing Type and Distribution Curve.

tributing lyi)0, as its name implies, is intended for general

illumination in factories or warehouses. Intensive reflec-

tors are primarily designed for the lighting of large areas

though they may be used to advantage in illuminating a

group of machines by centrally suspending them from drop
cords, thus reducing the distance between the unit and the

floor and intensifying the light within the required area.

All of these reflectors arc equipped with the standard

€S

Hubbell contractile collar holder making the use of a sep-
arate shade holder unnecessary. These reflectors are made
of a sturdy, uniformly spun steel, finished green outside
and aluminum inside. Various types arc available for use
with lamps ranging in capacity from 10 to 100 watts.

Jumbo X-Ray Reflector

The Jumbo is a big reflector designed for big type "C"
lamps, and it is one of' the latest additions to the direct

lighting line of reflectors manufactured by the National
X-Ray Reflector Company, Chicago. This reflector was de-
signed to illuminate interiors of considerable height and floor

area, such as erecting shops, armories, coliseums, etc. A
general shape was selected for this reflector that would give

the desired distribution of light an-l ' : m i illy conceal the

brilliant filament of the light source. The reflector itself

is leyi inches in diameter and 13J^ inches high. It can be
used with 500, 750, or 1,000-watt type C lamps. The special

holder which is supplied with it has an adjustable feature

which makes it possible to obtain two or three degrees of

spread to the light from this unit.

Fig. 3— Intensive Type and Dlstrihulion Curve

Robbins & Myers New Line of Desk and Oscillating Fans

For the 1916 season the Robbins & Myers Company have
brought out a complete new line of desk and oscillating fans

in the drawn steel frame construction. In this line two new
sizes have been developed—the six-inch desk fan and the

nine-inch oscillator. All sizes except the six and nine inch

are furnished with six blades, regularly. The six-inch size

has four blades and the nine-inch size has five blades. The
advantages claimed for six blades over four blades is lower
speed for a given volume of air, with less air hum. The steel

shells of this new line are made from extra heavy metal

—

3/32 in. in thickness. The bronze bearings are pressed into

cast iron hubs which are attached to the steel frames by
screws. This permits the bushings to be replaced easily and
quickly without dismantling the fan or destroying the align-

ment. The oscillating mechanism is the gear type the same
as is used in Robbins & Myers cast iron frame fans.

The six-inch desk fan. Fig. 1, has a universal a.c.-d.c.

motor, and will operate on direct current of any voltage from
100 to 130 volts and on alternating current of any frequency
from 25 to 60 cycles, and any voltage from 100 to 120 volts.

As it is small and light it can be carried by the traveler in
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Iiis hand bag, and as it will operate on the majority of com-

mercial circuits, he can use it in almost any hotel. A switch

ill llu- base jirovides two speeds. The base is provided with

a fell iiad to prevent the fan from marring any surface upon

wliicb it is i)laccd. The base and motor are handsomely fm-

i.shcd in gloss black enamel and the blades are polished brass.

The motor is large in proportion to the blade diameter and

the fan will give a good breeze. Ten feet of cord and sep-

arable plug arc supplied with the fan.

The nine-inch oscillator fan, Fig. 3, has five blades, and

is an excellent type for all household services. It is made

their lines in the future and pay the cost, which was accepted.

In addition to a large number of spectators in the court room
were several picture men from the surrounding towns.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2-Nine Inch Dcsl< Fan.

for alternating current, Model 36, and direct current Model

37. The gear type oscillating mechanism is the same as is

used in the larger fans. The motor is the series type and

the speeds for direct current and alternating current are the

same. A three-speed switch is provided. The fan is pro-

vided with a felt pad on the base and is equipped with ton

feet of cord and a separable plug. In addition to the 110 and

330 volt types, the direct current fans can be furnished in

low voltages for operation from storage batteries.

The twelve and sixteen-inch desk fans have blades in

liolh types. The motor is the induction type in the alternat-

ing current model. This fan has a three-speed switch. The
twelve and sixteen-inch oscillator is supplied with either a.c.

or d.c. motor. The fan has an induction type motor and no

centrifugal or automatic starting switch is required. It is

regularly furnished with six blades in both the twelve and

sixteen-inch sizes.

The Packard Electric Co.

j'he Packard Electric Co. Limited, have recently engaged

as their chief engineer Mr. Frank T. Wyman, formerly chief

engineer of the Pittsburgh Transformer Co. Mr. Wyman
is a graduate of the University of Vermont. After gradua-

tion he taught electrical engineering in the Drexel Institute,

Philadelphia, for two years, and in the University of Pitts-

burgh for two years. He has been with the Pittsburgh

Transformer Co. for the past seven years, the last four as

chief engineer. The Packard Electric Co. are to be con-

gratulated in securing a man of Mr. Wynian's experience and

ability.

From the Dufferin "Post"

Mr. VVm. Stewart is a moving picture man and ventrilo-

quist, who hails from Toronto, and says he has been touring

this country giving concerts for the past eighteen years.

In operating his picture machine he connected his lantern

leads onto the electric mains of the Cataract Electric Com-
pany. Limited, in the towns of Erin and ;\lton, which re-

sulted in the Electric Company laying a charge for the theft

of electricity. The case was heard by Magistrates Limebeer

and Harris, of Caledon, at that village last week, and owing

to many complications developing which caused th->>case to

be postponed the plaintiff was able to settle the ditificulty by

giving the Electric Company a guarantee he would keep ofT

Trade Publications

Watch the Way the Wind Blows—booklet issued by the

Westinghousc Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

burgh, illustrating and'descriljing their various types of elec-

tric fans.

Lightning Arresters—new catalogue by the Electric Ser-

vice Supplies Company, describing Garton-Daniels lightning

arresters, with illustrations. This catalogue supersedes all

similar catalogues and bulletins previously issued; well illus-

trated

Sherarduct—booklet by the National Metal Moulding

Company, Pittsburgh, describing Sherarduct rigid steel con-

duit. The booklet explains that this conduit is rust-proof

and acid-proof, and illustrates a number of large buildings

where it has been installed exclusively.

Electric Radiators—folder issued by the Lee Electric

Radiator Company, Chicago, describing a little 300-watt radi-

ator suitable for electric cars. This radiator is operated oflf

the battery, and, it is claimed, involves no additional ex-

pense where this battery is charged according to a monthly

rate.

Fans—booklets No. 1083 and 1084, by Robbins & Myers

Company, Springfield, Ohio, describing respectively cast-

iron frame and drawn steel frame fans for a.c. and d.c. cir-

cuits. The R. & M. Company are also distributing a folder

for dealers which gives ,a number of interesting publicity

suggestions for newspaper and other advertisements.

Westinghouse Publications—The ."V B C of Automobile

Battery Charging, describing the Westinghouse Cooper-

Hewitt Rectifier Charging Outfit. Bulletin 3763; describing

Westinghouse No. 533-B railway motor. Leaflet 3823; com-

mutating-pole rotary converters. Leaflet 3818; type C push-

button stations. Catalogue 3002; describing type CW slip-

ring induction motors for constant and varying-speed con-

tinuous duty service and No. 1 of Vol. 3 "Data Exchange."

The Electric ^'ehicle .Association will affiliate with the

National Electric Light Association and will be known in

future as the Electric Vehicle Section of the National Elec-

tric Light Association. The Electric Vehicle Association

was formed in 1910 and has grown so rapidly that its pre-

sent membership is approximately 1.200. This figure may be

taken as indicative, within rough limits, of the growth of the

electric vehicle industrj' during that period.

Apparently "Electric Week" is to be made an annual af-

fair in the Lhiited States as it is now announced that a na-

tion-wide campaign similar to that carried out last year in

connection with Electrical Prosperity Week will be under-

taken under the name "America's Electrical Week" culmin-

ating in a series of displays and demonstrations during t!ie

week December 2-1), 1U16. .Xs was the case in last year's

campaign the Society for Electrical Development, ^9 West
:!9th Street, New York City, is conducting the c?'.npaign.

Fraser & Chalmers of Canada Limited, Montreal, have

recently been awarded the contract by the City of Regina.

covering the delivery and erection of a 300 h.p. steam tur-

bine direct connected to two centrifugal pumps having a to-

tal capacity of seven million Imperial gallons per twenty-four

hours.
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HIGH TENSION CABLE
Made in Canada—Unsurpassed Anywhere

'I'Ik- lnll^l ini|)|-n\ c(l ami iip-ld-datc nicclianical dcxiccs knuwii.

skilk-(l wiukmcii and tiic \ci-y i)est niatcrials, all i,(iiitiil)iitL' td achieve

fipi- (Mir ]iiiKliict, a reputation for reliabilit_v and all niuiid cxcolleiu'c.

iinsiu"])as>ed in Canada ny elscwhei'e.

250.0(JO C..\[. Three (."Dnduetdr. Taper hiMdated. and plain Lead

('nxered cable fur 13,20(_) xdlts, which we are at ])resent snjjplyinL; and

inslallini^ lor the Torontu ihdro IClcctric S\stein.

Photo

Actual

Size

13,200

Volts

Pressure

SPECIFICATIONS
Cunductur.s cunii)osed ot 37 strands each .().S2 in. diameter.

'Jdiickness nf dielectric on each Cdndnctor .210 in.

'I'hickness in belt .210 in.

Thickness of lead sheath .160 in.

Overall diameter 2.61 in.

Write us for prices on this and our other lines of
wires and cables

Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works
Head Office and Factory, Montreal

— Winnipeg CalgaryBranches : Toronto

Limited

Vancouver
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Current News and Notes

Arnprior, Ont.

The McNali Tclciilionc Company have Ijccii granted a

rliartcr.

Belle River, Ont.

The Rochcsler Telephone Company are planning to

extend tlieir trunk line from Pleasant Park to Belle River.

Blenheim, Ont.

The Blenlieim and Soutli Kent Telephone Company
are planning line extensions.

Calgary, Alta.

Contracts to the amount of $9,773 were recently

awarded the Canadian W'estinghouse Company for electrical

apparatus.

Castleton, Ont.

The Cramalie Municipal Telephone Company propose

building a system during the summer.

Edmonton, Alta.

The city council are extending their electric transmis-

sion and telephone lines to the town of Beverly.

Grand Valley, Ont.

A liy-law authorizing the expenditure of .$11.(1(1(1 for an

electric distributing system was recently carried by tlie elec-

tors.

Guelph, Ont.

The annual report of the Guelph Radial Railway System

recently submitted by A. H. Foster, manager, shows gross

earnings of .$45,143. This is a slight decrease over the pre-

vious year, but still sufficient to pay the annual dividend of 6

per cent.

Halifax, N. S.

The city council have adopted the recommendation of

the Board of Control of the city of Halifax that the draft

agreement for the lighting of the city streets by the Halifax

Power Company for twenty-five years be ratified.

London, Ont.

The Board of Commissioners are considering the installa-

tion of a municipal lighting system along the west London
breakwater.

Mount Forest, Ont.

The Mount Forest, Wellington & Grey Telephone Com-
pany are planning to extend their lines from Pike Lake to

Gleneden.

Port Arthur, Ont.

Mr. Richard Fox, for many years superintendent of the

electric light system in Port Arthur, died recently at his home
in this city.

Portneuf, Que.

The Portneuf Hydro Electric Company have awarded

the contract for water turbine equipment to the William

Hamilton Company, Peterborough. De Gaspe Beaubein,

Montreal, is engineer in charge of this installation.

St. John, N. B.

The St. John Street Railway carried 7,782,979 passengers

last year. Much of this increase in car travel was due to

the extension of the railway tracks to East St. John and Glen

Falls and to the completion of connection at the R'»versing

Falls.

Toronto, Ont.

The annual statement of the Canadian General Electric

Company for the year ending December 31, 1915, showed
gross profits of .$1,219,513, compared with $914,528 the pre-

vious year The unusually large sum of $416,222 is set aside

for depreciation of buildings, machinery, patterns, etc., leav-

ing a net profit of $764,378. After payment of the regular

7 per cent, dividend there is a surplus of $66,356. One of

the most interesting items in the report is "Interest on

loans," which this year amounts to only $38,912, as com-
pared with $190,957 a year ago.

Vancouver, B. C.

The B. C. Telephone Company have decided to erect a

long-distance copper circuit between Xew Denver, Kaslo and

Nelson. A certain amount of line work will also be put up

between Nelson, Rossland and Penticton.

Weyburn, Sask.

A by-law was submitted to the electors on March 27 au-

thorizing the expenditure of some $35,000 on the installation

of a 500 kw. turbo-generator unit.

Yamachiche, Que.

The Brunclle I'"urnacc and Boiler Company arc consid-

ering the installation of motor drive for a quantity of their

machinery.

Power Company Will Appeal

Judgment has just been rendered in the Supreme Court

by Mr. Justice Maclennan awarding the Nova Scotia Con-

struction Company the sum of $175,332 for work done under

various contracts in connection with the power company's

hydraulic development at St. Timothy. It is stated by the

power company's attorneys that an appeal against this

iudgment will be entered.

Employees Honor Memory of Geo. Westinghouse

The ^'ctcran Employees' Association of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company, at its Third Annual
Banquet, held Saturday evening, January 29th, in the Fort

Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, presented to the company a hand-

some bronze memorial tablet of the late George Westing-
house. founder of the numerous industries bearint; his name.

"Honest to Goodness"
there is only one frosting for Nitrogen Lamps that

will not strip or peel off under any test, that will

remain white and outlast the lamp itself.

"JACKFROST"
Put up only in one pound bottles $3.50 C.O.D.

;

also colorings of every kind. $2.00 pint bottles.

JACKFROST COMPANY
P.O. Drawer 735 VANCOUVER, B.C.
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An Amendment (?) to the Railway Act

Notwithstanding anything in this Act or any

other Act of the Legislative Assembly of the

Province of Ontario, or any custom or usage to

the contrary in cities of over 200,000 inhabitants,

every electric railway company or street railway

company operating a railw.iy therein shall fur-

nish free transportation over all the lines so

operated by the said companies, for all officers,

non-commissioned officers and privates of His

Majesty's regular Army or Navy, including those

in course of training.

This is the text of an amciuliiienl to the Oiitariu Railway

\ot which Mr. Irish asks His Majesty, by and with tln'

:i'lvicc and consent of the Le.i{islatii'e Assembly of the I'ro-

vince of Ontario, tn enact at the present session.

Some way or other wc don't liclicvc His Majesty will

lb] it. His Majesty is British— not (jerman. That being the

case \vc cannot conceive of his conscntini^ to any act which

is so manifestly unreasonable and unfair. Some way or

other we do not believe the Legislative .Assembly will ever

uo so far as (o make the mistake "f asking His Majesty to

'I'l siicli a thing.

Mr. Irish evidently is unfortunate in the choice of his

amendments. His recent atteni))! to help out the li(|tior

interests was stillborn, though even among the most ardent

supporters (if the proposed liquor legish.tioii there are many
who will admit the justice of the arguments in favor of com-
pensation. Mr. Irish's bill, however, had to be sacrificed

on the altar of public opinion. Now, having learned his

lesson, he has resolved to make no mare such mistakes.

This time, knowing the present antagonistic attitude of a

large percentage of the electors towards the Toronto Rail-

way Company (against wliich the amendment is, of course,

directly aimed) he no doubt feels safe in counting on pub-
lic opinion to back him in treating this corporation witli as
little consideration as if they were a lot 01" criminals.

But we believe again Mr. Irish has miscalculated. Many
citizens of Toronto may have no love for the Toronto Street

Railway Company, may feel that in more than one stand-up
fight the company has got the better of the city—but that

is an entirely different thing frotn deliberately hitting below
the belt as this amendment aims lo do. It is entirely a

c|iiestion of the company's charter rights— not what the

company ouglit to do, or might d<i if it were so philan-

tliropically inclined—though, for the matter of that, what
right has this company to give the soldiers free rides any
more than the Hydro or the T. E. L. have to give them
free light, or some other group of citizens to give thctii

free meals, someone else clothes, someone else cigarettes,

etc. It is an amendment without one shred of justice or
cotiimon sense to commend it.

Should We Stop Recruiting in Ontario?
To tlte Britisher, in the (^anadian. there is something

repulsive about the word "conscription." Voluntary service

has been so long recognized throughout the British Empire
as the ideal form of military law that we do not take kindly

to the thought of being compelled to shoulder arms. But
in the face of what is happening in Canada, if we look right

at the facts we cannot but foel that there is much to be said

in favor of conscription.

What is the situation in (Jntario? Recruiting has been
carried on to such an extent and in such a haphazard manner
that our industries arc crippled, production is at low ebb,

labor for the factory unobtainable, and contracts which right-

ly belong to us are going to the United States. Ontario is

suffering as the result of her activity in recruiting, a state-

ment which cannot be made of certain other provinces of

the Dominion. Conscription would remedy this inequality.

This war is a business and should be conducted in a

business-like way. Have we not recruited beyond the re-

i|uirements? If we have not, why are battalions which
were in camp at Niagara last year preparing to return there

this summer? The time necessary to train a soldier is surely

not a satisfactory answer—and all the time our industries

crying for men.

Sir Robert Piorden olftrcil to send .500,000 meti if re-

liiiired. but it would seem tliat the Minister of Militia's call

fcir the second 350,000 has not yet been justified.

If we are recruiting more men than are required, it

means loss to the country and to the Empire. Every man's
time should, in this crisis, lie employed where it will be

mcist effective.

The scarcity of labor is serious. The suggestiiui has

been made that women take the place of men in the lianks

and oflices and cither business places, and that the men thus

replaced whn do not join the colors go to the farms. Yet, in

the face of this situation, we find the Government appropri-

ating $100,000 for a campaign in the daily newspapers to cn-

cotiragc iticrcased production and thrift on the farm, where
the Btipply of labor is already totally inadequate.

There are grave economic problems before us. Can
they be satisfactorily worked out under the present system
of recruiting? What arc the opinions of our readers?
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Special Contractors' Number of E. N.

The ckctrical contractors of the province of Ontario

liave shown an entirely commendable confidence in the

immediate future of the electrical business in announcing

so early the date of their convention and in prosecuting so

vigorously their campaign for a real Electric Show which

is to be held in connection with the convention. That the

Show Committee is meeting with splendid success is grati-

fying assurance that their confidence was not misplaced. It

is very possible that a much more pretentious program could

have been carried forward with equal success, but we un-

derstand it was the feeling of the association members gen-

erally that it would be better policy to make haste slowly.

At present writing, however, it looks as if the annual Elec-

tric Show has now established itself, and we look to set

it grow in size and representative value year by year.

The Electrical News from the inception of this organ

ization has been only too pleased to render every assist-

ance in its power to further the aims of the contractor mem-

bers. This (1) because we had faith in the personnel o)

the association and of its officers, and (3) because we haf"

long been convinced of the necessity of such an association

to round out the organization of the Ontario electrical trade.

.\t no distant date we hope to see similar associations in

every province of the Dominion—British Columbia is the

last to fall into line—and. a little later, perhaps, a Dominion-

wide association, with possibly the provinces as branches;

or, the Dominion association may be merely executive, com-

posed of elected delegates from each province. The main

thing, however, is that we have started. It is quite worth

while to be on the way even if we are not quite sure where

we are going. There is a lot of missionary work to be done

yet and, as we see it at the moment, these provincial asso-

ciations are doing splendid missionary work.

So, let us keep the ball rolling along. The Electrical

News wants to do its share and we believe we can best

serve the interests of the contractors, as well as the manu-

facturers and jobbers, by getting out a Special Contractors'

Number on June 1. No pains will be spared to make this

issue interesting and useful to the electrical contractors of

Canada. If wc succeed in arousing them to take a deeper

interest in one another and to realize that by working to-

gether many of the present unsatisfactory conditions may
be removed, we shall consider ourselves amply repaid.

And now, everybody, let iis get behind and boost for a

Big and Successful Convention and an Electric Show that

will be talked about till next year this time. The officers

of the Association can be depended upon to do their share

but the real success must depend on the rank and file. That

means you. Don't wait for the other fellow to do all the

work and show all the enthusiasm. Get your shoulder to

the wheel.

must be thrust into the damp earth or in water. Contact

with the line wire is niade possible by removal of the in-

sulation from a few inches of the emergency wire.

The Adams instrument docs not ring the bell of the

receiving telephone, but instead causes a screeching sound

from a small megaphone-shaped apparatus descriptively

known as a "howler." This instrument is installed at the

ranger station telephone and is said to give effective notice

that some one is on the wire. If the field man needs to

talk with some one elsewhere on the line, the ranger station

instrument can be used to ring up the person wanted, when

the conversation can be carried on.

Forest officers say that these portable phones are especi-

ally valuable in reporting fires and other emergencies with

the least possible delay, and also in sending instructions to

field men and keeping the district rangers informed as to

the progress of work going on in the field, thus supplement-

ing the regular telephone sets installed at lookout points,

ranger stations, and at convenient intervals along Forest

Service roads and trails.

Rangers Carry Two-and-a-Half Pound Telephone
A ]HjrtaliK- teleplione, made of aluminum and weighing

2J/2 pounds, the invention of a forest officer, R. B. Adams, of

Missoula, Montana, will be part of the regular equipment of

patrolmen on the National Forests the coming field season.

This instrument is regarded as a great improvement over the

set formerly used, which weighed ten pounds.

It is said that a field man equipped with this telephone,

a few yards of light emergency wire, and a short piece of

heavy wire to make the ground connection can cut in any-

where along the more than 20,000 miles of Forest Service

telephone lines and get in touch with the headquarters of

a supervisor or district ranger. To talk, one end of the

emergency wire is thrown over the telephone line, the two
ends are connected to the portable instrument, ai:^ the in-

strument is connected to the ground wire, the end of which

Hydro-Electric Smelting Company
A syndicate backed by Newfoundland capital and or-

ganized by Mr. W. A. MacKaj', has been formed and incor-

porated at St. John's with a capital of $100,000.00. It is called

the Hydro-Electric Smelting Co., Ltd. This Company has

taken over property at Little Bay. known as the Little Bay

Mines, and have installed an electric smelter of the Wile

type, at St. John's with a capacity of ten tons per day. This

smelter is situated on the property of the Reid Newfound-

land Co. near tidewater, the current being purchased from

this company, who have a generating plant twelve milt?

from the city.

It is proposed with this plant to treat galenas, coppers

and other valuable ores from different parts of the island.

with a view to encouraging individual claim holders to work
their properties until such a time as a permanent supply of

about 300 tons per day will be available, when the com-

pany will erect a concentrating plant and smelter to handle

this quantity at some convenient point in Green Bay, where

there are numerous deposits of ores at tidewater.

The property at Little Bay consists of a square mile

owned outright. This property has been idle for the past

two decades. It had been worked very extensively by an

English Company and in 1881 shipped 22.000 tons of ore.

averaging 10 per cent, copper. At that time the company
did not find it remunerative to ship any ores under the above

percentage, consequentlj- there are dumps, estimated to con-

tain 500,000 tons, on the property, running from 2 to 7 per

cent, copper. There is also a lake on the property with an

estimated capacity of 26 million gallons which is rich in

copper being leached from the mines and dumps. Tin

scrap deposited in this lake precipitates copper very rapidly.

as. in three to four weeks, when taken from the water it

assaj's from 32 to 35 per cent, copper.

The company has acquired a water power from the

Newfoundland Government, and contemplates erecting a

hydro-electric plant for the concentration of these dumps,

and for electric smelting on the spoi. Mr. P. L. Simpson,

Pittsburgh, is consulting engineer and chemist of the com-

pany.

Copper mining in Newfoundland has not been vigorously

exploited during the past twenty years, when several mines

were closed down owing to the gxtremely low price then ex-

isting. Newfoundland was once the sixth copper producing

countrv of the world.

It is reported that the Madoc Mining Company will

construct a hydro-electric development plant at Big Stoney

Rapids to operate their Goudreau mines.
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Electric Vehicle Day at N. E. L. A.

An important feature nf the fortlicuniing convention of

the National Electric Light Association at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, May 22nd to 26th, will be Electric Vehicle
Day under the auspices of the Electric Vehicle Section of

that organization. A partial list of papers arranged for pre-
sentation on Electric Vehicle Day at the convention follows:

"Central Station Assistance in Promoting Electric
Vehicle Use," by W. P. Kennedy, Consulting Transportation
Engineer, 1790 Broadway, New York City.

•Exchange Battery Systems" by P. D. Wagoner, Pre-
sident, General Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

"i'assenger Vehicle Problems and Activities" by E. P.

Chall'ant, Eastern Representative, Anderson Electric Car Cu,
2 Columbus Circle, N. Y. C.

"Greater Garage Service" by Harry Salvat, Proprietor,

P'ashion Auto Garage, .-ilst Si. and Cottage Grove Ave., Chi-

cago, 111.

"The relation of tires Id Electric \'ehicle Efficiency" by
S. V. Norton, Manager Truck Tire Sales Dept. B. F. Good-
rich Co., Akron, Ohio.

"Electric Truck Troubles and I low lu Miuiniize Them"
by 1'". E. Whitney, (ieneral Manager, t'oininercial Truck Co.

of America, 27th and Brown Streets. Philadelphia, Pa.

"Industrial Truck Applications" by (i. \V. Squires, Jr.,

Sales Manager, General Vehicle C... l.,,ii- Island City, N. V.

Recovery in Industrial Life
The annual report i.f tlio t'anadian Westinghouse Com-

pany, head offices Hamilton, Out., shows net earnings for

the year 191.5 amounting to .$860,628.00; property and plant

account takes .$150,000 and $2in,285 is carried forward. The
total surplus of the company is now $1,823,775 and the total

assets $8,:^:i0,757. Regarding business conditions the annual

report has this to say:

"The industrial life of Canada <lurin,g the year just closed

experienced a remarkable recovery from the suspended act-

ivity of the preceding year. Many plants which had with

difficulty kept together an irreducible minimum of their op-

erating organization found themselves early in 1915 strained

to their utmost capacity under night and day operation. In

addition, numerous new industries have been brought into

being, the changed conditions in these respects being the

direct result of lar,!?c purchases in Canada by the British

and Allied Governments of various supplies and munitions

of war."

Montreal's Electrical Luncheons
At the Wednesday Electrical Luncheon, held in Mon-

treal, on April 5, Mr. W. H. Camp, of the C. P. R. tele-

graphs, mentioned that during a sleet storm in the Sudbury

district the copper wires were broken; in adjoining districts

the storm did not aflfect the wires, and the superintendent of

the Sudbury section suggested that the cause of the breaks

was disintegration due to the flames from roasting minerals.

Mr. Camp requested information on this point from any of

those present. Mr. W. J. Winter, of the Bell Telephone

Company, stated that the company had had considerable

trouble with their wires, of phosphor bronze, in that district;

they crystalized owing to the fumes, and had to be laid in

conduit. The company also found that copper wires in

Montreal subjected to fmnes from locomotives had a com-
paratively short life. Mr. A. C, Towne told of his exper-

ience with copper wire in round houses stating that the

fumes eat away the wire, leaving a mere filament.

Meter Testing Board in the City

of Edmonton
By Stanley Clothier and Arthur J. Cantin

Like many other western cities, the City of Edmonton
had a phenomenal growth during the boom years of 1911 to

1914, and many of the departments were re-modelled sev-
eral times during this period. In three years the electric

light warehouse was moved three times to larger quarters,

and each time an opportunity was given to remodel the
meter testing board.

The present board has been in operation since June.
1915, and a description, together with a schematic diagram of

connections, may prove interesting and useful to readers of

the Electrical News. Each time the test-board was re-

modelled an effort was made to improve and simplify it, not

The Ottawa Electric Railway Company have supplied

a gun crew of ten men for the 51st Battalion, C. E. F.,

Kingston.

forgetting th;ci sufuty lust is an essential, both for the per-

son operating, and for the meters themselves.

The board, as can be seen from Fig. 1 is a double board,

each half being entirely independent, so that two men can

work at the same time without interfering with one another.

The left side is used for single-phase, two-wire meters only,

it having a simple connection as shown in the sketch. The
right side is more fully equipped, and is used for single-phase

two and three-wire meters, also for polyphase 110, 220 and
110 volt meters, and any power factor desired.

The supply is taken from the regular 220 volt three

phase power mains. The voltage fluctuation is perhaps

greater on the power mains than on the lighting mains, but

by the use of a Rotating Standard ordinary voltage fluctua-

tions arc not noticed. The phase shifter was supplied by

(he States Co. and is indispensable where a large number of

polyphase meters are repaired and tested, making i)ossible

an accurate power factor adjustment. It also acts as a

potential transformer and delivers 110, 320, and 440 volts.

The three pole double-throw switch is one of the main
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Fig. 3— Schematic diagram of connections, Edn neter test-boartl.

features of the board and tlie throwing over of this switch

is the only action needed to change from two-wire to three

wire. The switch is seen in Fig. 2 close to the phase shifter.

When in the upper position the board is ready for two wire

and polyphase meters, and only leads 1, 3 and 5 are alive,

making accidental short circuit impossible. When in the

lower position leads 1, 2, -4, and 5 are used, and the line volt-

age is put on the shunt terminals of the Rotating Standard.

The rheostat used on this side of the board is made of

33 c.p, carbon filament 330 volt lamps. This lamp bank is

located in the basement immediately below, wliero the light

and heat are out of the way.

The cost of the board as it now stands, not including the

Rotating Standard, is less than $100.00 and is complete cn-

oug"!! to serve all the requirements of a department the size

of Edmonton.
It may be stated that the 330 volt lead was selected after

careful consideration. Extra switching gear could have

been provided to give a 110 volt load when testing 110 volt

meters, but with the present arrangement there is no danger

of burning out lamps, as might be possible with 110 volt

lamp load and the current consumption is really a small

item.

About 500 meters are handled per month on the test

board with an average of 30 kw.h.

The meter leads are made of No. 14 flexible heater cord

and will carry 40 amps, without overheating. Spring con-

nections are fitted on the leads so that they can be inserted

in the meter terminals without the use of a screw driver. The
l)oard is made of 3 in. fir plank mounted on a frame of 2 in.

iron pipe. A portable lamp is provided and is useful for

examination of meters. On top of the board are three test

lamps connected to either 330 or 440 volt an<l used for de-

tecting ground or open circuit.

To Buy Out Chambers Plant

The Board of Trade of the town of Truro recently unani-

mously adopted the following resolution:
—"Resolved that

the Truro Board of Trade is of the opinion that the Town
of Truro should purchase the Chambers Electric Light &
Power Company, Limited, undertaking and franchise, pro-

vided a satisfactory purchase price can be arranged, with a

view to extending the same and operating an Electric^ Light

& Power Plant as a public utility for the town."

To Confer on Underground Plans

W ith a view to an amicable arrangement, the Quebec
Public Utilities Commission asked the Montreal Electrical

Commissioners and the power and other companies to con-

fer on the subject of agreeing on a mutually satisfactory sys-

tem of manholes for ihe underground conduit system. The
Public Utilities Commission have, on several occasions, heard

evidence and arguments by the companies which object to

tlic single system of manholes, and since then the law lias

been amended giving the commission authority to approve

the use of common manholes for low and liigh tension wires.

The Commission, in a communication to the various parties,

state that "the whole question resolves itself into whether

there should be separate or cominon manholes, and upon
this question the interested parties seem to be thoroughly

divided in their views. The ultimate cost of the work will

have to be borne by the interested companies, and with this

common interest it seems to us not impossible that they

should so far reconcile their dififerences as to agree upon a

conduit system reasonably safe without costing undue out-

lay. We appreciate the fact that the proper officers of

the companies interested are the best persons to determine

what their requirements are, and how far they can be modi-

fied to obtain agreement upon a system that can be fairly

used by all. We therefore propose to give these companies
an opportunity to get together and solve the matter for

themselves if they can. The only observation we would
offer is that it may be quite necessary at certain places to

have separate manholes, without establishing any general

rule, and that it is quite obvious, to a greater extent, that a

systein of common manholes is reasonably safe and much
more economical."

The various companies and the Electrical Commissioners
are therefore requested to meet and see if an agreement can-

not be arrived at to eliminate separate manholes as much as

possible, and get on with a system that will be reasonablj'

safe and avoid unnecessary expense. Any agreements are

to be filed and, failing agreements, written submissions are to

be made showing what the parties contend for in the way of

joint or separate manholes. These subinissions will come
before the Commission and the Railway Board.

Electric Supplies, (H. Norman Howlett and H. Miller),

Miiulreal, Que., have registered.
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Regulation of Transmission Lines
The Application of Synchronous Condensers—Favorable Results of Operation

on the Winnipeg Municipal System (Con.)

By F. H. Farmer and E. V. Caton

\\'c have already seen that any alternating current may
be resolved into two components—its in-phase component
given by I cos * and its out of phase component given by

I sin 9. Now from the simple diagram as shown in Fig. 2,

we note that by reducing the out-of-phase component the

power factor may be increased, and it is obvious that by

supplying to the circuit a current equal in Value to the out-

of-phase component, but 180 degs. different in phase, the

wattless component may be eliminated and the power factor

brought to unity. That is, loading the circuit with a leading

current equal to the out-of- phase component AB = I sin 9

the power factor may be made unit}'.

To find the kv.a. of synchronous motor required to raise

the power factor of a given load to another power factor it

is only necessary to supply a leading current equal to the

difference of the wattless component in the two cases.

Thus, to raise 100 kw. at 80 per cent, power factor to

100 per cent, power factor,

kv.a. = 12.5

Therefore watt component =; 125 cos = 125 X .8 = 100

kw., and wattless component^ 125 sin 9= 125 X .6= 75 kv.a.,

or to bring up the power factor of a load to 100 kw. at 80

per cent, power factor to unity power factor would require

a synchronous motor capacity of 75 kv.a. leading.

Another method of calculation may be used in that ratio

wattless

:= tan ". Therefore wattless component = 100

power
tan 9 = 75 kv.a. .\ simple diagram for the performance of

(his calculation is given in Fig. 7.

It is thus seen that the power factor, and therefore the

regulation of a line may be controlled by the use of syn-

chronous motors and the practical application of this is found

where the voltage at the power house is kept constant and

the power-factor of the load varied to give the required volt-

age at the receiver end. During light load the synchronous

motor is made to give a lagging current and thus decrease

the power factor and increase the drop, and on heavy loads

the synchronous motor is made to give a leading current,

thus increasing the power factor and decreasing the drop.

By suitable adjustment of the synchronous motor excitation

the power house voltage may be held constant over

a wide range of load and the voltage at the receiver end

adjusted to the load conditions. It will be noted that this

method of control differs essentially from the method more
generally in use up to the present time, viz., adjusting the

synchronous load to maintain the power factor as high as

possible, in that, during light load periods it will be neces-

sary to decrease the power-factor of the load considerably

to obtain the required voltage at the receiver end without

lowering the power-house voltage.

This method of operation may be open to objections on

the score of efficiency when the power is supplied by a steam

plant, but in the case of an hydro-electric plant supplying

power over a lon.g line has obvious advantages.

The question may be asked what is the limit to which

this method of line regulation may be applied. In the case

of the ordinary transmission line as at present designed the

theoretical limit of constant voltage regulation is so much
larger than the load for which the line is designed that it is

of little importance, the efficiency being the limiting value.

In the case of lines having conductors of large size, how-

ever, since the efiiciency is high, right up to the theoretical

limit of constant voltage regulation, it becomes of import-
ance. In practice the theoretical limit is felt with very heavy
lines by a rapid increase in the condenser capacity required

as this limit is approached.

At the time it was decided to instal synchronous con-
densers, the city of Winnipeg's plant consisted of five 3.000

kw. generators and three additional 5,000 kw. sets were be-

ing installed, making the total normal capacity of the station
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equal to 30,000 kw. without considering the overload capacity

of the machines. The design of the plant is such that an

ultimate capacity of 81,600 kw. may be installed. The present

transmission line consists of two circuits carried on one set of

steel towers. The particulars of the line are as follows: length,

77 miles; frequency, 60 cycles; cables, 278,600 cm. aluminum;
average conductivity, G1.15 per cent.; overall diam., .653 in.;

wires carried at corners of an equilateral triangle of 6 ft.

sides; resistance per wire at degs. C, 22.7 ohms; reactance

per wire, 53.8 ohms; capacity susceptance per wire to neutral,

.000462. The lines were desi.gned for a ma.ximum load of

11,250 kw. each. The present right of way will allow another
set of lowers with two more lines to be installed. It will

thus be seen that under the then existing conditions the

maximum capacity of the existing right of way was 45,000 kw.

The load in 1'.I13 had risen to over 14,000 kw. and with

this increasing rapidly it was necessary to provide additional
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line capacity. Various methods were discussed, viz., the

building of an additional line and the increasing of the pre-

sent line voltage. After full consideration, and particularly

in view of the expense involved in either of the above schemes,

the installation of synchronous condensers at the terminal

station was decided upon . The various schemes considered

and the final decision are fully gone into in the paper by

Prof. Herdt, to which reference is made. It may be noted

in passing that the power-factor of the load at that time

varied from about 78 per cent, on light load to SS per cent,

on full load.

Equipment

At the city of Winnipeg's terminal station the electrical

energy transmitted from Point du Bois at 60,000 volts is

transformed to 12,000 volts on bus-bars, at which voltage

it is transmitted to the various sub-stations of the system

and to the city pumping system to the north. The con-

densers are arranged to operate from the 12,000 volt Inis-

bars, and so maintain the load on the power transformers at

the desired power-factor. The bus-bars are in duplicate,

main and auxiliary, and feeders may be supplied from either

set. Both sets are also cut into two sections. No. 1 and

No. 2, tied together by tie switches, and the two con-

densers operate respectively from main bus No. 1 and main

bus No. 2. There did not seem to be any particular ad-

vantage to be gained by duplicating switching arrangement

so as to operate from auxiliary buses as well as main buses.

The transformers, condensers and other equipment are

housed in an dnnex to the terminal station which is arranged

so as to admit of extension when it becomes necessary to

add still more condenser capacity. On a gallery above the

transformers are placed the oil switches controlling the

machines. An overhead crane is provided to facilitate the

handling of the machinery, and the transformers are on rails

so as to render them easily removable if necessary. The

building is well lighted by five large windows, and arrange-

ments are made for ample ventilation as described below.

The transformers are rated 6,300 kv.a. capacity, with

primary 13,000 volts, and secondary 6,600 volts. They are

star-connected on both high tension and low tension, with

suitable taps on the high tension side to take care of changes

in bus-bar voltage, and with three sets of terminals brought

out on the low tension side, giving 1,150 volts, 3,300 volts and

0,600 volts respectively. The first two are for starting pur-

poses only. The transformers are water cooled, and of the

usual shell type of construction.

The two condensers are each 6,000 kv.a. capacity, at

degs. leading power-factor, 6,600 volts, 60 cycles, 600 r.p.m.

This rating is a maximum rating and is based on a tem-

perature rise of 50 degs. C. at continuous full load. On
account of the high speed they do not, occupy much floor

space, the bedplate being only 12 ft. 1 in. by 9 ft. 6 in. The
construction of the stator follows standard methods and has

large air ducts for ventilation. The end bell is solid so as to

constrain the air to be forced past the armature winding.

The rotor, which is a solid steel casting, has interior ven-

tilating ducts through which air can circulate into the inner

part of the machine. Fan blades are attached to the rotor

near the centre to force the air into these ducts and blades

are also attached near the periphery which produces a power-

ful draft inside the housing.

The machines have to dissipate the heat losses on a

capacity of 6,000 kv.a., and since they are of comparatively

small dimensions, owin,g to the high speed, it will be seen

that the air must be passed through rapidly to dissipate the

heat generated. Each machine passes about twenty thous-

and cubic feet of air per minute, and in order to prevent the

air in the room becoming too hot a disc fan has been placed

in the wall as high as possible. The air enters the.building

through a large door communicating with an open craneway.

and it therefore is as cool as outside conditions will admit.

Under these conditions even with the hottest summer weather

the circulating air is kept reasonably cool. In the tips of

the poles is inserted a damping winding which consists of

a number of bars inserted in slots in the faces of the pole

pieces, these being connected by copper straps on either

side of the rotor. The function of this winding is to make
the machine self starting and acts in the same way as the

short-circuited winding of an ordinary induction motor. It

further has a powerful damping effect opposing any tendency

of the machine to hunt backwards and forwards off the syn-

chronous position. The exciter, which is of 40 kw. capacity,

is direct connected on the rotor shaft.

It is essential in a machine of this sort whose capacity

is a considerable percentage of the capacity of the whole

system, that the starting should make as little line disturb-

ance as possible. There is considerable friction in a journal

when a shaft is just starting up and before the oil film has

formed between the shaft and bearing surface, and in order

to eliminate this effect when starting up the machines an

electrically-driven plunger pump supplies oil through ports

in the bottom of the bearings, thus actually lifting the shaft

from direct contact with the bearin.g and allowing it to float

on a film of oil under pressure. The oil gauges on this

pump show that a pressure of about 600 to 900 pounds per

square inch is necessary to lift the rotor, after which the

pressure remains constant, the oil flowing away over the

surface of the bearing. When the machine is well under

way and the oil rings in the bearings are supplying the

necessary lubrication, the pump is shut down and the valves-

closed.

To determine the extent to which the starting effort is

improved by the use of oil pumped into the bearings, a test

was made recently on one of these machines at the station.

A lever was attached to the shaft, and a pull exerted at a

measured distance from the centre at right angles to the

lever, the force applied being measured on a dynamometer.

After the machine has been at rest for twelve hours, and the

bearings were consequently pretty dry, the turning moment
necessary to start the rotor was 4650 foot pounds. On start-

ing up the oil pumps, with the pressure held steady at 600

pounds per square inch, the turning moment necessary to

start the rotor was 104 foot pounds only, or about 2 per

cent, of the former.

Minimum Line Disturbance

A consideration of the theory of starting characteriza-

tion of self-starting synchronous motors is not within the

scope of this paper; but in actual practice the ability of a

condenser to start up with a minimum line disturbance is a

most important consideration, especially when the units are

large in comparison with the total line capacity. The point

is, therefore, discussed briefly. The actual initial starting

torque will vary with the position of the field poles relative

to the armature coils from a maximum to a minimum, de-

pending on whether the field poles are directly between, or

directly central with the armature poles. If the motor fields

be short-circuited at starting an induced current will flow

through them in quadrature with the impressed voltage which

will have a powerful demagnetizing eflfect on the stator and

result in a decrease of torque. If, however, the fields are

left open an induced voltage may be set up high enough
to cause a breakdown of the field winding. It is usual

to short-circuit the field through a resistance when starting,

except in special cases where high torque is necessary. After

the motor has started up its speed will rise until it reaches

synchronous speed, and locks itself in, the pole pieces on

the rotor assuming a definite polarity induced by the polarity

of the stator winding. This may or may not be the polaritj'

for which the fields are connected to the exciter. If it is
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opposite polarity, then on applying a field current the poles

will be demagnetized, and a heavy current will flow into, the

armature stater owing to the rotor having to slip one pole

to come into synchronism: this is the cause of the heavy
kick frequently noticed on closing the field switch of a syn-

ilironous nuilcjr. This may be obviated by closing the field

circuit with a very weak field current, which ensures that the

pnlarily will be correct. Then, as the field current is in-

creased, the machine remains in step, and the field may be

adjusted to the most desirable point for switching full volt-

age onto the stator. The theory of self-starting synchronous

motors is fully dealt with by Fcchcimer, Vol. XXXI, Part 1,

A.I.E.E., and by Newbury, Vol. XXXIT, Part 3, A.I.E.E.

In starting the machines under discussion, a voltage of

1,1.'iO volts is first applied to the terminals, and this brings

it up to synchronous speed in 80 seconds under normal con-

ditions. During this process the field switch is open, and a

lield discharge resistance is inserted in the machine field by

means of auxiliary contacts on the field switches, thereby

obviating anj' high induced volta,ge in the field winding. The
voltage is next raised to 3, .100 volts, and after the machine
steadies down a weak field current is applied. The machine

is then in synchronism, and as the field strength is increased

llic currciil taken decreases its la.g and later becomes a lead-

ing current. At a certain point of field strength which has

been found liy experiment to .give the best results as regards

minimum disturbance of the line, the voltage is changed from

:!,300 volts to 6, GOO volts, when the machine is fully on the

line. The process of starting up is indicated by the chart

shown herevv'ith, which shows an actual case. In this in-

stance the machine was on the line in ?, mins. 15 sees, from
the time of closing the first switch.

The Control System

The control system is quite interesting since all starting

and manipulation of the machines is done by remote elec-

trical control from the switchboard gallery, which is in the

main building of the terminal station, and therefore out of

sight of the condensers. The oil switches controlling the

transformers are operated in the usual way. There are three

3-pole oil switches connected to the 1,1.50, 3,300 and 6,600 volt

taps respectively of each transformer. It is essential that

these should be so arranged that it is impossible to close

one oil switch in before the preceding one has fallen out,

otherwise part of the transformer winding would be short

circuited. The double throw controllers are used with the

three oil switches. The first position of No. 1 controller

closes the 1,150 volt switches. The second position of No. 1

controller operates the trip coil of the 1,150 volt switch

and at the same time energizes the closing coil at the 3,300

volt switch. The closing current for this switch has to pass

through a small pilot switch on the 1,150 switch which is

only closed when that switch opens, and thus the closing of

the 3,300 volt switch does not commence until the 1,150 volt

switch is open. The first position of No. 2 controller opens

the 3,300 volt switch and closes the 6,600 volt switch through

a similar interlock which prevents the switch closing until

the 3,300 volt switch is open. The second position of No. 3

controller simply trips the 6,600 volt switch. Bulls-eye lamps

on the control panel, adjacent to the control switches, indi-

cates which switch is closed at any time.

The main field rheostats and field switches are placed in

the machine room, and these are also operated electrically

from the control board. Each machine is supplied with the

following instruments, which are mounte<l on an instrument

board behind the switchboard:—voltmeter on 12,000 volt bus;

ammeter on 12,000 volt side of transformers with plugs, to

be read on each phase; wattless kv.a. meter; field ammeter;
exciter vnhnuter. In the case of the voltmeters, only one
meter is used for the two machines, with voltage plugs to

connect up to cither as required. The wattless kv.a. meter

is an interesting application of the polyphase wattmeters.
It is a centre zero wattmeter free to move in either direction

from the zero point. The voltage windings are interchanged,

The effect of this connection is plainly to put the voltage in

quadrature with the current, so the meter will register watt-

less kv.a. in one direction if the current is lagging and in

the other direction if the current is leading. The value of

such a meter is quite evident. It affords an immediate indi-

cation of the amount of reactive kv.a. the machine is impos-
ing on the system and whether this is lagging or leading.

Voltage Regulation

The method of line control by varying the fields of

condensers and thus changing the power-factor must not be
confused with the maintenance of high power-factor. When
the load is light a condition may arise and in fact

does arise, where we will actually impose a lagging current
on the system and so increase the voltage drop in the line.

."supposing that it is desired to maintain a constant voltage

at the terminal station with a constant voltage at the power
house. There will be a certain load condition that will give

the required drop without any aid from the condensers. If

the load falls below this point voltage at the receiving end
will tend to rise, but can be kept at the required point by
introducing the necessary amount of lagging current—or by
weakening the field of a synchronous condenser or reactor.

ff the load increases beyond this point the voltage at the

receiving end will tend to drop but can be maintained by
introducing the proper amount of leading current, that is, by
strengthening the field of the condenser. The voltage can
lie maintained absolutely by proper manipulation of the con-

denser field strength. This at once suggests the use of a

voltage regulator of the Tirrill type, operating upon the

exciter, and such a system as this is in use at Winnipe.g
and in several other places.

The old type of Tirrill regulator is only capable of

taking care of a field variation of 8 to 1 usually 140 to 70

volts, and while this is entirely satisfactory for generator
regulation, it does not meet synchronous condenser condi-

tions where there is a very wide variation of field strength.

In the case of the machines imder consideration, the field

at 6,000 kv.a. lagging is 13 amperes, and at 6,000 kv.a. lead-

ing is 280 amperes, requiring a similar ratio of voltage varia-

tion so as to operate without movin.g the main rheostat. The
way in which the excitation varies with the load is well illus-

trated by the saturation or V curve for the machine. (See
Fig. 6). A newer development of voltage re.gulator is not

limited to the 2 to 1 voltage range, but is able to operate
over a very wide range, and is therefore particularly applic-

able for use with synchronous condensers. The regulator

uses the same basic principle of short circuiting the exciter

rheostat rapidly for short intervals of time, thereby hold-

ing the exciter voltage at some point intermediate between
the "all in" and the "all out" rheostat position, but the

method by which this result is obtained is essentially dif-

ferent from the older regulator. One important difference

is that the control magnet, as well as the vibrating magnet,
are both operated from alternating current derived from
potential transformers, and thus the operation is unaffected

by low values of the exciter voltage. It is not within the

scope of this paper to describe in full the details of this

regulator.

Rheostat in Series

There is in scries with Iho potential winding of the main
control magnets a rheostat wlicreby the potential across the

winding can be varied by a small percentage. This admits

of scttin.g the regulator to bold voltages at a slightly higher

or lower point accordin.g to load condition, and this opera-

tion is readily done by a rheostat hand wheel on the face

of the liench board. /Xn equalizing rheostat is used in series
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with the main exciter rheostat and the regulator short cir-

cuits the main rheostat only. The position of the equaliz-

ing rheostat sets the upper limit to which the voltage on the

exciter can rise when the regulator contacts are closed, and

the correct action of the regulator depends to a great extent

on the proper setting of both main and equalizing rheostats.

Both these rheostats, as well as voltage adjusting rheostat,

are situated close to the bench board and arc operated by

hand wheels on the face of the bench 1)oard.

In actual operation the regulator takes care of voltage

changes in a very satisfactory manner. A sudden change of

load causes a motnentary swing in voltage which is immedi-

ately corrected. An entirely automatic system of voltage

regulation is thus obtained, and since the regulation is effect-

ed through the raising of the power-factor as heavy loads

come on, the old limits to the line capacity are removed and

it is possible to very greatly increase the load which can

he carried on each transmission line.

Operation

The present method of operation is to run one machine

constantly, the other machine being run during the peak load

period. The power house voltage is maintained practically

constant during the day and the operator at the terminal

station regulates the voltage to suit the load conditions, en-

tirely independent of the power house operator. On start-

ing up the machine the only attention necessary is to have

a man start up the oil pressure pump for the bearings, after

which the whole control is in the hands of the operator on

the main control board. During the time of peak load which

comes on in the evening the voltage at the terminal station

is raised by means of the voltage regulating rheostat on the

regulator from 12,000 to about 12,500, and this is gradually

reduced as load conditions necessitate.

The regulator is always in use except during lightning-

storms, when it is usual to disconnect it and do the regulat-

ing by hand. The nature of the load is such that hand regu-

lation is fairly satisfactory. This would seem to be good

operating practice from the fact that in the event of a flash-

over on the line, due to lightning, the regulators attempt

to hold up the voltage. It is probable that this will tend to

prolong the arc unduly, and that it is better practice to allow

the voltage to take a dip, which will generally result in the

arc clearing itself. When starting up one machine it is very

desirable to have the other machine on the regulator, as this

reduces the line disturbance to a minimum. The addition

of the condensers to the terminal station equipment has not

necessitated any increase in the operating force required to

operate the station.

Results Obtained in Practice

The results actually obtained under operating conditions

are in every way satisfactory. Chief among these is the

greatly increased line capacity. Even if we neglect the in-

creased capacity of the line obtained with the use of the

condensers, the improvement and convenience of this method
of regulation is of great value to the operating department,

as there is no necessity for continual telephonic communica-
tion between the operators at each end of the line to adjust

the voltage. Further, the regulation throughout the whole
sj'stem is greatly improved, and the flywheel effect of the

motors has a beneficial effect. Owing to the improved regu-

lation the arrester gaps may be more closely set, thus afford-

ing better protection.

The condenser equipment was put into operation in

October, 1914, and has therefore handled load conditions

through one complete yearly cycle, and the performance fully

justifies the decision of Prof. Herdt and the engineers asso-

ciated with him as to this method of overcoming lack of line

capacity. While the writers have dealt mainly with fhis in-

dividual case, the system is evidently one with a wide range

of usefulness under different conditions, and no doubt in

the future we shall see the principle more generally recog-

nized as a factor in overcoming the difficulties inherent in

the design of long distance transmission lines, as well as

setting a new and higher limit upon the capacity of existing

lines.

Driver's Speed Increased by Using Efficient

Motor Equipment
By A. Jackson Marshall-

.\ proprietor of a large laundry which now operates 2(>

electric vehicles stated to a representative of the Electric

Vehicle Association of America, that one of the most notice-

able things in the change from horse drawn to electric

vehicles, was the increased efficiency of the drivers them-
selves.

"With one exception, all of our drivers welcomed the

change and, due to the very simple operation of electrics,

they experienced no difficulty in learning to drive them in a

remarkably short time. The exception of whom I speak

was a driver who had been with us longer than the others

and he was very skeptical about the new equipment. A
couple of weeks after he had been driving one of the new
electrics, I asked him if he wanted to go back to the old

method. He just grinned and said, "Nothin' doin'."

"Of course the appearance of immaculate cleanliness

which our whole delivery outfit now has, is a very great

asset to a laundry. Our drivers wear white uniforms during

the summer months and we find that the good appearance of

our delivery tleet is the Ijest advertiser we can have. Any
woman will place greater confidence in a laundry whose de-

livery men give a favorable impression in their fresh, clean

uniforms, than one whose drivers always carry with them the

disagreeable odor of horses and stables, or are begrimed
with dirt and grease and are saturated with the penetrating

smell of gasoline.

"Another point is the effect which tlic increase in the

speed and efficiency of the new equipment over the old has

upon the drivers. Unconsciously they speed up their work
and show a very noticeable increase in 'pep'."

There is a certain psychological effect upon the operator

uf an efficient motor delivery equipment that spurs him on
to more speed in his end of the delivery work. The efii-

ciency germ unconsciously gets into his system and he sees

himself accomplishing many times more work than he did

with the slow horse and wagon. It has been observed by

tlie Electric Vehicle Association that when a man is driving

a horse-drawn vehicle he recognizes that the horse means
comparatively slow transportation and he falls into the men-
tal habit of doing everything- in connection with his work
slowly. He excuses himself by thinking or saying that he

is easy on the horses and that he must treat his animals in a

humane manner. The psychology of the thing works botli

ways. With delivery equipment that is slow, the driver be-

comes slow and plodding. On the other hand, if a driver

is given a delivery equipment with which speed is easily

maintained, it reflects on his own manner of working and he

becomes a faster, better worker. Th; improvement in the

attitude of the driver to his work when delivery with good
dependable electrics, is a valuable asset to any business try-

ing to solve the delivery and transportation problem.

The Court of Appeal has upheld the claim of the muni-

cipality of North Vancouver for power to expropriate the

electric distributing system within their borders. This is

part of the system of the British Columbia Electric Railway

Company.

*Secretar>' Electric Vehicle Section N. E. L. A.
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City of Kamloops Hydro - Electric Plant
Detailed Description of Engineering and Economic Features of Power Generating

and Pumping Systems of this Growing Western Centre
By H. K. Dutcher,

It is tlic purpose of this paper to refer to some of

the engineering and economic features in connection with

the design and construction of the Municipal power plant and
pumping systems of the city of Kamloops, which have been
recently completed and placed in service.

These systems include a steam turbine power plant and
pumping system, a new reservoir and a hydro-electric power
plant and sub-station.

The steam power plant and pumping system, together

with the sub-station of the hydro-electric plant are included

in the one building, and located near the eastern limits of

the city, while the generating station of the hydro-electric

plant is located on the Barriere River, which flows into the

North Thompson, the distance of this plant from Kamloops
being about forty miles almost due north.

To properly appreciate the relation of these systems

one to the other and their importance in the general scheme
upon which the plans of development were based, it is neces-

sary to refer to some of the economic conditions aflfecting

the growth of the city and the development of the sur-

rounding districts.

The city of Kamloops is located on the main line of

the Canadian Pacific Railway at the junction of the North
and South Thompson Rivers, and for some years it Iias

maintained the normal growth of a railway divisional point,

and centre of a considerable ranching district. Very little

attention has been paid to mixed farming in this district,

due partly to the fact that most of the settlers were cattle

ranchers, and also to the limited supply of water available

from the streams for gravity irrigation systems.

When the richness of the lands in the "Dry Beit" had
been more thoroughly appreciated, greater efforts were then

made towards intensive cultivation, and many of the lands

were divided into small areas for fruit trees, but as the pre-

cipitation on the district varies from ten to fifteen inches per

year, the dependence upon limited sources for gravity irriga-

tion systems, imparted a certain feeling of timidity with re-

spect to the planting of crops and intensive farming. Con-
sequently Kamloops has been obliged to import butter, eggs

and other farming products which should have been supplied

locally.

This condition would tend to affect the cost of living

and the discouragement of much desired local industries,

but when the plans of the Canadian Northern Railway in-

cluded a rciutc from Vancouver to Edmonton by way of Kam-
loops and the North Thompson River, the location of tlic

city as a centre of some importance for future growth was
more fully realized. Therefore, when the increasing demand
for power, both for the municipal electric light and power
service and for the ])uniping plant, was rapidly passing be-

yond the capacity of the old steam plant, it was decided to

invcsligate Ihe possibilities for an ample supply of cheaper

power, with particular regard to hydro-elcclric developrneni,

in order that, if possible, electric power might be available

to irrigate by pumping, the rich lands along the North and
South Thdiiipson Rivers.

During the course of examination of the several streams
available for power within practical range of the city, there

appeared to be some prospect that a company holding the

power rights on the Adams River might develop power from
this source, in which case the lands along the South Thomp-
son River would be looked after.

M. Can. Soc. C. E.

Attention was directed, therefore, mainly to an examina-
tion of the streams flowing into the North Thompson River,
and of these the Barriere River appeared to answer the re-

quirements for power development most satisfactorily, especi-
ally in view of the two large lakes available for storage, the
heavy grade of the stream and the convenience of the trans-
mission line passing down the valley of the North Thomp-
son through comparatively open country with a prospect of
a power market along the entire route.

It was estimated, however, that winter conditions of the
Barriere River would aflfect the operation of the hydro-electric
plant for probably an average of six weeks per year, and in

view of the importance of the prospective power loads it

was considered advisable to plan the auxiliary steam plant
system with a capacity equal to the hydro-electric plant, and
to estimate the period of operation of the steam plant both
as an auxiliary and reserve system for an average of six
hours per day throughout the year, and the estimated cost
of the combined system was, therefore, based on this con-
dition.

The capacity of the old plant was about 500 h.p. and
included three 150 h.p. return tubular boilers, two tandem
compound steam engines, one belt connected and the other
direct connected to generators, and for the waterworks ser-
vice there were two steam-driven plunger pumps, one with
capacity of 1,000 gallons per minute and the other 700 gallons
per minute. Both pumps, however, were in poor condition
and were continually breaking down.

Moreover, it was impossible to keep a reserve supply
of water in the reservoir for fire protection, as the capacity
of this reservoir was only 150,000 gallons, and during the
summer months the demand for water in the city exceeded
ten times this amount.

The water for the city system was pumped in from a
well located under the power house which was fed by two
intake pipe lines carried out into the river about 100 feet,

and the rapid growth of the city along the river above the
location of the intake created a danger to the sanitary con-
(htions of the water supply which required immediate atten-
tion.

After some study of these different factors aflfecting the
immediate and future requirements, the city finally decided
to proceed upon the follo-\ving scheme of construction:—

(a) The development of a hydro-electric power plant on
I lie Barriere River with a capacity of at least 5,000 h.p., of

which the first installation would provide for 2,000 h.p.

(b) The construction of a new steam plant and pump-
ing station in the city, the steam plant to provide for cither

oil or coal fuel, and lo have the first installation up to 3,000

h.p. capacity. The pumping plant to include two motor-
driven ccnlrifugal pumps to deliver 1,200 Imperial gallons

per nn'nnte each, and one steam turbine pump of equal

capacily.

(c) The conslruclion of a covered concrete reservoir of

1,500,000 gallon capacity but designed for an extension to

:!,000,000 gallons by the construction of a second section.

Barriere Hydro-Electric Power System
Barriere River

The Barriere River rises in the mountains near Adams
Lake, flows in a westerly direction for a course of about
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thirty-two miles and empties into the North Thompson
River at a point about forty miles north of Kamloops.

On the main branch there is the North Barriere Lake,

which is located about nineteen miles from the mouth of the

river and receives the flow of numerous streams from the

mountains. It has an elevation of over 2.100 feet above sea

level, and an area at low water of 1,200 acres with excellent

conditions for storage of 30,000 acre feet of water by the

construction of a dam at the outlet.

.\t the distance of eight miles from the outlet of the

North Lake the main branch is joined by the east branch,

which empties from the East Barriere I^ake, located about

four miles from the forks and having almost the same eleva-

tion above sea level and an area of about 1,500 acres.

The total drainage area of the Barriere River is about

230 square miles, with an average precipitation of probably

about 35 inches. The mean flow during a normal year would

be about 550 cubic ^eet per second with extremes of about

3,600 cubic feet per second as a maxituum in the early sum-

give an effective head of 192 feet at the generating station

by 17,800 feet of flume system.

While the plans provide for the ultimate development of

5,000 h.p. from the present intake, the first installation pro-

vides for 2,000 h.p. by two 1,000 h.p. units, which, with the

installation of 2,000 h.p. in the auxiliary steam plant would

give the city a maximum of 4,000 h.p. to start with.

The location of the generating station of the Barriere

hydro-electric plant was made, however, with the view to

the abandonment of the present intake when the demand for

power exceeds the economical maximum capacity of the

combined Barriere and steam plant systems as developed,

and the development of from 15,000 h.p. to 20,000 h.p. by

constructing about ten miles of conduit system direct from

the North Lake to the generating station to obtain an

effective head of 600 feet.

Flume System

The construction of the flume system, including the intake

C GENE.RAL PLANF-F aRLANE-E
Fig. 1—General Plan of City of Kamloops Municipal Hydro-electric Plant.

nier period, and 220 cubic feet per second in the low water

season of the winter months.

Of the total flow about 80 per cent, comes from the

North Barriere Lake, and with the provision of storage for

30,000 acre feet in the East Lake, there should be no dififi-

culty in maintaining a flow of from 300 to 350 cubic feet per

second for power development.

Power Development

,A.s the elevation of the North Lake is about 2,100 feet

above sea level and the elevation at the outlet of the river is

about 1,150 feet, there is therefore an average grade of about

50 feet per mile. The plan of power development provided

for the location of a generating plant at a point about five

miles up from the mouth of the river.

For a distance of about 3J4 miles above the site of the

generating station the grade of the river averages*65 feet

per mile, and a suitable site for an intake dam was located to

dam, forebay, and wasteways, was started in February, 1912,

the work having been let in one contract, to William Green-

lees, of Vancouver.

It was planned to have the entire hydro-electric plant

completed, if possible, by the end of the year, and it was

therefore important to complete the construction of the intake

before the high water flow of the river in May or June.

A mill was located near the site of the dam and the lum-

ber required for both the dam and the flume was obtained

from the timber limits close by the mill, some of the logs

being brought down the river and others from the hillside

above. f "'^'

Intake.—The intake dam is a standard rock fill crib type

set with a pile foundation to ensure greater stabilitj'. The
site chosen enabled a suitable intake to be obtained by rais-

ing the level of the water ten feet from the normal level of

the stream to the crest of the spillway, the grade of the
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river above Ihis point being snob that tlic flood level ex-

tended about 1,600 feet up stream.

The accompanying plan shows the general details of

construction, from which it may be noted that the length of

the crest is 240 feet, the spillway 110 feet and of sufficient

depth to take care of a maximum flow of 7,000 cubic feet

per second.

The intake for the flume i.^ located on the north side,

and a logway and a fishway arc placed on the other side of

the spillway, the logway being 13 feet wide and the fishway

built in accordance with the requirements of the Provincial

Ciovernment.

The beds of the stream at (be site chosen consisted of

a top layer of boulders, underlaid with alternate laj'ers of

quicksand and blue clay, but a satisfactory degree of water-

tightness was secured by carrying the toe sheeting down to

a depth of 12 feet, with the filling of mastic and puddled

clay, an earth fill being made over this and carried to a

height near the spillway by an easy slope.

The foot of the spillway was carried well down stream

on piling, to take care of logs and roots which might get

past the boom above the dam. The work was completed

without difficulty by the middle of .\pril. and passed sat-

isfactorily the severe test of the high water flow of the fol-

lowing months.

Flume

The flume is designed for an ultimate capacity of 320

cubic feet per second and is 3.4 miles in length from the

intake to the forebay. In design it is the standard type of

timber flume. 8 ft. wide by 514 ft. high, built up of 2 x 10 in.

lir lumber, supported every four feet, and resting on trestle

or cedar sills.

The quality of the lumber available was good, but a

better quality of coast fir was used for battens and flooring

at those sections where water-tightness was especially de-

sirable. Probably the only section which required special

attention in this re.spect was a length of about 1,000 feet.

two miles from the intake, where the flume was carried past

a steep bank at a horseshoe bend of the river. There ap-

peared some danger of a slide occurring at this section, either

from undercutting of the banks of the river or from water
running down from the melting snow or leakage of the flume.

It was desirable, however, to continue the flume, if pos-

sible, along this section, in view of the necessity of getting

timber down from the mill for the construction of the sys-

tem, and to avoid the heavier expense of carrying a syphon
across the river, the cost per foot of the syphon being about

four times the cost of the flume for an equal capacity.

The flume S3'stem. including wasteways and forebay for

penstocks, were completed in the fall, and unfortunately the

city was then obliged to shut down on all work on the hydro-

electric plant on account of the failure to sell the balance

of the hydro-electric bonds due to the financial stringency.

The system as completed was tested out. however, and
found to be in satisfactory condition for service, but when
the completion of the plant was carried out, two years later,

it was found necessary to build the syphon at the section

above referred to. on account of a slide occurring which
carried away about six hundred feet of the flume. This

syphon is built with capacity for half the ultimate capacity

of the system. It is wood stave pipe construction. 66 inches

in diameter, 3,100 feet long and designed for varying head
to a maximum of 120 feet.

The advisability of covering the flume as a protection

against snow was considered, but as the design provided for

a velocitj- varying from 6'< to 7'/ feet per second, and care-

ful inspection was required during the first winters' opera-

tion, it was decided to leave the system open until the need
of a cover could be better determined from actual experience.

Forebay

The forebay is of timber construction and located in a

small depression, so that a hogsback lies between the fore-

bay and the power house as a protection against accident

to the water system. Its general dimensions are 18 ft. by

7-oo/er^ioijTfMo

Fig. 2—Cross Section Kamloops Municipal Hydro-Electric Gcneralins Plant.
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:i6 ft. long and 12 ft. deep, with ample provision for overflow

lo a wasteway down a small ravine to the river.

Penstocks

There arc two 42-inch penstocks from the forcbay to

the power bouse, each 490 feet in length. They were built

hy the Vancouver Wood Pipe and Tank Company and arc

of wood stave pipe construction with staves 2^ inches thick

and stcci Ijands of Yz in. to J^ in. diameter, spaced for pres-

sure head from 30 ft. to 210 ft. Each penstock was con-

nected up with its turbine by 28 feet of steel riveted pipe,

anchored in concrete and connection between the wood stave

and steel pipes was made by an expansion joint.

Generating Station Building

As already noted, the location of the generating station

was governed not only by the plans for the present develop-

ment, which can be brought up to at least 5,000 h.p., but

the prospect of a future development of from 15,000 h.p. to

20,000 h.p. by a conduit system direct from the North Barriere

Lake was also considered.

At the site chosen, the sub-surface conditions of alternate

layers of gravel, quicksand and blue clay, required that the

entire foundations of the building should rest on piles, and

these were driven to an average depth of about 30 feet to

secure a firm support.

The entire structure was built of reinforced concrete,

the details for the tailrace and supporting walls, and beams

for the units requiring considerable form W'Ork. The sand

and gravel for the concrete was obtained close by the plant,

and there were no unusual features of construction worthy

(if special mention.

The accompanying plan and elevation of the building

show the general arrangement and some details of con-

struction. The building as completed is intended to form

half of the final structure, the construction of the other half

will be carried out when other units are required.

The present dimensions are 45 feet by 48 feet, making

the structure, when extended, 45 ft. by 96 ft. It will be

noted on referring to the plans that the arrangement for the

installation of the equipment is fairly compact, although the

high tension equipment is well separated from the other sec-

tion. The construcTion of the generating station was carried

out by Wm. Greenlees, of Vancouver.

Turbines

There are installed two horizontal turbine units of 1,100

h.p. each, manufactured by the Piatt Iron Works, of Dayton,

Ohio, and installed by the C. C. Moore Company. They

are the single discharge, inward flow type, mounted in scroll

casings divided horizontally, and were designed to operate

for 190 feet head at 600 r.p.m.

The runners are of bronze, 28 in. diameter, with a pump-

head speed of 66 per cent, of the spouting velocity. The
installation of each unit included a cast steel flywheel 5 ft.

in? diameter, a 42-in. butterfly valve hand operated, and a

10,000 ft. pound direct connected oil pressure type Lombard
governor.

The guaranteed efliciency of the turbines was 81 per cent,

at full load and 84 per cent, at 80 per cent, full load; regula-

tion 3 per cent, with 250 h.p. thrown oflf to 10 per cent, by

800 h.p. oflf, and 20 per cent, by 1,100 h.p. oflf, under two sec-

ond movement of governor.

Generators

The generators were supplied by the Canadian Westing-

house Company. They are direct connected to the turbines

and are designed for 750 kw. at 3 phase, 60 cycle, 2200 volts.

On the same bed plate and direct connected to each gen-

erator is a 40 kw., 125 volt, 600 r.p.m. exciter, eacS exciter

capable of exciting both generators when necessary.

There were two banks at three 500 kv.a. transformers

wound for 2,200 to 44,000 volts, oil insulated and water cooled.

One bank for the generating station and the other for the

sub-station at Kamloops.

Switchboard

The switchliiiard includes at present seven panels of

natural black slate. They are mounted on a gallery com-
manding a full view of the units and have the usual standard

switchboard equipment for low and high tension control.

The panels arc placed with a view to e.xtension, so that on

final completion of the building the switchboard will con-

sist of about twelve panels centrally located.

The 44,000 volt wiring was done by 15/16 in. diameter

bare copper; mounted on post type insulators, with copper

bends, sleeves and T connectors, with pipe supports.

From the switchboard to the low tension delta at the

transformers 500,000 cm. varnished cambric, lead covered

three conductor cable in conduit, was used, and 300,000 cm.
lead covered three conductor, 3,000 volt cable, from the gen-

erator to the switchboard. The transformers and switch-

board equipment, including lightning arresters, was supplied

by the Canadian General Electric Company.

Transportation

.Ml of the power plant equipment was brought from Kam-
loops to the Barriere by the C. N. P. Railway, and was

Fig. 3— Interior Kamloops Hydro Generating Station.

luuiled in lo the plant over a government road a distance

of about five miles.

Transmission Line

The length of the transmission line from the Barriere

generating station to the sub-station at Kamloops is 43 miles,

and with the exception of two stretches of about eight miles

each, the line passes through a comparatively open country

parallel to the C. N. P. Railway line with overhead crossings.

It follows as much as possible on the river side of the

railway to avoid future crossings when supplying power for

irrigation. The poles are of cedar, varying in length from

40 to 50 feet generally, and are fitted with wooden cross arms
designed with the view to a two-circuit line at some future

time. These poles were obtained near the line of the C. N. P.

Railway, about thirty miles north of the Barriere.

-At a difticult section of the line along the Canyon 60

ft. and 70 ft. poles were used, and 80 ft. poles were used for

the 640 ft. crossings of the South Thompson River at Kam-
loops. The standard spacing of the poles along the line

is 200 feet.

((To be continued!
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"Safety First" Campaign of the Quebec Railway,
Light & Power Company—Noticeable

Decrease in Accidents

Aniong tlie cleclrical railway companies Ihat have

spared neither time nor money to advance the "Safety First"

movement, and reduce the number of accidents to a mini-

innm. is the Quebec Railway, Light, Heat and Poiver Com-
pany, of Quebec. The management of this company have

not Ikcii satisfied nicrily to set the movement sroinp;. but

BE CAREFUL AT CURVES

ATTENTION EN TOURNANT

Fig. 1.—Caution to the motorman.

I hey have been p:u"tieularly aggressive in keeping the neces-

sity for caution and safety continually before their men and

hefore the pul)lic. A quantity of interesting literature has

licen distributed, and striking signs have been displ.^yed at

points where they are most likely to attract the attention

of the avera.ge citizen.

In starting this movement the Quebec Railway Com-
pany l)egan with their own employees, opening up with

monthly lectures on accidents and their prevention, cour-

tesy to passengers, etc., their object being to get their own
men interested along these lines first, before they com-

menced operations on the public by distributing literature

NE PARLEZ PASAU
GARDE- MOTEUR

DO NOT TALK TO THE

MOTORMAN
Fig. 2.—Don't take the motormans attention off his work.

and through various forms of advertising. These lectures

have become a regular institution with this company, and it

is found that they help to keep the men constantly inter-

ested in this subject. At these monthly meetings accidents

that have occurred during the month previous are gone

over in detail, and the men are shown, by means of black-

board drawings, how some of them, at least, miyht have
l)ccn avoided.

Early in the campaign the company posted large "Safety

First" cards in all their cars. These cards were placed in

the back vestibule of all p.a.y.e. cars, facing passengers as

they boarded the car. They were also placed in the upper

side window close to the front door exit. A number of

these cards are reproduced herewith. They were printed in

both English and French, and were of such a size and
color that it was practically impossible that passengers should

pass w-ithout observing them. For example, the circular

card shown is white on a garnet-red background; the two
larger cards shown were bright red on white background;
the other three were white on royal blue background. Most

of these cards were painted on oil paper, so that when

placed on the window the effect was very agreeable and

noticeable.

Accident Talks

Tile lectures were followed by a series of accident

talks. One of these series, consisting of five different talks,

was distributed monthly by tying them in bundles of fifty

and hanging them up in the cars on the hand-strap rail in

easy reach of the passengers. Another series, consisting of

ten different talks, was issued in the same way, only every

two weeks instead of monthly. Five thousand copies of

each talk were printed in this scheme. As typifying the in-

formation given in these talks, wc reproduce talk No. 1 and

talk No. 3 of the latter series. These talks arc printed in

English on one side and in French on the other.

Another series inaugurated by the Quebec Railway Com-

pany is the distribution of small blotters, 4 by inches, to

the difTerent scholars attending the various schools in Que-

luT. with short accident talks printed thereon. To date the
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AFETT FIRST
ATTENDEZ

QUE LE CHAR
80IT ARRETE

Fig. 4. - Wait till the car

stops - Displayed on the back

vestibule and at the exit where

the passenger can see it as he

goes out.

Quebec Street Mtstilixrsty

V\)i,. 5 II ne laut pas

iter sur un char en marche.

OAFETY FIRST
DON'T GRAB AT A

MOVING CAR
Qiielree Street JRstilvira,y

company have <listribiited fifty thousand of these blotters.

We arc indebted to Mr. H. G. Matthews, general man-

ager, and to Mr. R. M. Reade, superintendent of the Quebec

Railway, Light, Heat and Power Company, for the excel-

lent information contained in this article. The officers of

this company believe that to make a success of the "Safety

First" movement—and success means a steady reduction of

accidents—it is imperative that the subject be constantly

kept before the employees as well as before the public.

They find that if the subject is dropped for only a short

period, interest begins to wane, people become careless

again, and many go back to the old habit of taking chances.

They emphasize very distinctly the necessity of keeping the

public and employees continually interested in this subject.

This material cam-e in response to our request for in-

formation as to what this company had been doing recently

in aid of the "Safety First" movement. Our idea in send-

ing out this and a number of similar letters was that we
could assist in an interchange of ideas between companies,

and, incidentally, re-arouse some of the companies to the

importance of this work, which appears, in certain cases,

to have languished during the last few months. We be-

lieve the Quebec Railway Company are right when they

emphasize the importance of continually hammering at this

.subject
—

"everlastingly keeping at" this campaign of care-

fulness and watchfulness. In time, no doubt, we may hope

that it will become just as much a habit of the people to

be careful as it now appears to be their habit of being care-

less and thoughtless. This, however, is a millennium of

affairs that cannot be looked for without a vast amount

of missionary work to begin with, and a gradual and per-

sistent development and schooling to which we must all

subject ourselves.

In response to our letters we have a number of replies

SAFETY FIRST = SAFETY LAST= SAFETY ALWAYS
HELP US PREVENT ACCIDENTS "

do so SAFELY.

NEVER cross the streets cxcei.l at street cr.

NEVER cross tin- car tracks unless sure Yf

NEVER cross in front of a moving car.

there might In- anothi

front of a car when driving a lioise

r riding a bicycle.

NEVER gel on or off a moving car. W.MT TII.I. THE
NEVER lean out of car windows.

NEVER get of? a car backwards. FACE THE FRONT.

NEVER touch any loose wires that inay be hanging or lying on tin

ground. THEY ARE DANGEROUS.

NEVER iday, skate or sled ride on streets where there is a car track

NEVER take chances. LOOK OUT FOR THE CARS.
And LOOK BOTH WAYS before crossing the track.

running an

AR STOPS.

NE
NE

NE
NE

NE

NE

NE
NE

NE

NE

JAMAIS traverser les rues ailleure

.TAMAIS traverser la voie ferrec a

vous pouvez le faire sans danger.

.TAMAIS traverser en avant d'un cl

.L'KMATS traverser directenient en arriere d'u
se troviver un char sur I'autre voie.

.JAMAIS traverser en avant d'un char lorsque
cheval, un automobile, ou un bicycle.

JAMAIS monter sur un char en mouvement, r

ntersections.

de vous assurer que

mouvement.

atte idre que le char

lar. II pourra

s conduisez un

descendre. II
rete.

s du Char

eculons.

JAMAIS avancer le tete c

JAMAIS descendre du ch
devant du char.

JAMAIS toucher un fil clectriquc, del
Ces tils sent dangereux.

JAMAIS jouer, patiner ou glisser sur
culent.

TAMAIS s'exposer au danger. FAITES ATTENTION aux chars.
REGARDEZ DES DEUX COTES avant de traverser la voie.

-suspendu ou par terre.

s rues ou les chars cir-

READ THE ABOVE CAREFULLY
AND TALK IT OVER WITH
YOUR PARENTS

QUEBEC RAILWAY LIGHT & POWER CO. ^,,3
-"- --

bldg-
"Safety First Campaign" Phone 4750

Fig. 6.—The Qaebec Railway Company has distributed 50,000 of these blotters to the school, children.
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from other companies, but either none of tlie otiier com-
panies have gone into this matter quite so fully as the

Quebec Railway Company have clone, or they have not sent

in as complete information. We trust the attitude of the

Quebec Railway Company in putting themselves out of their

way to give us this information to pass along to others
will be appreciated at its full value, and be accepted as a
model on which other companies may base their operations.

We shall be very pleased in future issues of the Elec-
trical News to give this matter of "Safety First" all possible

prominence, and shall be grateful to any railway company
that may see its way to send us, as the Quebec Railway
Company has done, a complete description of tlieir sy,«;lem

of campaign.

Accident Talk No. 1
Talking to Motorman

At a trial in a nearby city it recently (Icveloped that a
passenger on the front platform, wlio had diverted the atten-
tion of the motorman by talking to him. was very largely re-
sponsible for the accident, but of course the Company, and
not the passenger, paid the bill. "Please do not talk to the
Motorman" is just another way of saying "Please help us to
avoid accidents." The passenger who stands on the front
platform and engages in conversation with the motorman
would probably never think of deliberately causing an in-
jury, yet by taking the attention of the motorman from his
work he greatly increases the likelihood of accidents.

A motorman cannot attend to his duties properly and en-
gage in conversation. The Company's rules require motor-
men to refrain from entering into any unnecessary conver-
sation and a passenger who draws a motorman into a conver-
sation not only contributes to accidents, l)ut may be the
cause of an employee losing his position.

These remarks apply with equal force to conductors.
Neither can render j'ou satisfactory and safe service without
having their whole attention on their work.

Platform Doors
The Conductors and Motormen are requested to keep

platform doors closed at all times when cars are in motion.
Please do not ask them to open doors or let you get off before
cars are at an absolute standstill. This is against the rule,

and this rule was made entirely to prevent injury to YOU.
Don't jump on a car between stops. This practice is dang-
erous—you may be hit by a team, or you may fall. Don't
lake chances.

Suits and Witnesses
This Company has been sued for running by a passenger

a few feet, for alleged discourteous conduct of an employee,
and for accidents which never happened. From the frivol-

ous nature of these claims, the necessity of conductors obtain-
ing the names of witnesses in all cases of accidents, argu-
ments, etc., is apparent. A conductor's devotion to the
Company's interests is judged largely by his work in securing
the names and addresses of witnesses, and we ask that you
assist him and the cause of FAIR PLAY, by giving your
name and address when requested to do so. Refusal in-

directly encourages unjust claims and directly affects the

ability of this Company to make the system one of the best
of its size in the country.

Ideas

WE WANT YOUR IDEAS ON ACCIDENT PRE-
vention. Oftentimes an outsider has splendid ideas which
never occur to one engaged in railway work. We believe

that many of our passengers who are interested in Accident
Prevention can make practical suggestions which will be of

real benefit and we ask that you give these freely and call our
attention to any condition which might be the cause of accid-

ents. Communications should be addressed to the Com-
pany.

The Quebec Railway, Light & Power Co.

and stopped over a train to give us the facts. That is all
we ask of any witness—just facts, whether they are for or
against us.

The Company is not trying to evade responsibility for
accidents and will never ask a witness to distort the facts in
such a way as to favor the Company. The Motormen and Con-
ductors are cautioned to operate their cars so carefully that
if an accident occurs, it will be the other fellow's fault, and
not theirs. At the same time, we ask YOU to be very
careful of your own safety. STOP. LOOK AND LISTEN.
If the public and the Company both try to e.xercise such care
that when an accident occurs "it will be the other fellow's
fault," we will all witness a big reduction of accidents.

A Good Citizen

The Company is one of the best friends Quebec lias. It
has spent thousands of dollars for street pavement, snow re-
moval, new equipment, improved facilities and in increased
wages. At the present time it is building new cars in its
shops, has a carload of copper on the way for the improve-
ment of its lines. It employs regularly nearly 500 men who
are spending their wages right here in Quebec, and is doing
iither real things which mean something for the city. Quebec
citizens, on the other hand, are the best frieinls the Com-
pany has.

Growth of Quebec

We all want Quebec to lie a fine, big city—right up to the
iiiiiuite in progressiveness. A great majority of the citizens
cif this place are inteiested in real estate and other invest-
iiients which will increase in value with the growth of the
city. Is there any one thing of greater importance to the
growth of any city than the Street Car facilities? The street
railway system cannot grow unless it is prosperous, and it

cannot be prosperous unless its expenses can be kept down
to a proper percentage of its receipts. Money now paid out
for accident damages can. with much greater advantage to
this community, be put into the property of the railway and
into its service. It is just Ibis thing we arc asking you to
iielp us to do.

Don't Pass Directly Ahead the Cars

Drive your auto or carriage out of side streets with
great caution. HOLD BACK, LOC^K, AND DON'T DRIVE
ONTO TRACKS UNTIL YOU KNOW THERE IS NO
t .\R COMING. Don't cut in directly ahead of a car. It is

much safer to pass behind.
A serious accident was narrowly averted on St. John

.Street recently through the quickness of the motorman. A
little boy ran directly in front of^ car. Have you told the
youngsters not to do this? Repeat this word of caution to

them every day until they have the danger of this practice
thoroughly instilled in their minds. Tell them to wait,

WAIT. WAIT.

The Quebec Railway, Light & Power Co.

Accident Talk No. 2
A Word About Witnesses

An eye witness of a street accident which occurred in this

city about three months ago recently read in a Montreal
paper that the injured parties had sued the Company. That
man in going East made it a point to pass through Quebec

New Books

Central Station Management—by H. C. Cushing, Jr., and

Newton Harrison, E. E. ; D. Van Nostrand Company, New
York, publishers; price $3 net. It is the purpose of this

volume to set forth clearly and simply the principles today

adopted by the successful electric light and power stations

of the United States. It is pointed out in the preface that

it is the attention to these details in central station manage-

ment that marks the dividing line between profitable and

unprofitable generations, transmission, and sale of current.

It is also noted that it is the fair and cordial relations be-

tween the public service company and the public that es-

tablish the permanency of the central station. The book

will interest every central station man who is anxious to

improve his methods and increase the efficiency of his plant,

too pages; 5 x Tyi ins.; bound in red cloth.

Lighting Connections—fourth edition, by W. Perren May-

cock, ALI.E.E.; a book dealing with the subject of electrical

switching which will be found of interest to the consulting

engineer, station engineer, the architect, the contractor and

the wirenian; contains 180 diagrams and illustrations; A. P.

Lundberg & Sons, 477 Liverpool Road, London N., pub-

lishers; price 7d.
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ava Coi?tracior
The Lighting of the Timothy Eaton Memorial
Church, Toronto, with the Indirect System

By George J. Beattie

'rho Tiniotliy Eaton Memorial Cliurcli, of Toronto, On-

tario, recently completed, is probably the finest church build-

ing of its kind in the Dominion. Very careful attention has

been given to every detail of its construction, including both

the erection of the building, and its interior furnishings.

The main auditorium is of strictly gothic architecture,

with elaborate memorial windows, heavy ceiling beams, and

long, sweeping side arches, all following gothic lines. The
auditorium consists of a long central nave, flanked on either

side by transepts, thereby producing tlie shape of a cross.

When the problem of supplying an adequate artificial

lighting system for this beautiful auditorium arose, it was

decided that some system of lighting must be employed

which would not only give the proper illumination from the

utilitarian standpoint, Init which would also correctly dis-

triljute the light over the ceiling and side walls, so as to

bring out the beauty of tlie interior in all its splendor. A
system of lighting has, therefore, been installed, in which

the illumination is provided from entirely concealed sources.

I^arge gothic fixtures are suspended from various portions or

the ccilin.y, :md these fixtures conceal lamps and reflecturs.

Corridor Lightinji. Katon Memorial Cliiiri-li, Toronto.

which diffuse the light "over the ceiling, and produce uni-

form and practically shadowless illumination in the church,

which can only be secured by indirect lighting. When it is

considered that all the woodwork in the building, including

the pews, side wall paneling, ceiling paneling, and beams is a
^^%

'Illuminating Engineer, Toronto.

ii^li. lliL n.\^uhuig ilUuninution

)f current is (|uite rcmarkalile.

.• nave of tliis auditorium is

cl for the cxpen-

4.-, feet IIS feet

^:

MALF MAfNFLOOR HALFBALCONYFLOOR
PLAN PLAN

long, and 57 feet from the floor to the apex of the ceiling.

The side transepts are 36 feet wide, and 38 feet long, and

measure from the floor to the balcony ceiling 11 feet in

height, and from the balcony floor to the upper ceiling 3:;

feet in height. The ceilings throughout are finished in a

very light cream, wliereas the walls are finished in a darker

tone of brown, as partially shown in the photographs.

The nave is illuminated by means of four large indirect

fixtures, each of which is supplied with eight 3O0-watl

Mazda "C" lamps. The transepts under the balcony are

illuminated by means of four indirect fixtures, each equipped

with tliree lOO-watt Mazda "C" lamps, and over the balcony

by means of one indirect lixture, equipped with six 300-walt

Mazda "t" lamps. I'he total wattage consumption, there-

fore, for tlie main auditorium is 17.4 kw., which operates to

illuminate a floor area aggregating 0,370 scpiarc feet.

It is estimated that a uniform intensity of light, averag-

ing 4 foot candles, is secured on a 30 inch working plane in

this installation. This intensity of light is ample for easy

reading of the closest print, without any strain nu the eye

whatsoever.

Throughout this installation each lamp in each fixture is

equipped with an individual X-Ray reflector, a one-piece

crystal glass unit, plated with pure silver, thus forming a

high initial reflecting surface. These reflectors are de-
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Church lighting from concealed sources—Timothy Eaton Me al Church. Toronto. "Pyright

Signed with .special corrvigations, used exclusively fur in-

direct lighting purposes.

The indirect fi.xtures employed in this installation arc of

special design, following strictly gothic lines, to be in keep-

ing with the interior architecture. The bowls are suspended
from the ceiling by means of cast bronze hangers, and are

supplied with cathedral white glass panels. These panels

are softly illuminated to give an added decorative and artis-

tic effect to the lighting unit. Such a fixture, with its har-

monious design and finish, naturally fits in as a necessary

part of the completed interior decorations, and is in strong

contrast therefore to many similar installations where the

fixtures seem to have been added as an afterthought.

Owing to the excellent way in which the interior design

of the auditorium is displayed by means of the concealed

artificial lighting system employed, many observers have

given it as their opinion the auditorium appears at its best

at night.

Particular attention has been paid to the lighting of the

memorial window, shown in the larger photograph here-

with. In most churches the beautiful colors of the art glass

ikcorations arc lost through lack of proper lighting, as it is

only in a bright light that these appear at their best. Many
church windows arc practically useless as decorations at the

evening service. This has been overcome in the Eaton

Memorial by illuminating the vvin<l<iw artificially so that it

shows up even more prominently in the evening than dur-

ing the daytime. This illumination is produced by a pow-
erful searchlight mounted some distance from the window on
a steel tower. A large amount of experimental work was
necessary before the proper height, distance, and intensity of

the light source was determined, but it is believed the result

is an ample justification of the labor and expense incurred.

The Underwriters' Laboratories have just issued their

March number of Electrical Data, containing a quantity of

interesting information for the central station, engineer and
contractor. The following topics are discussed: New York
Testing Station; An Electric Toaster for Ten Cents; Mo-
tion Picture Equipment and the Labeling of Slow-Burning
Films; Dental Panelboards; Electrically Heated Pads, Foot-
Warmers and Blankets; Steel or Brass-Coated Iron in Elec-

trical Fittings; Fires and Accidents.

The new hydro electric development at Stave Falls,

P. Q-, owned by the Laurentian Power Company, is now sup-
plying about 2,000 horse power to the Quebec Railway, Light,

Ifeat and Power Company. The latter concern is now build-

ing its own cars in the workshops at Ste. Anne de Beaupro.

Buffalo Mines, of Cobalt, will purchase in the near

future the motors required for the operation of a lOO-lon

mill and compressor.
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Licensing Electrical Contractors in Manitoba-
Action by the Can. Soc. Civil Engineers

In January last the electrical section of the Manitoba

Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers appointed

a committee of five tti consider the question of licensing

electricians in the province of Manitoba. The following re-

port has just been submitted, and is being discussed at an

early meeting of the section. This is along the line of an

Act which it was hoped would be introduced at the present

Session of the Ontario Legislature, but whicli (Intarin con-

tractors have decided to temporarily abandon;

—

Report to the Members of the Winnipeg Electrical Section,

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers re Motion submitted

at the meeting held in January, 1916.

In complying with your resolution of January 2iUli deal-

ing with the motion presented by Mr. Wilson that a commit-

tee of five be selected from the members of the Section for

the purpose of enquiring into the present status of the Elec-

trical Worker in Manitoba, to formulate a scheme from

which legislation might be framed for the object of licensing

such workers, llie cnmniiltee beg leave tn re]ji.rl as follows:

Main Report

Tlie Committee has held three meetings, all members be-

ing present at each meeting. Mr. Leamy was elected chair-

man and Mr. Wilson, secretary.

Consideration of the original motion at once brought out

the fact that the want of status of the electrical worker was

due to the present unregulated conditions of electrical work

in general. In support of this a quotation from Mr. Cam-

bridge's original report is herewith given:

"Under present regulations of the City of Winnipeg as

contained in By-law Tfi.J7, two classes of permits are recog-

nized. First, a permit that is required for each, individual

job, and second, a General Permit the use of which is re-

stricted to railways or other large industries having com-

petent electricians in their own employ.

In regard to the latter form of permit it has been the

practice to issue this, good for one year, and to renew the

same.

All work done under a general permit has to complj'

with the rules of the city and is subject to inspection. The
work under such a permit is restricted to buildings owned
<ir occupied bi' the holder.

In regard to the ordinary or individual permit any per-

son may take out such a permit, whether competent to do

electrical work or otherwise, and this is the weakness of the

system. The only power to refuse a permit is contained in

section u of the above by-law, which provided that an appli-

cant for a permit having previousli' comiiiitted a breach of

this by-law, and such breach continuing after due notice, may
be refused a permit until such breach has been remedied.

Under practical everj' day conditions we find that all

kinds of people take out permits and attempt to do all kinds

of electrical work."

The Committee concur in the views of Mr. Cambridge
and believe these conditions exist throughout the province.

The status of the electrical worker cannot be considered by
itself. Six prime interests, the owner, the architect, the

contractor, the employee, the union and the general public

are involved. In order to present a scheme to improve ex-

isting conditions, the enquiry would therefore have to he

broadened to include these interests.

Supplementary Report

The various subheadings enumerated in the main report

of your committee were referred to the individual members
and further discussion led to the development of the follow-

ing suggestions: ^

It would be expedient to have four grades of licenses

somewhat as follows:

.\. A contractor's license entitling the holder to engage

in the business or calling of an electrical contractor.

B. A certificated electrician's license enabling the

holder after having passed successfully the examination of

an examining board, to superintend or be in charge of the

work of installing electrical conductors and apparatus.

C. A special license issuable to corporations or in-

terests authorizing the installation or inaintainance of elec-

trical wiring or apparatus on premises owned or controlled

])y such.

n. A special permit entitling the holder to install a par-

ticular job but not to apply to any other work.

That an examining board be considered to pass upon the

qualifications of applicants for any of the licenses hereto-

fore mentioned.

Xo one but a licensed contractor with a certificate "A"

should be allowed to undertake electrical work in the prov-

ince. He would be compelled to employ one or more certi-

ficated electricians liolding license "B".

He, the contractor, could hold both certificates "A" and

"B" if he wished to undertake the supervision of the work
himself, but he need not necessarily be an electrical man if

Ik- employed a man with certificate "B" to supervise the in-

.-.tallations.

The qualilications for certilicale "A" would be:

(a I That tlie contractor put up a bon<l.

(b) That he have a telephone address.

( c ) That he have a regular place of business.

Tlie qualifications for certificate "B" would be:

(a) That he has spent say five years at the trade.

(b) That he possess certain limited technical qualifica-

tions.

(c) That he successfully pass the examination set by the

examining board.

Details of the aljove scheme would require to be thrashed

out, for example, (,11 the qualifications of the men forming

the examining body so that it could not claim the same
abuses that are at present said to occur in connection with

th^ Steam Engineer's license, (2) the nature of the qualifi-

cations of certificate "B", (3) the number of men ^nd appren-

tices working under one certificated electrician.

Central station authorities dealing with work on their

own premises^ and for the public, up to and including the

meter installation should not be included. in the scheme. It

would be necessary however to define the boundary line.

The Committee suggest that a special general meeting of

the section be called to discuss the report in detail as it feels

that the opinion of the section should be expressed.

A. H. Winter Joyner, Limited, of Toronto, have opened

an eastern branch office at Room 1001 Lewis Building, 17 St.

John Street, Montreal. Mr. S. E. File, who has been with

the head office at Toronto for several 5'ears and who is

thoroughly conversant with the methods for which this firm

have become well known throughout Canada, will be in

charge. The three main specialties—street lighting equip-

ment, indicating and recording instruments and detail equip-

ment for generating and distributing systems—will be car-

ried on from this office. Among other products tliat will be

handled in Montreal may be mentioned those of the Bristol

Co., General Devices and Fittings Co., G. & W. Electric Spe-

cialty Co., Philadelphia Electrical and Manufacturing Com-
pany.

The Interstate Electric Novelty Company of Canada,

Limited, Toronto, announce that they have concluded ar-

rangemeiits with the Harland Engineering Company, of 102

St. Antoine Street, Montreal, to handle their line of Gold
Medal flashlights, radio batteries, radio lamps, and miscel-

laneous material in the province of Quebec and the city of

Montreal. The above concern will carry a complete stock

at all times.
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We'll Wire Your House at (Whose?) Cost

The National Electrical Contractor shows its disapprov-

al of the "Wire your house at cost" cry in the accompanying
sketch. We do not get anything for nothing in these days
of strenuous competition—or, to put it in another way. we
get exactly what we pay for. It is possible, however, that

the distribution (if i)ayiiK-nts mui\ be unfair, and this is evi-

WtLL WfRE YQgtoiri^

dcntly the case where, as portrayed in this sketch, the con-

sumer is made to pay a higher rate per kilowatt hour as a

result of a certain section of the central station business

being carried on in a method which is in opposition to busi-

ness ])rinciples. The poor consumer shown here is plainly

one of those who are paying the higher rate so that some
other consumer may have his house wired "at cost."

Hydro Rules and Regulations

Mr. H. F. Strickland, chief electrical inspector uf llie

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, acting under

instructions from the Commission, is sending out notices

to all contractors, jobbers, manufacturers, and others who
may be interested, requesting thcni to meet on Tuesday,

April 2."), to discuss proposed amendments to the Rules and
Regulations of the Commission By an open discussion it

is hoped that any section of the rules which may have shown
themselves weak or to have met the conditions imperfectly

may be remedied and the rules amended forthwith. We con-

sider this a matter of very great importance, and trust that

the various interests concerned will take full advantage of

the opportunity now furnished by the Commission to present

their views. It is expected the meeting will be held in the

rooms of the Retail Merchants' Association at 2 College

Street, Toronto.

Vancouver Electrical Contractors Form Association
The electrical contractors and dealers of \ancuuver.

B. C, have had several meetings recently to consider the
question of forming an Association to assist those engaged
in the business. These meetings have been fully attended,
with the result that on Tuesday, March 21st, the British

Columbia Association of Electrical Contractors and Dealers
was duly formed. It is hoped to bring all interested in the

business into this association, which has the support of all

the large wholesale houses in the district.

By a unanimous vote Mr. C. H. E. \\'illiams was eUctc.l
the first president of the association, his address beini;

Xorth-West Trust Building. Vancouver, B. C; Mr. E. Bret-
tell, of the Electric Supply Company, Ltd., 781 Granvilh-
street, Vancouver, is the secretary-treasurer.

As a new association which has for its object "Co-opera
tion," the British Columbia Association of Electrical Con-
tractors and Dealers invites correspondence from similar
associations, and will be glad to welcome any members of

other associations, when thej- visit the Coast.

Success of the Electric Show Assured
The Ontario Electrical Contractors' Association are dis-

tributing an attractive blotter which calls attention to their

Second Annual Convention and Electric Show to be held in

Massey Hall, Toronto, June 6, 7 and 8. The secretary of

the Show Committee. Mr. E. A. Drury, advises that to date

out of 27 booths for sale, according to the plan of the

Electric Show published in our last issue. 21 booths have
already been signed for. This would indicate that the Show
Committee will have no difficulty \ihatevcr in filling the

space and that it will merely be a matter of selecting tlie

most suitable applications.

Jakfrosst for Nitros
The principal claim made by the manufacturers of a new

frosting for Nitrogen Lamps is that it is an adequate substi-

tute for the sand blast. In other words, the frosting is in-

grained into the glass so that no heat or acid or any other
test can peel it off. The process of frosting is easy and
expeditious, as more than two dips into the liquid are sel-

dom necessary, the time involved being thirty seconds at

the outside. "Jakfrosst" has just recently been put on the

market, and already, to use the w^ords of the manufacturers,

the response has been such that the trade seems to have been
aching for it. The "Jakfrosst" iieople also specialize in water-

proof colorings, which include ruby red, blue. pink, ground
glass, opal white, yellow, green, purple ami amber.

Mainer Electric Changes Management
The well known lirm of the Mainer Electric Comp;

at Winnipeg, has made several changes during the last

weeks. Mr. J. (i. Smith has been appointed manager
Mr. T. J. E. Papineau sales manager. These appointmi

date from March 1st.

I'ormerly this I nnipany did both a wholesale anil n
business at Gl .\lliert Street. Winnipeg, but at March li

new policj' was put into effect—to sell wholesale only,

change, we understand, has worked very satisfactorily

there seems to be no doubt but that the firm will make r:

strides under the able management of Mr. .Smith.

Messrs. Weiss & Bihellcr (Canada), Limited, 115 Bay
Street, have been appointed Canadian selling agents for the

Hocking Glass Company. Lancaster, Ohio, manufacturers of

lighting glassware. This line is new to the Canadian trade,

but, we understand, is a very comprehensive one.
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Electrical Matters in New Brunswick

A Bill lias bc-cii iiUi-odiKi:d in the local legislatuii' ..{ tlu-

province of New Brunswick incorporating the St. Croix

Power Company. The object of the incorporation is to per-

mit the development of light, power, and heat from the St.

Croix River. The application is opposed by the St. Stephen

Electric Company, who claim that they are properly serv-

ing the interests of this district.

.\ttorney-General Ba.Kter has introduced a I'ill into tlic

local legislature calculated to facilitate the organization of

rural telephone companies. Under the Bill any live or more

people may become incorporated as a rural telephone com-

pany, having their signatures verified by a justice of the

peace. This memorandum will then be sent to the pro-

vincial secretary, passed upon by the Attorney General, and

a charter will immediately issue. The fees will only be

$;J0 where the capital of the company is .$.">, 01)0 or les.s.

N. E. L. A. Committee in Toronto

The Accident Prevention Committee of tlie National

Electric Light -Association recently met in Toronto. We
believe this is the first conmiittee meeting of the N. E, L. A.

ever held in Canada. Mr. Wills Maclachlan, who has be-

come so closely associated v\ilh accident prevention worI<

among the central station companies in Canada, is a memljer

of this commitlee. and was chiefly instrumental in bringing

them to Toronlci lor Ibis meeting.

Tlie I'erraiiti I'-lectrical Cimipany. ipf (.'anada. Ltd.. hca

ortice Toronto, (.)nt., have been awarded the contract for

fiOO kw. motor converter and switch gear for the city

Saskatoon, Sask., amounting to $i:{,000.

ot

L. (.'. Barbeau and Company, electrical jobbers, have

opened offices and showrooms at 70 Victoria Square, Mon-
treal. Mr. L. C. Barbeau is manager.

W. H. Spencer, Limited, electrical engineers and con-

tractors, 340 University Street, Montreal, have just received

their charter of incorporation. The company have ac-

quired the business of Spencer and .Vspinall, Limited.

Vincent & Say, (Henry Vincent and Conrad Say), have

registered to carry on an electrical contracting business in

Montreal.

(jagnon. Dubeau & St. Amour, electricians, Montreal,

'Jne., have registered.

Obituary
William (, hisliolni, superintendent of the Windsor. Essex

and Lake Shore Railway Company, was electrocuted on

March 32nd while coupling cars at a gravel pit in Essex.

W. R. Waghorne. manager of the hydro-electric system

in Wallaceburg. died in the General Hospital, Chatham.

March 2:i, following an operation.

Personal

Mr. M. H. Williams, of Montreal, has Iieen appointed

publicity manager of the Montreal Light. Heat and Power
Company.

Mr. A. N. Wilson, for many years manager of the C. P. R.

Grain Exchange telegraph office, Winnipeg, and later of

Brandon, has resigned to go over seas with the l«lsl Bat-

talion.

Mr. J. S. Rickard, formerly connected with the Metro-
politan Engineering Company of New York City, has joined

the sales force of the Philadelphia Electrical & Mfg. Com-
l>any, and will devote his time to the sale of Penico Pro-

ducts.

Mr. Lawford Grant, sales manager of the Eugene E. Phil-

lips Electrical Works Limited. Montreal, has just returned

from a trip to the Pacific Coast. He reports that business

in tht West is reviving, and he is verj' optimistic as to gen

eral conditions.

Mr. W. J. Curie, Toronto, has been appointed general

manager of the Chatham, Wallaceburg & Lake Erie Rail-

way, to succeed the late William Norris. Mr. Curie was
formerlj' connected with the Canadian Pacific Railway and
the Canadian Northern Railway.

Mr. F. P. Holliday, formerly of the Swedish General

IJectric Company, Toronto, has been gazetted in England

1st Lieutenant in the Royal Elying Corps. Mr. Holliday en-

listed during the iirst week of the w^r as a sapper in the

:.'nd Eield Company Canadian Engineers, under Major T. C.

Irving, Jr., and has done excellent work for his unit. He
is a former contributor to the "Electrical News."

Major A. G. L. McNaughton, of Montreal, has been ap-

Ijiiiiited to a command, according to a London cable. Major
McNaughton, who was seriously wounded at Ypres, was in

practice as an electrical engineer in Montreal before joining

the overseas forces. He graduated from McGill Univer-

sity, where he was for some time a demonstrator in the elec-

trical course. At the battle of Langemarck, despite a ser-

ious wound in the arm, he stayed with his battery for twelve

hours and directed its operations. He had two orderlies

hold his maps in front of him. and he kept two telephones

.going in despatching orders.

Mr. H. L. Lissfelt, who has made many friends for him-

self and the Macbeth-Evans Glass Company during the few

years he has acted as manager of that company in Toronto,

has been transferred to the management of the company's

Philadelphia office. We understand Mr. Lissfelt will have

charge of the section of L'nited States territory lying to the

Mr. H. L. Lissfelt.

southeast of that city. He is succeeded in the management

of the Canadian Company by Mr. I. F. Hcflfron, who has been

with this office for some time, and is thoroughly conversant

with the requirements of the t'anadian trade.
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Electrically Operated Baker's Machinery

'J'lic ck'iiiiliiK-Sj of cleclric drive adapts it admirably for

service in the bakery and a complete line ol electricallv

driven baker's machinery has recently been developed by
The American Bakers Machinery Co., St. Louis, Mo. Two

Fig. 1- Rounder.

the dough diviiler, and rounderof these maohini

shown herewith.

Tlie dough is ijlaced in the hopiier at the tipp of the

divider, and falls into a square box. It is tlien forced into

a cylinder where a knife blade cuts it into loaves. This

machine can be set to cut loaves of any size. After the

cutting operation the cylinder revolves through a half turn

and when in the downward position the loaves fall onto an

Kig. 2-Oough D

automatic conveyor which carries them to the rounde",

where the loaves are shaped up ready for the oven.

The divider is made in capacities of 1,80(1, 3,700 and

::,G0O loaves per hour. I'.dili machines are ei|uiiiped wit!i

Iv'obbins S: Myers Motors wiiich arc connected througli

years. Both the divider and rounder are so constructed
that all parts which come in contact with the d,.

easily removed for cleaning.
h may b

The Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company of Saint
Louis announces the removal of its Pittsburgh office to 947
Penn Avenue, to continue in charge of Mr. Ludwig Hommel.
Ihe new lelei)lione numi)er will be Grant .j637.

Ihc .Kcme Lighting Company, (Rodolphe Levesque and
Charles H. Milot), electrical contractors and dealers in elec-
trical supplies. Montreal, have registered.

The Holtzer-Cabot Electric Company, Boston, have is-
sued a little booklet describing their progress and develop-
ment during the forty years of their existence.

Trade Inquiries

Xame and address of incpiirer may be ol)tained from
Ucpt. of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa

:.'S4. Presspahn for electric insulation.—.\ .Manchester
importing hrm wishes to be placed in touch with Canadian
manufacturers of presspahn in the following sizes: Sheets
about 3:i'..; inches by 31 K> inches or larger, in thickness from
0.3 iii/m up to 4.0 m/m. Quotations are requested per ton of
assorted thickness. Sample may be inspected at the De-
partment ol Trade and Commerce. (Refer I'ile .\-7(>'.).

)

Trade Publications

Conduline—pamphlet issued by the Mica Insulator Co.,
New \ork and Chicago, describing "an ideal compound for
lining the joints of cables."

Regulator— Bulletin Xo. 4.-i.-,00-A. issued by the Canadian
Ceneral Electric Company, describing, with illustrations,

automatic generator voltage regulators.

Protective Apparatus—two bulletins issued by Schweitzer
o: Conrad, Chicago, describing with illustrations, this high-
capacity, primary cutouts and their type "H" automatic re-

sistance horn arresters.

Dictionary of Altitudes—by James White, I'.K.S.C.

l-.K.G.S.. Deputy Head and Assistant to Chairman, Commis-
sion of Conservation This is a dictionary of altitudes in the
Dominion of Canada, covering the various provinces.

Conducell—pamphlet issued by the Mica Insulator Com-
pany. Xew York and Chicago, describing a method of in-

sulating cable joints in underground transmission system.
This pamphlet is illnstrateil. showing the progressive stages
of installation work.

Water Wheel Generator Sets—.\ \ery attractively illus-

trated art circular has just been issued jointly by the Pel-

li>n Water Wheel Company of San hrancisco, Xew V(>rk.

and the W'estinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
of East Pittsburgh. Pa., describing the Pelton-W'estingliouse

waterwhccl generator sets and their applications.

Architects and Engineers—The Canada Sales Company.
IGo Church Street. Toronto, factory represcniativcs of a

number of large electric manufacturers and well-known

specialists in the highest grade goods, are distributing a

little booklet specially addressed to architects and engineers.

This folder illustrates a number of pieces of equipment

handled by the Canada Sales Company, including panel-

boards, knife switches, telephone apparatus, automobile lime

control devices, lighting lixtures, etc.
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Current News and Notes

Appin, Ont.

The village council arc coiisidcriiif; llic .iislallaliun (if

an electric lighting system. Power will lie supi^licd from

the lines of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario.

Bedford, Que.

.\ group of citizens of Bedford, Que., have made a pro-

position to the town council to purchase the stock anil

shares of the Bedford Light Company and to undertake to

supply the town with a complete system of lightin.y and

waterworks.

Calgary, Alta.

Under llie daylight saving i>lan, by which the clocks

will ])c advanced one hour during certain months of the

^summer in Calgary, .\lta., the Electric Light Department

fear a reduction of their surplus.

The city of Calgary has given a contract lo the Eugene

F. Phillips Electrical Works, Limited, Montreal, for a iiuan-

tity of one million cm. single conductpr, paper insulated,

lead covered, 2300 volt cable and for 300,000 cm. three con-

ductor cable.

Edmonton, Alta.

The .Alliance Power Company, Limited, has been in-

corporale<l with head office Edmonton an<l capital $350,000.

Glencoe, Ont.

The town council will secure estimates on the cost of

introducing Hydro light and power.

Halifax, N.S.

A Bill has been introduced in the House of Assemldy

of the Province of Nova Scotia incorporating the \alley

Electric Compan>', with a capital of $49,000. The company

has power to acquire water powers on the Paradise Brook

and other streams, and to build electric railways in Digby,

.Annapolis, and other counties of the province.

Kenora, Ont.

The Keewatin Power Company has issued an injunction

restraining the town of Kenora from holding back the flood

waters of the Lake of the Woods. The town of Kenora

have an impounding dam across the east branch of the

Winnipeg River at Kenora.

Martintown, Ont.

The Martintown Rural 'J'elephone Company, Limited,

have been granted a cliartcr.

Mono Mills, Ont.

The Independent Telephone Association, Limited, Mono
Mills, Ont., have obtained a charter.

Montreal, Que.

The .1. (;. White (.'(juipany have entered suit against

the Canadian Light, Heat & Power Company, claiming $300,-

oiMl due for services rendered in supervising the work of

construction of the power plant of tliis eomiiany at St.

Timothee.

John Fornian & Sons, dealers in electric supplies, Mont-

real, Que., have registered.

Faure & Diochon (Paul Faure and Georges Diochon),

dealers in electrical supplies, Montreal, have registered.

Nelson, B.C.

TJie B. C. Telephone Company promise to establish a

central energy system in the immediate future.

New Westminster, B.C.

The city council are unwilling lo arbitrate the question

of electricians' wages with their striking employees. It is

stated that the strikers have been replaced by competent

men, and that tlie city is satisfied everything is going along

safely and smoothly.

Port Elgin, Ont.

-At the annual meeting of the Bruce Municipal Telephone

System, Messrs. D. McNaughton, A. McLean, and J. J.

Hunter were re-elected commissioners. Mr. McNaughton
was also appointed president for the year. The question of

connecting up with the Bell Telephone System was dis-

cussed, and it was decided to close an agreement with this

company if their terms were not too severe.

Rodney, Ont.

A by-law will be submitted some time during April

authorizing an expenditure of $7,000 on an electric distribut-

in.g system, power to be obtained from the Hydro-Electric

Power Commission of Ontario.

St. Genevieve de Pierrefonds, Que.

The Pierrefonds Electric Company, Limited. St. Gene-

vieve dc Pierrefonds, Que, has been incorporated.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

The Steelton Sign Shop is the name given a new in-

dustry which is locating in the Soo for the manufacture of

electric signs.

The Great Lakes Power Company, Limited, Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont., have obtained a charter.

Stoke, Que.

The Stoke Telephone Company (J. O. Lemire, J. A.

Malenfant and Geor.ge Mace), Stoke, Que, have registered.

Toronto, Ont.

/\s a result of certain alleged discrepancies in the finan-

cial accounts of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario, the Public Accounts Committee of the Ontario

Legislature recently decided to have an independent audit

of the Commission's books, and have appointed Mr. E. R. C.

Clarkson for the work.

Vernon, B.C.

TIic city council are considerin.g llie installation of a

lire alarm system to cost some $0,000.

Winnipeg, Man.
Tenders are received up lo April 17 by the City Council

of the city of Winnipeg for the supply and installation of

three 1,000 kv.a. transformers with switching apparatus;

also for one year's supply of watt-hour meters.

The original announcement that the Winnipeg Electric

Railway Company had passed their dividend for the current

quarter appears to have been premature. A director of the

company has stated that it is merely the intention to pay
the dividends half-yearly instead of quarterly, and expresses

confidence that at the end of the half-year a dividend will

be forthcoming.

The Department of Public Works of the province of Al-

lierta have included in their estimates for the year 1910.

$:.;.i(i,0()U for telephone construction.
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The Engineers' Opportunity

Every live Canadian has a gruwing fecliii.g of unrest

antl dissatisfaction at the methods adopted in the manage-

ment of our various public aflfairs. Charges of graft are 1)e-

coming everyday matters: evidences of incompetence 111 mir

administrators arc availalile on all sides; proof, unmistakable

in its directness, that tlic public good is being placed in a

secondary position to the demands of party politics or per-

Honal gain, daily confronts us. Our citizens are asking them-

selves—Where is it going to stop? Does the honor of the

nation not demand that we lay aside our regular daily tasks

for a little and "house-clean"? In the interests of self-

preservation, even, must wc not act soon?

Wc do not lay claim to any originality in pointing out

the cause of the trouble—the men who hold power simply

do not have the necessary qualifications to carry on the busi-

ness with which they are entrusted. They frequently have

no training and little adaptability. What private individual

i.r corporation would appoint men of so slender experience

and training to positions of such important engineering and

financial trust? Yet this is the very foundation on which

our government organization is based—that the men holding

the most impf)rtant positions are simply the men who possess

ihc keenest instincts for securing those positions.

We allow all due rcsjiect to the politician's ((ualilications,

but they do not fit iiiiii for a business career or for con-

ducting the affairs of tlie nation. It seems to be the failure

to realize that the nation's business at Ottuvva could be niti

as efficiently, for example, as any manufacturing concern,
that keeps us from making progress. Surely though, we have
looked upon politics and politicians long enough as necessary
evils. Surely we are about through with being humbugged
by a lot of people whose prime qualification is the ability to
humbug us. Surely we are due for a house-cleaning and a
ic organization of our business methods, when men shall
be appointed to positions of trust because they can be trusted,
and to positions requiring organizing and constructive ability

because they have special training and fitness for this work.
Surely the people are realizing that we are living in a dif-

feient age—an age of efficiency. Inefficient governments like

inefficient business must give way to the competition of
better methods and if we hope to continue in this race here
in Canada, we must re-organize soon and thoroughly.

* * *

.\ good letter comes within the last few days from otic

of our readers, a consulting engineer of international repu-
tation and respect, which puts the matter, we believe, in the
same light as viewed by the vast majority of independent
thinking men to-day. An extract from the letter says:—

"Herewith something which might be of interest—a re-
port of the speech of the Honourable Sir George Foster,
Minister, of Trade and Comtiierce, delivered some time ago.
The outstanding quotation to my mind is this:

" 'My view is that every application for public

work should come before a competent board of

engineers and business men and should be re-

ported upon by them for the information of the

government, and that every application would
have to show some cause of necessity or pub-
lic benefit, or future usefulness, before it would
be passed and put into the estimates.

"'I do not believe that we shall get down to

a proper systctii of husbandin,g our resources or
of confinin.g ourselves to useful and necessary
public works until wc get some machinery of

that kind.'
"

"C"an you imagine any politician makin.g a statement of

this kind concerning his own government and his own class

five years ago? It seems to .ine that 'Searchlight' might find

this a pretty good text to preach from, not so much to the
public as to the engineers themselves, and get them to boost
this thing along and stand up to the public for that position

ill the community which is their due.

"Engineers are non-political, and owing to their meth-
ods of training and disposition of mind never will make
partizan politicians, but the force of economic .necessity is

:roing to place them, practically in spite of thenii^'lvcs, virtu-

ally in control of llie machinery of the government."

* * *

Here at least is one rciiuily fiu- the ills from which we
suffer. The engineer is a trained man, an able man, and an
honest man. Unfortunately, as our correspondent infers, he

is not attracted by political life. Why? Because political

methods, as wc know them to-day, arc so diametrically op-

posed to his ideas of the way things ought to be done. Is it

the duty of the engineer to hold back because he disapproves,

or to take hold and apply the remedy? When our govern-
ment plant fails to give efficient service, is it not his duty
and his right to apply the same methods of argument and
action ;is he would apply to a broken down bridge or a

'lisablcd transmission line?

Wc believe this question of public service should no
longer be side-tracked by the engineering profession. They
must realize the dire necessity for greater efficiency in our
Roverninent business. They must also realize, if their tradi-

tional modesty will allow them, that as trained men their

services would be valuable in bringing about the greater
eflicieiicy desired.
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Decent Consideration

Dean Cappmi, of Oucfu's llnivrr;.ily. voices the scnli-

mciits of a very large percentage of the Canadian people

when he says: "Let there be decent consideration for those

who think they liave good enough reasons not to go, at

least as yet, to the war."

Possibly, if Dean Cappon spoke all that is in his mind,

he would put it more strongly. Doubtless he has seen the

ill-advised tnethods of recruiting that arc being utilized from

day to day by the rank and file of various battalions. Doubt-

less he realizes that the present system of semi-coercion has

little to commend it, and in a very large number of cases

does more harm than good. Its biggest weakness, perhaps,

is that it fails to discriminate between the man who holds

back because he is a coward and the man who delays be-

cause his intelligence tells him that his proper place, as yet,

is where he is.

The methods of recruiting as practised in Canada, ii

Toronto may be taken as a criterion, lack nothing so much
as intelligence and good sound horse-sense. There is ample

and laudable enthusiasm—but misdirected. Khaki enthusi-

asts fail to see, or refuse to see, that the business of the

country is next in importance to the war, and as such de-

mands fair consideration. They fail, or refuse, to see that

many a young man, however desirable as a member of their

unit, may be, by comparisc n, still more useful as a civilian

in this present time of stress. They fail, or refuse, to grant

to the intelligent individual the right to use his own judg-

ment as to when is the proper time for him to give up the

one and take hold of the other. In other words, the pre-

sent system of recruiting is specially designed for the dil-

ettante, the indifferent, the man lacking in moral and mental

(ibre; it is a reflection on llic man who does his duty as he

sees it.

All of this, and more, no doubt. Dean Cappon has prom-
inently in mind when he makes a plea for merely "decent

consideration" for the men who do their own thinking. If

these men had followed the line of least resistance many of

them would have been in uniform months ago. Fortunate

it is, as we see it, that, in the absence of the slightest ap-

l)arent effort on the part of our Government to cope with

this problem of filling u]) the ranks of the numerous bat-

talions they have authorized, there are men strong enough
to brave the jibes and insinuations of these miscellaneous,

misguided recruiting agents. They arc simply making juve-

nile attempts at a man's job! How can we combat effici-

ency except with efficiency?

The men who are strong enough to "think" to-day, men
who are strong enough to resist following the lines of least

resistance, cry out for some movement on the part of our

Government which will enable us, as a nation, to carry on
our share of this war in such a way as to conserve in the

best possible manner our fighting resources—present and
future. There is not a man of these who is not ready to go
when and where he is told—if the authority who gives the

order knows. Why doesn't our Government find out? Why
hasn't it an inventory of every citizen of Canada, that it

could say to him, "Here is your place!" ? But instead of

acting, our Government delegates this authority to the illit-

erate private in the ranks, and, indirectly at least, authorizes

the man of small intelligence to badger and coerce the man
who sees his duty clearly and is doing it. Why cannot our
Government move in this matter? WlUy cannot they give
sii imporl.int a (jucstion at least "ilccont consideration"?

;i1 years, for a minimum annual supply rt( electric energy of

:i.'i,(ino,()()0 kilowatts at the rate of Ic. per kilowatt hour dur-

ing the life of the contract, the price to decrease on a sliding

scale until the consumption of the city reaches 11 0,000,000,

when the rate becomes '/^c. per kw. hour. As those inter-

ested in the proposition required legislative assent, a bill

was introduced into the Alberta I^egislature to ratify and
validate the agreement, which bill has now received its third

reading.

.'\bout three years ago the Federal authorities granteil

to Mr. G. VV. Farrell, Edmonton, water rights with a view

to developing power for Edmonton, .Associated with him
was Sir John Jackson, of Sir John Jackson, Limited, Lon-
don, England. Sir John Jackson, Limited, it is understood,

has been awarded a contract for the dam and power house.

An electric railway is also to be constructed to the site of the

dam. The charter for the railway was granted by the Fed-
eral House this session to the Edmonton & Southwestern
Railroad. The power line from the generating source will

be brought down to the south side of the Saskatchewan River.

Telephone Progress in 1915
The Department of Railways and Canals have just issued

their annual report on telephone statistics of the Dominion
of Canada for the year ended June 30, 191.'). The statistics

show that reports were received from 1,396 units during the

past year, as compared with 1,136 in 1914, and in every re-

spect the returns disclose marked growth in the telephone

interests of the Dominion. The number and character of the

various organizations which made returns for the year are

shown in Table I.

The total capitalization of tlie lelephone business in

1915 reached a total of .$74,^84,991, including the Bell Tele-'

phone Company, which accounts for very nearly half of this

amount. There were .')33.(190 telephones reported as being

Table i

• Province.
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Striking Photo of 300,000 Volt, 200 Cycle Arc
The rcproductiiiii lierewith is a pliotuKiaph ui an electric

arc taken at the Peterhoro factory of the Canadian General
Klectric Company, by Mr. R. B. Carson, of the Transformer
KnKineering Section. The arc was made at approximately
:!()(),()0() volts, the transformer being excited from a 200-

cycle source of snpply. In order to spread out the arc, a
-5^-inch brass rod was used for the lower part of the gap.
This riKJ and its suppcirt, are dimly visible in the photograph.

The upper part of the arc terminates in a hand-made brush

'imposed of several small copper wires twisted together.

The main interest in the photograph attaches to the

Idmy appearance resulting from the separate impressions

made by each individual half cycle discharge, and keeping in

mind the frequencj' of the circuit used, it is interesting to

count these separate discharges inasmuch as the circuit was
opened by hand, the instant that the arc was established.

The small "pocket" showing near the top of the photograph,
is also of especial interest in that the separate discharges

appear to have evaded some foreign particle or pocket of

gas. in the air.

Have Reached Agreement
Following the suggestion of the Quebec I'ublic Utilities

Commission, the Montreal Electrical Service Commission
and the various power and other companies interested in the

underground conduit system, have come to a satisfactory

agreement as to the construction of single and double man-
holes.

It will be recollected that the Utilities Commission licbl

several meetings at which evidence and arguments were heard

on the fjuestion as to the safety or otherwise of common
manholes where high and low tension cables are laid in the

conduits. It was contended by the objecting companies
that the common manhole was a source of danger. Follow-

ing the hearings the law was amended giving the Conimis-

.sion authority to approve of the use of common manholes
for low and high tension wires.

With the object of securing by nuitual agreement a

system which will meet the needs of all the parties, and

of saving unnecessary expenditure—the cost of the entire

work is borne by the companies—the Commission proposed
a conference of all those interested. The Commission at the
same time intimated that "it may be quite necessary at cer-

tain places to have separate manholes, without establishing

any general rule, and that it is quite obvious, to a great ex-
tent, that a system of common manholes is reasonably safe
and much more economical."

The Electrical Commission and representatives accord-
ingly met, and after discussing plans 6 and 7, for down-town
districts, agreed that where there are more than four signal

cables double manholes will be constructed; in other cases,

single manholes will be installed.

The Public Utilities Commission held a sitting on .\pril

30. when representatives of the companies were requested to

make objections to plans G and 7. The companies had pre-
viously been requested to file any agreements and failing

agreements to submit written statements as to their con-
tentions. At the hearing all the companies were repre-
sented but no objections were raised to the plans as amended.

Worlds Greatest Telescope at Victoria

For a considerable period, at any rate, British Columbia
scientists will enjoy the distinction of possessing the world's
largest telescope, which will shortly be installed in the new
Dominion Government Astronomical Observatory being
erected on a summit of Little Saanich Mountain, seven miles

from the Capital. A model of this wonderful 72-inch

Reflecting Telescope and 66-foot Revolving Dome, con-
structed one-tenth actual size, was exhibited by the builders.

The Warner & Swazey Company, Cleveland, Ohio, at the

Panama-Pacific International Exhibition at San Francisco,

where it attracted much attention. The Warner & Swazey
Company made the mountings for the 40-inch Ycrkes tele-

scope, the 36-inch Lick telescope, and the 26-inch telescope of

the United States Naval Observatory.

The McAlpine Robertson Company, Ltd., Vancouver,
contractors for the building and concrete work, made a

start on the foundations early in July last. Many difficul-

ties had to be overcome owing to the inaccessibility of the

site, but they were dealt with successfully and a good rate

of progress was maintained. The massive reinforced con-

crete piers for the telescope were completed early in

November, and construction has now reached the point

where the dome commences. The building is 66 ft. in

diameter, with steel frame; the height up to dome is 40 ft.,

and height over all 75 ft. The steel frame is being covered

with galvanized Toncan (rust resisting) sheet metal. The
foundation floor is a slab of cement three feet in thickness

resting on solid rock, and capable of supporting many times

the weight of 360 tons which will represent the finished

structure.

The revolving dome was designed and is under con-

struction by the Warner & Swazey Company, together with

the mountings. The dome is of the same diameter as the

lower portion of the buildin,g, with a double shutter having

an opening of 15 feet, «nd provided with an elevated observ-

ing bridge, as shown in the illustration. Both the dome
and the observing bridge will be operated by electric motors.

When the observing floor is finished the piers shown in

the illustration will show above its surface. They are set

true north and south parallel with the earth's axis. The
telescope itself will correct any deviation if such exists. The
reflector will be moutitcd upon an axis parallel to the earth's

axis, extending from the one pier to the other.

The instrument will weigh sixty tons. The tube, which

will be 30 feet long and more than 7 feet in diameter, will

weigh 12 tons. The principal speculum, or mirror, is a disc

of Belgian glass 73 inches in diameter, 12 inches in thick-
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ness, and weighing approximately 2'4 tons. The tube and

the declination and polar axes with their attachments weigh

35 tons, and each part is so designed and constructed that

the powerful driving clock, operated by electricity, will re-

volve this immense weight with such accuracy and uniformity

that the spider line in the eye-piece of the pointing tele-

scope attached to the great tube can be kept exactly on the

centre of the star in observation. Quick movement of the

telescope, both in right ascension and declination, will he by

means of electric motors.

The optical parts for the reflector were made by the

John A. Brashear Co., Ltd., Pittsburg, Penn.

When used as a Cassegrainian instrument a second re-

flector 19 inches in diameter is placed near the outer end

of the tube for reflecting the rays back through a hole in tlic

speculum, 10 inches in diameter, to the great spectroscope

attached to the tower end of the tube.

As a Newtonian instrument the secondary reflector will

be a flat mirror placed at 45 degrees for reflecting the cone of

rays at right angles into the photographic or other apparatu.s

at the outer edge of the tube.

When the instrument is' used in prime focus no second-

ary reflector is employed, the prime focus being at the ex-

treme outer end of the tube, where photographic, spec-

troscopic and other apparatus may be attached. Visual

observations may also be made with any of the above

described combinations.

Cost of Developing Electric Power at the Muni-

cipal Plant of Stettler, Alta.

By Arthur J. Cantin

Electrical men are always interested in knowing what

the cost of power per kw.h. is in a small generating station.

The writer had an opportunity to investigate this, on a re-

cent visit to Stettler, through the kindness of Mr. H. Baron

the town electrician and engineer, wlio has kepi accurate re-

cords since taking charge of the plant.

Stettler is a typical prairie town of approximately 1,60(1

inhabitants scattered over a moderate area, having good
business buildings and private dwellings. It lias a numlier

of grain elevators, a flmir mill, a cigar facdiry. and otiiir

small industries.

Previous to August 1915 it had only a night electric

service, but since that date they have a 24-hour service. The
load-factor in a town of this size is of course very low and

we could not arrive at anything definite. It is somewhere
close to 35 per cent.

The engine is larger than it should be fur economical

day operation, a 40 or 50 hp. engine would be desirable, but

as is the case in most towns in Western Canada since the

war it is a difficult matter to finance any extension. The
present 200 hp. Robb compound engine is doing duly day

and night without giving any trouble.

The cost of coal, labor, and oil for ihe year l'.>15 is as

follows:

—

Coal $4,100.00

Labor 2,295.00

Oil 160.00 $6,555.00

Fixed charges: *

Int. on debentures 1,500.00

Insurance 509.00

Depreciation 673.00

.Administration 646.00 3,328.00

$ 9,883.00

Total output of plant in kw.h 130,000.00

. Cost of production per kw.h. in cents.. 7.60

Revenue from street lighting 1,930.00

Total revenue 10,540.00

Good quality of lignite coal costs, delivered. $2.85 per

ton. The charge to the public for light service is 18 cents

per kw.h. with a discount of 10 per cent, for prompt pay-
ment. For power there is a sliding scale down to 7c per

kw.h. The cost of 7.51c per kw.h. is high, but taking in

consideration the size of the plant and the load factor it is

not exorbitant. There are three men operating this plant;

the chief engineer, who is also town electrician, operates the

plant for about four hours a day. The balance of his time

is taken up in connecting new installations, repairs, renewals,

and looking after the business in general. The two other

engineers work 10 hour shifts.

It will be seen there is no depreciation set aside for re-

pairs, etc., all repairs and renewals being taken out of cur-

rent revenue, a practice which has proven detrimental to

good management in a number of towns in the west. The
majoritj' of council members however seem to think that if

they can make a good showing for the two years they are in

office that is all they are concerned with. Some of the

plants show great evidence of neglect, both in operation and

maintenance. This practice is regrettable, but until some
legislation is passed correcting this evil nothing much can be

done. In Northern Alberta there is only one plant which

is privately owned: the balance are C)wned and operated by

the municipalities.

Saskatoon" Installing Motor-Converter

Tlic city of Saskatoon propose building a small addition

tci their power house during the early summer, to accom-
modate a new motor-converter and electrically-controlled

switchboard. The converter is lieing supplied by Messrs.

Bruce Peebles, of Edinburgh, and the switchboard by the

Northern Electric Company, of Winnipeg. Tenders for the

necessary cable will be called shortly. The city of Saskatoon

have recently reduced their rates from 4 cents to 2]4 cents

jier kw.h. as a means of increasing the summer load. With
tliis in view the city is co-operating with the local dealers

in educating the public in the use of hoitschold appliances.

Society for Electrical Development

The fiiurth annual meeting of the Society for Electrical

Development. Inc., will be held May 9th at its executive

ot'tices in tlic United Engineering Societies Building. New
York. Tlie Board of Directors for the ensuing year will be

elected. An ammendment to its by-laws will also be voted

upon. General Manager T. M. Wakeman will read his an-

nual report of the Society's activities and also outline the

extensive plans for "America's Electrical Week" campaign,

this fall. It is higlily encouraging to the supporters of the

.Society to find that the "Electrical Prosperity Week" cam-
paign, the "Wire Your Home" Month campaign, and its

regular activities has yielded a large number of new mem-
bers, especially central stations and dealers. The Society

has some very big plans under way for similar movements
wliich have not been announced.

Montreal Aqueduct Power Scheme
Plans are being prepared for the new power house in

connection with the Montreal aqueduct scheme for the

hydro-electric development. Part of the power will be used
for pumping for the waterworks and the balance for street

lighting. This is the scheme which was opposed by the

Council of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers on the

ground that it was unnecessary and extravagant. Con-
troller Cote has promised that the plans shall lie submitted
to engineers before any expenditure is incurred.
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City of Kamloops Hydro - Electric Plant
Detailed Description of Engineering and Economic Features of Power Generating

and Pumping Systems of this Growing Western Centre
By H. K. Dutcher. M. Can. Soc. C. E.

Transmission Line (Contd).

The three phase circuit conductor is No. 3 aluminium
seven strand, steel core cable, supported on lock pin type

No. 319 brown glazed insulators. A telephone circuit was
carried along under the power circuit with direct connection

between the generating station and the city plant. The con-

struction of the line was carried out by Tully R. Cornick, and

the most of the line material was fuinislied liy the Pierson

Roeding Company, of Seattle.

Sub-Station, Steam Plant and Pumping System

The power line from the Barriere plant is brought across

the South Thompson to the steam plant building, located

near the river at the eastern limits of the city. The main

building is of reinforced concrete construction and is about

90 X 7r> feet in ground area. It is divided into three bays,

consisting of boiler room, turbine room and high tension

sub-station. In the basement at the extreme west end is

located a reservoir from which the waterworks pumps take

their suction. This basement also contains the condenser

and condenser auxiliary. The basement under the turbine

room is on the same level as the boiler room floor and the

well for the pumps is connected by some six hundred feet

of 16 in. mains to the pump house at the river's bank.

The architectural features of the building have been

carefully thought out in order to furnish a substantial struc-

ture with ample lighting and good ventilation. The roofing

over the boiler room is supported by trusses, while that over

the turbine room and switchboard is supported by deep web
I-beams. The horn gap structure for the high tension lines

allows them to come in through the roof cones, well within

tile confines of the plant.

The reservoir into which the water is pumped is located

in the Beckman addition, about a mile away from the plant.

There are large mains leading to it with frequent laterals

for supplying the various sections of the town. When water

is being drawn from the laterals, the head under which these

pumps operate is somewhat modified, but it is usually kept

within from :!20 to .340 feet, depending upon the quantity of

water being taken out of the system.

The discharge from the waterworks pumps is measured

by a Simplex V'enturi meter, located just outside of the build-

ing wall, the recording and integrating apparatus being placed

in the corner of the turbine room.

Main Plant Equipment

The boiler room contains four Babcock and Wilcox water

tube Ijoilers of 2.50 h.p. each, and are arranged so that the

superheaters can be later added should conditions of opera-

tion warrant their installation. The boilers are supplied with

shaking grates for hand firing and can be readily converted

to oil fuel. The coal fuel which is used at the present comes
from the mines in bottom dump cars and is hauled in over

the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. It is dumped
ironi an overhead spur into the furnaces. The ashes are

raked from under the grates into the boot or hopper of a

motor-driven conveyor elevator of the endless chain type.

This conveyor then discharges the ashes from within the

boiler room to a point forty feet east of the boiler room.

From the ground storage the ashes can be carted away or

otherwise disposed of.

The boilers are served by a brick flue, with reinforced

concrete cover, leading to a reinforced concrete smokestack
or chimney 89 inches in diameter and 180 feet above the
boiler room floor line. The chimney is heavily reinforced
with % in. steel rods and is of the tapering or coniform type.

This type of chimney readily lends itself to construction of a

stable character, providing a large base and pleasing lines.

The generating equipment consists of two Curtis turbo-
generators of 600 kw. capacity each, and operate at .3,600

r.p.m. They are wound for 2200 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycle. The
governor mechanism operates six inlet valves, giving very
close speed regulation. Each unit is supplied with electric

speed unit changing device and with an over-speed safety
trip. The speed of the turbo-generator is thus controlled by
the switch operator, materially facilitating the paralleling of
the machines at time of bringing a machine on to the line.

Excitation is provided by means of one 30 kw. General
Electric motor generator exciter running at 1,300 r.p.m. For
breakdown service and for starting, a 15 kw. Curtis steam
turbo-generator exciter is provided.

Auxiliary Pump House
The auxiliary pump house, located out on the river, con-

tains two vertical centrifugal pumps operated and driven by
vertical motors, which are above the highest possible known
water level. This pump house is constructed of concrete,

and so arranged as to admit water to the inside of the house
through long intake pipes connecting the house with a

screened inlet located in the middle of the river. The inlet

pipes terminate in gate valves hand operated from the motor
floor level. These pipes discharge into a separate chamlu-r

Fig. 4 -Intake Dam. Hydro Plant. Kamloops. B.C.

in which a secondary double system of screens are installed

which prevent to a large measure foreign matter getting

into the system. Beyond these screens there has been con-
structed provision for stop logs which will serve as an aux-
iliary means of permitting access to the pumps for cleansing

or repairs, should anything prevent the use of the main gale
valves for the purpose of shutting off the water.

The jiunip house is of concrete, heavily reinforced

throughout. The water Cduus through grizzlies or screens
into the base of the pump house, and is there handled by the

vertical centrifugal pumi)S. These discharge the water through
the 10-in. main above mentioned.

The pumping system is so arranged that the filter beds
can be later constructed in the space between the auxiliary
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pump house and the main pump house. These filter beds

are to be of the gravity type and of such elevation as to

allow the discharge from the auxiliary pump house to run

through the filter beds and then by gravity to the reservoir

in the basement of the pump house.

The pumps at the au.xiliary pump house are ()i)erated

from the main switchboard, one of tlu-ni being ojierated by

standard hand operated starter and tlie other by an auto-

matic patent starting device controlled by a float switch.

This device maintains the water in the resorvoir forming

the suction chamber for the main pumps at a given level.

It is found that by proper regulation of the inlet valves this

automatic pump is kept in practically uniform service though

its arrangement will permit of its starting and stopping to

automatic control at the level in the reservoir.

Waterworks Equipment

In the waterworks department there are supplied two

Piatt two-stage centrifugal pumps of the horizontal split

casing type, fitted with bronze runners and arranged for

motor drive. These pumps have an efficiency of 68 per cent,

and are driven by two 200 h.p. 1,760 r.p.m. induction motors.

The third pumps in the waterworks department is a steam-

driven unit.

These pumps are piped into the main system so that

they can all be operated at once, though it is estimated

that one of the pumps in continuous operation on twenty-

four hours service will supply the requirements of the city

for some time to come. The large reserve jjumping capacity

in this case is considered advisable in order to take care

of any possible contingency that might arise in connection

with fire protection in the business section. These pumps

are each capable of handling 1,200 Imperial gallons per

minute against a head of 330 feet.

The Condensing Equipment

The turbines e.xhaust through corrugated copper expan-

sion joints into cylindrical surface Wheeler condensers equip-

ped with steam turbine driven circulation pumps and Edwards

patent suction valveless air pump.

Switchboard

The plant is served by an elaborate switchboard of

natural slate, consisting of twenty-two panels. Tlie lioard

is of neat design and when lighted up presents a very fine

appearance. All high voltage connections on switchboard

leads which would prove dangerous to the operators are on

a structure some distance to the rear of the switchboard and

operated by remote control. There is no apparatus actually

on the panels at a potential above 110 volts.

The switchboard consists essentially of a station lighting

panel box for distribution of station lighting, two generator

panels with blank panel for future generator, two station

power panels and two incoming high tension line panels.

The balance of the panels are feeder panels.

.^t the extreme end of the board are located the constant

current panels for control of the constant current tube on

the series arc lighting system of the town. There are pro-

vided all the necessary curve drawing instruments for keep-

ing proper record of the load. The voltage on the system is

controlled at constant voltage by a Tirrell automatic voltage

regulator.

Behind and above the switchboard, suitably partitioned

off from the balance of the equipment, is the high voltage

apparatus for the incoming high tension lines from the Bar-

rier water power development. This consists essentially of

the oil switches, aluminium lightning arrester and static

transformer by which volta.ge is reduced from the incomin.::,

line at 44.000 to the distribution system at 2.200. Under the

transformer is provided suitable oil tanks aiul paper piping

to serve the proper cooling and intercooling of the oil in

tlie transformer.

All high tension wiring has^ been put in with copper

tubing suitably insulated and there are installed suitable

selecting switches by means of which either side of the

double transmission line can be thrown into service.

The Steam Piping

The general arrangement of the piping system can be

seen from the reproduction of the interior of the plant. The
boiler branches leading from the four boilers are double

valved, being provided with automatic steam stop and check

valves at the boiler nozzles and a double wedge gate valve

at the header. The header is carried on the lioiler room
side of the partition between the Ijoiler room and the tur-

Fig. 5-FIume System, Hydro Plant- Kamloops, B. C.

bine room and the brandies lo the turbine are brought

through openings left in the concrete wall. Gate valves

are placed on each turbine l)ranch. .\n auxiliary header is

installed within the turbine room, from which branches are

carried down for operation of the air pumps and circulation

punip^.

The atmospheric exhaust connection after leaving the

atmospheric relief valve is of riveted galvanized iron and is

carried through the partition wall into the boiler room and

discharges aliove the boiler room roof.

Engine Rootn Crane

111 order to provide means for readily handling all parts

of the power plant machinery a ten-ton hand operated travel-

ling crane has been provided which runs over the entire tur-

bine and pump room. By this means any of the machinery

can be readily transmitted for the purpose of inspection or

repairs. By means of transfer cars the transformers can

be wheeled out under the crane to facilitate handling their

cores for inspection or repair should occasion demand.

Contracts

The construction of the main building and pump house

was carried out by Messrs. Johnson & Gill, of Kamloops,

and the installation of the complete plant equipment v. as

carried out by Messrs. C. C. Moore & Company, of Seattle,

and included turbines, units, motors for pumps, and complete

switchboard equipment supplied by the Canadian General

I'^lcctric Company.
Reservoir

The new reservoir has a capacity for 1,500.000 Imperial

gallons and is located south of the eastern part of the city,

between Eighth and Ninth Avenues at an elevation of 30 ft.

head above the river. The 14-in. steel main running up
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Ninth Avenue connects westward with the old power station

through the city distributing system, and eastward through
a 14-in. and IG-in. main with the new power and pumping
station. This main is lapwelded with Matheson joints and
in addition to the regular coating lias an extra wrapping of

hurlap as a protection against the strong alkaline action of

the soil peculiar to the district.

The design decided upon was a totally enclosed rein-

forced concrete type with interior dimensions 160 x 96 feet,

and a depth of water of 15 ft. 6 in. at the eastern end. The
roof consisted of a four-inch slab resting on a beam work
supported on square columns 16 ft. centres each way. The
lloor has a slope eastward of one foot in its length, and as

the columns were all the same length the roof had a similar

grade.

The first layer is 4^{. in. and was poured before any
forms were erected, and had embedded in it No. 26 mesh.

After the forms had been removed the final layer 4 ins.

thick of selected materials was put on without any par-

ticular bond with the first floor beyond carefully washing it

down. No mesh was laid on the final layer and H ^ 'A >"•

"V" joints were left about ten feet from the walls after each

Jay's work. This floor and the wetted area of all walls,

which were purposely left rough, was given a plastered coat

of 1:1^4 well trowelled in, on which was put a glazed finish

of neat cement and water. The "V" joints were then poured

with hot asphalt. Expansion joints divide the walls vertically

into sections about 32 feet long. These were formed by

allowing no special bond between sections, apart from a dove-

tail and a 16-in. .gauge copper strip with a ;•< in. "V" notch

across the joint.

All reinforcement was lapped at least thirty diameters

to form the splice. Concrete 1:25^:5 mix was used in the

rough floor and all footings, and 1:2:4 mix elsewhere, ex-

cepting the plaster coat of 1:1 J/a.

On September 24th. I'.ill, the reservoir was put into

])ernianent commission. The wisdom of putting in the ex-

pansion joints was apparent as cracks soon appeared in the

walls, wln'cli were in every case isolated at those joints and

Fig. 6-66" Wood Slave Pipe Syphon, Kamloops Power Plant.

rendered harmless by the copper stri|) and subsequent plaster

coat. An examination six weeks later showed no traces

wliatevrr nf Icaka.^'e. all drains lieing perfectly dry.

Economics of the Power Plants Systems

On the com].leticin of the above projects the total ex-

penditure was found to be about $r).'')O,O0n, of which $29.'),nn0

would be chargeable to the hydro-electric plant, $i:i(),ilOO to

the steam plant and $i:i.i,Ono to the waterworks system, in-

cluding the pumping plant and reservoir.

Hydro-Electric Plant

An additional expenditure of $25,000 was made on the

hydro-electric plant for the construction of the syphon on
the flume system, and the overhauling of the flume after

the two years' delay in completing the plant, and all or part

of this should be charged to annual maintenance. This charge
added to the capital cost would bring the expenditure of the

hydro-electric plant to $320,000, or $160 per h.p. installed.

The cost of the transmission line and sub-station plant

was $90,000, so that the capital cost of power at the generat-

ing station is $115 per h.p. With another 2,000 h.p. unit

installed, however, the capital cost per h.p. will be reduced
to about $85 at the generating station and $110 for the pow er

delivered to the sub-station. In view of the fact that the

greater part of the plant system is already built for the full

development, the cost of development for h.p. through the

life of the plant is more accurately represented by these later

figures.

For a small development the capital cost is, therefore,

low, and the cost of maintenance of the plant appears to

well justify the venture, especially in view of the purpose
of the development to not only supply the city with cheaper
power, but also to obtain a better development of the farm
lands in the district by supplying power at a low rate for

irrigation.

The annual charges on the plant are estimated for the

2,000 h.p. at $22 per h.p. or on the kw.h. basis the cost at

30 per cent. load factor is 1.1 cents per kw.h. at 50 per cent.,

.7 cent per kw.h., and .5 cent for 70 per cent, load factor.

Combined Plant

Since, however, the hydro-electric and the steam plant

are designed as a combined system for the generation of

electric power, the economics of the combined power plant

system should be considered in relation to the economics of

a steam plant without the hydro-electric and if favorable to

the hydro-electric plant under the initial conditions of only

a 2,000 h.p. installation at the Barriere plant the conditions

will be naturally much more favorable when four or fivi-

thousand h.p. is obtained from this plant.

In the operation of the two plants as a combined sys-

tem it is assumed that, for a while at least, the steam plant

will be operated on an average of six hours per day through-

out the year. This average includes the continuous opera-

lion as a reserve when the hydro-electric may be shut down
for several weeks in the winter, and also during the periods

of heavier peak on the system when the operation of the

steam plant may absorb the peak.

The capital cost of the combined system as completed
for 4,000 h.p. will then be $114 per h.p.. and with a 30 per

cent, load factor on the system, the cost per kw.h. is esti-

mated to be nine-tenths of a cent and for a 50 per cent, load

factor six-tenths of a cent.

The accompanying curves will clearly indicate the down-
ward movement of the costs per kw.h. as the load factor

increases, and the point where the cost curve of the com-
bined system crosses the cost curve of the stem plant is of

particular interest. It will be observed that this point is

passed when the average daily load on the system is lo.ooo

kw.h. or 3.650,000 kw.h. per year.

Steam Plant

A study of the economics of the steam plant was made
on the basis of the cost of fuel at one cent per kw.h., this

being as near as could be determined the cost of oil for

fuel delivered to the plant. The cost of coal is slightly

higher, about 1.1 cents per kw.h. using the Nicola coal at

$4.20 per ton. On this basis and including ;ill charges, the

annual cost per h.p. for a 30 per cent, load factor is placed

at $30.50, which corresponds to about 1.5 cents per kw.h.

For a 50 per cent, load factor the annual cost per h.p.
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on the same basis would be $43.20 and the cost per kvv.h.,

1.3 cents. On the basis of total kw.h. production it will be

noted on consulting the charts that the cost of power from

the combined system becomes cheaper per kw.h. produced

only after the daily demand passes the 10.000 kw.h.. and this

point was passed over a year ago.

Market for Power

As already noted, the recent rapid growth of the city

of Kamloops appeared to justify a comprehensive scheme of

construction for electric power and water supply systems,

which could be extended or developed from time to time

along a definite plan as the conditions would warrant.

The double tracking of the C. P. R. and the construction

of the C. N. P. Railway down the North Thompson, promised

also a development of the surrounding districts and a demand

for power for irrigation.

It was estimated from tlie application for power that the

city would obtain a power load along the route of the trans-

mission line of at least 1,000 h.p., and a contract was made

with the Iron Mask Mine a few miles out of the city for

600 h.p.

Power rates for irrigation loads, were arranged to aver-

age about lyi cents per kw.h. and the accompanying charts

were drawn per season according to the head and other

conditions noted therein.

For example, reference to Curve 6, Chart 5—132 shows

that on the basis of a duty of one acre foot and , 12-hour

service at one cent per kw.h. plus a fixed charge of one

dollar per h.p. per year, the motor required for 100 acres at

60 feet lift would be at 14 h.p., or say 15 h.p., and from curve

.') the cost per acre per season would be $2.90.

All the curves or charts accompanying this paper are

worked out as far as possible on a unity basis, to afford easy

correction for varying conditions.

Operations of the Systems

.\ paper on any power plant system seems hardly com-

plete without some reference to the organization for the

management of the system, and this applies with particular

force in the case of municipal systems.

During the construction of the several projects herein

described the city of Kamloops was fortunate in having a

strong Mayor, and the co-operation of the Mayor and Coun-
cils with the consulting engineers, together with the able

assistance of the city officials, enalded the construction of

the works to be carried out with a degree of smoothness and

success not usually in evidence on municipal works.

It was recognized, however, that the ultimate success

of the power plant system would depend a great deal upon

an efficient organization and business-like management, and

recommendations were made that the entire system be placed

under the control of a commissioner or general manager
who would combine the requisite qualifications of engineer-

ing experience and business ability with comparative free-

dom from municipal politics.

Engineering

The engineering of the several projects included in the

systems described and which were intended to form a com-
plete scheme for future development was carried out under

the direction of the writer as Consulting Engineer, and his

firm, Messrs. Ducane Dutcher & Fergusson, ably assisted

by members of the staflF, including Messrs. X. M. Hall, W. E.

McLean, and H. A. Daubner. -

Electrical Development in Australia
An Interesting Review of the Conditions Surrounding our Far-off Cousins— Mr. C. G.

Caiman Describes Recent Progress before I. E. E.

Although electrical undertakings throughout .\ustrulasia

may not have developed as quickly as those in some other

countries, there is no doubt that they have expanded much

more rapidly than the various communities which they serve.

The larger cities have supply systems owned either by com-

panies or l>y the municipalities themselves; and many of the

municipalities adjacent to those owning power stations have

entered and are entering into contracts to take a supply in

bulk in order to distribute electrical energy within their own

boundaries.

The last few years have seen a large number of small

plants installed primarily for country-town lighting. These

usually have a few motors connected to the mains, but up

to the present the majority have had to rely upon the

lighting load for the bulk of their revenue. Such plants

are nearly always continuous-current installations with a

secondary battery, and the prime-mover is frequently a gas

engine, running sometimes upon town gas. or more often

upon producer gas. The supply pressure is usually 220 to

240 volts two wire, or three wire with 440 to 480 volts across

the outers. Unfortunately, some country towns wishing to

install such plants are hampered by the absence of proper

State legislation. All the States in Australia are not on the

same footing in this respect, in that some have an Electric

Lighting Act. In Victoria, for instance, such an Act is in

force, and these small town installations have been com-

pleted in large numbers. On the other hand. New South

Wales has no such .-^ct, in spite of the representations which

have been made from time to time to the Government by

persons interested in the electrical industry.

Although llii,-; paper dcal.s mainly with power plant, a

few words about general illumination may be of interest.

The introduction of the metal-filament lamp has, of course,

had the same effect in Australasia as in other countries, and

the so-called half-watt lamp promises to revolutionize light-

ing practice in certain respects, just as the one-watt lamp

did some years ago. The maintenance of arc lamps under

the prevailing conditions, apart from the high cost of labor,

makes certain the general substitution of the nitrogen-filled

lamps for the arc lamp.

The expansion of electric tramways during recent years

has been in keeping with the growth of population. It is

of interest to note the work in hand for, and proposals

concerning, the electrification of railways. The most im-

portant of these, and that for which construction work is

already commenced, is the electrification of the Melbourne

suburban railways. This will be one of the most important

steam-road conversions that has so far been undertaken in

any country, and it is estimated that the completion of the

work as contemplated at present will take fully three years.

The proposed electrification of the North Shore line in Syd-

ney, and the Sydney Underground Railway and North Shore

communication scheme, will be projects which are likely to

be developed at an early date and promise to be large under-

takings. The Tasmanian Government Hydro-electric De-

velopment will possibly introduce electric traction on rail-

roads. In New Zealand the Lake Coleridge Hydro-electric

Development will probably supply the electrified section of

the East and West Coast Railway where it passes through

the Otira Tunnel, some five miles in length, which is now
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under cuiistructioii. The matter of electrifying the Clirist-

church-Lyttelton Railway, which passes through a lengthy
tunnel, is also under consideration. These few examples are
intended merely to give some idea of the work in hand and
under contemplation as far as electric traction is concerned,
and arc not put forward as a complete statement of such
schemes.

Australian Electric Supply Systems

The mainland of Australia is in a very different position
from Tasmania or New Zealand as regards water power.
The latter have large numbers of streams or lakes which
are admirably adapted for generating electric power, whilst

the few isolated waters on the Australian Continent are of

limited possibilities and are situated at too great a distance

from the main distributing centres. This is so marked that

the Sydney (N.S.W.) Municipal Council, which at present
has the largest municipal electrical load in Australia, recently

had under consideration the purchase of a coal-mine any-
where within a radius of 50 miles of Sydney, the idea being

to transmit to Sydney electrical energy generated on the

coal-field, instead of bringing coal to the generating station

in Sydney as at present. Taking into account that the bulk
of the power used in New South Wales is used on the coast

line and within a comparatively short distance of the vari-

ous large groups of coal mines, and also in view of present-

day developments in long-distance transmission and the per-

fection of e.h.t. apparatus, it seems only reasonable to as-

sume that within a comparatively short time the New South
Wales coal areas will be the sites of large generating stations

working in conjunction with one another.

Other localities are not so favorably situated in respect

to coal supplies and concentration of load, and will con-

tinue with scattered generating stations. Most of the inland

towns, as mentioned previously, use suction-gas plants, and

as the loads in such places are unsually very limited, this

type nf plant is likely to be retained. The cost of coal at

most of the country towns is prohibitive, and as wood fuel

is continually becoming dearer owing to the exhaustion of

near-by supplies, the suction-gas plant, operated upon coke

or charcoal, shows to advantage for such work.

If small alternators could be operated satisfactorily in

l)arallel when driven by single-cylinder gas engines, this

would I'crmil of an alternating-current supply in certain

cases where if might be advantageous. Numbers of small

towns operate their pumping plants by electric motors, and

more woulil be permitted to do this, or be able to do it more

economically, if the supply voltage could be efhciently stepped

up or down. .Mthough continuous current is generally best

suited to the re(|uirements of the country towns, the driving

of alternators in i)arallel by internal-combustion engines of

a less costly ty])e than the multi-cylinder engine would be

the liest solution in some instances.

There are some mining districts in Queensland and

elsewhere which might to advantage be provided with elec-

trical energy from large central stations. Such arrange-

ments may be expected when the mines to be served arc

further developed and more improvements have been maile

in long-distance transmission apparatus. The absence of

water power makes such schemes dependent upon coal and

wood fuel or coke. In the case of proximity to a coal-mine

with coke ovens, gas engines will probably play an important

pari. The cost of oil fuel is too high :nid uncertain for such

fuel lo ))e used to any considerable extent in ,\ustralia.

In New Zealand and Tasmania the Ciovernmenl hydro-

electric schemes will supply large areas. In the former

country the development of a number of head waters was

decided upon a definite yearly capital appropriation fixed

for such development. The first of these schemes, that of

Lake Coleridge in the South Island, is now completed, and
It is to be hoped that the results will prove a strong incentive
to push ahead with the programme mapped out. In New
Zealand the Government is not the only party engaged upon
this work. The Dunedin Council have had their plant at
Waipori in operation for some considerable time. Several
years ago the Ross Goldfields harnessed the outfall of Lake
Kanieri, 2r, miles distant from their mine, and there has
recently been completed the plant of the Waihi Gold Mining
Company, which has utilized the Hora Hora Rapids and
erected a transmission line about 50 miles long to supply their
mine and mill. The Mount Lyall Mining Company have
also recently completed their Lake Margaret scheme in Tas-
mania. Apart from these larger undertakings there are num-
erous smaller water-power installations supplying various
townships throughout both New Zealand and Tasmania, and
It is not unreasonable to hope that the near future will see
practically the whole of New Zealand and Tasmania supplied
from large stations possibly working upon common networks.

As far as electricity in the service of agriculture is con-
cerned, practically nothing has been done up to the present.

Commercial Electrical Work
Under this heading it is proposed to note a few aspects

of .Australasian conditions from the point of view of the
electrical contractor, and not so much from that of the
manager of a supply undertaking. The majority of the elec-
trical plants installed in Australasia are imported. It might
almost be said that the whole of it is imported, as at pre-
sent there is really only one firm in Australasia which at-

tempts generator and motor manufacture. There are, of
course, numerous small workshops which make up switch-
boards from imported parts, and which construct various
small electrical appliances, control gear, heating and cook-
ing apparatus, etc., and carry out repairs; but beyond this
there are practically no electrical workshops. The supply of
electrical plant and goods is therefore mainly in the hands
of agents for, or direct representatives of, the electrical

manufacturers of other countries. The distance of these
representatives from the manufacturing concern creates
problems which are peculiar to countries removed so far
from the manufacturer.

The most pressing need is for uniforruily in the dis-

tribution systems. Whilst the want of this might not give
rise lo much inconvenience in Tuanufacturiiig countries where
machines of small and medium size for any voltage, fre-

"(uency. etc., could be delivered within a few weeks of the
order being placed, such is not the case in Australasia. When
a machine is imported it is a matter of months before de-
livery can take place, and this delay is the cause of a great
deal of inconvenience and waste of money. The obvious
remedy is for contractors and agents to carry local stocks
from which they can give immediate delivery of any small
or medium-size machine. The difficulty here arises, how-
ever, that if stocks were carried for all the system they
would be found extremely large and unprofitable. Conse-
(|uently only such stocks arc carried as are found sufficiently

saleable to warrant their existence, and such undertakings
as are tinprovidcd for by these have either to carry their

own stock, keep stand-by machines, or put up with long
delivery periods.

The demand for continuous-current machines is mainly
for pressures between 320 and 240 volts, or 440 and 480 volts.

In the case of alternating-current supplies, practically only
50-cycle systems arc catered for from stock, but both single-

phase and .'(-phase motors are required. .As regards single-

phase, the voltages arc 200/400 volts :;-wire. The .'t-phasc

demand has been created mostly by 415-volt systems. It is

to be hoped that no more single-phase systems will be in-

stalle<l for power supply. If the above pressures were univcr-
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sally adopted it would tend towards better conditions ff)r

both suppliers and users of electrical plant.

Despite a high tariff on all electrical machines and the

further preference given by some of the Government De-

partments to Australian products, the local output of -mach-

ines has been exceedingly small, and also restricted as re-

gards size and variety of types. The great difficulty in ma-

chine construction, as well as in many other businesses

throughout Australia, is in obtaining suitable labor at a rea-

sonable wage: and even when secured, the industrial dis-

putes, which are so rife, have to be contended with.

The manufacture of panel-type switchboards presented

a diiTerent aspect from that of machine manufacture until

quite recently. The tariff provided a duty of 20 per cent,

on complete switchboards, and no duty on instruments,

switches, etc.. of United Kingdom manufacture. This ar-

rangement, coupled with the high cost of sea freight on

complete switchboards, and the extra packing costs, risk of

breakage, etc., prompted the local construction of switch-

boards from imported parts. Suitable marble and slate could

be obtained from importers and merchants at satisfactory

prices, and the concerns undertaking switchboard manufac-

ture could usually compete easily with imported switch-

boards. It should be understood that these remarks apply

only to the more simple switchboard work. Complicated,

large-capacity. or extra-high-tension alternating-current

switchboards have necessarily been imported complete, as

none of the local shops are laid out to handle such work.

Quite recently the tariff on individual switchboard parts has

been altered considerably. For instance, switches, fuses,

circuit breakers, etc., which previously were free of duty if

made in the United Kingdom, are now dutiable at 20 per

cent, even when imported separately. The effect of this will

be to place the local workshops at a disadvantage, as there

is now a smaller difference than previously in the amounts

of duty payable on component parts and on complete switch-

boards.

With regard to specifications for plant to be installed in

this country, there are a few points of importance which

are not always recognized, although their general recognition

is more marked latterly. One of these is the high atmos-

pheric temperature obtaining in .Australia, and especially in

Queensland, the Northern Territory, and the inland districts

of all States on the mainland. How absurd is a reference to

air temperature of 25 degs. C. for, say. Queensland, can be

appreciated when it is remembered that maximum shade tem-

peratures of 110 degs. F. (4."! 1/3 degs. C.) are common and

are sometimes exceeded. Although it would be unreasonable

to expect such a high figure for an international reference

air temperature, the necessity for the abandonment of 25

degs. C and possibly even 35 degs. C. is apparent. .\ point

worthy of note is that engine-room temperatures are usually

above the outside shade temperatures in any locality, except

where special building designs and ventilation are employed.

On this additional score it seems advisable that the reference

air temperature should be raised above 35 degs. C
Non-corrodible brush-gear and damp-proof insulation are

features which are not merely desirable but absolutely neces-

sary for many situation?.

Installation and Maintenance of Plant

The conditions affecting the installation of plant in .Aus-

tralasia are at times unique. The purchasers may elect to

erect the plant altogether at their own responsibility and
cost; the contractor may provide supervision, or supervision

and skilled labor only; or the whole of supervision aud skilled

and rough labor may be provided by the contractor. Again,
especially in the case of smaller installation work, a separate

contract may be entered intf) with another contractor for the

erection.

A point of great importance in connection with any

machine which has been sent overseas is the condition of

its insulation before setting to work. This is not sufficiently

appreciated in the majority of small installations, and especi-

ally in cases where the purchaser carries out the erection.

A great number of the machines which come to Australasia

suffer a considerable change in the condition of their insula-

tion, and although this may not permanently alter the good

qualities of the insulation it is always essential that thorough

investigation should be made before the machines are put

into service. Insulation-resistance tests frequently indicate

a "dead" earth when taken immediately machines are un-

packed. This may be due to pockets of moisture or to a

general dampness of the insulation, or even to "sweating"

over the face of a terminal plate. The trouble can usually

be overcome fairly easily by drying out in an oven or by

passing current through the windings in the most con-

venient way. Very stubborn cases are met with now and

again, but unless some permanent injury has been done to

the insulation, they will usually yield to proper treatment.

Coils with "damp-proof" insulation have been found,

after long sea voyages, to be so full of moisture that when
the outer insulation was cut or unwrapped, the moisture

actually dripped from between the turns. With such a type

of insulation it is possible to obtain high resistance readings

to earth or between different windings even when the in-

sulation between turns might be extremely low. This type

of insulation presents greater difficulty in "drying-out."

The packing of machines in zinc-lined cases for over-

seas transport is a costly method and really defeats its

object. Machines so packed and received in this part of the

world show a greater percentage of very low insulation-

resistance values than do machines which come out in ordin-

ary cases provided with ventilation holes covered by wire

gauze and lined throughout with tarboard. The zinc linings

add to the "sweating" which always occurs to some extent,

and as they are hermetically sealed this does not improve
the condition of the insulation. The ventilated, tarboard-

lined cases, on the other hand, allow any deposited moisture

to be carried off more or less rapidly and they produce better

results at lower cost.

Training Facilities in Australasia

It is of interest to note that the courses provided by the

universities, colleges, technical schools, and schools of mines,

cater not only for those who enter the broad field of elec-

trical engineering with the hope of attaintng eminence in

the profession, but also for the mechanic, wireman. etc. The
country needs the latter as much as the highly trained tech-

nical man.

.\s Australia and New Zealand are not electrical

manufacturing countries there is no demand for the machine
designer, or for the machine-assembly and testhouse work-
men. Winders are required in small numbers to cope with

the repair work which always has to be carried out, and this

repair work involves a small amount of machine work as

well. Although actual design calculations are not requited

it is of course necessary for those wdio have to deal with

electrical machinery, either commercially or in operating

work, to be acquainted with general machine-design char-

acteristics. .-\ knowledge of the general layout of generating

plant, mains, sub-station equipment and distribution networks,

as well as of application engineering, embracing the necessary

acquaintance with various manufacturing processes, is more
frequently required by commercial engineers. This is nat-

urally the case in a country where the commercial engineer

lias to deal almost solely with the sale of plant and with its

operation. He must, however, know the fundamental prin-
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tiples of the design of the inaehine whicli lie sells, as he fre-

quently has to give advice and information and has not time
If) refer questions to the works in most cases. Operating
engineers must have very similar knowledge, coupled with
more particular knowledge of the industry concerned.

The field of the consulting engineer, on the other hand,
endiraces both that of the commercial and that i>f the operat-
ing engineers. The work of the consulting engineer calls
for a long and broad experience: especially broad in coun-
tries like those in f|ue>tion, where the conditions are such

that a man cannot afford to specialize on one particular
process or type of plant.

The training facilities in .Vustralasia arc sufticient to pro-
vide thorough technical and fairly good practical training
for the engineers and artisans that are required. The prac-
tical training provided by any university or college course
IS always largely supplemented by that obtained in the earlier
years of actual work; and wNth the rapid growth of electrical
undertakings throughout .\nstralasia the facilities for good
uractical e.Npcrience are daily increasing.

High Cost of Gasoline Helps the Electric
Coupled with This Are the Many Advantages of the Electric Car and the Further

Fact that Electric Current is Constantly Getting Cheaper
By A. Jackson Marshall

The gasoline situation is very much more acute than is

perhaps generally realized, causing considerable worry to

the gasoline car people, and it would seem that it presents

a unique opportunity to accentuate the economies of the

electric vehicle. Most users of gasoline cars heretofore have
not bothered about costs, but the soaring cost of gasoline

is causing many to think, and investigate the economies of

the electric, resulting in increased electric vehicle sales.

It might be interesting to note that there has just been

incorporated in the State of New York the United Motor
Fuel Corporation of Manhattan, with an initial capital of

$35,000, which, however, will ultimately be raised, we arc

advised, to carry out the project for which the company has

been formed, which is to produce gasoline, kerosene, lubri-

cating oil and all by-products of petroleum, not, it is said,

for the purpose of injuring the business of the present manu-
facturers, but to show that the price of gasoline could be

materially reduced without the loss of profit. It is reported

that the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce, which

represents most of the automobile manufacturers of this

country, is very much interested in this development.

Simultaneously with the announcement of the filing of

the papers of the United Motor Fuel Corporation of Man-
hattan came a statement from Dover. Delaware, that a cor-

jioration known as the People's Engine Products Coiupany.

with a capital of $4,000,000, had been formed .\iiril -tlh, to

manufacture, produce and refine. I)uy. sell and handle in

every legal way petroleum, gasoline, .gas and lubricating oils.

There arc also newspaper reports that some officials

of ihc United States Government favor the government go-

ing into the manufacture of gasoline and some crude oil by-

products for use by the Navy and other government require-

ments.

There is also a report that the Pittsburgh Automobile
Dealers' Association is overlooking nothing in its campaign
for a substantial reduction in the price of gasoline, and
have agreed to buy no more gasoline from the Standard Oil

Company until its prices are justified.

Innumerable instances could be given which would in-

dicate the very serious situation engendered by the high
cost of gasoline. On the other hand, the cost of electricity

for charging electric vehicles is constantly being reduced,
and the time does seem most opportune to emphasize the in-

herent economies of the electric.

In an effort to minimize the effect of increasing gasoline
cost on users and possible purchasers of gasoline cars, many
schemes are Ijeing employed by gasoline interests, and the
following article appearing in the current issue of the Club
Journal (the official organ of the Automobile Club of Am-
erica, New York) by Mr. Herbert Chase, the club's chief

engineer, is interesting.

"The rapid rise in the price of fuel used in automobile
engines has resulted in certain apprehension on the part of

motorists as to its effect on the general increase in the cost

of motoring. Having this fact in mind the Club has recently

been accumulating data with the view to determining the

exact percentage of increase in car operation due to the

rise in fuel prices. .\ careful analysis of this data reveals the

fact that other expenses resulting from the use of motor
cars are such as to make the rise in the price of fuel an
almost negligible factor in considering total expense. This
is said not with a view to disparaging any efforts that may
be on foot to minimize waste and decrease the average fuel

consumption in automobiles, but rather to show that similar

economy in the other expenses incident to motoring may
be made to offset the increase in fuel prices. The data given

Table I Cost Per Month of Operating Large Town Cars

.\ r. c I) ]:

Car .IS IIP .-.1 II. 1". .w II. P. M H.I'. :J.-. II P

Miles travelled '"':•• >*>*' «'""3 LO".-. r^W

I'uil consumed, gallons Ill li.'i 147 131..-. Hi)

( osl of Fuel at :iOc. per gal $43.:!() $.-.3.r.O $44.1(1 $:ili.4.-. $:!.5.70

Cost of lubricants 1-5'J 3.17 .H7 3.7.t

Tire expense SO.ill M.OS :!;i.:tl 48.7H :!.!.8!t

In.surance 2!).i:i 17.14 10..r, Ki.SO 7.47

Storage "i"" '"•"•' ""*"" ''"•'"' ^'''"'

Supplies, license fees 4.14 i:).GG .(..'.4 15.30 3.7(;

T,,tal $108.07 $180.42 $n8.17 $1.'-.7.12 $ll'.l.83
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in the aijpended table was eonipiled by an exaininaliiin uf the

cost accounts of five town cars used almost entirely for city

operation in cold weather wlien the fuel consumption per

mile is at a n'laximum.

"It is to be noted that the recorii does not include any

charges for depreciation, repairs or, chauflfeur's wages, three

items which, if considered would bring the total cost of car

operation much above the figures given. Without consider-

ing these items and taking the cost of gasolme at 30 cents

per gallon, it has been found in the cases cited that the cost

of fuel amounted to less than ;3S per cent, of the total oper-

ating cost; the other major items being tire e.xiiensc approxi-

mately 30 per cent., storage about 30 per cent., and insurance

about 10 per cent. If, without changing the other items, we
take the cost of fuel at ;J() cents a gallon, the price at which

it retailed a few months ago, the ratio of fuel cost to total

operating expense is approximately 20 per cent., tire expense

33 per cent., storage 39 per cent., and insurance about 11

per cent. Thus an increase of rM per cent, in the price of

fuel increases the ratio of fuel expense to total expense only

7 per cent.

"If in making a comparison we include an item of de-

|ireciation charged at the rate of 30 per cent, a year and other

items such as repairs and chauffeur's wages we shall find

that the cost of fuel even at 30 cents per gallon is well

under 10 per cent, of the total operating expense.

"Looking at this situation from another angle it has

l)een found that the average car operated from the Cluli

garages consumes about S'/i gallons of gasoline per day, this

average including, of course, some cars which do not leave

the building every day and others which are in almost con-

stant service. An increase in fuel price of 10 cents per gal-

lon would make a difference of only 35 cents per day, or ap-

priiximately .$10.00 per month in the cost of car operation.

"While discussing the subject of fuel consumption, it

is well to consider a fact well recognized by all automobile

engineers, that the fuel consumption of tlie average car is

fully 35 per cent, higher than it need be if the operator

would see that the carburetor is set and kept in proper adjust-

ment. If all car owners would give this fact the considera-

tion it deserves, not only would their own bills be lower,

but the average consumption of cars in .general would be so

much decreased that the smaller deniand should operate to

decrease the retail price.

Many Causes of Waste

".\iintli<r pndific source of waste in fuel is that which

results from undue friction in the mechanism of the car,

notably at the brakes. In nine cars out of ten the brakes

drag to a considerable extent, while those of the other 10

per cent, are seldom in such perfect adjustment that they do

not drag at any |)oint. The resultant friction not only in-

creases the fuel consumption by making necessary the de-

velopment of more power in the motor, but also means
more rapid wearing out of the brake lining and brake drums.

"Care should be taken to see that the compression of

the motor is not allowed to fall ofif, due to an accumulation

of carbon on the valves or to worm or loose-fittin.g pistons.

By observing these simple precautions the fuel consumption
of tlie avera,L;e car can be decreased frmn 10 per ccnl. to .'lO

per cent, or even more."

It is interesting to note the second paragraph of the

foregoing article, wherein it is stated that the cost record

"does not include any charges for depreciation, repairs or

chauflfeur's wages, three items which, if considered, would
bring the cost of ear operation much above the figures

given." The incomplete iiiforniation given will be very inter-

esting to compare with electric vcliicles capable of perform-
ing the same service.

The tendency apparently has been for persons when
they have saved up sufficient money to purchase gasoline

cars, to immediately lose sight of the invcstnient and forget

about depreciation, interest on investment, etc. Furthermore.

the average human being does not desire to be reminded

of what pleasure really costs, but when the cost of gratify-

ing one's wishes becomes burdensome a halt may be forced

and the investigation which may follow might result in the

employment of new methods of obtaining recreation. While

it may be possible to forget the original cost, yet the gaso-

line motorist, who every so many miles has to replenish his

empty tank with expensive fluid, is forcibly reminded that

automobiling may be expensive, and if he also has advices

that the item of gasoline represents but a small fraction of

the total cost, it is likely that he would prove a fit subject

for initiation into the realms of efficient and economic electric

vehicle operation.

A budget of comment presented in the interest of public welfare,

independent of party politics and with malice toward no one.

After eighteen months of silence "Industrial Canada,"

the mouthpiece of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association,

has joined its voice to those of other journals that could

not stomach what went on at Ottawa in connection with

the letting of contracts for shells and fuses by the late Shell

Committee. "Industrial Canada" tells us in its latest issue

a few things it knows about fuse contracts and says that

eighteen months ago the Canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

tion went to the Government and tried to make it realize

that the "license to loot" ought to be terminated. Their

warnings, like those of many of the Government's political

supporters were, according to "Industrial Canada," allowed

to pass unheeded. So, at this late date, after giving the

matter eighteen months of silent thought, the organ of the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association, the members of which

are both liberal and conservative, conies into the lime-Iight

with its statement of some of the things that have come
under its notice.

* * *

1 will outline the story told by "Industrial Canada" a

little later on, after I have said what I feel about the part

this mouthpiece of the manufacturers has been taking. While
the making public of this story is better late than never, I

cannot help wondering how such a journal can square itself

with its own conscience for having kept silence all these

months. It seems to me that this is just another example

of the weakness exhibited by 90 per cent, of the journals

of Canada in failing to do their plain duty. What is a public

journal for, if it is not to tell the public some of the plain

facts about its public men, especially when the good name of

the country is being soiled? When the testing time comes,

many of these journals lack the backbone, or the nerve, to

speak out. They act the part of Falstaflf whose chief maxim
was the comfortable idea that "discretion is the better part

of valor" and they just keep mum. They wait until the

burglar gets away with the swag, and finally, when so much
has been filched from the public purse that no one can shut

his eyes to it any longer, some of them join in the chase

with a great hue and cry.

Why did not "Industrial Canada," in the interests of

manufacturers, make its public protest eighteen months ago,

when the trail was hot and there was some prospect of
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yetting luiKI nt the culprits before they cleared off with
whole skins and a big swag? It was left to this paper—the
FJectrfeal News—to make the first protest in the interests

of the manufacturers of Canada, and in the interests of clean
government and the good name of the people of Canada;
and for some time it was left to us also to continue the
protest almost alone. The Canadian Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation, throug-h their organ "Industrial Canada," made their

protest silently and without effect eighteen months ago.
They should have followed this up at that time with a public
statement, instead of waiting for eighteen months and watch-
ing the continuation of those evils about which they told

the government in a whisper.

I do not relish the idea of saying much about my own
doings, but I may be excused for pointing out such short-

comings un the part of other journals, and saying, that in

spite of my own loneliness all these months, I have felt,

and still feel, that I have been doing the Canadian nianu-
tacturcrs and the Canadian public a real service in laying

bare some of these ugly truths; a service which the public

had a right to expect, the manufacturers especially, from
those other journals, and more especially from their own
industrial tik nilliniccc.

Here is the story of "Industrial Canada," told as briefly

as we can put it:—Eighteen months ago the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association approached the Government and told

them some of the things they knew about the way m which
fuse contracts were being given to Americans and refused

to Canadians, and what people were saying about it all.

"The reception given these suggestions, says Industrial Can-
ada," "was not of a character calculated to invite further

co-operation.'

"There are limits," Industrial Canada continues, "to the

patience of loyal citizens even in war time, and much as we
may deplore the disgrace that the fuse scandal has brought
pul)licly home to Canada, and warmly as we may resent the

effort to make political capital out of it at a time when our

national energies ought all to be centred on winning the

war, there is no getting away from tiie fact that the situa-

tion was intolerable, and that the license to loot had to be

terminated."

After a little more in the way of an introduction. Ilic

article continues, saying that Mr. T. .A. Russell and Mr.

Lloyd Harris, of the Russell Motor Car Company, Limited,

heard in April, 1015. that fuse conlracls had l)een "going

begging." since Noveml)cr. l'.»14. Their first information

about it was received in \ew York In mi Sir Sam Hughes,

who, by personal inlroiluclion referred tliem to Col. Allison

in the Manhattan Hotel for details. Preferring to do busi-

ness direct with the Shell Committee, Messfs. Russell and

Harris went to Montreal and made overtures to the Com-
mittee through Gen. Bertram and Col. Carnegie." The up-

shot of this business was that they were again referred to

Col. Allison, "who was said to have the matter in hand for

prospective contractors in the United States." After con-

siderable perseverance and general rebuffs, Messrs. Russell

and Harris "were given a promise that one million of the

live million fuses required would be held, pending the receipt

of a tender from them, providing that tenders were submitted

within a reasonable tjme." A reasonable time in their case

"was defined as two weeks, notwithstanding the fact that

Allison had presumably been busy on the proposition for five

months without being able to offer anything definite."

Within the two weeks Messrs. Russell and Harris noti-

fied the Shell Committee that their proposition would be

ready on the date specified. "And now for the fact that re-

quires explanation," continues the article in Industrial Can-

ada. "On May a.'ith, I'.ll."). the Russell tender was turned in.

offering to make l.(i()(l.oo(i fuses at U.'M. Un May J'.l. with
out waiting for this competitive tender, which was known
to be on the way, and regardless of the promise given to

hold at least a portion of the business open, the committee
awarded contracts for the whole of the 5,000,000 fuses to the
companies promoted by Allison and his associates, a small
fraction of them at $4.00, but the majority of them at $4.50.
The loss in money is a matter of easy calculation from the
records of the committee. The loss in time of delivery is

also determinable, because whereas the United States con-
tractors have fallen far behind with their obligations, the
Russell Motor Company are now delivering ahead of time
under a contract they subsequently secured at .$3.70. The
indirect loss to Canada and to the Empire through the sac-
rifice of domestic to foreign enterprise is beyond compu-
tation."

* * *

It is unnecessary to comment on this story at present.
It simply adds a chapter to many that I have already pub-
lished. Nor is it necessary to say much about the char-
acters of the parties who are referred to as taking part in it.

The fact that one of these parties is Mr. Lloyd Harris, stamps
the story as deserving of every confidence. Mr. Lloyd Har-
ris is one of the brightest and cleanest men we have in Can-
ada today, and there are a good many others of his type.
The thing that I cannot quite understand is why he, or others
of his calibre, were not employed by the government in this

crisis. Can it be that he was too big a man for them? What-
ever reply you give to this question, the Dominion Cabinet
needs a good cleaning out. if the conservative party is to be
saved from defeat.

* * *

Just by way of an exani|ile of Ihc above idea. I may
mention the case of Hon. .\. E. Kemp, the chairman of the
rurchasing Commission, who also has j.een acting Minister
of Militia during the absence of Sir Sam Hughes. Is it in

the interests of the people thai a man who is so iiitcreste<l

in companies selling goods t,. ilic Government should be
occupying an important position on a Purchasing Commis-
sion? Is there not even a sufficiently vigorous public
opinion in Canada to teach such men that their positions
as members of rarliamcnt are positions of trust, to be exer-
cised for the public welfare, not positions of profit to be
utilized in their own interests? Dues il not make yon
c|iic>licMi whether the men who -el In the inp of llu-

tree in our political life are men of the large calibre they
should be? In the name of Heaven, are there no big men
in this country who could handle our affairs more after the
manner in which we have everv right In expect llicy shmiM
lie handled?

Sh:.\k(|||.IGiri .

.According to Mr. Alderman (Jraffety, eominissioner of

electric light, the city of Westmount's electrical department
has had the most successful year in its history, due to the
loyal support given by the citizens to the municipal plant,

the profits of which will go back into the general develop-
ment anil improvement of the lighting system. The depreci-
ation fund totals $1(!7.000. most of which has been used in

the devcloijuicut of the electric light system. This money
has been replaced by city bonds as security, and will be
again replaced by cash as soon as the new bonds are sold.

The I'.oard of Water Commissioners of the lown i>f ( ol-

liiigwood have awarded the Turbine l'"(|uipnient Company,
Toronto, a contract to supply and instal two Dc Laval single

stage centrifugal pumps, each having a capacity of 1,000

Imperial gallons a ininute. against 105 feet head, and each
direct-connected to a 75 h.p. Canadian Crocker-Wheeler
molrir. complete with valve-;, piping and \ enturi meter.
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History of Development in High Voltage Direct

Current Railway Practice

By Clarence Renshaw'

Ten years ago, tlie idea that apruximatcly ''"" vulls

was the maximum potential to be hoped for in the operation

of d-c. railways was almost as firmly established as was the

belief in the days of Columbus that the earth was flat. On

a few roads, it is true, 650 or even 700 volts was carried at

the station and in an occasional rare instance, the use of a

booster gave a maximum of 800 or "100 volts. Drop in the

feeders, however, usually reduced these values considerably

before they reached the car, so that these instances repre-

sented merely the generation of d-c. power at voltages above

the nominal 600 rather than its utilization by the car motors.

Then suddenly the plan was suggested of coupling the

four 600-volt motors ordinarily employed on interurban cars

in pairs of two in series instead of two in parallel, and of

connecting the generators in the station in a similar manner,

so as to employ 1,200 instead of 600 volts. Two railways

then under construction were willing to try the scheme, al-

though there were some misgivings as to whether it would

work or not; it did. The entire railway industry as a re-

sult has been given a lesson in open-mindedness which it

should not soon forget and the use of d-c. voltages of from

1,200 to 1,500 for the operation of interurban railways has

become so common that today we are aide to discuss de-

tails of high-voltage d-c. practise.

Motors

Limiting ourselves for tlie lime being lo voltages of

1.200 and 1,500 in discussing the matter, the iirst element to

be considered of a high-voltage car or locomotive equipment

is of course the motor. As far as voltage between termin-

als is concerned, the requirements for motors to operate two

in series on such voltages differ from the well-standardized

designs for low-voltage service only in the fact that slip-

ping of the wheels to which one of the two motors in series

is connected may interfere with the normal voltage distribu-

tion between them and concentrate a large part of the total

voltage at the terminals of one machine. Fear of this con-

tingency at first led to the design of motors for high-voltage

service with a much larger number of commutator bars than

for corresponding 600-volt service. More extended experi-

ence, however, showed that such precautions were unneces-

sary.

Insulation and creeping distances on motors for high-

voltage service must of course be made suitable for the full

potential. This was accomplished at tirst by "main

strength and awkwardness," as it were, and the limitations

imposed by the extra -insulation, extra creeping distances

and extra commutator bars ordinarily carried with them a

considerable sacrifice in capacity when a given motor was

wound for operating two in series in 1,200 volts instead of

two in parallel on 600. As in the matter of commutator

bars, however, wider experience gradually overc-ime this

diflficulty. The extra insulation required for 1.200-volt op-

• Before the A. I. E. E., New York, April 14. 1916.

eration is now obtained by the use of better quality rather

than greater quantity of material, and the extra distances

by improved shapin.g and arrangement of parts. Generally

speaking, therefore, motors are produced today for use in

series on 1,200 or 1,500 volts with tlie same dimensions and

weights as if made for use on only (iOO or 750 volts.

In referring to motors al)0ve, I have spoken as if the

coupling of two 600- or 750-volt motors in series was the

only arrangement ever employed for utilizing 1,200 or 1.500

volts. There have been, however, one or two instances

where motors have been wound directly for the full line po-

tential. Speaking generally, such motors are heavier and

depart more radically from standard low-voltage designs

than motors for operating two in series, and moreover, they

do not lend themselves as well to the operation of the cars

partly on 600 and partly on 1,200 volts as is so often required.

In general, therefore, they seem to offer no particular ad-

vantages and are hence but little employed.

High voltage d-c. railway practise, therefore, in the inal-

ter of motors may be said to consist in the use of two mach-

ines in series, these being identical in construction with

standard motors for low-voltage service except in the com-

paratively minor details of quality of insulation and length

of creeping distances.

Control

In control apparatus for hi.gh-voltage d-c. railway equip-

ments, the fundamental requirements are to provide suffi-

cient circuit-opening capacity to overcome the greater tend-

ency to hang which the high-voltage arcs possess, together

with the necessary means to confine these arcs within proper

bounds.

The first result was secured in llie early high-voltage ap-

paratus by usin.g two 600-volt switches in series at practi-

cally every circuit-opening point, and the second by liberal

increases in the insulation and space surrounding all live

parts. Thus our first 1,200- and 1,500-volt car equipments

employed i:5 pneumatically-operated switches, where with

the same current at 600 volts eight would have been suffi-

cient. The groups in which these switches were assembled,

also, were approximately 24 in. (00.9 cm.) wide and 24 in.

deep as compared with 18 in. (45.7 cm.) wide and 22 in. (55.8

cm.) deep for the corresponding 600-volt apparatus.

As with the motors, however, greater experience led to

a reduction of these differences in the fundamental parts.

Some of the extra switches in the first equipments came into

play only when the controller was "backed off" from parallel

to series, and by improvements in interlocking the work of

opening the circuit at this time was transferred to another

point so that these extra switches could be omitted. An-

other switch had been employed because it was feared that

the high-voltage motors might require more careful handl-

ing and hence more resistance notches than standard 600-volt

motors. It was found later that such was not the case and

this switch also was omitted in future equipments. In these

ways, in the types of equipment most generally employed,

the additional switches necessary on account of the in-

creased voltage have now been cut down to two for small
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ciiuipiiKMils Ml- tliic,' Inr large diu-s. In (liiiiciisioiis also, il

has Ih'cii possililc t.i work out designs for 1,;i()()-volt switch
groups with Ihu same cross-scclional area and llie same
weight per switcli as tliosc for 600 volts.

Au.xiliary Control Devices.—The introdiu-lion of the

new element of operating at double voltage has greatly in-

creased the numher of possiI)le combinations and alterna-

tives which must be considered in any given case in order
that Ihey may be adopted or rejected.

in llie hrst e<|uipmenls for use on \:M[) volts, it was
considered undesirable to attempt to employ this voltage
for the au.x+liary circuits such as lights, control, air com-
pressor, etc.. and so a dynamotor was included as a part of

the equipment to provide a supply of 600-volt current for

such purposes. To reduce the capacity required of the

dynamotor, the air-compressor motor was ne.xt wound for

operating at full line potential, so that only tlie lighting and
control circuits need l)e supplied at 600 volts. Even on
this basis, the presence of the dynamotor in addition to the

air compressor seemed unnecessarily burdensome, so that

the next step was to comliine the two machines in a dyna-
motor compressor. In this device, the air compressor, in-

stead of being driven by a separate motor, as previously, is

connected to or disconnected from the dynamotor when re-

quired by a suitable clutch controlled by the pressure gov-

ernor. In locomotives or otlicr equipments where forced

ventilation is required, the operation is still further consolid-

ated by mounting the blower fan on the shaft of the dyna-

motor so that the same machine in such cases serves a

triple purpose. This offers considcraljlc advantage in

simplifying equipments, and the scheme of driving the com-

pressor and providing GOO-voIt current for tlie auxiliary cir-

cuits from the same machine lias licconie lirmly establislu-d in

high-voltage practise.

Where equipments are to l>c mounted on cars of small

or moderate size, however, even tliis arrangement is some-

what of a handicap in the matter of cost and simplicity

when comparison is made with the usual 600-volt equip-

ment of the same capacity, so that the next step was to

arrange the lighting and control circuits for operation

directly from the line voltage. With electropneumatically-

operated control, this was readily done and on such a basis,

1,200- or L.IOO volt c(iuipments have been made practically

as, simple, relial)le and easy to maintain as those op-

erated on 600 volts.

.As the art now stands, lliesc two general arrangements

for liandling the auxiliary circuits constitute a dual stand-

ard and one of tlie first decisions to he made in planning

any given installation is lietween these two schemes.

Operation on Two Voltages

Operation on Two Voltages.—The most prolific source

of vexatious problems is the use of equipments part of the

time on low voltage and part of the time on high. As far

as the main circuit apparatus is concerned, any high-volt-

age e(|uipiiient will of course run on half voltage with a cor-

responding reduction in speed. In order that such opera-

lion may lie satisfactory, however, special arrangements

must be made to care for llie auxiliary circuits.

Many iiiterurban dines operate at higli speeds over Iheir

own rights-of-way in the open country but enter one or

more towns over the tracks of local 600-volt systems. High

speeil in the city is not permissible in any case and so ap-

proximately half of the normal speed when runnning on

600 volts is suflicient. h"or cars operating under such cir-

cumstances, il is common to provide for reconnecting the

lighting and control circuits so lliat these will receive full

voltage when the car is in the 600-volt section but so that

the main motors will remain permanently coupled in scries

and thus operate at half speed.

If a dynamotor compressor is employed on cars which

operate in this way, the same changes wdiich are necessary
in any case to care for the lighting and control circuits
automatically care for the air compressor as well, connecting
this for full speed on both volta.ges. In cases where ap-
proximately half speed on low voltage is sufticicnt for the
main motors, however, the distances are usually short and
half speed of the air compressor also is sufficient. Where
cars which operate in this way employ a high-voltage com-
pressor instead of a dynamotor compressor, therefore, no
change is ordinarily necessary in its circuits for the low-
voltage operation.

Since the motors on high-voltage cars are in .general
wound for only 600 or T.JO volts each, the car can if desired
lie arranged to operate at full speed on both high and low
voltage. Where this is required, a main change-over
switch is employed which connects the motors of each pair
either in series for high voltage or in parallel for low volt-
age, and which connects the two halves of each step of the
main resistance in a corresponding way. Suitable connec-
tions for air compressor, lights and control circuits can
also be included in the same switch so that the setting of
a single piece of apparatus into one or the other of two
Iiositions changes the car at once for use on high voltage
or low voltage.

The Change-Over

Wlien the proper scheme of operation on the two
\oltages has been decided, the next point to determine is

the manner in which the change-over should be effected.

The simplest method in either case of course is the use of

a manually-operated switcli on each car. It is sometimes
desirable, however, to have the change-over switch located
beneath the car and arranged for operation from the plat-

form. In other cases, it is desirable to have the switches
arranged not only for distant control in this way but also
for simultaneous operation tiiroughout a train of cars.

To supplement the apparatus for changing connec-
iions on equipments so that they may be operated on either

high or low voltage, protective devices are sometimes de-

sired to prevent or minimize the trouble which may occur
in case a car is subjected to high-voltage when its change-
over switch is arranged in the low voltage position. Such
devices ordinarily consist of relays of some form which are

so connected, when the change-over switch is in the low-

voltage position, that they act (|uickly in case a voltage in

excess of the normal is apiilied to the car, and cut off Ihe

circuits which are likely to be damaged.

The choice between automatic and iion-automatic ac-

celeration is not influenced particularly by the use of high

voltages except that such voltages are more often emiiloyed
for intcrurban lines where non-automatic acceleration is ord-

inarily considered preferable. The necessity for running
on both 600 and 1,200 volts in many cases also usually in-

troduces certain complications in high-voltage e<|uipments
and there is a tendency to adhere to non-automatic control
so that the simplicity of this will, as far as possible, olTsel

the various complications wliicli must be relaincil.

Control Apparatus

The use of lield control or non-lield control also is n,,t

Iiarticularly affected by the employment of high voltages
except as inlhienced by the same general idea mentiond
above with regard to the choice in the type of acceleration.

l'"or the sake of simplicity, there is a tendency to adhere to

non-lield control to offset unavoidable coni|)licalitins at

otber points,

.Mternatives in Contr.il Apparatus— 1( will be seen from
the above that even with common practise in high-voltage

equipment fairly well standardized, a host of alternatives us-

ually present themselves for settlement in almost every case.

The most common i|uestioiis are—should the voltage be 1,:.'00
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or 1.500; slidiild the equipment be of llit- dynainotor com-

pressor or of tlie non-dynamotor type: will it have to op-

erate on high voltage only or on both high and low volt-

age; if required to operate on low voltage as well as high,

will half speed be sufficient on main and compressor motors

or will full speed on both voltages be necessary; must the

change-over switch be arranged for indirect control or will

manual operation be sufficient; if indirect control is re-

(|uircd. can it be confined to the individual cars or will sim-

ultaneous operation throughout the train be required; is a

protective device essential to guard against damage by the

application of the wrong voltage or will this not be re-

quired? Other similar questions might be added to the list

but these are the most important ones.

Most of these matters are largely influenced Ijy the in-

dividuals who control the local situation, so that it is diffi-

cult to generalize with any degree of accuracy. As far as

I can judge, however, current practise seems to be tending

in the following directions.

Where the high-voltage cars must run over existing

(jOO-volt lines to any considerable extent, the exact ratio be-

tween GOO and 1,300 volts oflfers some advantages. Since

high-voltage motors are made from existing standards also,

there is a wider range of choice for 1,200-volt operation than

there is for 1,500 volts, especially where small sizes of

motors are required. So far, 1,500 volts has been used in

sections where 000-volt lines have been established only to

a limited extent, that is, in comparatively virgin territory,

while 1.300 volts has been employed in sections where there

has already been considerable 600-volt development. It

seems probable that high-voltage practise will continue to

follow these lines except in the case of the electrification of

branch lines on steam railroads or similar instances where

connections with existing lines will have little bearing.

The Dynamotor Compressor

Speaking liroadly. the general tendency is toward the

use of the dynamotor compressor on large expensive cars,

particularly where full speed is required on half voltage,

since this arrangement lends itself readily to such opera-

tion. Dynamotor compressors also are particularly suit-

able for locomotives where forced ventilation is utilized.

For smaller and less expensive rolling stock, non-dynamotor

outfits are generally employed, although there is and always

will be a certain amount of over-lapping.

In the older sections of the country where distances of

four or five miles must sometimes be run on city tracks, and

where through cars over 600 volt lines are likely to be em-

ployed, equipments are usually required to operate at full

speed on half voltage. Equipments for operating at half

speed under these circumstances, however, offer considerable

advantage in weight, cost and general simplicity and will

undoubtedly find a considerable field where circumstances

are favorable to their use.

Where large cars are arranged for full speed on both

voltages, the tendency is toward the use of full speed for

the air compressor also. On smaller cars where as a rule

the compressor has more margin, half speed of this device

is ordinarily thought sufficient even where the main motors

operate at full speed.

In the matter of change-over switches, the general tend-

ency is to employ the simple manually-operated type ex-

cept where cars are operated at close headway or are con-

stantly used in trains. . In most cases, also devices to pro-

tect against the wrong voltage are not considered neces-

sary.

Equipments with Drum Control— 1 have spoken in all

of the above with particular reference to equipments using

indirect or multiple unit types of control and primarily

with reference to those using electropneumatic control.

While high voltage equipments are occasionally used witii

drum type controllers, especially double equipments with

rheostatic control where cars for city service are operated

in small towns by interurban companies, the number of these

is too small to warrant inclusion in any generalization such

as that with which we have been dealing.

Power Supply
Direct-current power for high-voltage lines was first

obtained by the use of two 600-volt generators, either en-

gine- or motor-driven, connected in series. Since there

was no particular object in retaining two generators in

series such as there was for retaining two motors in series on

the cars, generators for delivering 1,200 or 1,.500 volts dir-

ectly were soon produced. At first these were of the ord-

inary commutating pole type. Such machines now, how-
ever, usually employ a compensating winding as well as

commutating poles.

The next step in the production of high-voltage d-c.

power was the use of two 600-volt, 25-cycIe synchronous

converters connected in series, and while this was considered

a radical step at the time it was first proposed, the perform-

ance obtained was so satisfactory that single 25-cycle con-

verters producing 1.200 or 1.500 volts on one commutator
have now been developed and are in successful use. With
60 cycles, the maximum voltage so far employed from a

single machine is 750 so that two machines in series are

still required for high voltage lines. The performance

on this basis, however, is most excellent.

Common substation practise for high voltage d-c. lines

is now to employ single synchronous converters where

power at 25-cycles is available, and to use either motor-gen-

erator sets or two converters in series, where 60-cycle power

is employed. A particularly efficient substation arrange-

ment on the latter basis is secured by installing three syn-

chronous converters so arranged that any two of them may
be connected in series. This gives a spare machine at a

minimum expense. If a single bank of three transformers

is used for supplying these converters, a spare transformer

as well as a spare converter is also secured so that the sta-

tion is prepared for almost any emergency.

Switching

In the matter of switching, the principal changes which

have been made in handling current at 1,200 or l.aOO volts

instead of at 600 volts have been for the purpose of insuring

safety to the operators rather than for any other reasons.

For this purpose, switchboard panels have been made higher

than for 600-volt service and the circuit breakers located o'l

them so as to be out of direct reach. Vot opening and

closing the breakers, long wooden rods leading to insulated

handles on the lower part of the panel, are provided. Where
two or more breakers are located side by side, large barriers

are placed between them to prevent any tendency to flash

across. Knife switches have also been located out of reach

in a manner similar to the circuit breakers and arranged

with rods for distant control.

Line Construction

The first 1.200-volt lines employed direct-suspension

overhead trolley with a special form of porcelain insulators.

The catenary form of construction offers so many advan-

tages for such lines, however, that generally speaking, the

most common practise is now to employ this. Several in-

terurban lines are using 1,300-volt third rail successfully for

supplying power but the voltage surges to which this may

give rise under certain circumstances, the difficulty of clear-

ing a car in case of accident and the general safety hazard

incident to the maintenance of a live conductor so close to

the ground seem likely to limit the use of this form of con-

struction.

.\ growing practise on high-voltage systems is that of

carrying the feeders for a considerable distance from the
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slalion before tapping in to the trolley so as to limit the
possible current flow in case of trouble of any kind on the
cars. With the excellent voltage conditions which can so
easily he secured on hish-vnltage lines, the slight sacrifice

which iK-eil lie made fnr the sake of iirotecting the substa-
tion a|)paralii.s In this way can usually be well atfnrded.

Economic Significance

In studying the development • of J.aoo- and l.TiOO-volt

practise, the fundamental point which appeals to me is the

ease, success and speed with which so radical a departure
from previous practise has been carried out. In most de-
velopments of so far-reaching a nature, many sources of

dirticidly are usually overlooked at first and must be cared
fur ill later apparatus at increased expense. In the high-
vciltage d-c. railway system, however, just the opposite has
apiiarenlly happened. Many of the possible difficulties

seem lo have lieen over-estimated in importance and much
of the trouble anticipated has failed to appear. It has
therefore been possible to gradually simplify and cheapen
the various fundamental parts which go to make up the sys-

lem instead of having to follow the opposite and more usual

procedure.

It is diflicult to say whether this excee<lingly gratifying

condition was due to the more advanced engineering ability

of the times, to the inherent simplicity of the d-c. railway

apparatus, to the very excellent state which such apparatus

for 600-volts had reached before its extension to higher volt-

ages was attempted, or to the fact that the jump to 1,200 or

1,500 volts, while seemingly radical, really sul)jectcd the ap-

paratus to conditions differing comparatively little from those

met with in 600-volt practise. Whatever the cause may have

been, however, the result remains as a remarkable tribute to

those who shared in its accomplishment.

The general results of the high-voltage d-c. system have

been to make possible the construction of intcrurban lines

or the electrification of branch steam railroad lines at con-

siderably less expense for a given grade of construction than

with tiOO volts, or to render possible for a given expenditure

the construction of lines capable of handling much heavier

traffic. The usual practice has apparently been a com-
promise between these two possibilities, which has served to

finally transfer the electric line from the street car to the

real railroad class as far as transportation possibilities are

concerned, while still maintaining the relationship and simil-

arity with reference to the simplicity and reliability of the

apparatus. With practically no greater expenditure for sub-

stations and feeders than the usual liOO-volt trolley line, such

rr)ads are able to employ freight or passenger trains after

the manner of steam lines in accordance with the needs of

their business instead of having to restrict them on account

of limitations in the distribution of power.

2.400 and 3,000 Volts

The comparative ease with which the use of 1,200- and

l,")00-volt direct current was transferred from the realms of

uncertainty to the list of every-day standards soon suggested

the employment of still higher voltages. Inasmuch as the

1,200-volt system had been brought about by the use of two

liOd-volt motors in series and as a few motors wound directly

for this voltage had been produced with no particular diffi-

culty, the obvious procedure was to continue the geometric

progression and connect 1,200-volt motors and generators in

series so as to operate at 2,400 volts.

From a technical stanfh>oint, there was apparently no

particular difficulty in doing this, and one line installed on

this basis has had a remarkably successful record. l'"rom a

general standpoint, however, while the results have been

welcome as a contribution to the development of the art,

suitable api)lications for this particular voltage are appar-

ently somewhat lacking. For trolley roads of the usual iii-

terurban class, it has the inherent disadvantage of requiring
apparatus which departs too widely from the existing stand-
ards with which the operating forces have become familiar.
as well as of not lending itself to interchangeable operation
over (iOO-volt lines. l'"or heavy traction, on the other hand,
this voltage is much too low to solve the problem in a suffi-

ciently comprehensive way to attract the investment of cap-
ital in electrification. FZven :i,000 volts, while overcoming
the latter disadvantage to some extent, does not do so com-
pletely. It is regrettable also that both 2,400 and J,000
volts have been employed and that in carrying on the up-
ward progress in d-c. voltages. 1,500-volt apparatus was not
used at once for coupling in series, for carrying on the geom-
etric progression, without the intermediate 2,400 volt step.

Ultimate Limits of D-C Voltage

The general limits upon which standard practise in any
industry ordinarily settles are usually fixed by broad econ-
omic considerations rather than by physical limitations. It

is entirely possible for instance to operate trains at miximum
speeds of 90 miles per hour or more, yet the maximum ord-
inarily attained is from GO to 80 miles per hour. Physically
speaking, also, interurban cars can be run at speeds similar
to these, yet the general average on such roads is from 50
to 60 miles per hour. These values have been established
by gradual increases from lower ones until without any con-
scious effort, standardization has been automatically se-

cured.

In the voltages which may be employed with the d-c.

railway system, there is some tendency toward this same
procedure. If no efJorts were made to the contrary, it is

not improbable that starting from the voltage of 3,000,

which we have today on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

I'aul, we would next hear of the employment of 3.GOO volts,

then possibly 4.200 volts and so on up in corresponding
steps. Sooner or later, however, a point would be reached
where, by common consent, these increases would stop just

as this has happened in the matter of speeds.

While in a way, such a procedure would be the conser-
vative and natural way for progress to come about in the
use of higher d-c. voltages, its disadvantages are too ob-
\ ions to require mention. The apparently more radical plan
of tying to select in advance the voltage at which such in-

creases would naturally stop and of going at once to this

voltage would hence seem to be the more rational and really

the more conservative as far as the general good of the in-

dustry is concerned. It has been with this idea in view that

our efforts toward the use of direct current at 5.000 volts

are being put forth. With practical apparatus for this

Miltage available, the problems of distributing and collect-

ing the necessary power for the largest locomotives likely

to be required can be readily solved so that although fur-

ther increases might be possible, they should be entirely

unnecessary.

Operation of 5,000-VoU Equipment

The general construction of the 5.000-volt experimental

e<iuipment on the Grass Lake line of the Michigan United
Traction Co. and the results of its first few months' opera-

tion have been so widely covered by the technical press that

it is unnecessary to refer further lo them except to say that

ihe equipment is still in operation on the same successful

basis, and that at the time this is written, it has run a little

over .iO.OOO miles. During the fwe months from October
1st to March Isl. the car averaged 5,2!)5 miles per month on

a schedule which allows only 15 miles per hour and its re-

cord would have been even greater than this had it not been

for numerous mechanical difliculties with the trucks, wheels,

brake rigging, stove, pilots and other mechanical parts of

the car for which the e<iuipment was in no way responsible,

lining the four months of .\ovember, December, January
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and I'V-briiary, which, on account of weather conditions, are

ordinarily considered the worst in tlie year, the car ran

:i:],:i'iO miles or an average of 5,830 per month.
During this period the car operated through severe snow,

sleet and rain storms and for a short period even ran with

two of the commutator covers missing, these having been

lost on the road. Tlie motors and control were purposely

allowed to go with a minimum of cleaning and other care,

and various reports sent in by the men in charge refer to the

presence of wlieel wash, dirt and other obno.xious substances

in the motors and switch groups, although no damage was
caused by them.

A half-dozen or so failures have occurred during the

winter but these have been mostly in the nature of broken

motor leads or similar troubles which served merely to

test the practicability of the use of such a voltage under the

.general rough conditions to which car equipments are sub-

jected rather than to indicate any inherent weakness. These

troubles showed that this equipment could as easily with-

stand such ordinary mishaps as any equipment for 600 volts.

Only two of the failures were in any way due to the use of

r),0(IO volts and these consisted of grounds on the grid re-

sistance which took place through the water-soaked flame-

proof covering on certain of the leads where the cables had

not been properly insulated and supported.

While as yet only the one equipment now in e.xperi-

niental operatiim has been built, various designs of otlier

sizes have been considered and with the special double arma-

ture type of motor and double jaw type of switch which have

made this equipment possible, unusual flexibility in meeting

a wide range of conditions can apparently be obtained.

In most of the considerations of the use of d-c. voltages

of 'i.MW and :i.l)00, tliere has always been a certain mini-

mum size of uicitor vvliich could l)e economically produce 1

and this size has-been undesirably lar.ge for certain classes

of service. With the special double armature type of

motor for 5,000-volt equipments, however, the experimental

equipment already in use is aliout as small as would (irdin-

arily l)e required.

Conclusion

I'.roadly viewing the high-voltage d-c. practise vvhicii

we lind today, and its significance to the industry, there are

four ideas which appeal particularly to me. The pernicious

flexibility of the 1,200- and 1,500 volt systems and the innum-

erable alternatives which they present for application to any

delinite case in inlerurban work seem to give timely warn-

ing of the great desirability of early standardization in tlie

matter of liigher d-c. voltages. The comparative ease with

which apparatus for these voltages has been developed gives

a most encouraging feeling for further development along

the same lines. The possibilities which a d-c. system at

."l-OOO volts would oflfer were the apparatus commercially

available make this voltage seem a logical one, and the re-

sults obtained with the experimental equipment now in op-

eration give great hope that this voltage may some day lie

established commercially as a standard of high-voltage d-c.

railway practise.

Modern Shop Methods
By p. V. See*

On the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad the average daily

car mileage is 118, the average schedule speed is 17.;! m.p.h..

including 1.6 stops per mile, and the schedule speed on the

high-speed line is 28 m.p.h. During a day each car encoun-

ters curves amounting to forty-two complete round turns

and ascends grades equivalent to an elevation of 4,685 ft.

The minimum radius of curves is 90 ft. and the maximum

grade is 5 per cent. All cars have two-motor equipments

• Superintendent of Car Equipment Huds
New York, before N.Y.E.R.A.

and Manhattan Kailroad.

with full automatic multiple-unit control. Six-car and
seven-car trains are operated during rush hours under
ninety seconds headway, being controlled with automatic
signals and train stops.

Under the above conditi(jns rigid inspection is neces-

sary. Each inspector is paid a bonus of 25 cents per day
when his equipment causes no troulile for a week or when
he passes a weekly inspection test. This test is made by a

man not connected with the inspection force and consists in

noticing existing defects or making artificial ones on cars lie-

fore they enter the inspection shop and checking afterward to

determine whether or not the repairs have been made. All

work done in the repair shops is checked by the inspection

force, and the inspection shop is never allowed to claim that

road trouble is the fault of the repair shop.

While the practice of the company is to have repairs

made in the shops as far as possible, nevertheless certain

Classes of light repairs and train defects have to be repaired

liy road trouble men. A scheme of picking out the best men
fiir this work is employed in which a train in the yard is

disabled and the men are tested individually by being pus

upon the task of repairing it under conditions as nearly as

possible like those of the road.

Ill inspecting the electrical jumpers used in making up

trains, one Sunday every three months is devoted to jumper
inspection. A jumper test train is taken over the road,

stopping at each terminal long enough for the crew to col-

lect all jumpers in the terminal. These are brought into

the test train and inserted in sockets wired to the testing

board. A current of 25 amp. from the heater circuit is

sent through all the jumper wires connected in series, and a-

10-point switch is so connected that on each point a U-volt

himi) is connected across one of the jumper wires. While
current is passing the jumper is workcil back and forth. Kuth

heads are tested at the same time for grounds.

On this road the numerous sharp curves caused the end

thrust of the motors to wear out the axle lining collars rap-

idly. Bronze shims screwed to the lining collars also wore
out soon, but collars of high-grade tin babbitt wore better

lliaii the original bronze of the lining. The balibitt is cast

in a dovetail groove in the collar. Wheels are shrunk

on the axles, after heating with gas rings on tread and hub.

."Kfter cooling the fit is tested in a press to 75 tuns.

Traffic conditions on the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad

do not permit the setting of control relays by test runs. .Mso

it was desired to set the current element of the relays high

to jirovide power to start trains on 4]/i per cent, grades with

line-half of the cars inoperative. Hence the adjustment is

made on the time element by adjustment of the air dashpots

with tlie aid of a stop watch, the current control being set

with a 5-volt generator so that the armature will just drop

at 525 amp.

The practice of the company in car painting is to use

forced drying. For complete repainting the steel is cleaned

with the sand blast, six nozzles being operated at once. A
car can be cleaned and a priming coat applied in one day.

Tests have shown that a No. 16 steel sheet can be cleaned

100 times before it is worn through. After sand blasting a

car receives four coats of paint, and with the accelerated

dryin.g process three coats can be applied in one day, al-

though two is the usual number. The drying is done in a

l>ortable canvas tent by means of electric heaters.

The car-cleaning practice of this company in applying

paraffin oil with floated silica and then lirushin.g with rotat-

ing window brushes driven by small electric drills. This

is done once a month at a cost of about $1 per car, 12 cents

being for materials and 90 cents for labor. The treatment

is not injurious to paint or varnish. Whiting and water are

used in cleaning interior surfaces with high-gloss enamel

finish.
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Justice for Electric Railways—Charles L. Henry,

President A.E.R.A., at Mid-year Dinner
As in the beginning the public in no way provides any

of the capital necessary for the construction of the electric
railway property, so it assumes no responsibility for the
financial results of the operation of the property, and, even
if regulations prescribed by its governing bodies cause loss
to the company, the public does not make good such loss.
The natural result of this peculiar relation which we occupy
to the public is that the companies are sometimes very ser-
iously embarrassed in the management of their property.

It not infrequently happens that by reason of burdens in
the way of taxes, street improvements, additional service, the
making of unreasonable regulations regarding transfers, and
otherwise, it is made impossible for a company to earn
enough to pay operating expenses, including these burdens,
and have anything left to pay a reasonal)le income upon the
capital invested; that is, the persons who have furnished the
money to build the property and thus make it possible for
the people to enjoy its benefits and advantages are compelled
to go without any compensation or pay for the use of the
money thus provided. It is plain to see that if such a con-
dition is brought about in even a few cases, holders of money
for investment become frightened and afraid to further in-

vest in such property, and then the public also sufTers, be-
cause without sufficient capital electric railway properties,

like any other business, cannot be properly maintained or
operated—the necessary improvements and additions cannot
be made, and the public then cannot have the transportation

facilities which they desire and ought to have.

Intelligent Public Supervision

]f puljlic supervision is intelligently and pmperly exer-

cised, then, instead of public supervision being an injury

either to the company or to the public it should l>e of very

great benefit to the company and of very much greater bene-

fit to the public—though I feel compelled to say that so far

as my observation has gone, supervision of such a character

is, up to date, largely theoretical and n<it often manifest in

actual practice.

It is entirely proper that the public sliould have an over-

sight of the construction of electric railwaj' properties to

the end that they be constructed and equipped so as to give

the best results in their proposed service for tlie public. It

is also entirely proper tliat the public should have a supervis-

ing hand in the operation of these properties. S" thai tlie

purixi.sc for wliich they are constructe<l and being nperaled

shall be fully and satisfactorily met.

The great difficulty, liowever. es|)ecially liuring such

limes as we have been passing through for the last few

years, is the disposition largely dominating the puldic mind,

on the one hand, to unjustly criticize and find fault and, on

the other hand, to call for additional service and the adding

of additional burdens very frequently without any careful <ir

comprehensive consideration of the question, and quite gen-

erally without regard to the financial effect upon the electric

railway company, and, therefore, upon the service it is

called upon to render the public.

Kvcry dollar that the street railway company is compel-

led to pay in the improvement of streets unjustly adds just

one dollar to the cost of transportation; that is, the man who

rides upon the cars must pay his part of that dollar lor the

miprovement of the street which should be paid for by the

abutting property owner. Because it does not at lirst blush

clearly appear that this is the case, it is not taken inti> con-

sideration and thousands of dollars arc annually paid by

electric railway companies which are. in tact, only a dona-

lion to the abutting property owners. I'he travelmg pub-

lic must pay these thousands of dollars more for their trans-

portation than they otherwise would or ought to pay.

Without being dishonest with those holding the com-
pany's obligations, one man cannot ride for less than his ride
IS worth. The company cannot in fair honesty to all pa}

—

in fact, donate—the expense of street improvements proper-
ly chargeable to abutting property owners, nor can it carry
a passenger a longer ride than he pays the value of, without
those who ride upon the cars contributing just that much to
the finances of the company.

Unjust Demands
-An idea seems to have grown up in most communities

that an electric street railway is a natural and proper prey
for any and all kinds of demands, whether just or unjust, and
this manifests itself in connection with damage claims as
much as in any other way.

It needs no extended argument to show that we must
fear for the future of electric railway companies unless this
condition of the public mind and this inclination on the (lart

of the public can be changed from what it now is.

I take it, therefore, that the most important thing to
which electric railway people can devote themselves is the
education of the public mind upon these questions; and right
here is where every person interested in the industry can
assist.

However, we cannot hope to influence the people' unless
they are at least in a friendly state of mind.

Moreover, the manner in which we perform our duties
wdl have much to do with the influence which we have upon
the thoughts of those about us. The conduct of employes is

to most people the one thing which determines their view of
the company. Courteous conduct on the part of trainmen.
agents and other employes of the company who come directly
in contact with the public will go very far toward disarming
Ihe public of prejudical feeling against electric railway com-
panies, and this same kind of conduct on the part of the Pre-
sident and the General Manager and their hundreds of assist-

ants will add materially toward winning the contest in which
we are engaged.

The Public Do Not Understand
What is it we want to teach the imblic? What change is

it we want made in the public mind? In the first place, we
want them to fully appreciate, feel and know that we are

really their agents, transacting their business for them, do-
ing for them what they have delegated to us because, as
stated, it has been demonstrated that private companies can
and (hi operate electric railway properties more satisfactorily

ami ni.ire t.i the interest of the public than this public could
itself operate them. We want them to understand that
while thus acting as their agents we are entitled as such to

just and fair consideration and treatment, and that if we are
not accorded this w^e can not on our part properly perform
our part of the compact.

In brief, what we want the public to learn and act upon
is that when a demand is made of any of our companies it

should be answered the same as if the public itself owned
and operated the properties which we own and operate. Let
the acid test be applied, namely, that we should have for

our services the same compensation the public would de-

mand, that we should have the same rights and privileges

guaranteed to us which the public would demand, and that

we, as the agents of the iiublic. should be oppressed with no
burdens that the public would not allow the same properties

to be opi>resscd with if they owned and were themselves
operating them.

In my opinion, the public will be fair and just when they

understand the questions they are to act upon; some may
not be able to lay asi<le their prejudice and scllish interest,

luit the large body of the public will be inclined to what is

fair and will want to see justice done between the companies
and Ihe individuals constituting the general public.
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avcLlyOiytrdctor
Amendments to the Power Commission Act

which Directly Affect the Contractor

and Dealer

"An Act to amend the Power Coniinission Act and to

conlirm certain by-laws and contracts'" has been introduced

in the Ontario Legislature, two sections of which are of con-

siderable practical interest to the electrical trade. One has

reference to the purchase and sale of supplies by the Com-

mission to municipal corporations, and the other to the in-

stallation and regulation of electrical wiring and equipment

of various sorts.

The amendment referring to the purchase of supplies

reads as follows:

—

(1) The Commission may, out of any funds in its

hands, from time to time purchase such electrical, hydraulic

or other machinery, appliances, apparatus and furnishings as

may be used in the transmission, distribution, supply or use

of electrical power or energy, and may dispose of the same

from time to time to municipal corporations and commis-

sions.

(2) The Commission may undertake and carry out the

installation, construction, erection or purchase of supplies

for any plant, machinery, wires, poles and other things for

the transmission, distribution, supply or use of electrical

power or energy for light, heat or power purposes, by a

municipal corporation or commission which has entered into

a contract with the Commission for the supply of electrical

power or energy, and the Commission may charge and collect

from such corporation or commission the cost of any work

done or service rendered by the Commission, its officers, ser-

vants or workmen under this subsection.

This legislation is retroactive, taking efYect from the 31st

day of October, IIHO. and so is evidently merely intended to

legalize the already established practices of the Commis-

sion in its relation to the municipalities, rather than to sug-

gest any new inroads into the recognized field of the estab-

Tished dealer or dealer-contractor. Indeed, it is understood

that the Ontario Commission have now gone on record as

favoring the establishment of a reasonable re-sale i>r.ce on all

electrical appliances, and that municipalities engaged in such

sales must in future operate on a sound business basis. This

removes in very considerable degree the objectionable feat-

ures surrounding the sale of appliances by various munici-

palities as carried on in the past, in that the bargain-counter

methods will now give way to legitimate and reasonable, and

therefore helpful, competition.

The second section is apparently calculated chiefly to

strengthen the hands of the Ontario Commission in carrying

out the rules and regulations at present in force. Up to the

present lime the enforcement of these rules has been more in

the nature of moral suasion. The officers of the inspection

department, f<ir example, have apparently lacked the authority

to enforce the remedying of even the most glaring defects in

the installation of wiring or appliances. Each particular

case, as we read the Act, has retiuirtd an or<ler from the

Commission, which, so far as we can learn, has never been

forthcoming. Thus, the Act, in so far as it referred to en-

forcement of the recognized rules and regulations of the

Commission, and the imposition of penalties whp»e these

rules were ignored, has been a dead letter, and the work of

the inspection department has been correspondingly unsat-

isfactory.

Under the amendment it is stated that the penalties im-

posed by or under the authority of this section shall be re-

coverable under the Ontario Summary Convictions Act,

which means, we take it, that any one so disposed may hail a

delinquent contractor, or property owner, or central station,

before the police magistrate and have the matter settled

without delay. It only remains, then, that the Ontario Com-
mission shall now see to it that their officers, and more par-

ticularly those in charge of the inspection department, be

given definite authority to carry out this Act and definite

assurance that any action they may take to enforce the rules

will be backed up by the Commission. Under such condi-

tions we believe the amendment as at present worded will

very materially improve conditions surrounding the electri-

cal contracting business. The exact wording of this section,

which replaces section lit of the Power Commission .\ct, is

as follows:

—

(1) The Comniis.,.on may make regulations as to the

design, construction, installation, protection, operation,
maintenance and inspection of works, plant, machinery, ap-

paratus, appliances, devices, material and equipment for the

generation, transmission, distribution, connection and use of

electrical power or energy by any municipal corporation or
commission and by any railway, street railway, electric

light, power or transmission company, or by any other com-
pany or individual generating, transmitting, distributing or

using electric power or ener,gy. or whose undertaking works
or premises are electrically connected with any plant for the

.generation, transmission or distribution of electric power or

energy, and the Commission may impose penalties for the

breach of any such regulations.

(2) The Commission may, at any time, order such work
to be done in the installation, removal, alteration or protec-

tion of any of the works mentioned in subsection 1, as the

Commission may deem necessary for the safety of the pub-

lic, or of workmen, or for the protection of the property dam-
aged by fire or otherwise, and pending the performance of

such work, or in case of noncompliance with the regulations

or with any order of the Commission, may order the supply

of electrical power or energy to be cut oflf from such works.

(3) The Commission may appoint inspectors for the

purpose of seeing that the regulations and orders of the

Commission, made under the authority of this section, or any
other provision of this Act, are carried out and may collect

the fees to be paid by any municipal corporation or commis-
sion, or by any company, firm, or individual under the re-

gulations or by order of the Commission, and may provide

for the payment of the remuneration, travelling and other

expenses of the Inspector out of the fines and fees so col-

lected or out of the funds appropriated for carrying on the

work of the Commission.
(4> Every Inspector so appointed may. during any re-

asonable hour, enter upon, pass over or through any land.

buildings or premises for the purpose of carrying out the

regulations and orders of the Commission, and perform the

duties assigned to him; and every municipal corporation or

commission, company, firm, or individual, molesting, hinder-

ing, disturbing or interfering with an inspector in the per-

formance of his duty, shall be guilty of an otTence. and shall

incur the penalty provided by subsection 7.

(5) Every municipal corporation or commission, and

every company, firm, or individual, upon receiving notice in
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wnliiiK l)y ihc Commission to remedy any defect or to make
any alteration, or carry out any work, or comply with such
notice within the time thereby prescribed, and in default
shall incur the penalty provided by subsection 7.

(C) Every municipal corporation or commission, and
every company, firm or individual, supplying electrical power
or energy for use in any electric works, plant, machinery, ap-
paratus, appliance or equipment before the same have been
inspected and sucli supply authorized liy Die certificate of
Ihe Commission, shall incur a penalty of not less tlian $:iOO
nor more than $.500.

(7) Every municipal corporation or commission, and
every company, firm and individual, refusing or neglecting to
disconnect or discontinue the supply of electricity to any
electric works, plant, machinery, apparatus, appliance, or
equipment, without notice in writing from the Commission
so to do, shall incur a penalty of not less than $:',00 nor more
than $r.00.

(8) Nothing in this Act shall affect tlu- liability of any
niunicipal c<jrporation or commission, or of any company,
linn, or individual, for damages caused to any person or
property by reason of any defect in any electric works, plant,
machinery, apparatus, appliance, device, material, or equip-
ment, or in the installation or protection thereof, nor shall
the Commission or any inspector incur any liability by reason
of any inspection or the issue of any certificate or on ac-
count of any loss occasioned by the cutting off of the supply
of electrical power or energy in accordance with the orders
of the Commission.

(!)) Every niunicipal corporation or commission, and
every company, linn or individual, disobeying the provision
of this Act, or of the regulations, or any order of the Com-
mission, shall incur a penalty of not less than .$10 nor more
than $50, and in the event.-of continuing the ofTfcnce, of not
less than $10 nor more than $.50 for every day (juring whicli
such offence continues.

(10) The penalties imposed by or under thc^autliorily of
tliis section shall be recoverable under The Ontario Summary
Convictions Act and shall 1)e paid over tn the Commission.

Have You?
Have you made all arrangements to be in

Toronto on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,

June 6, 7 ,and 8, to attend the Convention of

Electrical Contractors and the special Display of

every kind of Device and Appliance of interest

to the contractor? The manufacturers and job-

bers are backing the Electrical Show enthusi-

astically, and it can now be stated for certain

that this will be the most complete and highly

educative Electrical Exhibit that has ever been
shown in Canada. Do not let anything interfere

to keep you away from the Convention. If you
are not prosperous, this will help you to be. If

you are, the Convention will make you more so.

The Manufacturers' Attitude Toward Concentric

System
C. W. Abbott explains it to the Weitern Association

of Electrical Inspectors

Manufacturers, as a class, are still opposed to concentric.

Opposed to it solely and only because they do not believe

that it is backed by real merit; V'ecause they do not believe

iliat its adoption would l)e a step in the right direction, but

thai, on the contrary, it would be an unwise, a positively

dangerous step.

This opinion is not based alone upon what they have
lieen able to learn through unprejudiced sources abroad—
and I believe that when all the returns are in it will be
found that the best of unprejudiced European opinion will

ccjndcmn it—but upon certain known conditions here against

which concentric can be measured

—

coiHlilioiis with which

every practical man and particularly men of your experience
are perfectly familiar.

What, for example, will tlic general public do to con-
ciiilric? And when I say the general public I refer to the
janitors, the office boys, the ten-year-old Thomas Edisons
and all the rest of that vast army which you know and 1

know are constantly making extensions here and there; the
unskilled, technically ignorant class that would not report
their work for inspection even if they knew it existed, as
many of them do not.

Bearing in mind that concentric is certainly small and
neat, that its fittings are little better than toys and—above
all else—bearing in mind that concentric need not be
grounded to make a lamp burn or a toaster toast—what
will be its fate at the hands of this unskilled class? I need
not attempt to picture for you what I think it will be, for
there is not one of you present here to-day who does not
know the answer as well or better than I do.

But the gentlemen who are promoting the concentric
idea do not feel that this question of "what will the general
pul)lic do" constitutes a valid objection to its approval, for
they tell us in the first place that they propose to control its

sale by seeing that manufacturers distribute only through
sources which can be relied upon to sec that the material
gets into none save skilled hands. .Xnd. as a manufacturer,
I want to say in answer to that that in this day and age.
when even the department stores and the five and ten-cent
stores are dealing in electrical supplies, they can no more
control the sale of concentric than they can control the ele-
ments. If it is approved, the puldic will get hold of it fast
enough.

Will Make Vast Difference

Tn the second i)Iace these gentlemen say that they can-
iint see what difference it makes whether this uncontrolled,
ujiinspcclcd, clandestine .sort of work is done with concentric
wire or drop cord; and in answer to that I contend it will
make a vast amount of difference, for the standards main-
tained in the manufacture of drop cord and similar materi-
als to-day certainly offer some margin of safety against
abuse, whereas with concentric ungrounded as it would he
in most cases of the kind, there would be no margin of
safety whatever.

And in the third place these gcnlknicn tell us that there
lias been little trouble with the public use of concentric in
I'lirope because the material "stumps" the unskilled man,
and that since human nature is much the same the world
"vvr. we should expect no trouble here.

Now it may be that human nature is much the same the
W(irld over. I am not prepared to discuss that. But what-
ever may be the attitude of European citizens in times of
peace. 1 know from my own inspection experience that the
average American citizen seems to feel that the right is

guaranteed him by the constitution to monkey with the
'ighting system in his home or place of business whenever
and however he pleases. There is a certain percentage of
the public, to be sure, that is outgrowing this habit, but
I firmly believe that just so long as it is possible to scrape
insulation off wire with a pen-knife, the great majority will
continue to feel free to muss up their lighting system, and
( think that most of you agree with me.

And as for their being "stumped," I wonder how many
of you believe that they will be "stumped" by any material
which can be easily bent, which can be cut with a knife or
a can opener and which can he fastened along the baseboard
with ordinary carpet tacks, as Stannos type concentric wire
lan be and will be if it is approved.

.And then as ti> the question, the all important question,
of grounding.

It must be admitted thai if concentric is approved it

would seldom be installed in a building where a gas or water
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line was not available for grounding purimsts, and if the

work of grouniling is done by a responsible contractor, by

experienced men (and that is certainly a big if), if that is

done, the mechanics of grounding will probably be well

carried out in most cases. But it has been my experience

that a mechanically good ground, a ground which has every

outward appearance of being good, may be of such high

resistance as to defeat its purpose. And don't let us forget,

too, that where these high resistance grounds occur in sys-

tems like concentric, the current is going to seek some ground

path of lower resistance. Suppose it chooses a gas pipe.

What is going to happen if there are a few leaky couplings

of comparatively high resistance?

We certainly cannot afford to lose sight of this danger

from miscellaneous grounds in considering concentric, par-

ticularly so long as we have combination fixtures and care-

less workmen to contend with.

But to pass over the question of obtaining a ground, how

about maintaining it?

You have all had experience along this line, regardless

of whether the grounding of secondaries has long been

practiced in your community or not, for we have been

grounding conduit for a good many years. You all know,

particularly if you have had re-inspection experience, as I

have, how frequently grounds are found which have been

interrupted through the agency of some plumber, some small

boy or any one of a dozen other causes.

Causes Much Trouble

Or if there is any uncertainty in your minds on this

score go out and look over a few installations which are

supposedly grounded, or, better still, go and talk with the

Bell telephone officials in your own city, people who have

had more experience in grounding, who have been at it

longer than any other branch of the industry. And then,

in the light of these investigations, ask yourselves if you

are willing to make the life and safety of your family

and the protection of your property solely dependent upon

the stability and efficiency of a ground wire, as they would

be with this concentric system.

But the gentlemen who are promoting the concentric

idea apparently have no misgivings on this point, for, I am

told, that they believe failure of ground wires can be pre-

vented by occasional inspection.

Occasional inspection! I wonder if they would be just

as sanguine about hanging a stick of dynamite from their

ceilings and depending upon "occasional inspection" to see

that the string was not going bad, for it seems to me that

maintenance of ground in concentric system is fully as

important.

And then as to costs. The principal argument advanced

in favor of concentric has been based upon its alleged low

cost. A cost, we have been told, that would enable the

central stations to reach out and add to their lines thousands

of small homes now closed to them by the excessively high

cost of present wiring systems.

Not Cheap

Unfortunately, there is very little data available upon

which we can base an estimate as to the correctness of these

claims, but I personally believe that the idea that concentric

would be found so cheap is a mistaken one—or would be

when you had finished surrounding it with safeguards which

I am sure you would demand before its acceptance.

I am told, for example, that a price of thirty-one dollars

per thousand feet to the contractor has been established for

No. 14 Stannos wire. I cannot say if this is correct, but

if it is I am sure that all of you who know anything of

costs will agree that it promises nothing very startling.

And then as to labor. We have heard that labor was

yoing to be a very small item in concentric, but I personally

feel that that idea, too, would be found to be based on

theory nuire than anything else, particularly since I have

inspected one of the sample installations recently made in

the east.

F"or, in the light of that inspection and as a practical

man, I am going to tell you that even a fair installation of

concentric wire of Stannos type is going to call for a grade

of skill not possessed by many American wiremen. A good

installation is going to call for the sort of man that is now
required for the assembly and installation of high grade

chandeliers and that sort of thing.

Personal

Mr. W. H. Dinsmore has been appointed traffic super-

intendent of the \'ancouver city and suburban lines of the

British Columbia Electric Railway, succeeding Mr. James

Hilton, resigned.

Mr. G. H. Stevens has resigned his position as electri-

cian-in-charge of the Fort Erie district for the Canadian

Niagara Power Company, and commenced his duties as

power apparatus specialist. Northern Electric Company,
Montreal, on April 1st.

Mr. J. F. Heffron has been appointed general manager
of the Macbeth-Evans Glass Company, Limited, of Canada,

Mr. J. F. Heffron

succeeding Mr. H. L. Lissfelt. Mr. Heflfron represented the

Macbeth-Evans Glass Company for a number of years in

the United States, before coming to Canada in 1913, and

since that time has been associated with Mr. Lissfelt at

the Canadian head office, Toronto. He is well and favorably

known among the electrical trade throughout the Dominion
and, being thoroughly conversant with the policy of his

company, will be able to carry on the work which Mr.

Lissfelt has laid down, to the satisfaction of the trade gen-

erally.

Join

!

Join the Electrical Contractors' Association

of Ontario. Meet the other fellows in your busi-

ness, interchange ideas with them, learn how to

conduct your business better. The yearly fee

is at the rate of 4c per day. Would it not be

worth that much to you?
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What is New in Electrical Equipment

Ih'

Haag Twin Electric Washer

\ new electric washer of llie twin type has recently

ilevelopcd by Haag Bros. Company, Peoria, 111. .\

feature of this new machine is the two controls with whioli

each tub is provided. The niechanisni is stopped or started

automatically by raising and lowering the lid, or by means
of levers at each end of the machine. If the operator wishes
to use but one tub, the other can be stopped with this lever

without raising- the lid, or both tubs can be stopped without

liftin.g the lids, thus retaining the head in the water while

the machine is idle. The wringer revolves completely around
in either direction and can be locked in any position. .\

wide, reversible drain prevents water from splashing on the

door when wringing. There is very little machinery on the

lops of the tubs and the mechanism is so constructed that

it is impossible for the hands or clothing to become caught.

'I'he light weight of this meclianism makes it easy for the

operator to raise the lid. The machine is 30 inches wide by

."iS inches overall with the extension rack folded. The rack is

IS inches wide. The machines are equipped with the new
Kobbins & Myers washing machine motor which was re-

cently described in these columns. This motor is provided

with special end heads which have overhanging grids which

protect the motor from water and at the same time allow

I borough ventilation. The motor is mounted on a platform

under one of the tubs and is belt connected to the machine.

Cap Has Elongated Neck

.\ new Hubbell cap, which interchanges with their entiri

of wall and Hush receptacles, has just been placed or

9
the mark
lion and

presents

neck is t

It is madi' of a durabk: heat proof coniposi-

provided with an elongated, knurled neck which

a convenient grip. The purpose of tliis elongated

o serve as a means of withdrawing the cap from

the receptacle and it is expected that the ease with whicli

this can be done will discourage the tendency to use the

cord for this purpose. This, as well as all other Hubbell

non-polarized caps, interchange with the entire line of Hub-
bell wall and flush receptacles.

Condit Type I Oil Starter

The demand for a fused oil switch for use in starting

small induction motors which are thrown directly on the

line without the use of a starting compensator is met by
the Condit Electrical Manufacturing Company's Type I

oil starter. This starter is designed for motors whose normal
running current does not exceed 30 amperes at GOO volts or

less. It is a fundamental engineering principle that for safe

and satisfactory operation as well as for economical main-
tenance of the apparatus, the making and breaking of an
alternating-current circuit should take place in oil, irrespect-

ive of capacity or potential. Also, from the standpoint of

"Safety First," an oil starter is considered a necessity. Be-

cause of the heavy starting current taken by induction mo-

tors which arc thrown directly on the line, it has been ens

toniary to use fuses whose capacity was far in excess of the

normal running current, and thereby the motor was afforded

no overload protection under running condition; this is one

great objection to the ordinary open or enclosed, fused, air-

break switch used for starting small motors of this type.

The use of the Type I starter permits the motor to be fused

for proper overload protection without blowing the fuses in

starting the motor, and at the same time affords ample pro-

lection during the starting period. .\s this starter is totally

enclosed, there is no danger of the operator coming in con-

tact with either the operating mechanism or any live parts.

The starter is arranged for wall mounting and is sold by

Ihe Northern Electric Company, Limited.

Trade Publications

Fireproof Wires.—Catalogue No. 5, by the 1) & W Fuse
t'ompany, Trovidcnce, Hhode Island, describing Dellabcston

wires. The booklet is published wilh the object of listing

asbestos-covered wires manufactured by Ibis i-ompany, and
of ac<|uainting the trade with improvemenls recently made
in its ilianufacturc.

Panel Boards, etc.— Bulletin oa by the Krantz Manu-
facturing Company, describing safety and live faced panel

boards, switchboards and switches; illustrated.
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An Electric Water Heater

Tlic accompanying illustration shows tlu- nu-tliod of in-

stallation of the Lee electric v/ater heater. It is not required

to disconnect the water tank from the previous coal or gas

heater, but to just insert in the tank through the standard

opening in the top the Lee heating element. .\s shown

in the illustration the hot water device appears like a long

ftf^
'

rod reaching almost to the bottom of the l;ink. In this rod

is contained the heating element. The rod is about l^j ins.

in diameter and, being entirely immersed in the water, gives

off every bit of the heating energy to the water contained in

the boiler.^ The devices manufactured by this company have

two capacities—500 watts and 750 watts.

Double Contact Push Button

..\ new type of push button has recently been placed upon

the market by the Connecticut Telephone & Electric Com-
jiany. of Meriden, Conn. This button is fitted with long

self-cleaning contact springs which have a double wipe. This

is the only push button upon the market with a double rub-

bing contact. Contacts are protected by a heavy metal guard.

and lugs on side of binding post screws keep the wire con-

nections in position—no soldering is necessary. The push

button has a large oval centre which has a solid stop—entire

button is solidly built and is practically indestructible. This

button is arranged to be mounted singly or in groups and

designed to fit a ->^-in. hole and can be furnished with black,

white or pearl centre as desired.

The Lincoln Electric Company of Canada, 311-12 Kent

Building, Toronto, are distributing a little booklet describ-

ing the underlying principles of arc welding practices. The
booklet is well illustrated and contains a quantity of very

interesting information.

Plug with Polarized Contacts

W'lien direct current i.s used it is extremely important

that the flow of current be always maintained in the same
direction. Harvey Hubbell, Inc., have just placed on the

market a small separable attachment plug with polarized

contacts. The slots in the base are placed at right angles

and the knife blade contacts in the cap arranged to corres-

))ond. Using this plug it is impossible to reverse the polar-

ity once it is established in the cap. This plug can be used

either as a polarized plug or, if so desired, the cap will inter-

change with all Hubbell T-slot receptacles of the surface

and flush types consuming either alternating or direct cur-

rent. It is made of a tough heat proof composition with a

nickel plated screw shell presenting a compact and pleasing

appearance. To increase the service possibilities of this plug

the base ui the standard No. 54(IG has been arranged to take

either the porcelain cap, usually supplied with it, or the

jiolarized composition cap of the plug described and illus-

tr.itcd above. The accompanying cut illustrates this feature.

A Treatise on Electric Railway Material

The Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio, are dis-

tril)uting their No. 16 catalo.gue. This supersedes and cancels

all other O-B catalogues with the exception of Valve Cata-

logue No. 50, and customers are requested to destroy their

old catalogues lest reference to them cause confusion in

ordering. This catalogue is being distributed in Canada by

Mr. P. .\. Hinds, 88 Farnham Avenue, Toronto, Canadian

representative of the Ohio Brass Company. It may justly

be termed a treatise on electrical railway material; profusely

illustrated and contains 654 pages of valuable information.

The scope of the matter covered may be judged from the

following general index of material: Catenary Line Materi-

als. 7t pa.ges; Direct Suspension Line Materials. 304 pages;

Hi-Tension Porcelain Insulators, 184 pages; Rail Bonds and

Tools, 63 pages; Third Rail Insulators, 18 pages; Car Equip-

ment Materials, 74 pages; Tables and Data, 16 pages. This

is one of the most valuable and complete catalogues we have

seen.

J. D. Lachapelle & Company, Genera! Agents and En-

gineers, Montreal, are laying out and doing the purchasing

of the electrical equipment for the new million dollar plant

which is being installed at Montmagny for the General Car

& Machinery Company.

Trade Inquiries

Names and addresses may be obtained from the De-

partment of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa. Ont.

363. Steam-electric power plant apparatus and engineer-

ing specialties— .\ gentleman who intends visiting New Zea-

land during the coming summer is desirous of securing the

a.genciefe of Canadian engineering manufacturers of steam-

electric plant apparatus and engineering specialties, and is

desirous of receiving full technical description of apparatus,

together with illustrations, weight of apparatus, shipping

weight, and weight of heaviest piece and over-all dimensions.

Present prices either f.o.b. Canadian or .\merican port or

c.i.f. New Zealand port.
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HIGH TENSION

CABLE

250,000 CM. Three -Con-

ductor, Paper Insulated, and

plain Lead Covered cable for

13,200 volts, which we arc

at present supplying and in-

stallino- for the Toronto

Hydro i^lectric Systoni.

SPECIFICATIONS

C'c inductors composed of 37

strands each .082 in. diani.

Thickness of dielectric on

each conductor .210 in.

I'liickness in belt .210 in.

Thickness of lead slioalli

.160 in.

( )vcrall dianieter 2.oi in.

WIRES
and

CABLES
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

The Standard in Canada
for Over 25 Years

For more than a quarter of a century we
lia\e been making wires and cables of unques-

tioned quality and reliability. We have one

of the most up-to-date and best equipped plants

in the country. Our workmen are skilled and

many of them are sons of our older employees.

( )in- chemistry department is manned by cap-

aiiie and expert chemists who co-operate with

our purchasing department in seeing that no-

thing but absolutely unimpeachable materials

enter our works. We use the best of pure new
lead, the finest Sea Island yarns and Italian

silks and the highest grade of asbestos, etc.

Phillips products are unqualiiiedly guaran-

teed to give the very best service. They are

used by the biggest and most progressive elec-

tricians and engineers in the country.

Let us quote you

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS
Electrical Works, Limited
Head Office and Factory: MONTREAL

Branches: TORONTO WINNIPEG CALGARY VANCOUVER
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Current News and Notes

Calgary, Alta.

The annual report of the Calgary Power Company, Lim-

ited, for the year 1915, showed gross earnings of $289,613,

an increase of 2.T.3 per cent.; net earnings .?237,l.''i8, an in-

crease of 31.fi per cent. This net represents 4.33 per cent.

earned on tlie companj-'s capital stock.

Granby, Que.

The official opening of the electric railway branch of the

Montreal and Southern Counties Railway Company, between

the ijrcscnt terminus and (iranliy, IcioU place on Saturday,

.\pril :2'.l.

London, Ont.

The Utilities Board of the city of Lcmdcjn arc planning

to extend an electric lighting system into London township

to illuminate a considerable area to be used for camp pur-

poses.

Marieville, Que.

The town council are considering installing an electric

fire alarm system.

Montreal, Que.

.\ re(hiction is announced in the price of electric energy

for lighting purposes in Montreal, by the Montreal Light,

Heat & Power Company.

Mr. J. Pilcher, manager of the Montreal brancli of the

Canadian General Electric Company, on .Vi^ril 18 fell while

bowling and broke his wrist.

The offices of the Montreal Klectrical Commissii>n will

lie removed from the New Birks Building to the Dulutli

Building, .in Notre Dame Street West.

The output of the Shawinigan Electro-Metals Limited,

a subsidiary of the Shawinigan Water and Power Company,

has increased, and ten tons of nielallic magnesium per month

is now being manufactured.

The Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power Company

have ju>t put another unit into operation. This makes the

tenth, each being a 10,000 kv.a., (l.ciKi v.dt, 3-phase, fiO cycle

vertical water wheel driven unit.

The Montreal Tramways Company has placed an order

with the Standard Underground Cable Company of Canada,

Limited, Hamilton, for a quantity of cable for the Bleury

Street section of the underground conduit system. The

order is for lyi million cm. paper insulated lead covered

single conductor cable.

Napanee, Ont.

The Pleasant \"alley Telephone Company, Limited, has

been incorporated, head office, Napanee.

The Palace Road Telephone Com])any have obtained a

charter.

New Westminster, B.C.

The Trades ;ind Lalior Council recently voted unani-

mously to request the Minister of Lal)or, Ottawa, to appoint

a board of arbitrators to deal with the dispute between the

electrical workers and the municii)a!ity.

Niagara Falls, Ont.

That portion of Queen Victoria Park, Niagara Falls, in

which tlie various electric power comjianies arc located, is

now closed to the public.

Mr. C. S. Hudson, for the last two years Niag<lra Falls

manager of the Bell Telephone Company of Canada, is be-

ing transferred to Montreal, as travelling supervisor of ac-

counting.

Ottawa, Ont,

The offices of the Ottawa municipal electrical depart-

ment are being moved on May 1 from their present location

on Sparks Street to more commodious quarters on the south-

east corner of Bank and Albert Streets. .\ large display

room will be maintained at this latter address.

The city council have awarded a contract to the Stand-

ard Underground Cable Company for the supply of cable

to the approximate cost of .$10,000. The Herbert Morris

Crane and Hoist Company will also supply two cranes.

Saskatoon, Sask.

Judging by the quantity of electricity consumed in the

city of .Saskatoon, commercial conditions are rapidly re-

turning to their pre-war activity. The record for March of

this year shows the largest amount of electric current used

in the history of the city, with two exceptions.

St. John's, Que.

The contract for lighting Richelieu Bridge, connecting

Iberville and St. John's, has been awarded to J. Bessette

Company, Limited.

Strathroy, Ont.

The town council are considering the purchase of an

electric fire alarm system.

Toronto, Ont.

The Trent Valley Power Bill, validating the purchase

of the entire interests of the Electric Power Company in the

Trent \alley district, has been approved by the Ontario

Legislature.

Victoria, B.C.

The Honorable Lome ,-\. Campbell, addressing the an-

nual meeting of the Victoria Board of Trade recently, prom-

ised in the near future a thorough investigation of the water

power and irrigation possibilities of the province. It was

hinted that the government may consider undertaking the

developuuut of certain water powers for distribution.

Welland, Ont,

The Welland Town Council have been asked by the

local Hydro-electric Commission to advance them another

$40,000 for the erection of a new sub-station. .A.t a recent

meeting of the town council, it was stated that the Wel-

land factory district was the largest user of electrical energy

in the province, the amount being something over T.I.OOO h.p.

A local company, it is stated, is now applying for eight to

ten thousand additional horse power.

Weyburn, Sask.

A by-law recently carried in Weyburn, Sask., to expend

$3.';,000 on extensions to the electric light plant. This will

include a 500 kw. steam turbogenerator.

Whitby, Ont.

Tenders have have been called up to May 1 for the in-

stallation of an electric fire alarm system.

Winnipeg, Man.

Ont of a committee of 32 appointed to look after the

$.100,000 Patriotic Fund at Winnipeg no less than five of

the Captains were mendicrs of the Winnipeg Jovian Order.
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The Combined Use of Water Power
and Steam

.\ irMnl)or of water powers in Canada and especially at

certain points in western Canada are running to waste today

on account of their irregularity of flow. In other words,

though the average flow is amply sufficient to supply thq ne-

cessary power eleven months out of twelve, or possibly 360

days out of the 365, there remains that element of uncertainty

about the reniainin.g odd days that causes a municipality or

company to hesitate about installing expensive hydro-electric

cquipincnt and tying themselves up with contracts that they

probably would be able to keep, but possibly might not. The

installation of a steam reserve as an auxiliary is of course al-

ways open for consideration, but here again the problem is an

abnormal one and expensive at the best, as a guarantee of

continuous service would mean practically a duplicate instal-

lation of sufficient capacity to handle the peak requirements.

An interesting article on this very point is printed else-

where in the present issue, which indicates how a similar

situation has been handled by a United States organization,

the Pennsylvania Water & Power Company. The flow on

this company's system varied from 1 to 250, and yet without

the expense of installing new stand-by steam plant equipment,

this company have developed their water power lo a very

high percentage of iis maximum capacity and have been able

to maintain a continuous service. This has been accomp-

lished by making arrangements with existing steam plants

owned by one or another of their customers with whom they

have been able to make contracts covering the periods during
which water power is available—plants that otherwise in all

probability would have been scrapped and have brought their
owner comparatively little. It is true these steam plants in
many cases may not operate efiicientljs but this becomes of
less importance in proportion as the length of time—always
short—they are used diminishes. Then, under proper ad-
ministration, the more cflicient steam plants are used first,

and the least eflicient only conies into service as a final re-
sort and thus is operated for a minimum period of time. By
such "methods of co-operation between customers and power
company,'' to use the author's own words, "there will be per-
mitted the development, on fluctuating rivers, of large water
powers now difficult to handle financially." The paper will

be found decidedly interesting to municipalities or companies
situated as the Pennsylvania company found itself or contem-
plating operations under similar conditions.

Heavy Price Increases

llie increased price of electrical material is engaging
tlie attention of every member of the electrical trade at the
present moment. Not only are the prices very much higher,
but there is great difficulty experienced in obtaining material
on short notice, and it would seem to be the part of wisdom
for contractors to use all reasonable caution in laying in ad-
vance supplies. As an example of what the trade has to

contend with at the present time, we quote the following
Utter which has been distributed by one of our largest manu-
facturing houses, to their clients, during the past few days.—

"On account of the great and constantly increasing diffi-

culty of securing reasonably prompt deliveries of the raw
materials entering into our varied line of products and the
scarcity of both skilled and unskilled labor due to tlie large

number of workmen in all (rades who have enlisted for over-
seas service and the large number who have left their regular
occupations and are now engaged on munitions work, a cur-

tailment of output and the consequent lengthening of de-

liveries are inevitable.

"Furthermore, we wish to empliasize the fact that higher
prices are also inevitable and will probably obtain for a very
long time to come due primarily to the increased cost of
raw materials, the scarcity of labour and the present embargo
on shipments from Europe which makes us dependent on re-

ceiving supplies from the United States where the rise in

prices during the past year has lieen unprecedented. As
an illustration we submit the following table which shows
the increases there from March \'.n:>. to March 1916:

Per cent.
Copper 100
Pig Iron 60
Tool Steel 600
.Steel Castings 3.t

l-'orging Billets 150
Insulating Materials, Varnished Cambric,
Mica Sheets 35
Steel Plates 3OO
Electric Steel 150
Tin 50
Lead 1 50
Brass 200
Spelter 300
Cold Rolled Steel 220
Ferro-Manganese 1000

The difficulty experienced in obtaining these materials

should also be borne in mind. For instance bars and plates

which a few months ago could be secured in 30 to 60 days
now take from 9 to 10 months. Copper which we could se-

cure in 30 days now requires 4 months, and shipping prom-
ises on cold rolled steel run well into 1917, and such orders

must be entered without cancellation privileges.

"We are issuing this circular letter to our customers in

order that they may thoroughly appreciate the extraordinary

conditions under which Canadian manufacturers are now op-
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crating and may co-operate with ourselves and other manu-
facturers by anticipating their requirements as far ahead as

possible and thus avoid the disappointments that will result

if the placing of orders is put off until tlic apparatus or the

materials are actually required."

Exit The Electric Power Company
The act to confirm an agreement between the Electric

Power Company, Limited, and his Majesty the King, just

passed by the Ontario Legislature, marks another step in the

history of municipal ownership in that province. The
Electric Power Co. is comparable in size, organization and

scope of its operations with the Hydro-electric Power Com-
mission of Ontario, controlling at the time of sale, March of

the present year, 23 electrical companies operating in and

around the Trent Valley district These companies are as

follows:

—

1. Auburn Power Company, Limited.
2. Central Ontario Power Company, Limited.
3. City Gas Company of Oshawa, Limited.
4. Cobourg Utilities Corporation, Limited.
5. Cobourg Water and Electric Company.
6. Cobourg Gas, Light and Water Company.
7. Eastern Power Company, Limited.
8. Light, Heat and Power Company of Lindsay.
'.>. Napanee Gas Company, Limited.

10. Napanee Water and Electric Company,
n. Nipissing Power Company, Limited.
12. Northumberland Pulp Company, Limited.
13. Oshawa Electric Light Company.
14. Otonabee Power Company, Limited.
1.5. North Bay Light, Heat and Power Company.
16. Peterborough Light and Power Company, Limited.
17. Peterborough Radial Railway Company.
18. Port Hope Electric Light and Power Company,
ly. Seymour Power and Electric Company, Limited.
20. Sidney Electric Power Company, Limited.
31. Trenton Electric and Water Company, Limited.
23. Tweed Electric Light and Power Company, Limited.

The Act states that the treasurer of the Province of On-

tario is authorized to issue debentures of the Province of On-

tario, to the amount of $8,350,000, in payment for this property

the debentures to bear interest at the rate of 4 per cent.

The operation of the newly acquired property has been

handed over to the Hydro-Electric Commission of Ontario.

Electrical Employers' Safety First Campaign

In pursuance of the campaign of "Safety Eirst" publicity

which has been inaugurated by the Electrical Employers'

Association of Canada the secretary frequently distributes

specific information to central station officials throughout

the Dominion bearing on actual working experiences of one

or other of the member companies. The following letter

sent out a few days ago by the secretary of the Association,

Mr. Wills Maclachlan, is typical of the useful kind of work

this association is doing:

—

In view of the fact that an electrical employee was killed

recently by shock and resuscitation methods were stopped by

a doctor after having been carried on for only about fifteen

minutes, we would draw your attention to the following facts

and suggest that these be strongly impressed on all your em-

ployees:

—

1. In the case of apparent dealh frcini lUctric shock, the

prone pressure method or Schafcr method of resuscitation

should be immediately applied. This should be done even

although mechanical means of resuscitation arc to be used

later. The reason for this is that the first four minutes are

of extreme value in resuscitation and it is never possible to

have a mechanical device operating in this time.

2. Men should be trained in resuscitation and be re-

quired to practice regularly. This is for two reasons:

First—The average man is afraid of an apparently aead per-

son. Second—At the time when his skill in resuscitation is

most needed he is under great strain and it is most likely

that it is his mate who has received the shock. Through
practice he will gain confidence and will be able to perform
resuscitation coolly, even thougli under mental strain.

3. In regard to the length of time to continue resusci-

tation, we quote from the British Medical Journal of March 8,

1913, page 498: "The importance of getting to work with
artificial respiration without a moment's delay has often
been emphasized by those who have had experience with
electrical accidents. No less important is the necessity for

continuing artificial respiration until it is certain that death
has occurred; nothing less than cooling of the body or the

onset of rigor mortis should be considered to be evidence of

death here."

We would ask that you acknowledge receipt of this

letter, giving at the time any comments on resuscitation you
wish. We cannot impress upon j-ou too strongly the ne-

cessity for having men practice resuscitation regularly as

from our knowledge of the industry we can safely say that

not more than 10 per cent, of the men connected with the

industry are capable of performing resuscitation in an effi-

cient manner.

Yours very truly,

\\'ills Maclachlan,

Inspector.

Treatment of Telephone Poles

At a recent meeting of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, a paper was presented by E. L. Rhodes and
R. F. Hosford, on recent results obtained from the preser-

vative treatment of telephone poles. The paper covered the

experience with treated poles over a period of eighteen years

in the plant of the American Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany and their associated companies, in the use of distillates

of coal tar or wood tar for preservative treatment. The
experience also covers several typical processes for applying

the preservative, which served to show the varied possibili-

ties through the choice of methods for applying the diflFerent

materials studied. The paper further includes figures cover-

ing the rates of decay, increase in life by treatment, effect of

seasoning, characteristics of the damage to poles caused by

decay and by insects. The authors sum up the results of

their experience in the following conclusion:

—

"Because of the present incomplete stage of our exper-

ience with the different types of treatment described, con-

clusions can be reached for only a part of the problems

whose solution was sought. The seasoning of poles offers

at best only moderate advantages in the way of increased

life. Its greatest value is as a preparation for the success-

ful application of preservatives. The practise of applying to

poles preservatives high in antiseptic power and insoluble in

water has been shown to yield increased life. The amount
of preservative applied and the depth to which it is made to

penetrate appear to exercise controlling influences upon the

results obtained. Mechanical failure of the treated layer is

indicated as the principal limit to the effectiveness of light

aiiplications of preservatives."

Toronto Branch A. I. E.E. Resuscitated

The Toronto branch ol the .Vmcricau Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers held an organization meeting on Friday May
.") and appointed officers for the ensuing term as follows: Mr.

E. T. Brandon, chairman; Mr. E. M. Ashworth. vice-chair-

man; Mr. Wills Maclachlan. secretary; W. G. Gordon, A.

H. Hull and T. M. DeBlois.

The Fire Department of the city of Quebec have received

tenders for a storage battery plant, switchboard, and the ne-

cessary auxiliary equipment.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Engineers' Opportunity

Winnipeg. May 4. linil.

Editor Electrical News:

—

Your editorial entitled "The Engineers' Opportunity" in

the May 1st issue of the "Electrical Xews" should give all

engineers who are proud ot their profession, and interested
in the welfare of their country, serious food for thought.
Much has I)een written and much has l)een spoken on the
status of the engineer, the engineer's responsihility to so-
ciety and the education of the engineer; hut it is not often
that we have the privilege of reading anything on the suh-
ject of the engineer's place in the legislative Ralls of his

country. We hear it talked about, yes, and I believe where
engineers worthy of their profession arc gathered together,
unconsciously the subject is voiced and arguments pro and
con are advanced, but due to their ingrained modesty, en-
gendered maybe somewhat by the fact that they arc in closer

contact than other men with the stupendous forces of na-

ture, they are somewhat diffident in pushing themselves into

the limelight of publicity and its attendant light and shadows.
No one will deny that the two greatest factors in the ad-
vancement of civilization to its present stage, namely light

and transportation, are the product of the engineer, and yet,

owing to the modesty of the engineer coupled with the tradi-

tional reverence of the mass of humanity for the clergy, the

doctor, and the lawyer, the engineer has not so far, except in

very rare instances, penetrated to the atlministrative circles

of the community in which he lives.

The clergy, lawyers and physicians are not the whole
incarnation of civic wisdom, nor tlie only storehouse of po-

tential thought concerning the problems that confront man-
kind and human progress. The status of these and other

professions have been raised to their present level, in a very

great tneasure, by the fact that members of these professions

have given their time and their ability to the solution of

public questions. The engineer can do likewise, and putting-

aside the question of the professional status altogether in

this instance, it is the duty of the engineer if he wishes to

leave the world better than when he entered it, to give more

(jf his time to public affairs; to the analysis of local questions,

where his advice and help would be of eminent use. and to

the greater questions of Dominion Administration.

Without casting reflections in any way (ui individuals

who have governed the affairs of this country in the past let

us take the position of Minister of the Interior for the Dom-
inion of Canada. What type of man coulil give better ser-

vices and greater honour to his own iirofession in this re-

sponsible cabinet position than an engineer of Dominion-wide

experience, forethought, resourcefulness, and imagination

—

the last of which is perhaps the greatest of all? No large

schemes, projects, or economical national benefits were ever

achieved except from the initial impetus of the imagination

of some great mind.

When we criticise the political conditions of a country

we arc told that we obtained the government we asked for;

that we have it in our hands to appoint men to legislative

positions, and that if we arc not satisfied we can remedy

same at the next election. This to a great extent is very

true, but we must go a step further and if the material really

needed for election is not forthcoming it is up to the elec-

torate to try and |)roduce the right material lor representa-

tion.

Engineers have for so long remained in the background

regarding administrative affairs of their country that the

public have not been taught to look on them as their repre-

sentatives, hence the initial step should be taken by the en-

gineers themselves.

A great percentage of the work undertaken by municipal
councils, provincial parliaments and Dominion bodies is of a
nature demanding the solving of engineering questions and
were the engineers among these bodies, millions of dollars
would be saved to the electors besides which, more efficient
results and greater advancement to the comforts and con-
venience of the public would result. Years ago Tregold
gave a definition of engineering which stands today; namely
that "Engineering is the art of directing the great sources
of power in nature to the use and convenience of man." In
the great struggle going on at present in Europe the in-

struments of destruction, both on land and sea, are the pro-
duct of the imagination and brains of the engineering pro-
fession, and in no small degree will it be the engineer who
will be responsible ultimately for the destruction of a terrible
and tragic ideal of the relation of nations as created by the
common enemy whoiu the Allies are endeavoring to crush.

Surely among engineers there are public spirited men
who would be only too glad to give their services to their
country, even as men of the other professions have done.

The engineering societies should take up this question
of public service and discuss among themselves the advisa-
bility of urging some of their best men to place themselves
in the ranks of candidates for civic positions or the various
parliaments.

In the last analysis of this world struggle, efficiency in all

Ijranches of service, involved will win the day, and when the
war is over and Canada amongst other portions of the Great
British Empire reviews its economic and human losses, and
realizes that economy and efficiency to the last straining

point will be needed in the coming days of reconstruction,

then surely it will be the duty of engineers to do more than
work under the supervision and advice of others, who are

often far less fitted by their walks in life to create and ,pov-

ern public enterprises.

Engineers, by the very fact of their working close to. and
in harmony with the forces of nature are primarily men of

integrity and honesty of purpose, and if ever the time was
apparent for honesty in the public life of Canada, it is the

present, and will lie even more so when reconstruction days
come upon us.

The premier engineering society of Canada numbers
among its members men who have the handling of probably
uKist of the engineering work throughout this great Dom-
inion. Some of these men Iiy their very education, their

experience, and by the fact that their work is of a positive

nature and not negative, arc surely fitted by the exactness

and honesty that their profession demands from them to

give their ability to a broader and greater sphere of admin-
istration.

Yours very truly,

Charles F. Gray.

The Power Commission Act Amendments
Toronto. May 2. liU6.

Editor. Electrical Xews:

—

Dear Sir—On Page 40 of your issue of May 1st, we note

an article entitled ".\mendments to the Power Commission
.\ct, which directly affects the contractor and dealer." We
would draw your attention to alterations which have been

agreed to by the Government in the wording of Clauses G

and 7. ^'c>u quote lliese clauses :is they appear in the or-

iginal .Irafl of the bill.

ll will be seen by reference to Clause li that "Every
Municipal Corporation or commission and every company,

linn or individual supplying electrical power or energy for

use in any electric works, plant, machinery, apparatus, ap-

pliance or e(|ui|)menl before the same has been inspected and

such supply authorized by the certificate of the Commission
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shall incur a penalty of not less tlian $.;()() nor more than

$500."

According to the exact meaning of this terminology, if

the writer purchased a toaster in Montreal and attached it

to his house service and such toaster had not been inspected

and approved by the Power Commission, the Company sup-

plying the electrical energy to the house in (juestion would

become automatically liable to the penalty.

It happened, curiously enough, that copies of tliis Hill

were not distributed until the day before it was linally

adopted. There was consequently very little time for ac-

tion. The phraseology of this clause was, however, so man-

ifestly extreme that it became a case for very quick action.

We were successful at the last moment in having the clause

altered so that it now reads
—"Every Municipal corporation,

etc., supplying electrical power or energy for use in any elec-

trical works, appliance, etc., before the same have been in-

spected and after notice from the Commission of the unauth-

orized supply or use, shall incur a penalty, etc."

Clause No. 7 stated further that "the penalty was to b.'

incurred liy every municipal corporation, company, lirm. etc..

which refused or neglected to disconnect or discontinue the

supply of electricity to any electric works, plant, appliance,

etc., without notice in writing from the Commission so to

do." We were successful in getting the wording "Without
notice from the Commission" changed so as to read "Upon
due notice in writing from the Commission."

The above may at first blush appear to be a trifling con-

cession but, as a matter of fact, it amounts to a good deal.

As the Bill first read any customer of a company supplying

electrical energy might quite unwittingly subject the electrical

company to a fine of $300 to .fSOO. It is obvious that those

who supply energy have only a small control over the method
of its use. A more equitable arrangement would he one by

which the user of the current laid himself open to penalty

in the case of the violation of such a rule as this. .\ half a

loaf is, however, better than no loaf at all.

I am, dear Sir,,

Yours very truly,

Alan Sullivan,

Secretary-Treasurer.

Canadian Electrical Association.

The Economical Use of Water Powers
Having a Widely Irregular Flow—Combination with Existing Steam Plants-

Proper Organization an Important Feature
By John Abbet Walls, before A. I. E. E.

To secure the most effective combined operation of

steam and liydraulic power is a problem that has engaged for

the past few years the serious attention of the Pennsylvania

Water and Power Company. This company has built a

hydro-electric plant at Holtwood, Pa., on the Susquehanna

River only 25 miles from its mouth. This station has, at

present, a capacity of 83.000 kw. The river flow fluctuates

in erratic fashion, being subject to sudden and unseasonable

variations from one-eight of that required for full power

house output to a maximum flood of 250 times tlie low flow.

Fig. 1 shows the daily discharge of the ri\er at tlie power

Fig. 1.

d indicates tlie lack ofdevelopment over a year periot

dependable regularity in flow.

Rather than incur investment charges on equipment in-

stalled in advance of the time of there being load sufficient

to justify its use, the hydraulic plant was so laid out as to

permit of extensions lieing added on the unit plan as they

were required and the problem lias been to determine, from

estimated load growths and from the hyilraulic am'.' power

contract conditions, the i)roper division of load lietween

steam plants and hydraulic station, and the resulting advisa-

bility of additions respectively either to hydraulic or steam
equipment By appropriate conduct of its operation the

company has felt itself warranted in adding to the hydraulic

installation from time to time and in utilizing more and
more of the possibilities of the river, until now the installed

capacity is eight times the low water flow.

Taking up the question of how such full utilization of

an erratic river has been brought about it must be noted.

first, that the power company though not itself owning any
steam equipment has yet been able to make appropriate ar-

rangements with the customers, who possessed steam plants

of more or less modernity at the time the contracts for the

supply of hydroelectric power were entered into. The
power customers are few in number and are large electric

railway and distributing companies so that the hydraulic

company may be considered as practically a wholesaler of

liydroelectric energy. The various contracts for power
(litter considerably from each other in their essentials; hence,

there might be said to have been obtained for the power
company the benefits of a diversity factor from the power
contracts themselves, as well as from the power loads.

The experience obtained from comparing the workings
of these different types of contracts was of benefit when it

came to provide for the sale of additional hydraulic power to

the customers, for in the beginning, a natural distrust of the

reliability of hydraulic power manife-sted itself in provisions

which contemplated substantial steam standby and steam

generation.

During the period of tuning up a new hydraulic installa-

tion, which period may be more or less extended, such pre-

cautions are quite justified. Gradually, however, as the

hydroelectric service improved, or as the customers gained

confidence in the reliability of such service, the maintenance

of extended steam standby conditions with banked boilers

and heavy operating force, and generation by steam,, became

less and less necessary. Without .going into details, as it is

a rather voluminous subject in itself it may be sufficient to

say that by continuous experimenting, test runs, surprise

drills, improvements in equipment and methods of banking

boilers, laying fires, retaining heat, etc., the stand-by arrange-
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ments were made more effective while at the same time the
stand-by was reduced in cost.

All this was preparatory to making it possible for the
hydro-electric company to take up effectively with the cus-
tomers the question of shifting over onto the hydroelectric
plant more and more of that power load originally left out-
side of the power contracts

Looking at a sample daily load diagram, iMg. 2, repre-
senting total customers load, there is a limit, to the amount
of load for which the hydroelectric company is justified in

installing equipment to carry for that particular shape of
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steam generation, and of a lack of knowledge of future con-

ditions of power supply and demand, to provide rates and de-

livery specifications equitably to apply against future transfer

of portions of steam load to the hydroelectric station. Rough

figures can be estimated, but it is the lack of that exactness

fatal to maximum efficiency and inherent in such guesses that

prevents the getting out of the situation all that there is in

it both for the customer and for the power company.

Naturally, the contract understandings may play a part in

determining the hydroelectric plant design. For example;

when steam is available to carry the tips of the load peaks,

the additional equipment, as purchased, is designed to carry

continuously the full output of the turbines less allowance

for governing, instead of being given a peak rating.

In general the loads of the customers at the time of

making the power contracts had nearly reached the limits of

capacity of the customers' steam plants, but additions have

been made since not only in hydraulic equipment, but also in

steam equipment. It has not l)een found necessary for the

hydroelectric company to have a steam plant of its own;

rather the idea has been to work out a use for the steam

plants which the customers possessed at the time of making

the power contracts, and since the very lowest flow in the

river does not last for a long time, it is possible to figure

upon using even very ineiificient and out of date steam equip-

ment for these short periods, thus making useful, steam

equipment which otherwise would possil)ly long ago have

been scrapped.

Where the load is that of a few large customers having

already a certain amount of steam equipment, and where it

is not practicable to work out a system of combined primary.
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New Home of Ontario Hydro Commission
Handsome new structure on University

important organization—

A

Owing to tlK- rapid increase of tlie bnsiness, and there-

fore of the stafl^ requirements of the Hydro-electric Power
Comrnission of Ontario, it was found that the old quarters in

the Continental Life Building were too congested, and the

Commissioners decided in 1914 to erect a new office liuild-

ing. The building is situated just below College St., witii

the main facade facing on University Avenue directly oppo-
site the General Hospital. The architecture is simple classic,

Greek design; front elevation, cut stone, with side and rear

walls, brown pressed faced brick, cut stone window caps and
sills. The feature of the main facade is an artistic portico

with an arched roof, with a cast stone plate bearing the com-
mission's name. Surmounting the portico are four large Ionic

columns flanked by end pavilions, supporting an extended

stone coping, the whole supporting the top or sixth storey.

Immediately under the portico is the main entrance, with

its double doors of solid bronze. The entrance hall has a

floor of white Renfrew marble witli a dado of Piancroft white

marble. All doors off this main entrance are solid bronze.

The heating is by the forced hot water system, two large

Avenue, Toronto—Quarters befitting this

model of electrical equipment

self-feeding Spencer heaters, burning Inickwhcat coal, supply-
ing hot water. The water is forced up throughout the building
by two centrifugal pumps, operating one at a time or both in

parallel, driven by two 3 h.p., 220 volts, 3 phase, 25 cycle,

motors. l-'uel room for the heaters is underground outside
the building, and has a capacity for one car load of coal.

There is a steel stack on the west side of the building in

connection with the heaters.

There is also in the basement a private and a main dining
room where lunch will be served for the employees; these
rooms are separated by three large sliding doors which may
be opened out for banquet purposes. There is also a large

sitting-room adjacent to the dining room, and the necessary
kitchen, which will be electrically fitted and operated, be-

sides the pantry and refrigerator. Filing and stationery stor-

age rooms, and a large vault room, take up the remaining
basement floor space.

First Floor

The first floor, with the excepti

switch board booth, is used entirely

nn of the toilet and the

by the Accounting and
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Filing departments. The accountina department oeciipy

two large rooms to the right and left of the main entrance,

and the filing department occupy the rooms in the rear of the

building. The tiles are steel, five files high single with room
for doubling, set in rows of eighty. f'"iles may be des-

patched to any floor by means of an automatic dumb waiter.

Second Floor

The second or executive floor contains the Board Room
on the north west corner with a private office connected for

the use of the Commissioners, Chairman's office and com-
mittee room connected to the Board Room by a private pas-

sageway, Chief Engineer's and Secretary's offices, and also

a library and conference room. This floor throughout is

finished in mahogany-finish, hollow steel doors and trim, with

cork linoleum, cemented directly to the concrete, in the

main corridors and hall-ways. The Board Room is finished

with wall panelling, mahogany dados, oak floors, and

beamed ceiling. Chairman's and Commissioners' rooms are

finished in solid mahogany with oak floors.

•Upper Floors

Tlic upper floors, which are all very sinnlar in floor plan,

contain the Municipal, Purchasing, Operating, Railway,

Hydraulic, Station Eciuipment and Building, Line Construc-

tion and other departmental offices and drafting rooms, all ar-

ranged for maximum efficiency. These storeys are finished

in Circassion walnut, hollow steel doors and trim. All

floors with the exception of the .ground floor have a drinking

fountain at tlie head of the stairs.

Electrical Equipment

Electric power for lightin.y- and power is furnished by

the Toronto Hydro-Electric system at 2,300 volts, 35 cycles,

which is reduced to 230 and 115 in the transformer room.

This room is a cement underground building on the north

west corner of the building, and opens into the boiler and

switch board room in the basement. There are three iiO kw.

3,300/230 V. Crocker Wheeler transformers for power, and

two kw. 2200/115 V. transformers for lighting; besides these

are the storage batteries for the telephone system.

From the transformer room cables are led underground

through conduit to the switch board in the north end of tlie

basement, wdiich consists of two 18 in. panels 8 ft. higli. and

3 panels 31 in. wide. S ft. hi,gh, black slate. Tlie board has

a high tension volt meter, 3,0011 volts, a loo kw. watt-liour

demand meter; two ampere meters, one for the total load and
the other connected to measure the load on any circuit by
simply plugging in the circuit to be read. Two oil breakers
and four, single phase, overload relays, complete the equip-
inent on this half of the board. On the other half are the
switches for the different circuits—elevators, vacuum motor,
pumps, lights, dumb waiter, blueprint room. etc. The
switchboard equipment is Canadian Westinghouse.

A vacuum cleaning system, pump operated by .3 h.p.

C.G.E. induction motor, has three outlets on each floor.

The system is automatically controlled from all floors and
may be started from any outlet in the building at the will

of the operator, simply by pressing the button beside the out-

let which closes the switch on the switch board and starts

the motor. There are two bronze elevators, electrically

lighted and motor driven.

.\ novel system about the building is the automatic dumb
waiter. This waiter runs in a flue, back and west of the

main lialls. wliich contains all cables, wires, pipes and plumb-
ing outlets of the different floors The waiter is automatic-

ally controlled from the ground floor by push buttons. On
the request for files from any floor, they are put on the

elevator and despatched simply by pushing the button cor-

responding to the floor. The elevator goes up to the desired

floor, stops and turns on a bulls-eye light in the door. Open-
ing any door on intervening floors automatically stops the

elevator and thus prevents accidents

Lighting Fixtures

Lighting outlets are lavishly installed through the wliole

building Halls and corridors have semi-translucent, com-
pletely closed in, shades, while offices have semi-indirect

lighting. The Board Room has a handsome, bronze, candle-

stick chandelier Every office is equipped with four base

board receptacles for electrical appliances. Dark rooms are

automatically lighted on opening the doors.

Telephone and Signal System

An automatic telephone system, the I'resto-phone, with

100 unit switchboard in the Ijasement operates in connection

with the company's private lines over the distributing sys-

tem and the private lines to the store house and stock room;

tliis system was installed by the Canadian Independent Tele-

phone Comjjany. The offices are also equipped with the Bell

system. A si.gnal system is also installed throughout the

l)uilding; tliis is operated from a small transformer.

Characteristics of Gas Filled Incandescents
By Mr. J.

Probably the most satisfactory way to explain the work-

ing of the somewhat new type of metal filament lamps which

have the filament burning in an inert gas, is to compare them

with the older type in wliich the filament is burned in a va-

cuum, with which older type 1 assume you are all mure or

less familiar.

The effect of the gas is to hinder vaporization of metal

from the filament thus enabling us to burn the filament at a

higher temperature with the same vaporization of metal from

the filament as would take place in a vacuum at a lower tem-

perature. The amount of light emitted from the filament

rises very rapidly with increase in temperature, and as watts

input is for small variations in temperature only a little more

than proportional to the temperature, it follows that the

efficiency in watts per candle power is very much improved

by increasing the temperature. The candle power varies as

the thirteenth power of tfre temperature at 4 wa^ts per

Production Manager, P. H. Klein Co., Montreal,

E. Klein

candle, and as llic lentil power nf the temperature at one

half watts per c.p.

In order to fully understand the gas filled lamps, it is

necessary to analyze the causes of failure in vacuum and gas

filled lamps. The vacuum lamp, (except in the smaller

sizes) owing to metal vaporized from the filament, coats the

bulb with a dark deposit, which prettj' well covers the bulb.

When this dark coating becomes thick enough to absorb

over ten per cent, of the light, further deterioration is ac-

celerated by heating of the bulb, due to the energy ab-

sorbed, and the lamp is uneconomical compared with a new
lamp, and should be replaced. This point should be reached

in about lOOO to 1500 hours. .\ lamp that burns longer than

1500 hours and remains clear, has been burned at an un-

economically low efficiency, while •a lamp that burns to the

throw out point in less than 1,000 hours is either a bad lamp

or has . been burned at too high an efficiency. Burning

tungsten vacuum lamps over 3.000 hours is not economy, but
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laziness, unless the replacement involves extraordinary difti- „ ^ . -,

j.j,|(jpg
otreet Series Lamps

T-, ,-,1,1 , , .
T'l*^ f^'^' t'^at sas filled lamps will give a good efficiencyThe gas filled lamp however behaves quite differently. at currents used for arc lamps, makes them very serviceable

In th,s type of lamp the metal vapor.zed from the filament for use in street series constant current circuits. At first
-s earned by currents of gas to the upper part of the bulb, they were put into places where the full power of an arc was
where the deposit obstructs the light very little; moreover not required, but they have proven far superior to the arcs
the deposit IS generally of a hghter color than the pure on account of steadiness of light and elimination of trimming,
tungsten deposit m a vacuum lamp, as it largely consists of and are gradually replacing arcs for this service
nitnde of tungsten, which .s brownish. A gas filled lamp Owing to terminal losses, and losses in the line itself, it
therefore would not have Us bulb obscured in the working is hardly advisable to use street series lamps of less than 100
portion, the lower two-thirds) at anything like the rate candle power. For ordinary small variations of current
of a vacuum lamp, and generally the filament will burn they are no more liable to trouble than the vacuum type
through before the bulb is dark enough in the working por- street series lamps
tion to obscure the light more than 10 per cent. In multiple lamps, gas fiUe.l type, the effect of raising

Effect of Size of Filament on Efficiency voltage on life may be stated, as that 6 per cent, increase of

While in a vacuum lamp the efficiency depends only on voltage steady will cut the life in half. As the variation of

the temperature—filaments of different sizes running at the t'le current in street series lamps brings a double variation

same temperature giving the same efficiency—the efficiency of voltage, a :! per cent, increase of current will liave this

of a gas filled lamp varies with size of filament at the same same effect. Gas filled lamps are however more sensitive to

temperature, because the proportion of energy lost by con- surges in current than the vacuum street series lamps, be-

duction through the gas is less with larger filaments. Fila- cause they are burned 400 degrees closer to the melting point,

ments of vacuum lamps are run pretty nearly all at the same ' J per cent, increase of current will burn out the lamp in

temperature. The larger sizes may be run at a slightly about 2 seconds, 100 per cent, increase in about 1/5 second,

higher temperature, but in general they are all run in the This surging in street series circuits is generally caused

neighborhood of 2050 degrees cent. hy an ignorant and careless switchboard man. A street

Gas filled lamps operate at a much higher temperature, s^""'" ='>""' 's governed by a constant current transformer,

the 'A ampere filament would be run at about 2380 deg. C S^'i'^rally with one movable coil, counterweighted. When

with an efficiency of 0.9 watts per c.p. A 10 ampere filament '^^ '^"'^"'' '« °Ve"' "'^ movable coil will drop to the maxi-

at the same temperature would have efficiency about O.To ™""^ ^""^g^ position, and then if the current is switched on,

watts per c.p. and a 20 ampere filament 0.7 watts per c.p,
^^^ ^'""^ge ^•" '^« ^^ '"S'^ ^^ "^"^ transformer will give. It

,, , , . r t ,, • , • will take the coil a little time to rise, and the lamps would
lUit as the obscuration of the bulb is not the determining

, , , . r , ,
• ^ ,,- » -^ , , , •>,

, , . , , , be damaged. A careful and intelligent switchboard man will
factor, the total amount of tungsten vaporized may be larger

, , , , . • , j , , , i ^, -^ ,

. , ,, , . , , r ,
hold the counterweights down while he closes the switch,

in larger filaments, because it takes a larger amount of metal
, , , •,!,, , ,, t-, ^t ^ •,, ^ ^

, , ,-, • , • and let the coil fall gradually. Ihen the current will start
to reduce a large filament in the same proportion to its

, , . , ,, ^ ^i , , j
„ _, 1^, , , low and rise gradually to the proper value, and no damage

diameter as a small filament. J he larger wires are there- ... .

", . . will result,
fore run very much hotter, a 20 ampere filament for instance -n -^^ r r>

. ,
•* , . , „ . . Position of Burning

would be run at about 2G00 degrees, with an efficiency ot 0.4 t , , . ^ i i l ^ <" ' It is always advantageous to have lamps so constructed
wa s per c.p.

^1^^^^ ^1^^^ ^jU i^^rn in any position. Few manufacturers
Please notice that efficiency of gas filled lamps can

^^^^^.^ ^^ j^^^.^ j,^j,| ^^^ particular attention to this important
hardly be directly compared with that of vacuum lamps. The

jj^^j^j ^^j j ,„„| ^^^^^ (here is no make of lamp of which all

distribution of light is very much more advantageous, and
^j^gg ^jn i^^rn in any position. Our own lamps are made

the total light is larger compared with the horizontal candle
^^ j^^^^ ;„ .^^^ position up to ami including the 300 watt size

power than in vacuum lamps. A vacuum lamp has a spheri-
„, normal volt. 500 watts in high v(dt, and 400 c.p. in street

cal rcductitm factor of about 78 per cent, a gas filled lamp of
series. We expect to adapt other larger sizes progressively

UO per cent. A safe comparison would be to give the gas
^^ ^^^^ technical difficulties arc overcome.

filled lamp an advantage of 15 per cent, in your calculations.
Heatine of Bulb

This woul.l not take into account the difference in col„r
.^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ .^ ^.^^ |.^„^^^, ,^_^^j^ _.^^_^^ 1^^^,^^^ ^j^^^ ^ ^.^^.^,^,_,^

where this is an advantage.
,^_^^^^ ,^^^ j,^.^ ^^^^f.^^ ^^.^.^,^.^, p,.eeautions necessary. It is

A condensed table of practical nperating efficiencies m,
,^^^^,^^.^^y (^, ,,,3^^ t,,^,,„ ^^j,,, ^ j^^g ^^^k on the bulb to keep

circuits of good regulation, for the different current con-
^^^_^^ ^^^^^^ loosening the base of the lamp and also from

sumptions, is as follows:—
heating the socket which generally has paper insulation. It

.\mpere Watts per c.p.
j^ .^^^^ necessary to avoid blanketing the bulb by tight fitting

"•"'

[j'iJ.^
shades and totally enclosed globes. By making the fixtures

2 [['//_[[,,,,............. (L80 so that air can circulate upward and out through it, the bulb

; .. .. . 75 will be cooled and overheating avoided. The exact amount

20 "•^•'>
,|f ventilation depends on the size of lamp and the amount

•";
.

U'^^"
of heat that must be dissipated. In general, a good rule is

','p'' .................' j;o "safety first," namely, give them all the ventilation you can.

For circuits of poor regulation it w-nild be better lo burn Concentration of Filament

lamps rated a little higher in voltage. Life of lamps at The filament is concentrated to av.i.d as far as possible

these efficiencies should be about 800 hours for 0.5 ampere, loss of heat to the gas. Ihis shortens it and makes it pos-

1.300 hours for 6.6 ampere. 3.000 hours for 20 ampere. sible to obtain a number of a.lvantages for special forms of

You can see from these figures that the lamps for higher lighting.
r T ,,

currents are very much better lamps. To get better effi- Color of Light

ciencies we can either reduce the voltage, using low volt high The color of the light ,nviug to the higher temperature

current lamps, or use larger units and less of them. Keduc- is much whiter and better or commercial lightrng where

tion of voltage with corresponding increase of current will colors are displayed. It is also more actinic, in fact moving

improve efficiency until about six volts is reached. Then pictures can be taken with two I.OOO watt lamps in suitable

the terminal losses will use up the gain in efficiency. reflectors.
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Best Methods of Grounding Electric Systems
Effects of grounds to water pipes, driven pipes and plates— Regulations for

grounding methods embodied in National Electrical Safety Code

At the Engineering Conference held at Atlanta, tia.. May
4. a paper on the grounding of electrical systems 'irepared by

the Bureau of Standards was presented in which methods for

the protection of persons and property against electrical

dangers were reviewed. We are indebted to the Electrical

World for the following resume of the paper:

—

It was pointed out that one of the most important sour-

ces of danger is that due to the close proximity between

high-voltage and low-voltage circuits in transformer wind-

ings, on pole lines, in manholes, and other places where, be-

cause of lack of space or for other reasons, it is necessary

to place such circuits near each other. The actual hazard

in this case arises from the entrance of voltage and current

from the high-voltage circuit upon the low-voltage circuit

through faults in insulation, contacts between wires and the

like. Much can be accomplished when installing such low-

voltage circuits to make them safe by grounding the circuits

themselves and also the non-current-carrying parts of many
forms of electrical equipment. Where low-voltage circuits

are fed from high-voltage alternating-current distribution

circuits through step-down transformers, leaks in transformer

insulation are caused in most cases by lightning striking the

line and puncturing the insulation between windings. Con-

tacts between wires result from storms, electrical accidents

to cables, and other causes. While improvements in lightn-

ing arrestors, transformer insulation and construction of

lines and circuits, have reduced the possibility of danger to a

large e.xtent, complete protection is not yet obtainable.

Where a failure of insulation or where contact between high

and low-voltage wires occurs there is danger to persons com-

ing in contact with lamp sockets and other appliances, for

if the low-voltage circuit is insulated from earth, or even

accidentally grounded through a high resistance, a difference

of potential between low-voltage circuit and ground may ex-

ist, of which the value may range anywhere up to the full

voltage of the high-voltage line, depending upon the condi-

tions of the cross between the circuits involved. Even with

the high-voltage line thoroughly insulated at all points ex-

cept the one where failure has occurred, the current t1ow to

ground, due to electrostatic capacity effects, may be suffi-

cient with a few miles of line to be dangerous to both life

and property. These dangers can be practically eliminated

by connecting low-voltage circuits and the nnn-current-

carrying parts of electrical equipment and apparatus to

earth through a low resistance. That is. a current may
easily pass from the low-voltage circuit into the earth in

case of an accident to insulation. If the resistance to flow

of current is low enough, a dangerous voltage cannot exist

between !ow-voltage circuit and ground.

Grounding to Water Pipes, Driven Pipes and Plates

It was emphasized that the most important question

connected with grounding schemes is that of obtaining a low

value of resistance for the earth connection. Electric cir-

cuits can be grounded, by utilizing water pipe systems,

driven pipes or buried plates. However, water pipes easily

come first in point of desirability. In the first place, on ac-

count of their great extent they ofifer but little resistance to

flow of current away from them into the earth, the resist-

ance of water pipe earth connections being found to be but

3 fraction of an ohm in most cases. A resistance of 2 ohms

would be extraordinarily high. Where these low resistaijccs

are found the pipe joints for a considerable distance from the

earth connection must give as good metallic contact as will

ordinarily be found with lead or screw joints. In the second

place, water pipes are easily accessible at service pipes or

other places, and in the third place, it can be shown that

with certain precautions covered in the wording of the rules

of the national electrical safety code all possibility of damage
to the pipes, or injury to employees of the water company,

can be easily avoided.

With driven pipes or plates, a certain degree of pro-

tection may he obtained, and in the case of small trans-

formers or lines of limited capacity the protection thus ob-

tained may even be ample. As the kilowatt capacity of the

lines and transformers increases, however, the resistance re-

quired of the earth connection must decrease. The practic-

able limit of decrease of resistance with driven pipes or

buried plates is soon reached, and for circuits of large capa-

city some other means must be found if possible. The most

obvious solution of the problem is to use the water-pipe

systems, covered by the electrical systems. On account of

the fact that water pipes give a much lower resistance than

pipes or plates, grounding or secondaries to the water sys-

tems is highly advantageous to the consumer and tlie public.

Effect on Water Pipes of Using Them as Earth Connections

It has been stajed that earthing electrical systems to

water pipes would cause trouble to the water company in

three ways, viz., electrolysis by stray currents from the cir-

cuits earthed in this manner; danger to persons who might-

have occasion to work ori the water pipes to which earth con-

nections were made, and complications from allowing a sec-

ond public service company the use of the pipes.

Experiments conducted at the Bureau of Standards show

that the damage due to electrolysis by alternating current is

but a fraction of 1 per cent, of the damage done by direct

current of the same magnitude in point of quantity of elec-

tricity passed. No appreciable electrolytic damage from

them need, therefore, be feared by water companies. Danger

to employees of the water system can also easily be avoided

by the electric company removing earth connections when

work is to be done on pipes and replace them when the work

is completed. With multiple earth connections, however,

even this precaution is hardly necessary. Multiple earth

connections of low-voltage alternating current circuits are

therefore to be recommended. For direct-current circuits

they should be avoided because of the possibility of elec-

trolysis effects.

Effects of Insulating Joints

In connecting a low-voltage circuit to a pipe system at

more than one point, it is important where direct-current

railway systems are in the vicinity ,that there be no insulat-

ing joints in the pipes that may come between the points of

connection. If insulating joints are present the low-voltage

circuit will act as a shunt to the joint and heavy current flow

over the wires may follow if stray current from street rail-

ways are on the pipes. Moreover, if there are insulating

joints near a point where an earth connection is made to a

service pipe, the joints may so restrict the useful pipe sur-

face in contact with the soil as to cause the resistance to flow

of current from the low-voltage circuit into the earth in case

of accident to insulation to be so great as seriously to impair

the usefulness of the earth connection. In making multiple

earth connections care should be taken to see that stray cur-

rents from water pipes do not get on the wires, at least to
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any api'reciable cxU-iU. The example of tlif insulating joint

given above is one illustration.

Joint Use of Earth Wires

It has been in many cases recommended that tu save
expense a single earth wire may be made to serve several

difTerent classes of apparatus or circuits; for example, a lightn-

ing arrestor and a low-voltage circuit. In the event of a

discharge of the arrestor, however, a high iiotcntial difference

is likely to exist between the ground end of the arrestor and
ground. This potential is impressed upon the low-voltage

circuit, and may be a source of danger to persons or present

a lire hazard. For this reason separate earth wires should,

in general, be provided for all classes of apparatus, but par-

ticularly for lightning arrestors, and where earth connections

other than water pipes or other extended electrodes are used

the arrestor should also be proxided with a separate earth

connection spaced at least .5 ft. from those serving low-volt-

age circuits as required by Rules O.'ia and '.lob of .\ational

Electrical Safety Code.

Connections to Gas Pipes

Connections to gas piijes should be prohibited except in

special instances as provided in Rule !):!. The reasons for

this are as follows: In the first place, gas mains are laid with
insulating joints which are extremely undesirable in a pipe
line to which earth connections are to be made In the
second place, if a gas pipe in which even a small current is

flowing, is disconnected, a spark may follow and cause an
explosion or a fire In the third place, where there are gas
pipes there are in nearly all cases water pipes, so connection
to gas pipes is unnecessary

Many Water Powers in South America
The South American continent is, taken as a whole, an

especially favorable field for hydro-electrical endeavor. The
general scarcity of fuel makes power of all descriptions very

expensive This part of the world is favored with the nat-

ural fuel resources of coal and oil to only a comparatively in-

significant degree. The most important coal mines on that

continent, situated in southern Chile, afford only sufficient

fuel to supply the demands of coasting steamers and railways.

.Mniost all of the coal used in South .America is imported

from abroad. The production of liquid fuel in the form of

natural oil is practically limited to northern Peru and one

district in southeastern Argentina. On the other hand, the

three prime essentials in the generation of energy from water

I)ower—fall, volume, and continuity of supply—are found in

almost every part of South America; the Pampas country and

the rainless district of northern Chile being among the few

exceptions. The finest opportunities for water power de-

velopment in the world, so far as physical conditions are

concerned are on the slopes of the Cordilleras of the Andes

in Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador, where the water-falls, cas-

cades and torrential rapids of the river exist, abundantly sup-

plied by the moisture-laden clouds from the Amazon Valley

dissolving in rain upon the cold slopes of the lofty .Andes,

pouring their burden of energy down to the sea.

Chile is stated to be the most favorably located country

in the world for an easy and comparatively inexpensive

hydro-electric development, the only possible exception being

Switzerland and Kashmir. The densely populated country

between the Cordilleras and the coast presents water-power

possibilities, for practical commercial development, eciual to

those of the .Xlpine country. But water power development

has been slow; although some installations of considerable

magnitude have been luit in operation. The undevelopeil

commercial opportunities for the profitable generation and

distribution of electrical energy from water power arc, econ-

omically viewed, in mocking contrast with the losses and suf-

ferings which are continuously endured in Chile from lack

of coal and oil fuel.

The Laja River, in Chile, is the .Niagara of South .\m-

crica, having a flow of little less than that of the Hudson at

Albany, and with falls more than 100 feel high; and the

river is ideal for economic hydro-electric installation. In

southern Chile there is more undeveloped water power than

could be used for several decades. The great Choshuenco

river has a fall of 1.50 feet at one point and presents the prac-

tical opportunity for a water power with 1,200 feel fall de-

veloping more than 200,('00 kilowatts.

Peru has more natural resources for fuel, from coal and

• K. G. Brown in General Blectric Review.

oil. tlian other South .American countries; but. for lack of
transportation facilities, the price of such fuel is generally
prohibitive. The practical opportunities for water power de-
velopment in that country are nearly as favorable as are those
in Chile; and, although there are already in Peru hydro-elec-
tric installations developing 75,000 kilowatts, further develop-
ments, yet unatlempted, are feasible to meet the present un-
supplied demand.

Comparatively little has thus far been accomplished in

hydro-electric development in Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia,
Venezuela, and Paraguay; but in these countries the retarda-
tion of development is due largely to the unfavorable situa-

tion of water powers with reference to populous communi-
ties creating the demand. In the Argentino-Uruguayan
country, feasible water power developments are afforded by
the great Mendoza river and its tributaries, flowing down the

eastern slope and foot-hills of the Andes to the Atlantic.

This river has a fall of '.(,000 feet in a distance of 100 miles
and presents water-power possibilities, within a compara-
tively short distance upon a single stream, which are
equaled nowhere in North America, except perhaps in

-Alaska. The population and industries of the surrounding
country make, within easy transmitting distance, a demand,
yet unsupplied, of over 200.000 kilowatts of power, which is

far less than the capacity of the Mendoza.
The greatest center of population in South America, in-

cluding the great cities of Buenos .Aires, Montevideo, La
Plata, and others representing nearly 3.000,000 inhabitants,

present an unlimited market for power from the .Andes. How-
ever, intervening hundreds of miles of Pampas between the

Atlantic coast and the foot-hills of the Andes present limita-

tions of transmission which are at present practically impos-
sible to overcome.

In British Guiana, on the I'otaro river, a branch of the

Essequebo, is the highest fall of great volume in the world.

Here the river :iOO feel wide, drops 700 feet. The immense
energy from this great cataract is wasting until further in-

crease in population and in industrial development shall

create such a demand for the power that the expense of the

long transmission lines required to bring the wasting energy

to the market shall become an economic possibility.

But physical obstacles and the lack of appreciation of the

opportunities open to commercial development arc not the

cause in these southern countries of the waste of water power
energy, the utilization of which is already commercially

feasible. As in the United Slates, the tirsl requisite for the

promotion of water power development, and therefore for

the prevention of waste of this natural resource, is encourage-

ment, by legislation, to the investor who must furnish the
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capital for hj'dro-electric development. The hazards in-

cident to such investment, even under the most favorable laws

and regulations, are very great. But the physical hazards

may be overcome or diminished. Before such dangers
capital does not show timidity. What capital demands in

such investments is certainty of^ tenure, and security from
confiscation, sufficient to warrant dependance upon reason-

able returns. Such security can only be afforded by laws,

which at the same time that they protect the interests of the

public also protect the investments which shall be made in

furtherance of the public interest in the utilization of water-

power resources.

In none of the countries of Spanish-America are the laws

formulated in such a way as to attract private investment.

The fact that there are already such investments only indi-

cates the certainty of much greater development in the im-

mediate future in case unreasonable legislative hazards to

investment are decreased or eliminated.

Essential to Think Electrically

By A. Jackson Marshall

One of the most influential automobile journals in an-

nouncing a series of articles recently, on electrical units in

gasoline cars, editorially commented as follows:

"It is essential today to think electrically. This is par-

ticularly true with garagemen, with those operating machine

shops and all other forms of repair depots where diseased

electric starting, lighting and ignition systems are repaired.

.\ few years ago, in diagnosing troubles in the automobile,

it was primarily essential to think mechanically—that is. to

visualize the mechanics of the machine. Today we have to

go a step further and. in addition to visualizing the mechani-

cal systems of the car, also visualize the electrical sjstems.

This latter stage means ability to think electrically.

"Thinking electrically presupposes a clear conception of

the elementary or first principles of electricity. It is im-

possible to think electrically without such knowledge. You
cannot diagnose electrical troubles unless you know the al-

phabet of electricity. Perhaps one of the first letters in the

electrical alphabet is the circle, the circuit as termed starting

at a point and coming back to that point. The physical path

traveled may not be circular; it may be rectangular—in fact,

everything except circular; yet the circular concept is there

—you start at a point and you must come back to that point.

There must be a complete physical path. That path cannot

be broken in a single place without trouble. To detect the

trouble you must follow the circular concept. It is the first

stage in thinking electrically."

It is indeed essential to "think electrically" when con-

sidering the modern gasoline car, for the electrical features

are numerous and of the first order of importance. In fact

without the agency of electricity, the modern gasoline car

would not have been possible, for the explosion of gases in

the reciprocating, internal combustion, gasoline engine is

fired by electric sparks generated by the ignition system,

the flexibility and exact control of electric current as used

in exploding these gases in the cylinders, is in itself truly

marvelous when we consider the nicety with which "timing"

is effected.

The modern gasoline car utilizing the rotating dependent

electric motor for "turning over" the engine,—starting—has

relieved the motorist of the necessity of "cranking", that

exasperating bugbear of the motorist of yesterday. It

would indeed be difficult to estimate the great influence

which electrical equipment has had in popularizing the gaso-

line car. For lighting the electric lamp now reigns supreme,

and the ease and certainty with which this important feature

is controlled, further emphasises the indespensability of

electricity in gasoline car operation.

In addition to having a complete gasoline power plant

with its hundreds of parts, the modern gasoline automobile
must also employ a complete electric power plant, which is

much more complicated than that used in the electric veh-
icle to supply the entire amount of energy for both running
and lighting the car, the electric vehicle, for this reason, be-

ing much more independent and simple than the gasoline

automobile. The power plant of an electric consists of a

powerful, readily charged battery, a simple easily operated
control, and a highly efficient, rotating electric motor which
is the acme of simplicity and dependability.

While the electrical apparatus upon which the gasoline

car is dependent for operation, is of the very highest order of

development yet on account of the numerous and various

functions it must render, it may get out of order more easily

than the comparatively simple electrical equipment employed
in the modern electric vehicle.

Of the equipment of a modern gasoline car. perhaps less

is known of the electric features than others, this probably
being due to the fact that only recently has the completeness
of electrical service been appreciated and employed, and it

will therefore undoubtedly be of the greatest value to the

users and repairers of gasoline cars to be able to think

"electrically."

A knowledge of electricity will serve autoniobilists, gar-

agemen, and others not only in connection with the opera-

tion of the gasoline car, but will emphasise the simplicity.

dependability and marked economy of the electric vehicle.

"Tliinking electrically" will in turn make it more apparent

that the ultimate type of motor vehicle will be the electric.

.\lready its economical features are being emphasized and

exploited as a result of the soaring cost of gasoline and the

uncertainty of future liquid fuel supply. While gasoline

costs are steadily increasing the cost of electricity is steadilj-

decreasing, for the means of producing this indispensable

current are inexhaustible.

Organization Purposes and Methods of

Underwriters' Laboratories

The Underwriters' Laboratories. Chicago, have just is

sued an interesting booklet describing their organization,

purpose and methods. As the purpose of this incorporation

is little understood and quite generally misunderstood, we
quote the following information from the introductory pages

of this publication. Other parts of the booklet, not quoted,

deal with the question of charges, samples, labels, oflices.

etc., etc.

Underwriters' Laboratories, a corporation chartered

Xovemljer, 1901, by the State of Illinois, is authorized to

establish and maintain laboratories for the examination and

and testing of appliances and devices, and to enter into con-

tracts with the owners and manufacturers of such appliances

and devices, respecting the recommendation thereof to in-

surance organizations.

L'nderwriters' Laboratories. Inc.. is for service—not pro-

fit.

Its chief financial support has 1)een received from the

National Board of Fire L'nderwriters. under whose general

direction the work is carried on.

The object of L'nderwriters' Laboratories is to bring to

the user the best obtainable opinion on the merits of appli-

ances, devices, machines and materials in respect to life and

fire hazards and accident prevention.

The work is undertaken as one means of reducing tlie

enormous and disproportionate loss of life and property by

fire and the number of accidents in .\merica.

The casualty features are carried forward in co-opera-

tion with the Workmen's Compensation Service Bureau.

Buildings and Equipment

The principal offices and testing station are located at
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307 East Ohio Street, Chicago. Branch offices are locateil
throughout the United States and in England and Canada.

The New York office is equipped for the conduct of ex-
aminations and tests of all electrical devices under tlie same
conditions as those afforded at the principal office and testing
station in Chicago.

The Chicago plant occupies a three-story and basement
Ijuilding of fireproof construction, containing something over
45.000 square feet of floor space, with a frontage of 266 feet.

Yard space is provided for huts and large testing furnaces.
The main building in Chicago is, perhaps, the best example
in .America of absolutely iire-proof construction, furnished
with fireproof finish and equipment and operating properly
safeguarded machinery. Brick, terra cotta, concrete, stone,
steel and iron are used exclusively in the structural features.
The window frames and sash are of metal with wired glass,

the doors are of metal, the desks and filing cases in the main
office are of steel. No wood or other combustible material
is used in any portion of the finish. In addition, the plant
is equipped with automatic sprinklers, and the machines, ap-
purtenances, and lighting, heating and power hazards are

safeguarded with every known precaution. In this model
building the Underwriters have gone to the extreme in adopt-
ing in their own property all the measures they are known
to recommend in the property of others. Over one hundred
persons are employed in the Chicago plant, which, with its

equipment, has a value of approximately .$200,000.00.

Conferences

For a number of industries, conferences are established

consisting of the proper members of the stafi of the Labora-
tories and representative committees of manufacturers to the

end that full information as to examination and test methods
may be transmitted to industries served by the Laboratories'

systems of inspection at factories and labeling, and the views
of the industry as a whole on these items be secured.

Promulgation of Test Results

Summaries of the Laboratories' re|)<>rts are promulgated
on printed cards filed according to classifications, and cab-

inets containing these cards are maintained at the offices of

the principal Boards of Underwriters and Inspection Bur-

eaus in the United States, at many of the general offices of

insurance companies, by some insurance firms, certain fed-

eral, state and municipal departments, and at the local offices

of the Laboratories in larger cities. Much of the informa-

tion is also freely distributed by means of lists of Manufac-
turers of Inspected Meclianical Appliances and of Electrical

.Vppliances. and the results of the work in many classes of

appliances are furnished directly to building owners, arch-

itects, users and all other persons interested, by means of the

Lal)oratories' Label Service, under which goods arc inspected

at factories by Laboratories' engineers and stamps or labels

attached to such portion of the output as is found constructed

in accordance with Standard requirements. The Label Ser-

vice is fully described and illustrated in the booklet.

The aim of the founders of L'nderwriters' Laboratories

was to secure the best and fairest opinion regarding the

merits or demerits of every device, system, machine (ir ma-

terial, in respect to life and fire hazards, and accident pre-

vention, and to have the work so conducted and reviewed as

to secure accuracy and uniformity in its findings. This ob-

ject has been accomplished to such an extent that the ma-

jority of Underwriters in the L'nited States, many state and

municipal authorities, plant operators, and a large number of

architects, building owners and users either accept or require

a report from these Laboratories incident to their recogni-

tion of devices, systems and materials having a 1)caring u|)on

fire hazards or accident prevention.

Underwriters' Lal>oratories issues no guarantee that its

lindmgs will be accepted or recognized in any case. Such
assurances can only be olUained from the authority having
jurisdiction.

There exists a permanent arrangement between Under-
writers' Laboratories and the Bureau of Standards of the
I'ederal Government whereby in the event of a fixed dififer-

ence of opinion on a technical matter between Underwriters'
Laboratories and any of its clients the question at issue may,
with the consent of both parties, be submitted to the Bureau
of Standards for decision.

Personal

Mr. C. Le Maistre, general secretary of the International
Electrotechnical Commission, expects to be in Canada about
the third week in May.

Mr. J. G. Smith, Manager of The Mainer Electric Com-
pany, Winnipeg, has just returned from a business trip to
Chicago and other points in the United States. Mr. Smith
reports that the electrical business is very active and that
there is great demand on the manufacturers.

Mr. John Ahearn has been appointed superintendent of
the Ottawa Street Railway System, succeeding Superintend-
ent Burpee, who is going overseas. Mr. Ahearn has been
in the employ of the Ottawa Street Railway Co. for many
years.

Mr. K. H. Smith, engineer for the maritime provinces of
the Canadian Commission of Conservation, recently ad-
dressed the Board of Trade of the city of Halifax on the
subject of the water powers of .\ova Scotia.

Curve Recording and Analyzing Devices
Among the recent developments of instruments for the

solution of engineering problems are a curve recording de-
vice and a curve analyzing device known as a "Polar Oscillo-
graph Attachtnent" and a "Harmonic Analyzer" respectively.
These devices are extremely useful to obtain a quick and
accurate analysis of any periodic wave, such as the current
or voltage wave of a motor, generator or power system. It

has been customary for a long time to regard current and
voltage as vector quantities, and use these trigonometric
relations to express the various phase relations. Tliis,

however, is only correct when the waves of current or volt-
age are sine values. When these waves are distorted, large
errors may result by making these assumptions. So the
only positive method of solving such problems is to obtain
an actual analysis of the wave by means of an adequate
analysis device sucli as llie Harmonic .-Vnalyzer previously
referred to.

These new devices will pmvc to be valuable addiliims
lo any standard oscillograph eiiuipmcnl. The case and
the metal parts of the analyzer are nicely finished, so that
the instrument has a most attractive appearance and (its in

very well with other instruments in a well equipped labor-
atory. They are manufactured by the Westinghousc Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company and received a bronze
medal at the Panama-Pacific Exposition.

Electric Vehicle Convention
.\t the .-Jiith annual convention of The .National Electric

Light Association, a number of interesting papers will be
read before the Electric Vehicle section, including the fol-

lowing: industrial truck applications; electric truck troubles
and how to eliminate them; the relation of tires to electrical
vehicle efficiency; passenger vehicle problems and activities,

and central station promotion <jf electric vehicle use.
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An intimate relationship exists between any

municipality and the local railway system.

Both progress or stagnate together.

The B. C. E. R. Company and

the Vancouver district

A very interesting review, covering the early history and

the present operating conditions on the British Columbia

Electric Railway System in Vancouver, B.C., and surrounding

cities and towns, is published in the April issue of Brill

magazine. This issue also contains a brief biography of

Mr. George Kidd, the general manager of this railway. Those

who have followed the situation at the coast during the last

ten or fifteen years know that the wonderful progress made

by the city of Vancouver particularly, has been due to the

almost lavish expenditure of money by the British Columbia

Electric Railway Company, in extending their lines and open-

ing up new branches of the electrical industry. It is reason-

able to suppose that, given a fair chance, the same methods

of this company will play an important part in the rapid

commercial recovery which Vancouver and other coast towns

and cities are expected to make in the next two or three

years. The following review taken from the article men-

tioned, will therefore be read with considerable interest:

—

British Columbia's commercial metropolis, Vancouver,

in the words .of Earl Grey "the recognized gateway between

the east and the west," is situated on the Pacific Coast of

Canada, in a commanding position on a peninsula formed by

the Eraser River and Burrard Inlet. To the south may be

seen the waters of the Eraser River, to the west the Gulf of

Georgia, and to the north Burrard Inlet and the main har-

bor, and beyond this the younger sister city of North \'an-

couver and the mountains. of the coast range. This situation

is a strategic one, as the city is the terminus of four trans-

continental lines of railway and the home port of the Can-

adian Pacific Railway Royal Mail Steamships to China and

Japan, and the Canadian Australian Royal Alail Steamships

to Australia and New Zealand.

Vancouver was incorporated in 188G and is a young city

of rapid growth. The population in 1893 was 10,000, and

now the number in Greater Vancouver is estimated as more

than 150,000. In the summer months the bathing beaches

of Vancouver are a daily source of pleasure to all; they are

situated close to the best residential sections and reached

easily and quickly by electric car. Stanley Park, which

comprises a thousand acres of primeval forest, is also within

a few minutes of the centre of the business district of Van-

couver, with electric cars running to the entrance. The elec-

tric car service of Vancouver and its surrounding territory is

fm'nished by the British Columbia Electric Railway Company,

Limited.

The sister city. North Vancouver, is placed with a south-

ern exposure facing Vancouver itself, to which there is a

frequent service of ferries. By electric car can be easily

reached the canyons of the Capilano, Lynn and Seymour
Creeks, which are among the scenic wonders of the world.

New WestniiiibtLT, a tiiy ui l."j,(iuu, ia rLucliud in 45 min-

utes from Vancouver l)y three interurban electric railways.

This city is situated on the Eraser River, is an important

fresh-water port, and has many points of interest, including

a million-dollar bridge spanning the river, great lumber mills

(one of them the largest in the world) and a number of sal-

mon canneries. Salmon canneries are also to be seen at

Steveston, at the mouth of the main arm of the Eraser River.

This is the principal centre of the fishing industry in British

Columbia and is also easily reached by interurban electric car

from Vancouver and New Westminster.

The city of \^ictoria, situated on \'ancouver Island, is

the seat of government and the capital of British Columbia.

It is the oldest city in the province, dating back to 1846,

when it was known as Camosun, a Hudson Bay Company's
trading post. The city leaped into prominence during the

gold excitement in 1858 and grew rapidly in trade and popula-

tion. Its population is estimated at 40,000. The street car

service in the city is operated by the British Columbia Electric

Railway, as is also an interurban line known as the Saanich

Division, extending for a distance of 23 miles from Victoria

to Deep Bay, and runnin.g throuyli the fertile lands of the

Saanich peninsula.

An Extensive Interurban System

The interurban system of the British Columbia Electric

Railway comprises two divisions, known as the Interurban

Division of the Mainland system and the Saanich Division

on Vancouver Islafid; of tlie total mileage of track, namely

350.65 miles, owned or operated by this company, 180.48

miles is represented by interurban trackage.

On the Mainland, the Interurban Division consists of

three lines, connecting the cities of Vancouver a,nd New
Westminster, with a branch line crossing the rich farming

lands of Lulu Island to the cannery town of Steveston. An-

other interurban division called the Eraser Valley Line,

crosses the Eraser River at New Westminster and runs east-

ward between the river and the international boundary for

more than sixty miles to the town of Chilliwack. The com-

l)ination of transportation facilities and electric power at low

rates has resulted in the location of numerous industries

along these interurban lines.

The interurban line connecting the cities of \'ancouver

and New Westminster was practically tht first interurban

line to operate in Canada, havin.g commenced service in

August, 1891. There is a considerable suburban population

along this route. The line is double-tracked all the way,

and trains of one or two cars run at twenty-minute inter-

vals, with local trains doubling this service between Van-

couver and Central Park during the rush hours of the day.

Central Park is situated about half way between Vancouver

and New Westminster, and it is between Vancouver and

Central Park that the heaviest travel prevails. An average

of sixteen cars is employed in this interurban service, and

the run of 12.5 miles is made in forty-five minutes, with an

average of twenty-six stops, .\bout 5.000 passengers are car-

ried daily on this line.

What is known as the Second District is the Interurban
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Line from X'ancouver to Eburnc, on llie north arm of the
Fraser River, and thence to Steveston. This is a branch
of the Canadian Pacific Railway which was leased and elec-

trified in 1905. From Eburne there is a connecting line

with New Westminster, which forms a second route between
the two cities. From \ ancouver to Einirne Junction, a dis-

tance of fi.(i miles, the line is doulile-tracked and passes
through suburban residential districts. From Eburne this

line crosses a bridge over the Eraser River and runs for about
a miles through the Delta lands of Lulu Island, which are

remarkable for their fertility and productiveness. At Brig-

house, on this branch, ten miles from \ancouver, is Minoru
I'ark Race Track, to which trains of three to five cars are

run at fifteen-minute intervals during the race meets. The
branch from Eburne Junction to New Westminster follows

the north arm of the Eraser River through market gardens
and suburban districts, joining tlie tracks of the interurban

line known as District 1, about half a mile from New West-
minster Station. Erom \ancouver to Eburne trains of one
or two cars run at lialf-hour intervals with a fifteen-minute

service during the rush-hour periods in the morning and
evening, making the trip in twenty-five minutes, with an
average of fifteen stops. Beyond Eburne trains run every
hour alternately over each branch, giving a two-hour service

to Steveston and New Westminster, respectively. Between
Eburne and New Westminster the run of 10.6 miles is made
in twenty-five minutes, with about eight stops, requiring

a schedule speed of more than twenty-five miles per hour
with maximum running speed of forty-five miles per hour.

The third interurban route between \ancouver and New
Westminster is known as District 4. For the first 2.7 miles

the route taken is similar to that of District 1. At the 2.7

mile point the line turns eastward through the Burnaby dis-

trict, crossing the Great Northern Railway at Ardley, and
skirting the southern shore of Burrard Lake to Sapperton,

which is the eastern suburb of the city of New Westminster.

whence the city line is taken for 2.4 miles to the terminal

station. The countrj' through which District 4 runs is only

sparsely settled as yet. An hourly service is maintained on
this line in the morning and evening and every two hours

the rest of the day. The run from X'ancouver to New West-
minster takes fifty-five minutes, and the 9.6 miles of track

outside the cities are covered in twenty-seven minutes, with

an average of eight stops.

The Eraser Valley Line

The Eraser \alley Line from New Westminster to L'hil-

liwack is known as District '',. This line is 6:i.8 miles long.

Leaving' New Westminster the Eraser River is crossed on a

steel bridge about a mile long owned by the Government
of British Columbia and used jointly by the British Colum-
bia Electric, Great Northern and Canadian Northern I'acific

Railways. The line then ascends the ridge south of the river,

passing through heavily timbered country. After crossing

this bridge the line crosses the Great Northern Railway tracks

at the town of Cloverdale, where there is an interchange with

that road, and turns back towards the Eraser River, running

through Langlcy Prairie, a rich farming and dairying district.

At Abbotsford, 39.:! miles from New Westminster, is a large

freight yard with connections to the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way. From this point to Huntingdon, about 4 miles, large

dairy farms are passed, and at Huntingdon are more inter-

change tracks connecting with the Northern Pacific, Can-

adian Pacific and Bellingham & Northern Railways, the lat-

ter being part of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul sy^em.
Leaving Huntingdon the line swings eastward across Su-

mas Prairie till it crosses the low-lying lands around Sutnas

I^ake on a fourteen-foot embankment more than three miles

long. These lands are frequently submerged during the sum-
mer freshets of the Fraser River, hut the rest of the year af-

ford fine pasture land; and an extensive reclamation scheme is

licing developed to convert the area of 30,000 acres into first-

class farming lands. After crossing the Vedder River, the
line enters the Chilliwack Valley, which is one of the most
lertile and best developed districts in the Lower 'Mainland.
The population of this district is about 6,000, of which aii-

proximately one-third are residents of Chilliwack. Farming.
Iruit growing and hop growing are carried on protital>ly in

this district.

All passenger trains on this district make direct con-
nection at New Westminster with the interurban trains
operating between \'ancouver and New Westminster, the
63.8 miles on the Fraser \'alley Line being covered in two
hours and fifty-five minutes, and the whole seventy-six miles
from Vancouver to Chililiwack in three hours and thirty-five

minutes. On the Fraser Valley Line are six regular stops
and, with flag stops, the total is about thirty. The total

number of passengers carried on the Interurlian Lines dur-
ing 191.5 was 4.022,781. and the passenger car mileage was
1,890.227.

Terminal Stations

In \'ancouver there are two interurlian terminal stations.
The main terminus is in the heart of the business district

Mud occupies part of the ground floor of the head oftices
(jf the company in a handsome building erected at a cost of
about $500,000. Trains leave here over two routes to New
Westminster, averaging about eighty trains daily. The sec-
ond Interurban terminus in \ancouver is known as the
Granville Street Station and is located near the south end
of a bridge across False Creek which forms the entrance to

the business district from the southwestern section of the
city. From this point interurban trains leave for New
Westminster and Steveston via Eburne Junction. The reg-
ular daily traffic consists of twenty-three trains and thirty-
three locals.

New Westminster is the centre of interurban traffic-
here the three inter-city lines and the Fraser \alley line

converge. The number of trains departing daily from this
point averages eighty-five. The station is close to the busi-
ness centre of the city and occupies one end of a block
fronting on the main business thoroughfare. Tlie pas-
senger equipment of the company averages abnut .">o tn 55
feet over the bumpers and between 60 and 71) scaled pas-
sengers.

The main distributing freight yard is in the west eiul

iif New Westminster near the junction of the first and second
district lines. This yard contains aliout three miles of stor-
age tracks and a repair track, and will hnid more than three
hundred cars. Local freight in New Westminster is handled
at a freight shed on the river-froiu luar the passenger
terminal.

In N'ancouver the central freight yard is two blocks
south of the passenger terminal and so situated that when
business becomes too congested to he handled liy entrance
M\er city lines an independent entrance through the railway
jards round False Creek can be effected. .\l present the
yard has a capacity of 130 cars, besides storage and yard ac-
commodation for service and maintenance of way equipment,
passenger c;irs, etc,

District No. 2

On the Lulu Island Line, known as District 2, a large
part of the traffic is between the mills and the factories around
I'alsc Creek and the Canadian Pacific Railway yards, and the
electrified interchange tracks will accommodate about one
hundred cars. Industrial spurs and sidings are. numerous all

over the system, with yards and freight sheds at all important
shipping points.

A feature which is of special interest, particularly at this

lime, is the intimate relationship which exists between the
Interurban system of the British Columbia Electric Railway
and the surrounding transcontinental steam railroads. The
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operation of the interurban system is conducted essentially

on steam road lines, particularly with regard to freight, and

standard steam road rules are everywhere in force. Freight

interchanges are established with steam lines as follows:

—

At Vancouver—two with Canadian Pacific Railway, one with

Great Northern Railway; New Westminster—with the Can-

adian Pacific Railway; Cloverdale (Fraser Valley Line)

—

with the Great Northern Railway; Abbotsford (Fraser Val-

ley Line)—with Canadian Pacific Railway, Huntingdon

(Fraser Valley Line)—with Canadian Pacific, Northern Pa-

cific and Bellingham & Northern Railway; Chilliwack (Fraser

Valley Line)—with the Canadian Northern Pacific Railway;

and at Victoria there are freight connections with local lines

operated by the Canadian Pacific and Great Northern sys-

tems.

Co-operate With Steam Lines

The fact that these interchanges e.xist has been taken

advantage of and through rates have been published from

almost all points on the British Columbia Electric Interurban

system to practically all points in Canada and the United

States. The freight revenue forms an increasing proportion

of the total revenue, and by means of through bookings on

freight there is every prospect of an increasing importance

attaching to this side of the business. During the year 1915

4,238 foreign cars were interchanged, and the total freight

tonnage handled over interurban lines was 224,300, and the

total freight car mileage was 763,658. Car-load freight is

handled by trains daily over each line, in M.C.B. standard

cars hauled by locomotives and in charge of regular freight

crews, in some cases operating at night so as to keep clear

of the passenger traffic, and by e.xtra locals to clean up cars

and siding when necessary to relieve the through trains. The
company's freight equipment, in addition to about thirty

locomotives, consists of 192 box cars, 200 flat and logging

cars, 32 steel gondolas and 33 miscellaneous rock and gravel

cars, besides a number of stock cars and cabooses. Express

and light freight is handled on motor express trains, some
of which operate on time table, making regular trips. On
the short lines an express car makes regular trips over each

branch.

The Power Supply

The power supply for the electric street and interurban

railways and light and power systems of the company on the

Mainland of British Columbia is generated for the most part

at the company's two Lake Buntzen hydro-electric generat-

ing stations situated at sea-level on the North Arm of Bur-

rard Inlet and about 16 miles from the city of \'ancouver.

The principal storage reservoir for the operation of these

plants is Lake Coquitlaui; from this lake water is conducted

through a tunnel 12,775 feet long to Lake Buntzen, 400 feet

above sea-level, thence through pipe lines to the power house.

There are two generating stations, one having a capacity of

31,000 kw. and the other 26,700 kw.

Energy from these generating stations is transmitted to

the various sub-stations over two two-circuit transmission

lines, the more recently constructed lines being supported on

steel towers. The two power houses are also tied together

by a transmission line. At the present time, the transmissitni

voltage is 34,600, but on the completion of construction of a

new transformer station on the outskirts of Vancouver, this

voltage will be increased to 60.000. In addition to these

generating stations, the company owns a modern steam tur-

bine plant of 13,000 kw. capacity, which is situated in the

heart of Vancouver. From these generating stations, the

energy is transmitted to the company's sub-stations, wliicb

are well distributed throughout the Lower Mainland.

The Chatham, Wallaceburg & Lake Erie Railway Co. re-

cently increased the wages of their road employees l)y 5c

per hour, making the minimum 22c and the maximum 27c.

The "Safety First" Movement on Canadian

Electric Railways

In a recent issue we described with illustrations the

campaign of the Quebec Railway. Light & Power Company,
for the prevention of accidents on their tramway lines, and
reproduced among other interesting items Accident Talks,

Nos. 1 and 3, which had been distributed by this company,
hung at prominent places in the street cars and given all pos-

siljle publicity in other ways. In the present issue we are

reproducing the next two Talks, Xos. :; and 4, It will be

remembered that these are printed in English on one side of

the sheet and in French on the reverse side. There can be

no doubt that the warnings given to the general public in this

way have been the means of bringing this question much
more prominently to the attention of the company's patrons,

thus making it easier for the motorman to avoid accidents.

We arc also indebted to the general manager of the Hull
Electric Railway Company, Mr. G. Gordon Gale, for a brief

description of the campaign as carried out in that city. Mr.
Gale advises that they have been keenly alive to the possi-

bilities of an active "Safety First" campaign ever since the

inception of this movement and that the following features

have been given special attention. We quote from Mr.

Gale's letter:—
Special Features of the Hull Electric Campaign

"1. The distribution of 'Safety First' Calendars in the

schools throughout the whole district.

"3. The operation of 'Safety First' Films in Moving Pic-

ture Theatres in the city, and in our Amusement Park The-
atre.

"3. "Safety b'irst' Bulletins, including newspaper items.

Magazine articles, etc.. are posted from time to time on notice

boards in the Reading Rooms.
"4. 'Safety First' literature, copies of addresses, etc.. are

distributed among our employees.
"5. All Rules, Regulations and Instructions are based

upon 'Safety First' principles.

"6. 'Safety birst' methods and precautions are explained

and emphasized whenever an accident or other occurrence

arises due to neglect or carelessness.

"This procedure has shown very satisfactory results, par-

ticularly, in so far as our employees are concerned. It will

however, take years of undiminished effort to educate the

general public to exercise care when travelling on. nr mov-

ing around street cars.

"There is no doubt however, as shown by the results al-

ready obtained, that a campaign of this kind is justified. It

is therefore, our intention to continue to work along these,

and such other lines as seem advisable."

"Old Timers' " Safety First Association

The following letter also shows that the Winnipeg Elec-

tric Railway Company have been deeply impressed with the

importance of this work. They write:

—

"For a considerable time this Company has been con-

ducting a vigorous 'Safety First' campaign. In December,

1914, and during the first few months of 1915, we published a

number of advertisements in the daily papers along 'Safety

First' lines. A general safety committee of 100 (or approxi-

mately 100) of employees who had been ten years or more

in the Company's service was formed. These men came from

all departments of the Company and adopted as their emblem

a I)utton in royal blue and gold, bearing the letters
—
'W. E.

K."'and the words 'Old Timers' .Association—Safety First.'

They are pledged to do everything in their power to prevent

accidents, and to assist and instruct new men whenever pos-

sible. From time to time circulars were issued to motor-

men and conductors along 'Safety First' lines by the traffic

superintendent, and in addition, circulars were sent to the

Public School teachers throughout Winnipeg, containing
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brief talks to scluiol cliildren. TIk- campaign has been very
successful and we are glad to be able to report a large re-

duction in preventable accidents.
"

This idea of an old-timers' association, specially designed
to enlist the sympathy and co-operation of the men who have
shown themselves through long service appreciative of the
necessity of caution, is very timely. The pulilic are all the
more likely to use caution themselves when they know that
the company's officers are l)eing specially trained and en-
joined to do their part.

Accident Talk No. 3
Accidents are Not Inevitable, tliat is, !)0 p. c. can be

avoided l)y the exercising of just a little caution. Most
accidents are caused l)y a careless act. To eliminate care-

lessness is the purpose of these Talks. Tlie policy of this

Company is to PREVENT accidents, rather than sit back,
let them happen, and then direct its energy toward proving
its freedom from lial)ility. We want to .get there with our
word of caution in time to avoid suffering, expense and con-
iroversy.

Careful

In the next few days you will be obliged to choose be-

tween walking or driving just ahead or behind a car. There's

only one safe thing to do.

By the way—if that party who stepped out from behind

the car and was struck by a team had taken just a second to

LOOK, there would have been no accident. LOOKING is a

part of CAUTION.
A word of caution from '^'()L' within tlie next hour may

prevent an accident. How mucli more satisfactory this

would be than the righteous feeling that it is none of your

business. WARN HIM.
Caution requires that you look down before stepping oft

the car. Don't step into a hole or an unsafe place. The
Conductor will have the car moved for you. Watch out for

autos and teams before stepping off car. LOOK 11()TH

WAYS.
It's just as easy tn alight witli bundles in the right arm,

facing front of car. Wliat is even more important—IT'S

SAFER.
Head up wiien crossing a street. LOOK before you

cross and WHILE YOU ARE CROSSING.
HOLD B.ACK when driving out of side streets. It is

always the time you fail to do this that something hajipens.

Figure that a car IS coming, instead of otherwise. ^'()L'

are not anxious t" be Inirt—we are very anxious not to hurt

you—so why Iiave accidents at these places. GO SLOW.

A Few Don'ts

Don't take chances—let the other fellow do that. Don't

drive or walk on tracks when it can be avoided. Trolleys

are obliged to follow the track—no possibility of turning out

for you—you who have got the whole street.

Don't drive suddenly in front of a car. Even the quickest

motorman is helpless in such cases. LOOK.
DON'T TOUCH FALLEN WIRES. 'I'hone the oftice

(605) and don't try to demonstrate that the wire is "dead."

TELL THIS TO THE CHILDREN.
"PLEASE DO NOT TALK TO THE MOTORMAN".

In doing this you handicap liim in bis effort to avoid accid-

ents.

Quel)ec Railway, Liglit & Power Co.

Accident Talk No. 4
Danger Signals

A red lantern or Hag signilies D.ANGER. It means

STOP, LOOK, LISTEN, and was i-laced there to protect

YOU.

When you see a red signal of this kind don't keep right

on going until you are in the midst of danger, and then de-
pend upon your alertness to get out of it. Stop at once,
ascertain the cause of the signal, and then proceed if it is

safe to do so. Compare the few seconds used in taking pre-

caution with the suffering and perhaps sorrow which might
follow your disregard of these signals.

Excavations

Street excavations for one purpose or another are always
with us. In the day time it is easier to notice dangerous
conditions than at night, consequently the increased danger
due to darkness must be met by GREATER CAUTION.
Even during daylight use great care at these places. Don't
step on stones which may roll and sprain your ankle, on soft

dirt which might slide, or on planks which a little inspection

may show you are unsafe. .\t night, protect yourself
through the most careful investigation. DON'T HURRY
AT THESE PLACES.

You are correct in thinking that some responsiliility lies

with the party making these excavations, to protect you in

some suitable way. The purpose of this talk is to induce
you to use such care and caution at these places as will

avoid injury to yourself, EVEN IF THE PARTY MAKING
THE EXCAVATION IS NEGLIGENT in not properly pro-

tecting it. In other words, it is the accident we are seeking

to avoid.

If, when driving, you see a red lantern in the street

ahead, at perhaps a dark place where you cannot see the

surrounding ground until you get close to it, SLOW DOWN,
approach cautiously, and ascertain just how much of the

street that lantern is intended to protect. A danger signal

of this kind is intended to cover more than the actual ground
on which it rests. Here again we say—protect yourself,

even if the "Other fellow" is careless.

To Drivers of Vehicles

We want to avoid injury to yourself and property. Please

help us Street intersections are the places which call for

the greatest caution. HOLD BACK. Drive into streets

having tracks at such a slow speed that you can easily stop

before reaching track. DO A LITTLE MORE THAN
YOUR SHARE TO AVOID .\CCIDENTS AT THESE
PLACES. It's worth while.

The Quebec Railway. Light & Power Co.

Northern Canada Power Comrany Extensions

.\n order for a water wheel I'.ir the Xnrthern Canada
Power Company, has been placed with the .S. Morgan Smith

Company, York, Pa. The wheel is required for further de-

velopment at Wawatin F'alls, Timmins, Out., and is to be a

single vertical spiral case unit, :<"."> r.p.m.. capacity 4000

h.p., working under a 122 foot head. The wheel will be

direct connected to a vertical generator, supplied by the Can-

adian Westinghouse Company.

Orillia Power Problems

A by-law will be submitted to the electors on May 22,

authorizing an agreement with the Hydro-electric Power
Commission of Ontario, regarding the disposal of the Swift

Rapids plant, owned by the town of r)rillia. and the subse-

quent purchase of the necessary power for Orillia's consumj)-

tion. The town of Orillia is to receive the sum of $1.3. .560.00

a year for thirty years, which is figured as e<iuivalent present

value for their plant of $226,000.00 at 4.2 per cent. The
cost of power to the town from the commission's plant at the

Hig Chute now in operation is estimated at .$11.1."> per h.p.,

if the total capacity of 6,000 h.p. is used. Under these terms

the town retains its transmission lines, paying this rate for

delivery at the development station.
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The Public Attitude Towards Electrical Inspec-

tion—Do Not Understand— In the Interests

of Life and Property Rules Must be

More Strictly Enforced

The path of tlie electrical inspector in tlie province of

Ontario is not strewn with roses. One frequently hears it

asked of an inspector—Why don't you insist upon the law

being obeyed to the letter? Why don't you see that the rules

and regulations are carried out? Why should I make this

change when so and so's installation is not up to standard?

Laws that refer to electrical installations are much easier

to make, in the present stage of the electric industry, than

to enforce. The reason for this condition is partly that the

public do not understand. No law is easily or can be com-

pletely enforced that does not receive the support of the

general public and that support is given only when they un-

derstand the necessity for the law and realize its value and

its justice. It is, therefore, because the general pul>lic do

not realize the necessity for all the precautions that are l)e-

ing taken in electrical installations, and, do not grasp the pos-

sibilities of hazard when the rules are broken, that our in-

spectors are having so much trouble in maintaining that

standard in electrical work that is so necessary if electricity

is to take its place as the safest, as well as the most useful,

servant of mankind.

.And. added to the ignorance of the general public there

is, we re.yrel to say it. the carelessness, often deliberate, of

the letter. Yet il i> n.^ht licie thai wi iiic»\ oiuic l...,ls suc-

cessfully for the worst offenders.

One has only to follow the average inspector on his

regular rounds for a day to become convinced of the often

unreasonable attitude of the consumer towards the work of,

this official. Study the specimen "fuses" reproduced here-

wfth as examples of what one almost hourly runs across. One
of these. No. 5. was taken from a large factory where

hundreds of thousands of dollars and the lives of hundreds

tDeath and fire traps located by Toronto Inspection Department.

the man who ought to know better—and generally does

—

the contempt that is born of familiarity and, more or less, of

knowledge. Quite often these men, by their example, ex-

ercise a very baneful influence on others who, naturally, look

to them for guidance. It surely is the duty of every man in-

terested in any way. or connected in any way, with electrical

matters to see to it that he and his employes in factory, store,

household, or what not, obey the rules and. regulations to

Will You ?

Will you boost your own business by boosting

the Electrical Contractors' Convention and Elec-

tric Show, Toronto, Massey Hall, June 6, 7, 8?

of employes were at stake. No. 1 was "installed " in an

office in a large public building. No. 2 "protected" the lines

of one of tlie largest automobile show-rooms and garages in

Toronto. An electrical supply house, itself a distributor of

fuses, is responsible for No. 3 and the exceecUngly clever and

inexpensive arrangement, a pin held by an elastic band, was

found in a Yonge Street hat store. In at least one of these

cases the manager had been advised, within a few days pre-

viiuis to the discovery, of the danger of such contrivances

and his attitude was something approaching actual antagon-

ism when the inspector removed the improvised death-trap

and replaced it with a proper fuse. The other cases show at

least a lack of co-operation that is deplorable under such

serious conditions.

W'liile it always seems advisable, where at all possible,

thai education should precede legislation, it is gratifying to

know that the Ontario Hydro Commission have now secured

legislation which will enable them to luring the necessary

pressure to bear on deliberately rlelinquent electric users

who, by their carelessness and indifference, jeopardize not

only their own property but. equally, the property and lives

of those who may happen to be located in their neighbor-

hood. It is just possible that education in this case will be

Ijest disseminated by a little wholesome punishment in the

way of summary convictions and tines. In addition, such

cases when they arise should be gi' en the greatest possible

publicity both as instruction and warning to other likelj of-

fenders. We believe the Ontario Commission and their in-

spection department have perhaps been over-indulgent in

their interpretation of the situation in the past and that

they are now quite justified in using greater pressure on

those who. whether through ignorance or contempt, fail to

observe the rules and regulations. In the interests of the

conservation of life and property as well as in the interests of

electrical development in general we hope the Commission

will now take a firm stand in this matter and give their in-

spection department a freer hand in carrying out the law."
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The Low Cost of Operating Electrical Appliances
is not Properly Appreciated—The Tradition

of "High Cost" is Dying Hard
A Icaturc- of electric fan operation wliicli is rarely appre-

ciated, even by electrical men, is the very low consumption of
the operatin.y: nintur. Some of the smaller types use only
from 20 to 40 waits. 'llie higher figure would be pretty close
to the consumption of a 10 in. fan. Figuring this amount,
and supposing the fan to operate 34 hours a day thirty days
in the month, the cost of operation at 1 cent per kw.h., less

10 per cent., (the price obtaining at many points in Ontario
and elsewhere) would be 25.93 cents. Operation of such a

fan for the whole summer season would, therefore, not ex-
ceed $1.00 and for the whole year, if used for ventilation pur-

j
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This picture drives home the fact of low cost.

poses, would only cost $3.00. It is safe to say that tlie

average man or woman would "guess" at least this amount
per month, so mucli arc we in the habit of looking upon
the continuous operation of any electrical appliance as ex-
pensive.

To drive tliis fact of small consumption of an electric

fan home to their customers the Texas Power and Light
Company are using the accompanying illustration on their

advertising matter. This illustration makes the compari-
son between a 60 watt lamp and a 12 in. fan and points out
that a fan uses less current than a lamp does. It is doubt-
ful if central stations emphasize this fact sufficiently.

Timely Hints to Electricians

The I'ennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry.

Harrisburg, I'a., of which John Price Jackson is commis-
sioner, has issued a folder entitled "Timely Hints to Elec-

tricians," and is ready to supply copies in any (piantity. The
following useful hints are extracted from the folder l)y the

iilectric Review:

.\n electrician who is not familiar with tir does not follow

accepted standard practice in his repair and installation work
is a constant menace to the safety of any establishment and
its employees.

Shield your eyes from electric arcs or Hashes. This kind

"f light frequently causes temporary blindness and in some
< ases ruins the eyesight. If you ever become so affected,

consult the plant doctor or your own physician at once.

Small cuts, bruises or burns should receive trcatmeni

immediately and be protected from dirt or mechanical injury,

lilodd poisoning may set in and must be guarded against.

Keep your eyes on your hand when reaching for electric

^witches. Otherwise you may touch the "juice."

Before working on electric machines lock the service

line switch open and place the key in your pocket. No per-

son can then turn on the current with fatal results to your-

self. This has often occurred.

Screwdrivers, pliers and all other handy tools should

have insulated handles.

Immediately stop any abuse or misuse of electrical ap-

paratus.

Never work on live circuits unless it is absolutely ne-

they

cessary. If you must work on such circuits, use all liie

safety devices and methods possible.

Treat all wires as "live" until you are absolutely sure
lliey are "dead."

Unsafe or improperly working electrical apparatus should
be immediately shut off and reported to the proper authori-
ties.

in W( irking overhead l)e careful tn place tools

cannot fall on persons underneath.

If working on ladders or scaffolds see that they are sub-
stantially built. If they are not. you may be the suflferer.

Use your safety belt whenever possible. It may be your
"life preserver."

Never overload a circuit or use a fuse of too great capa-
city. Overheating of conductors may occur and the possi-
bility of a fire is thus increased.

Study regulations for the proper installation of electrical
apparatus. Never install wiring or other electrical appara-
tus which is not strictly in accordance with such rules. They
have been formulated to prevent fires and accidents.

Do not have soldering torches burning unless you are
present. Thoughtlessness in this matter on your part may
cause considerable damage.

See that all combustible material is removed from places
where a spark from electrical machinery or apparatus could
ignite it.

6, 7 and 8
The Electrical Dealers' and Contractors' Asso-

ciation, which meets in convention on Tuesday.
Wednesday and Thursday, June 6, 7 and 8, is

making preparation for quite elaborate enter-
tainment of the delegates and their electrical

friends. One of the items, in connection with
which arrangements are practically completed, is

a moonlight excursion and buffet luncheon which
will probably be held on the evening of the sec-

ond day of the convention. Entertainment wdll

be provided at this outing and a very enjoyable
evening is assured.

Toronto Branch is Active
The Toronto brancli of tlic Ontario Electrical Dealers'

and Contractors' Association are now holding regular bi-
monthly meetings at their otlices on 2 College St., at which
the contractor members enjoy a social evening and incid-
entally discuss many matters of vital inn)ortance to the trade.
.\t the last meeting, held on May .'!. such discussions as. the
merits of using switch boxes and loom clips, the prevailing
prices of wire and other material, were under consideration;
al.so the possibilities of a cheaper type of installation for the
older, smaller class of homes in Toronto. A number of
contractors were in favor of making concessions under these
circumstances, so that the use of electricity and its conse-
quent advantages may become universal. The electric show
and convention was of course discussed by everybody, and
the great satisfaction was expressed at the co-operation of all

members and classes of the electrical trade. It is imder-
stood that all the booths for the show arc now taken and
apparently many more could have been disposed of. This
is due, no doubt, to the feeling that the present time is op-
portune for a real electric show in Toronto, and also to a
very considerable extent to the energetic work of a number
of the Toronto members.

At the next meeting on Wednesday. May 17, Mr. K. M.
Dusenbury, of the Hughes Electric Heating Co., will talk to

the members on electric healing.
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Electric Water Heating

Tlic 'loruiUu Electric Liyht Ccini|iaiiy liavc iiiauguralcd

a special and very complete service for supplying hot water
during the summer months. The electrical installation con-

sists of a three wire arrangement, one side only of which is

metered. On the unmetered side a .500 watt unit is installed,

which operates continuously. For this service a flat rate of

.$3.00 per month, less 10 per cent, is charged, which it is

claimed will maintain the temperature of the water at a

degree sufficient for all average household needs. In case

of an abnormal requirement, such as a number of baths in

succession or on wash days, a second unit, consuming some
2,000 watts', is installed on the side of the circuit that is met-

ered. This is charged at the usual rate, which in Toronto
when the ultimate rate is reached is Ic per kw.h. less 10 per

cent. This larger unit, it is claimed, is capaljlc of bringing

a 30 gallon tank of water to boiling point in one half to

three quarters of an hour. The company have completed

arrangements whereby they install the system complete for

$30.00. This includes the placing of the heating and the

lagging of the pipes and tank throughout with 1 in. hair felt

jacket, as well as the necessary plumbing and wiring.

It is stated by the company, who have made tests of tliis

system before offering it to their customers, that it is only

on rare occasions that the larger unit is required, and that

the bills, on account of the very cheap rates given by this

company, need not exceed $2.00 per month. Compared witii

coal or gas used to give a continuous service such as this, the

rate being given by the Toronto Electric Light Company
appears to be very much lower. Quite aside from the sav-

ing in operation, however, is the wonderful convenience of

having a continuous supply of hot water without the very

slightest effort on the part of the house-holder. There is no

gas to attend to, no coal to shovel, no ashes to sift. It is

absolutely clean, dependable and odorless—a service that

does not require a moment's thought from one month's en<I

to the other.

Richelieu Bridge Lighting

The bridge over the Richelieu River, Quebec province,

about 1,500 ft. long, will be lighted by 30 100 watt lamps, 80

feet apart (staggered) and two 5-branch posts at each end

of the bridge, supplied with 60 watt lamps. All posts will

be of cast iron, the lamps to be enclosed in large glass globes.

Contract for installation has been awarded to the Cie J. &
S. Bessette, Limitee of Iberville, and contract for power to

the St. Johns Electric Light Co. Limited, operated by the

Southern Canada Power Co. Limited, having its principal

office at 3 St. Francois Xavier St. Montreal.

The Hotel Apartment House

The suggestion being made to Imtcl keepers that they

turn their buildings into apartment houses and fit them elec-

trically, appears to be along the right lines. There are

few places where well fitted apartments are not in demand,

and the electric range, electric light, electric water heater,

and other modern appliances which can now be operated at

very low cost, have removed many of the objections to apart-

ment life. Among the central stations that are taking the

initiative in bringing this matter to the attention of hotel

keepers in Ontario, shortly to lose their licenses owing to

recent legislation, is the Toronto Electric Light Company, who

print the following notice in their last electric service maga-

zine:

—

"It may be that some hotel keepers in Toronto will decide

not to continue in business after the present year. Should

this prove the case, we would urge upon them to ,fonsider

turning their hotels into apartment houses, with individual

housekeeping flats. Such buildings are admirably suited

for the purpose, needing only the installation of electric

ranges and the very simple wiring system applicable there-
to. Surprising success has attended this utilization of hotel

property elsewhere in America. We would especially ask
for the opportunity of discussing the matter with those of

our customers to which the aljove advice is food for

thought. Our cooking rate for current makes the electric

range unHpi)roacIicd for clieapness of t^peration."

Duncan Electric in New Offices

Tile Duncan Electrical Company, Limited, has removed
from 86 Grey Nun Street to 106.j St. James Street, Montreal.

The offices and factory comprise five stories, each 100 ft.

X 130 ft., enabling the company to considerably enlarge their

output of brass and porcelain sockets, cut-outs, receptacles,

tumbler switches, rosettes, etc. The factory is substantially

Iniilt, is exceptionally well lighted, and laid out. The com-
pany has added to its machinery and has improved its facil-

ities for the rapid manufacture and shipping of goods. Mr.
C. S. Duncan states that business has improved, and that

the outlook is good.

Are You?
Are you an electrical contractor?

Do you believe in "uplifting" your business.

Are you a member of the Ontario Association?

If you're not—join. If you are—boost.

Anticipating Big Improvements Over 1915
W. H. Reynolds, Winnipeg representative of the Eugene

F, Phillips Electrical Company of Montreal, and Lawford
Grant, general sales manager, visited all the principal cities

in Western Canada towards the end of March. A good
power cable contract was secured at Calgary, Alta. The
cities visited included Edmonton, Calgary, Moose Jaw, Re-
gina, Medicine Hat, Saskatoon, Fort William and Port

.^rthur. Everywhere, Mr. Reynolds told the Winnipeg re-

presentative of the Electrical News, optimism for the future

of the electrical business was encountered, and the dealers

in the West were anticipating a much better year than 1015.

Canadian Tungsten Open Toronto Office

The Canadian Tungsten Lamp Company have opened an

office in Toronto at 166 King St. West. This action has

been taken as the result of rapidly expanding business, and
because they believe they will be in a better position to

handle their Ontario business through a Toronto office than

tiiey have been able to do from the head office in Hamilton.

Mr. W. F. Kelly will be in charge in Toronto. Mr. Kelly

has been with the Canadian Tungsten Lamp Company for a

number of years and is well known throughout the province

of Ontario, as well as in the West where he recently had charge

of the Vancouver office of this company. We are advised

that the Hamilton plant is running at forced capacity, 17

hours a day, and that extensions and enlargements are at

present well advanced.

Cotton Mill Installing Motor Drive

Mr. R. S. Kelsch. consulting engineer. Power Building.

Montreal, is sending out specifications for a 1,000 k.w.

generator for the Canadian Cotton Company, Cornwall. The
generator is required for the purpose of changing the com-

pany's Stormount mill from rope and belt drive to motor

drive throughout.
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Can You?
Can you afford to miss that three days' educa-

tional course—the Electrical Contractors' Con-
vention and Electric Show in Toronto, June 6, 7

and 8? Don't risk it. It will mean good money
in your pocket throughout the coming year.

Condit Type "ID" Oil Switch
The iiK-ri-a.siiia- use of electric drive in all classes uf in-

(hislrial plants has brought up the problem of suitable pro-
tecticm for the motors, and this has led to a demand for an
oil .'iuitch with fuse clips or terminals inside the switch
frame. The Condit Electric Mfg-. Co's type "ID" oil

switch with fuse terminals inside tlie switch frame is espe-
cially designed to meet the requirements of this class of ser-

vice. This type is made for both 250 volt and 600 volt ser-

vice and is said to be meeting with marked success in the
many plants in which it is used. It is especially adapted for

the protection of small induction motors whose full-load rat-

ing does not exceed 35 amperes. Both the moving and sta-

tionary contacts arc reversible and renewable, the reversible

feature affording long life. The oil tank is securely fastened
to the main frame, but it is so arranged as to be readily re-

movable for inspection of the contacts. Entirely distinct

and separate compartments are provided for the fuses and the

contacts. The operating handle swings close to the switch
frame, thereby reducing to a minimum the danger of anyone

introduction of a "revolving dance floor," which is advertised
quite extensively. The object of this floor was to add ex-
hilaration and excitement to the disciples of Terpischorc, who
pursued the intricacies of tango and other popular steps.
To provide the motive power for the floor, a Westinghousc
type CD 14 horsepower, 1165 r.p.m. motor was secured.
When the installation was started, however, it was found that
the speed was excessive, even for the patrons of the Great
White Way, and a Westinghousc type DA regulator was
added to the equipment, which reduced the speed to such an
extent that dancing could be indulged in by anyone so desir-
ing, with comfort and pleasure. Each evening the floor twirls
merrily with its load of human freight, resembling a human
whirlpool, propelled by a small electric motor. The man-
agement, it is said, still retains the high speed arrangement,
however, in case the constantly increasing desire of the people
for more excitement in its hunt for pleasure demands more
speed, it can readily be provided.

Standard Underground Change Montreal Office
The Standard Underground Cable Co. of Canada, Limited,

announce that their Montreal branch office is now located in'

the McGill r.uilding instead of the New Birks Building as
heretofore.

John Forman & Sons
The linn of John Forman, electrical supplies, 248 Craig

Street West, Montreal, has been reorganized under the name
of John Forman & Sons. The business is being carried on
at the old address.

Trade Publications

accidentally striking against the handle and throwinjj the

switch in or out. Stops on the frame prevent the handle

being thrown too far on either the "off" or "on" direction,

these positions being clearly marked on the frame. "Shaw-
inut" fuse clips are furnished and are mounted on insulating

blocks supported on the top of the switch frame. The
cover fits closely over the top of the main frame, thus mak-
ing the entire switch totally enclosed. The cover is securely

held in place, but may be easily removed when it is desired to

replace the fuse. The switch is arranged for wall mount-
ing, and mounting holes are provided in the back of the

main frame, permitting the switch to be fastened to the wall

or mounting surface by means of screws or bolts. This oil

switch is sold by the Northern Electric Company, Limited.

Electrifying Terpischore
Each year the cafes in New York's far-famed Lobster

Palace belt strive for something new and novel with which

to attract their patrons. This year was no exception, and

one of the more enterprising, Murrays, at 42nd and Broad-

way, sprung a surprise on its neighbors and patrons by the

tin 64. distributed b.\- the Canadian
Co, describes, with illustrations.

Safety Panels—Bu
Krantz Manufacturing
Krantz safety panels.

Difusolite—Booklet issued by the George C. Lynch Co.,
:i.i6 Fifth .\ve.. New York, manufacturers of fine and carved
wooden turned lamps, and auxiliary equipment. Difusolite
is a bowl of specially made glass which is claimed to have
unusual diffusing properties.

Lamp Standards—illustrated booklet issued by Canadian
Union Metal, Limited, Gait. Out., describing Union Metal
lamp standards for ornamental street lighting. The booklet
IS divided into five sections, as follows: section 1, descrip-
tion and construction details street lighting standards; sec-
tion 2, standards for business district lighting; section ;i,

standards for residential and park lighting; section 4, stand-
ards for cluster lighting; section 5, installation views and
miscellaneous.

The gross earnings of the Calgary Power Co. for the
year 11115 are $289.61 ::.00, an increase of .$58,427.00. or slightly
over 25 per cent. The net income is $237,158.00, an increase
of ;J1.6 per cent. The surplus available for dividends is

.$80,192.00, equal to 4.:!:i per cent, on the outstanding common
stock, as compared with 1.:! per cent, the previous year. This
showing is particularly gratifying as indicating improvement
in Western conditions.

Have You?
Have you made your plans to attend the Con-

vention and Electric Show of Electrical Contrac-
tors and Dealers in Toronto, June 6, 7 and 8?
Come and meet the boys, and learn something
more about your business.
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Current News and Notes

Amherstburg, Ont.

1 1 lias Ix'cu decided to erect a street lighting syslei.i

which calls for seventy-five 140 candle imwer nitrogen lamps

and six GOO candle power, the latter to he used at street inter-

sections.

Edmonton, Aha.

An agreement has been reached with the Alliance Trust

Co., of which R. B. Bennett, Calgary, is president, for a tem-

porary supply of power until the new hydro-electric plant of

the Edmonton Power Company, Limited, is ready for opera-

tion.

Kenora, Ont.

A by-law will be submitted in the near future authorizing

the municipality to change the method of charging for elec-

tric power, from the flat to the meter system. Plans are be-

ing considered whereby a cheaper rate will be given during

the daytime to encourage electric cooking and the use of

electricity for other household purposes. This rate is men-

tioned as 2c per kw. li.

Mallorytown, Ont.

The Mallorytown Telephone Company, Limited, have ob-

tained a charter.

Montreal, P. Q.

The registration of Howard Murray as president of llie

Canadian Electrical Products Company, Limited, is an-

nounced.

Crepeau & LTIeureux, electricians, (Georges Henri Cre-

peau and Emile L'Heureux), Montreal, Que., have registered.

Petrolia, Ont.

Hydro power was turned on for the first time for street

lighting and household use on Tuesday April 30. The towns-

people are well pleased with the appearance of their streets.

Preston, Ont.

A by-law is being submitted to the electors authorizing a

loan to the Electric Fittings and Foundry Co., who will oc-

cupy the old Anchor Bedding Company's plant.

Regina, Sask.

The provincial Government Dept. of Telephones and

f'tailways received tenders to May l:'. for approximately

3.'>,000 poles for telephone line extension.

St. Come De Beauce, Que.

Joseph L. Boldieu and Honore Poulin will purchase the

necessary material for a telephone system.

St. Francois De Beauce, Que.

The Beauceville Telephone Company, A. Dayon, Secret-

ary, are planning to erect a telephone system to cost some

.•ft 0,001). DO.

St. Rose De Watford, Que.

A company is being organized to erect a telephone sys-

tem in this place.

Sydenham, Ont.

The Rosedal

granted a charter.

Sarnia, Ont.

The Hydro Committee of the Sarnia city council have

made recommendations covering the lighting of the streets oi

that city. It is planned to install eighty-eight 1,000 candle

power lamps on steel poles of a type to be used jointly by

the city and the street railway company; 570, 140 candle power

lamps on bracket type fixtures; and nineteen 400 candle power

Rural Tekplione Co., r,ld., li

lamps. The estimated cost of operation per annum is as fol-

lows: 1,000 candle power, $45.00; 400 candle power, .$:iO.OO;

140 candle power, $15.00. In certain sections of the city these

lamps will be installed on the local improvement plan. Thi:

committee were given power to proceed with the installation.

According to the last report, good progress is being made on

the transmission line of the Ontario Commission, which will

supply the city of .Sarnia.

Stamford, Ont.

The town of Stamford have approved the purchase of the

plant and lines of the Ontario Distributing Co., and a by-law

will be submitted to the people authorizing a bond issue of

$30,000.00. The plant will be operated as a municipal utility

under the supervision of the Ontario Commission.

Toronto, Ont.

The plans of the Hydro-electric Power Commission of

Ontario, regarding the Chippewa Creek hydro-electric de-

velopment, will stand over temporarily as the result of the

objection raised by the United States to the diversion of this

water from the Niagara River. It is understood that this

is merely out of courtesy to llie United States, and not in

any way as a recognition of the right of that nation to raise

an objection.

Truro, N. S.

Tenders for the purchase Sf the Chambers Electric Light

& Power plant have been received and though no agreement

has been announced, it is stated that the town's bi(> of

$50,000.00 was the highest received.

Vancouver, B. C.

Tlie gross earnings of the liritish Columbia Electric

Railway Co. for March show an increase of $19,982.00 over the

same month a year ago, the figures being respectively

$577,117.00 and $557,1.35. The net increase is approximately

the same.

Winnipeg, Man.
The Loomer Electric Co., Limited, ha;

for tlie purpose of carrying on a general

trieal contractin.g business.

Welland, Ont.

The town council has voted $40,000.00 to cover the cost

of a new sub-station. Welland is now the Hydro Commis-

sion's best customer, bringing in somewhere in the neighbor-

hood of $1,1100, (100. 0(1 a year to that organization.

been incorporated

electric and elec-

Tenders
A few dollars spent in advertising

your proposals in the

Contract Record
and Engineering Review

would result in additional competition,

which might save your city or town or

your client many hundreds of dollars.
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The Electrical Contractors' Convention

.\s announced in a previous issue, the present nuinlier of

the Electrical News is given over chiefly to furthering the

interests of the Canadian electrical contracting business, hav-

ing in mind ])articularly the Ontario contractors, who will

meet in convention during the days of June (>, 7 and s. in

Massey Music Hall. Toronto. By this means we are hoping

to bring home to electrical contractors generally the increas-

ingly important position their work is occupying in the

I)ublic eye and in the public well-being, the necessity for

careful study and attention to the work as it becomes more

intricate and more universal in demand, and, as a necessary

consequence, the value of meeting together with other men

in the same line of business, not only that they may learn

something more about that business, but also that they may
imbibe something of the broader conception of the usefulness

to mankind in every walk of life, of "Electricity"—the most

powerful agent in life to-day for the betterment of the

human race.

We recognize to-day what has nnt been so evident until

quite recently, that electricity's place is among the masses,

the so-called common people. No human agency that reaches

only the wealthier classes can ever expect to achieve far-

reaching results. But electricity is reaching down to the

very depths of our society, carrying light and health to our

lowest slums and exerting a refining and educating in-

fluence, the force of which is just beginning to be felt. .\nd

it is because the electrical contractor is the connecting link

between the customer who buys, and benefits, and the com-
pany that sells—and benefits, too, of course, though merely
in a material way—that he must now be looked upon as an
essential, important element in the electrical business.

It is quite possible that many an electrical contractor
has never considered his obligation to his community in this
way and that many a central station man and manufacturer
does not realize the importance of this link between himself
and his customers. We hope all and sundry of these will
make a point of attending the coming convention. The con-
tractor will be brought to see more clearly, we hope, the
importance of his work, his increased responsibility and the
consequent necessity for a revision, upwards, of his ideals.
The other members of the trade will appreciate too, we be-
lieve, that the development of the electrical industry lies
largely with the contractor, and will realize, then, the neces-
sity of co-operating with him in every way; first, to raise
the standard of electrical contracting, and, this accomplished,
to stand behind the electrical contractor with their loyal
support.

Weekly Electrical Luncheon
A very welcome movement has been put on foot in the

city of Toronto in the form of a weekly electrical luncheon.
To date the scheme has only been in operation for two
weeks, but its success indicates that the idea has taken a

very firm hold of the electrical fraternity. One of the most
noticeable features of the two luncheons that have been
held is the varied personnel of those attending, good repre-
sentation being shown by the telephone, telegraph, and local

central station organizations, as well as by manufacturing,
jobbing and consulting interests. At the first luncheon, held
in the Prince George Hotel on Friday, May 19, some ninety
electrical men sat down. The attendance on May 26 was
not quite so large, but it was generally noted that the gather-
ing was more representative and especially that many promi-
nent officials of the various electrical organizations in and
around Toronto were present.

The credit of the success of this luncheon idea is almost
entirely due to the able activity of Mr. Frank T. Groome.
sales manager of the Benjamin Electric Company, who is

temporarily acting as secretary and chairman. Not only did

the idea originate with Mr. Groome, but on his shoulders

has fallen so. far most of the labor of arranging for these

luncheons and for the speakers. The present plan is to take

up not more than an hour of time, which will include the

disposal of the luncheon and a fifteen minute talk by some
prominent member of the trade. Electrical men are requested

to keep these dates free and present themselves as promptly
as possible at the Prince George every Friday at 12.30. A
special room has been provided. If you are interested in

knowing,, or being known to. other electrical men, be on
hand Friday. June 2.

Latest Practice in Street Lighting
The city iil .Sarnia. ()nt.. baviiiL; mailo arrangements to

take over the i)lant ol the Sarnia (ias & Electric Company,
are making certain extensions and improvements, chief of

which has reference to the street lighting of the city. The
plans for the work are now complete, these having been

worked out by the engineers of the Hydro Electric Power
Commission of Ontario. The installation is thus of interest,

in that it represents the latest practice of the Hydro Com-
mission, which in turn is the result of their several years of

experience. As such, it may safely lie followed by our larger

towns or smaller cities situated similarly to Sarnia.

On the main street there will be installed eighty-eight

l.ouo c.p. nitrogen-filled lamps, mounted on combination

tubular steel trolley poles, 28 feet long, set in concrete. The
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main streets in Sarnia to be included in this form of lighting

are Front and Christina streets from George to Wellington.

The lamps in this section will be installed on every pole

on both sides of the street. The poles are approximately

110 feet apart and the lamps will be sixteen feet above the

pavement. The lamps themselves will be 20 amp. capacity,

a series transformer being installed in each pole to step the

current up from 6.6 amperes to 20 amperes Each lamp

will be supplied with a special glass reflecting globe, Holo-

phane type, with special distributing features.

There will also be nineteen 400 c.p. lamps on Ontario

and Russell streets from Mitten Street to the Grand Trunk

tunnel. These lights will be approximately 400 feet apart

and suspended from the trolley poles so as to hang above the

centre of the street 25 feet high. Each of these lights will

be fitted also with special distributing reflectors.

The outlying streets of the town will be illuminated by

570 140-c.p. nitrogen lamps, supported on 30-in. iron brackets,

on wooden poles. The lamps will be placed 15 feet above

the pavement, enclosed in frosted bowls and installed on

every other pole. That is, they will be spaced approximately

220 feet. This latter lighting is on one side of the street only.

The ornamental lighting will be installed on the local im-

provement plan, the frontage tax to be paid by the house-

holders at 10c. per foot for twenty years. The estimated cost

of the lighting system complete is placed at $S,S00,

Canadian Electrical Association

The Canadian Electrical Association have made final

arrangements to hold an Excursion Convention on June

21-23-23, which will combine business and pleasure for the

memliers of the Association. All the member classes are

included in this year's convention. It is planned to leave

Toronto at 3.30 p.m. on June 21 per Steamer "Toronto" for

Kingston. Prescott will be reached at 9.50 a.m. the follow-

ing morning and here the Association will be joined by

delegates from Ottawa, Montreal and eastern points, and

the return trip commenced at 11.55 noon, arriving in To-

ronto at 7 a.m., June 23. The business of the Convention

will be conducted chiefly on the return journey, when all the

members shall be present. All meals required throughout

the entire trip will be furnished on the steamer. Rates, in-

cluding berth and mealS, from Toronto to Prescott and re-

turn will be $10. Wives or other members of the delegates'

families are invited. Further information may be obtained

from Mr. Alan Sullivan, secretary-treasurer of the .Asso-

ciation, 910 Excelsior Life Building, Toronto.

Good Lighting a Commercial Asset
Mr. E. N. Hyde, illuminating engineer of the Northern

Electric Company, spoke on the subject of "Illumination" at

the Wednesday Electrical Luncheon, held in Montreal, on

May 10. He divided his address into four parts, physical

characteristics of light, chemistry, architecture, and ophthal-

miology, pointing out the bearing which each had on cor-

rect lighting. The following lamps, he said, have the sub-

joined watts per candle: oil, 57; kerosene, 42.8; bat wing gas,

93.2; argand, 68.8; 16 c.p. lamp, carbon, 3.5; metalized fila-

ment of carbonized cellulose, 2.5; metal filament tantalum,

2.0; Nernst, 1.3; metal filament tungsten in vacuum, 1.0 for

60 watt; the same in argon or nitrogen, from .8 to .55 watts

commercially; arc (open), .8 of a watt; arc (enclosed), .6 of a

watt; mercury arc (not tube) .2 of a watt; fire fly and pyro-

phorus noctilucas .2 of a watt.

The reflecting quality of highly polished silver is 92

per cent., the highest of any material, while black velvet

(Priestly's) is the lowest, with .004 per cent. With regard to

architecture, it was the business of the lighting erpert not

only to get the general ideas of the architect, but to design

lighting schemes which by the daylight effects, are repro-

duced under artificial illumination. In this connection a

scheme, lending an atmosphere of sanctity appropriate for a

church was manifestly unsuitable for a theatre; the illumin-

ating engineer must prepare a plan which would give the

correct atmosphere in the building to which it was to be

applied. Light had the quality of a pigment, and could be

utilized to give the various tints which should predominate.

Mr. Hyde also referred to the effect of light on the eye. and

mentioned instances of how the power of vision varied in

different persons. He stated that, in the case of the West-

inghouse Company in the United States, the installation c'

a new lighting system at a cost of $150,000 had saved 25

minutes per day for each man; reduced the casualties by

fifty per cent., loss of tools by 60 per cent., and reduced

spoilage of material by 50 per cent., while it increased in

some cases the output per man by 10 to 20 per cent., and,

strange to say, the life of the boots of the workmen by six

weeks.

The Pas Buys Electrical Equipment

The town of The Pas, Man., is inviting tenders for sew-

age lift pumps with the necessary motors, for the purpose

of pumping raw sewage and surface drainage from a cham-

ber with a bottom elevation at 819 feet. ' Two single stage

vertical submerged type centrifugal pumps with a speed of

not more than 680 r.p.m., are required, one capable of de-

livering 500 Imperial gallons and the other of 1,000 Imperial

gallons per minute. The sewerage is discharged into the

main sewer and then into the river bed; during a portion of

the year sewage can be discharged by gravity, but during

other months the water level in the river changes, thus in-

creasing the head of the water over the sewer outlet to

such an extent that the gravity discharge ceases, and the

lift pumps are then required. The elevation of the pumps
will be 827 feet. The two vertical type induction motors are

to be 3 phase, 60 cycle, 220 volts, with impregnated windings,

and with automatic float type controlling devices. The plans

also provide for 3 live kw.. single phase, 2200 volt primary

110 and 220 secondary volt, oil-cooled transformers or one
3 phase 15 kw. 220 volt secondary with primary fuse cut outs,

hanger irons and oil. Messrs. Murphy and Underwood,
Saskatoon, are the consulting engineers.

Engineers' Club, Montreal

The Engineers' Clul), Montreal, held its annual meeting
on the evening of 17th May, when the report for the year
was submitted. There are now 342 resident members. 19 of

whom are on active service overseas; there are also 173 non-
resident members. The finances of the club are in a satis-

factory condition and in every way the club shows a healthy

activity. The Club premises occupy an ideal situation on
Phillips Square and the appointments are excellent. It will

interest electrical engineers to know that Mr. R. M. Wilson,

of the Montreal Light, Heat & Power Co.; Mr. Lawford
Grant, of the Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works, Limited,

and Mr. Julian C. Smith, of the Shawinigan Water and
Power Co., are the committee of management, while Mr.
Henry Holgate, consulting engineer, is the president.

The Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario have

notified the Elmira Utilities Commission that a new rate

has been devised and approved for rural customers. This

rate will apply to all farmers fed from the Elmira hydro
station and is as follows: On a basis of three customers per

mile a service charge of $3 per month; four customers per

mile, $2.50 per month; and five customers per mile. $2.00 per

month. The charge per kw.h. will be 6 cents for the first

60 and 3 cents for all additional.
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Montreal Engineers are Fighting Hard to Save

their City from Unwise Expenditures

The controversy over the enlargement of the Montreal
aqueduct and the construction of the proposed hydro-elec-
tric power house has reached a new stage. The Council of
the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers in July and October
last made strong representations to the Board of Control in

favor of the project being studied by an independent board
of engineers. It was pointed out that the engineers who had
reported on the scheme had only done so oij isolated parts.
and not on the entire scheme. This has been followed up
by another petition in which it is stated: The opinion is quite
generally held by local engineers having some knowledge of

the work, but by no means full knowledge, that the proposed
enlargement of the aqueduct and development of hydro-elec-
tric power sufficient to do the lighting of the city and to

pump its water, is not a project which could be recommended
from an economic point of view.

When the council of the Canadian Society of Civil En-
gfheers made its recommendation, many members were firmly
of the opinion that:

—

(1) Xo thorough study had ever been made of the cost
and economic value of the great enlargement of the aqueduct
now proposed and of its attendant works.

(2) No complete design had ever been prepared for the

power house and its equipment, or for the intake and con-
trolling works, and only approximate estimates had been
made of the cost of these very important and costly por-

tions of the work.

(3) The original estimates submitted by the engineers
of the city were inadequate and the work as it progressed
was costing far in excess of these original estimates.

(4) The project as a whole had never been studied and
reported on by independent or disinterested engineers.

In view of all the circumstances, and particularly be-

cause of the fact that all the engineers nained by Mr. Cote
ueny in writing the statement attributed to them that they

approved of the project, we, the subscribing engineers, en-

dorse and repeat the recommendation of the council of the

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, and respectfully urge

that a commission of prominent engineers, especially quali-

fied to pass judgment on the project, be retained to make
a comprehensive study and report upon the cost of the

work nov/ being projected, and to advise to what extent,

if at all, the project may to advantage be modified or

changed. The petition was signed by the following mem-
bers of the C. S. C. E.:

—

Sir John Kennedy, consulting engineer, Montreal: Er-

nest Marceau, supt. engr.. Canals, Province of Quebec: Her-

bert Wallis. M. Inst.. C.E., M. Inst.. Mech. E.: K, W. Black-

well, vice-pres. Canadian Steel Foundries, Ltd.; Phelps

Johnson, pres. St. Lawrence Bridge Co.: J. A. Jamieson,

consulting engineer; Henry Holgate, consulting engineer;

M. J. Butler, director Armstrong W'hitworth of Canada; G.

H. Duggan, gen. mgr. Dominion Bridge Co.; R. A. Ross,

consulting engineer, Montreal; C. .\'. Monserrat, chairman

and chief engineer. Quebec Bridge Commission; Walter J.

Francis, consulting engineer, Montreal; .Arthur Surveyer,

consulting engineer; C. A. McLeod, consulting engineer and

secretary Can. Soc. Civil Engineers: John B. Porter, con-

sulting engr., and Professor Engineering, McGill University;

W. Chase Thomson, consulting engineer; H. M. Mackay,

Prof. Civil Engineering, McGill University; E. Brown,

Prof. Applied Mechs. and Hydraulics. McGill University;

H. O. Keay. Prof. Transportation, McGill University; G.

R. Heckle, engineer and contractor; H. P. Borden, member
Quebec Bridge Commission; J. M. Robertson, consulting

engineer; C. LeLuau, Prof. Laval University, and consult-

ing engineer: Wm. McXab, valuation engineer. Grand Trunk

Railway; H. H. N'aughan. :trd vice-pres. Dominion Bridge

Co.; H. M. Ja(iuays, works manager Steel Co. of Canada.

Montreal; Vv'. F. Angus, vice-pres. Canada Steel Foundries,
Limited; R. J. Durley, consulting engineer; L. A. Herdt,
Prof, of Elec. Engineering. McGill University; Alex. Prin-
gle, consulting engineer.

The engineers of the Montreal power and lighting com-
panies were not asked to sign on the ground that the Mayor
had previously suggested that the movement was in the

interests of these companies. This was based on the fact

that part of the power proposed to be generated will be
used for pumping purposes and part for lighting, thus cut-

ting oflf revenue from the companies.

A petition signed by so many influential engineers could
not be ignored, and on its presentation the Controllers
promptly invited the engineers to place their views before
the Board. A majority of the engineers accepted this invi-

tation. The interview was of the most cordial character;
the Controllers present, Messrs. Ross, Villeneuve, and Ainey,
requesting the fullest information on the various points.

The Mayor and Controller Cote, who have hitherto been
strong supporters of the scheme, were not present, and for

that reason no immediate decision was possible. Messrs.
Ross and Villeneuve, however, declared they were willing

to accede to the request of the deputation.

Sir John Kennedy and Mr. Ernest Marceau put the case
for the petitioners. The former, who was the chief speaker,

handled the matter with great discretion, and in a way to

remove any slight bitterness which may have crept into the

controversy. The engineers, he explained, were not there

in any spirit of opposition to thejscheme; they felt that the

plans were not fully matured, and in a matter involving such
a large expenditure the advice of experienced engineers

should be secured in order that the plans should be satisfac-

tory. The engineers would be delighted if the plans were of

this character; if they were not, it would be advisable to

secure further advice.

Mr. Marceau remarked that the deputation were not able

to make suggestions as they were not in possession of all

the facts.

Controller Villeneuve pointed out that Sir John Kennedy
and Mr. Marceau had made an interim report on the sub-

ject, but Sir John answered that this was for a scheme for

3.000 h.p. in winter, whereas the present scheme was for

10.000 h.p. There was the question of frazil to be dealt with,

and the deputation desired information on this point.

Cost of Power $700 per H.P.

Mr. T. W. Lesage. superintendent of the waterworks,
read a statement giving the history of the project from 1854.

In the former year the canal aqueduct was built, and 400 to

(ioo h.p. developed at a cost of $833 per h.p.; in 1907 an en-

largement of the existing aqueduct was planned to develop

3,000 h.p. for pumping at a cost of $733 per h.p. The third

project of enlargement was begun in l'J13 in order to still

further develop the hydraulic power to 10,000 h.p. and sup-

ply hydraulic power for pumping 100,000,000 gallons per day,

for which 6,000 h.p. will be required, and also supply power
for street lighting to the extent of 4.000 h.p. The estimated

cost strictly applicable to water power development was about

$7,000,000. This would bring the cost of power develop-

ment alone for 10.000 h.p. to $700 per h.p. Mr. Lesage
added that the project of 1913 was an extension of previous

schemes, with a somewhat more modern and permanent
construction of the sides of the canal which aie to be con-

crete walls, also more elaborate bridge, etc. \o criticism

of the non-economic value of the projects was heard until

the last two years.

The main contract for widening, excavating, and side

walls was awarded to the Cook Construction Co.. in 1913,

for the sum of $2,320,000. this figure being well under the

city's engineers' estimate of $2,800,000. When bids were

asked for this very important work, in 1913, numbers of

engineers figured on the estimates of work to be done, still

the city never heard complaints from any of tlieni of the
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non-economic value of the scheme. Considering the econo-

mic value of disbursing $7,000,000 to do the city's water

pumping and street lighting, this capital cost represented an

annual charge, at 5 per cent., of $350,000.

The cost of these services to the city (in money actually

disbursed) in 1914: was cost of coal (fuel for pumping)

$170,000; cost of electric power for pumping, $50,000; cost of

electric street lighting, squares, etc., $275,000. Total cost,

$495,000. There was. therefore, a respectable margin to

cover cost of electric installation charges.

After the reading of this statement. Controller Ross ex-

pressed an opinion in favor of the project being examined

by engineers.

In the course of further discussion, it was remarked that

the present work could not be stopped, especially the instal-

lation of the head gates.

Sir John Kennedy suggested that one of the city's en-

gineers should be on the advisory board.

Controller Ross thought that the petition of the deputa-

tion ought to be acceded to.

Mr. P. Mercier, Chief Engineer, asked Mr. Marceau a

question regarding the estimated cost per horse power. Mr.

Marceau replied that the estimated cost was rather high, al-

though some allowance had to be made for a corporation

plant. On the whole, he would not like to express a definite

opinion without examining the whole scheme.

Sir John Kennedy asked that in appointing engineers the

Controllers would not overlook the merits of Canadian en-

gineers; Controller Ross said this would not be lost sight of,

and they would also consider the engineers of Montreal.

Sir John Kennedy thanked the controllers for the cour-

tesy which had been extended to the deputation.

Ancient vs. Modern Roundhouse Lighting
One of the Large Canadian Railway Companies has Entirely Remodelled the Plan of Illumination

and Standardized Throughout the System—Some Marked Improvements.

The following description of a system of roundhouse

lighting which has been adopted and standardized by a well-

known Canadian railway company, is intended to give an

outline of the manner in which this company's electrical

engineer handled a problem which presents some rather

unique features. The average layman, to whom the inside

of a day-coach or Pullman forms the foreground of his men-

tal picture of a railway, thinks of a roundhouse as a stable

where the mechanical "horses" that pull the trains over the

rails are brought in after a "run," cleaned and fed. rested

and groomed, in preparation for the appointed toil of the

following day. This is all quite so, and to strengthen the

comparison, each engine section is called a "stall"—but there

the analogy ends. Such cleaning and feeding and grooming are

part of the routine work and are done as a matter of course,

but a glance at the engineer's report book shows a surpris-

ingly long "repairs required" list, even after a short run on

the road. These repairs frequently call for delicate work
among the complicated mechanism of a modern locomotive

and must be completed in a limited time in onler tliat the

"tractor" may be ready when called.

This work, requiring thoroughness and dispatch, natur-

ally necessitates a lighting system which is as efficient as it

can be made.

A roundhouse presents a peculiarly difficult proposition

for the illuminating engineer to handle. From the day of

its annual whitewashing, its walls, columns, and roof vary in

color scheme from a dirty cream to a dull, sooty black by

the end of the first month, and so remain for the succeeding

eleven. As a light absorber it can't be beaten and its re-

flective properties give one a very fair conception of "nothing

at all."

Up to three years ago the standard method in this com-

pany's roundhouse was a row of three drop lights between

all pits or stalls, and one drop light opposite the end of each

stall at the front of the house. In addition, there were drop

lights over the benches, which are located along the back

wall about six stalls apart, and extension plug receptacles on

the centre column between the pits. The circle, in the centre

of which is the turntable, was illuminated (?) by from two

to five arc lamps or 4-60 clusters, distributed equally and sus-

pended from brackets attached to the walls. Twelve circuit

distribution panels, metal boxed, were placed at the proper

intervals along the front wall. The mains were brought

through the wall directly above the leads and down to

them in conduit. The different circuits were tlien liin in

conduit up the wall and along the roof. Such an installa-

tion, though put in according to the strictest standard, would
be in need of rather extensive repairs within a year from the

time of being put into service, while three to four years

would bring the necessity of renewing at least 75 per cent,

of the conduit. The three chief demons in the railway elec-

trician's nightmare are gas, smoke, and steam. They form a

malicious triple alliance that is hard to combat successfully.

The gas attacks any kind of metal with such avidity that

cases where J^-'"- conduit would crumble in the hand after

having been in place in a roundhouse just a little over three

years are not uncommon. Pipe clips and the screws holding

them would be so weakened by the corrosion that frequently

fifty to a hundred feet of conduit would break away and

come clattering down on top of the engine without warning.

Unless extreme and painstaking care is exercised in spotting

the engines exactly under the smoke-jacks, clouds of gas

and smoke bellow forth from the stacks and cling to the roof

with the persistency of a porous plaster.

Besides all this, drop-lights were found to be very un-

satisfactory and unsuited to the requirements. They natur-

ally had to be tungstens, where any regard was had for

cost of consumption, and tungsten lamps in such a place ne-

cessarily demand lockguards. It is no light matter to clean

150 to 200 lamps when lockguards had to be removed before

and replaced after the wiping process. This had to be done

at least once a week if any light to speak of was to be ob-

tained, for it takes the combination of smoke, steam, and gas

but a very short time to deposit a nice sooty black film over

the glass which is not in any way conducive to good light-

ing. Again, drop-lights were found very costly on account

of the high breakage factor due to swinging against engine

cabs or tenders and tii being struck by long fire-hooks, etc..

in the hands of careless workmen.
Such disheartening conditions, in addition to the fact that

the actual light given left a very great deal to be desired,

surely called for a radical change in the system adopted. This

was made and the present one evolved and standardized as

described in the following paragraphs.

The first and most important change was that no conduit

was to be run along the roof open to the attack of the ever-

present gas, and secondly, drop-lights were to be done away
with entirely and replaced by reflected lights throughout.

The distribution boxes were placed on the walls at the

"front" of the liouse in about the same relative locations as

under the old system, the mains being brought through the

wall and down to the box as before. But the conduit con-

taining the circuit feeders was now run down from the box
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and then along the wall, about two feet above the floor. Thus
it escapes the effects of the metal-eating gas. Risers from
this run up to pairs of reflectors, bracketted to the wall about
seven feet above the floor—a pair to each stall. These reflec-
tors are manufactured by the Crouse-Hinds Company especi-
ally for work of this nature and are not dissimilar in size or
appearance from the reflectors seen on the front ends of in-

Diagram of arrangement of Roundhouse Lighting

terurban cars. They are dimensioned to accommodate 60-

watt tungstens and may be had with either clear glass or

semaphore lens. For this work the latter lens is used, as it

diffuses the light and cuts out the glare. The reflectors of each

pair are placed about eighteen inches apart and at an angle to

each other and to the wall. By such an arrangement the

beams cross each other and are directed against the side of

the farther engine, as shown in diagram.

Eight feet up on the back wall, in the centre of the space

between the tracks, is located another series of reflectors,

so placed that they direct their light straight down this space

toward the front of the house. These serve the i)urpose of

general lighting. The feeders for these circuits are run from

the distribution boxes either in the concrete floor or directly

up through the roof and above it to the back circuits des-

cribed and drop down to each light. In cither of these ways
also is run the conduit for the extension plug circuits. The
receptacles (N'orbitt fittings) are placed, one for each stall,

on the face of the posts in the centre of the spaces between

tracks.

.Another row of reflectors is placed high up on the outside

of the back wall of tlie roundhouse. They arc so bracketted

to the wall that they throw their light on the ends of the

tracks at the edge of the turntable pit. This makes spotting

the table as simple a matter by night as by day and gives

good general lighting about the pit, table, and tracks besides.

In addition to the stationary lights, from one to six

portable reflector stands are to be provided for each round-

house so equipped. These are made up of Crouse-Hinds re-

flector cases, as used throughout, suspended in a saddle in

such a manner that they may be tilted to any angle in the

horizontal plane. This saddle is supported by 1^^-in. pipe

about three feet long, through which the leads run up to the

lamp in the reflector case. The lower end of this pipe screws

into a lyi-in. "C" condulet, below which again is a short

nipple threading into a cast iron base 18 in. in diameter.

This base is fitted with two small wheels at one edge tf)

facilitate movemtnt and three spikes on which it rests when

in use. Through one hole of a two-wire porcelain cover on

the "C" condulet comes the reinforced lamp-cord lead with

attachment plug at the end and through the other hole is a
twenty-five foot extension for general purpose work when
the stand is in use. The connection is made inside the con-
dulet.

These portable reflectors have been found extremely
useful in cases where particular work, requiring possibly
from one to three hours' time, is being done within a lim-
ited space on the mechanism of an engine.

The system above described, though not without its

defects, has been found a most satisfactory improvement in

a great many ways. Though the installation cost is high,
the maintenance cost is wonderfully low. It is a matter of
only a few minutes to walk along and give the lens on each
reflector a rub with a piece of damp waste—no removing and
replacing of troublesome lock-guards. Breakage is reduced
to an absolute minimum. The light is concentrated on the
points where it is required and the whole has an accessibil-
ity and neatness impossible to obtain with the use of drop-
lights. The introduction of this system has resulted in a
very marked improvement in the thoroughness and dispatch
with which the roundhouse work is carried on. A visit to
one or other of the roundhouses so lighted has impressed
very favorably a nmnber of practical men from other roads
and the near future should see this system—with modifica-
tions, possibly—adopted by many of the other railway com-
panies.

For King and Country
Major Xorman C. Pilcher, who recently resigned his posi-

tion as manager of the Sherbrooke Railway and Power Com-
pany to go overseas, was killed in action on May 19. Major
Pilcher was first attached to a unit of mounted rifles, with
the rank of captain and received his promotion at Valcartier.
He had been in action some eight months.

Major Pilcher was thirty-six years old. He was born in

England, though he had spent the greater part of his life in

The Late Major Pilcher

I'anada. He was formerly witli the Canadian General Elec-

tric Company, and is a brother to Mr. J. W. Pilcher, Mon-
treal manager for this company. At the time of the Boer

war. Major Pilcher enlisted with a Toronto contingent and

saw active service with the Johannesburg Mounted Rifles.

.\fter his return he was for some time manager of the Fort

William and Port .Arthur Electric Railway System, which

position ht resigned some years ago to accept a similar one

in Sherbrooke, Que.
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Electric Power in the Lumber Industry

As Applied at the Brunnette Saw Mills at New Westminster, B.C.

Drive has Greatly Increased Mill Capacity.

-Modern

By D. Penzer Dunn

The Brunette saw mills do a general lumber business,

both domestic and export, having commenced operations in

the year 1878, as the outcome of a demand for manufactured

lumber around the larger towns in British Columbia.

At that time the amount called for was very small as com-

pared to that of the present day, the business having m-

creased considerably up to the present time. The plant now

consists of a saw mill with a daily capacity of 100 M., plan-

ing mill 100 M., a box factory turning out five thousand boxes

per day, and a shingle mill with a daily capacity of 200,000

shingles.

The site chosen was particularly favorable from the point

of view of a manufacturing centre, being situated on the

Fraser River about 15 miles from the Gulf of Georgia, and

within the corporative limits of New Westminster, thus af-

fording a convenient handling of export and import trade.

The company owns extensive timber limits, the most im-

portant one being on Vancouver Island, where the logs are

cut and towed direct to the mills by steam tugs belongmg

to the company.

The original motive power for the various wood work-

ing and planing machines was steam until the year 1910,

when the output had increased to the extent that it was

found necessary to greatly enlarge the factory in order to

. View of Electrically Driven Planing Mill

cope with the increased business; it was at this time that

the company seriously considered the economy of mainten-

ance and operation in connection with steam drive, and after

due consideration, decided to adopt electric power.

From the first tfie company decided to generate their own

power owing to-the waste lumber, saw dust, etc.. that could

be used for fuel, as had been the case hitherto with the

steam power. Three phase induction motors were considered

the best applicable to the various mill machines, owing to

their constant speed characteristics, etc.. and to this end a

turbo-generator set was installed of 500 kw. capacity. This

machine took care of all the power load of the factory, which

consists of 43 induction motors with horsepowers varying

from 3 to 75 h.p., making a total of 900 h.p. connected.

A series of tests made on the plant prior to its initial

operation, gave the following results: The average ^ower

factor was approximately 73 per cent., at full load 76 per

Assoc. A.I E.E.

cent., at maximum overload 07 per cent.; the drop at the

farthest motor was approximately 8 volts. Several motors

have been added since these initial tests were carried out

and a more recent test of overload showed that it would re-

quire a synchronous motor condenser set of 250 kw.a. to cor-

rect the power factor to 90 per cent. The question as to

the advisability of installing a synchronous condenser as

against an additional power unit being brought up at this

time with a final decision in favor of the latter.

After four years of service, the installation of an addi-

tional power unit of 300 kw. capacity, owing to the fact that

the turbo-generator was subject almost continuously during

the latter time to an overload of 40 per cent, was discussed.

In making the decision as to increase of capacity, however,

it was decided to buy from the Western Canada Power Co.,

the chief reason for this being standby service in the case

of a breakdown of the mill power plant and to enable repairs

to be made on the 500 kw. unit when necessary without

totally crippling the service.

The Power House

The power house for containing the plant is a reinforced

concrete building and contains controlling and generating

equipment as well as condensers, etc., in the basement, the

capacity in all, including transformers, being 800 kw. There

are 7 boilers of 513 h.p. capacity total for generating the

steam, being of the return tubular type. These are equipped

with natural draught and use as a fuel the waste products

from the lumber mills; this is fed by means of a conveyor

into the boiler room and fired automatically. To feed the

various boiler furnaces, the wood shavings, etc., are led

through a 30 inch galvanized iron pipe, No. 14 gauge, through

which it is drawn by suction fans; the feed water for the

boilers and condensers is taken from the Brunnette River.

Turbine

This machine is of Allis Chalmers Parsons type, steam

pressure- 110 lbs. to the square inch, vacuum 25 inches, hav-

ing three stages of expansion; B.h.p., 600; speed, 6,300 r.p.m.;

governor oil pressure, 30 lbs. to the sq. inch.

Generator

This machine is Allis Chalmers type, being a three-phase.

60 cycle, 480 volt, amperes 602, 3,600 r.pm., two pole machine,

delta connected.

Exciters

These are two in number, .\o. 1 being direct connected

through the switch board to the generator, while the other

is kept as a reserve and also to supply direct current power

and lighting to the factory; exciter Xo. 1 is driven by a

Curtis steam turbine with a speed of 4.500 r.p.m.. It is C.

G. E. type, constant current, 125 volt machine, with a full

load rating of 120 amperes (15 kw.). Exciter Xo. 2 is a 125

volt machine of 35 kw. capacity, and is driven by a single

cylinder reciprocating engine. 300 r.pm., size 9 x 10, Goldie &
McCuUocli, Ltd., direct coupled This machine now takes

care of the factory lighting, and a small d. c. power load

consisting of a crane of 15 h.p. and a 10 h.p. shunt motor

connected to a band saw. The lighting load consists of

about 15 kw.

Switchboards

The main panel contains the following: 1 Tirrill voltage

regulator, generator and exciter instruments, 1 ammeter and

volt meter for each exciter, 1 generator field ammeter, 1 ma-

chine a. c. volt meter and ammeter. The main oil switch and
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field switches are stationed at the hasc of this panel. The
field rheostats regulator handles for generator and exciter
are located next to this panel and operate the resistances
which are located in the basement. The direct current board
is marble, with angle iron supports and was supplied by the
Hinton Electric Co., Vancouver, B.C.. It contains one main
and 8 feeder switches, and d. c. volt and ammeters. Refer-
ence to the connection diagram herewith will make this lay-

out clear. This diagram includes the complete wiring lay-
out of the plant from generation to point of supply.

Transformers

The 300 kw. bank of 3 phase transformers is contained
on a built-up wooden platform made level with the engine
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lumber company's own plant

(See diagram).
le power company s mains.

Feeders

These are 4 in number as just mentioned. Each is con-
trolled by a type H Westinghouse oil switch, 3300 amps., 600
volts. Feeders are 19 strand Xo. 10 B. & S. rubber covered
wire; no voltage and overload release equipments are pro-
vided with these oil switches. The feeders are run in con-
duit, 2 in. diameter, Vs i". thick, to the outside of the power
house wall, where they emerge from condulet outlets onto
glass insulators supported on wooden cross arms; these cir-

cuits feed the following: box factory, planing mill, and saw
mill proper.
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Wiring Diagram of Electrical Equipment,

room and located outside the l)uilding. These consist of six

Can. Gen. Elec. 50 kw. units of the oil-cooled, out-door type,

delta connected on both high and low tension sides, the

voltage being 2,200/440 v. They are fed by a No. 4 copper

line about one and a half miles long, from the Western Can-

ada Power Co., sub-station. They are run in conduit under

ground to the mill company's premises and thence through a

pot-head unto a short pole line of about 800 ft. to the fac-

tory power house. The transformers may be disconnected

from the line by an oil switch outside the building, operated

by a rope from the ground below. Reference to the diagram

will make this clear. The kw. hour meters in connection

with these transformers are mounted on the inside wall of the

factory power house together with series and shunt trans-

formers, the power being metered on the secondary side at

a reasonably low cost per unit with a guaranteetl minimum
from the mill company. The secondary leads from the trans-

formers consist of 19 No. 10 B. & S. stranded copper wire,

rubber covered, and enter the building in conduit, where they

connect with a 3-phase copper bus bar 4 ft. long, 1^ in. deep

and Va, in., mounted at the back of slate switchboard; the

front of this board contains four 3-phasc change over knife

switches, enabling the power supply to be drawn from the

Brunnette Mill?, New Westminster, B.C.

The circuits are run to the centre of distribution in the

various buildings where tliey are enclosed in conduit anil

enter a distribution panel box. From there the various motor
circuits are tapped off a 3-phase bus and run to their individual

motors, each circuit being protected by fuses of the required

rating. There are 4 of these distribution panels altogether,

the greatest numlier of circuits from one panel being 18 in

the planing factory. The motors themselves are Westing-
liouse semi-enclosed type, with squirrel cage rotors. TIic

control equipment consists of a compensator and disconnect-

ing oil switch in all cases. The compensators are equipped
with overload trip coils and in some of the larger machines
a no-volt release device has also been added. This apparatus
is liandled easily by the employes of the factory and has so

far given satisfactory service, the only troubles having lieen

due to a few burnouts on the compensator coils. The posi-

tion of some of the motors is such that they need a protec-

tive covering owing to the large accumulation of saw dust
within the building.

The distance from the pi>wcr house to the farlliesl motor
being aliout .'iOO ft., this gives a measured voltage drop at

full load of 5 per cent, at the motor terminals. One of the

biggest motors is in the box factory, a ".'5 h.p. unit. The
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compensator has overload and no-voltage control equip-

ment mounted on it, the speed being 850 r.p.m. This motor

is direct connected to a box planer.

The following tables include a list of the various motors

with the machines attached thereto, giving the speed, out-

put, and location; they may be sub-divided as belonging to

the following: (1) box factory; (2) saw mill; (3) planing

factory.

Box Factory

Use
Box planer.
Tumbling cut-off saw.
Exhaust fan.

K oiler band re-sav>-.

Counter shaft running several
small machines.

Dovetailing plant.
.') rip saws.

Saw Mill

Conveyor lumber.
Pony edger.
Sorting table.

Roller band rc-saw.
Transfer chain to roller band

re-saw.

H.P.
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Illuminating Engineering Lecture Course
In 1!)1() the Illuminating Engineering Society, in co-oper-

ation with the Johns Hopkins University gave a course of

lectures on Illuminating Engineering, which went far to-

ward placing before the public the general principles of the

art. In the six years which have since elapsed there have

l)een many changes in methods, improvements in apparatus,

and developments in theory, which seem to call at the pres-

ent time for another effort at education in illumination.

The present series of lectures ought to be of direct and
great importance in inculcating the appropriate and wise use

of illuminating appliances, and should be therefore especially

valuable to those who are dealing directly with the problem.

The theoretical side of illuminating engineering will not be

neglected, but to increase its practical usefulness to the pub-

lic is a fundamental purpose of the course.

The following preliminary list of sul)jects for the Illumi-

nating Engineering Society-Universit}' of Pennsylvania lec-

tures has been issued:—
Preliminary List of Subjects for I. E. S.—U. of P. Lectures

Subject Number of Lectures

(A) General

—

(1) The Principles ot Interior Illumination 3

(2) The principles of Exterior Illumination 1

C.i) Color in Lighting 1

(4) Architectural and Decorative Aspects of

Lighting 1

(5) Recent Developments in Electric Lighting .Xp-

pliances T

(6) Recent Developments in Gas Lighting Appli-

ances 1

(7) Modern Lighting Accessories 1

(B) Special Lectures on Interior Illumination

—

(8) The Lighting of Factories, Mills and Work-
shops 1

(!)) The Lighting of Offices, Stores, and Show
Windows 1

(10) The Lighting of Schools, Auditoriums, and

Libraries 1

(11) The Lighting of Churches 1

(12) Theatre Lighting (Including Stage Lighting)

and the Lighting of .Vrt Museums I

(13) The Lighting of the Home 1

(14) Train Lighting 1

(C) Special Lectures on Exterior Illumination—
(15) Street Lighting 3

(16) The Lighting of Yards, Docks, and Other

Outside Works 1

(17) Headlights. Search-lights, and Projectors .... 1

(18) Sign Lighting 1

(19) Building Exterior, Exposition, and Pageant

Lighting 1

Order for Large Units

The Montana Power ( (impany. of I'.ultf, Montana. ha\e

recently placed a contract with the S. Morgan Smith (com-

pany, of York. Pa., for four l.'>,00<) h.p. vertical hydraulic

iurl>ine units to operate under a head of 100 feet. These

units will l)e installed in conection with their "Iloltzer" De-

velopment on the Missouri River near (jreat l'"alls, Montana.

The S. Morgan Smith Coinpany are also building for the

"Great Falls" development, of the Montana Power Company,

two 16,000 h.p, vertical units, which, together with the four

recently installed, will make approximately 100,000 h.p. in

Smith wheels at the (Jreat Falls plant.

Montreal Electric Companies Merging
Confirmation of the impending merger of the Montfeal

Light, Heat and Power Company and the Cedars Rapids
Manufacturing and Power Company is contained in the offi-

cial announcements of meetings of the companies on June 7,

when resolutions will be submitted authorizing agreements
witli the Civic Investment and Industrial Company. These
agreements provide for the operation of the two merging
concerns by the Civic Investment and Industrial Company,
which is really a holding company. Power is given to the

latter to assume the name of a company of which it has

obtained control.

Personal

Mr. Don. E. Leslie, Sarnia, Out., has been appointed

manager of the Sarnia hydro office.

Mr. R. M. Hannaford, assistant chief engineer of the Mon-
treal Tramways Company, has been elected president of the

Canadian Railway Club.

Mr. Edwin I. Williams, late of the Simplex Electric

Heating Company, has accepted a position on the sales

staff of the National Electric Heating Company, Toronto.

Mr. W. S. Robertson has resigned his position as gen-
eral manager of the Electric Power Company, recently taken

over by the Ontario Government, and goes to the United
States to accept a responsible position.

Mr. J. E. Phelps, chief engineer of the Sarnia Gas and
Electric Light Company, Sarnia, Ont., has been appointed

manager of the Sarnia hydro power plant, to take effect

when the Sarnia electric light plant is transferred to the

city.

Mr. L. G. Ireland, local manager of the Brantford Hydro-
electric Commission, has been appointed engineer to the

Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario, in charge of

the lines in the Trent Valley area, recently taken over from
the Electric Power Company.

Mr. T. C. Duncan, E.E., for many years Electrical Super-

intendent of Public Utilities of the city of Prince Rupert,

B.C., has resigned that position to engage in private con-

sulting work. Mr. Duncan shows his faith in Prince Rupert

in that he will continue to make his lieadipiarters in that

city.

Mr. R. M. Wilson, chief engineer of the Montreal Light,

Heat and Power Company, contributed a paper on "Frazil,"

at the convention of the National Electric Light .Associa-

tion, just held at Chicago. Mr. P. T. Davies, of the power
sales department of the same company, was among the

Canadian delegates.

Mr. Wilford Phillips, general, manager of Winnipeg Elcc-

uic Railway Company, has returned to Winnipeg from L'ali-

fornia and resumed his duties after a four months' vacation,

whicli has much improved his health. Indeed the general

manager is looking his best. He attributes his general phy-

sical betterment to the fact that he spent most of his tiiue

out doors, motoring along the beautiful roads in the vicinity

of Los Angeles, California.

It is announced that the Intercolonial Railway System

will try out a device for automatic train control. The test

to be made on the eight-mile run between Moncton, N. B..

and Pinscc Jet.

The Turbine Equipment Co., Limited. Toronto, have

secured a contract from the Xova Scotia Steel & Coal Com-
pany for a 1.000 h.p. Dc Laval marine type steam turbine for

one of the new boats being built by that company. The speed

of the propeller is to be 80 r.p.m. and a set of double helical

reduction gears are to be provided to reduce proiiortionatcly

the speed of the turbine. The same company arc also sup-

plying the condensing equipment, bilge and boiler feed

pumps.
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Generating Plant at the University of Alberta
By Arthur

One of the best isolated plants in Alberta is that of the

University of Alberta, Edmonton. In the designing of this

plant economy of operation was kept in mind so that noth-

ing would be wasted. The coal used in the plant is mine

screening, or slack, which is usually burned at the mine, as

it is of practically no value and takes too much space to

store it. This coal costs 60 cents a ton at the mine, and 55

cents for cartage to the University. The usual cost of coal

in Edmonton varies from $2.00 to $4.00 a ton. Previous to

the University using this coal there was no market for it

and it was destroyed.

The mines in and close to Edmonton are mining lignite

coal, having a B.t.u. varying from 7,000 to 12,000; a fair aver-

age is 9,000 B.t.u. per lb. A small amount of bituminous coal

is imported from the Rocky Mountains west of Edmonton,

and from the Crow's Nest Pass, south of Calgary. This coal

costs on an average $4.00 a ton.

The evaporation with the low grade of coal is 6 to 1, where

the Babcock and Wilcox automatic chain grate stoker is

used, and 4 to 1 with hand firing. The cost of coal and

labor per kw. h. is as follows: cost of coal, .78 cents; cost of

labor, .60 cents; or a total of 1.38 cents per kw. h. of output.

The load factor in daytime averages 50 per cent.; the power

factor is .72.

The boilers consist of three 32.5 h.p. units, Bal>cock and

Wilcox water tube type. One is equipped with a B. & W.
automatic chain stoker, shown in h'ig. 1. The water con-

Boiler Room, University of Alberta.

sumption is low. Steam for heating is furnished by the

engine operating the generator, and the condensed water is

returned to the boiler. The arrangement has been so well

worked out that there is practically no loss of water through

the heating system. Throughout the winter months, only

during the most severe weather, was live steam introduced

into the heating system.

The condensed and fresh water from the Paterson water

J. Cantin

softener is passed through a Cochrane feed water heater,

which raises its temperature to 210 degrees F., through the

equalizer, then through a V notch recorder. The water is

returned to the Cochrane heater by means of 3 small centri-

fugal pumps direct connected to a. c. induction motors. There

is a trap similar to the usual steam trap, with a float, which

operates a Sundh tank regulator, which throws the power

on, and when the trap is emptied the power is automatically

cut ofif. The city sewer is somewhat higher in altitude than

the University and a vertical centrifugal pump is used to

handle sewage. The engineer reports that no troulik- ha.>

Engines and Generators, University of Albeita.

Deen experienced with these pumps. The boiler feed is a G.

J. Weir, Glasgow, marine type. There is also an automatic

oil feed system which returns all oil that has been used to

a tank. When this tank is full it is pumped into a steam
separator, where it is boiled until it finds its own outlet.

The Electrical Equipment

The two main generator units are Canadian \\'estinghouse

100 kv. a., 250 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycle, 514 r.p.m., with direct-

connected exciter. These units are direct connected to James
Howden Co., Glasgow, high speed vertical compound en-

gines. There is also a Terry steam turbine of 10 kw. capa-

city, running at 1,800 r.p.m., 150 Ihs. steam pressure, direct

connected to a Siemens Bros. 10. o kw., 125 volt. 87 ampere,

3 wire, d.c. generator. The direct current in this instance

is used in the testing laboratory.

The switchboar.l consists of eight blue X'ermont marble

panels, 90 ins. high (top section 62 ins. and bottom section

28 lis.) mounteu on a sill two inches thick It is ot the same
general design as ordinary central station switchboards and
is equipped with two sets of a.c. bus-bars. The main cir-

cuits are controlled by oil switches mounted on the back
of the board, the generator and bus-tie switches being non-

automatic, and the incoming line and feeder switches being

automatic. The small capacity feeders (lighting and power)
are controlled by knife switches and enclosed fuses, the lat-

ter being mounted on small bases 15 inches back of the

board to allow ample room for taking out the feeder cables.

Synchronism indicator and a.c. voltmeters are mounted on
a swinging bracket at the left-hand end of the switchboard.

The board was built and installed by the Canadian General
Electric Company,
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Engineers See End of Steam Railways — Elec-

trification of the Mountain Division of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way Proves the Great Advantage

of Electric Power
By A. J. Marshall

Considerable interest has been evidenced recently in the

highly successful experiment of the Chicago. Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway in the substitution of electric locomotives

tor the familiar steam type. Four months of experimenting

in the operation of these powerful electric locomotives over

one of the most difficult stretches of the Rocky Mountains,

has convinced doubting engineers that electricity as a mo-
tive force must supersede steam wherever water power is

available for generating current at a low cost.

The great experiment was begun on December '.)th last,

when the fast continental train, the Olympian, was taken

from Butte, Mont., to Piedmont. A month later the steam

freight locomotives were entirely removed from the electri-

fied division. The mileage of the electric trains for 24 hours

is 200 as against 114 by steam engines, and 34 heavy loco-

motives have been released by the substitution of nine elec-

tric locomotives, the work being cheaper and more effici-

ently performed.

The electric equipment on the St. Paul had a very se-

vere test during the past winter, which, because of the deep

snow and extreme cold, was one of the worst in the history

of Montana. Electric operation during this period was con-

spicuous for reliability and freedom from trouble. Two ad-

vantages of the new system became especially prominent.

One was the superiority of an electric locomotive over

steam in very cold weather, as it operates better at low

temperature than it does \n warm weather. The other was

the saving accomplished by electric braking on the steep

grades.

The St. Paul is the first road to introduce electric braking

with the direct current locomotive, and it has shown great

operating benefit. When the motors are driven mechani-

cally, as when a heavy train pushes the locomotive down
grade they act as a brake and convert this power into elec-

tricity, which becomes availalile through the trolley system

for the up-grade haul.

Aside from the economies resulting from electric brak-

ing, which are a possible saving of 50 per cent, of the total

power demand, the elimination of the brake shoe and wheel

wear, and the easier operation on the track, particularly

when rounding curves, the greatest advantage resulting from

the use of electric brakes lies in the elimination of the dif-

ficulty attending the use of air brakes in holding back long,

heavy trains when descending mountain grades. The elec-

tric brakes entirely relieve the air brakes except for the

stopping of trains, or for emergency use. They provide a

duplicate braking system, each one capable of holding a train

on a down grade. Under air braking, even on a 3 per cent,

grade, it frequently happens that brake shoes become red

hot and wheel rims greatly overheated, as practically all of

the potential energy stored in the train at the top of the

mountain grade must be dissipated as heat in the brake

shoes and wheels during the descent.

Gradually but surely electricity is superseding other

forms of power, and it is likely that the day will come when
electricity will be universally employed to the exclusion of

all other forms of energy. Electricity has made good wher-
ever it has been properljr employed, and each day sees it

making new and permanent conquests.

The characteristics of the electric automol)ile are not

dissimilar to those of the electric features of the familiar

street car or the more recent electrically operated railroad

train, for the electric vehicle employs substantially the same
equipment, only on a smaller scale, thus sharing in the high

degree of perfection that electrical apparatus has acquired

through study, research, and scientific standardization. It is

interesting to realize when reading of the epoch-making ac-

complishments of the St. Paul's electrification that the mod-
ern electric passenger and commercial vehicle possess all

the virtues now so generally recognized by engineers in their

study of the new electric railway. Furthermore, the electric

vehicle, in a non-spectacular and unassuming way, has been

gradually but surely gaining recognition by meritorious per-

formance in all classes of city and suljurlian transportation.

The low cost of current which is constantly decreasing with

increasing demand, together with the electric"s long life and

the infrequency of repairs, places the electric vehicle in the

front ranks of modern economic conveyors of passengers

and merchandise.

Safety First in Winnipeg—A Letter Which
Indicates How the Street Railway Com-

pany and the Schools Co-operate

Ur. D. Mclntyre, Superintendent of Schools, Winnipeg:

Dear Sir,—Winnipeg Electric Railway Co. is endeavoring
to prevent accidents to the general public and its own em-
ployees, and a strong "Safety First" committee, composed
of men who have been 10 years or more in the company's
service, has been formed. These men are pledged to do
everything in their power to prevent accidents.

In this connection we wish to solicit your co-operation

and the co-operation of your staff of school teachers in an

endeavor to prevent accidents to children in this c!ty. Where
the teachers in other cities have taken this matter up splen-

did results have been obtained and in some places I am tidd

accidents to children are almost entirely unknown.

.Mmost daily our niotormcn and conductors are obliged

to warn school children not to play around street cars and

not to hang on to the cars.

We enclose a sheet giving particulars of three instances

where children were injured on our system, and would great-

ly appreciate it if you would take the matter up with the

teachers and impress upon them the fact that it is in their

power to greatly assist us in our endeavor to prevent acci-

dents of this character. We would like them to point out

to the children in their charge the fact that accidents to small

boys and girls arc nearly always caused by these small chil-

dren trying to imitate the larger ones, and would like theni
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individually to appeal to their classes to set a good example

in this respect. By doing this they will be identifying them-

selves with the great "Safety First" movement which is

now sweeping over this country and will be materially as-

sisting us in our endeavor to eliminate preventable accidents.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) VV. Phillips,

Manager.

Street Car Accidents and How They Happen

March 9. 1911. at 4.0.5 i).m., was clear and cold. There

had been a slight thaw in the morning and the streets at 4

o'clock were slippery in a number of places. The pupils

were leaving the Somerset school yard on Sherbrooke Street

when a William Ave. car passed going north. As the car

left McDermot Avenue, a small boy. Jimmy Henderson, said.

"Watch me catch the car as it starts up." He ran and

caught hold of the car and raced along beside it. .\s the

car gained speed. Jimmy either tried to run faster or jump
up on the side of the truck, but his feet slipped and he fell

under the side of the car in front of the rear wheels. They
passed over his left foot and when he was rushed to the

General Hospital, part of his foot had to be amputated. He
now has to walk with a crutch. The motorman and conduc-

tor could not have prevented the accident because they did

not see Jimmy and did not know he was there. It never

would have happened if Jimmy had stayed on the sidewalk

and not tried to run with the car.

November 14, 1912, about 4.10 p.m.. was clear and cold.

.\ little Flemish boy, Arsene de Baecke. 6 years old. was

coming home from school, walking along Desmeurons Street

in St. Boniface, when a car passed him. He had often seen

other bigger boys hanging on to street cars and he ran and

caught hold of the side of the car near the front trucks and

it is thought that he attempted to put his foot on the axle

box at the front wheel. .\s the car gained speed his foot

slipped and went between the two front wheels and was cut

off shortly above the ankle. He was taken to St. Boniface

Hospital, and after suffering, died there on November 28,

1912. The Coroner's jury said that
—"He came to his death

by his own carelessness," and they recommended that all

children in St. Boniface schools be warned not to hang on or

play near cars. They also asked all conductors in St. Boni-

face to take children found playing near the cars or hanging

on to cars to the St. Boniface Police Station.

September 1, 1914, about 4 in the afternoon, a number of

Ijoys from King Edward school were playing on Selkirk .-^ve-

nue. between .Arlington and Parr Streets, and were trying

to jump on and off a passing car while it was in motion.

The conductor warned them not to do this, but one of them,

Gabriel Kearsner. who lives at 709 Stella .Avenue, did not

pay any attention to him and jumped on the lower step and

then turned and jumped off again while the car was moving
and fell. When the conductor saw the boy was hurt he stop-

ped the car and called the police ambulance. Gabriel was
taken to the General Hospital, where it was found that his

head was severely injured.

Accidents like these can be avoided in future if you liig

boys and girls will set a good example to the little ones and

always play on streets where there are no car tracks. If you
do find it necessary to walk on streets where there are car

tracks, walk on the sidewalks and cross at the street cross-

ings. Always look both ways before crossing a street car

track.

lately. I have very little to offer you along this line. Short-

ly after taking office I found street cars being returned to

the barns on account of head lights and sign lights being
burned out. I had dummy receptacles placed in the motor-
men's compartment in which are carried spare lamps. The
headlight door was fastened shut with nuts requiring a

wrench to open it. These nuts 1 replaced with wing nuts,

so that now instead of having to return to the barns with-

out lights, the motorman can change his lamp with a very

slight loss of time and no danger. The burned out lamp
is returned and reported.

"I do not know that this is a new idea; in fact, I can-

not imagine a car having to go to the barns, or being seri-

ously delayed on account of lights burning out. But as this

w'as the case here, it may be the same in other small places."

Greater Efficiency and Safety in Lethbridge

Public Utilities Commissioner. Mr. M. I'reeman, of Letli-

bridge. Alberta, sends the following interesting item:

—

"In reply to yours of the 21st, asking for a brief letter

telling about any safety first schemes I h:;ve introduced

Accident Talk No. 5 by the Quebec

Railway, Light & Power Company
Saving Life and Limb

Wait Till the Car Stops

Recently a passenger got off a car in motion between

stops and fell, and consequently was badly injured. He did

not wait for the car to stop before getting off.

Suppose it were YOU? A long time spent in repairing

your body. Expense! Perhaps death to-morrow.

What difference would it make that YOU had got off

moving cars safely
—

"over a thousand times?" That fact

would not remove your pain, heal your skin, or pay the

doctor's bill. It would not bring back health, or comfort

to your familj- if you were buried.

Why not let the "thousand times" be enough?
Once more! It might be the last time! Your fault.

"Wait till the car stops"—actually stops.

Say this to your wife or husband, your children, your

pupils or employees. If they should meet death because you
had not cautioned them, you would l)lame yourself all your

life.

Stop! Look! Listen!

.\ passenger stepped from a standing car, and walking

behind did not stop to see if a car or a vehicle was coming
from the opposite direction before crossing the track, was
struck by a passing vehicle and seriously hurt.

This company is trying to prevent this accident happen-

ing to you. YOU ought to be wnlling to be careful enough
not to get off a car and walk behind it in front of another,

or, where these is a single track, in front of a swiftly moving
vehicle. Remember that no one expects to see you dive out

from liehind a car. The first that is seen of 3-ou is when
YOU are under the wheels or the horse's hoofs.

Wait a second. LOOK. Open your eyes. Then cross

safely to go home without the help of the ambulance. It

will surprise you to find out how careless are the women in

your family—at least in this matter. Watch them. It will

call attention to your own carelessness, perhaps.

Tell the Children

Did you ever tell your cliiKirer X()T to play in the

streets? If you have not—whj' NOT?
A little child comes out suddenly from behind a tree or

wagon and runs quickly across the track—after a ball, per-

haps. The child is busy—intent on play. .-X car is fast ap-

proaching. The motorman is straining every muscle in his

body to stop the car! But it simply CANNOT be done in

time. Not with the best car ever built or the best motor-

man who ever handled a brake. The wheels go over .

Suppose it was YOUR little boy or girl.

Keep the children from playing in the streets. Tell them

EVERY day to look out for wagons and street cars.

The Quebec Railway, Light & Power Co,
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The Relationship Between the Contractor and
the Central Station—Interests are Identical-

Best Results Obtained by Harmony
and Co-operation

Electrical contractors' troubles are much the same the

world over, and one of the biggest of these troubles is the

proper adjustment of the relationship between the contrac-

tor and the central station. Surely their interests are closely

associated, and yet how rarely we find them co-operating.

The central station wants to sell current—always more cur-

rent. The electrical contractor is equally keen to install tlie

means of supplying and using up this current. On the face

of it, doesn't it look foolish that there should be lack of

cohesion between these two interests. The prime concern

of the central station is to sell current. They have been
organized and specially equipped for this purpose, and have

been given charter rights by the municipalities in which

they operate. What need have they, or what right for that

matter, to engage in the sale of electrical appliances or the

wiring of houses, except as a last resort and in self-defence.

The e-xcuse almost invariably given is that the contractors

are not aggressive enough, and the central station proceeds

to step out of its legitimate sphere and compete with the

contractors and dealers. I said "compete," but this is not

true in a great many cases. A fair competition is good at

nearly all times and in nearly every business, but a fair

competition means fair prices, and this is just where the

central station man fails most inexcusably on his part and

shows the insincerity of the excuse he has just given. If

he really believed the contractor is not agg;e.^sive enougli

and not handling his business in the proper way, would he

not take up the contracting business to run it as an example

of the way such a business should he run? He does not do

this, however. On the contrary, he takes on this new busi-

ness on an unprofitable basis, figures on losing money on

it. to be made up from profits from the extra sales of elec-

tric current. .\t the same time he makes this 1)usiness un-

profitable for every one else engaged in it. Incidentally he

antagonizes, as well as ruins financially, every contractor

and dealer affected by his actions.

Of course, it may not be right to lay all the I)lame on

the central station. It is the bigger organization, however,

with, generally, superior financial backing. I''or this reason

it seems as if it is the party to which we might look for more

aggressive co-operative tactics.

We print below extracts from a story which recently ap-

peared in the Electrical World describing how harmony in

these matters was brought about in a U. S. city. The story

is by the commercial manager of the local central station

company, who thus speaks from first hand knowledge. We
hope the suggestions given 1)elow may l)e useful in helping

us to work out similar problems in Canada.

A Family of Electric Interests

We have all heard of the numerous attempts that have

been made by central stations to eliminate all petty <|uarrcls

and price fights from their local family of electrical inter-

ests. We have read of many endeavors to weld together by
some co-operative plan all the electrical contractors in the

districts served, so that the spirit of harmony, peace and
friendship might abide throughout the locality and bring
with it satisfaction and profit to the contractor as well as

increased revenue for the central station.

While this idea has been a goal which all far-thinking

managers have had in view, it does not require much scare ii

to discover the records of many failures, for rarely has the

eflfort yielded the results expected of it. Disappointment
has come either owing to the inability of the central station

to realize that an electrical contractor is entitled to very
full consideration when prices on wiring or appliances are to

be established, or often times because the contractor him-
self expected too much of the central station, in considera-

tion of the fact that additional revenue is derived from new
consumers which his efforts help to put on the company's
lines.

These conditions have entered largely into bringing the

downfall of many eager harmony plans in many communities.
Central station officials too frequently look upon the electri-

cal contractor as a workman who should pay tribute to the

company because their service offers him an opportunity to

obtain a good return on his investment and work. They
forget that to offer him encouragement and try to create an

attractive condition will cause others to come into the field

and add their efforts to the load, to everybody's benefit.

Here in Wilkes-Barre it is very gratifying to us to be

able to state that for the i>ast four years we liave liad in

Read President Earle's letter to Electrical

Contractors—then pack your grip.

operation wliat we feci to be an ideal situation in this res-

pect, for we can honestly say that we now count the elec-

trical contractors in this city as our most effective salesmen.

It has been an interesting development, which began in

]911, when the co-operative plan first presented itself to the

general manager of the Wilkes-Barre Company. After giv-

ing the matter serious consideration he decided that the ap-

parent merits of the idea warranted giving it a thorough

trial. But the outlook at the start was anything but encour-

aging, for the electrical contractors were not easily per-

suaded. They ignored the scheme, deeming it a detriment to

progress and without good quality; yet in a measure this

attitude on their part was natural, for prior to that time

salesmen in the employ of the central station had vexed the

dealers in many ways. Their methods of salesmanship had

not been over-friendly, and frequent cases of underselling

and closing deals at any cost had really annoyed and anta-

gonized the contractors in their attitude toward the company.

So the plan seemed destine<i to l)e short-lived, for it really

looked empty to the majority concerned, since in their eyes

the electrical salesmen in tin employ of the company were

constantly trespassing. .\ ihnroUKh investigation soon re-

vealed this source of trouble. hc>w(\er. and prompted the ini-
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tial step toward success, and most of the friction went with

the change. The entire force of appliance salesmen, who ap-

parently had l)een responsible for many of the hostile views,

were eliminated from the service, while the company's deci-

sion not to continue in the business of wiring likewise made
a deep impression and brought the first real progress toward

the upbuilding of a "family spirit.'"

In the fall of 1913, shortly after the writer took charge of

the commercial department here, we inaugurated a campaign

to secure controlled fiat-rate lighting, and it was at this

point that we were enabled to prove to the entire satisfac-

tion of all the electrical contractors that we desired to en-

courage the co-operative plan and secure their affiliation to

the utmost. Every electrical contractor in town accepted our

invitation to attend the meetings which were called to ar-

range the wiring prices, and the success of this campaign, in

which hundreds of house wiring and fixture contracts were

secured and all, without exception, turned over to the dealers

for execution, thoroughly awakened their enthusiasm and

gave this company more than one hundred "galvanized

boosters'' for central station service.

It has taken four years of patient effort, with not a little

discouragement at times, to educate the consumers of our

growing community to support adequately the electrical con-

tractors who have had the courage to venture into the retail

merchandising business and risk their earthly belongings by

displaying "everything electrical" in central city locations.

"Watchful waiting" was blackballed from the date of origin,

and the increased activity which was substituted gradually

began to make an impression on the cash registers of the

contractors and the coflfers of the company's stockholders.

A tour of the electrical shops in the city to-day tells the

story of this successful alliance, which now pays big divi-

dends without detriment.

We have within the shadow of our office building seven

electrical shops of good size, centrally situated and carrying

thousands of dollars' worth of electrical goods, all featuring

display rooms unexcelled. I believe, anywhere in America

and a credit to our city and the industry. Seven more stores

can be found within a mile radius and these likewise special-

ize in pushing the electrical business. The stores mentioned

are all exclusive electrical shops which sell nothing but elec-

trical goods, there being no side lines whatever. .\dd to

these fourteen all the other stores having electrical depart-

ments operating at a profit, and some idea of the dividends

this proposition pays can be appreciated.

Merchandizing Left to Dealers

Our company has remained steadfast to the original agree-

ment regarding the sale of electrical appliances, and so close

has the writer drawn these lines that with the exception of

a few domestic lines not a single electrical appliance has been

purchased or sold by the company in two and one-half years.

All inquiries for appliances and fixtures are in every case

referred to the dealers, and the same rule applies to wiring

and motor business, where the dealers are called upon to

sell the machines as soon as power contracts are closed by

our power salesmen. Our sales are limited to a few of the

small-size Mazda lamps for residence consumers, when list

prices are always maintained, and a few domestic irons. All

lamps for commercial or factory use are sold by the con-

tractors.

Many central station officials have always believed that

they can procure more profitable returns and increased out-

put l5y selling appliances at cost, but we feel that we have

disproved this theory. For when a central station cuts off

the source of income from the contractor hy cutting prices,

-

so that the dealer can no longer show a profit on sales, the

dealer must do one of two things—either retire from business

or compete with the central station. Either of these courses

spells a loss to the central station, and nothing would dismay

us more than to learn that our fourteen electrical contractors

intended to retire from business. If this should come about,

nearly one hundred and twenty-five "boosters" for our out-

put would be eliminated, there being about this number en-

gaged at the present time. For us to secure the services of

these one hundred and twenty-five men would bring a gigan-

tic increase to our pay-roll, with a loss in volume of new busi-

ness unless we likewise continued to operate the fourteen

showrooms. In other words, fourteen showrooms scattered

along our lines can "pull" more business than one central

station display room, and each group in its location is able

to gather in much new business without cost to the central

station.

Joint Use of Display Room
In the last two years we have lieen able to introduce a

few ideas which have added not a little to the success of the

plan. In one case we put at the disposal of the dealers one
of our spacious front show windows, as well as space in our

office for the featuring of their displays and demonstrations

where our consumers would see them more quickly when
paying their bills. This offer was unanimously accepted, and
each week in turn one contractor installs his display, with all

joining forces for a joint display and demonstration in the

holidays. During these displays we close as many sales as

possible, turning in in full all money received from sales for

the exhibiting contractors as well as furnishing their repre-

sentatives with the name of "prospects" which may be de-

veloped. In this manner we are always exhibiting in our dis-

play room "everything electrical." including the latest thing

in electric-heating contrivances, as well as electrical fixtures,

portables and other specialties which are certain to appeal to

the "hard-to-please" purchaser. We place no restriction on

these displays, all dealers being allowed to feature any article

using central station output.

Electrical Prosperity Week found us very active, our ob-

servance being in the form of demonstrations and instructive

displays of appliances by the electrical contractors. Indivi-

dual booths displaying everything pertaining to electricity

attracted thousands throughout the week and aided greatly

in adding many revenue producers to our lines. Several

hundred dollars' worth of devices were sold. The writer

donated the use of an entire building and all the electricity

required by each exhibitor to demonstrate and operate his

appliances. We also erected booths, which were handsome-
ly decorated, and wired the whole building inside and out,

giving the surroundings a carnival appearance decked in

mutlicolored lights and bunting. We likewise defraj'ed all

the expense incurred for advertising and all other incidentals.

That the capacity of our spacious showroom was inade-

quate for this event was a trilnite not only to the demon-
stration and exhibit itself, but also to the harmonious

agreement we have in vogue; and great credit is due the

dealers who are so fast educating housekeepers and busi-

ness men alike in Wilkes-Barre to use electricity as a means
of conserving their time and energy.

Proving the Pudding

1 sincerely believe that there is nothing more profitable

to-day in central station work than linking forces with the

contractors. We certainly can recommend it to all. It gives

the busy men in central station life time to devote to other

and more urgent matters than trying to straighten out an

alleged overcharge for wiring a consumer or adjusting a

complaint over an appliance sale. It eliminates many labor

troubles between the central station and wiremen, because

the wireman is not likelj' to demand as much from a con-

tractor as he might from a corporation. It lessens operat-

ing expense and saves much money in bookkeepers' and col-

lectors' salaries, for many people seem to feel that the cen-

tral station should be their banker, carrying through every-

thing; the dealer does not give this impression, and there-

fore his accounts, we have found, are paid more quickly.

From a business standpoint it is a good thing all around.
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for all. The majority of the contractors here now own the
property and buildings they occupy, and the policy has
caused the company to double its load since 1910.

That the contractors appreciate our co-operation and its

effect in eliminating: all friction and bringing about such a
pleasant and profitable condition is very apparent, and the
officials of this company count most of the contractors as
personal friends. We are always invited to their social
gatherings, which are frequent, and also are welcome guests
at their association meetings, and we are never forgotten
when outings, banquets, or smoke talks are arranged. The
writer is constantly on the look-out for ideas which might
be applied to our mutual benefit, and occasionally we add a
link to our strong chain in this way. All summed up, in

brief, this plan has proved to be a sensible business deal,

carried out by business men in a business way, and it has
overcome for us all those perplexing obstacles that hereto-
fore were considered impossible to avoid.

The Majestic Electric Company, Limited, has been in-

corporated, with head office at Toronto, to manufacture elec-

tric heaters, radiators, etc.

Useful Wiring Formulae
The following formulae connecting circular mils, usually

expressed CM. the length of wire, D, the current strength,

I, the resistance in ohms, R, the line loss in volts, e, the

number of lamps in multiple, n, and the current in amperes
per lamp, c, are frequently of use to the electrical contractor.

A circular mil represents the area of a circle having a dia-

meter of one mil, which is equal to 1/1000 of an linear inch.

The area of any surface in circular mils is thus equal to the

square of its diameter in mils.

CM = Circular Mils -.,•.,
D = Length of wire, in feet, on one side of circuit only

I = Current (Amperes)
R = Resistance (Ohms)
e = Volts lost in line

n = Number of lamps in multiple

c rz Current in amperes per lamp
10 8 Ohms Resistance of one foot of commercial copper wire hav-

ing a diameter of one mil and a temperature of 75 degrees Fahr.

For multiple lighting circuits only I = (c X n)

CM - 2DX I X 10.8

e

2D X I X 10.8

CM
CM Xe

" 10.8 X 2D X n

CMXe
'10.8 X 2D Xi

2D:

President Earle's Message to Contractors

To the Electrical Contractors and Dealers of

Ontario:

On the eve of our Second Annual Conven-
tion and Electric Show, I would like to say a

few words to my fellow-contractors and dealers

in the province regarding the work of your asso-

ciation, its progress during the past year and its

plans for the future.

In spite of the strenuous times in which we
are li\nng, the difficulty in getting supplies, and
the consequent keenness of competition, I believe

we have made considerable headway. We have
been the means of bringing more closely to-

gether the varied interests that live by the elec-

trical trade. The contractors themselves have

been brought to see more plainly, I believe, the

value of a mutual understanding and the useless-

ness and folly of ruinous price-cutting. By their

united efforts they have been able to take an

active part in certain developments in our busi-

ness, as, for example, the recent discussions on

the question of licensing. Though we may not

have got all we wanted, or thought we wanted,

we have at least received very reasonable consid-

eration, and we now have the assurance that if

the laws, as at present enacted, do not meet the

requirements, we shall be again called upon to

present our views—which, in all probability, will

be met.

Our relations with other branches of the

trade have also been improved. For example, we
have been able to arrange with certain of the

jobbers for a fair measure of protection, and have

been assured of the co-operation of both the job-

bers and the manufacturers. Our organization

has resulted in a number of local meetings at

various Ontario points, in which the contractors

have not only become acquainted with one an-

other, more aware of the fact that we are all hu-

man and pretty good fellows, but in addition we
have learned a lot from one another about the

electrical .:ontracting business.

I merely mention these items as typical of the

lines along which we necessarily move when we
are in close personal touch with one another.
They indicate the value of organization. But we
are not satisfied. I want to say here in all ear-

nestness to the electrical contractors of Ontario,
that while we have accomplishe.d something, we
have been handicapped because you, in many
cases, have not put your shoulder to the wheel
and taken your part. It is not my thought—nor
have I the right, if I washed it—to criticize any-
one's actions, but I cannot too forcibly state my
conviction that numbers count tremendously in

such an association as ours and that it is the
rank and file and not the officers who are the
real asset in our organization.

We need the support of every man in the
electrical business. If during the past year we
have been able to accomplish something worth
while with the co-operation of only a portion of

the Ontario contractors and dealers, then is it

not reasonable to suppose that with everybody
helping, we could have done more? Those of

us who have been actively engaged in the work
of your society believe this to be the case, and
we earnestly urge you to let no surmountable
obstacle stand in the way of your attendance at

the coming convention. Come and see what
we're doing, take a hand in the discussions, cri-

ticize whatever you don't approve of, come in and
be one of us. You stand to profit by this or-

ganization as much as anyone else. Why, then,

shouldn't you take your share of the load. If

you expect to receive dividends, should you not
be willing to subscribe to the capital?

Important matters, intimately affecting the
electrical contracting business in Ontario, and,
consequently, every man engaged in this business,
will be brought before the convention. We
need your help—you need ours. Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, Thursday, June 6, 7, 8.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. D. Earle,

President.
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Correct Lighting as a Factor in Home Making
Almost as necessary as the home itself—Ill-health traceable in many

forms to poor illumination

By J. F. Heffron'
—

Good light is needed in t-very home. It is necessary to

those who read or perform any of the various forms of close

work that it is customary to do during the evenings at home,

else eye-strain or ill health is apt to result. It is particu-

larly necessary for the tender eyes of young people, whom it

protects against premature glasses and all sorts of nervous

troubles resulting from eye-strain. It is necessary for the

cheer and comfort of the home during the evening hours

when family and friends are together. At this time the beau-

ties of architecture, decorations and furnishings sh(juld be

shown at their best.

Yet it is a fact that we lind poor light in the home where

it is needed most, more often than in any other place.

It is a difficult problem for the engineer to bring the gen-

eral public to understand the harm that results from poor

light and also just what the term poor light means.

We are not stating an untruth when we say that the great

mass of the general public view the Illuminating Engineer's

efforts to educate them in regard to good lighting in the same

is poor light. Still another case of poor light is that which

causes dazzling reflections from mirrors, polished table tops,

or burnished metals.

Let us take nature for our standard. Daylight causes none

of these—it is soft, subtle, and even; it seems to come from

nowhere, yet it is everywhere. By daylight we do not mean
direct sunlight—direct light of any kind, even from a candle,

irritates the eyes, and by dazzling them prevents our seeing

objects as they really are. Daylight is light reflected from

the sky, which in its passage through the atmosphere, has

been diffused and broken up into infinitesimal rays, and which

may be full and strong, or soft and warm, like the twilight,

but never irritating. This is our ideal and model for good
light.

Light for the home should be ample, soft and even, but

gentle—as is appropriate to the hours of relaxation. The il-

lumination in some places should be emphasized, giving a

sense of coziness. and there may well be a careful use of

colors suggesting either coolness of warmth. The light

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

way that the savage views the introduction of civilization's

system of sanitation into his vicinity. .Neither of them un-

derstand the efforts put forth in their behalf. But through

continued a.gitation, education in this direction will eventually

result.

Dim light is poor light. Too much light, or too brilliant

light, is also poor light—in this age of modern brilliant

electric and gas lamps, this form of light causes harsh

black shadows from furniture and other objects in the room

and is poor light. Bright, glittering light in one part of the

room, with darkness in corners or other parts of the room,

* Macbeth-Evans Glass Company, Toronto.

should be cheerful, extending a welcome to the householder

and his guest. It should be everything that poor light is not.

Light like this is easy on the eyes and comfortable to read

by, work in, and live in.

It is easy to avoid dimness in this day of tungsten lamps

and mantle gas lamps, but such light, unmodified and un-

shielded, is too dazzling. It must be softened or diffused

—

toned to the quality of being usable and agreeable. This light

must also be directed where it is needed most, not left to

waste itself in parts of the room where it is not needed. It

is for the proper diffusion, softening, tinting, and directing

of the light that right shades and globes are needed.
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Figs. 4. Z and 6 — For parlors, reception

halls and rooms where decorative effects

are as important as sufficient light.

For the lighting of the home we present in conjunction
with this article cuts of some of the latest and newest sug-

gestions in both fixtures and glassware.

Let us first suggest the ideal lighting for the living room.
Subdued daylight is the model for the general illumination.

This is artificially produced at its best through semi-indirect

lighting by means of glass bowls. See Figs. 1, 2, and 3.

The bowl with its enclosed electric bulbs, is located

within a few feet of the ceiling, which should be of a light

shade calculated to reflect light perfectly. These bowls
send a large part of the light upward against the ceiling,

from where it is reflected with perfect diffusion, softly and
beautifully, throughout the room. Some of the light shines

through the bowl in a soft, wann glow, so that the space

beneath is the most amply lighted portion of the room, and
this is as you would have it to be. .-Xt reading tables, pianos,

etc., or wherever nearby work is to be performed, a portable

desk or reading lamp should be placed.

Semi-indirect lighting is undoubtedly the most effective

method of illuminating living rooms, parlors, music rooms,

reception halls, and all rooms w-here well-distributed general

light is desired. The cost of these fixtures is generally

somewhat more than the usual lighting equipment, which is

very often designed to sell electric current rather than to

furnish light, but the effect, the appearance, and saving in

bills for current, and the greater comfort and pride in the

equipment will quickly repay the cost.

When semi-indirect lighting is not desirable, a chandelier

or wall-bracket should be selected which is suited to the

particular room in which it is to be used, and suited also to

the glassware to be used on it. It should be equipped with

such shades as will conceal the brilliant filaments of the

lamps from the eyes, no matter in what portion of the room
a person may be standing or sitting. In making this selec-

tion it is well to bear in mind the fact that some glassware

is designed to distribute the light broadcast throughout the

room, some to concentrate it strongly upon the spot imme-

diately beneath the lamp, while others obtain any degree

between these limits that you desire.

In lighting parlors, reception halls, and rooms where

decoration is equally important with the amount of light,

glassware may be used as shown in Fig. 4. Figs. 5 and 6

show direct units, with bracket to match, after the exclu-
sive Sheraton design.

For the dining room, do not be tempted to use the cheap
forms of so-called "art dome," and especially not the type

'Ml lu..

'ail ^d)

having the lamp or gas mantel exposed to view when seated.

.A semi-indirect bowl over the table is ordinarily one of the
best methods, with bracket lights by a sideboard or over a

serving table.

In bed chambers a light should be placed (wall-brackets,
if desired) on each side of the dressing table, [f the room
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is small, this will suffice; otherwise a small and neatly deco-

rated semi-indirect bowl in the centre of the ceiling (see

Figs. 7 and 6), or a short shower type of several-lights fix-

ture. Also, it is pleasant to have a small portable reading

lamp within easy reach, on a stand beside the bed. A light

should be placed in the clothes closet, hung where it will

amply illuminate all of the shelves of the closet, and the

eyes should be protected by use of a proper shade. Hang it

high enough so that it does not interfere with the use of

the shelves.

In the bathroom, a bracket on each side of the mirror

is desirable. This is particularly welcome to men for shav-

ing. In a fairly large bathroom, get the general illumination

from a centre ceiling globe, or short pendant with shade.

The kitchen utfit should be selected above all things for

efficiency. The light should be placed so that one can see

to work at stove, table, or sink. It is poor economy to use

a cheap frosted or wrong-shaped shade that wastes light

and does not direct it where it is wanted most. A properly

designed commercial shade for this place will not only give

better light for less money, but it adds greatly to the com-

fort of the kitchen.

Few shades or globes do their work properly. Those of

plain or clear transparent glass, with frosted or etched deco-

rations, only partially direct and soften the light. They are

Fig. 8.

very wasteful. The clear glass shades whose surfaces arc

cut into scores of little reflecting prisms reflect or direct

the light economically, but streak it unevenly with beams of

dazzling intensity. Dense opal glass shades reflect the light

well, but they give harsh reflections, are usually far from

being decorative, absorb a great deal of light and heavily in-

crease the lighting liills.

A Suggested Code of Ethics for Ontario Electrical

Contractors

The strength of any organization is not unfrequently

impaired by the unprofessional acts of one or another of

its members. A single selfish or vmprincipled man may
bring disgrace on the whole profession—and we know there

are few large flocks that have not at least one colored sheep.

It oftentimes happens, however, that members ofifend through

thoughtlessness, or lack of appreciation of the viewpoint of

others. For this reason it is becoming an increasingly com-
mon practice for associations, such as that of the Ontario

electrical contractors, to draw up a code of ethics. These
are not intended to be incorporated in the constitution, but

merely stand as a declaration of principles by v.mch the

inembers of the association are morally influenced. They
represent the point of view of the association as regards

honesty and fair dealing.

A number of members of the Ontario Electrical Con-
tractors' Association have expressed themselves in favor of

such a code and there is little doubt that when the matter is

brought to the attention of the trade generally it will meet
with almost unanimous approval. It is possible thsy could

not do better than consider the code of the National Elec-

trical Contractors' Association, as it stands, which seems to

cover the most important points. At any rate, it may well

serve as a basis on which to begin to build up something
more to the liking of the Ontario contractors. That dele-

gates and members may have a chance to form an opinion

beforehand, we reproduce the "National" code of ethics

herewith. If the wording should happen to meet the ap-

proval of the delegates, it could be used almost word for

word:

—

CODE OF ETHICS
Adopted for the General Guidance of the Members of the

National Electrical Contractors' Association

Section 1. Members of the -Association shall regard them-
selves as being engaged in a business in which there is a well
defined duty and obligation toward the pul)lic and themselves.
The liusiness demands that members use every honorable
means to uphold the dignity and honor of this vocation, to
exalt its standards and to extend its spirit of usefulness.

Section 2. Every member of this Association should be
mindful of the public welfare and should participate in those
movements for public betterment in which his special train-
ing and experience qualify him to act. He should not, even
under his client's instruction, engage in or encourage any
practices contrary to the Rules and Regulations Safeguard-
ing Life and Property, for he is not obliged to accept a
given piece of work, he cannot, by urging that he has fol-

lowed his client's instruction, escape the condemnation at-

taching to his act. Every member of this Association should
support all public officials and others who have charge of
enforcing safe regulations in the rightful performance of
their duty. He should carefully comply with all the laws
and regulations touching his vocation, and if any such ap-
pear to him unwise or unfair, he should endeavor to have
them altered.

Section 3. It is unbusinesslike for a member of this ."Vs-

sociation to assist unqualified persons to evade or to lend
himself in the evasion of any of the recognized rules and
regulations governing electrical work.

Section 4. Members of this -Association should expose.
without fear or favor, corrupt or dishonest conduct and
practices of the members of this business, and it is their

duty to bring to the attention of the proper authorities the
existence of electrical conditions which are unsafe to life

and property.

Section 5. Members of this -Association owe a duty to the
business of refusing to furnish estimates to general contrac-
tors who do not regard bids as final and binding upon which
they are awarded general contracts.

Section 6. Members of this Association shall not falsely

or maliciously injure, directly or indirectly, the business re-

putation, prospects, or business of a fellow member of this

Association.

Section 7. Members of this Association shall not attempt
to supplant a fellow member after definite steps have been
taken toward his employment or toward the letting of a

contract to him. Nor should they offer any interference in

the carrying out of said contract or commission to the end
that loss or damage may result to the fellow member.

Section 8. Whenever disputes or differences arise between
members, it should be the duty of the parties to the contro-

versy to submit the trouble to an arbitration of two disin-

terested members of this .Association, and in the event of a

failure to arrive at a satisfactory settlement, then, upon re-

quest, the President of the National Association shall ap-
point a third member of the Commission and the decision

of tile majority of said commission shall he final and binding.

Spacing Conductor Supports
In tall buililings special i)ruvision must be made to

support the conductors in the verti:al conduits to remove

their weight from their connections. The spacing of sup-

ports in such cases is prescribed as in the following table.

In laying out a conduit job first ascertain the size and num-
lier of wires reciuired.

Size of Wire Distance of Support

14 to 100 feet

to 0000 , 80 feet

0000 to 35000 cm 60 feet

35000 to 500000 cm 50 feet

500000 to 750000 cm 40 feet

750000 35 feet
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Accidents in the Electrical Contracting Business
By Wills Maclachlan'

To prove to the average electrical contractor that his em-

ployees have accidents seems to be a very difficult matter.

This, however, is certainly true, as shown by records kept.

There is something about any electrical work that suggests

that the only accidents that happen are electrical accidents.

The contractor is mainly working on dead conductors and

apparatus, and hence assumes that he is in no danger. After

a careful study of accidents to electrical workers it is found

that there are more accidents due to handling of tools, hand-

ling of material and slipping, tripping, and falling, than due

to electrical current. It is not my object to belittle the dan-

ger from electrical current—for an accident of this nature is

usually severe—but rather to draw attention to those numer-

ous accidents from other causes that are not being taken

care of.

In these days of keen competition, when time lost on the

job may mean the difiference between profit and loss, did

you ever consider what it would mean if your foreman or

skilled workman was laid up for a week or two due to an

accident? Possibly you consider this a remote chance, but

you insure against things less likely to happen. If the head

of a firm is not interested in accident prevention, do you

think that his employees are likely to be interested? They

will carry out the policy laid down for them, as their jobs

depend on it, and men will naturally "take a chance." Do

you take a chance in making out an estimate? Then why

take a chance in something that may turn the profit in the

contract to a loss? Be sure that unless the head of the firm

believes fully in preventing accidents these accidents will

occur.

In investigating accidents one often hears that the em-

ploye broke a rule at the time of the accident. This may

be true, but it is usually found, also, that the rule is being

broken every day. Rules are useless unless they are lived

up to. An investigation into an accident should not have

as its main object the placing of the blame, but should rather

be to find a means of preventing similar accidents. Rules

also that only provide for the placing of the blame and not

the preventing of accidents are worse than useless.

Carelessness with tools cause a great number of accidents.

Hammers with burred heads should be sent to be shaped up.

There is great danger of the burr breaking of¥ and causing

an injury. This also applies to cold chisels. In chipping

concrete it is well to use suitable goggles. The failure to

use goggles in doing this kind of work caused the loss of

an eye to an Ontario electrical worker last winter. Broken

pliers or wrenches should be repaired or discarded. Most

men can remember accidents due to a broken wrench slip-

ping. In general, use only tools in good condition and use

them only in the work they are intended for.

In most construction work there is considerable borrow-

ing of ladders. Do you realize that 12i^ per cent, of all

accidents to electrical workers are caused by ladders? It is

certainly well worth while to procure good ladders of your

own and to keep them in good condition. Ladders should

be examined for split or broken rungs, for projecting nails

and sharp corners. Tools should not be left on ladders and

undue haste avoided in ascending or descending ladders.

Then the most important point of all—see that the ladder

is on a sound foundation and not likely to slip.

A great amount of work is carried on by electrical con-

tractors in unfinished buildings. The employees are usually

working right after the bricklayers. One electrical worker

was killed in Toronto last year by being hit by a large piece

of tile thrown from a higher floor. Don't throw ^all the re-

sponsibility on the foreman of the bricklayers. Talk the mat-

ter over with him. and get a good working agreement as to

throwing material from higher floors and then see that a

guard is placed over all open spaces under which men are

working. Another point in working in unfinished buildings

—

see that the scaffolds that are used are secure. There is

always the tendency to build temporary scaffolds very

cheaply. They may be set up at a reasonable figure, how-
ever, and still be secure for a man to work on. If the work
is well planned, a good substantial scaffold will pay for

itself in saving time.

Now, in connection with working on or about live elec-

trical apparatus. One hundred and ten volts may appear

very innocent, but anyone who has had a shock from it

with wet hands has a very wholesome respect for it. Only
skilled workmen should be allowed to work near live ap-

paratus. If there is a chance of making the line dead this

should be done. If not, then the standard precautions

should be taken. If rubber gloves are to be worn they

should be in first-class condition and periodically tested.

Every electrical worker should be able to perform the

Prone Pressure Method of Resuscitation. It should be part

of his religion. Thousands of cards and booklets on the

method have been in circulation for the last few years, but

from my knowledge of the industry I can safely say that

not one man in ten can perform the work. You cannot be-

come proficient by reading a card or booklet any more than

you can become an efficient electrical contractor or worker

by reading. You can only become proficient by practice

and this practice should be kept up.

In connection with cuts or punctures of the skin—have

these attended to at once. If a cut is at once attended to

it will heal in a day or so and cause very little discomfort.

If it is neglected it may become infected and a bad case of

blood poisoning result. Very simple first-aid cases or sup-

plies will be all that are needed and they can be procured

at a very reasonable figure.

Three-quarters of the work of preventing accidents is in

r
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being careful. This has to start from the head of the firm.

Let the head have a talk over matters vv-ith his foremen and
impress upon them that from now on accidents must stop.

The foremen should then pass the word on to the men.
Don't talk once only, but keep everlastingly at it, and success
will result in a decrease of accidents, less danger of a con-
tract being delayed and the workman and his dependants
being relieved of much expense and suflfering.

HELP, HELP.
Electrical contractors and dealers in British

Columbia can help themselves and help the Elec-

trical Industry in their Province by joining the

British Columbia Association of Contractors and
Dealers, which has recently been formed for the

welfare of the business.

The President is C. H. E. Williams, North-
West Trust Building, Vancouver, B.C. The Sec-

retary-Treasurer is E. Brettell, Electric Supply
Company, Ltd., 781 Granville Street, Vancouver,
B.C. Write to either of the above named for

Constitution, By-laws, and Application Forms.

Diaphragm Type Pressure Regulators
A pressure regulator, of the diaphragm type, for use willi

automatic starters on motors, drawing pumps, compressors,

and similar machines, is shown in the illustration. These
regulators require but two wires to connect them to the

starters and are designed for use in connection with com-
pressors for pumps emptying into closed pressure systems

containing air, gas, water, or any fluid not injurious to the

rubber diaphragm. The regulator can also be used with

pressure systems operated by oil or steam if a loop is intro-

duced into the pipe leading to the regulator, to prevent the

oil or steam from coming into direct contact with the

diaphragm. The regulator consists of four essential parts,

the pressure chamber, the operating arm, the switch lever,

and the adjusting springs. The pressure cylinder is of cast

iron inside of which is a heavy flexible rubber diaphragm. A
piston attached to the diaphragm projects through the cham-
ber and engages the operating arm which actuates the

switch lever. The operating springs oppose the movements
of the piston and operating arms and can be adjusted.

Many-Color Window Display
The Hughes Electric fleatiiig Company lias preiiareil a

10-color, is-piece, window display, which they are ready to

distribute gratis. This elaborate piece of publicity has been

worked up specially for central station customers of the

Hughes Company, in such a manner that it can be placed in

an electrical dealer's window with little effort, but with tell-

ing elTect. It points out the principle advantages of electric

cooking, and contains placards from which strings can be

run to the features of the range in the centre of the window.

Standard Lighting Practice

The table herewith lists the latest a|)i)rovcd recommen-
dations for various classes of lighing service. In planning

a lighting installation the established practice at the mo-
ment must be considered the safest guide as to the intensity

of lighting to he recommended. This, of course, may be

moditicd to suit the demands of local conditions, as, for cx-

aniiile, decorations, personality of the owner, illumination

of surroundings, etc. In the table referred to, the watts per

square foot of floor area, as given in the third column, are

based on incandescent lamps giving approximately one

candle-power per watt. For lamps of higher or lower effi-

ciency the values must be corrected proportionately, pro-

vided, of course, a similar equipment is used:

Table giving latest approved practices for various
classes of lighting service
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What They Will Be Displaying

A Brief Note of the Lines to be Featured

by Various Exhibitors

Factory Products Limited will display samples of as

many as possible of their lines and will particularly feature

VV conduit fittings. Mr. Frank Ritz will be in charge of the

exhibit.

The National Electric Heating Company will show their

complete line of ranges, heaters and small appliances. Mr.

Edwin I. Williams, who has recently joined the staff, will be

in charge of the exhibit.

The Interstate Electric Novelty Company will have on

display their regular line of electric flashlights, batteries,

bicycle and carnage lights, incandescent lamps and sockets.

Mr. Chas. F. Meyrick will be in charge of the exhibit.

The Canadian Westinghouse Company will display a

complete line of heating and cooking devices, including their

latest type electric range: also a full line of Westinghouse

Mazda lamps. Messrs. C. M. Hopper and W. J. Orr will

be in charge.

The One Minute Mfg. Company will exhibit their Maple

Leaf electrically-driven washing machine with swingmg

wringer. The exhibit will be in charge of Mr. F. J. Ehrhardt,

manager and treasurer of the company, assisted by Mr.

David Carothers.

The Electric Specialty & Supply C... will have al)Out

girls at the convention, manufacturing their supplies. They

will demonstrate their full line of supplies at the exhibition,

and Mr. Rankin, who is well known amongst all the trade,

will take charge; booth No. 15.

The exhibit of the Canadian General Electric Co. will con-

sist of household utilities, general electric supplies, and Ham-

ilton Beach electric labor saving devices, such as sewmg

machine motors, vibrators, drink mixers, curling irons, etc.

It will be in charge of Mr. Frank Mahony.

The Canadian Carbon Co., Limited, intend to exhibit

their new water and weatherproof batteries, both X Cell and

Green Seal, their Three Volt Lighter battery, complete line

of flashlights, multiple batteries, hand lanterns, etc. Mr. H.

F. Meredith will be in charge of this exhibit.

The Hughes Electric Heating Co. will exhibit in Booth

No. 27, where they will have a display of several types of

ranges ready to demonstrate. Mr, H. E. Doty will be in

charge. Mr. F. M. Dusenberry is on the programme to give

an address on "Co-operation Between Dealers, Contractors,

and Manufacturers."

The Northern Electric Company will display a line of

material of their own manufacture, including copper wires

and cables, lamp cord, interphones and telephone material,

police signal and fire alarm devices, lighting specialties; also

the Bryant Perkins line of wiring devices, Mr, Jos, J. Whelan

will be in charge of this exhibit.

The Norton Telephone & Supply Co. will exhibit in

booth No. 13, They will show telephones for every purpose,

including a limousine telephone that is a brand new idea.

They will also exhibit a signal system, and a fire alarm

system. As they are Canadian agents for Beake Insulated

Staples, and the T. J, Cope underground electrical tools, they

will have a complete demonstration of the uses of these

various articles.

The Canadian National Carbon Company will exhibit a

complete line of Columbia and Ever-Ready products, in-

cluding dry cells; arc projector and searchlight carbons;

railroad signal batteries; non-sulphating storage batteries;

flashlights and flashlight batteries; automobile and decor-

ative miniature lamps; electrical testing instruments; water-

proof fibre battery boxes and numerous other specialties.

The exhibit will be in charge of Mr. E. G. Weed.

The Benjamin Electric display will consist of Benjamin

Factory and Motor Horns, Starrett Panel Boards, Benjamin

Knife Switches, and some of their regular specialties. The
exhibit will be in charge of the sales manager, Mr. F. T.

Groome. The lines will be of special interest from the con-

tractors' point of view, as being of a character which will

help them in solving some of the difficulties of installation

work and other problems, and also give them some new
ideas.

The Economy Fuse and Manufacturing Company's exhibit

at the Electrical Contractors' Show will consist of one large

exhibit board carrying various sizes of Economy renewable

fuses and parts from 600 amp., 600 volt, down to 3 amp.. 250

volt. Complete fuses, sectional fuse, and turn-down fuses

will be shown. A similar exhibit board will carry a few

S. & C. Extra High Potential fuses, ranging from 44,000

volts down. Mr. J. S. Painter. Toronto representative, will

be in charge and will have some extra material with which

to demonstrate to interested parties.

The Clements Manufacturing Company, Limited, will

demonstrate their Big Ben vacuum cleaner for cleaning

churches and public buildings; also their Cadillac and Re-

liable cleaners for use in the ordinary home. Another fea-

ture of this company's show will be the giving away of a

Model D Cadillac cleaner complete with attachments. Every

person registering will have an opportunity of drawing for

this cleaner. It will be on exhibition at the booth and after

the close of the convention will be given away to the lucky

party absolutely free. Mr. S. L. Harman, sales manager, will

be in charge of the booth.

Re-lighting Champ de Mars

The city of Montreal has made a grant for reorganizing

the lighting of the Champ de Mars. Owing to weather con-

ditions, the wire of the previous installation had deteriorated,

and the opportunity is now being taken to replace the tung-

sten lamps with nitrogen-filled lamps. The present lighting

scheme consists of five-cluster standards, and it is now pro-

posed to install 100 watt nitrogen-filled lamps at each of the

four points with a 300 watt nitrogen lamp in the centre.

Arrangements will be made so as to use only a portion of

the lighting during certain portions of the night. Armoured
cable will be substituted for the present wire. Mr. A. Parent

is the lighting superintendent.

Standardizing Symbols

.\n almost endless variety of troubles would be avoided

if it could be arranged between architects and contractors to

use uniform symbols to indicate the various electric outlets

and equipment. These would then quickly become standard-

ized. At the present time there are piactically as many sym-

bols used to indicate any one type of outlet as there are ar-

chitects, and especially is this so with some of the rarer out-

lets and equipments. This matter of standardizing has been

pretty well settled on the other side of the line by the Na-

tional Electrical Contractors' .\ssociation, which drew up the

list reproduced herewith. These have also been accepted

by the American Institute of .\rchitects. If each member
of the Ontario Electrical Contractors' Association would

take this matter up with the architects in his district there

is little doubt but that there would be complete unanimity

of opinion on the general use of these same symbols in.

Canada.
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Standardized Symbols for Architects and Contractors
g^ teihng Outlet; Electric only. Numeral in centre indicates number of Standard Itj C.I'. Incandescent Lamps.

^^( A Ceiling Outlet; Combination. 4/2 indicates 4-16 C.P. Standard Incandescent Lamps and 2 Gas Burners If eas onlv circle(X) ? all black. ** ^'

g_^ Bracket Outlet; Electric only. Numeral in centre indicates number of Standard IG C.P. Incandescent Lamps.

^j^4 Bracket Outlet; Combinali.m. 4/2 indicates 4-l(i C.P. Standard Incandescent Lamps and 2 Gas Burners If eas only circlemils all black, K >• >-

a_|2l Wall or Baseboard Receptacle Outlet. .Numeral in centre indicates number of Standard IG C.P. Incandescent Lamps.

W Floor Outlet. .Vomeral in centre in.licates number of Standard 16 C.P. Incandescent Lamps.

jT^e (.Juliet for Outdoor Standard or Pedestal; Electric only. Numeral indicates number of Standard Ui C.P. Incand't Lamps.

^1 Outlet for Outdoor Standard or Pedestal Combination. (I G indicates G-10 C.P. Standar.l Incand't Lamps; (! lias Burners.

ffij Drop Cord Outlet.

One Ligbt Outlet, for I.amii Receptacle.

/^ .\rc Laiup Outlet.

(g,
Special Outlet, for l.iglilmg. Healing and Power Current, as described m Specifications.

_^^^^>y_~Ceiling Fan Outlet.

g, S P. Switcli Outlet.

Q2 I'- I'- Switcli Outlet.

Q3 :; Way Swilcb Outlet,

-^ 4 Way S%vitch Outlet.

Ap ,\utoiuatic Iloor Switch Outlet.

OE Electrolier Switch Outlet, J

a Meter Outlet,

Mj Distribution Panel.

.1 unction or Pull Box,

^ .Motor Outlet; Numeral m centre indicates Horse P.

Motor Control Outlet,

Iransforiuer,

^_^^^Main or F'eeder iini concealed under floor,

.Main or Feeder r

Show as many Symbols as there are Switches. Or in cnsc of a very large
group of Switches, indicate number of Switches by a Roman numeral
thus S' XII; meaning 12 Single Pole Switches.

Describe Type of Switch in Specifications, that
F'lush or Surface, Push Button or Snap,

concealed under Floor abovi

Main oi Feeder run exposed.

Branch Circuit run concealed untier Floor.

Branch Circuit run concealed under Floor above.

Branch Circuit run exjiosed.

..9-__-^_Pole Line,

lleighli
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What About a Quebec Contractors' Association?
By a Montreal Contractor

Is not the time propitious for a live electrical contractors'

association for the Province of Quebec, or at least for the

city of Montreal? There is in existence, or i^ supposed to

be, an association which bears the name of the Province

of Quebec Electrical Contractors" Association, but unfortun-

ately it is, to put it mildly, in a state of suspended anima-

tion. For some years it did a certain amount of vifork, but

gradually interest diminished, and the members have not

been called together for many, many months. During its

declining period, efforts were made to put some life into the

proceedings: the result, however, was not encouraging, and

several of the more active members practically withdrew.

One great obstacle was undoubtedly the language diffi-

culty. The French-Canadian contractors are the majority in

Montreal, but they did not readily respond to the invitation

to become members, and even when a majority of the offi-

cers were French-Canadian, there was a disinclination to

support the association. Some of the larger contractors who

were of this nationality did their best to make the society

of real benefit, but they could not overcome the disinclination

to join.

The Association, in a word, did not meet with that gen-

eral support, either from French or English, which is essen-

tial if a society is to exert an influence in furthering the in-

terests of its members, and protecting them should occa-

sion require it.

Some questions of importance to electrical contractors

were discussed, and committees appointed to deal with them,

but they remain to-day in exactly the same position as they

were before consideration was given to them. Take the mat-

ter of the licensing of electrical contractors. It was alleged,

and is no doubt true, that many incompetent men trade under

the name of electrical contractors; some of these have but

an elementary knowledge of wiring, have little or no finan-

cial resources, and are content to do work on a basis which

is impossible to a man or a firm with a reputation to sustain

and capital to conserve. Such men cut prices, and in many

cases do very poor work in consequence of incompetency or

to oflfset the low prices quoted for the jobs. During the

days of the building boom men of this description started up

by the dozen, though during the days of stress they have dis-

appeared to a large extent. The scamping of work by such

people is injurious to contractors as a whole, and the associa-

tion discussed means of putting an end to these bad prac-

tices, which lowered the standard of work and made a living

profit difficult. Licensing by the city was regarded by many

as the most practical method of putting the business on a

sounder footing. The city licenses plumbers, who are not al-

lowed to work unless they can give evidence of their capa-

city, and it was argued that a similar plan would be in the

general interest of the public, as well as of electrical con-

tractors and of their competent workmen. Nothing, however,

came of the many discussions.

.\nother matter which was debated was the rules of the

Canadian Fire Underwriters' Association—a subject on which

there is. and always will be, a wide difference of opinion.

Electrical contractors sometimes feel that the decisions of

the inspectors are arbitrary; the interpretation of the rules

is open to more than one construction, and it is only human

nature to suppose that firms will generally construe their

rules to their own advantage. The presence of the chief

electrical inspector at the meetings is therefore of mutual

advantage, as tending to remove friction where there are so

many opportunities for it to arise. Certainly this part of

the work of the association was of value, and from that

point alone the suspension of its meetings is to be regretted.

The Montreal Builders' Exchange have made efforts to

form an electrical contractors' section, but it was found al-

most impossible to get firms to pull together—there was ap-

parently an undercurrent of jealousy which did not make for

union.

The need of such an association is recognized and not-

withstanding the past history of the movement, it may be

asked if steps cannot be taken to revive the association, or

failing that, to start an organization which will be on such a

basis as to secure the co-operation of a large number of

bona fide electrical contractors? One does not need at this

time of the day to point out the many advantages of co-

operation in dealing with questions which affect the trade as

a whole; they are admitted; what is lacking in too many in-

stances is cohesion, a want of interest on the part of those

who should be the first to defend their means of livelihood,

for that is, after all, what it comes to.

Surely Quebec will not be behind Ontario, which is show-

ing what can be done if the question of organization is taken

up with a determination to make the association a benefit to

its members?
The success of the Wednesday Electrical Luncheons is an

example of what can be accomplished by well-directed ef-

fort. The committee is representative of several branches of

the electrical industry, and without any elaborate machinery

has been able to inaugurate a weekly luncheon which has

brought together in an informal way men who previously

were unacquainted. While the object is mainly for social in-

tercourse, the luncheons have their business aspect, and this

has proved to be a factor in the success of the weekly meet-

ings.

Some Formulae for the Electrical Contractor

Familiarity with Ohm's law will solve the majority of

simple problems for the electrical contractor. It is an ex-

pression of the relationship between the electromotive force

(volts), the current strength (amperes), and the resistance

(ohmsV Where direct current is under consideration the

formulae .given below are applicable. If the formulae are re-

quired for indirect (alternating) current, the electromotive

force, E, must be replaced in each case by EP. where P
equals the power-factor.

I = Current (Amperei;)

R = Resistance (Ohms)
H.P.= Horsepower

E = Electro-motive Force (Volts)W =: Electric Power (Watts)
K — Efficiency of Machine

E"

R
746 X HP

« = T
:I«R W = 746XHP W

746

Comparative Cost of Wiring
.\ recent booklet issued by the Society for Electrical

Development gives the following figures for the coinpara-

tive costs of wiring. Owing to varied costs of material and
labor, as well as different restrictions required by authori-

ties at different points, the table gives only comparative
figures:

Knob and tube .'fl.50 to $3.50

Flexible steel and armored conductors 2.00 to 5.0O

Flexible steel conduit 3..50 to 5.50

Rigid metallic conduit 4.00 to T.OO

The Mallorytown Telephone Company, Limited, has

been incorporated with $30,000, to operate in tl»t township
of Elizabethtown.
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The Latest in Electrical Devices and Fittings
Brief Illustrated Descriptions That Tell Contractors and Dealers

What the Manufacturers Are Doing

Electric Hammer with Universal Motor

Tlic illustration lierewitli shows an electric liainmcr
manufactured by the Electro-Magnetic Tool Company, and
distributed in Canada l)y K. K. T. Pringle. In making a

comparison of the amount of work that may be accoinplished
by an electric hammer, it has been estimated that a man
with a hand hammer strikes 40 to 80 blows per minute, and
that with an electric hammer he strikes from 1.000 to 3,000

Electric Hammer with Universal

Motor

blows per minute. It is also pointed out that in the second

case the workman does not tire nearly so quickly. The U-0
is equipped with a universal motor which will operate on

d.c. or a.c. any cycle from 2.5 to 60. This machine may
be obtained fur 110 or 220 volts, consumes 240 watts per

hour, lias a drilling cajiacity up to I-in. diameter and wci.ghs

2T pounds.

A Light Weight Vacuum Cleaner

The vacuum cleaner shown hcrewitli is manufactured by

the Frank Ridlon Company. The machine has a number of

attachments which enable the user to perform every con-

ceivable cleaning operation about the home. The points of

superiority of this cleaner, as claimed by the company, are

as follows: twelve-inch suction nozzle; has behind its manu-
facture pioneers in the electrical business of over thirty

A Light Weight Vacuum
Cleaner.

years' experience, extremely low clearance above floor; no

metal to touch the hands; always in a wheeling position while

hose is attached; thread remover, positive and guaranteed;

it has four adjustments of nozzle height; operated by power-
ful General Klectric motor; no boards for clamping up suc-

tion nozzle; a pistol grip-handle switch; less than nine pounds
in weight.

Wirt Dimming Socket.

Through the development of dimming sockets an addi-
tional impetus is being given to electric lighting, particularly
in residence service. Ceiling fixtures, wall brackets and
portable lamps can now be supplied with sockets which en-
able the consumer to obtain every advantage of electric
lighting together with ability to regulate the amount of
light by a small dimming arrangement. Thus, such dimming
sockets enable the light to be turned up or down as readily
as with a gas lamp and. therefore, meet the only advantage
which gas lighting has heretofore possessed over electric
lighting.

These sockets are shown in the accompanying illustra-
tions. Each of them gives live changes of light, namely, full,

half, dim, night light, and out. They are controlled by a
convenient double chain, of which one portion has the ordin-
ary ball end and the other has tubular part through which
the former passes. One of these chains is used for increas-
ing the light step by step and the other is u.sed for turning
it down. Included in the socket is a very compact and dur-

Dimming Sockets No. 31 Heft) and No. 32 (rlghtl.

able resistance, which is introduced in series with the lamp
when the light is turned down, thus effecting a saving in the
current of from 30 to 80 per cent., depending upon the degree
of dimming. These sockets, of course, can be used for any
type of Edison base lamp and are designed to l)e attached
permanently to the fixtures with thread and set screw, llic

same way as ordinary sockets are attached.

One of these sockets (No. 31) is supplied with 2.2.")-incli

holder and is intended for use on lighting fixtures in hall-

ways, bathrooms, bedrootns, nursery, etc. .\nother socket
( .N'o. 32) is designed especially for use in portable, table,

piano, and floor lamps, special brackets, etc. Both these soc-
kets may be used on any fixture where direct control of light

is desired. Their use dispenses with the need for the ordin-
ary ])ull-chain or key socket with an additional dimming de-

\ ice. In addition to convenience and economy these sockets
lend themselves to very artistic effects when installed on or-

namental fixtures. .Ml Win material is handled in Cana<la
liy the Benjamin Electric Co. of Canada, Ltd.

Tlic outline of a scheme for a union station to cost about
.$;!.'). 000.000 has been laid before the Montreal Council by the

Montreal Central Terminal tdmpany. It is suggested that

all the lines coming into the city should use the station, and
ihal these lines should be electrified.
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The Capacity of Snap Switches

Editor Electrical News;
The writer, in carrying out an inspection of electrical in-

stallations has for some time been under the impression that

some of the types of snap switches now on the market arc

very much over-rated as to their carrying capacity.

Owing to the lowering of the prices of electric current

in this city during the past few years, and which I think

has also occurred in Eastern Canada, there has been a very

extensive use of electric heating and cooking devices. It

is natural that inspectors do not look upon the use of the

ordinary knife switch with favor owing to the risk of shocks

and accidents when these arc placed under the control of

persons inexperienced in these matters.

Then we have to also remember that in the case of elec-

tric ranges a communicated heat from the operating of the

heating elements afifects the switches mounted on the body
of the range, so that if an insufficiently safe carrying capa-

city is present to begin with, that capacity is still further

reduced by the communicated heat; the consequence being

that the temper of the metals is afifected and deterioration

sets in.

I would be glad of an expression of opinion from inspec-

tors in other parts of the country as to how they view this

matter and what troubles they have found, as, if the troubles

we have met with in this city have been met with elsewhere

—and it is likely that such will be the case—the matter calls

for prompt and adequate treatment, otherwise the reliability

of electric service may be seriously prejudiced.

Yours truly.

V. A. Cambridge,

City Electrician.

Winnipeg, Man., May IS. V.ni>.

Delta Electric Company Has New Factory

A most modern and complete factory for the manufacture
of electric lanterns, lamps and flashlights has recently been

completed by the Delta Electric Company, of Marion, In-

diana. This company has been i)lanning and constructing

this building for some time and they report having moved
into the new quarters and that their entire equipment is in

full operation.

Veluria Glass With Rozelle Colored Decorations

W hcther amateur or professional, the interior decorator

is looking for new and refined means of utilizing color. In

the modern scheme of appointment, flowered chintzes and
cretonnes are made into curtains, cushions, and spreads, and
wall papers follow the same design. For lighting such sur-

roundings the Canadian General Electric Co. offer some-
thing entirely new, namely Rozelle decorated glass ware.

Rozelle is the result of careful experiment at the Ivanhoe-

Regent Works and is pre-eminently fitted for this purpose.

Shawinigan Water and Power Company will issue new
common slock to the value of $1,361,350 at 115 on the basis

of one share of new stocjc for each 10 shares of old. While
no official announcement is made of the purpose for which

the new capital is required, it is evident that it will be ap-

plied to the later developments of the company. These in-

clude the construction of a transmission line to Quebec, con-

sequent on the acquisition of the Dorchester plant, the pur-

chase of the Gres Falls water power from the Union Bag
& Paper Company, and the important extensions of com-
panies dealing with carbide and clcctrr-metals in which the

.Shawinigan is interested.

The Exhibitors and Where to Find Them

® ®

o
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Ornamental Doorway Brackets

At tlie entrance to public buildings, as well as private
structures of imposing character, such as schools, hotels,
club houses, and other institutions, in which the architect has
been g:iven considerable freedom of design, it has been re-

garded as being very appropriate to install ornamental light-

ing brackets of a design to harmonize with the architecture

of the building. The design and manufacture of such equip-

ment, as well as other fixtures for outdoor lighting, has for

some time been made a specialty by the Herwig Art Shade
and Lamp Co. This firm manufactures a very large line of

ornamental brackets of all kinds, pillar and pedestal lamps,

lanterns, etc. In the accompanying illustrations are shown
two recent designs of brackets, of which Fig. 1 shows a

pattern with a shaft portion three inches square. The en-

tire height of the bracket to the top of the holder is 28

inches. The centre of the lamp is brought T'A inches from
the wall. Another design, Fig. 2, brings the centre of the

lamp W/z inches from the wall. The height of this fixture

to the top of the globe holder, is lOyi inches. In each of

these brackets a six-inch holder is provided for the globe.

Electric Light for the Summer Home
In the summer homes and other isolated points where

electric current supply from some central station is not

availal)lc. the need has been apparent for some time for an

electric generating plant of small capacity at a price not too

large for the average house-holder. There does not seem to

be any question that if a dependable plant at a suitable price

could be placed on the market, the summer homes and farms
of Canada would very quickly avail themselves of the oppor-

tunity to light up as we do in the cities and towns. The peo-

ple who go to summer resorts for two or three months each

year are accustomed to the convenience and safety of elec-

tric light at the turn of a switch and so do not adjust them-
selves readily to the coal oil lamp. Even the farmer, who
now hears so much about "electricity on the farm," has be-

come impatient of the old-time methods of illumination, or

non-illumination, and is now lookin.g for something in keep-

ing with his ideas of what such a plant ought to cost.

Like many other lines along which the use of electricity

has been developed in the last few years where the demand
at first has been very small, manufacturers have been unable
to reduce the cost of the equipment until the field had been
somewhat extended. For this reason the cost of an isolated
electric plant, calculated to do little more than a couple or
three coal oil lamps, has represented an initial expenditure
of anywhere from $500.00 to .$1,000.00. with maintenance
charges comparable with the cost of coal oil. If the price of
this equipment could by any means be reduced to one-half,
or, better still, one-quarter of this price, we have no doubt
the equipment would meet with a very ready sale. Ts it not
possible the manufacturers are maintaining too high a stand-
ard to meet the requirements?
We illustrate herewith a small plant which has been

placed on the United States market by the Main Electric
Mfg. Co. This company has been manufacturing plants for
many years, anywhere from 50 to 20.000 lights capacity, but
they are now placing on the market a 37-light plant, a 12-
light plant, and a 7-light plant. The smaller one is illustrated
herewith. It consists of a 15-cell, 3.5-amp. hour battery en-
closed in hard rubber jars, a 40-volt, 175 watt dynamo, a
slate folding type switch board equipped with double-pole.

A 7-Light Generating Outfit.

double-throw switch, single-pole, single-throw switch, cart-
ridge fuses, rheostat, automatic circuit breaker, double read-
ing ammeter, all completely wired up. This is mounted, as
shown, on skids, and may be moved from place to place at
will. The price of this equipment complete with 1^ h.p.

tngine. is in the neighoorhood of one hundred dollars.

The annual statement of the Montreal Light. Heat &
Power Company for the year ended April 30, 1916, shows
an increase in gross revenue of $260,062, the figures for the
past and previous years being $6,877,167 and $6,617,105. The
year's surplus was $987,248, as compared with $759,242 in the
previous year, after all charges, including dividends, had been
deducted. This year an allowance of $10,000 is made toward
a pension fund and the war tax consumes $204,729. which
leaves the general surplus $772,518. The total liabilities of
the company are placed at .$41,483,872. including a surplus
account, which now amounts to $5,742,873. It is now under-
stood that arrangements have been completed whereby this

company is merged with the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing
& Power Company, on a basis of three shares of Montreal
Power to one of Cedars Rapids, the operations of both com-
panies to be controlled by a holding company.
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National Tapping Machine

In the National ten-spindle automatic nut tapper the Na-

tional Machinery Company of Tiffin, Ohio, offers a machine

that will handle hot pressed nuts as readily as cold pressed

ones. Furthermore, there is no chance of the nuts sticking

as is usually the case with entirely automatic nut tappers. In

this machine the spindles are raised and lowered automati-

cally by cams, the sole duty of the operator being to feed

the blank nuts into the machine and to empty the taps.

The illustration shows one of these machines geared to a

Westinghouse adjustable speed direct-current motor. By

means of a drum control the speed of the motor operation,

the cam shaft rnay'be adjusted from 550 to 1200 r.p.m., mak-

ing the machine suitable for tapping nuts from -54 to 1^
inch size. This control allows the revolutions of the tap-

ping spindle to be varied to suit the number of threads on

the tap used, thus obtaining maximum production from the

machine. These speed changes can be made while the

machine is running.

Locking the Lamp In

W'e illustrate below the new Hubbell locking lamp. The

base of the Hubbell lamp consists of two parts, an outer or

rotating shell and an inner shell cemented to the lamp. Tlie

filament of the lamp is attached in the usual manner. I'"ig. 1

illustrates a cross sectional view of the lamp base ready for

use, showing the leading-in wires, A and B, soldered to the

inner shell and to the centre of the contact, respectively. A
lamp equipped with the Hubbell locking base may be screwed

into any standard Edison base socket, but cannot be re-

moved therefrom by turning the lamp in the opposite direc-

tion. When a lamp is burnt out or broken it may be removed

by first giving it a slight downward pull, which breaks the

leading-in wire, B, connecting the centre of the contact to the

lamp filament, as shown in Fig. 2. In this lowered position

the outer shell of the lamp base engages a reverse ratchet

and the lamp may then be unscrewed. When a lamp is

removed from the socket the electrical connections in it be-

come permanently destroyed and the lamp is valueless. The
advantage of this device, over many others on the market, is

seen in that it removes the element of human forgetfulness.

They are specially recommended by the manufacturers for

public buildings, railway stations, hotels (where sockets are

frequently used for heating devices unknown to the proprie-

tor), and any places where it is not desired to remove the

lamps except for replacement. The lamps are manufactured
in Canada and may be secured through R. E. T. Pringle,

Limited.

Normalair Humidifier

A novelty in the shape of a motor driven humidifier is

announced by the Normalair Co. It is designed for use in

places where a certain degree of moisture in the atmosphere
is necessary to keep materials in satisfactory condition. The
humidifier may be mounted on the wall or columns of a room
or suspended from the ceiling. The control apparatus is

provided with a deflector which is in the regulator chamber,

and when atomspheric conditions require it the deflector

deflects the entering water into the overflow. The water

enters from above and passes in the regulator chamber,

whence it flows directly to the centre of a rapidly revolving

Motor Driven Humidifier.

disk from which it is thrown by centrifugal force against the

teeth o{ a copper grid at the circumference of the disk where

it is pulverized. The revolving disk is 16 in. in diameter and

the horizontal drip pan 24 in. Every Normalair humidifier is

equipped with an automatic humidity control, which prevents

the production of too much water vapor, and keeps the rela-

tive humidity of the room within a very few points of the

desired percentage. This control is easily set. and at any

setting it is sensitive.

The Hawley Telephone Company, Limited, have obtained

a charter in South Fredericksburgh Township, Ont.
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A New Eraser Cleaner

For years school people have been endeavoring to find

a satisfactory method of removing chalk from blackboard

erasers. The Wisconsin Electric Company is putting on the

market a specially designed cleaner that meets the require-

ments of the school which has electric current. This outfit

is, in fact, a small sized vacuum cleaner plant. Suction is

produced by a 1/25 h.p. universal motor that operates on
direct or alternating current. The outfit nor only removes
chalk by means of strong suction, but it also has a power-
driven bristle brush that brushes the surface of the eraser

to be cleaned. No chalk escapes into the room. It is all

drawn into the box and the air is filtered through a fine mus-

lin separator. All metal parts of the outfit are nickel plated,

and the cabinet work is of hardwood, mahogany finish.

The cleaner may be operated from any convenient

socket. The manufacturers are guaranteeing the cleaner for

one year and are prepared to send one on trial to any school

authority who may desire it. R. E. T. Pringle. Toronto and

Montreal, are Canadian agents.

Automatic Light and Power System

It is a frequent practice with isolated electric lighting and

power plants to use dynamos driven by means of internal

combustion engines working in conjunction with a large bat-

tery of storage cells. This within certain limits has been

satisfactory. The chief drawback is the amount of attention

required, especially in the winter, to keep the battery in

good condition, and the expense ot renewing these l;ir;4c

batteries when necessary.

The Lister-Bruston automatic system combines the ad-

vantages of the large accumulator system with those of a

direct lighting installation. When the whole of the lightin.g

is done through a battery of accumulators there must be a

big loss, as it is not possible to get the same amount of cur-

rent out of accumulators that you put in. The avera.ge stor-

age batteries lighting country houses do not give an eflfici-

ency of more than sixty per cent. The Lister-Bruston sys-

tem was invented, amongjt other things, to overcome this

defect. The principal items which go to form this plant are

a gasoline engine, driving a generator, an automatic switch-

board, a controller and a comparatively small storage bat-

tery. The storage battery is sufficient to supply up to ap-

proximately ten per cent, of the capacity of the plant with-

out starting the engine. When, however, more lights are

switched on, the extra current demanded by the lamps

causes a relap or automatic switch to operate and the cur-

rent from the battery then passes through the controller and

is delivered to the dynamo, which in turn operates as a motor
while the plant is starting itself, thus causing the engine to

turn over in the same direction as when running. To reduce
the current taken from the battery during the period of
starting up, the exhaust valve on the engine is held open,
thus relieving the compression until full speed is attained;

full compression is then restored and automatically the en-

gine takes over the load, then the dynamo supplies current

direct to the lamps without passing through the battery and
at the same time recharges the battery to replace what has
been taken out by the lamps which were in use before the
plant started and also what was used while the plant was
starting. Assuming the number of lamps in use to be less

than is required to start the plant and that such lamps are

used for long periods, the voltage of the .battery will drop
and it can be arranged that this drop in voltage shall start

up the plant and the engine continue running until the bat-

tery is brought up to a pre-determined point.

The method in which the plant starts automatically has
been explained. Now the automatic stopping is just the

reverse. When the lights are sufficiently reduced, the relay

opens cutting oflf the current from the controller solenoid

and the engine will stop.

In the case ot large installations it is advisable that the

plant be divided into two units, the units being connected in

such a manner that a light load will start up one plant and
when this unit is fully loaded, a second plant will start up

and both will run. On the load being reduced to within the

capacity of one unit, the second plant will stop.

This system can be used for either lighting or power, and
although only a small storage battery is used, a larger one
can be installed to work in conjunction with the plant if re-

quired.

It w-ill be seen that with this system a twenty-four hour
service is obtained, and that light is always available, night

or day, by simply turning the switch, no attendant being re-

quired for the starting, stopping or running of the plant. The
only attention required (and this can be given by an inex-

perienced person) simply consists in filling a gasoline tank.

filling a lubricating oil reservoir and wiping dust and oil

from the plant occasionally to keep it in a reasonably clean

condition.

The .Simplex Wire & Cable Company are distributing a

very useful celluloid wiring computer, with complete direc-

tions for reading. On the back of this computer are tables

giving a quantity of useful information with regard to solid

copper wires, their sizes, area, carrying capacity, etc. This

device should be in the vest pocket of every electrical man
interested in construction work of any kind whatever, from
electrical contracting to high tension transmission.
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Large Electric Heaters for New Sub-Station of the

Toronto Hydro-Electric System

The National Electric Heating Company, Limited, of

Toronto, recently completed for the Toronto Hydro-Electric

System a number of heaters of unusual size and design. The
floor plan of the station made necessary two designs of

heaters, wall and open floor types. The dimensions of the

operating room are 75 .x 90 x .30 feet; this rooni is now pro-

vided with six 24 kw. wall and two 24 kw. open floor type

heaters. The combination office and show rooms is 50 x 20 x

12 feet, and is provided with three 10 kw. heaters of wall

type. Special provisions have also been made for humidi-

fying the air. The designs and specifications were drawn by

w
the engineers of the Toronto Hydro-Electric System and

the National Electric Heating Company, Limited. The finish

of the heaters is black nickel for the operating room, and

polished nickel for office and show rooms. Two heat con-

trol is provided.

New Westinghouse Range

Many rapid advances have lieen made by ihe Westing-

house Company in the manufacture of electric ranges. The
features of automatic switches to turn current on and auto-

matic thermostats to cut it off. which have distinguished

Westinghouse ranges in the past, are still furnished, witli a

further addition of three-heat control for each heater in the

ovens as well as on the stove top. The fireless cooker prip-

ciple is also employed in connection with the ovens. The

latest range, shown in the accompanying illustration, has

two fireless cooker ovens, either at the left or at the right

as desired. The large oven is for roasting, baking, broiling,

or boiling, and has two heaters, one at the bottom and an-

other at the top. The small oven is principally for boiling

and has one heater. Three heaters are provided on the stove

top.

All parts of the range are of metal, and while so con-

structed that parts cannot work loose, every part is quickly

accessible for thorough cleaning and repairing. Even the

rack holders can be removed from the ovens and the surface

flushed with water without the slightest injury. There are

no inaccessible places where dirt or grease can collect.

The fireless cooker feature is furnished in order that

cooking may be done automatically. The food may be pre-

pared as far in advance of the time wanted as desired. When
ready for cooking it is placed in the oven; a clock on the

range is set for the hour at which it is required to have
cooking commence, and a thermostat set to cut off current

when heat reaches a certain predetermined temperature. Xo

further attention need be paid to the cooking operation; at

the proper hour the automatic switch turns on the current

and cooking begins. When the predetermined temperature

is reached, requiring from ten minutes to half an hour, de-

pending upon the temperature required, the current is auto-

matically cut off by the thermostat and from then on cook-

ing proceeds as in a fireless cooker. The heavy heat in-

sulation about the walls of the ovens—two inches of rock

wool—causes the ovens to retain their heat for hours.

This fireless cooker feature not only makes the range

particularly convenient for the user, but makes an exception-

ally desirable load for the central station, inasmuch as ihc

peak of the range load comes an hour and a half to two

hours before meal time. The consumption of current aver-

ages between 75 and 100 kilowatt hours a month.

Cooking processes that do not require much time and

for which the food cannot be prepared in advance, are per-

formed on the stove top. I'^or this purpose a 10-inch and two

8-inch radiant heaters are provided.

Electric Heating

The heating system, illustrated herewith, consists pri-

marily of an ordinary radiator, such as is used for hot water

heating, completely filled with an insulating circulating me-

dium, with a heating element inserted through the bottom

and top connections of the radiator. This heating element

is divided into several sections and connected to a multiple

pole switch, whicli can either be attached direct to the radi-

ator, as indicated in the illustration, or (as is the case w'ith

the indirect and direct-indirect systems of heating) the
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switch can be placed at any convenient point desired, and
the radiator placed in a recess or underneath the floor. The
manufacturers claim there is no burning out of the heating

element. Oxidation has been overcome by eliminating all

air from the heating element, and by surrounding the ele-

ment by an insulating medium. The energy consumption

based on a square foot of radiating surface, is HO to 3.5 watts

on the high heat. 1.5 watts on the medium heat, and ~'A

watts on the low heat. This will give a radiating tempera-

ture, under normal conditions of appro.ximately 200 degrees

Fahrenheit on the high heat. Three lieat connections con-

trol each radiator, and automatic thermostats control the

entire system by the use of solenoids and remote control

switches, perniittin,g the maintenance of a constant given

temperature in every room of the building, or the mainten-

ance of constant different temperatures in each room of the

building. This equipment is manufactured by the Electric

Sales Corporation.

Difusolites

Difusolites are designed to give four gradations of il-

lumination, the light rays being controlled not only as to

direction but also as to volume. There is no glare fiom

unshaded clear bulbs. The single Difusolite consists of a

single bowl of specially made glass containing a single elec-

tric bulb of any required power. This equipment can go on

any table or floor lamp; it throws a soft radiance both up

and down, and is operated by a singU- pull chain. The
double Difusolite consists of a doul)U- bank of light enclosed

in two bowls of specially made glass. It gives a directly

diflfuscd down light; a soft upward semi-indirect light, or

both forms of light together. It is operated from a switch

in the base of the lamp. The double Difusolite Rheo is the

same as the double Difusolite except that by. means of a

special device the light can be turned up or down as can a

gas or oil lamp.

Electric Plate Warmer

A new application of electric service in the butler's pan-
try, kitchen and dining room is illustrated by a plate warm-
er which has just been placed on the market by the Simplex
Electric Heating Company The apparatus is compact and
light enough to be useful in the bungalow no less than in

larger establishments, and consists essentially of a nickel-

plated Russian iron cylindrical drum 12 in. in diameter, 9.5

in. wide and 17 in. high over the handle, with heating coils

in the lower portion and equipped with a slide and plate rack
holding ten plates. The latter rest on their edges and any
one can be removed without disturbing the others. With

Plate Warmer for the Dining Room.

an expenditure of from 250 watts to 300 watts the drum
full of plates can be warmed in ten minutes and it will

retain its heat about an hour after the energy supply is cut

of?, provided the drum is closed. The plate warmer can be

connected to any lamp socket, and as it weighs liut 10

Ills, it can be utilized on the sideboard or even on the main
dining table. The use of this equipment affords a decided

contrast with the ordinary method of warming plates, in

which the bottom of the pile is usually so hot as to pre-

clude handling, while those at the top are still cold.

Cronk Pipe Clamp

What the makers claim to be the easiest, most practical

and most economical way to support pipes is provided by
the pipe clamp patented and controlled by the John W.
Cronk Co. This clamp consists of two parts, a base and a

strap. The base requires but one supporting screw. This
insures great saving when fastening to marble, brick, or

tile. The same base takes any size of strap, so they may

Economical Support for Pipes. ^

l)e put in place first, the pipe being put up later. There is

no projection beyond the pipe, the strap presenting a

smooth surface, making it neat in appearance and not likely

to tear clothes. The points are shown clearly in the at-

tadied cut. Contractors and wiremen who are on the look-

out for contrivances to simi)Iify their work, and to make
installation less expensive, are recommended to investigate

the merits of this clamp.
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Jeweller's Lathe Motor

The fractional horse power motors built by the Hamilton

Beach Mfg. Co., have proved so successful that the company
have just added another to its long list of applications of

electric power. The jeweller's lathe motor shown in the il-

lustration, mounted and ready for use, is a universal motor

and the speed regulation is controlled by the small foot-pedal

self starter. A light pressure starts the motor slowly and

heavier pressure brings it up to full speed. The position of

the carbon brushes can be changed in order to reverse the

direction. These motors, sold by the Canadian General Elec-

tric Co., are light, convenient, efficient and as nearly trouble

proof as it is possible to make them.

Electric Ranges

The illustrations below show two designs of ranges

manufactured by the Hughes Electric Heating Co., known
as the type "C." The Hughes "C" range has all the high

essential qualities of the Hughes "A" ranges—all the service

qualities. The popular price demand is met by a plainer, but

equally serviceable, finish—angle iron construction and dull

enamel instead of nickeled castings. The type "C" ranges

are the C-18, made in low oven type as per the cut; C-2, with

Water Heaters

The K. D. Manufacturing and Sales Company are mar-

keting an instantaneous water heater which we illustrate

uelow. This heater is very simple and ingenious in construc-

tion consisting of an upper chamber in which is the electric

switch, and a lower chamber through which the water

passes. A lever controls both water and electric supply, but

a switch is also installed so that water may be drawn with-

out heating. Three heaters are made in capacities of 33 amp.

110 volts; 20 amp. 220 volts, and 25 amp. 220 volts. The
weight is less than 4 lbs.; the length approximately 5J/2 in.

The manufacturers claim that boiling water is supplied in

10 seconds, and that sufficient water for the ordinary bath

Heating water by electric current,

may be had in from 10 to 20 minutes. They claim never to

have met conditions where less than 1 gallon per minute of

l)oiling water could be supplied. The same company also

make a 660 watt heater weighing 1 lb. which may be at-

tached to any faucet and current supplied from any illumi-

nation socket.

Switch Box Adapter

In the accompanying illustration is sliown a fitting de-

veloped by the Fancleve Specialty Company, Boston, Mass.,

and designed for use with a concealed switch box. The back

of this adapter, as it is called, may be fastened to the box

(S €^ i» ^

two top burners and a 12 x 12 x 18 oven; C-H. with three

top burners and a 12 x 12 x 18 oven; C-4, with three top

burners and an 18 x 18 x 12 oven.

with the same machine screws that are used to fasten die

original switch or receptacle. The original switch or re-

ceptacle can be remounted on the face of the adapter and

the wires taken off to some new location.
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A New Electric Iron

There is now being placed on the market by The Flexible
Conduit Co., Ltd., of Guelph, an electric iron which is differ-

ent in all respects from any ever manufactured heretofore.
The object of the improvement is to overcome the liability of
the heating element short circuiting and burning out, and also
to eliminate the connection plug trouble that is so common in

the old method of attacliing the cord to the appliance. Pat-
ents are now pending on this new electric iron. The merits
are easily comprehended by the accompanying cuts and the

following description:

—

The main object of this new invention is to provide an
electric iron with an absolutely positive insulation for the

and the plug base (7) is adapted to receive the plug (13) of

the lead wires. (14) and (I.--)), which are attached to lamp
socket, or other electric fixture. The resistance wire (10),
coiled, is laid in channel (16) of porcelain plate (17) and chan-
nel (16) is filled with the cement (18) which protects and
preserves the element (10). This cement can be easily dug
out in case access is desired to the wire (10). The porcelain
plate (17) is provided with a hole (19) for the passage of a

./^

PENDING

resistance wire heating element: also a connector plug that

will not become corroded by the changes in temperature and
moisture, thereby losing its primary efficiency, which, finally,

results in the contacts failing to have the proper conductivity

and in the iron not heating properly .

In the "New Canadian Queen" electric iron the heating

element wire is placed in a heat resisting porcelain plate as

shown by Fig. 2. The channel is then filled in with a special

cement, composed of materials that tend to preserve the ele-

ment from oxidation; this being accomplished, the element

should last indefinitely.

boss (20) cast integral with base (:i) and the height of which
exceeds the vertical thickness of the porcelain insulator (17).

Held on top of boss (20) by a cap screw (21) is weight
plate (22) and, the cover (4) is held in place by means of a

screw (23) threaded into cap screw (21). Note that this

method of assembling is very simple and substantial. By
having the boss (20) extend above porcelain plate (17), the

weight plate (22) does not touch or bind on the porcelain

insulator (17), we thereby eliminate the possibility of break-
ing the insulator (17) by the expansion of metal bodies, (22)

and (3). when heated.

The methods of construction and principles involved in

the New Canadian Queen Electric Iron are claimed to be

entirely new and the series of tests that have been carried

on since the first of the year by the manufacturers, show
that the principles are correct in every detail.

/—

le PAT. PENDING

I'ig. 1 is a section of tlie iron, showin.y clearly the method

of assembly. The metal base (3) is liiL;hly pidislied ami

plated on under surface, having a rabbet at tlie upper outer

edge for the reception of the cover. (4) liaving a central ojien-

ing (.M in the rear end for the porcelain bushing. (6) con-

necting with plug base, (7) containing terminal binding

screws and posts for the ends, (H) and (0), of the resistance

wire (10), and which ends pass upward through bushing (0).

The plug base (7) is held to the cover (4) by means of a

plate (111 detachably secured tn tliis cover by screws (12),

Renfrew Electric Making Additions to Plant

.V further addition to the already large plant is being
made by the Renfrew Electric Manufacturing Company, Ren-
frew, Ont., makers of the Canadian Beauty line of electric

heating appliances. This is the second extension within

eight months, and will double the capacity of the plant. The
first addition provided large stock rooms and facilities for

nicKcl plating;- the addition now being made is to provide

accommodation for presses and special machinery for draw-
ing the metal parts for all kinds of percolator bodies, grills,

tea pots, etc. The building will also provide facilities for

the manufacture of electric stoves, holders, etc., on a very

large scale. The company arc now designing a number of

new electric api)liances which will very shortly be placed on

the market.

riu' Renfrew company will be represented at the coininj.

Contractors' and Dealers' Convention and Electrical Show,
on June 6, 7, and 8, at Toronto, the exhibit being under the

personal charge of Mr. C. E. Breckenridge. the general

manager.

The l.'jOO employees of the B. C. Electric Railway are to

receive one day off in eight, the change to come into effect

on lunc 15.
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New Insulating Varnish

Griffiths Bros. & Co., England, (Spielmann Agencies, Can-

ada), have produced a new insulating, impregnating varnish

which has some remarkable properties not possessed, it is

claimed, bj' any other varnish now on the market. An inde-

pendent test, made before placing this new specialty on the

market, by the National Physical Laboratory (the Govern-

ment Testing Institution) gave the following results:

—

Insulation Resistance—The graph herewith shows that the

insulation and resistance lines are practically straight lines,

indicating that there are no weak points and that even

a very thin coating can be relied upon to give substantial

insulation; the liability to break down through bad work-

manship being thereby minimized. Attention is specially

drawn to the similarity in shape and direction of the curves

for the insulation resistance and di-electric strength as, for

an ideal insulator, these should run parallel. As the stoving

temperature of the varnish is 250 F., soldered articles will

not be injured, the melting point of soft solder being 3.iO-

400 F.

Tendency to flow at high velocities—Tests were made to

determine whether the varnish would tend to be thrown

off from a body rotating at a high velocity. A coil of 30

to 40 turns of No, 16 cotton covered wire was wound on a

form 15 inches in diameter and capable of rotation. The
coil was then dipped in the varnish 'and stoved to instruc-

tions. The tests were carried out in an oven at a tempera-

ture of 212 P., and consisted of a five-minute run at various

speeds. The following observations were made:

—

After five minutes' run at a periijheral speed (if 4.700 feet

per minute—no change.

After five minutes' run at a peripheral speed of 5,890 feet

per minute—no change.

After five minutes' run at a peripheral speed of 6,360 feet

per minute—no change.

under various leads measured by the extent of the resistance

change is as follows:

—

Insulation resistance and breakdown tests.

After five minutes' run at a peripheral speed of 7,070 feet

per minute—no change.

A further run of fifteen minutes' duration at the peri

pheral speed of 7,070 feet per minute was made, but no evi-

dence of flow could be observed. The surface layers of the

coil showed no tendency to open and the varnish remained
firm at all points.

Penetrative Power—A series of similar coils were made
up of No. 20 S. W. G. double cotton covered wire, the ex-

ternal diameter 7.0 cm., and internal diameter 2 cm. The
coil was dipped in the varnish and stoved. It was then un-

wound and examined. The penetration was good.

Heat Radiation Tests—A similar coil impregnated with

the varnish was joined in series with an undipped coil of

similar dimensions. The maximum temperature obtained

Temperature rise C.

Dipped Coil

16.5

110

Undipped Coil

17.5

77

123

Current

1 amp.
2 amp.

2.5 amp.

Flexibility—Strips of copper foil were coated and stoved.

The specimens were then doubled back on themselves and

submitted generally to severe bending. The copper foil

broke before any cracking of the varnish was observable.

Switch in Safety Box

The figure herewith shows the new Trumbull combination

switch in safety box. This switch is externally operated.

The box cannot be opened without breaking the switch. Note

that tlie throw of the handle which holds the cover closed

alsj connects the switch. A padlock or wire for sealing the

linx can lie placed through the hole in the side of the handle

and the locking lug in either or both sides.

Electric Signal Work
Spielmann Agencies are handling a reliable, but ine.xpcn-

sive, practice buzzer outfit, which enables the owner to prac-

tice the Morse code as used on the field telephone, buzzer, or

Figs. 1 and 2.- Practice

buzzer and electric sign

lamp outfits.

the Marconi apparatus. This is shown in Fig. 1. The second

illustration shows a type of electric signal lamp that has been

supplied to a nuinber of overseas regiments and home bat-

talions.
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Crescent Silent Cutter

The meat cutter illustrated, the latest improved Crescent
Silent Cutter, made l)y the Brecht Company, St. Louis, Mo.,
lias been developed to meet the demand for a smooth, silent

running machine, suitable for cutting sausage meat, mince-
meat, pickles, cabbage, fruit, and other products. The illus-

tration shows till \'m 1 macliine which has 6 knives, a ca-

pacity of 33(1 lbs., and a bowl 4;! inches in diameter. It is

operated by a :i() h.p., 2:10 volt, 1,150 r.p.m., constant speed,

commutating pole, direct current Westinghouse motor, di-

rect connected to cutting shaft, which in turn is belted to a

countershaft geared to a worm mechanism for turning bow!.

In operation the knives and the bowl revolve simultaneously.

Battery Charging Set

The Main liattery charging set. shown herewith, oper-

ates from a line shaft or gas engine, and consists of a small

generator which generates its own electricity i)y belt drive,

and a small charging board of slate having mounted a dou-

ble reading ammeter, necessary knife switch and fuses, to-

gether with a resulating rheostat to control the charging

rates. It operates iii(U-ijendenl of city current and is es|)e-

cially adaiitable to the small garages where central station

current is not available, as well as in the garage where there

is a line shaft in operation or a gas engine which it can be

belted to and thus be operated at a very low operating cost

and makes battery charging a very profitable item in con-

nection with the garage. The set will charge from one to

live 6-volt batteries at a time, or two 12-volt and one l,S-volt

at a time, one O-volt and two 12-voU at a time, or one is-

volt and one 12-volt at a time, or one 6-volt and one 24-v(dt

at a time. The range of voltages is such as to accommodate
all voltages of batteries of any description which do not

exceed 30 volts. The generator has a capacity of 300 watts

and comes com])lete with switchlioard and proper leads.

Motor Application to Bottling Machine

The Standard .\utomatic Machine Company of Roches-

ter, N.Y., has developed a machine to fill and cork bottles

in one operation. In the machine shown in the illustration,

one operator places the bottle in the jaws on the dial of the

machine. The dial moves the bottle under a pump which
delivers a fixed amount of liquid to the bottle. The bottle

is then carried on past another operator who places a cork

in its neck and this is driven into places by a mechanism
through which the bottle passes. The jaws holding tlie neck

of the bottle are then opened and the liottle drops into a

cluite or conveyor on wdiich it is carried away. The machine

is equipped with a one horse power direct current adjustable

speed motor manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric iS:

Mfg. Company of East Pittsburgh, Pa. The motor, which

is of the enclosed type designed to operate in damp places,

is shown mounted under the table of the machine. The
\ariation in speed is obtained by either automatic or hand

control.

The C. & C. Electric and Manufacturing Co.. (iarwood.

.\. J., announce that they have designed a new line of

motors, which will be furnished in ratings up to 10 h.p. The
new machines are bi-polar motors with commutating poles.

They are described in bulK-lin 103 published liy this com-

pany.

The city council of Vancouver are considering the ad-

visability of substituting 400 c.p. clear glass nitrogen lamps

for the '.mo c.p. frosted tungsten lamps now in use. City elec-

trician Fletcher estimates that under the new agreement be-

ing entered into with the B. C. Electric Railway this will

effect a saving of $3.00 per lamp per year, and at the same

time provide considerably more light.
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Universal Motor in Vacuum Cleaner

To meet the demand for a vacuum cleaner lor use in the

home, that will suck all dirt, dust, germs and foul air out

through a tube to a receiver in the basement, with no mach-

inery or germ laden exhaust air in the rooms, the Spencer

Turbine Cleaner Company of Hartford, Conn., has developed

the Steel Turbine Central Home Cleaner. The illustration

shows the cleaner equipped with a }4 horsepower Universal

vertical motor manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric

& Mfg. Company of East Pittsburgh, Pa. The motor will

operate successfully, within its capacity and without the use

of any external resistance on circuits of 110 volts direct or

alternating current of any frequency up to and including

sixty cycles.

In Louisville, Ky., there is an ordinance which requires

every owner of an electric sign to keep it lighted on both

sides from dark to 10 o'clock six nights a week. The city

holds that since it gives permits to erect electric signs it is

justified in exacting a condition.

New Books

The Electrical Contractor—by Louis W. Moxey, Jr.;

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, publishers;

price .$1.50. This book is the result of Mr. Moxey's accumu-

lated experience of twenty years in the practical operation of

an electrical contracting business. The need of a better

method in both the commercial and technical phases is evi-

dent to anyone who comes in contact with the average elec-

trical contractor's organization and work and the author has

written his book hoping that the material contained in it

will be of very practical value. The following chapters will

indicate the scope of the book: Profit and Overhead Expense;

Book-keeping; Cost-keeping; Estimating; Calculating Wire

Sizes for D. C. Currents; Calculating Wire Sizes for A. C.

Currents; Illumination Calculations; General Data. 80 pages;

size 6x9; standard green cloth binding of the McGraw-Hill

company.

Trade Publications

Indicators and Detectors— Bulletin Xo. 46U22, by the Can-

adian General Electric Co., describing, with illustrations,

electrostatic potential indicators, synchronism indicators,

and ground detectors, glower type.

Service—A booklet issued by Pass & Seymour, Solvay,

X.Y.. entitled "The Gateway of Electric Service," being a

Ijrief exposition of th'e importance of various factors that

produce satisfaction in the use of electricity.

Outdoor Lighting—Bulletin Xo. 43405 by the Canadian

General Electric Co., describint; with illustrations the light-

ing of outdoor playgrounds with Edison Mazda C lamps.

The illustrations show courts lor various games very per-

fectly illuminated.

Ornamental Street Lighting—.\n attractive booklet, pre-

pared by Charles L. Eshleman for the Union Metal Manu-
facturing Company, Canton, Ohio, describing and illustrating

the products of this compan)-. R. E. T. Pringle, Limited,

are Canadian manufacturers.

Automobile Lamps—Booklet issued oy the Canadian Gen-

eral Electric Company describing Mazda automobile lamps

for 191(3, 1915, and 1914 cars. The feature of this booklet

is an assortment of types and sizes recommended as an ideal

stock fur automol)ile supply dealers, electric supply dealers,

hardware dealers, or garages.

Semi-indirect Lighting—Catalogue Xo. 108 by the Cana-
dian General Electric Co., describing with illustrations some
recent semi-indirect bowl designs for decorative and commer-
cial lighting. Some of the illustrations are in color. The
range includes Veluria glass, Druid, and Sudan. The appen-

dix also furnishes a quantity of valuable installation data.

Safety Switches—bulletin 69 by the Canadian Krantz

Electric Manufacturing Company, Limited, describing their

Safety Auto-Lock switch; well illustrated. The same com-
pany are also distributing bulletin 62, describing Safety and
Live Faced Panel-Boards, Switchboards and Switches, which

is in effect a short review of switch history.

Illuminating and Wiring Devices—Catalogue C. 22 by the

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. of Canada, describing, with pro-

fuse illustrations, illuminating and wiring devices, knife

switches, C-H push button devices, W'irt Dim-a-lites, and
other dimming devices, Starrett panels, and other specialties.

A very complete catalogue of 126 pages.

D. C. Motors—Bulletin by the C. & C. Electric Co., of

Garwood, N.J.. presenting their well known direct current

motor, known as the Old Reliable. The motors are of the

four pole, interlope type, built in sizes from 1 to 125 h.p.

The bulletin illustrates and describes the details of construc-

tion of the parts and contains a complete table of adjustable

and constant speed ratings, with full dimensions of all

frames.

Railway Line Material— Bulletin Xo. 44006, "Railway Line

Material for Catenary Construction," just issued by the Can-
adian General Electric Co., illustrates the special devices as

employed in the most advanced types of catenary construc-

tion. Two of the most notable items are the C V hanger
and trolley pull-ofT. as employed in the electrification of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R. R. Valuable tabulations

are given of material required for various hanger spacings

and deflections for both pantograph and wheel operation.

Oil Filters— Bulletin N. 5, recently is.'-ued by the Kich-

ardson-Phenix Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, describes a

complete line of filters for purifying lubricating oil, having

capacities of from 25 gallons per day to 50,000 gallons per

hour. This is claimed to be the most complete oil filter

catalogue ever issued and describes some exceedingly inter-

esting large size filters for use in purifying lubricating oil

from water wheel thiust bearings, large gas and steam en-

gines in steel mills, and also for purifying cutting lubricants.

Well illustrated.
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Current News and Notes

Acton, Ont.

Mr. Blackball has resigned his position as town electri-

cian.

Berlin, Ont.

The Berlin Light Commission are making considerable

extensions to their ornamental street lighting system.

Cameron, Ont.

The Cameron Telephone Company. Limited, have ob-

tained a charter.

Campbellford, Ont.

The electors have carried a by-law authorizing a loan of

$30,000 to the Northumberland Paper and Electric Com-
pany to rebuild their paper mills recently destroyed by fire.

It is understood that the new plant will be much larger than

the previous one. Kerry & Chace. Toronto, are consulting

engineers.

Edmonton, Alta.

Superintendent Ormsby. of the City Electric Light and

Power Department, has completed arrangements with R. C.

Megaw. manager of the Western Canada Flour Mills Limited,

for the electrifying of the mills at Edmonton South, until

recently owned and operated by the Brackman-Ker Milling

Company. These mills have been acquired by the Western
Canada Flour Mills Limited, and considerable alterations,

extensions and improvements will be made at once.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company have established

a new ice crushing plant near the C. P. R. station, Edmonton
South. This will be operated bj' electric power from the

city service.

The Western Foundry and Machine Company. Edmonton.
.\lta., are remodelling their foundry and replacing the orig-

inal gasoline lighting installation with electric lighting. The
municipal plant supplies all power for the complete electric

drive.

The revenue of the Edmonton City Electric Light and
Power Department, although affected by the general busi-

ness conditions, continues to give a satisfactory surplus. For
the year ending December 31st. 1915. this surplus amounted
to approximately $36,000. The first three months of 1916

show a proportional amount. The rate schedule is to receive

attention at an early date, when it is possible that certain

reductions may he made.

Grantham, Ont.

The Grantham township council has approved a propo-
sition to extend their hydro-electric power lines into Louth
townshi]) and supply a number of the residents there. The
Louth township council is to provide money for transform-
ers, meters and general equipment.

Hamilton, Ont.

M a recent meeting the Hamilton Hydro-Electric Com-
mission decided to make application to the city for power
to issue debentures to the amount of $180,000, for general

equipment and maintenance expense.

Ingersoll, Ont.

.\ resolution has been adopted by the Ingersoll town
council authorizing the water, light and sewer commission
to proceed with the laying of conduits, erection of standards
and other work in connection with an ornamental lightinii

system it) certain sections of Thames and King Streets.

Milverton, Ont.

Connections were recently made with the main hydro
line at Sebringville, Ont., to supply an electric lighting and
power service to the village of Milverton. Street lighting
is supplied by eighty-five units each containing one 100 watt
lamp.

Moncton, N.B.

The report of the New Brunswick Telephone Company
for the year ended March 31, 1916, showed a net revenue of
$117,611 and an increase of 912 subscribers. This is the
largest year in the history of the company.

Montreal, Que.
The Montreal Tramways Company have let the contract

for the new a.c. switchboard for the Hochelaga power sta-
tion to the Canadian General Electric Company. The board
IS of the vertical type and is planned for a double busbar
lay-out.

Provided that a bond issue of $200,000 can be floated,
the city of A'erdun. P. Q., will construct a system of under-
ground conduits. The proposal is that all cables should be

Arrangements have been concluded with
the various railway companies whereby dele-

gates to the Electrical Contractors' Conven-
tion will travel at reduced rates. Delegates
will purchase regular single fare tickets to

Toronto and at the same time secure stand-
ard convention certificates from the ticket

agent at time of purchase. These certificates

may be exchanged at the Convention rooms
for return ticket at reduced rate.

laid m the conduits, and that the various companies should
pay a rental for their use.

The Montreal Council recently suggested to the Bell

Telephone Company that the telephone directory should be
printed in English and French. The company have replied
that the matter is one of pure business, and that they were
willing to meet the city by quoting the special price of .$3.50

per line for duplicating their entries.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited. Sherbrooke.
P. Q.. have been awarded a contract for a duplicate turbine
unit for the Rock Forest plant of the Corporation of Sher-
brooke. When the work of reconstructing the plant is com-
pleted, each unit will deliver 1,450 horsepower.

Martel Limitee, electricians, etc., Montreal, Que., have
taken out a charter.

The Montreal Council has accepted an offer of the
Tramways Company to purchase, for $19,400, the overhead
material removed from St. Catherine and Bleury Streets. The
material was discarded on account of the conduit system.

Montreal manufacturers and firms dealing in electric
motors report a very active demand for their goods. This
followed the equipment of the many shops for shells and
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explosives, and lias continued in a more or less degree since

that time. Some of the orders have been quite extensive.

The supply of stock motors is exhausted, and immediate de-

livery is not guaranteed. There is also a large demand for

.second-liand motors.

Niagara Falls, Ont.

The city council have granted the request of the muni-

cipal Hydro-electric Commission for the sum of $12,000 to

cover the cost of further extensions to tlie street lightin.y

system.

Orillia, Ont.

A by-law to enter into an agreement with the Hydro-

electric Power Commission of Ontario to dispose of Orillia's

electric power franchise and equity in the new dam at Swift

Rapids on the Severn River was defeated by an adverse

majority of 438. An accompanying by-law to purchase elec-

tric energy from the Hydro-electric Power Commission was

also turned down. The rejection of the Hydro proposals in-

volves the town in further capital expenditure of some .$80,-

000 to install machinery in the new power house at Swift

Rapids. The present plant at Ragged Rapids generates 1,700

h.p., but is insufificient for the town's requirements. The new

equipment at Swift Rapids will consist of two units of 1.000

h.p. each with provision for additional units to generate up

to 6,000 h.p. The Orillia Water, Light and Power Commis-

sion have made three rate reductions in the past eighteen

months and as the surplus still continues to grow a further

reduction is contemplated.

ParkhiU, Ont.

The Parkhill Rural Telephone Company, Limited, have

been granted a charter.

Preston, Ont.

The Electrical Fittings & Foundry, Limited, Preston,

Ont., have secured letters patent and have taken over the

business of the Electrical Fittings Company, Limited. They

will carry on the business of manufacturing and handling

electrical fixtures and supplies of every description.

Prince George, B.C.

It is stated that tenders will be called soon for the equip-

ment required for the Prince George power plant.

Regina, Sask.

The city council recently approved a reduction in light

rates to 7 cents for the first 20 kilowatt hours, 6 cents for the

next 380 kw., and 5 cents for all in excess.

Rodney, Ont.

A by-law, recently carried, authorized the expenditure

of $7,000 on an electric distributing system to link up with

the Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario.

St. Emelie, Que.

Evangeliste L'Epicier is calling tenders on a 250 kw.

capacity turbine and generator.

St. Foie, Que.

The municijial council are considering tlie expenditure of

some $15,000 on an electric lighting system during the pre-

sent season.

Saskatoon, Sask.

The Coleman Light Company, Limited, have been suc-

ceeded by the Western .\gencies Company.

Stamford, Ont.

The Stamford council recently adopted a resolution favor-

ing the plan of the Ontario Hydro-electric Commission to

purchase the plant of the Ontario Distributing Company and

operate same pending the enactment of legislation that, will

give urban municipalities the right to take over public utili-

ties. The matter will be put before the voters in a few weeks.

Stratford, Ont.

The Stratford Hydro-electric Power Commission have de-

cided to install, at a cost of $35,000, three more transformers

with necessary equipment, so that an extra 3,000 h.p. of energy

will be available. The Stratford sub-station also supplies

Sebringville, Mitchell, Seaforth, Clinton and Goderich.

Toronto, Ont.

The contract ha> been awarded by the Board of Control

for an extension to the municipal car barns on Christie St.

Electric Talking Signs, Limited, Toronto, Ont., have

been granted a charter.

The Canadian Niagara Power Company, who export all

their power into the United States, are applying to the

Ontario Government for permission to go on with the work
of extending an ice shield 30 feet further out into the Niagara

River at their plant, to protect their machinery during the

ice jams. Permission was given to build the first section

some time ago. The Ontario Hydro-electric Power Com-
mission will be consulted.

Vancouver, B. C.

The B. C. Copper Company have awarded a contract for

an electrical transmission line some twelve miles in length

from their cement plant at East Princeton to Copper Moun-
tain. The line will follow the course of the Similkameen

River and Wolf Creek.

Weyburn, Sask.

Tenders are received up to Tune 1 for a 500 kw. steam

turbo-generating unit with auxiliary.

Woodford, Ont.

The Blind Line Telephone Company. Limited, have ob-

tained a charter.

Wainwright, Alta.

The town of Wainwright has had under consideration

for some time past, the granting of a franchise to T. A.

Weekes, of Vegreville. Mr. Weekes proposes installing part

of the equipment which was at one time used in Vegreville.

Wainwright is a town of approximately 1,000 population, and

is the first divisional point on the Grand Trunk Pacific. It

has a number of good buildings and electric light will be a

great improvement to the town.

Wyoming, Ont.

A by-law, recently carried, authorized the expenditure

of $6,500 on an electric distributing system to link up with

the Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario.

Yorkton, Sask.

Municipal bonds to the amount of $47,000 have been

sold by the town of Yorkton, Sask., for the purpose of in-

stalling a second 500 h.p. unit in the local power house. The
plant will then have a capacity of 1,150 horsepower.

Tenders
A few dollars spent in advertising

your proposals in the

Contract Record
and Engineering Review

would result in additional competition,

which might save your city or town or

your client many hundreds of dollars.
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Will Not Accept Independent Opinion

After considerable manoeuvring, by reason of local poli-

lics. the Montreal Board of Control have, l>y the casting

vote of the Mayor, declined to appoint independent engineers

to report on the hydro-electric development in connection

with the enlarged aqueduct. The appointment was requested

by several prominent Montreal engineers.

The following motion was moved by Controller N'illen-

tuve, seconded by Mr. Controller Ross:
—"That Mr. J. G.

Sullivan, engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
and Mr. A. St. Laurent, deputy minister and engineer-in-

chief of the Public Works Department of the Dominion of

Canada, be invited to act with the Chief Engineer of the

city to make a comprehensive study and report with the

least possible delay upon the aqueduct project us a whole.

Said report to show the estimated amount required to carry

out the undertaking in its entirety and also separate esti-

mates for the diflferent branches thereof, and to advise to

what extent, if at all. the project may to advantage be

modified or changed.

The votes of Controllers .\iney and Cote were against

the motion. The opposition of the former was based on
the ground that there were suspicions that the lighting com-
panies were behind the objection to the scheme, while Con-
troller Cote declared that the city was threatened with an

electric trust, which would make the city pay more for its

lighting if there were no civic planl.

Prior to the decision. Messrs. G. W. F'uller and J. H.
Gregory, consulting engineers, of New York, were asked as

to the probable capacities of the proposed plant. Mr. Fuller

stated that in the summer season 15,000 h.p. should be de-
veloped: in the winter, this would be lessened. The dyke
which the city will build at a cost of $100,000. would reduce
the frazil ice to a small factor. Taking into consideration the
cost of coal, etc., or the cost of power at present prices, as

compared with the cost of the plant and its adjuncts, he
was of opinion that the project was feasible from an econ-
omical point of view. He advised that the city's chief engi-
neer should be given full power to deal with the scheme and
to call in expert advice when it was needed.

Electrical Equipment of Hazelton Hospital

The new hospital erected last fall at Hazelton, Prince
Rupert district, is well equipped electrically. The plant con-
sists of one 10 kw. Fairbanks-Morse, type "M." three wire,

direct current generator, 115-330 volts compound wound. 300

r.p.m.. direct connected on sub-base, and driven through
flexible coupling by one 15 h.p.. type NB Fairbanks-Morse
horizontal special electric oil engine, equipped with Sumter
built-in magneto. A storage battery of 100 cells, Edison B2.

40 ampere hour, is also installed, which keeps voltage at

normal for lighting purposes when battery is charging, thus
avoiding damage to lamps from over voltage. This appar-
atus is controlled by a potential coil in such a way that when
the voltage rises a contact is made and a small motor starts,

cutting in resistance until voltage falls to normal, when it

stops.

The plant is controlled by a two-panel switchlioard hav-
ing ammeter in both generator leads, and a voltmeter which
may be plugged into generator or battery leads at will. .\11

instruments are Weston make. Model 24. Circuit switches
are provided for lights. X-ray machine. 7}4 h.p. 230 volt

Fairbanks-Morse compound wound motor for sawing wood,
etc.. also for a small '/i h.p. motor geared to a little power
pump for drainage i)urposes. This latter may be operated
either oflf one side of the generator or oflf the storage bat-

tery, and is automatically controlled by a sump switch.

A "no voltage" circuit breaker is provided in the battery
charging circuit, and the battery charging rheostat is of the
compression graphite disc type, having a constant radiating

surface at all loads as distinct from the ordinary step-by-

step resistance, in which the radiating surface decreases as

the load increases. Very fine adjustment is also possible,

and once set the rheostat requires no more attention. A
double-throw switch is provided to enable lights to be oper-
ated either direct from the generator or oflf the storage bat-

tery. The plant has now been in operation for over half a

year and everything is most satisfactory.

Electricity on B. C. Farms

Mr. Geoflfrey T. Porter, chief electrical engineer of the

British Columbia Electric Railway, is enthusiastically pro-
moting the use of electricity by the farmers of the Eraser
\;illey. which is covered by a network of power lines. Not
alone is the farmer's wife being offered relief from many
foruTS of drudgery by the installing of labor-saving electrical

devices—the farmer himself is being shown that electricity

is applicable to many operations connected with the culti-

\ation of the soil and the care of live stock.

It is most gratifying to be able to record that the lead-

inn agriculturists and dairymen of the Valley have justified

Mr. Porter's eflforts in their behalf by manifesting a keen
and growing interest in his work. .\t their request a meet-
ing of the Eraser Valley Develoiimcnt League, held at New
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Westminster on the afternoon of May 2(Uh, was turned into

an electrical session, wliicli was attended by many of the

prominent farmers of the Valley, whose cnriosity had been

whetted by the announcement that Mr. Porter would deliver

an address illustrated with lantern slides. 'Die treat proved

even better than had been anticipated, because at the Edison

theatre durin.er the noon hour a numlier of interesting motion

pictures and lantern views of electrical installations in the

^ulley were shown for the l)enefit of farn.ors who could

iiol remain fiu' tlie afterno(Ui session in the I)oard of trade

rooms.

New Telephone Exchange at Nelson

Tenders have been called by the British Columbia Tele-

phone Company for the construction of a new office build-

iuR at Nelson, on a site almost immediately opposite the

company's present exchange on the west side of Stanley

Street. The plans call for a one-storey building of brick and

stone or Kootenay marble, with concrete foundations, the

frontage being 30 feet and depth 90 feet.

The Stanley Street entrance will open into a spacious

well-lighted office with ample room for tlie staff and pul)-

lic. Behind the general office will be located the operators'

room, with three large windows facing north so that the

light will fall directly on the switchboards. Opening ofif

this room will be a rest room for the operators, suitably

equipped. The private offices of the district superintendent

and district traffic chief will connect with the general office.

The Iniilding will l)e lieated by a hot water system, and

will have both electric light and gas.

It is believed that with the erection of the new home

for the company in Nelson the central energy system, to

which the citizens have been looking forward for some time,

and which is the system used in all large cities, will be in-

stalled.

The city council of Nelson at a recent meeting decided

to instal the new 100-candle power tungsten filament, gas-

filled, electric light bulbs, in place of the old three carbon

lamp clusters long in use. City Electrician Thomas ex-

plained that the present three-light clusters burned 180 watts

of current per hour and gave but 50 c.p., whereas the new

lights would each give 100 c.p. for a consumption of 100

watts per hour. Under the present system it had been

found cheaper to keep the lamps burning day and night

than to employ men to turn off each cluster separately, but

under the new sys.tem groups of 40 lights will be under

control of a switch operated from the sub-station, whereby

a saving of about 3340 watts of electric power per day can

lie effected.

Investment and Industrial Company for stock of the par

value of $100 of the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power

Company. The agreement also provides that the Civic In-

vestment and Industrial Company shall operate the merging

concerns for a period of 98 years, and also guarantee 8 per

cent, annual dividends on the stock of the Montreal Light,

Heat and Power, and 3 per cent, on the stock of the Cedars

Rapids.

It is understood that the name of the new company will

l)e the Montreal Light, Heat and Power Company. The

management of the Civic Investment and Industrial Com-
pany will consist of the following officers: Sir Herbert S.

Holt, president; J. S. Norris, vice-president; C, S. Bagg, sec-

retary-treasurer; G. R. Whatley, assistant secretary-treasurer.

The full board of directors will be as follows: J. E. Aldred,

New York. N.Y.; Sir H. Montague Allan, C.V.O., George

Caverhill, Montreal; Arthur V. Davies, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Sir

Rodolphe Forget, M.P., Sir Herbert Holt, G. R. Hosmer,

Hon. Robert Mackay. J. S. Norris. Hon. Narcisse Perodeau.

Hon. H. B. Rainville, Montreal.

It is pointed out in the circulars issued to the share-

holders that the Montreal Light. Pleat and Power Company
will, by the amalgamation, be assured of ample power to

meet its requirements at a low cost, while the Cedars Rapids

will obtain a reliable market for its power. It is also antici-

pated that considerable economy will result from the unifi-

cation i>f the two companies.

-\t the annual meeting of the shareholders of the Mont-

real Light, Heat and Power Company, also held on June 7,

Sir Herbert Holt, the president, referred to the steady

growth of the company since 1901. net earnings having in-

creased from $900,000 to $4,000,000 in 15 years. The com-

pany (htrin.g that period had reduced the price of its electric

liglit from 12-54c. to 5c. per kw. hour.

Civic Investment and Industrial Co.

The amalgamation of the Montreal Light, Heat and

Power Company and the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing

Power Company is now an accomplished fact, the share-

holders of lioth concerns having passed resolutions to this

effect at special meetings held on June 7. In the words of

the directors of the Cedars Rapids, this means the organiza-

tion of one of the most complete electric generating and dis-

tributing systems in existence. The merger was carried

through by means of the Civic Investment and Industrial

Company, a holding company, which will have a tapital of

$75,000,000, of which $05,300,000 will he issued to provide for

the entire capitalization, while the balance of the authorized

capital will remain in the treasury for future requirements.

The basis of exchange is, stock of the par value of $300

in the Civic Investment and Industrial Company for stock

Company; and stock of the par value of $100 in She Civic

of par valiie of $100 of the Montreal Light, Heat and Power

Toronto Electrical Luncheon

There is no apparent abatement of the enthusiasm over

the Toronto Electrical Luncheon which still happens every

Friday at 13.30 at the Prince George Hotel. At the last two

meetings there have been respectively 78 and 73 electrical

enthusiasts present and two splendid addresses have been

delivered—the first by Mr. Charles E. Davis, chief engi-

neer. G. N. W. Telegraph Company, who spoke on multiplex

automatic telegraphy and printing by telegraph. The ad-

dress last week was by Mr. H. D. Burnett, chief engineer

of the lamp department of the C. G. E. Co., who gave a most

interesting description of tungsten and tungsten lamps.

A distinctly noticeable feature of these luncheons is the

general representation from practically every section of the

electrical business. For example, representation up to as

high as ten members have been noted from one or other

of the more prominent companies, including G. N. W. Tele-

graph Company; C. P. R. Telegraph Company; Ontario

Hydro Commission; Toronto Electric Light Company; To-

ronto Hydro Commission; Bell Telephone Company, etc.

Mr. Dunstan has been a regular attendant from the start.

Tliis week's luncheon will be held at the usual time and place.

Reserve an hour and come and swell the crowd.

Personal

Mr. Alex. Wilson, distributinn cn.gineer of the Montreal

Liglit. Heat and Power Company, has been appointed Lieu-

tenant in the 244th Battalion, now being raised by Lieut.

Col. F. M. McRobie.

Mr. James McNamara, superintendent of the local Hydro
system at Chatham, Ont.. has been appointed to take charge

of the construction of the hydro system which is about to

be installed at Sarnia, Ont.
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Water Powers of Northern B. C.

By T. C. Duncan, Mem. A. I. E. E.

Within the last few years a great deal has been published

on the water powers of British Columbia. With the excep-

tion of the Prince Rupert Hydro-Klectric Company's under-

takings, the subject has been treated only in a .general way.

at least in what is known as Northern British Columbia.

The Government of British Colunil)ia has spent considerable

sums of money collecting data on the water powers of the

southern part of the province and have published a very use-

ful and interesting book on the subject. The investigations,

however, have so far been limited to Southern British Col-

•iinibia. I am not in a position to give information regard-

ing the water powers of the northern district in the complete

form that the government has covered the southern part; but

I propose iTientioning some of the streams which have pros-

pects of development within the near future in connection

with the mining industry of this district.

To begin with, at a point about 120 miles south of Prince

Rupert on Princess Royal Island the Belniont-Tonapah

Mining Company are now building a dam .-ind have the plant

on order for developing 1,000 kv.a. of electric power for use

in the development of their mining property T/i miles dis-

tant. The plant is to consist of two i)00 h.p. low head tur-

bines and two 500 kv.a. generators.

Travelling north along the coast in what is called the

Inside Passage numerous inlets extend far back into the

coast range of mountains, and all of these inlets have streams

flowing into them which are suitable for hydro-electric de-

velopment of a more or less extent. While this country is

not yet opened up it is in the line of the coast mineral belt

and undoubtedly will be developed as more money comes

into the district.

On the Skeena River

When we reach the Skeena Kiver we find two large

water powers, on the Ocstall and Khatada rivers, which have

been held by the Prince Rupert Hydro-Electric Company
and undoubtedly have been well exploited. Unfortunately.

the war put a temporary damper on the development of these

powers, because they were depending on F'rince Rupert's

development for their market. The city of Prince Rupert

is now operating a plant of 112."i kv.a.. situated on a small

stream .5'/2 miles from the city. This, however, is only a

start in the hydro-electric development of the city. They

have a power on Thume River in the North .'Krm of Work
Canal, which is large enough to produce power up to 30,000

h.p., and which can be developed at a very low cost. The

machinery can be landed on the power house site from the

slings of coastal l>oats and the pipe line will only '>e about

1,000 feet long. Within two and .-i half miles from this

power and flowing into the opposite side of the Arm is •

another power of even greater size, but more expensive to

develop. The mineral belt is less than 20 miles from these

powers and although there are plenty of small powers close

to the mineral belt these larger powers may be developed

to supply the surrounding country.

Syndicate Holds Nass River

.\ little to the north of this inlet the Nass River empties

into the Pacific and on this river a Winnipeg syndicate holds

the water rights of one of the biggest water powers in the

country. Two views of this power are shown herewith.

This power is in close proximity to the coal district known
as the Groundhog Country, and through which the proposed

new road to Alaska is destined to pass, and also the road

now under construction from the Peace River through the

Omineca country to the coast. This Nass River power is of

such capacity that when the tiine comes for electrifying

the railroads of this northern country the power is there

and well located for distribution.

Leaving the Nass River country and coming back to the

coast into the Portland Canal district we enter a rich section

of the mineral belt and a possible field of hydro-electric

development on a smaller scale. The Granby Mining and

Smelting Company are now operating a hydro-electric plant.

whii;h, of course, is well known to the outside world. A
new camp has been started at the head of .Alice Arm, an inlet

about 15 miles from Anyox, the Granby headquarters. There

are three properties working in this district now. One of

them is building 18 miles of road from the salt water to their

mine at the present time, and building a road in this country

is no light undertaking. Within a radius of four miles from

the head of this arm there are four small high head water

powers and one fairly large one. The large one has been

taken up by the owners of a group of mineral claims which

take in the power house site. These claiins will not require

all the available power for their own working and they are

negotiating with Southern capital in connection with a trans-

fer of their rights. In conversation with one of the principals

of the Southern company recently I was told that their in-

tention was to develop power enough to supply the town

and other mines in the inlet as well as their own property

which is being opened up.

A Prime Factor in Development

While quite ;i number of powers have been mentioned. I

have picked out only a few which have prospects of being

utilized within the near future. This northern country is

undoubtedly on the eve of a substantial development, and in

that development the water powers will be a prime factor.

.\t present many of the schenies seem visionary, but one

by one they will come to pass and the country will reap

the full benefit of its great heritage.

Nass River. Northern B. C- First Kalis Nass River. Nnrlhcrn B. C. -Second Falls
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Vancouver's New Street Lighting

For several months the power and liglil committee of

Vancouver city council have been conferring with City

Electrician Fletcher relative to the adoption of a better sys-

tem of street lighting, the old contract entered into with the

British Columbia Electric Railway Company being due to

expire on June 4th. Since it was signed some years ago

better and more economical lights have been adopted by

many "up-to-date cities and towns, and it may be said the

citizens of Vancouver have awaited with some impatience

the time when it would become possible for their representa-

tives to make a move in the same direction. Their hopes

are now about to be realized, and there is every reason to

hdiie that as a result of the decision arrived at, \'ancouver

will no longer have to rest under the sti.nnia of being one

of the most badly lighted cities on the American continent.

On May 21st the city council approved a new three-year

cinitract with the B. C. E. R. under the terms of which the

present inefficient carbon arcs used for direct illumination

will be replaced with brilliant arc lamps of the nitrogen

gas-filled type, as recommended by City Electrician Fletcher

and members of the lighting committee after convincing

tests of the superiority of the new style lamps, several of

which had been installed on Hastings street viaduct and else-

where, for some months. Three sizes of these new nitrogen

lamps are specified in the new lighting contract—600, 400

and 250 candle-power respectively. The arrangement pro-

vides for the use of the 600 candle-power type on car line

streets, the 400 candle-power size on other residential streets,

and the 250 candle-power in the ornamental lighting standards

and such other places in civic buildings as are deemed best.

The saving by the new nitrogen system is estimated by the

city electrician to amount to about $(i.()00 per year.

What the New Contract Offers

The new lighting agreement went into force June 4, and

expires, unless renewed in the interim, on February 11. IDlil,

in which year the company's street railway franchise also

expires. It will take considerably over 2,000 arc lamps to

light the city's streets, to say nothing of the number required

for the ornamental standards and the lighting systems of

the three big bridges.

For these new lights, which give a much whiter and

brighter light than the ordinary carbon arc lamp, the city

will pay at the rate of $38 per lamp per year for the 600

candle-power size, $35 per year for the lOO candle-power

size, and $33 per year for the 250 candle-power lamp. In the

case of the ornamental lighting systems already installed

by the city, the B. C. E. R. will deliver electric current at the

rate of two cents per kilowatt hour as measured by the com-

pany's meters. The city is to maintain everything necessary

in connection with these ornamental standards, but the agree-

ment provides that the city may cut down the number of

standards kept lighted between midnight and dawn by one-

half. The usual penalties amounting to 35 cents per lamp

per night are provided for any lamps that are defective or

are out more than two hours during any one night.

Underground installation is also provided for in the new
contract. Upon notification by the city, the B. C. E. R. must,

within two years from the date of such notice, place all its

wires underground in such underground area specified and

suspend lamps from neat iron poles which will meet with

the approval of the board of works. But this clause shall

only be taken advantage of if the city compels all other

wires to be placed underground in the same area.

New Equipment Will be Costly

The change from arc to tungsten will involve a large

expenditure of money on the part of the 1). C. l^lcctric -Rail-

way Company, as much of the equipmenl mnv in use will

have to be scrapped, it havinu; lieen superseded by the more

modern type of apparatus. .\s mentioned, there are ap-

proximately 3,000 arc lamps in the city, and about 300 will

lie replaced by 600 candle-power nitrogen lamps and the

rest with 400 candle-power lamps. The actual work of chang-

ing will cost the company approximately $5,000, and there

will in addition be the cost in throwing away the old equip-

ment. Much of the mechanism and "insides" of the present

arc lamp must be removed to make way for the socket for

the nitrogen lamp and practically all of the material taken

out will be useless. This will represent between $40,000 and

$50,000. The arc lamps were installed ten years ago and

were then the most modern type of illuminating agent, but

there have been such advances in electric lighting since, that

they are now out of date.

In addition to the cost of the change and the value of

the scrapped material, there is the initial cost of the globe it-

self which amounts in the case of the 600 candle-power lamp

to $6.50, and in the case of the 400 candle-power lamp to

$4.15 each. For the 2,000 lamps, therefore, an initial ex-

penditure of more than $9,000 is necessary, but other lamps

must constantly he required for renewals, as the' nitrogen

lamp is fragile.

The same rate for the 600 candle-power lamp will apply

as applied in the case of the arc lamps, that is. $38 a year,

while the rate for the 400 candle-power lamp will be $35 a

year. This rate is believed to be the lo.west on the con-

tinent, for in the tabulation of rates in cities where the cur-

rent is distributed by a private company, there is none lower.

What Other Cities Pay

Some of the rates in well-known Canadian and United

States cities follow: Portland, $51.60; San Francisco, $67,525;

Los Angeles, $"5.60; Oakland, $64.80; Sacramento $66; San

Diego, $60; San Jose, $51; St. Boniface (Man.), .$58.40; As-

siniboia (Man.), $73; Halifax, $62.50; Montreal, $72.70; Que-

liec, $46.51; Birmingham, $54; Boston, $87.53; Minneapolis,

$00; St. Paul, $57.50.

In every case the type of lamp is not the same as that

which will be used in Vancouver, but the consumption of

current for the amount quoted is similar. In some cities a

ditiferent rate is quoted for lamps fed by underground cir-

cuits but the figures are for lamps fed by overhead wires.

City Electrician Fletcher expects to have a large per-

centage of the new street lamps installed within the next

two months, but as the change over will be gradual it is

unlikely that the entire system can be covered before Sep-

tember 1st, when the dark nights of the fall season will make
the greater brilliancy of the new lamps most welcome to

citizens.

Activity in Eastern Canada
Mr. R. S. Kelsch, consulting engmeer, Montreal, is pre-

paring plans, estimates and specifications for the following

work: new power plant for Belding, Paul Corticelli, Limited.

Montreal; new hydraulic power plant for the Ogilvie Flour

Mills Company. Limited, Montreal; new dam and power

plant for the Crabtree Paper Company, Crabtree Mills, P.Q.:

new sub-station and steam plant for the Pembroke Electric

Lighting Company, Pembroke, Ont.; extension to the power

house of the Galetta Electric Power and Milling Company,
Arnprior, Ont.; extension of power plant for the Howard
Smith Paper Company, Beauharnois, P.Q.; and dam and

hydro-electric power plant for the Dominion Textile Com-
pany, Magog, P. (J.

"Don't worry when you stumble

—

remember

a worm is about the only thing that can't fall

down."
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Influence of Ice on Hydro Developments
Some Interesting Phases of Ice Trouble Prevention Discussed Before the Recent

Chicago Convention of the N.E.L.A.

By Mr. R. M. Wilson'

.rll
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rested by iiiction and cemented by frost to its under sur-

face. Thr ice which becomes attached to the under surface

gradually builds down until in places it may reach to the

canal bottom, depending on the velocity of the water at the

entrance, which may vary considerably due to the variation

in the depth. The power canal or fore-bay may become

blocked to such an extent that the |)ipe formed by the sur-

face ice, bed of the canal and the lianks. will pass only a

small quantity of water.

In order to overcome this troul]le the velocity of the

water entering the power canal should be very low. the cross

section at the entrance and for a distance away from same

should be uniform, and the surface of the river bed should

be free from all obstructions. Provision should also be made

to have sluices cut in the main dam at proper loca-

tions to permit of channels being cut from them in the

surface ice at angles of from 45 to 55 degrees. It is not ad-

visable to have these channels too wide; a width of from 24

to 30 feet will be found sufficient to allow the frazil and an-

chor ice floating under the surface ice to rise and be dis-

charged out into the main Ijody of tlie river.

Under certain conditions it will be found very useful to

keep a tug at work in the channels where these are of fair

length, to assist in discharging the floating ice and keeping

the channel open in extremely cold weather.

Dams with submerged openings may be found very use-

ful in the development of low heads using considerable

water. It is also advisable to have the power canal deep

and wide, as it will then take care of a certain amount of

ice floating under the suriact- without interfering with the

operation of the plant. This also assists the formation of

surface ice at the beginnin.g of the winter season by having

a low velocity in the power canal. The power canal may be

protected from entering ice by dams properly located in the

main river channel above the plant, thus throw'ing the major
portion of the ice out into the main channel of the river.

In plants of medium to high head where penstocks are

used, care should be taken to see that the penstocks are pro-

tected from the action of the cold air by having a housing

over the pipe lines at a distance of about 2 to 2}^ feet. This

will prevent the formation of ice in the penstocks.

These have all the principal operating wheel-gate mech-
anism above water and in a warm location, together with

their consequent large openings in the runners and speed

rings. The trash racks also are placed inside the power
house or gate house. A curtain wall reaching down into the

forebay closes ofT all cold air from the racks and the racks

are designed to permit of easy removal in sections by means
of a power-operated crane. .\o trouble in operation can be

experienced which may not be immediately and quickly

handled, since the advent of large single-runner units for

low and medium bead developments capable of driving large

generators.

In plants that arc liable to be aflfected by ice. it is very

essential to keep accurate records 'of the formation of tKe

surface ice and the condition of anchor ice and frazil under-

neath, as it is from knowledge thus obtained that the pro-

per measures may be taken to successfully overcome the dif-

ficulties which arise.

Electric and Water Operations in Stettler

The Power and Waterworks Plants of a Typical Western Town-
Winning the Battle Against Heavy Costs

By Mr. H. Baron'

The town of Stettler is situated at the crossing of the C.

P. Ry.. Laconibe to Coronation branch, and the C. N. Ry.,

Vegreville to Calgary line, in the midst of what is perhaps

the best mixed farming country in .-Mberta.

It is a typical prairie town of some 1,700 inhabitants,

springing up about eight years ago. In September, 1911.

the town started its own waterworks, having built a small

pumping station within a short distance of the crossing of

the C. P. and C. X. Rys.

This pumping station consisted of a deep well dug 4 ft.

in diameter, and bricked in to 68 ft. deep, and then drilled

with a 10 in. hole for 190 ft. further. At 68 ft. so much quick

sand was found that a cement bottom had to 1h> put into the

well, and the Ift inch bore hole taken through it.

This was cased until rock was encountered when the cas-

ing was discontinued. Water is pumped from this well con-

tinuously into a reservoir of 50,000 gals, capacity, placed out-

side the power house, 'A2 ft. in diameter, and dug down 10 ft.

into the earth. It is lined with concrete and has a wood

roof.

From this reservoir the water is pumpetl by a duplex

pump into the town mains and water tower. .\ horizontal

return tubular boiler supplies the steam.

This boiler and pumping plant was supplied by the J

MacDougall Co., of Montreal. The boiler is Ki ft. x 72 in.,

working at 125 lbs. per sq. in., and rated according to Alberta

Boiler rules at 100 h.p. The duplex pump is of Worthington

make, compound, and with cylinders 10 in. x 16 in. and lOi.^

in. X 10 in. This pump is designed to pump water from the

reservoir into the water tower at 50 lbs. pressure for domestic
— ;^

'Superintendent Electric Power and Waterworks.

supply,' or in case of lire, when a higher pressure is required,

the valve leading to the water tower is closed and the pump
then delivers the water to the mains at 110 lbs. pressure.

In ordinary pumping the steam from the h. p. cylinders

goes into the low pressure cylinders, but when required for

higher pressures steam is admitted direct to the 1. p. cylin-

ders through a by pass.

The deep well pump has a cylinder 12 in. in diameter,

water cylinder 8 in. diameter, and 18 in. stroke. This pump
is of Blake & Knowles make and has never been repaired or

adjusted in any way since it was installed. For the last

12 months it has only stopped for a few hours each fort-

night while the feed water heater was cleaned.

The well when first operated gave consideralily more
water than it does now. as the following comparison will

show:

—

Since 1911. water delivered per hour, 1.33;i gallons.

Since 1915. water delivered per hour, 640 gallons.

.\Iso it will be noticed that the water consuminion has in-

creased very considerably:

—

1915.

Sept 296.787 gallons

Oct 321,831 galolns

Nov 398,931 gallons

Dec 381.100 gallons

This will be even greater this year, as up to last fall the

mains were only in the main streets, and except for a few
business places were kept for fire purposes only. About
September. last year, the mains were extended into the resi-

dential parts of the town and the water laid into the houses:

therefore, this year will see a large increase even on last

year's consumption. Realizing this, the town is about to put
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down aiKithcr well, tt-mlers having lu-eii iuvittd tor tlie

work.

The electric light plant was added shortly after the pump-
ing plant was installed and a new boiler of similar size and
type, but of Waterous make, was added.

The generator is a li phase, 2,301) volts, (iO cycle 12.5 kv.a.,

direct driven, made by the Swedish General Electric Co.. ex-

cited by a small 110 volt. 45 amp. machine, belt driven off

the main shaft. The engine is a Robb tandem compound,
horizontal, running at 200 r.p.m., and of 200 h.p.

So far the loads have not been heavy enough to warrant
tlie 1. p. cylinder, and the engine has always run as a simple

h. p. engine. Two generators of 100 h.p. would have been
much more economical and provided against breakdown, and
by having vertical engines could have been put into the

same space. Last winter's heaviest loads just reached over

the 100 h.p. limit, so that next winter it may be necessary

to couple in the 1. p. end.

Except for a breakdown at the very first, this plant has

run uninterruptedly for 4 years. Previous to last Oct. 15th,

the service was only supplied from dusk to daylight, there-

by depriving those people who could use an electric day

service of its advantages. On the above date, however, the

day service was commenced and the motor load in (i months'

time was over one-third of the lighting load.

Besides this, electric stoves and irons are coming more
and more into use, and the various stores where oil lani|is

Interior electric power plant, Slettler, Alta.

had to be used during the day in basements, are now using

electricity to their own and the town's advantage.

The way this day service is run witli only one generator

is to shut down on Sunday from dayli.^ht to dusk for clean-

ing and repairs, and from 12 to 12.:!(l at noon each day for

examination and oiling.

The switchboard is of marble, contains tlie usual instru-

ments and their transformers, and was sui)plied by the

Swedish G. E. Co. A small lighting panel has been added

for the street lights. This controls the Westinghouse trans-

fr>rmer, the secondary of which has' several lappings giving

dilTerent voltages. The street lights arc run in series, 41) in-

candescent lamps of about 200 watts being in serv ce.

There is no condenser cnnm cted with the engine, all the

steam blows into the air except what is used in heating the

feed water. As there is a steam laundry near, arrangements

may be made later on for them to Iniy the exhaust steam.

The feed water heater is of 20() h.p. capacty. made by

Blake & Knowles, and of the open lyi)e. VN'ater then Hows

by gravity to the two boiler feed pumps. Beside the feed

pumps, 2 injectors are installed to take water from the

town's mains if necessary, and water can be taken direct from

the reservoir should tlie town's supidy be cut off.

The town tank is 22 ft. high by 1'.' ft. diameter, and holds

50,000 gals., so that when both tank and reservoir are full,

there is a reserve of 100,000 gallons of water. The tank is

mounted on 4 girders and has a balcony around the bottom.
This balcony is 100 ft. from the ground.

A float working an indicator shows the approximate depth
of water in the tank, and at night a set of lights placed at

various distances, and which are hidden or exposed accord-

ing to the position of the indicator, enable the engineer at

the power house to gauge the amount of water in the tank.

.\ red light is placed so that it goes out when the water
reaches 6 inches below the overflow, and the white light

placed at the 17 ft. ti in. level, indicates the safe capacity for

winter.

The electric overhead equipment and distributing system
consists of primary wires. No. 8 B. & S., carried on ordinary

cross arms and insulators mounted on 35 ft. poles, set 5 ft.

in the ground and spaced 100 ft. to 150 ft. apart.

The lines are carried down the lanes behind the main
streets, and transformers of suitable capacities installed. The
primary wires are carried on the top cross arms and the

secondaries of No. 6 gauge on the lower. The lightning ar-

resters are at the power house, there being none installed

along the lines.

The street lamps are mounted on the poles 20 ft. above

the roadways, and consist of simple gooseneck brackets 4 ft.

long, with a lamp holder that contains a shunting device that

keeps the other lamps alight in case any burn out.

The figures given in the issue of 1st May, 1916, Electrical

News, by Mr. A. J. Cantin. relating to the electric light de-

partment, were those got from the auditor's report at the

end of the financial year. .\s there had been no records kept

of the output of electricity, the only course open was to take

the output for 8 months (the time records had been kept)

and estimate a year's output from that.

h'urther. it was extremely diflicult, if not impossible, to

arrive at an accurate idea of the cost of generating electri-

city, seeing that it is impossible to check off the steam used

by the well and duple.\ pumps, without the use of a steam

How meter—an expense the town would hardly sanction.

I'urther no ammeter or voltmeter is provided on the street

light circuit, so we have no check on the power consumed in

this direction and have to go by the wattage of the lamps.

The town pays the Electric Light Dept. $4.00 per month
per lamp for street lighting and the Waterworks Dept. pays

the Electric Light Dept. $100 per month for pumping. Pre-

vious to December, 1915, the Electric Light Dept. had never

charged for the water it consumed, but since the present

engineer took charge and began checking ofT the water used,

the Waterworks Dept. have begun to charge them with

$65.00 per month. To make a present of what is practically

$780 per year besides paying $1,200 per year for work done,

made the waterworks account look poor in comparison with

the electric light accounts.

No Records Had Been Kept.

.As no records had been kept of the operation of the plant

previous to the present engineer coming last spring, it is im-

possible to gauge how the output is increasing compared

with other years. In fact, until last spring the main electric

meter had nexcr been made to work and therefore any lig-

ures. if such were needed, were all conjecture, and the kw.

Inuirs arrived at by dividing the total yearly revenue l)y IHc,

the price per kw. hr. Obviously, this would be very hap-

hazard, as there arc a great many consumers who arc on the

Hat rate of $1.50 per nioiilb. and others, who. through using

large quantities of current, get theirs at a lower rate.

The Electric Light Dept.. however, is making a profit, as

last year a new 80 ft. x 4 ft. stack was put up to replace the

two original stacks, which had become rusted away, and

smoke boxes were put in to connect the boilers to the stack.

Shaker grates were i)ut in the furnaces, the coal bin was en-

larged to half 120 tons, or twice its original capacity, and
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.itlier minor rciiairs to the total sum of $l,."i()l). undertaken.

Yet the surplus was over $3,000.

Various economies have been made, liut it i"-" difficult to

figure what saving has been effected on the cnal. as it comes

in -carload lots at irregular intervals, and unless the engineers

make a special test, there is no way of checking the amount

burnt per day.

The oil and waste bill, however, was roikiced from $:i.")0

to $160 in 8 months, and is still being reduced. The decrease

in coal consumption was also noticeable, but tliis will always

remain high until a condenser is installed.

The town grant free electricity for verandah lights, limit-

ing users to one 25-watt lamp. The rates for current are as

follows;

—

Power Rates—Up to KKI kw.h. per month. 9c., less .". per

cent.; lOO to 200 kw.h. per month, Kc, less "> per cent.; 200 to

:i00 kw.h. per month, 7c., less 5 per cent.; 400 kw.h. per month,

fie, less 5 per cent.; .500 kw.h. per month, .Jc, less 5 per cent.;

1,000 kw.h. per month. .5c., less 20 per cent.

Lighting Rates—Up to 40 kw.h. per month, IFc. less 10

per cent.; 40 to 2,50 kw.h. per month, 15c.. less 10 per cent.:

350 to 500 kw.h. per month, 14c., less 10 per cent.; 500 to

1,000 kw.h. per month, 13c., less 10 per cent.; 1,000 kw.h. per

month, 12c., less 10 per cent.

The water for boiler purposes seems remarkably good,

leaving them in good shape with very little mud and no

scale, and as yet no signs of pitting. .\ recent analysis has

been made of this water and a copy is aiMiended. as well as

that of an analysis taken soon after the well was liored.

1911 Analysis—(Expressed in parts per million)

Total dissolved solids l.:-j"

Hardness ^^^

.Alkalinity 12-1

Free Ammonia ''''-'^

.Albuminoid Ammonia l-"'<i

Chlorine, as Chlorides 1

1

1915 Analysis—(Expressed in parts per million)

Total Solids 1.1"'"

Loss on Ignition 85

Alkalinity ™l>

Hardness Iil7.:i

Sulphates 1 51-

Chlorine ^

.Xitratcs .Absent

I'Vee Ammonia "*'-

Albuminoid Ammonia 026

The feed-water heater gets made up after a fortnight's

run, with a kind of sandy deposit which has to be scraped off

the plates, etc., and until the idea of blackleading the plates

was tried, this deposit would fasten on to them like cement

and give a lot of trouble.

The coal costs, laid down at the plant, $2.85 per ton of

2,000 lbs., made up as follows: price at mine, $1.50; C.N.R.

freight for 70 miles, $1.00; hauling from track to power

house, 35c. The town has its own team and docs the hauling.

The track that would join the C. P. and C. N. Rys. has

never yet been laid, so there is no spur whereby cars can

be switched and unloaded' direct at the plant.

The buildings are of wood throughout, faced with metal

shingles and so designed that considerable expense will be

incurred should extensions ever be necessary. The roof is

flat and extremely low, so low, in fact, that the men have to

bend almost double when working on the boilers, and up to

last year no ventilation was provided in the roof. The firing

floor is too narrow for easy working at the tires and the im-

pression given is that of boxing the plant in as if land was

so high priced that a $10 bill would only liuy as much as it

covered when standing on edge.

From remarks made in this article, and otliers in Mr.

Cantin's article of 1st May, it w'll be readily surmised that

in jirevious years the plant lias been run in a "blind" sort

of way. Xo records except a few scanty ones at the start.

have ever been kept of the water supplied and none ot elec-

tricity generated, so that it is impossible to tell how the load

is increasing or whether any further economies could be ef-

fected in the running of the plant, or its maintenance. To
remedy this the present engineer designed a log sheet, on

whicli is given a complete record of each day's run and oii

and stores consumer, with other information.

Metagami Pulp Company
The Metagami Pulp Company, Limited, organized i:i

I'ebruary, 1916, for the purpose of manufacturing pulp for

Iiigh grade writing paper, have practically completed the

erection and the equipment of their plant on the Metagami
River near Cochrane. Mr. McDermott. the company's engi-

neer, was formerly engineer in charge of the Montreal Light,

Heat & Power Company—up to 1914. From 1914 until his

appointment as engineer for the Metagami Pulp Company,
he was engaged with the Bathurst Lumber Company.

The plant of the Metagami Lumber Company is located

near the National Transcontinental Railway about 31 miles

west of Cochrane. It is 3'/2 miles from the main line and
the company have built a spur line to connect it with the

main line. The plant will be a bleached sulphite process, and
is designed for a present annual capacity of about 255,000

tons, with provision for future extension. Power for the

operation of the plant is generated at Smooth Rock Falls

on the Metagami River, a short distance above the plant.

.A power house with a 12,000 h.p. development has been built

with provision for a future development of an additional

10,000 h.p., a short distance further up the river. The tim-

ber limits of the company consist of 846 square miles of

government concession land, on the Metagami River and 125

square miles of freehold land. These limits are practically

all spruce. A small town will be built by the company for

the accommodation of employees, who will number about

one thousand men, including the woods employees.

The power develoi)ment scheme at Smooth Rock Falls

consists of the usual dam, penstocks, power house, etc. The
available head at the dam, which is a reinforced concrete

pier dam, with stop locks, is 45 feet. The power house ma-
chinery consists of three L P. Morris vertical turbines, each

with a capacity of 4,500 h.p., equipped with Pelton governors;

three C. G. E. vertical generators, 3125 kv.a., 2,300 volt, 3

phase, 60 cycle, direct connected exciters and one spare

motor-generator set, large enough for the excitation of one

machine. The switch board equipment has not yet been

installed. The diflferent units in the power house are inde-

pendently operated from the forebay to the busbars. Current

is stepped down from 2300 to 550 volts by single phase

transformers in the power house.

All the different units in the pulp mill will be driven by

separate motors operating at 550 volts, with the exception

of the larger pumps, which will be driven by motors operat-

ing at 2,200 volts. In order to determine the proportional

distribution of the cost of power in the various parts of the

mill, the various departments will have separate circuits with

integrating watt meters to measure the power consumed.

The boiler room installation consists of six 500 h.p.

B.S.NV. boilers equipped with chain grate stokers and super-

heaters, operating at 175 lbs. pressure with 150 degrees of

superheat, and one 350 h.p. boiler burning wood refuse around

th; plant.

One feature of particular importance is the electrolytic

l)leaching plant, which, when cheap power is available, forms

by far the best means of obtaining the necessary bleach.

The pulp mill equipment throughout is the most modern
obtainable.
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Second Annual Convention of the Electrical

Contractors and Dealers Association and
Ontario's Biggest Electric Show are

Both Great Success

The second annual convention of the Ontario electrical

contractors and dealers and the Electric Show, held at the

same time in Massey Hall, Toronto, June 6. 7. 8, were a very

decided success. Indeed, considering the strenuous times in

which we are living, the officers who had the matter in

charge have every reason to be gratified at the very con-

siderable attendance and the marked enthusiasm of the dele-

gates. The attendance from the more distant points was

not heavy, but the interest of contractors who were unable

to attend was indicated by numerous letters of explanation

and good-will stating the difficulties in the way of leaving

their business at the present time due to labor shortage:

this shortage affecting, oftentimes, outside and office staff

alike.

Of the convention jjroceedings and the Electric Show
one cannot speak in too glowin,g terms. The paper and

discussions were of an unusually high order and the show

was decidedly the best electrical display under one roof that

Toronto has ever seen. This is all the more satisfactory

when we consider that the electrical business in Canada is

by no means booming, and it indicates that jobbers and

manufacturers are freely accepting their responsibilities to

"keep the home fires burning." It also indicates, without

doubt, the growing feeling that the worst of our trade de-

pression is behind us and that, from now on, there will be

business to be had in increasing volume.

The Newr Officers

Mr. G. D. Earle. president of the association, was un-

tiring throughout in his efforts to sustain the enthusiasm of

the delegates, and in this was ably seconded by the sec-

retary, Mr, M. S. Soules. Unfortunately, Mr. Soules would

not consider this office for the next year as he felt a Toronto

man would be of greater value through being in touch at all

times with the central organization. Since taking over the

office of secretary, following the resignation of Mr. R. D.

Earle. who joined the llGth battalion, Mr. Soules has shown

apt ability and a very real enthusiasm for the work, and his

resignation is a distinct loss to the association. However,

he remains as treasurer and the association is to be con-

gratulated that a man of the ability and experience of Mr.

K. .v. Drury, Toronto, was available and willing to take on

I lie work. Mr. G. D. Earle was fortunately prevailed upon

tu retain the presidency for another ye.ir. and a strong list

of general officers was named, whicli undoubtedly assures

a vigorous prosecution of the work of the association so well

begun. The complete list of officers follows:

G. D. Earle, Earle Electric, Toronto, president: J. H.

Miller. Alexander & Miller, I'eterboro, 1st vice-president;

J. McLindeh, Owen Sound, 2nd vice-iircsident : E. .\. Drury,

4.'; Moutray Street, Toronto, secretary: M. S. Soules, Soules,

Smith Company, Oshawa, treasurer.

Chairmen of standing committees: W. H. Lodge, To-
ronto, Licensing; E. Etherington. Stratford, Development;
Geo. T. Dale, Toronto, Re-sale; W. R. Fellows. Jr.. Blen-
heim, Inspection; A. C. Lyons, Brantford. Organization.

Have Severed Connection With R. M. A.

One of the most important developments of the con-
vention was the decision of the association to sever all con-
nection from the Retail Merchants' Association. This step

was taken after due consideration and careful recognition of

tlie value of the larger organization, but it was felt that any
advantages were oftset by counter advantages to be gained
by independent and an absolute control of their own organiza-
tion.

Change of Name
.\nother decided advance was made in changing the name

to the Electrical Contractors' and Dealers' Association of

Ontario, replacing the former name—the Electrical Dealers'

& Contractors' Association of Ontario. This change was
due, as we understand, to the unanimous feeling that the

contracting element in the association was so decidedly pre-

dominant that any arrangement of nomenclature which gave
any other name prior place created a wrong impression in

the minds of outsiders. In the United States they call it

simply the Electrical Contractors' Association. The recently

formed association in British Columbia is named the Elec-

trical Contractors' and Dealers' .Association of British Col-

umbia. In all probability this practice will be followed gen-
erally by the local associations formed throughout the Do-
minion. At no distant date there will be, let us hope, an
Electrical Contractors' and Dealers' Association of Canada.

A number of the various standing committees appointed
at the last annual convention submitted valuable reports and
chairmen of these committees were again appointed and
.given power to enlist the co-operation of such members
as may be necessary.

List of Exhibitors

The following list of manufacturers and jobbers oc-

cupied booths in the exhiliit, showing their re.gular lines:

Crouse-Hinds Company; Detroit Fuse & Manufacturing
Company; Canadian General Electric Company; Jefferson

Glass Company; Clements Manufacturing Company; National

Electric Heating Company; Interstate Novelty Company:
\'olt Lamp Company; Canadian National Carbon Company;
Flexible Conduit Company: Metropolitan Engineering Com-
pany; Norton Telephone Company: Northern Electric Com-
pany; Hydro-Electric Specialty Company; Canadian West-
inghouse Company; Factory I'rdducts Limited; One-Minute
Washer Company; Canadian Carbon Company; Tuec Vac-
uum Cleaning Company: Benjamin Electric Manufacturing
Company; Kinetic Engineering Company: ICcononiy Fuse
Company: Canadian Chuck & Drill Company; Conduits
Limited; Renfrew Electric Manufacturing Company; Rogers'
Electric Company; 1900 Washer Company: Hughes Electric

Heating Company; W. H. Spencer & Company,
Below we print a number of the papers presented. Spe-
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cial mention must be made of the addresses presented by

Mr. Lyons and Mr. Henderson, of the Brantford Electric

Club. These are reproduced in full. The address of Mr.

Strickland of the Hydro Inspection Department also, as

usual, helped to clear up a number of contentious points.

Mention must also be made of the rcmark.s of Mr. R. T.

Jeffrey, of the Ontario Hydro Commission, who spoke on

"Co-operation." Those who heard Mr. Jeffrey were par-

ticularly gratified with his judicious treatment of a some-

what difficult and contentious matter and especially so with

his assurance that the Commission had no thought outside

of the closest possible working relations between the elec-

trical contractors and themselves. Mr. Jeflfrey made some

valuable suggestions as to the lines along which this co-

operation might be developed. His address, as well as a

number of others, are not available as we go to press, but

we hope to be able to give tlicm to our readers in our ne.xl

issue.

Co-operation -As the Contractor Sees It

Down in Brantford All Classes of the Electric Trade Work
Together — How They Do It.

By Mr. A. C. Lyons

In dealing with co-operation from the standpoint of the

Electrical Contractor, I would divide the electrical business

into six sections: first, the Central Station (Hydro, etc.);

second, the manufacturer of electrical supplies; third, the

jobber, who is supposed to stock those supplies; fourth, the

electrical contractor who buys and is supposed to pay for

these supplies; fifth, the Inspection Department, who passes

upon the quality, and their installation; sixth, and very im-

portant, the customer from whom the preceding five sections-

get their revenue.

The first three sections are almost always highly organ-

ized business corporations, in violent contrast to the con-

tractor whose lack of organization and co-operation with

his fellow-contractors, coupled with his poor bookkeeping

methods and lack of knowledge of costs, has forced him to

be whip-lashed by all five sections, his own included.

In every line of business there is some branch which

has to be the goat. In the electrical business I certainly con-

sider the contractor is the goat, and I think all will agree

with me there.

In a technical and practical way I have been connected

with electrical matters since ISDO, but for the past seventeen

years I have been contracting in Brantford, and in dealing

with my subject I shall base my remarks on things as I

found them in a city of that size (25,000 population). I

have seen many contractors there come and go, probably 40

at least. Those who went were practically forced out by

financial difficulties due entirely to lack of co-operation, or-

ganization, and knowledge of costs, rather than lack of abil-

ity, those who stayed are still more familiar with pilars,

tape and solder than the cushions of a limousine.

Just here I would like to tell you about our Electric

Club in Brantford, of which some of you have heard.

Up to a year ago the contractors and wiremen in Brant-

ford were not only sore on each other, bitterly so at times,

but there were grievances with the Hydro and Western

Counties, and their employees, and misunderstandings with

the Inspection Department. Nearly all were sore on the

business generally but saw no way out. Finally, one con-

tractor, Mr. McLean, after many rebuffs, succeeded in get-

ting the contractors together for another meeting. Those

who attended were bored and considered it a waste of time.

1 know I did. and said so.

The Average Contractor's Books

The average contractor is indififerently financed, and if

he keeps books at all, they are indeed marvels of how not to

do it. He is preyed upoa by all the other interests from the

Central Station to the public, until he can hardly be blamed

if when he gets a chance to soak a customer, he does it, and

if he can put one over the Central Station, jobber, or inspec-

tor, he has no conscientious regrets, but believes it is com-

ing to them on general principles.

Now all this is wrong, and at this meeting 1 stated my

belief, that iln iiiil\ u;i\ the contraciors could get together

and stick was ti form a chil). an<l take in on equal standing

with the contractors, local representatives of the Central

Stations, local electrical manufacturers, and the District

Hydro Inspector. I suggested that nice quarters be secured

and furnished and regular meetings held, where on neutral

ground, all grievances and differences of one member with

the other could be thrashed out in full detail candidly, but

not offensively, and in the presence of all members, the ob-

ject being to have a definite understanding of each other's

rights.

.\t first it was not apparent to the Central Stations and
the Crown Electric Co.. a local manufacturer, just why they

should become mixed up with what was apparently regarded

as a sort of contractors' combine, possildy illegal in its

aims, neither could the Inspector. On behalf of the con-

tractors, it was explained that the Club was intended to be a

sort of clearing house for the adjustment of the grievances

and misunderstandings and the imparting of information

concerning the rights of the other fellow, so that all could

work in harmony and understanding, and devote the energy
consumed in worrying about 3'our competitor to business

proper, viz.—pushing the use of electric'ty. They saw the

point and came in.

Organization

We counted up our members in prospect, estimated oui

annual expenses, levied a sum to cover furnishings for the

Club Room, and arranged an annual membership fee suffi-

cient to pay expenses. We adopted a constitution and by-

laws, and proceeded to get down to "brass tacks." The
"brass tacks" consisted, first, in each member who was a con-

tractor going over his time sheets and records on house
wiring, and turning in an exact list of the quantity of each
item of material and labor on different classes of houses.

The actual net cost per outlet and other interesting informa-

tion was thus secured by striking an average on many simi-

lar houses. Our secretary-treasurer. Mr. Henderson, who is

down for a paper on house wiring costs, will go into this in

detail, and I can assure you we learned a great deal from
these records.

Our next plan was to submit these records to the Cen-
tral Stations, such as the Hydro, Western Counties, etc., and
have their representatives go over our books and invoices to

verify our costs. This may seem peculiar to some of you,

but our plan was to add a fair overhead plus a percenta.ge

profit, which would be reco.gnized by the Central Stations

as a fair price to charge the public and based on sound busi-

ness principles. We e-xpected the Central Stations then to

back up our charges per outlet, and we would co-operate

with their solicitors in boosting business generally. The
suggestion was further made, and approved, that the Cen-

tral Stations" solicitors be furnished with these details, and

thus be in a position to leave with the prospect an exact
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estimate dl' what liis lunisc wiriiij; wuuld cost, and uii tlic

back of this, of which a copy would be kept, would 1)C

printed a list of contractors who would do the work for that

price; thus the public would not tie overcharged and the con-
tractor would '^et a fair deal, and would have no excuse for

putting it over on the Inspector. The jol)ber, knowing the

contractor was working on a sound liasis, would be sure of

his money, and one customer would not be soaked for losses

incurred on another customer's joli.

In .submitting our wiring costs to the Central Stations,

we lay ourselves as contractors oiien to severe criticism.

What the blank business is it of the Central Station what
our costs and charges are? Right here is where I wish to

make and substantiate my claim that the Central -Station is

very vitally concerned. They have made a very heavy in-

vestment in generating equipment and street construction to

sell "juice," and if the contractor overcharges the public,

less connections will be made, and if he undercharges the

public he will put himself out of l>usiness, and become sore

on the Central Station and things electrical in general. If

a new contractor does not take his place less wiring is done,

and in either case the Central Station is forced to stock ap-

pliances and do wiring.

Not in the Wiring Business

Xow 1 do not believe, and all the enquiries I have made
back me up. that the Central Station does not want to do

wiring or carry supplies or appliances providing there are

plenty of contractors capable and willing to assume this

work, and push it at a reasonable rate of profit. This is the

kernel of the nut we have to crack. It is up to us as con-

tractors to demonstrate to the Central Stations that we are

both capable and willing to do wiring and sell appliances on

a reasonable margin, and I claim, and believe, that the Cen-

tral Stations are willing, yea, anxious, to have us do this

work on a basis of cost plus percentage overhead, plus per-

centage profit. We have got together in this way in Brant-

ford, and have the support of the local Hydro and the \Vesl-

ern Counties in our proposed wiring schedule, and in the

sale of appliances. So long as we do not overcliarge the

public they will not butt in, and once or twice eacli year wr
will get together and go into the matter of cost and charge,

so that the public are protected. Now. this is fair and right.

It may be remarked that this is a combine, and that this

class of co-operation eliminates legitimate competition. Not

so. If we base our charges on cost of material and labor,

plus fixed percentages for overhead and profit, as agreed

upon, the man who has the most brains and ability to han-

dle men can do a better job with less material and lalior

than his competitor.

Our idea in Brantford is to get the electricians all over

the country organized into distinct clubs working in har-

mony with the Central Stations and each other, on a definite

and approved schedule of charges fair to the public. Let

llie members of the clubs be licensed after first proving ,heir

ability either by past performances or examination. Let the

lloating wiremaii, who cuts prices and refuses to join the

nearest club be denied a license, for we know thai tlic luau

who will beat an ai'proved schedule will sooner or later put

himself out of business, and in the last stages of his business

career he will be a menace to the public, to the Inspector,

who cannot always see everything, ami to (he dealer from

wliom lie buys his supplies.

Renting Display Spaces

.Nnnilur mailer we lo(dv up in our Club— .lur walls are

luirlapped and panelled in mission style. There are twenty

spaces, (i ft. X .1 ft. We rent these spaces at a small annual

fee to maiuifacturers and jobbers who send us not only

plenty of printed matter, but live samples of their wares,

which we receive, insure, and hatig u]) in their space until

such time as they wish them returned or changed. Dealers

could not afford to send these samples to every contractor.

but here in the Club Kooni the contractor may, lielore and
after the meetings, or at any other time, inspect and discuss

the merits of the goods, the good points of which are not
always evident on circulars. It saves the dealer mailing
charges and gives his .yoods a chance to speak for them-
selves. The revenue derived helps out on our running ex-

penses. We supply the travelling representatives of all firms

who have sample boards up. with a key to the Club l\oom,

so that their representative, when in the city, can enter and
make himself at home.

We also have a grievance committee to deal with the

grievances which may develop between one of our members
and some manufacturer or jobber, wherein the latter will not

make good defective goods or is somewhat arbitrary in his

attitude. P'ull details are laid before the Club by the mem-
ber, which go on our minutes, and the dealer in question re-

ceives a full memo from our Secretary, with a request to

state his side, as it is our desire to deal fairly with all.

Should the dealer not comply, we as individual members cer-

tainly make it a point to remind his representative about the

delinquency any time he calls.

It is our local intention to take in as associate members
electricians connected with local factories, as we believe

much good and business can he done by working harmoni-
ously with them, particularly in inducing them to order

their supplies from the local contractor on a percentage on
cost basis. This relieves the manufacturer and jobber from
the necessity and expense of having his traveler call on

local factories, and puts the business through the proper

channels. In Brantford one factory buyer delights in stat-

ing that he can buy direct cheaper than the contractor can.

This is not right, and we are quietly lining up those dealers

and jobbers who sell direct in hopes that we may be able

to put this business through the local contractor, and yet

not have it cost the factory concerned any more. The fac-

tory would not have to carrj* a stock or liuy in (|uantities,

and the jobber would save his traveller's expenses.

Along the Right Lines

Perhaps my remarks may sound not only I'topian and

optimistic, but bordering on the illegal, and in some respects

impossible of accomplishment. Perhaps this is so, but I wish

it understood from the standpoint of the Brantford Electric

Club, that we are seeking light, and believe we are working

in the right direction. We have only started and have much
to learn, and we realize that there are many things to cor-

rect and amend before we adopt them finally, and at all

times we will welcome from any quarter suggestions and

information, which we will freely pass along. We also ex-

tend a hearty welcome to any manufacturer, jobber, con-

tractor. Central Station man, or Inspector, to attend any of

our meetings, which are held every other Tuesday. We have

nothing to hide; we are out to do wiring and sell appliances,

on a cost plus overhead, plus percentage profit basis, and

we are willing to have those percentages supervised by the

Central Stations on any fair basis. Should, however, the

Central Stations refuse to co-operate with us on a fair pro-

position of this kind and declare their intention of doing

wiring at any price they see fit without according the con-

tractor any consideration, the sooner we know it the better,

and I can assure you most |>ositi\'eIy thai .i remedy is avail-

able to the contractors of llii.s noniinioii which is sufficiently

powerful to ;ar even Ihe mighty 1 lydro- Electric, and the

same remedy will bring the manufacturer and jobber speedi-

ly to his knees, but it will require considerable co-operation

on the part of the contractors. But why talk of all that?

The electrical field is yet enormous, and there is ample room

for all the Central Stations, contractors, jobbers, and manu-

facturers, if they will all bury the past and expend their

fighting energy in hel|iing each other to get the people to

do it electrically.

It can be done, and if in the employ of any Cenlral Sta-

tion, manufacturer, or jobber, there arc men so narrow-
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iiiintled that they cannot co-operate for the general advance-

ment of the electrical industry, these individuals should In-

dispensed with at once. The contractors individually sim-

ply must start anew, forget past soreness and disputes and

make one mighty effort to get all competitive interests to-

gether, and possibly form a club similar to our own. Again

I say, it can be done, and those in the employ of any of tlic

interests wdio decry efiforts along this line should l)e severely

<lisciplincd by those in authoiity over them, and remember
that no man is so high and mighty that he cannot be reached,

and if the oflfender's career is systematically delved int(j

there is no doubt he can be made to see light.

Unity of purpose on the part of those present can ac-

complish it all, and the task is not as great as might be

thought.

One very vital detail must first be settled and very little

give and take is necessary, if representatives of the different

sections mentioned at the opening of my remarks approach

the subject in the proper spirit. The Central Stations abso-

lutely and positively must not do wiring or sell appliances.

The manufacturer must not sell to anyone but the jobber,

the jobber must not sell to anyone but the contractor, the

contractor must be on his job and be prepared to do elec-

tric wiring with accuracy and despatch, and at an approved
rate of charges he must also sell supplies and appliances of

all kinds on a narrow margin, and he must show himself a

live wire in maintaining an up-to-date stock.

These last remarks mean a wliole lot, but they are vital

to the whole idea of co-operation and they spell success or

failure according as representatives of the dififerent interests

can meet and distinctly define the territory each interest

has a ri.ght to, which likewise will indicate with great exact-

ness when one section is trespassing in the territory al-

lotted to another.

I fondly hope that mj' remarks as above, which are

somewhat rambling in their nature, may be the means of

pointing the road to a great prosperity, coupled with a great

friendliness among all the electrical interests.

The Elements of Interior Illumination
A Vast Difference Between Much Light and Good Lighting—Some Simple

Engineering Suggestions to Assist the Practical Man
By Mr. T. M. DeBlois

In dealing with the subject before us of the Interior

Illumination of Buildings, we are speaking of a branch of

science that while greatly varied in its application and de-

pendent upon a great many varying quantities, yet presents

principles which are fundamental, and upon these fundamental

principles of light we depend for our development of the

science of illumination. However, this deals with only one

side of the problem, for as electricians and electrical engi-

neers we may devote our energies to produce the greatest

quantity of li.ght with the least consumption of energy,

which spells efficiency, yet our efiforts will result in utter

failure if we overlook that most important element in all

lighting schemes, namely, the human element.

The final court of appeal of any system of lighting is

the eye. Does the color of the light produce an unpleas-

ing sensation to our eye? Then no matter how efficient, we
will have none of it. Does the location of the sources of

light produce a strain upon that most sensitive member?
Again it does not satisfy. And again, should the nature of

the lighting scheme offend our aesthetic sense (which i.s one

of our credentials to being civilized) w'e will endeavor

to so re-arrange our system so that we can secure the maxi-

mum amount of light with the least energy consumption

and at the same time produce a sensation that will be a

source of comfort and satisfaction. We thus come to the

conclusion that when we speak of efficiency in illumination

it does not necessarily refer to "Energy Efficiency," but as

a matter of fact our work is efficient when, with a minimum
of means, we succeed in accomplishing what we set out

to do. Effectiveness is our goal and our illumination en-

.gineering may soon be classed as a "Fine .\rt."

The Two Extremes

.\nd so at one extreme we have the intensive method of

illumination where as much light as possible is concentrated

on a limited area by a metal reflector, and at the other we
have the beautiful drawing room fi.xture with varied colored

shades which is highly pleasing to our sense of the beautiful

and artistic, and between these two we have the innumerable
applications where the incandescent light is called upon to

li.ght the interior of our various types of buildings. I have
purposely used the words incandescent light, for, with^thc
advent of the so-called high eflSciency gas-filled incandescent

lamps we find that even in factory lighting the arc lamp is

rapidly giving place to its rival the incandescent lamp, and
it does not need a prophet to predict that we are still in

line for further developments; and while we now proclaim

the lamp that gives us light at the energy expense of some-
what more than half a watt per candle power, we w'ill barely

have ceased congratulating our good fortune when we will

be told of a new development that may cut this expenditure

in two. This, however, is by the way.

Let us return to our consideration of the problem of in-

terior illumination from the point of view of effectiveness,

bearing in mind that every lighting problem presents indi-

vidual considerations.

First let us consider the purely elementary and funda-

mental principles with which you are all more or less fam-

iliar, but which will bear repetition at this time.

The Physiological Element

Light is a physiological rather than a physical quantity,

and cannot be measured in terms of any absolute system of

measurement. The standards that we have adopted are,

therefore, purely arbitrary. And so we have the unit stand-

ard of light measurement which we call one candle power

being the light giving power of one candle made according

to certain specifications. However, as the candle power of

all illuminants varies considerably at different angles, as

shown by the familiar photometric curves, neither candle

power nor watts express a very definite meaning, and so

the unit of quantity of light or light flux has been adopted.

wtich is called the lumen. One lumen denotes the quantity

of light which will be given to one square foot arc at a

distance of one foot from a source of one candle power in-

tensity, when the rays of light are at right angles to the

surface illuminated. The surface of a sphere of one foot

radius is equal to about 12'A square feet, and therefore, ac-

cording to our definition, if at the centre of such a sphere

I here exists a spot of light of one candle power, there will

be given off 2'/^ lumens, and if the sources of light be greater

or less it follows that we need but multiply it by 2;.< to

obtain the total lumens emitted. So. to repeat, our unit

for quantity of li.ght or light flux is the lumen, and briefly

is the product of light intensity or foot candles, and the

urea illuminated in square feet, a foot candle being the
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inU'iisity of li.yht prciduccd liy a smircc cil unv caiidlc power
at a distance of one foot.

Having now defined the conunnn units of illumination,

let us again proceed, recalling our goal of "effectiveness."

Suppose we are given an interior space to illuminate, this

space having a certain architectural refinement. What are

the points we must consider? It is of first importance that

a careful study be made of all the architectural details, atten-

tion being given to colors, variou'- heights, and shadows pro-

duced. Colors, in order that our lighting arrangements will

not warp or destroy the color treatment and ornamentation;

for the intensity of our light, as also the color of our illum-

inant will have marked effects on colored pigments. The
heights of the ceilings must also be noted, for the illum-

ination should be emphasized on the proper areas. Too much
light must not be tlirown on the ceiling as in many cases of

indirect lighting; for. as we desire to :ipproacli as near as

possible to day light effects, where the daylight streams

through windows from the sky above the horizon, the natural

result is that the best effect is produced when the brilliant

illumination is near the floor. This result is of importance

for the reason that it is the part of the room we occupy, and

also preserves our sense of proportion.

Fixtures

This brings us to the question of fi.\tures. Here also

the final judge of success is the eye. Fixtures that produce

strain, fati,gue and other injuries nuist l)e a\oi(led. ( )ur

fixtures must not be of too intense intrinsic brilliancy. Tlie

maximum intensity of light must be concentrated at the

proper points, and lesser intensity at other points in order

that the muscles of the eye will have relief after a con-

centrated effort. As in the case of the incandescent lamp

the development of the illumination fixture for the distribu-

tion of the light has lieen equally rapid and the two have

gone hand in hand. .\t first, when we discovered ourselves

in possession of that new source of light, the Edison incan-

descent carbon lamp, we were content to change our old gas

chandelier into an electric fixture by replacing the gas burner

with a 16 or 33 candle power lamp, and also, by the way,

carry our wires in cleats and knobs on our walls and ceilings.

Then, as the demand for the new type of lighting grew so

rapidly, investigators gave more attention and study to the

laws of light and color. As a rule these investigators gave

more attention and study to the laws of light and color.

As a rule these investigators were scientists and engineers

with whom the watchword was then, as now, efficiency. .\nd

consequently, we see a great development in the science of

efficient illuminating fixtures, marked especially by the pris-

matic glass reflectors. Using the principle of the reflection

of light rays in a prism we are able to distribute our light

to get any intensity desired with a high efficiency, speaking

in terms of energy.

But for many obvious reasons this system, even with its

efficiency, was not a great success, and because the judge

of all illumination schemes—the eye—decreed for the sake

of its own comfort that there must be a minimum intrinsic

glare, the pendulum swung in the other direction and we
have our inefficient indirect and semi-indirect systems. But

who shall say that these systems are necessarily inefficient?

If by the use of indirect and semi-indirect lighting we are

able to produce an effectiveness that could not be obtained

by ])rismatic reflectors, even at the expense of a relatively

niiu h greater amount of energy, can we nol. as slated earlier,

rale efficiency in terms of effectiveness or success in ac-

complishing what we set out to do?

Next Stage a Comproirise

However, as in most cases where tiiere is a swinging

of the pendulum from one extreme to another, the next

change will likely conform more or less to a compromise

and endeavor will be made to produce a fixture that will give

us the effect of diffusion that we demand in semi-indirect or

indirect lighting, and produce that effectiveness we require

as regards shadows, colors, and so forth, but at the same time

accomplish this result with a smaller expenditure of energy.

The great disadvantage in indirect and semi-indirect

lighting systems are, first, that they are dependent for their

success upon the color and nature of their surrounding ceil-

ing and walls. Second, they as a rule produce a greater

intensity of light on the ceiling than on the floor, an effect

that is opposite to our daylight effect, and one that is un-
doubtedly an undesirable one. And for a third reason the

height of the ceiling is a problem that enters into indirect

lighting and in many cases makes it one very difficult of

producing the desired effect.

.\nd so we come to a later development in the evolu-

tion of illumination fixtures, the combination in the one
fixture of the principle of diffusion and also efficient reflection,

and as the extensive development of the prismatic glass

reflector marked the advent of the tungsten filament lamp;
in a similar manner the principle of the fixture combining
diffusion and reflection marked the advent of the gas-filled

high efficiency lamp.

This system exists to-day in nuuiy well-known and fam-
iliar types of commercial fixtures, and having the develop-
ment of the artistic indirect lighting system to work upon
lias resulted in utilizing this latest principle to almost any
ilesign and effect that it might be called upon to produce,
and this at an actual saving in energy of 50 per cent, over in-

direct system, in the case of one make of this type of fixture;

for it must be pointed out that in order to get the proper
results there are many important points that have to be ac-

curately worked out. The proper shape of the reflector, the
nature of the reflecting surface, the proper shape of the dif-

fusing bowl, the distance that the bowl should be suspended
from the reflector, the nature of the glass composing the

diffusing bowl and also the method of suspension of the

bowl. All these are items that, while certain of them can
be mathematically or graphically ascertained, yet as is so

generally the case in illuminating problems, experimentation
by tr,ial and error gives the most satisfactory results.

Having now referred to the fixtures that may be used
(o distribute the light, it remains still to consider that most
important consideration, that of the proper intensities.

Proper Intesities

From the utilitarian standpoint we must again consider

(be eye. While various intensities are desired for various

interiors, the following suggestions will apply generally:

—

.Arrangements which produce strain, fatigue and
other injuries must be avoided.

Low intrinsic brilliancy of exposed light sources and
shading of sources possessing high intrinsic brilliancy

are imperative.

The maximum intensity of light must be concentrated

upon places of work and by variations in intensity

between light on the work and on surrounding ob-

jects the muscles of the eye are given opportunity

for exercise.

The color of the ditTused light may also be con-

sidered as it might have a marked effect upon the

comfort of our visual organs.

While these are some of the points (o be considered, they

>\ill serve to show the nature of the problems to be con-

sidered in laying out a well-lighted interior. Fortunately, the

mailer of the proper intensities to be used in various in-

teriors is one that has received a great deal of attention,

.ind we find various suggestions from investigators along

Ihis line. However, it is impossible to lay down any fixed

law even here, for different variables may enter into each

pioblem, such as variation in color, the proper relative
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value of directed and diffused light, shadows cast by

structural or architectural parts, etc. Only after making a

study of the individual case can the proper intensities be

decided upon, and the proper location of the lif;ht sources

determined. These having been fixed, the amount of light

flux to be generated can be calculated fairly .iccurately. The

method most generally adopted, although there are several,

is known as the jxiint by point method. This method em-

[)loys the idea of intensity and its direction.

For instance, take a point directly under one of the

lighting units. The total illumination in foiit candles at

Ibis point will be approximately the candle power taken

from the photometric curve of the lamp and fixture divided

by the square of the distance, plus the contribution from the

surrounding fixtures calculated in the same manner by divid-

ing the candle power at that angle by the square of the dis-

tance. Adding all these together will give us our total

illumination at this point.

This method will give the illuminating intensity using

a certain size lamp, and must be varied accordingly as the

intensity is too great, or, on the other hand, too small. How-

ever, our calculated results will be more or less increased,

due to reflected light from walls and ceilings, which can to

a certain extent be ascertained from information easily ob-

tainable, giving the percentage of light reflected from vari-

ous materials. This method, of course, is not the best for

every condition, but will serve to show the manner and

nature of the points that should be determined.

This, then, will suggest in a general way the manner in

which an illumination scheme should be attacked. When one

considers the innumerable types of interiors that all require

to be illuminated for their special purpose, the extreme com-

plexity of the subject is obvious. Hardly any reference has

lieen m.ide to the systems in use for the lighting of various

types of factories, machine shops and foundries. We have

confined ourselves to the incandescent lamp as our source

.)f light. It must not be inferred from this, however, that

the arc lamp has yet been entirely replaced in its application

to industrial lighting. Our high efficiency gas-filled incan-

descent lamp must still show a greater saving in energy

bi fore it can rival the flaming arc lamp with its efficiency of

less than one-third watts per candle, or the intensified arc

lamp with an efficiency of from 1 to 1!'2 watts per candle.

However, as stated at the outset, the last word has not yet

been said, and it is along the line of incandescent lighting

that we still must look for our greatest achievements.

In closing let us emphasize a few points that are well

worth hearing in mind in considering any problem of illum-

ination.

First. Remember that the brightest lighted space is

not necessarily the best lighted. In our desire to produce a

well-lighted interior the mistake is often made of having an

intensity that is very trying to our eyes.

Second. It is all important that the incandescent fila-

ment does not come within the line of vision; and the more

perfect the diffusion the better—within, of course, obvious

limits.

Third. It is just as impossible to produce a well lighted

interior, and a result that will be pleasing in every respect

without careful investigation to every detail, as it would

lie to construct the building without careful investigation

as to architectural and structural details.

Fourth. Use a duster. The collection of dust and dirt

oil a lighting unit will cut off the light in some cases to a

surprising extent. Cleanliness is next to Godliness, and in

illumination engineering, cleanliness is ne.xt to luminescence.

Report of Standing Committee on Resale
Bona Fide Contractors and Jobbers Should Have Fair Measure of

Protection—Solution Rests With Manufacturer
By Mr. R. Grant^

1 more miglu
I cannot help thinking that a great deaf mor

have been accomplished had this "Problem of Resales" liecn

left in the hands of a committee composed entirely of Toronto

contractors, or of contractors situated within a reasonable

distance of one another who would have no difficulty in

getting together frequently and who would be always in

close touch with the central executive. As it was, the men

who kindly consented to act on my committee, were scat-

tered over the province, and it was found almost impossible

for the whole to be together at any one time, with the result

that correspondence was the only resource, which, I regret

to state, had no tangible result further than an expression

of the different views of my colleagues on the subject of

resale. \ resume of these, together with our own observa-

tions, let us venture to hope might possibly be of assistance

in any future action that the association miglit deem it ad-

visable to take. Personally, we have never yet had any argu-

ment adduced to turn us from the conviction that this proli-

lem can only be solved by, and with, the co-operation of the

manufacturers.

There are already many manufacturers in the electrical

trade, who have estaldislied resale schedules tluit are con-

sistently lived up to, but the trouble is thai at iiresent i)ro-

tection is only afforded to the jobber, but in no manner, so

far, are the interests of the retailer considered. These condi-

tions of resale, established by the manufacturers, ensure to

the jobber a reasonable living profit, but there, unfortunati ly

for us, the matter ends. The jobber is therefore left in the

happy position whereby he either sells to the dealer at a

reasonable and well defined profit, or to the public direct,

without any restrictions whatever, and, strange to say, openly

and without the fear of antagonizing the trade.

In other lines of business investigated, we find that any

protection afforded either the jobbers or the dealers, is pro-

vided by the manufacturers. In the wholesale grocery trade

they are consistently maintaining the selling price of almost

all the popular brands of food products, thereby securing a

legitimate living profit. The tobacco trade in this country

was, until recently, becoming demoralized by price cutting,

in an endeavor, as claimed by the manufacturers, to overcome

a shrinkage in sales due to slackening of demand through a

temporary depression in general trade. .\ few' months ago

the Imperial Tobacco Company got busy, with the result

tliat offending dealers are being cut from the list, thus sav-

ing a situation that would have l)rought inevitable disaster

if allowed to continue.

The jobbers no doubt fill a useful sphere in the distri-

bution of electrical products, the importance of which is fully

acknowledged by the electrical dealers and contractors. Ulti-

mately, however, their function in the business should be

strictly confined to selling to the trade only, but as this ideal

is manifestly remote, and perhaps impossible of accomplish-

ment in our present state of organization, our efforts should

be directed towards an arrangement whereby it would be

made difficult for anyone not legitimately in the business, to

purchase any article at a price that would not allow a fair

living profit to the small dealer.

It has been suggested by a number of the members of
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this organization who are under the impression that the

jobbers have some kind of a liig brotherly interest in our

welfare that they might be induced to make such resale

arrangements as would protect our interests. Not only is

this suggestion wrong in principle, not only are we asking

lor something that we have no right to expect, but the course

would be unworthy of us as an organization as well, for

what we are not in a position to demand, we have absolutely

no right to have.

It must not be forgotten that the jobbers are gentlemen

who are in this business to make money and their policy

will be shaped simply towards that end. The fact that the

dealers are not now adequately protected, simply means that

the existin.g conditions are acceptable to the jobbers and are

tolerated by the others concerned. Any other view of this

matter neglects the monopoly of ability for organization un-

doubtedly possessed by the jobbers which is effectively safe-

guarding their own interests and which perfection of or-

ganization should not only call forth our admiration, but

also point the way to our salvation, as well.

On the other hand, many of the manufacturers are ready-

to meet our demands. Indeed, we have had, unsolicited,

from among others, the Detroit Fuse & Manufacturing Com-
pany, offers to co-operate with a view to safeguarding our

interests, and it is from this source that we feel the solu-

tion must come.

On December 6th I wrote to members of the committee

suggesting that a letter somewhat as follows be sent to all

the principal manufacturers of electrical goods in Canada
and also to manufacturers in the United States of lines

which are being regularly sold here, making a request at the

same time to one of the executive that an appropriation

should be made to cover stationery, multigraphing and post-

age—this, unfortunately, without result. The letter referred

to above, reads as follows:

—

"At a recent convention of the Electrical Dealers' and

Contractors' Association held in Toronto, a committee was

authorized to take up the problem of resales'. Judging from

the replies to Mr. Dale's letter on this subject, to the jobbers,

as reported in the proceedings of the last convention, it may
be assumed that generally speaking there is either no protec-

tion or no adequate protection afforded the dealers and con-

tractors as may be gathered from the following excerpts,

from statements made by representatives of the jobbers at

that convention.

1. "We find it necessary, in order to meet existing com-

petition, to quote practically the same prices for equal quan-

tities to everyone having a satisfactory rating."

2. "VVe have but one set of prices, which vary according;

to quantities, and until the contractors take steps in this

matter themselves, we cannot see how any difference can be

made in the present conditions."

"On the other hand, it is conceded by all the jobbers

fide contractors and dealers should have a reasonable pro-

tection, provided the great difficulty could be overcome of

establishing definite and satisfactory rules governing such

protection. It must be admitted that these conditions are

deplorable, and notwithstanding claims to the contrary, as

brought forward by one of the jobbers, and reported in tlie

proceedings of the convention, we hold with Mr. Dale that

no such conditions exist in any other business. Blame can-

not be attached either to the jobbers or to the manufacturers,

but only to the dealers themselves, wlio through lack of

organization have allowed these conditions to continue.

We have carefully considered the matter and we have come

to the conclusion that our only hope for remedy is in getting

the manufacturers to include conditions in their terms of

resale to the jobbers that would protect the legitimate dealer

anil contractor; th:il is to say. con(btions that w.iuld pre-

clude the jobber from selling anyone outside the trade ex-

cept on an arranged basis.

"It is unnecessary meantime to go into details, but we
are merely sending a copy of this letter to a number of the

manufacturers to find out whether they would be agreeable

to co-operate with us along the lines suggested.

"We quite realize that there are difficulties which have
not been touched upon and which would have to be over-

come, but we do not consider that these are insurmountable,

provided we had the earnest co-operation of the manufac-
turers whose interests we feel are identical with our own.
Naturally the whole power and force of our organization

would be exerted in favor of the manufacturers who come to

our assistance.

"We should be glad to hear from you. therefore, as to

whether you would be willing to include in your terms of

Resale to Jobbers, such conditions as might be mutually de
termined upon to protect the dealers."

This, then, is as far as we have gone in tlie matter, and
we would respectfully suggest that, if it is to be taken up
further, an appropriation should he made by the central

executive of at least $100 to cover any expenses that would
necessarily be incurred.

I must again express my regret at being unable to be
present, but if it is at all possible, yet, 1 may have the plea-

sure of being with you before the convention closes. Mean-
time. I wish you all every success in the good work ahead.

Keep These Figures By You
Electrical contractors will often be saved an hour's loss

of time on a job if they will cut out the following table and
paste it in their notebooks. It gives the carrying capacity,

size and weight of insulated copper wires and cables for

interior conductors, all voltages. Tlie size of standard H & .S

wires is also given in circular mils:
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Some Cost Figures on House Wiring
Averaged from Data Covering a

Recently by Members
^ By Mr. C. D. Henderson

Number of Contracts Completed
of the Brantford Club

I am not jxising as an expert on either cost accounting

or liousc wiring, but am always on tlie lookout for new ideas

that are going to increase my etViciency or the earning

capacity of my business. If 1 fail to make this suliject inter-

esting, please put it clown to my inexperience on platform

work.

I have prepared this paper principally as a result of an

investigation into the cost of house wiring as conducted by

the Brantford Electrical Club, of which I am a member.

Mind. I am not holding Brantford up as a shining light

where conditions in the electrical trade have been all milk

and honey—not much; we have had the same troubles to

contend with there that have demoralized the Ijusiness in

other sections of the country.

Instead of intelligent co-operation with the oliject of

bettering our conditions, the sole aim of each contractor

seemed to be, get the business, profit and overhead expense

were forgotten. There was no intelligent basis of hguring

work and no idea of what it was costing us. We were

simply pounding away, getting a job to-day—losing one to-

morrow and using up all our energy in cut-throat competi-

tion.

The natural result was that we were doing house wiring

at a loss and depending on our store trade and other branches

of the business to carry a white elephant, instead of mak-

ing each part of our business stand on its own feet.

The Brantford Electrical Club

The first question tackled was house wiring, liecausc

that branch of our business seemed to be the most trouble-

some. We decided to establish a uniform price to be charged

for this class of work, based on a price per outlet, plus price

for service, plus price for switches. That meant dividing the

job up into three sections. There were to be no restric-

tions, except a distinction between old and new houses and

cottages.

We realize this is not a new system by any means, but

if it can be worked out on an intelligent basis, it certainly

has many points in its favor. For instance, when giving a

price on a house, instead of measuring each room and going

into details, it is only necessary to count up the outlets, then

add your service and switches. Furthermore, when the pub-

lic realize that there is a standard price, there is not the

tendency to peddle figures all over town, and yet another

point is the fact that lighting companies' solicitors can get

out after business with more confidence, knowing that they

may talk to their customers on a definite basis.

Of course, you might say that this method will not

work out profitably on account of the diflference in construc-

tion of houses. Naturally, there is a variation as our cost

records showed clearly, but considering the many advant-

ages of this system, we decided unanimously to adopt it

and allow for any variation in basing our figures on the

law of averages.

To accomplish this, we investigated a number of con-

tracts done recently by each member of our club. One of

these forms was used for each job to show the actual cost

on the different parts of the work. That is, the wiring, the

service and the switches separately. They were then di-

vided into separate classes of houses, such as old houses,

old cottages, new houses and new cottages, .^fter this had

been done it was then a simple matter to figure up the

average cost on which to base our retail price.

It would take too much of your time to give in detail

the results of our findings, and as my object is only to deal

with the subject in a general way and to show the basic

principle on which we were working. I will simply give you

an outline of the system.

For instance, on old house wiring, the cost per outlet,

based on the average, proved to be $1.40 for wiring only, and

the average cost of a No. 12 service was $8.00.

.\ny of you gentlemen who have been taking work at

$1.")0 per outlet, make a mental note of this $1.40, and don't

run away with the idea that you have been making a profit

of 4c. an outlet—not a bit of it. That $1.46 was only the

cost of labor and material and did nut include a cent for

overhead expense.

By way of illu^trati(Jn, 1 have liad printed this enlarged

copy of the form we used with a sample job figured out.

(See schedule herewith). By referring to the left hand side

of card, you will note that this is an old house containing

twenty outlets and including four flush switches, one snap

switch and a No. 12 conduit service. Now let us see what

this job has cost. First, we have 750 feet of No. 14 wire,

which is carried into column No. 1, as it belongs to the

wiring proper. Next, we have 50 feet of No. 12 wire, used

on the service, this is carried into column No. 2; also con-

dnit, condulet and cover, service box, locknuts and bushings,

fuse plugs and grounding clamps. .\11 are carried into col-

umn No. 2, as they are used in connection with the service.

Loom, knobs, tubes and inspection are put in column No. 1.

Switches are carried into their respective column. Clips,

nails, screws, asbestos, solder and tape are divided up into

columns No. 1 and 2. Next we come to labor; according to

our time sheets, 40 hours was put in on the wiring. 5 hours

on the service, and 2 hours on the switches. These amounts

are carried into their respective columns. All that is neces-

sary now is to total up each part of the work. We find that

the wiring cost us $28, the service $7.80 and the switches $2.80.

How About Profit?

This gives us the cost of our labor and material, but

we are not through. Let us see what our profit was. For

example, I am using a retail price of $2 per outlet for the

wiring, $11 for service and $4.o5 for switches, or a total of

$55.35. By subtracting our first cost from these amounts

we get the following result:—gross profit on wiring of $12,

$3.20 on service and $1.55 on switches, or a total of $16.75.

Bear in mind, gentlemen, I said gross profit. This does not

mean that we have made $16.73 actual profit, for there is

another part of the cost of the job which we have not yet

considered, that is overhead expense. In this case, I am
using a very conservative rate of 25 per cent, on sales which

figures out $13.83, so you will see that our $16.75 of imag-

inary profit has actually shrunk down 'o $2.92, or a little

better than 5 per cent, on the contract price.

If any of you gentlemen have fostered the idea that

$2 per outlet was too much to ask for wiring old houses, or

if your conscience has ever bothered you when taking work

at this basis, just get down to brass tacks and figure it out

for yourself.

.Allowing that my figures are right, here is a little prob-

lem. Suppose I do one hundred just such jobs, as I have

illustrated here, within a year, and that I am fortunate

enough to keep the cost down to this basis. I make the
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magnificent jirofit of $3!)2, and yi't I havu dune about two
of these jobs a week and tied up two or three men. $292;

just think of it; not enough to buy a Ford with, yet I will

venture to say that there are very few men in this room
who are getting these prices for their work and keeping the

cost down to this point.

Of course, we sometimes hear a man say that he has not

any overhead expense. Think of it—he intimates that he

pays no rent, no insurance, no workmen's compensation, has

no stationery or postage expense, gets his goods delivered to

his jobs free, lighting companies give him his juice gratis.

He never loses any tools or materials, never has any bad
debts, never spends any time figuring work or collecting, is

never api>roached for donations, never advertises, has no
lelejihone and all tlie way through he is a wonder.

A Standing Offer

If there is such a man in the business who can prove that

he is getting work and making a living witliout any of these

expenditures. I will give him $100 for his formula. Of course,

none of ns pay much attention to wild statements such as

these, but let us be fair to ourselves. Aren't there a lot of

us who, although admitting that we have all of these items

that I have mentioned and a good deal more to account for.

persist in playing ostrich and repeatedly take work in which

we know there is not enough allowed to cover our overhead

expense. We arc not fooling the public, we are not fooling

the wholesale house, our banker or anyone except ourselves.

The point I want to convey is that overhead expense is

just as much a part of the cost of your job as wire, loom,

switches or inspection, and the sooner we realize it the

sooner we will begin to get a fair return on our business

investment.

As a proof of this, here is a concrete example: Sup-

posing I make a bargain with a wholesale house to buy

all my material from them and that in return they are to

pay all my overhead expenses and charge it back to me by

including a certain percentage of it in the invoice price of

my purchases. You get my idea? I would be paying the

invoice price of material plus a certain percentage for my
overhead. Now. gentlemen, would there be any danger of

me making a charge for material or taking a contract with-

out making allowance for this overhead expense? Certainly

not. I would be forced to because the cost of my goods

would include overhead.

This, of course, would not be a strictly businesslike ar-

rangement, but it serves to illustrate the necessity of adding

overhead expense. The only difference between that arrange-

ment and the way we are now operating is that instead of

paying for these items along with our purchases, we make
out a separate check as it were, to the land lord, the teleplnme

company, the government, the insurance man. and so on.

That Overhead Expense

If there are any contractors here who have neglected to

keep accurate track of their overhead expense, I would

strongly recommend that they start in now and list every ex-

pense that is not charged directly to a customer, at the

same time keeping track of the amount of business they do

When these two amounts are known, they will reveal won-

ders to you and for future figuring you will have something

definite to guide you.

You might ask what percentage you will add in the

meantime for overhead. This is a big question to answer.

and I hope we will hear some interesting discussion on the

subject before this convention closes. For my part. I might

say in the past six or seven years I have followed wi,th a

great deal of interest many different investigations on the

cost of doing business, both in the L'nited States and Can-

ada, not ritily in the electrical busiiUNs. but in other lines.

and I cannot recall a single instance where any firm proved
that their cost of doing business was less than 18 per cent,

on their sales, and I believe that 80 per cent, of these busi-

nesses investigated report their overhead as ranging from
25 per cent, to 3.5 per ci nt.

Realize what that means; twenty-five to thirty-five cents
out of every dollar taken in goes towards paying overhead
expenses.

You might think that I am taking up too much time on
this overhead matter, but in my opinion it is the most im-
portant part of costs, for material and labor are seldom
omitted, but overhead, like the poor, is always with us, and
is not given proper consideration.

Gentlemen, before closing, let me urge that we all

leave this convention with a firm purpose:

—

First—To co-operate with the jobljer. manufacturer, the

central stations and our competitor to the general better-

ment of the electrical trade.

Second—To keep an accurate set of books, for this is

the business man's compass.

Third—To know our costs and overhead and ap|dy them
intelligently.

Fourth—Have the backbone to demand a decent ]irolit.

Fifth— lulucate the public to do it electrically.

Enforcing Electrical Code in New York
The license of Joseph Boritz, an electrical contractor, of

121 Columbia Street, Manhattan, was suspended for thirty

days from April 1.5 by Commissioner Williams, of the De-
partment of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity, for repeated

failure to solder and tape splices and for other serious

electrical defects appearing on work recently performed by
him.

This is the first suspension under the Electrical Code
enacted in July, lillS, by the Board of Aldermen. The code
not only contains detailed provisions in reference to the in-

stallation of wires and appliances for electric light, heat and
power calculated to reduce the number of accidents to pro-

perty and persons through fire and to persons through elec-

tric burns or shocks, but it also wisely provides the com-
missioner with a means of control through requiring elec-

trical contractors to obtain licenses from the department
and giving the commissioner power to suspend or revoke

such license for cause. The revoking of this contractor's

license will, the commissioner hopes, serve as a warning to

others who are guilty of similar offences. In this work the

commissioner has the cordial support of all reputable con-

tractors.

Annual Banquet and Smoker
The Century Engineering Club, an organization of the

employes of the Century Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo., held

its second annual banquet and smoker Tuesday evening. May
2nd, at the Mercantile Club. Over 18.5 plates were reserved

for the members and the oflicers of the company. Mr. D. S.

Kramer, special rei)resentative of the Century Electric Co..

the princii)al speaker of the evening, gave an illustrated talk

on his ex))eriences in the various foreign ciumtries which he

recently \isited.

In order to provide better telephone connections with

the lower Eraser \alley, \ictoria. .Seattle, and other points,

the British Columbia Telephone Company recently laid a new
cable across the Fraser River at New Westminster, to aug-

ment the service provided by the existing cable and to serve

as an alternative in case of a breakdown. The new cable

is 2,200 feet long and contains 4S wires.
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Licensing of Electrical Contractors
Report of Standing Committee—Real Progress has been Made-An Appeal for

Support of Contractors as a Body
— By Mr. W. H. Lodge

Immediately after receiving my appointment at our first

convention held last September, I commenced gathering to-

gether all the various acts, by-laws, etc., relating to the

licensing of electrical contractors. I then asked our presi-

dent, Mr. J. W. Commeford, our secretary. Mr. R. D. Earle.

and Mr. Geo. T. Dale, of the Toronto Branch, to act on this

committee with me. After several very arduous meetings

we drafted our proposed licensing act. We then submitted

this proposed act to the Toronto Branch and received the

endorsation of that body. Your committee then had a private

interview with Mr. W. K. McKnaught, of the Ontario Power

Commission, who after a lengthy discussion, gave the pro-

posed act his tentative approval.

Feeling reasonably satisfied with the real start we had

made, and the good reception we had met with, we decided to

ask for the support of the Electrical Section of the Board of

Trade. They extended to us the right hand of fellowship

and gave us all the assistance they possibly could. We then

secured an interview with Mr. F. A. Gaby, chief engineer of

the Ontario Power Commission. Our committee, with re-

presentatives of the Electrical Section of the Board of Trade

and of the Electrical Contractors' Association of Toronto,

presented and thoroughly discussed the license question with

Mr. Gaby. We feel that it is necessary to act with the Hydro

Commission, because legislation of this nature will undoubt-

edly be referred to them. We succeeded in impressing Mr.

Gaby with the necessity of some form of control over elec-

trical matters which will not only protect the public from the

dangers of unsafe work of irresponsible contractors, but also

protect the legitimate contractor against such unfair com-

petition. Mr. Gaby stated that the Commission had legisla-

tion in course of formation and after comparinsi- the results

they e.\pccted to achieve with lllll^e uur bill was designed to

cover, it was decided that it would be better to try out the

Commission's proposal since it was so far advanced and was

expected to accomplish the same object.

Your committee was successful in impressing upon

the Commission the advisability of co-operation with us in

matters relating to our business. "If we had had more backing

in numbers, that is, if the electrical dealers and contractors

had come forward as they should have and banded together

I believe our proposal would have been adopted. As it is,

we have agreed to try the Commission's scheme for one year.

We hope it works. Any legislation which will raise the

standard of electrical work will always be acceptable, but

your committee are of the opinion that a license is the only

satisfactory legislation we can get.

After our last Convention some 500 reports of the pro-

ceedings of the convention were printed and distributed.

In the report was printed a report by Mr. F. C. Whatmough,
of Stratford, of what the license had done for the contractors

of Stratford, and what it has done there it can do for the

whole province. We have until next February, when the

Legislature meets, to make ourselves so important, in num-
bers and influence, that we will be able to get our proposed

act before and through the House.

It costs a great deal of money to investigate the question

and to push it before the Commission and the House. This

can only be accoinplished by the electrical dealers and con-

tractors coming forward in a body as members. The fees

you pay are spent in your interests. I can only say in con-

clusion that it is up to every one of you to put your shoulder

to the wheel and push.

Resales—From the Jobbers' View Point
Manufacturers Slow to Appreciate Advantages of Fixed Prices

—Market at Present Disorganized

By Mr. C. A. McLean

The natural law that water seeks its lowest level has a

parallel case m the business world; but for water is sub-

stituted prices. And the lowest level in prices is always

below the cost of doing business. Hence it becomes neces-

sary to bolster up this unstable medium by various expedi-

ents, or as we phrase it, to "keep up the price." The most

efTective of these is to establish a fixed resale price to the

consumer.

Undoubtedly, were the

curately estimating their c.

resale would pretty much esta))lish itself. It is here, gentle-

men, that your association may do a great work. If you can

educate the electrical trade of this province so that they may

figure, simply yet accurately their cost of doing business, you

will have rendered the manufacturer, the wholesaler and

yourselves the greatest possible benefit.

Meanwhile the enterprising individual who believes that

the same general principles which go to make a successful

day at the Woodbine or the bucket shop, will also run an

electrical l)usiness. is still lure. If lu-

trade generally capable of ac-

sts of doing business, the fixed

ki the article

articles to be sold have a fixed consumer's price he will ask

that price, or at the most a fraction below it. If he doesn't

know the fair resale price he may ask double the same or

he may add but ten per cent, to his own cost—and either

way it is bad for the general reputation of the trade. Again,

the fact that a certain article has a fi-xed resale, which is,

say, fifty per cent above the trade cost, means a constant

incentive to the irresponsible dealer to mark up other articles

to the same percentage. .

Again, the fixed resale is a protection to the consumer.

It gives him a feeling of confidence and security to find two

houses quoting the same fi,gure for the same article. To get

the confidence o.' the community, gentlemen, is a bigger

thing than a good line of credit because when you have the

fiirnier tlie latter is bound to follow if you cultivate it at all.

The manufacturers of electrical appliances have been

very slow to see the advantages of the fixed resale price. In

general they forget the great essential fact that their busi-

ness reputation depend? on a square deal to the consumer.

and no tyiu- ol" device wliieli pericidically appears (in the
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bargain counter gives a square deal tn the purchaser of the

same at tlie regular price.

The wholesalers and the trade can co-operate to ad-
vantage in bringing this to the attention of the electric ap-
pliance manufacturer. He is largely dependent on our united
efforts for the distrilnition of his goods and will usually
he glad to comply with our suggestions in this respect.

Moreover, we have in your association and the wholesalers'
committee of the Electrical Scctinn of the Toronto Board of
Trade, the necessary machinery tcj handle all matters of this

nature.

Departing from the discu.ssidu of tlie fixed resale on
appliances, heaters, motors, batteries, lamps, etc., and com-
ing to the question of resales on construction materials, we
have a different problem. The cost to the trade varies with
the quantity purchased and with general market conditions.
From the experiences of the last six months you realize tlie

impossibility of maintaining resale prices that would shift

with the market and yet cover the entire line. A fixed per-
centage addition to the corresponding trade cost would per-
haps be the easiest solution and would provide a resale
sufficiently close for all practical purposes.

At the least it would be an improvement on the present
situation and the easiest method of calculating resales until

the markets have come back to normal.

The wholesalers indicated some time ago their willing-
ness to co-operate with the trade in this matter. Since the
markets became so disorganized this has never been discussed
to a definite conclusion. Might I suggest that if you desire
to adopt resale prices to the consumer on construction ma-
terial that you decide on the method to be followed and
then request the co-operation of the jobber in maintaining it.

I am sure, from the discussions on this subject, that every
legitimate jobber will support you as far as he can.

Resale—A Manufacturer's View Point
The Honest Manufacturer Has Many Enemies— The Dealer Who Cuts

Prices—The "Just-as-good" Competitor
By Mr. E. G. Weed

\\ hat is Resale? Resale is the art of getting more money
for a piece of merchandise than you pay for it—enough more
to pay a good rate of interest on the money tied up in it and

to pay for storage, the time consumed in selling and a cer-

tain amount charged against it to cover running expense, or

fixed expense called "overhead." Usually, there are at least

three parties vitally interested in every resale—the manufac-

turer, the jobber or wholesaler and the dealer or retailer.

The manufacturer is interested because of that evasive,

intangible something called ''good will" which is involved

in every transaction of which his product is a part. There

are two classes of manufacturers. One is making a pro-

duct which bears his name, or a trade name, which he is

proud to place on every piece of merchandise turned out of

his factory. He is continually spending money in experi-

menting and in various ways to make his product better,

always with the thought and hope of ultimately producing

the best of its kind. When he has produced an article which

will stand the "acid test," the critical requirements of a par-

ticular purchasing public, he proudly advertises his goods.

He tries to tell the jobber, the dealer and the consumer, in

an honest, straightforward, conscientious manner that he

has a product that possesses merit. He puts a price on that

product which represents his cost plus a reasonable profit for

the men who handle it on its way to the ultimate consumer

and will give that ultimate consumer his money's worth and

a satisfactory service which will cause him to continue to

purchase and to recommend that article to his friends. He
acquires "good will" by giving good value, and "good will"

can be acquired in no other way.

The Unstability of Good Will

Now when he has, through years of hard work, by m.ik-

ing a good product, by advertising and by fair dealing, at-

tracted to his goods and to his business this popular iiilcresi

and approval, this "good will" which is not easily buill and

is very easily destroyed, he is confronted with one of the

most important problems in marketing. For the manufac-

turer, this problem is that of price maintenance.

If all manufacturers were like the one I have described,

ibis ijroblem might not assume such serious proportions.

But there is another manufacturer, who perceives possibili-

ties in a fruitful field. The business is established. The
market is made. No years of slow expensive experimental

work. The model is ready lor him—the machinery for mak-
ing it has been perfected. He launches the "just as good"
brand and by cutting the quality a little here and a little

I here, together with his ready-made market, is able to offer
his article, which being made in duplicate of the standard
article, looks "just as good," at a price enough lower than
the standard brand to make it look attractive to some jobbers
and to some dealers. But we cannot obtain something for
nothing, and if the goods are sold cheaper by the manufac-
turer, they must be re-sold cheaper by the wholesaler and
the retailer. Their profit is proportionately not as good
and the great increase in sales looked forward to because
of the reduced price, fails to materialize because the goods
lack merit and you cannot continue to sell poor goods to
the poor public indefinitely at any price. So this condition,
while it disturbs the market for the time, eventually rights
itself automatically.

The manufacturer may for a time find a market for his

Koods through glowing advertisements, but even advertising
will not keep an inferior article on the market.

Happily we have another |)rotcction from the inferior

"just as good" article in the fact that our reputable journals
who depend upon advertising for their financial success will

not long continue to accept advertising from a firm who
promise that which Ihey cannot fulfil. He must put thai

minus quality in his goods, which necessarily brings the
;Hice to its proper level or he must ([uit through sheer lack
of market.

.Another problem which llie iiianufaclurer of a standard
article has to contend with, ,ind one which has been in

evidence since the first day of merchandising, is the dealer
who tries to attract trade by nffering well-known articles at

|iriies under the market. When an article is widely adver-
liscil. universally known and in coiisl:inl deiuand. snnu- re-

tailers think it good policy lo offer it at an unusually low.

price in order to attract customers to their store. Advertised
goods are frequently the subject of cut prices offered by deal-
ers who wish to accomplish this purpose.

Usually the object of cut prices on w^ell-known goods is

li. attract the trade to his store and sell them other goods
at a price that will make up his loss on the advertised article.

'I'his IS where the consumer's interest in price maintenance
appears. He is not helped by this practice and he is begin-
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iiing to realize that price maintenance is actually his protec-

lion. He has learned that standard advertised quality brands

seldom return more than a fair profit to the dealer and he

is willing to pay that profit. He has found that the price-

cutter cuts solely as a method of advertising. What he

loses on the cut he must make up on smnc other article.

Lines of merchandise on which the price is maintained have

helped to standardize merchandising and have helped llie

consumer to buy easily and safely and have gone a Innj;

way toward educating him in the value of good merchandise.

Can price cutting be stopped? It may be that in the not

far distant future, the courts will uphold the rights of makers
of patented goods to fix the prices at which such goods shall

be sold. This would not mean higher prices necessarily.

Prices must be kept within a reasonable limit to encourage

sales. It might easily mean hiwer prices, as it would elim-

inate a certain amount of expense that a manufacturer who
tries to restrict prices on his jjroduct is continually put to

and which must be charged to his cost.

The real remedy for this evil would seem to be the recog-

nition by the dealer of the fact that his best interests lie in

I In- purchase of goods of a rc])Utab!e manufacturer who has

established a price to the wholesaler, the retailer and the

public, to maintain that price, thus assuring himself a fair

profit, a satisfied customer and the knowledge that every

sale will make a resale.

What Is New In Electrical Equipment
Electric Power Unit for Use in the Kitchen

Since the use of electrical devices is meeting with rapidly

increasing popularity in the home, as well as in offices and

shops, there has arisen a demand for an electric power drive

which can be used with labor-saving kitchen appliances oi

various kinds. In the accompanying illustration is shown

a device of this kind, known as the Reco electric kitchen

power unit, which is so arranged that it can operate any of

the well-known hand-driven kitchen utensils, such as bread

mixer, meat grinder, coflfee or spice mill, ice-cream freezer,

raisin seeder, cherry pitter, potato slicer. cake mixer, egg

whip and other devices. It has in addition a buffing and

grinding-wheel attachment. This unit is so constructed that

it will drive any of the above mentioned appliances without

reconstruction whatsoever. The driving arm may be raised

or lowered to suit any height of appliance. There is a hori-

zontal as well as a vertical drive. The drive shafts are equip-

ped with a chuck and crank. The chuck is used where the

handle of the appliance can be easily taken oflf, while the

crank is used where the handle of the appliance cannot be

removed. The shelf is for supporting appliances which

have table clamps. There are holding hooks provided to

hold appliances in position while being driven. The motor

is one-sixth horsepower and is furnished in both direct cur-

rent and alternating current in all voltages and cycles. This

unit is manufactured by the Reynolds Electric Company.

Luminous Switch Plates and Chain Knobs
Finding an electric light switch in the dark often re-

sembles the much talked of search for the needle in the hay-

mow. With the new Pioneer "Eradium" luminous switch

l)latc iir ])ull-chain bulb the trouble is eliminated. This coni-

position will emit first a blue light which gradually changes

into an intense white light at night, if the switch plate or

l)ulh is where light is available in the day time. The switch

plate can be attached anywhere that a wall plate is used.

and the bulb is made so that it will fit over the knob on the

end of a ])ull cliain. Everyone has probably from time to

lime had some irritation and jieriiaps barked a shin or sus-

tained other minor injury in an attempt to find a light switch

or pull chain in a dark room, so such an invention as the

"Eradium" switch plate and pull cham socket will prove of

great assistance and remove a great deal of that uncertain

fumbling for a light. The "Eradium" specialties are made
by the Pioneer Corporation, whose line of conveniences, made
from the "Eradium" composition, embraces clock figures.

house numbers, etc.

Motors Requiring Low Starting Current

A new line of fractional horse power motors specially

designed to meet the objection of excessive starting current

which is frequently raised has been put on the market by the

Canadian General Electric Company. Pumps, air compres-

sors, slioe machinery, coffee grinders and jig saws are frac-

Type SA Tyye RS.\

tional horse power motor applications that put the driving

motors to a severe test. Svich applications require motors

witli high starting torque to start and l)ring the machines

up to normal running speed. It is generally required that

the motor shall give this high starting torque without taking

excessive current from the line which would affect the in-
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caiuk-sccnt liKhtiiiK -crvicf. Tin- tyjx; RSA fractional horse

power motors built in sizes from 1/12 to -l^ li.p. are particu-

larly adapted to the driving of the machines listed, for they

develop high starting torque with lovif starting current, this

feature being obtained by having the motor start as a repul-

sion motor. Bearings are vital part of all machines that

operate under severe service conditions. The Type RSA
motors are supplied with ball bearings. These ball bearings

eliminate practically all bearing friction and bearing wear,

and therefore maintain accurate alignment of the motor in

the air gap. No au.xiiiary device such as starting box or

starting resistance is required with this type RSA motor.

This is the ideal fractional horsepower motor to use on any

machine where the starting load is heavy and the incandes-

cent lighting service must be kept normal.

The type S..\. alternating current motor is built in sizes

from 1/30 to '4 h.p.

Electric Lemon Squeezer

Tlionias Mills & Brothers. Company, have recently de-

vilci])ed the electrically operated fruit juice extractor illus-

trated. This outfit is suitable for restaurants, soda fountains

and other places where it is necessary to extract the juice

from large numbers of lemons and oranges. It consists of

a motor-driven hemisphere provided with ribs similar to the

ordinary hand-operated glass extractor. The lemon or orange

under the binding screws m tlic regular way. No other

wiring from switch mechanism to screw shell at the top is

required. This shell is mounted on substantial supports
which also act as conductors. The whole device is in one
piece, and therefore the need of stocking and handling the

various parts usually required is eliminated, and the amount
of work necessary in constructing the fixtures is reduced.

The screw shell at the top is of standard type and regular
Edison screw-base may therefore be used. Two styles of

candle-length sockets are made, one being suited for ceiling

or wall fixtures, and the other being adapted for use with
portable fixtures. The latter style has an extra outlet in the

side of the cap. In the position of the portable lamp shown
in Fig. 2, the extra outlet and the method of bringing the

cord out of the outlet are shown. The push-button opera-
tion is claimed to have several points of advantage; the but-

tons are inconspicuous; they operate by a slight pressure
of the tinger tip. and with portable fixtures there is no ten-

dency to pull the lamp over. When desired these sockets

is halved and held against this semi-spherical part. The juice

is caught in a deflector at the back and runs down through

a spout at the bottom. A clamp is provided for attaching

the outfit to a table or counter and a ring is attached below

the spout to support the glass. The outfit is equipped with

a 1/10 horse-power universal a.c.-d.c, 3,000 r.p.m. motor

made by the Robliins & Myers Company.

CH candle ItngUi push socket,
with extra inlet lor conduc-
tors ; installed on ordinary
glass candlestick.

are furnished without operating mechanism. The sockets

have ratings of 660 watts at 250 volts. They are hanilled in

Canada by the Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company.

Candle Type Lamp Sockets

.\s a result of greatly increasing use of candle-type tix-

tures tlie development of new candle-length sockets, shown

herewith, by the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company,

is of interest. In these sockets the standard screw shell fur

receiving the lamp is placed at the top of a 4-in. candle,

while, as shown in the phantom view, the usual push-button

mechanism and binding screws are at the bottom, this por-

tion being identical with that used in the standard-type

sockets made by the same manufacturer. In place of the

brass shell a tube of IJbre is employed which liis securely

into the cap. This type of candle socket is neat in appear-

ance, and is very easy to wire, the conductors being secured

Cadillac Vacuum Cleaner

We illustrate herewith the latest type of

Cadillac Vacuum Cleaner willi pistol grip and

control in the handle. Its most noted feature

is the friction driven brush for picking u|)

lint and threads. It has a six-blade steel fan.

claimed to be the largest of any portable va-

cuum cleaner. This machine won the Gold

Medal at the I'anama-l'acilic and Panama-

California Expositions in I'.M.'i against eigli

teen competitors. It is the same type that

was given as tirst prize at the ladies' drawing

contest held at the recent Electrical Contrac-

tors' and Dealers' Convention and Electrical

Show. It is manufactured and sold by the

Clements Manufacturing Company.
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Current News and Notes

Addison, Ont.

Tlic Addisiiii Kiiral Independent Telcplione Company,
Ltd., have securcil a charter.

Agincourt, Ont.

Township officials have had a conference with Ontario

Hydro-electric Commissioners relative to the installation of

a light and power line to Agincourt, along the Don and

Danforth Road, from the point where tlic city an<l towiiihiii

join.

Almonte, Ont.

The Town Council recently passed a resolution author-

izing improvements to the local power plant according to

plans prepared by the Ontario Hydro-electric Commission.

Brandon, Man.
.\ new tele[)hone exchange, costing, including price of

land. $60,000, i.s to be erected in Brandon, Man.

Eganville, Ont.

.-\ charter has been granted to tlic Mink Lake Kural

Telephone Company, Limited.

Gait, Ont.

It is stated that the Bell Telephone I'onipany arc to

build a new exchange building in Gait this summer.

Guelph, Ont.

At a meeting of the Light and Heat Commission of

Guelph, Ont., recently, it was decided to install another 750

h.p. transformer in the Huskisson Street plant.

Halifax, N.S.

The Halifax Board of Public LUilities have authorized

the Halifax Electric Tramway Company's application for a

reduction in rates to consumers. Electric current for light-

ing purposes is to be 10 cents per kw. hr. Special rates are

to be given on five year contracts. Electric current for

power purposes will be 8 cents per kw. hr. The usual dis-

counts will be allowed for prompt payment.

An oflfer of 5V/2 per cent, on the million dollar common
stock of the Cammaguay Electric Company, Halifax, N.S.,

made by Montreal interests, has been withdrawn. It is sup-

posed in some ([uarters that a new oflfei* will be made, but

it is a matter for conjecture whether negotiations will lie

carried further.

Hamilton, Ont.

Forty electricians in Hamilton, Ont.. quit work on June

1, following the refusal of employers to grant an increase

from 40 to 50 cents an hour. A compromise was offered of

45 cents, but as it did not apply to all the men, the strikers

refused to accept it. Several demands were made, one of

which was that apprentices should lie under the control of

the journeymen instead of the employer. This Ihe employers
refused.

Montreal, Que.
The Empire Electric Company (Jas. C. Sherriffs and

Charles H. Lcxcsque), manufacturers' agents. Montreal, liavc

registered.

Niagara Falls, Ont.

Extensive extensions are being made to the forebay of

the Canadian Niagara Power Company's plant at Niagara
Falls, and work on the installation of three new units in the

south section of the plant is progressing rapidly. Each of

the new units will develop 12,500 h.p., and when put in oper-

ation the total output of Canadian Niagara power will be

approximately 112,500 h.p.

Orillia, Ont.

Negotiations are under way between the (Jrillia Water.

Light and Power Commission and the Hydro-electric Com-
mission for the use of the surplus power developed at the

Swift Rapids to supply towns served by the Hydro. If an

agreement is arrived at it will likely take the form of a gen-

eral co-operation in making use of the surplus power at the

various plants on the Severn to the fullest extent possible,

each plant helping the other as occasion may arise and cir-

cumstances dictate.

Ottawa, Ont.

Promoters have been granted permission to construct a

water power project at Grand Rapids, on the main Saskat-

chewan River. Power will be used to operate a pulp ant!

paper mill near the site. $150,000 must be spent on the plant

witliin two years and at least 5,000 h.p. is to be developed.

If any power is sold the Government reserves the right to

control the rates and also exact a rental.

Palmerstcn, Ont.

Hydro power is now being supplied to the town of Pal-

merston by the Ontario Hydro-electric Commission.

Sarnia, Ont.

The city of Sarnia has taken over the power plant and

lines of the local electric coinpany and will operate them

until Niagara power arrives in a couple of months. The
plant cost the city $180,000 and will be changed from 60 cycle

power to 25 as soon as the Hydro arrives. The Hydro trans-

mission line is now nearing Sarnia, the poles being erected

to within a few miles of the city.

Toronto, Ont.

The Electrical Fittings Company, Ltd., have been suc-

ceeded by Electrical Fittings & Foundry. Limited.

Members of the Ontario Cabinet and the Provincial

Hydro Commission recently met to discuss development at

Niagara, consequent on the increased demands for power.

It was pointed out that according to treaty rights, 36,000

cubic feet a second might be taken from Niagara River for

Canadian use. Three companies already have concessions,

using in round figures, 27,000 or 28,000 feet of the :i6.00n,

leaving only 7,000 or 8.000 feet more water power available

at .\iagara Falls for the people of Ontario.

Warwick, Ont.

A public meeting was recently held in the village of

Warwick, Ont., at which a general desire was expressed by

the farmers present for Hydro service and petition forms

were distributed throughout the township calling for the

submission of estimates.

Winnipeg, Man.
h'ire .Marms, Limited, liavc been incorporated.

Trade Publications

Flatirons— Pamphlet No liiil. by t. G. E. Co., describ-

ing and illustrating "Kitchener" and "Colonial" electric irons.

Feeder Voltage Regulators— Bulletin No. 45402 by the

Canadian (ieneral I'"lcctric I'ompany. describing, with illus-

trations, the general ]irincipies of induction, single-phase, and

polyphase feeder voltage regulators manufactured by that

company.

.According to statistics furnished to the provincial gov-

ernment there were 39.798 telephones in British Columbia at

the end of 1915, these figures showing a decrease of 3.3 per

cent.
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Universal Service Supply

In a recent address before a gathering of engineers, Mr.

Samuel Insull, President of the Commonwealtli Edison

Company, of Chicago, referred at length to a matter which

has nowadays become a favorite topic where engineers are

met together and allow their imaginations to soar in the

realms of future possibilities—universal service supply. Gra-

dually this idea is .growing in the engineering mind as a

possibility of the not too distant future. .\t least it is felt

that a start has been made, and little by little we are ad-

justing our old ideas on the electricity supply Inisincss to

include this greater and higher conception of its possibili-

ties.

Mr. InsulI, of course, looks at the question almost en-

tirely from the administrative and economic side and some
nf ihe figures he quoted are very convincing. For example,

he cnnipares electrical supply conditions in the cities of Clii-

eago and London. Chicago has a population of two and

a half million people, all of whom are supplied with electri-

city from the one source—the Commonwealth Edison Co.

The maximum demand in Chicago has reached 338,000 kilo-

watts, or something over 1 kilowatt to eight persons. The
total number of kilowatt hours generated in I'.M.') was 1,200,-

000,000, or 480 kw. h. per capita.

In comparison with these ligurcs, the city of old I^on-

don, with its jiopulation of something inure llian three limes

as great, only had a maximum demand of 225,000 kw., cir t

kw, for every '',') inhabitants. 'I'lic lukil cnnsumplion was

.".71,000,000 kw. h., or slightly over 70 kw. h. per capita, as
compared with 480 for Chicago, i.e., about one-seventh.

Mr. Insull says the great diiTerence lies, of course, in the
selling price, which is lower in Chicago on account of the
centralized organization, whereas in London there are 04
separate and diflferent electricity supply organizations. Then,
too, much is attributable to the diversity of demand of the
larger organization. As an example of this, the speaker esti-

mated the saving that could be made in his own district
under still further centralized organization of diversified in-

terests. He estimated that if all railways within the Chicago
area were electrified, their maximum demand would amount
to 125,000 kw. The isolated power plants in this area he
placed at 264,000 kw. These two items added to the present
Chicago maximum demand of 338,000 kw., makes a total
maximum demand, under different managements, of 727,000
kw. The energy demands of these different classes of re-

quirements are so diversified, however, that the coincident
maximum demand only amounts to 577,000 kw. Thus with
the energy all supplied from the same source in this case,
there would be a saving in demand of 150,000 kw. This, Mr.
Insull figures would effect a fuel economy of 6,000,000 tons
of coal a year, to say nothing of lower operating costs,
lower initial investment, consequent reduced carrying charges,
and so on.

* * *

What Mr. Insull preaches and practises in his own city

is, we believe, equally applicable over much larger and more
sparsely settled areas. Indeed the really basic principle un-
derlying the operation of the Ontario Hydro in western and
the Electric Power Company in central Ontario utilizes the
same conception. With the requisition of the Electric
Power Company's system by the Ontario Government, that
province will now have much the largest area of linked up
electric generating and distributing systems in the world, and
the successful service this organization has been able to

provide over such a tremendous area is the best proof of
the soundness of the principle. With further developments
in long distance transmission, the idea will, may be. extend
till finally the towns and cities of Canada are all linked up
to our grand water pow.ers, and the remotest corner of the
Dominion is given a guarantee of "service" only now en-
joyed by the more favorably located areas. Such a realiza-

tion will mean not only cheaper electric rates, but practi-
cally uniform rates, will enable factories to locate in the
most favorable surroundings, and, in general, will allow of a

uniform and fairly competitive development of all our na-
tional resources.

Cooking By Wire Costs Less
If the citizens of those Canadian municipalities where

electric current is now so cheap should suddenly realize the
advantages and economies of the use of electric ranges, the
demand for ranges, and current to operate them, would over-
tax the capacities of the manufacturers and the central sta-

tions. Here is a sample "bill" in a locality where current :s

supplied at low rates, for the month of May 14 to June 14,

in a family of four, where an electric range (total capacity,

5,000 watts), toaster, percolator, iron, electric vacuum cleaner
and a 1.500-watt air heater, arc all in use, in addition to the
lighting:

—

30 kw. h. at 4c. = $1.44

30 kw. h. at 2c. = .72

73 kw. h. at Ic. = .73

Total 145 kw. h.

Less 10%
Net amount

The net bill for the previoii

2.89

.29

3.C0

month had been $2.59.

The irk >ut at an average rale of l.Hc kw.
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are probably 50 per cent, less than tlic average gas bill for

a family of the same size. A consumption of 143 kw. h. in

a family of four is even, according to statistics, somewhat
above the average, which is placed around 30 kw. h. per

capita. However, it is worth noting that if the consumption

in this case had been twice as much, the bill would still liave

been remarkably low, reading as follows:

—

.30 kw. h. at 4c. = *1.44

36 kw. h. at 2c. = .72

218 kw. h. at Ic. = 2. IS

Total 290 kw. h. = 4.34

Less 10% = .43

Net bill = 3.91

The chief trouble seems to be that, aside from the few

who have been chiefly instrumental in bringing it about, even

electrical men do not appreciate the tremendous strides that

have been made in the reduction of electric current rates in

the last five years. Not so very long ago in a city where cur-

rent was 16c per kw. h., a water heating equipment was in-

stalled in the home of a well-to-do citizen, and the first

monthly bill was $74.00. To-day there is at least one city in

Canada where the same service is given for a flat rate uf

.$1.80.

A man of continental reputation in the electrical industry

recently said that, "Nothing, except possibly transportation,

has so much to do with the well-being of the people as a

whole, as the production and distribution of cheap electric

energy to all classes of our population and to all communi-

ties, whether they be large or small." We have this wonder-

ful instrument in our hands. Are we sufficiently enthusiastic

in its use?

New Bell Telephone Exchange in Sherbrooke
City

The Bell Telephone Co. of Canada, have recently com-

pleted the erection of a new office and exchange building on

Strathcona Square, at the corner of Terrace Street, in the

city of Sherbrooke. The building has a frontage of 40 feet

on Strathcona Square, and a depth of approximately 75 feet

on Terrace Street. It is 3 storeys and basement high, and

provision is made for a future additional storey and also for

the ultimate extension of the building to the extreme end

of the lot.

It is designed and built according to the most modern

practice applied to this type of telephone buildings; and in

relation to fire resisting constructional methods. The struc-

tural floors, beams, columns, exterior wall, interior main

partitions, are of reinforced concrete, brick, stone, cement,

terra cotta, etc. Wood is practically eliminated throughout

the construction. The Terrace Street front and the east side,

looking towards Wellington Street, are built of Queenston

limestone, carried on a Stanstead gray granite base beneath.

The treatment is simple and dignified and was design-

edly made to harmonize with the adjacent buildings facing

on Strathcona Square. The main entrance in the centre of

the front, looking over the square, is approached from either

side by a stone terrace finished with a granite parapet, on

the balustrade of which are two handsome electric lamp

posts, which efficiently illuminate the front of the building.

From the main entrance vestibule to the operating room

on the third floor there is a con"tinuous corridor and stair-

case hall, separated from the adjacent offices and other

apartments in the most fire-resisting manner possible. The

doors from it entering" into these other premises being Un-

derwriters' hollow steel, 3 point lock pattern. The windows

throughout are Underwriters' pattern, made of hollow metal

and glazed with heavy wired glass. On the right hand of

the ground floor corridor, at the top of the vestibule steps.

is a commodious public office and pay station, giviag direct

access to the Division Superintendent, business office, and

telephone booths.

Special provision is made in the entrance vestibule, so

that it can be used by the public to telephone after offices

are closed for the day. Behind the public and business ofifi-

ces are those of the Local Plant Department, and lavatories

for men and women, finished with impervious floors, marble
trim, and high-grade type of basins and sanitary fittings; and
on the left hand side of the main corridor, directly opposite

the Bell Telephone Co.'s public office, are the offices of the

Eastern Townships Telephone Co. The terminal and battery

rooms are arranged across the front of the first storey, while

the operators' cloak, lunch, retiring and toilet rooms occupy
the balance of this floor at the rear.

The whole of the second floor will be used for tlie oper-

ating room. At the rear from the operating room to the

yard level is an iron fire escape communicating with each

floor, and so arranged that it is almost impossible for it to

be obstructed by smoke from the adjacent doors or windows.
It is really a complete exterior staircase, as efficient and easy

to go up and down as the main interior staircase; differing

entirely in this respect from the fire escapes very generally

seen.

In the basement are linemen's and inspectors' quarters,

furnaces and coal rooms, fireproof stock and general store-

rooms. At the rear of the property is a 2-storey brick stores

shed, 30 feet long by about 16 feet wide, for the storage of

cable reeds, wire, and other heavy supplies. The offices pre-

viously mentioned have been in possession of the depart-

ments using them for some time past, while the installation

of the new telephone equipment has been proceeded with in

the terminal and operating rooms on the first and second

floors. One very special feature of the building is what is

termed its flexibility. Should more office accomrriodation be

required on the ground floor, it is only necessarj' to extend

this floor backwards.

When the telephone service grows to such an extent that

the present operating room will no' accommodate sulficient

switchboards, it will mean necessarily that it and the first

floor beneath will be extended backwards to provide addi-

tional operating room, terminal room, operators' accommo-
dations, and the consequent extension of the space required

on the ground floor for commercial or plant offices. This

can be done at any time, or from time to time as required, to

the limit of the rear end of the lot. without at any time dis-

turbing the existing service or business conditions which may
have accommodations in the building at the time that any

such extension may be required. The building was designed

by Mr. W. J. Carmichael, and constructed by .Anglins, Lim-

ited. Montreal.
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Electricity on Our Western Farms
The Pacific Coast Keeping Pace with the East in Supplying the Rural

Districts with the Advantages of Electric Power
By Geoffrey T. Porter

Since tlic dawn of history necessity has lieen the mother
of invention, for man has always been forced to invent vari-

ous labor-saving devices in order tn insure his existence

and to reduce the drudgery of life. .\s tlic human race in-

creased in numbers its needs became more complex, and
man was forced to replace or supplement inefficient and
expensive manual and animal labor with various implements
and labor-saving devices. It is for tliis reason that we have
railroads in place of stage lines, the telephone and tele-

graph in place of messengers, and various automatic mach-
ines in place of expensive and inefficient manual and ani-

mal labor.

But this progress has not been confined to cities. The
farmer, upon whom the prosperity of the nation is largely

dependent, has devised from the very beginning of the

farming industry various implements to aid him in reduc-

ing the manual and animal labor involved in farm work.
Until very recently, however, these implements were of

crude construction, and as a consequence the amount of

labor required of the farmer for a given output was very

great and his working hours were necessarily long. Most
authorities consider the year 18.50 to be the beginning of

this transition period.

Since then, successive years have seen continuous im-

provement in the design and manufacture of agricultural

power machinery, and its adoption on farms of appreci-

able size has been practically universal. The substitution

of machinery for hand and animal labor has resulted in

many notable reductions in both time and cost of producing

and handling the output of the farm . Not only has the use

of farm machinery reduced the cost of farm products, but

it has also been an aid in improving their quality, due to

the more scientific methods of planting and harvesting

which it has rendered possible.

Electric Lighting

As a source of light, electricity surpasses all known
illuminating agents. It is now generally recognized that

electricity furnishes the safest, cleanest, most eflfective and

convenient system of artificial lighting. Electric lamps
may be used without the slightest fire risk in hay lofts,

stables, grain bins, henneries, etc.

Electricity eliminates the drudgery and danger of fill-

ing and cleaning oil lamps, and is always available at an

instant's notice by the simple turn of a switch. When de-

sired, the electric lamps can be arranged to be turned on

and off at a distance, from several points, by the simple

push of a button or turn of a switch.

N'ot only may electric lights be used in farm buildings,

lull in the barnyards as well. When ncce.ssary. harvesting

can be done by using portable arc lamps. Luminous arcs

and flaring arcs are especially adapted for the illumination

of large areas, while for the lighting of buildings (lie tung-

sten lamp is recommended.

Electricity in the Farm Home
There are many other uses to which electricity can be

put in the farm bouse, besides illumination; in fact, the

drudgery of housework may be practically eliminated by

means of the many labor-saving <leviccs wdiich the use of

electric current renders available. Ivleetric beating and
rooking devices generate heat with absolute reliability, but.

unlike most heating and cooking devices, they do not ap-

preciably increase the temperature of a room unless they
are designed for that purpose. They furnish heat only
where needed and consume current only when in actual use.
The advantages of electric cooking and ironing without
ash, soot, small flame, or gas of any kind, is apparent to all.

Most of the household devices, such as electric irons, small
stoves, toasters, chafing dishes, water heaters, percolators,
washing machines, small water pumps, electric fans, sew-
ing machines, meat grinders, bread mixers, refrigerating
machines, and buffing and grinding outfits, can be attached
to any electric lighting outlet. Some of these may require
special power circuits, in which case customers obtain the
reduced rates granted to power users.

Advantages of Electric Motors
The electric motor is the ideal source of farm power,

as it can be readily applied to all classes of farm and dairy

Fig. 1.— Robert Kelly's farm in.stallation.

machinery. They may be mounted on the machine itself,

or on the floor, wall, or ceiling, being cither belted or di-

rect connected to the machines which they are to drive. In
no case will the adoption of electric drive involve any radi-
cal change in the existing machinery, and even hand-oper-
ated machines may be driven by small motors by simple
substituting a pulley.

In order to reduce the lirst cost of the motor equip-
ment, it has been the practice in some instances to provide
a portable motor which can be moved from building to
building and belt-connected to the various machines, or
transported about the yards for the operation of threshers,
ensilage cutters, grain elevators, and other machinery. Out-
let boxes are located about the farm wherever power is

rc(|uired. and the wires run iiermanently to them. Several
hundred feet of cable can be used, which is permanently
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connected to the motor and is attached to the outlet boxes

by means of plug switches, which are not only safe, but

fool-proof.

Electricity in the Dairy

Considering now motor applications in detail, we shall

first show how electricity may be used to advantage in the

dairy. The requirements of modern sanitation have brought

the vacuum process of milking into common use, and in

numerous installations electric motors are utilized to drive

the vacuum pump.

P'ig. 1 illustrates a vacuum pump which is electrically

driven by means of a 3 h.p. electric motor mounted on the

wall transmitting power to the vacuum pump by means of

a Ijelt. Note the manner in which the wiring for the motor

is installed. .'Ml the wires are neatly brought down
the wall in a steel conduit. The main switch is usually con-

tained in a fireproof steel cabinet. The wires leading from

the main switch are also contained in a steel conduit and

are brought out at the starting switch through a porcelain

condulet. .\lthough this class of installation costs more in

the first place, its adoption is true economy in the end, for

such an installation is first-class in every way and is not

only exceedingly safe, but is permanent, which is not a

feature of cleat and open wiring.

Each milking machine is capable of milking two cows

at one time, and one man can tend two machines at a time

and thus milk about six cows per hour. According to ex-

tensive tests by the New York .Agricultural Experimenting

Station, no injurious effects are produced by the use ot

mechanical milkers.

In addition to vacuum milking, there are many other

uses for electricity in the dairy. In cases where the dairy

machinery is compactly arranged, it can be economically

driven in a group by a single motor and shafting, but great-

est economy is obtained when each unit is provided with a

separate motor.

Cream Separators and Pasteurizers

Motors are well adapted for the operation of cre.ini

separators and pasteurizers. .As they take little power, they

may, in most instances, be operated direct from an incan-

descent lighting circuit.

Operating Churns

Another use for the motor in the dairy is for driving

either the barrel or factory type of churn. The size of

motors used for driving churns ranges from i/^ to 3 h.p.

The Water Pump

One of the most important power applications on llic

farm is that of the water pump. Usually a 1 or 2 h.p. motor

will supply all the water necessary for lioth the farm and

dairy, depending somewhat on the lift and the distance the

water is to be pumped. The pumping equipment can easily

be made automatic and no attention need be given it, as a

switch operated by a float or pressure governor will keep

the water at a pre-deterinined point. Outside of oiling

every few months, the whole pumping equipment is en-

tirely self-operating.

Barn and Field Machinery

Outside of the dairy there are over thirty apiilications

of electric drive for barn and field machinery, the more im-

portant being the electric drive of feed grinders, corn shell-

ers, ensilage cutters, grain elevators, grain threshers, grain

graders, bone grinders, hay hoists, hay l)alers, and clover

hullers.

An important advantage which barn and field machin-

ery, operated by means of electric motor.s, possesses, is that

they have a large overload capacity, and in addition, the

operation of the machines can be safely and efTec?K'ely con-

trolled at all times. In operating feed grinders, oat crush-

ers, corn crackers, alfalfa mills, etc., the feed can be eco-

nomically ground for use as it is needed, thus preventing a

possibility of a decrease in food value.

Feed Grinders

Feed grinding is done electrically on the farm of Mr.

Samuel Leman, for example. This is only one of the many
operations carried on electrically on this farm, there being
also a wood saw, cream separator, washing machine, and
tool grinder, all of which are motor driven. The house and
barn are lighted by means of seventy-eight 16 c.p. incandes-

cent lamps. Both the feed grinder and wood saw are dri-

ven by a 5 h.p. motor, while the other machines referred to

are ground-driven by means of a line shaft belted to a li h.p.

motor. Tests on a feed grinder capable of grinding 11

bushels of corn per hour and driven by a 3 h.p. motor, show
that it takes .433 kw. h. (.37 h.p. hrs. ) to grind a bushel of

Dent corn,

Ensilage Cutters

There are other machines which require larger motors,
one of the most important of which is the ensilage cutter.

Fig. 2.— Stiannon Bros.' 5 h.p. equipment for milfiing iracliine.

A farmer who has electric service can cut his ensilage at any

convenient time, which is not always the case when a cus-

tom machine is used. Motor-driven ensilage cutters can

safely be set near combustible material, and operated under

these conditions without fire risk. The switch can be so

arranged that the motor can be instantly started or stopped

by the man who is feeding the machine, for no engineer or

expert attendant is required. Ensilage cutters are ahnost

always belted to the motor. It is therefore generally

mounted on a truck and can be moved to any part of the

farm for use on large corn shellers. buskers, shredders,

threshers, grain elevators, etc.

Grain elevators are also rapidly coming into universal

use, the size of the motor required ranging in size from 1

to 5 h.p., depending on their capacity. A grain elevator

capable of unloading 25 bushels of ear corn in three min-

utes will elevate 45 bushels in feet at a power cost of only

one-half cent, with electricity at 5 cents per kilowatt-hour.

On Mr. F. D. Stephens' farm on the Vye Road, is a

15 h.p. motor to drive his ensilage cutter and blower used for
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the filling of his 220-t()n silo. In the milk house Mr. Ste-

phens operates a De [.aval separator direct connected to a

small motor. The water is lifted from an 80 ft. well to a

tank by means of a 3 h.p. motor-driven puni]).

Near New Westminster, the Shannon iiros.' farm at

Cloverdale, well known to all in that district, is shown in

Fig. 3. The vacuum pump of the milking maciiine and the

electric motor driving it are seen in this illustration.

Another important installation, h'ig. 1. has been made
recently by Mr. Robert Kelly, at Kensington Prairie, three

miles south of our railway line near .Sullivan Station. Mr.
Kelly's power plant consists of lliree individual motors, one
driving a shaft from which is operated the hay cutter, root

cutter and crusher, by belts going through the partition.

At the left of llie picture is seen the electrically driven

water ptnnp feeding the main tank supplying the farm witli

water. The machine at the right hand side of the picture

is the vacuum pump of the milking machine.

In the East Delia, near Mud Bay, the majority of Ilie

farms, both dwellings and l)arns, are electrically lighted,

and on a few of the farms small motors are being used for

various purposes.

b'ig. :! shows some of the equipment on the farm of

Cliarlton Bros., in East Delta, near the Trunk Road to

I^adner, on which electricity is extensively used. This pic-

ture shows the power equipment inside the same barn; it

consists of a .5 h.p. motor, driving a shaft, from which are

operated the grain crusher and liay culler on the upper plal-

furni, and the root culter in the root liouse below, (liarl-

ton Bros, also have lighling wires Ihroughout all their barns

and outhouses.

Another installation may be found near Woodward's
Landing, where Mr. R. \V. Doherty's farm is electrically

lighted throughout; also a ."> h.p. motor drives, through a

countershaft, the hay culter and ,grain crusher on the upper

platform and the root cutter on the ground door.

One of the old-time farmers, well known in the Lower
TJelta and also throughout the whole Eraser Valley, is Mr.

D. M. Webster, who has recently installed electric light and

power. Mr. vv'ebster already operates a motor-driven hay

cutter and intends to apply electric drive to additional macli-

inery in the near future.

Cuuncillor William Oldlield's installation on Xo. :! Road,

Lulu Island, includes a IV2 \\.\). motor. v\'hich, through ,1

countershaft, drives a grain crusher, a hay cutter, and a root

The question now naturally arises, "what is the cost of

driving machinery by electricity?" I have already given you
some idea of the sizes of motors required for driving the
different machines around the farm; these motors range in

size HKjstly from y^ h.p. to f) h.p. If the aggregate capa-
lity uf all the motors installed at a farm is small they will

generally be supplied from llie lighing circuit, and no spe-

Fig. 3.—Charlton Bros., East Delta, 5 h.p.

rial meter will be provided. The cost of operating inotors

ol \arious sizes for one hour under these conditions would
be about as follows: i^ h.p., l.l cents; 1 h.p.. 8.8 cents;

;; h.p., 17.6 cents; 5 h.p., 44.0 cents.

In cases where the total power of the motors installed

is considerable, a special power meter is installed and a

cheaper rate is charged. The cost of operating motors of

various sizes for one hour under these conditions is as fol-

lows: y^ h.p., y^ cent; 1 li.p.. ."> cents; :.' li.p.. II) cents;

.') h.p., 35 cents.

.As regards the cost of making connections to farms,

every case is differenl. and no general figures can be given.

The Electric Lighting of Pullman Cars
'i'he general public, who are continually demanding the

use of electric lighting on all steam passenger eciuipnient, do

not realize the numerous ditlficulties to be encountered and

overcome before any system employing electric energy as an

illuminant can be considered wholly satisfactory.

It should be borne in mind that provision must be made
for supplying light regardless of whether the train is in mo-
tion or at rest, and, in the latter case, during stoppage of

short or long duration. .Vnother, thugh less obvious, diffi-

culty, is the necessity of providing means of automatically

compensating for the various demands for light occasioned

by the changes in the length of the day at different seasons,

of meeting the variation in conditions of service under which

a car may be running and of providing against sudden dark

weather at any lime of the year. The problem has been

studied by many authorities, and attached in many different

ways, each of which has purported to eliminate some special

difliculty of other methods, though not infrequently intro-

ducing drawbacks of e'uial or greater wiight in -..une unlMre

seen direction.

Electric lighting lends itself more freely to combined
scientific and artistic illumination of i)assenger equipment. .V

light source can be controlled by artistic and effectively de-

signed reflectors to govern any condition from the baggage
room to the parlor car.

Many engineers have worked on the railway lighting

problem for the past 2.'') years and only within the past live

years could it be stated that electric lighting was satisfac-

tory. The improvement has been due not a little to the in-

creased efficiency of incandescent lamps, as well as improved
train lighting apparatus, such as generators and regulators.

The methods used for the electric lighting of passenger equip-

ment to-day can be classitied under three different heads;

siraiglit storage, head end. ami axle geiieralors.

Straight Storage

The straight storage sysleni, as ordinarily installed, con-

sists of .'iS cells of :iOO ampere hour balleries, wdiicli are gen-
erally arranged in groups of two cells in double compartment
lead lined tanks, the batteries being arranged under the car
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in special conipartiiif nt boxes. It is impractical to change

the batteries in a car at the end of each trip except in case

of absolute necessity. The cars, therefore, must lay over in

the terminal yard a sufficient length of time to charge the

batteries. An elaborate and expensive yard wiring system is

required in order that the charging circuit can be plugged to

the batteries regardless of the position occuiiied in the yard.

Another disadvantage is the fact that a lead storage battery

is subject to temperature variations, the capacity dropping off

approximately 5/^ per cent, for every degree drop in temper-

ature below 70 degrees. It is obvious, therefore, that in ex-

tremely cold weather the battery capacity may drop to such a

point that sufficient capacity is not available to care for the

lighting over a very long trip. With carbon filament lamps,

the possibilities of the straight storage battery method of

lighting were exceedingly limited, but the advent of the higli

efficiency mazda lamp, which requires approximately one-

third the amount of current consumed by the carbon lamp,

had the tendency of raising' the number of straight storage

battery equipments on the various railroads.

There are other disadvantages of the straight storage

system, such as a car not being placed on charge at the ter-

minal yard promply, which introduces the possibility of leav-

ing the batteries standing in a partially charged condition.

Again, a car going on to another road is subject to the pos-

sibility that it will not be properly charged or not charged

at all, with the result that the battery is returned badly sul-

phated. Under these conditions it is often necessary to dis-

card the plates altogether. Another disadvantage is that

voltage variation on straight storage battery systems is con-

siderable. A battery of 32 cells, when fully charged, will

give a voltage of approximately 67 volts, falling to 57 on

discharge, but as the decrease is gradual, it is seldom notice-

able to the passengers.

Head-End System

One head-end system in u:e consists of using automatic

lamp regulators on each car to maintain a constant lamp

voltage. The generator equipment consists of a 30-kw., 100-

volt compound wound Curtis turbine generator, operating at

a speed of about 4,500 r.p.m. at 80 pounds steam pressure.

Switchboards with the necessary instruments and over-

load no-voltage reverse current circuit breakers are provided

which, with the generator equipment, are located in a sep-

arate compartment at one end of the baggage car, and oper-

ated by steam from the locomotive. Steam piping is so ar-

ranged that either end of the turbine car may be operated

towards the locomotive. The batteries consist of 33 cells

of 300 ampere-hour capacity, and are carried on all the cars

of the train except the coaches and express cars. These gen-

erally average five batteries on a seven or eight car train.

Each car is provided with an automatic lamp regulator

identical with that used for the axle-drive type genera-

tors, with a slight modification to adapt it to the larger volt-

age range met in this service. The regulators are adjusted

to maintain 63 volts on the lamp circuits, 63 volt mazda

lamps being used.

The generators are operated at voltages varying from

the lamp voltage to 90 volts, depending upon the amount of

charging the batteries require. Normal train line voltage

is maintaining between 70 and 85 volts, thus insuring that

the batteries are being charged at all times. When turbines

are operating during lighting hours with batteries in a fully

charged condition, the voltage is reduced to about the float-

ing point, thus carrying the lamp load entirely on the gen-

erators and at the same time preventing overcharging of

the batteries.

Axle Generator Systems

The axle generator system has been greatly improved in

the last four or five years, and while still the most expensive

system to install, by reason of a generator being required on

every car, it has the advantage of being a self-contained unit

and therefore the car can be operated on any road with

small chance of a lighting failure, as jjractically all roads

have train lighting men who understand the various systems

and maintain not only their own but foreign cars i)assing

over their lines.

Furthermore, the axle system does not require the ela-

borate yard charging facilities that are needed for cars oper-

ating on head-on systems, or specially on straight storage

systems. There are numerous axle- generator systems both

in this country and abroad, but time will not permit a des-

cription of all of these various types.

The one which is in common use in Canada is that manu-

factured by the Stone Company, of London, England. It is

one differing in fundamental principles from the equipments

l)uilt on this continent, in that the generator is suspended

from under the body of the car instead of from the truck.

The slipping belt principle of controlling the generator out-

put is used as against some form of resistance regulator for

varying the strength of field current, as is common in the

American type. This gives an advantageous feature in that

the generator does not require to follow the speed of the

train, thus permitting of a lighter generator with reduced

bearing and lubrication expense. By means of output indi-

cator either attached to dynamo in the form of a spirit level

or other indicating device, the carman in examining dynamo
can readily adjust the output of generator for the particular

service or time of year for which service is required. Al-

though this may seem to be a disadvantage in that manual
attention is required, there is very little disadvantage found

in practice, as the yard electricians very quickly learn what

is necessary. By this attention the more intricate control

feature, consisting of a generator regulator, is obviated.

At first sight it would appear as if there would tend to

be an extensive belt renewal due to the slipping, but this

has not been found to be the case, as output of machine is

obtained with an extremely low belt tension.
,

Lamp Voltage Control

With the Stone equipment the standard battery capa-

city is divided into two equal parts. The chief reason for

this arrangement is to eliminate the use of an electrically

controlled lamp voltage regulator. When the lamps are

switched on, and the generator is operating, one-half of the

oattery receives a charge while the other half is connected

directly in parallel with the lamps and serves to stabilize the

lamp voltage. The lamp current, however, is supplied from

the generator through a suitable lamp resistance. As the

train slows down, the two batteries will automatically take

up the lamp load in parallel, and in this manner the full

storage capacity is available for lighting purposes when the

generator is inoperative.

An automatic battery change-over switch alternates the

two battery units as regards their electrical position in the

system every time the train starts. This insures that a newly

charged battery is always floating across the lamps with the

result that the lamp voltage is kept at its constant and pro-

per value. By means of this automatic battery change-over

switch an equal state of charge of the two battery units is

insured. In the daytime the switching ofl of the lamps short

circuits the lamp resistance and the generator charges both

l)atteries in parallel.

When the train starts up, the generator voltage builds

up and at the pre-determined value, usually 32 volts, the

automatic cut-in and out switch closes the circuit between

the generator and external circuits, consisting of batteries

and lamps. The current from the generator is kept in uni-

form direction by a mechanically operated pole changer.

The other axle systems furnished in this country by the

Gould, L'nited States, and Safety Car heating and lighting

companies, consist, briefly, of a dynamo suspended from the

truck frame, although these companies have recently devel-

oped a machine for suspension from the under body, the gen-
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crator and lamp regulator, the former consisting of a voltage

coil connected across the generator brushes which operates
a solenoid which, by means of a lever, reduces the pressure
in the carbon pile in series with the tield of dynamo. The
generator voltage is thus held constant irrespective of the

speed, '['lie lamp legulator consists of a carbon pile in-

serted in the lamp circuit, the resistance through carbon
being regulated by means of the solenoid connected across
the lump circuit, in this way, the voltage across the lam|)S

is kept constant with variation in lamp circuit.

In order to prevent the overcharging of storage bat-

teries, it is common practice to-day for an ampere-hour
meter to be connected in series with the batteries, and when
they are being discharged, the indicating hand travels over
a circular dial in clockwise direction. The tip of the indicat-

ing hand operates a contact with meter, shows full charges,

which, by means of a relay or direct connection, reduces

generator voltage to the lamp voltage, thus keeping down
the charge of the batteries. The meter is so constructed that

it reads 30 per cent, slower on charge than discharge, thus

allowing for the battery efficiency.

The most important feature of a car lighting equipment
is the battery. Due to the improvement in design of gener-

ating equipment, a life of five years is now considered an

average one in car lighting service. The state of charge in

battery is usually determined at car terminal at various in-

tervals, depending upon the service in which the car is oper-

ated and from readings obtained with a hydrometer, the ne-

cessary adjustment is made by which charge to batteries

is proportioned correctly for the service. The principal

cause of trouble to-day with batteries which must be guarded
against is preventing leakage of current to earth, through
ct)ntaining box. Recent practice shows that by the use of a

heavy roofing paper in bottom of containing box, this trouble

can be practically eliminated.

The Edison storage battery is recommended highly for

car lighting service by several railways who have now had
from three to five years' experience with them, and if initial

cost could be further reduced, there would probably be a

much larger installation of this type of battery for car

lighting.

The subject of train lighting has now become such an

important feature in railroad operations, affecting, as it does,

the comfort and safety of the travelling public, that there

has been formed the Association of Car Lighting Engineers,

whose members have ample material for discussion. This or-

ganization in conjunction with the Master Car fjuilders' As-
sociation, has formulated specifications and standards to in-

crease the efficiency, reliability, and economy of car lighting

and mainly through their efforts during the past five years,

the subject has been so completely solved that electric light-

ing is now practically standard for all new passenger rolling

stock. The regulation of voltage and reliability of service

given by the various makes of equipment, is equal, if not

superior, to that of the average central station service, and

the annual cost is now less than that of previous gas systems.

Experience and Recent Developments in Central

Station Protective Features
By N. L. Pollard

The entire territory served by The Public Service Elec-

tric Co. comprises three principal divisions: the Northern,

Central and Southern, which include the more densely popu-

lated sections of the Slate of New Jersey.

The Northern Division consists of eight generating sta-

tions having a combined capacity of 148.000 kw. and feeding

:i:! sub-stations.

The Central Division consists of five generating stations

having a combined capacity of 17,800 kw. and feeding Ki

sub-stations.

The Southern Division consists of four generating sta-

tions having a combined capacity of ::2,(10() kw. and feeding

17 sub-stations.

In the larger stations current is generated at i;i.200 volts,

li-phase, both 25 and 60 cycles, and in most cases is distri-

buted at that voltage between the various stations and sub-

stations, through 260 miles of underground cable and 425

miles of overhead lines.

In the smaller stations, current is generated at 2,400

volts, two-phase, 60 cycles, and distriuuted locally at th.it

voltage. That part of the current not consumed locally, is

step|)ed up to i:i.200 volts, three-phase, by means of Scott-

connected transformers.

In certain sections our loads have increased so rapidly

that it has been found impracticable to take care of any

additional load and maintain the proper service at these

points. In order to take care of these sections it was found

necessary to change some of our transmission lines to

20.400 volts, and to install step-up and step-down transfor-

mers with a ratio of two to one.

The method of operation is to run all stations in mul-

tiple, which necessarily means thai the largest and most

economical stations deliver the most output. The older

and J. T. Lawson"

and smaller stations are used at off-peak and as stand-by

stations.

Six years ago, in the Nortliern Division, there were too

many cable failures in relation to tlie mileage. The follow-

ing table shows the number of shut-downs in the Marion

zone since 1910, and a classification of these shut-downs for

1913, 1914, and 1915. A few of the cables are operated

either as spare cables. 25 or 60-cycles. and these are in-

CLASSIPICATIO.N OF TROUBLES.
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such safety devices and connection schemes as are described

later.

Aluminum Cell Arresters

While the installation of aluminum arresters has made
the apparatus trouble disappear almost completely, and as

the table shows, the failures of cables have decreased, it

has, as might be expected, not given all the desired protec-

tion to the cables. The reaso i for this is probably due to

the fact that the surges on the cables are in the form of

distributed charges and the potentials rise locally in the

cables entirely beyond the protective influence of the ar-

rester.

Upon analyzing these cable failures, it was noticed that

the majority of them were cavised by faults to ground which

later developed into short-circuits. At this time, due con-

sideration was given to the question of grounding the neu-

tral of the system, but after taking all the factors of the

problem into account, such as continuity of service, etc.,

the idea of grounding the neutral was abandoned and it was

decided that, as far as the system was concerned, the best

remedy was the arcing ground suppressor.

Arcing Ground Suppressor

An arcing ground suppressor was installed in our lar-

gest generating station and numerous aluminum cell arres-

ters on ditiferent parts of the system, believing that they

would be the remedy best adapted to meet our require-

ments.

The arcing ground suppressor has now been in service

about live years and the records show that it has operated

m every case where a fault to ground occurred, by extin-

guishing the arc, and preventing an interruption to service.

In addition to preventing service interruptions caused

by single-phase grounds, it has the great additional advan-

tage of protecting life. There are at least six cases on re-

cord where actual contact with the 13,S00-volt wires was

made by workmen, which did not result fatally. There is

no question but that each of these cases would have been

fatal if the suppressor had not beea in use. This conclu-

sion is based on experience with the rest of the system not

equipped with a ground suppressor, and also on the system

before the suppressor was installed.

The arcing ground suppressor consists of three single

pole independent motor-operated oil switches, electrically

and mechanically interlocked, to prevent more than one

operating at the same time. Each switch is connected tu

ground on one side and to the bus on the other. The sup-

pressor is controlled by a balanced three-phase potential re-

lay, which remains inactive while the system is balanced,

but when unbalanced, due to a ground on one phase, it

operates the corresponding phase of the suppressor, which,

in turn, grounds the same phase of the bus; thus shunting

the current and extinguishing the arc. In cases of short-

circuit, an extra precaution is taken to prevent possible

operation of the suppressor by the addition of an overload

relay which opens the control circuit of the suppressor.

Faulty Cable Localizer

Working in conjunction with the suppressor is a device

known as the faulty cable localizer, which serves the pur-

pose of indicating the particular feeder on which an arc to

ground occurs.

This device consists of a relay connected in series with

the neutral of the feeder current transformers. When a

ground occurs, the secondary current of the transformers

becomes unbalanced, and causes the relay to operate. This

in turn, rings a bell and lights a pilot lamp which indicates

the faulty feeder. It takes about 0.15 of a second for the

localizer and 0.3 of second for the suppressor to operate.

There is one record of a 15-minute interruptioii'to the

service in the Northern Division caused by a cable end bell

short circuiting on an armature lead of a generator in one

of our stations, before the suppressor and localizer were in-

stalled. Shortly after the supjjressor and localizer were put

in service, the same thing occurred again and the situation

was handled in such a manner that no one outside of the

power station was the wiser. A number of instances are on

record where a ground has occurred on sub-station buses

without an interruption to service.

Cable Testing

As a further means of reducing our cable troubles to a

minimum we made a careful investigation of the possible

causes of failure.

For the first few years, all cable was installed by the

manufacturer, but we finally took over this work ourselves,

with the idea of improving the factors entering into cable

installation as much as possible.

A thorough study was made as to the best method of

making cable joints and particular attention was given to

such factors as:

—

(1) Favorable weather conditions; (2) elimination of

impurities, air and moisture; (3) application of insulating

varnish between each layer of tape; (4) careful and even

winding of tape; (5) improving the human element.

Aside from installation precautions, we have made it a

practice to inspect cable during the process of manufacture,

and to see that our cable specifications are strictly adhered

to.

All cables are tested with 26.000 volts for three min-

utes before putting them in service, but we do not make a

practice of testing them periodically. In case there are in-

dications of trouble on a cable while in operation, it is cut

out of service, given a test of 26.000 volts for three minutes

and returned to service in case no failure occurs.

In our opinion a 13,200 volt cable should not be tested

at a voltage higher than 26,000, since our experience has

shown that too high a testing voltage often weakens the in-

sulation at some point, which weakness finally manifests

itself in a complete breakdown, even under normal operat-

ing voltage.

High-Potential and High-Frequency Tests

Our line insulators used a number of years ago con-

sisted of many dififerent types, no one type having been

standardized. The old insulators not only spilled over dur-

ing trouble, but also became punctured frequently. The in-

sulator creepage surface was then increased and the insula-

tors tested with high-potential UO-cycle current, but without

satisfactory results.

About two years ago, we started testing with high-fre-

quency and were soon convinced from the results obtained

that the insulators were not capable of standing this test.

Various types of insulators were then experimented upon
and a design finally adopted having a ratio of puncture to

flash-over of about 2 to 1. Now, every insulator before be-

ing placed in stock or used on the lines is given a 15 second
high-frequency test. .-Mthough these insulators are previ-

ously tested at 60 cycles, about 2 per cent, fail to pass the

high-frequency test.

Generator Bus Connection Scheme

Station capacities have increased so rapidly in the last

few years that the bus arrangement has become a matter of

\ital importance in the protection of both apparatus and
service. The ideal arrangement is one that secured the

greatest amount of protection to the apparatus, and at the

same time localizes and minimizes the effect of trouble.

Two years ago, before beginning work on the new Es-

sex power station, a thorough study was made of various

bus schemes and after analyzing those used by the large

power plants of this country, it was decided that none of

them would be satisfactory. A bus arrangement was then

designed which, in our estimation, would approach the near-
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est to the ideal, and called the "selective" bus scheme, which
is shown in Fig. 1.

The considerations that governed in deciding on this
lius layout are as follows:

—

Flexibility.

Simplicity.

Limitation of abnormally liigh currents.

Continuity of service.

The scheme is made for six generators and consists of
one loop tie bus. six generator buses, and six feeder group
buses of ten feeders each. This arrangement of connections
is a new application of the old arc board scheme and is the
most flexible layout known. By means of the feeder selec-

tor oil switches, the feeder oil switches can be connected to

one or the other of two given group buses; for instance, the
twenty feeders on group buses A and B can all be connected
to group bus A or group bus B or part to each group by
twos.

The maximum flexibility in operation is obtained due to

the fact that each generator may be connected directly to

any part or parts of the load desired. The generators are

I I
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Fig. 1— Selective bus scheme.
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connected to a loop tie bus through tie bus reactances and

can be operated in parallel at all times, if desired.

Exciter Connection Scheme

The exciter connections are fully as important as the

main a-c. bus connections, inasmuch as the maintenance of

the a-c. generator voltage depends upon the reliability of

the excitation. In order to secure a dependable excitation

service, several sources of supply should be available. The
bus should be so arranged that a failure of one source can-

not affect the others, except through its effect momentarily

on the main bus voltage.

Each generator has a direct-connected exciter, three

spare exciters and a battery being available tor emergency

use. Each source of excitation has its individual bus. In

^ase of voltage failure of one of the direct-connected excit-

ers, a low-voltage relay instantly closes the battery breaker,

thus connecting the battery to the affected exciter circuit.

Immediately after, the breaker of the exxciter in trouble

opens, due to reserve current. An emergency exciter may
then be started up and paralleled with the battery and the

battery disconnected and left ready for emergency service

again. A contact-making voltmeter is provided for main-

taining the exciter battery voltage automatically at operat-

ing value at every instant.

Reactors

Bus Tie Reactors.—At the present time, generators of
such large capacity are being used that it is necessary to
protect them from the effects of disastrous short circuits by
means of internal or external reactance. Where several
generators are operated in parallel, it is essential that bus
tie or bus section reactors be used in order to prevent the
combined capacity of all the generators from feeding into
any one point of short-circuit. Bus section reactors will
limit the current on any one section but take up valuable
space in the bus, complicate the connections, and in cases
where parallel feeders are connected to diffeient sections of
the bus, it is difficult to obtain balanced currents in these
feeders.

In the selection of reactance coils best adapted to meet
our requirements, we were governed by the following fac-
tors: cost, low losses, space occupied, temperature rise, abil-
ity to stand short circuits, freedom from inflammable ma-
terial.

The use of tie bus reactors has none of the disadvan-
tages of the bus section reactors, and does limit the amount
of short-circuit current on any one section to any value de-
sired, depending upon the amount of reactance used. F'or
this reason, tie bus reactors will be used.

Feeder Reactors.—Two years ago the generator capa-
city in our Marion station had increased to such an extent
that the oil switches, in some instances, were unable to rup-
ture the excessive short-circuit current. This unsatisfactory
condition compelled us to install reactance coils on all the
liO-cycle feeders. Aside from the short-circuit limiting fea-
ture of the reactance coils, we believed that a better selec-
tive action of relays would result, if reactance coils were
installed on both ends of the tie feeders connecting the
Marion and City Dock stations. After studying the condi-
tions then existing, reactors were also installed on the City
Dock end of the 60-cycIe tie feeders.

Five per cent, reactance was chosen as the amount best
suited for the radial feeders and two and one-half per cent.

at each end of the tie feeders, (.^s a matter of fact, we
installed five per cent, reactance coils and used the two and
one-half per cent taps."! There were at this time, seven tie

feeders between Marion and City Dock and five or six of

these operated in parallel at all times. Each feeder consisted
of 2.0 miles of cable at the City Dock end. three miles of
aerial line and one-half mile of cable at the Marion end. If

a fault occurred on one feeder there would be a 2.5 per cent,

reactance between either station bus and the fault and an
additional 5 per cent, reactance between the unaflfected tie

feeders and the faulty one. As anticipated, this arrange-
ment gave the very best selective action of our relays in case
of trouble.

About one year after the installation of the reactance
coils, the tabulated records of failures on tie feeders showed
that instead of being faults to ground as formerly, they
were, in most cases, short-circuits. Shortly after this, five

sets of aluminum cell arresters were installed 3.5 miles from
the City Dock station at the point where the underground
cables connected to the aerial lines, with a hope of reliev-

ing the local potentials in the cables, but satisfactory results

have not been obtained up to the present time.

By a comparison with the 35-cycIe system, where no
reactors are used on the feeders, it seems evident that the

change in the nature of the faults on the GO-cycle system
might surely be attributed to some unknown result of the

combination of the inductance of the reactor and the dis-

tributed capacitance of the cable. To overcome rises of po-

tential at the terminals of the concentrated ii-ductance in

the reactors, aluminum arresters were installed on the buses,

which, with the arresters already installed on the feeders,

placed protection on each side of the reactance. Even with

this protection, all the sources of troubl? have not been
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reached, as indicated by the continued failures of cables, and

two cases of internal failure of reactors which might pro-

perly be auributcd to a local rise of voltage internally i"

the reactor.

It is evident that these troubles are of a deeper nature

than would appear on the surface and we are laying plans

to make a further study of the surges both from the stand-

point of localization of potential and natural frequency.

It seems proper to attribute these troubles to surges.

If the troubles were due to weak insulation, they should

occur as frequently on the 25-cycle system as on the 00-

cycle system, which, as already recorded, is not the case.

Relays

During the early days of the electrical industry more

attention was given to the protection of apparatus than to

maintenance of service, and therefore, the aim of the oper-

ating man was to remove the short-circuit as quickly as

possible. In short, the old idea of protection was one of

adjusting relays and circuit breakers to protect apparatus

against overloads. Later, with the improvement of station

apparatus and its ability to withstand short-circuits, the

thought gradually took root that the function of the relay

should be primarily to protect against interruption of ser-

vice to the customer. The result is that the modern idea

with reference to relays, is to insure continuity of service.

It is only in recent years that this idea has developed and

central-station men to-day do not fear breakdowns in ap-

paratus as much as service interruptions.

Carrying out the idea of service protection, operating

companies of late years have gone to considerable expense

in electrical features related to the transmission system. The

best insurance against interruptions has demanded the use

of duplicate feeders over more than one route, such as by

means of tie lines, parallel feeders, ring connected feeders,

etc. This means a larger and more complicated system, an

increase in liability of breakdowns, and therefore a more

serious problem as far as relay protection is concerned.

It is obvious, that practically all interruptions in a trans-

mission system will be minimized if faults are easily and

quickly removed before they have had time to cause serious

trouble.

In order to determine the proper setting of instantan-

eous overload, inverse time limit and inverse definite

time limit relays which are more commonly used on a sys-

tem of distribution, it is necessary to know the characteris-

tics of the system as well as the characteristics of the gen-

erators, automatic apparatus, circuit-breakers, regulators,

etc.. before anything can be done along these lines, and be-

fore the time elements of relays can be adjusted, the follow-

ing information is necessary:

—

1. The instantaneous short-circuit value of current

through each conductor to which the relays niay be applied.

2. The sustained short-circuit value of current through

each conductor,

3. The time in changing from 1 to 2.

4. The time required for various automatic circuit-

breakers to open the circuit after application of current

through the trip coils.

.5. The safe current-opening characteristics of various

circuit-breakers.

fi. The time characteristics of the various relays.

T. The probability and amount of tlow of energy in (he

case of circuits operating in parallel.

If these seven items were known with any degree of

accuracy, it would enable one to accurately set relays, but

as a matter of fact, it is almost a physical impossibility to

arrive at these seven conclusions with any degree of cer-

tainty. For instance, the values of short-circuits depend

particularly upon the characteristics of the generator^ and

also upon the impedance of the circuit to (he point to which

the relays are connected. The further the point of the

short-circuit from the generator, the less will be the dif-

ference between instantaneous and sustained short-circuits,

or between item 1 and item 2, providing the same apparatus

is included between the short-circuit point in question and

the generator.

Again, operating companies whose growth extends over

a period of years, must necessarily operate generators of

different internal characteristics. For this reason, the re-

sults obtained from setting a relay for values 1 and 2 for a

machine purchased several years ago. will not be the same

for a generator installed recently.

Assuming for the moment that the seven items listed

are known and an attempt is made to accurately time relays

for selective action, the accuracy of current values required

to trip a relay can be left as a matter of small concern, for

when a short-circuit occurs, the current setting of relays is

usually exceeded by at least several hundred per cent. This

applies equally well to inverse time or definite time relays.

It is an impossibility to get selective setting with the in-

verse time limit relay because it has the unfortunate char-

acteristic 'of being instantaneous with a heavy overload.

This characteristic prevents the use of this type of relay for

selective action because a short circuit of sufficient magni-

tude will cause all the relays from the fault to the source

of supply to become instantaneous, and thus any or all of

the relays are liable to trip out instead of only the ones

nearest the fault.

Better results can be obtained by the use of an inverse

definite tiire limit relay, the time setting of which depends

upon the damping action of a permanent magnet on an

aluminum disk, giving as great a degree of accuracy as can

be obtained in the calibration of watt-hour meters used in

connection with a torque compensator.

This type of relay is more accurate and allows closer

setting than any other type, and when once set, remains the

same, but in an extensive system, the results obtained from

its use are nevertheless disappointin.g. The reason for this

is simple, when it is considered that the time interval be-

tween successive circuit-breakers should be equal to the

time taken for the circuit-breaker to open its arc, plus a

margin of safety to include variation, and if there are sev-

eral feeder sections in series and the trouble should be near

the generating end. the short-circuit may not be cleared for

several seconds, which means, of course, a loss of all syn-

chronous load on the system, or in other words, a complete

interruption to the service.

From the foregoing, it can be seen that irrespective of

the character of the distribution system, it is practicallj' im-

possible to isolate faulty cables or lines by the relays most

commonly used, and therefore the records of luost operat-

ing companies show that faulty feeders usually interrupt a

large area and a .great many luore consumers than is neces-

sarj'.

With the relays more commonly used, the most satis-

factory results are obtained by using thetn with a radial dis-

tribution system: or. in other words, most operating com-

panies get the best results by adaiitin.g their systems to meet

the faults in the relay rather than design a relay for a luini-

mum cable outlay.

A well desi.gned transmission system is one which has

the following characteristics:

—

(^\^ Safety in operation for

employees and the general public: (2^ suitability of supply

for the purpose required: CO freedom from interruption.

Therefore, the question resolves itself into one of design, as

has been shown.

Failure of supply is usually caused by breakdown of

transmission and the primary precaution is therefore careful

attention to design, manufacture and maintenance of the

various parts of the system, but since no apparatus can be

made absolutely immune from breakdown or external dam-
age, the secondary precaution is to make arrangements so
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that the effects of a lireak iowii to any part of the system
are localized as much as possible.

In some cases, such precautions may mean increased

capital cost, but undoubtedly result in a net economy.
Fortunately, however, well designed apparatus does not

necessarily cost more than badly designed apparatus and it

is possible to so cheapen the system by closer localization

of breakdowns.

Balanced Selective Relay.— In connection with the seven

tie feeders between City Dock and Marion, mentioned else-

where in this paper, so much trouble was experienced due

to the lack of a selective action of the relays, that a new
type of relay known as the "balanced selective relay" was
finally installed at each end of these feeders.

The relay coils are connected in series with current

transformers of the tie lines. This causes the current in

each coil to be proportional to the current in the cable to

which it is connected. Only a single phase of each cable is

taken care of by a single relay and there are as many coils

on the relay as there are cables. For instance, with seven

cables on a three-phase system there arc tliree relays with

seven coils per relay.

F.ach coil on each relay is mechanically balanced against

each other coil. The effect of this is that any strong coil

can overcome any weak coil. In case a short-circuit occurs

on one cable, the current in the faulty cable will of course

be greater than the current in any other cable. Therefore,

the coil connected to the current transformer on the faulty

cable will have the strongest pull and will close the tripping

circuit of this oil switch.

However, if none of tlie parallel cables are short-cir-

cuited, but trouble occurs on some radial cable, the relay

will remain balanced and none of the good cables will be

erroneously tripped out. The relays operate simultaneously

at both ends of a faulty cable and their operation is not ef-

fected by fluctuations in voltage due to trouble or change of

phase angle between voltage and current. With this parti-

cular type of relay, it is necessary to have not less than three

feeders in service, in order to secure perfect operation under

all conditions. It should be further borne in mind that re-

actance coils are installed on both ends of the tie feeders

in order to secure the best selective action of the relays. It

is questionable whether the relays would operate as satisfac-

torily in all cases without the aid of these coils. The suc-

cessful operation of these relays is limited to three or more
feeders, therefore they cannot be used on other parts of our

system where there are but two parallel cables between sta-

tions.

Since the installation of the balanced selective relays, we
have had no case of cable failure on the tic feeders where
the relays have not operated properly and tlicre have been

more than fifty cases of trouble.

Our operating conditions are such that at times there are

but two tie feeders in service, therefore on these occasions

it is necessary to disconnect the balanced selective relays

and depend on overload protection.

(To be Continued")

Montreal Aqueduct Work to go Ahead
The Mimircil aqueduct sclu-nic. includiiiL; the hyilro-clcc-

tric development, is to proceed, the council having agreed

to this by i:i to fi. .\ deputation from the Canadian .Society

of t"ivil Engineers, the lioard of Trade, and the Canadian

Manufacturers' Association, headed by Sir John Kennedy,
appealed to the aldermen to appoint an independent board of

engineers to examine the plans, but, as appeared at a subse-

quent council meeting, the appeal was without effect. Con-
troller Ross stated that three members of the board had

supported the prfiposal of engaging outside advice to re-

examine the plans, but as the lioard coyld not agree on the

choice of engineers, the matter had fallen through.

Western Canada Financing
Shareholders of the Western Canada Power Coinpany,

Limited, will meet in Montreal on July 15 to consider a plan
to place the company on a better financial footing. The
earnings for the year ending December 31st last, were
.f;3:iG.!»3r. which is insufficient to meet the interest on the

llrst mortgage bonds and other charges. In order to carry

out a compromise made with the holders of notes and of

first mortgage bonds, and to avoid the sale of the company's
properties in foreclosure proceedings, it is necessary that the

holders of the $2,495,000 par value of the shares of the com-
pany, now issued, shall subscribe for a sufficient number of

a proposed new issue of preferred. shares to realize $374,240

in cash. A portion of the issue will be underwritten in New
York. The plan includes other changes, the Board stating

that if the plan is successfully carried out, the second re-

funding bonds will be cancelled; the current liabilities will

l)C paid off; interest on the first mortgage bonds will be

paid until January 1st, 1918; and the company will have funds

sufficient to complete the installation of a third generating

unit, and to carry on its business for two years.

Weekly Electric Luncheon
Interest in the 'foronto electric luncheon, being held

every Friday at the Prince George Hotel, is as keen as ever.

The capacity of the present dining room, which normally is

about 75, has been considerably overtaxed and on the last

two occasions overloads up to about 35 per cent, have been

carried for one hour—without developing anything but the

most complete harmony, however. On June 16, the members
weie treated to a delightful little sketching entertainment

by Mr. Lou Skuce, of the Toronto World, whose clever

work was the subject of unanimous comment. On Friday,

June S.'l, Dr. A. C. McKay, Principal of the Toronto Central

Technical School, enlightened the electrical men on the vari-

ous phases of the work in which he is engaged.

Be on hand next Friday. June 30. at 12.30. This will

probably be the last gathering until after the holidays.

Personal
Mr. E. W. Clayton has been appointed local manager

for the Canadian Pacific Telegraphs, Victoria, B.C.

Dr. L. A. Herdt, of McGill University, recently under-

went a minor operation at the Royal Victoria Hospital. Mon-
treal.

Mr. J. G. Davies, formerly local manager for the Cana-

dian Pacific Telegraphs. Victoria, B.C., has been appointed

chief operator for the same company at Montreal.

Mr. E. W. Sayer, of the Sayer Electric Company, Mon-
treal, has been elected by acclamation a member of the Pro-

testant Board of School Coniinissioncrs at Outremont.

Mr. Cyril G. Savage, who resigned the position of sec-

retary-treasurer to the Canadian British Insulated Com-
pany, Montreal (which has ceased business in Canada), to

go overseas, is reported as being among the wounded.

Mr. A. C. Towne has resigned his position with the

Johns-Manville Company, Montreal, to take charge of the

engineering department of the Electrical Equipment Co,,

Montreal. He has been succeeded by Mr. S. G. MacDermolt.

Mr. C. W. Knighton, general manager of the Canadian

Hart .Accumulator Company, St. Johns, P.Q., is on a visit to

Winnipeg, to open a western oflicc and to develop the com-

pany's business as manufacturers of electric storage bat-

teries. Mr, Knighton has just returned from a visit to Eng-

Ian<l. where he conferred with the directors of the parent

<-ompany, the Hart Accumulator Company, Limited, London.

This company is exceedingly busy on batteries for subma-

rines, the factory being now what is known as a controlled

establishment.
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Experience on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railway where 220 miles have been

operating for 6 months at 3000 volts.

It is extremely gratifying to note the satisfactory (ipcr-

ation of the (jioneer high voltage electric railway systems in

the United States, especially in view of Canadian require-

ments and endeavors along the same lines. Tlicre now ap-

pears to be little doubt that higher voltages tlian 3,000 d.c.

are feasible if. or when, they are found desirable, and we
understand .1.000 volts is now being considered. A recent

issue of the Electric Railway Journal contains an interest-

ing article b.y A. E. Armstrong, Chairman Electrification

Committee of the General Electric Company, in which he

points out some of the favorable features in the operation of

the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway, where some

440 miles have been operating for about si.x nmntlis at :i,000

volts. We reproduce this paper in full:

—

During the past six months electricity has replaced

steam on 220 miles of track on the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway. This mileage comprises two steam-engine

divisions, and, in war terms, the new facilities thus intro-

duced have been "consolidated" since the territory was oc-

cupied.

Naturally, anj- such radical change as the substitutirm

of electricity for steam gives rise to equally great operat-

ing changes just as soon as the capabilities of the new type

of motive power become understood and fully appreciated.

Not until a complete change in motive power is made can it

be realized how many of the previous rules and regulations

are, in effect, only the traditions handed down from genera-

tions of steam-engine practice. Very many such rules reflect

dearly-bought operating experience and apply equally to the

operation of any type of motive power, but with the elec-

tric locomotive, the .greater tractive power at higher speeds,

the independence from tlic indivichial efficiency of the oper-

ating crew, the freedom from any restrictions of coal and

water supply, the higher speeds on down grades made pos-

sible by the use of electric brakes, and the many other oper-

ating advantages must result in radical changes from pre-

vious steam operating methods. An often-used phrase liest

describes the original method of operation as "steam rail-

roading subject to all the- limitations of the steam engine."

and in the future, railroad transportation will undoubtedly

be conducted on a broader basis with the greater facilities

and flexibility provided by electric locomotives.

Saw Inside of Tunnel

A story is told of an engineer making his first trip on

a St. Paul electric locomotive run between Deer Lodge and
Three Forks. He had full charge of the running of the loco-

motive, under the direction of an instructor, and he handled
his train over the Rocky Mountain Divide without giving any
outward expression to his thoughts until reaching the tun-

nel at the summit, wdien he exclaimed: "This is the fir^t time

I ever saw the inside of this tunnel." Having ridden through
tunnels in the cab of an engine, the writer can fully appre-

ciate liovv it affected an old steam engineer to ride on an

electric locomotive for the lirst time and to be free from

the gases, steam and smoke that make tunnel operation with

the steam engine hazardous, as well as most uncomfortable

for the crew.

On the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul the oi)eratii:m of

the electric locomotives has been taken over by the regular

steam engine crews after proper instructions, and it is in-

teresting to note how smoothly the change from steam to

electricity has been accomplished. Of course, the handling

of the air brakes is identical with steam-engine i)ractice, al-

though in this matter of braking the use of the air brakes is

restricted to the stopping of trains, as the electric brakes are

used exclusively to hold the trains at constant speed on the

down grades.

Regenerative Braking

Perhaps there is no feature of the St. Paul electrifica-

tion that is more impressive than the operation of this re-

generative electric braking. In the early consideration of

plans for the electrification, electric brakes were considered,

and they were finally insisted upon by the railway oflicials

vi'Iien their full advantages became apparent. The perfection

of regenerative electric braking with series direct-current

motors called for considerable development work, as nothmg
of the kind had ever been done on a scale approaching the

magnitude of 283-ton locomotives equipped with motors ag-

gregating 3,400 h.p. The direct-current locomotive, however,

offered so many advantages for main line service in this

instance that it was considered of the greatest importance

to adhere to this type, especially if electric braking could

be made operative with the series-wound direct-current mo-
tors operating from a fluctuating trolley voltage. Fulfilling

the promise of early experiments made at Schenectady, di-

rect-current motor regenerative braking was successfully de-

veloped and put into service without losing the ruggedness
in operation of the series-motor characteristics. The result

has been a locomotive of remarkable flexibilitj'. with speed

and tractive power admirably suited to train haulage cr\-er a

broken profile and, withal, of an extremely simple mechani-
cal and electrical construction that has been patterned close-

ly after well-known designs of proven superiority and reli-

ability.

On these locomotives, the motors are of practically stan-

dard design and they present no features of special interest

except the large continuous capacity of 375 h.p. and the fact

that each has a potential of 1.500 volts across its brushes,

operating two in series on .3.000 volts. The motors are

geared to the axles through twin gears, an arrangement that

has proved so successful on the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific,

Detroit Tunnel, Baltimore & Ohio. Cascade Tunnel, and
other electrifications having operating records of several

years with this method of drive. In the St. Paul locomotive

construction, the motors are spring suspended on the bolster,

and also drive through springs in the twin gears, thus pro-

viding great flexibility, cushioning all shocks and eliminating

all noise of grindin,g gears. The high efficiency, simple con-

struction and low cost of twin-gear drive were fundamental
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facts of importance influencing its adoption on the St. Paul

locomotive, and the results of six months' operation fully jus-

tify the preference for this design.

The efficiency from trolley to tlic rim of driving wheels

approximates 8!i per cent., including all motor and gear losses

when delivering full rated tractive effort. The construction

is simple, rugged and well able to withstand the strains in-

cident to heavy train haulage over mountain grades of 2 per

cent., one such grade on the St. Paul extending unbroken for

21 miles over the main divide of the Rocky Mountains. Dur-

ing six months of operation no failure or delay of any kind

lias been due to the twin gear drive, and all indications are

that in this item cost of upkeep will be small.

The St. Paul freight locomotives are rated at 2.500 tons

trailing load on a 1 per cent, grade, and this calls for a trac-

tive eflfort of 72.500 lbs., and a current input to the motors of

860 amp. at 3,000 volts, the speed being 15. T5 m.p.h. Such a

large current could readily be collected from a third-rail, but

the problem of current collection presented some difficulties

with existing forms of overhead construction and pantograph

collector. Elaborate experiments were made at .Schenectady

with diflferent methods of trolley suspension and roller and

pan collectors, and these formed the basis for the adoption

of the current-collecting facilities on the St. Paul. In this

case the trolley consists of two No. 0000 wires side by side

and alternately suspended from the same catenary by the

usual loop hangers. The construction offers great flexibility

in the overhead conductor, provides for contact with at least

one wire at all times with consequent elimination of flashing,

and permits the collection of heavy currents at high speeds.

Pan collectors with copper contact surfaces are used and lub-

rication is successfully depended upon to reduce wear. This

construction has already been described in previous publica-

tions, but is worthy of additional conmient. as it has solved

the question of collection of large currents at high speed.

Tests made at Schenectady and Erie have demonstrated that

it is perfectly feasible to collect 2.000 amp. at speeds as high

as 60 m.p.h. with this construction, and subsequent operation

on the St. Paul has resulted in no flashing or even sparking

under the conditions of daily service.

Possibility of Higher Voltages

The electrification of the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific

Railway provided valuable experience upon which to base

plans for the larger work on the St. Paul. The increase from
2.400-volt to :5.00n-volt direct current, was found to be pos-

sible without sacrificing anjthing in the simplicity and rug-

gedness of the twin-gear drive on the locomotive and it of-

fered certain advantages in reducing feeder copper and pro-

viding for greater advantages in station spacing. Taken in

connection with the improvements in overhead construction

and pan collection, 3,000 volts are sufRcientl)' high to insure

the satisfactory collection of current under all possible con-

ditions of service operation. At the same time this voltage

did not involve anything beyond conservative design in the

case of single-conductor, 1,500-volt motors operating two in

series on 3,000-volt supply, thus permitting the use of the

simple twin-gear drive. Experiments with direct-current ap-

paratus with potentials as high as 6.000 volts demonstrated

the possibility of higher voltages, but also indicated the ne-

cessity of adopting some form of freak mechanical drive of

doubtful reliability and poorer efficiency. Hence the adop-

tion of 3.000-volt direct current for the St. Paul electrification

offered reasonable advantages in the distribution and conver-

sion system, and yet the voltage was not so high as to de-

mand any departure from the understood principles of sound

and conservative engineering w^hich should govern in such a

huge undertaking as the immediate electrification of 440 miles

of trunk line railway.

The electrilied divisions of the Si Paul arc all single

track, but nevertheless the .i,000-volt direct-current supply is

obtained from only fourteen substations feeding 440 miles of

route, making an average substation spacing of 31 miles.

Maximum trolley drops of 20 per cent, are obtained with
3,500-ton trains midway between sub-stations, but the average
voltage drop with the variable tonnage of passenger and
freight trains of all classes will be less than 10 per cent. This
reasonable distribution loss is obtained with trolley feeders

of 500,000 circ. mil. cross-section extending over 85 per cent,

of the entire route mileage, or where the ruling grade is 1

per cent, or less. Heavier feeders up to 1,400.000 circ. mil.

section are used on higher gradients up to the 2 per cent,

ruling grade. The entire cost of this feeder copper, figured

on a 20-cent basis, amounts to less than 8 per cent, of the

total cost of electrification.

It is as yet too early to expect any operating figures as
to economies eflfected by the electrification. Full electrical

operation of all freight trains, and all passenger trains ex-

cept one on a local run. is now in effect on two steam engine
divisions totalling 220 miles of track. These two steam en-

gine divisions have been consolidated into one electric loco-

motive run, crews being changed midway at the old division

point. .An additional 220 miles of track will be in operation

by the end of this year, and here also two steam engine
runs will be combined into one electric division.

A Physical Success

Partial operation for six months has proved the physical

success of the undertaking and the general fitness of the

locomotives and distribution system for this very severe

mountain service. The high-voltage direct-current system
offers special advantages for the conditions obtaining in the

Northwest with its abundant supply of 60-cycle power and
the broken profiles of the railroads. In the sub-stations,

synchronous motor generator sets, which have a combined
efficiency at full load of approximately 92 per cent., and auto-

matically providing a power factor of 100 per cent, or a

slightly leading current at all loads permits feeding the St.

Paul sub-stations from the general transmission networks of

the Montana Power Company without causing interference

with the industrial and lighting loads supplied from the

same lines. In fact, this ability of utilizing any frequency of

|)owcr supply without interfering with the commercial load

connected to the same transmission circuit, constitutes one
of the chief advantages of the high-voltage direct-current

system. In other respects, also, direct-current construction

is well adapted to the work in view. The profile calls for

crossing three mountain ranges with long stretches of level

and low grade track intervening. Freight trains mount the

ruling grades at approximately 15 m.p.h. with two locomo-
tives, and run on a level track at double this speed with one
locomotive, an accomplishment readily achieved with the

flexible characteristics of the direct-current motor. More-
over, the locomotive speed is automatically proportioned to

all intermediate gradients, thus resulting as nearly as possible

in a constant-output locomotive and minimizing the load

fiuctuations due to the very broken profile. .As a matter of

fact, a variable speed characteristic for the locomotive is pre-

eminently adapted to general railroad operating conditions,

as questions of alignment of tracks and peak-load power
supply |)lace limits on the speeds up grades while it is desir-

able to operate on level track and on the lesser grades at as

high speed as the track alignment and condition of rolling

stock will permit.

Two Novel Features

Much of the engineering success of the St. Paul installa-

tion is the result of the gradual development of a direct-cur-

rent motor for locomotive construction and the advance in

the art of generation, transmission and conversion of alter-

nating-current power. Two novel features, however, stand

out conspicuously as being introduced for the first time and
completing the development of ilie 3.000-volt direct-current

system. These are, first, the twin conductor flexible over-
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head construction, with lubricated, copper-pan collectors, and,

second, the regenerative braking control of the series-wound,

direct-current locomotive motors. The first has made pos-

sible the collection of current far in excess of operating re-

quirements and has settled for all time any claims for higher

trolley voltage based upon the question of current collection.

Thus, it is perfectly feasible with the St. Paul construction to

collect 2,000 amp. at practically any speed and this makes it

possible to receive 6,000 kw. at 3,000 volts through one pan

collector, more than enough to slip the wheels of the 282-

ton locomotive at 30 per cent, coefficient of adhesion. Then,

too, the introduction of regenerative I)raking control with

direct-current, series motors, greatly broadens the field of

the locomotive and permits placing a proper value upon this

one feature of electric operation, because it is not secured at

the expense of sound and conservative engineering in other

respects. Regenerative electric braking undoubtedly has an

important value in electric railroading by adding to the safely

and economy of operation, and it is a welcome addition to

the other advantages of the direct-current-motor locomotive.

In general, the St. Paul electrification extends over such

a length of track, 440 miles, that no restrictions need be

placed upon the free operation of the electric locomotives.

The Mallet locomotives previously used over the mountains

are being transferred to the adjoining non-electrified division

as fast as they are released, with a view to handling the hea-

vier tonnage trains delivered to that division by the electric

locomotives, thus resulting in raising the weight of trains

moved rncr the road and efifecting material economies.

courting DANGER by jumping on our cars. They do it

for fun—OR DEATH. •

The conductor is the man who knows. You will not find

HIS children "Stealing Rides."

The Quebec Railway Light & Power Co.

Accident Talk No. 6.—by the Quebec Railway,

Light and Power Co.

Saving Life and Limb

A man who has lost his left hand by letting it hang out

of a car window always is careful to keep Iiis right hand in-

side. Unfortunately he only has one HE.\D. \ wise head

was never broken while it was thrust out of a car window.

Some persons never can be convinced that a wagon, or

fir? engine, of some moving or stationary object is sure to

appear sooner or later and spoil the view.

At least tell the children to keep their heads and arms

inside. M.\KE them do it.

Discomfort and Danger

There was room inside the car—even on the platform

—

out two men wanted to ride on the steps. It was risky for

them to ride on the steps, anyway. When the conductor

told them to get inside the car, they refused and commenced

to bully him. .\t this time a passenger wanted to get oflf

in the narrow space, without a chance to reach the grab

handles; this passenger tripped forward, falling on the road-

way and was hurt. It happened exactly that way. These

two men refused to give their names and addresses as wit-

nesses and jumped oflf the car. Of course, the company had

to pay the damages, not the two men who stood on the steps.

and were the cause of the accident.

The steps are put on the car so that people can get on

and ofT. When you stand on the steps you cause the com-

pany some ANXIETY. But you cause the other passengers

DISCOMFORT and D.^NGER. Suppose you are one of

the other passengers? Then be cautious—wait till the way

is clear, so that you can get oflf without a CONTORTION.
Make it INCONVENIENT for the persons who insist upon

riding on the steps.

Stealing Rides

The campaign that this company is making for the pre-

vention of accidents can be assisted in no greater measure

than by the warnings that parents and teachers give to the

children against "Stealing rides."

There are many accidents which would not happen, if you

would warn the children—if you could prevent them from

A budget of comment presented in

independent of party politics and

nterest of public welfare,

alice toward no one.

ROSS RIFLE AGAIN
Startling indeed in view of tlie attitude adopted by the

official and unofficial apologists of the Ross rifle is the news

contained in the London letter to the Toronto Telegram.

Briefly, the correspondence is to the effect that following

complaints from all branches of the service, Gen. Alderson,

in command of the Canadians, formally protested to the Can-

adian Government against arming the men with the Ross

ritle, which has proved, according to the soldiers, a failure

and a pathetic failure at Ypres and was later to be followed

by a similar failure at St. Eloi.

General .\lderson's protest was received and answered

in a style that unfortunately for the good name of the Dom-
inion is becoming to be regarded as characteristic of the

administration of the militia department. He was told to

mind his own business and the Canadian soldiers were told

to take what the militia department considered good for them

and were warned that any further objections to the use of

the Ross rifle would not be tolerated. The printed circular

containing this warning was apparently an artfully contrived

defence of the rifle and an obvious attempt was made therein

to blame the faults of the arm on the quality of the ammu-
nition used by the troops.

The main point and the point that will appeal to most

people who have little or no knowledge of what constitutes

a good military rifle or makes a bad one, is that the men
who are using the weapon should be the best judges of its

fitness for the work they have to do. When a man's life de-

pends upon the quality of the weapon which is his sole indi-

vidual defence, he is apt to be curious about it, he is likely

to watch its eflfect and eager to learn all about its depend-

ability, or otherwise, in a crisis. In the case of the Ross

rifle there seems to be little doubt that it was unsuitable in

the opinion of the vast majority of the men armed with it.

That in itself should have been sufficient to cause an investi-

gation of the most careful and painstaking kind. Instead, we
are compelled to hear that the protests of the men expressed

through their officers and divisional commanders, were re-

ceived with disdain, and that eventually the Canadians were

collectively reprimanded for their attitude and warned that

no further nonsense would be tolerated. This to men who
were willing and ready to face death for the Empire, and

who. it seems to us, should have been given every considera-

tion and whose opinions should have been respectfully lis-

tened to and met, if possible. Putting aside all consideration

of the technical faults or merits of the rifle, it would seem
that it would have been a wise policy to have made a more
tactful reply and to have demonstrated to the troops that

they were not being sacrificed for (tolitical reasons or for any
other reason. If the morale of the troops depended on a

change of rif^e, it should certainly have been effected, and at

once. This aspect of the matter would seem to be the com-

mon sense view of the dispute.—Ottawa Citizen (Independent

Conservative.)
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avd CoTy/ractor
A continuation of the report on the Second

Annual Convention of the Electrical Contract-

ors &;;Dealers' Association of Ontario—

A

helpful talk on various kinds of advertis-

ing by Mr. J. C. Kirkwood.

The subject of advertising is a very comprehensive work.

It has a wide scope and it is hard to give a definition of the

word. I understand I am speaking mainly to men engaged
in the business of selling service and supplies—not supply

men, but men selling service—-installation of electric equip-

ment—and tn men who have equipment to sell. It is sup-

posed I am to say something to you that will lie helpful in

that work, the work of selling your service and selling your

equipment. Now, the gospel of advertising has been

preached so thoroughly by its preachers that very often a

man begins to think that advertising is a very magical thing,

and if he advertises, buying space in newspapers, that that

is going to do all the work. That is wrong. I know a great

many men think they can buy success—sell their goods with

a cheque, buy space and pay for it, occupy space with good

copy, and that that will sell the goods. It will not. I will

illustrate by calling jour attention for a moment to sun-

light. Now, sunlight is very necessary to a farmer who de-

pends on sunlight to grow his produce for him, but sunlight

will not sell much off his farm; and he has to cultivate the

farm, and to sweat over it, or he will not have much to sell,

and sunlight will not sell it lor him.

Now, advertising is like sunlight. It has a great influ-

ence and reaches a .great mass of people, but the influence "f

advertising will be efTective only when you do work on top of

it. Our minds these times are occupied with war. We reacl

a very great deal about battles—Verdun conflict right at tlic

front. Was it ever borne in on you that the winning of

battles means the use of large forces, long range shooting

doing destructive work—the mining, the trench work, and

then the close personal infantry work of bayonet and rifle

shooting. The battles tn-day, generally speaking, are being

won by the preparatory work of the artillery followed up

with the close bayonet work. Advertising is much like ar-

tillery—work of preparation. It makes close-to-hand work
effective. But if you simply put advertising in the papers,

and do not on top and bcliind it do close personal work, you

arc not going to .gel all that it is possible to get out of ad-

vertising. It so often haiipens that men in business rely on

advertising alone, and think they do not have to work at all

with it to get results, Init advertising without that jilus work
will not get results, and then they throw stones at advertis-

ing because they have not been a success. They might just

as well throw stones at the sun for not selling the farmer's

produce. Tt would not be a bit more foolish to do so, than

to rely on the publicity of advertising without the plus work
to get you the results of advertising. Tt is advertising jihis

the other forces that brings success.

Then there is the man who sells newspaper space—or

pniuing—ur posters—or street cai ..r .ahcr aiKertising;

each urges the value of his own medium and knocks the other
medium. That is not right. It takes judgment to find out

wliich is the best value to you. and not any one will do the

wiirk by itself, it takes a combination of forces to do the work
you want done. I am sometimes asked the question—which
brings home the .greatest results, newspaper advertising or

direct advertising—the personal work of a travelling sales-

man, or letters sent out, or booklets. They want to know
jusl which is the best. I simply ask the question—which
blade of a pair of scissors does the cutting? The answer is.

it takes two to do the work. Of course, it is right that each
should emphasize what they are selling, but not to knock
another; and you ought not. Success is achieved by a com-
bination of forces. Keep playing for success in selling. Ad-
vertising does its work, and it is not alone done by the

newspaper, but one thing it does is to get the eyes of the

people focussed on what you have to sell, and it gives a

quick delivery of your message, and approximately quick
results.

Advertising a New Idea

It is not long since that modern advertising had its

birth. It began when steam came in. The coming of rail-

ways brought new markets—men must get quick action,

slower ways are no longer sufficient. It meant getting the

attention and favor of people more quickly, and there is no
quicker way of attracting attention than by publicity, but
that alone would not do. Now. take men situated in com-
munities of small populations—how can you sell your service

and equipment to people in your neighborhood? You are'

busily occupied every day with actual service, looking after

your men. putting your product into houses, giving atten-

tion to the delivery of service and goods you have paid for;

but you ought to remember your business cannot grow un-

less you arc trying to prepare other people to be customers
of yours—(leople you are not serving this week, but there

is no reason why you should not serve them next week

—

doing preparatory work all the time. You have things in

front of you that should have places in the homes of the

people you serve. You will go away appalled by the num-
ber of limes the word "No" is written opposite questions
asked as to whether they have your electrical equipment in

tlir>se homes. Now, what can you do to get them to ans-

wer "^'cs"? Every "Yes" wo\ild mean money in your poc-

ket. \\'hat can you do to change that situation that exists

to-day, where the "No" answers far outnumber the "Yes"
answers? Now, that leads to this. Unfortunately, you alone
cannot do very much. '

T mean to say you ought to do some
co-operative work.

That work is being done for yu by a number of people
in diflTerent ways. Take the "Evening Post" advertisement.
"Do it electrically." That is doing work for you. preparing
l>cople to buy your goods, but you know that unless you go
on to|) of this particular work and have people ask for it. you
are not likely to get many orders. Success is not in hand-
ling a good product, but by getting directly in touch and
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asking people to buy it. Take another advertisenicut. "When
the hot days come"—advertising electric fans. Another ad-
vertisement to make people ready when hot weather comes,
to make their rooms cool by the introduction of electric f;ins.

These are the people residing in your community—|)eo|)Ie

who live on St. George Street— Rosedale

—

Indian Road, in

successful selling you have to break into that unnamed crowd.
You must take those people, that unnamed mass, and break
it up so that you know its names and addresses, the people
who need your goods—John Smith, 36 High Street—James
Jones, 10 Park Boulevard, etc.—that is. you must be send-
ing those names and addresses something into their homes.
Then you know something has gone into that home to

break up the apathy and make them a customer of yours.

To be content with having names and addresses, and not

serving them, is not going to increase your business. Vuu
must know the people in your coinmunity and have some-
thing going into their homes—booklets, blotters, circulars,

etc., getting your business carried away from your address

by some agency, your message carried away from you
straight into the homes you want to sell.

Everybody Knows Us (?)

You say, "Everybody knows us—they know our shop."

How many people would be married if the men said, ".-Ml

the girls know we are single"? If you do not send men out

to solicit business and call on the man with a name who
has a bank account and wants to buy, you are not going to

sell your goods. You must go to the people with names
and addresses, identities, and take your business away from
its present location right to them, and when you do that you
are going to sell goods. No amount of reliance on the fact

that people ought to know all about you is going to give

you the maximum of sales. It is possible for you to sell

more than you are doing—probably to the street with all

the "No" answers—and you are not as rich as you. would
like to be until you get "Yes" answers. I think you ought

to join together, gentlemen. 1 understand there are over

three hundred of you in the Province of Ontario. You all

have a common message, a work of education, the gospel

of selling goods, the message that will preach more than

thirty in Brantford or more than twenty in Guelph to ha\e

electric toasters or electric heaters, etc., and tliis will all

be accomplished by co-operative means.

In the United States at the present time the makers of

coal stoves are getting together to put the men out who
are marketing electric ranges, because the men who make
electric ranges have been the more active.. Gas men are

preaching to cook with gas, and the makers of stoves burn-

ing coal have awakened to the fact, and to-day they are

joining together to preach the gospel of "Cook with coal."

Florida, California, the Southern States joining together,

pooling their money to sell Cuba, Florida, California and

the Southern States—all this great publicity and advertising

to make them establish stoves. Makers of southern pine

have joined together to build a "porch of cypress"—a "house

of pine"—they have the same message to volley forth, so

they join forces, wrap themselves together, pool their money
and produce effects they could never do alone. Railways

want to defeat legislation, join together and pool their

money, carry on an aggressive advertising campaign to get

at the minds of the people to defeat legislation for them.

They were not successful, but they found that the money
spent has come back to them in many ways. Raisin grow-

ers joined together to get the public to eat raisins in bread

—you are familiar with that? Men are joining together to-

day to get a coinnion message home by pooling their mcjney.

Co-operative Advertising

Gentlemen, we who are here, and those who are repre-

sented here, I suggest you get together and do something

in a co-operative way to make the people you serve more
desirous of things electrical that you have to sell and the
service that goes with their installation. Do something
electrically along with your own name in your own com-
munity. One suggestion is the Toronto Gas News; the To-
ronto Electric Light issues something of the same' nature-
inducing people to use more gas—more electricity. I suggest
that perhaps you people could get together and distribute
something in your own communities, monthly or otherwise
to get the idea planted in the minds of the women and men
who occupy the homes to put more electrical equipment in
their homes. Suppose you have a book, "Do it electrically";
chapters on "Cooking with electricity," "Heating with elec-
tricity," Cleaning with electricity," "Making Coffee with
electricity," ".Adding to health with electricity." Get the
message into the home so that the people will come to the
idea that electricity comes in to do the work better, cheaper,
and healthier than in any other way. You could all put in
something to get a book of that sort published, possibly the
supply people would come to the rescue, too. Get your
name put on the book and distribute it in your community.
Advertise in the newspapers, not taking big space to adver-
tise your own business, but to get the idea planted to "Do
It Electrically," and advertise, "Send for that book." Get
people to send for it and break them out of the unnamed
crowd, and the people of your community who send for the
book will get it with your name on the back.

That is what is necessary to make your advertising suc-
cessful. They go into electrical shops and buy something
and take it away. The question who you are was not asked.
You should get card indexes and do trench work. Know
those who have bought from you, say you will be glad to
have them come and see something new you have to offer.
They are appreciative of the fact that you remember them.
We are all human in that respect. You address a letter to
me and say that 1 called at your shop June 10th last and
bought so-and-so, you get me and my wife to come in, make
me feel I have red blood and that you have red blood, and
1 think to myself. I will go into that shop the next time I

want anything.

Make it Personal

Some years ago an agent came to Canada, to London
city, with a vacuum cleaner, that he could put on the mar-
ket to sell at $35.00. He persuaded one of the largest stores
to take the agency. Called thirteen of the floor staff and
told them it was for sale at $35.00. Thirteen men said it

could not be done at $35.00. This man swore quietly, and
told them he would show them. In a very few months he
had made $700 altogether on sales, and he got a $5 bonus
from the tirm. which put $100 in his own pocket. Thirteen
good, smart men had said it could not be done. They looked
at the big, unnamed mass and said, it cannot be done. This
man looked, and then said to himself, there is this rich
banker, that rich widow, sell them a percolator, sell them
this, sell them that, make a cleaner so desirable to them
that they will have to have it. Twenty of them bought. He
made it so personal that they thought they could not do
without it.

A man advertised small farm buildings of concrete. He
told the farmer how he could have the best farm buildings
in the land, sent them booklets with attractive pictures and
photographs of concrete farm buildings. Hundreds and
hundreds of barrels of cement were sold as a result of that
advertisement. Hold my interest with something I should
have. Make me hungry for it till 1 simply have to have it.

Something can be prepared, "Do it electrically," and put into
the homes. Get it there. Have Utter paper with the heading
of your Association on it.

Take a case in Iroquois. He writes to the Association
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to send copies of the book to a certain address. The copies

would have Mr. Brown's {your name) on the back. Some

central organization will include all that, At Christmas time,

for instance, or a little before, suggest an electric sale. .At

a time like this when it should be warm and isn't, send a

definite suggestion to people whose names and addresses you

have, and tell them a little electric heater would make them

nice and comfortable this dreary wet wtatlier. Drop your

line, and fish, and some sucker will bite. Hut you will not

catch a lish without a hook. Then some hot day send a

suggestion tliat a fan would make it nice and cool. Don't

wait for them to come, send out for them. .Spiel it out.

Get names of people going to be be married. Find out their

friends, send suggestions to these to choose electric goods

—a percolator—suggest the fragrant smell of coftee for

breakfast—a duster, to keep a house the way a bride would

like it—a cooker—a toaster. Send suggestions to those who
are to attend the wedding. It puts dollars into your pocket

and pays for postage stamps. It is these delinite sugges-

tions into the home that will help you sell your goods. Per-

haps 1 have said enough to put into your minds some prac-

tical things you could do to sell your goods and service in

your communities and neighborhood. If I have done that,

I have done what 1 came to do.

Co-operation in the Electrical Business

MR. K. r. JKI'l'KKV

In asking me to speak to you for a few minutes tliis

afternoon on the subject of co-operation, I do not tlnuk

your chairman could have chosen a subject in which tlie

various members and employees of our fommission aie

more interested. The word co-operation has been tlic

watchword of our Commission, and we would like to see it

carried still further, and have more co-operation with the

electric wiremen and contractors. The more customers the

central stations are able to obtain for their system, the more

successful is that system going to be. The more customers

the central station can obtain, the more l)usiness the wire-

men and contractors are going to get.

Now, how can the central station and the electric wire-

men and contractors co-operate, and obtain additional cus-

tomers for the central station and additional business for

the contractors? There are the two extremes the contrac-

tor could go to, either one of which will prevent tlie central

station from getting business. In the first place, he can

charge too much for his work.

1 know of one municipality on our system— 1 will not

mention the name—it has a population of about 4,500 people.

We have approximately 53 domestic customers in that

municipality, and we should have 25:i. Now I think 1 can

say truthfully that the reason we have not got those other

300 is because the wiremen and contractors in that munici-

pality are charging too much for their work. I say that

without any qualification whatever.

Then, 1 know of another municipality on our system

where the customers are prevented from getting their houses

wired because there are not any wiremen or contractors in

that municipality, and the reason for that is that their only

wiremen are of the carpet-bagger variety who go in and do

work at such a low figure that a reputable contractor cannot

afford to start in that municipality and do business. Now.

there is a happy medium between an excessive rate for wir-

ing and a rate that is altogether too low, along which the

wir.nien should attempt to steer his path.

How are we going to remedy this? flow are we going

to get the wiremen to charge a fair price, not to charge too

high, and not to go in and work at a price at which it is

impossible to make a living? Some weeks ago the Brant-

ford manager of our Commission called me up by 'phone,

and stated he would like me to go tiver to Brantford and

meet the Brantford Electrical Club. Just how that club was

organized, started, and. its object, 1 am going to leave for

Mr. Lyons to explain—he is going to take the platform

after me. 1 went over to Brantford as a central station

representative, and lliey explained to me their whole scheme

—a scheme thai liad for its object co-operation between the

wiremen of Brantford and the central station; tha^ is, co-

operation on the one hand between the wiremen and con-

tractors in Brantford, and co-operation 6n the other hand.

between those wiremen and contractors as a club, and the

Brantford Hydro-I'Tectric Commission, and also the West-

ern Counties Electric Company. Now, co-operation between

wiremen and contractors is not for our Commission or the

municipalities connected with our system alone, it would

be for every central station in our province—the C'ataract

Cenupany, the London Electric Company, and all the others.

1 came back from the meeting at Brantford and ex-

plained it to our Chief Engineer, who was very favorably

impressed with it. The members of the Brantford Club had

got together and formed an organization, and had got out

a list of prices at which they considered wiring could be

done and still give a fair profit. They handed us these prices,

and we looked them over, though not very carefully yet,

and we believe it is possible to form clubs or centres in

various districts all over this province, and have standard

rates for wiring the ordinary standard work. (Jf course

there is the special work, for which a special rate would

have to be considered, but it is possible to fi.x it very ac-

curately; that is, the actual cost of doing electric wiring, or

various types of it; and our Commission are agreed to get

together with electric wiremen and settle on fixed rates at

which this wiring can be done. That rate would cover actual

cost plus all overhead charges, plus profit, in order that a

man who does a fair day's work can get a fair day's pay.

Now, how is that going to help us out? The success of

our various concerns depends upon the amount of work we

get out, and the number of customers. A great many houses

are not wired up at all. They come to a wiring man and

ask what he will wire the house for. One says $60. an-

other says $40. Well, they say, someone is getting a graft

out of this, I guess I won't have it wired at all. This is

holding hundreds of customers out. We would like to get

them all, and we would like to co-operate with the wiremen

so as to get that trade,

A Basis to Work On

.\fter it is possible to i\\ a rate that is agreeable to you

and agreeable to the central station as a fair rate for wiring,

our solicitors will then be able to go out into these various

municipalities and say to a man—you can have your house

wired for so much an outlet. If you want to have it wired

at these figures, here is the rate at which a dozen companies

will do the work for you—and hand him a card with the

names of those contractors, who all stand on equal footing,

and the customer would then know he was getting his work

done at a fair rate. It would save the contractor soliciting

business; it would bring more lousiness to him, and more

consumers to the central station.

The Commission, and 1 believe every central station in

this province, will be quite agreeable to co-operate, if the

contractors are agreeable to accept a fair price for a fair

day's work. It is not the intention to form a combine or

anything like that, but if these clubs are formed in centres.
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the variuus members of the clubs will have their names
haiuk-d to the central station, and the central station will

hand uiit tlieir cards to the consumers. Anyone who does
nut belong to the club would not have his business adver-
tised in this way, and would nut have the advantage of hav-
ing his business handed to him. It is not the object of the
Brantford club to cut prices at all, the idea is to raise the
standard for work, and to raise the standard on which the
work is done. Now that is perhaps a new scheme to many
of you. It will be explained further by Mr. Lyons, of Brant-
ford, and Mr. Henderson, both of whom belong to the
Brantford Club. Our Commission are very anxious to co-
operate with the electrical wiremen and contractors in get-

ting mure customers.

MK. ]. M. DL'SEXBUKY
I was very much impressed this morning by the talks

of Mr. Kirkwood and the other gentlemen who spoke on
the subject of advertising. The point was made by Mr.
Kirkwood, regarding contractors getting hold of their cus-

tomers in the different localities in a personal manner. Now.
the contractors are the legitimate dealers in electrical ma-
terial. 1 have believed that, and 1 think that most of the

manufacturers have believed that right along, that electrical

goods should be sold through electrical people. Now, the

biggest competitor that the contractor has had in his sale

of goods has been the central station, and I will say that it

coincides very well with Mr. Kirkwood's idea, for the central

station has for many years past been taking the names of

the customers and sending out advertising, some daily, some
only once a month, and in that way wlien it conies to carry

something advertised the public will buy it from the central

station, which will get the bulk of the business. They have
done a great deal of advertising work, and it seems to me
the electrical dealers trail a good way behind, but there are

a great many towns in the province where the central sta-

tion and the contractor are co-operating together. This has

been done by organization between the central station and
the contractor. The central station in these cases has re-

frained from selling the goods, and the contractor has been

able to take hold and sell goods at a prolit to himself. That
is one thing about co-operation, 1 believe we should agree

in every point in the province. 1 believe that when the

contractors and the dealers take hold and push the lines and
make sales and follow them up, the way it is done in the

central station, that the central station would be very glad

to be relieved of the onus of carrying material and current

consumption devices themselves. That has been the general

tendency across the line, and 1 believe the time is coming
when we will have it here. One uf the principal things

talked about to-day has been the mainti'iuincc uf resale prices.

Gentlemen, that is a very important thing, not only to the
contractors, but the jobbers and the manufacturers them-
selves. It is pretty nearly the vitals of the electric business
to-day, and from a manufacturer's point of view. 1 would say
that possibly one of the reasons they are not carried out
the way they should be is because the manufacturers them-
selves have no organization. Individually they should have
an organization, and the organization of the manufacturers
should get together with the contractors and settle disputes
that might come up in reference to terms of sale. etc. You
would not want to regulate the prices of any manufacturer
at all, but shipment, terms, etc., which enter very vitally
into the business itself, and 1 think that as suun as both get
together on grounds like liim the prublem will be solved
to a great extent.

MR. A. H. WIXTER JOYXER
It seems to me that in co-operation there are at least

three relations to consider: the relation, or co-operation be-
tween the contractor and the customer, the co-operation
between the contractors themselves, and the co-operation
between the contractor and the manufacturer. The proper
co-operation between these three makes the successful man
of business—co-operation is undoubtedly one of the most
important elements of a successful business. It is no use
in these days attempting to run a business individually and
without any reference to your neighbor at all. Union is

strength. Perhaps we have su far run to individualism too
much, and in the West we are beginning to realize that co-
operation is a very necessary element, because, after all, it

is not a principal in itself, but a mode of action. It is your
method of securing something, that something you call a
living, or whatever you are after—generally expressed by
dollars and cents. I do not know whether this is really all

we are living for, but it is very often expressed in that
way. The reason we want success is because success spells
dollars and cents. There is one thing to consider about
co-operation. Yon may co-operate with other people for
merely selfish ends of your own, or you may desire to co-
operate for the general welfare of the community or of the
trade-the electrical business. 1 submit that the only satis-
factory way to approach the subject is to enter into the
spirit of co-operation in a whole-souled, impersonal way,
so that it not only may benelit you and those associated
with you. but that when your weight, however relatively
smaller or greater than the others, is thrown in with them
it will accomplish results never hitherto dreamed of indi-
vidually. In other words, we are out to give service, and
according to the service w^e .ijive, will be the results we
obtain.

Practical Talk on Tungsten Lamps
Mr. H. D. Burnett-

The dealers and contractors, standing between the pro-

ducer and the consumer, occupy a position where they should

be able to inform the public of the various points on which

they are a little hazy, and you are all aware that the public

in general has a very vague idea of the incandescent lamp.

The terms used are all more or less confusing, and if 1 can

give the dealers and contractors a few s'riking points that

\\'ill enable them to interest the public, and if they will

transmit some of these points. 1 shall think that all my
time has been well spent.

Those of you who have been in the electrical business

for the last ten years will know what undreamed of im-

provements have taken place, especially in the incandescent

lamp. I'p tu Un years ago the ohl carbon lamp had the

entire field all tu itself. There were practically no lamps

made until 1880-1. During 1S81, I believe there were 2.i.ot)0

lamps made. About IS'jr. what they called the "Gem"
lamp appeareil: then, at almost the same lime, the
Tamplin lamp, then in about a year the Tungsten; and to-
day the carbon has become almost obsolete. 1 do not need
to dwell on the carbon lamp, as you are all familiar with it.

I will devote most of my time to considering the tungsten
lamp in its various forms. Now, carbon lilament. as you
know, is very brittle. In order to impress yon with the
decided ditTerence between the carbon and the tungsten. I

am going to distribute a few samples of lilament which is

the size used in the 100 watt tungsten lamp. I want vuu to
take it and bend it and try to break it. Wnx will see that
the tungsten is a decided ii iprovement. on the carbon, in

that you can tie it up and twist it into knots, but you can-
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not break it. That is a decided improvement on the tung-

sten of a few years ago. The chief fault of the original

tungsten was its brittleness.

No person to-day who is paying lor his lighting by

meter can afiford to use the carbon filament—even if he gets

them for nothing. Take a simple little argument. The
standard carbon lamp was 16 c.p., 56 watt. The 25 watt

tungsten lamp gives about 24 c.p.; therefore, by suljstituting

the 25 watt tungsten lor the 50 watt carbon you are getting

50 per cent, more light with less than half the watts. If you
take for nothing from some well-disposed concern a 5G-watt

16 c.p. carbon lamp and burn it 1,000 hours, you are using up

56 X 1000, or 56,000 kw. hours.. If energy costs 1 cent per

kw., that is 56 cents. Xow, suppose instead of that, another

man comes along and offers to sell you a 25-watt lamp, a

tungsten, for 26 cents. The 25-watt tungsten consumes
25,000 watts, which costs you 25 cents. Xow, you are paying

35 cents for your energy, which, plus the cost of your lamp,

26 cents, makes 51 cents, as against the 56 cents for the one

you got for nothing, and getting 50 per cent, more light. At
higher rates for current the saving is, of course, correspond-

ingly greater.

[Mr. Burnett then proceeded to illustrate by two large

maps he had placed before the audience. These are repro-

duced herewith. One of them shows the relatively low cost

of lighting by tungsten, and how lighting, instead of going

up, as everything else in the cost of living has,- during the

past ten years, steadily decreased. He took as an e.xample

the Chicago Edison Co., Fig. 2, showing actual figures and
scales to illustrate, at the same time handing around."^amples

of the different tungstens and wires used in the various-sized

lamps.]

1890 92 94 96 98 1900 02 04 06 08 10 12 14 16 18

Fig. 2—Figures on Cliicago Edison Co's Lines

Electric Demonstration in Fort William

The Utilities Committee of the City Council of Fort Wil-
liam recently arranged a demonstration of electrically oper-

ated devices for use in homes, stores, and offices, and the

demonstration was widely advertised. This display was held

solely for the purpose of acquainting the user of electric cur-

rent with the many purposes to which electricity could be

economically applied. The display was held during the com-
plete week of June 19 to 24. and the reports which reach us

of the attendance during the early days of the week indicate

that the efforts of the Utilities Commission are being highly

appreciated by the citizens at large.

The finest display is being made by Mahon Bros., with
whom is associated the V. S. Jones Company. This firm is

also responsible for bringing to the city representatives of

the Northern Electric Co., the Interstate Novelty Co., and the

fvenfrevv Electric Mfg. Co. The F. S. Jones e.xhibit includes

a number of Hughes electric ranges. .-Xnotlier attracti\e dis-

|jlay is being shown by .-K. C. Waltz, of Fort .Arthur.

Fort William offers one of the cheapest rates on the con-

tinent for electric cooking, and a very large percentage of the

citizens are appreciating that fact and '"cooking by wire."

Received Government Order

The Siemens Company of Canada. Limited, Montreal,

have received an order from the Government Telegraphs
branch of the Department of Public Works. Ottawa, cover-

ing 17';i knots of deep sea type submarine cable.

The Montreal Public Service Corporation has reduced
its net rate for domestic electric lighting to 5c. per kw. hour.
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What is New in Electrical Equipment
Lachine's New Fire Alarm System

The corporation of Lachine has just completed the in-

stallation of a new storage battery central office equipment
for use in connection with their fire alarm service. The new
office although not as large as some, is one of the best that

has ever been installed in Canada.

When the question of changing the source of supply for

llieir lire alarm system first came up, Mr. Gadbois, city elec-

trician, under whose supervision the office was desi.gned and
installed, gave the matter a great deal of study and investi-

gated other storage battery systems which were in use in

other cities in Canada. The result has been that Lachine
now has an equipment second to none.

The new office contains the following apparatus: 1 2-cir-

cuit storage battery switchboard; f motor-generator set; 1

specially insulated storage battery rack; SO cells of storage

battery, ampere hour capacity. The battery and rack arc

installed in a special room which was built for the purpose

and the switchboard and motor generator set are installed in

an adjoining room, these rooms being in the basement of

the new city hall which has just been completed. The switch-

board is a combination board having facilities for both

charging and discharging on the same set of panels and is so

designed that should it ever be necessary to add additional

circuits to the present fire alarm system, this could be done

by simply adding another panel to the present set of tw'o.

In other words the switchboard is built on the unit principle,

the main charging panel being designed to take care of as

many as four unit panels of two circuits each.

The storage battery rack is designed to give the greatest

insulation possible, both between jars and between jars and
shelf, the well known principle of using glass rails and two-

liiece porcelain insulators, being employed. The storage bat-

tery jars used are of special design, in that they are arranged
with special grooved bottoms so that they can be set and
held securely on the glass rails and that they have lugs cast

on their sides for the purpose of holding the jars apart and
l^reventing any acid, which might possibly creep over, get-
ting between the jars and short circuiting them.

Mr. Gadbois has also employed a specially designed por-
celain cover which will effectually prevent the acid boiling

over the jar when charging.

The entire equipment was manufactured by the Nortli-

ern Electric Company, Limited, Montreal, and the finish and
design of the apparatus is in accordance with their usual

standard.

New Features in Transformers

The Canadian General Electric Company, Limited, have
just completed some very interesting three-phase. 2,000 kva..

oil-cooled transformers for the Montreal Harbor Commis-
sion. .\s will be noted from the accompanying cut. these
transformers embody a comparatively new feature of coil

construction as far as Canadian manufacture is concerned.
Both primary and secondary are wound in flat, so-called "disc

coils" which are interleaved primary and secondary. With
this construction, the short-circuit forces are vertical instead

of radial, which in itself, offers no parf'cular advantage ex-

cept that the construction permits of effective liracing. The
oil ducts are horizontal instead of vertical, and the coil s|)ac-

ing strips are arranged radially, so that the flow of oil is

not restricted, yet the spacing is in all cases at right angles
to the turns, and in the case of strip conductor, is effective

against the maximum strength of tlie cimduetor.

It has been found tliat the comparatively short horizontal

60" Double Storage Battery Rack Showing Special Glass and
Porcelain Insulation.
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ducts in connection with core type construction lend them-

selves to a rapid circulation of oil, which is an important

consideration in oil-cooled transformers. The Harbor Com-
mission transformers are assembled in tulnilar type tanks.

\\'hile this type of tank is quite widely know-n by virtue of

its extended use by several of the manufacturing companies

in the United States, it is not generally appreciated in Can-

Showing inside of Transformer.

ada that this typo ol tank, properly built, is absolutely oil

tight and that no trouble may be expected from leaks. The

tank proper is boiler plate with all seams welded, and the

external tubes are expanded into place and welded on the

inside. These considerations have an important bearing on

the present tendency toward the use of larger oil self-cooled

transformers.

The Peerless Freezer

The illustration herewith shows a Pcerless" ice cream

freezer manufactured by the Peerless Freezer Company.

This company's freezers are equipped with the best standard

make of motors, tested and fully guaranteed. The motors are

mounted high above the base of the freezer, thus eliminat-

ing the danger of motors burning out or being injured by

the careless handling of salt and ice. A 25 quart freertr uses

a one-half horsepower motor; 40 quart, a V/2 horsepower.

Electric Blue Printing

The first Cooper Hewitt lamps used in electric blue

printing were placed in front of a flat frame with reflectors

behind the lamps, which only allowed prints as large as

the frame to be made at One time. This limited the size of

the tracing that would be accommodated, and made it neces-

sary to reload the machine for each exposure. Lamps with

flat frames are frequently satisfactory where the require-

ments are small, but where blue prints are large, the con-

tinuous machines are better. The Revolute Machine Com-
pany of 417 East 93rd Street, New York City, based the de-

sign of its Everett-McAdam type of blue print machine upon

a revolving glass cylinder, the light being within the cylin-

der and the rays striking practically perpendicular to the

surface of the blue print paper, which is wrapped around the

cylinder. By this scheme, 7.5 per cent, of all the light is

direct, 25 per cent, reflected, and none entirely lost. This

makes the machine highly efficient and rapid and allows the

production of a print of any length whatever. Special high

power lamps, made for this particular service by the Cooper

Hewitt Electric Company, of Hoboken, X.J.. allow the ma-

chine to print at a high speed on comparatively small current

consumption. This speed efficiency is due partly to the de-

sign of the machine, having the lights within the cylinder,

and partly to the quality of the light from the mercury lamps,

which is very well adapted to blue print work. The mer-

cury lamps are automatic and start by the turn of a switch,

and require no attention whatever during their life, which

is guaranteed to be 1,200 hours. The machine is electrically

driven, being equipped with a variable speed gear which

allows it to be run at a speed necessary to suit the require-

ments of diflferent kinds of paper and different tracings or

negatives to be printed.

The Erie House corner, Blenheim, Out., owned by Mr.

\\". Iv. Fellows, and a portion of which was occupied and

conducted by him as an electrical supply and repair shop,

was destroyed by fire June 8. Fire originated in the rooms

of one of the tenants on the second floor. The property was

valued at $3,000, and insurance amounted to $1,200. Most of

the electrical stock was saved, though somewhat damaged.

The business will be continued in another stand. During Mr.

Fellows' term as mayor last year hydro-electric power was

installed in the town.

Wall candle bracket,

C-H manufacture. Sold

in Canada by Ben-

jamin Electric Co.
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PHILLIPS CABLES

c

Phillips cables have been installed in most of the principal cities and
towns throuohout the DOMINION. Well known electrical engineers

specify Phillips Cables when they want a tried and proven prodnct.

The cable illnstrated in Section was installed for the Toronto Hydro
Electric System for a working pressnre of 13,200 volts.

Onr engineering department and chemical laboratory are carefnl to

watch every process in the manufacture of Phillips Cables, allowing

only the best materials to be used.

We can supply cable to any specification for lighting, power, street

railway, telephone, or telegraph.

Eugene F. Phillips
Electrical Works, Limited

Head office and Factory, MONTREAL
Branches at

Toronto Winnipeg Calgary and Vancouver

Photo

Actual

Size

13,200

Volts

Working

Pressure
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Current News and Notes

Agincourt, Ont.

It is stated that tlirouKliout the iiuiiiediiite vicinity of lliis

village 140 farmers have signed up for use of electricity in

one form or another, if tlie Hydro lines can he hrought into

llie district.

Chatham, Ont.

Application has been made to the Dominion Government

by the Electrical Distribution Company, of Windsor, to lay

cables across the river to furnish a supply of hydro power to

Detroit. If this request is granted it will mean that a consid-

erable increase in power will be conveyed over the lines which

now bring the current to Chatham and Windsor.

Fredericton, N.B.

The City Council have been supplied with a report by

the Stone and Webster Corporation as to the proposition

which it would be best for the council to accept regarding

their street lighting; that is, whether to purchase power at

a fixed rate from the Fredericton Electric Company or to

continue the operation of the municipal plant, which is now

out of date.

Kingston, Ont.

Tlie ratepayers of Kingston, Ont., have ratified an

agreement for a supply of electrical power from J. M. Camp-

bell, at Kingston Mills. From :iOO to 000 h.p. is being se-

cured at three-ciuarters of a cent per kw. h.

Montreal, P. Q.

"Our Magazine" is the title of a house organ just issued

by the Montreal Light. Heat and Power Company. The

magazine contains much information relating to the inner

working of the company, and is issued as part of the new

publicity campaign inaugurated by the company.

The Electric Reduction Company, Buckingham, P.Q.,

have let a contract to the Foundation Co., Ltd., Montreal,

for the erection of a large phosphate plant. The engineer

is Mr. J. B. McRae, of Ottawa.

The consumption of electrical energy by ammunition

and industrial plants in the Montreal district, is rajiidly in-

creasing. One of the latest contracts closed by the Mor-

treal Light, Heat and Power Company is with the Dominion

Textile Company, which has shut down its 3,000 h.p. plant

at Merchants' Mill, Ambroise Street, Montreal, and re-

placed it by current purchased from the Montreal Light,

Heat and Power Company.

The Controllers of Montreal will recommend to the

Council that the Montreal Public Service Corporation be

permitted to construct underground conduits for their high

tension system. The Montreal Light, Heat and Power Com-

pany have already such a systein in operation, and permis-

sion will be given to any other company, provided the con-

duits are built at the expense of the company and the plans

approved by the Electrical Service Commission. These con-

duits are quite separate from those of the Commission,

which are for purely distribution purposes, the former being

in connection with the companies' generating systems and

for tying up the various plants. They will be owned, oper-

ated and controlled by the companies.

The City .'\ttorney has ruled tliat it will lie necessary

for the charter to be amended, to guard against the city being

compelled to expropriate the conduits of the power com-

panies in the event of the Electrical Service Commission ex-

tending their system to the districts in wliich th« power

companies' conduits arc laid or may be so in the future.

The latter conipanii's can lay the conduits in tlie same dis-

tricts as those of the Conuuission, Imt tliey will be entirely

o|)crated by the companies.

The city of Montreal has just put into operatiim the

second portion of its new lighting system, described in an

article in the Electrical News of March 15. This covers the

down town district, including Craig, St. James, and Notre

Dame Streets, and Fortification Lane, between Victoria

S(|uare and St. Lawrence Boulevard. There are 91 orna-

mental lamp standards, 12 of which are on Victoria Square.

The light is furnished by inverted magnetite 6.6 ampere arc

lamjjs, the poles being spaced at an average distance of ]2:'i

feet on alternate sides of the streets.

The Shawinigan Water and Power Company are erect-

ing at Shawinigan I'alls .jO workmen's residences, at a cost

of $3,500 each. Terra cotta is largely employed in the con-

struction.

Morrisburg, Ont.

The New York and Ontario Power Company, a corpora-

tion organized under the laws of New York State, have made
application to the Dominion Government for permission to

suspend an electric transmission line across the St. Lawrence
Kiver for the conveyance of electric current to a point on

the Ontario shore near Morrisburg, Ont.

Nanton, Alta.

The town of Nanton has purchased, through the North-

western Engineering and Supply Company, Limited. Calgary,

a 75 h.p. Canada gas engine to operate on natural gas, and
in conjimction with their present steam plant.

Orillia, Ont.

The Water, Light and Power Commission have awarded
the contract for electrical machinery for the new power plant

at Swift Rapids on the Severn River, to the Canadian Gen-
eral Electric Co. It has not been definitely decided whether

two units of 3,000 h.p. each will be installed, or three units

of 1,800 h.p. each. It is stated that the contracts for the

hydraulic machinery have not yet lieen awarded.

Prince George, B.C.

Tenders will be received until July 8 for power plant

equipment at Prince George, B.C. DuCane, Dutcher and
Company, of Vancouver, are consulting engineers.

Quebec, Que.

Tenders are being called fur a lighting system to cost

$11,000, for the new grand stand and main avenue of the

Quebec Exhibition Grounds.

Renfrew, Ont.

The Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario have

investigated the power possibilities at the first and fourth

chutes of the Bonriechere River with a view to supplying

Renfrew, Ont. It has been found that at the first chute

1,500 h.p. can be developed, and at the second, 2,000. The
cost of development and delivery in the lirst case would be

$300,000, and in the other, $300,000. Both power sites are

located within a few miles of Renfrew.

Ross Tovi^nship, Ont.

The Zion Line Telephone .Association. Liniiled, Ross
Township, have been granted a charter.

Saskatoon, Sask.

The new addition to the power house is being rapidly

pushed ahead, and it is anticipated that by fall the building

will be completed. The switchboard to be installed is one
of the largest in the Dominiun and cost approximately

$20,000. A new 700-kw. street railway unit is also to be in-

stalled.
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A Canadian Electrical Week
From time to time the Electrical News has drawn the

attention of Canadian electrical men to the big advertising:

campaigns being put on by the Society for Electrical De-

velopment. Last year they had an "Electrical Week" cairi-

paign that was well advertised beforehand and resulted m
a very big impetus being given to the wiring of homes, the

sale of appliances and consequent added use of electric cur-

rent. This year a repetition of this campaign is planned,

to be known as ".America's Electrical Week," which bids fair

to eclipse the success of a year ago.

The question naturally arises—why cannot Canada get

into this campaign and profit by it? Why not a "Canada's

Electrical Week?" Naturally we would be included under

the name which United States electrical men have been

pleased to give to their organization, but so far as we can

learn, this was not the intention. This habit of usurping a

name that only belongs to them in common with other na-

tions is becoming a recognized habit, however—the char-

acteristic of their hyphenated associations—and Canada
would do well to profit at least by the experience of the

larger organization. .Apparently these campaigns have re-

sulted in large business and that is chiefly what interests

us. If the idea is right in the United States, why would
it not be right in Canada?

A valual)le suggestion along this line has JBSt reached

us from a member of a western Canada electrical associa-

tion. He says, "Why not a 'Canada's Electrical Christmas?" "

We have a number of organizations that might take it in

hand—electrical contractors, manufacturers, jobbers, central
stations, are all interested. .Ml it needs is a central executive
with the necessary energy to get behind and push. No one
doubts that it would go. Here is the suggestion as it

comes to us.

"Last year the Society for Electrical Development or-
ganized 'Electrical Prosperity Week,' a week set aside dur-
ing the year for the Electrical Industry; this week proved of
great benefit to all; indeed, so great was the success thereof
that this Society is again organizing "America's Electrical
Week.' and it bids fair to outrival the week last year, and be
a gigantic success.

"Within a few miles of us great preparations are being
made for this week; are we in Canada going to allow this
great business-getting proposition to pass without notice?

"It is true that at the present time Canada is engaged in

a more important matter, but there are many that think
those at home are 'doing their bit' keeping things going, es-
pecially when many depend upon them.

"During the past year associations of electrical contrac-
tors and dealers have been formed in almost every city in

Canada. From coast to coast there is a feeling, 'Get to-
gether.' Is it not a fact that these associations are en-
couraged by the central stations and the great manufacturing
concerns? If this is the case it should not be hard to com-
bine together for 'Canada's Electrical Christmas,' a central
executive being appointed to take the matter up."

Montreal Council Taking Wise Course
The question of the enlargement of the Montreal aque-

duct and the hydro-electric development has undergone an-
other change, and there is now every chance that the scheme
will be investigated. The Council of the Canadian Society
of Civil Engineers and other bodies requested an independ-
ent investigation, but the City Council refused this. Subse-
quently a special committee of the council appointed in

May, 1915. reported that they had carefully considered the
request of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, and were
of opmion that the members should be allowed an opportun-
ity of studying the plans, provided that the city be not called
upon to bear any cost or to pay any fees, the committee
being of opinion that "the Society is actuated in the matter
solely by public spirit and have no pecuniary interest in view."

Members of the Society had previously ofTered to do
this work free, and it is understood that they will willingly
make the investigation on the conditions suggested by the
committee and endorsed by the council. They have repeat-
edly stated that they have no personal interest in the mat-
ter except as a body of engineers and taxpayers; that the
scheme, on the surface, appears to be costly, as compared
with hydro-electric developments of public utility corpora-
tions: that the project as a whole has not been reported on
by disinterested engineers; and that the Society's Council,
while not criticising the project, believed that further study
was necessary before proceeding with any additional expendi-
ture. .An investigation will show how far the claims of the
city engineers that the plan is economically sound, and the
contentions of other engineers that it is extravagant and not
likely to give the estiiriated power, are justified.

In connection with the enlargement of the aqueduct, the
Cook Construction Company has sent to the City Council
a bill for $908,000. of which .$452,000 is for claims. The three
principal items of the latter amount are $123,000 for loss of
reasonable profits owing tt) various delays and hindrances;
$133,000 for re-classification, and $157,000 for overbreak ex-
cavation. The city is informed that the figures are not final,

as the claims increase concurrently with the progress of
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the work. In addition to the claims, the company is asking

for the payment of $455,000 made up of various accounts

for work done under the contract. It is stated that the work
was held up, owing to the company not having access to

the land, the plant thereby being tied up. It is proposed

to arbitrate the differences between the company and the

city, it being stated by Controller Cote that the city has a

counter claim.

C. E. A. Officers for 1916-17
The following ofticers and managing committee for the

ensuing year were unanimously elected by the Canadian

Electrical Association at their recent annual convention:

—

President, D. H. McDougall. Toronto Electric Light

Company; first vice-president. H. G. Matthews, Quebec Rail-

way, Light, Heat & Power Company; second vice-president.

E. A. Dunlop, M.P.P., Pembroke Electric Light Company;
third vice-president, A. Monro Grier. Canadian Niagara

Power Company; honorary secretary, T. S. Young. 347 Ade-

laide Street West. Toronto; secretary-treasurer, Alan Sulli-

van, 910 Excelsior Life Building. Toronto; managing com-

iTiittee: \V. G. Angus. Dominion Power & Transmission Com-
pany, Hamilton; P. T. Davies. Montreal Light. Heat & Power'

Company; M. C. Gilman, Toronto Electric Light Company;

J. S. Gould, Citizens' Electric Company; H. M. Hopper, The
St. John Railway Company; G. Ratcliffe Hulme. Canada

Electric Company; George Kidd. British Columbia Electric

Railway Company; E. L. Milliken. Cape Breton Electric

Company; J. S. Norris, Montreal Light, Heat & Power Com-
pany: L. W. Pratt. Dominion Power & Transmission Com-
pany; the president National Electric Light Association; R.

B. VVoodyatt. Southern Canada Power Company.

Winnipeg Electrical Men Elect New Officers

The annual meeting of the electrical section of the Can-

adian Society of Civil Engineers. Winnipeg branch, was
held at the Royal Alexandra Hotel on Wednesday, May 31,

at 8.15 p.m. There were 67 members present. After the

election of officers for 1916-1917 a musical program was pro-

vided, which was enjoyed by everybody. The election of

officers for 1916-1917 season resulted as follows:—President.

W. G. Chace, acclamation; vice-president, E. V. Caton, ac-

clamation; secretary, W. H. Reynolds; executive committee.

J. M. Leamy, F. H. Farmer. F. A. Cambrid.ge. Research
committee: J. H. F. Wilson. R. Howard. T. L. Phillips. B.

S. Stewart, H. E. Brockwell. Library committee: J. W.
Dorsey, R. A. Sara. .\. Lamont, R. J. Swain. A. S. Appleton.

H. McConkcy. Membership committee: J. H. Schumacker.
E. H. Smith, J. A. Douglas, R. V. Slavin, J. G. Glassco, M. \'.

Sauer, R. W. Moflfatt.

Great Lakes Power Company
Samuel In.->ull. of Chica,go. president of the Middle West

L'tilities Company, a very strong holding corporation of

public utilities located in various parts of the States, has

been appointed president of the Great Lakes Power Com-
pany, a company formed to take over the Algoma Steel Cor-

poration, Sault Ste. Marie. Ont. The following officers have
also been elected: vice-presidents, John A. McPhail, of the

"Soo," and Martin J. Insull. Chicago; secretary, P. L. James,
Chicago; treasurer, Robert W. Waite, Chicago. The expendi-

ture of upwards of .$2,000,000 is contemplated in the de-

velopment of some 18,000 h.p. and the contract, which has

been let to James O. Heyworth, of Chicago, calls for the

completion of the entire plant by December 31, 1917. A pre-

liminary start has already been made.

Canadian National Exhibition

Unusual and special features at the Canadian National

Exhibition will not be lacking on account of the strenuous

times. Indeed, the conditions under which we are living

seem to provide unusual opportunity for instruction and
entertainment. The full programme is not yet complete, but

we are advised that the following will be featured; Brilliant

.Assemblage of Troops, representing all sections of British

Domains; the Process of Shell Manufacture, showing the

operation of the various machines used in turning out pro-

jectiles; E.xemplification of Germany's Method of Undersea
Warfare; Bombing and Hand Grenade Throwing; .A.ir Flights

and Bomb Dropping, and many other equally interesting

features.

The Romance of Wireless

A popular fallacy is that there is no sentiment in busi-

ness. To a certain extent that may be true, but it is at best

a debatable point. Sentiment and romance are closely re-

lated, and no one will deny that the stories of modern busi-

ness methods are romantic as well as dramatic. The same
may be said of many inventions which have been com-
mercialized. Take, for instance, our great modern public

utilities—principally those of transportation and communica-
tion. The story of the development of any of these makes
thrilling reading. In fact, in recent years, "the romance of

'big business' " has become a by-word. Steam, the tele-

graph, the telephone, and lastly the science which is the

subject of this article—Wireless Telegraphy. W'e all re-

member reading of the Scotchman, James Watt, who sat in

his kitchen watching the queer antics of the tea-kettle cover,

when the spout through which the steam was permitted to

escape became partially blocked. From this simple phenome-
non came the romance of steam, which revolutionized indus-

trial and transportation problems. Next in order came the

telegraph. Imagine Morse's painstaking and persistent ef-

forts, ridiculed at first, but afterwards crowned with suc-

cess—the telephone, the product of the gifted inventor Bell,

and lastly wireless telegraphy, which has reached out and

claimed all the world as its field.

In Canada we complacently accept the fact that we
possess the longest chain of intercommunicating wireless

stations in the world, extending from Port .-Arthur at the

head of Lake Superior down through the Great Lakes, along

the River and Gulf of St. Lawrence, to far off Labrador.

Along the Atlantic coast of New Brunswick. Nova Scotia

and Newfoundland, stations are located, and, prior to the

war, one of the busiest stations in the entire group was

located at Sable Island, "the graveyard of the Atlantic."

about 300 miles out from Halifax.

\olumes might be written of the Romance of Wireless

as applied to Canada. It is related that, when one of the

earlier French explorers ascended the Gulf of St. Lawrence

on his first voyage, the rugged age-old cliffs near Gaspe

arrested his attention. He turned to a companion and. point-

ing to the cliffs, remarked that these were in reality the gate-

way to a new world. "What sights they must have wit-

nessed, and what scenes they will witness when this and

many other generations will have passed away."

Legend has it that a large cross was erected at the top

of the highest point as a signal for incoming voyagers. This

probably was the very first signal ever employed for marine

purposes in Canada. How true the explorer's words were

has been demonstrated by the march of events since then.

The small and slow sailing vessels have given way to huge,

speedy, luxuriously fitted liners, and the cross on the cliffs

• From paper by J. H. Lauer, before Montreal Electrical Club.
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of Gaspe has been superseded hy a wireless station a few

miles further up the river. At Quebec a wireless statiim

is located on the historic citadel, and on that part of tlu-

Island of Montreal named after its founder, Maisonneuve,

is located another wireless station. Further on up the

river, and so on through the Great Lakes, the canoes and
smoke signals of tlie Indians have given way to palatial

steamers and wireless telegraph stations. To-day the ether

throbs with whispers from thousands of wireless stations

on ship and shore. Ships in all the seven seas are fitted

with wireless, and the Arctic and .Antarctic are no longer

the isolated places they once were. While it is true that

war is a great destroyer, it also stimulates inventiveness.

and the present war is "par e.xcellence" a war of science.

Aeroplanes, submarines, motor cars, battleships, cruisers.

hospital ships, and in fact craft of all descriptions are fitted

with wireless. The whole world has become a vast whisper-
ing gallery.

It should be remembered, however, that wireless tele-

graphy is, first of all, a saver of life, and in modern warfare
is only an adjunct to death-dealing devices. Wireless has
never yet failed in an emergency, and thousands of lives have
been saved through its medium. This is as its inventor would
have it. There is ample evidence that the same spirit per-

vades the thousands of wireless operators scattered all over
the earth. Although the service is comparatively young, it

already has its traditions, and in reading of instances where
wireless has brought succour to those in distress, it is in-

varialjly remarked of the wireless operator that he ably main-
tained the traditions of the service.

The Status of Electric Cooking Ranges
Extracts from a Report Covering Their Design, Manufacture,

Advantages and Sale

Report on Electric Ranges

At the recent Chicago convention of the National Elec-

tric Light Association, the Electric Range Committee
brought in a report covering the design, manufacture and

advantages of electric ranges and su.ggested a number of

interesting features in connection with the sale of them. The
following extracts dealing with the more important phases

of this industry are taken from the report:

—

But few housewives have any conception of the advan-

tages of cooking with electricity; the large majority of cen-

tral station men are skeptical as to its feasibility from the

consumer's point of view, as well as that of the cornpany.

Yet the very considerable load that has been obtained

by centra! stations actively developing electric cooking, on

the European Continent, in many tropical countries, in Can-

ada, and in many places in the United States; the fact that

electric range business of many manufacturers has increased

thirty fold during the past five years and the more than

doubling, this year, of the number of concerns making elec-

tric ranges, causes all central station men to devote a great

deal of thought to this question.

Advertising

Your committee advances the following conditions as a

basis of facts on which to discuss the advertising require-

ments of the electric range situation; and in setting forth

the following premises, it is your committee's conviction

that in the field of advertising lies one of the most promis-

ing opportunities for effective work on electric range cook-

ing. Contemplation of improvements in the advertising of

electric range cooking seems to your committee to be pre-

dicated on the following present conditions:

—

I. That no established, fixed, or positive demand exists

at present on the part of the public for electric ranges.

3. That the actual marketing of electric ranges (the

placing of ranges in homes) is being accomplished as the

sole result of strenufius and insistent sales efforts by cen-

tral stations.

:'.. That so devoid of manufacturers' advertisements on

electric ranges and electric range cooking have papers, maga-

zines, and other advertising media been, that not one wo-

man in a thousand can name, ofif-hand, a reputable make of

electric range.

4. That to (late electric range cooking is still shrouded

in mystery of operation, uncertainty as tn results and costs:

despite the vigorous efforts made by central stations lately

to draw aside the curtains and let in tin- liyhl and truth on

electric range cooking.

5. That tlie great majority of new homes and apartment
houses are still being built without wiring installed for elec-

tric ranges.

(i. That not only is the burden of marketing electric

ranges being borne by central stations, but that central sta-

tions are, in addition, bearing the burden of introducing,

guaranteeing and familiarizing the public with the various

makes of electric ranges—an obligation that clearly should
have been met in the past, and should be met in the future

by the manufacturers of the ranges.

7. That it is now true that the experimental stage in the

construction of electric ranges is largely past; that central

stations have established rates permitting economical elec-

tric cooking, and there is a sufficient variety of types and
styles of electric ranges on the market to meet requirements;

that electric water heating devices are being developed to

a point where they promise to be efficient and economical.

Your committee believes that the advertising should

give emphasis to the following points:

—

1. That the elementary experimental stage of electric

range cooking has long since passed.

2. That the age of electric cooking has not only arrived,

but that it now occupies an impregnable stronghold in the

homes of thousands of women.
.i. That there are fixed standards in the manufacturing

of electric ranges, to which all reputable manufacturers ad-

here—and this forms the housewife's protection, in (1)

adopting electric range cooking, and (a) in selecting the

make of range that most appeals to her.

4. Then drive home the general advantages of electric

range cooking—cleanliness, economy, safety, added personal

comfort, and all the other points that make for superiority

in electric cooking over all other forms.

And on this foundation of manufacturers' publicity and

advertising, may then be reared a superstructure of proper

and adequate and effective co-operation in the su])plemen-

tary advertising that will have to lie done by both manu-
facturers and the central stations.

Then, too, will the central station be able to take its

proper place in the scheme of marketing electric ranges and
exercise its natural function of helping the housewife to se-

lect the size and type of electric range best suited to her

individual needs; of helping and aidin.g her in the operation

of the electric range; and in keeping the range on its lines

year after year, while each such range by its own success

and word of mouth advertising, will sell other ranges.

Your committee lielieves that special literature should

be ;ivailable for the use of central stations in their efforts
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to interest domestic science and home economics depart-

ments of public schools, colleges, and similar institutions in

electric cooking.

Your committee suggests further that special literature

be prepared for architects and builders su that they may
liave data upon which to recommend electric cooking to their

clients and provide for range and water heating wiring in

all new and remodelled residences and apartment buildings.

Your committee believes it would be a good thing to

have an electric cook-book prepared for distribution by cen-

tral stations; this book to contain information on the prin-

ciples of electric cooking, on economical methods of using

the electric range, and on methods of preparing and cook-

ing articles of food on the electric range.

Your committee believes that the following will be of

additional benefit in the advertising campaign:

—

The use of a national slogan, such as "Cook by Wire,"

in all advertisements and literature dealing with electric

cooking.

Billboard posters featuring "Cook by Wire" slogan,

lithographs of electric range in use, with educational read-

ing matter.

Readers and articles on electric cooking to be circular-

ized among newspapers and periodicals.

Pamphlets on electric cooking, einbodying the ideas used

in newspaper and periodical advertising. Such pamphlets

should contain educational reading matter, attractive cuts,

and i-.seful information about electric cooking, and should

be distributed by central stations among their consumers.

Form letters and postals with human interest for "Di-

rect to Consumer" advertising by central stations.

Cuts, literature and display copy for use in local news-

paper advertising. In case the central station handles more
than one make of range, it is desirable that this material

should be neutral in character in so far as competitive range

features are concerned.

Manufacturers' pamphlets or catalogues to' be distributed

by central stations, containing educational reading matter,

illustrations, descriptions and prices.

Manufacturers' booklets containing effective testimonials

and illustrations.

Electric range cooking demonstrations in connection

with local newspaper advertising.

Experience of Central Stations

Compilation of data in answer to questions addressed

to forty-six operating companies shows the following facts:

Types of ranges sold up to the present time have been

the products of five manufacturers, all but one of whom have

been making various electric appliances for some years past.

There wei-e 4,659 ranges reported sold, the majority of those

apparently giving good satisfaction both as to operation and
number of burners and sizes of ovens. The principal me-
chanical complaints were burnitig out of elements, slowness

of operation and fragile construction. There seems to he a

variance of opinion regarding the relative merits of the open
coil and enclosed burners, the former apparently being the

more popular. The type of electric range most desireil

seems to follow the lines of the popular gas ranges. There
should be four ;;-heat burners on tlie top (one 1,500 watt:

two 1,000 watt; and one 750 watt). The side and upper ovens
are by far the most popular. Ovens should be at least 12 by
15 by IS in. and should contain a broiling element and a

baking element. A warming oven above or below the bak-

ing and broiling oven is a desirable adjunct. The doors on
side ovens should open down.

Installation—After an electric range is sold it is im-

portant that the installation should be of a proper character

and at a reasonable cost. It is apparent that the variation

in cost of installation—that is, from the meter in, depends
largely upon local requirements. In some loca'.hies the

standard of construction required is much lighter than in

others—hence the variations in the cost of installation. About

two-thirds of the coinpanies do the necessary wirin.g from
the meter to the range and install the range itself. The re-

maining one-third do no wiring, but deliver the set up ranges

when sold by them. . Apparently the companies putting out

the greatest number of ranges are doing all wiring in con-

nection with installations. Costs of installing electric ranges

in consumers' kitchens vary from $4 to $30; the average

being approximately $12.50. All companies make installa-

tions of electric ranges at cost, excepting eight, who charge

a profit of 10 per cent.

Merchandising—There are many ways and methods of

selling electric ranges to consumers, and these indicate a

considerable variation of opinion as to what are the best

means to be adopted. The answers to the questions seem
to demonstrate that in order to create an interest in electric

cooking and promote the use of electric ranges, the central

stations had better handle the business, at least in the early

stages, and make installations to consumers at cost, or as

near to cost as it is possible to reach. Most companies sell

electric ranges to their customers, one-half at cost and the

other half at a small profit. Apparently very few dealers

have become interested in the sale of electric ranges up to

the present time. The majority of companies reporting

state that dealers are not handling electric ranges and con-

sequently there is little chance to co-operate. As the more
progressive central stations find it necessary to make first

installations of ranges at cost or with such small profit that,

for a while at least, dealers will not be able to see itiuch

that is attractive in electric range installations.

The principal difficulties in selling electric ranges, indi-

cated by companies reporting, are the following; their im-

portance being in the order given:

—

(a) First cost (including installation);

(b) Anticipated high operating cost;

(c) Lack of economical water heating facilities;

(d) Slow operation;

(e) Skepticism and lack of confidence;

(f) Disposition of old equipment;

(g) Satisfaction with present means of cooking;

(h) Necessity for heating kitchen during winter months.

A large number of electric range installations are re-

ported to be made under deferred payment plans, the limit

of payment varying from three to twelve months. The ma-
jority of companies endeavor to hold the limit of payments

down to a six-month period, but full}' one-half of the com-
panies reporting seem willing to make sales on deferred pay-

ments extending beyond six months.

About one-third of the companies reporting, state that

they sell electric ranges on deferred payments at the same

prices as for cash. The remaining two-thirds report that

they make additions to the cost price varying from 5 to 15

per cent., the average being 10 per cent, advance when pur-

chases are made on the deferred payment plan.

Excepting in three instances, all companies reporting

state that they maintain display rooms in their offices.

With two or three exceptions all companies reporting

state that they select the best of each manufacturer's pro-

ducts to suit local conditions. The exceptions state that

they order from one manufacturer only, so as to obtain

quantity prices.

The average consumer apparently is not willing to pay

more than $30 to $40 for an electric range, but he can be

educated to raise the price if the reasons given are satis-

factory. The majority of companies report that the average

consumer will pay a price varying from $40 to $50 to get

the type of range desired. The average of a few of the

companies reporting seems to be in the neighborhood of $50.

The majority of companies reporting believe that, under

present conditions, the lowest jiriced range which would at

the same time be durable and efficient, should be from $:'.0

to $35 and contain at least three Inirners with a side or ui)per

oven. A number of companies fear the results of puttin.g
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ranges upon tlie marUet which may be low priced at the ex-

peiise of durability and efficiency, believing that ranges of

lliis character will do more to hurt the electric cooking Ijusi-

iK'ss than to help it.

General Merchandising Information

With the idea of obtaining all the information possible

bearing upoii this subject as a result of the experience of

the companies reporting, some leading questions were asked,

and the replies received are mostly practical and entirely in-

teresting.

The following quotations give the ideas of some of the

companies on dealing with manufacturers in order to obtain

an ideal electric range at the lowest possible price:

—

"The manufacturer should be willing to stand behind

his product with a proper guarantee, and willing to defer

.some of the profits from the business until a future dale,

and not hope to make all on the first few ranges sold, but

bring the price down as low as possible and let the central

station have an opportunity to put out more ranges."

".Standardize requirements of the central stations so as

to limit the types of ranges made by different manufacturers

and thus reduce their overhead expenses. Also show manu-
facturers that increased output depends primarily upon low-

er priced ranges."

"Develop hot water attachment and durable elements."

"It seems as if a canvass of number contemplated to be

used would allow greater number to be made and this

would allow cut in price, or manufacturing company could

sign tentative contract to sell at certain reduced price if spc-

oilied number were ordered by entire trade."

"Power companies to combine in order to secure quan-

tity prices."

"Standardization of types sliould reduce production

costs. Some method of collective bargaining between repre-

sentatives of the manufacturers and central stations to es-

tablish standard designs for a pre-determined period might

work to the mutual advantage of all concerned."

".Standardize and cut out novelty idea."

"A maximum production to lower unit cost."

"Through increased output; central stations could club

together and order a certain number in advance."

"Dispense with nickel and frills unless especially or-

dered."

"Standardize so as to cut down manufacturers' cost."

"Study the gas range closely and capitalize its experi-

ence."

"Let tlie electric manufacturers make the element and

the stove manufacturers the stove."

"Ship complete line of repair parts to the distributor."

"Manufacturers should be more particular in details and

mechanical construction."

"Do not l(.>ad the development costs on lirst shipments.
'

"Better insulation in oven on cheaper ranges."

"Standardize on design and equipment. Reduce number

of types of ranges and talk quantity to llie manufacturers."

Special Methods

The following quotations give the ideas of some of the

representative companies as to methods of special value:

—

"Install one in each community on trial and use it as a

demonstration."

"Personal solicitation and demonstration.
'

"Expert instructions and frequent visits for tes-o."

"Get an efficient range properly installed in a consum-

er's residence. That consumer, satisfied, will use the range

and talk about it, which will be the liest advertisement lor

same."

"Deferred payment plan. General use of electric ranges

among company employes. Testimonials of satisfied users of

the ranges. Demonstrations on large scale, as well as follow-

up work of all new installations by demonstrators. Domes-

tic science equipment in the schools. Continuous publicity
work as to the advantages of electric cooking."

"Thirty days' free trial."

"Cooking schools and demonstrations. Salesmen to fol-

low up prospects closely."

"Install range on trial; a good conscientious salesman
will make it stick."

"Judicious advertising and personal letters."

"Sell range installed on small moritlily payments, mak-
ing allowance for old equipment."

"Personal solicitation by well informed, enthusiastic
salesmen has done most for us. No one plan, however,
can be relied upon altogether. Any well directed method of

educating the public will prove a good merchandising me-
thod."

"Personal solicitation. Don't wait for the customer to
go to the demonstrations. Let the salesman make an ap-
pointment and bring the customer to the demonstration and
close the sale. After the installation is made, don't wait for

the customer to send in a complaint. Call upon the custo-
mer regularly to inquire and give information and call the
customer up on the telephone between personal visits. The
satisfied customer immediately becomes a salesman without
pay."

Rotary snap switclies controlling the service to various
heaters should have a distinctive feature either in olor or
position of indicator, or both, when current is off. The dis-

tinctive feature at the present time on most of these switches
is the reading of the word "off," but in a dim light or when
the eye sight is not of the best, reading is not always easy.

A distinctive color for the lettering of the word "off" or the
uniform or distinctive position for the indicator will (piickly

convey the idea to the operator whether or not the circuit

is disconnected, even if only a hasty glance is given. Com-
plaints regarding the size of bills are generally caused not
by the use of energy but by its abuse or waste.

Advantages of Electric Cooking

When a consumer is approached by a salesman with the
idea of creating an interest in electric cooking and the in-

stallation of an electric range, one of the first questions
asked is, "Ifow does it compare in cost," with the fuel which
the customer may then be using for cooking purposes. The
question of comparative cost is one which should be care-
fully handled and we do not propose to deal with it here.

However, there are so many advantages in conriection with
the use of electricity for cooking purposes over any and all

other kinds of fuel that the question of comparative cost is

not of such great importance as it would seem at first glance.

Lighting by means of gas has always been considered much
cheaper than by means of electricity, but to-day almost
everyone demands electric lighting if it can be obtained, re-

gardless of the expense as compared with other illuminants.

The reason of this condition is that electric lighting has ad-
vantages all its own. We feel that electric cooking also has
advantages all its own, which tend to minimize comparisons
regarding relative cost of operation. For the benefit of

salesmen and other central station employes the following

list of advantages of cooking by electricity has been com-
piled. It is not claimed that the list is a complete one.

I. .Safe.—The elimination of matches and the fact that

there is no flame, which means absolute protection from
the hazard of fire. No danger of explosions.

'.I. Clean—No blackened v\'alls, dirt, soot, or smoke. .\lso

electric ranges are easy to clean and easy to keep clean be-

cause no dirt is caused by fuel.

:i. Sanitary—No poisonous gases to escape and contam-
inate the atmosphere and the food which is kept in the kit-

chen or pantry. If a plant or llower is kept in a room where
gas is use<l, it will soon wither. The air which is not good
for plant life is not good for human beings.

4. Regulation—The electric stove has perfect regulation.

(Continued on patre 27)
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Experience and Recent Developments in Central

Station Protective Features concluded)

By N. L. PoUarJ

Multi-Recorder

Tlie multi-recorder is a device for recording the time to

the fraction of a second of the sequence of action -oi oil

switches, circuit breakers, potential indicating devices and

aluminum cell arresters. A record of this kind is invaluable

to the station man in analyzing troubles or ordinary switch-

ing changes.

In order to have complete information on the perform-

ance of station apparatus under all conditions, it is highly

desirable to have records of the closing and opening of cir-

cuit breakers, operation of lightning arresters, appearance

and duration of high voltage in the lines and the occurrence

of grounds and short-circuits. At the time of writing this

paper the installation of the multi-recorder is not complete,

therefore we are unable to give any actual operating experi-

ence with this instrument.

Insulation Resistance Recorder

The insulation resistance recorder is an instrument which

gives a daily graphic record of the insulation resistance of

the system. The results obtained so far from the use of this

instrument have been rather disappointing, due to the fact

that there are so many old insulators of different insulation

characteristics. When the insulators are all changed so that

they will have the same characteristics throughout the sys-

tem, we can, by establishing a point on the chart which

might be called "dangerous," but which is well above the

breakdown point, give the operator an opportunity to re-

port when the insulation of the system reaches this value.

By isolating the transmission circuits one at a time, the line

in question can be removed from the system and later by

high potential testing or other methods, the bad insulators

can be located and removed from the line.

In using this instrument on lines where the insulators

have been standardized, very good results have been ob-

tained. Its use has also shown the need of increasing the

insulating qualities of porcelain, which is something that we
did not know before.

Air Washer

The capacity of a generator is directly dependent upon

its temperature. In order to keep its temperature as low as

possible, it must be supplied with a sufficient amount of

clean, cool, humidified air. The specific heat of air being

low, it is necessary that it be humidified in order to increase

its heat carrying qualities sufficiently. It is also necessary

that the air be free from impurities in order to prevent a

partial or complete closing of the machine ventilating ducts.

A well designed air washer will satisfy all the require-

ments mentioned above.

Air washers are used in connection with our largest tur-

bo-generators and our experience leads us to believe that

their use is almost a necessity; particularly where the condi-

tions are such that the air contains a great many impurities.

If an air washer is not used, it is necessary to remove the

rotor of a machine periodically and clean the ventilating ducts

or in time they will liecome so clogged with refuse that over

heating will result and a burn-out occur.

Where large air blast transformers are used and the air

conditions are not satisfactory, it would, in our opinion, be

advisable to install an air washer.

Resistance Bulbs and Thermocouples

For several years it was our practice to install resist-

ance bulbs in the windings of the largest turbo-geiicrators

and synchronous motor-generator sets, in order to know at

and J. T. Lawson

all times the temperature of these machines. The results ob-

tained by their use so far have not met with expectations.

The resistance bulbs furnished to-day are somewhat
more substantial than the earlier type, but are still too frail

to stand much hard usage. In the windings of our more re-

cent motor-generator sets thermo-couples have been instal-

led which, we believe, will give better service than resist-

ance bulbs, as they are less liable to mechanical injury.

The temperature indicator has been found very useful in

determining when a machine needs a thorough cleaning.

Thus, a possible burn-out is prevented which otherwise could

not be foretold.

It is our opinion that wherever possible thermo-couples

should be installed at the hottest points in the windings of

all large generators or motors.

Dampers on Air-Blast Transformers

In most of our stations where air-blast transformers are

installed a common air chamber is utilized for all the trans-

formers and we have found this method of air supply more
economical than to use a separate and independent blower

for each transformer. Each transformer is equipped with a

top and bottom air damper so that in case of fire in the

transformer, the dampers may be closed, thus shutting otT

the air supply and smothering the fire.

We strongly recommend top and bottom dampers on

all air-blast transformers, especially where a common air

chamber is used. If the transformers are not equipped with

both top and bottom dampers and a fire starts in one of the

transformers, it is necessary to cut ofif the entire air supply

for a considerable time,"depending upon how long it takes to

put out the fire. This might compel the station man to

disconnect the other transformers from the service; thus

resulting in complete interruption.

Coherer Alarm Device

This device is used to register predetermined voltage

rises on the transmission line itself, across reactance coils or

on aluminum cell lightning arresters. In order to get a per-

manent record of its action, it can be connected to a relay

which will make a record on a multi-recorder. This device

has been found very convenient to register the discharges of

our .aluminum cell lightning arresters.

Previous to the installation of this device, it had been

the custom to install with each aluminum cell arrester a dis-

charge recorder which has a continuously moving paper

punctured by the discharges. We finally came to the conclu-

sion that while these recorders gave us much desired infor-

mation, the continual replacement of paper record rolls was
expensive and troublesome.

Potential Indicating Devices

Electrostatic potential indicating devices are used to in-

dicate potential on feeder circuits. The instrument is con-

nected to the middle point of two strain insulators in series,

which are connected between each live wire and the ground.

The displacement current through the insulators is sufficient

to operate the instrument.

Another method of obtaining the voltage indications is

to install potential transformers whose secondaries are con-

nected to indicating lamps or voltmeters. However, this

means is rather expensive and the required space for poten-

tial transformers is not always available.

It would therefore seem that the potential indicating de-

vice now on the market might fill a long-felt want.
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Montreal & Southern Counties Railway Exten-

sion, St. Cesaire to Granby, Que.—A Fine

Stretch of Interurban Line

Another rung in the ladder of development undertaken

by the Montreal & Southern Counties Railway has just been

added by the placing in operation of the new IGJ^-mile ex-

tension from St. Cesaire to Granby, The new line marks

a milestone in high speed electric railway development in

Canada.

The Montreal & Southern Counties Railway is a sub-

urban and interurban railway, connecting the south shore

of the St. Lawrence River with Montreal via the Victoria

Jubilee Bridge. From a limited service inaugurated in 1909

between Montreal and St. Lambert, a distance of '.i'/j miles,

extension after extension have been added, until at the pre-

sent time a large majority of the municipalities of the South

Shore have been linked together in this chain of develop-

ment and brought in such close communication with Mont-

real through frequent service as to make commuting a plea-

sure. The interurban arm of this development stretches

in an easterly direction for a distance of 47. .5 miles through

the Counties of Chatiibly, Rouville and SliefTord. the pre-

sent terminus being Granby.

Construction work on the new extension was com-

menced in October, 1913, when a contract was let to Ross

& McComb, contractors, to construct the concrete piers to

carry the steel bridge across the Yamaska River at St.

Cesaire. This bridge, which is of a deck girder type, is

340 feet long, supported on four concrete piers, 80 ft. centre

to centre. The steel work for this bridge was supplied and

erected by the Hamilton Bridge Company, of Hamilton, Ont.

In the spring of 1914 a contract was let to Grant, Camp-

bell & Company, tor the liuikliiig ni the grade, and laying

of the steel. Work was commenced on May 2.5, 1914, and

sufficient force was employed to complete the work and

place the road in operation by October 1,) of the same jear.

On August 5th, however, all construction work was sus-

pended, due to England's declaration of war, and w^as not

resumed again until May 19. 1915. from which date the work
was carried on uninterruptedly until its completion, Decem-
ber 13th, 1915. As fast as the track was laid and ballasted,

the overhead construction force followed setting poles and

bonding the rails.

The work of electrification was carried on by the rail-

way company's force under the direction of G. J. Meyer,

chief engineer and general superintendent. The type of con-

struction used on this section was similar to that employed

on the previously electrified extensions.

Bonding

The bonding consisted of 4/0 concealed type triplex

bonds with /g-in. terminals 10 in. centre to centre for com-

pressing into web of rail.

Overhead Construction

The overhead construction is of the standard catenary

type with 7/16 in. Siemens Martin grade stranded galvanized

steel messenger cable, from which, at intervals of 15 feet

is supported a 4/0 B&S gauge. American Standard, grooved

hard drawn trolley wire. The hangers are of the floating

type, specially designed to absorb the shocks, and consist

of three bolt, malleable, iron Detroit ear, to which is rivet-

ed a )ii-in. wide by Vn-in. thick strap iron hanger.

Pole Line

Within the town of Granby the construction is cross

spans with 28 ft. steel poles set in concrete. The poles are

Yamaska River stringing overhead.
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l.-Granby sub station. 2.—40 ft. trestle.

built up of heavy tubing 5 in., 6 in.. 7 in. in diameter. The

remainder of the line is constructed with 40 ft. cedar poles

with 7-inch top. On tangent the poles are set 1.50 feet apart,

while on curves the spacing is either 75 ft.. "JO ft., or 105 ft.,

according to the degree of curve.

On tangent track poles arc set with a minimum clear-

ance of 6 ft. from gauge. On curves this clearance is in-

creased by 6 inches.

Bracket type construction was used wherever possible,

and consisted of a 10 ft. T-iron bracket on which is mounted

a malleable iron pin and porcelain insulator which carries

the messenger wire. The messenger wire is allowed to ride

free in the recess in the insulator; this permits of free ad-

justment of line between anchors which are located every half

mile.

Throughout the yards and on a number of the curves

cross-span construction is used.

Supplementing the trolley, the entire distance, is a

816.000 cm. aluminium feeder. Taps are run from this

feeder to the trolley every J4 mile. The feeder is carried

on glass insulators with oak pins, which in turn are carried

on 3 J/2 X 4J/2 X 4 ft. B. C. fir cross-arms with 1^4 '"• x J4 '"•

X 3 ft. galvanized iron braces. On all curves double cross-

arms are used, and the wooden pins are replaced by mal-

leable iron ones.

The feeder taps consist of 2/0 stranded weather proof

wire terminating in a feeder ear attached to the trolley, and

a 4 bolt aluminium clamp attached to the feeder. A Garton-

Daniels lightning arrester is installed at each feeder tap.

Telephone System
The telephone disp.itching system already in use was

extended from St. Cesaire to Granby. The line wires are

No. 10 B&S gauge hard drawn copper wire carried on side

blocks. This line is transposed every third pole in order to

counteract the effect of induction. The instruments are

Northern Electric selector type.

Transmission Line

On the top of the same poles which support the trolley

feeder and telephone, is carried the 25,000 volt trancfnission

3.— Unballasted track through rock cut. 4.— BondinC

line. The type of construction adopted for the transmis-

sion line consists of 3J^ in. x 5 in. x 5 ft. B. C. fir cross-

arms spaced 4 ft. centre to centre and secured to the poles

with 5^ X 14 in. galvanized machine bolts. To the arm is also

bolted a 2J^ ft. x 2J^ in. x J4 i"- angle cross-arm brace.

The insulators, which are for 35,000 volt service, are

supported on steel pinS with porcelain bases; these insulat-

ors are placed 4 ft. centre to centre.

On the upper arm is carried one phase and the ground

wire, while on the lower arm are the remaining two phases.

No. 4 B&S gauge wire is used for transmission and No.

8 B.W.G. galvanized iron wire is used as ground wire. This

latter wire is grounded every j^ mile.

Sub-station

A sub-station 40 ft. x 50 ft. x 23 ft. high, was constructed

just outside the city limits of Granby. On top of the main

building is a pent house 10 ft. x 10 ft. x 13 ft. high with con-

crete entrance hoods to admit the high tension line. The
building, which is an all-concrete steel and brick structure,

was built by Nicholson Constructions Limited.

The electrical equipment of this sub-station is as fol-

lows:

—

One 2:i00 volt, 63 cycle, 756 r.p.m. self-starting synchron-

ous motor on a common shaft and bed plate, with one 400

kw., 600 volt, d.c. interpole railway generator, and one 6 kw.

direct connected exciter.

Three 185 kv.a. single phase, o.i.s.c, 25000/2300 volt

transformers.

One 25,000 volt, 3-phase, grounded neutral, electrolytic

lightning arrester.

One 200 amp., 25,000 volt, 3-i).s.t., automatic oil switch,

mounted in separate cells.

Two 25,000 volt, 20-5 amp. oil insulated self-cooled cur-

rent transformers.

Nine 300 amp., 25,000 volt disconnecting switches.

Three 200 amp., 25,000 volt, choke coils.

On the a.c. switchboard is mounted the remote control

for 25,000 volt oil switch; also the auto starting switch for

synchronous motor, combination rheostat, LT.E. relays, volt
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meter, ammeter, field ammeter, power I'actor meter and field

discharge switch.

D.C. Board

The d.c. hoard consists of two feeder panels and one

generator panel. On each feeder panel is mounted 1-1000

amp., 000 volt, s.p.s.t., overhead circuit breaker; 1-1000 amp.,

600 volt, s.p.s.t., quick break knife switch; one choke coil

and one ammeter. On one of the feeder panels is also mount-

ed one 800 amp., 600 volt, watt-hour meter.

The Generator Panel

The generator panel is equipped with; 1-1000 amp., s.p.

circuit breaker with inverse current relay; 2-1000 amp. s.p.s.t.

quick break switches; 1-200 amp. d.p.d.t. 600 volt quick

break lightning switch; 1-100 amp. 600 volt s.p. field switch

with discharge clips and resistance; 1-4 point receptacle;

1 rheostat; 1 voltmeter; 1 ammeter.

From where the a.c. line enters the building No. 1,

B&S gauge, hard drawn bare copper wire is used for all

busses and connections on the 25.000 volt side and No. 3/0

B&S gauge r.c. wire on the 2300 volt side.

.\11 leads from sw-itchboard to motor and from switch-

board to generator are run underground in clay conduits.

The leads themselves are lead covered, each insulated ac-

cording to its respective service.

Passenger Stations

At .\bbotsford the company erected a station 17 ft. x

46 ft. The building is divided into a passenger compart-

ment, freight and express compartment and office.

At Granby the company purchased a three-storey brick

block 45 ft. X 60 ft., utilizing the main floor and basement

for passenger waiting room, express and baggage.

The new extension was placed in operation April 30th,

1916.

The ofticers of the Montreal & Southern Counties Rail-

way Company are:— E. J. Chamberlain, president; Frank

Scott, vice-president and treasurer; J. K. Dalrymple. vice-

president; J. A. Yates, secretary, and \V. B. Powell, general

manager.

The last issue of the Electrical News contained an article

on "The Electric Lighting of Pullman Cars." Through an

oversight this was not credited to Mr. J. A. Shaw, electrical

engineer C. P. R.. Windsor Station, Montreal.

The Status of Electric Ranges
(Continued from page 23)

.^ quarter turn of the switch starts the fire at maximum heat.

another quarter turn of the switch gives medium heat, an-
other quarter turn gives low heat. It can be controlled in

sich a way that there is an even temperature at all times
for the many different kinds of food to be cooked.

5. Certainty—The absence of uncertainty as to results
to be obtained. A poor cook will cook food better on an
electric range and a good cook will do her best with elec-

tricitj'.

6. Economy—Economy in food value otherwise wasted
by shrinkage and additional nutriment retained in all food
cooked; there being no flame, there is no extraction of juices

that should remain in the food, these juices being as a rule

the best portion and most vital parts of the food.

7. Cool.—Concentration of heat where it is needed; no
unnecessary heat in kitchen. The electric stove is especially

desirable in warm summer months, there being no radiation

of heat in the room.

8. Bright—Bright utensils no dirty, smoky pots or pans
to be constantly cleaned.

'J. Perfect—The perfection of baking is done by means
of the electric oven, all guess work as to temperature being
eliminated. The pertection of broiling is the electric broiler,

no fumes or gases to contaminate the food which is cooking
so close to the heat and no smoke from spattering grease

catching fire from a flame.

10. Saving—Saving in shrinkage in food means saving of

money. Time is saved in cleaning up the range and cleaning

the utensils. Health is saved due to better nutrition of elec-

trically cooked foods and tlie living and working in a bet-

ter atmosphere.

11. Controlled—Cooking becomes an exact science. No
uncertainty and no failure, the cooking being controlled by

regulators and not by guess.

12. Appetizing—Meals are more savory, more digestible

and altogether better.

13. Efficient—Efficient and quick in operation. Heat is

instantly available and readily regulated.

14. Conserved heat—Oven retains baking temperature

long after current is turned off.

15. Dainty—Kitchen clothes no longer a necessity be-

cause kitchen duties become light and the work clean.

16. Progressive—Adds dignity to housework and keeps in

.itcp with the march of prngress.

The Dublin Ins -As it affected the Tramway System—From Tramway and Railway VVi
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Mr. H. F. Strickland, Chief Electrical Inspector

of the Ontario Hydro Commission, talks to

Electrical Contractors at their recent

annual convention in Toronto

It was very good of the contractors tn ask me to come,

and also I appreciate the excellent exhibit. I have learned

several things about wiring since I came here. I thought I

had seen pretty nearly all the different kinds of wiring, but

it seems there is always something to learn. Of course, this

is only temporary and not permanent wiring, so I must not

be too hard, and there is not much fear of danger with so

many electrical experts around. Many unskilled persons

cannot see why they cannot do their own wiring the way it

is done here. We cannot allow farmers and people who

know nothing about it to do wiring, who would not even

know what to do in case of a fuse.

I thought this afternoon I would like to tell you how

we are getting along with our new legislation. This is the

fourth year we have got our rules made out. The average

person thinks all you have to do is to take half a day off

some afternoon, get together your organization, draw up

and make a law—and that is all. I can assure you, gentle-

men, it is not as easy as all that. It takes about a year to

get things moving, then there is the time spent in getting

information, to see if there is anything else to be introduced.

And it may happen that then the first Act is not complete.

This is not only the experience of electrical, but every other

kind of legislation. I think you will bear me out in this.

At the present time the Commission have got the regulations

of the bill down to pretty nearly where we want them. We
have been all through this book during the last two or three

months, correcting grammatical errors in some places, revis-

ing others that appear to conflict. We have also introduced

some new ideas. An Act has been passed during the last

legislation, giving the Commission power to make these

rules law. It may seem very funny to say so, but these

things have not been law. We did not find that out until

we had been running some time, but the minute the Cabinet

issues an order-in-council these rules will become the law of

the province. We will be able to start right in then and

provide some heavy penalties—the large ones chiefly for let-

ting currents be turned on before they have permits to do so.

We have had a great deal of trouble over this. I think the

great success we have had is owing in a large measure to

the contractors, who decided that it would not be any good

to go against existing legislation—that it would only give

the contractors who are not doing riglit an opportunity to

take advantage of it. At the present time this thing is so

nearly law that it is practically an accomplished fact, and it

is only a matter of a few days. Across the line the National

Electrical Code changes every two years. That is rather

long. For instance, after the last book came out the nitro-

gen lamp appeared on the market and upset the whole busi-

ness, and that code had to stand nearly two years before it

could be chan.ged. Wc here can change our rules at any

time. Anything new developing can be taken up meiely by

having a meeting of the Cal)inet, wlien we can change the

rules and keep them abreast of the times. I would like to

say that the best way to take this subject up is to ask if any-

thing occurs to any person about these Rules that they would

like to discuss. I am just as anxious to hear what you have

to say as you would be to hear what wc have to say—just

an exchange of ideas. The contractors have threshed out

their end. but the supply dealers would no doubt like to

hear what they are, and to have it more in the nature of a

discussion than anything else. I think not very long ago

the Benjamin people asked me some question about

switches

—

Mr. Groome: I think they had up with you the matter

of 500 and 600 volt switches.

Mr. Strickland: As to the question of 500 volt switches,

across the line they have drawn a distinction between 500

and 550 volts which just upsets all our calculations on this

side. Most of our power over here is 550, and when you

come across 500 volts in the National Code you have to

Interior Wiring Methods

In this issue we print the first instalment of

a comprehensive article by Terrell Croft, on the

subject "Interior Wiring Methods." Mr. Croft

is a practical man and at the same time a master

of the theory underlying the science of this sub-

ject and we are hopeful that his treatment of

the problems of interior wiring in all its aspects

will prove of great benefit not only to beginner

contractors, but almost equally to those of riper

experience. Mr. Croft will cover this subject

of interior wiring in a series of three articles, to

be published consecutively in the Electrical News
of dates July 15, August 1, and August 15.. This

article is placed before Canadian electrical con-

tractors with the hope that they will find many
ideas in it that will help them in their daily

work. We shall consider it a favor if you will

let us know what you think of it.

jump u]) to 000. \\ c liml thai hy comparing switches made
on the continent, they get along much better with a more
economical switch than we have here, and we figure out that

550 volts is the same here as in Europe, and do not see why
any greater margin is needed here than there. .\ 500 volt

switch with barriers in it is very much more satisfactory,

mechanically, and otherwise better in every way than the

great big 600 volt switches, and our regulations will permit

of the use of any of these 500 volt switches with 500 volt

services, as long as brake distance is all ri.ght for 500 volts.

That is to say. the brake distance at the points of the switch

must be made for the 500 volt. But the distance between
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the blades is all right, on account of the barriers. That
makes the whole proposition much simpler and much less

expensive, and as good in every respect. With a 600 volt

switch you have to have a huge bo.x with a similar cover.

Mr. Groome: As approved by the American National

Labor Law—Does that make it better?

Mr. Strickland: .-Ml this reference to the underwriters

has to come out of nur books altogether, but the under-

standing is that where ordinary fittings are approved by the

underwriters' laboratories there is no question of that; but

there is, in the case of service boxes, because they do not

have a service box over there; they would label a box mere-

ly as a box, that is all. That part of it is quite an under-

taking. We have to get the Rules and Regulations settled

first of all. Since meeting contractors last time a lot of

things have been developed. There have been two or three

different styles of appliances. The question has been raised

whether our regulations would demand the use of these ap-

pliances. I do not think they would. All the Commission
would say was that they may be used. A law would not be

passed that they must be used. But they may use the splice

in place of joints. There is another change in floor recep-

tacles. One will appear in the next edition of the book. At
present our rules require a water-tight box in all cases with

floor receptacle, but the ordinary iron switch box would be

acceptable. That would somewhat reduce the cost of in-

stallation, although I cannot see how reducing the cost of

installation is of any advantage to a contractor, but they

seem very anxious to cut it down for some reason. Page 56

of Rules, Figure 21—shows service equipment with some
open cut outs. The question is very often asked why that

cut is shown. The reason is this—if they would refer to

the reading matter they would see—where they are out of

the way. or overhead, the matter of being exposed is all

right, but that is the only case where they would be per-

mitted—when they are entirely out of reach.

There is another item that will appear in the new Rules,

that is to abolish half-inch service pipes. The introduction

of electric ranges has become quite a factor, and a great

deal of trouble is likely to arise when they come to hitch

up in small houses with half-inch service, taking out the old

and putting in the new. The difference in the original cost

is a very small matter. Introducing a three-quarter inch ser-

vice as a minimum will be a large gain. It is very much
easier to pull out a couple of small service wires and insert

two new ones than it is to pull the whole pipe out. At a

meeting of the electrical people, held a few months ago, it

was decided to make that change. I suppose it will meet
with the approval of the supply people. There is also a re-

commendation at the present time to introduce one-wire

service. This is entirely new; I do not think it has been

brought up before you gentlemen before. The idea is to cut

down the cost of capital expenditure by this distribution of

service throughout the country, feeding a house with one

wire and using ground and water pipes for return. I would

like to hear the views of those present on the question.

Mr. Deguerre: Wouldn't that cause some danger?

Mr. Strickland: It would if you were using D. C. It

would have to be limited entirely to the use of A. C. cur-

rent. We are meeting with opposition from the water com-
panies to using their ordinary pipes for ground wires. A
St. Catharines concern did not want a ground wire in the

water pipes. He said he knew enough to know it would
cause electrolitis. He docs not know enough, however. It

will nut on the .\. C. current.

1 would like to hear if anybody has anything to ask

about this I have my own private convictions which I could

not exactly put into words . This matter was brought up

last year, and was referred to the National Fire Protection

Association in the United States, who were very much op-

posed to it. As to there being water in the pipes, I do not

know that that would make any difference. And if you arc

going to depend on water or gas pipes, you would have to

make sure that all the connections were properly made, so

as to be sure of a continuous connection. A water jiipc

might be cut off without any notice to an electrical man. I

am going to get all the information I can as to this.

We are sorry not to be able to announce this evening

that the order-in-council has passed. It had been my wish

to read out the new .\ct and to have copies of the order-in-

council, with full particulars as to the exact nature of tlie

A Broader Outlook

Because this department is headed "Electical

Dealer and Contractor," do not get the idea that

the other pages of this magazine are not of in-

terest to you. An electrical contractor told us

the other day that he reads the more general ar-

ticles that precede this department because he

likes to know what people outside of his particu-

lar groove are doing. He said it gave him a

broader outlook. Isn't that the right idea?

new legislation. However, I do not think there is any doubt

about it. As I understand it, it is the intention of the Com-
mission to publish the matter throughout the province and

give everybody a chance to understand what the law is go-

ing to be. During the last year we have been handicapped

in taking action, although information of rather

drastic violations of the Rules has reached us—chiefly

among the curbstone wiremen and people of that sort, in the

outlying districts. I think I can say it is only a question of

a short time before we get this thing into good shape, and

nobody will be better pleased than I will to have the thing

right, and I have every reason to believe that the best mem-
bers of the electrical wiring fraternity will stand behind us

in that. The old saying that "union is strength" is a very

good motto. While the inspectors are generally regarded as

the natural enemies of the wiremen, I hope they will not

feel it that way, because the inspectors and the wiring fra-

ternity are people who should work together. The inspec-

tor's lot is not a nice one at best. The engineer has his

building. He can lay out his plans, watch it grow, then sit

back and look at it and say, "There is my job done." The

inspector is just the opposite. Finding fault all the time

—

that is his business. He is supposed to keep on the right

side of everybody and get after the other fellow, but when

it comes down to any particular work it is a different thiim.

so when we get our new Act there is a chance for us all

to get together and get off to a good start.

I would like to hear if there are any other points. There

is one point that has not been threshed out. the regulation

that requires both sides to be fused where there are only

two wires—to prevent the possibility of wrong connections.

If you have a three-wire service, you know one must be a

neutral: where you have two, it is sometimes difficult to be

sure which is outside and which is neutral.

Radial Construction May Proceed

Mr. T. .1, llannigan. secretary of the Hydro-cleelric

Railway Association and of the Ontario Power Llniou. has

been in conference with Premier Hearst and members of the

Cabinet. There was some little misunderstanding as to

whether municipalities could proceed with radial construc-

tion on account of the war. The Premier explained that

the war would not interfere with preliminary work on the

lines, such as surveying and securing options on right-of-way.
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Standard Interior Wiring Methods
The first of a series of three comprehensive articles outlining the latest approved

practices as required by the Code and as developed by the best workmen
By Terrell Croft

Conductors smaller that No. 11 B. & S. gauge should not

be used in electric light or power wiring, except for wiring

lixtures and for flexible cords, because wires smaller than

this do not have sufficient mechanical strength to insure

them against breakage. Stresses are frequently imposed on
the conductors of a wiring system after the system has been
installed and concealed by the walls and partitions of a

building. Such stresses may be due to the warping or

shrinking of timbers, to the settlement of buildings or to ex-

cessive vibration. If a wire upon which voltage is impressed

is broken due to these strains, it might start a fire. Such a

fire miglit, before discovery, gain considerable headway with-

in a partition or wall.

Wires for fixture work may be as small as No. 18 because

such conductors are always protected within the metallic

tubing of fixtures or within fittings, so tliat if they do break,

damage would not be likely to result. Furthermore, the wires

v^fithin fixtures are not ordinarily drawn taut and therefore

II SuVd V

Knob

Fig. 1—Typical forms of porcelain for electrical insulation.

are not liable to be subjected to tensile stresses. See Code
rule 55 for specifications for approved fixture wire.

h'lexible cords must always, if installed in accordance

with the Code, be exposed and should not have extreme ten-

sile stresses imposed on them. Furthermore, it is desirable,

from the standpoint of appearance, that they be of small dia-

meter. For these reasons, experience has shown that No.

18 gauge flexible cord is, on the whole, safe and satisfactory.

See Code rule 54 for specifications for approved flexible cords.

Insulators for interior electric wiring are ordinarily of

porcelain. Fig. 1 shows typical insulators of this material.

Practically all of the porcelain fittings on the market are

now made to conform with the Code specifications and there-

fore will provide proper insulation if used for the services for

vi'hich they were designed. The specifications and dimen-

sions for porcelain tubes and bushings are given in Code rule

Me'fal Si-aples

Fig. 2—An extremely unsafe method of supporting conductors.

61; specifications for cleats in 6)i ; specifications and dimen-
sions for knobs in 64.

Wires for light and power wiring should never be sup-

ported directly against the surface upon which they are car-

ried. For example, tlie method of attaching a conductor
directly to the supporting surface with staples, as shown in

Fig. 2, has been shown by experience to be very unsafe and
unsatisfactory. In the earlier days of electric li.ghting this

method was used and doubtless many fires resulted there-

from.

The method of tying a conductor on a solid knob is

sliown in Fig. 3. In making such a tie, the tie-wire is bent
into a L'-shape form, then placed in the groove of the knob
and its ends served around the conductor to be tied, as shown
in the illustration. Such a tie should have at least 3, and
preferably 4, "end turns."

Tic-wires should have the same insulation as the wires

SolidKnob SolidUnob

I-Wire Larger than No.8

Tied fo Sol id Knob

H-Spli+Knob ngle Knob Used for Termina+ion

Fig.—3— Split and solid knobs and terminations.

they support to the knob for the following reasons: If a

bare wire, or a wire with thin, insulation, is used for a tie it

is liable when being served on the main conductor to cut

into the insulation on the conductor and damage it. If a

bare wire is drawn up too tightly around the main conduc-
tor it may shear the conductor asunder. Furthermore, if the

tie-wire is not insulated, or is thinly insulated, it may be

twisted into contact with the metal of the main conductor and
thereby provide a possible leakage path. A heavily-insulated

tie-wire is, obviously, not as liable to cut into the insulation

of the wire which it confines as would be a bare or lightly-

insulated wire, because of the greater outside diameter of

the heavily insulated conductor.

Split knobs should be used for intermediate supports for

conductors smaller than No. 8, because if solid knobs were

l-Side Elevation. II -Method of Serving Wire.

Fig. 4—Two solid knobs used for dead end for sustaining heavy-strain run.

used, tie-wires would be required. Experience has shown
that the tie-wire method of attacliment is unsatisfactory for

small conductors, because there is a possibility of a small

main conductor being sheared off or strained when a tie-

wire is served about it. Small diameter tie-wires would be

used for supporting small-diameter conductors to knobs.

Such tie-wires would be readily untwisted by the application

of a small force and then mi,ght permit the main wire to drop

down on the supporting surface or pull away from the knob.

Solid knobs. Fig. 1, II, were formerly used for all work, but

now, as will be shown, split knobs are, in general, preferable

for supporting wires smaller than No. 8.

The method of terminating a conductor on a solid knob

at the end of a run is shown in Fig. 3. III. Where the strain

assumed by the conductor is severe, it is frequently desirable

to use two knobs at the termination of a run, as shown in

I'"ig- 4.

The meaning of the word "terminated" may be explained

as follows: conductors are ordinarily considered as termin-

ated at a point where the run ends, as shown in Figs. 3, III,

and 4. Where the run extends past knobs to an outlet, as

in Fig. 6, it is considered that the run then terminates at
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the outlet, rather than at the knobs. In other words, split

knobs may be used for wires smaller than No. R for condi-

tions similar to that illustrated in Fig. 6. It is not neces-

sary to use solid knobs, as shown in Fig. 5. at the point

where a run extends to an outlet, although the construction

shown in Fig. 5 is substantial and is ordinarily accepted.

Briefly, then, a "termination" is the location beyond which
the conductor run does not extend.

Strain insulators may be used at the terminations of

runs, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Solid knobs should, in ex-

posed running, be used at run terminations only where the

conductors are relatively small, for example, smaller than

Xu. 6. Where the conductors are larger than this, particu-

Solii^ Knob Imu/afee/Condi/cfors
for Dead '

End

i-OuHe+ in Ceilmg

Fia. 5— Flexible tubing used for bushing at outlets.

larly it they are exposed, strain insulators provide the best

method of termination. In the installation of Fig. T a por-

celain insulator held to an eye-bolt set in the joist is used.

This method is ordinarily applied only for medium-sized con-

ductors, possibly those between No. 6 and No. 0, B. & S.

gauge. Where larger conductors are to be terminated, a

composition strain insulator of the type used in overhead

line construction can be utilized in combination with a cable

clamp, as shown in Fig. 8, to provide a very substantial and

sightly installation.

Split knobs or cleats arc used for supporting conductors

smaller than No. 8, B. & S. gauge, because, as indicated

Rubber Insu/ai-ed
Wire

<—Jois:f-

-Flexible Tubing

Cleaf-

SplifKnob

Oufief Cleat-

Fig. 7—Showing method of terminating a heavy-'
porcelain strain insulator.

large conductor, or the longitudinal strains that it imposes
in many cases, loosens the tie-wire antl jiermits the conductor

to sag down on the knob or to pull away from it. Fig. 9

indicates the most satisfactory methods of insulating such

heavy conductors from their supporting Surface. The v. ire

Detail of Yoke «nd ^trcap.

Fig. 8 —Showing application of strain insulators, cable clamps
and turnbuckles for heavy-run terminations.

may be held between two solid knobs, as indicated at the left

of the illustration, or in a single-wire cleat of suitable pro-

portions, as shown at the right. Fig. 7 also shows a heavy
conductor supported in cleats.

Either screws or nails may be used for fastening knobs
or cleats, .^t one time it was considered best practice to

fasten all knobs and cleats with screws, but it was then

found that a great many knobs and cleats were broken, due

to the screws being set up too tightly. Frequently the brcak-

I-E-levation

Fig. 6-Conductors teiminaling at an outlet.

above, the method of supporting them on solid knobs, winch

necessitates the use of tie-wire, has not been satisfactory.

With a split knob. Fig. ?,. II, and III., the wire is clamped

between the base and the cap of the knob and will be held

securely, providing the wire is not too large. Several satis-

factory types of split knobs are olUainable. That shown in

Fig. ."5 is typical.

Tie-wires and knobs do not provide a satisfactory =J!.-

port for large conductors, in spite of the fact that the Code

permits their application for this service. The weight of a

Fig. 9— Method of supporting very heavy conductoi.*i.

ages would occur some time after the screws had been dri-

ven, due possibly to expansion or contraction caused by heat,

or to the swelling or warping of the wood. Such breaka.ges

have occurred within walls and partitions after the coi -ple-

tion of the plastering. The wire originally con lined by the

knob was then permitted to sag uninsulated against the wood
and plaster and thereby constituted a tire risk. If nails are

used for supporting the knobs or cleats, with a leatht-r washer
between the nail head and the porcelain, as shown in Fig. 10,

the breakage of porcelain is, so experience has shown, much
decreased.

(.Continued in August 1 issue)
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Ad. Suggestions for Contractors
A series of twenty-two for use in local newspapers—We reproduce

the first four

A new development in constructive wc .k by an asso-

ciation is being brought out by the Society for Electrical

Development. A series of twenty newspaper advertise-

ments has been prepared and mailed to jobber and con-

tractor members for use in their local newspapers in assist-

ing them in building good will by pointing out the benefits

of dealing with recognized contractors. The advertisements,

with complete directions for the printer, have been mailed

so that the members will not be troubled v/ith the detail

of writing and laying out copy. Each advertisement em-

phasizes the fact that price alone should not govern the

letting of contracts for electrical work. The service is free

to Society members.

This work on the part of an association opens a field

untouched so far. It will be noticed that instead of recom-

mending that this kind of advertising be done, the advertise-

ments are actually prepared and placed in the hands of tho

men to be benefitted. The advertisements were arranged by

an expert and will prove of material assistance to contractors

using them. Contractors are constantly using newspaper

space, but the advantage of using space for building good

will is an opportunity frequently overlooked. It is to meet

this opportunity that this series of advertisements was pre-

pared.

Time was when the electrical contractor carried his

office and kit with him from place to place. Now there are

contractors in each locality doing business on a reasonable

basis and at prices based on known costs of construction.

These men carry stocks of goods, know the requirements of

various jobs, do their work carefully, according to specifi-

cation and the requirements of the insurance companies.

Truth in Advertising
to tell o(

Honesty in Electrical Construction

It is our purpose in the series of advertise-

ments which will follow to tell the people of

( your city ) why it will be distinctly to their

advantage to patronize an established and thor-

oughly reliable contractor whenever in need of

electrical work of any kind.

The electrical industry has suffered more or

less in the past from the irresponsible, partly

trained electrician who often springs up over

night—to disappear as suddenly as he comes.

During his brief existence he may not only cause

the established contractor temporary loss, but

what is far more serious, by his mcompetencc

often causes the uninformed customer irreparable

damage.
We have no quarrel with the new contractor

111 the field, provided he is comiietent and knows

his trade thoroughly. But we do feel- that the

public is entitled to know the truth about a

certain class of so-called electricians and be fore-

armed by being forewarned.

(Names and addresses of contractors;)

Their prices are based on known conditions and the figures

named permit of a reasonable profit that will permit carrying

on business and development on a sound basis.

The Society for Electrical Development has prepared.

Cheapness in electrical work

seldom means satisfaction

There are so many ways electrical work may
be "skimped" by unreliable workmen that not
only your satisfaction but your pocketbook de-
mands that your wiring be done by a thoroughly
reliable firm.

While the insurance inspection protects you
as much as possible, don't forget that a lot of
wiring—under floors and inside of walls—may
never be seen by the inspector.

.\nd perhaps it has not occurred to you that

tlie standard set by the Underwriters for elec-

trical work is the lowest grade which they will

pass.

Our policy has not been to see how close we
can come to this minimum standard and "get
by." We aim rather to give you better work
tlian is absolutely required. That's why we have
become established, reliable and successful elec-

trical contractors.

(Names and addresses of contractors)

Ad. suggestion No.

Wire as you build—

for the future
Like tlie nails and screws, the electrical work

should go into your building to last as long as
the structure itself.

If the electric wiring is installed by a reliable,

competent contractor of standing, it will serve
you well. But if it is cheap in price and quality,

you are only inviting trouble.

Perhaps you may never know all is not riivht

until the day of trouble comes. Then it will be a
mighty expensive job to find the trouble and have
it repaired or have the whole defective system
replaced.

And the "electrician" who installed your work
—what of him? Probably out of business—
couldn't make a go of it—didn't know that qual-

ity, not price, was the foundation of success.

And even if you do find him. what redress
have you? He is financially irresponsible.

Protect your future as well as your present by
having theh electrical work of your building in-

stalled liy a reliable, established and competent
contractor.

( Names and addres if contractors)

Ad. suggestion No. 1.
Ad. suggestion No. 3.
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This building tried

to save money
Tliis is a true story. The suli-contract for tlie

electrical work in this building was let to the
"lowest bidder." The wiring was installed, sup-
posedly according to specifications. The jnl)

looked all right—what could be seen of it. I)ut

iii course, most of it was out of sight.

.A few years passed. Slowdy but surely the
lighting bills grew. The meter was correct

—

but a test proved that the wiring was not. A
few circuits were removed from the conduits and
then came the revelation. It was the worst case
of deliberately shoddy work on record. Where
was the contractor? Oh, he failed and went out
of business a few years before the discovery.

Then a reliable contractor, one who had fig-

ured on the original job and lost because "too
high," was called in and the owners paid the
price of rewiring. They had been paying the
penalty of poor work for years.

Which kind of work will you have?

( Names and .\ddresses of Contractors)

Ad. suggestion No. 4.

also as a help to these contractors, a slip. No. 5, to be

attached to bids or tentative specifications, telling why the

lowest bidder may not be the best one to have the contract.

Both of these sales helps should be found of material assist-

ance to the sound, reliable contractor.

W'e reproduce herewith the first four of this series, that

our readers may .judge of their merits. < )ne ad. each week

In considering this estimate please bear in

mind that it is submitted liy a responsible con-
tractor who has built up his business on sound
principles.

There are so many ways electrical work may
lie "skimped" by unreliable workmen that not
iiuly your satisfaction, but your pocketbook de-
mands that your wiring be done by a thoroughly
reliable firm.

Our aim is not to see how little we can put

into a job and have it just pass muster, but

rather how good a job we can give you for the

money you spend. We are in business to stay

and the work we do for you now is going to

advertise us in years to come.

.\fter all. as in most any other l)usiness deal,

it pays to know that the "other party" in an

electrical contract is really competent, relialile

and resjionsible.

No. 5-Slip to attach to bids.

is suggested, though they may. of course, be used oftcner, if

desired. These ads are written jjrimarily for electrical

contractors' associations or groups of contractors operating

in the same area. There would ))e little difficulty, however,

in adapting the copy to individual use.
^

Complete instructions are given with the original copy

as to type and arrangement. Cheltenham Bold is reconimctid-

ed for headings and Bookman for body.

Improved Dirt Catcher
Many devices for catching chips and dirt in boring holes

in a ceiling have been developed, but I have found none
as convenient as the one shown in the accompanying sketch.
This device is made from a quarter-inch pipe union and a
tin funnel is cut off and the burr of the union .\ is fitted
and soldered in its place. The piece B is slipped over the end
of the bit and held in place while a little solder or lead is

run in between the bit as shown below.
If this soldering is neatly done, the piece B can be made

to uniformly surround the bit and the device will not wobble.
The threads in B may have to be reamed out so that it will
pass over the end of some of the larger bits. When the bit
is not used for ceiling work, the piece B is not in the way.
When boring holes in ceilings the funnel is screwed in place
l)y means of part A. When the bit becomes worn out part B
is removed by heating with a blow torch and melting the
solder. It can then be placed on another bit in the same way

and is ready for instant use. This simple device can be made
at a cost of no more than 15 cents. I have used it for some
time and have found it superior to anything similar. Bits

can be changed with this arrangement in five luinutes.

Robert W. Mallder. in Elec. Review.

The Montreal Wednesday Electrical Luncheons will be
discontinued until the second week in September. At the

luncheon on July 5 Mr. Frank T. Groome, sales manager
of the Benjamin Electric Company, described the organiza-
tion of the luncheons in Toronto, and spoke enthusiastically

of the support given the gatherings in that city.

The Royal Securities Company, Montreal, have pur-

chased the controlling interest in the Cama.guey Company
from Halifax interests and the head office has been trans-

ferred to Montreal. The Camaguey Company controls an
electric light plant and electric railway system on the Island

of Cuba. Head office was formerlv in Halifa.\.

The Quebec Public Utilities Commission has given the

Picrrefonds Electric Company permission to extend their

wires to St. Genevieve, subject to the poles being placed as

agreed between the company an<l the council. The rate for

lighting is not to exceed ten cents per kw. hour.
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North Toronto Railway Station Illumination
An Attractive Combination of Direct and Indirect- Solid Bronze Fixtures-

General Waiting Room Specially Attractive

T
traffic.

HE accomijanying illustrations

show different views of the

new North Toronto railway

station, recently opened for

Fig. 3 is a general view taken

from Yonge Street on the south side

and shows, on the left, the subway

under which the tracks of the To-

ronto Railway Company will be con-

structed. The overhead lines of the

C. f^ R. and C. N. R., the canopies

over these lines, the main tower of

the station, which is practically com-

plete, and on the right of the figure,

the office building and waiting rooms.

The new station is a single storey

stone (Tyndall) structure. The tower

is 140 feet high and will be surmount-

ed by a 30 ft. terra cotta spire. The

station building is 114 ft by 75 ft.

The central or high section of the

station, as seen on the right hand of

Fig. 2, is the main waiting room.

This measures TO ft. x 51 ft. and has

a centre entrance from the driveway

on the south and two entrances out

of the main hall on the north. On

the west side of this room are the

ticket and telegraph offices, and on

the east, women's waiting room,

smoking room, lavatories, etc. The

south and west sides of the station

have metal canopies over the side-

walks. Along the west or Yonge

Street side of the station is a 28-foot

driveway, which gives easy access

either to the baggage room or the

waiting room and ticket office.

Back of the baggage room and run-

ning parallel with Yonge Street, is a

midway, 20 feet wide and 14 feet

liigh, this height practically represent-

ing the difference in level between

the station floor and the track plat-

form. The six overhead tracks pass

over the midway and baggage room section of the station

building.

Fig. 3 shows the interior of the waiting room. This

room, together with the main concourse and the tower en-

trance, is walled with marble over the entire height. The

midway is lined with glazed brick, as are also the staircases

leading up to the platform.

This room is illuminated by four large bronze standard

lighting units, combining the direct with the indirect system

of illumination. One of these units is shown enlarged in

Fig. 1. In the waiting room there are four of these units,

the standard being I'A ft. high and of solid cast bronze.

These are surmounted, as shown, by a 24-in. diameter bronze

bowl fitted with a reflector and lamps lor indirect lighting.

The indirect illumination is supplemented on each s,Jandard

by 15 lamps placed, as shown, immediately below the in-

direct bowl. These lamps are frosted and provide a very

Fig. 1-Oneof the units
the waiting room.

Kijj 2 -General view of new station from 'lidijie >t, suuth.

powerful illumination at every point of the room. In other

parts of the building bronze fixtures of simpler design are

used. In the main hall these are wall type with round

frosted globe. The midway is lighted from the ceiling, the

lamps being enclosed in ceiling bowls. The driveway out-

side, the baggage room, and the tracks and platforms above,

are lighted by open lamps surmounted by metal reflectors,

which are so spaced as to diffuse a very even illumination.

The lighting fixtures throughout were designed and manu-

factured by McDonald and Willson, Limited, Toronto.

To reach the train platforms, passengers must pass

through the midway and up one or other of the three stair-

cases. The platforms are 20 ft. 3 ins. wide by 600 ft. long

and are covered by butterfly roofs for a distance of 360 feet,

which later will be extended to the full length of the plat-

form. The roof is wood on a steel frame supported by steel

Kig. 3-AlianJiomeinte
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posts in the middle of tlie platform. The roof has a spread

of 35 feet, and extends well over cars standing on the plat-

form tracks.

The baggage room is 137 ft. x 62 ft., and occupies all

the area beneath the tracks between the midway and the

Yonge Street drivewaj-. Baggage is received from the drive-

way through five doorways, as shown, and raised on trucks

to the platform level by elevators. Passenger communica-
tion with the baggage room is through the main concourse.

The construction work was carried through by P. Lyall

& Sons, general contractors. Darling & Pearson were the

architects. Mr. Blair Ripley, now Lt.-Col. No. 1 Overseas
Construction Battalion, had charge of the engineering work
for the C. P. R.

What is New in Electrical Equipment
Some Details of Tank Type Oil-Break Circuit-Breaker

Construction

The main changes that have recently been made in, tank

type oil circuit breakers have been introduced to maket'the

breakers more accessible for inspection and repair. No
radical departure in the design of the current carrying or

operating parts has been necessary. The forms of breaker

shown in this article represent two of the Canadian General

Electric Company's high voltage, large capacity tank type

circuit breakers for both indoor and outdoor use. Indoor

and outdoor breakers are practically similar. The only dif-

ference consists in the addition to the indoor breaker of a

few parts to enable it to be serviceable both from a mech-

anical and an electrical standpoint under all weather condi-

tions. The K21 and K26 oil break circuit breakers are used

indoors on voltages from 35,000 to 150,000, and the K22 and

K026 are used on outdoor work from 22.000 up to 150,000

volts. The K22, Fig. 1, is exactly like the K21 except that

the K22 has outdoor bushings and the mechanism is pro-

tected from the weather by an iron housing. The K026 is

like the K2fi, Fig. 2, except weatherproof covers and bush-

ings arc used for outdoor installations.

A noteworthy advance in the breakers consists of mount-

Fig. 1

ing them on framework and in the handling of the tanks by

a tank-lifting device recently designed. The lifter consists

of a detachable frame equipped with shaft, handle, worm
gear and windings and unwinding drums. The advantage of

this equipment is that it allows a tank to be removed or

placed in position without difficulty. The device is readily

detached and can be moved liy one man from one switch to

another, thus making it a very simple operation to lower or

raise an oil tank, and also making it easy to align, inspect

contacts and oil and deplace contacts if necessary.

These top connected circuit breakers are self-contained

for use on systems of potentials up to and including 200.000

Fig, 2

volts. One tank with two breaks in series is used in each

phase. The breakers are made for either automatic or non-

automatic operation. The breakers are closed by hand, sol-

enoid or air, and the automatic breakers are tripped under

overload by series trip coils (mechanical trip indoor only)

or current transformers. In using these circuit breakers

for hand operation, they can be installed behind the switch-

board panel with the operating handle in front and connected

to the breakers by connection rods and bell cranks. .-Ml

the breakers can be mounted on a framework except 110,00)

volts and above. All the breakers can also be operated by

a removable wooden lever connected directly to the mech-

anism. When solenoid or air-operated the breakers may be

located where desired and controlled from the switchboard

or other convenient place by a pull control switch or air

valve. The operating mechanisms and bushings are secured

to the cast iron cover of the heavy sheet steel tank. Each

bushing extends through the switch cover into the oil, and

is so clamped to the cover that the throwing of oil is im-

possible. The bushings are easily removable and inter-

changeable. The oil tanks arc constructed of sheet steel, and,

being acetylene welded, are of more than .implc strength for

the service required.

Hydro current was turin

lays ago.

(1 on in Harriston, Ont.. a few
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Condenser Type, Direct Current Lightning Arresters

The arresters illustrated, designated as type K-3 and re-

cently placed on the market by the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, are for use on voltages from

100 to 1,500, direct current. They are especially adaptable

for the protection of direct current railway and power mo-

tors, direct current generators, and rotary converters. When
properly connected they are also of value in preventing

flashovers on the commutators of rotary converters. They

are furnished for car, pole, or wall mounting. Type K-.l

arresters are made in two forms, one consisting of a con-

denser with a spark gap in series with it and a high resist-

ance in shunt with it. for car and station service, the other

consisting of the condenser alone, without series gap or

shunt resistance, for line mounting. The condenser is of

the fiat plate form, of high electrostatic capacity and amply

tested for breakdown voltage. For car mounting, the con

denser is of 1 microfarad capacity, equivalent to the capacity

of 100 miles of average line. For line mounting the capacity

is .3 microfarad, equivalent to the capacity of 30 miles of

average line. In the line mounting form, without gap or

resistance, the condenser is connected direct to the line

and ground terminals. In the forms that include gap and

resistance, the line terminal is connected through an ad-

justable spark gap in a separate chamber. This gap is in

series with the condenser, the ground lead being connected

to the case, and a resistance is connected in shunt across

the condenser serving to keep it discharged to zero value.

This resistance is so high that even with the spark gap closed

only a negligible amount of direct current can flow. The

spark gap provides a means of noting the discharge of the

arrester by placing a test paper in the gap. It can be easily

adjusted and set so close as to just prevent line voltage

from bridging it. Both forms of these condenser type ar-

resters are mounted in a rectangular cast iron box with

waterproof cover. The spark gap chamber is accessible by

removing a small separate cover. They are easily mounted

underneath or on roof of car, and in any position on car,

pole or wall.

Interphones in Wrigley Factory

To produce the greatest efticiency in office and factory

management the inter-communicating telephone system is

daily coming into more general use. An inter-communicat-

ing telephone system does not take the place of a private

branch exchange, but it supplements it. By its use executives

'•an o-et into instant communication with one another, or

with Uieir subordinates. Conferences may be arranged with-

out having to leave the office, and the time which these

telephones save shows that the system pays for itself within

a year from date of installation.

One of the finest examples of an inter-communicating

telephone system was recently installed in the big factory

of Wm. Wrigley, Jr., Company, Toronto. This installation

consists of 11 No. 6016-G 16 button desk type interphones.

Four of these instruments are located in the general and

private offices and the balance throughout the factory.

From each station one can select and ring any other

statiiin without disturbing the rest of the stations in the

Inter communicating Telephone System in Wrigley Factory.

system. As many separate conversations can be carried on

simultaneously as there are pairs of interphones in the

system. This class of service is known as "Selective Ring-

ing and Selective Talking" or "Non-interfering service."

The cabling of the system consists of lead covered inter-

phone cable installed in conduit. At each telephone the

conduit terminates in a T. & B. floor box. In this floor

box green cotton braided inter-phone cable is spliced to

the lead sheath cable and brought to the key box of the

inter-phone. This is not only a substantial method of

bringing the cable out of the conduit, but is also most

pleasing in appearance. Current to operate this system is

supplied from five Northern telephone batteries for ringing

and three for talking, installed in a substantial oak cabinet.

The illustration shows one of these inter-phone sets

installed on a broad table beside one of the executives' desks.

.Additional instruments may be installed on this system at

any time as required. All of the telephone equipment was

supplied by the Northern Electric Company, Limited, and

installed by Keith's Limited, of Toronto.

Canadian Beauties

The Renfrew Electric Manufacturing Company are dis-

tributing to their customers a series of 12 monthly calen-

dars, to represent different types of "Canadian Girls." With
each one of these calendars the company will endeavor to

bring to the notice of the public a group of "Canadian

Beauty" appliances or some new article which the)' may
be adding to the "Canadian Beauty" line. The company are

also distributing reproductions of a couple of advertisements

regarding "Canadian Beauty" appliances, one of which will

be used by the company in all the large daily newspapers

throughout the Dominion on July 22. The smaller adver-

tisement is for the use of local dealers who may wish to

advertise in their own papers and for their own customers.

This latter advertisement is supplied free by the Renfrew
Company to any dealer who will accept and use it.

It illustrates four "Canadian Beauty" appliances—an upright

toaster, an iron, a toaster grill and a two-plate stove—and

draws the attention of the reader to the value of these
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appliances during the hot summer days. This latter adver-

tisement measures 5 in. .x 4 in. and may be had on applica-

tion to the company.

Westinghouse Splash Proof Motors

A line of small alternating current motors that are splash

proof, called the type C A H. has recently been placed on

the market by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company. These motors are particularly adapted for use

on washing machines, dish washers, water pumps, and the

like, and are designed with a view to satisfactorily meeting
the most exacting requirements. As will be seen from the

illustrations, the frames of these motors are so constructed

that it is next to impossible for water to get into the motor.

They shed water like a duck's back.

Forced ventilation along the same lines successfully

wsed in turbo-generator design is obtained by a small blower
and atnple ducts, fully protected from liquids and small ob-

jects. This means cool operation under all conditions.

There are no exposed electrical contacts, connections being
made through cable or binding posts fully insulated against

accidental shock. There are no rotating electrical con-

tacts, or brushes, thus decreasing renewals and amount of

attention required. Starting is eflfected by means of a switch

that is frictionless e.xcept at instant of opening or closing,

making wear negligible. The operation of the switch is

snappy and the break quick. Lubrication is furnished by
oil cups of unusually generous capacity.

Changing Transformer Oil

A reader of the Electrical News asks us to insert the

following question. We shall be glad to forward any ans-

wers to the enquirer:

What is the method usually adopted to decide when oil

used for the cooling of transformers should be replaced by
new?

Appointed Arbitrators

Mr. James M. Robertson and Mr. M. .\. Sammett, of

Montreal, have been appointed arbitrators in a dispute

between the City of Sherbrooke and the Canadian Brake

Shoe Company, as to the amount due to the former for cur-

rent supplied by the city under a contract. Mr. Robertson

is acting for the comi)any. and Mr. Sammet for the city.

To Generate at Black River

The Pembroke Electric Light Company, Limited, are

interested in the Renfrew, Ont.. power supply which is in-

sufficient to meet the demand. The Pembroke company pro-

pose to generate the current at their plant on Black River.

This will entail the expenditure of some $40,000 on this plant

but the Renfrew council would construct the transmission

line, which is about '.',> miles in length.

Personal

Mr. Stanley L. Eisenhofer, assistant engineer on the
Hydro-electric System, Hamilton, Ont., has received an ap-
pointment with the Hydro-electric Power Commission of
Ontario and has taken up his new duties in the new Hydro
building on University .Avenue, Toronto.

Mr. Fred. A. Robertson, Science. Toronto, '08, has re-
signed from the engineering sales staff of the Canada Ce-
ment Company, Limited, to accept a position with the
Ontario Hydro-electric Power Commission.

Mr, R, F. Haywrard, general manager Western Canada
Power Company, was re-elected chairman, and Mr. H. N.
Keifer, sales engineer Northern Electric Company, was re-

elected secretary of the Vancouver Section of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers at the June 1st meeting.

Mr. W. K. Jeffrey, formerly general manager of the Ot-
tawa Car IManufacturing Company, Limited, has been ap-
pointed sales manager of the Lyman Tube and Supply Com-
pany, Limited, 323 St. James Street, Montreal. The com-
pany recently purchased the railway and supply department
of John Millen & Son, Limited, and are agents for a num-
ber of leading United States, English and French firms.

Trade Publications

Wiring Specialties—catalogue of wiring specialties man-
ufactured liy the .\rrow Electric Company, Hartford, Conn.,
illustrating and describing this company's very complete line.

Bond Testers—Bulletin No. 200. issued by the Roller-

Smith Company, describing their portable direct reading
bond testers for testing the conductivity of rail bonds; illus-

trated.

Electric Railways, Mine Haulage, Power Transmission—
bulletin published by the Ohio Brass Company. Mansfield.
Ohio, an interesting publication dealing with the above sub-
jects.

Soot Cleaners—Catalogue issued by the Vulcan Soot
Cleaner Company, Du Bois, Pa., describing and illustrating

Vulcan Soot Cleaners as applied to boilers, super-heaters,

economizers, garbage destructor boilers, waste heat boilers

and similar apparatus.

Lightning Arresters— Bulletin l-.\ issued by the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. .\ discussion
of lightning and its effects is given, followed by a descrip-

tion of the application of lightning arresters for the protec-
tion of various kinds of apparatus.

C. G. E. Publications—Exide, Type ZA Motorcycle Stor-

age Battery; Flexible Steel Armored Conductors; G. E.

Flow Meters, for measuring steam, water, air and gas;

Ivanhoe Metal Reflectors and Fittings for Multiple Mazda
Lamps; Small Centrifugal Blowers; Electric Glue Pots.

Something In It for You—attractive booklet issued by the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company to assist

its agents and dealers in marketing the Westinghouse electric

range. This booklet describes in a brief, concise manner the

advantages of this type of range, and includes a number of

illustrations. In addition it outlines several methods of

selling and gives suggestions covering newspaper advertis-

ing, window trims, demonstration, etc.

Self-Contained Continuous Current Dynamos and Mo-
tors— Pamphlet No. 21-C, published by the Bruce I'eebles

Company, Limited, Edinburgh. Scotland, completely illus-

trating and describing the sixteen frame sizes which are

manufactured by this company in any of the usual types, i.e..

protected type; semi-enclosed type: totally enclosed type;

mining type and pipe ventilated type. In addition very com-
plete lists of outi)Ut ratings are given for the usual standard
voltages.
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Current News and Notes

Bowersville, Ont.

The Bowersville Telephone Company. Li-nited, Bowers-

ville, Ont.. have obtained a charter.

Brampton, Ont.

A resolution was carried by the town council authorizing

the Hydro-electric Power Commission to obtain tenders on

three 150 kv.a. and on three 300 kv.a. transformers to be

installed in the sub-station.

Chelsea, Que.

There is a possibility of Chelsea, Que, being supplied

with electric light from a privately owned power house at

Farm Point, which has supplied the current as far as Kirk's

Ferry for some time.

Collingwood, Ont.

The Collingwood Hardware Company have been award-

ed the contract for the installation of a Lister-Bruston light-

ing plant in the Capstan Inn, Wasaga. Beach.

Courtright, Ont.

The village council will make request to the Ontario

Hydro Commission for an estimate of the cost of the neces-

sary equipment to serve the needs of Courtright with light

and power.

Edmonds, B.C.

Permission has been granted the Western Canada Power

Company to erect transmission poles and wires on the Cari-

boo Road.

Fredericton, N.B.

The city council shelved a proposition to purchase cur-

rent from the Fredericton Gas & Light Company, at 3}4 cents

per kw.h. and will continue to light the city streets with

current supplied from the city's plant on Carleton Street.

Halifax, N.S.

At the annual meeting of the Demerara Electric Com-

pany, head office Halifax, N. S.. the fuel problem formed a

vital subject for consideration. Some form of cheaper fuel,

such as wood or oil, will likely be employed. This company

operates in British Guiana.

Markham, Ont.

A mass meeting will be held in Markham to discuss the

advisability of linking up with the Hydro system. Local

opinion seems to be favorably inclined.

Moose Jaw, Sask.

Fourteen workmen on the Moose Jaw electrical system

walked out on June 20 following the refusal of the city to

grant an increase in wages.

Nelson, B.C.

The West Kootenay Power & Light Company are busy

installing another 8,000 h.p. unit in their No. 2 plant, thus

bringing the total horse power of the company up to 32,000.

Increased demand for power in the development of mines

and smelters in Kootenay and Boundary has made this in-

stallation necessary.

Port Alberni, B.C.

Mr. Arthur W. Odium, city electrician, has resigned his

position.

Prince Albert, Sask.

The contract for the construction of the government

long distance telephone line from Prince Albert to Shell-

brook, Sask., has been awarded to the North Saskatchewan

Telephone Construction and Development Company of

Prince Albert, and work is being commenced on the line

at once. The contract calls for the completion and opera-

tion of the service within two months. It is anticipated that

almost immediately projects for rural lines to connect with

the new long distance line will be started in the country

through which it passes.

Rainy River, Ont.

The Rainy River Electric Light and Power Company
have secured a ten-year contract to supply the C. N. R.

with water. The necessary equipment is to be purchased.

They have also secured a five-year lease of the river front

land and as soon as the water subsides they will start the

construction of a sawmill.

Saskatoon, Sask.

The Government of Saskatchewan is undertaking an in-

vestigation into the possibilities of development in the rivers

in the northern portion of the province witli a view to sup-

plying hydro-electric service to the villages, towns and cities

in that district.

Stratford, Ont.

.Stratford council have approved $30,000 debenture ap-

propriation for hydro-electric e.xtensions.

St. Catharines, Ont.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Hydro-electric

Commission held on July 5, Manager Yates reported a net

gain of 55 services, making a total of 2,357.

Scarboro Township
The Scarboro township council are negotiating with the

Hydro-electric Commission with a view to securing an elec-

tric service from the city limits alon,g the Kingston Road
;md up through the township.

Vancouver, B.C.

The B. C. Telephone Company will build a new exchange

at Nelson. The present system is the old style, the sub-

scriber having to ring central, but in the new exchange the

central energy system will be installed.

The British Columbia Electric Railway Company's re-

turns for May show that it is the fourth in a period of 25

months to record an increase in both the gross and net earn-

ings. The total gross earnings were $542,363, in increase

of iO per cent, over the preceding month.

Windsor, N.S.

Work has been started on the Bay- of Fundy tide power
project at Cape Split. N. B.. by the Cape Split Development
Company, Limited. A demonstration of this invention took

place a short time ago on Gaspereau River, in the presence

of a number of engineers. The motor worked perfectly,

gradually developing more power as the water rose to a

higher level, reaching its maximum of over two horsepower
when the water buried the top of the machine. The same
model, which is about 12 feet long and 2]/i feet high, would
develop 54 .horsepower at Cape Split in a current of nine

miles an hour.

Winnipeg, Man.
The annual statement of the Winnipeg hydro-electric

plant for the fiscal year 1915-16 ended .^pril 30. shows total

earnings of $995,511, and surplus of $79,729 after meeting all

operatin.g expenses and fixed charges for the year.
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The uses of electric cooking ranges in Montreal and
Westmount are very few, and until recently there was no
a.!4gressive campaign to increase the number. One reason
for the scarcity of users was the high cost of current, as
compared with that of gas, and although electricity has many
advantages as against gas. the greater cost naturally offset
these. The corporation of Westmount, through its light and
power department, has decided to do some educational work
111 the matter of electric cooking, heating, etc., and as an
inducement to householders to use current has reduced the
price of 2Hc per kw.h. to l!<c. The corporation has a
store where various ranges, electric irons, etc.. are on view.
All customers are at liberty to purchase any make of
range, but if the article is purchased through the city, the
latter will install it free of charge, and will also do a cer-

u=ti.uc.> .11 ^aiiBua aim laiu amouut of wiring. The meter charge is 15c per month.

poluf ord?r^'payi°ble^"o
''^''^ following circular has been addressed by the corpora-
lion to local householders:

n Canada and

of failur.

Postmaster General for Canada, for tr.

cond class matter July ISth, 1914, at the Postoffice
ler the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

Vol. 25 Toronto, August i, 1916 No. IS

Electrical Industries Making Good
"Electrical Industries," London, describes in its current

issue a recent meeting of the British Electrical and Allied

Manufacturers' Association and points to the co-operation

work of this association in getting together the electrical

and allied interests, not only in the Mother Country, but

also in the various overseas possessions, for developing and

consolidating trade relations now and after the war. The
article points to the activity of the British electrical factories

to-day as refutation of the charge that these industries

had become decadent and declares that in so thinking Ger-

many has made one of her biggest mistakes. The follow

ing extract is to the point and, to all appearances, correct:

"In the electrical industry, for example, an impression

has got abroad that British manufacturers have allowed

Uie Germans to get to windward. The Germans have fer-

tilized that impression, and sown the seed of it broadcast.

Ill the subtle fashion of which they—like the Devil—are

masters. British electrical manufacturers are alleged to be

backward in knowledge and in organization; British elec-

trical engineers are alleged to be weak in science and out-

cif date in the technique of design and production. Even in

<jreat Britain some people were jioisoned with the idea

that the British electrical trade was deprived of its milch

cow when the war cut off German supplies. A priunineiit

London journal coinniitted itself to the statement that 'in

ilic main' (ireat Britain depended upon Germany for elec-

liical apparatus.

"The City of Westmount Light & Power Department
have now fixed 1]/, cents per kw.h.. registered by meter,
as the new reduced rate for electric current for cooking
and heating and for motor driven or other appliances for
household use, except lighting.

"At this price the electric range is no longer a luxury
but a convenience within the reach of every householder.
Gas, with its dangerous fumes and odor, can be banished
from the house. The washing machine, vacuum cleaner,
sewing machine motor, hot water heater and other labor-
saving and hot weather devices become a real economy.

"It is ten years since the Light & Power Department of
the City of Westmount was inaugurated. The City's credit
was then pledged to make the venture succeed. If there
should be a deficit the ratepayers must pay the loss through
their taxes. As a matter of fact the venture has been a

pronounced success. Thanks to the city's system poles and
wires have been removed from many streets, and powerful
and handsome arc lamps installed. Expenses have been met.
depreciation amply provided for, and the old rate of 15c per
kw.h. paid by the consumer ten years ago, has been reduced
to the present rate of 5c for lighting and l}.-$c for other
household uses.

"With the generous patronage from our citizens and an
increase of customers, both these rates will be still fiirllur

reduced."

Grounded Return Systems
Some little time ago the Committee on Electric Wiring

Systems of the Electrical Industry in the United States ap-
pointed a sub-committee to investigate grounded return
wiring systems. The conimitlee desires the co-operation of
the entire electrical industry in that work and to this end
requests that information and any data on wiring systems
having a bare grounded cimdiulor be sent to the secretary.
William S. Boyd, at 175 West Jackson Boulevard, thicago.
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The committee would especially appreciate the following

information:

—

(1) Safety, cost and reliability data based upon practical

experience with concentric wiring, or any other type

of wiring having one or more bare or partially covered

conductors which are permanently connected to earth.

(2) Theoretical or tested installation details or protective

features which will safeguard concentric wiring or

other wiring systems having bare grounded conduc-

tors.

(3) Reliable methods of preventing meter setters or line-

men from reversing the polarities of a two-wire sys-

tem.

(4) A suitable definition of "ground" or "earth" as these

words relate to electric wiring.

(5) Practical experience with ground or earth connections;

(a) Whether they have been found reliable, or unre-

liable;

(b) The proportion found to be unreliable, if any;

(6) Adequate methods of establishing and maintaining a

reliable ground or earth connection for safety pur-

poses.

(7) A simple method of test which will insure the detec-

tion of unreliable ground or earth connections.

(8) Economies which mny be practised with safety in con-

nection with any of the existing wiring methods.

(9") Estimates or actual figures as to the cost of any pro-

tective features reported upon in response to the fore-

going requests; and

(10) Any data or experience calculated to assist the com-

mittee in reaching an accurate conclusion relative to the

practicability of bare grounded return wiring systems.

Illuminating Engineering Lecture Course

In the fall of 1910, the Illuminating Engineering Society,

in co-operation with the Johns Hopkins University, held a

notable lecture course on subjects relating to the production

of light, characteristics of illuminants and the theory of illum-

ination, which went far toward placing before the public the

general principles of the art. This course was participated

in by illuminating engineers, lighting company representa-

tives, physicists, ophthalmologists, manufacturers of light-

ing appliances, etc., and has always been considered one of

the most important undertakings in the history of the Illum-

inating Society. In the six years which have since elapsed,

there have been many changes in methods, improvements in

ajiparatus and developments in theory which seem to call,

at the present time, for another eflfort toward education in

illumination.

For the second time in its history, the Illuminating En-

!.;iiietring Society has decided to hold a series of lectures.

This event is to be held at the University of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia, Pa., from September 21-28, inclusive, immedi-

ately following the Annual Convention of the Illuminating

Engineering Society, to be held in that city. The Lecture

Course will include the principles of illumination and various

aspects of lighting practice. Whereas the 1910 course, at

Baltimore, emphasized the science of illumination, the new

course will emphasize the art of illumination. This course

will include about twenty lectures by men selected, on ac-

count of their qualifications, to deal authoritatively with the

several phases of the subject. Associated with the lectures

will be an exhibition, at the University of Pennsylvania, of

the latest developments in illuminating appliances, includ-

ing lamps, accessories, photometers, etc . together with

novel applications of light. The exhibition is expec'ed to

be of great educational value.
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The following list of lecture subjects has been decided

upon :

—

Subjects Lecturers

(A)—General

—

(1) Illumination Units and Calculations ... A. S. McAllister

(3) Modern Photometry Clayton H. Sharp

(3) The Principles of Interior Illumination

(Two Lectures) Committee

J. R. Cravath, Chairman

(4) The Principles of Exterior Illumination ... Louis Bell

(.5) Color in Lighting M. Luckiesh

(G) Architectural and Decorative .\spects of

Lighting .• • .• Guy Lowell

(~) Recent Developments in Electric Lighting

Appliances G. H. Stickney

(8) Recent Developments in Gas Lighting Ap-

pliances R. F. Pierce

(11 J Modern Lighting Accessories W. F. Little

(B) Special Lectures on Interior Illumination

—

(10) The Lighting of Factories. Mills and Work-

shops C. E. Clewell

(11) The Lighting of Offices. Stores and Shop-

windows Norman Macbeth

(13) The Lighting of Schools, Auditoriums and

Libraries F. A. \aughn

(13) The Lighting of Churches G. Perrot

( 14) The Lighting of the Home W. H. Jordon

(l.j) Railway Car Lighting G. E. Hulse

(C) Special Lectures on Exterior Illumination—

(10) Street Lighting (Two Lectures) ... (a) P. S. Millar

(b) C. F. Laconibe

(IT) The Lighting of Yards, Docks and Other

Outside Works J. L. Minick

(18) Headlights, Searchlights and Projectors E. J. Edwards

(19) Sign Lighting L. G. Shepard

(30) Building Exterior, Exposition and Pageant

Lighting W. D'A. Ryan

Cost of Lecture Course

The jirice of tickets for the Lecture Course, which in-

cludes admission to all lectures and functions connected there-

with, has been fixed at $35.00.

This tuition fee includes a reprint of all of the lec-

tures, which will form a valuable addition to the librarj' and

reference data of any one interested in the science and

art of illuminating engineering.

Electrically Propelled Fire Apparatus*

In no transportation prnbk-in is the inadequacy of the

horse more forcibly emphasized than in the fire department

service, where the faithful, spectacular, but uneconomic

horse is rapidly being replaced by the efficient and depend-

able mechanically operated equipment. There is consider-

able sentiment associated with the plunging, well-groomed

fire horse, but the fast moving motor apparatus not only

excites the admiration of the public, but accomplishes speedi-

ly the purpose for which fire equipment is primarily designed.

Because of the great demand for horses since the outbreak

of the European war. and the present needs in this country,

just now increased by the Mexican situation, the American

market for the higher breed of horses suitable for a fire

department has been fairly exhausted. The scarcity has, of

course, caused a tremendous advance in the cost of the

best grade of horses, and as this condition is likely to be-

come more acute before it is improved, the question of a

substitute naturally arises.

It is interesting to note that a number of municipalities

have converted their old horse-drawn equipment into the

* By A. Jackson Marshall. Secretary- Electric Vehicle Section. National
Electric Light Association.
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best type of motorized fire apparatus—the electric. It was
found that witli very little expense the simple electrical

mechanism could be substituted for the fire horse, which,

through years of faithful service has endeared himself to

the public. The service rendered by electrically propelled

fire apparatus proves itself of a very much higher order

than that previously used. It not only eliminates the un-

sanitary features associated with the horse in the station

house, and likewise on the street, but reduces the fire hazard,

which is also rather enhanced with the use of the gasoline

car. It is important to realize thai ihe remarkable simplicity

of the electric fire apparatus cnaliles the drivers of the

old horse-drawn vehicle to become rapidly familiar with this

new equipment. It is therefore unnecessary to employ
the services of an expert mechanician, as is usually the case

with other motor types. In the event that the regular

driver is not available, any member ran drive the electric

apparatus, which is speedily, safely and easily negotiated,

even through congested traffic. It is also of considerable im-

portance that the electric gets under way from the station

(|uicker than either horse or gasoline car, and when com-
pelled to remain for a long period at a fire there is no suf-

fering from exposure, nor freezing of the radiator. When
the electric apparatus is returned to the station it merely
requires the ordinary washing, and charging—minus the

careful attention that has to be bestowed upon the horse.

or the numerous parts of the gasoline car, in order that it'

may be quickly available for the next fire. The high aver-

age speed maintained by the electric is attributable not only
to its high running speed, but to its ability to stop and to

accelerate faster than other types of motor vehicles, thereby
eliminating bursts of excessive speed in an effort to com-
pensate the loss of time in starting and stopping. The more
even and constant speed is of advantage in protection of

pedestrians and other vehicles, and because the electric is

always under the absolute control of the operator less in-

jury is apt to happen to the apparatus itself.

Shawinigan Water & Power Extensions

In connection with the contract recently made between
the Sherbrooke Railway and Power Company and the Shaw-
inigan Water and Power Company for the supply by the

latter of 3,000 h.p.. an extension of the power house of the

Sherbrooke Company is being made, for the purpose of tak-

ing in frequency changers and transformer equipment. The
power will be transmitted over the Shawinigan transmission

line between Victoriaville and Windsor Mills, and from the

latter point a new transmission line is being built to Sher-

brooke. The power will be transformed to 2300 volt. 60

cycles. The consulting engineers are J. M. Robertson. Lim-
ited, Montreal.

Industrial Uses of Hydro-Electric Power
-By J. B. Challies*-

At the present time the great steel mills of this continent

are absolutely dependent upon the electric furnace for the

production of alloys. The automobile manufacturer is de-

pendent upon another electric furnace production, aluminium,

for car bodies. The manufacturer of steel products needs

these materials for making tools, and countless factories

require abrasives which cannot now be imported, and which

are now being produced, in the United States at any rate,

only by electric processes. Without acetylene gas and gra-

phite, and other electric products, many existing industries

would be absolutely crippled.

So far as the products of electro-chemistry are concerned,

it is found that the surgeon and the doctor look to electric

plants for chloroform and disinfectants; the cotton and the

paper manufacturers need the bleaches produced by electrici-

ty; the user of soap patronizes the electro-chemical establish-

ment, as does every user of matches. Gold and silver min-

ing of the west requires electric products to assure a profit,

and it is only lately that the United States, cut oflf from its

supply of German dyes, has found itself dependent upon

electric products to supply the deficiency, in part at any rate.

These are but a few of the industries dependent upon

cheap electric power. The further development in either

Canada or the United States, or the inauguration of such

processes in Canada, is very largely, if not altogether, de-

pendent upon cheap available, dependable power. The source

of such power is admittedly, for a very large portion of our

country, water-power. The development of water-power

in making available a supply of cheap hydro-electric energy
in various parts of the Dominion, would probably result in

the reduction of the cost to the consumers of countless ar-

ticles of cvery-day use, which, to the man on the street, arc

in no way associated with hydro-electric development.

To be more specific, the manufacture of steel is one of

the greatest of the United States industries, and is fast be-

coming a very important one for Canada. To-day. electric-

* Superintendent Dominion Water Power Branch, in Trade and Com-
merce Weekly Bulletin.

ally produced ferro-silicon is used as an alloy by most steel

manufacturers, with the result that the Bessemer process

is fast becoming obsolete. The essential element in the

manufacture of armour plate and armour-piercing projectiles,

is introduced into steel by the alio}-, ferro-chromium, strictly

an electric furnace product.

Ferro-chrome, another product of the electric furnace,

has made possible the manufacture of high-speed tools, which
in turn have tripled the capacity of our machine shops and
enhanced the efficiency of our mechanics. It has cut to one-

third the capital invested in tools to accomplish a given vol-

ume of work.

In the absence of chromium, tungsten, vanadium and

molybdenum, all alloys made by electrical processes, the

builders of American battleships and other weapons of na-

tional defence, and a large portion of our Canadian steel

and metal-working industries and other industries, would be

in the condition of twenty years ago. The electrical industry

itself is largely dependent upon silicon steel, a product that

does not age and does not wear.

The development of aeroplanes also calls for aluminium,

and only with the abundant production of cheap electric

energy from water-power will the price of aluminium kitchen

utensils come within the reach of every housewife.

At the outbreak of the war, we were cut oflf from the

supply of Greek and Turkish emery. To-day the metal-

working industries of this country are dependent almost

entirely upon electric furnace abrasives, carborundum and

alundum. The manufacturer of agricultural machinery, loco-

motives, firearms, milling machinery, automobiles, and count-

less other metal products must have these abrasives, and

they can now be made only where waterpower is developed

cheaply. -

The electric furnace also turns out calcium carbide, the

only source of acetylene, which is being so extensively used

in Canada. The oxy-acctyleno flame has become of intense

value in the welding of metals and the cutting of steel. This
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same calcium carbide is the important factcir in the fixation

of atmospheric nitrogen, and is the source of supply upon

which we may have to rely for nitric acid and nitrates em-

ployed in making munitions of war and fertilizers.

All the artificial graphite used in the world to-day is

produced at Niagara Falls, by cheap watcrpower. Its uses

are manifold. Practically the whole supply of abrasives on

this continent is from Niagara.

Considering the products of electro-chemistry alone,

chlorine stands out as of first importance. The sterilization

of water supplies of countless cities has been made pos-

sible by the use of bleaching powder or hypochlorite, and

in communities where this is used extensively, typhoid has

been largely eliminated. The armies of Europe use chlorine

to avert typhoid, and other chlorine products, including

chloroform, are used surgically, both as anesthetics and anti-

septics. This same chlorine, or bleach, makes possible the

manufacture of white cotton goods and white writing paper.

Other products of chlorine, produced electrically, enter into

the manufacture of soaps. Even into fire extinguishers goes

this product of cheap electricity.

To meet the shortage in coal-tar dyes, by the combina-

tion of chlorine with coal-tar benzol and tuluol. there is now
beginning to be produced quantities of those necessary in-

termediates formerly made and exported from Germany.

Metallic sodium, also a product of electricity, is the basis

for sodium peroxide, which is used in generating oxygen for

hospitals, for laboratories, and for submarines and mine-

rescue apparatus. It also enters into the manufacture of

hydrogen peroxide. Without sodium cyanide, many gold and

silver mines could not possibly operate at a profit.

These are but a few of the products of every-day use

which will largely depend upon water-power. Many of these,

a few years ago, had no known value. What other products

remain to be developed with the growth of electricity, no

one can predict.

There can be no question regarding the fundamental

and essential relation of water-power to the economic and

industrial situation in Canada.

Wireless Telegraphy and the War
By J. H. Lauer

Leading journals the world over have from time to

time thrown open their columns for popular competitions as

to what comprised the "Seven wonders of the world." It

is at least a remarkable coincidence that in the two most

recent of such contests, the result has been identical in

placing "wireless" at the top of the list. Whether given

as the deliberate opinion of trained minds in academic dis-

cussions, or as that of the popular vote of the "Man on

the street," wireless telegraphy has been universally con-

ceded to be not only one, Init the foremost one of the won-

ders of the 20th century.

Its development, following on the realization of its value

and utility as a means of communication across great dis-

tances by sea or land, has been phenomenally rapid. It

was only in 1902 that Mr. Marconi, the Wizard of Wireless,

succeeded in transmitting signals across the .Atlantic. In

1904 the transmission of news to liners in mid-ocean had

already become a practical fact.

In a brief review such as I propose to give of the im-

portant services rendered by wireless to the operations of

the present war. I do not assume to place before you any

information which you have not already been able to gather

from general statements which have appeared in the press.

For reasons of strategy which must be obvious to every-

one, the press accounts are necessarily vague in order that

no news of value to the enemy may reach him. We read

accounts of movements of troops "Somewhere in France"

to attack certain enemy trenches indefinitely described. But

these accounts are for the' most part impersonal. The

human interest and the means adopted are generally absent.

My present purpose is to supply some of these personal

touches taken from the records of the Marconi Company.

Imperial Wireless Chain

Before going into tlicsc records. I desire to emphasize

one important aspect of Wireless Telegraphy which deserves

greater attention than it has yet received by the public.

In 1913 after the conclusion of the great International Wire-

less Convention of 1912, in London, the Marconi Company
submitted a proposition to the British Government for the

construction of an all-British world-wide chain of Imperial

wireless stations. The stations were not built, and are not

yet built. In the light of subsequent events it is rftit un-

reasonable to assurne that German activities, dominating a

world-wide subsidized press campaign, had some hand in

the opposition to the British Imperial chain, as the com-

peting systems were principally of foreign origin. Certain

it is that Germany at once seized on the importance of

building high power stations throughout its colonial posses-

sions communicating with powerful stations in Germany.

Money was spent lavishl}', but proved a good investment, as

at the outbreak of war, on .August 1st, 1914. wireless mes-

sages were immediately sent to all German merchant vessels

throughout the world to proceed at once to the nearest neu-

tral port. Thus an expenditure of some ten million dollars

saved shipping to the value of at least one hundred million.

In the early beginning of wireless, only 16 years a.go.

the London "Times" in 1899 remarked approvingly on the

employment of Mr. Marconi's system in the naval man-

oeuvres of that summer. It had been demonstrated that

signals could be transmitted and received up to 30 miles

from ship to ship. If a means of signalling over distances

of about thirty miles was welcomed by the "Times" sixteen

years ago in a leader of a column and a quarter in length,

how great must be the indebtedness of the navy to the new
system when a squadron based on Malta can receive signals

direct from the .Admiralty by this new system, and when the

ordinary installation of a large ship of the fleet can send

messages over a distance of 2.000 miles!

When the new means of communication was in its in-

fancy, installations were made only in battleships and large

cruisers; the system was aftervvard/s extended to small

cruisers; later to destroyers, and finally to submarines. The
German underwater craft, which have played such a dramatic

role in the present war, are provided with installations which

enable them to communicate three or four times as far as

could a battleship in the naval manoeuvres of 1899. This

contrast supplies evidence of the remarkable development

which has taken place in the adaptation of wireless tele-

graphy to the uses of the navy in the last sixteen years.

Practically every ship in the British navy to-day can dispatch

and receive wireless signals, and consequently the intelli-

gence work of the navy has undergone a radical revolution.

.\n admiral need never be out of touch with his vessels, and

he need practically never be out of touch with the .\dmiralty.

From the very outset the Government took over all

the wireless stations of Jhe empire. Even before the declara-

tion of war the order for the first fleet, which had left Port-
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land after the great review at Spitliead at 5 n'clock on the

morning of July 30th, 1914, was recalled by wireless and
ordered not to disperse for manoeuvre leave as had been
previously arranged.

The Importance of Prompt Communication in War
The object of hostilities is to defeat the enemy, and in

order to effect this purpose it is desirable to know what
the enemy is doing in this or that theatre, and to possess

means of communication which will enable superior power
to be concentrated and exerted against him at the right time

and in the right place. It is also essential that the power
shall be of the right kind. Sometimes it may be necessary

to employ battleships; on other occasions battle cruisers

—

that is. ships with the speed of cruisers and the gun-power

of battleships—may be more suitable, while in other cir-

cumstances it may be necessary to use scout cruisers, des-

troyers or submarines. The more complete and exact the

information obtained as to the movements of an eneiny.

the better will be the arrangements for defeating him, pro-

viding the higher command is exercised with competencj'

and sureness of purpose. It may, indeed be said that in war
almost everything depends upon rapid and accurate intelli-

gence.

The important use to which wireless is put on British

battleships of to-day has been pointed out. Each ship has

its wireless installation adjusted so that it can send and

receive signals and messages to other squadrons at sea or

in harbor and to stations ashore. It is customary for one

ship of a fleet to be always in direct touch by wireless with

the Admiralty, the risk of interference from an enemy's

craft being reduced to such an extent tliat it is hardly worth

while taking into consideration.

Slow Methods of the Past

Let us turn back just 100 years, and consider the posi-

tion Nelson was placed in for obtaining information. The
old system of intelligence may be illustrated by recalling

the story of the errand of the brig "Curieux." Nelson, acting

on his unequalled intuition, had chased Villeneuve across

the Atlantic, and in June 12th reached Antigua, only to learn

that the enemy had apparently started for Europe. The
British admiral decided to send the "Curieux" to England

with information of the enemy's movements and details of

what he himself intended to do. Sailing at her swiftest,

she did not reach Plymouth until July Tth. Commander
Bettesworth posted at once to London, only to find that

the First Lord of the Admiralty, Lord Barham, had gone to

bed and that no one dared arouse him.

One can imagine how the admirals at sea and the mem-
bers of the Board of Admiralty chafed under the delay

which was imposed upon thein, owing to the slow means of

communication which then existed. The "Curieux," from

the time when Nelson decided on his course of action, until

Plymouth was reached, was at sea twenty-four days. Then

followed Captam Bettesworth's post to and from London,

and further delay occurred before the vessel was able to

complete the chain of intelligence by communicating with

Cornwallis. In the past hundred years steam has replaced

sail-power, and movement by sea has thereby been rendered

more rapid. On the other hand, except where cable com-

munication exists, the navy of to-day would still have to rely

upon the same slow methods of communication as existed a

century ago, were it not for the invention of wireless tele-

graphy. The relation between the speed of the enemy and

the speed of the intelligence ship of the opposing party is

now much what it was in Nelson's day. Under the altered

conditions, however, a wireless signal "incodc" can accomp-

lish in a few seconds all that the Curieux was able to do

in many days.

Lack of efficient intelligence was under other conditions

the bane of the lives of our admirals, as their letters reveal.

When Nelson was blockading Cadiz he had to maintain a

chain of small vessels, which stretched from the enemy's
port to the main British fleet, fifty miles away, and the news
that the enemy had sailed did not reach him for two and a

half hours. To-day, a single scout cruiser, under steam,

could cover that distance in an hour and a half, and no
chain of repeating vessels would be necessary; and the

enemy, instead of taking 24 hours to manoeuver out of

port, could complete the operation in one or two hours.

Steam in the first place rendered possible a reduction in the

number of links in the chain where great distances had to

be covered, but it was not until Signor* Marconi invented

wireless telegraphy that it became unnecessary to have any
chain in any circumstances.

The Famous "Treasure Ship"

Considerable interest was aroused during the earlier

part of the war in what all the newspapers denominated the

"Treasure Ship." Few people can. even now. understand

how it was that the "Kronprinzessin Cecile," with her two
inillions in gold and six hundred thousand pounds in silver

managed to escape the cruisers seeking for her. The full

story has since appeared, and, as wireless was responsible

for the success of her elusive feat, you may be interested

in the narration of how it was done. .At the time of the

declaration of war, she was 107 miles West of Plymouth, en

route for Bremen, via Plymouth and Cherbourg. With Ger-

man thoroughness every eventuality had, for years, been

provided for. In common with all other commanders of

German liners. Captain Polack was in possession of sealed

orders which had remained unopened on board his ship

for about two years. At ten o'clock on the night of .\ugust

1st he received the following message by wireless:
—"Eber-

hard has suflfered an attack of catarrh of the bladder. (Signed)

Siegfried." He immediately went to his cabin and opened

his sealed orders. The translation read "War has been de-

clared between Germany, France and Russia. Turn back."

Lights were dimmed, portholes covered, and the "Cecile"

hurried at full speed back to the LInited States. More ex-

plicit wireless telegrams reached him during the next twenty-

four hours, and the result was that, thanks to wireless aid, the

enemy's treasure ship eluded British cruisers, and put into

Bar Harbour on August 4th. These sealed orders from the

German Admiralty had been distributed amongst the captains

of merchantmen as far back as the spring of 1908.

Note the hypocrisy of the German plea that they were

attacked by jealous powers. ;ind were fighting a purely

defensive campaign.

The Emden

It was one of the ironies of fate which decreed that

wireless telegraphy—so frequently an aid to the German
cruiser "Emden" in her depredation of the Allies—should

prove to be her Nemesis; for it was while men of the Ger-

man crafit were destroying radio apparatus on an island on

the Indian Ocean that she was attacked by a ship of the

.'Mlies which had been summoned by Marconigrams before

the station was demolished. Driven ashore and burned, the

destruction of the "Emden" marked the end of a vessel

which had been veritably a terror of the seas to the enemies

of Germany.

The way the "Kmden" located its victims was very in-

genious. Her usual course was to send out wireless sig-

nals enquiring if there was any news of the whereabouts

of the "Emden." On one occasion she enquired for the

results of a Rugby match at Singapore. On getting replies

to her wireless calls, she naturally got the position of any

vessels within her immediate radius. She thus netted about

twenty victims among the British merchantmen in the Indian

Ocean. One of these was the "Lovat," carrying a cargo of
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soap. The crew of the "Emden" was indeed in need of soap,

for their faces were black with coal dust which had gathered

upon them in shoveling many tons of coal from a captured

ship. The "Lovat's" crew, on reaching Calrnlta, Iheir lives

having been spared, went to the linn I" which the soap

had been consigned and told how it had liecn seized by the

Germans. The consignees, however, had been fully m-

formed of the incident, for Captain von Muller had sent

them a wireless message thanking them for the soap and

apologizing for its seizure. He explained that the circum-

stances made it absolutely necessary to confiscate the ship-

ment
After a more successful career in the destruction of

commerce than even the "Alabama." of historical fame,

achieved, she (the "Emden") put into Cocos-Keeling Island

and landed a party with the intention of isolating this small

community. The wireless operator had time to send out

a message for help. The signal was picked up by the senior

officer in charge of the cruisers which were convoying trans-

ports from the Antipodes to Europe. The information was

so full and accurate and was received so rapidly that no

doubt existed either as to the identity of the enemy's ship

or the possibility of catching her. The senior officer selected

for the duty of destroying the "Emden" the "Sydney," of

the Royal Australian Navy, a vessel more powerfully armed

and swifter than the "Emden." Within a few minutes of the

signal of distress beifig dispatched from Cocos Keeling Is-

land, this man-of-war, cruising many miles away, had changed

her course and was bearing down upon the "Emden" for

the purpose of destroying her; and destroy her she did.

Wireless telegraphy, it is claimed, was thus responsible for

the destruction of this famous commerce raider; hut for

Sigiior Marconi's invention there is no saying when her

career would have come to an end.

The "Dresden"

This raider had a more intimate connection with Can-

ada than the others. It was she who cut' the Pacific Board

Cable between Vancouver and Fanning Island. Indeed the

people in Victoria and Vancouver were for a time firmly

convinced that the "Dresden" would pay them a visit, and

took precautionary steps accordingly in the purchase of sub-

marines for the West Coast.

Her final fate was tragic. She later joined the inain

German Squadron which made a sad end to gallant Ad-

miral Craddock's detachment off Chile on November 1st,

and later escaped from the Falkland Islands battle around

Cape Horn to find her fate in Juan Fernandez, the spot in

the "Robinson Cruso Island," where, guided by wireless, the

three British cruisers—Kent, Glasgow, and Orama—discov-

ered and destroyed the German "commerce destroyer." The

island was discovered in 1563 by the Spaniard whose name

it bears, and was, for five years, the solitary abode of Alex-

ander Selkirk, a Scotch bucaneer, whose story is supposed to

have suggested Daniel Defoe's famous novel referred to

above. So ended the career of these mischievous wasps of

"commerce raiders." This brings us tn the larger field of

the few big naval encounters of the war. for the German

grand fleet still skulks behind the great fortifications of the

Kiel Canal.

Wireless in the Field

Wireless is now recognized as an absolutely indispens-

able part of military equipment, and a station of one type or

another has been adapted to practically every branch of the

service. The primary need has been portable apparatus

cai)ablc of the most rapid assembling and this has been met

by various types of apparatus carried by automobiles and

carts designed by the Marconi Company, which can be set

up and put in commission in four minules to a quarter of

an hour after arrival at the side. These sets have an^effect-

ive range of from 40 to 800 miles.

The most novel use to which wireless has been put in

warfare is certainly in connection with the "third" or serial

arm, for the aviator when in flight is enabled to transmit to

his base almost instantaneously reports and information on

the enemy's position and batteries, etc., checking and direct-

ing the range and accuracy of our own gtins on the long

battle lines from the English t liannel to Switzerland, the

Italian Alps and from the Baltic to the Persian Gulf.

The following extract from a letter from the front gives

a telling description of the way in which the wireless tele-

graph and aeroplane assist our gunners:

—

"I'm sitting in a little hole with the wireless operator,

and his telephonist. The wireless man bends over his in-

strument. He then starts to scribble on his message pad.

"I lean over and read the words 'Just leaving. Shall be

with you in four minutes.' The telephonist transmits the

message to the gun. and almost immediately a white speck

appears on the sky, and the drone of a powerful engine is

heard. The operators adjust their instruments for the last

time, and fit their car-pieces inore firmly on their heads.

"'Prepare for action,' writes the wireless man. The

message is duly transmitted, and I stuff cotton wool in my
ears as the aeroplane soars over our trenches, then higher

and higher over the German lines. 'He \vill get it in a

minute,' mutters the telephonist: and sure enough, as he

speaks, a huge white ball of smoke appears to the left of our

machine.

"The flying man makes a graceful detour with hi- mach-

ine, and then takes up his original course once more. The

wireless man stiffens again, stoops and writes; this time a

jumble of figures and numbers, or so it appears to me, and

as they are transmitted the huge barrel of the gun to our

rear moves slowdy, and at length comes to rest. The gun

team stand clear, the lanyard is pulled, and the gun runs back

'midst a huge cloud of dirty smoke. It is immediately fol-

lowed by a deafening roar, whilst the projectile is heard

screaming away over the enemy's lines.

"While the gun is being resighted for a second shot we
in the 'dugout' anxiously await the wireless message from

the skies, telling us the e-ffect of the shot. 'Fifty yards

short,' says the operator. "Fifty yards short,' repeats the

telephonist. With great care the gun-sighting is corrected,

and again a shell is sent hurling towards the target. The
anxious wait follows; our wireless man taps impatiently with

his pencil; I light a cigarette to while away the seconds.

'Good!' the operator exclaims, 'Direct hit'; fire six more
shots. Thus he writes down the message from our aircraft."

Many novel and remarkable developments in wireless

telegraphy were brought about by the exigencies of the

great war of 1914-15. Not only had gaps to be filled owing

to cut cables (particularly in the case of Germany), but

warships standing in all the seven seas, aeroplanes, and

Zeppelins, and even submarines had to be communicated

with. And in addition to this, the extent of the modern
line of battle is so great that wireless telegraphy is found

to he an ideal and indispensable means of communication.

Messages are passed between all parts of the war area

by various means of communication—by wireless, by ordin-

ary telegraphic and telephonic lines, by messengers on motor-

cycles, or mounted dispatch-riders. All means are employed;

but, under the intense concentration of artillery fire which

characterizes the present-day battle, the only one which can

be looked upon as absolutely reliable is wireless. Over and

over again it has been found in certain sections almost im-

possible for orderlies or dispatch-riders to cross fire-swept

zones, whilst telegraphic and telephonic wires are smashed

by high explosives almost as soon as they are laid. Only

the invisible ether waves remain unaffected, and it is for this

reason that more and more on the field of battle, as well as

at sea, the reliance of the higher command is leaning to-

wards wireless.
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General plan and profile, hydro-electric development at Seven Falls for L

Hydro-electric Power Development at Seven Falls,

Ste. Anne River, Montmorency County, Quebec
The Latircntian Power Company. Limited. Quebec, con-

trolling the Seven Falls development on the Ste. Anne River,

have placed in operation a four unit hydro-electric plant and

transmission system to Montmorency Falls. Que., of par-

ticular interest owing to the natural head available and the

provision made for regulating the natural flow of the river.

According to the most recent regional maps of this

watershed as made by the Provincial Government, the drain-

age area of the Ste. Anne River is 432 square miles. 400

miles of which are tributarj' to Seven Falls. This river has

its source in the Laurentian Mountains, within the boundaries

of the Laurentian National Park and flowing in a southerly

direction and empties into the St. Lawrence River about 27

miles below the city of Quebec. The moimtainous character

of the watershed, which for the most part is well w-ooded

and not under cultivation, thus reducing the absorption and

evaporation; the northern latitude in which the head w-aters

are situated, and the fact that a large part of the drainage

basin is under preservation by the Provincial Government,

are characteristics favorable to hydro-electric development

and regulation of the natural flow.

The geological formation at Seven Falls is exclusively

a typical Laurentian gneiss, composed of quartz, feldspar,

mica and horneblendes with traces of iron pyrites. The
slope or grade of the main river is high, the bed having

mostly boulder stone and rock. The water is remarkably

•~lear. free from sand or detritus at normal stage, indicat-

ing the presence of naturally filtered underground sources.

.Along the main river very few level reaches exist, which
might be utilized for storage reservoirs, but several lakes of

considerable area are available for impounding the run-off

and regulating the seasonal variation in flow.

Records of precipitation taken at Quebec for the past

forty 3'ears give a mean of 41.25 inches, a maximum of 52.39

inches and a minimum of 32.12 inches. Owing to the moun-
tainous character of the Ste. .Anne watershed and its higher

altitude in the path of the easterly winds from the Gulf of

St. Lawrence, more favorable conditions should exist for a

higher precipitation, and this has been verified by records

so far taken at Seven Falls.

Reconnaisance surveys of the watershed to date have

established the location of storage reservoirs, whose capa-

cities aggregate about seven billion cubic feet of storage

available, which may be obtained at a reasonable cost.

Discharge records taken at Seven Falls since 1909 indi-

cate a mean annual flow of 2.10 second feet per square mile

of drainage area for this period, the nia.vimum reaching as

high as 35 second feet per square mile and the minimum
0.475 second feet per square mile.

It is estimated that with the storage available, this stream
may be regulated to give continousuly a discharge at Seven
Falls of 450 second feet, which under the working head will

produce 15.000 shaft horse power on a 100 per cent, load

factor basis and 20.000 shaft horse power on a 75 per cent.

Down stream side Ambursen dam, showing penstock, bulkhead, log sluice and spillway.
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load factor basis, the generating station having been de-

signed accordingly.

Diversion and Regulating Dam
About nine miles from its outlet into the St. Lawrence,

the Ste. Anne River has changed its course, forming an

island between the old and the new channel, extending down
stream about 3,500 feet, where the channels reunite. On the

island thus formed is located the water conduit and gen-

erating station of the development. The new channel pass-

ing over a series of precipices through a gorge whose banks

mm.- '•utI y0^-:-t::r

Longitudinal section of generating station.

increase in height to the foot of the last falls, has formed

seven distinct falls, the total difference in elevation be-

tween the water at the head of the upper falls and the foot

of the lower falls being 364 feet at normal stage. This

natural head has been increased at 425 feet by the erection

above the upper falls of a reinforced concrete dam of the

Ambursen type. The river at this point takes a sharp bend

to the south before passing over the first falls, the channel

being about 50 feet in width and the banks about 50 feet in

height, the latter almost vertical and composed of Lauren-

tian granite of irregular contour, offering a most suitable

foundation for a dam. The main channel is spanned by the

bulkhead section with buttresses spaced on 18-foot centres,

raising the natural elevation of the river 61 feet and dis-

charging it on higher rock to the south over a spillway sec-

tion 150 feet in length, 85 feet of which is solid section

where the height does not exceed 12 feet, the remaining

65 feet being standard Ambursen curtain section, with but-

tresses spaced to suit the irregular contour of the rock. The
most economical layout was secured by an irregular plan,

there being five angles along the centre line of the dam. The
length along crest line from shore to shore is 561 feet, 395

feet of which is bulkhead section with a crest elevation 8

feet above the spillway. The buttresses of maximum section,

located in the main channel, have a difference in elevation

between the rock foundation and the crest of 75 feet. Four
36-inch Coffin sluice gates, located in the main channel 27

feet below the intake are provided for scouring out sand and
for lowering the headrace for inspection of rack_ and intake.

Between the bulkhead and the spillway sections a log sluice

has been provided with a clear opening of 20 feet, the crest

being two feet below the spillway crest and having a full

apron discharge with provision for closing by stop logs.

The dam impounds about thirty million cubic feet of

regulating storage above the working elevation of the in-

take which may be increased to fifty million cubic feet by
the erection of regulating sluices on the main spillvsfay con-

trolled by stop logs or gates.

The intake to the water conduit is located between two

buttresses spaced on 18-foot centres, heavily reinforced and

protected in front from floating debris and ice by a rein-

forced concrete apron, back of which are located the rack

bars, 3 in. x 5/16 in. x 28 ft. 6 in. in length, spaced on 1?4-

in centers. The floor of the intake chamber is 36 ft. 6 ins.

below the crest of the spillway. The rack bars are set at an

angle of 60 degrees and are completely submerged. They are

supported on heavy I-beams set between the buttresses and

rest on a deck slab extending above the water line, back of

which is the raking platform with an ice chute for sluicing

purposes during cleaning of the rack bars.

The head gates consist of two 4 ft. x 8 ft. Coffin stand-

ard cast iron sluice gates, bronze mounted throughout, hav-

ing spigot ends and rising stems operated by ball bearing,

variable power stands with provision for hand operation or

motor control from the generating station switchboard.

The intake is formed in the concrete and heavily reinforced.

reducing from a rectangular section to a conical section

terminating in a steel plate thimble riveted to the main

penstock.

Water Conduit

Between the intake and the generating station, a dis-

tance of 3,098 feet measured along the conduit, the water

is conducted by 1,677 feet of flow pipe terminating in a

standpipe 16 feet in diameter and 79 feet in height and 1,421

feet of pressure penstock. Both the flow pipe and the pres-

sure penstock have a minimum inside diameter of 8 feet, the

courses being telescopic. When it reaches a point TOO feet

from the station the pressure penstock is reduced in diam^

eter to 7 feet, and on reaching the station it is continued by

a steel plate distributor set in the concrete foundations of

the station and supplying the spiral casings of the four

main turbine units by steel plate nozzles. All plate used in

the conduit is open hearth boiler flange quality. Those

used in the flow pipe are 114 inches in width. J^ in. in thick-

Transverse section of generating station.

ness. two plates per course, double riveted longitudinal and
girth seams, caulked on the outside only.

From the intake the grade for the first 1,050 feet is

0.66 per cent., the remainder is set to a grade of 4.93 per

cent. On leaving the intake the flow pipe turns an angle

of 65 degrees on a radius of 200 feet and then crosses a gorge

on structural steel trestle bents spaced 18 ft. 3J4 in. centres.
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varying in height from ir, t^i 4(1 iVil. the distance l)et\vecn
al)utments being 200 feet. The pipe is supported at the
centre of every alternate course by structural steel saddles
set on concrete piers with an intervening steel plate to allow
of movement of the saddle. Three expansion joints of the
liellows type are used between the intake and standpii)e.

The pressure penstock varies in thickness from fi in.

to i:i/lG in. Plate lA in. in thickness and above is edge
planed, rivet holes sub-punched and reamed, with triple rivet-
ed butt strap longitudinal seams and double riveted girth
seams. The grade for the first 450 feet from the standpii>e
is 30.4 per cent., where it increases to 2.') per cent, for a
distance of :i'):i feet and continues at a grade of 41.7 per cent,
for 436 feet, terminating in the reducing section from S ft. to

7 ft., and is continued horizontally through a curve of 74 ft.

radius to the station. The foundation for this penstock In-in-.;

overload rating of 2.-> per cent, for two hours. Three com-
plete units are at present installed; the turbine for the fourth
unit is in place, the generator and its bank of transformers
to be installed later.

Each unit consists of a horizontal, fi.OOO b.h.p. Allis-
Chalmers (Milwaukee), single di.scharge, single Francis run-
ner, set in a cast steel spiral casing, operating under a
normal eft'ective head of 410 feet at a speed of G30 r.p.m.,

connected by solid flanged coupling to a 4,G80 kv.a., 6600 volt.
63 cycle. 3 phase, revolving field Canadian General Electric
generator which is provided with a solid cast steel rotor,
water cooled bearings and provision for ventilation by solid
cast steel rings with fan blades in one piece securely bolted
to the cast steel spider of the rotor. The total weight of the
complete generator is 140,(I0() lljs., the weight of the re-
\idving field and shaft lieing 60.0110 lbs., giving a flvwheel

mostly sand and cemented gravel, particular care has been

taken to carry down the concrete supjiortin.g piers to good
foundation and to provide cut-ofV drains for carrying olf

the surface water. At all changes in grade heavy anchor

piers liave l)een placed, embedded in which are heavy anchor

angles riveteil t(j the penstock.

.\ll plate before leaving the

was coated with linseed oil and
coats outside and two coats

graphite penstock paint.

The completed conduit and s

wooden housing covered with tar

IMiitection from frost.

The station has a normal
kv.a. generated l)v four units of

sli
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1)y 300 li.p. C. G. E. induction motors supplied from the

550 volt local service circuits. The exciters are arranged

for operation with Tirrill regulators. No governors are

used in connection with the impulse wheels, but provision is

made for motor control of the needle nozzles from the

switchboard, if required.

The above equipment, in conjunction witli the duplicate,

34 mile, r.0,000 volt transmission lines, is controlled by bench-

board and auxiliary switchboard centrally located on a gal-

lery aljove the main floor from which the operator has a

clear view of all units. All high and low tension switches and

control equipment was installed by the Canadian General

Electric Company.
The Allis-Chalmers, Francis turbine runners are cast

solid, of special runner bronze, having a mean diameter of

40 inches, the width of the inlet between the guide vanes

being 534 ins., particular care being taken to insure uniform

thickness and spacing of the vanes, the inlet and discharge

edges being finished to template and all water passages

given a smooth finish. The runners are ream-bolted to a

steel flange forged solid with the open hearth steel shaft,

carefully balanced and are designed to withstand the run-

away speed due to full gate and no load on the generator.

The axial thrust of the runner due to the single discharge is

balanced hydraulically by opposing annular spaces provided

on opposite sides of the runner and so arranged that any

movement of the rotor axially causes the throttling of the

(low through clearance spaces at one end and correspond-

ing relief of the pressure at the opposite end, so that the

rotor is returned automatically to its original position, a

small thrust bearing being provided at the end of the shaft

to limit the axial play during stopping and starting.

The spiral casings in which the runners are set, are

cast in one piece of special cast steel, in the form of a true

evolutionary spiral, with decreasing area in proportion to

the discharge through the guide case. The sides of the

casing are not bolted together as is the usual practice, but at

the inner circumference tension members are provided cast

integral with the speed ring, curved in section so as to con-

form to the flow lines and produce a minimum disturbance,

absorbing the strains imposed by the internal water pressure.

Floor plan of generating station.

These casings have successfully withstood a hydrostatic pres-

sure of 400 pounds per square inch, lu-fore leaving the

shops of the manufacturers.

The bottom inlets to the turbines are controlled from

the njain floor by hand operated, 48-in. Initterfly or wicket

valves, designed to allow of closing under penstock pres-

sure, having cast steel bodies and wickets with the shafts

mounted in bronze bushed bearings.

Each turbine is provided with the latest type ot Allis-

Chalmers, oil operated governor especially adapted to heavy

duty service under fluctuating loads and severe penstock

conditions. The pressure is maintained by a belt-driven ro-

tary pump, mounted in the cast iron housing of the governor,

taking its suction from a separate receiving tank located

under the floor near the governor and delivering the oil

under air pressure to a separate steel plate pressure tank;

the entire oil systent being "open," so that neither vacuum
or pressure can l)e formed in llie receiving, tank circulating

oil being in continuous contact uitli the air.

Control of penstock pressure, which is normally 172 lbs.

])er square inch in the distributor, is maintained by Allis-

Chalmers, governor operated, automatic, pressure regulators

or relief valves. Each turbine has a by-pass outlet located

close to the inlet of the casing which is connected to the

main body of a 15-in. relief valve with separate discharge

piping to the tailbay, capable of discharging 75 per cent, of

the water required for full load operation of the turbine, and

is guaranteed to control the rise in penstock pressure within

15 per cent, with full load thrown oflf the generator. These

regulators may be operated through positive and substantial

connections synchronously with the gates or the rate of

discharge may be adjusted to suit the pipe line and operat-

ing conditions.

Auxiliary to the four relief valves connected to each

of the turbine casings, a fifth regulator is connected to tlie

penstock distributor of the same size and general construc-

tion, except that it is operated directly by pressure from the

penstock and may be adjusted to discharge at a pre-deter-

niined pressure. It is estimated that in the event of all

four units being in operation and the full load be dropped

from all simultaneously, the pressure rise in the penstock

will not exceed 30 per cent, with all pressures regulators ad-

justed and in operation.

The station building, 114 ft. x 66 ft. in jilan. consists of

rubble concrete substructure suj)]5orting structural steel col-

Aimns which divide the station into live bays and support

the roof trusses and runway for a thirty-ton crane, the

walls acting simply as curtain walls reinforced for tempera-

ture strains only. The substructure, founded on rock over

90 per cent, of the area, the remainder being on liard pan.
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cemented gravel and small boulder stone, has imbedded in

it the seven-foot diameter steel plate distributor supplying the
main turbines through steel plate nozzles set at an angle
of sixty degrees with the distributor and connected in the
48-in. butterfly valves controlling the bottom inlets to the
main turbine casings set vertically above the distributor.
Particular care has been taken in the design of these intake
nozzles to reduce the loss in head from change in direction

Penstock crossing gorge on steel trestle.

of flow, sharj) bends or obstructimis tci the path of the

water to the scroll casings.

The upper sections of draft tubes and discharge piping

from relief valves are made of steel plate, the lower sections

being moulded in the concrete foundations, flaring as they

approach their exits to the tailbay adjacent to the station,

which is lined with a concrete measuring weir located near

the down stream end of the building.

Inspection and ventilatin.g tunnels are provided in the

station foundations for examination of piping below the floor

line and ventilation of main generators with air drawn from

the exterior of the building.

Of the five bays dividing the station, four contain the

main units with their corresponding bank of raising trans-

formers, above which a gallery extends for the operatin.g

of the ,50,000 volt disconnecting transformer switches, the

roof of which supports the 50,000 bus-bars extending the fu'l

length of the statinn. supported on suspension insulators

The centre bay emitains the exciter sets, floor space for

dismantling a unit, back of which is located the 6600 volt

bus bar structure and circuit breakers, the local service trans-

formers and the main .generator field rheostats. Above the

main floor in this bay is the operating gallery containin.g the

benchboard, exciter and local service switchboard, and the

6600 volt bus-bar tic switch, and on another gallery above

the operating gallery is located the .50,000 volt line and bus

tie circuit breakers, and on the roof directly above is housed

the electrolitic lightning arresters directly in line with the

transmission lines.

The station may be operated with two units on one

transmission line as two separate stations, complete flexi-

bility and interchange being provided in the switching equip-

ment. During the_past few months the plant has been oper-

ating in parallel with the existing plants of the Quebec Rail-

way, flight. Heat & I'ower Company with entire satisfaction

Transmission System

The two .50,000 volt lines from Seven Falls to Mont-

morency Falls, a ilistance of 24 miles, each have a capacity

of 10,000 kw. The first five miles from the generating sta-
tion is over a private right-of-way. 66 feet in width, the
remaining 19 miles being along the right-of-way of the Que-
bec Railway, Light, Heat & Power Company, over which
the Laurentian Company have been granted rights.

The three wires of each circuit are composed of No. 1/0.
seven strand, hard drawn copper cable, the centre strand be-
ing soft drawn. The cables are arranged in a vertical plane
on each side of the tower, supported on 66,000 volt pin type
insulators. Above each circuit is a )'^-in. galvanized strand-
ed ground wire, supported on channel cross arms, similar to
those used for the line conductors. The vertical spacing
between all wires is 4 ft. 6 ins., and the horizontal spacing
between circuits is 8 ft.

The type of standard tower or latticed steel pole used
was designed and fabricated by the Canadian Bridge Com-
pany and consists of a straight shaft, 40 feet in height from
the upper cross arm to the concrete footing, composed of
four angles 3 in. x 3 in. x ,3/16 in., 16 ft. long, set symmetric-
ally on the corners of a square whose sides are 3 feet, spliced
to 2'4 in. X 2% in. x ]4 in. angles 26 feet in length. These
.mgle legs are not tapered but the same distance apart for

I heir full length and are latticed symmetrically on all sides
by 1]4 in. x 1% in. x % in. angles secured by half inch bolls
formed of 3 in. channels, carrying the two ground wires and
llie six main conductors. The footing in earth consists of
:i in. X 3 in. x 3/16 in. angles, 6 ft. 7 ins. long, securely braced
logether and bolted to the tower legs.

All material used throughout is open hearth steel, hot
galvanized, except the footing, embedded in concrete. Stand-
ard towers are increased in length where required by the
addition of extension sections of the required length, mem-
bers being strengthened where re(|uircd and footings spread
at the base. The spacing on tangents for standard towers
is 250 feet. Strain towers with footings spread 7 ft. 8 ins.

along the line, are used every two miles. Each circuit is

transposed three times in the total dislancc of 24 miles, the
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Generating station, discharge side.

transposition being made on standard 40-foot towers, with

special cross arms and extra heavy shafts. Two river cross-

ings arc encountered, requiring extra heavy 66-foot towers

with spread footings, supporting copper clad steel cable in

the place of line cable. The lines are sectionalized into three

sections by special 50-foiit switch towers, equipped with

disconnecting switches manually operated from a platform

10 feet below the lowest conductors. .\t the junction of the

private right-of-way with the Q. R. L. & P. Co. right-of-way

a right angle in the line is turned on a special heavy 40-foot
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tower with spread footings, im anilinr Riiys or lateral l)rai-iiiK

being used.

All structural steel footings in eartli are encased in con-

crete, the footing being set in place on completion of exca-

vation and removable forms used to provide a six-inch wall

(if concrete surrounding the four legs, leaving an annular

s(|uare space a ft. ins. in the centre, whicli is back tilled

and tamped to witliin G inches of the lop. the wliole being

capped with about six inches of concrete sloping to the out-

side edges. .Ml connections between tower legs and foot-

ings and where the steel emerges from the concrete are

given a coat of thick paint for jirotection from corrosion.

Personnel

'l"hc .-\mbursen Hydraulic (.Mn~.lructi.iu Cnnipauy of

Canada were contractors for the main ilam and lieadvvorks.

having Mr. .\. G. (iardner as Superintendent of Construction.

The Walsh I'late & Structural Works were contractors for

the penstock, fabricating the material at their Drumtnond-

ville, Que., shops. Mr. E. A. Wallljerg. C. E.. Toronto, was

contractor for tlie generating station and transmission line,

having Mr. I. I^. Nichols as Superintendent of Construction.

Mr. lame.-- Ruildick is Engineer and Manager for the Laur-

inti.ni Power Conipany. with Mr. E. R. Shirley in charge

r>l the niier.ition of the station as Sui)erintcndenl.

We are indebted to Mr. A. R. Henry. M. E.. consulting

engineer. Montreal, for the above description of this develop-

ment, uiuler whose supervision the surveys, plans and specifi-

cations were carried out. During construction Mr. Henry

lias been represented by Mr. C. H. HoUingsworth. C. E..

and Mr. J. R. Mimlague. B.Sc. as resident engineers at the

Power Development in Saskatchewan
— By E. Hanson, A. A. I. E. E., M.I. Mun. E.*

The 1, ity Council of Saskatoon ])assed a resolution some This introduces insulation trouble ancl ,.ihc-r lr..ubles peculiar

time ago urging the Provincial Government to take steps to to extra hi.gh tension voltage.

investigate the Churchill River, with a view to the develop- The idijeet of water power ilevelopmeut on a large

ment of electrical ener,gy for distribution llirougbout the scale in any province is to foster in<lustries. Now. the chief

province of Saskatchewan. This resolution brings up again industrial centres of Saskatchewan are Rcgina. Saskatoon,

the question of water power development and distribution Moose Jaw. North Battleford. Prince .\lbert and Yorkton.

throughout the province on a basis similar to that on which The distances between these jioints are as follows:

—

it is carried out by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission Moose Jaw is 42 miles west of Rcgina.

of the Province of Ontario. Even if it is fountl possible to Regina is IfiO miles south of Saskatoon,
obtain power from the Churchill River, such an investiga- Yorkton is lOli miles northeast of Regina.
lion, to be of any permanent service to the province as a Prince Albert is 87 miles north of Saskatoon.
whole, must include data as to the stream flow, storage pos- Battleford is 80 miles west of Saskatoon,
sibilities. etc.. covering a period of, at least, ten years. In Prince Albert is 161 miles from the nearest point on the

the meantime this country is passing through a period in Churchill River.

its history when help of any description is urgently required.
j^ ^^^^] g,- g.j3 ^^jj^g ^f transmission line,

and will permanently affect the prosperity of the province. These distances are taken "as the crow flies." therefore
The situation in Saskatchewan, as I see it, is this: „,,. t;stimates which follow are only approximate.

The trend of colonization is westward; our railways are -p^g estimated average cost for the aforementioned extra
situated in the southern half of the province: the distance

|,|j^,,, tension, say 1.50.000 volts, and of sufi^cient capacity.
from our markets, both for buying and selling, is very great: ^ould be about $10,000 per mile. This, I think, is a very
no other means of transportation being possible but by rail,

f^j,. estimate, as it must be remembered that 101 miles are
freight rates are naturally high: in many cases prohibitive. entirely out of touch with anv railway facilities, so that haul-
Labor, owing to the relatively high cost of living, is also

.^^^ ^^^ ,j^,^^^ ^^^ jj^^j ^^^ ^^,^^^^,^1 ^^ extremely high. The
expensive; therefore, to encourage the development of our mileage, at $10,000 per mile, would make a total expenditure
province and the establishment of industries, there remain

,,f ..i;6,330.000, which, at 10 per cent, for interest and sinking
only two solutions to the problem of decreasing the cost. Of

{,,„^[ ^„^^]^ ]^^^,^ $r,:f:^,000 as an annual charge against rev-
these two navigation and cheap power,— I shall deal only with

^^.,„,e. to be borne directly by the above mentioned cities in

cheap power. proportion to their average maximum demand, wdiich would
There does not seem to be a clear understanding in the

1,^ .^^ under:
minds of many people as to the limitations of water power, .- , ....-ax. .1- J .1

.Saskatoon 2,.)00 kw.
and the difference between, say. this province, and the pro-

, „ , . , , / • 1
,

Regina 2..-.00 kw.
vince of Ontario, which is a typical example. «t r

. „ . . , £ , , •, . 1 ^
Moose Jaw 1.250 kw.

In Ontario, the manufacturing centres are situated at. or >- , ,

, , , r 11 . .1 1 » orkton l.-,0 kw.
very close to, the centres of power development, thus making m , „ . .- ,

... ,, ... ., .. f , If- North Baltlclord l.-,0 kw.
])ossil)le. the distribution ot power on a lar.ge scale tor in-

dustrial and innniciiial puriioses: wdicreas, the nearest pos- Saskatchewan's Cost
sible .source ,,f water pnwrr dcveb .i,in,nl in Sask.Uchewan. is -|-,,^. | ),,,,.,, ,,„,.„, ,,f Mines at Ottawa has i.s.-ued a map
situated nn tlie Churchill River, Hil miles n,,rth ol Prince ,i„,„.,ng the coal fields ,.f .Saskatchewan. The involigation
Albert, which is the nearest city. These Kit miles pass |,,,,„ ,,.|„^.|, ,,,;, ,„,,|, ,,.,, |,^.,.„ ,i,.volo,.ed sh.uvs tluil we have
through virgin territory, having almost entirely no settlers.

,..^,t lUdds nS lignite in this province, and, with verv few
This, apart from any other consideration, would mean ex- exceptions, these have never been developed to any extent.
pensive development, owing to the distance of transmission Que of these lignite fields extends from the international
away from the nearest railroad point. The distance from the l,oundary, passing Moose law within fourteen miles, and
source ot power to the various centres from which power „,|,i,in thirty miles of Regina. .\nother field of Belly River
w.nild be distributed, is so great that lor economical pur- ,.,,^1 formation extends from the international boundary in
poses a very high transmission voltag e would be necessary. .\ii,erta. going north from Lethbridge and Medicine Hat.

* Before the Utilities EtiBineering Society. Saskatoon. crossing our provincial boundary and extending north to
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within thirty live miles nf Baltleford. TIic eastern ed,i;c (if

this lichl is witliin lil'ty miles of Saskatoon. I might mention

in [lassin.i; that this lielii is the same a'~ that from which we
ttet tlie eoal wliieli we have been linrning with very satis-

factory results in our power house fnr the last two years.

It is supplied from Lethbridgc.

It is estimated that there are hillinns nf tons of this lig-

nite lyin;..; nntnnched and undcvelopc-d.

Mr. S- M. Parlinii. in his report on the carliouizing and

liri(|uettiim nf lignite, coveriiig: an investigation carried ciut

by him fnr the (invernmcnt of Saskatchewan during 1!1H.

on the Souris River coal field in the vicinity of Estevan.

stales that power can be produced for .$w.00 per horse ])n\ver

year (at the switchboard). I have gniie into this report

thnrnughly. and have no doubt but that such is the ca>e.

and find that, besides making possible the generatinn and

ilistribntinii nf cheap power, it snK es the ]irobI<-m nf cheap

healing fnr nut nf town dwellers, as it cnld be sold for about

$2.2o per ton in any part of the prnvince.

Mr. Darling also points out that in the development nf

this power, the straw which is produced in this ]irnvince

fioni our agricultural activities, and which is at present

wasted by being burned, would, with cheap power available,

form the basis of a paper industry. In addition all this, there

are the by-products from the tar and amnnmia cnmpnunds.

The very fact of the numerous industries which the develop-

ment of this lignite in Saskatchewan would make possible,

-lenis to me an unanswerable argument in favor of the de-

selopment of these fields as quickly as possible.

'I will endeavor to show that the development of these

lignite fields, with the necessary transiuission lines, making
a network throughnut the province, covering the greatest

part of its settled jiortion. will be very much cheaper in the

initial cost; also very much cheaper in the cost per kilowatt.

.It least for a great many years to come, until such tiiue as

the province has been developed to the stage where develop-

ment of water power from the north can be tied in with

tlie ten existing transinissioii lines. Meantime, while develop-

ing our resources, producing power at least equal in price

to Niagara power, and fostering the industries which are

already in the province, the development of these fiehls will,

in each and every one of its various steps, tend towards tin-

grand programtne of the development of this province.

This development also, owing to the fact that its trans-

mission lines will run mostly north and south, will have a

tendency to settle the country along the lines which arc for

the ultimate good of the province, in a way that will cheapen

freight rates and shorten hauls, viz., from the south, north-

ward.

In dealing with a power development scheme, when tlie

towns to be supplied have already their own power house,

the greatest drawback is the enormous capital charges,

which, in every case, have to be met. and. of course, added

to the cost of power, in order to determine the cost to the

iiinsumer. The following figures are based on IDI.t reports

of the various cities mentioned, and. as is the ease in Sas-

katoon, the niiipiit fnr I'.IK; will, we hope, be larger than fnr

r.ll.'i, thereby reducing these charges. l'"nr estimating |inr-

poses. however, we can only take reports for the period iin-

mediately preceding the estimate.

The capital charges, on this basis, wniibi be as follnvvs:

Capital Charged

per kw.h.

Saskatoon t.lilc.

Kegina l.dOc.

Moose Jaw l.illic.

North Battleford l.'.)9c.

Yorkton 4..'!4c.

Assuming that we are charged on the basis of maximum
demand per month, I have arrived at what I consider the

average maximum demand l<ir a year, which will give us the

cost for power per annum, bought in bulk. These figures

are arrived at by assuming a maximum price of $8.00 per

horse power per annum at the switchboard, and the total

cost works out. taking the I'.U.i output, as follows:

—

Total Cost Cost per Kw.h.
Saskatoon $:Jii,sO() .:i.53:^c.

Rcgiiia ^:ii,s(»o .:!()4()c.

Moose jaw l.'i,4no .420(lc.

North Battleford 4,S24 .r.niiOc.

Vorkton l.fiOS .4541c.

The total capital expcnrlilure nii tlie transmission line,

at $l(),()(l() per mile per annum wniild lie, approximately,

$(),:iOO,000, and. as I have allowed $,s.no per horse power year,

we do not require to take into consideration any capital

charges on power development, as this, of course, is in-

cluded in the current rate, .\ssumiiig in per cent, overhead
charges on line, which vxould include capital charges and
maintenance nf line, this would equal 3.2(ic. per kw.h. on
the metered output of tlie above mentioned cities, and would
give us total charges as follows:

—

Capital
rlemand
charges

Saskatooi
l.:<1c

.:^o23c

:i2«c

Regina Mo l!altI?fon
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that the electric companies of Cciliirailn were dniiiK a large

hiisiness with the farmers.

In Miami Valley, Ohio, motors liavr heeii used success-

fully for threshing, plowinpr, and treatinjj; the soil in other

ways. Some of the uses to which the farmer can put elec-

tricity are as follows:

—

cutliuK ami .urindinc; feed, sawing

wood, pumping water fr)r the hnusc and liarn. as well as for

irrigation purposes; churning and separating cream, press-

ing hay. milking cows, clipping horses, as well as for a

hundred and one household ])iiriioscs such as it is used for

in the city.

In furnishing liglit. whicli. in conjunction with the new

system of flood lighting, electricity can help to save the

farmer's crop. as. in my short experience. I have heard of

many cases of the difficulty in getting the grain cut and

threshed before the autimin frosts set in. Assuming the

farmer to have a power service, there is little trouble or

work involved in connecting up one, two. or any number of

flood lighting projectors which would enable him to work
far into the night, and thus save time againsi the coming of

the frost.

Rc'-'arding the lighting of the home, there is no one hut

who will concede that the evening in the home would he

brighter, and probably devoted to higher thinking: this, in

turn, would reflect on the children, making for brighter,

happier and better educated rural populaticn which is one

of the crying necessities of this province. With the many
conveniences which electricity affords, farm life would
be made much more attractive, and would hold out more
inducements to settlers than it does at present.

I think that, in view of the many uses and labor-saving

devices to which electricity can be applied, a small estimate

of the amount of power which each farmer would require,

would be about 10 h.p. This coming oflf the line at. say, every

second municipality, a distance of about 15 or 30 miles, would
materially lighten the overhead cost on the transmission

system, and assuming that this load, even lightened the

capital charges to the extent of fifty per cent., would give

figures as follows:

—

Re N. Tiallk-toul Ynrktt
;i..<i6fi.=c H.25Hc2.(;(ii(ic 2.9fi:i<»c :i.4(in

Besides this reduction, and the greater assurance of con-

tinuity of service made possible by the shorter transmission

line, the cities which have steam plants at present in opera-

tion would be in a position to develop a system of steam
heating from the central station, which would again materi-

ally lessen the capital charges per kw.h.. without affecting the

stand-by value. The aforementioned possible railway trac-

tion load .also, would be quite a factor in reducing the cost

per unit.

In conclusion, I can only say that, in the li.ght of the

number of advantages which the development of these lignite

fields would make jiossible, and the number of industries

which would be brought into the province, as well as the

unlimited possibilities which the advent of electricity to

the rural districts would open up, I consider that no further

argument is required in favor of the development of our lig-

nite fields, and conclusively points out llic duty of every
engineer to forward this movement lo Uk' best of his ability.

The (ireal Lakes Power Conqianv. Saull ,Ste. Marie.

Ont.. have closed a contract with the taiiiulian Westing-
house Company for the extension of their power house as

follows: Twenty 650 kv.a., 35 cycle vertical generators, 1,36

r.p.m., with Kingsbury thrust bearings; four 650 kv.a., 60

cycle vertical generators, one SS r.p.m., with Kingsbury
bearings, and one 660 h.p. motor generator exciter set com-
plete with bench-board, switching equipment, circuit-' break-
ers, etc. All this equipment will be built in Hamilton.

Personals

Mr. P. R, Farrow, superintendent of the Kaministiquia

Power Company, Kakabeka Falls, has been elected to mem-
bership in the .'\merican Electrochemical Society.

Mr. M. M. Inglis, manager ))ublic utilities, including tele-

phones, light and street railway, at Port .'\rthur, Ont., has

resigned Mr. W P. Cofd<e has been apiiointed actiflg man-

ager.

Mr. Gilbert Preece, of the firm of Wales and Preece.

electrical contractors, Toronto, who is at present on active

service at the front, has been wounded. He holds the rank

of bombardier in the British army.

Mr. L. S. Montgomery, district manager in cliarge of the

Buffalo office of the National Metal Molding Company, Pitts-

burgh, and Apollo in the Eleventh Jovian Congress, is on

the Mexican border with Troop I, First Cavalry, N.Y.N.G.

Mr. H. M. Ashman, formerly of the electrical distribu-

tion department of the Montreal Light, Heat and Power
Company, has been appointed electrical superintendent of

the St. Lawrence Brick Comjiany's plant. Laprairie. P. Q.

Mr. W. C. Williams has recently lieen appointed as man-
ager of the Cincinnati branch office of the Robbins and Myers

Company. Springfield, Ohio. Mr. G. H. Liebel. the former

manager of this oftice, resigned to devote his time to the

Liebel Manufacturing Company of Cincinnati, of which he

is now |)resident and general manager.

Lieut. Alex. Wilson, of Ihc ;:44th Battalion. C.E.F., has

been presented with an autmnatic Colt revolver, suitably

inscribed. Iiy the electrical distribution department of the

Montreal Liglit. Heat and Power Company, of which he was

head, prior to joining the colors. The presentation was

made by Mr. Kenyon, assistant engineer of the department.

Mr. MacAllister Moore, well-known throughout Canada

as rej^resentative of the .Simplex Electric Heatin.g Company,

has resigned that position and joined the sales force of the

National Electric Utilities Corporation, New York, manu-
facturers of electric cookin,g and heatin.g appliances. Mr.

Moore expects to cover the Canadian territory on occasion

and look up his old friends.

Mr. D. A. Valleau, for many years superintendent of the

Oshawa Electric Railway System, has resigned. Before leav-

ing he was the recipient of many sincere expressions of ap-

preciation and regret by the men who had worked with him.

Amon.g other pleasing incidents was a presentation and ad-

dress by the mechanical staff of the company, and another

by the olbce and yard staff.

Mr. J. J. Callaglian succeeds Mr. Valleau as superintend-

ent of the < isliawa Electric Railwaj' Company. Mr. Callag-

han was formerly with the Montreal Tramways as chief

inspector, and later was superintendent of the Montreal and
Southern Counties Railway system, For a time also he was
operating superintendent of the London and Port Stanley

I^aihvay system after its electrification by the Hydro-electric

Power Commission of CJntario.

Pr

fessor

M.I.E.

York,

mainly

trical

mental

[lages,

standa

New Books
inciples of Electrical Design—by .\lfred Still, Pro-

of Electrical Design, Perdue University, F.A.I. E.E.,

E., etc. The McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New
publishers. Price, $3.00 net. This book is intended

for the use of students following courses in elec-

engineering. special emphasis being laid on funda-

Is and principles of general application. Contains 360

size 6 in. X 9 in.; well illustrated; bound in publisher's

rd dark green cloth.
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Oil-Type Fuse Cut-Outs in a Western City

the cause of mucli

s is the providiii!,'

circuits auil civcr-

One of tile problems which has l)e(

study by electrical distribution ensiiu

of an effective means for handliny sin

loads through fuses.

The most important iluty that a fuse is called upon to

perform is to open the circuit quickly in case of short cir-

cuits, extreme overloads, etc., for if an arc is formed and the

circuit is opened slowly tlic cumulative effect of the dis-

turbance, to the lines an<l apparatus, is very great and

sometimes disastrous.

Realizing the etTect that efficient protective apparatus

would have in the way of reducing interruptions to service

and Consequent loss to the consumer, the (•".lectric I^i.ght

Department of the city of Calgary in linii made a very

careful investigation into the merits of a number of the fuses

then on the market, with the view of obtaining a fuse and

cut-out that the city could standardize for use on its elec-

trical distribution system where heavy or important loads

were to be controlled and protected.

Their investigation showed that of the fuses tested, the

I) X: \\ oil type most completely filled their requirements,

and further, its cost was such as to permit of its use on com-

paratively small installations. This fuse was subjected to a

number of tests under normally exacting conditions, which

tests were

on a load ol

satisfactory,

of the pole

transformer:

lecting four

one of lh<-

carried out i

low power f,

The illuMr

type cut out

s, an<l V\\i. :'.

T,"! kv.a. tr:

underground

lose to the

cctor. Its op

ilion. Fig. 1,

pr.ilecling a

shows the :

nsformers fi

manlndes.

generator station and

ration proved entirely

shows an installation

bank of three M kv.a.

iibway type fuse pro-

r light and power in

The pole type cut-outs are made in capacities of .")(), Kill

and 200 amperes at 2,500 volts. They consist of an oil

container and fuse carrier or plug; the oil container is pro-

vided with a plug outlet at the bottom to permit of the

drawing off and changing of the oil when necessary, which

under normal conditions should be every two or three years.

The fuse carrier is so designed that when in po>ilion the

Fig, 2—Subway type fuse protectors.

fuse proper is under a heavy body of oil. On the blowing

of the fuse, the terminals are so arranged that they are forc-

ibly thrown apart and the oil interposed between them, very

effectually preventing the formation of an arc. The design

also renders re-fusing safe for the operator. The fuse can

be inserted when the line is short circuited without danger.

as the wdiole device is effectually locked against blow'ing

out of the fuse carrier or oil. This is effected by automatic

lockin.g of the cover before contact is made with the fuse

terminals, tare must be taken to use an oil with character-

istics siiiii-(l to local climatic conditions.

The .-ubway type is identical in the essential principles

with the pole type, only such modification being made in the

design as to adapt it to the different class of service, the

principal differences being the substitution of a lead gasket

for tile compressible gasket em|)loyed in the pole tyi)e; also,

dilTerenl provisions are made for venting the cut-out and

protecting it against the possibility of water entering through

the vent openin.gs, and the jjroviding of lead-covered cable

terminals to insure a moisture-proof joint and to facilitate

its connection with the mulerground cable system. The
method of fastening the fuse carrier to the oil container

is soLiuwhat dilTerent, in that it is e<pii|)pe(l with a "\"'

sliaped ring on which the lead gasket rests. A swivelling*

yoke is connected to the lop of the oil container and is

ecpiipped at its centre with a powerful compression screw

and lock nut, which provides a very eHicieiit and effective

means of making a water and oil-tight joint at llie point

where the cut-out and fuse carrier conned.
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Standard Interior Wiring Methods
The second of a series of three comprehensive articles outlining the latest approved

practices as required by the Code and as developed by the best workmen
— By Terrell Croft

—
knobsEither screws ur nails may be useii for lastenint;

or cleats. At one time it was considered best practice to

fasten all knobs and cleats with screws, but it was then

found that a great many knobs and cleats were broken, due

to the screws being set up too tightly. Frequently the break-

ages would occur some time after the screws had been driv-

en, due possibly to expansion or contraction caused by heat,

or lo the swelling or warping of the wood. Such breakages

have occurred within walls and partitions after the comple-

tion of the plastering. The wire originally confined by the

knob was then permitted to sag uninsulated against the

wood and plaster and thereby constituted a fire risk. If nails

are used lor supporting the knolis or cleats, with a leather

,Nail

t

h4^ k-
I

^1:0

m- Detail of
Lej-ther Wcisher

Ifljil Holding Solid Knob S-Nail Moldinc) Cleat

Fig. lU -Showing application of nails for securing cleats

(1 the

.•lain

L-lam. as

experien

ihown

e has
washer between the nail he;

in Fig. 10, the breakage of

shown, much decreased.

Furthermore, the tendency of the average wireman is, if

screws are used, to drive them in with a lianimer so that they

then provide little more holding power than do nails. 'I here

are, however, certain conditions which necessitate the use of

screws for supporting knobs or cleats. For example, if a

knob or cleat is to be fastened to a relatively thin piece of

wood, a nail will not hold it securely, nor will a nail, nn! r

these conditions, have a hold in the wood equal to half the

^Unsi^hfly Gap

rect

Fig. 11 -Incorrect and

11-Correct.

ethods of soldering lugs on conductois.

ual to the thickness of the cleat,

the Code re<iuircnients. Fig. Id.

permissible penetration for a ii

11. the miniimim perniissilile jicii

vary over a wide range because

leather. Where the leather is

may be packed together on one
ion. The thickness of such a

head should never be less than

The
irdanc

splicing of wires fo

with practically the

they are punched from scrap

thin, two or more washers

nail to form a suitable cush-

leather cushion un<ler a nail

;-s inch.

inside work is effected in ac-

same methods as are used for

Jncorrccf ffefhod
of P/ac/n^ Tubes

Tubes cfrranged
forSmaff tm'cs

noor/ng

leiit;lli of the knob, or e

it should have to satisfy

ind cate^ the niininniui

holding a solid knob. 1

tration for a nail supporting a cleat i.-. shown.

Leather washers are used to prcvcnl injury to knobs

or cleats. Tin- wasliers lie, after the nails are driven, between

the nail heail and the porcelain. .-\t Fig. 10. III., are indi-

cated the approximate dimensions of leather washers, or

as they are sometimes called, leatherheads. ordinarily used

in interior-wiring construction. The outside diameter and

the diameter of the hole are always approxiiiK'Hdy those

shown in the illustration. Iiul tlie thicknesses of the washers

cing

for lar^e H^'JS

Fig. 12-Methods of placing tubes in Joists.

lUtside conductors and as specified in .National Code

should be

rule l:ic.

The ends of stranded wire should be soldered into a

solid bundle before being fastened inider binding screws or

clamps. When the unsoldered end of a stranded conductor

is placed in a terminal clamp and the screw is turned down,

the small component conductors spread out and render diffi-

cult the provision of an attachment that is mechanically se-

cure and that has good electrical conductivity. On the other

hand, if the strands are all soldered into a compact bundle,

the clamp will grip it fairly and firmly. Practically the same
difficulty occurs if an endeavor is made to fasten the unsol-

dered end of stranded wire under a binding stcrew. The
binding screw, when it is set down, will force the un'soldered

ends apart and may "bite" into some of the small component
coiuluclors. I'urthermore. it frequently occurs that where all

of the strands of a conductor are not soldered together prior

to being placed under a clamp or set screw that one or two
of the strands may be forced to carry all the current and
may thereby become dangerously overheated

Wires larger than No. 8 should always be soldered into

lugs at terminal connections, because this is the only method
which provides a substantial connection. It is difficult to

bend wires larger than \'o. 8 around binding screws, and in

bending them the binding screws may be strained. In set-

ting a binding screw down on a heavy conductor that is

bent around it, its threads, or the threads of the metal into

which it turns, are often slieared. These difficulties are not

likely to occur when terminal connections are made with

lugs soldered on the ends of the wires. In soldering a lug

on a wire, the installation at the wire-end should be trimmed
back for a distance not greater than the depth of the hole

in the lug. It will then, when soldered into the lug. appear

.IS shown in Fig. 11. II. If the insulation is trimmed back

Fig. 13-Masonry wall bushed v
ingi

too far there will be an unsightly gap. exposing a section of

the conductor between the insulation on the conductor and

the end of the terminal lug. as shown at I.

Wires passing through floors, timb.rs, or partitions,

should be insulated therefrom with porcelain tubes, as shown
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in Figs. 12, 13, 15 and 16. Any substance other than an

insulating material, such as porcelain or glass, through

which a conductor passes, must be considered as a possible

conductor. For example, wood, when moist or wet, becomes
a fairly good conductor, as do masonry and most other

building materials. It is for these reasons that holes should

be bushed with a non-conductor. Porcelain bushings arc

used because—all things considered—this is the most adap-

^JSsS-

Fig. 14—Conductors passing through floor

protected by iron pipe.

table insulating material. It thorough insulation is not pro-

vided there is always a possibility of current "leaking" from

a conductor through damp woodwork or masonry to an-

other conductor of opposite polarity, which may or may not

be grounded. Such current leakages have been known to

cause fires and to "eat" the conductor in two, due to elec-

trolytic action. A conductor thus broken and upon which

voltage is impressed may, obviously, originate a fire.

Insulating tubes should always extend from a distance of

Yi to i'4 inch on both sides beyond the member that they

bush. Furthermore, they should not extend much farther

than J4 inch because of the liability to breakage where the

extension is too great.

The methods of bushing conductor holes in joists with

porcelain tubes are shown in Fig. 12. Where the conductor

is of small diameter it is usually considered preferable to

bore holes for the tubes on a slant, as shown on runs .\

and B in Fig. 12. Where this is done, the tubes should be

inserted with the enlarged end at the upper outlet of the hole

so that the enlargement will prevent the tube from slipping

through the hole. The tubes should not be inserted, as

JL-Applicdtion of Tubes and Cleats

Fig. 15-Illu«trating the use o( porcelain tubes and de»ts for insulation,

shown in run B, with the enlarged ends at the lower open-

ings of the holes because then their uiidency is to fall out.

When the tubes are inserted in run A and the conductor

through them is drawn taut, the bushings are held very

firmly in position.

However, it is the usual practice with wiremen in work-

ing in buildings under construction to bore the holes through

joists at right angles to the faces of the joists, as shown

in Fig. 12. C, because where this is done it is somewhat
easier to insert the tubes and to thread the wire through
them. Holes can also, where modern joist-boring machines
are used, be bored more readily at right angles to the faces

of the joists than on a slant. In boring holes in joists in

finished buildings which are being wired, the holes arc or-

dinarily bored on a slant because then the wireman works
from the floor above the space between the joists and it is

then easier to bore holes on a slant than perpendicular to

the face of the joist. Where the conductor is of large dia-

meter the tube holes and tubes should be in line with each
other and perpendicular to the joist faces, because if thej'

are not it is difficult to thread the conductor through them.

Furthermore, after it is threaded through, if the tubes are

not in line and a strain is imposed on the conductor, some
of them will be broken. Fig. 15 shows how a porcelain floor

tube, especially designed for the purpose, is applied. Where
conductors pass through the floor, as shown, boxing should

l)e installed around them.

Bushings must be continuous through the entire length

of a hole. This requirement is specified where one continu-

ous porcelain tube extends through a hole, as through the

partition in Fig. 15. or through the joist in Fig. 12. Where

Conducfors SmaHei
ihcn No 8

VIoool

Floor

Block-.

"/. ihothlcnube m

I- Continuous Tube

Floor Space

.

U-IronFIpe Bushed with

Porcebin Through Floor Space

Fig. 16—Showing methods of carrying,open worlc conductors through
floors, encased in porcelain tubes.

it is not feasible to bush the hole with one continuous length

of porcelain, the hole may 1)e first bushed with a "water-

proof" (a piece of iron pipe) tube and this tube rebushed

with porcelain, as shown in Figs. 13 and 16, II. Where it is

impossible to use a straight length of pipe, rebushed with

porcelain, it is permissible to bend the pipe as shown in Fig.

14, and insulate the conductors which pass through it

with flexible conduit, provided the location is dry. Where a

wall is so thick that two tubes of the lengths available are

not sufficient to bush the pipe through it, as shown in Fig.

13, then a third piece of flexible tubing' can be inserted in

the space between the two lubes.

(To be continued.)

Owing to the increasing demand for power, due largely

to the activity in the munition factories, the city of Sher-

brooke has decided to improve the city plant. The present

rock-filled crib dam on the Magog River will be replaced

by a concrete structure, 225 feet long, 49 ft. high, 8 ft. wide

at the top and 34 ft. at the base. There is to be a sluice

gate and six stop-log openings. Three twin central discharge

turbines of 1,400 h.p. each will replace the present turbines,

together with three new generators each of 1,000 kv.a. rating,

with the necessary additions to the switchboard equipment.

Mr. T. Tremblay is the city engineer, with Mr. M. A. Sain-

niett, of Montreal, as consulting engineer.
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Adv. Suggestions for Elec. Contractors
Four more of a series worked out by the Society for Electrical Development.

Each individual contractor may think it wise to change the wording
slightly to suit his own case. Educating the public to

distinguish good work from bad

Why you are the loser

when electrical prices

are too low
Forgetting or disregarding "overhead" expense

is one of the reasons for price cutting by inex-

perienced electrical contractors. Every contractor

worthy of the name and of your patronage must

have expenses such as rent, light, wear and tear

on tools and equipment and many other incidental

expenses.

.\ certain proportion of this expense must be

charged to every piece of work which a con-

tractor undertakes—that is, if the contractor is

to make a fair profit and continue in business.

If this "overhead" is not considered one of

two things must happen. Either the contractor

must "take it out of the job." skimp on the. ma-

terial or workmanship, or lose money and event-

ually fail. Needless to say, the first expedient

will be attempted—to your loss.

Ordinary business judgment will tell you to

patronize a contractor who has had enough ex-

perience to know how to estimate a job correctly.

I Names and Addresses of Contractors)

Price-cutting must often

mean poor workmanship

A good workman is worthy of his hire. An
electrician is generally paid what he earns. Some
earn $1.50 a day, some $6.00. Their work shows
plainly why there is a difiference in their pay.

Then, too, a $C).00 man may do $1.50 work
if hurried too much.

If an inexperienced contractor figures his

labor cost too low—as is often the case—he has
one of two alternatives: He may employ cheap
workmen or he may attempt to rush good w'ork-

men. In either case the work must suffer. You
are the loser.

.•Xgain we say, employ an established and
reliable electrical contractor, one who understands
from long experience how to estimate costs of

labor and material.. He will save you money in

the end.

( Names and Addresses of C- 'iitractors)

Quality in electrical material

can not be too high

There are few places where quality counts
for so much as in electrical work. The failure

of a tiny spring in a wall switch may throw your
entire lighting system out of order. But the bet-
ter manufacturers realize the importance of qual-
ity and as a result their electrical material is built

to last and does last.

The better class of electrical contractors, real-

izing that their reputations hand on the material
which they use find it pays to buy only the best.

But of course there are cheaper grades to be
had because there are short-sighted contractors
to buy this cheaper material. It goes into the

"cheap" jobs, too.

.^nd sometimes it's pretty hard to tell the

difference at first. But time is a .great seeker-

out of poor material and poor workmanship.

After all. there is little argument, is there?
If you want good electrical work and good ma-
terial you will go to a reliable, established con-
tractor.

( Names and Addresses of Contractors)

"Sorry, sir, but we can't go

ahead until the electrician

is through'*

How annoying it is to have the completion
of your electrical work unnecessarily delayed I

Other contractors are held back—plans are all

disarranged.

The annoyance is doubled if there is no real

reason for the wait. \ ery often an inexperi-

enced and financially irresponsible contractor
will start a job without having sufficient capital

or credit to carry it through. You suflfer the de-

lay and perhaps even a financial loss. .\s a last

resort you may be only too glad to advance suf-

ficient cash to finish the job.

A reliable electrical contractor, one vi-ho has
sufficient working capital and credit, will save

you not only time and annoyance, but money
toci. in the end.

(Names and Addresses of Contractors)
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Electrical Work— St. Denis Theatre, St. Denis

St., Montreal, P.Q.
The St. Denis Theatre, one of tlic htrgest and most mag-

nificent theatres in Montreal, is especially fine and unique
for its complete and up-to-date electrical equipment. It has
certain electrical features in lighting and the control of same,
that no other theatre in Canada had before this theatre was
built. These features will be described in more detail here-

after.

There are four distinct and separate services for this

theatre, namely—two 110/220-volt a.c. services, one for gen-
eral lighting and the other for emergency lighting; a 550-

volt, 3-phase a.c. service for power and a 320-volt d.c. service

for the arc lamps on the stage and for the arc lamps in the

moving picture machines.

One of the 1in/220-volt services feeds the box office

panel, which is divided into two sections; one section for

general lighting and the other for emergency lighting. The
general lighting comprises the lights in the lobby, manager's
office, corridors, mezzanine floor, step lights on the balcony
floor, etc. The emergency section is fed by both 110-/220-

volt services. This is accomplished by a double throw switch

on the panel. The emergency lights are those lights which
must be kept lit during a performance, namely—some of

the lights in the lobby, all exit lights, corridor lights and the

lights in those places to which the public have access.

The above mentioned step lights are very small incan-

descent lamps under each step leading down to the front

of the balcony and behind a glass door, set in each stair

riser. They are all kept lit during a performance and thus, a

person can see his way about without tripping, although
the entire theatre is in darkness; the step lights being so

arranged that practically no light is reflected upwards.

The 550-volt, 3-phasc a.c. service feeds all the motors
in the theatre, among which is the 10-h.p. motor of the motor
generator set. located in the space above the moving picture

Read the second instalment of Terrell Croft's

paper on "Standard Interior Wiring Methods."

which appears in this issue. Then let us know
what you think of it. Mr. Croft will be pleased

to answer any questions.

booth. The generator delivers d.c. current to the picture

booth panel at a potential of 70 volts On the panel are

two double throw switches, at one end of which enters the

current from the 250-volt d.c. service; at the other end the

70-volt d.c. current from the above mentioned generator.

One of these switches throws either of these currents on

the stage switchboard and from there to receptacles in the

floor of the stage. These receptacles are for portable arc

lamps. The other switch throws either current on to double

throw switches in the same panel and thence to the arc

lamps of the picture machines. On this same panel is a

single throw switch, fed by one of the no/220-volt a.c.

services and connected to one side of the double throw

moving picture arc lamp switches.

As explained above, there are three diflferent services to

this panel and the chance of all three services failing at the

same time is very remote and unlikely.

The main feature of the ceiling under the balcony is

a large oval shaped dome with a cover around the edge.

The auditorium ceiling is the same, except that the design

includes a circular shaped dome; in the coves of these domes
are reflectors filled with small incandescent lamps. Besides

these reflectors and numerous bracket lamps around the

side walls, there are large chandeliers on the ceiling under

the balcony and on the auditormm ceiling. There is also
a reflector in a cove around the proscenium arch over the
stage.

The circuits from these lights run to a fuse only panel
on the stage, called the magazine panel. To the magazine
panel, foot light, border light and proscenium arc light cir-

cuits are also brought. The panel is arranged in sections of
two to four fuse circuits to each one.

Each fuse section is controlled by a switch on the stage
switchboard and all these switches are controlled by one
main switch which shunts the automatic switch located
near the switchboard. The automatic switch is controlled
by three remote control switches, one in the moving pic-
ture booth, one in the box oflfice and the last on the main
switchboard itself. By this arrangement, all the lights in
the main part of the theatre can be lit or put out instantly
from either of these three places.

There are four borders; these and the foot lights are
composed of red, white and blue lamps, each of which is

controlled by a switch on the switchboard, and all the
switches of one color of light is controlled by one main
switch. In conjunction with these are a bank of dimmers
for increasing or decreasing the intensity of the lights.

The theatre has five large stores, each of which has a
separate service switch and meter on the main service and
meter board in the basement.

An mtercommunicating telephone system enables a per-
son in any part of the theatre to talk to another in some
remote part. There is also an annunciator in the box oflSce.

controlled by a number of push buttons in the theatre, which
enables the ushers to let the box office man know just what
seats are empty during the performance, so as he can sell

these seats if the theatre is used as one of the "Continuous
Performance" types.

The design and construction of the theatre was worked
out bv Barrorr. Blackader & Webster. Architects in Montreal,
and Albert E. Westover. Philadelphia. Pa., consulting archi-
tect.

This unusual electrical equipment for a theatre of this
tvoe was executed by the L. K. Comstock & Company, con-
tracting engineers, of Montreal, and stands as a splendid
example of their thorough and high grade workmanship.

Lightning Protection on Same Pole with 4000
Volt Transformers

The subject of lightning protection for transformers on
401)0 volt distributing circuits was discussed by Mr D W.
Roper in an interesting paper at the recent convention of the
N.E.L A. At the time of starting the investigations which
form the basis of this paper, the distributing system of the
company with which he is connected, included about 9.500
transformers and supplied service to about 100.000 customers.
The maximum load on this system of distribution at that
time was about 28.500 kilowatts. Since that time this .system
has been growing very rapidly, so that at the present time
there are over 16,000 transformers supplying service to more
than 340.000 customers, and the maximum load during the
past winter was about 74.000 kilowatts.

A preliminary investigation ofi all interruptions on the
fiO cycle distribution system had indicated that the trans-
former troubles were responsible for more interruptions than
any other single apparatus, and further, that lightning was
primarily responsible for about 70 per cent, of all transformer
troubles. As the object of (he investigation was to improve
the service by finding and removing the causes of trouble,
it was apparent that the subject of lightning protection was
of prime importance.

The practice of the company in matters regarding lightn-
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ing protection at the time of beginning this investigation,

was briefly as follows;

(a) Transformers were purchased and installed with

primary terminal boards above the oil.

(b) Lightning arresters were installed on the line poles,

i.e., poles supporting wires only, and placed so that there

was one arrester for about 2,000 feet of primary line.

Their first step in the -investigation of the causes of

lightning troubles consisted in making a careful examina-

tion of all transformers whose fuses blow in several lightn-

ing storms. In about 80 per cent, of these they were able

to find marks on the transformer case or on the primary

terminal board where the arc had jumped across between

primary terminals or from primary terminals to the cover,

or around the primary bushings. They selected an area

which included several hundred transformers, removed aU

transformers within this area in which the primary terminal

boards were above oil and substituted transformers which

had their primary terminal boards removed or submerged

below the oil. The results of this investigation indicated

a considerable improvement in the service, so that they there-

with each transformer: For convenience these areas were

called "100 per cent, protection areas." Careful records were

kept of the results in these areas and in the rest of the city,

and as these indicated a considerable advantage in placing

the arrester on the same pole with the transformer, all

lightning arresters were moved from line poles to trans-

former poles.

Again, careful records were kept of all of the trans-

former burn-outs and primary fuses blown by lightning, the

results of which are shown in Table 1. This table indicates

that, other conditions being the same, the installation of

lightning arresters on the transformer poles instead of on

the line poles, reduces the number of transformer troubles

due to lightning by about 7.5 per cent.

/Vofe.:_

to uic'ter jO(pesijsfe^ an^^ie
entire/i/ sspara^e/ram L/gnt-
ning /irrester qrounc/

:->%"

Nr-- A

[llustratton of an arrangement of Transformer, Lightning Arresters and

Primary Cutouts on llie same pole

after specified that all new transformers should have their

primary terminal boards either removed or submerged. In

addition they arranged that all transformers which were for

any reason returned to the storeroom from the line, should

have their primary terminal boards removed before bein.g

again sent out to be reinstalled.

About the time the theory was advanced that in order

to be most effective lightning arresters for the protection

of transformers should be installed on the same pole with

the transformer. Several additional areas were then selected

for the purpose of giving this theory a trial, and in those

areas a lightning arrester was installed on the same pole

Table 1—Summary of Results for 1915

Number of transformers

Transformers burned out. number..

Transformers burned out, per cent..

Primary fuses blown only, number
Primary fuses blown only, per cent

Transformers pro-
tected by lightning

arrester on
same pole

9,307

23

0.27

111

1.19

formers
not

protected

6,298

98

1.56

271

Type S. J. B. Disconnecting Box
A new disconnecting box which is specially adapted

for use on series ornamental street lighting sj'Stems has

recently been developed by the Northern Electric (Company,

Limited. It has been designed for use on series circuits,

operating at potentials of 7,000 volts or less. The function

of the bo.x is to provide a means of disconnecting the lamps

from circuits supplied with current by two conductor cab'e,

and its greatest field of application will be found on orna-

mental street lighting circuits where the boxes will be in-

stalled in the pedestals of the standards. It consists essen-

tially of a rectangular box of moulded insulating material,

which is divided into a rear and front section by a barrier

of the same material. The box and separating wall are

moulded in one place, the wall supporting a number of

metal details used for disconnecting the lamp from the

circuit.

The conductors from the lead covered cable enter the

box at the bottom and the rubber or cambric insulated

leads to the lamp leave the box at the top. Tinned brass

Fig. 1.

sleeves are screwed into the base of the rear section and

connection is made between the lead sheath of the cable

and the sleeve by a wiped joint. The conductors are sweat-

ed into the lugs marked detail ".X" as shown in the rear

view of the box with the cover removed. Fig. 2. .\ flat

plate of moulded insulating material, which forms the back

cover of the box, is attached to the main section by suit-
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Fig. 2.

ahle studs and nuts. A rubber gasket is provided to her-

metically seal the rear chamber. The chamber is filled with

compound at the point marked detail "B," Fig. 2. where a

suitable plug is screwed into the back cover.

The metallic parts which form the disconnecting feature

are shown in the front view. Fig. 3, by details "C" and "D."

Detail "C" consists of phosphor bronze clips, so arranged

that when the lamp is not in circuit the clips make contact

at the point marked "E," thus providing continuity of cir-

cuit for one conductor of the cable. The second conductor

of the cable is connected to the >tud5 marked "G." the

circuit being closed by the link "F." Details "D" consist of

split knife switch receptacles. The two lower receptacles

are connected to the studs "H" by the brass straps to suit-

able studs and lugs, to which are attached the leads which
connect from the bo.x to the lamp terminals.

In operation, a lamp is placed in circuit by inserting in

the space provided a plug knife-plug switch. This plug

switch is shown in Fig. .1 as detail "K." It is provided at

Fig. 3.

the bottom with an extension which opens the phosphor

l>rnnze clips at the point "E," when it is placed in posi-

tion, thus throwing the lamp in the circuit.

The front cover is formed by a flat plate of moulded
insulating material provided with a threaded projecting sec-

tion for holding a suitable cap. It is held in position by

studs and wing nuts and a rubber gasket provides a tight

seal. Wlicn the plug switch is in place the front is entirely
clnsed by screwing the cap into position, as shown in Fig. 1.

.Special attention has been given in designing the box for
the provision of a large creeping surface between all metal
parts connected to different sides of the circuit. This has
been accomplished by the corrugations shown in the cuts.
siicli as at "M," Fig. 2. The boxes have an ample factor
of safety and are tested at 20,nnn volts before shipment from
the factory.

.•\n important feature of the design of the box is the
.•irr.ingement which allows both conductors of the circuit
In l)c disconnected at each lamp post. This provides an
asv means of testing the circuit in case of trouble, which

IS impossible with other types of cut-outs where only one
conductor is accessible. If the lighting system goes out
of operation on account of trouble in the circuit, due to

crosses or breaks in the conductor, the circuit can be opened
up at any lamp post by unscrewing the nuts on the studs
marked "H" and removing the phosphor bronze clips. The
second conductor can be opened up at any lamp post by
remiiving tlie link marked "F." If it is desired to lest

the circuit for continuity, it can be closed at any post by
using the link "F" to connect between studs "G" and "H."
This arrangement provides a miniature testing switchboard
at each lamp post, which allows the circuit to be tested
in stctions until the trouble is located. Another special

feature of the design of the box is the provision of the
grooves at the side, detail "N." Fig. 3. which allows it to

be supported froin the rear of the pedestal to suitable

studs. The box presents a neat rigid appearance and will

fill the demand for a first class article for the class of work
fnr which it has been designed. Type S.J.B. boxes have
been used on the entire new ornamental system of the city

of Montreal.

Single Pole Lightning Arrester for Distributing

Transformer Protection

For use on alternating current circuits of any frequency,
from 1,000 to 2,500 volts, and of unlimited capacity, the West-
inghouse Electric & Mfg. Company. East Pittsburgh. Pa..

has recently placed on the market the type CR lightning

arrester, illustrated herewith. This type of arrester is for

pole mounting and is similar in many respects to the type C
arrester made by the same company, with the addition of

series resistance. It consists of four knurled, non-arcing,

metal cylinders mounted on a porcelain base, with a scries

resistor which is held by fuse clips, the whole being mount-
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ed in a cast iron box. The arrester unit is mounted on the

inside front cover of the box, so that it is automatically
disconnected from the circuit when the box is opened. This
safety first feature eliminates all danger of accidental shock
to lineman when making inspections and repairs. This
method of mounlinB the arrester unit is especially desirable

in an arrester of this kind, which will ordinarily be used
in considerable numbers on a line and receive routine in-

spection. Like the type C. the type CR arrester is designed
particularly for the protection of distributing transformers
and is unlimited in application.

Mr. C. W. Knighton, general manager of the Canadian
Hart .Accumulator Company. Limited, of St. Johns, P. Q.,

has opened an office at 701 Merchants Bank Building, Win-
nipeg. He hopes to considerably develop the company's
western business as manufacturers of electric storage bat-

teries.

It is estimated that there will be 60.000 electric light

globes used in the lighting scheme of the Canadian National

Exhibition this year.

Obituary

Mr. R. W. Turp, district superintendent of the Hydro-
electric .System for Beaverton and Brechin, Ont., is dead.

Private James J. Campbell, who represented the Swedish
Cieneral Electric Company in Montreal at the outbreak of

hostilities, is reported as having died a prisoner of war.

He was awarded a first class medal by the Czar of Russia
for bravery on the field of honour. This Russian Medal of

St. George has just been received by his father, who re-

sides in Ottawa. Mr. Campbell joined the first contingent
and was paymaster sergeant of the 13th Battalion, Fifth

Royal Highlanders, Montreal, but on going to the. front

reverted to the ranks in order to get into the firing line.

Lieut. H. Dalziel Browne, the general purchasing agent
of the Northern Electric Company, has been killed in action.

Lieut. Browne, who obtained leave of absence to go to the

front, was the machine gun officer of a Montreal battalion.

He was .34 years of age.

Arnprior, Ont.

The order for the turbine for the Galetta Electric Power

and Milling Company, Arnprior. Ont., in connection with

the extension to the plant, has been let to the Boving Hyd-
raulic and Engineering Company, Limited. Lindsay, Ontario.

The generator—400 kw., 2500 volts, 60 cycle, 3-phase—and

additional switchboard equipment will be supplied by the

Canadian Westinghouse Company. Mr. R. S. Kelsch. Mont-

real, is the consulting engineer.

Drumheller, Alta.

The town council of Drumheller, Alta.. have under con-

sideration the lighting of the town with electricity and are

willing to consider giving a franchise for that purpose. Cor-

respondence is invited from parties interested.

Edmonton, Alta.

The property owners of Edmonton. Alta.. have under

consideration a plan to sell the street railway to a private

company. For some time past outside interests have been

working to get control of the public utilities of that city

and have been successful on two occasions—the .Alliance

Company having secured the gas supply franchise and the

Edmonton Power Company the franchise for electric current.

Iroquois, Ont.

The village council of Iroquois, Ont.. have accepted

the tender of the Swedish General Electric Company, Limit-

ed, to install a 125 kw. generator, with exciter and switch-

board.

Fort William, Ont.

The Public Utilities Commission of Fort William at a

recent meeting decided to get wholesale prices on electric

heating and cooking apparatus, with a view to the city handl-

ing these articles for sale.

Lachine, Que.

Eugene L Miller, electrician, has registered.

Millbrook, Ont.

The Millbrook Rural Telephone

obtained a charter.

Company. Limited, have

Montreal, Que.

Mount Royal Electric Supplies Company. Montreal. Que..

have registered.

Kaministiquia Light and Power Company have declared

a quarterly dividend of 134 pfr cent., payable .\ugust 15.

This means an increase from 6 per cent, to 7 per cent, per

annum.

The Laurentide Power Company is making an issue of

$.3,500,000 bonds. It is officially stated that, based upon the

1916 contracts, the earnings will be at the rate of $500,000,

with operating and fixed charges at the rate of $415,000

The utilization of the remainder of the power will mean an

increase to earnings of $750,000. a total of $1,250,000, with

a small increase in charges. The installation covered by

the bonds will give 125.00(1 h.p., provision also having been

made for three additional units of a capacity of 20,000 h.p.

each.

M. J Stack and Company, contractors, Montreal, have

been awarded the contract for the construction of under-

ground conduits, from plans prepared by the Montreal

Electrical Commission. The conduits will be constructed

on St. Lawrence Boulevard from Sherbrooke to Craig Streets,

the amount of the contract being $57,334. The plans pro-

vide for single and double manholes.

At a special meeting of the shareholders of the Western
Canada Power Company held in Montreal on July 15, the re-

construction plan, outlined in our July 1 issue, was ratified.

Mr. C. H. Cahan, K. C, explained in detail the necessity for

the reorganization, and spoke in an optimistic way of pros-

pects in British Columbia. The general business outlook

in X'ancouver is, he said, distinctly better than at the begin-

ning of the year. Bank returns are showing a very satis-

factory increase over the corresponding period of the pre-

vious year, and while every trade and industry is being car-

ried on as economically as possible, all are busy. There is

a scarcity of labor. Mr. Cahan also alluded to the activity

in shipping and shipbuilding, the fishing industry, steel roll-

ing, lumbering, and mining.
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A number of changes have just been made in the C. P. R.

telegraph department. Mr. A. C. Fraser, superintendent of

the eastern division, Montreal, is transferred to the Atlantic

division, St. John, N.B., in succession to Mr. \V. M. Goodsoe,
who has been assigned to other duties. Mr. VV. D. Neill.

superintendent of traffic. Montreal, becomes superintendent

o{ tlie eastern division, and Mr. William Thompson, chief

operator, Montreal, succeeds Mr. W. D. Neill.

The Montreal Light, Heat and Power Company have is-

sued a new house organ under the title of "Our Magazine."

Telegraph statistics of the Dominion of Canada for the

year ended June 20, 1915, show a pole mileage of 40,896.

I'liere were 132,343 miles of galvanized wire, 27,812 miles of

overhead copper wire. 747 miles of underground, and G49

submarine.

The Montreal Board of Control will seek legislative

power for controlling the erection of poles by the lighting

and power companies. It is proposed that the companies
should give a month's notice to the city of their intention

to erect poles and that the city should have authority to

indicate the locations where the poles shall be placed.

Cie d'Eclairge et d'Energie Electrique, Napierville. Ltee.,

have secured a charter.

Nelson, B.C.

A long-distance telephone line between Nelson, Kaslo

and New Denver, is now under construction and will be

ready for operation, it is anticipated, within a few weeks.

Ottawa, Ont.

The Ottawa Electric Railway Company have averted

a strike by agreeing to pay its men an increase of three

cents per hour over that formerly paid, and also to have

a nine-hour day instead of ten. The increase is said to re-

present about $75,000 per annum.

The Government will appoint a commission to look into

the possibilities of generating 2,000,000 h.p. of electric energy

below Niagara Falls, without disturbing the Horseshoe

and American falls. The promoters are T. Kennard Thom-
son and Peter A. Porter, incorporated under the style of the

Thomson-Porter Cataract Company. The scheme proposes

a dam in the rapids below the falls to raise the water one

hundred feet. Half the power developed would go to New
Vork State and the other half to Ontario, and the company
would agree to sell the Canadian half of the dam to Canada
at the initial cost, plus a percentage, and to make an agree-

ment as 1o the charge made for power. The scheme was

outlined in a recent issue of the Electrical News.

Quebec, Que.

The Public Service Corporation, operating in the city

of Quebec, recently opened a new office and store at 1411

St. John Street, Quebec, under the name of "The Electric

Shop." The display rooms are well equipped with the vari-

ous manufactures of labor saving devices, including a com-

plete line of ranges; motors (including sewing machine mo-
tors); the common household appliances, such as irons, per-

colators, toasters, etc.; water heaters for installation in the

ordinary tank; dish washers, and so on. The Electric Shop
will sell at retail, and also demonstrate the use of the various

equipment carried in stock. Mr. John Bourgeois, Jr.. is in

charge of the office as manager.

Goulet & Belanger, electrical contractors, Quebec. Que .

have been awarded the contract for the Quebec E.xhiliition

lighting system; cost to Ije $11,000.

Richibucto, N.S.

The village councils of Richibucto and Rexton, N.S., are

considering a proposition to dam the Kc)Uchil)Ouguac River

and erect an electric plant. Estimates of cost are now being

prepared.

Senlac, Sask.

The Senlac Rural Telephone Company, Senlac, Sask.,

have awarded the contract for a telephone system; total cost

$25,000.

Stratford, Ont,

The public utilities commission have adopted the recom-
mendation of the hydro commission to replace the old boiler

house with a new buildin.g, adjoining the local electric plant.

This addition will cost $11,000 and will be fireproof, of steel

and concrete construction. Three new 750 kv.a. transform-
ers will be installed to replace the present two banks of

three 150 kw. units each.

St. Hyacinthe, P,Q,

The Southern Canada I'ower Company is rebuilding the
sub-station, of brick and concrete, at St. Hyacinthe, P. Q.
Three transformers, of 500 kw. each, supplied by the Can-
adian General Electric Company, are being installed, while
the Monarch Electric Company, St. Lambert, P. Q., is sup-
plying tlie switchboard equipment for the full capacity:

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

The Algoma Steel Corporation, of Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.,

have awarded a contract to the Turbine Equipment Company
to supply one 15 million gallon De Laval single stage, double
suction, centrifugal pump, direct-connected to one 550 h.p.

Canadian Westinghouse motor; also one 3 million gallon
unit direct-connected to a 125 h.p. motor, and two 1 million
gallon units to be direct-connected to 40 h.p. motors. These
are required for the new furnace which is being installed.

Toronto, Ont.

The Hydro-electric Power Commission have made ar-

rangements with the Canadian Niagara Power Co. to secure
electric energy up to 50,000 h.p. at a cost of $12 per h.p.

This is to relieve the former shortage which at times caused
serious interruption to the service.

Delta Flashlights

Write today for prices. Link your store with one
of the biggest flashlight and dry-battery lamp ad-
vertising campaigns of the year.

Three types of Delta metallic tubular case Flash-
lights, wireless, non-short-circuiting, take the
same standard two-cell battery. Finished in high
gloss baked enamel, trimmed in nickel-plate, or
full nickel.

.Mso Delta Bicycle Lamps, single and double-cell.
Hand Lamps and Lanterns, for long service and
jiowerful light. Write for prices.

Delta Electric Company
Toronto—22 College St,

Winnipeg — Cumberland and Hargrave Sis.

Regina— 1825 Scarth St,
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WANTED

Publisher's Notice
Advertisements under "Situation Wanted"

word per insertion, minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisements for tenders, equipment, wai
$2.10 per inch.

All advertisements must be in the pubHshe

I "Situation Vacant" are charged at two cents

d or for sale, etc., or miscellaneous, are charged

hands by the 10th or 23rd of the month to insu

Copper-Clad Wire For Sale
2U.0LK.I lbs. .".O ^icr cent. Copper-Clad wire or

cable purchased before the war for sale, away
below the market price. Can be drawn to size to

suit purchaser.
15-15 P. O. Box 1900, Montreal. Que.

75 H. P. Motor For Sale

One Westinghouse Type 'C" 75 h.p., 2200
volt, 3-phase. 60 cycle, 690 r.p.m. Motor for
sale at $1,050.00 f.o.b. cars Calgary. This Motor
is complete with oil starter, switchboard and
base, and as good as new.

Northwestern Eugineeiing and Supply Co.. Ltd.,

15-15 Calgai y. Aha.

PETRIE'S LIST
of New and Used

MOTORS
for Immadiale Delivery

N'o
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The Cost of Generating Electricity

A good article appears elsevvliere in this issue on the

cost of generating power, in which, among others, the inter-

esting statement is made that development by water power

is often a doubtful investment. Among engineers, central

station managers and others intimately connected with the

construction and operation of electric plants, this point of

view occasions little comment, but to the layman, who, in

general, has been taught that a water fall cajiable of trans-

formation into electricity is a certain forerunner of "dirt"

cheap light, heat and power, such statements come in the

nature of unwelcome surprises. There is no doubt that the

value of hydro-electric plants has been over-estimated. .\t

the same time there has been a tendency to commiserate the

poor, unfortunate company or community that is forced to

worry along with a mere steam-driven plant. The fact is.

however, that whatever handicaps steam may have labored

under in the recent past, it is now often "even-up" in the

race, and in certain cases well in advance. Given a supply

of fuel at a fair price and under average operating conditions,

it has been demonstrated that electric current can he gen-

erated at a lower rate per kw.h. by steam than from water

power plants in the immediate vicinity. Events of the past

few weeks at different points in Canada have served to em
phasize these facts. For example, we have a case where the

carrying charges on the capital expenditures have over-

taxed the' earning capacity of a hydro-cKctric plant to the

extent of necessitating a reorganization of the capitalization of

the company. M more than one other point wc have examples

of superior continuity of service by steam plants, which,
under conditions of keen competition, have serious results

for the hydro plant. The first case clearly shows the prime
necessity for a high load factor before a hydro-electric

plant can be economical. The cost of the preliminary work
I'cfore the first unit of a hydro plant can be put in opera-
tion is a very large percentage of the total expenditures
necessary for the complete development. With a steam
plant this is not true to anything like the same extent, and
;is a result the capital charges in the earlier stages of the

development do not bear so heavily on the company.
For the present, at least, a steam plant, as a result

of greatly increased efliciencies, lower initial cost, and greater

flexibility (especially in construction) is a good enough pro-
position to be carefully considered by any company or muni-
cipality before making their choice in favor of water power.

Electric Super-Dreadnaughts

The system of propulsion being installed on the "Ten-
nessee." a U. S. super-dreadnaught of the largest and finest

class, differs from any now in use by battleships. Instead

of the propellers being mechanically connected to the driv-

ing engines or turbines, there are two steam turbines de-

veloping over 33,000 horsepower driving electric generators

which furnish current to four 6,700 horsepower motors, each
motor driving a propeller. Electric drive for this battle-

ship has been adopted after a careful investigation by the

Navy Department, to whom it presented numerous features

of structural, operating, and military advantages, among
which are that the steam turbines developing the electric

energy may be located in any desired portion of the ship,

that the propelling machinery may be better protected from
injury, that full power may be available for reversing, and
that greater rapidity in manoeuvering is made possible com-
pared with existing mechanical systems of control.

The contract for the electrical equipment has been
awarded to the Westinghouse Company. In addition to the

main generating equipment and propelling motors, the con-

tract includes the auxiliaries for llie main turbine generator

sets and smaller auxiliary turbine generators supplying light

and power throughout the ship. There will also be several

hundred electric motors for doing nearly all the work on
board from raising the anchor to steering. Electricity will

also be used for cooking, ice making, refrigeration, and num-
erous other sundry purposes. In all 37,500 horsepower of

electricity will be needed, the amount required for a city

of about 100,000 inhabitants.

Society Doing Good Service
As an indication of the increased interest evinced by

central stations in the work of the Society for Electrical

Development, it is announced that recently one hundred
and forty-one central stations have become members. The
increased membership is representative of all parts of the

country. This society is rendering valuable sales-service to

the lighting companies, especially as regards electric range

campaigns and special advertising services. It is announced
that the society now has on file complete records of rates

in 3,250 communities which quote a 5 cent rate or under
for heating and cooking. Of this number about 70 per cent,

are 4c rates and under and 30 per cent, are 3c rates and
under. This information service has been particularly valu-

able to central stations planning electric range and heating

campaigns. Central stations everywhere are becoming more
active supporters of the society in every way. Hundreds of

prominent executives have accepted appointnients as chair-

men of "America's Electrical Week" local committees, and
it is apparent that the big 1016 campaign will have the sup-

port of the central station industry as a whole.
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The Cost of Generating Electric Power
Generally under-estimated because capital charges overlooked-^Water power often

a questionable investment—Interesting discussion before A.E.R.A.

By H. G. Scott*

The subject of power generation is a very broad one,

which must be studied from both the financial and economi-

cal viewpoint. In any power generation problem the cost

of power is made up of two main items—fixed charges and

operating charges—which in many steam plants are very

nearly equal. Fixed charges are made up of interest on

capital, amortization of capital, functional depreciation,

taxes, and a portion of administration expenses or running

expenses chargeable to the cost of power. Operation and

maintenance costs include all costs of operating the plant

and maintaining it at normal efficiency.

Unfortunately the element of fixed charges is often

neglected or ignored in computing and comparing power

costs. When you operate a trolley car you do not simply

include the platform labor and the maintenance of the road-

bed, track, etc., but you have to go back and see what the

money costs you. You have to buy money just as you buy

cable or anything else. You cannot get money for nothing;

no one will lend money without expecting interest on it.

What Capital Will Cost.

The first item to be determined in fixed charges is what

the money will cost you, considering interest and providing

for the return of the money to the one you borrowed it

from. The latter is called an amortization charge, and is

usually included with interest, resulting in a total cost for

the money of about 6 per cent. Taxes form a larger per-

centage of the total cost of power than is often realized,

amounting to something like 3.5 per cent, on the total invest-

ment, varying from 3 to 5 per cent. By the time you have

included all the items in fixed charges you will find that it
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above zero line. This shows how important it is in any

plant to build up the load factor.

Referring to the upper $80 per kw. curve, it will be seen

that at 50 per cent, load factor the total cost of power is

about one-half of what it is at 20 per cent, load fac'tor.

Typical load curves for the $60 and $80 per kw. plants

are given in Fig. 6., operating at 45 and 25 per cent, load

factor respectively, the idea being to illustrate what would

ha|>pen when the smaller load is added to the large one.
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lliis case for tliu money, pay intfiisl. and provide an anior-

lization fuiul. in connection witli llu- money tliat you bor-

rowed with which to build the phuit.

So we I'lnd that for practically all cases where the load

is that of a lighting company or a railway company, which

means that the load factor is not more than 50 per cent.,

and in some cases goes down to :i() iier cent., water power

is a very questionable investment, and it would have to be

looked into very carefully to find out whether the total cost

of that power would not be greater than yni could make it

from a steam power plant.

Size of Plant and Cost of Power.

The size of plant has quite an appreciable effect on cost

of power. Below certain sizes of steam generating units,

in the case of the i\iodern turbine, the efficiency goes down
very rapidly, below about 1.000 kilowatts. In such cases it

would be better to buy a reciprocating engine, direct con-

nected to your generator, than to put in turbines. As the

size goes tip, however, the turbine shows considerable im-

provement over what the reciprocating engine can do, and

when we get to units of liO.OOn kilowatts or more there is

a very marked improvement. Tlie unit purchased not long

ago by the company with which the writer is connected is

going to give 70,000 kilowatts, on 10.5 pounds of steam per

kilowatt hour. Further, there must be a certain number of

men around to take care of the station, engineers, tircmen,

oilers, etc. A man can take care of a large unit almost

as easily as he can take care of a small unit, so that the cost

of help does not go up in proportion to the size of the

plant. That is another thing which makes a large plant

clioaper; but with a very large plant the cost of these items

-15
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Electrics Used in Refuse Collection
Experiences of an English Superintendent Favorable—Opinion Upheld

by a Number of Municipal Officers
By J. Terry'

statT.

Having given much thought and consideration to the

various papers relating to motor traction given at our con-

ferences during recent years, I had decided that motor ve-

liiclcs were not suitable to the peculiar conditions which pre-

vailed in Nottingham.

Many of you will no doubt remember that our con-

ference last year synchronized with an exhibition organized

by the Road Board at the Horticultural Hall, where vehicles

of various descriptions were displayed, and it was there I

saw the first electric vehicle, with which I was very much

impressed. From the information then received, and from

my previous knowledge, I summed up the advantages and

disadvantages of the various vehicles as follows:

—

Petrol-Driven Vehicles

.\dvantages:

Moderate capital cost.

High speed.

Disadvantages:

High running costs.

Proved inability to withstand conslani starling and

slopping.

High maintenance costs.

Heavy tire expenditure.

Dear fuel. Fluctuating price of same.

Many working parts.

Motor running while vehicle stands.

Noisy on low speeds.

Skilled drivers needed, and spicial inaintenaiH

Steam-Driven Vehicles

.\dvantagcs:

Moderate capital cost. •

.Satisfactory speed.

Cheaper fuel.

Satisfactory starling and slopping.

Disadvantages:

Constant wastage of power wluii -laiulini;

Skilled labor to manage, and lluii two men reipiii

Costly maintenance.

Heavy tire expenditure.

Frequent loss of earning power

Fear of boiler troubles.

Noise—steam exhaust offensive.

Electric

Advantages:

Ample speed.

Ability to withstand starts anc

Very rapid acceleration.

Few moving parts, therefore low maintenance.

Cheaper tires (initial cost).

Less wear on tires owing to easy turning movement.

Cheap fuel at fixed prices.

Fasc of control, therefore hor~e-men prove succc;

drivers.

By employing the electric there would be no noise, odor,

smoke, gears to change, no clutch, no carburettor to adjust,

no ignition troubles, or no boilers to overhcit; therefore I

could not fail to lean towards this vehicle, which had to be

used on the heaviest possible work, with a staff whose en-

gineering experience was, to say the least, modest.

overhaul.

d stop

sful

• Cleansing Superlntcntlent. Nottingham, at Annual Conference of the In-

stitute of Cleansing Soperinrcmlents, held at (^anliHF, England.

Heavy Initial Cost

While I favored the electric vehicle, 1 did mil apprnvi

its high cost, and did my utmost to obtain a reduction. I

found that the manufacturers, although keenly competitive,

were unable to reduce their charges, the reason for this

being that the output of electric vehicles is very small com-
pared with other types of vehicles. The works costs must
therefore remain high until the demand grows. Added to

this, the high cost of freight and insurance brings about a

total which appears very heavy compared with the purchase

jirice of petrol and steam vehicles available on their merit

at their present prices. I found that users had experienced

little or no maintenance, and that the claim that an "electric"

was good for a life of even so much as fifteen years, without

undue maintenance, was likely to prove true. This materi-

ally simplified the proposed initiation, with the result that 1

"

advised my committee to make an immediate experiment,

which suggestion was promptly acted upon.

I then decided that I needed vehicles of o-ton capacity,

but I have since seen that a mixed fleet of 2 and ;! tonners

working in pairs of equal capacity will be ideal for the con-

venience of our town. The body must be of sufficient cajja-

city to carry the load under average conditions, but no con-

cern need be felt when the weight per cubic yard exceeds

normal, as no vehicle of good design should be strained un-

der the occasional maximum conditions.

High speed would be no advantage, for when vvorkiiig

in pairs the maximum speed required is governed by the

speed of filling. It would obviously be a fallacy to accelerate

speed if the empty vehicle has to wait while the second ve

hide is ncaring the completion of loading, and alternatively

the capacity of body is governed by the distance the loads

have to be taken. .\ speed of from '.) to 13 miles per lioiii-

is ample.

It was essential that, whichever power was sclecleil, the

vehicle must be capable of starting and stopping upon all

levels and conditions of road without causing undue main-

tenance. The simplicity of the mechanism convinced me
that the "electric" w'ould excel in this respect.

Batteries

The next and more dil'ticult pnint to decide wa> llu'

selection of battery. When I first mentioned electrics to my
chairman he opposed the idea, on the ground that his ex-

perience of them was not satisfactory. I replied that I was

not surprised, as undoubtedly he had been using lead bat-

teries, and as this may have been the experience of others

I trust you will excuse me if I appear to dwell somewhat

on this point.

I do not pretend to be an electrical engineer, but I have

friends whose advice is worth seeking. Upon hearing my
requirements they sagely shook their heads and gave ma
many hints on the upkeep of lead batteries, which were of a

more or less bewildering nature. I then chanced to nuel

with a pamphlet describing the upkeep of a traction lead bat-

tery. The following is a part of the article in brief outline:

".\11 positive plates slowly disintegrate during their working

life, though, as will be shown later, the rate of disintegra-

tion is largely controllable by the user, depending upon tlu'

care exercised in avoiding free and violent gassing in tlu'

course of charging the battery. But, slowly or quickly, the

process of shedding the active material goes on, and unless
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ample space is provided for the reception of material so

thrown down, it will soon accumulate to a level where it

touches the plale. when it 'short circuits,' or, in other words,

makes a circuit inside the cell. Unless the cells be immedi-

ately cleaned out—and this involves time as well as a certain

amount of skill and expense—the plates will soon be ruined."

I need hardly state that such precaution seemed difficult

when the nature of our work was considered, and it was a

considerable relief to find upon examination that the "Nickel

Iron .Accumulator" battery was free of weakness"S such as

have been described. I agree that the imperfections of the

lead battery may be more aggressive when explained in cold

print than when handled by skilled electricians. I had to

remember that skill in handling does not end the care neces-

sary for successful maintenance. Much harm can be done

to the battery b^ careless discharge, and temporary short

circuit, if not absolutely disastrous with some types of lead

l)atterv. at least causes inconvenience, and may entail its

removal from service. This would necessitate spare sets

and special appliances for the easy removal of approximately

three-quarters of a ton of cells by the means of lifts, jacks,

trucks and similar contrivances.

Obviously in this class of service it is essential to have

the battery dust-proof and mechanically strong. This you

will agree is even more necessary than very high efficiency,

for current is cheap, whereas battery maintenance is ex-

pensive. In the nickel iron battery I believe we have a bat-

tery which is almost indestructible within a reasonable ser-

vice. Certainly the manufacturers believe in its longevity,

for they have formulated a special guarantee which states

that on the completion of 60.000 miles service the battery

will still show its original rated capacity, failing which, they

will at their discretion bring the cells within the specification,

or replace same free of charge. This guarantee is subject

to certain conditions as to maintenance, which are simple to

follow and ofler no loophole whereby the terms of the

guarantee can be avoided.

As the mileage per day on refuse collection is from

15 to 32 miles, the average can be taken at 30 miles per day,

which represents at 300 days per annum a ten years' guar-

antee. The manufacturers stipulate that the maximum per-

iod of the duration of the guarantee is eight years. It is

comforting to know that, notwithstanding this shortening

of the actual period of guarantee, "service" is the destroying

factor—not "idleness." Since there are many instances

where Edison batteries have much exceeded 100,000 miles

service in heavy-draught vehicles, it seems probable that the

capital write-off at 10 per cent, per annum is much too con-

servative. At this rate of reduction of value the vehicles

successfully carry out the work at a price hitherto unheard
of with horse traction; therefore it is wise to retain the

figures and benefit at a later date should my calculations

prove too pessimistic.

The cost of the best type of lead battery is about half

that of the nickel iron. Certain makes carry no guarantee

whatever, but for a fixed sum per mile a battery mainten-
ance can be arranged. Other makes are guaranteed for a

minimum of 30,000 miles. In the event of this mileage not

being completed, then a new battery is equipped at a reduced
cost proportionate to the lost mileage. That is to say, if 15.-

000 miles only is completed, then the replacement will cost

75 per cent, of a new one. subject to the fluctuations of

the metal market.

Cost of Current

The guarantee of the iron battery has been already stated,

and from a business point of view I can, without any highly
technical knowledge of electricity, appreciate the fact that

on guarantees the nickel iron battery is undoubtedly mucli
superior and more conclusive. Then comes the question of

efficiency. The cost of current at Id. per unit (which is tl»e

almost universal charge for traction current, but, unfor-

tunately, not so in Nottingham, will average approximately

2s. per day. What is the difference of 10 per cent, in effici-

ency? This is the admitted advantage of the more efficient

lead cell. I repeat, what is this small charge compared with

the much higher maintenance costs? I doubt if the diflfer-

ence will cover the loss and inconvenience occasioned by the

vehicle being out of commission while the lead batteries

are being periodically overhauled and defective plates being

replaced.

While on the point of cost of current it is well to remem-
lier that where destructors arc available so can electricity

usually be found, or the necessary plant be installed at a

cost not affecting the proposition whatsoever.

The makers of the Edison battery give me the follow-

ing description of the construction of the nickel iron battery:

Tlie Edison battery is composed of a number of steel plates

contained in corrugated nickel steel containers. The posi-

tive plate contains alternate layers of nickel hydroxide and

pure flake nickel, this ma,teria! being supported in spirally

made steel sheaths, the edges of which are overlapped, the

whole being submitted to a very high pressure during fill-

ing, rendering the contents to a rock-like nature. These are

further encased with a number of small steel rings. These
pencils are supported in frames made of the same material.

The negative plate consists of a number of perforated steel

pockets containing iron oxide, similarly supported. The op-

posite poles are supported by pure rubber strip sheets and

frames in a concentrated form, the heavj' cost of which, I.

understand, is largely responsible for. the high cost of the

cells.

The electrolyte is non-acid, and is composed of a solu-

tion of lithia and potash. These ingredients are interest-

ing, inasmuch as it is known that potash is a preservative

to steel; all the metal parts being of steel, it is probably

due to this fact that the long life of the plates may be con-

fidently anticipated.

With regard to maintenance, so far no cost has been

involved, but a small sum of money has been ?et aside

to ward against possible expense at a later date. It is usual

to add distilled water to each cell by means of an automatic

device two or three times per week, depending upon the

climatic conditions. The frequency of these operations is

regulated by the amount of evaporation. The filling device

indicates whether the cell requires more water, by means of

a bell or buzzer, which is vibrated when filling is normal.
This process occupies from six to ten minutes, and is carried

out by unskilled labor. The exterior of the containers is

submitted to a bath of nickel, and afterwards painted with

an insulating paint known as Esbalite. It is important that

cleanliness be observed, and that the cells be regularly re-

painted should the original coating of Esbalite have flaked

off, which is sometimes observed. These precautions are

taken with a view to preventing rust, and negligence in this

direction may cause leakage to the containers which cannot
be repaired, but must be replaced. The replacements of the

cans will not destroy the value of the plates, and while the

expense is little, such a debit need not be incurred provided
ordinary precaution is taken. The Edison battery is totally

enclosed, the filling aperture being provided with an ample
cap in which is contained a ball valve which prevents foreign

matter from encroaching. .At the same time it breaks the
globules of electrolyte. These are thrown up in an effer-

vescent form during high rates of charge and discharge,

and are thus returned to normal useful condition.

Working Costs

In the report presented to my committee in Septem-
l)cr last I submitted estimates from the makers of various
vehicles and the results of special tests made at Barnes
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Heston, and Isleworlli, Dover and Sheffield, which figures 1

can supply if desired; Imt as we now possess figures cover-

ing fairly long periods under normal working conditions I

think these are preferable.

During six months ending July 1, I'Jl"), the cost of empty-

ing dry ashbins by horse vehicle in Nottingham averaged

4s. 4d. per ton, but owing to the increased charges for horse-

keep, wages, etc., the cost is now 5s.

Our No. 1 motor was delivered on October 15. llU.i.

commenced work on the 18th, and has been in use daily

ever since. During the six months ending April 15th it

carried 423 loads, weighing 1.288 tons, at a cost of £241 13s.

lOd., which is equal to 3s. 9d. per ton. the average weight

per load being 3.05 tons.

The costs are made up as follows:

—

£ s. d.

Depreciation at 10 per cent 52 l.'i

Insurance 4 5 o

Oil, water, repairs, etc. (allowed) 11 9 8

Tires—1,819 miles at l.ld 8 i> 9

Current—3,541 iniles at l^^d 13 4 8

Wages 151 14 9

Tires, 1,880 miles 7 ig 8

£241 13 10

If we take the si.\ months ending July. 1916, we get a

period corresponding to the period covered by the figures

given in my original report, and this is a more fair compari-

son than taking the first six months' work, which are all

winter months. We find that during this time we removed

1,167 tons of refuse, at a cost of £253, or 4s 4d per ton,

which is exactly the same as the cost by horses, as men-

tioned in my original report; but it must be remembered that

the conditions then were the same as before the war. Un-
der existing conditions, as I have already stated, the cost

is 5s, thus showing 8d per ton in favor of the motor, which

means that if all our dry-ash refuse were removed by mo-
tors a saving of over £1,000 per annum would be effected,

and this in a town which I consider not best adapted to

motor traction for this class of work. I have dealt only

with the results obtained by our No. 1 motor, but the figures

for the No. 2, which has been at work daily since March
13th, are identical.

Mr. Priestley, cleansing superintendent. Sheffield, whose
experience of electric motors in the collection of house

refuse is greater than that of any other superintendent, re-

cently presented a report to his committee, from which I

have pleasure in submitting the following figures:

—

No. 1 Vehicle.—Day Work Costs for twenty-two weeks.

Refuse collected, 858 tons. H cwt. 1 qr.

£ s. d.

Wages 154 15 8

Vehicle costs 40 7 1

Electricity, 3,269 units 13 12 5

Tires, 2.168 miles 9 8

£217 15 10

Cost per ton, 5s. O.Sd.

Cost of one month's work on same districts with hors

labor:

—

Refuse collected, 107 tons, 19 cwt.. 2 qrs.

.* £ s. d.

Cost 59 1 9

Cost per ton, 7s. 0.4d.

No. 1 X'ehicle.—Night Work Costs for twenty-one weeks.

Refuse removed. 1.142 tons. I'.i cwt.. I qr.

£ s. d.

Wages 72 3 8

\ ehicle costs 38 10 5

Electricity, 2.927 units 12 3 11

£130 14 8

Cost per ton, 2s. 3.4d.

Cost of three months' work on same districts with horse
labor:

—

Refuse removed. 473 tons. 11 cwt.. 2 qrs.

£ s. d.

Cost 77 10 3

Cost per ton, 3s. 3.2d.

No. 2 Vehicle.—Day Work Costs for six weeks.
Refuse collected. 314 tons. 4 cwt.. 3 qrs.

£ s. d.

Wages 47 10 5

Vehicle costs 10 19 3

Electricity—670 units 2 15 10

Tires—417 miles 1 14 9

£63 3

Cost per ton, 4s. O.ld.

Cost of one month's work on same district with horse
labor:

—

Refuse collected. 204 tons.

£ s. d.

Cost 38 16

Cost per ton. 3s. 9.6d.

No. 2 Vehicle.—Night Work Costs for six weeks.
Refuse removed, 406 tons, 13 cwts.. 2 qrs.

£ s. d.

Wages 21 18

Vehicle costs 10 19 3

Electricity—758 units 3 3 2

Tires—459 miles 1 18 3

£37 18 8

Cost per ton. Is. 10.3d.

Cost of one month's work on same district with horse
labor:

—

Refuse removed. 440 tons, 8 cwts.

£ s. d.

Cost 55 10 2

Cost per ton, 3s. 6. 2d.

Mr. Jackson, cleansing superintendent. Birmingham, who
has been working an "Orwell" dust van since May 29th. re-

ports that it is equal to 2.5 horses.

Even if the running costs and standing charges of motor
vehicles are only equivalent to the present cost of horse

collection, I most strongly contend that from a sanitary

point of view the change is to be recommended. I feel per-

sonally that too much emphasis cannot be brought to bear

on what appears of national importance, for the following

among many other reasons which no doubt will occur to you:

(1) Cleanliness of street.

(2) Labor provided for building chassis in this country.

(3) Reducing the demand for fodder and cereals for

horses.

(4) Correspondingly increasing the supply available for

feeding cattle.

From a hygienic standpoint the value of No. 1 alone

compels us as cleansing superintendents to be in the front

r.mk in adopting this improved form of traction.

In conclusion, it is worthy of mention that my faith in

the success of electrics is upheld by many other inunicipal

officials who with tnyself have franked their good opinion by
placing orders and repeat orders as follows: Edison Battery
Vehicles.—Sheffield. 5; Chester, 4; Dover, 6; Barnes, 4; Glas-

.gow. 2; Pontyi)ridd. 2; Newcastle. Heston and Isleworth,

South Shields and Smethwick, 1 each. Lead Batteries.

—

Birmingham, 3; Wolverhampton. 1. In many cases reports

have been made, in each of which substantial savings have
been made.
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Recent Street Lighting Developments
Discussed by J. R. Craveth, before the I. E. S. and the W. S. E.—

The Study of Silhouette Effects and Glare.

In order to consider recent street lighting problems and

developments in their proper light we must necessarily con-

stantly refer back to the older conceptions of the street light-

ing problem, many of which older conceptions still exist in

the minds of the lay public, and to some extent among the

members of the engineering fraternity who have not closely

followed street lighting matters.

The most noticeable change, to the layman, has been

the change in the illuminants available. The open carbon

arc lamp of 25 years ago gave way to the enclosed carbon

lamp of lower efficiency and lower maintenance cost and

this in turn is giving way to the luminous or magnetite arc

lamp and the gas filled tungsten incandescent lamp. The

low efficiency series carbon filament street lamp used up to

about 10 years ago found but limited application in spite

of the decided advantages of small units for the lighting of

most residence streets. The series tungsten lamp, first in its

vacuum and later in its gas filled form, has within the last

ten years worked radical changes in the possibilities of pro-

per treatment of residence street lighting, and the multiple

tungsten lamp is found on hundreds of miles of "white way"

on business streets.

The competitive street illuminant, gas, has also been

doing its share of progressive work the past 25 years; the

first and most important change being the mantle burner

in its upright form supplanting the flat flame open burner.

Later the inverted mantle and improvements in burner con-

struction as well as in methods of maintenance have kept

gas from giving way entirely to electric street illuminants.

In the electrical field just at present the two kinds of

lamps which hold the supremacy are the gas filled tungsten

incandescent lamp and the luminous or magnetite arc lamp

with the new high efficiency electrodes. The flame arc lamp

with long burning electrodes as used in Chicago and some

other cities has shown such a decrease in candle power due

to fouling of the globes between trimmings as to put it

out of competition with the two other lamps just mentioned.

Its initial efficiency, however, is high.

Ideas as to the proper methods of rating lamps for street

lighting have undergone radical changes along with our in-

crease of knowledge as to the actual photometric perform-

ances of lamps and their accessories. The old erroneous

rating of 2,000 candle power applied to the 9.6 ampere, 450-

watt, open carbon arc lamp has been written into hundreds

of street lighting contracts and in many cases has made
trouble between municipalities and lighting companies. It

is impossible to adopt any one rating that will properly value

a 'amp for street purposes as there are such varied condi-

tions to be met on different kinds of streets. There is, how-
ever, substantial agreement among leaders in illuminating

thought and practice that all lamps of whatever kind, whe-

ther for interior or exterior illumination should first be rated

according to total lumens emitted; or upon what is the same
thing differently expressed, viz., mean spherical candle power.

This as a first step in uniform methods of rating is now be-

ing made and is a great improvement over the old method
of rating by candle power in some particular direction, said

direction sometimes being chosen to best suit the desires

of the lamp salesman. On account of incandescent electric

lamps having been rated so long upon a horizontal candle

power basis, and such candle powers having been included

in many street lighting contracts, it is still the pTactice of

the lamp manufacturers to give the horizontal candle power

rating for series street incandescent lamps; but since the

horizontal candle power of a gas filled lamp with a coiled

filament is an exceedingly variable, and difficult to determine,

quantity, the practice is to give the rated horizontal candle

power as one-tenth the total lumens of the bare lamp. Thus

a lamp rated at 100 horizontal candle power is a lamp giving

1,000 lumens total light flux. This method of rating is ap-

proximately fair to all concerned, and in fact is about the

only feasible way out of the difficult situation which arose

when the introduction of coiled filament gas filled lamps

rendered horizontal candle power measurements so erratic.

Those engaged in writing street lighting contracts, however,

should incorporate the foregoing stipulation as to how the

horizontal candle power rating is obtained so as to avoid

any possible future question on that point.

However, the rating of a lamp by total flux output in

lumens of mean spherical candle power is now recognized

as only the first step in ascribing the lamp a relative value

for street illumination. It is important that the distribution

of light flux be such that as large a percentage as possible is

indicated where it is most needed. The particular places

where the greatest flux of light is needed or rather the par-

ticular angles at which the greatest flux should be emitted

depends on the height and spacing of lamps and the nature

of the roadway or pavement. In general, it is a safe rule to

follow to get as much of the flux delivered midway between

lamps as possible. It is conceivable that this might be over-

done; but not with present appliances or under any common
present conditions of street lighting practice. Tests made
by the street lighting committee of the National Electric

Light Association and Association of Edison Illuminating

Companies in 1914 and 1915 indicated that discernment of

obstructions and obstacles along a street might be less with

nearly uniform illumination coming from a few larger sources.

Conditions where an object can receive considerable light

from a number of sources are only found on business streets

and boulevards where the available expenditure per foot of

street is much lighter than in residence streets. Residence

streets constitute the far greater mileage and the most
important problems in street lighting, and call for the most
intelligent planning to get the best results on account of the

small appropriations available. On such streets, there is

no present danger that the uniformity of illumination or the

multiplicity of light sources illuminating any one point will

be so great that quick or easy discernment is less than it

would be with a smaller number of large sources. In such

locations the main question is how far can the lighting units

be sub-divided and be kept within reasonable expense limits.

The auxiliary appliance (consisting of globe, reflector, or

what not), that delivers as much of the light flux as pos-

sible on the street midway between lamps (but not very
much beyond that midway point), is likely to be by far

the most economical for most conditions, and the use of

proper equipment of this kind is important. .\s a second
step, therefore, in our process of rating illuminants we must
consider the lamp as equipped with whatever auxiliary ap-

pliance may deliver the flux of light in proper proportion
along the street for the given conditions in question.

Along with the rating of lamps comes the question of

depreciation of the lamp under actual service conditions be-

low the performance of the same lamp in the laboratory

when new. This necessitates consideration of the actual
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blackening or fouling of globes in service and the amount
that depreciation in service may be prevented by proper

cleaning and maintenance. This depreciation is much more
serious than commonly supposed, and should be watched.
This brings us to the question of contract relations between
lighting companies and municipalities, to insure proper main-

tenance. The time honored form of contract is to stipulate

a certain candle power of lamp to be operated according to

a certain lighting schedule at a flat rate of so much per year.

In some contracts this has been wisely modified to stipu-

late a certain type and kind of lamp with possibly some
further stipulations as to operating conditions and mainten-

ance. Maintenance stipulations in most contracts are de-

cidedly weak.

It was at one time proposed, and in fact recommended,
by the 1907 and 1908 committee of the National Electric

Light Association on street lighting, that street illumination

l)e sold on the basis of the illumination obtained on a vertical

])lane about midway between the lamps. This recommenda-
tion, however, did not find favor in practice, and it is per-

haps fortunate that it never did as it confuses the question

of lamps and systems of illumination in an undesirable way.

In 1913 a committee of the same association recommended
(hat the desirable form of contract should specify definitely

the kind of lamps and their performance, leaving the ques-

tion of the proper spacing, equipment, height, kind of lamps,

etc., to be determined in advance of the contract. Under
such a procedure the lighting company would contract to

maintain and operate certain specified types of lamps up to

a certain specified standard of service determined by candle-

power tests. It might be specified that such tests be made
on the streets or by removal of street lamps to the laboratory

and operating them in the laboratory under as nearly as

possible actual street conditions. Such contracts should not

be entered into, however, without a full knowledge of the

actual street performance of the lamps in question. Extensive

experience in checking street performance against the per-

formance of new lamps in the laboratory causes me to urge

extreme caution in this respect, as the discrepancies between

these two performances are great in most cases. However,
in some cases the existence of street performance tests has

had a very marked effiect in improving maintenance condi-

tions. This improvement has sometimes been fully equal to

that of a much heralded improvement in efficiencies of lamps

as accomplished by the manufacturers. Lamp efficiency,

therefore, is both a manufacturing and an operating matter,

and every large contract should have some check on main-

tenance.

.'Ks to the broader economic aspects of street lightin,g

contracts there have been some interesting recent develop-

ments. Public utility commission regulation in many states

has helped to remedy conditions of over charge and under

charge for street lighting service. Assuming that a public

utility commission does its duty in a theoretically perfect

manner, municipalities should pay continuously the actual

cost of street lighting service, including the depreciation

caused by obsolescence of street lighting art. Such ideal

conditions, however, have rarely been found in practice as

yet, and most critics are paying too much or too little for

such service. In order to provide flexibility in a street light-

ing contract a few contracts have been drawn, under which

the city pays on a kilowatt hour basis much like a private

customer. If the city owns the lamps, it is then free to

change the size and type of lamp as often as it may see fit

without the necessity of renewing a street lighting contract

or having a commission investigation. City ownership may
even extend to circuits and poles with purchased energy,

(•".quitable results should be obtained with either form of

contract and the choice must depend largely on the relative

flexibility of the two methods in any given case.

I have left the most important changes in our concep-
tions of what constitutes the real problem of street lighting

until the last. How are lamps to be spaced, how high are
they to be mounted, and how equipped as to globes and re-

flectors, to give the best discernment of objects along the
street, with the best general appearance: or if the questions
of easy discernment and pleasing appearance are not ans-
wered in the same way, what point of compromise shall

be adopted? An early idea was that the effectiveness of a
system of street lighting depended mainly on the total candle
power of the lamp placed along a street without much regard
for the height, distance apart, equipment, or size of each unit.

Later, more scientific ideas were advanced, based on the
illumination along the street. Ten or fifteen years ago. ver-
tical illumination was the chief thing considered in street

lighting. Later horizontal illumination on the street sur-

face received more consideration. All of the following have
l)ecn proposed as criterions for the value of a system of
street illumination:

Minimum vertical illumination between lamps.

Average vertical illumination.

Minimum horizontal illumination.

.A.vera.ge horizontal illumination.

None of these is sufficient and all of these together
would be incomplete for the reasons given later, but if one
is selected as a practical working measure for residence
streets at the present time, minimum vertical illumination

between lamps would probably be as good a criterion as

could be established, and minimum horizontal illumination

for business streets, but these are far from taking into

account all of the conditions which influence clearness of
vision. In the year 1910 two memorable contributions to the

literature and knowledge of a street lighting were made.
One of these by Mr. Preston S. Millar, before the Illuminat-

ing Engineering Society, showed that a considerable portion
of our seeing by street lighting at night is by virtue of the

silhouette effect, whereby objects are seen as dark silhouettes

against a light surface background. Illumination of the street

surface rather than the vertical objects on it is necessary
for this.

The other contribution was by Mr. A. J. Sweet in the

Journal of the Franklin Institute, in which the blinding

effects of glare were studied. The blinding effect of glare,

that is. the effect of a row of lamps within the line of vision

when looking along a street at ni.ght. renders ineffectual

a certain percentage of the light expended upon the street

for the purpose of illumination, because it decreases the

ability of the eye to see. The existence of such an effect

is easily demonstrated by anyone, but quantitative measure-
ments of it were first published in 1910 as stated, and have
since been studied in more detail by Mr. Sweet.

We see objects along a street at night just as we see all

objects at any time, namely, by virtue of difference in bright-

ness and color of their surfaces. A study of silhouette

effect in connection with this fact leads to some interesting

results. .As stated, a considerable portion of our discern-

ment at night is by virtue of this silhouette effect. For-
tunately, the reflection from paved surfaces is greatest at

very oblique angles, so that, as shown by Millar, the bright-

ness of a street surface is much more nearly uniform than
would be indicated by a measurement of horizontal illumina-

tion. .\11 this helps to make a uniform background for a

silhouette effect.

Tlie avoidance of glare effect (which in common past

practice may easily be such as to call for from 1.8 to 1.8

(Concluded on page 32)
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Educating Motormen and Conductors to Main-

tain Amicable Relations with the Travelling

Public— the Successful Policy of

a Great Railway

The Twin City Rapid Transit Company's system, oper-

ating in and around St. Paul and Minneapolis, are looked

upon in Canada and the United States as one of the best, if

not the best, maintained and managed systems on the contm-

ent. Not the least important evidence of this good manage-

ment is the amicable relationship existing between the patrons

of the company and the employees—the results of a plan for

effective training of conductors and motormen in the best

attitude to assume, under different conditions, towards ihe

public. At intervals of about a month the general super-

intendent arranges to have as many men as can be spared

from their work called together for a heart-to-heart lalk

by the general passenger agent. Every employee about

whom any complaint has been received since the last talk

is obliged to attend these meetings, as well as all the new

men. These talks are begun by referring specifically to

each of the complaints that have been received (without

mentioning the names of the employees against whom the

complaint is made), and as each complaint is mentioned the

passenger agent ofifers suggestions as to how the trouble

with the passenger might have been avoided and how the

trainmen should have acted under the circumstances so as

to avoid any dispute. After the specific cases have been

dealt with, a general talk of twenty minutes follows on how

to meet best some of the inevitable troubles that are con-

tinually cropping up with passengers. Over fifty of these

addresses have been given during the recent past, with an

average attendance of 200 men.

These conferences are in charge of the general passen-

ger agent, Mr. .\. W. Warnock. We print extracts below

from a number of his talks, reproduced from a recent issue

of the Electric Railway Journal:

Rules can be made to cover every situation, but, after all

is said and done, you must use common sense in following

them. And we expect you always to use common sense. By

using common sense you can do much to make our service

more attractive and avoid cause for complaint as to your con-

duct.

The company expects you to be careful and zealous to

prote.jt its property and interests, to take a just pride in the

service in which you are engaged, and urges you to bear in

mind that in any public service, whether street railway work

or any other employment where yo\i come into contact with

the public, you are constantly called upon to exercise care,

patience, forbearance, and self-control.

Courtesy to Passengers.

First, last, and all the time, always be civil and cmirteous,

no matter what the provocation. Trying situations may arise

when it is difficult to follow that rule, but strict adherence t(i

the rule of politeness to every passenger under all circum-

stances will save complaints being made against you. Vou
will also make friends for yourself and for the company liy

which you are employed. It is often liiiiicult lu Ijc cauiuous

to people who are not courteous to ycui. But you must learn

to take such difficulties in good temper; it is a part of your

job. You must treat passengers courteously, no matter how

they may treat you.

Common courtesy is the duty of every man who meets

the people in any capacity. In handling the public we must

all take the public as it is and not as it should be. Those of

us who come in contact with the public can do much toward

'.'ducating it by our example. The good-will and friendship

of the communities served by this company are greatly

desired. The strongest recommendation for promotion

which an employee in any department can have is the fact

that by uniform courtesy and accommodation to patrons he

has secured for himself and for the company the good-will

and friendship of the public he serves each day. For this

reason all employees of the Twin City lines are earnestly

urged to extend to patrons of the road every courtesy, and

to bear in mind the fact that our sole purpose is to furnish

the public the highest class of service, and that the character

of the service—its acceptability to the public—depends in a

great measure upon the spirit in which it is rendered.

If every conductor and motorman will treat every pas-

senger in the same way that he would like to have his mother,

wife, daughter, or sister treated under similar circumstances

by some other trainman, we are sure the resulting good ser-

vice will cause all our passengers to feel kindly toward us.

Kindness is one of the manliest of qualities. Be kind and

considerate, even though the weather is disagreeable and

your passengers are irritable. Make it a habit to be kind.

Kindness is the greatest friend-maker and friend-keeper in

the world. People won't stop riding on your car because

they do not like you, but they will judge our whole service

by your conduct. It is up to the company to give the public

satisfactor3' service, not only in cars and equipment, but in

men, and that is the reason why we strongly emphasize the

necessity of being kind and courteous as well as careful at all

times.

And be courteous not merely most of the time to most

of our patrons, but all of the time to all of our patrons.

Collecting Fares and Making Change.

Sometimes a dispute arises between a passenger and a

conductor as to whether fare has been paid or not. the i)as-

senger contending that he has already paid it. .A conductor

may also make the mistake of asking for a second fare from

a passenger, particularly if the passenger has changed his

seat after paying his fare. In both of these cases the con-

ductor should accept the passenger's word without any com-

ment whatever, and not demand another fare. The same

rule applies when a parent in charge of a child says that the

child is under six years of age, and therefore should ride

free. Conductors must not question such statements fr'im

parents. The parent certainly knows how old the child is.

Even though the conductor has good reason to doubt the

parent's word, he must not say so.

If a passenger pays fares for other passengers on a car

and points out where the passengers are sitting or standing,
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the coiuliictor must take pains to sci- that the second fares

are not collected from such passengers. If he should make
such a mistake and a demand is made for a refund, the con-

ductor must not refuse the passenger in a rougfh or uncivil

manner. The conductor should explain that when once he

has rung up fares on his register he is not permitted to make
refund of same under any circumstances, or fail to ring up

the next fares collected. He should say: "I am sorry I made
this mistake and that you arc put to any trouble, but if you
will please drop a postcard to the general passenger agent he

will make the matter right with you.'

Tliere is no definite rule as to how large a bill you are

obliged to change. We want you to change any piece of

money that you can. A good way to check yourself as to

what you have received from a passenger is to name the

denomination when you receive the coin or bill. If a pas-

senger hands you a 50-cent piece, say to him, "Fifty cents,"

as you take the coin, or "Five dollars," as you take a five-

dollar bill or gold piece. Such a check will not leave any
room for doubt as to what the passenger gave you. It will

save you from giving wrong change.

Be sure, absolutely sure, you give every passenger his

proper change. Let there be no mistake about that. Every
fiassenger must get what is comin.er to him. While j-ou can

accept Canadian coins for fare, nevertheless, if passengers

object to receiving Canadian coins in change from you, give

them United States coins.

Conductors must not show annoyance when passengers

give them large pieces of money to change, nor should they

take out their feelings on passengers by returning them a lot

of bulky change. If a passenger asks for any particular kind

of change, whether bills or large silver pieces, instead of

small change, try to accommodate him. and give him what he

wants. If you cannot give him what he desires or are obliged

to hand him some small coins, say: "I am sorry I cannot give

you anything better than this." Change must always be

returned to a passenger in a civil manner. Never throw
change on the lap of a woman, but hand it to her in the same
decent way you would like to have change handed to you.

Conductors must never make comments as to money they

receive from passengers, so long as it is good money. Do
not tell passengers that they should provide themselves with

smaller change before getting on your car. or threaten that

you will not change any more money for them if they offer

you large coins or bills in the future.

If, when you hand money to a passenger, aiij' of it is

dropped on the floor, pick it up and hand it to the passenger,

even though the accident was the passenger's faidt. Such a

little service is a courtesy sure to make a friend. The more
little courteous things we do for those with whom we come
in contact the more friends we shall make for ourselves. If

a passenger hands you a bad coin or a foreign coin of such a

kind that you cannot accept, explain to him quietly and

politely why you cannot accept his money. By handling such

a situation in a gentlemanly manner you will avoid another

cause for complaint.

Issuing Envelopes.

We believe this is the only company in the United States

that issues envelopes to passengers when they find them-

selves on our cars either without any money or with bills or

coins of such size that conductors are not able to make
change. While this practice is abused considerably, neverthe-

less we are glad to continue it. not as an obligation on our

part, but as an accommodation. Unless a bulletin is posted

directing you not to issue an envelope to any particular pas-

senger and he tells you that he has no money with him to

pay his fare, you must issue him an envelope promptly, with-

out talking to him discourteously or lecturing him for not

having money with him.

T.et there be no doubt whatever that you have offered a

transfer to each passenger when he p.iys his fare. Sometimes

a passenger will complain that a transfer was not oflered to
him. He may not know our general rule, which is the same
as in all large cities, and designed particularly for the benefifit

of passengers, that transfers are issued only when fare is

paid. See that the passenger gets a chance to take a transfer
by asking him distinctly if he wants one. and to what line he
desires to transfer, so that you may punch same correctly. If

care is taken in this regard many other complaints will be
avoided.

Keep thoroughly informed as to all our transfer rules,

know and understand how to punch your transfers properly,
and be careful to do so. Also understand what transfers are

good on your line, and how they should be punched. Be
careful that you do not refuse a good transfer, and be abso-
lutely sure when you do refuse a transfer, for any reason,
that you are in the right and following your rules intelli-

gently.

If a passenger gets on a car with a transfer that has been
mispunched in any way by the issuing conductor, or if he gets
on a car away from the proper transfer point, or if he pre-

sents a mutilated or torn transfer, it is necessary to collect a
second fare from him. But be sure that you do so civilly.

Explain to the passenger politely why the transfer is not
good and why you are not able to accept it. If the passenger
says' that the transfer was given to him mispunched or torn,

nr that he was told to get on the car at the wrong place and
that he took the first car—in other words, that he was not to

blame—we are sure you will have no trouble with him if you
will say to him: "T am sorry that our rules do not allow me
to take your transfer (explaining the reason). Please pay me
another fare and mail your transfer to the general passenger
agent, and he will reimburse you for the transfer, as well as

for the postage you spend in sending the transfer to him."
Such a civil explanation is sure to satisfy the passenger in

such cases.

If a passenger finds a misplaced transfer and asks for a

return of his cash fare after you have rung it up. tell him that

you are not allowed to refund a fare after you have rung it

up. but that it is not necessary for him to be out of pocket
by reason of his mistake. Tell him to mail the transfer to

the general passenger agent, who will promptly refund, as

already mentioned.

If a passenger takes a transfer when he pays his fare,

and later on decides that he wants a transfer to another line,

you should exchange it for him on his request, without any
comment on your part, such as telling him in the future to

m;ike up his mind what he wants.

No Nuisances on Cars.

In order to .give our patrons the best service, all nuis-

ances on our caVs must be stopped. This includes passengers
who act in a disorderly manner, who use profane, vulgar, or

obscene language, who mutilate the company's property,

such as cutting car seats, who spit anywhere on the car. and
who smoke in the car except on the platform, as well as

those who are intoxicated to the extent that they are offen-

sive or frighten other passengers. Handle all such cases with

good judgment, without getting angry or losing your self-

control. " ~''^i

If a passenger gets on your car thinking it is the car he
wants and almost immediately afterward finds that he has
made a mistake, let him get oflf at once on his explanation

to you that he made a mistake. Do not insist on collecting

his fare and issuing him a transfer, unless you know posi-

tively that such a transfer will be accepted on the car he

wants. If you cannot issue him a transfer to his proper car.

let him oflf without collecting any fare. Do not tell him to

keep his eyes open next time, or make any uncivil remarks.
We all make mistakes.

Keep your car seats and floor free from paper and other
rubbish, and thus have your car neat and tidy at all times.

We want all conductors to comply readily with the
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reasonable little requests made by passengers that contribute

to good service. As far as possible help on and off your cars

women and children, the aged, the weak, and the helpless,

and open and shut the doors for them, as well as shut the

doors after all passengers who do not do so themselves. Shut

the doors promptly when a passenger asks you to do so. Do
not say: "Shut it yourself," or anything of that sort.

If you see a passenger trying to open or close a window

and you can take the time to do so, step up and open or

close it for him. The passenger probably does not know
how to do it as quickly as you do. Do not tell him you

haven't time. Take time. If a passenger asks you to open

a ventilator do so, even though it is best to close it after the

passenger gets off. Ventilating a car is a serious problem,

which we are studying, and our cars are not all equipped

with the same sort of ventilators.

If a passenger raises a front curtain when the lights are

turned on, do not pull it down angrily and tell him to mind

his own business, that you are running the car, or anything

of that kind. He may have raised the curtain unthinkingly.

Simply pull it down and say: "Please do not raise the cur-

tain. The motorman cannot see to do his work properly with

the curtain up while the lights are on in the car.'" Such a

suggestion is sure to be received in good spirit, and you will

avoid unnecessary trouble. When it is necessary to ask pas-

sengers to move up in front on account of blockade in the

rear part of the car, do not say, "Move up in front, there," in

a surly tone. Put a smile in your voice and say, "Please move

up in front." Here, again, courtesy will do the work best.

If a passenger gives the signal for a car to stop and for

any reason the car does not stop, the conductor must give

the overhead signal promptly to let the passenger oflf. If a

passenger gives the overhead signal himself, the conductor

must not resent the action in any way, as a passenger has a

right to do so under the circumstances.

While we do not believe it is good policy to permit con-

ductors to give information to passengers relative to articles

claimed to have been lost on our cars, nevertheless that does

not mean that conductors should mislead passengers by tell-

ing them that they have not found any articles when they

have. Simply say: "I cannot give out any information as to

lost articles. Please call at the general office and inquire at

the lost article department."

Personal Appearance.

All trainmen are urged to present a neat personal appear-

ance at all times. A man's appearance has much to do with

his success or failure in any work involving contact with the

public. A man of slovenly appearance is often taken for a

man with a slovenly brain, and hence is overlooked when

chances for promotion come up. Keep well washed, well

shaved, well Ijrushed. Get the clean, well-groomed habit.

Answer Questions Promptly.

Questions must be answered carefully and correctly and

with a cheerfulness that does not offend or discourage the

(luestioner. It should be remembered that questions which

on their face appear to be foolish to those familiar with our

business are not foolish to the person asking them, and

should be answered promptly and kindly. You, with your

experience and training, are thoroughly familiar with many

things that strangers in the city, and even local people, do

not know, and you should bear that fact in mind; and, in

replying to questions, always give the information fully and

plainly in as few words as possible and without any sugges-

tion of superiority born oi greater knowledge. It is true that

the manner in which a statement is made or question

answered by any person serving the public is frequently more

aggravating and offensive than the words that are used. .'\

kind and gracious manner is the mark of a self-respecting

man—and a man who respects himself rarely fails to com-
mand the respect of others.

The efficient trainman, or man in any walk of life, does

not discriminate between rich and poor, men, women or chil-

dren—or between a well-dressed person and a poorly-dressed

one. He treats everybody with equal consideration. Keep
posted as to location of streets or public buildings and points

of interest along your line and all other lines, so as to give

the public accurate information. Every employee has many
opportunities to increase the value of his services by a little

personal effort that costs him nothing, and wins smiles of

approval that are more desiralde than frowns.

Finally—Never Get Angry.

Do not get angry under any circumstances. Remember,
if you are in the wrong, you can't afford to get angry; if you
are in the right, you don't need to get angry. When a man
gets angry he discounts his ability heavily.

For his own personal good and the strengthening of his

character every street railway employee should cultivate the

art of smoothing things out—truly more satisfactory than to

end the run of a day with some useless altercation with a

patron rankling in his mind and filling his hours off duty

with worry. A prominent street railway man has wisely

said: "There is no place in which the golden rule can be so

effectually employed or will pay such large dividends as on

our modern street cars." And the application of the golden

rule with Twin City trainmen simply means this:

Treat every passenger with whom you come in contact

exactly as you would like to be treated if you were the pas-

senger.

Every victory over discourtesy is well worth the effort,

and makes the man bigger and stronger and a better em-
ployee. It brings hiin nearer promotion and raises him in

the esteem of his family. It pays to be good-humored. It

pays to control yourself.

We feel confident that our trainmen will all join in the

effort to be watchful and considerable of our passengers'

safety and comfort. Let us all check ourselves and resolve

that as far as we are each concerned, no patron can ever

complain justly against us for failure to do our work hon-

estly, cheerfully, and properly."

With an increase in gross earnings of $84,533 during the

year ended June 30th, the Montreal Tramways Company
had a gain in net of .$91,47fi. The rate of operating expenses

fell from 56,9 in 1915 to 56,1 in 1016, The net income avail-

able for dividend is $784,304. an increase of $105,436.

The first electric railway in America, and the second

in the world was operated at the Canadian National Exhibi-

tion. Toronto, Ont,

Recent Street Lighting Developments
(Continued from pajre 29,1

times the illumination that would be necessary if glare were

not present), is partially accomplished by increasing lamp

heights. Good practice now mounts lamps from 16 to 25 and

even 30 feet in height, where formerly heights from 10 to 14

feet were employed.

As to how far it is feasible to reduce the blinding effect

of glare materially by the use of refractors which reduce

the flux of distant lamps entering the eye, without too much
darkening of the street surface between lamps, is a point

upon which conclusive demonstration may be looked for

soon. That a partial solution of the difficulty is feasible

there is no doubt.

I have been able here to touch but briefly on some of

the more important points of this subject.
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The Jobber and His Relations with the Other

Factors in the Electrical Trade—

A

Valuable Link.

By F. L. Fullerton"

Did it ever occur to you, gentlemen, what a wonderful

opportunity you would have to improve your conditions if

you could call together at a general meeting the people you

are serving in this great and glorious State of Pennsylvania

—the architects, builders, mill and factory owners, the house

owner and home maker? Don't you believe with me that

they would listen with keen minds and open hearts to your

problems? And don't you believe by explaining to them

the amount of brains, energy and capital you are required

to employ in wiring their buildings and homes in a safe,

artistic and efficient manner, they would appreciate and sup-

port in a substantial way the established and reliable elec-

trical contractor rather than the "Ify-by-night. carpet bag,

bell hanging engineer," who follows the code of "just get

by" and cares naught for what may happen to the job after

he has been paid?

This is the opportunity that your committee have given

me—the chance to tell the people we jobbers are serving in

Pennsylvania our problems, and of the brains, energy and

capital required to serve you efficiently. The fact that you

have asked a jobber to address you indicates most con-

clusively that you realize how necessary we are to each

other, and with this spirit of co-operation in mind I am
given courage to talk plainly, feeling that the sting of any

unvarnished truths I may utter will be received as they are

intended and that you will think them over before allowing

your anger to rise. I thank your committee for the honor

they have bestowed upon me and wish that the mantel of

Billie Sunday might fall on me so that 1 could more forcibly

impress upon you the necessity of co-operation between the

electrical contractor and jobber.

The Jobber

Is there an electrical contractor in this room who believes

he could get along without the jobber? If there is I am go-

ing to give him a package to take home that will change

his belief when he opens it up and thinks it over.

Do you know how many lines of different manufacturers'

product you are using during the course of a year in your

work? I have by consulting simply one buyer's directory

discovered that there are more than 1,700 manufacturers of

electrical house wiring devices such as a jobber carries in

stock for you. This number does not include manufacturers

of motors, generators, turbines nor apparatus of this char-

acter. These manufacturers make tens of thousands different

items of various sizes and shapes; things that you must

have before you can start or complete a job. When you

get a job on which you have the preference because your

price was forty per cent, lower than your nearest friend,

can you wait until you have vvritten out orders to some

thirty dififerent nianulaclurers and they have shipped the

goods by freight from eitlier north, east, south or west after

spending a week in looking up your credit rating? If there

is a time clause in your contract I will wager that your pants

will wear thin squirming on the anxious seat, and while you

are waiting you will try and figure the chance of your old

uncle dying so you can get that $25,000 or $50,000 necessary

to have these wiring supplies in your stock in order that you
may start a job at once. But, as it is, with your favorite

jobber located near you, you are relieved of this large in-

vestment and the burden of overstocking, or the carrying on

your shelf of profitless or obsolete material. You are able

to take advantage of every new device or character or grade

of material that is placed upon the market, and yet it is from

you who put the assembling of small orders upon the job-

bers that the greatest outcry for better treatment comes.

You have at your call our high class salesmen to advise you

of the latest appliances, and you many times waste his valu-

able time cooling his heels at your office door while you
make your arrangements for a fishing trip. You do not

realize that each salesman moment wasted adds some more
to the jobber's operating cost, and if we are to make a

net profit at the end of the year it is necessary for us to

add these wasted moments to the price of our goods.

Backs the Contractor

You procrastinate in placing your orders and then threat-

en us with the loss of your business if your shipment is

delayed. Your orders are compiled in such a manner that

our editor has to be a Sherlock Holmes to understand what

you want, and if you receive the wrong goods and carelessly

install them you threaten to sue us for damages. If you
make a mistake in your specifications or order more material

than your job or stock requires you feel perfectly justified

in returning this excess to your jobber, perhaps six months
later, and you expect full credit, refusing to consider a

reasonable service charge. You don't seem to realize that

the expense to a jobber for taking goods back into his

stock and issuing necessary credit memorandum is greater

than his expense on the original sale and shipment. You
expect prompt and infallible service from us, but become
very much peeved when sixty days later our collection de-

partment respectfully reminds you that we would like to

have the money for our goods, and you tell us that it is an

insult for us to ask for our pay before your customer has

settled for the work on which our material was used. In

other words, the jobber must not only act as your ware-

house, stock room and shipper, but must also be your banker

and banker of your customer. During the present period of

continual increases in the costs of materials some contrac-

tors have taken advantage of their credit with jobbers to

such an extent that they have even used our money to specu-

late with. Do you call this a square deal? What do you
pay us for this capital, energy and scientific warehousing
necessary for the distributing of your necessities? You may
think you pay us the price we ask. but this is not true. You
use the buyer's "prerogative," which allows you to deviate
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from the truth. Our salesman has already spent the entire

morning on account of your "iishinK" arrangements and

takes your order sul)ject to the house's approval. The house

finds that the salesman has spent five dollars of his time and

car fare and that the price you are willing to pay on the

$100.00 order will show a 5 per cent, gross profit, which will

allow us to break even on the salesman, so we make you

a present of 12 per cent., which is our cost for handling

the order (this does not include collection expense). When

you receive the goods the $12.00 will be included with them.

You may not see it, but it is there. Look for it the next

time you play the Russell Sage act on the jobbers' salesmen.

Unfair Conditions

The instances I have cited are but a few of the unfair,

unreasonable and unjust conditions that the contractor, our

largest buying customer, imposes upon us, and in view of

the fact that the jobber is an economic factor in the distri-

bution of electrical appliances and supplies and is saving the

contractors time, worry and investment, it is up to you to

co-operate to the fullest extent. You should give us your

unqualified support and not flirt with the manufacturers

over the jobbers' shoulders unless you -find that you can

get along without the jobber's varied stock. The manufac-

turers to-day realize that the jobber is an economic factor

in his business and that he cannot aflford to distribute his

goods to the general trade at a profit, for to cover care-

fully such a broad expanse of territory as our country re-

presents would take an army of salesmen, and yet there are

"weak-kneed" manufacturers who have wishbones instead

of backbones, and who, because either through the inferior

quality of their goods or inefficient methods of marketing

them, are compelled to go direct to the contractor and

dealer. You should tell this manufacturer to correct his

policy so that the jobber will handle his line, and that when

hev does this you will buy his goods through your jobber.

Instead of taking this stand, some of you yield to the temp-

tation and become inflated with the idea that because a

manufacturer has ofifered to sell you direct that you are a

jobber, and you become the same menace to our business

that the "fly-by-night, carpet bag, bell hanging, electrical

engineer" is to yours.

Work With Central Station

An analysis of your excuse and my excuse for being

in the electrical business shows us that we are both beholden

to the central station for the enormous capital and brains

they have directed to the development and utilization of

electrical energy and it is up to us as good business men to

aid them to the best of our ability in increasing the load on

their lines. The demand for current consuming devices is

increasing in every direction, and with the development of

each new device the consumer is being brought to realize

more fully the comforts and benefits that may be obtained

by the use of electricity. We should foster and promote the

use and sale of socket devices for the home, and by so doing

we can increase the central station and our profits consider-

ably, besides aiding mankind to take advantage of this won-

derful energy that God has given us.

Hydro Rules and Regulations Being Enforced

The warning notice inserted in the daily papers and the

Electrical News recently regarding the enforcing of the

Hydro Inspection Rules and Regulations is being generally

regarded, but there are still, apparently, a few who are in-

clined to treat the matter lightly. The result is that al-

ready two convictions have been made in the police court.

Last week in the city of Hamilton one contractor was fined

$5.00 for putting copper wire in' fuse holders and another

paid the same penalty for adding to an installation which

had been passed, without noticie to the inspector.

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario have

issued instructions to H. F. Strickland. Chief Electrical In-

spector, to prosecute oflfenders against the Act and we are

advised that the names of some parties in the city of Toronto
are now before the Commission, and it is likely that police

court proceedings will follow immediately. The Commis-
sion state they are determined to enforce the regulations

and to bring to time contractors and others who fail to take

out permits. This notice may serve as a further warning
to all those who are inclined to presume too much on the

former leniency of the Inspection Department.

Saskatoon Cooking by Wire

Tlie city of Saskatoon have recently reduced their rate

from A cents to 3}4 cents per kw.h.. with a view to encourag-

ing the use of electricity in the home, and they announce that

the public is becoming more interested in the electric range.

With the idea of bringing the advantages of electric cooking
to the attention of the citizens the electrical department of

the city recently addressed the following letter to the homes
of their customers. This letter does not exaggerate in any
way the advantages of the electric range:

Saskatoon, Sask., August 1, 1916.

Dear Madam.—Here are a few good reasons why yon
should "Cook by Wire":

Electricity is safe.

Absolute protection from fire. The use of matches is

done away with. There is no flame anywhere. No danger of

explosion. .\'o overheated flues.

Electricity is clean.

No l)lackened walls or ceiling. No dirt, soot, ashes or

smoke. Electric ranges are easily cleaned and easy to keep
clean. No dirty, smoky pots and pans to be constantly

cleansed.

Electricity is sanitary.

No poisonous gases to escape and contaminate the

atmosphere or the food which is in the kitchen or pantry.

Electricity is healthy.

The atmosphere in the kitchen is always pure and whole-
some.

Electricity is economical.

There is no waste of food by shrinkage. Additional nutri-

ment is retained in all food cooked. Time is saved in cleaning

range and utensils. Current is saved, as the heat is retained

long after the current is switched off automatically when the

desired temperature is reached. Money is saved, as at

3J4c per unit electricity is cheaper than any other fuel; also,

with the dirt eliminated, the expense of housecleaning is

reduced to the minimum. Your fire insurance premium is

less if electricity is used instead of fire.

Electricity makes a cool kitchen.

The heat is concentrated where it is needed. No excess

heat in the kitchen. The electric range is especially desirable

in the summer months.

Electricity is under perfect control at all times.

With three degrees of licat—low, medium, and high

—

there is an even temperature at all times for the manj- differ-

ent kinds of food to be cooked. Several kinds can be cooked
at once, each getting the correct degree of heat required.

Cooking becomes an exact science. No uncertainty and no
failure.

Electricity is efficient and quick in operation. Heat is

instantly available and readily regulated.

Yours truly.

F. Hanson.

City Electrical Engineer.
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Standard Interior Wiring Methods
The last of a series of three comprehensive articles outlining the latest approved

practices as required by the Code and as developed by the best workmen
By Terrell Croft

In carrying wires on cleats around timbers, where it is

desired to maintain the number of cleats used at a minimum,
it is better to locate tlie cleats screwed to the ceiling about

'.il4 inches from the timber around which tlio wires are being

Floor Floor

cities how conductors in dry places lying near other conduc-
tors should be protected. Rule 16f indicates the protection
that must be afiforded conductors in wet places against con-
tact both with other conductors and with metallic objects.
Th-e three conditions just noted are discussed in following
paragraphs.

Methods of protecting conductors in dry places against
contact with piping or other conducting material are illus-
trated in Figs. 18, II.; 19, II., III., and VI. Either flexible
tubing or a porcelain tube may be used on conductors on
wires for protection in such locations. Porcelain tubes are
preferable, but flexible tubing is frequently used, particu-
larly whore the wireman fails to slip a porcelain tube on the

I-Hire& Held aivau from Beam. I- Wires Close to Beam

Fig. 17

carried, as shown in Fig. 1", I., rather than to set the cleats

close to the timber. VVhere the cleats are too close, the ver-

tical portions of the wire are likely to come in contact with

the timber. Probably the best arrangement is to use an ad-

ditional set of cleats, as shown in Fig. 17, II., in which case

the wires lie reasonably close to the timbers and yet are

prevented from contacting therewith.

The protection of conductors against accidental contact

Friction Tape ifrapping to

prevent MovemenfoF
I r..k^

Metal fipe-

I-Cro66in^ of Two Wires I- Wire Crossing Pipe

Fig. 18

with pipes, metallic conducting material, or other conductors

which lie near the route of the wire run may be effected as

specified under Code rules 16e and f. The first sentence

of Code rule 16e specifies how conductors in dry places ly-

ing near pipes of other conducting material should be pro-

tected against contact therewith. The remainder of 16e spe-

conductor before it is pulled into position. In this event he
he can split a length of flexible tubing longitudinally, snap it

around the conductor and tape it in place. Split porcelain
tubes can also be used for this service, but usually they are
not available. Either flexible tubing or porcelain tubes on
a conductor must be prevented from slipping, either by tap-
ing their ends to the conductor, as shown in Fig. 18, II., or
by placing knobs (or cleats) at either end of the tube, as
shown in Fig. 19, III. and IV. A water-pipe crossing is

ordinarily considered a "wet place," regardless of where it

is located in a building, because a water pipe is always liable

to sweat and thereby saturate with moisture things that
touch it. Gas and soil pipe crossings are ordinarily consid-
ered as dry places unless they occur in a basement or bath-
room or in some location which obviously is a wet place.

Methods of protecting conductors in dry places from
contact with other adjacent conductors which they cross are
shown in Figs. 18, I., 20, 21, and 22. Note that if a 2-inch
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Fig. 19

Fig. 22

air space can be provided between the crossing conductors
protection of the nature indicated is not necessary. Ordin-
arily, where conductors of opposite polarity or of different

systems cross, it is necessary to put a tube on only one of

the crossing wires, as shown in Fig. 21. However, tubes are

sometimes used as shown in Fig. 18, I. Flexible tubing is

sometimes used for this service instead of porcelain tubes

under conditions specified in the preceding paragraph and
as shown in Fig. 20. However, the porcelain undoubtedly
provides the most effective insulation. Where large conduc-
tors, say those exceeding No. 0. M. & S. gauge, cross one
another in exposed work, a crossing made as shown in Fig.

22, by forming a bend in one of the conductors at the cross-

ing point, is ordinarily acceptable, particularly if all of the
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C(jii(luct(irs arc suhsliiiitially suppuitcd, as sliown by cleats.

In any case the Hcxil)le tubing or tubes protecting conduc-
tors at crossings must be securely held in proper position,

as shown in Figs. 18, I., and 21, by either cleats or knobs

or by a tape wrapping.

Where conductors cross metallic objects or other con-

ductors in wet places a 3-inch air space should always be

provided between the conductor and the object which it

Jt-Front Elevation

Fig. 24

crosses, as shown in Fig. 19, I. and V., and in Figs. 23 and

34. Frequently, where it is difficult or impossible to pro-

vide this 2-inch air space, inspectors will accept crossings

made as shown in Fig. 19, III. and VI., where porcelain

tubes are placed on a conductor for its protection.

Wires should be run over rather than under pipes sub-

ject to dampness. Figs. 18, II., and 19, IV. and V., so that

there will be minimum likelihood of the moisture from the

pipe permeating the insulation on the conductor. However,

in practice, it often occurs that this rule cannot be followed

rigidly. In such cases inspectors will frequently approve an

installation, in accordance with the terms in the last para-

graph of rule 16f, where the conductor runs under rather

than over a damp pipe, particularly if porcelain tubing is

used on the conductor for possible insulation in addition to

Fig. 25

the 2-inch air space reciuircd in damp places. Where a con-
ductor is to l)e protected from a vertical lamp pipe, a "bridge"

may be arranged around it, as shown in Fig. 34.

Electrical conductors in elevator shafts should not be

supported on insulators or on molding, because experience has

Fig. 26

shown that wires installed in accordance with these methods
are frequently displaced and sometimes short circuited. An-
other objection to wooden molding is that it is likely to

carry fires, if they are started, from the bottom of the shaft

to the top because of its combustible nature and because of

the strong drafts that frequently exist in elevator shafts.

Conduit should be used, as shown in Fig. 2.5, where it is de-

sirable—and it frequently is—to install conductor runs in

elevator shafts.

The details of an entrance into a frame building in a

knob and tube installation are shown in Fig. 26. The en-

trance switch is located in the basement and the conductors
are carried thereto from the entrance outlet down in tiic

outside wall space between studs. The arrangement shown

,, , ^ „ Knot;
Cearon Wall

Incandes.csnf' ^l

Lamp

is an excellent one and one tlial can W placed with a mini-

mum expenditure of time.

The details for an enclosing case for a motor starting

rheostat located in a dirty or moist place arc shown in I'"i,i;.

37. A glass panel is provided in the door, enabling the oper-

ator to note the position of the starting rheostat handle and
whether the switch is o|)en or closed. The incandescent lamp
is provided so that there will be light inside of the box for

inspection and repairs. Xole that the lamp is tapped in on
the line side of the motor cut-out so that even if the fuses

protecting the motor "blow." the interior of the box may
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be lighted. In :i lucalion thai teii<l> tnward dampness the

incandescent hmip niaj' ])e perniitlcd to l)urn continuously.

It will then usually dissipate sufficient heat to keep the in-

terior of tile box dry. The front ot' the box is inclined so

that the door will always tend to close itself in accordance

with the requirements of the. Code.

.\n enclosing case for motors located in dusty or linty

e Gauze-
Cot^ereol Vent-

ilating Opening

Fig. 28

places ma}' be made as shown in Fig. 2.S. Such a case, as

hereinbefore indicated, is not ordinarily necessary lor alter-

nating-current motors or for enclosed direct-current motors,

but should be provided for qpen direct-current motors un-

less the motors are protected froiri the lint and dirt by some
other means. Such a case can be made from % inch tongued

and grooved timber and should be lined with asbestos, or

preferably with sheet metal. In addition to having the

covers so that they will open as shown in the figure, it is

very convenient to arrange the sides on hinges so that they

can be let down to provide for the maintenance and inspcc-

foundafhi

Fig. 29

niu--ttion of the motor, (iauze-covered ventilating opt

be provided, as shown, otherwise tlie motor is lialjle to over-

heat.

A conduit wiring motor installation wherein a starting

panel is used is shown in Fig. 29. The installation illustrated

is probably as compact and as neat a one as it is possible to

make. Xote that the motor is provided with a conduit-wir-

ing terminal box and that a starting jianel requiring a mini-

mum of wiring for its installation is employed. Flexible con-

duit is used between the vertical conduit run and the motor,

permitting the ready removal and replacetiuiit of tlie motor.

Boving Turbines for Sherbrooke

The llciviu'..; llyilr:ndic ami F.n.i;ni.i_riiii; tcpnipaMV. Ltd.,

Lindsay, < )nl., have been awarded a cnntr.iel for llie tuin

turbines to be installed in connection with the new dam for

the city of Sherbrooke. Que,

Onward Mfg. Co. Granted License

riie L'nited Electric Company of Canton, Ohio, have

granted a license to the Onward/ Manufacturing Company,
of Herlin. Ont., to manufacture and sell the Eureka electric

vacuum cleaner in Canada. The Canadian patents on whicli

the license is based are numbered 7G,")!),'), July S, 1903, and
7!>Ci4l, <latcd March 17, 19(i;!. The Onward Company have
been marketing the Eureka for the past live years, and, it is

stated, there are now over five thousand of these cleaners in

use in Canada. The granting of this license finally settles the

rights of the Eureka on the Canadian market. The Onward
Manufacturing Company have adopted the policy of estab-

lishing exclusive sales agencies, and an elaborate plan of

campaign has been laid out that will be of great assistance

to the dealer. It is intimated that dealers and users of all

unlicensed vacuum cleaners will find themselves involved in

legal prosecution for infringement, as it is the intention of

the owners of patents to vigorously defend their rights.

German Gas Will Not Penetrate

Griffiths Brothers & Co., of London, Eng., manufacturers
of "Ferrodor" paint, ".\nti-Sulphuric"' . enamel, and other

jiaints well known in Canada, have received an order from
the British Government for five thousand gallons of new
material which is used to prevent asphyxiating gases pene-

trating the stitches of the protective masks worn by British

.ind Canadian troops. This new preparation was subjected to

the severest tests before being finally adopted. Spielmann
.\gencies, Kegd., Montreal, are the Canadian representatives

for this company.

Allen Soldering Materials

The L. B. .Mien Company, Inc., 4317-29 North LiiKoln

Street, Chicago, manufacture a very complete assortment of

soldering equipment as required by electrical wiremen and
contractors. The list includes: The Allen soldering paste,

the Allen soldering stick, the Allen soldering salts, a licpiid

tlux put up in portable form; the Allen commutator lubri-

cant, a soldering flu.x for aluminium; also a very convenient

form of fiux for other metals, ]iMt up in handy containers,

one of which is known as the .Mien l''o>nilain Brush, or the

Solderman's F'ountain Fen, with which you just brush the

lli.x on; this soldering liquid is non-acid, odorless, uon cor-

rosive, and is easily cleaned off.

Adding 5000 k v. a. Turbine

Mr. K. S. Kelsch, consulting engineer, has just closed a

contract with the Canadian General Electric C'ompany for a

steam turbing for the Acadia Coal Company, of Stellarloii.

.\'.S. The turbine is five stage, :iO()0 r.p.ni. Capacity of

generator will be 5,000 kv.a.; speed, 3,1.50. The generator

will deliver three-phase, fifty-cycle current. 'Ihe Canadian
General Electric Company will also furnish the Worthington
condenser, pumps, and all auxiliaries. The odd voltage and

frequency selected is due to the fact that this turbine will

operate in multiple with the coal company's existing tur-

bines furnished some years ago by AUgemeine Elektricitats

GesellschafI, BcHin, Germany.

The merger of the Montreal Li,ght, Heat and I'ouer

Company and the Cedars Rapids Manufacturing and Power
Company came into force on August 1. The companies arc

now operated by the Civic Investment and Industrial Com-
pany, and the notices, etc., sent out by the two merged con-

cerns bear this intimation.

lilectricity, as a street illuminanl, was iiilrodueed to

Canada at the Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Out.,

in 1883,
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Adv. Suggestions for Elec. Contractors

Nos. 9, 10, 11 and 12 of a series worked out by the Society for Electrical Development.
Any contractor may think it wise to change the wording to suit his

own case. Consecutive advertising to educate the public

to distinguish good work from bad

"Let the buyer beware"

Where electrical work is done by contract

—

the work beingf "let"' to a contractor for a fixed

sum—changes in the original specifications may
mean additional cost. Rightly used, this practice
of charging for "extras" is perfectly fair to both
parties. It allows you to add features to your
electrical equipment which you may have over-
looked at the start or improvements which at

first you did not think you could afford.

But "extras" may also be the "life savers" of

the irresponsible electrician. If this type of con-
tractor finds—as is only too often the case—that

lie has figured his price too low—here is the

golden opportunity to make up his loss and then
some !

On the other hand, if a responsiible and com-
petent contractor is doing your work you will

pay a fair price and will know that "extras"—^if

necessary—will cost in proportion.

(Names and Addresses of Contractors.)

Perhaps there's an Ethiopian

in the wood pile

When one estimate on a piece of electrical

work is way below the others it should be a

caution signal for you. That particular low figure

will bear looking into pretty thoroughly.

You see we electrical contractors pay pretty

much the same prices for our materials. Labor
of like grade costs the same. .A.nd. as we don't

know of any contractor who is in danger of be-

coming a "malefactor of great wealth," our pro-
fits can't be so big after all. So if there is a big

difference in estimates on the same job it's a

pretty good sign of one of two things. Either
the bidder knows he will lose money on the orig-

inal contract or he has made a mistake in his

figures. And it's highly probable that "extras"
will be called on to make up the loss in either

case.

.\fter all, as in most any other business deal,

it pays to know that ihe "other party" in an elec-

trical contract is really competent, reliable, and
responsible.

(Names and .Addresses of Contractors.)

A competent contractor

would have saved this man
considerable money

.'\n electrical contractor was called in to ex-
plain what was wrong with Mr. Blank's wiring.
The insurance inspectors had told him he must
have a large part of it removed.

It appeared that Mr. Blank, wishing some ad-
ditional outlets for a toaster, table lamp, and flat-

iron, had asked the electrician of a friend's fac-

tory to do the work. The work was done—the
first cost was very little, too—but the electrician
either was ignorant of or "took a chance'" on vio-

lating the rules of the insurance underwriters —
rules established for your protection.

As a result, the first cost of the work was a
total loss. The wiring had to be entirely re-
moved and installed correctly and safely.

How much better it would have -been to em-
ploy a recognized and competent electrical con-
tractor in the first place! Work correctly done is

worth its cost. Wiring incorrectly installed is.

worse than worthless—it is dangerous. Why
take chances?

("Names and Addresses of Contractors.)

Don't entrust your electrical

work to a novice)

Many self-styled electrical contractors are
really little more than amateurs. No doubt they
mean well and do the best they know how. but
can you aflford to let them gain experience at

your expense?

The making of a competent electrician re-
quires study and years of experience.

And. more than this, before a man is justified

in hanging out his shingle as an electrical con-
tractor he should have the business experience
and financial backing to carry him through to
success.

And yet some fondly believe all that is re-
quired to "go into business" is a stock of business
cards, letterheads, and—not forgetting the bill-

heads.

There is a decidedly more substantial founda-
tion under our shops—for your protection, too!

(Naines and Addresses of Contractors.)
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What is New in Electrical Equipment
Circulation Water Heaters

Electrical circulation water lieatiTs afford an easy means
for supplying heating water for household purposes. They
are intended for use with the ordinary kitchen tank of 30 to

40 gallons capacity, and may be readily connected by a local

plumber. The heater illustrated herewith is manufactured

by the Canadian General Electric Company. The Type L-59

heaters are recommended for continuous service, while the

Cold m
i'V^li/e^ Single

Heat

f'EWow-

Three
/ieai

-/^'El'bow

Plug

^^^45f'Elbow
yietrlookingin
direction of
Arrow

^'Cro55

Fig. I

Type L-60A heaters are designed especially for intermittent

service. A 30-amp., three heat, indicating snap switch is fur-

nished with the Type L-60A heaters. The construction com-

prises a J4"'"- iron pipe enclosed by a coil of sheathed wire

which is embedded in cast aluminum. The Type L-59 cast-

ing is approximately 9 inches long and that of the Type L-

60A 30 inches long. The latter type also has a heat-insulat-

ing cover of hair felt enclosed in a sheet metal casing. A
terminal box with removable cover is located at the lower

end of each heater. This design of heater provides a single

rugged construction and one which may be easily cleaned.

The cleaning is accomplished by removing the top and bot-

tom plugs so that a cleaning brush may be passed through

the heater without disturbing the main piping.

The heaters should be installed in a vertical position, as

shown. The piping shown is arbitrary and may be changed

to meet the requirements of present installations. The tank

should always be heat-insulated as it has been found that

the operating efficiency is increased approximately 40 per

cent, when this is done. One inch of hair felt encased in a

canvas covering is commonly used for this purpose. The
pipes should be covered with standard 1-inch magnesia pipe

covering.

When connected for three heats, the high heat is used

for first heating and low heat to keep the contents of the

tank hot. The cold water enters at the bottom of the heater,

becomes heated, and rises to the top of the tank. This
circulating action continues until the entire contents of the

tank become hot.

The following curves, Figs. 2, 3 and 4, are taken from
tests of these heaters connected to a 36-gal. tank. These
curves show the amount of water available at temperatures

of 104 and 149 degs. F. or above, after the heaters have

been in operation for various periods of time and are based

on the assumption that the water enters the tank at 59 degs. F.

Power Extension in Montreal

In connection with the twenty-seventh annual conven-
lion of the Canadian Association of Stationary Engineers, in

Montreal, on July 25-28, a "power" exhibition was held in the

Technical School. The great proportion of goods was in the

nature of packings, belting, and hose, together with a small

amount of machinery and purely electrical equipment. Among
the exhibitors were the Economy Fuse and Manufacturing

Company, showing a large variety of fuses and also the com-
ponent parts of fuses—a very interesting booth. The Elec-

trical Equipment Company, Ltd., Montreal, had on view a

variety of appliances, including Canadian Eveready lamps,

D. and W. fuses, Esterline and Keystone recording meters,

Mazda lamps, etc. The Lyman Tube and Supply Company,
Ltd., Montreal, had an extensive exhibit, which included

Garton Daniels lighting arresters. The H. W. Johns-Man-
ville Company showed many of their specialties, while the

Goldie & McCulloch Company, Ltd., Gait, had arranged their

booth with many photos of the engines and boilers installed

in various parts of the country.

5000 H.P. Twin Runner Turbine

Mr. K. S. Kelsch. consulting engineer, Power Building.

Montreal, is preparing specifications for one additional twin

runner turbine of 5,000 h.p. capacity, together with penstock

and all auxiliaries, including a new generator and accessor-

ies. The apparatus is to be installed in the Shipshaw plant

of Price Brothers & Co., Ltd., Shipshaw, Que.

Oakwood ratepayers are discussing the advisability of

s-ecuring hydro-electric power and light.

I'' -,:_ -
- xxc— --'
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Current News and Notes

Arnprior, Ont.

The Galctta ICU-ctrir r'i>\ver imd Milling (niiipaiiy arc

Inslallinif a second iiiiil, ihe ileTiunicI licin.LC now too heavy

ftir one machine.

Assiniboia, Sask.

The town council of Assinilioia. SasU., arc callins ten-

ders, up to August ir,. for the installation of an electric

lighting plant. The equipment required will be one l.")0 h.p.

internal combustion engine, generator, exciter, switchboard

and other apparatus; also poles, wire and other line inaterial.

The consulting engineers are Murphy & Underwood, Sas-

katoon.

Chatham, N.B.

Fire on the nioinint; of Jidy :;:.' completely destroyed

the lighting plant in the lowii of ( liatham, N. I!. The loss

is estimated at $:',(I.(MH1, uliicli is partially covere<l hy in-

surance.

Chatham, Ont.

The Blenheim aiul South Kent Telephone Company have

let a contract to the Northern TJectric Company for the

installation of storage batteries and necessary equipiueiit

for supplying same vyith liydro power.

Clinton, Ont.

The Bell Telephone Company, t'liuton. Ont.. are con-

templating the installation of a new swilchho.ird and placing

the wires on Main Street underground. The work wdl be

carried out l)y the company's own men.

Lyall, Man.

A l)y-law was submitted on .\ugust :; to raise the sum

of *S,()()0 for a light :umI power plant at l.yall. Man.

t'liuipany, Limited, have been
Raymond, Ont.

The l^ayiuond l\le|

granted a charter.

Rockwood, Ont.

The Rockwood it Oustic Telephone Company. IJniiled.

have been granted a charter.

Saskatoon, Sask.

Receipts for the Saskatoon Municipal Street Railway

for the first seven months of this year are nearly .1;.'!.-.,(100

ahead of the corresponding period last year.

Sussex, N.B.

The New Brunswick Telephone Company recently

acquired new premises and will comiucnce the erection of

a two-storey modern telephone exchange in the near future.

Thorold, Ont.

Work is now under way f)n the new $lii(i.(i()() transformer

house for the town of Thorold. Ont.

Toronto, Ont.

The Toronto Hydro-Electric System will build a

large stores building at the corner of Caer Howell and

Murray Streets, Toronto, to cost between $:JOO,000 and $3.50,-

000. This is anticipated to effect a considerable saving owiny

to the concentration of all stores.

Truro, N. S.

The town council have finally deciiled to purchase the

Chambers Electric 1-ighi |,lant f.u- the sum of .$.->7,0()(i. .\1-

terations ai'e contemiihit.-d luU not yet decided upon.

Waterford, Ont.

The ratepayers of Waterford. Ont.. have passed a by-

law authorizing the installation of a hydroelectric distri-

buting system.

Trade Publications

Ohmmeters— Bulletin No. .iOO, issued by the Roller-

Smith Company, New York, illustrating and describing their

portable direct reading slide wire ohmmeters.

Plastic Conduit Wrappers—leaflet by B. S. Barnard and

Company, describing and illustrating Hercules plastic joint

conduit wrapper, an adhesive compound for rendering ducts

water and dirtproof by bandaging the ends.

C. G. E. Publications—Bulletin No. 47135, describing and

illustrating isolated and small plant alternating current

switchboard panels; Bulletin No. 45G03, describing and illus-

trating graded slmnt resistance niultigap lightning arresters

for alternating current constant potential circuits.

Personal

Mr. Lawford Grant, sales manager of the Eugene F.

Phillips Electrical Works Limited. Montreal, has been ap-

pointed assistant general manager and assistant treasurer,

witit a scat on the board of directors.

Be Prepared

For fall business in the Fixture

Line by replenishing your stock

of Fixture Farts and Fittings

also Brass and Steel Chandelier

Chains. Our stock and variety

is the largest in Canada. May

we send you our No. 3 Catalog

and Blue Prints?

W. H. BANFIELD & SONS, Limited

Toronto, Canada

General Offices and Factory

:

Sales Office and Showroom :

120 Adelaide St. W. Ade. 104. 372-386 Pape Ave.
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Electric Water Heating

The natural accoinpaniment oi ihc- rapidly approaching

general use of electricity for cooking is its use also for water

heating purposes. Indeed, it would appear that the obstacles

in the way are much less formidalde than those that have

))ccn overcome in popularizing the use of electric ranges.

l'"()r example, a very real difliculty in the cooking field has

been the lukewarm attitude of the central stations, for the

dou))le reason that the installation generally involves con-

siderable expenditure in heavier copper and often produces

a more or less unbalanced load. .Added to this is the fact

that the cooking load has an unpleasant way of coming in

right on top of the evening peak loa<l of the average station.

In spite of these conditions, however, the cooking business

is developin.g wonderfully, and rates have been reduced so

materially that electricity for cooking costs decidedly less

—

to say nothing of tlie many iitlier ailvantages—in a great

many Canadian towns and cities, lliaii any other source of

heat supplj'.

/\nd now. not only is the public turning its attention to

ekctric water healing. Init the central stations also, having

lofikcd into the conditions surrounding the supply of elec-

tricity for this puri)cise, liave decided that they can safely

enc<jurage it. This is because the water beatin.g load, prac-

tically speaking, is a 24-hour load, and. indeed, under the most
favoral)le circumstances, can be kept off the peak entirely.

This has been accomplished in certain cases, and it seems to

be the most satisfactory arrangement to date, by installing

tin- electric water beater in connection with the electric

range, using a doubb' tlirow switcli. so that both cannot be

nperated at the same time. This works little inconvenience,
if any, to the consuiner, as with a properly lagged tank the
beat may be retained (except in very unusual cases) over the
IHiiod the current is being used for cooking purposes. Any
possible delay or inconvenience may be overcome l)y install-
ing a slightly larger heating unit, which will leave thevvater
.It a higher temperature

—

iulticient to carry it over the cook-
ing period.

It seems to be an established fact that a 500 or GOO watt
unit, operating continuously on a .'JO-gallon or 40-gallon tank,
properly lagged with a material that resists the escape of
Iieat, will supply water enough for the average kitchen and
l)ath requirements of a family of four or live. For the
usual size wash this unit may be a little too slow, and a cus-
tom frequently followed is to install a larger unit to be used
for a couple of hours each wash day. A method that has
Dcen adopted is to carry the three service wires, giving ill)

and 230 volts, up to the tank element. For the low heal 110
volts is used, and for the high, 220. on the same element,
which doubles the current and consequently quadruples the
wattage. As this extra load is most likely to come in the
morning fairly early, it runs little chance of interfering with
tlu: peak.

One Canadian city, where the rates for cooking are
already very low and this end of the business is being vigor-
ously developed, is now building up a good water-heating
load on the basis of a flat rate of $2.00 a month (less 10 per
cent.) for 500 watts operating continuously and not metered.
For more rapid heating the 2,000 watt supply, as described
above, is also installed. This latter is metered and charged
for at the usual rate. It is found with this arrangement that,

though the peak is slightly raised, the whole load curve is

considerably flattened out. In actual practice it appears to
be working out that the larger wattage is in demand for only
al)Out eight or ten hours per month, which at a Ic rate costs
about 20c, and brings the total water heating charge to not
more than .$2.00 per month net.

.\n arrangement such as this is highly satisfactory to
tlie customer, too. Most houses have the water tank attached
to a coil in the furnace, but. of course, this operates only
about six months in tlie year. The electric heater, there-
fore, takes on the summer load entirely when the demand is

least, and remains to supplement the furnace during the win-
ter, when the demand is greatest.

A tnost interesting paper covering experiments on C(mi-
bined heating and cooking loads is to be presented at the
Pacific Coast convention of the .\merican Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, extracts from which, taken from the last

issue of the proceedings of that society, we reproduce else-

where in this issue. So far as we know, these are the first

really authentic figures on this most important phase of cen-
tral station supply.

Ownership vs. Control of Public Utilities

As the l)est solution uf the problem of the control of
public utilities, the Dominion of Canada, at many points dur-
ing the past ten years, has striven to put into eflfect Ihe
theory of public ownership and control. This has entailed
the expenditure of a vast amount of public moneys, has dis-

couraged, to the same extent, private enterprise, and has
produced in a number of cases wasteful competition in a

business which is a natural monopoly. In many instances, it

is true, the rates have been reduced, but this may be dye in a

greater measure than we think to advances in the art, and,
so, almost inevitable in any case. Certain it is that there

has been no evidence adduced that government operation,

municipal or otherwise, can be carried on more economically
or more efficiently than i)rivate operation. It is equally cer-

tain that some of our municipalities are already chafin.g under
the financial load they are obliged tc carry, sometimes at a

loss, and are looking to private capital again for relief.
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After all, it may prove that in applying our remedy we have

gone beyond the extreme of good, sound business sense.

In the United States, on the other hand, whether be-

cause the electors as a class are less impulsive or whether

the private interests were more alert to foresee, and better

organized to forestall, the disastrous effects of public owner-

ship on their business interests, a middle course has been

adopted—regulation of public service utilities by state com-

missions. As has been pointed out time and again in the

Electrical News, private ownership, properly controlled in

the interests of the people, is as near the ideal as we can

hope to get for many generations. The Consumers' Gas

Company, of Toronto, has often been mentioned in these

pages, and still stands, as to its control, as an almost ideal

public utility. The citizens of the United States are finding

that this solution of their troubles is sound, for in practice

it is giving entire and continuous satisfaction. It relieves

the municipalities of big financial burdens which they are

both unwilling and unfitted to carry, it guarantees them pro-

per service, and it insures them against unfair rates.

In the United States, though it is less than ten years

since the first state commission was created, this kind of

regulation has been established by law in something over

thirty states. A number of cities in states not having regu-

lating commissions have also established municipal commis-

sions and inspection bureaus. A number of state commis-

sions have adopted rules and recommendations for electric

service regulations. Now the Government at Washington

has stepped in and is placing the organization of their Bureau

of Standards at the service of the people, in an endeavor to

standardize the rules and regulations which shall govern the

operations of the commissions in the various states. The
results of their labors to date have now been issued in a cir-

cular form (No. 56), under the heading, "Standards for Elec-

tric Service," in which a survey is given of the general field

of state and municipal regulations in so far as electric ser-

vice is concerned, and rules and regulations are suggested,

which may be adopted as they stand or may be used as the

basis upon which to build up a set of ordinances to suit pecu-

liar conditions of any state or city. The Government also

invites criticisms and suggestions on this circular from inter-

ested persons, such as commissioners, engineers, public

utility operators and owners, committees of technical socie-

ties, municipalities, operating companies, and so on, and an-

nounces its readiness to assist to the fullest extent in the

establishment of standards and the promotion of a good
understanding between regulating bodies, operators, and cus-

tomers.

Shortage of Power at Niagara Falls

As indicating the importance industries in the United

States place upon Niagara power, some of the comments
made before recent hearings of the Joint State Committee at

Niagara Falls, N.Y., a few days ago, are especially interesting.

One of the most important witnesses was Mr. FitzGerald,

president of the American Electro-chemical Society, who
urgef! immediate legislation so that the full amount of 20,000

cubic feet per second may be developed on the United States

side. This means an additional 4,440 cubic feet per second,

calculated roughly to develop 80,000 h.p. Mr. FitzGerald

spoke strongly in favor of the establishment of a nitrogen

fixation plant at Niagara Falls, N.Y., at the same time point-

ing out the absolute necessity of an independent supply of

nitrates if the country should be involved in war. Dr. Ache-

son, of the Acheson Graphite Company, said that they had
lieen forced to contract for 9,000 h.p. with a steam generating

plant in Buffalo. Mr. Tone, of the Carborundum Company,
complained that lack of power was forcing United States

industries to establish branches in Canada and Europe. Mr.

Jamieson, of the W. A. Rogers Company, Ltd., said that

they wanted to double their capacity, but could no^ do so

owing to shortage of power. Mr. Muran, of the Caster Elec-

trolytic Alkali Company, now using 10,000 h.p., said that they

would contract for another block of the same amount if it

were available. Mr. H. G. Akcrs, hydraulic engineer of the

Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario, also attended

the session.

The condition on the United States side of the line may
be a little more aggravated at the present time than it is in

Canada, but it simply indicates the condition for which we
should be prepared. There is no question that Canada will

need every unit of her share of the electricity generated from

Niagara Falls in the very near future.

Power of Winnipeg River

The Water Power Branch of the Department of the

Interior, Ottawa, has just issued a report covering its in-

vestigations of the water power resources of the Winnipeg

Kiver, one of the large rivers of Canada.. These investiga-

ticms were commenced about four years ago, under the ad-

vice of two consulting engineers eminent in water power
practice, John R. Freeman, of Providence, R.I., and J. B.

McRae, of Ottawa, Canada, and have been continuously

under way. J. T. Johnston, chief hydraulic engineer of the

Water Power Branch, has had immediate direction of the

investigations, and is the author of the report, which is in-

teresting from both historical and engineering standpoints.

The engineering and economic aspects of the river for

water power are, now, of great industrial interest, and a

cursory examination of this report shows that there is no

locality in Canada more fortunately situated in respect to

water power than is that part of the province of Manitoba

in the vicinity of the city of Winnipeg. One chapter in

the report covers in detail the comprehensive system of

hydro-electric and power development by which it is pro-

posed that the power resources of the river will be developed

to their maximum capacity. The report shows that there will

eventually be as much, if not more, power available from

the Winnipeg River than is now being developed at Niagara.

The city of Winnipeg and the province of Manitoba have,

therefore, an assurance and guarantee of future industrial,

commercial and municipal growth.

The investigations of which this report is the result were
carried on by the Department of the Interior, primarily for

administrative purposes. The work has covered a period of

several years, at a total cost of approximately $70,000. Ex-
pert and experienced engineering advice was obtained at the

inception and throughout the investigations. Moreover, the

government has spent over .$104,000 in purchasing water

power properties along the Winnipeg River from private

parties.

The investigations show that at nine distinct power
sites, by means of storage easily and cheaply accomplished

at the Lake of the Woods, at Lac Seul and certain lakes

in the province of Ontario, it is possible and economically

feasible to develop over 418,000 continuous twenty-four-hour

horsepower, all within 75 miles of the city of Winnipeg, and
within feasible transmission distance of all commercial cen-

tres of the present settled portions of the province.

Of the nine possible power sites on the Winnipeg River,

there are three now under development, representing a total

power capacity of 200,000 twenty-four-hour horsepower. One
site is completely developed by the Winnipeg Electric Rail-

way Company on the Pinawa Channel, and produces about

38,000 h.p. Another site at Point du Bois Falls, developed

by the city of Winnipeg produces at the present time about

25,000 continuous horsepower, but is capable of extensions

to a maximum of 77,000 twenty-four-hour horsepower. De-
velopment at a third power site, at Great Falls, having a

maximum possible development of 95,000 twenty-four-hour

liorsepower, was about to be commenced by the Winnipeg
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River Power Company when war broke out and delayed the

project.

There is, therefore, at the present time about 53,000 con-
tinuous horsepower produced and transmitted for use in

and around the city of Winnipeg, which can, with the two
present plants and the projected plant be increased to 200,000

twenty-four-hour horsepower. The si.x remaining power sites

are under the control of the Dominion Government, and
can furnish a further amount of twenty-four-hour power to

a maximum of 218,000 h.p. In addition, there are several

important power sites on the Winnipeg and English Rivers

within the province of Ontario, which are within easy trans-

mission distance of Winnipeg.

Proposed Inspection Tour in Connection with

the Illuminating Lecture Course
The committee in cliargc of the inspection tour which it

is expected will be an outstanding feature of the lecture

course to be given under the auspices of the Illuminating

Engineering Society and the University of Pennsylvania, in

September, has issued the following information:

The general purpose is to assemble as many as may be
interested in taking this trip and take them as a party to visit

places of notable lighting interest. At each city there will

be a local committee having charge of the entertainment of

the visitors and seeing to it that they obtain as much as pos-

sible of value in the way of information and interest. The
cities of Pittsburg and Washington will be visited in advance
of the convention. During the lecture course there will be a

week-end side trip to .\tlantic City. Subsequent to the lec-

ture course the party will visit New York, Boston, Schenec-

tady, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Cleveland, and Chicago. Ar-
rangements will be made so that those desiring to do so may
join the party at any point and leave it whenever desired,

provided only that each delegate must register for that part

of the trip which he proposes to take in order that arrange-

ments for taking care of him may be completed. The fol-

lowing is the itinerary: Pittsburg, September 16; Washing-
ton, 17; Philadelphia, 18 to 23; Atlantic City, 24; Philadelphia,

25 to 28; New York, 29 to October 1; Boston and Lynn, 2;

Schenectady, 3; Buffalo and Niagara Falls, 4; Cleveland, 5;

Chicago, 6.

Canadian Electric Railway Annual Meeting

The annual meeting of the Canadian Electric Railway

Association, which was held at the Royal Canadian Yacht

Club, Toronto, the last week in July, elected the following

officers for the ensuing year: President, E. P. Coleman, gen-

eral manager Dominion Power and Transmission Company,
Hamilton; vice-president, C. R. Wilson, assistant manager
Toronto and York Radial Railway; executive committee: A.

Eastman, vice-president and general manager Windsor, Essex

and Lake Shore Rapid Railway, Kingsville, Ont. ; H. G.

Matthews, general manager Quebec Railway, Light, Heat
and Power Company, Quebec; G. Gordon Gale, general man-
ager Hull Electric Company, Hull. Que.; A. Gabourg, super-

intendent Montreal Tramways Company, Montreal; J. S.

McKenzie, purchasing agent Winnipeg Electric Railway

Company. This year's meeting was presided over by Presi-

dent James D. Eraser, director and secretary-treasurer of the

f)ttawa Electric Railway Company. Papers were presented

by W. G. Murrin, general superintendent B. C. E. R. Com-
pany; VV. G. Gordon, transportation engineer C. G. E. Com-
pany; S. B. Griffith, Dominion Power and Transmission

Company; F. S. Livingstone, traffic manager Torontn and

York Radial Company.

Steam Plant for Granby Consolidated
The Taylor Engineering Company, of Vancouver, con-

sulting and contracting engineers, are at present building at
.'\nyox, B.C.. for the Granby Consolidated Mining, Smelting
and I'ower Company, an auxiliary steam plant to supplement
the Granby company's present water power plant, which has
a normal capacity of approximately 7,000 h.p.

The new auxiliary plant will be housed in a reinforced con-
crete building. 98 ft. x 88 ft. x 37 ft., and the equipment for the
plant will consist of five 5.')0 h.p. water tube boilers arranged
for fuel; a 3,000 kw. and 2.000 kw. VVestinghouse turbo-gen-
erator; a 100 kw. Westinghouse exciter; a 3,500 ft. 100-pound
pressure De Laval turbine-driven centrifugal compressor,
driven at the one end by an 800 h.p. De Laval turbine through
reduction gears and at the other end by an 800 h.p. Westing-
house motor, also through reduction gears. This unique
arrangement has been adopted so that the compressor could
be operated by motor in the summer time if it is decided not
to operate the steam plant.

All electrical apparatus is being furnished by the Cana-
dian Westinghouse Company.

The boilers are served by a Custodis radial brick chimney,
10 feet in diameter and 150 feet high.

The power house building is nearly completed, and most
of the foundations are in place ready to receive machinery.
Complete engineering details will be available later, when
the plant is finished.

The entire plant has been designed by the Taylor Engi-
neering Company, under the direction of Mr. F. M. Sylvester,

managing director of the Granby Consolidated Mining.
Smelting, and Power Company.

The approximate cost of the completed plant is $600,000.

and it is expected that the largest proportion of the plant will

be in service by the end of the year.

800 Posters Submitted
Some time ago the Society for Electrical Development

instituted a poster campaign from which to choose the most
suitable poster to use with the society's advertising of Ameri-
ca's Electrical Week, in December. Over 800 artists sub-

mitted designs, the prize-winner being No. 717 and the prize

$1,000. To add further publicity to this contest the various

posters were exhibited in the galleries of a number of the

larger cities in the United States, and the public were in-

vited to come and vote their choice of the one they con-
sidered best. This vote also carries a prize. It is further

argued that the interesting of so large a number of artists in

this competition must have a considerable effect on the work
of these men and women in the future, which is thus much
more likely to be tinged with electrical suggestions. The
society is issuing a booklet showing, in colors, the 125 best

posters submitted. This booklet will be sent free to 25,000

men interested. It has been calculated that the chosen de-

sign will be reproduced at least 200,000,000 times during the

autumn campaign.

Railway men give the Canadian National Exhibition

credit for being the greatest creator of traffic, on the North

American continent.

Chatham, N. B. Has Temporary Plant

As a temporary installation until new units can be placed

in the power plant, partially destroyed by fire, the lighting

committee have procured from Moncton a second-hand gen-

erator of 120 kw. capacity on a rental basis. It is understood

that the generating station will be kept on the old site, in

consequence of the heavy cost of removing the boilers, mak-
ing foundations and erecting a new building: a gas producer

or Diesel oil engine is also being considered. An offer was
received from the Yarmouth Light and Power Company of

$15,000 for the plant and $5,000 for the franchise. The mem-
bers of the council did not. however, favor the acceptance of

the oflfer.
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Some Features of Domestic Electric Cook-

ing and Water Heating
By H. B. Peirce'

Since tlie use oi electrical energy in^l ik\ eloped, llie

possibility of successful heating or cooking by heat, gener-

ated electrically, has never been questioned; the problem has

always been: Can it be done at a profit to the central station,

with energy sold at a price low enough to put electricity in

competition with other fuel?

To-d;iy we tind a sudden stampede for this ideal fuel, but

we find the electrical engineer unprepared to solve the pro-

Ijlems of heating and cooking electrically.

It will be the province of this paper to show what may
lie expected by a central station after there has been de-

veloped a load of ranges and water heaters, and along what
lines engineering assistance is needed to solve certain knotty

problems connected with this phase of the industry.

First, to consider the effect on the central station of a

cooking and heating load. It would be natural to expect that

a cooking load would have a load factor considerably lower

than the lighting load in the same community. This we find

i.-i not the case, and it further appears that there is a greater

increase in load factor in a cooking load by reason of an

increase in number of consumers served than would be

.gained in a lighting load by such an increase of consumers.

These deductions are the result of a number of tests

made on actual water heater and range installations in

homes using electrical energy for cooking and water heating.

The tests consisted of installing recording ammeters on

the various cooking installations and reading the charts

taken therefrom to the nearest five-minute interval; these

readings were then assembled and the ti^tal load for any day

at any hour determined.

.•\ number of assumptions were, of necessity, made in

securing these composite loads.

I'irst, it was assumed that the clocks of the various

meters were synchronous. This is in error tor two reasons:

(a) The charts were not all taken on the same calendar day,

but were taken at different seasons for different ranges and
superimposed according to the day of the week on which
the readings were taken; (b) the clocks were not alisolutely

accurate, either as to time of day or as to speed.

Second, the readings were taken on a five-minute inter-

val; this meant that the reading for the interval had to be

integrated by inspection, which was, of course, difficult to

do with much accuracy, particularly in view of the fact that

the swing of the needle on these instruments was consider-

able.

The first opportunity for error would appear to have

more weight than it proved to exhibit in practice, since a

set of charts for a week, taken at one time of the jear. have
a strong resemlilance to similar charts taken during a week
at anotlier season. In other words, in the community ob-

served, the habits of the public as it concerns the preparation

of meals appears to be uniform at different seasons of the

year. The opportunity to run into error by inaccuracy of

the clocks is so slight as to be incommensuTalile with the

accuracy of the results which at best are only approximate.

Curves shown in Figs. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, (i, and T exhibit the

daily load of 42 ranges of assorted manufacture and varyin.g

capacity from 2.5 to over 6 kw. As the coincident maximum
demand of these ranges can be obtained from the curve, and
as the total connected load is known, the demand factor can

be computed. As the average kilowatt-hour consumption of

each range is known, it is also possible to figure the com-

* Before the A. I.E. E.

bmed load factor of the group. These values show that

even with as small a group as 42 ranges, the demand factor

is 4.5; with 25 ranges, it has been found never to be less

than :i.5.

It might be expected that the demand factor wouUl in-

crease as the number of ranges increases. This is shown in

Fig. 8, where a number of groups of ranges have been
observed for demand factor and these demand factors plot-

ted as ordinates with the number of ranges as abscissas.

The result is a shol-gun diagram, which interests us not

I
1
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lliis we know is impossible, as the demand factor can never
exceed the reciprocal of the average individual load factor.

It is possible that this last statement requires a word of

explanation, as it is not self-evident.

Consider ten installations, each with a demand of i kw.
and an individual load factor of 10 per cent. The j;reatesl

demand factor, 10, would be secured when eacli individual

installation. was turned on for a tenth of the period and then
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leaving the subject of electric ranges is the average monthly

consumption of the individual ranges in kilowatt-hours. Ihis

has been referred to above as being about 100 kvif.-hr. It is

true that the value, 100 kw.-hr., represents approximately the

average condition, but to say that this is the probable con-

sumption of any particular electric range is quite another

thing. The truth of the matter is that the consumption

seems to vary between the limits of 50 and 250 kw.-hr., while

in exceptional cases the energy consumption of a range used

by a farmer has been known to exceed 400 kw.-hr. during a

single month. This condition appeers generally during the

season of harvest, when there is a large number of hands

Lo feed. Attempts have been made to predict the consump-

tion of a range by the size of the family by whom it is used.

Fig. 10—Wising Diagram for Electric Range and Water Heater

Controlled by Special Switch

This the writer believes to be unsatisfactory, as there are

wide variations in habits between families of equal size.

It will be noted that for the ranges observed the daily

peak occurs very nearly at 6 p.m. In other words, it will

coincide closely with the lighting peak. This is unfortunate,

but when it is remembered that with a fair number of

ranges in use, the demand factor will probably be 8, the

feasibility of making this business profitable with a low rate

per kilowatt-hour becomes clearer.

For instance, if we assume a monthly consumption of

100 kw.-hr. per range, an average individual demand of 5 kw.

and a demand factor of 8, we get the following results with

a rate of 3 cents per kw.hr. for energy:

Revenue per range per year $36.00

Revenue per kw.-year of range demand 7.20

Revenue per kw.-year of station demand 57.60

So far this paper has dealt only with the electric range.

The next point to be considered will be the heating of water

for the home.
A supply of hot water is essential to the satisfactory use

of the electric range. That this can, in many instances, be

accomplished electrically is not questioned. The problem is.

how it shall be done.

To compete with coal, wood, and gas, for hot water

heating, electricity must be supplied at a very low rate. This

can only be done by securing a high load factor for the ser

vice; by taking the supply from valley hours; or by limiting

the use of the heater to those hours when the range is not in

use.

A high load factor can be secured for this service by

installing the heaters on flat rate and assuming that they

will be used continuously. This has the disadvantage of

superimposing their load on the existing peak. The revenue

they return must then be sufficient to yield enough per kw.-

year to pay for all the fixed charges depending upon maxi-

mum demand at peak.

The disadvantage of limiting the use of water heaters to

the valley period of the system load is that a very large

amount of hot water must be stored, as in most instances the

valley hours are not of very long duration, and occur at a

time when there is no need for hot water. The -result is

that if the hot water supply is depicted during the day there

is no alternative for the consumer but to wait until the next

day for more hot water. A further disadvantage is the ex-

pense of an installation to supply such a system. Time

switch, large capacity heater, and large, well-insulated stor-

age tank, all will be found to amount to a considerable sum.

The third method of limiting the use of the heater to

the hours when the range is not in use has some of the

advantages of both systems with less of their disadvantages;

it can be controlled by a double throw switch or by a special

rotary snap switch now on the market for that purpose. The
diagram of wiring for such an installation is shown in Fig.

10. The effect of such a water heater load when superim-

[losed on a load of ranges is shown in Fig. 4.

It will be seen from the curves on this figure that a load

of 42 ranges gave a peak of 33.41 kw. when operated without

water heaters (Curve A). When 21 of the ranges were

equipped with 600-watt water heaters on double-throw

.switches, the peak was only increased to 37.47 kw. (Curve B).

A common rate for a 600-watt water heater operated in

this fashion is $2.00 per month, and if the ranges use an

.•iverage of 100 kw.-hours each per month the rate for energy

l)eing 3 cents per kw.-hr. they would return a revenue of

$30.00 per year per range or a total revenue of $1,512.00 for

the 42 ranges. These ranges show a demand of 33.41 kw.,

which means a revenue of $45.00 per kw.-year when oper-

ated without water heaters.

If 21 water heaters pay $34.00 each per year, we would

get an additional revenue of $504.00, or a total of $3,016.00

from the ranges and water heaters combined. The demand is

now raised to 37.47 kw., which gives a return of $53.70 per

kw.-year. It is conceivable that the addition of such a water

heading load might make an otherwise unprofitable installa-

tion of ranges profitable.

Regarding the size of heater required for this purpose,

there are few accurate data which can be offered. The 600-

watt size appears to be the smallest that will work satis-

factorily, while it is seldom that a heater larger than 1.5 kw.

is required. The number of people in the family, their

habits, the size of the storage tank, the system of hot water

distribution, all aflfect the results.

Problems dealing with the electric heating of buildings

are so large that they are felt to be beyond the scope of this

paper. It is undoubtedly possible to secure a load of this

nature when cheap power is available in a locality whose
climate is not so rigorous as to make the cost of heat units

the main criterion by which the efficiency of the system will

be judged. The writer feels, however, that his experience is

so limited in this regard that anything said by him at this

time might do more harm than good to the ultimate develop-

ment of this field.

Another field that will bear investigation is the question

of how best to distribute for a range and water heater load.

The use of individual transformers for each range with no
connection between the secondary lines is objectionable by

reason of the high cost of installation. The use of safety

devices between transformer secondaries for providing

safety to adjacent transformers connected in multiple may
make it possible to secure greater benefit from the large

diversity that undoubtedly does occur between different

groups of these appliances.

Visited the Peterboro Plant

Mr. L. B. McFarlane. of Montreal, president of the Bell

Telephone Company of Canada, and Mr. K. J. Dunstan, of

Toronto, divisional manager for Ontario, recently paid a

business visit to Peterboro. Ont. They were met by the

local manager, Mr. G. O. Cameron, with whom they motored
through the most interesting parts of the city and looked

over most of the factory plants.
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Lighting Our Coasts and Waterways
Wonderful progress of the past

maritime commerce-
By j. F. Heffron

decade—The best insurance for

Some modern lenses

Tb ileveliiimiem iif the liglltiny ol coasts and waterways
loiiiiiKined aliimt the year 1806, this development being, mi
chuilit, augmented by tlie great destruction of vessels and
ciinsequcnt loss of life dnring the previous year.

Before this time only half a dozen "beacons" marke.l

the coast of Scotland, and in the life of Robert Stevenson,

'Uie of the pioneer engineers who gave his attention to this

matter, it is stated that the same condition existed on the

coast of h'rance. Previous to this time coast signals for

night use consisted of "lieacon" li.yhts, of an open coal or

wood lire, with other inflammable materials, such as pitcli.

liurned in a brazier, on the top of buildings erected for this

l>urpose. These beacons were very uncertain, and liable to

cause mariners to make mistakes, some vessels being lost by
mistaking the fire of a lime-kiln for the "beacon" light. The
"lieacon" at Firth of Forth was a very old one, and had been
kept up for over one hundred and eighty years, being held as

a private right and maintained by a tonnage on ships fre-

quenting that harbor.

About this time Stevenson suggested the Bell kock
lighthouse, located about twelve miles from the coast of

Scotland, off the Firth of Forth. The construction of this

lighthouse was a great engineerin.g feat. The work was
expensive, slow, and difficult; hve years were spent in its

construction, and during two years of this time only eleven

days' work could be done. This pioneer worjc on the stormy
coast of Scotland set the pace for the construction of light-

houses the world over.

This matter of properly marking coasts and waterways
with "beacons" of the latest and most effective design is of

particular interest to Canadians, especially when we con-

sider the inestimable value such markings are to the shipping

coming to and going from our shores and using our water-

ways. Improvement of the water lanes of commerce in this

way holds the same relation to insurance rates for shipping

lliat. for instance, a sprinkler system, properly installed in a

building, holds to fire insurance rates. If we are properly

Iirotected in this connection our insurance rates are natur-

ally lower, and hence the cost of carrying on our business is

less.

Montreal, the head of the St. Law-rence route, is one of

llie farthest inland harbors on this continent. Only two
ports exceed it -in this respect—Galveston, on the Gulf of

Mexico, and one of our latest developments,, Port Nelson, on

Hudson Bay. The St. Lawrence route penetrates this con-

tinent from 800 to 960 miles. The route experiences some
disadvantages, which are primarily caused by the nature of

llie St. Lawrence. It is closed by ice from November to

April. It is the drainage bed of the Great Lakes, necessi-

tating almost continuous dredging at some points, and it

passes into the .Atlantic at one of the most ilifticult sections

of the coast. South of Newfoundland we encounter the fogs

ol the Grand Banks; to the north the tidal current l)eats

upon a rocky coast in storm and fo,g. 'I'o save detour the

St. Lawrence vessels follow the route nortli of Newfound-
land, through the Straits of Belle Isle.

Canada began dredging the St. Lawrence in 18.")(). I be

channel at that time averaging 2T/2 feet at low water. Id-

day a depth of iiO to ill ft. has been attained. .At its narrowest

points the river has a steamship channel, 450 ft. wide and ;iO

ft. deep from side to side. It is interesting to note that in

the days when there was practically not a lighthouse or chan-

nel buoy from Tadousac to the Straits of Belle Isle, very high
insurance rates were established against the St. Lawrence
route.

To-day between Montreal and Quebec we find 99 lighted
and 195 can buoys; between Quebec and the Straits, 3 light-

ships, 80 gas buoys, 1 whistling buoy, 75 can buoys, 4 sub-
marine bell ships, and a line of lighthouses. Telegraph lines

also extend to the outer side of Belle Isle, and hydrographic
survey has charted every foot of the river: It is needless to

say that, with all these improvements, insurance rates have
l)een lowered; but, in spite of these improvements, insurance
rates are from 4 to 6 per cent, for steamship lines to Canada,
while they are 1 to 2^ to L'nited States ports. It woiUd,
therefore, appear that further improvements can still be
made.

The new Hudson Bay railroad is also a project of un-
usual interest to Canadians. It hung in mid-air for almost
twenty-five years, but work was started a few years ago, and
it is now rapidly nearing completion. The road runs from
The Pas, Manitoba, to Port Nelson, on Hudson Bay. Its

completion will ^)Iace the wheat fields of the three prairie

provinces of Northwestern Canada from 400 (for Manitoba)
to 800 miles (for Alberta) distant from ocean front on Hud-
son Bay. These provinces are at present from 1,200 to 2,400

miles distant from tidewater at Montreal, New York, or

howing the
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will result. Tjic road will be completed in about twfi years;

'.he construction of several large l)rid^;es at present makes

progress slow.

Port Nelson is a shallow harbor, but is being iitted for

navigation by dredging. Navigation will be open from the

middle of May until about the end of October. Government
reports show that during the navigation season of 1914

twenty-four passages of vessels controlled by the Depart-

ment of Railways and Canals, besides twelve other passages,

were recorded and made through the Hudson Straits—the

most difficult part of this route—wfthout seiious accident.

The Straits have been navigated by fur traders since 1670,

and, although we know that seven vessels were wrecked in

Fig. th pr

ten years, the accidents are in great measure due to causes

over which we can have control—first, proper marking and

charting of the channel; and, second, the use of proper ves-

sels. Ice-jamming vessels, such as are used by the Russians

in the Baltic Sea, are needed, built high and narrow, con-

structed of oak, not steel, to ride and crush down through

any ice that may be encountered. When these are intro-

duced, and when this uncharted sea, almost equal in area to

the Mediterranean, is properly charted and marked, the high

insurance rates will come down.

Although the season of navigation on Hudson Bay is

also the season of the Northern long daylight, channel-mark-

ing "beacons" and lighthouses will be required; and in this

connection it may be interesting to note that the Depart-

ment of Marine and Fisheries has established, during 1915,

occulting acetylene gas "beacon" lights, visible at a dis-

tance of eight miles, at the following points in Hudson Bay

and Hudson Straits; On the clifT at the north end of Goodwin
Island; on Resolution Island (Hatton Headland); at the east

extremity of Wales Island; on the eastern end of Rabbit

Island (at entrance to Ashe Inlet); on the west end of

Charles Island; on the south end of Nottingham Island; on

the northwesterly island of the Digges group. All the above

are in Hudson Straits. In Hudson Bay itself the following

lights were established: On the north end of Mansel Island;

on the southeast point of Coats' Island; on the north end of

Cape Tatnam; and on Nelson Shoal, approaching Port Nel-

son. This last is visible for a distance of eleven miles.

Development of Lighthouse Illumination.

When Stevenson constructed thu lighthouse on Bell

Rock he had no precedent to follow in regard to the matter

of proper lighthouse illumination but the example of an

effort made at Liverpool a few years before, of the use of

parabolic mirrors, made of pieces of silvered glass, set in

plaster, to reflect the light. He proceeded to try parabolic

copper mirrors, silver plated, each 24 inches in diameter by

12 inches deep, seven on two sides of his apparatus for white

light and five on the other two sides for red; the plan being

to alternate white aild red light with a longer showing of

white light than red as the lantern revolved. A considerable

loss of light resulted by this method, but it was a great im-

provement over what had been used before.

Some time previous to this experiments had been made
in attempting to cohserve the sun's rays with lenses, in an

endeavor to utilize the rays as a source of power. Buflfum,

in 1784, developed a new form of "burning" lens by grinding

out the solid front of the glass bull's-eye so as to form

"steps," or rings (see Fig. 1). Condorcet built up this I'orni,

composed of separate rings, each ring being a section of a

sphere, but it was the ingenious French physicist, Augustin

Fresnel, who, in 1822, adapted them for projection of light in

lighthouse work. The Fresnel apparatus consists of a poly-

zonal lens enclosing the lamp, which is placed at the central

focus (Figs. 2 and 5). The lens is built up of glass prisms,

the central portion of which is dioptric, or refracting only,

and the upper and lower portions are both reflecting and

refracting, described as "catadioptric. ' The advantages of

this system lie in the greater brilliancy owing to the fact

that a large proportion of the light given out by the source

is concentrated by the prisms into beams useful to the mar-
iner, and the consequent economy in the consumption of oil

or other illuminant employed. This has done away entirely

with the necessity of a number of light sources, as in the case

of the Bell Rock lighthouse.

This system introduced by Fresnel is the one in vogue
to-day, and it is difficult to see how it can be improved. All

the light, except that immediately above the flame or source

of light, and all below, except that lost by the shadow of the

holder of the source of light, is utilized. It would take up

much more space than we have at our disposal to describe

the various forms devised since Fresnel's day to project

light in all varieties of directions, some, like the "range lens"

(Fig. 3), for sending the rays in a round column, or bundle.

as it were, in one direction only. These lenses are generally

employed to mark the axis or centre line of a channel. In

this case two lights are necessary, and are placed a proper
distance apart, usually with the rear light higher than the

front, so that both lights show in line in the same vertical

plane when the observer is in the centre of the channel.

Other lenses are constructed in combination to project light

in two or more directions only, but the system is the same in

all. The principal sizes of Fresnel lenses are classified ac-

cording to their order, this depending upon the inside radius

or focal distance of the lens—tliat is, the distance from the
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centre of the liglit to Ihu iiiiicr surf.ici' of (lie Iciis, as given 'I'licse figures give us sonic i(If;i of tlie inipcjrtance this

in the following table: matter of light stations holds to the eoniiuerce of the world.

Order. Milliiuotirs. Inches. t-> i . <• t , o
,^. Development of Light Source.
I'lrst '.120 36.2

Second 700 27 6
'^'^'" (^'^^''^'''Piiient of the light source used in the illinn-

T],jr(] ji,„ jij- illation of light stations throughout the world is of special

'rhrec-and-a-half :!7:. 14.7
interest to members of the trade who are enjjaged in the

l.-„i,rtl] \
;t,-,o 9 8

problem of securing good illumination. We can, however,

].-ift], ,g«.; -.

^
only touch the subject lightly here. Argand introduced the

Sixth 150 5 9
round hollow wick much used in lighthouse work, in order
to increase combustion in the middle of the flame, in addition

Stevenson placed f^ve red glasses over five reflectors on ,„ ,|,j> outside hollow column of air; many improvements
two sides of the lantern, and seven white lights on the other i,;,,^ ^een made in the use of the concentric wick; t\ve wicks,
two sides; when the lantern revolved, the interval of red ,,I:,ccd inside each other, are used in some of the large lamps,
light was shorter than that of white. It seems apparent that T\n- contracted neck chimney was introduced to further force
this was done to secure a means of identification. This is ,|,e ;,jr ]„ contact with the top of the flame. Both improve-
most likely, as a flash seems more brilliant to the human eye mvnls were quite novel in their day, and have been ever
than a continuous light, 9/10 seconds being the time sufficient si„ce the guiding principle in all lamps used for all purposes,
for maximum intensity. The whole system of lighthouse The incandescent oil-vapor lamp, which is now generally
practice is to use both red and white flashes with various

durations and intervals of darkness and light. For instance,

one light may have an interval of flash of two seconds' dura-

tion, succeeded by three seconds of darkness. This flash is

quite regular, being, in fact, regulated by a clock mechanism, ^^^^^^^m^mr^^m^^m-^^^^^^
and is sufficient for undoubted identification, and hence ^^^^BHK^S^St'MwPBBPB—
enables the mariner to locate his position by referring to his ^^^^^I^^S^'SHIH ^^^> '^S^BI^—
chart, on which the light of observed number of flashes is l^^^^P^Ri^^^H^^I^^SIKK^^I
rccotded. (Figure 4 illustrates such a flashing lens.) t^^^B^mfki ^K^B .^S^Sl^MLsSB^l

In the United States the Navesink light, at Sandy Hook, III^^S!^>^^^^fe,Jr ^'^^^I^S8l
New Jersey, just south of New York harbor, is 246 feet high, tl»i/^D^S^^A'^vB ^^^^^SSSSS^
and is illuminated with electric light. This is the most pow- 11/ mSS^!%^^v9i^4rJrf^"^'^SfS^
erful light on this continent. This light shows each live WmI Kf^^xVn^MM W^^^^^^^X^
seconds a flash of one-tenth second duration, estimated at llKlWjr ' w « vlBHl In^^^^^^Vivl
35,000,000 candle power. Although, on account of the curva- l|jSfi*£-A^<lt4llHH Vl?> »' »*"

ture of the earth, the light itself cannot be seen more than nHHVL^iK&raBki: ^1 1IIKK' ^
22 miles, its beain has been reported to have been .observed WSlB^\it^UMHm\ iuvK^M^y^
in the sky at a distance of 70 nautical miles. Fire Island ^HnSl&v "^nfpilmWi^K^^^?~^^' /^
light, in the United States, is 163 feet high, flashes four sec- ^DKx^'^f*^K?'z31V'^^^^S^^.iMi
onds and eclipses 5.6 seconds, calculated 170,000 candles. ^Bl^^Vy tgJaK^QB ^^^^J^^l'S^SI
Montauk Point light is 168 feet high, 130,000 candles, flashes ^BK\Sll?!.jiJ^S^BW^feiS^^'''^''M^
four seconds and eclipses nine and six-tenths seconds. These ^^^^fckX^i^i*BgS^B ^fi^S^ ^^

are perhaps the most important lights in the United St»'es.

The number of light stations, light vessels, and fog sig-

nals of the world, as listed in the British Admiralty List of ^^^^^^S^^^^M'^vlO^B^-
Lights for 1015, is approximately as given in the table below. ^^^^nSBNOMl^HS^^^^Wft J
The statistics do not include the Great Lakes of this con-

tinent nor rivers above the limit of sea-going navigation, and

the lights arc given in greater completeness for some COUn-
,,,^, 4-Fourth order four panel flashing lens, focal length -j.-im .nn,.

tries than for others:

Light Light
..

^^"' employed for important lights, is of later development, and
Continents. Stations. \ cssels. Signals. burns vaporized kerosene under an incandescent mantle.
Europe 7,;!35 1!I2 779 ., •...,•. • r\\
,, ,' Various other illuminants are now in use. Uil gas is ex-
North America 2,913 49 Ii45 . , ,

. , t r , , . < , ^ itensively used, particularly for lighted buoys; acetylene gas is

.
"' "

used for lighted buoys and unattended lighted beacons; elec-
,\ustralia and Oceania . 746 .'! 21

, . ,
.

, » i- i . i
• •

i

A f ^
trie arc and incandescent lights are used in some special in-

*^*
"'.

]^

'

.
stances. Electric lights with distant control are employed

. ou 1 . merica oj o
.^^ _^ number of cases where a reliable source of current may

"
be obtained. Although electrically illuminated lenses are

'^'°*'''^ ^^'""^ "'^^ ^•^***''
ideal, as it is possible to make use of this light to approxi-

It is of interest to compare similar statistics of li.glit sta- „,.^,. ^ poj„t source, there are generally transmission diftl-

tioiis for about 18H,s (The Modern Liglithouse Service, John- cultics to be overcome in carrying power to lighthouses, and
'""L the possibility of interrupted service from suli-stations an<l

'''8"t power-houses makes the use of electrical energy somewhat
C ontiiunts. Stations. hazardous. The service rendered to a lighthouse must be

Europe 3,309 continuous. In some cases electrical energy is generated
North America I,4;i5 ^ within the lighthouse itself. The power plant usually con-

Asia 476 sisls of duplicate units, thus ensuring continuous service.

Oceania fio
.

f

• o|f) Development of Lighthouse Lenses.

.South America I'l" The development of tlic light source has had consider-

aide influence on the dcvclopiiunt of the lens. Lenses are

^ V Total 3,925 now assembled for use with a light source approximating a
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pciiiit source. This has fiuil)le(I the niaiiuUicturcr to greatly

ixduce the size of the lens. Formerly tlie lenses approacheil

I lie size of an ordinary living room, inside which there was

siiflicient space to hold a fair-sized card party. Hut with the

development of the light source these large-sized lenses have

hecome obsolete. In fact, the ideal point source has been

apiiroachcd so closely that a "fourth" order lens will now

.•ici-(jnii>lisli even more than the large early type "lirst" or

sci-niid" order lens, which are now little used, .\s tlie

"lirst,'' "second," and "third" order lenses were constructed

for use with the large Hame light source, it is oliviously im-

|)ossiblc to use the more highly developed light source of tlie

present time in the early type lens. This for the reason that

the prism position in the old type lens was so arranged as to

taUe care of light rays coming from a distributive source.

Therefore a substitution of the more highly developed light

source when used with the early type large lenses renders a

jiortion of tlie prism ineflfective, and directs the light rays to

(itlur than the useful zone. The effectiveness of the light-

house lens, therefore, depends on the use of the proper light

source.

Process of Manufacture.

['he process of manufacturing the best quality of glass

frciui which to make what may be considered one of the most

iiui)icssive and splendid examples of the glass-maker's art

for lighthouse use is of interest. As we have seen, these

lenses fulfil the functions of what may be termed optical

organs; and, although the requirements as regards color,

homogeneity, and freedom from other defects are not so

stringent as in the case of optical glassware, still the state of

])urity required in the various substances forming the glass

batch, which is essential to the production of glass of good
color, or freedom from color, for this work makes the task

of ihe glass manufacturer a difficult and delicate one. The
attempts, for instance, of the glass manufacturer to produce

the best red glass for lighthouse work has been a matter of

slow development, b'rom the first gold ruby glass was used,

and, in order to be secure against ejicessive breakage, the

glass was made about one quarter of an inch in thickness.

This glass was difficult to produce without too dense a color

and consequent loss of light, and also was not the best kind

of red, as it contained blue. So the problem has been to

produce a red glass of proper thickness which would transmit

the greatest amount of red light. .V very good glass of this

kind (orange red) has been produced by one large glass

manufacturing concern in the United States, and this glass is

now being used extensively for lighthouse work.

The railroads will not use this (orange red) glass, luid

seem willing to sacrifice transmission of light in order to use

yellow signals. Red and yellow-colored glasses lose approxi-

mately three fourths of the intensity of colorless glass in

transmission, green five sixths, and blue very much more.

I'due is, therefore, little used for such purposes. In order,

therefore, to project red rays as far as white, the illumination

must be four-fold that used for white or colorless glass; fi>r

green it must be six-fold. The red glass now approved by

the United States Government Lighthouse Department trans-

mits over 40 per cent, of the light used.

This phenomenon of the transmission of light through

colored screens is known to every observing mariner. And
m approaching a light of varying intensity, such as fixed

varied by flashes, or alternating red and white, due allowance

is always made for the inferior brightness of the less power-

ful part of the light, which at a distance may show flashes

only or white only. Flashing lights may also show a faint

continuous light, due to reflection from the lantern, in clear

weather at short distances.

Homogeneity has been mentioned as an essential require-

ment in this product. Defects such as striae and air bubbles

cannot be entirely avoided in the production of this glass,

as these defects are bound to arise in glass which is ladled

or gathered from the pot and then transferred to moulds to

be shaped. In the manufacture of optical glass of the first

quality, the glass is not removed from the pot, but is allowed

to cool in the pot in which it is melted; afterwards the pot is

broken away from the glass and hence defects are avoided.

If it were attempted to manufacture the glass bodies required

for lighthouse purposes in the same manner in which high-

grade optical glass is produced the cost would approximate

to tliat of the large discs used for telescope objectives, and

this would, of course, be entirely prohibitive.

The reason that the same freedom from defects required

in high-grade optical glass is not necessary in glassware used

for lighthouse purposes arises out of the fact that lighthouse

lenses are used merely to impart a desired direction to a

beam of light, and afe not required for the purpose of pro-

ducing, as in the case of telescope objectives, sharply-defined

images. Very slight irregularities in the glass are, therefore,

not of such serious importance. Although lighthouse glass

can. therefore, be produced by rather less elaborate means, still

every care must be taken to make the glass as perfect as is

possible. .After the molten glass has been brought to the

]iroper shape in iron moulds it is removed from these moulds

and is properly annealed. This annealing, or cooling process.

is one that must be very carefully carried out if brcaka.ge

later on is to be avoided in the product, .\fter being properly

annealed the glass is cut and polished to the final shape of

lenses and annular lens segments. These are then built up

and held in place by metal frames, as shown in the photo-

graphs illustrating this article.

Until a few years ago it was necessary to procure all the

cut glass lenses used in the lighthouse service, either from

France. England, or Germany, most of the product coming
from France When the American firm of glass manufac-

turers now engaged in producing this glass were first ap-

proached by the United States Government with a view to

ascertaining if a better lens could not be mad'' on this con-

tinent than that furnished from abroad, by using more mod-
ern manufacturing methods, they assumed what may be

ternud a duty with an unknown investment, as well as un-

known loss or profit, but it also answered what may be con-

sidered a challenge to manufacturers on this continent to

produce high-grade articles and to run the risk involved in

the endeavor. It is very gratifying to know that the modern

and up-to-the-minute manufacturing methods employed on

tliis continent have enabled us to produce lenses which are
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suiH-rior to tliosc hcrctofure purcliascil a1)riiaJ. ami tliat tlicy

can be produced for the same cost or less. The essential fea-

ture of the method of manufacture employed on this contin-

ent that makes the product superior tci that furnished from
abroad is that the prisms are formed by machine instead of

liy hand. Every part is made to lil an accurate template or

jiK. so that all glasses are true to size, and parts of the same
number are completely interchangeable. This is impossible

when the prisms are made by hand, as they are made abroad;

variations must always occur. The lenses produced here are

also superior in another respect, as shown by a government
test made in 1914, which showed the lens produced 'here to

be 50 per cent, superior than any other lens tested. This

test was based on the continued efficiency of the lens, the

reason being that the glass produced here is not hydroscopic

—that is, it does not absorb or take up moisture that cannot
l>e removed by cleaning. This condition has been brought

about by the combination of certain materials used in mixing
the glass batch. (1) "Many improvements have been made
also in pressed glass lens lanterns and buoy lantern lenses,

and tests show them well adapted for many conditkms of

the service, at a decrease in expense tover those heretofore

used." We have not space at our disposal to follow these

later improvements out in detail. We have, however, to

thank Fresnel. the discoverer of polarized light, a genius of

the first rank, for the benefit we derive at this late day, from
his early work and experiments made in this connection. Let

us, therefore, always look with kindly eyes on the experi-

ments being made about us eacli day, with the thought in

niind that although no immediately profitable result can be

secured"from these seemingly useless experiments, that never-

theless they may. some day. like Fresners early work, be of

L;reat service to jnmianity.

Distribution System that Retards Electrical Progress

The wiring diagram of a small Ontario town's distribu-

tion system, sufficiently out of the ordinary to be an inlerest-

ing curiosity, has just been brought to our attention. So far

as we know, it is the only one of its kind in Canada, and, for

the sake of the citizens who have to put up with it, we sin-

cerely hope it is. It is a mystery how such a system ever

came to be installed. Of course, it is conceivable that a

town council, in absolute ignorance of the requirements. ma\
unwittingly consent to the purchase of useless equipment,

Init it is not easily )ielieval)le that any salesman of to-day

-4
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Underground Distribution Systems
A practical man's general review, before the A.I.E.E., of an important phase of Central

Station Work—A growing demand for this type of construction.

.^ By G. J. Newton

The following facts and suggestions are based on many

years' experience with underground distribuiion systems,

and are stated in the following article with the intention

of showing the importance of careful and intelligent design

as related, not only to the f^rst cost, but to the economical

operation and ultimate value of the completed system.

An inspection of many systems has made it evident to

the writer that improper design is responsible for more faults

ice are equally as important in the financial success and

growth of the business.

Except in the large companies, there is probably no

branch of the business that has been given less thought and

study than underground work; in many cases the principal

object evidently has been to get the wires out of sight at

the least possible expense, with no attempt being made to

improve the system of distribution and little or no regard

ditions The engineer must be guided by good judgment,

1,ased on experience, and a thorough study of the conditions

in order to secure satisfactory results.

Owing to the increasing demand for electrical energy,

and the serious objections to the unsightly and dangerous

overhead wires and poles, underground systems of distribu-

tion have become a necessity in many places where the ex-

pense of this class of service would not have been considered

warranted under former conditions.

Underground distribution is very expensive, as compared

with overhead construction, and in many cases, particularly

in the smaller cities, the first cost is of vital importance; a

carefully worked out design is therefore necessary in order

to derive the greatest benefit from the money expended.

Many of the present systems have not been designed with

care, and attention to detail, that their importance deserves

and freqiiently the cost of the system has been entirely out

of proportion to its ultimate value.

If it were possible to design and install an underground

system at the start of an electrical undertaking the problem

would be much simplified, as the station and consumers-

equipment could be selected, and the whole system designed

for the most efficient results. Unfortunately the conditions

are never so favorable, and the distribution engineer is con-

fronted with many conditions over which he has no control,

but must consider in making his plans.

Distribution problems are, therefore, usually very coni-

plcx and permit of several methods of being solved. It is

only by a careful study of the conditions and foresight as

to the future requirements of the system that a satisfactory,

economical and efficient design can be developed.

The condition under which underground cables and

equipment operate are more severe than on overhead sys-

tems and a thorough knowledge of these conditions is abso-

lutely necessary, and must be kept in mind, in selecting cables

and equipment and designing the conduit system for their

installation. Overhead wires can be, and frequently are,

operated far above their rated capacity, without any serious

danger, but underground cables and equipment must be

operated within certain definite limits in order to avoid seri-

ous damage, if not total destruction.

Economy of distribution is equally as important as econ-

omy in production, particularly at the present time, when

practically all public utility companies are regulated, to a

"reatcr or less extent, by state or municipal commissions.

First cost is not, therefore, the only factor that should be

considered, as economical operation and reliability of ser-

While it is admitted that underground systems are ex-

pensive to install, still it must be remembered that a conduit

system is a permanent structure, has little or no depreciation;

on the contrary it will increase in value as the importance

of the section it serves is developed. Considering the first

cost, permanent nature of the undertaking, and importance

of economical and reliable service, it is advisable to make

a thorough study of the conditions and future requirements

of the, service on which to base a design of the proposed

system.

In the designing of an underground distribution

system there is one important fact that must always be con-

sidered—the system should be designed to serve the entire

district that can reasonably be expected to ever require this

I3S Washington Street.
''°

IVilliam Henderson 4 Co XOl-'S "
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system is to secure an accurate load record tor each consumer
in the proposed underground district. This record should

l)c kept on cards similar to Fig. 1; where there is a large

power load in the district it is advisable to make separate

records for the lighting and power loads, using different

colored cards for each record.

The" card shown in Fig. 1 is simply a sample, and the

l)LSt arrangement of the inventory on the cards will depend
(in the requirements of each particular system. The re-

verse side of the cards can be used for showing the number
and location of the transformer supplying the service lateral,

consumers' fuse box and other information connected with

each consumer's service. These cards if properly corrected

will form a permanent record of great value in making future

changes and balancing the load on the distribution systeih.

A careful inspection should be made of each building to

determine the most suitable location for the new underground
lateral in order to reduce the- cost of changing the inside

wiring as much as possible. Except in the case of very heavy

loads or consumers where emergency service must be pro-

vided for, it is advisable to supply all of the consumers in

a building from one lighting and one power lateral; this

reduces the number of laterals, handholes, and fuse boxes
and permits using the least amount of copper by taking ad-

vantage of the diversity of a group of consumers.

The lighting and power load can be plotted on one
ilrawing or the loads can be plotted on separate plans, the

latter method is best as the plans for each system can then

lie kept separate. The load maps for each system should

show the total load, both in the underground district and out-

side of it, to be supplied by cables in the conduit system

from the power house so that ample conduit space can be

provided and the most suitable routes and sizes of feeders

determined.

Having the lighting and power loads and a map show-
ing the street light system, the next step is to determine

the most suitable plan of distribution to be adopted; this

may be called the critical point in the design of a distribu-

tion system, for on the decision depends not only the first

cost of the installation but the reliable, efticieiit and econ-

omical operation of the distribution system. I'liere are two
general schemes of distribution;

Two General Schemes

1. To supply the whole city from one power house.

3. Divide the city into districts and supply each from
sub-stations, or rather from the power house and sub-

stations.

In many of the older systems the first method was used

and a large number of ducts were installed, in one trench

from the power house, to serve the whole city, or at least

that portion that was to be supplied by underground eventu-

ally. This necessitated providing a large number of spare

ducts, a large percentage of which remained idle for years

and not infrequently resulted in too many ducts in some
places and too few in others.

Not only was the first cost of such a system excessive,

but the manholes were almost invariably too small to accom-

modate the number of cables that could have been installed

in all of the ducts had there ever been use for them. The
most serious objection to this plan is that the losses due

to the heating of so many cables in one conduit run are

excessive and materially reduce the carrying capacity of the

cables, particularly in cables occupying the inner ducts.

Another serious objection to this method is that a burn-

out on one cable is practically certain to damage adjacent

cables and cause interruption of service over a consideralile

area. Faults oii underground systems usually affect more
consumers than on an overliead system and require more

time to repair, therefore, no system should be considered
that does not permit being sectionalized and have reasonable

emergency facilities provided for restoring service with the

least possible delay.

The objections to the first plan, as stated above, preclude

its adoption except in very small cities where the area to be
served by underground distribution is limited, and the total

number of ducts installed in one trench will not be excessive.

The second method of distribution, when properly de-

signed, avoids all of the objectionable features of the first

method and is particularly adapted to the modern practice

of installing sub-stations supplied by high-tension feeders,

as each district is practically operated separate from the

others and with suitable emergency feeders and switching
equipment permits each district to assist the others in case
of necessity.

The old saying "That you should not put all of your
eggs in one basket" is particularly true if we change the

words slightly
—"You should not put all your feeders in one

trench or manhole," and the distribution engineer will be
wise to keep this warning in mind as far as the requirements
of the case will permit.

Reliable service and economical distribution are abso-

lutely necessary for the financial success of every light and
power company. Reliability depends on the following coii-

dilions;

Factors Controlling Reliable Service

1. The best material, equipment and workmanship.

2. Proper selection of materi^il .nid equipment fur llie

service it is to supply.

3. Efficient protective apparatus, judiciously installed.

i. Sectionalizing apparatus properly located.

5. Continuity of supply, by feeders over different routes

or an arrangement that will provide at least two sources of

supply for the network.

6. Regular and systematic inspection of the dislrilmtion

system by competent men.

7. .'\ccurate plans and records of the distribution system
so that changes, additions and extensions can be made to

the best advantage with the least possibility of error.

Economical operation depends upon a reasonable first

cost, in addition to all of the above conditions, and where
a system is designed at first for a whole city (keeping in

mind future sub-stations) it is possible to reduce the num-
ber of ducts and manholes to a minimum, install sections as

the business warrants and extend the ultimate cost over a

considerable period.

Keeping the above facts in mind the actual design of

an underground distribution system should be made on the

following general plan. .After making the load maps for

the lighting and power systems and also a map showing
the location of the street lights it is a good plan to first

lay out the street light circuits.

The location of the street lights is determined by the

city authorities and can seldom be altered enough to ma-
terially change the conduit arrangement, therefore, by de-

signing this system first it will give a general idea of where
the conduit must be installed and keeping this plan in mind
it is frequently possible to arrange the secondary mains
-SO as to utilize the same routes fparticularly in alleys and the

less important streets) so as to avoid considerable conduit
construction.

The proposed location of the laterals in each building

should be shown on the plan for the secondary systems for

light and power. .\ study of these locations, together with
the street light conduit layout, will often show where slight

changes in one or the other will permit considerable saving.

(Continued In Sept. ISth Issue)
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The Field of the One-Man Car — Interesting

Discussion before the West Virginia Public

Utilities Association

By J. B. Irwin"

It has been stated that lightweiglit. une-nian cars are

MOW in use on 100 railways in this country alone. This is

a comparative recent development in the electric railway

industry, and it is desirable to learn the various reasons for

their adoption and to study the trallic conditions encountered

and results accomplished so that the proper held for this

type of car may be more definitely established.

Through the courtesy of the Southern Illinois Public

utilities Company the writer recently had the opportunity to

become familiar with the railway conditions in Anderson,

S.C. These are strikingly similar to the conditions in Corpiis

Christi, Tex., as described in a paper by D. R. Locker, pre-

sented before the meeting of the Southwestern Electrical and

Gas Association last May.

Corpus Christi has a population of about 20,000, with ten

miles of track, while that of Anderson is less by perhaps 5,000.

but the track mileage is the same. Both railways have been

recently subjected to a very heavy track reconstruction ex-

penses on account of the paving of the principal city streets,

and the operating revenues of both have suffered by reason

of the automobile traffic.

Both companies decided that the lightwei,i>ht. one-man

car ottered the best prospect for increasing net earnings, and,

nt)W that one-man operation has l)eeii tried nut, are well satis-

fied with the change.

In Corpus Christi the headways, which were previously

fifteen and twenty minutes, have been cut in half, with an

increase of only 6 per cent, in operating expense, while the

earnings have increased 30 per cent. In making the change

the Corpus Christi Kailway and Light Company purchased

eight new cars, weighing 12,000 pounds, seating twenty-six

passengers, and equipped with air brakes and Westinghousc

"Wee" motors.

In the case of Anderson, the Southern Illinois I'ublic

Utilities Company was able to shift some of the larger cars

to another of its properties and purchased five new light-

weight cars for local one-man operation. On two of these

new cars "Wee" motors were installed, and on the other

three cars the electrical equipment was transferred from the

old cars. These motors are of 19 h.p.. rating at 600 volts, anil

wei.gh 890 pounds each. They are of the smallest standard

type yet placed on the market. Some of the old cars were
retained for one of the Anderson lines having comparatively

heavy traffic, on on this line it was found necessary to place a

second man on the car during certain hours on Saturday and
Sunday, but otherwise there has been no difficulty in collect-

ing fares without interference with schedules. The cars pre-

viously used weighed about 24.000 pounds, and seated :)2 pas-

sengers, while the new cars weigh 17,000 pounds and seat 24,

with additional movable seats for six on the platform. As

'General Engineer Westinghouse Electric & Mfg-. Co.

the traffic is very light and -.loij?, n^i nunicruu-, ii ua-- not

considered necessary to equip the cars with air brakes.

Lines of short headway and heavy traffic appear at pres-

ent to be beyond the field of usefulness of the one-man car.

\\ ith large, crowded cars one-man operation would increase

the time of stops to such an extent that schedules would be

len.gthened and street congestion made worse. It has not yet

been shown just where the limit of size for one-man opera-

tion is. Granting that there must be some limit to the traffic

handling capacity of one-man cars, beyond which conditions

would be uneconomic or intolerable, the question of their

field of application becomes involved with considerations of

headway, street congestion, schedules, character of traffic,

etc.

Although the one-man car is best fitted for light service,

it is probable that the future will witness a gradual exten-

sion of its field. There are some periods of the day on all

except the very heaviest trunk lines when the big cars are run

half empty or when headways are increased to the point

where considerable revenue is sacrificed. At such times the

smaller one-man cars could be used to advantage if there was
some way to take care of the rush-hour traffic without con-

gestion or sacrifice of economy. It has already been found

feasible to use a second man for the rush hours only, and

probably under certain conditions it will be found practical

to have the conductor ride the cars and collect fares in the

down-town zone and transfer from outbound to inbound cars

at certain points.

A possible future method of taking care of the rush hour

may be to couple two smaller motor cars together to be con-

trolled by one man. while the second man collects tiie fares.

The entrance would be at the front of the first car, and the

exits would be at the rear of the first car and the front of

the second car. The second man would collect the fares at

the rear end of the first car as the passengers passed this

point, whether they got off or went into the second car.

A similar scheme of fare collection is in successful use

on large single-unit cars in Cleveland and other places, and
"articulated" cars made of two small cars permanently

coupled together have been used in many places, but it re-

mains to be seen whether a platform construction can be

developed that will be suitable for communication l)et\veen

cars tlint have to take sharp curves of city street car lines.

Montreal Tramways Building Conduits

The City of Montreal having decided that the high ten-

sion conduits should be owned, operated, and controlled by
the power companies, the Montreal Tramways Company have
just placed contracts for the construction of a high-tension

Hi.200 V. conduit system to inter-connect their several power
houses and sub-stations on the Island of Montreal. Tlie

ten<lers have been let to G. M. Gest, Limited, Montreal, and
Quinlan & Robertson. Limited. Montreal, each contracting

linn l)uilding approximately half of the total system, which
it is expected will be completed this year. Specifications and
tender forms have been issued for the necessary cables. The
conduits will lie of vitrified' clay "Camp" duct, AVi in. round
bore. Tile manholes will be of brick construction.
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Taking the Public Into Your Confidence
How One of the Largest Railway Systems in the World Avoided a Strike

—The Power of Public Opinion

The people of New York have been passing through an

anxious time since the threat was made recently to call a

general strike of street railway employees. The trend of

modern public utility operation is shown, however, in the

attitude of the New York Railways Company, which en-

deavored through carefully written newspaper advertisements

to present the matter in its correct light before their citizen-

patrons. The moral effect of these advertisements was un-

doubted. Below we reproduce one of them, a type of a num-
ber appearing during tlie strike crisis;

Shall New York Street Railways Be Run for

the People of New York ?

To the People of New York City:

The threat to tic up the street railroads of this city is

your problem.

A definite expression of public (jpinion will be over-

whelming.

We believe we are profoundly right, and we want the

public of this city to know why.

* * *

See what is threatened:

An organization from another city, in order to bolster

up its side of a dispute in a neighboring community, seeks to

stop the very life-blood of the City of New York.

There are no differences between our men and ourselves.

It is not even claimed that there are.

But this alien organization proposes to call a strike any-

way!
* * *

We are not lighting labor union.s or the principles of

organization.

Our problem is a simple one—but very practical.

It is this: We are responsible to the people of New York
for providing safe, prompt, and continuous transportation

service.

P'or that responsibility we are held vigorously to account

by public opinion, reinforced by a Public Service Commission

with drastic powers.

The very life of the city depends upon the continuity of

our operations. Disrupt it, and New York is prostrate.

* * *

Our men are being threatened an<l intimidated by the

Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employees, an organization with interests in various parts of

llie United States.

Its main offices are in another city.

Its interests are not primarily the interests of the people

o{ New York, of the transportation companies within its

borders, or the men they employ.

* Hi t

To accept the regime of this organization would imme-

diately make the operation of the street railroads of New
York a prey to the orders, the prejudices, and the disputes of

the officers of an alien organization with alien interests,

working for alien purposes, and with no responsibility what-

ever to this community.

Our men want to stay by their jol)s. .\ careful canvass

makes that clear.

There is no question, however, of the purpose of this
organization, without consultation with or authority from
our own employees to call a strike on the lines of the New
York Railways, with a hope that through threats and intimi-
dation our men may be induced to stay away from their
work.

^^e are ready, and have always been ready, to meet with
our men to discuss our mutual interests.

The management of these lines has worked harmoniously
ivith its men for nianj' years.

\\t have recognized the impossibility of providing the
service the people demand unless men and officers co-oper-
ated heartily.

Our men themselves know that we want to share with
them the increased prosperity of the company.

We have increased wages twice this year.

During the past several years we have made other in-

creases, as well as constantly adjusted working conditions so
as to make them more favorable.

But this alien organization, to serve its own ends, now
proposes to throttle the daily life of this great city in spite of

all that.

* * *

It would be impossible for us to recognize or to deal
with this organization without stultifying ourselves in the
performance of our supreme duty to the people of this city.

We wrish to make it clear, therefore, that we cannot and
will not have any dealings whatsoever with this alien organ-
ization, although our willingness to meet with our own men
stands—and will stand.

* * *

The public interest in this situation far transcends that
of any corporation or its employees.

We are gravely conscious of our duty to leave no step
untaken that will avoid an interruption of transportaticJi

service.

We are relying upon the loyalty of the uniformed em-
ployees of this company to co-operate with us in maintain-
ing the service we are obliged to give to the people of New
York.

The men may, on their part, rely upon us to do every-
thing in our power to see to it that their interests and safety
are protected to the full extent of the law.

The city authorities of New York have assured us of

their determination to preserve order and give ample police

protection to our passengers and employees.
Witli sucli protection there will be no doubt of our

ability to maintain our service—and maintain it with our
loyal, uniformed employees.

* * *

If every man in New York makes up his mind tlial in

so far as his influence is concerned he will not tolerate an

interruption of traffic on the street railways of this city, Ihrre

won't be any question as to what will happen.

NEW YORK RAILWAYS COMPANY,
Theodore P. Shonts. President.
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A Trial Concentric Wiring Installation at Chicago

—Does Not Promise to Revolutionize

the Contracting Business

An experimental installation of concentric wiring has

been made by the Commonwealth Edison Company in the

"two-flat" building at 3424 North Troy Street, Chicago. The

building selected for the experiment belongs to the com-

pany, having been acquired with some other property, and

had never been wired. It contains two flats, one above the

other, and a basement. Each flat consists of an entrance

hall or vestibule, a living room, two bedrooms, a kitchen, a

pantry, and a bathroom. The construction department of the

company did the wiring.

The building has been wired for a total of twenty light-

ing and two wall switch outlets for twenty-tour lamps. Com-

plying with the city's requirements, two circuits for each flat

were installed. This is based on the rule that the wiring shall

provide a capacity for 0.73 watt per square foot of floor

space.

Each of the flats was wired for seven ceiling outlets, one

baseboard outlet, one wall outlet, and one wall-switch. The

total number of lamps in each flat is eleven. There are two

outlets and two lamps in the basement. Distribution of out-

lets, switches, and lamps for each meter was made according

to the following table:

Ceiling Baseboard Wall Wall No. of

Location outlets outlets outlets switches lamps

Hall 1-1 ^

Parlor 1-:! 1-1 ' ^

Front bedroom ... 1-1 1

Rear bedroom .... 1-1

Kitchen 1-1 l"! ^

Pantry 1-1 ^

Bathroom 1-1 ^ *

Basement 1-1

Total S -1 1 1 1~

The cost, of the material used for this wiring job was as

follows:

Material (concentric) $28.3:^

Material (standard) -^^-l**

Material (service) "•*'•'

$38.90

The labor used on this job amounted to S3K' hours—33

hours wireman's time and 50>^ hours helper's time.

The cost of the fixtures used was $30.80, the remaining

item of cost being 84 cents for carfare and expenses. The

amount of concentric wire used was :!4.-. feet.

It was found that the job had cost more than would

have been the case if the wiring had been done under the

present practice, using flexible metallic conduit and armored

cable. The same job was figured on this basis, and the ma-

terial came to $24.7:!, w'ith 66 hours of labor, divided into 33

hours of the wireman's time and 33 hours of the h^elper's

time. The fixtures and the carfare and miscellane(jus ex-

pense would be practically the same in both cases.

It is not thought strange that the first interior wiring

job using the concentric wiring method should cost more

than the older and well-established method. The cost of

concentric wiring is bound to decrease after the wiremen

become more familiar with the use of concentric materials.

Further, it is evident that where a number of completed

buildings are to l)e wired, larger quantities of material will be

ordered, and naturally a better price for material will be

secured in view of the quantity required. With more experi-

ence in this class of work it is, of course, to be expected that

the hours of labor per job will be substantially reduced.

Again, as will be observed liy reference to the pictures, the

quality of fixtures used is rather better than might be ex-

pected in an installation of this character. The cost of the

fixtures has nothing to do with -the comparative cost, how-
ever, for the same amount is given in each case; but the use

of simpler fixtures would reduce the absolute cost. One

Concentric construction in living room, showing wall-switch control
of ceiling fixture.

man who has given considerable attention to the subject

believes that when lar.gc <iuantities are used the cost of con-

centric material will lie reduced at least 2,t per cent, below

the present figure, while he thinks that when the workmen

get accustomed to handling the concentric wire the labor

cost will be about one-third of the labor cost on, the experi-

mental installation.

The above description is taken from the Electrical

World. The article further adds that the men in the Com-
monwealth Edison Company, v.lio have made a study of the

subject, have no expectation that the siinpler methods of

interior wirin.g will revolutionize existing practice Rather.

it seems likely that the simple concentric wiring with exposed

circuits will be used for only a particular class of building,

such, perhaps, as small houses, or old houses, where the cost

of wiring must be moderate if electricity is to be used at all.
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Adv. Suggestions for Elec. Contractors

Nos. 13, 14, 15 and 16 of a series worked out by the Society for Electrical Development.
Any contractor may change the wording to suit his own case.

Consecutive advertising will educate the public

to distinguish good work from bad

You always know
where to find us

The responsible and established electrical con-
tractor, of course, maintains a store or shop
where he mav be found—whether you want him
to estimate on work or to talk about work under
way or completed.

There are, however, some contractors of a

less stable character—here to-day, srone to-mor-
row.

Very often a contractor of tliis kmd has his

office "under his hat."

.\nd how annoying; it is to try to find this

man! Perhaps he has done a job for you which
has "gone wron.c;." But where is he? "He msy
be here tJiis afternoon." or, perhaps, "he'll be
there to-morrow," But you haven't the time to

run after him!

For this reason, as well as for many others,
you should employ a permanently located, repu-
table electrical contractor.

(Names and .Addresses of Contractors.)

"In a Workmanlike
manner"

These words appear in most specifications for
electrical work as well as for bricklaying, car-
pentry, painting, etc. If the spirit as well as the
letter of this injunction is followed, a thoroughly
pleasing as well as substantial job results.

To a responsible electrical contractor the
words "In a workmanlike manner" mean not
only mechanically and electrically correct—but
good to look at as well.

Good workmanship is the result of long ex-
perience, careful supervision, and confidence cre-
ated by knowledge.

Your electrical work will be done "In a work-
manlike manner" if done by one of the under-
signed contractors.

(Names and Addresses of Contractors.)

''f/ a man makes a better mouse
trap than his neighbor the world
will make a beaten path to his

door.*'

Years ago—many for some of us. few for oth-
ers—when we started in the electrical business,
we resolved to give better value in electrical work
than our short-sighted competitors thought
necessary. Varying years of successful business
have proven that we were right in believing that
the public would appreciate quality at a fair price

rather than cheapness.

Wiring which we installed wlicii we were
young is still giving good service. So it will be
with the work we do for you now.

Our work is considerably better than the "in-

surance code" requires as a minimum standard.

That is why you will want us to wire the house
you live in. There will be a large "factor of

safety."

We give a full dollar's worth of electrical

value for every dollar you spend. .\nd remem-
ber, our prices are as low as is consistent with
best possible work.

CVames and .\ddresses of Contractors.)

not like a bull in a
china shop

No, indeed. Tliat is not the way our wireinen
will go at your home wlien the.\- wire it for elec-
tricity.

But instead tliey will c<une (pnetly with droi)
cloths to cover your furniture and carpets—to
catch any little dirt which may fall. They will
"fish" the wires under the floors, up through the
walls without smashing the plaster in tlic parlor
or tearing the paper in the front hall.

.\nd the work which is out of sight, under tiie

floors, inside the partitions, will be just as good
as that which you and the inspectors can see.

We employ our wircmen because of their
thorough knowledge of their trade. They can be
trusted to treat kindly the lincst residence.

You see. we have built our business and rejiu-

tation to last—on doing only the l)est work and
on giving a full dollar's worth of value for every
dollar received.

(Names and .Vddresses of Contractors.)
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Cost of Cooking in Apartment Houses—A Fruitful

Field for the Contractor

Some useful figures on the consumption of electricity

used for cooking in apartment houses are given in the last

issue of the Electrical World. The figures refer to the

Boulevard Apartments, Detroit, where there are 29 apart-

ments on five floors. The readings were taken during the

months of June and July, and though the period to which

they refer varies, when averaged they give a fair idea of the

consumption that might be expected by people living under

these conditions. The maximum consumption was 4.4 kw.h.

per day. Of a total of 1554 days covered by these readings

the average total consumption works out at 2.52 kw.h. per

day. The consumption for cooking and for other purposes

worked out approximately in the ratio of 4 to 1. The average

number of persons in each family was somewhere between

2 and 3.

Figures on Consumption and Cost of Electric Cooking by

29 Electric Range Users, Boulevard Apartments, Detroit

Floor
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What is New in Electrical Equipment
Electric Range with Gas Stove Top

For use in localities where the ccj^t of current is higli

and where as a result stove top heating by electricity, which

requires a continuous application of heat, is too expensive, a

line of combination gas and electric ranges has recently been

introduced by the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company.
The tireless cooker principle is employed for the ovens.

which are heated by electricity. A thermostat and a clock

are furnished, so that meals may be cooked automatically.

The food to be cooked may be put in the oven at any time

of day and the clock set for automatically starting the cur-

rent at a determined hour, and the thermostat set to turn

the current ofT when a proper temperature has been reached.

Cooking will then proceed as in a tireless cooker, with self-

contained heat.

B. C. Electric Co-operates with Electrical

Contractors and Dealers
To assist the electrical contractors and dealers as far as

possible in enabling them to display their apparatus before

the company's consumers, the British Columbia Electric, in

making alterations recently to their general oftices in Vic-

toria, B.C., in order to better serve their patrons, set aside a

large area of its ground floor space for the sole purpose of

giving ample accommodation for the various firms to put in a

general assortment of large and small apparatus. Show
cases, display platforms, tables, etc., have been provided, and
much interest has been taken by the trade in the new
departure. A very complete line of appliances has been
assembled and are constantly under demonstration.

From the accompanying photograph an idea can be
formed of the arrangements made. Circular leather seats, in

convenient positions to view the showrooms, have been pro-
vided, and form a feature much appreciated by the com-
pany's patrons. Neat racks have also been provided for

manufacturers', jobbers', and dealers' advertising matter, and
are placed in suitable locations in the demonstration rooms.

During the week—5th to 10th June—special efforts were
made to bring before the public the many useful electrical

conveniences obtainable for the home. Cooking was carried

out daily on electric ranges and refreshments were served to

all persons present. The new model Cabinet ranges came in

for particular attention. The average afternoon daily attend-

ance was 500 people, mostly ladies. Many sales of the vari-

ous appliances have resulted from the week's undertaking,

and much general information imparted and literature handed
out during the course of fthe campaign.

As nearly ten thousand of the company's consumers per-

sonally call each month at the offices to transact business in

the matter of payment of accounts, exchange of lamps, etc.,

it has been decided to set aside one week in each month as

an "at home" week, during which period some appliance will

be specialized on. In this manner it is felt the majority of

the company's consumers will be brought personally closely

in touch with the many useful electrical appliances on the

market and which may be obtained locally at any of the

electrical stores.

A. T. Coward is the Victoria manager for the British

Columbia Electric, and S. J. Halls is in charge of light and
power sales department.

Electrical Workers Strike for Longer Hours.

Usually, in the case of a strike of electricians, the cry is

for shorter hours and more pay, but the wiremen at Camp
Borden, Ont., recently set a surprising precedent by demand-
ing that they be allowed to work fourteen hours a day instead

of ten. Their request was complied with.

Demand for Small Plants

The Main Electric Manufacturing Company, manufac-
turers of isolated electric light and power plants, advise us

that they have been enjoying exceptionally good business

during the past few months. The Main battery charging out-

fit for private and public garages, which they have recently

added to their line, is stated to have met with immediate
success.

Night photo ot section of B. C. E. R. (Victoria branchi showrooms.

City Sales Office and Warerooms

The advertisement of W. II. lianlield & Sons, I,imiU'd,

on page 40 of our August 15 issue, which read "Sales office

and showrooms" 120 Adelaide Street West, should have read

"City sales office and showroom.'' The city sales office and
showroom is maintained only for the convenience of city

customers and outside customers visiting the city. All mail

should be addressed to General Offices and Factories, :)7:J-;i8G

Pape Avenue, Toronto, Ont.
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Winner

The original single-

phase motor with an

internal starting de-

vice was a Wagner
motor. Years of ex-

perience in this field have made pos-

sible the production of single-phase

motors of the highest Quality and

most advanced engineering and de-

sign.

If you pay more for Wagner.Ouality

motors, you are buying continuous

motor service and insurance against

interruption and repairs.

Let us send you Bulletin

I 1013.

WaiooEkdricMairafadmiiiSCbmpany
of Canada LimiUd-Montreal

27 (iuardian Bldg.. Hii Traders Ban'. Bldg..

Aluiitical Toronto TOS

Walncr.Quality

Progressive Merchants

Get Acquainted

Increase Your Profits

Economy Fuses.
Lamp Pedestals.

Silk Shades.
Electric Irons.

Flashlights.

Paper Shades.
Automobile Lamps.
Meggers.
Mica.
Tungsten Lamps.
Violet Ray

Generators.
Mercury Vapor

Lamps.

Our Teaser is a produd of superior workmanship,

and has qualities that are not found on loaders of

a similar charadter. Built sub^antially. Equipped

with the "Tung^enite" heating element all metal

parts nickel-plated and highly polished and the

price is exceedingly attradive.

Write for Prices and Discounts.

W. H. SPENCER & CO., LIMITED

New Books

Standards for Electric Service.—Circular No. .>G, by the

Bureau of .Standards, Departnient of Coinnierce. Washington.

<lesiKned to assist state or city commissions to standardize

llicir rules and regulations for the control of i)ublic utilities.

The scope of the work may be gathered from the following

chapters; 1. The adequacy and safety of electric service. 12.

Meters and instruments. .;. Standardizing laboratories of

state public service commissions. 4. Kules and regulations

for electric service, as adopted by state commissions; 5.

.Suggested rules for the regulation of electric service by state

commissions, (i. The regulation of electric service by city

ordinance. 7. Suggested ordinances for the regulation of

electric service in towns and cities. The Bureau of Standards

has asked us to call the attention of our readers to this pub-

lication and to advise them that this is now ready for dis-

triliution, and may be obtained free on request to the bureau.

Trade Publications

Centrifugal Pumps.— Bulletin No. 9. issued by the Pelton

Water Wheel Company, describing, with illustrations, the

l'eitiin-Ucil)le centrifugal iiump.

Condulets.—Bulletin No. iF, issued by the Crouse-

Ilinds Company of Canada and effective September 1.5. de-

scribing fuse service entrance condulets. These are illus-

trated and fully described in the bulletin. The Crouse-Hinds

Comi)any are also distributing Bulletin No. IC. effective

.Septemljer 1, describing narrow panels. This is a supple-

ment to Panel and Cabinet Bulletin No. 1; illustrated

throughout with complete descriptions and price lists.

C. G. E. Publications—.\n Epoch in Railway Electrifica-

tion, being an illustrated description of the Chicago. Mil-

waukee and St. Paul Railway. Bulletin No. 4560:!—describ-

ing and illustrating graded shunt resistance niultigap lightn-

ing arresters for alternating current constant potential cir-

cuits.

And then, Some

The electric range is fascinating, chummy, homey, Uto-

pian, and every other fancy adjective you can think of! It is

guaranteed to remove work, worry, and widowhood, and

make Monday morning seem like Saturday afternoon—with

birdies singing in the tree tops. Electric cooking is delicious,

fattening, eugenic, god-like, ferocious, and ten times better

than Mother used to make.—From Daisy Dayload, house

organ of Hughes Electric Heating Company.

The Hughes Electric Heating Company have purchased

a piece of land comprising 111.000 square feet of ground in

Chicago, on which will be erected a modern factory plant,

calculated to cost approximately $150,000.

The operation of the Laurentide Power Company. Grand'

Mere, P.Q., has been taken over by the Shawinigan Water

and Power Company. The layout of the new plant has been

modified to suit the requirements of the Shawinigan Com-
pany.

340 University St. MONTREAL

The town of St. Lambert, P.Q., has just inaugurated a

new street lighting system. The lamps employed are 250

watts, and are erected in the principal streets of the town.

along the water front, and on the Desauliers Boulevard.

Obituary

Mr. Angus W. Mclsaac, for two years city inspector of

electric wiring at Sydney. N. S.. is dead. For thirteen years

previous to accepting the position with the city he had been

in charge of the power station of the Cape Breton Electric

Company.
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Condensed Department
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Advertisements under "Situation Wanted" oi Silnalion

ord per insertion, niininiuni charge 5(J cents.
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Current News and Notes

Danforth, Ont.

According to the report submitted to the Scarboro

Township Council on the Hydro extension from Danforth to

Agincourt, power will be supplied to Danforth at $19.25 per

h.p., the cost of construction being borne by the municipality.

Dunnville, Ont.

The use of Hydro power is contemplated, and the town

council propose to borrow $53,000 to cover its installation and

buy out the plant of the existing company. A by-law provid-

ing for these measures will be sul)mitted to the ratepayers.

Eugenia, Ont.

The' cost of the construction of the Hydro transmission

line to CoUingwood will be $4,000. it is estimated. Copper

wire is to be used instead of aluminum on account of the high

price of the latter. At CoUingwood the sub-station will pro-

bably have to be enlarged and additional apparatus installed.

Merrickville, Ont.

A by-law for the loaning of $;!0,(Hin to the Rideau Power

Company was defeated by a majority of 85 to (i.

Montreal, Que.

The Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works, Limited, Mont-

real, have been awarded by the Toronto Hydro-electric

Commission a contract for the supply and installation of

approximately two miles of 3/0 B and S three conductor

paper insulated lead covered caljle, for a working pressure of

13,300 V.

The Raymond Construction Company, Montreal, have

beeti awarded a contract for the superstructure of the boiler

room in connection with the new sub-station of the Montreal

Tramways Company at Hochelaga. It will be of reinforced

and brick construction, 87 ft. x 152 ft. The Canadian General

Electric Company are supplying the electrical equipment.

The Tramways Company have let a contract for extending

their .St. Denis sub-station, and it is also expected that con-

tracts for additional sub-stations will be shortly let.

The Quebec Public Utilities Commission, sitting in Mont-

real on August 15, heard arguments on the question of the

liability for the cost of the spare ducts installed in the under-

ground system of the Electrical Commission. The arguments

were of a legal character, and turned upon the interpretation

of the portions of the civic charter affecting the Electrical

Commission. Each company is charged 3^c per duct toot

per ann\nii for the ducts used. The city also pays for the

ducts it uses. The question at issue was whether the city

sliould bear the entire cost of these spare ducts (which the

city is obliged to put in), on the ground that it is the owner

of tlie conduits, or whether the cost should be divided among

tlie varicnis power and signal companies. The city contended

that tlie companies are liable under the cl^arter for the

entire cost of the conduits, while the companies argued tliat

tliey are liable only for tlie ducts reserved for their particular

use. It was not reasonable that the companies should have

to pay the cost of ducts for which they have no use. If this

were done, the annual rental charges would have to be in-

creased, and to tliis they olijected. Judgment was reserved.

Renfrew, Ont.

The council have decided that it is advisable to at once

proceed with the First Chute development, and a by-law is

being prepared for submission to the ratepayers. The Hydro

Commission, which at lirst did not favor the plan, are now

said to sanction it. Mr. O'Brien also proposes to develop

power at Calabogic, and it is possible that the council will

later negotiate witli liim for a supply of power should it be

required.

Tlie shareholders of tlic Shamrock and I'ienfrew Tele-

phone Association recently held a meeting in the office of

Chown & Geale, when President Quilty presented in writing

a careful summary of the year's aflfairs of the company. The
report of the auditor, Mr. Hugh Macdonald, showed a balance

on hand sufficient to pay a dividend of 5 per cent, to the

sliareholders and leave something on hand for the promotion
of the business. Requests for service to the various mines

opened up in the Mt. St. Patrick district were considered, and

the president was authorized to take such steps as he thought

wise to get the directors of the Shamrock and Renfrew and

Grattan telephone companies together to consider if an ami-

cable arrangement could be eflfected to connect up the lines

of the two companies to give belter service to the mines, into

Renfrew, and to outside points.

Sherbrooke, Que.

}'"our members of the Sherbrooke Council have been

appointed to confer with a representative of the Street Rail-

way Company and two members of the Board of Trade on

the question of the conditions, price, etc., under which the

railway could be purchased by the city.

The City of Sherbrooke, Que., has awarded a contract

for three generators, each of 1,000 kv.a. rating, to the Cana-

dian General Electric Company, at $34,500. The contract for

a new concrete dam, to replace the present rock-filled struc-

ture on the Magog liiver, has been given to Messrs. Mac-
Bean and Williams, Montreal; price, $59,358. The equipment

and dam are in connection with improvements to the city

power plant. Mr. M. A. Sammett. Montreal, is the consult-

ing engineer.

St. John, N.B.

The department of public safety of St. John, N.B., have

under consideration a complete new lighting system for the

city, which it is planned to have in operation by the early

fall. The plans provide for the installation of between 600

and 050 new nitrogen lamps of both 600 and 300 candle-power,

to replace the 372 arc lights and 97 100-watt lights now in

use. The contract for the old system expired July 1, and the

new contract, as soon as the type of lamp is approved by the

city, will be submitted to the St. John Railway Company.
This contract will cover a period of ten years, and will be on

the basis of what is known as "cost service," providing so

much for the energy supplied, installation, and maintenance.

Toronto, Ont.

Mayor T. L. Church, of Toronto, president of the Hydro-

electric power Union, and Mr. J. W. Lyon, of Guelph, presi-

dent of the Hydro-radial .'\ssociation, conferred with Sir

Adam Beck at the provincial Hydro-electric offices recently.

Preliminary arrangements were made by both presidents for

the calling of a meeting of all the municipalities interested

to secure an expression of opinion from the delegates as to

the course to pursue to have the power project removed alto-

gether from politics. It was proposed to hold this general

meeting in Toronto during tlie exhibition, arranging, if pos-

sible, to have a "Hydro-electric Day" at the big fair. They
also stated that it was arranged to submit b)'-laws in all the

municipalities in the Niagara district to empower the muni-

cipalities to enter into contracts with the commission for the

purpose of generating and developing power on behalf of tlie

former.

Vancouver, B.C.

Supplementary letters patent Iiave been issued reducing

tlic capital stock of the "Western Canada Power Companv.

Limited," from $10,000,000 to $6,000,000.
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Extend Our Electric Markets

Now that European countries are otherwise engaged, it

would appear to be an opportune time for our electrical

manufacturers of every kind to consider immediately how

they may place their products on foreign markets where com-

petition has heretofore been too keen for us. As has been fre-

quently pointed out. the value of a "Made in Canada" slogan

is very much circumscribed if the market is confined to our

own Dominion. If this slogan really stands for "quality"

and "service" it should find its greatest usefulness outside

our own borders. One of the greatest mistakes our manu-

facturers have made in the past, we believe, has been in try-

ing to hold the home market entirely for themselves, for by

so doing they have automatically shut themselves out from

other more profitable and populous markets. LTnited States

manufacturers constantly claim that there is much less profit

to be made in Canada, even at the higher prices prevailing,

on account of the limited demand spread over such a large

area. It is opening a sore, of course, to discuss the inter-

change of products with the United States on a mutually

advantageous basis, but the wisest of men chan.ge their opin-

ions sometimes, and on every side there is evidence that our

manufacturers are themselves coming tn look upon this idea

with favor—a change of heart probably born of the feeling

that our products have the qualitybchind them that will sell

them against any competition. Tt will always be true th.il

the cost of production, and therefore the selling price, is regi'-

lated by demand, and for that very reason we ought lo do

everything in our power to extend our markets.

Little as we now respect our European enemy, vvc can-
not but admit the success of the German governmental iiolicy

of assistance to her manufacturers, and the German policy
has always been diametrically opposed to the Canadian policy.

Here in Canada our governments have encouraged the manu-
facturers to stay at home by making it difficult for outsiders
to come into the home market. Over in Germany, on the

other hand, they have assisted the marketing of home pro-

ducts abroad, leaving the home market lo take care of itself.

This it automatically did, because the greater tiuantity of

production kept the prices low enough at home to kill all

competition from outside. Thus at the same time the people
of Germany enjoyed low prices, and the factories of Germany
prospered because of their extended' markets.

* * *

As against this, we in Canada have always paid abnor-
mally high prices for most of our manufactured products,

and Canadian factory products are strangers in almost every
country in the world except our own.

» * »

But the present time is surely an exceptionally favorable

one to profit by our own mistakes and take advantage of

world markets that at the moment are going begging, and it

is distinctly encouraging to note that our Dominion Govern-
ment is meeting, some time in the near future, with manu-
facturers of every kind from all points in Canada, having in

view a discussion on how our products can best be placed in

those markets which formerly were supplied from Europe,

especially from the central powers, with which we are at war.

It is important that we should act promptly in this matter,

for there is no shadow of doubt that commercial competition

will be keener than ever after the war. This being so. it is

scarcely possible to overestimate the advantages of having

our products established before the war ends.

* * *

The date of this convention has not yet been announced,

hut a quantity of literature has been, and is being, sent out.

calling upon manufacturers to consider this question thought-

fully and carefully, so that they may come to the convention

prepared to discuss ways and means. We trust that manu-
facturers will unanimously take advantage of this opportunity

offered by the government, as it indicates the latter's willing-

ness at least to consider supplying such support as is neces-

sary to place Canadian products on foreign markets under

conditions that will make the business attractive and profit-

able.

Day of Electric Heating is Near.

With the present rates in various cities and towns in

Canada, the dream of house-heating by electricity at a cost

comparable with a coal-hot-water heating system, bids fair

to be realized. The situation to-day would appear to be

fairly summed up as follows: Figuring 1 pound of coal as the

equivalent of 13.000 B.t.u.. the cost of 1,000 B.t.u. produced by

coal at $8 a ton is 4/i:iOc. The best managed house furnaces,

however, probably never give a higher efficiency than fiO per

cent., and. taken throughout the whole season, this figure

may be conservatively placed at 40 per cent. This brings the

cost of a thousand B.t.u., produced by coal, to 1/13, or .077

cents.

The heat equivalent of a kilowatt-hour is 3,412 B.t.u.

Given a rate of .9c 1,000 B.t.u. produced by electric energy

costs .2fi:'.c. That is, the cost of electric heating is 3.41 times

as great as that of coal heating.

Now this load is not materially diflerent from a water

l:nik heating load, for which at least one city in Canada is

giving a V-x (continuous) rate. It is true the water-heating

[iroposition is on a yearly basis, while the house-heating de-

mand will be seasonal, but it is probably not unreasonable to
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expect that in tlic near future this rate, at least, will be ob-

tainable. Such a rate will reduce the cost of 1,000 B.t.u. pro-

duced electrically to .147c, and bring the cost ratio between

electric heating and coal heating down to 1.9.

With electric heat costing less than twice as much as

coal heating, let us further consider the arguments in favor

of electricity:

To begin with, there are matiy men of average ineans,

for one reason or another tending their own furnaces, who
would gladly add a sum equivalent to what the coal now
costs them if they could thereby be released entirely of the

worry, labor, and filth attendant on the shovelling of coal,

constant running up and downstairs to readjust dampers, re-

moving and perhaps sifting ashes, cleaning out the furnace,

and so on, with the incident depreciation in both good tein-

per and good clothes. But the householder would further

get deliverance from those awful days when the coal delivery

men take charge (generally twice a year and often three

times), which necessitates a general housecleaning inside,

leaves your lawn and the exterior of your home in a state of

disrepair, and finally finds the man of the house on hands

and knees crawling over the top of the coal bin to lock the

cellar window. And this is not nearly all. Every year the

coal dealers keep their customers on the rack with reports of

coal shortages and threats of increased prices (which, to do

them justice, generally materialize), and you pay for your

coal in advance, si.x to nine months, and further add to the

cost.

Compare with all this the electrically-heated house. The
coal bin and the furnace room are entirely eliminated, and,

if they can ever be got clean enough, may be used for other

more wholesome purposes. Every room in the electric home
has its own heating equipment. The temperature is auto-

matically controlled, and in a moment inay be adjusted so

that any room may take on and maintain any predetermined

temperature to suit the whim or the wish of the occupant.

No attention other than this is required, night or day, winter

or summer. There is no worry in advance. You pay after

you enjoy the warmth—not months before. You eliminate

one of the biggest possible fire risks—a furnace with pipes

out of repair, and also the cleaning of the smoke pipe, which

frequently gets blocked and fills the house with poisonous

gas.

There is. too. a greater latitude allowed for the exercise

of economy in the heating of your home. In the average

house certain rooms are used but rarely. With the coal-hot-

water furnace all these rooms must be kept at about the same
temperature. Not so with electric heating. One room may
be maintained constantly at 70 degrees and the next to it. if

necessary, at 40 degrees, without in any way disarranging

the system. .-Xctual operation in the tew homes where elec-

tric heating has been tried out has shown unexpected econo-

mies in this direction.

The use of electricity for heating our homes, just as its

use for cooking our meals, has been handicapped, first by

cost, and second, by prejudice, or, perhaps, undue conserva-

tism. Little by little the householder is learning that to cook

with electricity often costs less and always produces a better-

finished product. Within the near future cooking by elec-

tricity will have become as much a matter of course as the

use of the telephone is to-day. Electric water heating is

already with us. and electric house heating is next. If our

current could possibly be reduced to ]4c per kw. h., the actual

cost of heating by electricity would be less than with coal.

The tendency seems to be for electric current to get cheaper.

It also seems to be the tendency that coal is getting more
expensive. Long before this low rate is available, however,

it seems only reasonable that the many advantages of elec-

tric heating, just as with electric cooking, should make its

use general among that class of people who are able and

willing to incur a little extra expense for a very considerably

increased measure of comfort and luxury, -

Toronto Electric Luncheon

The Toronto Electrical Luncheon Club resumed its

weekly sittings after the summer holidays on Friday, Sept. 1,

Mr. Frank T. Groome in the chair. The first luncheon was
held at the Technical School, and the after-entertainment

consisted in an inspection of that splendidly equipped insti-

tution, with Dr. A. C. McKay, the principal of the school, as

host. All future luncheons, however, will be held, as last

year, in the Prince George Hotel, and arrangements have
been made several weeks in advance for short addresses to

follow. The speaker of the second luncheon—Sept. 8—was
Mr. F, A. Gaby, chief engineer Hydro-electric Power Commis-
sion of Ontario, on "Hydro Transmission." On Sept. 1.5 Mr.

A. Munro Grier, K.C., vice-president and secretary of the

Canadian Niagara Power Company, will speak on "Philoso-

phy and National Character." The speaker for Sept. 22 will

be Lieut.-Col. Frederic Nicholls, president and general mana-
ger of the Canadian General Electric Company, who has

chosen the interesting subject, "Pioneer Days in Power De-
velopment in Canada." On the last Friday of the month

—

.Sept. 29—Mr. Wills Maclachlan, inspector of the Electrical

Employers' Association, will tell the club about what Cana-
dian central station men are doing in connection with acci-

dent prevention and resuscitation from electrical shock.

Every electrical man resident in the city, or who happens
to be in the city on any Friday, or who may think it worth
while journeying to Toronto to spend an hour with the hun-

dred or so "boys'' who meet together at that time because

they are more interested in electricity than in anything else

in the world, will be cordially welcomed. Prince George
Hotel, 12.30, every Friday.

Fires Due to Electricity

The following excerpt from the last annual report of the

Committee on Electricity of the New York Board of Fire

Underwriters is of interest in showing a classification of

causes and losses due to fires attributed to electricity.

"One hundred and fifty-four fires of those investigated

were attributable to electricity, and caused an aggregate loss

estimated at $68,993.08. These fires may be classified as fol-

lows: 6 due to sparks from commutators of electric motors

—

damage $66,5: 7 due to grounding of conductors on gas pipes

at fi.xtures—damage $215: 9 due to grounding of conductors

inside of conduits and where in contact with other metal

work—damage $915: 4 due to overheating of defective splices

in wires—damage $870: 23 due to short circuits developing

in flexible cords, elevator cables, etc—damage $26,076.40: 1

due to sparks from opening of switches—damage $5: 10 due

to acccidental short circuits between wires of opposite polar-

ity, caused principally by careless workmen—damage $240;

8 due to flammable material in close contact with incandes-

cent lamps—damage $9,008.90: 5 due to short circuits in in-

candescent lamps and sockets—damage $6,372.71: 4 due to

breakdown of insulation in transformers located either in

vaults or on poles—damage $25: 2 due to operation of fuses

igniting flammable material—damage $100; 8 due to ignition

of films in motion picture booths—damage $130; 37 due to

overheated electric irons being left in contact with flam-

mable material—damage $21,822.94: 7 due to electric current

following into buildings over metal conduits to ground con-

nection inside of buildings—damage $70; 15 due to short cir-

cuits in field and armature coils of motors—damage $792; 7

due to moisture causing short circuits or grounds on wires

—

damage $300: 7 due to defective contacts, switches on con-

trol devices—damage $1,095.13: l due to defective amateur
wireless telegraph equipment—damage $15; 3 due to defec-

tive electric automobile starting device—damage $275.

"Of the total estimated loss given above $40,433.43 is

directly chargeable to new electric equipments or additions

and extensions made to original equipments without the
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knowledge or approval of this ciepartiiicnt, thus leaving
jaS.rjS'J.Gu as representing the loss from electrical equipments
Vi'liicli. according to our records, were supposed lo he ii

safe and satisfactory condition."

First Meeting Toronto Section A.I.E.E.

The 'IVirc^mto section of the American Institute of lilec-

trical Engineers will begin their regular nu)nthly meetings on
Ihe evening of Sept. 22, at 8 o'clock, in the rooms of liie En-
gineers' Club, 06 King Street West, Toronto. The speaker of

the first evening will be Mr. H. M. Hobart, consulting engi-

neer, tieneral Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y., who will

talk on the subject of "Electric Machinery Specifications

Base<l on Modern Standards." The chairman of the section,

Mr. K. T. Brandon, and the secretary, Mr. Wills Maclachlan,
have been in touch with a number of leading men in the

United States and Canada, and it is expected that an unusu-
ally attractive programme will be arranged for the coming
winter. .Xnnouncements will be made later, as soon as the

dales anil speakers have been arranged.

Saving Secondary Circuit Copper by use of

Overhead

On a tive-mile, 2300-volt, delta-connected, three-phase

line operated by the Marion (Ind.) Light & Heating Com-
pany, and described in the Electrical World, the overhead

ground wire has been utilized as the return circuit for sec-

ondary lines serving farm customers. With the connections

shown in tlie accompanying diagram two farm customers

are served by a single transformer placed equidistant between

their houses, the only addition to the existing pole line being

a single secondary wire, the service leads and insulators. As
will be noted from the sketch, one side of the transformer

No^Copper

secondary is connected to the ground wire, which is ground-

ed at every other pole. The other side of the transformer

secondary is connected to a fourth No. (> copper wire which

is strung between the two farm houses. Without sectional-

izing the overhead ground wire the services are taken off

as indicated. The longest run of secondary line on which

this practice has been tried is 0.25 mile. Experience to date

indicates that in addition to saving cross-arm space, trans-

formers and copper wire, this scheme gives less trouble with

li.ghtning since there are fewer transformers to he damaged.

Improved Fire Alarm System for Rossland

Installation uf a new lire alarm slorii^e battery equip-

niiiii f..r the Rossland hre department was completed last

niiiiiih. Ihe installation consists of a two-circuit switch-

lioaiil. a pn.tectnr Imard for the protection of the apparatus

anainsl li^litninu or heavy currents, a liallerv rack having IIH

accumulators, or battery cells, and a box transmitter for the
handling of telephone alarms.

Current supplied for the cliarging of the batteries is from
the West Kootenay Power and Light Company's wires, run-
ning to a single-phase 110-volt one horse power motor, whicli
operates a direct connected generator.

The contract price of the equipment installed was $1,500,
and is much more economical and efficient than the old grav-
ity system.

There has also been installed within the past year five

new alarm boxes of the latest type, which makes a total now
of 28 boxes. These are well distributed over the city.

Cost of Generating Power

Vancouver, B.C., August 24, 1916.

Editor Electrical News:

'J'he article by Mr. H. C. Scott in the August 15 number
of your paper, headed "The Cost of Generating Electrical
Power," is in spots hardly fair to the hydro-electrical de-

velopment of power. There are in the West many powers
capable of development at the switchboard for $75 per kilo-

watt capacity, and some very large powers which could be
developed for considerably less than that amount.

A few years ago steam plants could not be built for $55
to $75 iier kw. capacity, and it appears that Mr. Scott is com-
paring the very latest figures in steam to hydro-electric
plants built some years ago.

Whatever^ the conditions may be in the East, they are
certainly not the same in some parts of the West, and, under
the same conditions of linanciug and engineering hydro-
electric plants can be built in many cases equally as cheap
as the most modern steam plant, so that the interest charge
is the same in both cases, while the operating costs are very
much less. Thus, under the same capital investment the

hydro-electric plant could operate advantageously over the

steam )dant under any condition of load.

M.iiiy—in fact, most—hydro-electrical developments in

the past have been badly handled from a financial viewpoint,

but ill the future the same careful attention wiil be given to

their develoi)nient as is given to a steam development, and
under such conditions the powers that are developed will

compare favorably with the most up-to-date steam develop-
lucnt; but every water power will not be capable of cheap
development, and careful analysis will be necessary in each
case.

As you say in your editorial, an engineer will understand
that Mr. Scott is speaking of the average water power de-

velopment, remote from the point where the power is to be
used; but, unfortunately, a layman may read the article and
become suspicious of powers in which he may have been
interested only after a great deal of time and expense.

In your editorial you also refer to a case where the

carrying charges on the capital expenditures have overtaxed

the earning capacity of a hydro-electrical plant to the extent

of necessitating a reorganization of the capitalization of the

company. We of the coast recognize at once to which com-
pany you refer, atid would suggest that it be not pointed out

as an example of efficient hydro-electrical construction with-

out some explanation as to how this company came to be in

such a condition. The conditions of financing and construct-

ing this plant should be investigated and the result made
public, as at present its condition is giving a black eye in

linancial circles to other power propositions which, under

proper financing and engineering, could be developed as

cheaply as foreign power developments, and would greatly

fxteiid the use of electrical power on this continent.

^'ours truly.

W. K. Pionnvcaslle.
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Underground Distribution Systems
\ practical man's general review, before the A.I.E.E.. of an important phase of Central

Station VVork^A growing demand for this type of construction continued)

Bv G. J Newton

Owing to the fact that the grouping of consumers, in a

district, will usually be diJFerent on an underground system

than it wa- on the original overhead system it is practically

impossible accurately to determine what the demand and

diversity factors will be for the new system. A distribu-

tion system for either lighting or power usually consists

of the following sub-divisions:

Primary feeders to centers of distribution: secondary

feeders supplying the transformers: secondary mains supply-

ing the service laterals: service laterals supplying the con-

sumerJ. In small systems the secondary feeders are not

required, as the transformers are connected directly to the

primarj' feeders.

The size of cables to use for the laterals is easily deter-

mined; the principal object is to restrict the number oi

sizes of cable as much as possible, using about three size

derground distribution- systems operate, particularly in me-
dium size or smaller cities, has convinced the writer that the

safest guarantee of reliable, efficient, and economical opera-

tion is to install cable and equipment, as far as the conditions

will permit, under the following general rules:

Service Laterals

Use either cambric or rubber insulated cable, spliced di-

rectly to the secondary mains, and terminated in watertight

fuse boxes on the consumer's property. ( The number of

laterals taken out at one splice will depend on the system:

lor single-conductor cables four laterals can be taken out.

but two is about the limit where three conductor mains
and laterals are used).

Secondary Mains

Make these cables of ample size to provide for all the

for the whole system, and if possible, making the largest size jjrowth that can reasonably be expected. L'se either var-

used for laterals the same as one of the sizes used for sec-

ondarj- mains..

.\side from the laterals it is evident that the secondary

mains receive less benefit from the diversity factor than any

other part of the system. It is also evident that any in-

crease in the load will directly afTect the mains which must

be large enough to maintain satisfactory voltage for all con-

sumers connected to them.

On the one hand is the diversity factor tending to re-

duce the size of the mains and on the other hand the probable

increase in load which must be provided for. tending to

increase the size of the mains. As not only the first cost but

tJie interest on the investment depends on the size of the

copper, it is important that these two conditions be given

careful consideration and it is in cases of this kind that the

engineer must be guided by e.xperience and his knowledge

of the situation.

There is one point that should be remembered in deter-

mining the size of cable to install for secondarj- mains, par-

ticularly where they serve a number of consumers in a busi-

ness district. Owing to the fact that the service laterals are

spliced directly to the mains at frequent intervals it is venr

expensive to replace them and the old cable, being in short

lengths, is of little or no use except for its junk value: it

is therefore advisable to make all secondao" mains of ample

size to provide for the total load that can reasonably be

expected and use the best kind of cable, either varnished

cambric or rubber insulated, for all secondary mains and

laterals that terminate in junction or fuse boxes..

The load in the district should be divided as equally as

possible into a suitable number of distribution centres so

that one size and style of cable can be used for all of the

feeders, as this permits standardizing the equipment and re-

quires less caWe being kept in stock for emergency purposes.

The feeders being generally small cable and having few

or no taps on them can easily be replaced by larger cable

and the old cable is in sufficient lengths to be used else-

where. Instead of installing a larger cable to replace a

loaded one it is generally better to install an additional feeder

to another centre of distribution, using the standard size o:

cable- Where the requirements of the system demand th^

use of two-conductor cable it is advisable to have it made

up in round form instead of fiat, or figure S style, as it is

practically impossible to train this latter style without kink-

ing it. A careful study of the conditions under ]^ich un-

nished cambric or rubber insulated cable for all secondary

work where cables terminate in subway equipment.

Primary Feeders

These cables derive the most benefit from the diversity

factor, are coniparativelj' long lengths, and have few taps

on them, therefore are less subject to damage than the rest

of the cables and are easily replaced with small financial

loss. Small reserve capacity is all that need be provided for

this class of cables.

Paper insulated cable can be used to advantage fre-

quently at considerable saving provided that the ends are

properly terminated in compound-filled potheads or varnished

cambric or rubber insulated tails used for connecting to the

equipment. Personally, the writer does not approve of

using any paper insulated cable on distribution systems, ex-

cept in cases where the emergency facilities are such that

the failure of a feeder cannot cause a serious interruption to

the service.

In small companies where competent cable men are not

always available, the use of paper insulated cable on the

distribution system is not advisable: it is, however, well

suited for high-tension feeders and tie-lines.

Subway E^quipinent

Due to the liability of being submerged occasionally

and the limited space usually available for its installation,

subway equipment is probably the most prolific cause of

trouble on underground distribution systems, and the great-

est care must be used in selecting and installing it. The

best insurance against trouble from this cause is to pro-

vide reliable sewer connections to all manholes and vaults

in n-hich subway equipment is located. Separate the prim-

arj' and secondarj- equipment by placing the transformers,

primary fuses and switches in a vault, preferably located

under the sidewalk adjacent to the manhole in which the

secondarj- junction boxes are located. This arrangement

reduces the length of the secondary mains, which arc usu-

ally large, expensive cable, and lessens the liability of a

burnout on the primao' equipment damaging the secondary

network. See Fig. 2.

The object in placing the vaults under the sidewalk is

that it is seldom possible to secure sufficient room in the

street: also there is less liabilitj- of the vaults being flooded

from surface water and thev are more accessible in the
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winter when the ground is covered with ice and snow. This

method of construction is more expensive than placing all

of the equipment in the manholes but the added security is

well worth the expense on an important installation.

Subway transformers should not be set on the floor of

the vault, but should be raised so that the air can circulate

under and around them. Where mure than 200 kw. of

transformer capacity has to be installed in one vault it is

advisable to provide ventilating pipes from the vault to a

pole or side of a nearby building. Subway junction and fuse

boxes should not have slate or marble bases, but use ebonite

or similar material that will not absorb moisture. All boxes

should be subjected to an insulation test before being in-

stalled. Barriers should be provided between terminals of

opposite polarity.

The iron work of all subway equipment should be per-

manently grounded to a reliable ground rod. plate, or if

possible, to the city water pipe system. In large vaults.

where there is considerable equipment, at least two ground

connections should be pruvided.

Installing Cable

Assuming that all cable has passed the usual factory test,

it is seldom necessary to subject it to another test before

being installed unless there is some evidence that it has

been damaged in transit. The conditions under which the

cable is purchased and installed will, however, generally de-

cide this point. Use skids in loading and unloading reels,

never drop them off the truck. Place reels as near the

point where they are to be used as possible. When reels must

be left on the street for some time they should be securely

blocked or preferably wired to a pole to prevent their being

rolled about. Care should be taken not to place reels where

they will interfere with hydrants, or obstruct manholes, water

!,'ates or traffic.

Never handle paper insulated cable when it is cold. In

cold weather it should be kept in a warm place until it is to

be installed. Paper cable should not be bent shorter than

light times its diamster and should be warmed before bend-

ing. Always provide sufficient men and power to safely

handle cable during installation: when the cable is started in

the conduit try to maintain an even steady rate of pulling.

For heavy cable it is advisable to use grease or powdered

soapstone. Ends of cables should be kept until ready to be

.•ipliced. Cables should not be left hanging from the duct

m..uth. but should be supported ..n han.gers with as little

bending as possible. The final bending and training of the

cables should be dune by the splicer when joining the sec-

tions.

When installing a new system, all lengths of cable should

he bonded together temporarily as soon as they are installed.

As soon as the cable system i$ completely connected up

tests for electrolysis should be made of the whole system and

proper measures taken to protect the cables in case of neces-

sity. The arrangement of cables and equipment in the man-
holes and vaults must be carefully planned to secure neat-

ness and ample space in which to work and operate the

e(|uipment with safety. .\11 caljles and equipment should
be plainly marked showing the operating voltage and sys-

tem it is used for. Where single conductor cables are used
on three phase circuits they should be distinguished by dif-

ferent colors, as this will prevent mistakes in making changes
as only cables of like colors should be connected together.

While it is admitted that it is impossible to install a system
that will be entirely free from trouble, it is possible, by care-

fully designing the system to prevent many of the faults that

;ire a constant source of trouble on many systems.

Conduit System "

The conduit system should be designed to serve the

electrical distribution system as previously designed. This
statement may, at first, appear to be a self evident fact, but

unfortunately ifiany conduit systems are not arranged to

properly, and economically provide facilities for installing

the proposed cable system. It is not an uncommon practice

to install a conduit system based on a general assumption
of the actual requirements of the electrical system. The
writer has seen conduit systems in which it was absolutely

impossible to install the distribution system as it bad to be
operated, and which had to be partially rebuilt before the

cables and equipment could be installed. These are no doubt

exceptional cases, but it shows the importance of a definite

method of procedure in designing an underground distribu-

tion system. It is a common practice in designing conduit

systems to select streets or alleys having the cheapest pave-

ment in which to locate the conduit, and then attempt to

fit the electrical distribution to this location, and llie result

is invariably unsatisfactory and the saving in tlie cost in

repaving is frequently exceeded by the additional cost of

cables, and the total cost of the system thus increased. It

should be realized that a properly designed and constructed

conduit system is a valuable property, and a permanent
structure having little or no depreciation, and its importance

in the supply of electrical energy warrants the greatest care

being taken in its design and construction.

Conduit systems that are to serve high-tension or tie-

lines between sub-stations can be located so as to avoid

the more expensive pavements, but conduit used exclusively

for distribution systems should be located so as to best

serve the electrical requirements regardless of the kind of

pavement on the streets or alleys. In a conduit system used

exclusively for distribution (where all wires must be placed

underground) the best location is usually in the streets. In

cities having an alley in each block there is a strong tend-

ency to locate the conduit in the alley. The desire to utilize

the alleys is based on the fact that the pavement is usually

less expensive, and as the majority of pole lines are in the

alleys the buildings are supplied from the rear, therefore if

the conduit is located in the alley there will be less expense

for changing the inside wiring to meet the new distribution

system. .\t first sight these advantages appear so great as

to warrant the selection of the alley; there are, however,
serious disadvantages to this location.

Do Not Use Alleys for Underground Work
The alleys are usually from UJ to 2ii feet wide and are

generally fairly well occupied by water, gas and sewer facili-

ties, and not infrequently, by one or two telephone conduit

systems (which are usually installed before the electric light

wires are placed underground) and the space available is,

therefore, very limited. The rear building line is very

irregular, many buildings do not extend back to the alley,

and frequently there are small sheds or extensions in the

rear of the main buildings. The length of rear laterals would

be greater than front ones and llie dilficulties and cost uf
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installation considerably more; the greatest objection is

that the rear laterals would not be permanent in many places

but would have to be changed whenever any new building

construction or changes were made.

Where alleys are located in the business section of a

city they are usually used by the merchants for receiving

and shipping goods and are subjected to a heavy traffic, con-

sidering the limited space. The merchants are practically all

consumers of electric power and will strongly resent any

interruption to their trucking facilities.

Owing to the limited space in the alleys, and the amount

of traffic, it is practically impossible to store any material

in them, consequently all material used on the conduit sys-

tem must be stored in the adjacent streets and usually wheeled

in by hand. This work and the excavation for manholes,

removal of surplus material, etc., will practically close the

alley to traffic and the inconvenience of doing the work will

greatly increase the cost of construction.

There is another serious objection to using the alleys.

An average block, in cities having alleys, is about 300 by 300

feet, and usually has at least twelve separate buildings in it,

in the business section there are generally more. When the

distribution system is located in the alleys'all of the buildings

in a block are supplied from one secondary main which prac-

tically doubles its size, and the number of laterals that must

be connected to it require frequent handholes in order to

reduce the length of the laterals. This entails more com-

plicated and expensive splices, cuts the main into short

lengths, and in case of serious trouble puts the whole block

out of service.

At a general rule, with the single exception of requiring

less conduit, the alley construction is less desirable than a

system installed in the streets. This statement applies to th.:

business district of a city. Where overhead laterals can In

used in a residential section the alleys are preferable for the

location of the conduit, and as the traffic and obstructions are

usually considerably less in such sections, the construction

cost will be correspondingly less, depending on the pave-

ment.

Before making the conduit design it is necessary to

plot the location of all car tracks and existing sub-surfac<:

obstructions, in order to determine the most suitable loca-

tion for the new system. While it is known that the record?

of sub-surface conditions are seldom accurate, still, a study

of these records and the location of water gates, sewer man-

holes and other surface indications will permit a fairly ac-

curate map being prepared.

Where there is any doubt regarding space being avail-

able for the conduit and manholes it is advisable to dig test

holes, and if possible they should be dug at the points

where it is proposed to locate manholes.

The design of an underground distribution system i-

not a difficult matter if handled in a systematic manner, and

the result obtained from a thorough study of the conditions

will fully warrant the engineering expense necessary to pre-

pare accurate plans covering every detail of the work.

Electrical Equipment of a Foreign Submarine

The following description uf the electrical equipment in

a modern foreign submarine indicates once more the pre-

iiiniinit place occupied by electricity in this war. Wonder-

ful, liMvvever, as the enemy submarines are, electrically and

uthervvisc, it is also now apparent that that same wonderful

agent has been used skillfully and etifectively l)y the British

Admiralty to detect and capture these powerful enemy

weapons almost as soon as they are launched. This being

the case, there has been an ample supply of specimens from

which to study the anatomy of this new species, and the

article reproduced may therefore be taken as entirely authen-

tic. It is written by Mr. Norman H. Wood, and appears in

a recent issue of the Electrical Review, of London, England.

When running on the surface this vessel has a displace-

ment of about 180 tons, and is propelled by a G-cylinder

dcnible-acting reversible Diesel oil engine of 350 h.p. and 450

r.p.m. The maximum surface speed is about 12.5 knots, and

the ciuising speed 10 knots, with a radius of action of !)50

miles. In the submerged condition the submarine is driven

by means of a storage battery in connection witli an electric

iiK)tor of 330 h.p. at 115 volts and 460 r.p.m., which imparts

an under-water speed of about 9 knots for l>i hours, or 8

knots for 3 hours. Diving and emerging are efifected by fill-

ing or emptying the ballast tanks, distributed fore and aft and

at the sides of the battery tank. Two tanks for trimming are

titted, connected with each other and the sea; an auxiliary

buoyancy tank is also provided to compensate for alterations

in weight during the voyage. A complete pumping equip-

ment comprising two main bilge pumps of 26 h.p. each and

one auxiliary bilge pump of 8 h.p., together with one hand

]>ump, is fitted, all of which will work at a depth of 60

metres.

The storage battery, situated amidships in a special steel

tank, consists of 00 cells connected in series and arranged in

four longitudinal rows of 15 cells each, as with this arrange-

ment the magnetic effect on the projector compass is practi-

cally nil. The plates of the individual cells are of lead, but

as they are called upon to withstand repeated heavy dis-

cliarges, the positives are of the large-surface type, whilst

tlie negatives are pasted. Grooved wood separators are in-

serted between the plates, and a space of GOO mm. is allowed

between the lower edges of the plates and the container bot-

toms to collect any mud that may accumulate. The contain-

ers are of special vulcanite composition, with watertight cov-

ers, on each of which is moimted a large inspection plug

carrying a small non-return valve and flexible rubber con-

nection. Running just above each longitudinal row of cells

is a vulcanite pipe, the forward end of which is closed, whilst

the after-end joins up to a common pipe connected, through

a non-return battery valve, to two electrically-driven exhaust

fans. The flexible tube fitted to the cover oi each cell joins

up to the overhead pipe, so that if either fan is running the

explosive gases are sucked away from each individual cell

and thrown overboard, whilst air from the tank is admitted

into the cell through the small inlet valve. Each individual

cell, as well as the battery tank itself, is thereby perfectly

ventilated, and the possibility of an internal explosion is

entirely removed. The officers' quarters lavatory is con-

nected to the forward end of the battery tank through a

special lead-coated vent pipe with screw-down flap cover,

which is opened when the fans are running. The floor and

sides of the tank up to a height of 110 mm. are covered with

3-mm. sheet lead, soldered at the corners to form an acid-

tight tray, and over this and completely up the sides is placed

a covering of 2-mm. 20-megohm rubber sheeting vulcanized

directly on to the metal. The rubber covering is applied to

all other fixed metal parts in the tank, and those parts which,

owing to battery repairs, removals, etc., cannot ue perman-

ently fixed, are treated with three coats of anti-sulphuric

enamel. The battery tank cover is of five-ply wood, impreg-

nalcd with acid-proof enamel, and over the whole is stretched

a 3-mm, thick seamless rubber sheet, secured to the upper
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>.i(lts of ihc lanU, vvilli siiiall U-aU chaiiiirls and scrcw-dcwii
clips, wlKTcby the wliule lank is rendiicI gas and watcr-
ti;.;lil. J'lic capacity of the battery is as fidlows:

_
;i.l(U) ampere-hours or :io0.7C kw.-hours at the l-hoiir dis-

cliarye rale.

-l.lild anipc re-liours or .-.25.;"-4 kw.-ho>irs at tile ::-hour dis-

eliarge rale.

"i,!l8() aniperc-holirs or (JlliLCii; kw. hours yl the Kl-liour

discharge rate.

The liattery i;an be discharged at llu l-hoiir rate without
e.xcessi\e heatinfj fakiliy: ))lace; further, the vessel can assume
an anyle of a"i degrees in any direction \vitlu)ut acid running
out of the cells. The total weight of battery and connections
is :;7.()00 kg. The battery ventilating valve placed between
ihe fan trunk and the tank top is of the automatic non-re-
l\nii-llai) type, with a small cock and run-off pipe to drain

away any liquid that may accumulate there. The connections
between the individual cells are of h.c. copper, electrically

Coated with lead, the same type being used for the conductors
between the battery and main motor fuses. The latter leads

lite covered with 2-nini. para rubber vidcanized directly on
the niettil, and protected with a sheathing of 1-nim. sheet

bronze soldered at the seams. Where these leads pass

through the 7-in. channel at the after-end of the tank, gun-

metal glands with rubber packing- are lifted to prevent in-

gress of sea water. The cells are arranged in two groups of

i!0 in series, with the middle wire permanently connected at

llieir junction point, and earthed through an ammeter in

conjunction with a small overload cutout. To check the

efficiency of the battery, two ammeters reading to 3,000 and
two ampere-hour-meters registering to 9,09!) are placed in

circuit with the main leads, the latter meters being of the

double-dial type fitted with ratchet and pawl gear, which

automatically enables them to register charge and discharge

currents. Each of them is also fitted with a small winding

gear to enable the dials to be quickly reset to zero if desired.

The ammeters are of the long-scale illuminated-dial type,

and have each a double-pole change-over switch, operated by

h.ind. to enable them to register charge and discharge cur-

rents. An illuminated-dial voltmeter and switch are also

jJTovided. The main propelling motor is of the 8-pole shunt-

wound type, with one armature but two separate windings

and two brush-rocker sets placed one at each side of the

common field, with interpole and compensating windings

lifted to prevent sparking and surging when starting up. The
full output capacity is 330 b.h.p. at 460 r.p.m.. at 11.5 volts,

for lyi hours, with a temperature rise of 50 degrees C.

allowed. Cooling is effected by natural draught, and as

seamless mica only is used for armature insulation, the whole

is rendered practically non-hygroscopic and capable of with-

standing any temperature up to 90 degrees C. The cast steel

yoke has its bearings secured to the lower half with light

steel sheets screwed on to the bearing arms, to prevent

splash water from the bilges reaching the commutators. The

solid shaft is ground up from 3 per cent, nickel-steel, with a

minimum diameter of 120 mm. in the bearings, as it is re-

quired to transmit the full power of the oil engine when the

boat is running on the surface. A thrust collar is fitted in

each Ij.earing to take up the weight of the armature in the

event ol the boat assuming a list to fore or aft.

The motor is connected to the engine and tail shafting

through cVaw-couplings, either of which can be thrown in or

out quickly. When running on the surface both couplings

arc connecte d up, and the motor, driven by a dynamo, is

used to chargi" the battery, but when diving or running sub-

merged the en^'ine is uncoupled, and the submarine is pro-

pelled by the nit '^or. There arc, however, isolated instances

when it is riesirab 'e 'o charge the battery when the boat is

at anchor or in dc '"'<• '" which case the motor is coupled

to the engine but ui '"""I'lcil from the tail shaft, and driven

'-'I giving T.-)0 amps, at 16.") voll^. m- i,.-,ii(i aiiiiis. at III) volts
continuously, which ensures the battery being fully charged
HI about four to five hours. This motor can be run in either
direction, or driven as a dynamo without any brush regula-
tion; further, sparking is nof set up at any load, even with a
variation in pressure from 160 to Id,", volts due to the battery
voltage sinking on discharge. The conii)lete weight of the
motor in running order is 6,880 kg. The machine is started,
stopiied, and regulated by the manipulation of four quick-
break change-over knife switches and a sliunt regulator: no
starting rheostat is installed.

To start, the shore charging switch is first of all placed
in the "down" position, and current is at once sent through
the shunt windings; it is thus quite impossible to start the
motor upon an open field. The armature windings are now
placed in series across the half battery pressure, and an in-

stantaneous current of about 3,000 amps, passing through
them causes the armature to revolve and reach a final speed
of 85 r.p.m. By means of the shunt regulator the speed is

increased to the utmost, the shunt resistance is quickly cut
out, and, at the saine time, the armature windings are placed
in series across the full battery pressure, with a speed of 105
r.p.m. Again the shunt resistance is all switched in slowly,
then cut out, and the armature windings are placed in parallel
across the full battery, with a resultant speed of 330 r.p.m.
The speed can now be adjusted at will up to 460 r.p.m. With
this arrangement a continuous regulation from 85 to 400
r.p.m. is possible without interfering in any way with the
lighting and auxiliary circuits, a most important point. To
protect the motor against wrong switching whilst starting
up. constant overloads, etc., double-pole fuses, and automatic
overload releases fitted with overload and time-limit relays
are provided. The 3,000-amp. fuses are of pure silver wire,
enclosed in a very light watertight steel case, carrying on the
underside two small bronze safety valves, controlled by
springs, etc., to release any gas pressure that may be set up
in the event of the fuses blowing.

(To be continued.)

Storage Battery Lighting Outfit for Manhole Wori<
The ("rjminoinvealtli Edison Company of Lhica.yo hav(-

adopted as part of their standard equipment a small storage
b;ittery lighting outfit for use while splicing cables or doing
other work in manholes. This device eliminates the danger
of taking an open flame into a manhole which might contain
gas. The outfit is compactly contained in a standard 10 in.

by ]2 in. japanned pressed steel box and provided with two
25 ft. cords, with plugs, lamps, and shields. Six-volt lamps
are used, and Ihe total outfit weighs about 40 pounds.

Electric Range Campaign
The Boston Edison Company carried on during the

month of August a campaign for the introduction of a cer-

tain type of electric range which ordinarily sold at $20. but

which during that month was reduced to $15, in instalments
—$3 down and $3 monthly. The primary object of the cam-
paign is understood to have been to induce householders to

have a separate circuit installed for electric appliances. With
this entering wedge is was believed that the introduction of

other household appliances would be much easier. The
Boston Edison Company give a 2-cent rate for cooking, heat-

ing, and refrigeration.

as a dynamo in tjie us the field being excited directly

from the battery. Wht " '''''^i" "'us, the machine is capable

Mr. A. Parent, the civic lighting superintendent of

Montreal, is submitting a report on the extension of the

new lighting systein to St. Lawrence Boulevard, between
Craig and Sherbrooke Streets. It is proposed to install 30

standards and lamps of the same pattern as those now in

use in other parts of the city. The estimated cost of these
and the cables is $8,500.
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Text of Agreement Between Electric Railway

Company and Employees

Uehiw we [vrint the text of tlie recent agreement en-

tered into lietween the (Jttawa Electric Ivailvvay Company

and their employees. The arrangement is for two years. It

is noticeable that there is, throughout the agreement, an evi-

dent desire on the part of the company to contribute in every

way possible to the comfort and jjrosperity of the emi)loyees.

.\.!;rcements framed on this basis ou.s^ht to be productive of

a very friendly feeling of co-oiieration between all jiarties

tdncerned

:

Witnesseth that for the purpose of enabling harmonious

operation of the company's system for the period hereinafter

set out ihe parties hereto mutually agree as follows, that is

to say:

1. The company agrees that its general superintendent

iir acting superintendent will receive a committee of the

parties of the second part, hereinafter called llie "Grievance

Committ<-e." at any reasonable time, to discuss any matters

arising mit of this agreement or any otlier matters which

may arise and which may apear to lie not iiovided for by

this agreement.

3. I'\)r motormen and eonductdrs all runs shall be divid

ed into regular and relief runs, and sliall conform as nearly

as ])ossildc to a nine-hour day.

:i. The superintendent of the company wdl prepare as

soon as possible and post in the men's waiting-room a list of

employees in order of seniority, together with a schedule of

runs. M(jlormen and conductors shall then have the right,

subject always to the satisfaction of the superintendent, to

choose such runs as they may prefer, the senior men on the

list to have lirst choice, and so from time to time until all

liave chosen. .\ny man failing to make his choice within a

time satisfactory to the superintendent shall forfeit his right

to make such choice, and may be allocated to such route as

the superintendent may think proper.

t. Employees who are members of any committee of the

employees, or who are officers of any associatiot\ of the

employees, or delegates to conventions of street railway men.

shall be entitled to leave of absence for the purpose of at-

tendin.g conventions or of doing such committee work or

other woik as may be necessary, without losing any privilege

ot seniority.

.j. t'lolhing for conductors and niotornun sh.all consist

as follows:

.Summer— Full suit, coal. vest, and trousers.

Winter — Trousers every year, overcoat every second

year.

All conductors .and motormen must be so |irovided. the

company to pay full cost of such clothing for all men in ser-

vice over (me year, and half the cost of those in their service

lirst year, said uniforms to be supplied not later than 1st of

May and 15th of October in each year. After any article of

clothing has been in the possession of a conductor or inotor-

ni;ui for a period of three months it shall become his abso-

lute projierty.

.Ml \niiform cajis and badges will In- supplied bj- the

comiiany without charge.

I. Ill ill. .,1^. oi .111 employee being guilty of violating

the rules t>i the company he shall be warned, when off duly,

by the superintendent, against a recurrence of the same of-

fence: and, in the event of the employee being suspended bis

case shall be dealt with by the superintendent, save that any

employee sus|)ended or discharged shall have the right to

appeal to the president in person, or through the .grievance

committee of the einployees, and any employee suspended

or discharged and who, upon investigation, is found not

guilty of sufficient cause to warrant such suspension or dis-

charge, shall be reinstated to his former position and be

paid in full for all lost time caused by such ji:S|)ension or

discharge.

7. That cars shall be sent out each morning and night

for the purpose of conveying employees to and from their

work. .Said cars to be run on Somerset, Hank. Hull, St. Pat-

rick, .Sussex, and Gladstone lines.

8. The company shall, where practicable, and subject to

regulations of the company, provide suitable seats for motor-

men and conductors on all cars, and where scats of a fixed

design are used, said seats shall be placed in a position

where convenient for motormen and conductors' use in the

proper discharge of his duty.

'.I. .All cars shall be equipped each morning, before taken

out, with sand, switch bars, brooms, dusters, or any other

necessary articles, and all cars, cushions, and windows shall

be cleaned and in proper condition to go upon the street

each morning, said equipping and cleaning of cars to be done
by shed men employed for that purj^ose,

to. Employees shall be given free transportation at all

times and on all lines of the Ottawa Electric Railway.

11. That the company will not call on any conductor or

niotorman to perform extra work in excess of his regular

schedule day's work of nine hours except in cases of neces-

sity. Men will not be expected to work beyond a full day's

work unless they are a.greeable to do so.

\:!. Motormen and conductors who consent to run extras

or trippers before or after day's work shall be paid double

time for same.

i:i. All spare men who show up at the shed for work at

li o'clock in the morning or G o'clock in the evening and who
fail to procure work shall be allowed one hour for so turning

up at either morning or evening.

1-t. Any shop or shed man who works upon a Sunday
and who gives at least one day's notice of his desire to be
allowed off for one day during that week shall be so allowed.
or, if i)racticable, in the opinion of the superintendent.

t.'j. Conductors and motormen required to work on the

following holidays, viz., Xew Year's Day, 24th May. Domin-
ion Day. Christmas Day, Civic Holiday, Thanksgiving Day,
l.alior Day, will be paid at Sunday rate.

lij. The company will supply ciuiductors with tickets and
change to the extetit of tliirty-livc dollars (.•(;:;.-.>. .Ml stu-

dents iiractising as conductors sliall be re<!uired to furnish
their own change.

17. The company agrees to furnish a bulletin board in

the conductors' and motormen's waiting-room, upon which
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cinployfes arc U> he iicnnidod to pcM notices of meetings of

cin!)loyces or of any nlhcr matters alTicting the welfare of
employees.

18. V\'a.sjes for conductors an<l nii>t.irnien sliall l>e as fol-

lows:

I'"irst year's service—2() cents per li.iur for week days.
•Second year's service—27 cents per hour for week days.
'I'liird year's service and upwards— :;(ic i)er hour for week

days.

In addition to the foregoing rates. 4 cents per hour e.xtra

to he paid for Sunday work.
lii. .Vine hours shall constitute a day's work for all shop

and shed men. and the schedule of time shall l>e so arranged
as to allow one hour off for dinner. Xo shop (.)r sited men
shall be re(|uired to work more than the regular day's work
(if nine hours e.xcept in case of necessity. The present shop
rules will not he amended except after conference with the

isrievance committee.

20. Sho]) and shed men working im Sundays shall re-

ceive i cents per hour in addition to their regular rate of

wage. \o man shall work out of his regular turn unless at

the re(|uest of a representative of the company, and in the

event of his so working on .Sunday nut of liis regular turn he
shall be paid one and one-half time.

31. Should any shr>i) or shed men bo re(iuired to work all

night he shall be paid double time froni i; p.m. to fi a.m.

22. Shop and shed men shall be paid Sundaj' rate of -1

cents per hour extra for work on all legal holidays.

2;i. .\11 shop and shed men shall receive an increase of :i

cents per hour in excess of the wages which they are receiv-

ing at the date of this agreement. .Any shop or shed men
called upon to work for more than nine hours in any day
shall be paid at tlie rate of time and a half for such excess

service, except in the event of his being required to work all

night, when he shall be paid as required by section 21.

24. The company has no objection to any employee being

a member of Division 27'.). Amalgamated Association oi

.Street and Electric Railway Employees of America, and will

not discriminate against anj- emploj'ce by reason of his being

a member of that organization.

2.5. Sunday hours of conductors and motormen are to re-

main as they are at present.

26. The pits in the sheds shall be equipped with board

platforms.

27. The scliedule of running times shall be so rearranged

as to provide for a lay-over of two minutes at the end of

each run.

28. .Ml conductors and motormen shall he entitled to not

more than three months' leave of afisence in any one year

without losing seniority, provided, however, that no conduc-

tor or motorman shall receive leave of absence unless his

reason for applying for such leave is satisfactory to the super-

intendent, and is for a time which is satisfactory to the super-

intendent, and further provided that the number applying for

leave of absence shall not at any time, in the opinion of the

superintendent, interfere with the |)ractical working of the

company's system.

29. The paying of the men shall be commenced at 2

o'clock in the afternoon, instead of at 4 o'clock, as heretofore.

:iO. This agreement and the i)rovisions hereof shall con-

tinue in force and shall be binding on the respective parties

hereto until the last day of the month of June. A.l). one

thousand nine hundred and ci,L.'litecn (1!)18), and so from

year to year after unless and until cither party hereto desires

a change in this agreement or any portion thereof, in which

case such party shall notify the other party hereto of the

desired change at least thirty (:!0) days prior to the ending
of any year. .\ notice given to the Minister of Labor under

the provisions of the Industrial Act. 1'.I07. and amendments
thereto shall be treated as a notice under this section.

Street Car Traffic Conditions in Vancouver
.Vdversity is a great chastencr. and even haughty corpora-

lions come under the rod occasionally. A few years ago
street car conductors of many cities were notoriously careless
of the rights of the travelling public, and the fact that most
o' them continued to hold their jobs meant that in the opinion
of the then management the contributor of the humble nickel
was not of much account. Insolence or carlessness on the
part of any body of employees is unerringly traceable to the
man or men at the head of afTairs— it is but the reflection of a
policy or lack of policy .

The coming of the jitney vehicle was undoubtedly hailed
with gratihcation by thousands of Vancouver citizens, who
were dissatished with many things connected with the service
afforded by the British Columliia Electric Railway. Some
hundreds, perhaps, patronized the jits each day because of
the quicker service they afforded the passenger, but thou-
sands claimed they did so because of their personal disap-
proval of B.C.E.R. methods. A considerable change has come
over the policy of this company, however, and to-day the
patrons of the B.C.E.R. are treated with proper courtesy and
consideration. All employees have been served with instruc-
tions to conciliate their patrons in every way possible con-
sistent with reason. The change has already produced results
for the company.

Some Ancient History.
In its efforts to get closer to the people the railway man-

agement recently launched "The Buzzer," a four-page weekly
leaflet devoted to company affairs. In the issue for August
2,5 there appeared, under the above heading, the following
reply to a citizen's complaint about the poor car service on
Broadway West line to Kitsilano suburb:

"ll is a chronic state in some people to be kicking. Tliey
kick about the street car service just as they kick about the
weather, collections, the groery bill, or the milkman. The
man who lives on a line witli a three-minute service kicks
just the same as the man with the live or the eight or the
twelve-minute service. Like iiocts, kickers arc born, not
made.

"These days, when we are talking of the greater Van-
couver of the future, let us not shut our eyes to the past.
Our population—within the city limits—in 1912 was 122.100;
at the end of 1915 the civic census placed the population at
97,99.5.

"In spite of that decrease—caused by the exochis of sol-
diers and others—this company is giving more service at the
present day than it was in 1912. Let us prove it by the aver-
age daily street car mileage for the last live years: 1912,
16,063 miles; 1913, 18,891 miles; 1914, 19.2:!2 miles; 191,5.

18.077 miles; 1916, 18,376 miles.

".-Vlthough the 1910 figures are less than those of nil;;

and 1914, the service gfven fills the needs of the travelling
public more. Read what General Superintendent W, G. Mur-
rin said recently: 'During June. 1916, 564,907 car miles were
operated, as compared with .5.57.072 car miles in June. 1915.

This increase has taken i)lace when people want the service,

and means actually more than appears from the bare figures."

"These figures prove that wi- arc honestly endeavoring
to give this district a .good street car service, in spite of the
smaller number of people living here. Moreover, a few years
ago we were rapidly extending our lines until we now have
102.07 miles of city track in and around Vancouver, besides
iiiterurban track on our own rights-of-way. which serves city

and suburban districts. These lines can't be taken up again
Interest has to be paid on the expen<litnrc just the same as
if they were Iiringing in llu- rc-veiiuc they were planned to

bring in.

"'Well, why did you build the linos?' you may ask.

"Public demand in most cases caused us to do so. In
1nany instances we built lines into the outskirts before ro.ids
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were opened up or graded. Private capital provided arteries

of travel before public funds could be obtained.

"We are operating them now—at a loss. We are oper-

ating all of our lines at a loss and not complaining about it.

But we do want our patrons to understand that there must

be sonic relation between the revenue obtained and the oper-

ating expenses and interest on the investment.

"The frequency of cars on each line is worked out mathe-

matically, according to exact checks upon the travel. Oi

course, in the non-rush hours far more scats arc provided

than there arc passengers, for the reason that to cut down

the service to meet the traffic would cause great inconven-

ience to car users. In any case, as many cars are operated

as possible, consistent with the traffic and the expense ol

operation."

Company, Ltd., England. Mr. Archdeacon has travelled ex-

tensively in Europe and South .\inerica, and has only recently

returned from China.

London and Port Stanley Railway

According to a recent statement ]>y Sir .\dam Beck, the

gross earnings of the London and I\)rt Stanley Railway for

July, 1916, were $42,700. This compares with .$23,442 in igi.^.

After operating and fixed charges have been met, net earn-

ings are .$17,770, as compared with $3,400 a year ago. The

total number of persons carried in July this year was 16.">,000.

as compared with 64.000 in 1915. Sir Adam also stated that

the fares in July, 1916, were 22 per cent, lower than a year

ago, though the rate of wages has been increased 12 per cent.

He also said that the number of passengers carried by the L.

and P. S. during the twelve months ending July 31, 1916, was

.54!S,316, which compares with 132,699 carried by the Fere

Marquette during the last year of its operation of this line.

The I^ondon commission anticipates a number of improve-

ments to the line and at the Port Stanley terminus. One of

the suggestions is the douole tracking of twelve miles of road,

which, it is said, the increasing traffic will make necessary.

Personals

Mr. De Gaspe Beaubien, consulting engineer. Montreal,

has been on a visit to France.

Mr. A. E. Pickering, formerly manager of the Sault Ste.

Marie water and light department, is now in charge of the

Great Lakes Power Company's plant.

Mr. J. C. Reston, municipal electrician for South \'an-

couver, tendered his resignation July 29, having secured a

more lucrative appointment in Northern, B.C.

Mr. Lawford Grant, sales manager of the Eugene t'. Phil-

lips Electrical Works. Montreal, has been appointed assistant

general manager and assistant treasurer, with a seat on the

board of directors.

Mr. A. P. Broadhead has been appointed superintendent

of the Drummondville, P.Q., section of the Southern Canada

Power Company, with headquarters at Drummondville. Mr.

Broadhead was formerly electrical engineer of the St. Law-

rence Brick Company, Laprairie, Que., and prior to that

assistant superintendent of the Montreal Light, Heat, and

Power Company.

Mr. S. Bingham Hood, for many years distribution engi-

neer for the Toronto Electric Light Company, has resigned

to accept a similar position with the Northern States Power
Company. Minneapolis. Mr. Hood will be widely remem-
bered in Canada as the author of a number of very excel-

lent papers on the subject of distribution, read from time to

time before the Canadian Electrical -\ssociation at their

annual conventions.

Mr. George R. Archdeacon has been appointed general

manager of the Canadian Hart Accumulator Company, the

head office of which is situated at St. Johns. Que. Mr.

.\rchdeacon is an associate member of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers. He has had over fifteen years' engi-

neering experience, and was formerly upon the staff of

Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., and the Chloride Electrical Storage

Trade Publications

Sockets—F'orm 106."> by Pass S: Seymour, Inc., Solvay,

N.Y., revised price sheet for P. & S. aluminum shell sockets.

Ajax-O-Lite—Booklets 96 and 97, issued by the Macbeth-

Evans Glass Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., describing, with illus-

trations, Ajax-O-Lite for commercial and hospital lighting.

Westinghouse Auto-Starters—Circular No. H-7001.

issued l)y the Canadian Westinghouse Company. Hamilton,

describing auto starters for squirrel-cage induction motors.

The circular is well illustrated, including wiring diagrams

for the two-phase and three-phase types.

Storage Batteries—Catalogue issued by the Canadian

National Carbon Co., 265 Adelaide Street West, describing

1/he Eveready non-sulphating storage battery. This battery

is sold with positive guarantee to be free from injurious

sulphation during its life.

Electric Railway Materials —Catalogue No. 3 of the Drew
Electric and Manufacturing Company, designers and manu-
facturers of electric railway materials, Indianapolis, Ind.

This catalogue consists of 200 pages of well illustrated mat-

ter of interest to every railway man. C. E. A. Carr Company,
3 Toronto Street, Toronto, are Canadian representatives.

C.G.E. Publications— Bulletin 66023. describing G-E round

pattern d.c. current instruments for switchboard service;

bulletin 46253, describing and illustrating polyphase watthour

meters; bulletin 4S10S, describing and illustrating small trans-

formers and auto transformers; bulletin X-228, describing

modern transformers for use in large sj-stems; War Muni-
tions—small booklet describing and illustrating process of

manufacture of war munitions.

Automobile Lamps—Booklet issued by the Canadian Na-

tional Carbon Company, 265 .Adelaide Street West, Toronto,

describing Eveready Mazda automobile lamps. This is a

most complete, illustrated catalogue, covering the lamp equip-

ment for 1014. 1913 and 1916 cars of practically every des-

cri))tion. .\ large portion of the booklet is given over to

the listing of the lamp equipment of the various automobiles,

so that at a glance one may see the size and type of lamp
best suited to any motor.

Industrial Signals —Booklet by the Benjamin Electric

Manufacturing Company of Canada, Ltd., describing Benja-
min industrial signal equipment for factory calls and lire

alarms. The booklet is well illustrated, including wiring

diagrams showing the proper method of installing the equip-

ment. There is also included a couple of pages of wiring

data, giving formula for determining sizes of copper wire

needed; dimensions, resistances, and safe carrying capacity

')f copper wires; conduit sizes for different size wires, and a

wiring table suitable for 30-volt battery for distances up to

300 feet and signals up to 30 in number.

C. S. C. E. Studying Montreal Problems

A committee of the Canadian Society of Civil Engi-

neers is engaged in studying the plans of the Montreal aque-

duct scheme, particularly in relation to the proposed hydro-

electric development. The Controllers have placed the plans

and information at the disposal of the Committee, who will

make a report—without cost to the city. The hydro-electric

development has been strongly criticised as extravagant as to

capital and maintenance cost. The Board of Control have
decided to ask manufacturers of turbines to make prelimin-

ary reports on the necessary equipment; these will be sub-

mitted to a consulting hydraulic engineer, and tenders called

in the spring.
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Concentric Wiring — Will it really help us to

extend the field of Electric operations

—

Merits being discussed impartially.

Al tlic recfiU annual ccmvcntioii of tlu- National Elec-

trical (/oiitractors' Association, one of the subjects upon

which information was most eagerly sought was concentric

wiriu.^. Apparently the delegates approached the question

with an open mind. No one appeared willing to take a

definite stand in its favor, nor on the other hand was there

any very decidedly expressed objection. Those who appear

to favor this system most seem to consider it from the point

'\\ view of developing and extending the electrical contract-

ing business. There is a large field at the present time which

it is very difficult to reach if the existing standards and

iiK'thods have to be used and the search seems to be for a

system of installation that will bring the smaller consumers

into the fold at a price attractive to themselves and yet

siil'ticicnt to net the contractor a small return. Among those

who had studied the situation the longest, the opinion was

generally expressed that concentric wiring appelired to oflfer

more advantages than any other new system that had been

studied. However, the session broke up without the dele-

gates coming to any decision whatever as to the merits of

llic new system.

We in Canada have had no opportunity to judge of the

merits of concentric wiring, though we are interested in

extending electricity to buildings not now usin.g it, just as

iiuicli as other countries are. For this reason the discus-

sion before the National Convention will be of interest to

all Canadian contractors, and we arc printing a running

review of what was said, taken from a current issue of the

association's mouthpiece, the National Electrical Contractor.

.Mso. we reproduce a photograph of the concentric wiring-

installation exhibit shown during the convention. This

installation, though made of material modelled closely on

the lines of the material used in Europe, nevertheless differs

in certain iniportant features. The insulation surrounding the

inner wire is thicker, as is also the outer conducting metal.

lnseparal)ly tied up with the use of this concentric wire is

the question of proper grounding on which some interesting

statements were made in the following discussion:

Ernest McCleary, who for many years has been Chair-

man of the Code Committee of the N.E.C.A.. in opening the

Concentric Wiring discussion said in part: "In arranging for

Ibis session this irjorning wc distinctly stated that we ap-

proached the subject of concentric wiring with open minds,

and with no opinions.

It has been my policy, during the fifteen years that I have

bien in this association work, to never allow myself, as

chairman of a committee, to come to a decision on any sub-

ject on which I niigbt lie called upon, as chairman, to east

the deciding vote, until the final discussion and evidence was
all in. I am exactly in that position this morning, and Mr.

I'eet, I think, is in the same position. We are here for the

purpose of having you tell US your opinion of concentric

wiring."

C. K. Newman of Passaic, N. J., said he understood

concentric wiring to be intended for small, cheap work, and

if adopted would result only in making the work of electrical

contractors more complicated, because of the additional

fittings.

James R, Strong explained llial the conmiitlce investi-

gating concentric wiring is now called "Committee on Elec-

trical Wiring Systems." Mr. Strong said: "Probably nothing

has caused so much of a stir among the electrical fraternity

as bare grounded return involved in this concentric wiring

proposition."

He told of when concentric wiring came up anew a few

months a.go, how the manufacturers objected to the immedi-

ate introduction of concentric wiring, because it involve<l the

most radical changes in the electrical business in oiu' time.

Mj-. Strong, continuing, said:

"The proposition as put forward was that bare grounded

returns should be utilized on branch circuits for exposed

work.

In the first place I should say that the I'ndcrwritcrs .ip-

pointed a committee two or three years ago to consider the

question, and that committee formulated a tentative set of

rules, which recommended to the meeting of the Under-
writers, not to go into the Code, but to be used in case any
I'nderwriters' jurisdiction wished to try it out: that it should

be used only by special permission of the Underwriters hav-

ing jurisdiction, and if used, should be installed along the

lines of those tentative rules. The tentative rules limited its

use to branch circuits which were exposed. That should be

very clearly understood.

I am not going to attempt to tell you of all the oilier

tentative rules, but it provided for a continuous bare armor,

of a iiroper conductivity, and other minor requiicmenls,

wdiich it doesn't seem to me to be so essential that I --liould

mention them here.

Then the meetings of the manufacturers came alon.g. and
they appointed this committee which is now called the Com-
mittee on Electrical Wiring Systems, to endeavor to find out

what it was all about, because it was plain, on the surface,

that it revolutionized things. It made one-wire fittings, one-

wire fixtures, and put everything on the one-wire basis, and
many people said "If it is good for branch circuits, if it is

safety you are after, and it is safe if properly grounded, why
limit it to exposed work?"

It is necessary to go to the bottom of this and I'.nd out

all about it, and so the manufacturers appointed a conmiitlce

of about twenty— I am not accurate as to that number—sup-

jiosed to represent all interests—the United States Govern-
ment, through its Bureau of Standards, and the Underwriters,

Manufacturers. Contractors, Jobbers, and others. It was
the idea that everybody should be represented on thai com-
mittee, now known as the Committee on Electrical Wiring
Systems.

A Permanent Ground

Thai commiUcc made a (b'cisiou Ihal ihc first Ihing to

determine was the possibility of a successful and permaiiciil

ground, because it was pretty generally admilled that if llic
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.moiiiid was Kfioil anil iitniiatu-nt. I In safely !> life feature

was more secure, if there was inily uue side to the circuit.

If every fixture, every cut-out, and every exposed part was

permanently and positively connected to the ground you

couldn't get a shock from it. That was admitted.

But the question of a permanent and satisfactory ground

had lieen up before the Underwriters, and the National Elec-

trical Contractors' Association experts, for years, and not

one of them had yet been able to determine what was a per-

uianenl and satisfactory ground. Therefore the Committee

oil Electrical Wiring Systems determined that the first thing

to do was to see if it was possible to find out something

about a satisfactory ground. They had specified in the Code

grounds for varying conditions. They had not, as I under-

stand it, gone to the limit and said that "you must connect

with a water pipe," or something of that kind—they didn't

say that that was the only ground that was acceptable, be-

cause in many instances that is not attainable. Therefore, it

is a big question.

The motion was then made to appoint another com-

mittee, and a committee was named 'to study and report

on the subject of bare grounded return wiring systems.'

That introduces the idea that I mentioned earlier—that

if tliis is gciod for a l)ranch circuit, why isn't it good for the

whole thing? This second sub-committee has not yet re-

ported. Terhaps the chairman of that second sub-committee,

who is here present, may feel called upon to enlighten you

on this subject. It is up to him to say.

Now. so much for the matter of history of this propo-

sition. I have endeavored, up to date, to maintain an ojien

niincl oil this subject; but latterly that has become a rather

.bfticuil proposition; and it has been impossible for me to

look into it, and not form some opinions.

Whether it is proper, or not. for me to express any

opinions on this subject here, is a question, but I think I

can slate my observation of two trial installations that were

put in, and what I think of those installations.

Ill the city of Boston the central station company se-

cured permission from the authorities to put in three instal-

lations. 1 saw one of them, in a workingman's house in the

suburbs of Boston. There were about ten or fifteen lights

on three floors of a small house. I went there in company

with many experts in that line, some of whom I see here

jircsent. and perhaps they would like to tell you something

about it. There were three or four circuits running out from

a panel board, and it was in the early stages, when the proper

fittings had not been completed, and the grounds were pro-

vided by little loops of metal around the arms. I have also

recently seen a trial installation here in New York.

A Limited Field

The thing that I sec to these small exposed installations

iif concentric wiring, is. first, that its use is necessarily very

limited. It is. perhaps, a little more economical to install,

but if it were in my own property and I wanted exposed

work, and couldn't afford to pay the price of proper exposed

work, I would prefer to use a good jol) of cleat work, or

porcelain knob exposed work, as far as appearance goes,

than this concentric wiring system.

It seems to me that the danger is in tlic breaking of the

return conductor, because of the very thin tiilie of metal that

is oil llie outside. The material is rather stifT. and if once

bent it can not lie straightened without cracking the outer

covering. That has been my observation of it. 1 have seen

in the trial installations, several places where the coverin.g

of the concentric wire "was cracked, although not altogether

broken.

1 have also seen, in connection witli one of the trial in-

stallations, an attempt by an amateur, to extend the system;

and I assure you that the extension system by the amateur

was not a thing that any of you would like to have oil your

own pro])erty.

1 think that this whole subject must be treated in a

broader way than the mere ipiestion of concentric wiring.

It doesn't follow that the bare grounded return must be

exposed. It is perfectly possible that the bare grounded re-

turn can be run with an insulated conductor, and protected

from injury. That is what 1 mean when 1 say that this is

a broader question than the limiting of this system to branch

circuits. And I don't think it is fair for us to throw down
the entire system, until these men who are investigating

the thing from an expert st.indpoint. come around and tel!

us whether the ground can be maintained, whether the eflfects

of electrolysis from the grounded return are such that it can

not be properly used; and other questions like that. I take

the position that if this bare-grounded return is feasible and

is safer to life, the economies that we are all looking for. to

extend the usefulness of our electrical work, the economies

that the central station is looking for, will be much greater

and the work will be proportionately extended if such econ-

omies are realized by applying this bare-grounded return to

the whole system.

Now, gentlemen, that is about the whole story. I think

we are talking about the very small thing in this question

when we describe this whole thing as concentric wiring, be-

cause I don't believe that the majority of the contractors'

customers will want exposed work. I think the demand for

that kind of work is very limited, and therefore, as it is at

present limited by the rules, the use of this material will be

very small.

As to comparing the costs— 1 haven't much data, because

we haven't installed any of it. and haven't been able to get

accurate figures. However. I know that I was told in Bos-

ton that the installation I saw there was installed by the most

expert workmen in that line in the city, and every technical

and electrical expert in the city, including the city officials,

and every high official of the Edison Company, in Boston.

Iiad visited the installation, and there was no way of telling

wli.at the cost of that installation was.

Will It Cost Less?

Now. we hear that it is .going to cost less money. I

believe that if the central stations want to extend their sys-

tems, they could go into the workmen's cottages in the

suburbs and install a good job of exposed knob and tube

work and get away with it. and the workmen will think just

as much of it as if it was conduit, or anything else that was
ex|)osed. I don't believe that the saving in a six-light in-

stallation in a workman's suliurban house, on this concentric

wiring proposition, over a metal molding joti, or an exposed

conduit job, will amount to enough to make .ill this talk

worth while.

1 have heard the experts of the lighting companies say

that they were only talking about safety. Before they got

throu.gh talking about the thing everyone said that the ob-

ject of this movement was to extend the use of the central

stations' lines. So there must be another reason than safety.

It is a question of economy. Now. for the small economies
that arc supposed to be effected by this thing. I dfin't think

I lie whole tea jiarty should be upset to tliis extent; but I

do think that if tliese committees, who are experts on the

subject, can conscientiously say that a bare-grounded return

system is a .good thing, we can go to the one-wire system

and save a lot of money and .get, possibly, just as .good a

job."

Mr. McCleary then said:

"On the question of grounding. I see several of my old

friends wlm have liceii on this Electrical Comiuittee for

years, aiul I think, if it is necessary, they will bear me out

in the statement that the Electrical Committee, from the Un-
derwriters' end of it, have been ready for years to accept a
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in the road of such a retiuiremcnt has been the inability of

tlie committee to get the central station interests and the
American Institute of Electrical l^nuHneers together, upon a

proper specification to be put in the Code."
H. R. Sargent, of Schenectady. Managing Engineer, Wir-

ing Supplies Department, General h'lectric Company, was
asked to say a few words.

Mr. Sargent replied:

The Situation in Europe

The central stations brought to the attention of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, sometime ago. the fact that in some
cities perhaps only ten i)cr cent, of the houses were wired,

and that there were a great many houses that should be

wired, and that they wanted the increased load on their lines.

It was also brought to our attention that some of the pre-

sent systems were unsiglitly and possilily expensive.

The speaker went abroad and looked over some of the

systems in Europe. Mr. Doane. of Nela Park, also went
abroad and inspected some of the systems; and when he came
back the matter was talked over, and I had made up a small

board of concentric wiring fittings, using the wire as made
abroad. I also had made uji a set of fittings with twin wires

in a metal sheath, i had a complete set of fittings made for

both systems. These boards were presented to the committee

of the Underwriters, of which Mr. Blood was chairman, and

if 1 remember ri.y:lit the concensus of opinion was that the

better system to adopt in this country was the concentric sys-

tem, and that was the way the decision was made as to the

best system to be adopted in this ootintry. in order to reach

these small houses. Tlie mily object, as originally laid out,

was to reach these smaller houses, in which the owners were
unwilling to have conduit used and were unwilling to have

any of the expensive systems installed; and they were, pos-

sibly, unwilling to have cleat work put in. because it is un-

si.ghtly to a certain extent.

1 have seen a .great many houses abroad, in which this

concentric system is installed, and the wire is run right alon.i;

the moldings, and is not unsightly.

1 will admit that, as Mr. Strong has stated, the installa-

tions in those buildings in Boston arc rather crude. They are

pioneer jobs in this country.

Better Insulation

We developed the wire, and in this committee of which

1 spoke, it was decided that the wire should have better in-

sulation than that used abroad. Abroad the insulation is very

thin, and it is very small wire, so that it was decided to make
the complete conductor as near the Code requirements as

possible. We therefore added to the covering, which made

the wire a little larger and a little more expensive.

So that to-day I am not prepared to s.iy that this system

is going to prove materially cheaiicr than any existing sys-

tem; but 1 wotilil say that in my ojiinicm. if properly installed

it is going to be neater than the kiiol. and tulie nr molding

systems.

1 think that safety to life is another factor in favor of the

coni-entric wiring system. Mr. Blood feels that the grounded

system is a step in advance, from a safety to life standpoint.

1 think that if many of these houses, especially in the

West, can be wired with this system, it is really handing the

contractor something that he has not had before anil can

not obtain with any existing system.

N'ow, if this system li.is merely ileinonstrated tlu' fact

that some new system must be worked out. it will have served

its purpose.

The General I'-lectric Company has absolutely no interest

in pushing this systetn. We haven't pushed it. We have

made up some fittings, but we haven't voluntarily distributed

any ])amphlets. We have gotten np some pamphlets. Iml

have held them at the home office, subject to distribution on
recpiest. I wish to state that we are here to co-operate with
jou in this matter, and are willing to assist you in getting
the proper system, and to enlarge your business, and the
electrical industry in every respect."

Mr. McCleary then said: "I want to say to you. gentle-
men, that in approaching Mr. Sargent, at Schenectady, he
said to me, 'Now, Mr. McCleary, you can have anything we
have, with this one proviso, that you make it perfectly plain
and clear to the members of your organization, that the Gen-
eral Electric Company is not standing sponsor for, and is not
advocating the adoption of this system. We will come to
your convention, and will give yon whatever information we
have, but we want it understood tliat we are not standing
sponsor for this system." We are ready to manufacture the
materials if there is a demand for them."

A Serious Objection

F. F. \ alinoti. Louisville, said: "W'e have a very serious
objection to that method of wiring, as far as it has gone. It

may develop into a grounded return system, as Mr. Strong
referred to, which will, of course, require further thought
and consideration, and would probably be a good thing. But
just the plain old concentric wiring, as we have seen it. we
don't think will accomplish the purpose. It seems that the
primary ijurpose is to reduce the cost of wiring and to get
more consumers for the central stations, and we contractors
have to do it, and the central stations won't give a thing.
We must give up everythin.g, so that they can get more
juice' on their lines.

Wc went into an agreenuiit with our central station in

Loui-vdle. on a house-wiring propr)sition. about two years
ago. The\- put on a house-wiring campaign, and 1 want to
show \-ou liow far they got in helping the contractor. We
went into this campaign, our prices very low. I think some
of the jobs ran as low as twelve dollars, twenty-five per cent.
to be paid within ten days after the completion of the job,
and the balance to be paid in twelve monthly payments.
We had to carry the accounts, sotiie of them as low as
seventy-five cents a month, and it would cost us eighty cents
a month to collect them. For a four-room house. I think
at that time we were getting about ten dollars, and we have
some pretty rigid rules in Louisville; they require us to put
ni material that they don't require in other parts of the
country. Now, suppose we take concentric wiring—it may
be a little cheaper, and that house may run eight dollars.
But IS that any inducement to the owner to wire the house.
when he has twelve months in which to pay for it? He
would just as soon i)ay six-ty cents a month as fifty cents, and
have concealed work.

W'e have hoifses in Louisville that will never be wired,
if you do it for nothing, for the simple reason that the people
are afraid of that monthly bill that the central station sends
tlieiii."

Geo. l'-.. Wheeler. New ^•,,rk City, said: "In all this talk
al (lilt concentric wiring there is one thing that we, as con-
tractors, must remember, and that is the cost of furnishing
meters by the central stations. They can't very well get out
ol that dollar char.ge. We. in New York City, have had a
little rxperieiuc in this jiroposition. Since the first of this

year we have had the chance to buy meters from the Edison
Company, buy the juice at wdiolesale. and sell at retail to the
tenants of buiblings. The Fdison Company has had con-
siderable experience in that business, and the most of the
trouble experienced is in llie c"sl of maintaining and reading
those meters.

Applies Where Flat Rate Given

1 find that in Europe—from reading up on the subject

—

that concentric wiring is only applied to those places where
the central station can give a ll.it rale for the current. As
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soon as you aUcinpl to i)iit a inclcr in service anil mil u

monthly and collect from the customer, you arc up aKainst

il, and you have to charge a dollar a month minimum.

So far. for the first six months of this year, after buying

the meters at a lovvf jjrice—paying not over ten dollars for

any meter—and the meter being installed, not having to

install it ourselves, wc find that our operating cost is forty-

eight cents for maintaining and reading each meter.

So that the lighting companies are up against it ni that

respect. They must have a minimum charge. Tlie other

alternative, is to use concentric wiring, which is what it is,

when you get right down to it—cheap house wiring, wher-

ever they cannot aflford to pay for the better method of wiring.

Until we get the system established as they have it in

Europe, it is hardly worth while talking about it or taking it

up. I don't see how the lighting companies can reduce or

eliminate that minimum charge that they have to make.

M. E. Arnold, of Philadelphia, asked Mr. Sargent: "In

the investigation made by the General Electric Company in

Europe, did they find that the concentric wiring system ex-

tended any further than the branch circuits, or was the idea

with which it was installed, that of reducing the cost of in-

stallation only? Or was the degree of safety any greater than

that in the regular wiring system?"

Mr. Sargent: "The installations that I visited over there

—particularly in England—were in separate buildings, and in

some cases comparatively small buildings, and the wire gen-

erally used only for branch circuits.

There was one place in Waterloo where there are fifteen

or twenty l)rick buildings side by side, and in each building

there are, as I remember, four lights, and the wire is run

along the fronts of those buildings and a tap is taken right

in through the wall to each dwelling.

.\nothcr place where I saw it was in the college build-

ings. I think in Oxford University, and I believe it was put

in there on account of the looks of the installation. They

have sold lirick walls there and the plastering is put directly

Mil tlie walls, precluding the possibility of fisliing, and cleat

work would not have looked well. They told me that the

cost of the installation was about the same as molding work

would have been. Does that answer the question?"

Mr. .Arnold asked: "Was the degree of safety considered.

ill a general sense, above that of the general wiring system?"

Mr. Sargent replied: "No, I couldn't say that the safety

jiroiiosition was considered above that of a general wiring

system.

The wire over there did not appeal to me at all. The

insulated circuit wire was covered with one-thirty-second

inch rubber with a wrapper of cotton and a metal sheath,

and the insulation was very poor. But I would say that the

engineers who installed the system, and to whom I talked,

thought it was very satisfactory and very safe.

Edward Kunkel, Davenport, Iowa, said: "Tliere are two

lioints that appear to me to be very important in this dis-

cussion, and I confess that I am not clear on them:

The first is as to the character of the .metal sheath

—

ihe mechanical strength; and second, the method of ground-

ing in these cheap installations.

My thought would be that to get a proper grounding

would increase the cost of such installation beyond that of

the ordinary knob and tube job.

Those two points I would like to be enlightened upon."

Mr. McCleary: "I think I can answer your question, that

the cliaracter of the metal sheath will be such as to meet

the approval of the Laboratories, after the Electrical Com-
mittee has prescribed a set of specifications which will have

to lie met. I have no fear about this being ample and suffici-

ent, when it comes through the Electrical Committee.

As to the method of grounding—there has been a special

committee appointed to consider the whole system of ground-

ing."

Concrete Examples

Mr. McCleary; "1 will now ask a man to speak who has

probably devoted as much time to the subject and has as

much personal knowledge of it as any other man in this

country. I am going to ask Mr. Hale, of Boston, to tell you

all he can on this subject in five minutes. Gentlemen, this is

Mr. Hale, of Boston, whose principal pleasure in life, now,

is to talk alioiit concentric wiring!"

R. S. Hale said: "1 had come here with the intcntiiin

of not talking, but as I have been called upon, I wish to

endorse what Mr. Strong has said—especially what he said

about this concentric wiring proposition being merely a por-

tion of a very broad subject. The whole question, itself, is

very much broader than the concentric wiring proposition.

The reason this matter came up was, of course, because

the central stations wanted to extend their business and in-

crease the number of their customers, and extend their service.

On visits abroad we found that in some places the use

of electricity was very much more expensive than it is here.

1 can best illustrate this by taking one particular town of

about three hundred thousand inhabitants, where the rate

was 9.8 cents per kilowatt hour, and in addition to that the

customer had to pay a meter rent of one dollar and a quarter

a year, and on top of that he had to buy his lamps, and in

addition he had to pay a tax on the lamps. So that those

customers were paying twelve or thirteen cents per kilowatt

hour for electricity. In spite of all that the man who was

getting wages of ten or twelve dollars a week was using

electric light. The lighting company had about sixty thous-

and customers in that town, and they were figurin.g, not on

how many customers they had, but how many there were left

that they could get. Practically everybody in the tow'n was

using electricity. In this town the rate was a meter rate.

I found that in some towns they were charging a flat

rate of so much per lamp, but the question of fiat rate didn't

seem to be tied up to the question of these other wiring

sj'stems.

The only reason that we could see, why so manj' more
people were using electricity than in towns of similar size

in this country, was because of the cheap wiring system.

We looked up these different systems, to find out what
they were. There are a great many of them. I forget some
of the names. We brought some samples of a great many
of them over with us and took the best of them to the manu-
facturers—Mr. Sargent representing them, perhaps more than

anyone else—and to some of the wire people, and we also

went to the Underwriters, and as a result they suggested

the trying out of this particular system, under certain rules

that were laid down by Mr. Blood's committee, of which
Mr. Strong was a member.

Suggestions

As I have said. I want to endorse Mr. Strong's state-

ment that this is a very broad question. Up to the present

time we have not had any great encouragement in it. We
have had an immense number of suggestions that we ought

to do something else. One of them, for instance, was that

we ought to omit the minimum charge. However, I call your

attention to the fact that in New York City there is no such

charge. That proposition was also answered bj- Mr. Wheeler,

when he said that it cost forty-eight cents to maintain a meter;

and also by the contractor, who said it cost eighty cents

to collect the bill for wiring.

Now, the concentric wiring proposition is merely one
of the methods. I believe, myself, that this system which
has been worked out, as far as it has gone, by the manu-
facturers and the committee of the Underwriters, is the best

thing to try, but what I do want to ask is that we should

try to develop something. If the concentric system doesn't

meet with your approval, let us have something else. Let
us make progress in some way.
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Adv. Suggestions for Elec. Contractors

The last four of a series worked out by the Society for Electrical Development.
Any contractor may change the wording to suit local conditions.

Consecutive advertising will educate the public

to distinguish good work from bad

"A little knowledge is a

dangerous thing"

Every day sees men "going: into business for

themselves" not only without sufficient trainins
in the most elementary business principles, but
with a totally insufficient knowledge of tlieir pro-
fession. You know the result!

Unfortunately the electrical construction Held
is not exempt from the demoralizing influence of

this class of contractors.

But you, as a buyer of electrical work, can be
protected from future loss and trouble. Look
into the standing- of your electrical contractor
before you employ him. A deficiency found either
in liusiness "head" or technical kmiwledge should
l)e a dan.ger signal to you.

( Nanu if Cnutraclors.l

Make it easier to rent

that house
"Is it wired for Klectricitv?" This is one of

the first questions asked by the vast majority of
prospective tenants. How will you answer it?
If you can say "yes" the house will already be
half rented, for of all modern improvements
Electricity is recognized as the first and greatest.

Arrange to have your property all put on the
"Wired for Electricity" list. The increased rental
will quickly pay for this small investment.

Many real estate men so appreciate the value
of Electric Service that they do not attempt to
rent or sell a house without first wiring it for
Electricity.

See that your property has Electric .Service
before the renting season is upon you.

One of the following thoroughly reliable and
competent contractors will be .glad to estimate on
wiring one or more nf your liouses tlie right

(Names and .\dilresses of Contractors.)

If you were buying

a house
Wouldn't you give greater consideration to the

house which had Electric Lights? Buyers natur-
ally want property which is really up to date

—

and that means property which is wired for Elec-
tricity.

Here is a simple problem: Suppose you have a

cottage to sell—are asking $$2,500 for it, with no
takers. It's ten to one you could get at least

$2,700 for it if it were wired for electricitv —
couldn't you? And it would be much easier to

sell. The total cost of wiriny need not exceed
$70.

The answer to that problem is that it pays l^

wire property for Electric Service before attempt-
ing to rent or sell. The cost of wiring is always
more than offset by the higher price the property
will bring.

It will pay you, too, to have this wiring in-

stalled by a competent and dependable contrac-

tor—one of the undersigned will he glad to give

you an idea of the cost or a delinite estimate.

(.\ames and .\ddresses of Contractors.)

While you are on
your vacation

While your house is unoccupied is really the
best time to have it wired for Electricity. Re-
sponsible contractors may be relied on to treat
your house just as carefully as if you were at
home. A few days of uninterrupted work by
competent wiremen will make your home thor-
ou.ghly modern. And by having the work done
while your house is vacant you will not be incon-
venienced in the least.

What a ijleasant surprise if your wife could re-
turn from an outing to find the comforts and
conveniences of electricitv waiting in her home!

W^e'll keei;

surprise.
.ret if you want tc

See one of the dependali
tors listed l)elow. .\nv ont
work riRht.

l.Xames and Addn

competent contrac-
if them will do the

if Contractors.")
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What is New in Electrical Equipment
Largest Circuit-Breakers Give Excellent Service

\\ IkiI avj s:ii(l tn lie the lar,L;csl cinuil-brcakcrs rviT

built have been in lonlinimus service lor i.ver Ivvi) years in

the Slicriiian Street siili-slalioii of the C'diniiioiiwcalth Pidisdu

Company. Chicago. 'I'liese lircakers are connfctcd directly

onto the heavy copper direct-current leads carrying :3(),()i)li

amperes from the larger of the two rotary converters in this

sub-station. 'J'his machine is a 5,000 kilowatt unit, convert -

Record circuit brealters in Chicago substation.

ing three-phase, lij-cycle current into 2,"i(l-V(.)lt direct current.

The two breakers, front view of which is shown herewith,

are mounted on adjoining panels, eacli 54 inches high by 'M

inches wide.

These circuit-breakers are of the overload and reserve-

current type. They are remote-controlled Iruin an operating

board, which is mounted on a gallery overlooking the rotary

converters. 'The operation is by means of two solenoids.

The closing action is very po.sitive and powerful. If the cir-

ciiit-ljreaker is to be o|)ened or closed by the operator at the

conlr.jl board, lie needs merely to throw a small control

switch either up or down. This energizes the opening or

closing magnets, and produces almost instantaneous opera-

tifui of the breaker. It is also possible to trip the breaker

by hand by pushing a release button under the opening coil.

.'\s it may be necessary to close the breaker by hand, an

exceptionally long closing handle is provided. This operates

through a set of levers, in (U'der that sunicient i)ressure may
be e.Kcrted to completely close the contacts.

Normally the lireakers are not used to open ;ind chjse

the circuit under load, because if the rotary is to be either

put into or out of conmiission, the" load is gradually trans-

ferred. Under excess load, however, the breaker opens anto-

inatically. the release coil being energized from a reUty on

the contr(d board. Likewise on reverse current—that is, if

the alternating current supply to the rotary converter should
go down or fail, the circuit-breakers will open, and thereby

prevent running of the rotary as an inverted machine fed

from the direct current side.

These breakers are of the type C. manufactured by .Al-

bert and J. M. Anderson Manufacturing Company, Boston.

Mass. A similar but smaller set of these breakers, rated at

14,000 amperes, is also installed in this sub-station. A large

number of breakers of this type are being used in power
plants and sub-stations, with very excellent results. The
.\nderson Company is prepared to build breakers of this type

carrying currents of S.'i.OOO amperes and ovei

Cooker That Operates on Electrolysis Principle

A cooking device which depends upon the heat developed

by electrolysis of water rather than on that produced by

the resistance of wires, "has been placed on the market re-

cently by the Ruvio Electric Company. The device is used

principally for cooking eggs, but may be also utilized for such

things as warming nursing bottles. Since the food placed

in the device is cooked or warmed by the steam generated

l)y electrolysis of water and is not immersed in the water

itself, only a small amount of water need be heated, conse-

quently the energy consumption is relatively low. Further-

more, the amount of water may be adjusted so that it will

be entirely converted into steam at the end of a dct'inite

period, thus automatically shutting off the current and pre-

venting overcooking of the food.

The device consists of a nickel-plated base, B, in which

rests a porcelain dish. A, having a dome-shaped cover. In

the centre of the dish is a small well. C, which serves as a

receptacle for the water which is to be converted into steam

by electrolysis. To prevent the formation of metallic salts,

carbon electrodes are employed. The groove G, in which
cover F rests, is of sufficient capacity to hold as much water

as the well C, Thus, as the water is evaporated and then

condensed by cover F it will be deposited in the Groove G
and not permit the device to continue operating indefinitely.

A perforated metal plate resting on the top of the porcelain

dish is provided to hold eggs while they are being cooked.

The device is operated as follows: A definite quantity of

water, depending on the length of time the food is supposed

to cook, is measured in a receptacle furnished with the device

and poured into tlie well C. The receptacle is graduated in

lengths of time the device is desired to operate. Holes, which

may be covered by the fingers, are provided at different

points, so the measure may be tilled to the desired level

easily. When the water is poured into the receptacle C, cur-

rent will pass between the carbon electrodes, causing the

water to boil almost immediately, Tlie resistance of the
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vvalcr is reduced liy the absorption nf salts, with which the

carbon electrodes are impregnated. Thus salt never has tn

be added to the water to make it a conductor.

It may be pointed out that not more than !'/> teaspoon-

luls of water need to be boiled to cook four eggs, as com-

pared with the kettle full when usin.a other methods. The
improved economy must therefore be obvious. To insure

cooking the eggs uniformly regardless of size or nunil)er.

the tray holding them is arranged so that tlie steam con-

densed on the surface of the eggs will run back into tlu-

well C .\s soon as their surfaces become heated to the tem-

perature of the steam, however, condensation will no longer

occur on their surfaces, but will take place on the inside of

the cover and will run down into groove G, where it will

remain. Thus the water will finally be deposited in the

groove and the current automatically turned off.

Improved Design Induction Feeder Voltage Regulator

r con>idLTLibk cuti

liew to improving

incering and expcnniental work,

with a \iew to improving the electrical performance and
mechanical details, the VVestinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., has placed on the

market the improved design feeder voltage regulator illus-

trated. This i.s a single-phase induction regulator, known as

the type C, for :i,300 volts, 60 cycles, 10 per cent, regulation,

and it is standardized in all ratings from 5^4 kv.a. to 69 kv.a.

The refinements secured in this new desi.gn have increased

the reliability of the regulator in service, and have simplified

and decreased the expense of the wiring necessary for install-

ing accessories for automatic operation, in addition to im-

proving the electrical efficiency. Figs. 1 and 2 show respec-

tively the re,mi4ator removed from tank and mounted in tank

complete. The rijtor is wound with form-wound coils, as

shown by Fig. 1 and constitutes the primary element. The
short-circuiting coils in the rotor are formed from a large

number of turns of relatively small size enameled copper

wire, thus reducing the watts loss in these windings without

decreasing the neutralizing eflfect for which they are pro-

vided. The stator core, with the secondary windings in

place, is shown in Fig. 3. This core is of the frameless con-

struction so lar.gely used in the construction of induction

motors. With this form of construction the cross-section of

the stator core is increased without a corresponding increase

in size of other parts and of floor space, resulting in a de-

crease of iron loss and exciting current. Further, the insu-

lating oil in which the regulator is iinmersed in the tank

comes in direct contact with all surfaces of the stator core.

with more efficient cooling elicct. In a regulator the insula-

tion of windings is of vital importance because of the severe

conditions of operation. The coils for both primary and
secondary are, therefore, carefully insulated and impregnated,

and are assembled in open slots. They are held by libre

wedges, driven in small .grooves at the top edges of the

slots. Heavily insulated steel bracing rings, are assembled
around the exposed ends of the stator coils at both ends of

the core. These rings are bound to the coils with cord, and
.greatly stiffen the coils against distortion from mechanical
shock caused by current surges in the feeder during periods

of line disturbance or short circuit. This feature is an im-

portant one, increasing the protection to the coil insulation

and the factor of safety of the regulator in service. An
electrically controlled switch or auxiliary relay for the oper-

ating motor, formerly mounted separately from the regulator,

is now mounted directly on the regular top cover and in-

cludes the limit switch. This arrangement cuts down the

number of wires required in the control circuit for automatic
operation and simplifies and lessens the expense of installa-

tion. The chance of failure in the control circuit is corre-

spondingly lessened as well, and inspection of the wiring is

made easy. The operating motor is provided with a quick-

acting inagnetic brake as heretofore, but the operating

mechanism has been changed, so that the regulator now re-

quires only 10 seconds for the complete range of travel from
maximum buck to maximum boost, 20 per cent, regulation.

The regulator is made as a unit, and may be quickly removed
from the tank by simply unbolting the top cover, thus mak-
ing inspection and repairs comparatively simple. The tank

is formed from sheet steel walls, with oxy-acetylene welded
scams and with top and bottom flanges cast on to the walls.

This type of tank is the same as that used with Westing-
house oil insulated self-cooled transformers.

New Hubbell Oil Lamp Attachment
The illustration herewith represents the new Huljbcll

oil lamp attachment, an ingenious arrangement by which
any lamp having a common burner, either flat wick or cen-

tral type, may be transformed to an electric lamp. ,\s ilhis-

trated, it is sprung down in the same manner as a lamp
chimney would be, and the current is taken from any near-by

socket or Hubbell receptacle. If desired, the lamp may be

immediately re-converted for use with oil, as the attachment

of this device does not interfere with the original design in

any way. The new fixture is furnished with 7 ft. of cord and
the new style porcelain attachment plug recently <lescribed

in the Electrical Xews.

Fig. 1— Removed from tank. Fiii. 3 Stalorcoll. New Hubbell lamp attachment.
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Direct Lighting Reflector

'I'lic National X-Ray Reflector Company have just placed

on the market a new reflector for the direct lighting of large

interiors with type C lamps. This is a powerful distributing

rillcctor of the deep bowl type, wliich hides the lamp from

\i(\v. It is furnished with an adjustable holder, which can

111' made to lit any Mogul socket or type suspension, and is

an ideal unit for lighting large areas economically. The
l.\pc illustrated is known as No. ."jSO. which is tlie largest of

llircr relk-ctors of this type, tlie i.tlici' two r,f vvhicli are

New direct reflector for type C

lamps-Distribution curve

also shown.

Ivuown as Xos. 570 and 5;,",. The reflectors are designed for

placing at the ceiling, thus avoiding drop-cords and reducing

hinii) breakage, as well as economizing the time of workers

wlio no longer need to flx their individual lights. The No.

5S() reflector unit is suitable for :!l)n, 401), and 500 watt type

(J lamps.

Individual Auto-transformers

The hi.L;h eliiciency of the 1.") and :J0-aiuii. Mazda series

hini|is has made them very popular f(jr street illumination.

I'd operate ihcm from standard 0.0 or 7.5 amp. constant

current series circuits individual auto-transformers have been

commonly employed. Recently, however, due to a number

of inherent advantages, there has been a considerable demand

for a sinall series transformer to operate a single lamp by

stepping up the line current to the higher current required

by the lamp. Some of the advantages claimed for these indi-

vidual series transformers for ornamental street lighting

jy stems are as follows:

1. As they insulate the pole and lamp from the high-ten-

sion circuit the use of series lamps is permitted in munici-

palities where ordinaiices are in force which prohibit high-

tension wires being carried on poles in the business district.

'I. They save the expense of high-voltage conductors,

lieavy insulation, and high-tension absolute cutouts in the

pole, a saving which inaterially assists in liquidating the dif-

ference between the first cost of auto-transformers and series

transformers, the latter being naturally Sf)mewhat higher

II r iced.

:i. On account of the low secondary

series transformers the lamps are as safe t(

were on a multiple circuit.

4. No fllm cutout is required, as each

dent of the others in the circuit. In case of an accident to

one or more, the remainder of the lamps on the circuit burn

witliout interruption.

5. These series transformers allow the use of lamps

wliere a series system is desirable and high iiotcntial iniprae-

licable—for instance, where it is necessary to niounl lamps

miou telephone poles.

voltage of these

handle as if they

lamp IS indepen-

0. They also make it possible to provide lighting on

)ridges or other places where high potential is not allowed.

7. They protect the lamps from surges in the line.

8. They are a valuable adjunct to "Safety First" in orna-

nental street lighting.

A complete list of this class of transformers has been put

m the market by the Canadian General Electric Company.

The Buffalo office of the National Metal Molding Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, during the absence of Mr. L. S. Montgom-
ery, now on the Mexican border with Troop I., First Cavalry,

N.Y.N.G., will be temporarily in charge of Mr. C. L. Corbin,

who has been transferred from Pittsburgh.

The Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works. Limited.

Montreal, have obtained a contract from the Montreal Pub-

lic Service Corporation for the supply and installation of

about two miles of 3-conductor, 5,000 volt, paper insulated,

ead covered cable. Thi< is for use in the civic conduit

system.

The Montreal Tramways Company have let a contract

to the Northern Electric Company for the supply and in-

stallation of a quantity of 13.200 volt. :)-conductor, paper in-

sulated, lead covered cable. This is in connection with the

system being constructed to inter-connect the Tramways
Company's power stations and sub-stations on the Island

of Montreal.

Lieut. Simpson Killed in France

Word reached Toronto within the past fortnight that

Lieut. J. D. Simpson had been killed in action. Before his

enlistment Lieut. Simpson was a traveller for the Canadian
Crocker Wheeler Company, Limited, of St. Catharines. He
was one of the most popular salesmen on the road and was
very widely known. For a number of years he covered the

Northern Ontario field for this company. He was an engi-

neer, being a graduate of a Scotch University. Lieut. Simp-

son was first attached to the 75th Battalion, but later trans-

ferred to No. 1 Tunneling Company of the Royal Engineers.

Canadian Expeditionary Force, and went overseas about nine

months ago. His home before coming to Canada was in

Berwick, Scotland.
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The Six-in-One Fuse Plug

The failure of electrijc lights or electrical service is due,

in 85 cases out of 100, to an accidental blowout of a fuse. If

new fuses of the right amperage were always at hand to

immediately replace the blown fuse, much discomfort and

annoyance would be avoided. The six-in-one fuse plug, illus-

increasing volume of business that has come to the Onward,
in Kitchener, has at last made it necessary to provide factory

facilities sufficioiit to properly handle the work that is being
(lime.

J'lie new structure is 100 feet long and .'lO feet wide, and
will he two storey and basement, electric lighted, steam
heated, and with every facility for the manufacture and ship-

liing of the several lines in which the Onward Company are

now engaged. In this plant the Eureka electric vacuum
cleaner will be built, the Onward Manufacturing Company
having just secured the license for the manufacture and sale

of the Eureka in Canada. Another important line, which will

form a considerable part of the output of the new factory,

are the Onward sliding furniture shoes and Onward slides,

which are fast replacing the use of the old style castors on
all kinds of wood furniture and metal pads. The Eden line

of electrically operated washing and wringing machines will

also be l)uilt in this factory. With the increased space which
the new building will make available, the company expect to

lie able to take care of the increased volume of business they

are receiving.

trated herewith, is simply what its name implies—six fuses in

one plug, made in amperages from :! to :iO for 135 maximum
voltage. It fits any standard installation, is self-contained,

and non-refil!able. The manufacturers claim that the "Six-

in-One" is the only fuse plug on the market to-day which
will safeguard the consumer against accidentally replacing a

fuse of low denomination for one of high amperage. Tlic

Northern Electric Company have been appointed the exclus-

ive selling agents for the "Six-in-One" fuse plug in Canada,
and they anticipate a record demand, especially from dealers

and central stations.

New Modem Factory in Kitchener
Few of those who knew of the modest lieginning which

characterized the start of the enterprise that is now known
as the Onward Manufacturing Company, in Kitchener, Ont.,

thought that in the short space of seven years the business

would so far outgrow the repeatedly increased factory facili-

ties as to make necessary the building of the new structure

that is now in process of erection on East King Street. In

these strenuous times it is the steady, persistent advances in

the history of a business that go farthest toward the per-

manence and stability of the institution, and the constantly

Inter-comm-Telephone in Large Factory
The Flint X'arnish & Color Works have just installed a

twelve station .Stromberg Carlson inter-communicating tele-

phone system. This system is so arranged that the manager
or superintendent can be called to any phone on the system
by a general alarm button which rings every phone. Eleven

desk and one wall telephones make up the equipment: as

many conversations can be carried on at one time as there

are stations, without cross talk. Private telephone systems

are being installed in many of the new factories, as the man-
agers realize that a private telephone system saves time and

money.

The addition tn the factory of the Rolibins & Myers
Company. Springfield. Ohio, which was started early in 191fi.

was completed September 1st. The equipment is now being

installed and a part of it is in operation. The new building is

of the same construction as the older buildings, concrete with

steel window sashes and wood floors. It is 62 feet in width,

4.36 feet in length and has five floors, showing a total of

about 135,000 square feet. With the completion of this build-

ing ground has been broken for another building which will

lie erected immediately adjoining the liuilding just completed.

n

uLiory o( Onward Manufacfurlns Company. Kitchener. Ont.
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Barrie, Ont.

The Bell Telephone Company arc building a new ex-

change in Barrie, the equipment for which is to be sup-

plied by the Northern Electric Company Central energy

is to be provided and the contract calls for completion of

the work by November.

Chatham, N.B.

The town council of Chatham, N.B., have under con-

sideration the choice of an electric plant to replace the one

recently destroyed by fire. Sentiment seems to be strongly

in favor of the purchase of a 200 h.p. Diesel unit direct con-

nected to the generator. Steam power is also being con-

sidered.

Hamilton, Ont.

DifTerences between the electrical workers and contrac-

tors of Hamilton. Ont.. still remain unsettled, despite the

fact that the strike is of several months' standing. The con-

tractors have offered to compromise at 45 cents an hour,

but the men demand .'SO cents and a closed shop. All the

strikers are working on jobs of their own throughout the

city and claim that they can easily get .'lO cents an hour

in such cities as Toronto, St. Catharines, etc., and indica-

tions are that it v/ill lie a long drawn-out struggle.

Huntsville, Ont.

Hydro-electric power was officially turned on in Hunts-

ville, Ont.. on August 24.

Kingston, Ont.

It is rumored that the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany will electrify its line between Kingston and Renfrew

in the near future. It is stated that a power plant will

be installed on the Mississippi River back of Sharbot Lake

to develop power for this project as well as to supply cur-

rent to the city of Kingston and vicinity.

London, Ont.

The London Electric Company, London, Ont., have

leased space in the Alma Block in which they will install

their general offices and an electric appliance showroom.

Lyall, Man.

A by-law authorizing the expenditure of $8,000 for a

local electric light and power plant was recently carried.

Montreal, Que.

Work has been started on the $20,000 extension to the St.

Denis sub-station of the Montreal Tramways Company.

The Montreal Builders' Exchange have requested the

Board of Control to insert in the new tramways franchise

which the company are seeking, a clause providing for the

transportation of builders' supplies and other material. This

is on condition that these facilities shall not interfere with

the passenger traffic.

In a recent monthly report of the Bell Telephone Sys-

tem some interesting figures were presented regarding the

extent of the company's operations throughout the world.

On July :il last the company had 19,123,921 miles of wire,

enough to girdle the earth 765 times, an increase of 1,177,390

miles over the same date in 191.5. The company had 9.549.-

(iitn stations, fi,290,82S owned and :!,258,80S connected, an in-

crease of 6fl5,,S93 over a year ago.

The growth of revenues was apace with the expansion

in equipment, for gross earnings for the seven months totalled

nearly $150,000,000, again of more than $15,000,0"e over

the corresponding period in V.i\'>. Depreciation absorbed

$38,000,000, an increase of $2,500,000. Operating income after

taxes was $41,717,000, a gain of $5,512,000, or more than 15

per cent.

Nelson, B. C.

A new 8.000 li.p. unit is being installed by the West
Koolenay Power and Light Company at \o. 2 Bonnington

Falls plant, near Nelson. The new unit will raise the total

horse power of this plant to :i3,000. The company's No. 1

plant ;it Honnitigtim develops 4.000 h.p. and the Cascade plant

:i. 110(1 h.p. The new unit is required to supply power for the

operation of the new smelter at Trail and the development of

various new mining properties in Kootenay and the Boun-

dary country.

Orillia, Ont.

The Treasurer's monthly report. shows light receipts to

August 10th to be $22,955 and the power receipts $21,979, a

total of $44,935. The light receipts have fallen off $2,315,

due to reduction in rates, and the power receipts have in-

creased $4,944. making a net increase of $2,629.

Regina, Sask.

The Houston-Tallman Company, Limited, have been

awarded contracts to construct rural telephone systems for

Tribune, Bromhead and West Tribune Rural Telephone Com-
panies. This company are also building six exchange sys-

tems for the Saskatchewan Government.

Renfrew, Ont.

By a majority of 64 the ratepayers of Renfrew, Ont.,

rejected the proposal of the town council to arrange with the

Hydro-electric Power Commission for the development of

the First Chute on the Bonnechere River.

.\. A. Wright is disposing of the Renfrew Electric Light

plant to Mr. T. A. Low. Mr. Wright, some thirty years ago,

harnessed the Bonnechere River to crude machinery and

pioneered the way in electrical development in Renfrew and

eastern Ontario. In the first instance only a half dozen

or so arc lights were installed to light the existing dark

streets.

St. Marys, Ont.

At a recent meeting of the town council of St. Marys,

Ont., a discussion took place regarding the repairing of the

steam boilers at the town power house, .^s Hydro power
has failed a number of times recently it is thought best to

be equipped for any possible emergency. A number of the

councillors are in favor of buying a gasoline engine outfit

instead of using steam power.

Toronto, Ont.

The Provincial Hydro Commission will spend some-
where in the region of $1,000,000 in doulilin,g the equipment
at the Toronto station.

Vancouver, B.C.

Electrical workers in the mechanical department of the

British Columbia Telephone Company. Vancouver, are press-

ing for an increase in wages and the excision of certain

clauses in the agreement now existing between the company
and the men.

Winnipeg, Man.
The Canadian Hart Accumulator Company have opened

an office in Winnipeg, which will be in charge of Mr. C. \V.

Kni.ghton. who is acting as representative of this company
for Winnipeg and the Western district.
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Lighting Progress of a Year

In looking back over the past twelve montlis it is diffi-

cult to place one's finger on any very striking illumination an-

nouncements, although It is comparatively easy to recall a

numl)er of minor developments, which, taken together, have

advanced the art of good lighting a step. Little by little,

the general public are realizing the value of proper lighting,

and at the same time it is more and more coming to be

realized that good lighting is possible only when the work

is carried out along carefully planned lines by men who un-

derstand. In a word, illuminating engineering—in fact—is

gradually coming to be a recognized necessity and a rea-

sonable possibility.
* * *

It may be that extensions in the uses to which light has

been put during the past year represent the most notice-

able developments. For example, flood lighting. The mar-

vellous lighting effects obtained at the Panama-Pacific ex-

position have undoubtedly been responsible for the increased

use of flood lighting at many other places on this continent.

49

This development has been possible because of the lighting
units of high intensity and efficiency now commonly used
a.ded by specially designed reflectors. Many public build-
m.ys m the United States n(,w have their exteriors perman-
ently illumrnated in this uuy, to which has recently been
added the wonder' of a night spectacle of Niagara Falls
which now rivals, in beauty, the sunlight view.

* * *

Street lighting appears to have reached its highest effici-
ency, to date, in the single lamp standard using gas-filled
units with the latest type of diffusing glassware. This does
not mean that such lamps as the arc or mercury vapour are
obsolete, but rather that they now find their greatest use-
fulness m meeting special conditions in work shops fac-
tories, yards, etc. The ornamental cluster except as an or-
nament, has outlived its one-time popularity.

* * *

Lighting in the home .is slowly but surely getting away
from the direct system. Both semi-indirect and totally in-
direct have grown in popularity, because the people are
gradually getting accustomed to these somewhat novel orna-
ments, and also because they are realizing that greater
physical comfort accompanies their use. This development
IS bemg helped in many localities by the greatly reduced
cost of current, which now makes the monthly bills for even
a proper illumination almost negligible.

* * *

Possibly it is in the greater attention now being given
in factory lighting that the most noticeable change has come
over the general public. The idea of "safety first" has taken
a firm hold on our citizens and they have learned, in the
main, that well-lighted working conditions mean safe work-
ing conditions. It is also gradually being borne in upon our
hard-headed captains of industry that good lighting means
greater efficiency and greater capacity on the part of the
workman, and with these, a better product. From his point
ot view good lighting is nothing more nor less than good
business.

* * *

Summed up. the progress of the past twelve months is
such as might reasonably be expected to follow the cam-
paign of education that has been going on steadily for some
years. It is the evidence of appreciation and the applica-
tion of what we already know rather than the supplv of any
new information. It indicates the dawn of that "brighter"
day when the illuminating engineer is receiving credit for
his pioneering. For of all the factors that enter into our
lives, tending to keep us fit and efficient for our day's work
t is doubtful if any single one plays a more important pact
than "good lighting."

The Canadian Finance Minister asked for a

loan of $100,000,000—the response is more than

twice that amount, without any sign ,of effort.

That is the kind of co-operation that helps the

allies and discourages our enemies in the same

ratio.

Lignite for Profitable Power Generation
Mr. E. A. Hanson, city electrical engineer. Saskatoon,

Sask., recently presented an interesting report to the Royal
Commission, at its sitting in that city, on the profitable
use of lignite for the generation of cheap power. It was
pointed out by Mr. Hanson that in the past, using imported
coal for power development, 65.5 per cent, of the total amount
paid for fuel represented freight charges; the balance of
34.5 per cent, being the actual cost of fuel at the mine. A
portion of this report follows:

"It has been established by scientific investigation (Sec
Mr. S. M. Darling's report on carbonation and briquetting
of lignite) that the vast quantities of lignite in the coal fields
of this province can be profitably utilized for generating
cheap power, and wc would call your attention to the ex-
pediency of taking iiiiincdiatr action to realize the great
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practical benefits to be derived from this undeveloped natural

resource.

Establishtnent of Industries

"The many industries whicli the people of the West have

almost ceased to think about, owing to the prohibitive power

cost, would become practical questions and acconii)lished facts

with the advent of cheap i)ower produced in our own lignite

fields.

Paper Industry

"The visible supply of paper is even now Riving concern

to all those who depend, upon cheap paper for the profitable

conduct of their business. Cheap power would pave the

way to the establishment of a paper industry here. The

quantity of straw which is annually destroyed in this country

would form the basis of this industry which is so urgently

needed ;ill over the country at the present time.

Fuel Cost

Insofar as the cities themselves arc concerned. I should

like to bring to your notice a few facts which are taken

from the operating results of our own utility in this city.

I refer to our electrical department.

"In the year 1913 we paid for fuel a total of $14:>„')0y. of

which $8:!. 153 was paid for freight, the remaining $62,3.')0

being the actual value of the coal at the mine. In 1914 the

figures were $104,230 total fuel cost, $68,302 freight Cost,

leaving $35,938 as the actual value of the fuel. The figures

for 1915 were $86,745 total cost, $69,044 freight cost, and

$! 7,700 actual fuel value. In this connection 1 would like you

to note the fact that the 1914 costs were less than 1913,

and 1915 was again less than 1914. The amount paid for

freight in each case was correspondingly lower. The reason

for this lowered cost is due to the fact that we gradually

became able to successfully burn lignite. The total cost for

the three years mentioned is as follows:

"Total cost, $336,485, freight cost $220,502. net fuel cost

$115,983, or, in other words, 65.5 per cent, of the total amount

paid for fuel represented freight charges, while the remaining

34.5 per cent, was the actual fuel value received; that is,

the cost of fuel al the mine.

was restored to consciousness by this means, although he

was terribly burned and died' three days later. Another acci-

dent that came to the writer's attention happened in New
Jersey, when a man came in contact with a wire carrying

2,300 volts. This man was struck violently on the feet, his

tongue was pulled out, and he was restored to consciousness

before the arri\al nf the doctor.

Inflicting Pain by a Blow in Resuscitation

After Electrical Shock
Some interesting experiences in aiding resuscitation after

electric shock are given in the last number of the N. E. L. A.

Bulletin, by W. P. Strickland, general inspector of the New
York and Queens Electric Light and Power Company, of

New York City. Mr. Strickland says:

Recently one of our foremen, after climbing a pole, pre-

paratory to stringing primary wires, received a shock that

causeil him to fall to the ground. It is inferred that in adjust-

ing his belt and shifting his position his spur cut out, and

that to save himself he instinctively reached out and touched

the wires carrying 2,300 volts. When the other linemen and

ground hands reached him to all appearances the man was
dead. One of the linemen, following instructions, immedi-

ately took hold of the ankles of the limp body, lifting it until

the whole weight rested on the neck and then letting it fall.

He then took a pair of connectors and hammered the soles

of the injured man's feet without removing the shoes. An-
other lineman opened the man's mouth, pulled forward the

swallowed tongue (which occurs in electric shock), and was
about to begin the Schaefer prone method of resuscitation

Vvhen the man returned to life. He was removed to the hos-

l>ital, and is alive and well to-day, though suffering severely

from his burns.

For the past year the' writer has been teaching liis men
to strike the feet without removing the shoes in all cases of

electric shock. Some years ago an accident occurred where

a man came in contact with 6,600 volts, fell from tlie pole, and

Toronto Section A. I. E. E.

The initial meeting of the Toronto .Section of tlie .Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineer.s for the season 1916-1917

was held in the Engineers' Club. 96 King Street West, on

Friday evening, September 22. The branch shows very evi-

dent signs of an active season ahead, the attendance of over

100 at the opening meeting indicating the interest among
electrical engineers in the work of this section.

Mr. H. M. Hobart. consulting engineer. General Electric

Company. Schenectady. N.Y.. addressed the members on

the subject "Electrical Machinery Specifications Based on

Modern Standards." Mr. Hobart is a member of the com-

mittee on "Standardization" of tlie -\. I. V.. E.. and described

the work of that committee during the recent past, confining

his remarks, however, owing to the limited time at his dis-

jiosal, entirely to rotary machinery. He explained wherein

the present standards of the \. I. E. E. differed from the old

standards, the change having been brought about following

conferences between English. .American and foreign engi-

neers in 1913 and between English and American engineer^

since that date. The basic change consisted in the increase

of the standard ambient temperature to 40 degrees C. in-

stead of 25 degrees C. as formerly, and the fact that the

specifications are now based on a maximum temperature

rather than on a maximum rise in temperature.

The speaker also described at length the latest methods
of making heat tests, and explained the safety factors con-

sidered necessary where readings were taken at different

points in the rotor. He then illustrated the accuracy of

his formulae by reference to a test he had recently carried

out on an 8,750 kv.a.. 6600 volt generator.

Interesting addresses in the discussion which followed

were offered liy Mr. H. M. Hart. Hamilton, Professor Rose-

brugh. Mr. W. .\. Bucke and others. The meeting was pre-

sided over by Mr. I-'. T. Brandon, Chairman of the Section.

Preceding Mr. Hobart's address the Secretary. Mr. Wills

Maclachlan. read telegrams of regret from a number of

))rominent Canadian and United States engineers. Mr. E. M.
.\shworth. Vice-chairman of the Section, also read a brief

report on the work of the executive committee since its

election to office last May.
The Chairman announced that the next meeting will be

held on Friday. October 20, when Mr. C. B. Scott. Manager
Bureau of Safety, Chicago, will speak on ".Accident Pre-

\ention."

Hydro Transmission at Electric Club

.\t the second Toronto weekly electrical luncheon of the

season, held at the Prince George Hotel on September 8,

Mr. Gaby, chief engineer of the Hydro-electric Power Com-
mission of Ontario, was the speaker. His address, "Hydro
Transmission," was a non-technical description of the hydro-

electric movement in Ontario, sketching the early history of

its development and the legislative enactments leading up
to its inception. Problems of design regarding transmission

towers and insulators were explained. Mr. Gaby described

the marvellous "growth that has attended the institution of

this public ownership scheme and spoke of the quality and
efficiency of the Commission's equipment and apparatus. .\

number of lantern slides of general interest were shown
throughout the ad<lress. Mr. K. J. Dunstan presided.
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Qualifying the Term ''Efficiency"
The Term is Ambiguous and Apt to be Misleading— Other Factors

to be Considered Besides Cost
By Mr. E. N. Hyde

In almost every vocation—intlustrial, scientilic, or pro-

fessional—the degree of attainment to which progress has

been made in an effort to approach perfection is referred to

in terms of efficiency. These vocations often have some
hearing on each other—if we examine into their fundamen-

tals. This relationship renders the term "efficiency" more

than ambiguous, if not indefinite and merely suggestive. Ap-

[died to illumination practice, the misconception of what

"efficiency" means, as variously employed, is a menace, and

the following applications of the term are given to illustrate

liow easily incorrect interpretations are likely to occur if

something more specific and distinguishing than just the

phrase "the efficiency of" is employed.

First let us see how many ideas can be collected from

tlie statement "a tungsten filament incandescent lamp is more
efficient than a carbon filament lamp." If we look at the

catalogue rating of a 25-watt tungsten lamp we lind 1.14

watts per candle power given. I'"or the carbon lamp is given

3.1 watts per candle power. On the face of it the carbon

lanip takes per candle power (li.l -f- 1.14) a. 71 times as much
current as the tungsten, and the inference drawn is that tlic

tungsten lamp is 2.71 times as efficient as the carbon as a

light-producing medium. As a matter of fact, however, the

figure ~'.71 is not correct for use as a multiplying factor by

which estimates of the superiority of the tungsten filament

lamp over the carbon can be taken. It only shows how much
more light on the horizontal is given ofif by the tungsten fila-

ment than is given ofif by the carbon filament, on the hori-

zontal, with the vertical axis passing through bulb tip and

base contact. If—find here is the fallacy of this method of

comparing clearlj' shown—the candle powers at the nadir, i.e.,

the point in the vertical axis immediately below their respec-

tive tips be taken, their efficiencies are as follows: ".J.'i-watt

tungsten lamps. It c.p.; the 49.6-watt carbon lamp, 7 c.p. If

the first comparison were justified at all, then so would be

tlie following: The tungsten lamp would be 8.3 watts per c.p.,

and the carbon 7.1 watts per c.p. They are both deductions

made from electrical testing laboratories' curves. They can-

not he reconciled, as in the latter case of nadir candle power
the carbon lamp is 1.18 as great as that of the tungsten lamp.

Now, nothing has been said regarding the specific types

of lamps compared, but to set aside' any doubt I wish to

assure my readers that the tungsten is the standard drawn
wire molybdenum hook type, and the carbon, the standard

oval anchored filament type. The whole sum and substance
of these comparisons is based on a practice of comparing
total light-giving characteristics of incandescent lamps by
their horizontal candle powers, long since discarded by scien-

tific societies but still imposed upon the public. The practice

should be discarded by all, and will be. I think, as it is

encouraging to note that slowly the term "lumens per watt"
is coming into use.

Taking again the same two lamps, comparing them on
the lumens per watt basis, we have their relative efficiencies

in comparable figures, and these figures show that the tung-
sten lamp consuming 25 watts delivers 213.6 lumens (based
on the curve), and the 4i).(i watt carbon lamp KUi.S lumens.
The efficiencies are respectively 8.54 lumens per watt for the

tungsten and 3.35 lumens per watt for the carbon and the

timgsten lamp is 2.54 times more efficient tlian the carbon.
These calculations are based upon spherical reduction factors

used by the United States Hureau of Standards, viz.. 7H per

cent, for the tungsten lamp and H2.5 per cent, for the carlinn.

Incidentally carbon lamps purchased l)y the public as 16 c.p.

usually consume 3.5 watts per mean horizontal candle power,
and such lamps supply only 2.',)6 lumens per watt. Compared
with this the 25-watt tungsten lamp is commercially burning
at 1.05 watts per mean horizontal candle power, and delivers

:y.V.'>:.', total lumens, or 9.33 lumens per watt, and it is fair to

say that generally per watt the quantity of light of the tung-
sten (Mazda) lamp is more than three times as great as the
3.5 watt carbon lamp—and the public is so advised.

Asking y(5ur pardon for the digressions from the original

theme, let us see what other construction can reasonably be
placed on the phrase "a tungsten filament incandescent lamp
is more efficient than a carbon lamp." Why would it not
be natural to infer that you can see better by a tungsten tila-

ment lamp than a carbon filament lamp? If this were what
is meant, then an object illuminated to an intensity of one
foot candle by a tungsten lamp would be more clearly visual-

ized by us than if this same object were illuminated by a car-
bon lilament lamp to an intensity of one foot candle power.
But in pTacticc is such the case? .Again the answer must be
qualified. It would l)e just as correct to say "no" to this

question as "yes." It all dejiends upon the object itself. If

It is black and white, 'yes; if it is light green, violet, or even
gray, yes; if it is orange or red in color, no: if a lady's face
and the degree of naturalness her face will assume under the
artificial light as compared with its natural expression in

daylight is considered, the answer again is, no; if the object
is a photographic plate, yes; if a red Turkish rug, no. I will

leave it to our readers to strike their own averages, but the
relative clearness of objects viewed depends on the selective
absorption, and its converse the selective reflection charac-
teristics of the object itself. It also depends on the per-
centum of color wave lengths in the spectrum of each illumin-
ant. L'piier siiectrum colors are i)resent in the larger per-
centages in light radiations from the tungsten filament lamp
than in the carbon lami), while in the latter lower spectrum
radiations are very abundant. Incidentally upper spectrum
wave lengths have higher actinic values than lower spectrum
wave lengths, hence they are lictter for the purpose of photo-
.graphing.

Carbon Can Be Seen Farthest

Again, we might assume tluu a tungsten filament lamp, if

"more efficient" than a carbon lamp, can be seen from a
greater distance. The answer is that sucli is not the case
except under qualifying conditions, and under snnu' condi-
tions the carbon lamp is "more efficient" tlian the tungsten.
If two lamps, one carbon and one tungsten, supply the same
number of total lumens (regardless of the number of lumens
per watt efficiency of each) are to be discerned from a dis-
tance through a fog, a carbon lamp will be still visible after
the tungsten has disappeared, everything else being equal to
effect a fair comparison. So also would it be seen to better
advantage through the dust and smoke of a foundry under
these conditions, the kind of light that radiates is not ab-
sorbed so rapidly as the radiations of the higher temperature
competitor, the tungsten. Kut, after all. would not actual
practice show that, watt for watt of current consumed, much
more visual power would result by using tungsten lamps,
v;ith their greater number of lumens, than would obtain by
putting these watts through carbon filaments, getting thereby
better (|uality of light for the specific purpose, but in not
<nough (|uantity to compensate for the greater volume of
poorer quality light for the purpose delivered by the tungsten
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lamps That question is solved by the illuminating practi-

tioner for each specific case, but neither he nor anyone else

can say tungsten lamps are more efficient than carbon lamps

for long distance transmission of light and be sure he is right

unless he qualifies the statement with details of conditions.

If you want a green signal lens to look green by trans-

mitted light more green flux can be obtained from one lumen

of tungsten filament light than from one lumen of carbon fila-

ment light. If, on the other hand, the lens is red or ruby,

more of these colored fluxes will be secured from one lumen

of carbon filament light than from the tungsten. Which is

the more efficient for railroad signals and switch lamps?

In the foregoing I have referred mostly to comparisons

between two types of incandescent lamps. As much or more

can be said regarding the "efficiencies" of other illuminants,

for instance, yellow flame lamps versus mercury tubes.

Moulding clay oxides of iron, tan-bark leather, and many

other objects are seen more clearly under the former illumin-

ant than the latter, but in machine shops, blue prints, tool

marks, etc., can be discerned more clearly under light radi-

ated from the mercury tube than the yellow flame arc, and

any statement regarding the "efficiencies" of these two illu-

minants should be Qualified so as to distinctly state what

kind of efficiency is intended—i.e., whether it is in lumens

per watt or in the sense of these illuminants being valuable

assistants, in making certain objects under certain specific

surroundings more clearly visualized.

Inefficient Consumption

Efficiency in illumination takes on an(]ther important

aspect from the standpoint of obtaining results predetermined

with the least expenditure of energy. ' Comparison may be

made of two methods used to light a big assembly hall

through the ornamental glass ceiling, which in daytime

admits from a skylight above sunshine or daylight to secure

daytime illumination. At night the light flux of artificial

illuminants must be substituted for sunlight. Such a condi-

tion is known to the writer—a room in the capitol building of

the United States at Washington is illuminated by a false

translucent ceiling, through which sunlight passes in daytime

and incandescent lamplight passes at night. The eflfect in-

tended is obtained successfully, and from this angle is effi-

cient, but from the standpoint of an efficient lighting installa-

tion it is a farce, if one considers the excess energy that is

consumed but which could be conserved. Above the ceiling

bare incandescent lamps hang with no redirecting reflectors

to send the light downward onto the ceiling, whence it passes

through to the room below. Were properly constructed re-

flectors installed so that the light of the lamp were concen-

trated on the ceiling, the additional light flux passing into

the room below would easily be twice as much as reaches

there from the bare lamps. But since with the bare lamps the

eflfect is satisfactory as noted above, the use of the reflectors

would give equally as satisfactory results with half the num-

ber of lamps burning and half the energy consumed. So we

must qualify again, and say the light effects have been "effi-

ciently" obtained, but the installation, from an energy-con-

suming standpoint, is a most inefficient one.

"The efficient method of lighting our church accounts for

oui small monthly cost of current," says a clergyman. An
examination of the church interior under artificial light justi-

fies the clergyman's remark; there are plenty of foot candles,

plenty of lumens, and the bills for current are modest. But

—

does the interior breathe the quiet dignity of a place of wor-

ship or does it glow like the interior of a theatre? Do the

sacred appointments appear in sacred beauty appropriate to

their religious use or do they look as though they are on exhi-

bition, as in a shop window? If they have lost their religious

significance and become exhibits instead of emblematic of the

sacred use to which they are consecrated, and sanctity

throughout the church is drowned in brazen light effects, the

psychological efficiency is low—distastefully, crudely, sacri-

legiously l"w—and the thought of a small cost of current

grates on and tarnishes one's conception of a sanctuary, for

there is thrust upon us unwelcome materialism at the expense

of spiritualism. The lighting scheme of such a clnirch has

no efficiency in the scales of psychology.

There are some more efficiencies in illuminating practice

which belong to the science of physics. We have material in

energy consumption figures, i.e., kilowatt hours and lumens

hours, or lumens per cubic foot of acetylene, natural gas,

coal and water, artificial gas, coal oil, etc., etc., with which to

estimate the cost of using each. If one costs more or less

than another, then, laying aside the factors of convenience,

safety, etc.. one may say, "from the cost standpoint candles

are more efficient for me than anything else I have found so

far." Well, they may be efficient as factors in financial eco-

nomics of household expense, but let us consider them from

the standpoint of transforming potential energy into Kinetic

luminous radiations. A candle, i.e., one candle power deliv-

ered from a sperm candle consumes 86 watts. Eighty-six

watts in a tungsten lamp of the 75-watt type would pro-

duce 70.6 mean spherical candles. Of all the energy used in

the candle three-eighths of 1 per cent, is converted into light,

i.e.. luminous radiations, the balance into heat radiations. If

the melting point of tungsten were reached in the 25-watt

lamp first mentioned in this article, it would give 07.5 mean
spherical candle power, but at 1.14 watts the mean spherical

candle power is 17. Now one-fifth of 1 watt per mean hori-

zontal candle power is melting point of tungsten, but the

little firefly we see summer nights uses one-fifth of 1 watt

per mean horizontal candle, and all the energy exerted to

produce light actually produces light and nothing else—that

is to say, no losses can be detected, and the little thing is

practically 100 per cent, efficient. Measured bj' such a stan-

dard of efficiency as this of the firefly in its ability to convert

potential energy into kinetic luminous energy, the tungsten

lamp is a crude aflfair, and since to save his face man needs

all of the many efficiencies, let us treat that word with due
respect and qualify its use so that just which one we mean is

unmistakably apparent.

St. Lambert Street Lighting

The town of -St. Lambert, P.Q.. has put into operation

an addition to the street lighting. The town, some months
ago, gave a contract to G. M. Gest, Limited. Montreal, for

an underground lighting system for \'ictoria Avenue and
Elm Street, and the addition just inaugurated is a further

installment of improved lighting, although by means of over-

head wires. The central portion of the town was formerly

lighted with 16 c.p. lamps; these have been replaced by 250

kw. nitrogen filled lamps, on 130 Arcadian brackets with 18-

in. radial bowl bodies and large Holophane refractors made
by the Geo. Cutter Company, South Bend, Indiana. The
brackets are of 1% in. pipe, with a four-foot projection, at-

tached to wooden poles. The entire frontage along the River

St. Lawrence is lighted in this way. In the outlying por-

tions of the town, hitherto unlighted, 16 c.p. lights have been
installed, on gooseneck brackets, on wooden poles, about 250

feet apart. Power is supplied by the Waterman Pen Com-
pany. The greater part of the material, including the Cutter

fixtures, was supplied by Dawson & Company, Montreal; the

work of installing being done under the supervision of

Mr. H. A. Gibeau, the town engineer.

It is announced that the Halifax Power Company, a

concern which proposed to enter into competition for the

supply of hydro-electric energy in Halifax, has found it im-

possible to finance the project. The Halifax Power Company
had made a contract with the city of Halifax to supply light-

ing for the streets and civic buildings for $30,000 a year for

twenty-five years.
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Notes From the Hand Book of a Lighting Man
Contains Some Information Not Usually Found in Text Books on Good Lighting

—A Technical Discussion with a Decidedly Practical Turn
The editor of this journal has long desired of the writer

that he should furnish him with an article on "Illumination."

It is perhaps largely due to a desire to retain the friendship

of the editor, and that he might risk the loss of no sub-

scribers, tliat he has been. met by a firm refusal every time.

It is just possible that there is also another good reason
why his requests have never been met with in the affirmative,

and this may be the remembrance of other articles which
have appeared from time to time within the covers of the

Electrical News, of such superior type, as to entirely eclipse

the modest attainments of the "Lighting Man."

These little notes (should they ever attain to the dignity

i)f the printed, page) will be found to contain nothing of

"sine" or "cosine," very little, perhaps, of a technical nature

at all. but their aim is to leave the reader with a definite

impression (slunild he read these wandering remarks to

the end), that a "Lighting Man" even, who loves his work
and who tries earnestly to arrive at such a solution of a

.i;iven problem that when carried into effect will help to

comfortably brighten and li.ghten the dailj' task of his fel-

lowman. can render humanly at large a real and lasting

service.

.\nd. after all— Life is Service. The one who progresses

is the one who gives his fellow beings a little more—a little

better—Service.

So much of the deep. dark, mysterious and profound has

been written around and about the much used term "Illum-

ination" (for the .greater part profusely illustrated with

equally mysterious curves, charts, etc.). that the humble
"Lighting Man" wonders if there can possibly be even one
other of equally simple tastes among all the readers of this

journal who would care to allow his thoughts for only a

brief period to be directed along channels not quite so

visionary.

Let it be said right here that we cannot in any degree

dispense with the technical, the scientific, or the imaginative,

but rather the reverse. It does, however, seem at times to

the decided notion of the "Lighting Man," that comparatively

few can find the time, or possess the inclination, to give the

concentrated attention that is such a prime necessity to the

intelligent reading and understanding of the majority of

articles that are written on the subject "Illumination."

This mental view of the situation 'has been a gradual

outcome of having interviewed all classes of business men
and a very large number, over a period of about ten years,

at the time of their maximum interest in the subject.

While the "Lighting Man" admits (^because of an in-

tense interest in the matter) of having studied the technical

and scientific side somewhat himself, it has at the same time

been his unqualified experience that the engineering of illum-

ination is about eighty-five per cent, common sense and good

judgment and the remainder equal parts of knowledge (born

of past experience in wrestling with lighting problems) and

technical education.

What tremendous horsepower of energy is ofttimes ex-

erted to surcharge the circumambient atmosphere with

phrases that simply bristle with such words as "eye-strain,"

"foot-candles." "scientifically designed," "visual acuity," "lu-

mens." "spectrum," etc., by the salesman who really means
"You should use Blank and Brown's pressed glass shades,

bowls, brackets, or what not." -Ml of which has made many
a man with a certain particular place on his hands to light

up. wish in his heart that ho could discover an e.xpert with-
out prejudice.

\n expert without prejudice. What does this involve?
In the mind of the "Lighting Man" it seems to be a regard-
ing of the problem from the point of view of the purchaser
on the part of the salesman, or to be only another way of
interpreting—Ideal Service. This thought may be illus-

trated by a relation of one or two actual incidents that came
under his personal notice during the last few years. In
Ottawa, the owner of a fairly large furnishing store was ex-
tremely dissatisfied with the illumination of his windows,
which were very large, both in depth and length. Hearing
that the "Lighting Man" was in town (through the kind
offices of a friend connected with the central station), the
store owner sent for him. ,\ visit was made to the store
and an inspection of the window lighting was entered into
at once. It was qi^ickly seen that a re-equipping of these
windows with reflectors in which the "Lighting Man" had
an immediate interest would make an order for a bill of
goods of an appreciable sIec. and the store owner was just
on tip-toe with anxiety to buy anything he was advised was
right. On the other hand, however, it was s4fn that the
reflectors already installed were of an excellent and high-
class chafacter, with an interior reflecting- surface of the
mirror type. The installation as regards correct spacing,
size of lamps, etc.. indicated careful thought, and could hard-
ly be improved upon. The only thing which rendered the
resultant illumination so unfortunately ineffective was the
complete lack of suitable background, and yef no one seemed
to realize this factor. Where ignorance was so tjlissful, it

did seem folly to "put them wise," and the temptation to
the "Lighting Man" was very real to throw out the equip-
ment of the rival manufacturer and install his own. How-
ever, the decision was made in the other direction and the
advice was given to provide the very necessary background,
leaving the lighting equipment just as it was. It is still

there, plus the background, and the "Lighting Man" is still

minus the order for equipment he could so easily have had;
but he is happy in the thou.ght of having rendered an ap-
preciable service, at the same time acting broadmindedly and
without prejudice.

Entirely Unsuitable

The writer by no means wishes to create an impression
of being the only exponent of such noble deeds of self-

sacrifice, feeling very sure that there are others who daily
act from similar motives, but knowing also that there have
been cases where lighting equipment has been sold and in-

stalled that was entirely unsuitable, architecturally, and had
little or no chance of being a success even from the element-
ary or primal standpoint of illumination. It is a sad fact
that the great majority of those with whom the perplexed
factory or store owner, or office building superintendent
essays to consult are commercially affiliated with some par-
ticular manufacturer of lighting devices. It should also be
remembered that the best illuminating engineers are to-day
those associated with the leading manufacturers of scientific-

ally designed lighting equipment, or have perhaps elected to
sever the connection they once had. in order to enter the
field on their own account as independent consulting en-
gineers. Even in the latter event, the previous training is

apt to leave its definite impression as to the merits of some
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particular device. So the result is a situation bristling with

difticulties for the man who is anxious to obtain a system

of ilhimination entirely modern and particularly the most

desirable for his own especial needs, for this man says, re-

gardless apparently of everything except his own personal

anxious need to make a sale (and who in these strenuously

competitive days can blame him), "use my accurately calcu-

lated dish with a lid suspended over it and your problem is

solved forever." The next man comes along and urges the

installation of a sample wonder-worker with an adjustable

curve, (photometric tests to order by mail). These are fol-

lowed in turn by a man who advocates, weMl say. the use of

a ball, because that's tlic way tlic Creator designed the

earth's light source, the sun. and. therefore, it must be right.

"Anyway," he quickly ruminates, "we've got an awful bunch

of 'em in stock and we've simply got to place tliem some-

where." So in apparently endless procession (so the "Light-

ing Man" has been many a time despairingly informed), do

they come, all good men and true, in themselves, but labor-

ing under the handicap of having one ]Uirticiilar article to

put on the market irrespective of whether that market at

the moment be represented by a government building, a

insurance companies, comes to mind. This office is approxi-

mately one hundred feet long, by seventy-five feet wide, with

a ceiling eighteen feet above the floor, and divided into

unequal sections by very deep beams. In most cases this

kind of office would present no insuperable difficulties, but
in this one instance it was absolutely out of the question to

figure on any kind of lighting that depended on the light

source being located elsewhere than at, on, or in the walls.

.-Ml the usual fixtures had been shown and all the usual argu-
ments advanced, but to no avail, when apparently someone
suggested that probably the "Lighting Man," if referred to.

would be able to arrive at a so<ution, so the well-known
firm rj consulting engineers in charge of the work extended
the courtesy of the opportunity to co-operate with them,
and an entirely original suggestion was ultimately made and
enthusiastically received, and it is at the moment of writing

in process of being carried out. While, as before stated, the

suggestion was quite original, it was very simple, and of that

peculiar variety that makes one wonder he never thought of

it before.

The moral in all this, from the point of view of the ulti-

in.-ile consumer, is. perhaijs. that it would be the height of

Factory scenes—On the left, by day. on the right, by night Photos not retouched in any way.

paper mill or a Greek shoe-shine parlor, so that the pro-

spective investor in illumination finds it impossible to obtain

advice without prejudice and ends by throwing up his hands

in despair, ultimately disposing of the matter, perhaps, by

simply taking that article among the many submitted which

will cost him the least in initial outlay, or using bare lamps.

The last resort is unfortunately one not infrequently

fallen back upon.

The "Lighting Man" says "unfortunately" advisedly, for

nearly all, if not quite all, the better illuminating devices

on the market have considerable merit and each one is cap-

able of working out to better advantage than any other.

when correctly installed under conditions for which it is

most particularly suited, and probably was originally designed

to meet.

Throughout a long experience with such things, how-

ever, the "Lighting Man" has never yet seen any unit, no

matter how genuine or extravagant the claims that were

made for it, or how clever or otherwise be the sales cam-

paign waged on it, that ever began to prove itself the alpha

and omega of fixtui:e manufacture, or the cure for all light-

ing ills. The facts are altogether to the contrary and there

is no doubt whatsoever that each problem in illumination

requires special and individual consideration, and in some iso-

lated cases which crop up from time to time an entirely or-

iginal solution is found necessary and must ultimately be

discovered in order to successfully deal with the situation.

As an illustration of this point, the case of the lighting

of the head offices, in Toronto, of one of the world's largest

wisdom, whenever any question or problem of the sort comes

up, to consul; with one man, whom he has reason to believe

is big enough, broad enough and who has the necessary

knowledge to recommend that which he knows in his heart

to he the right thing, even though some other line would

carry with it a greater percentage of material gain.

.Such a frank and sincere manner of dealing with the

problem, if based on a thorough understanding of the sub-

ject, practical and theoretical, would net the consumer the

maximum in real service, without prejudice.

TABLE 1.—RAPID METHOD OF CALCULATION

Sq. ft. ( .\rea of room) X Foot Candles
jtal light in Lumens = •

From table below lumens frr

obtained.

of lamps may be

Approximate Total Flux in Lumens of 110-Volt Lamps

Watts per .\pprox. Total
M. S. C. Flux in Lumens
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While till- ski.'i)lical will qiicstiun tin- possibility of liiuJ-

ing such a man. the "Liyhtins" Man" thinks it would lie found

roniparatively easy of accomplishment.

On the other hand, there may be a situation wheri' the

man who desires to equip an office or factory under his

•.liarKc with modern lighting may feel it unneedful to call

in even one man to his assistance, but would much prefer

to carry out the work himself, feeling, however, thai sonic

simple method of calculating illumination would be of value

if available. .\ large company engaged in the manufacture
of materials very widely used in commercial lighting has

recently published a very clever and well designed folder

which has within its pages about the clearest and most easily

understood formula for this purpose tlie writer has ever seen.

Particularly since the advent of the nitrogen lamp. This
chart is reproduced herewith for the lienefit of those who
may find it of service. It has been the experience of tlie

"Lighting Man." however, that no matter how clever and
versatile a man may ordinarily be. if he is a .good factory

manager, owner, or superintendent, or a .good architect, or

whatever his specialty may be. it is too much to expect that

he will be a good illuminating engineer too. It usually

seems true that the man who tries to know all about every-

tliing. in the final analysis actually knows little aliout any-

thing. So it is held to be sound advice given by one Toronto
expert: "Consult a Specialist."

Somewhere earlier in these ramblin.g and discursive

"notes" a reference was made to the len,gth of time the

"Lighting Man" had applied himself to the practical and

theoretical study of this intensely interesting subject. While

it would seem that specialization involves hardslijp in the

earlier days for the student, no matter what line he focuses

his energies upon, it would seem equally sure that close at-

tention to one line of endeavor will in the long run provide

its own adequate reward. The "Lighting Man" has found

that practical experience with lighting-fixture manufacturers,

l;imp works, scientifically calculated reflector producers and

central station organizations, has been not only valuable, l)ut

absolutely necessary to one desiring a well-balanced under-

1 ll^Ht^

From this pliotogi apli tlie results of a system of general illumination

are shown. Room l,ill!li feet long, Clt feet wide. Shallow howl type re-

Hectors ]o feet high. 11 feet (i inches apart. The intensity is high and

uniform. .Note the absence of glare and shadows. Photo taken at night

hy the illumination from the lamps and reflectors only and not retouched.

Standing of the many sides and points of view to be con-

sidered in solving a lighting problem, to say nothing of the

tremendous importance that architecture plays in the de-

nning of any lighting equipment that aims to be correct.

,ny one of these phases, if neglected, is ai)t to so militate

against the entire scheme as to perhaps entirely obliterate the

good results anticipated and probably to make the whole

installation figuratively, if not literally, inefTective.

The lighting in the main olfice of a huge textile corpora-

tion in eastern Canada was an eminent and conspicuous suc-

cess, viewed architecturally, (and in the daytime); it was
also one to delight the heart of any fixture manufacrurer.
as there were many first-class specimens of bronze castings
displayed. The lamp man also had cause for a warming
of the heart towards it. and. for reasons which will appear
later, perhaps, it will be observed the central station man
would be -the last one -o complain. The office is one of
such great length and width as to require a considerable
number of outlets, so we will only consider (for the sake of
our illustration of the point previously brought up) one
particular section or bay as being typical. Each bay is about

i:

-K

Chart B sliows that the proper ratio between spacing <listance and mount-
ing height must be obseived to obtain uniform illumination. Suppose two
reflectors, X and Y, are 2 A ' feet apart and .\ feet high. Their distribu-

tions will then secure uniform illumination. If the reflectors are moved
farther apart to position X' \'\ the points of maximum distribution

occur at M and O, causing a dark spot between, and non-uniform illum-

ination. When reflectors are located as X' and'Y', they must have a
mounting height B. in order to obtain uniform illimiination. Larger
lamps must necessarily be used to olitain the same intensity as when re-

flectors are located as X and Y.

eighteen by twenty feet, with a ceiling height of about

twenty-three feet, lighted from a single outlet in the centre

from which the fixture before spoken of is suspended. This

last sentence should be read as meaning to convey the orig-

inal intention and not the literal truth, for therein lies the

secret of the joy of tlie central station man. and the employ-

ment of scores of desk lamps, which for reasons of unsight-

liness. cumbersomeness and probably eyestrain, led to the

calling in of the "Lighting Man."

These fixtures were of expensive, heavy cast, single

]iendant type and hanging from the ceiling to a total length

of about thirty inches to the sockets, which were four in

number and equipped with one ino-watt lamp in each, or four

jier fixture and one large sixteen inch C. R. I. ball covering

the whole number of lamps and sockets. This outfit being

installed less than three feet from the ceiling to t:he centre

of the lamp filament, and the ball having no powers of re-

flection or refraction, there was no agency to carry the light

rays down to the tops of the desks below, hut rather upon

investigation it was discovered that till useful illumination

ceased a little more than nine feet above the floor. A re-

commendation was made to simply change the ball for an-

other one properly designed to meet the needs of just such

a condition, which was done, and found entirely satisfac-

tory. Further, since the story of this particular job is being

recounted, it may as well be told in full, though briefly. The
satisfactory adjustment of the office lighting led to the

"l.i,ghting Man" being introduced to the mills of this cor-

poration, which afforded ample opportunity for his finest

work. Many and varied ijroblems of a most interesting char-

acter were met with, which though here and there seeming

like a Waterloo, were eventually worked out to a successful
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ending—an entirely satisfied general manager and staff and

an order for the "Lighting Man" for upwards of twenty-five

thousand reflectors. And all is not told yet, for so pleased

was the president of this company and the general manager,

that they voluntarily signed a cheque liberally covering all

expenses the "Lighting Man" had been put to in rendering

them this real service and gave him the same with the order.

Specialization pays dividends eventually without doubt, for

many others had already been consulted concerning the light-

ing spoken of without suggesting a satisfactory remedy,

which all came most likely from looking at the problem

from some one angle and one angle only. The very finest

angle of all in the mind of the "Lighting Man" is that which

gives consideration to the discovery of that one particular

solution of the problem in hand that will give the maximum
service for the greatest number of years to those whose hope

it is to receive help and benefit from the change or innova-

tion. Also it is true that while many a successful lighting

layout has been made on blue prints in the office of the

architect or engineer, or in the engineering department of an

equipment manufacturer without an actual view of the plant

under consideration at all, it is, after a wide experience of

all these means to the end, the positive impression of the

"Lighting Man" that the happiest ultimate consumer is he

who can arrange for the personal call on the part of an

expert without prejudice. As most owners of buildings

know, there are many local conditions which are extremely

unlikely to appear on any blueprint.

The Illustrations

The illustrations herewith, giving a day view and night

view of a typical section of a machine shop, graphically por-

tray the ideal results following the visit of an expert to this

particular plant. These cuts are especially chosen for the

reason that if thertis one place more than another that does

no't readily lend itself to a treatment in "good lighting" by

mail it surely is a machine shop. There is also probably no

department in the industrial field that, as a rule, displays so

many varieties of applied ideas as to the best method of

obtaining correct illumination. Each workman's light is

pretty sure to be higher or lower than his neighbor's, also

as likely to be throwing more light directly in his eyes than

on his work. These are conditions that CAN be remedied,

and many a skilled workman who formerly thought it abso-

lutely necessary to be his own engineer is now happy to

share the more cheerful conditions of general illumination

with his fellow-workmen. This last statement, by the way,

is not to be taken as an argument that general illumination

is the one and only desirable scheme for a machine shop.

That would hardly be "common-sense," would it? But it has

been the experience of the "Lighting Man" that this form of

lighting is in the majority of cases quite adequate and that

in exceptional cases only are local lights required.

As a final and closing "note." It may be definitely stated

that there is no reason in the world why any office, home,

store, factory or church, should not be as well lighted and

illuminated as the machine shop shown herewith and in a

manner just as suitable and lasting.

To Wage Campaign for New Members
The Toronto Section of tlie American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers is preparing to wage an active campaign,

during the next few weeks, for new members, very little

effort having been made in this direction for some time.

Out-of-town engineers who may care to become associated

with this Institute or who wish to become familiar with its

work, and who may not be reached by the impending can-

vass, are requested to communicate with the Secretary of

Toronto Section, Mr. Wills Maclachlan, Excelsior Life Build-

ing, Toronto.

Bagging the First Zeppelin — An Eye-Witness

Account of this Important Success

On the night of September \liid there were many signs

for those who could read them that an air raid was probable.

It was not, however, until shortly after 2 a.m. on Sunday
morning that the writer of this note knew that probability

had turned into actuality. On learning that guns were firing

in the distance he looked out and saw, not for the first time,

a Zeppelin well held by a dozen search light beams. She

was several miles off and high up in the sky, over the north-

ern outskirts of London. She was slowly twisting and turn-

ing, while all around, above and below, small electric flashes

seemed to be bursting out of the air. She appeared to be

bathed in shrapnel as she was in light, and to \>e manoeuvr-
ing to alter and confuse the range.

The night was cloudy but calm, although heavy rain had
fallen within the previous twelve hours. It was clearly the

endeavor of the airship to hide herself from her enemies by

striving to rise behind a neighboring bank of clouds. For

a time she seemed from the writer's point of observation to

have succeeded in so doing, although, no doubt, the view

from other angles was different. For a few moments her

escape seemed probable, but suddenly the cloud bank be-

tween her and the writer's eyes was tinged with a faint red-

dish glow. It rapidly spread, until the whole sky seemed to

be turned to an orange color, increasing every moment in

brightness. The cause for a few brief seconds remained a

mystery. Then, dropping from behind the veil of cloud,

there appeared a gigantic fiery candle, falling wick end down-
wards. The blazing aircraft fell, or so it seemed, quite

slowly. The lower end appeared white hot, and from this

blood-red streamers trailed far upwards into the sky. In

the moment of her destruction the Zeppelin appeared a fiery

mass, swollen to ten times her normal volume.

She was lost to sight behind a horizon of trees, and

soon afterwards—probably when she reached the ground near

Enfield—a new and intense glare seemed to come from her.

This quickly died down, and the night became dark again.

No one thought of the terrible death to which a score or so

of Germans had been sent. As the blazing wreck fell to earth

-a strange, angry cheer came from all parts of London, and

was echoed at odd moments afterwards from different quar-

ters as the news 'was telephoned through to those who had

not actually seen the destruction of the airship. It was the

first definite expression of popular feeling which London
had given way to since the war broke out, and in the eeriness

of the night hours it seemed to have behind it two years of

accumulated force and meaning.

The airship thus destroyed was one of thirteen which

attempted to raid London and certain of the Midland centres.

Only three, of which this was one, succeeded in approaching

the outskirts of London. The total damage caused amount-

ed to the deaths of two people, injuries to thirteen, and slight

damage to some private property. The airship destroyed

was composed of a noticeably large amount of wood—a fact

which the authorities seem to suggest is an indication of the

shortage of aluminum in Germany. It is hoped that certain

portions of the framework of the airship may be reconstruct-

ed. Not only much w'ood, but a great quantity of wire, en-

tered into her design. It seems to be established that she

bore the number L21 and that she carried a crew of sixteen.

It is now permissible to state that the chi«f factor in her

destruction was an aeroplane of the Royal Flying Corps

piloted by Lieut. William Robinson—since awarded the \'ic-

toria Cross. That an aeroplane was responsible for the wel-

come result was obvious, we believe, to all who saw the

incident.—The Engineer, London.
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Pioneer Days in Power Development
As Recently as 1897 Exclusive Rights to Develop Power From Niagara at a Dollar a

Horse-power Year Rental Were Going Begging— First Machine of "Wood"—An
Interesting Page of Electrical History

By Lt.-Col. Frederic Nicholls*

It seems almost incongruous to speak of "pioneer days"

in connection with electrical development, for do not the

lay newspapers always speak of electricity as being still in

its infancy, and is it not almost as incongruous to select me
to address you on the subject of pioneering as that would
seem to indicate that the narrator lived only in the long ago,

whereas I feel equal to almost the youngest man in the audi-

ence, and am able to make the same retort as a pioneer

farmer once made to a tourist who asked him if he had lived

all his life in that locality, to which query the l^armer replied,

"Not yit"?

L'p to the year 1888 I had not been connected with elec-

trical development in a commercial way, although for years

previously I had quite a large experimental electrical labora-

torj, which, before the days of generators and motors, was
operated by Bunson batteries, one of my developments being

the automatic electric discharge of a small cannon at noon
nn each day. In 1887 I first gave my attention to electricity

as a field for profitable investment, and commenced to study

the situation from that viewpoint. At that time Mr. J. J.

Wright, who is entitled to the honor of the initial develop-

ment in Toronto, was manager of the Toronto Electric Light

Company, which company operated the street lighting sys-

tem by means of arc lights, and the only incandescent lights

were a few series lamps, operated through the arc lighting

circuits.

Having formed the opinion that the multiple system of

distribution for private service was bound to experience an

enormous development, on account of its safety and flexi-

bility, I discussed the matter with a number of gentlemen,

prominent cifizens of Toronto, which finally resulted in ten

of us subscribing one thousand dollars each, or ten thousand

dollars in all, to provide a fund to cover expenses of further

enquiry.

The first investigation was of the Heisler system, with

headquarters in St. Louis. At that time I was not as con-

versant as I am now with details of construction, and when
I questioned the safety of the apparatus I was asked to put

my hand on a commutator, which I did after having seen

someone else do it first. Being still sceptical, and not hav-

ing at the time sufficient technical knowledge to understand

how the poles of a series wound machine could be safely

handled, they brought into conference a professor of Wash-
ingt(jn I'niversity, in St. Louis, who w-as evidently interested

in the enterprise, but when I asked him to handle the out-

going poles of the generator he promptly declined, and said

we had better try it on a dog. I subsequently learned that I

had handled the poles of the exciter, which was operated on

the same shaft as the rotor of the generator. ^

Having eliminated the Heisler system, T next visited

I'iltsburg, and investigated what was then the new Westing-

house system of alternating current distribution. At that

lime not only all electrical journals, but the daily press, were

carrying on a vigorous and sometimes bitter controversy as

to the respecti,ve merits of the dirtot as against the alternat-

ing current system, the various argimients pro and con being

familiar to you all. For some years, however, the danger

factor of high tension alternating currents retarded the

advance of this branch of the business, and the fact that New
York State had passed a law providing for the execution of

'President and General Manager Canadian General Electric Company.
before The Electric riulj of Toronto.

murderers by tlie deadly allernating current made its com-
mercial introduction very difficult. After full consideration,
I formed the opinion that public aversion would be rapidly
overcome, and therefore, before leaving Pittsburgh, secured
a proposition from the Westinghouse Company for the in-

stallation of a moderate-sized plant, which I advised them I

would submit to my associates nn my return to Toronto, but
that I was first going to New York to investigate the Edison
three-wire underground system.

My next visit was to the Edison offices in New York, of
which company Mr. Samuel InsuU, now president of the Chi-
cago Edison Company, was then vice-president, and, to
make a long story short, I also secured from them a propo-
sition for a Toronto installation, so that my associates would
have the choice of either of the two leading systems then on
the market. On my return I found a letter awaiting me from
the Westinghouse Company, advising that subsequent to my
visit to Pittsburgh a representative of the Consumers' Gas
Company had called on thein to negotiate for the installation
of a plant in Toronto, and that, inasmuch as the Consumers'
Gas Company was a wealthy and established corporation
and I was only promoting the formation of a new company
that would find it impossible to exist against the competition
of the gas company, they begged to withdraw their proposals,
as they had entered into a contract with the gas company
guaranteeing them the exclusive rights to the use of West-
inghouse apparatus in this city.

Adopted Underground System

I''ortunately for our enterprise, my associates decided
that in any event they would adopt the low tension under-
ground system of distribution, having in view the difficulty

of securing a new franchise for the erection of overhead
poles. We, therefore, organized the Toronto Incandescent
Electric Light Company, and applied to the City Council for

an underground franchise, which was granted. In the mean-
time the Consumers' Gas Company, who had purchased the
rights from the Westinghouse Company to use the alternat-

ing system of overhead distribution, had -iilso applied for a

franchise to erect poles and string wires, and for several

months there was an interesting fight before the City Coun-
cil in reference to our respective systems; but the under-
ground system finally won, and the gas company were re-

fused a franchise. Our little syndicate, therefore, with a

capital of $10,000, was able to hold its own against the more
powerful corporation; and. under the direction of the men
who first subscribed this modest sum, this and kindred elec-

trical enterprises have been organized and developed, until

very many millions of capital are profitably invested.

Our next activity was the organization of the Toronto
(Jonstruction and Electrical Supply Company, with a capital

of .$.50,000, which was incorp<irate<l on the 11th of February,
1891. We formed an alliance with the Thomson-Houston
Electric Company, of Boston, and acted as their sole agents
in Canada, in .competition with the Edison Electric Coni-

l>any. which company at that early date was the principal

vendor in Canada of electrical apparatus. From the start

our company was very successful, and had become the dom-
inant factor in the sale of apparatus in Canada by the time

the Thomas-Houston Company and the Edison Company
became merged into the present General Electric Company
of New York. As the Canadian interests were still in oppo-
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sition, I entered into negotiations for the purchase ot all the

Edison Coinpan)''s interests in Canada, including their Peter-

boro works, and their lamp factory, which was then located

in Hamilton. An agreement having l)een reached, the Cana-

dian General Electric Company was organized on the oth of

September. 1892. and since that date the investment of the

original $50,000 in the Toronto Construction and Electrical

Supply Company, the parent company of the Canadian Gen-

eral Electric Company, has grown to over twenty milllion

dollars.

Havfng now briefly referred to "pioneer days" in promo-

tion and organization of pioneer companies that have done

much to blaze a pioneer's trail in the development of elec-

trical industry in Canada, I will deal with some early remin-

iscences. Only those of us who are accustomed in the pres-

ent day to tendering on able specifications prepared by com-

petent electrical engineers can appreciate the humor of the

efforts of the pioneer salesmen, and the ludicrous mistakes

that were the rule rather than the exception. The earlier

salesmen's battles were mostly with municipal councils, as

the series arc lighting system for street lighting was de-

veloped many years before the multiple system, and as

neither agents nor councillors had any real technical know-

ledge, the victory generally rested witli the agent who was

;ible to most impress the members of the council, not so

much in regard to efficiency, power factor, dural)ility, etc.,

vifhich are all essential in these days, but by the agent's ver-

satility and aljility to conduct them on the longest; and live-

liest tour of inspection of other plants. .A single instance oi

the value of a reputation for relialiility may suffice to illus-

trate:

The Wood Arc System

We at that period had secured the Canadian rights to

sell the arc lighting generator designed by Mr. Wood, of the

1-ort Wayne Electric Company, and the "Wood arc" was

exploited vigorously under the sales name of the "Wood

System." On one occasion there was a very vigorous battle

for the sale of a street lighting plant to a town in Western

Ontario. The councillors that year probably enjoyed more

trips of investigation than any other council from the begm-

ning of the world till the present day. as each competing

company must have expended more than the gross value of

the apparatus in escorting successive deputations to see other

plants in operation over an area from New York to Chicago

and all the intermediate territory. There were no prohibition

laws in those days. The chorus girl chorused, drank cham-

pagne, and ate broiled live lobster with the same gusto as I

am told on unimpeachable authority that they do even unto

the present day—and the hours succeeding the end of the

day before. Finally, however, the Wood arc system was

chosen, and my company awarded the contract. A day or

two after the mayor called on me and paid my company a

sincere compliment in the following way. He said: "Well.

Mr. XichoUs, 'our council gave your company the contract

principally for the reason that you are a Canadian company,

and we want to keep our money in Canada; and, secondly,

because your being in Canada will enable us to get after you

more easily. Had your company, however, not been thor-

oughly responsible our committee might not have chosen the

Wood system, as they can't clearly understand how you can

make a satisfactory machine out of wood."

In the pioneer days the cost of apparatus was governed

almost entirely by the cost of selling, and the few companies

who undertook to reform these methods had a hard row to

hoe for a long time, 1)ut to-day the percentage of sales cost

is relatively very low, and, thanks to good engineering and

fair specifications, competitors are on an equal liasis.

In regard to electric power sales, as distinct from elec-

tric power development or generation, a great change has

taken place. .\s mentioned, the first development was in the

direction of series arc lighting, then multiple arc incandes-

cent lighting, and last, but by no means least, the distribu-

tion of electric power for mechanical purposes. I may safely

say that Toronto led the rest of Canada in this development,

and a« great deal of skillful pioneer work w-as done. Like all

new departures, it had to overcome prejudice and opposition

from those interested in the sale of other methods of power

production, but perhaps the greatest obstacle to surmount

was the not unnatural opposition of the engineers and fire-

men employed in existing plants, for the reason that one of

the most important sales arguments in favor of electric power

was the economy in operaticjn and the saving in labor, in

addition to its flexibility. One by one, however, new cus-

tomers were obtained, and a .'! h.p. Eddy motor, which we
called the Mascot, was loaned out for demonstration pur-

poses on many occasions and hardly ever failed to convince

the sceptics; and from those days until the present the power

end of a distril)uting station has continued growing in its

percentage proportion to total output, and has also greatly

assisted economical operation by inaking possible the flatten-

ing out of the peak load and resulting in an average diagram

dear to the heart of the operating engineer.

Big Machines of 50 H.P.

The pioneer development of supplyin.g electrical power
for distributing circuits dealt only with small units, mostly

from 1 to .50 horse power, but the success of these prelimin-

ary installations paved the way for bigger things. In the

l)e.ginnin,g the generating capacity of central stations did not

permit sales of power in large units, and even at a later stage,

when the puljlic were convinced, orders for moderately large

units had to be declined on account of the difficulties of regu-

lation. I well remember the brain fag ensuing from our deci-

sion to install electric power to operate the printing presses

of the Toronto Globe, in substitution for their steam engine

plant, and the relief from worry when the installation proved

to be a success. Since those days the use of electric power

has grown by leaps and bounds, so that to-day, with the

resources of mighty Niagara at our command there is no

problem that .electrical engineers are not prepared to under-

take; and. looking back over a vista of such a comparatively

few years, I am amazed at the progress that has been made,

and frankly express mj' own pride and satisfaction in having

been privileged to keep step in synchronism with the onward
strides of the electrical industrj'.

As the electrical industry, particularly in Toronto, is

vitally concerned with the development of power at Niagara,

perhaps a few reminiscences relating to matters antecedent

to even the pioneer deve,lopnient may prove of interest.

Shortly after the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park Com-
mission was appointed by the Ontario Government it made
an agreement with Col. Shaw, United States consul at Man-

chester, England, and representing a body of English capital-

ists, which agreement conveyed the exclusive right to develop

unlimited power on the Canadian side of the Niagara River

for a period of one hundred years. The consideration to be

paid was an annual sum of .$25,000 and the obligation to

develop an ultimate total of 25,000 h.p., of which 10,000 h.p.

was to be ready for use by tlie first day of May. 1897.

No Faith in Niagara

After Col. Shaw had made one or two annual payments

he failed to organize a company that would undertake to

advance the money for construction, as little faith had the

capitalist in those days in the feasibility of electrical trans-

mission, and therefore a priceless franchise went begging.

When two out of the five years had expired' during which

development of the first 10,000 h.p. was to be completed. Col.

Shaw called on me in Toronto and discussed the situation,

and, after a protracted negotiation which lasted into the

early hours of the morning, 1 secured from Col. Shaw an

option which provided for the transfer of his interests. At

that time the Canadian General Electric Company had re-
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cently been organized, and I submitted the option lor tlu-

consideration of our directors, who, being all men uf enter-

prise and vision, agreed to undertake the work provided the

General Electric Company of Sclicncctady, who at that time

owned a financial interest in the Canadian company, would
eiher join us or approve of our doing so. I at once visited

the headquarters of the General Electric Company, but, sad
to relate, found them quite unresponsive, and therefore had
to abandon my option on the most valual)Ie franchise ever

granted in this province.

Subsequently Col. Shaw associated himself with the late

VV. B. Rankine and others, which resulted in the organization

of the present Canadian Niagara Power Company, which
company, not being prepared at the time to go ahead with

the prompt development called for under the terms of their

franchise, surrendered their sole and exclusive rights to use
for one hundred years the waters of the Niagara River within

ihe limits of the park.

A new and strictly limited auriemenl witli the Canadian
Niagara Power Company was entered into, and later the

Ontario Power Company also secured a concession, and
therefore at that date all the privileges on the Canadian side

were being operated by L'nited .Stales capital, and Canadians
liad no part in their magnilicent birthright, but the following

year Sir William Mackenzie, Sir Henry I'ellatt. and myself

decided to remove the international reproach that Canadians
had not sufficient enterprise to develop our own natural re-

sources, and therefore organized Ihe Electric Development
Company, with the history of which you are all perfectlj

familiar.

Another of the earliest power developments at Niagara
Falls was the installation of the Niagara Falls Park and
River Railway. The contract for the electrical equipment

was carried out under specifications prepared by the late \V.

T. Jennings, C.E., and I can well remember the day of the

official opening of the road, standing proudly alongside one

of the ;!00 h.p. generators and telling the guests that these

were the largest machines ever built in the country, and that

to produce a machine of such great power was a feat of no

mean importance. It was only a few years afterwards that 1

was present at the official opening of one of the present

great power houses at Niagara Falls, and again I stood along-

side of a machine of 13,000 h.p. that had licen manufactured

at our Pcterboro works, but 1 e.xpcrienced no such thrill as

on the former occasion of the :100 h.p. development—in other

words, "the pie was not as mother used to make," and the

crescendo scale of achievement in matters electrical had

cloyed the appetite.

Nothing so Quick as Electricity

The world moves quickly. I)ut no branch of industry has

moved so quickly as the one with which we are all associated,

and, to quote an ex-president of tlie National Electric Light

Association: "The only parallel was when the world was
created in si.x days out of nothing."

All of us living in Toronto ha\ e seen the marvellous de-

velopment of Niagara Power since tlie pioneer days of which

1 have spoken. In addition to the great plants at present in

operation, another and greater is to be constructed by the

Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission, and ihenfore :i

few additiiinal facts may not weary you.

In b'eliruary, 1S!):.>. President C. R. llunlky of the N.i-

lioiial Electric Light Association, in his opening address,

said: "'I'lie question may, therefore, be asked: 'If Niagara

power is developed, how far will it be possible to transmit,

not theoretically or in an experimental way, but coninier-

cially. so as to insure a fair dividend to the investor?'"

In June of 1807 only live years after and Ihe year of my
nwn presidency of the associalion. 1 >aid in my opening ad-

.Iress:

"When we consider that only fiv« years since many of us

were in attendance at the fifteenth convention, and listened

If) the discussion thai followed Dr. Carl Ilering's paper on

Transmission of Power,' even the most sanguine of us little

imagined that in half a decade we should be holding our
twentieth convention at Niagara Falls, principally with the
object of seeing and realizing the actual application of motive
power derived from the falls to some of the most novel and
important industries of the time. To harness Niagara had
long been dreamed, but is now an actuality, and who can
foretell the resultant progress and advance that we may be
destined to celebrate within the next few years."

While the above facts show the tremendous development
in tlie generation and transmission of electric power, it must
be remembered that the pow-er thus generated and transmit-
ted could not have found a market had it not been for Ihe
invention and development of the modern induction motor.
The two outstanding names connected with this branch oi

the electrical industry are those of William Stanley and
Nikola Tesla. So short a time back as 1S92 Mr, Stanley, in

an address, prefaced his remarks:
"It is not my purpose in the present paper to enter min

utely into the details of the various attempts which inventors
made to produce an operative motor. The historian who is

collecting data necessary to trace the rise and growth of the
alternating current motor will find out that the subject has
been pursued by men of science in all parts of the civilized

world, and he will be obliged to chronicle the fact that up to

the present year no thoroughly practical motor system has
been worked out."

We Are Just Beginning to Learn

I was warned, Mr. Chairman, that any address given al

the luncheons of the Electrical Club must not exceed fifteen,

or at the most twenty, minutes, and I will not trespass much
longer on your patience. From such a mass of material

available it has been difficult to hurriedly make such suitable

selection as I thought might possibly interest you. but the

judgment is in your hands. Having started from such small

beginnings at a time, however, w hen they loomed rather large

when surrounded by other equally modest efforts, I can say

that, apart from the income derived, my connection with the

development and growth of the electrical industry has been
veritably a labor of love. I do not believe that there is any
other branch of industrial activity the pursuit of which is

more entrancing. It is the unknown that captivates, the pos-

sibilities that allure, and electrical science has greater un-

known heights for the discoverer to explore and the develop-

ment and application of what has already been accomplisheil

has greater possibilities than any known branch of science or

industrj'. All of you gentlemen, in your chosen profession,

may feel that you are exploring new fields daily. Sometimes
you may climb and nearlj' surmount a height, only to meet
some unexpe -ted obstacle, but persistence has, and always

will, find a new path, just as electricity itself always finds a

path of least resistance.

It has been my privilege to address you on "Picneer

Days in Power Development." but the days in years to come
will still be "pioneer days." We are only on the threshold of

power development, and the possibilities of future invention

and discovery in the field of electric science are limited only

by the imagination. A single generation has seen the com-
mercial development of electric light, electric raiUvays, the

telephone, the phonograph, and wireless telegraphy, any one
of which, if even hinted at in what we are pleased to call the

"good old days," would have been sufiicient grounds for

burning at the stake for witchcraft.

In the face of such modern miracles can we conclude

that we have reached the limit of advancement? 1 think not.

and venture to prophesy that in the future will lie celebrated

greater marvels than in Ihe past, and it rests with all of us

present to-day, Mr. Chairman, to continue our activities and
lo see to il that w-e bear our full share of responsibility for

the advancement and development of the electrical industry,

with wliich we .ire all |)roud lo lie associated.
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Recent Developments in the Lighting Field

Extracts from a Report of the Committee on Progress of the Illuminating Engineering

Society Presented at Annual Convention September 18-20

ELECTRIC l.\-CANDESCE.\T LAMPS

lirjiiiDurins- the past year the old carbon lamp has almost

ymiiped out of si.u^ht and the Gem lamp is rapidly losing

its former importance. The sale of tungsten lamps has

reached 79 per cent, of the total number of lamps sold.

The introduction of the 30-watt 105-12r>-volt vacuum tungsten

lamp will undoubtedly increase this percentage during the

coming year. A 75-watt size for the same voltage range

which can be burned in any position has been added to the

list of gas-filled lamps and a range from 200 to 1.000 watts

has been provided in the gas-filled lamps for the 200- to

250-volt circuits. The tungsten lamp in a blue bulb ap-

proximating daylight is now available in sizes ranging from

7:-) to 600 watts. The use of gas-filled lamps has also been

extended to automobile headlights which, in conjunction

with low voltage lighting circuits, are availalile in sizes rang-

ing from 12 to 100 candlepower.

Miniature

For automobiles tliirtcen different types of lamps are

now on the market including tubular, mushroom and dome

lights, steering, pilot, head, tail, side and dash lights. Mini-

ature lamps for various kinds of hand lanterns and run from

portable batteries, have been developed and have come into

extensive use. These should be distinguished from the well-

known flash-light type and are available for use with all sizes

•of dry batteries, in current range from 0..5 to 1.23 amperes.

The approval of electric lamp outfits for miner's use has

created a demand which has 1)een met by the development

of a line of miniature lamps for this special purpose. The

use of miniature lamps for special decorative purposes is

also growing. Abroad tungsten lamps for alternating cur-

rent circuits in connection with house transformers are now

listed in units as small as five candlepower.

Developments during the year liave been largely in re-

finements in manufacture. Special attention has been paid to

the development of concentrated filament lamps suitalile for

projection purposes in connection with flood-lighting equip-

ments, stereopticans, and headlights. The high candle-

power gas-filled tungsten lamps in suitable reflecting devices

are rapidly coming into favor for stage-lighting equipment.

Work is being done on high wattage tungsten lamps for use

in moving picture machines to replace arc lamps. Reflector

lenses and other accessories have liecn designed and while

nothing has been standardized, practical equipments have

been produced which are equivalent if not superior in illum-

inating power to the ordinary arc projcctinn in the average

moving picture house.

Manufacturing

A method, proposed and patented, for preventing the

deposit of volatilized tungsten in the bulb of the gas-filled

lamp, uses an electrically charged grid placed above the fila-

ment. Another method claims that the use of a mixture

of argon and nitrogen or other neutral .gas causes less black-

ening than in the case of lamps filled with pure argon.

Patents have been granted covering the satisfactory use

of alloys of zirconium and iron in the making of tough, mal-

leable and ductile lamp filaments, by simultaneous reduction

of the oxides. The zirconium percentage varies between 40

and 90. The iron may be replaced by other metals of the

iron group. It is claimed that in addition to the qualities

previously mentioned, the alloys resist chemical action and

are little liable to oxidation. A patent has also been granted

a Swiss inventor covering the preparation of tungsten for

lamp filaments. By means of a resistance furnace the tung-

sten is fused to a perfectly liquid condition and then rapidly

cooled by an air blast. It is claimed that this process makes

the tungsten exceedingly malleable and ductile. Equations

have lieen worked out and published with data, from which,

it is claimed, tungsten lamps may be designed, and specifica-

tions have been given fpr a proposed primary standard lamp

made up with a tungsten filament whose properties are pre-

dicated and in view of present refinements in manufacture

it is expected such a standard could be made accurately re- ^
producililc.

An opal dip In cut down the intrinsic brilliancy of the

30- and liO-watt sizes of tungsten lamps is coming into use

and indicates an appreciation of the principles of glare-elim-

ination advocated by this society.

Standardization

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers has re-

commended that the dimensions of the threads of the screw

shells in electric sockets and lamp bases be standardized.

Twenty-seven out of thirty-eight of the largest manufacturers

have approved this recommendation.

The efforts of a number of years to standardize incan-

descent lamp voltages in order to bring about economies in

manufacture, distribution and utilization have finally resulted

in a co-operative action. The Ohio Electric Light Associa-

tion having made a careful investigation through a com-

mittee, has recommended to its member companies the stand-

ardization of their circuits for either 110, 115 or 120 volts.

A committee of the National Electric Light Association has

been appointed to consider the question.

Rating

The question of rating lamps on a mean spherical candle-

power basis which has been agitated in this country ever

since the Bureau of Standards began to press the idea in

1904, has apparently been settled, as the gas-filled tungsten

lamps have been so rated since last September and the effici-

encies of all vacuum tungsten lamps are now so specified.

The introduction of the former lamps might be said to have

forced the issue, since their mean horizontal candlepower

is affected by rotation, blackening of the bulb and change

in shape of the' filament. It has been recommended by this

society, the National Electric Light Association Lamp Com-
mittee and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

that the rating be made in terms of lumens, since the latter

has the additional advantage of being applicable to the light

delivered on a plane to be illuminated as well as to the

total light emitted. A survej- of the railroad engineers has

brought out the fact that the great majority are overwhelm-

ingly in favor of the change from the mean horizontal to

the mean spherical nominal rating, and to the lumen for

actual rating.

Applications

The color of the gas-filled tungsten lamp has been found

ertough "whiter" than the vacuum lamps, to enable its use

in zinc refineries for distinguishing between "black jack"

(dark zinc ore) and lead. The higher wattage lamps are

used for this purpose. In general the tendency to increase

the intensity of illumination used for many purposes has

followed as a result of the recent improvements in the in-

candescent electric lamp.
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Physics

The characteristics of tungsten filaments as functions of

temperature liave been studied by several o1)servers. Thus
experimental data have been obtained and publislicd on the

relation between vidts, amperes, and candlepower as functions

(if the temperatme and dimensions of the filament. Work
has been done and preliminary reports made on the rela-

tion bei'ween the true, "brightness" and "color" temperatures.

A study of the inside of slowing helically coiled tung-

sten filaments indicates that the increased brightness of the

interior is due in large part at least, to internal reflections

and not to a higher temperature. It was found tliat the

temperature difiference between tlie inside and outside was
not more than four degrees.

The "over-shooting" in candlepower in tungsten lamps

has been tested by actual photometric measurements. By
means of contacts operated by .[ pendulum, the lamp was
switched on and a shutter in the eyepiece of the iihotdmeter

was opened fi>r a fraction of a second, a known and adjust-

able ])eriod after the contact for the lamp had been made.

By making repeated trials the voltage on a calibrated lamp
was adjusted to give equality of candlepower for the nionu-nt

of exposure. The conclusion drawn was that in vacuum
tun.gsten lamps there is a small over-shooting Auc to the

heatin.g-up of the central portions of the filament at a greater

rate than the end portions, and that there is a noticeable

over-shooting in a gas-filled lam]i though not very marked,

as only li per cent, was (diserved with a filament 0.(l(lt;."i in.

in diameter.

ARC L.VMT.S

In the I'leld of arc lamps the most striking developments

have been in the use of materials other than carbon for the

electrodes. .\mong others might be mentioned a patent

disclosing a method whereby not only the color but the

steadiness is stated to be improved. Titanium oxide instead

of the carbide and sodium fluoride instead of calcium fluoride

are used. The addition of barium fluoride makes the color

whiter and increases tlie stability. Reference is also made
to the introduction of fluxes of cerium fluoride and thorium

nitride. Mechanical improvements and the standardization

of parts have characterized progros in the luminous arc

lamp.

Tungsten Arc

The arc between tungsten electrodes in an inert gas

referred to in last year's report has been perfected and

put on the market abroad. The difficulty in starting, has

been overcome by the use of three leading-in wires, one of

which makes connection to ah ionizing circuit which is con-

nected after the arc starts. It is claimed that lamps have

been made with a life of ,500 hours and further experiments

are under way to increase this. The intrinsic brilliancy is

given as 10,000 candles per square inch when operating at 0.."i

watt per candle. The color of the lamp can be made to

vary from a bright yellow to a very intense white, the bril-

liancy limits under these conditions being from 400 to .iO.OOO

candles per square inch. An entirely different type of arc.

although using tungsten electrodes, is suggested in the results

of the experimental research described before this .Society

last November. The principle involved consists in ]iroviding

the material for the arc, not from llie eUclrod,-. but from

a surrounding gas or vajior. The experinu-nlal lamp used

h:id an arc chanib<-r at the cenn' of which llie arc was

drawn betwien two tungsten electrodes, o.:; in. in diameter.

.Among the vapors experimented with were the tetrachlorides

of antimony, carbon and titanium, stannic cliloridc. lilanium

bromochloridc, etc.

A portable arc-lamp lighting unit for use in motion pie-

lure photography carries two sets of carbons with automatic

L-ither alternating or directfeed and equipped to run

current.

Vapor Lamps
The use of cadmium in vapor lamps is not new-, but in

llie past such lamps have not been very satisfactory, either

from the standpoint of operation or life. A new type has
been developed which is constructed of quartz, runs at a

high temperature on an ordinary direct current lighting

circuit, and has a life claimed to I)e over 100 hours. The
main features of this new type consist in the means pro-
vided for preventing the vapor from sticking to the quartz
surface; the removal of the oxide and dissolved gases from
the cadmium; and the seals for the leading-in wires. The
adherence to the quartz surface is prevented by the intro-

duction of finely powdered zirconia. The lamp is made in

the form of an inverted U, has a terminal voltage of about
:!i) and takes a current around "> amperes. \ new lamp in

which the vapor from zinc chloride or zinc bromide is used
at atmospheric pressure has been patented abroad and des-

cribed by Professor Nernst. It is claimed that the color of
the light is white and the eftieiency similar to that of the

mercury vapor lamp. As in the case of the latter, the in-

clusion of air or some other foreign gases is prejudicial.

However, an atmosphere of aluminum chloride or titanium

chloride makes the arc more stable and an atmosphere of
nitrogen is harmless.

A new method of automatically feeding the gas to the

Moore carbon dioxide tube lamp has been described. Inside

the tube and directly behind each electrode is placed a small

.glass bulb containing calcium carbide with heating wires em-
bedded in it, by which the right quantity of gas is automatic-
ally generated. Spectrophotometric data has also been ob-

tained on this lamp.

Through a redesign and improved construction of auxili-

aries the power factor of alternating current mercury vapor
lamps has been increased from its former value in the neigh-

Ijorhood of fifty per cent, to about eighty-seven per cent.

These new lamps have been found to operate satisfactorily

on 35-cycle circuits.

Electrodes

Experiments have been made to determine the rate of

consumption of carbons in direct current arc lamps as a

function of the current and of the arc length. It was found
that the loss per coulomb for a given current density in-

creases with increasing arc length until a nearly constant

value is reached at about S nun. For long arcs the loss per

coulomb decreases with increasing current; for very short

arcs (order of 0.1 mm.) at all current strengths from 3 to

100 amperes, the loss per coulomb from the cathode is con-

slant and about 3.3 x 10-5 grm., remarkably near the electro-

chemical equivalent of tetravalent carbon.

Rating

The agitation regarding the mean spherical candle-

power rating of glow lamiis has raised the question of arc

lamp rating, and in Ciermany it has been proposed that arc

lamps also be rated for mean spherical candlepower. It has

been suggested that this would be a retrograde step since

what is desired in the case of these lamps is to know what
light is emitted downward and wlial light in addition is

cmilli'd above and is available l..r redinn-l ion |,y reflectors.

I.AMI'.S |.-()K l'K( i.lf.t III )\ i'rKr()Sb:s

Hand Lamps

,\ novelty in hand or pocket lamps has been brought out

in which the i)ower is provided by the muscular activity of

I be user. The thumb of the hand which holds the lamp moves

a lever over a circular jiath and winds up a spring whose

elasticity is made to actuate a small dynamo having per-

manent magnets for a field source. Enough power is pre-
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st-rved in the spring to keep the lamp 1)urniiiK for a minute

without further winding. The lamp used is in form and lum-

inous power similar to the ordinary hand variety actuated by

a dry battery. A new portable lamp employs two tungsten

lamps backed by a mirror, thus greatly increasing the anKjunl

of light available without increasing the size of the equipment.

Among the novelties in portable lamps may be mentioned

one carried in the end of the handle of an umbrella. The
liandle is detachable and also contains the battery which oper-

ates the lamp. By combining a surface gauge with a small

flashlight and battery, an indicator has been devised for

machinists whicli not only announces where surface irregu-

larities are found but throws a beam of light .which shows
just where they occur.

Searchlights

It mi.^ht at first sight appear to the layman that pro-

viding an e.xtra source of illumination at a fire would be like

"carrying coals to New Castle," but there have been many
cases where additional light has been desirable to permit the

removal of valuable material, to penetrate sinoke, etc. In

such cases, the gas or electric supply is not ordinarily avail-

able and a searchlight truck provided with a special type of

battery has been developed to meet this specific need. It

consists of a waterproof 20-inch projector on a trunion mount-

ing and fitted with a 35-volt 750-watt focussing type gas-

filled tungsten lamp. A hand wheel focusing device enables

the beam of light to be quickly and easily spread out or

concentraved.

Automobile Lights

Efforts are still being made to solve the jiroblem of dim-

ming automobile headlights in city use. One of the manv
of recent design is made in a conical form of strong, flexible,

transparent material. It is provided with a seam through the

centre, making it collapsible when not in use. It is slijjped

on over the headlight and permits the uninterrupted projec-

tion of the rays of the lamp through an o|]ening in the

bottom, but diffuses such rays as would ordinarily blind ap-

proachfng drivers. So many dimmers for headlights have

been brought out that a Massachusetts automobile club re-

cently carried out a series of tests to see how many dimming
devices come within the specifications of the new state law.

It was found that many commonly used appliances do not

comply with the requirements. The club intends to continue

these tests from time to time. By means of an outside set-

screw focusing adjustment, an automobile searchlight has

been developed which, it is claimed, can be used with any
style of vacuum or gas-filled tungsten lamp and can be

fixed instantly, without removal from its position, for any
type of beam desired. A novel signal lamp for use liy auto-

mobilists consists of a brown celluloid hand inside of which
is a tubular battery lamp with a special reflector which spreads

the light uniformly through the hand. The device is held

out on either side to indicate stopping or turning, just as in

the daytime the human hand is used for this purpose.

Signal Lights

A device installed in some of the government light houses,

automatically replaces a burned-out lamp with a new one in

a fraction of a second. Three lamps are arranged 120 de,gs.

apart about a circle. Only the one in focus is lighted. When
it burns out an electromagnetic device operates, swinging
one of the other lamps into place, where it is lighted. In
places where oil is used as the illuminant, mantles have been
almost universally adopted. Pressure burners are employed
and a very high candlepower obtained. .\ new system of

night storm warnings has been worked out by the United
States Weather Bureau. It consists of three lanterns in a

vertical line instead of the two formerly employed. By this

arrangement, it will be possible to indicate the expected direc-

tion of the wind to the nearest quadrant. Experiments by
the bureau sIujw that 4 feet must separate the lanterns for

every mile the observer is distant in order that each light

may be seen separately by the naked eye. A high candle-

power gas-filled tungsten lamp is being tried out as a source

and the system will be first used on the Great Lakes.

In the triangulation work of the Coast and Geodetic

Survey Department of the Government, it is necessary to

establish bases which may be from 10 to 100 miles apart.

To make the positions visible to the observers on clear days,

sunlight is reflected from mirrors and on clear nights a

specially constructed acetylene lamp has been used. To in-

crease the efifectiveness of this work, experiments have been

made and a new electric lamp with a very highly concentrated

filament in a gas-filled bulb has been developed. .An auto-

mobile headlight is used as a reflector and the lamp is oper-

ated from dry cells. With two additional bulbs, three dif-

ferent intensities are obtained.

.\ new electric lantern is shaped somewhat like a large

watch, is provided with a bail and has an easel-like support

for holding it in an upright position. It can be adjusted so

that it produces a small searchlight beam or general illum-

ination and it is operated by a flashlight battery.

Miners' Lamps

Owing to two accidents resulting from the use of miners'

electric lamps of the approved type, an order has been issued

in England prohibiting the use, in such lamps, of spring term-

inals liable to be bent over. Electric lamps already in use

must be refitted with rigid terminals. It is reported that the

use of electric lamps has not developed to the extent ex-

pected. Difficulties are still experienced which will have to

be overcome before the old type of oil lamp is completely

discarded.

FLOOD LIGHTING

The availability of lighting units of high intensity, to-

gether with specially designed reflectors, has caused an en-

ormous increase in that type of spectacular illumination

which has become known as "flood lighting." In a discus-

sion before the Chicago section of this society, reference was

made to the possibility of the production of novel effects;

the elimination of glare; operation at relatively low cost; use

of flexible units; illumination of the entire front of a building

instead of only parts of it, etc. .\s a medium for expressing

civic pride this form of display lighting is becoming widely

used.

Some public buildings using this form of temporary or

permanent illumination were as follows: The Massachusetts

State House in Boston was flooded by means of two batteries

of 500-watt lamps consisting of 74 units; two locations being

used to reach the faces of the wings and also to throw light

behind the column in front of the building, thereby avoiding

the flat appearance sometimes occurring when a building

is lighted from the front only. Color effects were obtained

by the use of gelatine screens. The new municipal building

of Waterbury, Conn., was lighted to an intensity of 4 foot-

candles by means of ten 500-watt projector units mounted on

a roof 150 feet away. The illumination of the Court House
and the rower of the Federal Building, Plymouth, Mass.;

ten projector units being employed. The entire exterior of

the Arkansas State Capitol is now illuminated by flood light-

ing through the use of thirty 500-watt units.

San Francisco has been experimenting with flood light-

ing for use in connection with the new civic centre, and at

the Fourth of July celebration used eight 18-inch projectors

provided with diffusing lenses to give an oblong shaped beam.
The main illumination is provided by 500-watt units located in

the one case 350 feet and in the other 300 feet away. The
new Kern County Court House at Fresno, Cal., has been
flood-lighted by the use of five 500-watt units placed ap-

proximately 750 feet from the building on the top of a three-

storey structure. An installation of 300 projector units of the
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.lilO-watt size was installed to illiimiiiato the Philadelphia

City Hall.

Commercial Buildings

Flood ligliting from othcr_ buildings is used to illinninate

the new thirtcen-storey Hill Building in St. I'aul, Minn. In

Indianapolis a fifteen-storey bank l)uilding is flood-lighted

above the third floor; 76 projectors are used to light the main

front and 24 the other two sides, all being equipped with

3J0-watt units. The Columbus, Ohio, Athletic Club was
flood-lighted by means of twenty-four 500-watt projector

units mounted on a platform at the top of two 65-foot poles.

The effective illumination of stores has been accomplished

by lamps and projectors located on the buildings themselves,

.<<inie being concealed on the marquee which projects the

width of the sidewalk just above the first storey. Other

units at the top of the buildings arc concealed in the bell

cornices.

Monuments

The nu)St unique proposal in connection with tlood light-

ing is that of illuminating the Statue of Liberty in New York
Harbor, to be financed by popular and congressional sub-

scriptions. The flood lighting of monuments and statues

has been given an enormous impetus since the announce-

ment of this project, other notable installations wore the

Soldiers' Monument of Indianapolis, Ind., flood lighted by

means of beams from 100 projectors placed on tlic roofs of

adjacent buildings, and the flood lighting of Niagara Falls,

New York, by fifty reflector units, the light penetrating even

the darkest parts of the rolling mists.

Amusements

The illumination of Sheei)shcad Bay automobile speed-

way. New York, marks the most pretentious experiment tried

for night-time outdoor sports and races. The interior field

of ton acres is lighted by 324 flood-light projectors on poles

spaced 100 feet apart on alternate sides of the track, the lamp

being ;!0 feet al)Ovc the track. The space just ojjpositc the

grandstand is further illuminated to about 3 foot-candles

by 114 additional project<irs located at the top of the stand.

The projectors along the track are arranged so that they

can be readily turned upon the race course. l)Ut the light

smirccs are hidden from the eyes of the drivers, projecting

their beams in the same direction as the speeding machines.

Patterned after the spectacular effects obtained at the

Panama-Pacific Exposition the Municipal Christmas tree at

Chicago was illuminated entirely by five large searchlights

and a number of smaller units. Color screens were used on

some of the reflectors. Outdoor theatres, stadiums, rinks

toboggan slides, etc.. were successfully illuminated by flood-

lighting units at Schenectady. New York.

The practicability of flood lighting for bathing beaches

has been amply demonstrated in Chicago, .^t Diversy Beach

eighteen projectors with 500-watt lamps are used mounted on

a frame work. Each projector has a swiveling base for ad-

justment. The installation is on the top of the highest bath

house and between 6 and 7 acres are illuminated. It is pro-

posed to add a tower on which will be mounted a concen-

trated flood-lighting projector which normally will be direct-

ed on the diving platform, but will be turned at will to aid

in rescue work if necessary. .Vnollier beach employs two

steel towers. H5 feet high. 775 feet apart and 100 feet from

the edge of the water. Ten projectors will be mounted on

platforms on the top of the tower, and l.OOO-watt lamps will

be used. The area illuminated will be 11 or 12 acres. .A.mong

other such installations are those at Seal Beach, Cal.; Hot

.Springs, Ark., and Trenton, N.T.

Flags

A big :iii-foot silk flag on top of a twenty-storey building

in Chicago has been satisfactorily lighted by using two .'lOO-

watt units trained on ibo blue star field and from two to

four 350-watt units to light the stripes. \ novel method of

illuminating a flag mounted on a private residence consists

in the use of two tungsten lamps in reflectors placed on

the piazza roof and invisible from the street.

Industrial flood-lighting is pushing its way into a large

number of varied activities. Night work in the harvesting of

ice is not new, but the problem of satisfactorily lighting an

ice field has in the past, been difficult. Very good results

have been obtained using portable 1,000-watt lamps in pro-

jectors closed with a wire glass front making them rugged,

storm and weather proof. Flood lighting was used to ad-

vantage when the gruesome task of recovering bodies from
the steamer Eastland had to be carried on at night. Flood-
lighting projectors are being used in connection with night

work on the construction of buildings, for loading operations

at wharves, and for the illumination of signs. Placement of

the source in front of or at the edge of the sign is still an
open question.

Street Lighting at its Best

What may probably be considered as the most generally

cflicient street lighting system which has been developed
up to tlie present time is that which has been recently in-

stalled in the city of Toronto on Toronto Street and Rich-

mond Street, where the Toronto Hydro-electric System have

Latest Type of Standard on Toronto Streets.

circled single lamp pillars, placed opposite, appro.ximatcly

no feel apart, on both sides of the street. The appearance of

this latest unit is shown in the accompanying photograph.

The lamps are at a height of-15 feet above the sidewalk and

arc of the gas-filled type, consuming 500 watts at 115 volts.

The pillars are fed by underground cables, :i core, paper in-

sulated, lead covered, laid in single clay duels along both
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sides of the street. These cables also supply the regular

commercial lighting in this section. For this reason each

pillar is controlled 1)y a switcli in llic base and is individually

turned on and off. The wiring; in tlic pillar is ut the twin

paper insulated type.

The life of these lamps to date is stated to have been

very satisfactory, due in large measure to an improvement

in the design of the pillar head, which provides efficient

ventilation and at the same time jirevents sleet and rain
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Some Notes on the Measurement of Light
-By Mr. E.V. Pannell-

Tlic niucJcni science ui illuniinutiuii. or "aoud lighting."

is vitally dependent upon the means employed to compare
and measure the value of the various sources of light in use.

.Strictly speaking, there is no practical means of measuring
the intensity light, the nearest appro.ximation being the de-

termination of illumination or light received on a plane

redecting surface. .\11 methods of photometry or light mea-
surement may be reduced to a comiiarison of this kind. The
unit of intensity still referred to in England and America is

the standard candle of spermaceti wax, weighing 2J<i ounces,

and burning at the rate of 4'/, ounces per hour. This candle

normally gives a flame l}i incites high and yields one candle

power. The candle is, of course, purely a unit and not a

standard of comparison; the latter purpose is filled more
conveniently by some form of standard lamp of delinite

candle power.

Two different types of standard lamp are widely used at

the present day in light laboratories; one is the Hefner lamj).

burning amyl acetate, and the other is the Pentane vapor

lamp. The first named is most widely used in Europe; it

lias an intensity of .91 candles, and its appearance is shown
by the illustration. The eyepiece is provided with a h.iiilini'

across the lens, by use of which the tip of the flame can be

adjusted to the standard height of IJ/J inches. One candle

Opncal pbme- gouge

Burnen

FPeser'voir Winder

Fig. 1.—The Hefner amyl acetate standard lamp, .!ll candle power.

power is produced with a flame of I's inches, but it is usually

preferable to work at the standard value of .1)1 c.p. and make

the necessary correction. The chief disadvantages of the

lamp are its reddish flame, which renders it difficult to bal-

ance against a wliite tungsten filament, and the variation nf

ilitensity with humidity and carbon dioxide.

The regular form of pentane lamp is of 10 candle inten-

sity and burns with a white flame. When once started up it

vai>orises its own fuel (a distillate of coal o''), thus no wick

is necessary. For these reasons the lamp is preferred in

many laboratories to the amyl acetate standard, and it is

adopted by the Board of Trade and National Physical l.a-

lioratorics in England; also being used at the Bureau of

.Standards in Washington. In using the lamp it will be

noticed that the cliimncy tube can be raised or lowered, vary-

ing the amount of flame visilile. Gauges are supplied to ad-

just this flame opening, thus making it possible to secure

several dififcrcnt values of candle power with the same lamii

and rates of burning. l"or actual testing work these stan-

dard lamps are never employed, the practice being lo use

secondary standards, consisting of tungsten lamps carefully

calibrated for tlie purpose.

It will be interesting n^^w tn consider the relatimi lie

tween light intensity and illiiiiiinali<ni. li K be a standard

.an.lle and .\ be a small surface situated one foot distant,

then the illumination on .\ will lie appnixinialely one fool

candle. Now, at two feet distance it is obvious that the light

flux radiating out from the candle will cover an area just

four times as great, so that the illumination is now only .;:.j

foot candle. Thus doubling the distance gives one quarter
I he illumination. .\ drop liglit suspended four feet above a

talde will give four limes the illumination at the point innne-
diately liclow if it is Inwered to two feet distant. Tliis is the

f^(3d tibe airOxK

Chimney tube

Mica Vvlndow

Reservoir"

Fig. 2.—Standard 10 c.p. Pentane lamp used in light measurements.

"iiucrse square" law ni illuniinalidn; 1 =:: K/d" where I is

the illumination per unit area of a surface which is perpen-

dicular to the rays of light, K is the intensity of the source,

and d the distance from the source.

Suppose we want by some means to collect all the illum-

ination which is obtainable from a standard candle. Obvi-

ously it will be necessary to put the candle in the centre of a

sphere, then the surface will be everywhere normal to the

rays of light. Then if the radius of the globe is one foot, the

illumination all over its inside surface will be one foot candle.

The area of this surface is 4^, and, multiplying this constant

by the illumination, we olitaiii the total light received by the

surface, or, in other words, the total light emitted by the

Fig. 3.— Illustrating the law of inverse squares which governs illumination.

candle. The unit of ibis light llux is the liinieii. and there

are 4t. ur \-Z.r,7 himens, emitted by every snurce per candle

power intensity. The introduction of this Jir constant into

the unit eliminates it in many subse(iuent calculations, so that

the lumen is a very practical quantity. One lumen spread

liver a surface of one s<iuare metre is the international stan-

dard of illumination; the l.ux. which is less than one-ninth

part of a foot candle.

Reverting now lo the actual light iiieasurenieiu. ur pho
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toinetry, this usually consists in obtaining illumination from
both the standard and test lamps simultaneously upon two
surfaces very close together. Certain adjustments are made
to bring the two illuminations to equality, ut which point
balance is obtained and the candle power of the test lamp
calculated in the terms of the standard. Generally the two
lamps are at opposite ends of a graduated bench, between
them being the photometer head on a movable carriage. The
latter is moved to a position between the lamps until the

Fig. 4. -Simple form of 100 in. photometer bench with Bunsen

dluniinations appear equal, wlieu tile iiiliiisitie.s will be in-
versely proportional to the square of the distances along the
bench. In Fig. 4 a photometer of this type is shown, and
the following results of a test reading illustrate a typical cal
culation:

Standard lamp Xu. ^^K. 10.i volts, .27 amps.
Test lamp No. 144. lOj volts, .20 amps.
Length of bench. 100 inches.

Balance (from standard), 57.T inches.

Candle power, standard. =28.20.
Candle power, test. =: 28.20 X (42.:i/.j7.7 )v

= 13.20.

It will be noted that a very small error in reading bal
aiice will be magnified in the calculation, owing to the square
law, particularly if the balance is far from the centre of the
bench. For this reason great care is necessary in talcing
readings to ensure that no stray light reaches the photometer
and that the photometer head is in proper adjustment.

Very many types of photometer head are in use, and one
of the earliest still survives in the shape of the Bunsen or
grease-spot screen. This consists of a ^^creeii of white paper
about 6 inches square, mounted in a frame on the carriage in
such a way that one side is illuminated by the standard and
the other by the test lamp. In the centre of the screen is a
translucent spot, produced by the application of linseed oil or
some other means; tlie spot is about 1 inch diameter, and

Moqnesia Screen

Oxis of Bench

Sfondand lamp

Pi;

lest lamp

Eyepiece
Fig 5.— Plan in section of the Lummer Brodhun Photometer head.

appears brighter than the screen at high illuminations and
darker at lower values of lighting. When the carriage is

moved so that the spot appears equally bright upon both
sides it is obvious that the illumination on both sides of the
screen is equal, 'and balance is reached. To assist the observ-
er the screen is mounted between two mirrors, each inclined
about CO degrees, so that both sides can be seen at once.

.\ more elaborate form of photometer is in use by the
name of the Lummer-Brodhun. This is shown in sectional

plan ill Fig. :,. The two prisms I' and (J are the really im-
portant part of the apparatus; they are ground into contact
at their centre, thus transmitting light, whilst elsewhere they
are out of contact, thus reHecling light. In this way the
light ironi one side of the screen is transmitted into the eye-
piece in the shape of a small circle, whilst the light from the
other end is reflected in and surrounds it. The two illumina-
tions being in such close proximity, it is a simple matter to
judge the balance. This photometer is considered by many
to be the most perfect yet devised, and it is in use in most
light laboratories, including that of the Hydro-electric Coni-
iiiission in Toronto.

.\si(Ie from the actual liglu-iiieasuring appliances, it is

necessary to take careful readings of voltage and current on
both the test and standard lamps. The candle power of a
uiii) varies as the sixth power of the voltage at its terminals,

and for this reason a rheostat is necessary for regulating the
lamp pressure and a voltmeter or potentiometer for reading
it.

1 he candle power as measured in one ilirection along a
bench does not properly define the power of a light source,
because, owing to the shape of lamp and filament, light is not
emitted equally in all directions. It is usual to keep the test
lamp spinning on its axis by means of a motor; in this way
the mean horizontal candle power is obtained. It is obvi-
ously impossible to spin the lamp around its horizontal a.xis

Siandand lamp

Test lamp

f&flecrinq f?i<3ms

Elementary Portable Photometer.

however, so a tilting carriage is employed to hold the lamp
at any angle with the vertical, in order to read the various
candle powers in the vertical plane. The average of all these
readings is, of course, the mean spherical candle power, and,
if multiplied by ]2.o7, is the flux in lumens. For ordinary
routine tests the mean horizontal c.p. usually suffices, being
multiplied by a reduction factor of about 80 per cent, to ob-
tain the mean spherical value. By using an integrating or
sphere photometer the latter can be obtained at one readin.g.
The sphere is about six feet in diameter, having a smooth
interior surface, carefully whitened with magnesia or barium
sulphate. The test lamp is hung in the centre, and its light
is reflected from side to side, being diffused all over the inside
of the globe. If a small window is opened in the wall of the
latter and the light photometered along a bench, the true
spherical c.p. is at once obtained. This gives no information
as to the distribution of the lamp, and so is inferior to a series
of tests made on the lamp when inclined at different angles.
In the case of arc lamps especially, owing to the uneven dis-
tribution it is essential to obtain the polar curve, and this is

generall\ determined by suspending the arc over a mirror at

the end of the bench, the mirror being inclined sq as to send
the light along the bench axis. By swinging the arc around
the mirror and adjusting the latter, the intensity at dilTerent

angles may be balanced up. due allowance being made for the
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extra distance iinolved and als., l"..i- the absorpticm uf tlie

glass.

The most practical tests are those made with the lamps
actually in service upon the street or other location. For
this purpose a portable photometer is necessary; and, without,
of course, being as accurate as the laboratory type, the port-
able photometer, or illuminometer. is now in very general
use. The illustration shows the Iiasic principles of such an
instrument. Illumination from the test lamp outside and the

standard lamp inside are both received upon a ground glass
screen, side by side. The light from the standard is reflected

from a prism, which can be moved along a scale until balance
is obtained, and this scale is so calibrated as to read the illu-

mination direct in foot candles. .Such an illuminometer as

tliis can be taken into the street and readings observed be-

neath and at various distances from a street lamp, thus enabl-

ing the distribution curve to be plotted. Similar tests can be
taken with different types of reflector and diflfuser applied to

tlic test lamp, and a mass of valuable data obtained in a very
short time. The wide use of portalile photometers in recent

years has had much to do with the improvements in street

illumination.

New Nitrogen Fixture

The advent of the high etticiency nitrogen lamp has un-

doubtedly been a great help to engineer? in providing im-

proved street lighting equipment. .V great many different

devices have been developed for the purpose of properly

supporting such nitrogen lamps as are required for street

lighting and for distributing the light in an efficient manner.

Now that a great number of installations have been made of

nitrogen units, a comparison of the different systems is

possible.

Experience has shown that the series system has many
advanta.ges over the multiple system for operating nitrogen

lamps. A great advantage of the series system arises out

of the inherently uniform method of regulation in this

type of circuit. The variation of current in a series circuit

is so slight that the power supidicd tn tlie lamp units is

practically constant and can be easily maintained at the pro-

per rating of the lamp.

On the other hand a multiple circuit is more (ir less

at the mercy of the amount of power wdiich may be used

apart from the particular lighting circuit, the line voltage

varying with the demand for power and thus power supplied

to each lighting unit is variable owing to the fluctuations

in the terminal voltage. Comparisons between the two sys-

tems, however, have to be very carefully considered in or-

der to arrive at a fair comparison, because in either system

the lamps may easily be run under or over the manufac-

turers' rating, and thus prolong or reduce the natural life

of the lamps to any limit, which might destroy the value

of comparative data. This is truly a case where "compari-

son^ are odious," unless all the data is thoroughly known.
Where, however, all the data has been carefully considered

and proper value put on the various conditions, a marked
advantage has been shown in favor of the series system.

Possibly the most difficult question to satisfactorily set-

tle in connection with street lighting of any kind, and one
which has been prominently brought to the front in con-

nection with nitrogen units is the metho<i of ihVtriliutioii

of the light. -Vt one time the artis;c effect was the principal

object to be gained, and thus the live-light cluster became
popular. Later on people realized that the jnirpose of a light-

ing unit was not to ornament the street, which was already

oftentimes over-embellished by forests of telegraph and
electric light poles and street railway poles, but rather to

do its work of illumination in the most business-like manner,
and whatever support was needefl for the lighting rixlnre.

such as the pole or bracket, should be of the simplest out-
line, artistic in appearance, but serviceable.

It is possible for each illuminating engineer to have his

own particular doctrine backed up by all sorts of facts, and
install his lighting system based upon his particular theories,
and there may be as many theories as there are engineers.
The advantages of uniform distribution of light may be pro-
moted by one man, of- contrasting and silhouette effects by
another; some may make great efforts to eliminate "glare"
and the overall effect of his lighting may suffer thereby.
.Vnother may consider "glare" a matter of secondary im-
portance, and he may bend his efforts towards directing
the rays from the lamp so as to distribute the light more uni-
formly over the whole surface lighting area. Many other
effects met with in illuminating engineering may be cited,

each item l.ieing considered of certain importance by the

Fixture suitable for variety of purposes.

designer. f'robably none of the engineers among them-
selves really are agreed on what is the perfect form of

illumination.

The fixture manufacturer has undoubtedly to meet the

demands of the illuminating engineer. He has to meet the

demands of the public and presumably he has some ideas

of his own, and between the wdiole lot he may have con-
siderable difficulty in manufacturing a fixture which will in

any measure nucl the ajipnival of everyone interested.

The fixture which is shown in the figure has the ad-
vantage of being, to a certain extent, capable of being used
for a number of different purposes. It can he used with or
without a reflector and it may he used without glassware
of any kind, or with plain glassware made of Lumo or
iMoiKiN. or may be used with a double prismatic unit, with-
out any more trouble than is re(|uircd to remove the fittings

in the lower part of the fixture.

The designers of this fixture are not by any nie.ms
suggesting that any one of the three or four combinations
of glassware ami fixture is to I..- pn-ferred. It may lie that
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cither one has its special and particular use, but perhaps

after all the verdict of the public which has to live with the

lighting fixture day by day is the one which should lie most

considered by the illuminating engineer. Whatever the ar-

rangement of glassware and reflectors may be and. as pointed

nut, these elements arc >trictly interchangeable in this unit,

it is well to note that tlu- body of this fixture is made of

especially thin high grade gray cast iron finished on the

outside in baked black enamel. The detail of design is such

that ample provision is made for ventilation without in-

curring the risk of getting moisture into th" fixture in such

a manner as to drop onto the glass walls of the lamp. The
fixture is made for service on both multiple and series cir-

cuits. Tn the latter case an interior type of porcelain in-

sulator eflfectively keeps the live part of the lamp oflf the

ground. In both series or multiple types the socket is so

supported as to be readily adjustable to accommodate any

size of lamp up to 1,000 e.p. and the adjustment can be made
by simply lurnin.i; a thumb screw located in the body of

the fixture.

One of the great advantages of this type of fixture is

its ruggedness and entire absence of parts which could pos-

sibly become defective with ordinary wear and tear, thus

the maintenance is reduced to a minimum. This fixture

has been designed by the firm of A. H. Winter Joyner, Ltd.,

Toronto.

Some Recent Developments in Incandescent
^ Lamp Manufacture

Three-quar|crs ol a centAvry have passed into liistory

since the development, ofSfhe incandescent lamp, and in that

time there have' b^en constant- study and effort on the part

of a large number of people tp,jn\prove both the lamp itself

and the miijhods for making _it.'*' As is-A^ual in the develop-

ment of nc-# lines of endeavor. there<i;wa3, a iieriod of years

when there were practically no impr.iycmfents made. When
incandescent lamps had to be operated froip primary batteries

there was no commercial pressure for making the lamp more

efficient anid more serviceable. At this-^' stage there was

greater opportunity for improving the methods of generating

electrical ener.gy than there was for utilizing the energy.

W"ith the iii.yention of a dynamo that could produce electrical

energy on a commercial scale the situation regarding incan-

descent lamps changed. Even to-day the most efficient

methods known for transforming electrical energy into light

are relatively inefficient. This fact is evident when it is con-

sidered that at one-half watt per candle power the luminous

efficiency is less than 10 per cent.—that is, less than 10 per

cent, of the power supplied to the lamp is given out as radiant

energy in't^ form, of light. W'ith every improvement in the

incandescerft.'lamp,' has come a stronger demand for some-

thing still better. 5Tiis is due to improvements m other illu-

minants with wjliich the electric incandescent lamp must com-

pete and also to the increasing demand for better illumina-

tion of homes-'teffices, and industrial plants.

The carbon filament lamp, whicii until about six years

ago held undisp.uted almost the entire incandescent lamp

field, became of commercial importance about the year 18S0.

For a period of a quarter of a century the improvement in

the carbon lamp consisted of a constant refining of details,

which resulted in more uniform performance and in changes

111 efficiency, from 7 to ;!.l watts per candle. The metallized

lilament lamp brou.ght tlie specific consumption down to 2.5

watts per candle, and at the present time this represents the

best commercial practice for carlion.

Inventors in searching for a material In withstand a

lii.glier temperature tlian carbon for an incandescent laniii

lilament naturally turned to the metals having high meltin.g

points and low cost of production. Platinum was one of the

earliest metals used as an incandescent filament, but its high

cost and the large amount of power reipiired to bring it to

incandescence both operated to eliminate it from commercial

use. Tantalum and tun.gsten were both used as filament

material in I'lOH. Tantalum gained recognition first because

it is the more easily worked, but as it has a lower melting

point than tungsten, and also disintegrates rapidly on alter-

nating current circuits, it was smm displaced. Since tun.g-

slen was lirsl \ised ;is a lilament maUri.il il has maintained

its supremacy, owing to its extremely, high melting point.

By A. R. Dennington

fairly low cost, stability in both alternating and direct cur-

rent circuits and its meclianical strength.

Production of Ductile Tungsten.

Tungsten filament was lirst produced by forcing under

.great pressure a mixture of tun,gsten powder and some car-

bonaceous binding material through a die. A metallic thread

was produced which was converted into a wire of pure tung-

sten by passing electric current through it in an atmosphere

of hydrogen. In this way the particles of tungsten were
sintered together by a process of incipient fusion and the

binding material was burned out. Filaments produced in this

way are extremely brittle, and cannot be bent cold. A few-

inches of filaiTient were formed in a loop or hairpin shape,

and a series of these hairpins was mounted in a lamp. Each
loop was secured to the supporting wires by melting the lat-

ter into a bead around the filament by means of an electric

arc. Later a process of forming the filament into greater

lengths was developed, and a single piece of filament was

looped over the supports on the lamp mount.

During the period when the squirted tungsten filament

was used in lamps there were constant endeavors to produce

a filament by a process of tnechanically working the metal.

Many difficulties presented theinselves and had to be over-

come. Timgsten had long been regarded as a non-ductile

metal. All efiforts to roll or draw it had proved futile, and it

was only after wonderful perseverance that the problem was
solved.

Yellow oxide of tungsten, wdiich is an article of com-
merce, is the raw material froni wliich ductile tungsten is

made. The oxide is purified, then given a Iieat trcatmer't,

and linally is reduced to pure metallic tungsten in a furnace

filled with hydrogen. .A. weighed quantity of the powdered
metal is spread evenly in a mould in a hydraulic press and is

compressed into a stick or slug. This slug is very fragile, as

no binding material is used, and it must be supported along

its entire length until after it is heated in a furnace. The
heating sinters the particles of tungsten slightly, and the

slug is strengthened sufficiently to be handled easi!). The
next step in the preparation of the material is heating the

slug to a very high temperature b\ passing electric current

through it in a closed chamber filled with hydrogen. After

this treatment the slug is converted into a coherent bar and

is ready for the mechanical working which is necessary in

order to develop the property of ductility.

The square slug is converted to a round section and is

reduced in diameter by a swaging process. .-X swaging ma-

chine (Fi.g. 11 consists of a cast iron case fa), within whicii

is a rotating head having cams which throw a series of ham-
mers toward the centre opening (h^. The hammers arc
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arranged to act upon split dies (c). which are selected to

give tin- size of I)ar desired. The slug is lieated to a high

temperature, and is inserted (juiekly into the swaging ma-
chine and quickly withdrawn. Special care is necessary in

the swaging operation to prevent breaking the slug. Keduc-
tions in size arc made very gradually and the temperatures at

which the metal is worked are carefully controlled. With
continued working the metal becomes more ductile, and at

the stage where the swaging process is aliandoned and the

drawing process begins the wire can be bent at ordinary room
temperature.

In the drawing of tungsten wire the methods which had

been used previously for wire manufacture were found inade-

quate. The production of wire of 1.5 mils diameter was con-

sidered as proof of excellent workmanship and methods, and

such wire was exhibited as a curiosity. When it is considered

that filament for a 25 watt lamp is only about 1 mil in diame-

ter and that for a 10 watt lamp is only slightly more than

one-half mil, the problem encountered in the commercial

production of tungsten filament may Ije appreciated.

The wire is drawn through dies made of pierced dia-

monds. Both the die and the wire are heated, and the reduc-

tion in size or draft at each die is very small, being .1 mil. or

even only .05 mil for the smaller size of wire. With repeated

working the strength of the tungsten wire increases so that

in sizes used in lamps the tensile strength of the filament is

equal to that of the finest steel, .\fter a lamp has been burned

for some time the filament tends to become more brittle, but

it rarely, even under the most severe conditions, becomes as

brittle as tlie pressed filament of the tungsten lamps first

made.

The wires for supporting the lamp filament are now
made of molybdenem, or tungsten, in place of copper, nickel,

or special alloys, which were formerly used. The change in

the material makes possible the use of small llexible supports,

as tlie\- will ncit cause disc(iIi>ration or give other truubles

because of contact with the heated filament. .\lso the lila-

ment is cooled less by the small siii>ports than it would be l>y

the larger ones, thus making the lamp more elVicieiit. The

fact that the supports are flexil)Ie is also an advantage, as liu-

tilanient is protected somewhat from shocks and is permillcd

to expand and contract freely.

Gas Filled Lamps.

l!y far tile greatest change which has been made in incan-

descent lamps recently IS the use ..I .in inert gas in \Uc b>dl>.

This has made possible the construction of lamps of high

candle power and low specific consumption, and has very
materially broadened the field of usefulness of incandescent
lamps. Many cities have replaced the street arcs with the

new high efficiency Mazda C lamps with marked economy
and decided improvement in illumination. Other uses for

the new type of lamp are for headlights, for searchlights, for

Hood lights, and even for motion picture projectors.

Tlicre .ir. 'w,
.

]y:\]n effects produced by an inert gas in

the bulb of a lamp. The first of these effects -is the reduc-

tion of filament evaporation at extremely high temperatures,

thus very largely eliminating the blackening of the 6\illj and

the disintegrating of the filament. The effect .of. tke gas

pressure on the evaporation of the tungsten filttmerit fe analo-

gous to the elTect of atmospheric pressure on, five 'boiling

point of water—the greater the pressure the higher the tem-

perature required to produce boiling. ^''i; *

The second effect of the gas is the carrying a,way of the

heat of the filament by the convection currertts'^tt up in the

gas. Tills effect is undesirable, and should ^f minimized as

much as possible. If steps were not taken to rcdiice'^ the

cooling effects of the gas the temperature of the filanvt:nt

could not be increased enough to offset th^ convection loss,

and the gas-filled .lamp would be less efficient than the

vacuum lamp. By coiling the filament into close spirals the

area exposed to the effective cdbling action of the gas is

greatly reduced and the efficiency of the lamp is increased.

The coiling of the filament is done by means of a special

machine (Fig. 2). The spool of filament is carried on a rotat-

ing liead (a), through the centre of which passes the man-

drel wire from the spool (h) and pulley (c). The mandrel

is pulled continuously through by the drum (d). the speed

of this drum relative to the speed of the head (a) determin-

ing the number of turns per inch of the spiral. .A. heater (f)

is provided for annealing the coil as it passes to the drum

(g). which is driven by a friction spring (h). The winding

machine is arranged to give a space between coils or sections

of coils, and in this way the length of the coil can be accur-

ately determined, as the si)ace is made after a definite num-

l)er of turns.

Where the length of the coil is not too great the simplest

form lor mounting it in a lamp is the arc of a circle, with the

coil supported at a number of points by radial anchors in-

serted in a central glass button. I-ong coils, such as arc

used in lamps of high wattage, cannot be conveniently

mounted in this form, as the diameter of the circle that the

coil would form would be so great that it could not be

ifasscd through the neck of the btdb. Large coils are there-

fore shaped into a series of loops arranged in a vertical posi-

li..n and m..unled ..ii an are c,f such diameter thai Ihe I'da-
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nicnt will pass easilj' i no the bulb. Owing to the current of

hot gas rising vertically from the filament it is essential that

glass parts of the lamp be kept at some distance away, to

prevent them from overheating and softening.

The process of exhausting incandescent lamps has been

modified somewhat so as to result in a saving of time. The

time element has been such as to limit the production of

lamps from exhaust equipment which occupied a great deal

of space in the factory and in many instances determined

the maximum output of the manufacturer.

Simplifying the exhaust process has n.adc possililc the

use of exhaust machines which require that the operator only

place the lamps in position and receive tlie completed lamp

as it is delivered after being tipped off. Eacli lamp receives

exactly the same treatment, and, therefore, the machine can

produce a more uniform quality of lamps that can be obtained

from non-automatic equipment which brings the human cle-

ment into the process.

The process of exhausting gas-filled lamps is similar to

that of vacuum lamps. When the bulb is thorouglily ex-

hausted the desired quantity of gas is slowly admitted. Tlie

pressure of the gas is adjusted so that when the lamp is

burning the pressure inside tlic bull) is slightly less than tliat

of the atmosphere outside.

Spherical Photometry.

One of the most recently clianged processes connected

with incandescent lamp manufacture is that of photometry

or candle power measurement. .\s long as all lamps were of

bar. Direct light from the filament is prevented from strik-

ing this window by means of a small shield inside the

sphere. The spherical candle power rating of a lamp is

usually less than the mean horizontal candle power rating.

\\'licre the filament of the lamp is arranged in the arc of a

circle the mean horizontal candle power cannot be accurately

determined because one part of the filament may be hidden

l)y another i)art.

essentially the same construction and filament arrangement

very fair coinparisons of eflicicncy on a watts per candle

basis could be made by measuring the mean horizontal candle

power. However, with the advent of the gas-filled lamp,

with its closely-coiled filament arranged in various ways, it

was evident that the mean horizontal candle power was not a

fail- measure because of the different distribution of light in

space from filaments arranged differently. The total light

Mux is the useful flux, as practically all niodcrn lamps are

installed in reflectors, which modify the distribution of light

so as to .get the desired illumination on the working plane?.

Measurement of the total flux is made by means of a spheri-

cal photometer (Fig. :;)• The lamp (a) to be measured is

placed in a holder and the door (b) of the sphere is closed.

The inside of the sphere is painted white, and the light from

the lamp is reflected and diffused so that the illumination at

all points on the inner surface of the sphere is uniform.

This intensity of illumination is nu-astircd at a translu-

cent window placed opposite the end ol photometer

How to Sell an Idea
"How to Sell an Idea" is the title of a very interestin.g

liandbook on electric cooking just published by the Society

for Electrical Development. It is intended for electric range

salesmen and those contemplating range campaigns. Society

members are receiving it this week. To others it will be

mailed free upon request. There is nothing dry about it.

From beginning to end the little 32-page booklet is full of

snap, and not only contains a summary of good concrete

ideas for selling electric ranges, but it is well worth reading

for the very human angle it takes. So far as known it is the

only booklet of its kind that has been published. A sur-

prising fact developed recently in analyzing rates for electric

cooking of 5c. and under in 3,300 communities. It was found

that, contrary to the general impression, 1,884 communities

in the eastern part of the country have cooking rates, a^

against 1,260 in the western part. In other words. 624 more-

eastern communities have a 5c. or less cooking rate than in

the far west, where hydro-electric power is so well develope<l.

The Society will soon have ready for distribution another

Ijooklet on electric cooking, this one for the public. It sell>

electric ranges from a new angle—just as the Society ha-

done in its new salesmen's booklet "How to Sell an Idea."

Will Exhibit at Winnipeg
The National Electric Heating Company, of Toronto,

will exhibit at the Winnipeg Electrical Show, which is being

held October 9-14. Their exhibit will include a complete

line of ranges, circulating water heaters, stoves, air and

luminous type radiators. This company's new electric auto-

mobile hood heater is receiving considerable attention, also

a circulating electric water heater recently placed on the

market. The exhibit promises to be very interesting to cen-

tral station and new-business managers. A cordial invitation

is extended to the electrical fraternity to visit the National

booth. The exliibit will be in charge of E. 1. Williams, sales

manager.

"Concenltic" exhibit before National Electrical Contractors Convention.
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How to Put On a Local Electric Show
A Writer in "Electrical Merchandising" Tells How to Make the "Show" a

Success—Not Necessarily an Expensive Affair

111 liiyiiiji plans fur an clicliic slinw llu- I'lrst tliiiii^ tn

dii is 111 ixv\. a list uf .miaranlors. Tlu'ii, witli ccmsicKTatinn

I'cir till' si/c ill yiiiir town or city, (Ictcniiinv tlu' ainniinl ul

iiiiiiK-y whicli must lie spent to put mi an adeqnate slmw. tiet

the interested firms, picked from the list of guarantors, to

pledge the amount. The sums sliould be proportioned, ask-

in.Lj from each according to the size of his business. Out of

a total of, say, $5,000 guaranteed, the central station—the

.yreatest gainer from such a show—will, perhaps, pledge

$1,000. Jobbers and the larger local manufacturers can he

expected to sign for $300 to $;i00, and some ciintractors will

agree to pay from $50 to $100.

That .guarantors be obtained first is importanl. for this

precaution not only insures funds to carry on the show, but

also automatically produces a .group of show boosters. After

men have pledged money to a venture they no longer regard

it apathetically. Moreover, when you know about how much
money you have to spend, you can make up a fairly accurate

budget of expenditures from estimates and actual bids on

work. The original bud.get and the final expenditure for the

Milwaukee 1915 show diflfered materially in only one item

—

(he outlay for publicity. At the outset the Milwaukee folk

lilanned to spend $1,500 for publicity. Later they decided

they could not afford this amount so they spent only .iboul

$700. .So much for getting under way.

Selecting Committees and the Manager

The next thing to do is to form a corporation and name
it. L'nder the law this action is desirable, since in a part-

nership each partner, in event nf suits for damages, is liable

for all or any part of a judgment; in an incorporation each

stockholder is liable only in proportion to the amount of

his interest in the company. So it is a good plan to incor-

porate for mutual protection and to make the organization

an "incorporation not for profit" to avoid paying an incor-

poration fee.

Then it is time to get, organized, to appoint your com-

mittees and to select a manager. You may appoint whatever

cfinimittees local conditions demand, but regardless of local

conditions or anything else, do not fail to secure the ser-

vices of an energetic show manager.

liven though at the beginning someone has volunteered

for each bit of work foreseen, there must be a head man
to act as a clearing house, to handle all of the details, to

t-ake upon himself those myriad last-minute tasks that al-

ways crop up when every working committee is loaded to

the guards and no new committees are to be had.

The manager must be ready to assume these duties.

I iinseipiently he must be paid. Preferably his salary should

be based, however, on the extent of the profits from the show.

The big job, of course, is to sell exhibit space, and here

again the general manager comes in handy. The central

station company may be asked to take the biggest space.

Twenty per cent, of the entire hall may not be too much for

it. Jobbers and local electrical manufacturers should be

asked to take the next larger booths; and smaller and less

expensive space can be offered to contractors, to dealers,

and also to department stores handling electrical goods.

Fit the space to the people of your town. If your

smallest booth lists at $'50 and sonu-one can atVord only $;.'5.

don't quibble, cut a booth in two.

It is certainly understood that the general manager

should have a large committee to li'lp him sell space. The

advantages of a large space selling committee are many;
the man who will not purchase when first approached, can,

usually, be "sold" if enough of his friends in turn solicit him.

Besides "getting the name on the dotted line," the so-

licitors should secure 25 per cent, of the contract price at

the time of closing the contract. Strict adherence to this

plan prevents exhibitors from backing out and prevents re-

grettable and disastrous mistakes in the budget making. The
other 75 per cent, of the cost of exhibit space may be col-

lected at any time before the show opens. Furthermore,
along this idea of getting money in early, it may be added
that $400 or $500 should be deposited to the credit of the

show incorporation right at the start. The required amount
can easily be secured from a few of the largest guarantors,

since their space bills will be much larger than this amount.
This $400 or $500 fund will prove mighty handy.

How to Handle the Publicity

It has already been suggested that such committees

be appointed as local conditions demand, but whatever the

local conditions a good publicity committee is demanded.
Its membership should include the advertising managers of

the public-service company, the larger jobbers and any other

available buyers of large newspaper space. This will give

the committee weight with the newspapers, and while these

men may or may not write the copy, they should conduct

all advertising negotiations.

It is a good plan for this committee not to select any

single paper as the official organ of the show; if they do

one paper will be a booster for the show and all others

will be indifferent to it. On the other hand, if the repre-

sentatives of all the papers are told that each will receive

his just share of the appropriation; that the committee does

not know in advance just how much money it can spend for

the show itself, but that it will aid in securing electrical

advertising from individuals; that a list of prospects for

Electric Page contributors will be furnished, and that either

data or already written stories for the reading columns ot

these pages will be supplied, newspaper support will be as-

sured. If any individual advertiser among the dealers balks

at spending money in this Electric Page advertising, advise

him to spend his Christmas appropriation just before show
week. It will prove a good business for him to do it.

Setting the Opening Date

It is not wise to start the active newspaper publicity

campaign mor^ than a week in advance of the opening date.

A few little items may be given for publication a month in

advance, but about one week is the limit to which steady,

every-day-hit-'em-again advertising and news stories can

be fed to the newspapers and to the public for success. When
the opening date really arrives the newspapers can be de-

pended upon to cover the show—for then it will be news.

The experience of Milwaukee last year demonstrated

the advisability of setting the opening date on Saturday.

Sunday is the day on which newspapers have most reading

space available for news stories, have the greatest circula-

tion, and have, therefore, the best opportunity for heralding

the week's great electrical event to the people.

The interest of the newspapers in this opening night

can be increased by the "special invitation stunt"—that is,

making the first night an occasion when the exhibitors form-

ally invite those among their acquaintance who constitute
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the town's well-known people. Many an iniporlanl person-

age receiving a formal invitation to the opening of the

electric show from the head of one of the city's large elec-

trical firms, will turn out in evening clullus, whereas he

might otherwise have passed up the event entirely. When
the newspaper men see Mr. and Mrs. Important Personage,

their beautifully gowned daughters and their friends among

lliose present on opening night, the show immediately takes

on a "front page" aspect regardless of what news value it

may have possessed before.

Complimentary Tickets for Everybody

Whether the show, after the first night, shall be free

or shall have an admission charge is another important

(piestion. "Primarily, we believe the object of the show was

to present the advantages of electrical goods to as many

people as possible," say the Milwaukee men, "so our show

was free. But to reach the man who will not attend a free

show but will attend anything on a 'complimentary,' we is-

sued admission tickets—100,000. of them. These the exhib-

itors distributed to friends and customers, typing on a blank

space provided, 'Compliments of Tlic Milwaukee Electric

Railway & Light Company,' or whatever the name of the

donor might be. After this wide distril)utinn of compliment-

ary tickets with electric lighting bills and in other ways,

when a man approached the door without a ticket he was

passed in. Such a plan brings the crowds. Tt also 'passes

on' the expense of selling or distributing tickets to individual

exhibitors."

Early in the plans, it is advised, a good location for the

show should be selected. Well-known public or semi-public

auditoriums are perhaps best. Empty store buildings on the

main street and on car lines come next. Sometimes a build-

ing owner will give one week's rent free if the store room

is restored to its original condition, minus dirt.

Then comes the job of dividing the space and finding the

price for it. Booths 10 x 10 feet at $1 a square foot represent

"a fair buy." Next, the booths must be erected and decor-

ations put up. It is well in this connection to remember

that open booths are best for large equipment, and booths

with a tight railing and a counter serve best for smaller

appliances.

The decorations should be put up by the sliow company

itself to insure uniformity and to save money. In letting con-

tracts on this work the exhibits committee should put a

clause in the booth builders' and decorators' contracts re-

quiring that after the show all walls, booth material, etc.,

be restored to their original condition. This will insure the

removal of all tacks from woodwork and walls. Money may

also be saved by contracting with the carpenter who builds

the booths to take back the used material after the show.

Have Somebody Coach the Exhibitors

While this work is going on someone must "push" the

exhibitors in the work of getting their (lisplays ready.

It leaves a bad impression if the show is opened with half-

completed or empty booths. Exhibitors should be coached,

first, on the necessity of getting the display set on time;

second, on the advisability of providing an intelligent at-

tendant for the booth at all times; third, on the value of

motion in the display itself, and. fourth, on the fact that

tlie public comes to learn, either by reading; placards or b.\-

asking questions.

It must be the work of someone, therefore, to encourage

the use of exhibits that show "how it works" and tell "how

much it costs to operate."

There are many things like this which must l>e looked

after. They are details,-"of course; but they are important.

Some of them are: Music, of which there should be an

ample supply (say, $300 worth on the basis outlined); flowers,

witho\it which the show will look flat; drinking water, which

T.\nLE OF EXPENDITURES, MILWAUKEE ELEC-
TRIC SHOW

Advertising (jiosters, invitations, imprint on i)OSters,

etc.) .$l..-,0ll

Booths and interior decor.ilion :>'>()

Music ISO

Wiring

—

Interior l-'T.")

Extras 75

.Street wiring 1 00

Watchman h:>

Cleaning 4"i

Telephone 1 '.I

Rent (free)

Stairway, door, arches, extras 18'.

Postage 30

Office help 200

Electricity 150

Rest-room attendants 30

Signs for booths 45

Letter service -0

Building rent 30

Window cleaning 10

Burdick & Allen 13

Lamps for arches '.»)

Lamps for booth 20

Messenger service ;ind delivcrv 20

$3,084

Extras for libur, (Ucorations. carpenter and incidentals 250

Salary of ni.anager

.$4,434

does not cost much Imt must l)e available; fire extinguishers,

which can generally be borrowed but must be guarded against

theft; rest-room facilities for both sexes; clever exhibit ar-

rangement, placing the most interesting sights farthest from

the entrance; electric light and power service, which should

be sold to exhibitors at flat rates to avoid unnecessary wiring

and building expense; plans for closing the doors against

more visitors when the room becomes comfortably full;

spectacular or human-sympathy advertising, such as bring-

ing in all inmates of the orphans' home and treating them

to candy en route; providing adequate word-of-mouth and

placard advertising of the fact that prizes are given away

each day; and, finally, a provision for a meeting of the guar-

antors and exhibitors after the show.

After the Show is Over
How thiS' aftcr-the-show meeting of the guarantors and

exhiljitors is conducted is generally determined by the results

of the show itself. The following partial report of the gen-

eral manager of Milwaukee's 1915 show, given herewith,

points out what residts may be expected from an electric

show.

The report read in part: "The exhibition has brought

about a closer relationship in the electrical industry here

and has provided a far more congenial and co-operative con-

dition than ever existed before. .'\s many of you know, we

had some difficult problems to overcome before succes.s was

assured, and some of the exhibitors were quite reluctant to

participate, not seeing the final results as did some of u.s.

These people have assured us, however, that they will not

be caught waiting for a second request to participate in

future expositions.

"We had a total of .thirty-two exhibitors who paid for

their exhibit space prior to the opening of the show the total

sum of $4,005. There were, in addition, ei.ghteen institu-

tions which contributed the total sum of $115, making the
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l.ikil rrvcmio derived from llie sale of si)aci- an<l Iicmii cnii-

irihulions iho sum of $4,120.

"\'iiiicliers and receipts fur all llu- i-.\|u'iuliliiris aii' in

the hands of the treasurer willi the e.xceplinn ..f alimil $in,

uliieli is arcounted for, hut for uhieh no reeeipls were' laUen.

Total amount received $l,l:iO.(M)

'Total amount expended ;;.l !).'>. :i.S

]5alauce cash on hand .$1,0U.C.:>

Discount 1.7.')

$1,0111.

"The attendance for the week amounted to (i:i,()l)0. This

does not include the numher entering without tickets, which

is variously estimated hy committee members from ."i.OOO to

13,000. It is my 0]iinion that about C.non passed Ihrou.yh the

rloor> in this manner, bringing the total attendance to 63,000

by actual count au<l to an estimated total of tiO.noo people.

"The sales for tlie week arc somewhat of an uncertain

i|uaiitity. 1 have been able to cheek definitely only about
$:;:.;, ooil of business. From time to time since the closing;

of the show, linwcver, various reports have come to nu-

which briuR the total sales close to the .$50,000 mark."
Milwaukee's success with her electric show of int.") has

lieen repeated in a score of other cities and, whether the

financial balance in the auditors' accountings for each of

these has been on one side of the ledger or the other, there

can be no doubt that in every case the public has profited

from its attendance at the show by a better understanding
of electrical appliances, while the local electrical industry

has benefited from direct and indirect sales and from a new
realization of the meaning of co-operation for all time for

evcrvthing electrical.

1916 Report of the Committee on Nomenclature and Standards

of the Illuminating Engineering Society -Definitions
1. Luminous Flux is radiant power evaluated accoriling

to its visibility; i. e., its capacity to produce the sensation of

light.

2. The visibility, K^ of radiation, of a particular wave-

length, is the ratio of the luminous flux to the radiant power

producing it.

3. The mean value of the visibility, K,,^, over any range

of wave-lengths, or for the whole visible spectrum of any

source, is the ratio of the total luminous flux (in lumens)

to the total radiant power (in ergs per second, but more com-

monly in watts).

4. The luminous intensity, I, of a point source of light

is the solid angular density of the luminous flux emitted by

the source in the direction considered; or it is the flux per

unit solid angle from that source.

Defining equation:

> -f
or, if the intensitv is uniform,

I
^I.

where "> is the solid angle.

5. Strictly speaking no point source exists, but any

source of dimensions which arc ne.gli.gibly small by conijiari-

son with the distance at which it is observed may be treated

as a point source.

6. Illumination, on a surface, is the luminous flux-density

on iliat surface, or the flux per unit of intercepting area.

Deliniiig equation:

dF
dS'

wlien uniform.

E

_ F
' "~ S

'

where .S is the area of the intercepting surface.

7. Candle—the unit of luminous intensity maintained by

the national laboratories of France, Great Britain, and the

United .States.'

8. Candlepower—luminous intensity expressed in candles.

9. Lumen—the unit of luminous flux, equal to the flux

emitted in a unit solid an.yle (steradian") by a point source

of one candlepower."

10. Lux—a unit of illumination equal to one lumen ]ier

square meter. The cgs. unit of illumination is one lumen

per square centimeter. For this unit Blonde! has proposed

the name "I'hol." ()ne millilumen per square centimeter
(milliphot) is a practical derivative of the cgs. system. One
foot-candle is one lumen

,
per square foot and is equal to

1.0TG4 milliphots.

The milliphot is recommended for scientific records.

11. Exposure—the product of an illumination by the time.

Blondel has proposed the name "phot-second" for the unit

of exposure in the cgs. system. The microphot second
(0.000001 phot-second) is a convenient unit for photographic
plate exposure.

12. Specific luminous radiation, E'—the luminous flux-

density emitted by a surface, or the flux emitted per unit of

emissive area. It is exjiressed in lumens per square centi-

meter.

Defining equation:

For surfaces obeying Landiert's cosine law of emission,

E' ^b^.

13. Brightness, b, of an

from a .given position, may
luminous intensity per unit a

a plane perpendicular to tl

a surface of dimensions negl

the distance at which it is obs

per square centimeter of th

Defining equation:

element of a luminous surface

be expressed in terms of the

rea of the surface projected on
line of sight, and including only
igibly small in comparison with

erved. It is measured in candles

projected area.

dl

(where » is the angle belwe
the line of sight).

14. Normal brightness,

(sometimes called specific 1

ness taken in a direction n<

Defining equation:

iv. when unifiirm.

dS cos e

:n the normal to the surface and

/;„ of an element of a surface

nniuous intensity) is the bright-

rmal to the surface.'

dl

dS'

15. Brightness may also be expressed in terms of the

specific luminous radiation of an ideal surface of perfect dif-

fusing t|ualities. i. e.. one obeying Lambert's cosine law.

16. Lambert—the cgs. unit of brightness, the brightness

of a perfectly diffusing surface radiating or reflecting one
lumen per square centimeter. This is equivalent to the bright-

ness of a perfectly diflfusing surface having a coefticient of
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reflection ciiual to unity and an illumination of one phot.

For most purposes, the millilambcrt (0.001 lambcrt) is the

preferable practical unit.

A perfectly diffusing surface emitting one lumen per

square foot will have a brightness of 1.070 niillilamberts.

Brightness expressed in candles per square centimeter,

luay be reduced to lamberts by multiplying by ir = 3.14.

Brightness expressed in candles per stiuare inch may be

reduced to foot-candle lirightness by multiplying by the

factor 144 t = 453.

Brightness expressed in candles per square inch may

be reduced to lamberts by multiplying by t/6 i5 =^ 0.4868.

In practice, no surface obeys exactly Lambert's cosine

law of emission; hence the brightness of a surface in Lam-

berts is, in general, not numerically equal to its specific lum-

inous radiation in lumens per square centimeter.

Defining equations:

L=^^
its

or. when uniform,

L =
S

17. Coefficient of reflection—the ratio of the total lum-

inous flux reflected by a surface to the total luminous flux

incident upon it. It is a simple numeric. The reflection from

a surface may be regular, diflfuse or mixed. In perfect regu-

lar reflection, all of the flux is reflected from the surface at

an angle or reflection equal to the angle of incidence. In

perfect diffuse reflection the flux is reflected from the sur-

face in all directions in accordance with Lambert's cosine

law. In most practical cases there is a superposition of regu-

lar and diffuse reflection.

18. Coefficient of regular reflection is the ratio of the

luminous flux reflected regularly to the total incident flux.

19. Coefficient of diffuse reflection is the ratio of the

luminous flux reflected diffusely to the total incident flux.

Defining equation;

Let m be the coefficient of reflection (regular or diffuse).

Then, for any given portion of the surface,

E'

E
20. Lamp—a generic term for an artificial source of li.ght.

21. Primary luminous standard—a recognized standard

luminous source reproducible from specifications.

22. Representative luminous standard—a standard of

luminous intensity adopted a> the authoritative custodian of

the accepted value of the unit.

23. Reference standard—a standard calibrated in terms

of the unit from either a primary or representative standard

and used for the calibration of working standards.

24. Working standard—any standardized luminous source

for daily nst- in phutumetry.

25. Comparison lamp—a lamp of constant but not neces-

sarily known candlepower against which a working stand-

ard and test lamps are successively compared in a photo-

meter.

2b'. Test lamp, in a photometer—a lamp to be tested.

27. Performance curve—a curve representing the be-

havior of a lamp in any particular (candlepower. con.^iunip-

tion, etc.) at different periods during its life.

28. Characteristic curve—a curve expressing a relation

between two variable properties of a luininous source, as

candlepower and volts, candlepower and rate of fuel con-

sumption, etc.

29. Horizontal distribution curve—a polar curve repre-

senting the luminous intensity of a lamp, or lighting unit,

in a plane perpendicidar to the axis of the unit, and with the

unit at the origin.

30. Vertical distribution curve—a polar curve represent-

ing the luminous intensity of a lamp, or lighting unit, in a

plane passing through the axis of the unit and with the unit

at the origin. Unless otherwise specified, a vertical distri-

bution curve is assumed to be an average vertical distribu-

tion curve, such as may in many cases be obtained by rotat-

ing the unit about its axis, and measuring the average in-

tensities at the different elevations. It is recommended that

in vertical distribution curves, arjgles of elevation shall be

counted positively from the nadir as zero, to the zenith as

180 degrees. In the case of incandescent lamps, it is assumed
that the vertical distribution curve is taken with the tip down-
ward.

31. Mean horizontal candlepower of a lamp—the average

candlepow'er in the horizontal plane passing through the

luininous centre of the lamp.

It is here assumed that the lamp (or other light source)

is mounted in the usual manner, or, as in the case of an

incandescent lamp, with its axis of symmetry vertical.

52. Mean spherical candlepower of a lamp—the average

candlepower of a lamp in all directions in space. It is equal

to the total luminous flu.x of the lamp in lumens divided

by 4T.

53. Mean hemispherical candlepower of a lamp (upper

or lower—the average candlepower of a lamp in the hemi-

sphere considered. It is equal to the total luminous flux

emitted by the lamp in that hemisphere divided by 2ir.

34. Mean zonal candlepower of a lamp—the average

candlepower of a lamp over the given zone. It is equal to

the total luminous flux emitted by the lamp in that zone

divided by the solid angle of the zone.

35. Spherical reduction factor of a lamp—the ratio of the

mean spherical to the mean horizontal candlepower of the

lamp.*

S6. Photometric tests in which the results are stated in

candlepower should be made at such a distance from the

source of light that the latter may be regarded as practically

a point. Where tests are made in the measurement of lamps
with reflectors, or other accessories at distances such that

the inverse square law does not apply, the results should al-

ways be given as "apparent candlepower" at the distance

employed, which distance should always be specifically

stated.

The output of ;l11 illuminants should be expressed in

lumens.

37. Illuminants should be rated upon a lumen basis in-

stead of a candlepower basi;-.

38. The specific output of electric lamps'should be stated

in terms of lumens per watt and the specific output of illum-

inants depending upon combustion should be stated in lu-

mens per British thermal unit per hour. The use of the term

"efficienc}'" in this connection should be discouraged.

When auxiliary devices are necessarily employed in cir-

cuit with a lamp, the input should be taken to include both

that in the lamp and that in the au.xiliary devices. For ex-

ami)le, the watts lost in the ballast resistance of an arc lamp
are properly chargeable to the lamp.

39. The specific consumption of an electric lamp is its

watt consumption per lumen. "Watts per candle" is a term
used commercially in connection with electric incandescent

lamps, and denotes watts per mean horizontal candle.

40. Life tests—Electric incandescent lamps of a given

type may be assumed to operate under comparable condi-

tions only when their lumens per watt consumed are the

same. Life test results, in order to be compared must be
either conducted under, or reduced to, comparable conditions

of operation.

41. In comparing different luminous sources, not only

>liouI(l their candlepower be compared, but also their relative
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form, brightness, distribution of ilhmiination nnd character

of light.

42. Lamp Accessories.—A reflector is an appliance the

chief use of which is to redirect the luminous Hux of a lamp

in a desired direction or directions.

43. A shade is an appliance the chief use of which is to

diminish or to interrupt the flux of a lamp in certain direc-

tions where such flux is not desirable. The function of a

shade is commonly combined with that of a reflector.

44. A globe is an enclosing appliance of clear or diffus-

ing material the chief use of which is either to protect the

lamp or to diffuse its light.

45. Photometric hints and abbreviations.

Ahlnt-viilli,,,!
I>holoiiic(nc Nni.icof Syiiihuls and ilcliii- for n;iiire

qili'litily iiml iiig equfltiOMS of unit

1. Luminous flux I_,uuien F. ^ 1

.. Lu„,iuousin,e„si.y Can.Ue ^~§.r^'^ cp.

,,, . .. I'liot, foot- ^ (/F I
3. Illumination candle, lux E = ^ = p co. » /J ph. fc.

4. Exposure
| SjcJo'p^ot-

^'
P'""' "P''^'

second

f .Apparent caudle

I
per sq.cm. , itl

_

5. Brigluness •( .Apparent candle " "
u's cos 9

-
I persq.ln. ^p
I Lambert h — ~rr —

, ,, ,, ,. iCandlespersq.cu). rft
6. Normal liriglituess

J ,,
• \ = t^ —

(Candles per st|. in. " rfs

7. Specific luminous ^Lumenspers.|. cm.
j,, ^ ^/, g, _

radiation (Lumens per si). in. '"
'^

8. Coefficient of re- _ _ E'
flection ~

1-;

9. Mean spherical caiidlepower' scp.

ID. Mean lower hemispherical caudlepower Icp.

11. Mean upper hemispherical candlepower ucp.

12. Meau zonal candlepower zcp.

13. Mean horizontal candlepower mhch.

14. I lumen is emitted by 0.07958 spherical candlepower.

15. 1 spherical candlepower emits 12,57 Iniuens.

16. 1 lux = I lumen incident per squ.-ire meter = o.oooi pliot = o.i milli-

phot.

17. I phot — 1 lumen incident per square centimeter = 10,000 lux = r.ooo

milliphots = 1,000,000 microphots.

18. I milliphot = o.ooi phot = 0.929 foot-candlc.

19. 1 foot-candle = I lumen incident per square foot = 1.076 milliphots =
10.76 lux.

20. I lambert — i lumen emitted per square centimeter of a perfectly

diffusing surface.

21. I millilambert — o.ooi lambert.

22. I lumen, emitted, per square foot* = 1,076 millilamberts.

23. I millilambert = 0.929 lumen, emitted, per square foot.*

24. I lambert = 0.3183 candle^ per sqtiare centimeter = 2.054 candles per

square inch.

25. I candle per square centimeter =; 3,1416 lambcrts.

26. I candle per square inch = 0.4868 lambert = 486.8 millibmbcrts.

• Perfect difTusion ns.surae(J,

46. Symbols.—In view of the fact that the symbols here-

tofore proposed by this committee conflict in some cases

with symbols adopted for electric units by the International

Electrotechnical Commission, it is proposed that where the

possibility of any confusion exists in the use of electrical

and photometrical symbols, an alternative system of symbols

for photometrical quantities should be employed. These

sliould be derived exclusively from the Greek alphabet, for

instance:

Luminous intensity 1"

Luminous flux V*

Illumination P

' Tliis unit, which is used also by many other countries,

is fre<|uently referred to as the international candle.

.\ uniform source of one candle emits 4 t lumens.
" In practice, the brightness b of a luminous surface or

element thereof is observed and not the normal brightness

b„. For surfaces for which the cosine law of emission holds,

the quantities b and 1)» are equal.
' In the case of a uniform point-^rmrce. tills factor would

be unity, and for a straight cylindrical lilamenl obeying ihe

cosine law it would be 'r/4.

Big Electrical Show Arranged at Winnipeg
What promises to be the largest electrical show ever

staged in Western Canada will be that to be seen on October
10 to 14 in the convention hall of the Industrial Bureau.

Winnipeg. All the difterent electrical appliances for use

in the home will be exhibited, together with a complete line

of up-to-date electrical ranges, and there will be demonstra-
tors handling these devices to show the public what kind of

service can be obtained therefrom.

The interior of the convention hall will be specially

decorated for the occasion, .\lready 27 exhibit spaces have
been sold to Winnipeg firms, while Commissioner Webster,
who paid a special visit to different parts in the East in order

to line up a number of big eastern manufacturers of elec-

trical appliances who intend showing their goods at the

exhibition, reports that all the available space will be oc-

cupied long before the start of the show.

Winnipeg is particularly fortunate in having two pro-

gressive electric service organizations with a large surplus

of electric power which have been able to strike a rate for

heating and cooking purposes comparable with any in vogue
at the present time in North America. These concerns will

support the city's first electrical show loyally and liberally.

The show will be opened on October 10 by Manitoba's new
Lieutenant-Governor, Sir J. A. M. Aikins.

L'pon one day, which will be set aside- by the organizers,

all the senior school children in the city will be taken to

the exhibition, where the innumerable uses of electricity will

be explained to them.

Two prizes will be offered for the best essays su'imit-

ted—namely, $10 for the first and $5 for the second.

"The Goddess of Electricity" will also be abroad. The
first person to identify her will receive a prize of $10. All the

committee have announced in this respect was that the

"goddess" is a beautiful creature, who will be awaiting each

day for someone to ask "Are you the Goddess of Electricity?"

The city will have a special exhibit at the big show, ac-

cording to W. R. Ingram, chairman of the Trade Expansion

Committee of the Industrial Bureau.

Attracting the Public

Several hundred pencils are sharpened daily in a rotary

pencil sharpener fastened outside the display window of a

well-known electrical dealer. A sign just above the sharpener

invites the passer-by to sharpen up his pencils and to also

look in the window at the day's bargains in electrical con-

veniences. The dealer declares that he has sold a raft of

such devices as flashlights, electric curling irons, desk lamps,

flatirons, small fans and motors, heating pads, toaster stoves,

electric alarm clocks, vibrators, electro-medical devices, and

other similar articles to the people who flock to his window
at the noon hour to point up their pencils.—Electrical Mer-

chandising.

.\mong the recent transformer orders placed with the

Moloney Electric Company of Canada, Limited, are the fol-

lowing:—three .300 kv.a., S.") cycle. 1.3,300 volts, for the Bramp-
ton Hydro Electric Commission; three 1.50 kv.a., 25 cycle,

2ii,400 volts, for the Paris Hydro Electric & Water Com-
mission; three 350 kv.a., 35 cycle, 12,000 volts, for the Toronto-

Suburban Railway Company; three 150 kv.a., 25 cycle, 12.000

volts, for the Toronto Power Company; one 400 kv.a., 25

cycle, :i phase. 26,400 volts, for the Canadian Bridge Conv
pany; two 200 kv.a.. (iO cycle, standard voltage, for the city

of Moose Jaw, Sask.; two lixi kv.;i.. lio cycle. Ili.DOii volts,

for Calgary, Mtz.

Kccciil estimates show that there are about IllO liydn

idectric development plants in ja]):m.
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Best Technical Training for Engineers
Notes Published in the Electric Journal of Address Before the Pittsburgh

Section of the A. I. E. E.

By B. G. Lamme'

In the earlier days of the Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company many young technical students were

taken directly into the various departments and there trained.

Hut in time the student problem became so large and im-

porlant that an educational department was developed to

meet in a systematic manner the growing needs of all depart-

ments. This educational department works in conjunction

with the other departments in training and in placing them

where they will have opportunities in accordance with their

special abilities. While the educational department super-

vises the student course, yet much of the training is through

representatives of the commercial, manufacturing, and engi-

neering departments.

The following remarks represent the writer's own per-

sonal opinions, based largely upon a comparatively wide ex-

perience with the young engineers who have entered the

student's course during the past five or six years. In that

time this company has taken into its educational department

over one thousand graduates of technical schools from all

over the United States and Canada. Of these several hun-

dred have wished to specialize in engineering, while the aim

of the others has been toward the manufacturing and the

commercial lines, both of which require good technical tram-

ing. The electrical salesman of to-day is quite technical, re-

gardless of how he got his training. Also the complexities

of the electrical business of to-day require many high-class

technical men in the manufacturing departments. As to engi-

neering, it goes without saying that those who follow this

branch of the electrical business should be technical men, if

they are to advance very far. In consequence, the Westing-

house Company takes on technical graduates alniost exclus-

ively for its student's course, regardless of what branch of

the electrical business they expect to follow.

The writer's personal experience has been very largely

with those students who expect to follow the engineering

branch of electrical manufacturing. During the past few

years he has come in contact with practically all those who

leaned toward engineering work. One of the most import-

ant considerations in the engineering student problem has

been that of fitting the men to the kinds of work for which

they are best adapted. In former years this was done in a

more or less haphazard manner by trying the men out in

difTerent classes of work to see whether they would make

good. This procedure proved so unsatisfactory that it be-

came necessary to adopt some method of classifying the stu-

dents according to their aptitudes and abilities, and then try

each one out on that line of work for which he seemed to be

best fitted. Obviously this method was in the right direc-

tion, but the primary difificulty lay in determining the char-

actf-ristics of the individual students. The writer has spent

quite a considerable amount of time in the past few years in

studying the characteristics of the students to see whether

their natural and their acquired abilities can be sufficiently

recognized, during the preliminary stages of the work, to

allow them to be properly directed toward that lield in which

they will make the best progress. In this study, in which

hundreds of young men were analyzed with regard to their

characteristics, many very interesting points developed, quite

a number of which have a direct bearin.g on the subject of

technical training. In the first years of this study the results

were very discouraging, due largely to the fact that the

young men had been brought to us in a wholesale way, re-

' Cliief Engineer Westingho Electric & Mfg. Co

gardless of their characteristics or their suitability for our

engineering work. Many of them had no ideas whatever in

regard to the kind of work for which they were fitted. Ap-
parently the man who had not, at least partly, made up his

mind as to his preferences or his capabilities for some given

line of endeavor by the time he had gone through four years

of college and then entered our course, had much difficulty

in inaking up his mind after he had been with us a year or

two. It developed, in many cases, that he was lackinjj in

decision. This was a very predominant fact in the first few

years after the writer had gotten into this work more ac-

tively. After a careful study of the situation it was recom-

mended that an attempt be made to get a different class of

college men, namely, those who had more definite ideas as

to what they wanted and what they were fitted for. This

policy was tried, and with great improvement in the grade of

men obtained.

Born With Valuable Aptitudes

One of the most prominent features which has developed

from the study of these young men is that in practically all

cases the most valuable aptitudes or characteristics which

they have shown were possessed by them long before they

entered college. In fact, many of them have apparently pos-

sessed such aptitudes, more or less developed, from com-
paratively early childhood. For example, the best construct-

ing or designing engineers all had a strong tendency toward

the construction of mechanical toys and apparatus in child-

hood. In rcgacd to such characteristics, the schools and the

colleges have merely directed and developed to a greater ex-

tent what is already there. From this viewpoint, therefore,

the college simply develops. If the tendency isn't there, it

would seem that there is but little use to try to develop or

cultivate it. Viewed from this standpoint, quite a large per-

centage of the young men who take up engineering courses

in college are quite unfitted for such work. Therefore, one

function of the college should be to sort out and classify the

young men according to their characteristics, to discourage

them from following along any line of endeavor for which

they have no real aptitudes, and to direct them into more
suitable lines. This applies particularly to technical schools.

It might be said that in our present educational system the

usual method is to educate the young men and then select the

real engineers, this selection being made afterwards througli

bitter experience. The ideal method, apparentlj', would be

first to select the real engineers and then to educate them. In

other words, those who show a natural aptitude for engi-

neering should be educated along technical lines.

In the technical school one of the first eflforts should

be tovifard finding the student's natural aptitudes. Some
boys apparently have no leaning toward any special line of

endeavor. On the other hand, many boys really have some
inherent preference which, however, may not have been

strongly enough developed to stand out prominently. Too
often his real preference has been entirely neglected or even

discouraged. In the writer's own case, as a boy, he was very

frequently and severely criticized for his inclination to "waste

valuable time" in trying to make what were called "useless

things." However, fortunately for himself, no real pressure

was brought upon him to prevent him from following his

preferences or tendencies, and eventually the "call" was so

strong that it took him into tlie very work which he wanted

above all else.

On the other liaiul. tlie Imiv may express a iireference for
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a line of work for which he is entirely unfitted. In other

words, this preference may not be based upon natural apti-

tudes or characteristics and is not a real "call." It is these

boys, who are unfitted for the lines which they have chosen,

who are a real handicap on their classmates. The class never
moves along faster than its average man, and very often at

the speed of the poorest men. If these poorest men were
eliminated, naturally the progress would be much faster.

Apparently the present methods of training have not yet

overcome this difficulty, although very many teachers recog-

nize the evil, and are attempting to correct it. This will be

referred to again later.

Coming to the technical training of the students, experi-

ence indicates that ^oo much specialization is a mistake. He
gets enough of that in after years. What is needed is a

good, broad training in fundamental principles. In engineer-

ing matters, a thorough grasp of such fundamentals is worth
more than anything else. By fundamentals is meant basic

principles or facts. These should not be confused with

llieories or explanations of facts. A fact is basic, and docs

not change, although the theories which explain it may
change many times. .\ thorough knowledge of basic prin-

ciples will enable a direct answer to be made in many cases,

even where the conditions of a problem may appear to be

very complex. Take, for example, the perpetual motion fal-

lacy in its various forms. A perpetual motion scheme may
be made so complex and involved and may include so many
principles and appurtenances that the best analyst may be

more or less puzzled to explain the various relations clearly.

But by applying the principle of conservation of energy no

further explanation is necessary. This one fundamental fact

covers the whole case. In the same way a thorough grasp of

some basic principle will often clear up the most complex
problems or situations and will allow a conclusive answer to

be made. With such a grasp of fundamentals one is not

liable to believe that a "pinch" of some wonderful new pow--

der or chemical, mixed with a gallon of water, will give the

equivalent of a gallon of gasoline, and at the cost of a few

cents. .\nA yet this fallacy "breaks loose" periodically, and

is given wide circulation in the news of the day. What is

needed in sucli cases is a little knowlede of fundamental

|)rinciples.

The Grasp of Fundamentals

This very grasp of fundamentals accustoms the boy to

think for himself. In other words, it develops his analytical

ability. As one educator mentioned to the writer some time

ago, "If a boy has analytical ability, there is hope for him;

if he has none, he is 'punk.' " By analytical ability is not

necessarily meant mathematical ability with which some peo-

ple are inclined to confuse it. By analytical ability is meant

the ability to analyze and draw correct conclusions from the

data and facts available. This faculty can be cultivated to a

considerable extent, although, in the writer's opinion, it orig-

inates rather early in life. This is considered by many as the

first and foremost characteristic that an engineer must have,

and therefore the schools should expend their best energies

in this direction.

Allied with a grasp of basic principles is the recjuirement

of a physical conception of such principles as distinguished

from the purely mathematical. This can be cultivated, as the

writer's personal experience with many students has indi-

cated. As a concrete example of the value of a physical con-

ception the following may be cited: Three electrical engi-

neers, familiar with induction motor design, are given some

new problem regarding the action of an induction motor.

One of them immediately thinks of a "circle diagram"; the

second thinks of a mathematical formula; the third thinks of

flux distributions and conductors cutting them at certain

speeds, etc. Assuming equal mathematical skill for these

three men, the one with the physical '•onception of the con-

ductors cutting Huxes has a broader means for attacking the

problem than either of the others can be said to have. He
can tackle a new condition with better chance of success, as

he goes back to the fundamental principles of the apparatus.
He thus may create, confidently, new formulae and diagrams
to meet new conditions and problems.

This physical conception is closely related to the devel-

opment of imaginative powers, and without such powers
highly developed no engineer can expect to advance far in

his profession. The man with originality, resourcefulness, or
with the constructive faculties well developed, or the man
who "can see through things" readily, must havLC strong im-
aginative powers. This faculty also should be developed to

the utmost, but should also he directed. It begins early in

some children, but, unfortunately, instead of being directed,

it is too often discouraged, both at home and in the school.

If the boy in the public school develops a new method of

solving a problem, or reaches any conclusion by otlier than

the well-established routine way. he is criticized more often

than encouraged for his departure from the beaten track, or,

rather, his instructor's particular methods.

Graduates Have Woefully Weak Spots

.\s stated before, the student should be well trained in

fundamentals or basic principles. In many branches of engi-

neering this means that he should have a good training in

mathematics. Most of the graduates of the technical schools

are woefully weak in mathematics. Apparently this is not

due entirely to lack of mathematical ability on the part of the

students, but largely to defective training in their earlier

work. One great defect in many colleges is due to passing

the entrants, in algebra and trigonometry, on the basis of

their high school training. In most cases this early training

in algebra is very defective, as sufficient skill is not developed
in the student, and the practical side is largely neglected.

.\lgebra and its applications to geometry, trigonometry, etc.,

should be taught in a more practical manner in the engineer-

ing college course, as a foundation for the higher engineering

mathematics. The higher the structure is to be the stronger

must be the foundation. If the engineering student is hot

sufficiently practised in these elementary mathematics, then

he should be drilled specially as a step to further engineering

work. In the practical engineering work, beyond the college,

skill in the use of algebra and trigonometry is of relatively

much more importance than practice in the higher mathe-
matics, for it is needed one hundred times where the other is

used once. In the writer's experience with engineers he has

reached the conclusion that the principal reason why mathe-
matics are not used more in everyday work is because the

average engineers have not the necessary skill. Most of

them claim that they have become "rusty" in such mathe-

matics through disuse. However, in many cases, this excuse

is worse than none at all, for the occasion for such mathe-

matics exists in practical engineering work and has been

there all along.

In the education of the engineer higher mathematics

forms a very valuable part of the training. One of its uses

is to show how one can do without it. In other words, if

properly taught, it gives a broader grasp of methods of an-

alysis; it tends to fix certain fundamental principles. How-
ever, as a tool in actual engineering work it is seldom re-

quired, except in rather special lines. The higher mathe-

matics might be looked upon as a fine laboratory instrument

or tool, to be used on, exceptional occasions, while the ordin-

ary mathematics should be considered as an evcry-day tool in

engineering work, and should be ready at hand at all times.

There has been quite a fad for specialization in engineer-

ing training. The writer's jiersonal opinion is that special-

ization in college training is not advisable, except possibly

in a very general way. There has been a false idea in many
schools that if a man specialized along some individual line

of work it would advance him more rapidly when he leaves

school for active work. The writer almost never asks the
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stiuleiit in wliat field he specialized. It is desired to know
wliother he is a good analyst, if he is fairly skillful at mathe-

matics, if he has the imaginative faculty and what goes with

it. Has he initiative, resourcefulness, etc. Is he a inan with

a broad grasp of general principles rather tlian one who has

made a special study of one individual subject?

In college training the time spent on commercially prac-

tical details is usually largely wasted, as it may give tlie stu-

dent entirely wrong ideas. When a young man says that he

has had a course in practical design and is positive that he

can design., the chances are about ninety-rine out of one

hundred that he knows nothing about the really fundamental

conditions in practical design. The chances are that he does

not even know the real starting point in making up a com-

mercial design. Even worse, if he has taken such training

seriously, he may have to "unlearn" many of his ideas, if the

use of this term is allowable. The mental training and the

aid in grasping principles which he may have obtained

through his school design is, of course, worth something, but

in many cases the same time expended in other channels may
produce larger results. Teaching of design should, therefore,

l)c for the purpose of exemplifying principles rather than

practice. There are, of course, some lines of specialization

in colleges whicli lead directly to practical results afterwards.

Research work is one of these. However, it is probable that

if a large part of the time given to research work by tlie stu-

dent in college were expended in acquiring a broader foun-

dation in fundamental principles the results would be Ijetter

in the end.

As referred to before, there has been one serious defect

in our systems of technical training to-day. namely, it holds

back tlie leaders and pushes the laggards, thus tending to-

ward mediocrity as the general result. There should be

some system in colleges for weeding out the "negatives" in

any given line of endeavor. Many of these are simply "mis-

applications," to use a manufacturing company term. In

some other lines they may be highly successful.

. In an ideal engineering course each student sliould be

pushed to the utmost of his capabilities. One solution of

this problem would be for each teacher to assign a certain

amount of extra work to his students individually, and they

should report to him individually on such work, explaining

to him fully what they have accomplished. Each man thus

could be pushed along independently of his fellows. Tlie

weaknesses of the individual men would soon appear. If. for

example, it develops that certain of the students are behind

in the necessary mathematics, then steps could be taken to

correct this defect. Each student would have to think more
for himself and would be put more or less upon his own re-

sources. His various characteristics could be studied and
developed. He should be made to work out and apply fun-

damental principles. He would thus practice using his own
mind. As soon as it develops that he has no mind of his

own. then he could be dropped. In such a course of teach-

ing the advancement of each man would be dependent upon
himself, to a large extent. .\t this point a principle of me-
chanics can be applied rather aptly. In machines a force

does work in overcoming resistance. In man the same prin-

ciple holds true. No matter how much force a man may
liave, if no resistance is presented, no result is accomplished.

.\nd if the force is small, then the result is also liable to be

small. But a smaller force overcoming a large resistance

may result in greater accomplishment than a larger force

with but little resistance. An unusually brilliant boy with too

small a task set for him may accomplish little. His task

must be enlarged to suit his abilities; for, as in machines, to

ol)tain the greatest result the resistance, or task, must be

commensurate with the force acting. Unfortunately, many
good men of great capal)ilities accomplish practically noth-

ing, through too little resistance, due to life being made too

easy for them.

.Such a course of "forcing." as indicated above, might be

diflicult to apply in many of the schools as constituted to-

day. But the writer's personal experience indicates that the

better class of men will develop rapidly under such treatment,

wdiile the laggards are eliminated more quickly. He has

tried this system in general on many graduates from the tech-

nical schools, and unusually satisfactory results have been

obtained.

All of the foregoing points to the fact that the mere
accumulation of knowledge is not a training nor an educa-

tion. The old saying that "knowledge is power" is not tech-

nically correct any more than is the statement that torque (or

force) is power, to use an engineering comparison. Torque,

or force, is not power, but torque in motion is power, and, to

continue this comparison, knowledge in motion, or in action,

is power. Activity in some form is one of the essential fac-

tors

To sum up, the colleges should aim to develop the stu-

dent's characteristics, as far as practicable. They should aim
to develop analytical ability, imaginative faculty, ability to do

independent thinking. They should teach fundamental prin-

ciples, and the course of teaching should be such as to give

the individual student a real grasp of such principles. A
broad, general training is most desirable for the man who
has the ability to do something in the world.

Personals

Mr. A. E. Pickering, manager of the Water and Light

Commission of Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., has resigned to accept

an important position with the Great Lakes Power Company.

Mr. George R. Wright, formerly assistant district man-
ager of the Canadian General Electric Company at Van-

couver, succeeds Mr. J. F. S. Madden as manager at Winnipeg.

Lieut. C. H. Sclater, formerly in the employ of the North-

ern Electric Company, is reported as wounded. He is the

eldest son of the late Mr. C. P. Sclater. at one time secretary

of the Bell Telephone Company.

Mr. W. S. Guest, of the University of Toronto staff in

applied science, is attending the special course of lectures in

illuminating engineering in the University of Pennsylvania.

including also a tour of inspecticm of the illumination in the

principal United States cities.

Mr. F. W. Blythe, for fifteen years district manager of

the Canadian .\llis-Chalmers, Limited, at Winnipeg, has been

promoted to the head office of this company at Toronto. At

a recent luncheon of the Jovian League at Winnipeg, Mr.

Blythe was presented with a magnificent walrus suitcase

with solid silver fittings. Mr. Blythe left for Toronto on

September 21,

Mr. J. F. S. Madden, district manager of the Canadian

General Electric C ompany. was promoted to the head office

of this company at Toronto towards the end of September.

Mr. Madden, who was Winnipeg district manager of the

Canadian General Electric Company for over seven years,

was a very active member of the Jovian League, last year

being elected its president. He was also a member of the

Winnipeg branch of the Electrical Section of the Canadian

Society of Civil Engineers. A very pleasing ceremony took

place at the last luncheon of the Jovian Order. Mr. Madden
was presented with a handsome walrus suit case with solid

silver fittings in recognition of his valuable services in mak-
ing this organization one of the foremost electrical associa-

tions in the Dominion.

In one Philadelphia Fire Department house there are

quartered gasoline, electric and horse drawn vehicles. When
the fire gong sounds, the electric vehicles are the first out

of the house and. on average runs up to a mile and a half.

the electrics have invariably been the first to the fire.
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Developments in the Canadian Glassware Business

As a Result of the War
The factory of the Jefferson Glass Company of Canada,

Limited, situated at the corner of Gerrard Street and Carlaw

Avenue, in the city of Toronto, is in a somewhat unique

position among Canadian industrial concerns, as it is the only

factory of its kind in this country. .\ special kind of furnaces

is required for making the high quality of glass required for

illuminating glassware, employing a number of clay crucibles

or glass house pots, and in this way the Jefferson factory

is distinct from the other Canadian glass factories, which all

use large tank furnaces in which only the cheaper grades of

glass, suitable for bottles, fruit jars, the cheaper kinds of

tableware, etc., can be made.

Since the outbreak of the great European war the .sup-

ply of German and Austrian glassware, witli whicli this

Moonstone etching design for the music room.

country has for many years been flooded, has been cut off,

and it has been left to this Canadian company to develop

along lines which had not before Ijeen attempted in this

country. Prominent among these is the manufacture of

bulbs for incandescent electric lamps. Previous to the war

the lamp factories of this country drew their supply of bulbs

practically altogether from Austria, and soon after the war

broke out Canadian factories found themselves facing what

looked like a famine so far as glass was concerned. With
reserve stocks rapidly diminishing and with United States

factories almost unable to take care of the requirements of

their own market, the situation looked serious enough. Luck-

ily there was a pot furnace in operation in Canada, and it

remained for the Jefferson Glass Company to turn to and

Negative etching design.

help the lamp people out of their serious dilemma. After a

short period of experimenting a proper quality of lea'd glass

was developed and men expert in the blowing of bulbs

were brought into the country and the manufacture of bulbs

started. Only some five or six thousan<l bulbs per day were

at first made, but this company lias increased its facilities

to meet the demands until at the present time l)ulbs are

being turned out at the rate of seven or eight million bulbs

per annum.

No attempt has been made l)y the company to make the

cheap colored electric shades which Germany and Austria

used to dump into this country in large quantities, as the

taste of the public has been calling for something of a higher

Positive etching design. » nitrogen unit for large lamps.

class. Particular attention has, therefore, lieen given to the

development of two distinct classes of electric l)owls and
shades designed for residential lighting purposes. The first

of these is a line of hand decorated bowls and shades in

white glass. A number of beautiful floral designs have been
developed and are applied by hand work of artists skilled in

decorating on glass and afterwards fired in a kiln specially

built for this work. A number of new shapes, both in bowls
and shades, have been developed specially for this color

decoration, and are blown in white glass for the purpose.
The other is a line of deep etching on white glass which
is supplied either in white entirely or with the raised etched
design colored ivory, pink, blue, green or grey. These
colored designs standing out against the white background
formed by the plain parts of the bowl or shade are indeed
beautiful to look upon. .\ cheaper line of ware made of
crystal glass finished to a soft satin finish on the outside

Diana portable lamp shade.

and with decorations jjainted on the inside of each piece also

gives a beautiful lighting effect for residential lighting.

The cheapening of electricity by the developments of re-

cent years has brought the use of electricity within the reach

of those of very moderate means and the Jefferson company,

seeing the demand for an inexpensive type of house lighting

glassware, has developed a number of sets consisting of
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bowls, hall lanterns, portable lamp shades and electric shades

of uniform' design. Any one of these sets provides a com-

plete equipment of glassware for small houses at a very

moderate cost. Specimen pieces of one of these sets, "The

Diana House Lighting Set," are illustrated here; this set

is supplied in white entirely or decorated with hand painted

flowers if desired. Another set, "The Wild Rose Set," has a

wreath of wild roses blown into each piece, and is supplied

in white or with the roses tinted. This is also blown in

crystal glass, satin finished outside and with the roses tinted

from the inside, giving a very soft and plea:;ing effect.

For commercial lighting this company is still going

strong on "Moonstone" glass, which is too well known to

need description here. It is claimed to be the most perfect

of all semi-translucent glasses and is high in popular favor.

The introduction of nitrogen-filled lamps has called for a

special quality of white glass on account of the very penetrat-

ing glare of the high efficiency filament which ordinary glass

will not soften, unles? mndr vrry thick. This increases the

DeeD positive etching in old ivory color.

aI)Sorption of light and cuts down eificiency. This company

has developed a glass that will reduce this glare with a mini-

mum amount of absorption. This glass is their "Lumo,"

which is rapidly coming into favor for use with the nitrogen

lamp.

crest of Luna Falls, was situated a battery of fifteen lights,

sending their rays downward and across the Luna and .Ameri-

can Cataracts. The third battery, consisting of five lights,

was on the west parapet of Goat Island bridge. The latter

lights played upon the rapids down to the brink of the Falls.

The effect of the illumination was wonderful, and spec-

tators were held spellbound by the marvellous beauty of

Niagara bathed in the glare of a pure white electric light

—

an effect no wondrous sun light could equal.

As a result of this demonstration and because of the

extreme simplicity and low upkeep of the system, the con-

Flood Lighting Niagara Falls

To gaze upon the tumbling, seething waters of Niagara

Falls is to gaze upon one of the continent's most beautiful

works of nature. A pity it has been that the coming of

night shut out from the visitor's eye the beauties and wonders

of the falling waters that only the day could disclose. Many

the would-be visitor decided against a stop-over at the Falls

because his train stopped at Niagara after the sun went

down. Recently, partly from altruistic motives, and partly

because of business and advertising, the city of Niagara Falls.

New York, appointed a committee to suggest a plan of

flood lighting this city's prime attraction.

Invitations were extended to the different producers of

flood lamps to submit suggestions and estimates of the cost

of flood lighting Niagara. Demonstration was given in many

cases and the after-dark beauties of the Falls revealed. Among
others, the Western Electric Company, distributor of the

Western Electric Davis Flood Lighting Unit, gave a demon-

stration. This demonstration showed the committee how

these lamps could transform the cataracts and Falls into a

scene unrivalled for splendor. The trial installation con-

sisted of three batteries of lamps placed at as many vantage

points. One battery of five lamps was placed below Prospect

Point and shot its wonderful white rays across the American

Falls at an upward angle. Across on Goat Island, at the

Type of unit used in

flood lighting Niagara

Falls.

tract for flood lighting the Falls was awarded to the Western

Electric Company. The flood lighting unit that will be used

is a standard light that this company has installed through-

out the country to flood light bathing beaches, large in-

dustrial plants, railroad yards and for every use where

light at night is essential. The lamp, illustrated herewith,

consists of a large cast iron base, a hollow iron pipe standard

and the case proper. The perfectly diffused ray is secured

by means of a 1,000-watt type C standard Mazda lamp and

a polished glass reflector that will neither crack nor peel

under the heat of the lamp. This reflector has but one ad-

justment that throws the ray from the lamp in either a

diffusing flood or a narrow beam.

Sudan Glass i^ a heavy density opal designed to fill the

requirements of the semi-indirect system of illumination

which is generally considered to be the best for all installa-

tions where close work is required, such as schools, offices,

drafting rooms and reading rooms. The Canadian General

Electric Company have just issued a new pamphlet describ-

ing their 3031 Sudan, and in addition giving a considerable

amount of information and data for the proper lighting of

these places. A formula is given to determine the quantity

of light necessary to produce a certain foot-candle intensity,

and the intensity required is also given, so that the pamphlet
will be of direct service in the layout of lighting systems

for these purposes.
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Toronto Hydro Annual Report GAIN IN CUSTOMERS

LIGMTINQ
(private^

Tlie fifth annual report of the Toronto HytU'o

Electric System is just to hand. The report is

prefaced with a history and explanatory mcni-

oraiuluni, outlinins the work of organization

from the year IttOO up to the present time. Then

follows the report of the commissioners, coi;-

taining the financial statement. The total as-

sets are now placed at $7,816,810, including ap-

proximately $900,000 in current assets, such as

stores on hand, accounts receivable, cash in

bank, and so on. Liabilities are made up of

bonded debt to the amount of $.5,819,050, cur-

rent liabilities of $899,728, and reserves of al-

most $1,100,000.

A specially interesting section of the report

is that submitted by the General Manager, H.

H. Couzens. It points out that the total kilo-

watt-hours sold during the year 1915 amounted

to over 109,500,000, which represents an increase

of more than thirty per cent. On account of the

substantial reduction in rates the revenue has

naturally not increased in proportion, but there

is. nevertheless, an actual increase of about

$100,000.

Probably the most noticeable item in the .gen-

eral manager's report is to the ciTect that in

spite of the increase of over thirty per cent, in

total kilowatt-hours sold, as mentioned above,

the actual expenditures on operating and main-

tenance, excluding power purchase, is less in

1915 than in 1914. This tangible proof of effici-

ent and economical management will doubtless

be appreciated by the citizens. It is all the more

noteworthy when we consider that practically

every item that goes into the maintenance and

operation of such a system has been increased.

The net surplus for the year is sli.ghtly over

$16,000. after defraying cost of operation and

power purchase, interest and sinking fund

charges, and a liberal allowance of a quarter of

a million dollars for depreciation. The illustra-

tion herewith indicates the growth of the busi-

ness of this system year by year for the past

five years.

A very human interest is added to the re-

port in the honor roll of the employees that have

enlisted for the war. This number totals 140 up

to June 1. 1916. of which, so far as is officially known. 3 have

been killed in action. 3 are reported missing. 2 have been

invalided home and 4 are prisoners of war.

LOAD INSTALLED BY CONSUMERS.

I. POWER. cmccrtR
LINES.

^lll

STREET
LIGHTING

Jill

W/lTEK»Wf(rQ TOTAL
Au SERrtce

Motor Bus as Auxiliary to Street Railway

A question which is of great interest to many muni-

cipalities is the extent to which some form of motor-bus

can be used to supplement the existing street car service;

in outlying districts, for instance, which it is desired to

connect with the existing lines, but where it is not prac-

ticable to build expensive extensions under present condi-

tions. .\ nundier of different designs have been develo])ed

and, from time to time, described and illustrated in (he

Klcctrical News. An innovation in motor-bus construction,

liowever. is contained in the dcsi.Lrn illustrated herewith. 1

1

is called the "Fadgl Flexible Car." and was developed by

the Fadgl Flexible System. Inc., of San Francisco. C'al.

The jiassenger body is supported on a ball and sockii

joint located forward of the rear axle of the engine membir,

thus combining the two parts in a six-wheeled, tlexi))le coach.

Growth of business year by year, separate services—Toronto Hydro Electric System.

An automatic steering lever connects the middle or driving

axle with the hindmost axle, the latter having the same con-

nections between wheel and axle as the ordinary automobile

front axle. In this way the hindmost wheels are made to

track those ahead, and thus the limiting turning radius for

the entire coach is no greater than that of the four wheels

of the engine member.

A feature claimed for this type of construction is that

because the forward end of the passenger section is sup-

ported at one point, the rocking common to the ordinary

four-wheeled car is absent. By having the motor on a 'sep-

arate chassis the passengers do not feel its vibration, and

the connection is made convenient for speedy uncoupling,

so that in the event of any breakdown on the engine member
llie rear section can be jacked up and another engine mem-
l)cr coupled on in a few minutes. Spanning the flexible joint

liotween the engine member and the passenger section are

curtains, which ojierale ou spring rollers. These curtains

are to be painted willi mule signs.

()iie man ojierates the maoliine, the seating arrangements

being sucli that passengers pay their fares on leaving. The
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An innovation in motor bus construction.

first two cars built have a seating capacity of twelve in the

rear section and one with the driver. These cars were built

according to plans which have been worked out in detail for

either twelve or twenty-passenger bodies. Any light auto-

mobile can be adapted as a motor.

The first two units, and the one shown herewith, were

equipped with Chevrolet motors, developing about 30 h.p.,

and it is stated they are adapted to similar light engines

such as the Ford, Maxwell, etc. In a cross-country test one

of these cars travelled 246 miles in ten hours and thirty min-

utes, arriving in excellent condition and ready for immediate
service.

It is believed that this coach combines the good points

of the jitney, such as low operating cost, curb-loading, quick

get-away, and comfort of riding, with many of the good
points of the trolley, such as greater capacity, responsible

management, etc. The motive power of the flexible car

can be made either gasoline or electricity; in fact may be

adapted to use the trolley, where such exists, and to leave

the trolley and run on^its own power in outlying districts.

regarding a test, ".\t 1000 amperes the soldered jomt melted
and dropped from the joint. The joint where the wires were
attached to the connectors were unaffected by the test."

Flexible Toy Transformers

Jefferson flexible toy transformers are designed to be con-
nected to the ordinary house lighting circuit for the purpose
of reducing the current to suitable voltages for operating all

classes of electrical toys.

The flexible features consist of a regulating switch and
master connection post, by means of which a range of volt-

Improved Type of Solderless Connector

The electrical department of the Frankel Display Fixture

Company has recently been incorporated under the title of

the Frankel Connector Company, Inc., to carry on the manu-
facture of Frankel solderless connectors, testing clips and
other electrical specialties. The illustration shows several

types of the Frankel connector. The phantom view, Fig. 1,

shows the principle of the connector and how the design
has permitted the use of the fewest possible parts to make
a rigid connection. This simple construction, it is claimed.

Fig.!.

reduces the liability of the connector getting out of order

and in addition provides a connection that is strong mech-
anically and electrically. The company is also manufactur-

ing a line of connectors for panel boards to replace soldered

terminal lugs for front and back connections.

In the report containing the approval of the Frankel

solderless connector, Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., state

ages from zero to the maximum limit of the transformer is

available in small and uniform steps.

The incorporation of a regulating switch and master con-

nection post results in a very wide range of low voltages for

operating and regulating the speed of electric engines, small

motors, electric trains, etc. In fact, the different uses to

which they may be put are unlimited, depending only on the

ingenuity of the experimenter.

A large celluloid plate is fastened on the top of the trans-

former, showing plainly the various secondary voltages ob-

tainable. The connections are extremely simple, and can be

made instantly by any youngster. .\ny of the low voltages

may be used singly or simultaneously. .\lso any number of

leads of the same voltage may be used at any time.

Nos. 1-2 and 3 transformers are mounted in a black enam-

eled steel case, while the "Little Jeff" type is assembled in a

cast iron frame. Each transformer is equipped with an exten-

sion cord and attachment plug, so that it can be attached to

any alternating current circuit. With ordinary care transfers

are guaranteed to last a lifetime. They are sold by the

Northern Electric Company, Limited.

The rapidly increasing use of Hydro current in Gait, Ont.,

has made it necessary for the local commission to decide

on doubling the present capacity. This will entail the en-

largement of the sub-station. Eight hundred horsepower has

been added to the load this year.
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Luxsolite Street Lighting Equipment

More and more. Mazda C lamps are heiiiK utilized for

street lif^htinK. necessitating the employment of suitable

fixtures if the lamps are to he used on series lighting cir-

cuits. The fixture illustrated, made by the Canadian West-
inghouse Company. Limited, of Hamilton, Ontario, is de-

signed especially for the operation of 400, 600 and 1,000

candlepower, 15 and 20 ampere Mazda C lamps on series

circuits. Its low first cost and simplicity, together with its

reliability, makes it a more attractive proposition than try-

ing to modify old arc lamp cases, particularly from the stand-

point of ventilation and protection from rain. The Lu_xso-

lile fixture, as it is called, can be substituted for the enclosed
carbon arc lamp without change in other equipment, and
will give three times the amount of light for the same power
consumption.

This fixture is especially conspicuous by its screening
and cleanliness. Ventilation is secured by a screened open-
ing close to the lamp base, where the cool air is most need-
ed. A screened outlet is provided in the top of the lamp
case, thus insuring a good draft. Insects are kept out by
means of these screens, and owing to the excellent ventilat-

iu^cd BinOing l^ls

.Aufo-Transformer

.taeiil! Niuiia Coil Insilain

ilaMiIelmpreqnaredCotl

Extra lamp Taps
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—
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of Globe and Sorroundinos.

For operating series Mazdas.

ing scheme, no hole in the bottom of the globe is necessary.

The case is of solid copper, finished in black lacquer. Ru.g-

ged binding posts are provided on the cast lop. Either a

porcelain fire-enamelled or an aluminum finished reflector

may be used. A slightly opalescent globe, similar to that

used with arc lamps, is employed. It is designed to be filled

with light when the lamp is burning, acting as a highly effi-

cient secondary source of light without a dazzling efifect.

The globe ball is hinged at one side and latched at the other

in a very convenient and rugged manner, enabling the re-

moval of the lamp with but one hand.

One of the most important parts of the fixture is the

auto-transformer for enabling the use of a high current lamp

on the usual low current series circuit, thereby effecting a

gain in efficiency of from 20 to HO per cent. The auto-trans-

former also acts as a protection, in that the surges from the

line arc cut down materially before getting to the lamp.

When it is considered that the lamp filament burns at so high

a temperature that a 30 per cent, increase in current would
bring the filament to the instantaneous melting point, the

fact that the auto-transformer cuts this down to such an

extent that it takes a 50 per cent, increase in line current

to make a 30 per cent, increase in lamp current, may readily

be one of vital consideration. The lamps are relatively ex-

pensive. Only a short reduction in their average life due to

surges, would pay for the additional cost of a fixture with
auto-transformer. The auto-transformer, in addition, elim-
inates the necessity for a film cut-out. as the primary wind-
mg maintains the continuity of the circuit when the lamp
burns out.

In standard practice a constant current regulator is used
in connection with Luxsolite fixtures for Mazda C lamps.
.Vs before stated, these lamps are expensive, and should be
given the greatest amount of protection possible. Such
])rotection may be best afforded by the use of a constant
current regulator, due to its extreme accuracy of regulation
and ability to protect the lamps from surges and grounds.
Furthermore, with such a regulator it is possible to operate
Mazda C lamps on 25 cycle current, which was not gen-
erally true of the arc lamp systems. The high current used
in the lamp itself eliminates any flicker in the li.ght due to
the low frequency.

By a slight modification, omitting the auto-transformer,
and putting in a multiple socket, the same fixture can be used
for yard lighting or outdoor display lighting, as it is par-
ticularly designed to protect the lamp in exposed locations.

Geyser Water Heater
The illustration herewith shows the Geyser electric water

heater, a new water heating system which has been developed
by the Feldman Manufacturing Company. Inc.. New York.
The heater, as illustrated, is for installing at the source of
water supply, wherever it may be required, the bath, the

kiU-hen. the doctor's or dentist's office. The one faucet

which is incorporated in the heater supplies both the hot
and cold water. Quantity and temperature are under abso-
lute control. When the handle is turned to the left, hot
water is supplied: turned to the right hot water flows from
the tap; and when in neutral position current consumption
ceases. The "Geyser" is simple to attach and may be in-

stalled as a primary or auxiliary water heating system any-
where where electric current is available.

The Montreal Wednesday Electrical Luncheons will be
resumed on October 4th. .Several papers are being arranged
for by Mr. I'. T. Davies. chairman of the papers committee.
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"Golden Glow" Projectors

The Electric Service Supplies Company, since its pur-

chase of the "Golden Glow" headlight, searchlight and lamp

business from the Esterline Company, Indianapolis, has

lierfected the "Golden Glow" Projector, a projector having

all of the inherent qualities of the "Golden Glow" head-

light and searchlight.

It requires very little imagination to realize the many
uses of a projector of this kind for flood-lighting large areas.

They have already been found particularly well adapted to

flnod-lighting sections of track on electric aud steam roads

where construction work is carried on at night, and for the

"Golden Glow" Projector

Type D LS
12 in. reflector.

lighting of docks to assist in unloading freight or for in-

stallation on small piers of motor-boat club houses, both for

the general lighting of the pier and for safety in distinguish-

ing boats a thousand feet or more from the pier. These

uses and a hundred others will suggest themselves to the

reader.

"Golden Glow," the trade name typical of the light pro-

jected from the "Golden Glow" reflector, is of a golden-

yellow color. The principle involved centers around the

effect of various light rays on the human eye. If the spect-

rum be analyzed it will be found that the violet, ultra violet

and other high frequency rays form the blinding, dazzling,

lirilliant portion of the light from the ordinary incandescent

or arc lamp. Illuinination by such light has so long been

common practice that one naturally judges a source of light

by its intrinsic brilliancy rather than by its efTcct on the

human eye.

The effect of the violet, ultra-violet and other high fre-

quency rays, and the red rays which are mostly heat rays,

is well described by Arthur J. Sweet, a recognized authority

on this subject, in a paper on "The Influence of Illumination

Conditions upon Eye-strain," as follows:
—"In ordinary day-

light vision, the yellow rays are brought to a focus on the

retina, the blue rays just in front of the retina and the red

rays just behind the retina. The distinct element of ordin-

ary vision is therefore given by the yellow rays, the red

rays and the blue rays serving to very slightly blur the sharp

outlines of the visualized object. Of course, this blurring

is too slight in degree to be detected by casual observation.

It is, however, sufficient to require a considerably increased

intensity of illumination on the visualized object in order

that the exact outline and finer details of the object may be

seen distinctly.

The effect of the blue and violet rays on the human eye

is best demonstrated w-hen one attempts to look directly

into a high powered arc or incandescent lamp or the sun.

It might be added, too, that the violet and blue rays in sun-

light are the portion of the light which destroys bacteria and

germs on the earth. Therefore, when the eye is directly ex-

posed to high powered artificial light as is the case in pre-

sent days, it is well to judge a light by its effect upon the

human eye rather than by its intrinsic brilliancy.

So it was with full knowledge of the effect of the vari-

ous light rays on the hurfian eye that the "Golden Glow"
reflector was produced. It is mounted from a greenish-yel-

low glass, ground to a true parabola by special machinery

and polished and silvered as would be the finest French plate

glass mirrors. The violet, ultra violet and other high fre-

quency rays are absorbed by the glass reflector, thus pro-

jecting a powerful beam of golden-yellow light which is non-

blinding and wonderfully adapted to the penetration of fog,

dust, or moisture. These non-blinding and penetrating fea-

tures make this unit particularly well adapted to flood-light-

ing where the effect of the light on the workmen's eyes is

to be considered, and for illuminating piers where fog and

moisture in abundance must be penetrated.

These projectors are manufactured in two sizes, the

smaller size being equipped with a 9-inch diameter reflector

while the larger size employs a 12-inch reflector. Con-
centrated filament lamps of any wattage up to 150 in G-25

bulbs having a light centre distance of 2^ inches, may be

used with the 9-inch reflector, while the 12-inch reflector takes

concentrated filament lamps up to 2.50 watts in G-30 bulbs,

having a light centre distance of 23:^ inches. They are equip-

ped with a focusing device accessible from the outside of the

shell, so that the beam of light, by this simple adjustment

of the focal centre, may be concentrated in a straight beam
or dispersed to cover a large area. The projector proper is

mounted on a pipe standard which is adjustable in height and
anchored in a large circular base of light, but durable con-

struction. These projectors are readily portable on account

of their light weight, and well balanced due to their large

bases.

The chief counsel of the city of Montreal has ruled that

the city has no power to compel the power companies to use

the lanes instead of the streets for the erection of poles. The
ruling is based on the ground that the lanes are private

property; and the companies cannot 'te deprived of the right

given by the Legislature to use the streets.

Mr. Gordon Kribbs, one of the engineers of the Ontario

Hydro-electric Commission, was in Kingston, Ont., recently

regarding the eastern Ontario power situation. It is said

to be the intention of the Commission to e.xtend its power

lines westward until they meet those of the Se^-mour Com-
pany at Napanee.
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Electric Circulation Water Heater
For heating water in the kitchen tank the National Elec-

tric Heating Company have l)roiight out a new heater which
is the result of several years' experimenting to obtain a

highly efficient and reliable unit. Three heats arc provided
on all sizes but the 660 watt.

Owing to the varying conditions it is hard to make any
definite statements as to what size heater should be used.

Where electricity is cheap the company recommends the

large sizes. With proper economy in operating the larger

ones, due to their rapid working capacity, it is believed these

will prove rather more econotnical; as for example, if it takes

1,000 watts an hour to heat 15 gallons of water, 2,000 watts

in cut. This prevents cold water by-passing through heater
when hot water is drawn. It is also advisable to use an in-

sulated covering for boiler which increases the efficiency

of the apparatus.

The new

National

Electric

water

heater.

will heat the same amount to sanu- temperature in half

an hour, theoretically, but possilily in a little less time, be-

cause of the shorter period of radiation.

The power companies' lines or size of house service may
determine size of heater to be installed When an electric

range is used on a three-wire system and a large heater is

desired the company recommend the use of 220 volts. The
following table gives the average time necessary to heat 30

gallons of water from 50 to 120 degrees F.

Watts Time
660 7 hr. 30 m.

1000 6 hr. 00 m.

1500 3 hr. 35 m.

3000 2 hr. 30 m.

3000 1 hr. 30 m.

National electric water heaters are made in the following

sizes:

Length overall No. of

Watts Diam includ. couplings Heats

660 4 in. 18 in. 1

1000 4 m. 24 in. 3

1500 4 in. 24 in. 3

2000 4 in. 30 in. 3

3000 4 in. 36 in. 3

The in.stallatinn recommended includes "non-by-pass" tec

which should be connected directly above boiler, as shown

Good Light at Isolated Points

The Main Electric Company, as was anticipated, are
meeting with a very considerable deinand for their small
isolated electric plants. These are made in sizes from 7-Iight

up to 200-Iight or more. One of the plants is mounted on
skids so that it may easily be carried, complete, from one
point to another by two men. For farm house lighting, out-

buildings, summer homes, and at other isolated points where
.good light and a limited amount of power are required, these
plants are now both dependable and economical. This com-
pany is placing its products, through agents at various points
in Canada, though a limited amount of territory is still open.
It looks like a very attractive proposition for the electrical

contractor or dealer who is in touch with rural communities
in his vicinity.

Current Transformer for Series Street Work
.A. stationary coil constant current transformer has been

put on the market by the Canadian General Electric Com-
pany for controlling certain classes of series street lighting

where it is desirable to inount the transformer on a pole and
operate it with a time switch. As this transformer has no
moving parts, it is well adapted to fill this condition. In

operating the high efficiency Mazda lamps it will allow a

smaller variation between full load and short circuit than any
device on the market, except the movable coil constant cur-

rent transformer. A considerable field exists where a trans-

former of this kind can be used. This held can be divided

into two parts, as follows:

First.—Where lighting companies run transmission lines

through small villages where no lighting is done at the pres-

ent time this stationary co1l transformer will make it possible

to install 10 to 30 incandescent lamps without necessitating

an attendant to watch the operation of the transformer or

h'mps. the transformer being turned on and oflF by means of

a time switch. .At the present time these villages are not

lighted for the reason that the cost of running special wires

from the nearest central station is so high as to make it pro-

hibitive, and it is entirely out of the question to put in a cen-

tral station and employ an attendant to care for the small

number of lamps that would be used in these small villages.

Second.—The transformer will he used extensively in

cit)' and suburban lighting where it does not seem desirable

to run high voltage series circuits.

Briefly, the field for w-hich this constant current trans-

former is particularly adapted lies along high potential trans-

mission lines, in small villages, and with lighting plants where
first cost is the determining factor. This transformer is oii-

coolcd, and is mounted in a cast iron tank, which is weather-
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jiroof, being provided witli a gasket beneath the cover, which

prevents the entrance of dust and moisture. The cover is

secure!}' clamped down by eyebolts, which serve also for lift-

ing the transformer. To simplify installations the two prim-

ary and secondary leads are brought out of the tank. Th;;

coils have ample oil ducts, which insure a low and uniform

temperature throughout the windings. The temperature rise

is guaranteed not to exceed 50 degrees C. above 2.5 degrees C.

The core and coils are subjected to the w'ell-known vacuum
drying and compound filling process, leaving the transformer

in a solid moisture-proof and oilproof unit, which is securely

bolted in the tank.

The transformer is so designed that it will not be injured

when subjected to swinging or dead grounds in any parts of

the secondary circuit. It is also designed so as to have an

open circuit voltage, which will positively puncture the film

cutout when lamp burns out. The stationary coil transformer

is desirable because of the fact that it is complete in itself

and has no external reactance or choke coils, as it is free from

moving parts and as it requires no more attention than the

ordinary lighting transformer.

Electric Engine Warmer
With the rapidly increasing use of the gasoline auto-

mobile during the winter months, chilled engines and frozen

radiators are one of the serious problems of the private gar-

age owner. To adequately heat the entire garage all winter

is expensive, and, moreover, unnecessary—as the vitals of

the car under the hood are the only parts which need to be

protected from the extreme cold. To drain the radiator every

time the car is brought in means its refilling with warm water

in the morning—all of which is very inconvenient, to say

nothing about the engine, which is usually so cold that it

requires considerable work and priming to start it. The
problem has been solved by an electric engine and radiator

warmer, which is simply screwed into any lamp socket in

the garage and placed down in the hood of the car between

the engine and the radiator. The body of the heater contains

a rugged heating element which consumes about one-tenth

of a kilowatt, and gives oflf just enough heat to keep the

radiator from freezing and the engine from causing starting

trouble. The hood of the car, however, should be blanketed

in severe weather to hold in the heat. The Hughes Electric

Heating Company are placing one of these heating units

on the market. Their heating element is enclosed in a black

enameled metal shell'—shaped like, and about the size of an

ordinary dry cell—which is perforated to allow for circula-

tion of the heated air from within.

Although costlier, the solid cast fixture

reflects quality.

Three of the latest types

of fixture by the Tallman
Brass & Metal Company,
Hamilton. Ont.

Chandeliers are in great favor. Combination semi-indirect and candle
fixtures are popular.
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Current News and Notes

Edmonton, Alta.

The Board of Trade have adopted the report of the

city council recommending that the street railway be leased

for a period of twenty years, provided the city can get a

company willing to pay a yearly rental sufficient to meet the

payments of principal and interest, the sinking fund charges
and to wipe out the deficit of the system to date. The Board
also adopted the recommendation of the Civic Interests

Committee against using the surplus of, one public utility to

wipe out the deficit of another. The contention of the com-
mittee was that it was hardly fair to load the telephone

department or the electric li.ttht department with a deficit

sustained by the railway company.

Hamilton, Ont.

The contract for installing the power and light mains at

the new City Hospital has been let to Culley & Breay—the

figure being $882.

The Hamilton Hydro-electric Board will make applica-

tion to the city for the issuing of debentures of $180,000 to

cover the cost of extensions. A new east-end sub-station is

planned.

Mr. T. J. Stewart, Hamilton Hydro Commissioner, lias

announced that there will be another reduction in rates to

take place in November. The Hydro finishes its year in

October and the Commissioner stated there will be a surplus

of about $30,000.

Montreal, Que.

At a general meeting of the Quebec Railway, Light, Heat

& Power Company, Montreal, the financial statement for the

fiscal year just closed showed gross receipts of over $1,750,-

000, representing an increase of $183,000 over the revenue of

1915. The net profits after deducting operating expenses,

expenditure of $700,000, are $79,000. The surplus for this

year is $315,000, an increase of $95,000.

Morrisburg, Ont.

At a recent meeting of the town council it was decided

not to accept the oflfer of the Ontario Hydro-electric Power
Commission to lease the Upper Power Plant. Though the

plant is at present lying idle it was the opinion of the coun-

cil tliat it would be to their advantage to turn down the offer

New Westminster, B.C.
The Hoard ..f Trade of Xew Westminster, l'..C., has

asked the City Council to instal an electric system for oper-
ating the gates and semaphore on the Lulu Island bridge giv-
ing access to Queensborough industrial section. At present
there is an average delay of fifteen minutes whenever the
swing is opened for the passage of a steamer. The swing
section is already operated by electrical power, the loss ol
tune being occasioned by having to use hand power for the
gates and semaphore.

As a result of some surprising cost figures submitted by
I'.lcctrician Digby, the City Council of New Westminster on
August 25 signed the death warrant of the arc lamp and
ordered the installation of the new nitrogen lamps all over
the city system. City Electrician Digby's figures showed an
estimated reduction in the cost of street lighting from
$12,914. with arc lamps to ,$4,073 with the new system—a sav-
iiit; nf over $8,000 per year.

Quebec, Que.

The Quebec Railway Company's surplus for the year
ended June 30 last was $215,403. against $119,775 for the
previous year. Rarnings on the common stock are at the
rate of about two per cent.

Rainy River, Ont.

The Rainy River Electric Light and Power Company
have made numerous changes and improvements in their
lighting system and are now developing 60 cycle current in

place of 133 as formerly.

Sarnia, Ont.

Hydro-electric power was turned on in Sarnia, Ont., on
September 20. Current is being received from the Kent sub-
station. A new sub-station has been erected in Sarnia.

Toronto, Ont.

Mr. J. W. Purcell, assistant engineer for the Hydro-
electric Power Commission of Ontario, has just returned
from a trip through Oxford County and states that during
a campaign of five days he received the signatures of 68
farmers on Hydro-electric extension contracts. During an
eight-week campaign in north and south Norwich 48 "con-
tracts were made witli farmers for Hydro power.

)f Hydro

Waterloo, Ont.
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Peerless Switch Dial Test Set
A Most Versatile Instrument

For great galvanometer sensibility, accurate results,

(lurabilitv, small size, fine finish and liglit weiglit. we
believe the Peerless Switch Dial Test Set has no ef|iial

Size, 9;/< X 5H X oyi inches.

Weight, TM pounds.

With this set you can measure resistances by the

Wheatstone Bridge Method—measure insulation resist-

ance by the Direct Deflection Method—compare E.M.F.'s

by the Fall of the Potential Method—check up Volt-

meters—measure Battery Resistance—make the Murray
Loop Test—check up .^mmete^s by using a shunt of

known value—make the Varley Loop Test —test out

Cirounds, etc., etc.

Wr today for full informati
lal tefl us.

If your needs are

Thompson-Levering Co.
Electrical Measuring Instruments

323 Arch Street, - PHILADELPHIA

AV/HETHER you want an Underwood

typewriter, the king of them all, or

a little Corona which weighs six pounds,

or something in between— we have it.

The Corona is a

real typewriter,

standard in every

respect except in

size and weight.

If you want particulars of

the new Underwood, or

of the Corona, write

^^^ United Typewriter Co.
i imited

Underwood Building

1 35 Victoria Street Toronto

"Majestic" Modern Electric

Heating
Mr. Buyer, look tlie "Majestic" up; all your customers will

want one.

A handsome profit to the dealer.

Highest Award Panama-Pacific Exposition

Majestic Electric Heaters were awarded Gold Medal at the

Panama-Pacific Exposition in 1915. This is the highest honor

conferred on any Electric Heater in the World.

COMPLETE FREE CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST.

*^ MajestW heat everywhere— the dining-room, the drawing-room,

the bed-room, the bath—all so easy and healthful.

Majestic Electric Company, Limited
TORONTO 29 Richmond SL \Vest ONTARIO
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Take a Proper Interest in Your Societies

Now that the season of society activities has come around

again we should like to commend to young Canadian engi-

neers (and some of the older ones, too,) the sentiments con-

tained in an article which recently appeared in the Bulletin

of the Oregon Society of Engineers, from which we print

extracts below. One is frequently struck with the compara-

tively small attendance at the branch meetings of our Can-

adian Society of Civil Engineers and of the American So-

ciety of Electrical Engineers, the two most active of our

engineering bodies, where even discussions of the most

timely interest, or lectures by men of pre-eminent standing

in their particular field, fail to arouse the interest of more
than a small percentage of the engineers within easy reach.

Now that the Canadian Society in particular, and. we hope,

Canadian engineers in general, have decided to look upon

life more with the eye of the business man and less with

that of the sentimentalist, they would do well, we believe, to

consider just how far their business interests would be

served by joining in. a little more heartily, with their cn.gi-

neering societies' activities, gcttin.g a little better acquainted

and contributing a little more to 'he interest of the work by

verbal discussions and written contributions— in a word, do-

ing their "bit." The societies would be more prosperous,

and so. we take it, would the individuals:

"Many engineers have a notinti that acquaintanceship

with other engineers, while agreeable enough, so far as it

goes, doesn't really amount to anything where dollars and

cents are concerned; and these deluded individuals are ex-
pending their substance in 'putting up a front' and otherwise
cultivating the acquaintance of men of other professions.

"Now I am not going to say anything against the other
professions, nor the men in them, but I honestly believe
that for practical purposes the acquaintance of one engineer
is worth to an engineer that of half a dozen other men.
In my own case it has proved true. Total strangers have
walked into my office and given me better jobs than I knew
were available—sent to me by engineer friends—while the
best that I could get out of the other acquaintances might
be a chance to stake out a lot—at half price—as a neigh-
borly act, you know. .\nd they make a fellow feel at the
same time that they are giving him the work largely as an
act of charity.

"There are four or five hundred engineers in and around
Portland. How many of them do you know? How many
of them know you? If you were asked to design a bridge
or a power station, and were too busy or didn't know how,
could you recommend a man to do the work? Or to reverse
the case, how many of the five hundred engineers in this
vicinity know your specialty and your qualifications?

"I'm willing to bet that they are mighty few. Maybe
it is just as well, too, for frequently those who know me
tell me that I have missed my calling; and they may be right
about it. Quien sabe?

"You may have missed your calling, also, in which case
the greater the secrecy surrounding you, the greater will be
your chances of success as an engineer.

"But supposing that you are an engineer ,and a, good
one, which is, after all, the only assumption that we can
proceed upon, can you not see that it will be distinctly to
your advantage to have all of the other good engineers in

the community know what you can do and how you can do
It, as well as to know some of the things that you have done
in the past?

"Perhaps you are employed now, and are satisfied with
the surroundings and salary, and that there is no prospect of
a change. Hundreds of others have been in the same cir-

cumstances one day, and the next have been left high and
dry. through no fault of their own, with no job, and no know-
ledge of how to get one. Wouldn't their chance of immedi-
ate re-employment have been increased greatly if they had
been widely and favorably known among the engineers of
their town?

"Possibly. But how could they or you achieve such a
result without too great a cost?

"By joining a local engineering society, and by attending
the meetings and when there by 'mixing.' Make it a point to
meet one or two or a dozen new 'engineers every month.
Find out what they have done and are doing and hope to

do, and don't be too modest. Let them know who you are
and what part of the world your work supports.

"Search out the chairman of the program committee and
drop a hint that you have some interesting lantern slides

showing a work upon which you were engaged before com-
ing here and if properly pressed will consent to show them
to the society and explain the peculiarities of the work.

"Look up the publication committee chairman and tell

him that you have written, or will be glad to write, a descrip-
tion of some of your experiences in China or Nebraska, as
the case may be, if he can use such matter to advantage—
which you bet he can.

"When a subject is up for discussion upon which you are
informed (jr "wish information, tell what you know, or ask
Mich questions as will bring out the information you seek.
Others will thank you, and will fiuni a favorable opinion of
your professional skill."
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The Electric Club Hears About "Life-Saving"

The old adage that there is "safety in numbers," is

rapidly giving place to the more logical conclusion that

there is much greater safety in "caution." The numerous

"Safety First" campaigns which have been inaugurated in

recent years have amply justified their existence, and the

public, in general, appear, in some measure at least, to have

actually become, by habit, more deliberate and more pains-

taking to avoid placing themselves amid unnecessarily danger-

ous surroundings. There is a vast difference, however, be-

tween the man who once or twice a day may thoughtlessly

encroach on the path of the street car or automobile traffic,

and the other man, who in the electric generating station,

sub-station or on transmission line work is constantly within

easy reach of a death-dealing agency. More than that, the

man who carelessly throws himself in the way of moving

traffic has an even chance that the other fellow is "looking,"

but with the man who lives among live wires there is no

such possibility—the "other fellow" is unfailing, inexorable

and instantaneous in the prosecution of his "frightfulness,"

as only an electric current can be.

And so, the educational work being carried along by

the Electrical Employers' Association of Ontario, as out-

lined by their inspector, Mr. Wills Maclachlan, at last

Friday's meeting of the Electric Club of Toronto, was of

more than special interest to the electrical men present.

Mr. Maclachlan spoke of the many dangers to which men

exposed to the possibility of electric shock were liable, the

frequent delays caused by preventable accidents, the- financial

losses entailed by such delays, the sufferings of the injured

men, the privations of bereaved families and many other

elements inseparably associated. He then described, briefly,

the eflforts of this association in recommending the use of

safety devices, guarding danger points, urging operators to

greater caution, and finally, by training the men in resuscita-

tion work. Mr. Maclachlan has covered practically the whole

of Ontario, offering suggestions at the various central sta-

tions and making a particularly strong point of the need

for trained skill and promptness in resuscitation. In many

cases regular classes have been inaugurated by Mr. Mac-

lachlan and given preliminary training, and the companies

have undertaken to see to it that a regular drill is main-

tained, so that in case of accident the men will have the

necessary knowledge at their finger ends. An interesting

feature of Mr. Maclachlan^s talk before The Electric Club,

was a practical demonstration of resuscitation by the

Schaeffer prone method. As pointed out by the speaker, the

value in this method lies not only in its simplicity but es-

pecially in the fact that it can be begun immediately—appar-

ently the prime consideration in dealing with electric shock

or drowning accidents.*

The secretary, Mr. Frank T. Groome, announced that

the speaker at the luncheon on Friday, October 13, would

be Mr. E. N. Hyde, of Montreal, who would take as his

subject, "Illumination from an architectural standpoint." Mr.

H. H. Couzens, chairman of the Club for the month of

October, presided.

Street Lighting Costs in Montreal

The name of Mr. Henry Holgate, Montreal, as consult-

ing engineer of the proposed hydro-electric development

at the aqueduct, has been under consideration by the Mont-

real Board of Control. Mr. Holgate is of opinion that the

estimates of the city engineers as to the probable power to

be developed are too low.

In connection with the proposed hydro-electric develop-

ment, Mr. A. Parent, superintendent of civic lighting, has

submitted a preliminary report to the Board of Control deal-

ing with the cost of the new lighting system, under the hydro-

electric development plan, by which the city will be supplied

with energy. Mr. Parent makes it clear that his estimates

for material and labor are based on present prices, and that

the city will not, like a private company, be able to dis-

pose of the surplus power. The figures only apply to the

area which would be affected by a new contract to replace

that with the Montreal Light, Heat & Power Company,

which expires in 1920, and does not apply to certain wards

wh-ere the contracts run from 1930 to 1942. Mr. Parent esti-

mates that the city will require 3,160 horsepower for the

purpose of lighting 5,000 lamps in 1920, and that the capital

cost for this new system will be $1,680,000. On the assump-

tion that the city will obtain, from the hydro-electric de-

velopment, power at $15 per h.p. year (4,000 hours), the

cost for arc lamps of 6.6 amp. per annum will , be $77.17,

against $73.70 now paid, and $73.14 for arc lamps of four

amp., against $63.15. The estimate includes fixed charges on

capital invested and general expenses of maintenance. Re-

garding the capital cost of $1,680,000, the more important

details include $138,500 for land, main buildings, and sub-

stations; for the construction of the overhead system for

425 miles of streets, the sum of $490,000 is put down; for the

construction of an underground conduit system, the installa-

tion of cables, etc., $248,000; for the ornamental street light-

ing from the conduit system for 25 miles of streets, the

estimate is $210,000; for equipping the shops and the lamp

supplies, $535,000; and for various sundry items, including

the salaries of en,gineers, the sum of $78,500 is estimated.

Southern Canada Power Extensions

Although there has been an enormous development in

electric power for industrial purposes in the city of Mont-

,real, comparatively little attention has l)cen paid to the

Eastern Townships of the Province of Quebec, where in re-

cent years some very important manufactories have been

established. The making of war material has intensified the

demand for power, but even when conditions return to normal

it is more than likely that there will be an enlarged market

for current. In view of the possibilities in this direction, the

Southern Canada Power Company, formed about three years

ago, have made plans for developing the water powers in the

district. At the present time the company operates in only

a part of the territory which it is proposed to serve, obtain-

ing power from three or four sources, one a 500 kw. plant

in Drummondville. Current to the extent of 3,000 h.p. is also

obtained from the Montreal Light, Heat and Power Company
at Richelieu, this being distributed at St. Johns and St. Hya-
cinthe, and taken at 25,000 volts. At St. Hyacinthe a new
sub-station of 3,000 kw. capacity has been built. The com-

pany will take 2,000 h.p. from the Shawinigan Water and

Power Company, over a transmission line now being built

from Windsor Mills to Sherbrooke.

The Southern Canada Power Company has been quietly

extending its connections by absorbing other concerns. Thus
the St. Johns Electric Light Company, the Gas, Electricity

and Power Company, of St. Hyacinthe, and the lighting and

power business formerly owned by the town of Drummond-
ville were all acquired, and contracts made with various muni-

cipalities fo"r supplying light and power. In order to carry

out this business, a transmission line between St. Johns and

St. Hyacinthe has been constructe.l, linking up St. Hilaire

and Beloeil.

The company own all the water powers on the St. Francis

River between Drummondville and the St. Lawrence, and
the development of these will enable the company to ulti-

mately produce about 100,000 h.p. Only a very small power
at Drummondville has so far been developed; but this can

be extended to a capacity of 12,000 h.p.; at Hemmings Falls,

thrt-e miles above Drummondville. a further 18,000 h.p. can
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be developed, and with three other water powers the total

of 100,000 h.p. can be reached. When the entire scheme is

carried out there will be 200 miles of transmission lines in

the form of a loop encircling a district with many import-

ant industrial centres.

Although the company is now taking power from the

Shawinigan Company, that process will be reversed on com-
pletion of the scheme, as the Shawinigan has contracted to

take from the Southern Canada Power a large block of power

to serve the district south of the St. Lawrence.

Toronto Section A.I.E.E.

The Toronto Section of tlie .A.I.E.E. has been fortunate

in securing Mr. Chas. B. Scott, of Chicago, to speak to them

on Friday, October 20th. on the subject of "Accident Pre-

vention." Mr. Scott is the general manager of the Bureau

of Safety. This organization has cliarge of the accident pre-

vention work in a number of large public utilivies, principally

situated in the Central States. Among these are the Com-
monwealth Edison Company, of Chicago, Middle West Utili-

ties Company, Public Service Corporation of Northern Il-

linois, the West Pennsylvania Traction Company, and numer-

ous others. These companies have on their payrolls 20.000

employees. Mr. Scott first took up this work some nine

years ago and has been actively engaged in accident pre-

vention work since that time. He has been secretary of

the Accident Prevention Committee of the National Electric

Light Association for the last three years, is on the executive

of the National Safety Council and is president of the Chicago

local Safety Council. He also acted for the National Electric

Light Association on the National Conference Board on safety

and sanitation, and is a member of the Safety Committee

of the American Gas Institute.

The work of accident prevention from a business stand-

point is more or less new in Ontario and it should be of con-

siderable interest to engineers to hear this subject discussed

by a man who has been able to reduce the number of acci-

dents in one particular company ei.ahty per cent, and main-

tain it at that figure.

The meeting is to be held, as usual, in the lecture room
of the Engineers' Club. 9G King Street West, at 8.1.5 p.m.

.\11 interested engineers are cordially invited.

Montreal Electric Lunch Club

The Montreal Weekly Electrical Luncheons were com-

menced for the 1916-17 season on Wednesday, October 4.

at Freeman's Hotel. The luncheons were inaugurated in

February last and continued until July, and in the words of

a circular issued by the committee, "have been a success

in promoting business friendship, as also a personal acquaint-

ance of different companies, which has been greatly to the

advantage of all concerned." The committee again represent

practically every branch of the electrical industry, power and

light, telephone, telegraph, manufacturing, street railway, and

jobbers. At the opening lunch there was a very large at-

tendance. The address was by Captain Dobbin, 24th Bat-

talion, C.E.F.. who in a bright speech told of his experiences

at the front.

Electrical Meetings of the C.S.C.E.

During the 191G-17 session of llie Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers, Montreal, two meetings of the electrical

section will l>e held—Nov. 16 and March 8. One of the

papers arranged for is on "Transmission Towers." by Mr.

Lesslie Thomson, of the Dominion Bridge Company. Mr.

J. C. Smith is chairman, and Mr. j de G. Beaubien vice-

chairman of the electrical section.

Lieut.-Col. C. H. Mitchell Moves Up Again
Canadians everywhere must be highly gratified over the

announcement, just to hand, that Lieut.-Col. Charles II.

Mitchell has been promoted from the general staff of the

Canadian corps in France to be first general staff officer of

the general staff of the British Second Army. On the Cana-
dian staff Col. Mitchell has done some very notable work,

chiefly in charge of Intelligence, and won considerable recog-

nition for the systematization of Intelligence for the conduct

of entrenched warfare. The Canadian Intelligence system
has become the model of the British and French armies

Col. Mitchell left Canada in September, 1914, on the gen-

eral staff of the first Canadian division, and won his first

laurels in the second battle of Ypres, his special services being

recognized by his being invested with the Croix d'Officier

Legion of Honor by the President of France. In .\ugust,

1915, he was promoted to first staff officer of the First Divi-

sion, and in September, 1915, was made chief Intelligence

officer of the general staff of the Canadian Corps, which

emiiraced the two Canadian divisions then in France. In

Lieut.-Col. C. H. Mitchell.

June, 1916. Col. Mitchell was honored with the Distinguished

Service Order for his special Intelligence operations. He has

been "mentioned" several time.

The move-up from the Corps to the Army will give Col.

Mitchell considerably greater scope, more especiall)' as the

second army, of which the Canadians have until lately been a

part, is stationed in the Ypres district, and it is said by

several authorities that he is the best informed ofiicer of the

condition on the Ypres front.

Col. Mitchell is a member of the firm of C. H. & P. H.

Mitchell, Toronto, and is a well-known consulting engineer.

.Always a military enthusiast, he has progressed through in-

fantry, cavalry, corps of guides, and latterly trained in the

staff college, with always the Intelligence service as his goal.

Peculiarly, as Col. Mitchell has often said, this service is

analogous to the general duties of a consulting engineer. The
reports on the situation, the scheme of action, the plans, the

cost, the supervision during jirogress—all have their counter-

parts in the handling of the enemy.
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Ontario Hydro-Electric and Hydro-Radial
Undertakings—Extracts from an address at the recent annual

meeting of the Ontario Municipal Association

By Col. W. K. McNaught'

Mine is apparently a double-headed subject and looks as

though it would take considerable time to deal with it pro-

perly. As I see it, however, these two subjects are practi-

cally "Siamese twins," and there is really only one great fac-

tor governing both of them at the present time, and that is

the question of an adequate supply of hydro-electric power.

What avails the erection of great manufacturing or smelting

plants nickel refineries, chemical works—or the construction

of electric radial railways—if we have not the power neces-

sary to operate them?

It is true that there is a great difference of opinion, even

amongst business men, as to the advisability of inaugurating

great public enterprises during war time, and it goes without

saying that the war must be our main business until it has

been brought to a successful conclusion. Some say that the

close of the war will bring such a boom to Canada as we have

never before known, and we must get ready to handle the

immense volume of immigration and increased business that

will then come to us. Others equally competent say that we

shall have to go through a period of reconstruction after

peace is declared, and that for some years we shall see a great

lack of employment and an era of low prices and business

stagnation, during which every Canadian will be compelled to

practice the most rigid economy.

Be this as it may, I venture to say that we shall be wise

if we make preparations right now to vigorously prosecute,

just as soon as the war is over, as many public undertakings

as are commercially sound and that we are able to success-

fully finance. We shall at that time probably have some

300,000 men returning to Canada from the war, and these will

need to be provided with work at once. We shall also have

to find other employment for some 100,000 people who for

the past two years have been engaged in making munitions

and other war supplies of various kinds, but who will then

have to find other employment. I am of thj opinion, there-

fore, that it is our duty at this juncture to lay plans and make

arrangements for needed public enterprises that can be put

into operation just as soon as peace is declared.

These public enterprises will involve a great deal of inves-

tigation and planning, all of which will take considerable

time. If we are wise and in earnest, this preliminary work

will not be left undone until peace is declared, but should be

gone on with now, when financial and economic considera-

tions prevent us from prosecuting the construction of the

works themselves.

The preliminary work I refer to is the making of surveys,

drawing up working plans and specifications, and last, but not

least, the purchase of the right of way for electric transmis-

sion and radial lines. These rights of way can, I am con-

vinced, be purchased much more cheaply to-day than they

can be in after years, and it would, therefore, seem to be wis-

dom on our part to take full advantage of present conditions

in this regard. The present is not an opportune time, how-

ever, to proceed with the actual construction of great public

enterprises, because labor of all kinds is not only scarce but

very high in price, and the same thing can be said about the

raw materials and supplies necessary for hydro-electric devel-

opment or transmission, as also electric railway construction.

. Prepare for Peace.

I see no reason, however, why we should not go steadily

ahead with our surveys and the preparation of our working

Member Hydro-electric Power Commission of Ontario.

plans for all of these electric enterprises, so that when peace

is declared we shall be in a position at once to furnish em-
ployment to a great many of our citizens who will then be

really in need of it. Our returned soldiers will not want to

eat the bread of idleness. They will neither want nor thank

us for charity, but they were promised, and will expect, honest

employment, and it is the duty of those of us who remain at

home and whose battles they have fought to trj' and have

this employment waiting for them when they return, and not

force them to loaf around streets for weeks or months until

we can get something ready for them to do. This is my per-

sonal view of the matter.

I started out by saying that the hydro-electric question

that I am asked to discuss are like Siamese twins, because

they are connected by a vital cord—hydro-electric power—the

maintenance of the supply of which means life or death to

both of them. In my opinion, the adequate supply of hydro-

electric power is the greatest and most vital question before

the people of Ontario to-day in connection with its future

development and prosperity. Ontario has no coal, but she

has enormous water powers that can be economically utilized

for the benefit of the people generally, if we have the courage

of our convictions and are willing to take advantage of the

opportunities within our reach.

As you are all probably aware, the original policy of the

Ontario Government was not to generate hydro-electric

power, but simply to transmit it. Thus in connection with

the Niagara, Ottawa, Port Arthur, and Brockville systems the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission simply purchased power

from existing generating companies and transmitted it to the

municipalities interested. While this policy served its pur-

pose in those districts it was not applicable in some of the

other parts of the province, and. on the advice of the Hydro-

Electric Commission, the Government adopted the more
advanced policy of generating as well as transmitting hydro-

electric power, and so far it has worked out in practice most

satisfactorily. This principle has been put into practice at

"The Big Chute," "Wasdell," "Eugenia," and "South Falls"

systems. It also obtains in the Central Ontario system, pur-

chased this year by the Government at a cost of $8,350,000,

which is now under the control of and operated by the On-

tario Hydro-Electric Commission. At the present time, with

a couple of exceptions, the supply of power is, generally

speaking, adequate, not only for present needs but for ,soine

time to come. The exceptions to this statement are the

extreme southeastern part of the province, which I have

termed the Brockville system, where the commission have

been held up by circumstances entirely beyond their control,

and the Niagara system, where the situation is most acute,

not to say dangerous.

Power Situation at Niagara.

The situation at Niagara is so peculiar that I . may be

pardoned if I devote a few minutes to it. To do this properly

it will perhaps be necessary for me to recall a few facts in

connection with Niagara power that may have been forgotten

Ijy the people of Ontario. On the Ontario side of the Niagara

River there are three generating power plants—the Canadian

Niagara Power Company, the Ontario Power Company, and

the Electric Development Company. In addition to thesi.

tlirce there is also the Niagara Electric Railway Company,

the latter being a small plant entitled to develop only 10,00(1

h.i>. for use by the electric railways they operate, and there-
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fore not a factor in the present situation. The niaxiniuni

development of these three companies when they use all the

water they are entitled to, will, under their present system of

development be 40.5,000 h.p., and I understand that their pres-

ent actual combined development approximates ;>85.000 h.p.

These companies claim that under Ontario legislation

they have the right to export one-half of all the power they

generate, or 202,500 h.p., to the United States, and, as a matter
of fact, they are at the present time exporting approximately
170,000 h.p. to that country. It will be apparent, therefore,

from these figures that the companies are at present generat-

ing practically all the power they are entitled to generate

(they are within 20,000 h.p. of it), and if the people of South-

western Ontario are to get a satisfactory supply of additional

power, it can only be obtained in one of three ways.
1. By retaining in Canada for Canada's needs the 170,000

h.p. of electric energy now exported to the United States.

2. By the generation of additional power, either by the

existing companies or by the Government.
3. B3^ a combination of both of these methods.

So far as the export of power is concerned, I have always
been absolutely opposed to it in principle, and in a pamphlet
I published si.x years ago I pointed out that the export of

power never should have been allowed at all, but that, having
been permitted by legislation, it would be found very difficult

to get it back again when we needed it. We are up against

that very proposition now, and it is not a theory, but an

actual condition that confronts us. We are short of hydro-
electric power in Ontario, and we are exporting 170,000 h.p. of

it to the United States that we need not only badly but at

once. Why in the name of common sense should we export

170,000 h.p. of hydro-electric energy to the United States and
then have to import coal from that country for the purpose
of generating power to take the place of that exported, for

that is what we shall be compelled to do in the near future if

the claims of the Niagara electric corporations are established

and enforced. We must, and we probably shall, get this

power back in the long run, but in fairness it must be said

that it would be only a square deal to give the people of the

United States who have been operating their factories with it

a fair and reasonable amount of time in which to make other

arrangements for power. This means, therefore, that it must
come back- to us gradually, and from what I know of the con-

ditions I am confident that Ontario's demand for power will

far exceed any supplj- that can be obtained from that source.

No More Development Under Present Plans.

So far as 1 can see, therefore, it is, imperative that in

addition to the return of this power to Canada, there shall

also be a further development of power from Niagara River,

and that this development must be done by and for the sole

lienefit of the citizens of Ontario, and not by any existing

companies whose interests are naturally antagonistic to those

of the people. The amount of water that can be taken from
the Niagara River above the falls has been fixed by treaty

for a term of years, and is, therefore, not in a position to be

changed except by mutual agreement between the United

States and Canada. By this treaty the United States are

entitled to take 20,000 cubic feet of water per second and Can-

ada 36,000 cubic feet of water per second from the Niagara

River.

Of Canada's 36,000 cubic second feet the existing com-
panies are entitled to use 29,400 feet, leaving 6,600 cubic feet

still available for power generating purposes. To allow any of

the existing companies to use this water which they could

only do by enlarging their present plants, would be the height

of folly, because it would entail an economic waste that the

people would be foolish to allow in this day of scientific

hydro-electric engineering. In this connection it is interest-

ing to recall the fact that not so very many years ago the

Electric Development Company made application for the use

of all this unallotted water, which would have practically

doubled their capacity. The Government very w-isely refused

this request, preferring to hold it in trust as a reserve for the

people of the province. All of the water used by the com-
panies at present goes through their turbines under an aver-

age head of about 155 feet (it varies from 140 to 180 feet),

and at this pressure 6,600 cubic second feet of water would
generate less than 100,000 h.p. of electrical energy. By con-

veying this water to Queenston, however, and generating

power with it there, with a head of 304 feet, this same 6,600

cubic second feet will develop fully double that amount -of

electric energj', or over 200,000 h.p.

P'or this reason the Ontario Hydro-electric Power Com-
mission are unanimously agreed that in the true interests of

the people of this province any new development of power
from the waters of the Niagara River should be done so as to

get the very greatest amount out of it. To do otherwise

would be an economic waste that could not be justified, and
would be a crime against posterity, if not against the people

of to-day.

Scrapping Present Plants.

It has always been a mystery to me why we ever allowed

the companies to develop power at Niagara Falls instead of

at Queenston. where there is a fall of over 300 feet as against

the 150 or 160 feet at Niagara Falls. This is not a new dis-

covery, for in 1891, years before any of the existing com-
panies had commenced operations at Niagara Falls, a com-

pany had been chartered by this Province of Ontario and

organized by J. R. Roaf, K.C.. under the presidency of S. J.

Dawson, M. P. for Algoma. one of Canada's most noted

engineers, for the purpose of taking water from Chippewa
Creek and conveying it to Queenston in order to develop

power at that place. It was pointed out by the organizers of

this company that this was the proper place for generating

power from Niagara water, as they would get double the

amount of power from the same amount of water developed

there instead of at the falls.

The Hydro-Electric Commission have been carefully in-

vestigating this matter for several years, and they have satis-

fied themselves conclusively that Queenston is the proper

place for generating power from the waters of the Niagara

River. I think I voice the mind of the commission when I

say that not only are we convinced that this theory is sound

as applied to the 6,600 cubic second feet of Niagara water

still unused by Ontario, but that it applies equally to every

drop of water that is not being used for generating purposes

at Niagara Falls.

I pointed out in a pamphlet I wrote six years ago that the

time would probably come when all of the existing electric

generating plants at the falls w^ould have to be scrapped in

order to utilize the water at Queenston or Jordan, where

nature evidently intended it to be used for power generating

purposes. Gentlemen, I was wrong in my calculations. That

time is practically here now, and the sooner we start to re-

trieve our position by refusing to continue or enlarge an

obsolete and discredited method of hydro-electric power gen-

eration the better it will be for the people of this province.

The same water that is now being used to generate 385,000

h.p. of electric energy at Niagara Falls would develop nearly

800,000 h.p. at Queenston, so that if the present system is

persisted in there will ultimately be a distinct loss to the pro-

vince each year of 385,000 h.p. of electric energy. Turned

into coal, this would mean nearly 8,000,000 tons of coal per

year, which would be worth about $30,000,000 of money annu-

ally.

It will tluis be seen that the scrapping of the present

power plants at Niagara Falls is not a visionary theory, but a

practical business proposition that must sooner or later be

grappled with by the people of Ontario. Personally I am

satisfied that the time will come, and that probably sooner

than many of us anticipate, when our economic necessities

will compel the people of this province to expropriate all of

the existing Canadian power plants at .Niagara Falls and
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utilize the water they are usin<4: to develop power at Queens-
ton, and it is evident that such a policy would not only be a

sound business proposition, but a patriotic duty in the highest

interests of the province generally.

Present Needs of the Province.

r stated some time ago that even if we succeed in bring-

ing back all the electric power that we are now exporting to

the United States, the increase in the demand for power from
the people of Ontario could not begin to be tilled from the

supply thus obtained. The commission are at present using

100,000 h.p. from the Ontario Power Company (the full

amount of our contract with them) and 25,000 h.p. from the

Ontario Niagara Power Company, or 125,000 h.p. in all, and
we are expecting to obtain an additional 25,000 h.p. from the

latter company in the near future. But this supply large as

it seems, will not begin to fill the demands we have received

from the municipalities served by this system, and it seems to

be imperative that the construction of the new provincial

generating enterprise at Queenston should be proceeded with

as speedily as possible.

Much criticism has been indulged in about the supposed

delay in going on with this work. In regard to this I may
say that up to the present time there has been no delay what-

ever. There is much preliminary work, such as surveys and
working plans, to be done, and the commission's engineering

stafY are doing this just as fast as they can, consistent with

accurate and sound methods. In spite of every threatened

obstacle such as "liats" and others of that ilk, the commis-
sion long ago decided to go ahead and push this part of the

work (which they estimated would take fully a year to do),

so as to be ready to begin construction as soon as it was
practically possible. So far there has been no delay whatever

in this part of the work—and the commission do not intend

that there shall be any in regard to any other ^jart of it if

they can prevent it. War or no war, this particular enterprise

must be pushed on to completion if the industries of this pro-

vince are not to be handicapped by a shortage of power to

operate our factories and drive our radial railroads.

Use Power of Northern Latitude.

Before I leave this part of my subject I would like to

point out that in my opinion a mistake is being made in

endeavoring to locate electrical smelting and chemical works
in this section of the province. The only available supply of

hydro-electric power for this part of Ontario must come from
Xiagara. and. as we all know, its amount, although great, is

limited. It has been conclusively proved that the per capita

output of manufactories depends almost entirely upon the

utilization of power per capita, and from this it is evident that

"cheap power is one of the most important factors in social

economics, and has a similar effect, as regards the community
which enjoys it, as if it possessed natural resources of raw
materials." This being the case, we should endeavor to con-

serve our power for the installation and development of in-

dustries employing as large a number of citizens as possible.

In other words, if 1,000 h.p. of electric energy can be utilized

to drive a factory employing, say, 1,000 skilled artizans it is

worth far more to the province than the utilization of the

same amount of power in an industry where onlj' 100 persons

are employed.

I do not want to be understood as being opposed to the

installation and operation of electrical smelting or chemical

works in Ontario. On the contrary, I believe that this pro-

vince is the proper place for them, but they should not be

located in the part of the country where the power is limited

and where it will be all needed by industries requiring a large

number of skilled artizans. Rather, they should be located

further north, where power will be cheap and plentiful; where,

if possible, supplies can be water-borne, and where the limited

number of employees (mostly unskilled labor) can be readily

obtained. An example of the successful working out of this

policy can be found in Norway and Sweden, whose output of

nitrates and smelted ores is one of tlie largest factors in their

national prosperity.

Other Commission Activities.

Before closing, I desire to draw attention to some phases
of the commission's operations of which the public have heard
but little, but which are of vital importance to the success of

the publicly owned hydro-electric systems and to the safety

of the general public.

The first is the municipal purchasing department, organ-
ized by the commission for the purpose of supplying at cost

to the municipalities interested such materials as poles, line

wire, cross-arms, insulators, transformers, switches, lamps,

meters, etc. Started several years ago in a small way, this

department has steadily grown, until it is now doing a busi-

ness of some $600,000 per year. To accommodate this ever-

growing business the commission have erected an up-to-date

fireproof warehouse at Toronto, in which is also housed a

laboratory for testing materials and new apparatus by experts

in the employ of the commission. You will be glad to know
that this department has never cost the municipalities a single

dollar, but has always been self-supporting. By the use of

specially trained men in their purchasing department and buy-
ing in very large quantities, the commission have been able

to furnish the municipalities with the best materials in the

several lines they handle at a saving of from 10 to 50 per

cent, on the prices they would have to pay for the same
articles did they attempt to purchase them direct themselves.

As an evidence of the appreciation of the municipalities in

regard to the benefits of this department, I may say that 132

of the municipalities patronized it to a greater or less extent

during the past year.

Another is the electrical inspection department. As you
are all aware, the Ontario Hydro-electric Commission are

charged with the making of rules and regulations in regard to

all electrical installations in the province. The work done by
the commission in this regard has been of great benefit to the

public, inasmuch as it not only demands a better class of

material and construction than heretofore, but by putting all

electrical contractors on the same footing when tendering it

gives the public an assurance that they are getting safe and
durable work at fair and reasonable prices. In addition to

this, at the request of the municipalities, the commission took

over about a year ago all the electrical inspection of the pro-

vince, and are now covering it pretty thoroughly with skilled

inspectors, whose duty it is to personally examine and pass

upon every electrical installation before it can be used. Under
the efficient system at present in force in this department we
have been able to rearrange and consolidate the districts

throughout the province, so that where there were approxi-

mately 80 municipalities under inspection there are now 340

and where it required some 60 inspectors to take care of the

old system it is now all handled much more efficiently with

less than 50 inspectors. Many municipalities have been in-

spected and much of the old municipal w-ork removed. Defec-

tive and dangerous installations are generally being taken out

and a higher class of work is resulting from the persistent

organization under which they are working.

Thirty-three municipalities have been given assistance

with regard to ornamental street lighting systems and under-

ground conduit construction. Plans have been draw'n up and
submitted, with estimates of cost; cables, conduits, lighting

standards, etc., have been purchased for many of the muni-

cipalities, and the installations have been supervised during

construction by the commission's engineers.

The commission, through its engineering staff, super-

vises a great deal of construction work for municipalities,

acting in the capacity of consulting engineer. A great many
prol)lems of an engineering nature, such as pumping, street

lighting, construction of distributing systems, etc., have been

handled by this department during the past few years.

1 have no fear whatever of the future of publicly owned
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hydro-electric radial railway-.. The people want them, and
they are bound to have them just as soon as conditions are

ripe for tlieir construction. Xo man in Ontario has more
faith in the necessity and future of publicly owned radials

than I have, but I want to say a word of caution here as to

the care that should be exercised in selecting their routes,

for it is certain that if these are not carefully selected with a

view to the future traffic conditions the results must bring-

discredit upon public ownership. Radial railroads will not

pay simply because they are publicly owned and constructed.

They must have (just as roads constructed by private cor-

porations have) the proper location, a proper and eco 'om:c
construction, and, what is even more important, a reasonable

assurance of a steady and iirolitablc freight and passenger

traffic.

I have often heard it stated, especially by aspirants for

public office, that radials built by the commission are bound
to pay simply because hydro-electric enterprises have been
uniformly successful. I would like to point out, however,

that the two projects are entirely different in many respects,

and such statements are entirely unwarranted by the facts.

In any case, whether of generation plants, transmission lines,

or radial railways, I have no fear whatever of their not being

constructed cheaply and efficiently. It is when construction

ends and operation begins that the difference and the factor

of danger enters into the matter. In the case of electric gen-

eration or transmission, as you all know, contracts that

assure their profitable operation for a long term of years are

signed, sealed, and delivered by the municipalities before any
work is done on them whatever. Their operation is there-
fore guaranteed against loss, and they are bound to pay from
start to finish. With radial railways, however, it is entirely

different. When the road is completed the real work is only
beginning, because it has then to look for traffic, and the
volume of that depends largjy upon th: character of the

country through which it runs and the class of people inhabit-

ing it, and even more upon the amount of competition it will

have to meet from existing steam or electric roads.

These vital l)ut uncertain factors constitute the main dif-

ference between these two enterprises, and I cannot too
strongly emphasize that the success or failure of our radial

railroads.will depend principally upon the way in which they
are operated after construction. I do not want you to carry
away the impression, however, that I have lost faith in pub-
licly owned and operated radials. Far from it; but I do want
to emphasize the fact that their success must mainly depend
upon two things—whether they are actually needed and
whether they are properly operated. I believe, however, that

between the Government, the Hydro-Electric Commission,
and the Municipal Electric Railway Union we shall be able to

solve all these difficulties in a satisfactory and business-like

manner, and that publicly owned radials in this province are

destined to do a great and beneficial work for our people in

revolutionizing the carrying trade of the province in '^he

same manner, if not to the same extent, as its light ard power
has been revolutionized by public ownership.

Electrical Equipment of a Foreign Submarine
(Concluded from September 15)

The main fuses for the auxiliary circuit are enclosed in

the same box, which is located very close to the battery

tank to ensure the main 'battery leads being extremely short.

The cut-outs are mounted side by side in an explosion-proof

steel case, with the operating handles brought through the

sides. The overload and time-limit relays are mounted on

the front cover and set to operate at 1,300 amps, in about

two to three seconds. They arc, therefore, non-operative

while starting U]), but open should an overload last for

more than the time limit stated above. In series with the

solenoids is a small switch which opens with the cut-outs and

releases the relays from electric pressure.

Each electrical circuit in the vessel is independently ar-

ranged with its fuses directly connected to the main battery

leads, which ensures that in the event of any one set of

fuses blowing no other circuit or circuits will be disturbed.

The auxiliary power circuits are fed from the full battery

pressure, whilst all lighting circuits are taken oflf the

half battery pressure through double-pole change-over

switches, to enable either half battery to be discharged at

will, and double-pole switches to cut out the complete cir-

cuit. The general, instrument, and navigation circuits are

provided with regulating resistances to maintain a constant

pressure of 55 volts at any battery pressure. To prevent the

boat being plunged into complete darkness, in the event of

the general lighting fuses blowing, safety or police lamps

are installed and fed from a separate circuit, but as no rheo-

stat is provided in this particular circuit, the lamps are

switched off during such time as the battery is on charge.

Each lighting circuit is controlled from a special watertight

gunmctal distribution box enclosin.g 6 d.p. fuses and 6 s.p.

switches, and has cast on the umlerside three watertight

sockets for portable connections; the spindles for operating

the switches are brought througli ihc front cover, which also

carries a small hinged inspection flap for fuse renewals, etc.

The navigation H.glits comprise a masthead steaming

light secured portable to the forward periscope, stern and

stem anchor lights clipped to the handrails, a masthead

flashing lamp secured portable to the after periscope, and

the. bow and stern lights. The last three lamps are fixtures

built into the superstructure round about the conning tower,

and fed directly from the navigation distribution box in the

central station, while all portable navigation lamps are plug-

ged on to the special box in the communication hatch be-

hind the conning tower, tQ which is also connected the port-

able Morse key and condenser for the flashing lamp and the

light in the portable compass which is used when steerin.g

from the bridge.

The Lighting

The general lighting consists of 16-c.p. metal-filament

lamps enclosed in gunmetal guarded brackets bolted to the

frames in the most efficient positions to avoid other internal

gear, and controlled from distribution boxes in the engine

room, central station, crew space, and officers' quarters; four

additional 5-amp. d.p. watertight plugs are fitted in the

engine room for portable lamps for small tools. Two self-

contained portable magazine hand lamps, with suitable re-

sistance to enable them to be charged from a 55-volt cir-

cuit, are carried in the central station.

Three electric hotplates of 750 watts capacity and three

heats each, built into one frame, are installed in the crew-

space for cooking purposes; current for these is taken from

a special distribution box placed just overhead, and con-

nected to the plates through flexible portable leads.

Four portable electric radiators of 1,500 watts consmp-
tion, with three heats each, arc carried to warm the officers'

quarters and crew space in cold weather and special water-

tight d.p. sockets are fitted in these compartments to feed

them. To ventilate these quarters in warm weather, two
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12-in. noiseless fans with three speeds and trunnion move-

ment are provided.

The vessel is equipped with one stern and two bow tor-

pedo tubes firing 450-mm. Whitehead torpedoes by means

of compressed air. Firing can be effected by hand or elec-

trically. In the latter case, the firing valve lever is released

by an electric solenoid energized from the lighting circuits

through platinum-tipped push buttons, which are distributed

in the boat in such a manner as will allow any tube to

be fired from the conning tower, the central station, or at

the tube itself. In each case, when not in use these buttons

are secured with a padlock, the key of which is always in

the possession of the Commander, to prevent ilie wilful firing

of any tube.

Signalling Plant

A- complete submarine bell signalling plant is installed,

with an effective range of 13 miles; fitted with this equip-

ment, the submarine can maintain communication with an-

other submerged boat or similar plant on shore. Transmit-

ting is performed by a large bronze bell placed mouth up-

wards in the forward superstructure, and supported by a

special mechanism so arranged that the bell can be stowed

below the plating when not in use, or quickly raised from

the inside of the boat, clear of the superstructure, to permit

the sound waves to travel out in all directions. The bell

tongue is connected to a pneumatic cylinder, the slide valve

of which is operated by a Morse key in conjunction with a

condenser, the supply current being taken from the distri-

bution box in the officers' quarters. The receiving plant has

two special submarine microphones placed port and star-

board in the lower forward part of the boat, well below the

waterline. On the face of the microphone case is a circular

machined groove lined with a thick rubber packing, which

forms a perfectly watertight job when pressed on to the

hull, through which a small hole is drilled to ensure the

diaphragms always making good connection with the sea-

water. Two telephone receivers mounted on the same in-

strument box are used to collect the signals in conjunction

with a 4-volt primary battery and small-change-over switch

to enable either microphone to be placed in circuit. The
key, condenser, and telephone receivers are conveniently

mounted in the officers' quarters just above the starter for

the forward 26-h.p. bilge pump motor, which arrangement

allows signals to be transmitted and received very efficiently.

Should the vessel accidentally sink in shallow water, the

crew inside the submarine can release the safety mechanism
known as the telephone buoy, by which the position of the

sunken submarine can be located and telephonic communi-
cation set up between the boat and surface. The buoy itself

consists of a wooden structure covered with 1/16 in. gal-

vanized steel sheeting, and is secured to the superstructure

by a screw releasing-mechanism operated by the crew inside

the submarine. On top, the buoy has a hinged cover carry-

ing a special watertight flashing lamp; on opening the cover,

access is given to a portable microtelephone and pushbutton.

In the boat is a second microtelephone with alarm bell and
4-volt primary battery enclosed in a light steel case, and a

Morse key to flash the lamp on the buoy cover. Electrical

comtnunication is maintained through a 60-metre long 4-core

cab-tire covered cable (two cores for the telephone and two
for the lamp), which enters the boat and buoy through
bronze stuffing glands or d^ck tubes. Current for the flash-

ing lamp is taken from the distribution box in the crew space.

When not in use, the 4-core cable is coiled up in a special

cable locker just aft of the buoy.

Electric Pumps

The three electrically-driven pumps used for diving,

emerging, trimming, etc., are arranged to pump from any
tank of bilge through the main and auxiliary water service.

or to pump out any torpedo tube through the auxiliary con-

nections. By means of change-over cocks the small auxiliary

pump can either draw from or discharge to any tank or bilge.

For salvage purposes, pipes are fitted from the main and

torpedo bilges to the top of the vessel to permit water

inside the submarine to be blown out from the outside.

The two large pumps placed fore and aft are of the high-

speed double-rotor centrifugal type, capable of delivering

2,000 litres per minute against a head of 30 metres with

the rotors in parallel, or 1,000 litres per minute against a

head of 60 metres with the rotors in series at a speed of 2.000

r.p.m. The changing over of rotors from series to parallel

or vice versa is performed by the manipulation of a single

cock. These two pumps are directly connected to 26-h.p.

shunt-wound semi-enclosed electric motors with a speed vari-

ation of 1,700 to 2,000 r.p.m. at 115 volts, the slower speed

being necessary to prevent the motors being over-loaded

when the pumps are working against no head; for example,

when the submarine is running on the surface. A tempera-

ture rise of 30 degs. C. at the six-hour rate was specified

to the motor makers with a permissible total weight of 610

kg. per motor.

The auxiliary pump is of the piston type, geared to an

8-h.p. shunt-wound totally-enclosed motor with a speed varia-

tion of 500 to 1,600 r.p.m. at 115 volts, and a temperature

rise of 35 degs. C. after one hour's run at full load. This

pump delivers 300 litres per minute against a head of 60

metres with a speed of 400 r.p.m. The motor, which is sus-

pended from the frames, weighs 415 kg., and has its starter

placed just overhead on the watertight bulkhead: the weight

of this starter is 53 kg.

The motor coupled to the after Ijilge pump also drives,

through a reduction gear box, the high-pressure air com-
pressor and auxiliary manoeuvring propeller; interlocked

couplings are provided to prevent both units being driven

at the same time with a heavy resultant overloading of the

motor. The auxiliary propeller, situated right aft in the

superstructure, is intended to aim the boat when a tor-

pedo is to be fired, and to facilitate manoeuvring when the

submarine is in harbor. The starter for the forward pump
motor is placed in the officers' quarters on the port side,

directly opposite the motor itself, and weighs 65 kg.

Control

To enable the auxiliary propeller to be started and stop-

ped from a position near the periscopes, and thereby directly

under the supervision of the officer in charge, the controller

for the after pump is housed in the central station, immedi-

ately under the main motor cut-outs. This controller, which

weighs 140 kg., allows three speeds in either direction at

the ^-hour rate with its resistance enclosed in the casing,

and it fitted with a separate interlocked lever to reverse the

current in the armature when a change in the direction of

rotation is desired. The capstan motor is of the series-

wound totally-enclosed type, with an output of 2 B.h.p. at

1.600 r.p.m. and 115 volts for 15 minutes without the armature

temperature rise exceeding 50 degs. C, and has a net weight

of 115 kg. It is situated in the forward portion of the ves-

sel, just under the torpedo tubes, and drives the anchor-

winch and warping-bollard through worm and cog gearing,

but, as the output of the motor is too small to allow these

two units to be driven at the same time, the vertical driving

shaft carrying the small driving wheel is fitted to allow an

upward or downward movement along its axial length.

This movement is controlled by a lever and hand-wheel,

operated by hand power, placed close to the motor: when
raised, the driving wheel engages the wnrping bollard: in

the centre position it runs empty, and when lowered it drives

the anchor winch. A friction clutch is inserted in the drive

to prevent the motor being pulled up quickly or brought
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to a standstill when the submarine is being docked or the

anchor housed. Despite the fact that the anchor winch
is fitted with a tell-tale, experience has proved that such
a clutch is very necessary, as the motor is too often left

running after the anchor has been housed. The controller

for this motor is secured to the frames on the port side of the

officers' quarters, with its operating shaft extended througli

the shell into the superstructure to allow the motor to be
started and stopped from the deck as well as the interior

of the boat. Three speeds in either direction are allowed
for, with the resistances and a small overload release en-
closed in the controller casing. The net weight of this con-
troller in running order is 52 kg.

Steering Motor

The semi-enclosed steering motor suspended from the

upper frames on the starboard side of the crew space is

of the flapper brake type, designed to give 1 B.h.p. at 1.200

r.p.m. with 115 volts continuously with a net weight of 375

kg. It drives the rudder-actuating shaft through worm gear-

ing, on which a double clutch is fitted to enable the electrical

driving gear to be cut out and steering performed by hand
in the usual way. The motor is controlled by two automatic

contactors operated electrically, either by a small controller

or portable push-buttons. The controller is of the follow-up

type, with the two outer rings connected to the hand steer-

ing wheel, and the inner quick-breaking switch coupled to

the rudder-actuating shaft through a small chain. The sailor

turning on the handwhee! in either direction causes contact

to be made by one of the outer rings in the controller with

the inner quick-breaking-switch by sliding over the same when
a current is caused to pass through one or other of the con-

tactors, and the motor at once starts without any resistance

in circuit. The motor turning the rudder-actuating shaft

causes the inner switch to revolve in the same direction as

was taken by the outer rings until the zero position is

reached, when it quickly snaps out. and the motor is brought

to a standstill by the flapper brake.

Mechanical limits are provided on the rudder shafting

to prevent the sailor overturning the controller, and platinum-

tipped limit switches to protect the motor and gear when
the push-buttons are in use.

The contactors are of the usual vertical type, mounted

side by side in a light watertight steel case and fitted with

magnetic blow-outs and renewable sparking pieces; further,

a mechanical device prevents them being operated together.

In parallel with each contactor is a 2J/2-c.p. signal lamp,

colored red or green, to indicate wdiether the rudder is be-

ing swung to port or starboard. The controller is only called

upon to deal with the current passing through the coil and

lamp, about 0.55 amps., which is so small that practically

no arcing takes place inside the same when in use.

The two push-buttons, mounted in a small portable,

bronze box, have their tops enamelled red and green, and.

in common with the controller are connected to the mains

by three pin watertight plugs and sockets, with the pins

of varying sizes to prevent wrong connecting up. Such a

socket is fitted on the bridge, in the conning tower, and in

the crew space, close to the steering motor, to permit the

submarine to be steered electrically from either of these posi-

tions. A very small portable motor-driven dessicating gear

is carried to dry out the periscope tubes and lenses, whicli.

when in use, is plugged on to one of the lighting distribu-

tion boxes. All fixed cables throughout the vessel are of h.c

copper insulated with pure para rubber, taped, lead-covered,

and armored. with interwoven flexible steel wires impregnated

with red-lead paint. They are secured to the frames willi

brass clips and screws in the most suitable positions In

avoid other internal gear. Cables passing throng the shell

arc encased in copper pipes, with a stuffing-box at the lower

end inside the boat, and a union connection to the fixture

they are feeding. This arrangement entirely prevents in-

gress of seawater, and in the event of the tubes being pierced
no water can percolate into the submarine. Wherever cables
pass through a watertight bulkhead they are led through
double-ended stuffing-boxes.

Watertight Type

Owing to the excessive amount of moisture which is

always prevalent in a vessel of this class, the Navy to whose
order the boat was built specified that, as far as possible,

the complete electrical gear was to be of the watertight
type, and in those cases where, owing to restricted weight
and space, it was found necessary to install splash water-
tight gear, that, in the event of water reaching these units,

their protecting fuses were to blow and isolate the circuits.

These stipulations were rigidly enforced and carried out, so
that should the boat sink in shallow water and fill, the bat-
tery would be immediately isolated electrically from such
circuits and, provided the rubber cover over the battery tank
received no damage, the cells could not come in contact with
seawater and liberate chlorine gas.

The only switchboard in the vessel is the auxiliary, on
which are mounted the switches and fuses for all motors,
heating, and cooking circuits, also the change-over and double-
pole switches, fuses, etc., for the various lighting circuits.

The board is of the watertight type, with the switch handles
taken through the cover, which also carries small inspection
doors for fuse renewals, etc.

Limited Space

The greatest difficulty confronting an electrical engineer
in a submarine of this size is the very limited amount of

space and weight allowed. .\s, when running submerged,
the boat depends entirely on its metacentric heights for

stability, it follows that all weights must be reduced to the
smallest possible limit, and that all heavy gear has to be
placed as low as possible in the vessel to keep down the
position of the boat's centre of gravity, and thus help to

increase the metacentric heights. With this object in view,
the electrical gear installed was of the very lightest possible
type; wherever possible, very light steel cases were substi-

tuted for those of cast gunmetal (aluminium was not allowed
owing to the corrosive effect of seawater), and the cables
loaded to the utmost, particularly those feeding the main
motor, where 2 amps, per mm." was allowed as a safe work-
ing standard. All motors have cast steel yokes and end
brackets to reduce weight and bulk, and in all cases (except
the main propelling motor) are supplied with ball bearings.
The total weight of electrical gear in the submarine is about
4il,(i00 kg.

Street units used in .St.

Lamliert. Que. System in-
stalled under supervision
of H. .A. Gibeau. Equip-
ment supplied by George
Cutter Co. through Dawson
& Co., Montreal.
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Get the Safety Habit—Have You Seen Our New
Motto, "Women, Children and Safety First?"

—Better to be Careful than Crippled

We hardly know how to begin this "Safety First" talk.

It is not exactly a new movement, but its relative age is one

reason why a great many do not take it seriously. Familiar-

ity breeds contempt.

If by taking care, keeping your eyes open, thinking about

what you are doing, and ceasing to be reckless, you could

cut down your chances of losing your life or a limb by 7.i

per cent., WOULD YOU?
That's all "Safety First" means. Statisticians all over

this continent have been figuring out the causes of accidents,

which cost the country millions each year, and they say

that 7.5 per cent, and more are .\VOID.A.BLE. They are due

to CARELESSNESS. THOUGHTLESSNESS and RECK-

LESSNESS. Now. the way to counteract these tendencies

is for every person to make "Safety First" a habit with him-

self. Let him take no step, perform no act. without asking

liimself the question, "Am I safe?" and let him keep this up

day by day. never losing sight of the fact that he is reduc-

ing thereby his chances of getting hurt.

With the growth in size of cities and the increase in the

hazards of life, safety devices have kept pace well. But

there are many dangers that no safety devices can protect

a person from: it devolves on everyone to protect himself

up to a certain point.

For instance, no device coirtd prevent a man who crosses

the street in face of danger, from getting hurt. That is why

the admonition is made to TAKE CARE, THINK. We know

you are in a hurry and that you cross the street a dozen, a

score of tfmes a day. but your HASTE will not do you much

good if you are HURT. Don't be deluded by the fact that

you have escaped so far; your turn may be next.

"Safety First" is nothing more than a habit that becomes

easier the more proficient you become. In place of "taking

a chance" or working with rush and bustle, proceed deliber-

ately and carefully. You will be the gainer in time and hap-

piness.

Now. where may you practice "Safety First"?

On the street, at home, in school, in the elevator, riding,

driving, swimming and tobogganing (in season)—everywhere.

Practice it as you split the kindling wood; as you jump on a

street car; as you step into the elevator.

More than this, we want you not to stop at practicing

"Safety First" yourself, but to pass it along to your father,

mother, brothers and sisters, your friends and co-workers.

You may save another's life. It devolves upon teachers to

point out "Safety First" to their charges and upon all grown-

ups to instill its principles in the minds of the younger ones.

Passengers, Be Wise—Stop, Look, Listen.

To this text, we want to add a few more tliat hold good

in every activity of life:

Boys and Girls

To be safe, don't take chances.

It is dangerous to roller skate or play near the car tracks.

The careful boy or girl doesn't steal rides behind auto-

mobiles or wagons.

Be sure when coasting there is not a street car or vehicle

on a cross street.

In rainy weather, be careful not to hide your view of

traffic with your umbrella.

The thoughtful boy looks both ways when crossing a

street: to the right until he reaches the middle, then to the

left.

When riding a bicycle obey the traffic rules, not so much

because you endanger someone else, but because you may be

hurt by some other vehicle.

Men and Women
DON'T try to "head-ofif" a street car.

DON'T CROSS THE STREET DIRECTLY BEHIND
A CAR WITHOUT MAKING SURE ANOTHER CAR IS

NOT APPROACHING ON THE OTHER TRACK.
DON'T hesitate when you have once entered the path

of vehicles. If the driver does not know your purpose, he

can't always avoid you.

DON'T cross the street between blocks. Use the cross-

ing.

DON'T walk on the railway tracks or trestles. Besides

being illegal, this practice is extremely dangerous.—B.C.E.R.

Buzzer.

Hoosac Tunnel Electric Locomotives

The Hoosac tunnel of the Boston and Maine Railroad is

the largest electrified tunnel in America. The work of dig-

ging the tunnel was started in 1851 and completed in time for

the first steam train to pass through on Februarj' 9, 1875. It

is 25,081 feet long and is double tracked throughout. Until

its electrification in 1911 it was always an obstructing feature

to the traffic of this railroad. Under steam operation the

entire tunnel was a block, only one train at a time being

allowed to pass through. Under electric operation several

trains are permitted in the tunnel. The electrification, whicli

is of the Westinghouse single-phase system, has been entirely

successful in operation, proven by the ease with which the

heavy freight traffic of the road has ben handled. Freight

trains are no longer packed three or four deep at each portal

waiting for a chance to get through. As many as 77 trains

a day pass through the tunnel, and regularly 71 trains pass

through every 24 hours. Of these about 17 are passenger

trains, the remainder freight. LTp to the present time the

entire traffic through this tunnel has been handled by five

Baldwin-Westinghouse, 130-ton, 11.000-volt. single phase elec-

tric locomotives. Traffic, however, has increased to such an

extent thav it has become necessary to supplement the pres-

ent equipment. Due to the great success achieved by the

electric locomotives already in service, the Boston and Maine

have placed an order with the Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company, of East Pittsburgh, Pa., for two
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:idditicjiial i:iO-loii electric locciiuotives .similai' to the live iidw

operating, of wliicli the one ilkistratcd is tyijical. The loco-

motives have but one cab, with two articulated trucks, each
truck consisting- of two pairs of 03-inch drivers and a pair of

pony wheels 42 inches in diameter. Each locomotive has
four :i7.") horse power single-phase motors of the series com-
mutating type, with short-circuited auxiliary field windings.
The gears on the locomotives are of the flexible type, which
minimize vibration and prevent any strains or shocks on the

teeth of the gears, also aiding the motors to start under very
heavy loads. In electrifying this system the crossing of the

GOO-volt lines of the city railway by the ll.OOO-volt sin.ylc

catenary construction of the Boston and Maine was accom-
plished. This was one of tlie many interesting engineering
features cnconntercd in the inslallatiou of the ovcrhea<l con-

struction.

Another Single Phase Line for Switzerland

Electrification of the St. Gothard Railway, in Switzer-

land, has been undertaken by the Swiss Government, which
is spending about $600,000 on tlie work this year, and will

eventually spend about $7,500,000. The length of line to be

electrified is about 68 miles. Two power stations are being
built, one at .\msteg, where the water of the River Reuss is

utilized under a head of 900 feet, and the other at Piotta,

where the head of water is 2,642 feet and :!!),000 h.p. will be

developed. The commission appointed to investigate as to

the system of electrification to be adopted has recommended
a single-phase system similar to that used on the Lotschberg
tunnel line.

Sherbrooke Railway Activities

The falling off of $6,700 in gross earnings of the Sher-

brooke Railway & Power Company for the year ending June
30 is more than counterbalanced by the reduction in operat-

ing expenses, the net revenue standing at $66,349, as against

$55,920. Mr. Clarence J. McCuaig, the president, states that

the acquisition of the lighting and power business of Water-
ville and Compton, combined with the increased demand for

power in the second half of the year, created a market in

excess of the capacity of the company's hydro-electric de-

velopment on the Magog River. To provide for this in-

creased demand for power and the probable requirements

in the immediate future, the directors made a contract through
the Southern Canada Power Company, Limited, for the pur-

chase of sufficient power to cover same. An extension of

the power house and some of the transmission and distribut-

ing systems has been rendered necessary to handle this ad-

ditional power, and this work is now nearing completion
and should materially increase the earning power of the

company for the current fiscal year.

Hoosac Tunnel.

Electric Locomotives.

Owmg to increasing demands for power, the Sherbrooke
Railway and Power Company have made a contract with the
Shawinigan Water and Power Company for the supply of
2,000 h.p. over the transmission line between Victoriaville
and Windsor Mills. A new transmission line is being con-
structed between the latter point and Sherbrooke. In con-
nection with a proposal that the Sherbrooke Company ex-
tend and improve its lines, the company have asked the City
Council to advance .$100,000 for a period of five years, at
6 per cent, interest, a lien on the entire property being given,
subject to the present mortgage indebtedness.

Is it Safe ?

The London Omnibus Company has adopted the words
"Is It Safe?" as a slogan instead of "Safety First," for the
reason that if the question be mentally asked of oneself in

a perilous moment, it instantly directs attention to the dangers
present wherein the instinct of self-preservation will assert
Itself, and this is in most cases all that is necessary to induce
watchfulness and care.

New Sub-Stations for Montreal Tramways
Two new sub-stations for the Montreal Tramways Com-

pany are to be constructed, both one storey buildings. One
is to be on a site 50 x 100 at the corner of Archambault Street
and Notre Dame Street East, Pointe-aux-Trembles, and the
other. 100 x 100, at Cote Street, Montreal. The foundations
will be of concrete and granite and the superstructures of
brick and terra cotta.

Personal

Mr. J. A. Everell, superintendent of the Montmorency
Division of the Quebec Railway, Light, Heat & Power Com-
p'any, which is being taken over by the Dominion Govern-
ment, has been .appointed district passenger agent of the
Canadian Government Railways, Montreal, succeeding D.
McDonald, deceased. It is imderstood that Mr. Everell
will retain his position as superintendent of the Quebec
Railway, Light, Heat & Power Company.

Trade Publication

Electric Railway Materials—Catalogue No. 3, issued by
the Drew Electric & Manuf.Tcturing Company, Indianapolis,
Ind., designers and manufacturers of electric railway, light

and power materials. The catalogue is splendidly illustrated

throughout its 185 pages. The C. E. A. Carr Company, 2

Toronto Street, Toronto, arc Canadian distributors.

The hydro line from the Kent sub-station to Sarnia has
been completed.
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A Study in Ofifice Building Lighting—Necessity

for Flexibility— Paper read before Illum-

inating Engineering Society

By Samuel G. Hibben

The modern sky-scraper office building of to-day, peo-

pled with thousands of tenants and managed by competent

executives, is verily a city within a city. It has its problems

of transportation, its corps of "white wings," its central sta-

tion, and its departmental government. Its economies of

operation are indirectly shared by thousands of persons, and

as it improves its service it affords to each inhabitant safety,

speed, health, comfort, and luxury. Its one object is to sur-

round the twentieth century business man with the most

modern facilities for intercommunication and labor, and, per-

sonified, its motto would be "Ich Dien."

That the success of the large office buildings of recent

years is due in no small measure to the economical applica-

tion of electricity to its transportation its intercommunica-

tion, and its artificial lighting problems, is a generally accept-

ed fact.

We have seen, for instance, the buildings rise higher and

higher in proportion to improvements in elevator design. We
have seen the growing demand of tenants for telephone ser-

vice, ventilation, the operation of small machinery, heating,

ice water, cleaning—all of which have been met promptly or

anticipated by the building manager on account of the con-

tinued advance in the applied science of electricity.

And now comes the problem of artificial illumination, a

problem calling for a more exact solution than most other

lighting problems, inasmuch as in the large office building

any expense or any saving, however minute in the individual

unit, will be multiplied thousands of times and appear upon

the records as a large part of the total operating expense.

With the exception of steam heat, probably no one item

of expense responds so readily to the efforts of the manager

to economize as does that of artificial lighting. As to the

general progress in the economics of office building lighting

consider first the following figures: Building A is 10 years

old, with obsolete lighting arrangements and accessories.

Building B is a modern sky-scraper, giving better illumination

for equally long hours;

Table I.

Bld'gA. Bld'gB.

Kilowatt hours per year per sq. ft. of floor area 0.92 0.60

Or take again a third representative building, using

power for lighting as follows:

Table II.

Year. Kilowatt hrs. per year.*

1911
' 'S'^-'^

1910 62,940

1913 43.920

1914 46.112

jg^,- 40.500

*Nernst lamps were in use in 1912. Tungstens replaced

these in 1913-13. Many type "C" Mazdas were installed in

1915.

Unquestionably there may be certain economies practised

in office building lighting that appear directly on the expense

records. Not so concrete, but equally certain, are those

economies which though not always a decrease in operating

expense, result in better quality and quantity of illumina-

tion, in pleased tenants, and, finally, for the owner, in a better

scale of rentals and a higher interest on the investment.

Some of the results of studies of office lighting economics are

discussed in the following pages:.

A. Flexible Arrangeinent of Outlets.

Starting with tlie planning of a large office building, one

of the first possible economies may be realized by a careful

location of outlets. This planning is more important in ofTice

buildings than in other structures, such as stores or factories,

because of the necessity of providing arrangements (1) to

centralize power feeders, and have all main and branch cir-

cuits accessible, and (2) to anticipate subdivision of office

space, and allow for the most flexible arrangements of diflfer-

ent illuminated areas per unit.

Naturally it is advantageous to group the long, vertical

runs of feeders in a shaft and place this shaft at the "centre

of gravity" of the lighting load of the average floor. It is

also virtually impossible to change long runs of branch cir-

cuits where, in fireproof construction the conduit is laid in

concrete beneath marble or fine woodwork. The economic

TOlLtT I 1

—^ ^—
Fig 1— In Office Building of Short Term Leases.

use of copper at the present high maiket price for these low

voltage circuits becomes of great importance, and careful

attention should be given to arrangements of balanced feeder

circuits.

The second necessity—proper location of outlets for

future space subdivision—may be illustrated by reference t o

Fig. 1. The section of the floor that is shown is of a typical

high office building of recent construction. Some years ago

there would have been one central ceiling outlet in each
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room, hut cnnsider. for instaiiCL>, room 21 if cquipiicd with
unit Xo. 2 only. Should thi- tenant desire a partition to be
placed as shown, which is a net uncommon subdivision, the

single unit would not be well phu-ed for the larger and useless
for the smaller space. Outlets Xos. I and 2. placed as shown,
would overcome this difficulty. Similarly rooms 23 and 24.

taken together or if divided, may be well lighted. The ten-

dency in modern construction is to be liberal with ceiling

Fig. 2— Illumination curves showing differences between units of tiie

inverted biowl type.

outlets in business offices, both for the reasons above men-

tioned and to secure more ilUuinination at the room edges

than is possible from the one central fixture.

B. Choice of Fixtures and Glassware.

The glassware and fixtures should be chosen under the

supervision of an expert, but unfortunately this is often

done by those without experience in lighting problems. How-

great may be the difference in intensity of illumination from

different shades and reflectors is shown by Figs. 2 and 3.

Such tests as are recorded by these curves were all made by

the same observer and instruments, in the same size and

finish of room, and with the same hanging height from ceil-

ing to lamp filament. All glassware was cleaned and all the

various units were stock samples. These were such well

recognized units as are individually recoinmended by the

respective manufacturers as the most efticient for office

lighting.

Table III.—The Range in Efficiencies of Inverted Bowl Units.

Fixture. Max. illu. Min. illu. Av. illu.

Dome S-I

Dome S-I

Bowl S-1

Bowl S-1

Dome S-I

Bowl S-I

Bowl S-I

Bowl S-I

Dome S-I

Bowl S-I

Indirect

Bowl S-I

Dome S-I

Indirect

Bowl S-I

Bowl S-I

Bowl S-I

The marked differences in foot-candle efficiencies of the

semi-indirect types of units may be appreciated liy noting

the curves of Fig. 2 and the data "f Table III.

Test
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bronze or of equally suitable tiietal, and since tlie units are

often adjusted for diflferent lengtha in rooms of various

heights and to suit peculiar demands of tenants, the use of

chain rather than rigid stem fixtures is usually preferable.

Many little "kinks" in fixture construction eventually ap-

pear in the operating expense—a matter of whether the lamp

may be unscrewed without removing the glass from the sup-

ports or of a small hole drilled in the bottom of a semi-indi-

rect bowl to allow the insertion of a finger so that tlie janitor

may safely support the bowl with one hand.

C. Cleaning Costs.

Cleaning cost is susceptible to marked economies, and is

usually the most difficult to concretely study. In order to

note the importance of cleaning of lighting glassware, con-

sider Fig. 4 illustrating a not unusual case in which the

author, during the investigation of the system of one large

office building, removed a semi-indirect bowl, washed it, and

immediately repeated an illumination test with results as

shown. The average illumination for the entire room was

increased 30 per cent.

.\mong examples of cleaning experience the author has

collected data upon two buildings as follows:

Table V.

Building M. Building O.

Number of rooms 2'M

Number of fixtures 3.50 !I00

Cleaning period 4 weeks 3 weeks

Routine Scrubbing Alternate wash and dust

Janitor's salary .$675.00 $720.00

Janitor's supplies 200.00 250.00

Total ST5.00 970.00

Per unit per year 3.50 107

Per unit per visit 19.2c 6.2c

These may probably be taken as two extremes of ex-

pense. The average period of cleaning for good service, espe-

cially of the semi-indirect glass bowls, is once monthly. This

period, of course, will vary with the location. The author in

one investigation found that it required 4.5 minutes to remove

a semi-indirect glass bowl from a mixture, scrub, dry, and

replace it. To shift from one unit to another probably would

double this time. These figures are for specific cases only,

but they may supply the foundation for a good conception of

this feature of lighting economics.

The experience of the author has led him to practically
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hour the characteristic operation of a GO-watt tungsten lamp
is as follows:

Table VI.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

Rated voltage. Rated wattage. Rated cp. Total cost light.

!H) 9.-).r 8(j.7 .5.1 increased

iir yrj.ii sd.h :i.7

!iK iHi.i) h:'.,2 2.:j

9!) 98.4 9G,.") 0.9

100 100.0 100.0 0.0

101 101.

B

lO.i.o 0.9 decreased
102 103.2 10T.2 1.9

103 104.8 110,8 2.7

104 106.4 114. C. :!.:i

From this table it is evident that for 10-cent energy it

would be more economical to boost the lamps above their

rated voltage. .A.t some voltage the decreased lamp life and
the extra janitor service for making lamp replacements bal-

ances the increased amount of light, and this point should be

crefully determined for each condition of service and for each

cost of energy.

The expense of maintaining a stock of lamps will be

reduced if the variety of sizes of lamps be kept small. This

is a more important economic consideration than the slightly

better efficiency of the large wattage lamps over the smaller.

These facts are mentioned in this connection because they

are so often neglected in studies of office lighting economics.

G. Facilitating Elevator Service by Improved Illumination.

It has been mentioned before how the height of the mod-
ern office building depends upon its elevator service. Nowa-
days the elevator cars, must pun on schedule, and on a fast

schedule at that. .Anything that facilitates loading or unload-

ing will better the service; hence it is within the province of

an economic study to consider such means as will allow more
passengers to be carried, and these with greater safety.

The writer, working along this line, studied a number of

elevators and found them to be universally darker within the

cars than was the case in the adjoining corridor. In enter-

ing, some passengers halted on the threshold. Others shuffled

their feet and moved towards the rear of the car slowly, as

though slightly confused by the difference in lighting inten-

sity. When one considers that the daily transient population

of an office building of only moderate size with possibly fif-

teen elevators will be 20,000 to 25,000 persons, it does not

require very much delay upon the part of each traveler to

liamper the efficiency of transportation.

We are familiar with the use of small bull's-eye lights at

the edges of doorways, and these are of some help, no doubt,

but the author would hesitate to recommend them in prefer-

ence to some other methods. One of the simplest, yet

always efficacious means, of bettering the car illumination is

by using a white interior finish in the upper portion of the

car. This method, which adds appro.ximately $15 annually

to the cleaning costs per car, will increase the useful illumina-

tion surely 25 per cent.; sometimes 40 per cent. In another

car which could not be treated by interior painting excellent

illumination was secured by merely backing up the diffusing

glass hemisphere set iu the ceiling dome with a silvered

reflector. These are not new methods, yet careful attention

to them means an indisputable saving.

One scheme in connection with elevator operation that is

rather unusual, however, has been tried with success. Some
of the lost time in elevator operation is occasioned by the

inability of the operator to clearly sec the edge of the floor

and his inability to bring his cai floor to the proper level

when stoi)ping. This particularly is the case when rising

and moving along the dark face of the elevator shaft. If

there is a bright band painted beneath the threshold and on

the face of the shaft, say, of yellow color, then it is com-

partively easy to stop the car just as this l)ancl is i)arallelc(l

by the car floor.

H. The Economy of Light Interior Colorings.
.\'o discussion of the economics of office building light-

ing would be complete without a brief mention of interior
colors and finishes of rooms. Without going into this matter
in detail, it is interesting to note the following figures, which
the author has gathered from the results of a large number
of tests:

1. The average increase in desk top illumination caused
by cream colored over green walls, with semi-indirect light-

ing units was found to be 17.4 per cent.

2. The average increase of ivory white over cream col-

ored ceiling, with semi-indirect units, was found to be 11.6

per cent.

3. The average increase of cream colored over green
walls, with totally enclosing globes, was found to be 26.8 per
cent.

4. The combined increases caused by ivory white ceiling
and cream colored walls, over a cream ceiling and green
walls, using semi-indirect bowls, was found to be .31.7 per
cent.

The total annual expense for lighting in a -moderate-
sized structure is about .$15,000. If light colored interior

painting will increase the illumination .SO per cent., then the
monetary equivalent is .$5,i)00 annually. .Admittedly the extra
cleaning of light colored walls will reduce this saving some-
what, but it has been the .writer's experience to find that the

SUILOIhG A BUILDING D

CuHRtMT

A6%

>J>n- ftNcwaia

CLtflNinfe

/S/Ji

3.9(,fc J.6^^

Total

'0-9% 119%
Fig. 6—Percentages of total operating expense.

average office is washed down but once each year, regardless
of color. The lighter colored interior will, of course, increase

the daylight illumination and shorten somewhat the hours of

artificial lighting.

I. The Relation of Lighting Expense to Total Expense.
In studyin.g the divisions of expense incurred in office

building lighting it is interesting to assemble and compare
data as shown in Fig. 6. .A comparison of the buildings A
and B will disclose the facts that B's item of excess expense
lies in the current consumption, or in the power costs. The
reason for this is two-fold—there is less daylight in B; the

fixtures are poorly arranged, with less flexibility in switching
operations, so that several lamps are burned when a tenant
really requires but one. These percentages (Fig. (i) are repre-

sentative of a great many large office buildings.

A study of the economics of office building lighting is

rich in variety and in the possibilities of profitable return to

the manager or owner. In an ultra-modern building every
item from proper colored paints to proper voltage of lamps
holds possibilities of waste or of economy.
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Methods of Approach and HandUng of

Customers in Collection Work
By A. I. Anderson'

We arc licariii.L!, and 1 hn]>c learning, these days a great

deal about efficiency, inil)lic opinion, system, good service,

etc. The subject that has been assigned to me is "The Method

of Approaching and Handhng Customers in Collection Work,

and the Qualifications of a Good Collector." This suliject

embodies all of these terms.

In order to be successful in collection work it is neces-

sary that neatness, ability, wide-awake idea-, and prompt and

courteous attention to our customers should play a very

prominent part. The clerk who is careful about his personal

appearance at once commands respect, whereas the lack of

good appearance has the opposite effect. When called upon

to wait on a customer at the counter you should endeavor to

impress him with the idea that it is a pleasure to you to

serve him, and not go with an air of reluctance, indicating to

the customer that you do not care to be disturbed. One

should bear in mind that the highest type of salesmanship is

covered in selling good serxice. This may be the oppor-

tunity of a lifetime, and who can tell, when one is called to

wait on a stranger, what might develop afterward? Each

customer should be looked upon as a business enterprise,

into which we are putting our capital of brains, breeding, and

character, in the honest desire to build same on the most

solid of foundations, the respect and confidence of the public

It has been truly said: "The first impression is a lasting

one." If it be a good one, you may benefit by it in many

ways and, if a bad one, you may suffer by it.

One of the definitions of efficiency is the act or art of

producing effects. A customer comes to the counter in a

rage because of his having had the service suspended for

non-payment. Personally it may not have been his fault. At

least, he may be under the impression that we are the cause

of his being deprived of service, which latter no one will

deny to-day is a necessity. It requires one possessing a

great deal of ability and diplomacy in order to handle a cus-

tomer of this kind properly. It is not always the act of sus-

pending service that so often causes unpleasant feelings, but

it is often due to the lack of consideration and apparent indif-

ference on the part of the clerk who waits upon the cus-

tomer. When an explanation of our act is demanded, explain

to him that such action was made necessary by his failure to

pay his bill promptly, and that it not only proves an incon-

venience to him but burdens the company with extra expense

as well as a loss of revenue. Assure him of your prompt and

best eflforts in having service restored at the earliest possible

moment consistent with our method of handling such cases,

as soon as he complies with the requirements. Do not appear

to treat this matter lightly, as it is a very serious one with

the customer. The customer who has had his service sus-

pended for the first time is particularly in a frame of mind

that the approach may either cure or aggravate the matter.

There is another class of customers, however, the suspension

of whose service for non-payment causes no apparent incon-

venience. W'e should try to impress upon this class the

advantage of the gas discount, and also acquaint them with

the location of our pay station near their homes or markets.

A little personal interest in each of these cases will make the

customer feel that you have at least shown a disposition to

please, and this disposition should be spontaneous; if un-

natural, the customer will detect, and will not be so favor-

ably impressed.

When a request for an extension of time on payment is

made, and when after considering the customer's request you

decide it is not advisable to grant this extension (for instance,

if an extension is asked to a date after the maturity date of

the subsequent bill, this would not be advisable, as it would

• In N. E. L. A. Bulletin.

then make the customer two months in arrears, at the same
time creating a hardship on' the customer to allow two months'
bills to become delinquent when they were unable to pay one,

and it would be more difficult to have the account settled up
to date), this should be explained to the customer with an
attitude of regret, and under no condition should the cus-

tomer be given the impression of assumed authority or indif-

ference. If, however, it is a reasonable request—that is, three
or four days' extension, due to sickness or lack of work—it is

better to maKe the mistake in granting it, even though the

customer has failed to keep his promise on previous occa-
sions.

When waiting on a customer and it develops that he has
some business in another department of the company and
you think he would have some difficulty in finding the depart-

ment, or making his business readily understood there, and
possibly be referred to another department, it would be well

to go with him to the clerk who should wait on him. Very
often by going with a customer you can explain to the clerk

in a very few words what is desired, and save both consider-

able time.

Do Not Overlook Courtesy

Do not overlook courtesy when handling a customer on
the phone. Courtesy by telephone is a "hall-mark" of a gen-
tleman, as it brings out the. tendency of one to be abrupt and
snappy when under provocation, by reason of the removal of

the personal element when talking face to face. If you
answer the phone and the customer should call you by name,
stating that this is Mrs. Blank, you should say. "Yes, Mrs.
Blank," and then take the message. If the customer is seek-

ing information which cannot be furnished by your depart-

ment, and you are uncertain as to what department she

should be referred to, do not simply transfer her to some
other department to get rid of the call, but rather get her

phone number and tell her that j'ou will have someone call

her. For example, the customer says she is without light.

What department should she be referred to? It may be a

question for the general service department on account of

stoppage in house piping, or some wire trouble, or the ser-

vice may have been suspended for non-payment while the

person was away, or it may require a new application or con-

tract. You should go into the matter thoroughly before

transferring her to any other department. This will give the

customer the impression of good service.

Xow, in regard to the collectors meeting our customers
at their homes or places of business, let me say that the man
who starts out in the morning glad that he has a duty to per-

form, and feels capable of doing this duty, has a decided

advantage over the man who thinks he has nothing to do but

ring door bells and get reports. A cheerful "Good morning"
and a pleasant smile, your face cleanly shaven, a clean collar,

and polished shoes have at least an advantage over the man
who has a careless appearance. If it is impossible to make
collections you should endeavor to ascertain when payment
can be expected. Should the customer request you to grant

him an extension, you should impress him with the fact that

you are sent for the purpose of collecting the bill and that

you have no authority to make extension.

There should be no occasion for discourteous treatment

in word or action on the part of the collector at any time,

and such conduct will not be tolerated by the management of

our company. When you come in contact with a customer
who thinks he has been treated badly, make a note of the

particulars and make a report to the office, so that the com-
pany will be in a position to remedy the complaint, and leave

the customer under the impression that his good-will is

valued. If the matter is finally adjusted to his satisfaction,

he will always remember you in the transaction. Thus the

personal element of good service is established.

You should always be on the alert that the wants of our

customers are taken care of. Of course, we realize that you
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luive not the necessary contracts for making- sales, but in-

creasing the company's revenue should always be uppermost
in your mind. Therefore, if the customer contemplates mak-
ing a i)urchasc of merchandise, inform him tliat you will

luive ;i solicitor call, and at the same time extend the cus-

tcinicr an invitation to visit our stores, as we ha\e many beau-

tiful and useful fixtures and appliances on display.

]''inally, whether we are waitin.s"- on the customer at tlu>

counter or his home or place of Iiusiness, wc should remem-
ber that all persons have similar likes and dislikes. As a

rule, what pleases you pleases him, and what displeases you
displeases him. Therefore, you can handle the case more
advantageously both to the customer and the company by
placing yourself in the customer's position, for then you will

be governed in the discharge of your duties by the golden
rule, "Do unto others as you would have them do unto you."

The real answer to many of our problems is the "honest

desire and effort of each of our employees to render the best

service possible, striving always to improve one's self by
careful study of the methods of those wdio appear to he suc-

cessful in pleasing the public."

B. C. Electrical Contractors have Electric

Luncheon Club—85% of Members Attend

Tlic first electrical luncheon organized liy the \'anc<iuvcr

Branch of the British^ Columbia Association of Electrical

Contractors and Dealers was held at the Castle Hotel, Van-

couver, on Friday, the 22nd of September. This association

comprises 33 members in Vancouver, including associate mem-
bers; of these 28 sat down to luncheon. Amongst the asso-

ciate members present were the district managers of the

Canadian General Electric Company, and the Westinghouse

Company, and tlie sales manager of the Northern Electric

Company.

An excellent luncheon havin,g been served vice-president

Rankin, of the firm of Rankin & Cherrill, called upon each

member present to introduce his right hand neighbor in order

that each member should become acquainted with those pre-

sent. At tht close of this interesting function an address

was delivered by Mr. E. E. Walker, sales engineer, Britisli

Columbia Electric Railway Company. Mr. Walker dwelt

on the co-operation wdiich now existed between his company
and the various contractor dealers, pointing out how the

company endeavored to help the dealers, and expressing the

hope that the good feeling which had been brought about by

the association would be far reaching. On Mr. Walker re-

suming his seat Mr. Little, of the Northern Electric Com-
pany, in a few well-chosen words expressed the thanks of

the members to Mr. Walker for his address.

It appeared to be the unanimous opinion of the mem-
bers that this, the first luncheon, had proved a great success.

The only complaint seemed to be that there was too much
to eat, the hotel management having put on a six-course

luncheon—an extraordinarily good one for the price of fifty

cents.

It is likely tliat these luncheons will be repeated, but

this matter was to be decided at the next monthly meeting

of tlie Association, which was held on Tuesday, October
3rd. For the guidance of any other association who may
attempt a similar gathering it should be borne in mind that

the whole meeting should not occupy more than one hour,

as members cannot spare the time away from business.

One hour will be the aim of tlie B C. Association in future

and if this can be done a full house may be assured.

The B. C. .\ssociation of Electrical Contractors and
Dealers were represented last week at the Convention of

llie Washington State Association; the president, vice-presi-

dent, one regular member and one associate member from
\ ancouver being present, while the secretary of the Victoria

Chapter represented that city. Several matters of mutual
interest, were taken up, amongst them being the formation
of a Western Conference Board, at which representatives
from the various associations on the Pacific Coast could meet
together to draw up plans for the welfare of the members
of tlie various association^.

Trade Publications
Electric Fans—Catalogue Xu. r.'4() by the B. F. Sturte-

vant Company, Boston, describing, with illustrations, fans
for practically every purpose.

Condulets—Bulletin No. 1000-F, issued by the Crouse-
Hinds Company of Canada, Limited, illustrating and des-
cribing their fused service entrance condulets.

Soldering Kinks—An interesting booklet by the M. W.
Dunton Company, Providence, R.L, describing various meth-
ods of overcoming difficulties met with in the soldering
business.

Condulets—Catalogue No. 1000 E, issued by the Crouse-
Hinds Company of Canada, Limited, and effective October
15, 1916. This is supplementary to condulet catalogue No.
1000 and No. 1000 C and describes and illustrates condulets
of varied types, to the number of 400 new types and sizes.

Circuit Breaker Installations—The Cutter Electric &
Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, have prepared a very
handsome book describing a large number of typical I-T-E
circuit breaker installations. As stated in the introduction,
this book depends for its value upon illustrations r.ither than
intricate technical descriptions, and the illustrations are won-
ilerfully good, many of them full-page size and some of them
extending over the two full pages. In all there are some 400
illustrations. The book has ;i.")0 pages, size 11 in. by 9 in.,

bound in red cloth.

Regulators.—The Westingliouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company have recently issued leaflet 3919 covering Poly-
phase Induction Feeder-Voltage Regulators for medium and
large capacities. The purpose of the feeder regulator, its

construction and operation are thoroughly described in this

leaflet. The same company have also issued leaflet 3922 cover-

ing Equalizer Pedestals and describing this piece of appar-
atus in some detail.

C. G. E. Publications— Bulletin No. 46233, on polyphase
watthour meters, type D-(i for house service, and type DS-6
for switchboard service; Bulletin No. 41307 A, single-phase

repulsion induction constant speed motors, type RI, form C.

li to 20 h.p.; Bulletin 48320, speed regulating rheostats and
panels for direct current motors: Bulletin No. 47900, panel
boards with solid neutrals; Bulletin 46010, Thomson hori-

zontal edgewise instruments for switchboard service, types

H-2 and DH-3; Bulletin No. 48019, electric drive in pulp and
paper mills; Bulletin No. 45105, small transformers and auto-

transformers; Bulletin No. 43407, flood lighting and its appli-

cations; also folder describing Taylor type. Hamilton-Beach
sewin.g machine motors.

During the first half year of 1910, the gross earnings
of central stations in .Vmerica reached the enormous total

of over two hundred million dollars, an increase of fifteen

and six-tenths per cent, over the best previous similar period.

'file Interstate IClectric N'ovelty Company of Canada.
'fdrdiilo. Out., inform us tliat there is expected to be a big

shortage in Christmas tree outfits and decorative lamps
this year, owing to the difficulty manufacturers are experi-

encing in securing raw materials and keeping pace with the
ever increasing demand for these goods. Dealers are advised
to make provision for their anticipated requirements of these
lines as early as possible as there is every iii<lication of an
increased demand this season.
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What is New in Electrical Equipment
Outdoor Switching and Sub-station Costs.

The accompanying illustration shows an interesting high-

tension installation, comprising a 22000/2300/4000 25-cycle 900

kv.a. outdoor sub-station as a centre unit, combined with a

switching installation on either side. The 22,000-volt side of

the sub-station or centre unit is equipped with 3-pole air

break switches, choke coils, chemical fuses, and graded resist-

ance high-speed sphere gap lightning arresters. The 2,300/

4,000-volt secondary circuits are equipped with disconnecting

switches, chemical fuses, choke coils, and arresters. The cost

of this centre or sub-station unit is shown in the following

tabulation:

Material cost per kv.a $4.33

*Labor cost per kv.a .55

Total cost per kv.a 4.88

.-Ml steel and malleable iron parts of the tower, switch,

and control equipment are hot galvanized. The two steel

frame end units are so designed that they can later be used to

support additional transformers. With an increase in capa-

city the kv.a. cost of the complete equipment will be corre-

spondingly less than the cost of the initial or centre unit.

The steel towers, all high-tension equipment and low-tension

switches, choke coils, and fuses are of the standard type sup-

plied by the Delta-Star Electric Company. The low tension

arresters are of the Garton-Daniels type, the transformers of

Westinghouse manufacture.

*This cost includes hauling of transformers. Owing to

the distance and bad condition of roads, this cost was ap-

pro.ximately one-half of the total labor cost.

Connecting Armored Cable to Sockets

Lack of a suitable means of connecting armored cord to

sockets has heretofore limited its use for pendent work to

a considerable extent. The growing popularity of this type

of conductor is unquestioned and to enlarge its field to cover

this class of work Harvey Hubbell, Inc., have produced a

socket cap of special construction which admirably provides

the missing link. A threaded ring swivels around a split

composition bushing shaped to the metal covering of the

Socket cap of special

construction.

.]

cord. As the threaded metal ring is screwed into the alum-

inum top of the socket cap the composition bushings are

drawn snugly around the metal casing. This operation re-

lieves all strain on the bared conductors attached to the

Ijinding screws, enhancing the value of this device as a

pendent unit. The accompanying cut shows a porcelain key

socket equipped with the special strain relief cap described

above.

Outdoor Switching Station, 22000 2300 4000 volts, 25 cycles. !I00 kv.a.
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New Dim-A-Lite Portable

One of tlic newest portable lighting fixtures is the Dim-
a-Iite portable. This fixture consists of a special holder at-

tachment, dimming socket, shade, cord and attachment plug.

Its construction is such that it may be attached to a bed,
crib, chair—in fact almost anywhere—and it may be easily

moved to any particular spot in a moment. Pulling the
chain gives the usual Dim-a-lite five changes of light. With
a full light, it may be used for reading, and where a low or
dim light is necessary for the nursery or sick room, it is

instantly available. All of the changes of light are always

;it command at any time to suit any requirements. This new
portable should find a ready welcome in hotels, hospitals and
all electrically lighted homes. The fixture is furnished in

brush brass, but any other finish may be furnished. This
nevir addition to the well-known line of devices is being put

on the market throughout the Dominion by the Benjamin
Electric Manufacturing Company, Toronto.

Revolving Table for Window Display

The illustration herewith shows a revolving table being

marketed by Winfield H. Smith and designed for window
display. Tliis particular table has a capacity of 100 lbs. It

is thoroughly well made, with machine cut gears and ball

bearings to carry the weight. It is silent in operation and
driven by a 1/30 h.p. motor. Screw holes are provided so

that a wooden top of any size desired may be added. The

;\ useful idea for

a contractoi.'s or

dealer's window.

table is 0>j in. x 6>i in. x 5->4 in. high. Forty-eiglit turns

of the belt-wheel are required to turn the table once. A
moving display of this nature is a most attractive feature

for any electrical contractor's or dealer's window.

"Universal" Electric Home Needs
An interesting announcemen' just made is to the effect

that the Canadian General Electric Company has secured

the right to sell exclusively in Canada, the extensive line of

heating and cooking appliances manufactured by Landers
Frary & Clark, of New Britain, C!onnecticut, under the nair.e

of "Universal." Universal electric home needs are the resjit

of a long series of scientific experiments. Every article has

been subjected to rigid competitive tests. Carefully selected

materials of the highest quality only are used In the con-
struction of the line. Attention is called to the completeness
of the line of appliances, which includes American-Sheffield
plate designs, tea pots, coffee percolators, toasters, cof?ee

urn sets, etc. "Universal" appliances are made complete,
heating element included, in one factory and carefully tested

individually, assuring a standard uniformity of manufacture.
It is the intention of the Canadian General Electric Company
to carry a well assorted stock at the various branch ware-
houses throughout Canada, and thus will be in a position to

make prompt deliveries to the trade.

New Robbins & Myers Battery-Charging Motor-Generator
Outfit

A new battery-charging outfit has been developed by the

Robbins & Myers Company, made especially for charging
automobile and motor boat batteries. It is supplied in three

sizes, 80, 150 and 250 watts. The 80 watt outfit will generate
charging current in voltages up to 8 volts, and the 150 and
250 watt sets are furnished to charge up to 15 or ;!0 volts, as

desired. The motors of these sets are furnished to operate
from llo and 230 volt direct current circuits or 110 and 220

volt alternating current of 25, 30, 40, 50 or 60 cycles. The
sets are regularly furnished with a steel switchboard, which
is mounted on the frame at the top. This switchboard is

provided with an ammeter in the generator circuit which
shows the charging amperes, a rheostat in the generator
field to regulate the rate of charge, a push button switch in

both the motor and generator circuits, a fuse block with
fuses in the motor line and terminals for connecting the

motor to the line and the generator to the battery leads.

If desired the outfit can be furnished without the switch-

lioard, \\ hen so furnished the 80 watt and 150 watt sets are

))riivi'l(d with 10 feet of duplex cord with detachable plug

on tlu- motor side and with 10 feet of heavy duplex cable

with universal lead covered test clips on the generator side

for connection to the battery. These leads are brought out

tliougli heavy insulated bushings in the frame of the ma-
' hine. The 250 watt sets without switchboard are fitted with

leads which are fitted with brass connectors. The 150 watt

and 250 watt sets are furnished with a rheostat in the gen-

erator field for adjusting the rate of charge, liut the SO watt

set without switchboard is not provided with a rheostat, as

it is so designed as to give a tapering charge to the bat-

tery and a rheostat is not absolutely essential.
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Current News and Notes

Collingwood, Ont.

The llydrci line wliich is lu link in llu- Eu.^enia power

system with that at the Big Chute, on the Severn Kiver, is

progressing rapidly. Poles have been set in place through-

out the thirty odd miles, and the work of wirmg is now going

forward.

Dunnville, Ont.

The ratepayers ol' Dunnxille, Ont.. passed a by-law

authorizing an agreement with the Hydro-electric Power

Commission for light and power.

Gait, Ont.

A block of $12,902.79 worth of Gait Hydro-electric 20-

year debentures, bearing 5^4 per cent., was sold to the Canada

Bond Corporation for $13,20C..44. This is equivalent to a rate

of 102.35.

Hamilton, Ont.

The interswitching station of the Hydro-electric Com-

mission at Dundas, which met with a bad accident about two

months ago, is entirely fitted up again.

Leamington, Ont.

The Hydro-electric Power Commission are negotiating

fur the purchase of the Essex County light and power plant,

with a view to supplying the municipalities interested.

Montreal, Que.

The city of Montreal recently appealed from the deci-

sion of the electrical commission of that city respecting

rentals and assessments for the cost and administration of

the underground conduits recently installed, and the appeal

by recent judgment is upheld. By this judgment, the elec-

trical commission is directed to revise the assessments for

the conduit space used by the dififerent parties, including

the city of Montreal, in such proportion and amount that

the entire capital cost, as well as other expenses involved,

may be assessed upon each in proportion to the amount of

duct space so reserved.

Price Bros. Limited arc improving their power plant

at the Rimouski, P.Q.. pulp mill, and have given contracts

for three S. Morgan Smith turbines—one of 350 h.p. for

driving generators, and two of 1,500 h.p. each for driving

grinders. At the Jonquierc pulp mill of the same company

three S. Morgan Smith 1,(100 h.p. turbines will be installed

for driving grinders.

A report by the Montreal Board of Control recommend-

ing the appropriation of $45,000 for preparing and supervis-

ing plans for a power house in connection with the proposed

hydro-electric development has been referred to a special

committee.

The Legislation Committee of the city of Montreal will

ask the Quebec Legislature to amend the city charter so as

to give power to the city to order that all wires, no matter

to what company they belong, be placed upon one and the

same pole and not on a pole for each company, and that the

cost of expropriation of overhead material be included in

the cost of constructing underground conduits.

Ottawa.

Mr, Redmond Quain, of Ottawa, Ont., passed ^way re-

cently. Mr. Quain was one of the charter members of the

(iJttawa Electric Railway Company and a director of the

C)ttawa Car Manufacturing Company.

St. Alexis, Que.

A new power house, dam and penstock are being con-

structed at St. Alexis by the Saguenay Light and Power Com-
pany. Two generator units will be installed, the generators

being direct connected to the turbines. The current will be

supplied to the town of Ha Ha Bay, P. Q., for lighting and

power purposes.

Toronto, Ont.

.\t a recent conference of the Toronto Board of Control

and the civic Hydro Commission it was decided not to pur-

chase the property and plant of the Interurban Light and

Power Company.

Corporal Harry J. Guest, second son of Mr. A. E. Guest,

treasurer of the Canadian General Electric Company, has

been killed in action. At the time of enlistment Corporal

Guest was employed with Factory Products, Limited.

Westmount, Que.

In pursuance of their policy of promoting cooking by

electricity, the City of Westmount, P.Q., recently arranged

for a two-days' exhibition of electric ranges, with talks and

demonstrations, at the Victoria Hall. On the advice of Mr.

G. W. Thompson, the civic manager, the Council recently

reduced the price of current to IJ/^c. per kw. hour, and also

sent out literature on the advantages of this method of cook-

ing. A large number of ranges, by the Hughes Company
(marketed by the Northern Electric); Moffat Stove Com-
pany. Limited. Weston. Ont.; and the McClary Manufactur-

ing Company. London, Ont., were arranged at the sides and

at the end of the hall, a portion of the centre being occupied

with tables filled with a large variety of meats, pies, cakes,

etc., cooked in the ranges. Representatives of the companies

and several ladies were in attendance demonstrating the use

of the ranges and pointing out their economic, sanitary and

other values as compared with coal, gas, and wood fuels. A
point was made of the saving in the matter of meat shrink-

age, and in consequence the retention of the better qualities

of the meat. The ranges on show comprised many designs,

from the range costing $40 to the very elaborate type for a

large household. In the evening, talks were given on

general lines of the advantages of electric cooking. The
proceeds of the sale of the food were handed over to the

Westmount Soldiers' Wives' League.

Winnipeg, Man.
Official returns of the Winnipeg street railway show net

earnings for the month of August of $26,375. In 1015 the

average monthly earnings were $41,000.

Personals

Mr. J. A. Johnston, former district inspector of the

Hydro-electric Power Commission, Brockville, Ont., has been

appointed manager of the local power plant in that city.

Mr. E. A. Seath, formerly of the Canadian General Elec-

tric, has joined the sales force of Mr. W. P. Roper, Montreal,

representative of the Canada Wire & Cable Company, and the

Moloney Electric Company of Canada.

Mr. Godwin Shenton has resigned his position with the

Lyman Tube and Supply Company, Limited, to take over

the position of engineer to Messrs. Taylor & .\rnold. Lim-

ited, Montreal and Winnipeg. Friends in Toronto learn with

regret that this change will necessitate Mr. Shenton's re-

moval to Montreal.
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The Forward March of Electric Cooking
In spite of the rapidly growing popularity of electric

cooking there is comparatively little accurate data available

on the lower cost of operation, the greater efficiency, the

lietter quality of the finished product, and so on, all of which

arc claimed, justly we believe, for electric energy over other

forms of heat for cooking. Possibly this is because there is

so little uniformity in the operation of the affairs of diflferent

households, but more likely it is because this branch of the

industry is so new and its development so rapid that we
have not had time to settle down to the collection of statis-

tics. In a general way, however, it is now recognized that

electricity is a factor to be reckoned with in the cooking

field, and, as is often the case with new developments, we
are just beginning to collect data to prove the fact after the

fact has actually established itself.

The scarcity of dependable information makes the small-

est contribution doubly welcome, and electrical men will read

with interest the information contained in a paper prepared

by Mr. H. O. Swoboda for the Electrical Review, extracts

from which we publish elsewhere. This article covers no

new ground on the advantages or refinements of electric

cooking, but does contain a- quantity of useful data on the

influence the rate situation is exerting on this devclopinent.

as well as some interesting figures on current consumption

in different homes of various countries. .\s might be ex-

pected, of course, there is a wide diversity of consumption,

even under what would appear to he similar conditions, but

this, as we said above, is inevitable when dealing with vari-

ous individualities. The average, at least, shows the possi-

bilities, and this average, as shown by the article quoted, is

highly encouraging to the advocate of electric cooking.

* * *

It is well to point out, however, that favorable as the

figures in this article most certainly are, they do not even
fairly represent the case for many Canadian municipalities,

where the cost of current is often considerably less than may
be found anywhere in the United States' It will be noticed,

by reference to the table reproduced in the article, that To-
ronto's rates are the lowest, for large consumption, of any
city quoted. By large consumption we mean such as would
apply to the average family using electricity for cooking, say.

from 100 to 300 kw.h. per month. Yet there are very many
places in Canada where the cost of current is little greater

than in Toronto, and a number of municipalities give equally
low rates. With these low rates the monthly bill of $3.50

spoken of in Mr. Swoboda's paper as a fair average would
be reduced to about $2.25, and this, in fact, is very close to

what the monthly charges for an average family in Toronto
and other municipalities with about the same rates, actually

work out to. This includes both lighting and cooking.

As an example, we may quote one set of accounts re-

cently brought to our attention for a four-person household,

where the bills in the last several months have only once
exceeded $2.50, and that once in the month of September,
when the demands of preserving, Exhibition visitors, and so

on. ran the consumption to 270 kw.h. The cost of this cur-

rent, however, works out at only $3.73, or at the rate of 1.38

cents per kw.h. If we consider that the cost of lighting

alone in such a household, at the higher primary rates,

would probably cost at least one dollar, we have the average

cost of cooking as $1.50 per month in normal times and $2.73

under maximum requirements.

* * *

But, quite aside from its cheapness, electricity can justly

demand recognition from the average housewife on the

score of cleanliness, safety, general efficiency, and in conjunc-

tion with these the saving of labor. These are days when
"help" is both costly and of an inferior quality, and electricity

in its various forms, and especially in its use for cooking,

may quite honestly be oflfered to the average home as a solu-

tion of the unsolvable servant problem. Don't let us over-

look the point any longer that electricity is the servant of

the masses. It not only serves those who, in its absence,

could afford other servatits, but it stands equally ready, and

quite easily available, to supply comforts and luxuries to

those classes who otherwise could never hope to taste of

them.

Is it not just possible that electrical men are the slowest

of all to recognize these facts? Years ago we dreamed about

them coming true, and now that they have actually arrived

they find us still of the same way of thinking. Does not the

small number of electrical men who cook electrically in their

own homes prove it? Or is it just the case over again of the

shoemaker's children who run barefooted? In either case, is

it greatly to be wondered at if the general public are a little

slow to recognize the benefits of this most dependable, al-

ways available, universally applicable, and constantly lower-

priced servant of servants?

Industrial Accidents Cause More Deaths
than War

An extremely successful meeting of the Toronto section

of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers was held

on Friday, October 20, 1910. To this meeting were invited

the members of the Society of Chemical Industry and engi-

neering students of the University of Toronto. The subject

for the evening was ".Xccidenl Prevention." and was pre-

sented by Mr. Charles B. Scott, of Chicago. Mr. Scott ex-
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plained that some nine years ago he was claims agent for a

small railway in the South, and in assisting a crew in remov-

ing a boy from under one of their cars the realization was

hrought liome to him that this might possibly have been one

of his own boys. This started Mr. Scott to thinking lliiit the

real matter beliind all accidents was not liow much compen-

sation the company had to pay, but what suffering was being

caused by preventable accidents by the comi)any with which

he was connected. Mr. Scott stated that the material and

equipment of this company were O.K., the rules and dis-

cipline and personnel of the operating force were the best

obtainable, but yet the accidents kept occurring. Accidents

were only stopped after the men had been c jllected together

and the matter laid before them and their co-operation asked

as to how best to prevent accidents. Since that time em-

ployees have been meeting monthly, and a great decrease

in accidents has liceii the result. Mr. Scott made the start-

ling statement that industrial accidents in the United States

for the year i'.m were the cause of more deaths than oc-

curred in the Uritish .\rmy for the fu'st thirteen months of

tlic war.

The si)eaker explained that to prexent accidents it was

absolutely necessary to educate the workman and ajipeal to

tlie best that was in him. This may l)e carried on liy l)ut-

tiins, banners, hurrah meetings, etc., luit it is far better to

realize that the humblest workman has the same father love

as is felt Jiy the highest executive. And if this workman is

apiicaled to in the ri.ght way and the work of accident pre-

MHlinii presented to him sn that lie sees it is fur his beneiU

and the benelit .if his family and cliildren that this wink i.-

bein.g carried on, l)Uttons. prizes, and hurrah meetin;4s will

be absolutely unnecessarj'.

Mr. Scott summed up the situation witli the following

quotation, written by a load desiiatcher of tlie Common-
wealth Edison Company:

"And tlie end is that tlie workman shall eiijnx- the fruits

of his lalior; that his mother shall ha\e the comfort of his

arm in her age: that Iiis wife shall not be untimely a widow:

that his chililreii shall ba\e a father; and that cripples and

helpless wrecks, wlm were once stron.g men, shall no longer

be a by-prdduct of industry."

.\s exiiressed by mie of those present, (he (|ueslion of

acciileni prcxenlion as presented by Mr. Scott puts the mat-

ter in ail eiitirel\ new li^hl. He had come expecting tcj hear

aliout the l)est method of iilacing danger signs all over a

plant. The best evidence as to the value of the paper was

the fact that everyone remained until the last, and a \ery

interesting discussion was entered into. .\ a cry hearty vole

of thanks was moved and seconded.

The next paper to be presented liefore the Toronto sec-

lion will be on "Insulator Design," by Mr. .\. O. .\ustin,

chief engineer of the Ohio Brass Company, November 24,

1916.

Power Development on Saguenay River

A portion of the fourth report of the (Juebec Streams

Commission just made public deals with Lake St. John as

a storage reservoir for power development on the River

Saguenay, which is of particular interest on account of the

liroposed operations of the Quebec Development Company,

whose incorporation was recently announced with the ob-

ject of installing a plant for, among other things, the fixation

of atmospheric nitrogen. Lake St. John, located about 100

miles north from the city of Quebec, is at the source of

the River Saguenay and has a computed drainage area of

about 30,000 square miles. Its elevation is about 31.5 feet

above sea level. The river Saguenay is fairly regular on
account of the natural reservoir formed by Lake St. John.

The maximum discharge recorded is :32().iiiii) second-feet. .V

miiiiiiium flow of 12,000 second-feet was idiserveil on .\pril

U of 191.'). The relation between maximum and minimum run-

offs is therefore 18 to 1. This compares with .'iO to 1 in the

Ottawa River and :;.') to 1 in the St. Maurice River.

The Quebec Development Company owns the water

p<iwers on the River Saguenay between Lake St. John and

sea level, and it is proposed to use 300 out of the 315 feet

of head I)y installing two developments. One of these would

lie located at Maligne Island with a head of 100 feet, and

the other would be at the foot of the total fall with a head

of 200 feet. The water comes off from Lake St. John by

twf) channels separated by .Alma Island. The eastern chan-

nel is called the Grande Decharge, and the western channel

the Petite Decharge. Maligne Island is located in the

Grande Decharge not far above the foot of Alma Island.

In order to use the whole discharge of the lake, it will be

necessary to dam the Petite Decharge at the head of .Mma
Island.

Carelul readings have been taken of the height to which

the water must lie raised in Lake St. John to produce a cer-

tain regulation, and as readings have shown that 34,000 sec-

ond-feet represents the average flow for the 3'ear, it is evident

that a control of all the water must result in this amount of

steady flow. This result could only be obtained, however.

by storing the water in the tributaries of the lake. Proper
control iif the lake itself, however, would result in a flow

ri-gulaliiin up I" ri.s.Ollll second-feet.

L'sin.L; both rlevelopment sites mentioned above, it has

been determined that with a 22.(100 second-foot regulation,

iliiil.ddo theoretical horse-power could be developed; with a

regulation to 2.5,i)0() second-feet, (582.000 h.p., and with 2S.Ono

second-feet, 7Ci:;.(l()l) h.p.

Illumination and Architecture

Mr. iv N. Hyde's talk before a mi.xed gathering of elec-

trical men and architects at the Electric Club of Toronto
on October 0. was an able demonstration of the intimate

relations that on.ght to exist between these two professions

ill order to secure the best results in illumination, both pub-

lic and private. The present-day practice of 'the average ar-

chitect in planning his buildings without due respect to their

illumination has produced very unsatisfactory results, an<l

Mr. Hyde's portrayal of the ideal in art. which demands not

cinly that our buildings, inside and out, must be designed

\vifh the eye of the aesthete, but must further be rendered

visible to the eye of the layman, appealed to his hearers as

a .giiod argument. Works ni art cannot be appreciated if

they are not seen, and the histury ni art. nf which architec-

ture is merelj- an important branch, is that, all through the

ages, it has attained its highest conception only when pro-

I'erly supplemented by and combined with good lighting.

Unfortunately, the time at the disposal of the members
"f tlie Club was too limited to allow Mr. Hyde to elaborate

i<n liis topic and the address dealt only in a general way with

this imiH>rtaiit subject. .At some future date it is hoped the

(.lull will have the pleasure of hearing further lectures on
the practical application of good lighting to the various

fields—industrial, commercial, domestic, etc., either by Mr.
Hyde or someone else competent to discuss these matters.

On October 30, in the enforced absence of Sir Edmund
\\'alker, who was occupied with Toronto's Red Cross work.
Professor James Mavor, University of Toronto, addressed
the Club.

J'he Weiio Electric Company, oi Wcuo, .Alberta, have
decided to abandon their gas producer plant furnishing light

and power for shell and tractor industries east of Calgary,
and buy power from the city of Calgary. The contract for

the 12,000 transmission line has been given the Northwestern
Engineering and Supply Company, of Calgary.
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Analysis of Electric Cooking Conditions
Very Marked Reduction in

Canada Easily in the

That electrical energy can he employed to produce
heat is known for more than one hundred and fifty years,

although the first public exhibit of electric cooking did not

take place until 1883, when it was demonstrated at the Vienna
Exposition. At that time water was boiled, once by means
of a spiral of platinum wire, which was made red hot by an

electric current and placed into the water, and. another

time, by winding the platinum wire around the vessel, which
contained the water.

F.lectrically heated cooking utensils, such as hot plates,

tea kettles and chafing dishes, were then shown shortly after

1890 at the various electrical exhibits. In 1904 the first hotel

in Europe was equipped exclusivelj' with electric cooking
apparatus, and since that time the development of the art

has been going on so rapidly that today cooking with elec-

tricity offers to become a serious competitor to the general

method of preparing food with heat produced from coal, gas

or other fuels.

Technical Difficulties

There was one serious technical obstacle, preventing the

.general adoption of electric cooking, i.e., the lack of a suit-

able substance for the electric heater, as none of the known
materials except the high-priced platinum withstood the heat

to which they had been subjected. While the maximum
heat for preparing food exceeds 500 degrees Fahrenheit, the

electric heater itself has to be designed for considerably higher

temperatures, in order to reap the benefit of quick action

and radiant heat. The first substance suitable for high tem-

peratures was discovered about 1893 in the nickel-steel al-

loys, which resist heats as high as 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit

without injury. The material satisfied a great many demands,

and considerable quantities of it are still being used today.

The real solution of the problem, however, was not obtained

until about 12 years ago, when the nickel-chronium alloys

appeared in the market. They can be operated at tempera-

tures as high as 1,750 degrees Fahrenheit; in some instances

even as high as 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit without being af-

fected, and fulfilling all ordinary requirements. A few other

substances with similar properties have since been discovered,

but so far the nickel-chromium alloys have maintained the

field. In other words: The foremost technical difficulty which
prevented the general use of electrical heat for cooking was
successfully removed more tha\i a decade ago.

Of course, there were other troubles which had to be

taken care of, such as terminal defects and poor insulation,

but as they were mostly caused by the inexperience in de-

signing heating devices, the natural development eliminated

these difiiculties in the course of time, and are a matter of

the past for all manufacturers of experience and repute.

Central-Station Rates

.Another obstacle preventin.y the general adoption of

electric cooking was the high cost of electrical energy. Even
today the cost is not, in many cases, sufticiently low to war-

rant a rapid introduction of the art; nevertheless, consider-

able progress has been made during the last few years, and
is being made every day.

With the steadily increasing capacity and efticicncy of

modern power plants, especially steam-operated plants, the

cost of electrical energy has been cut in half within the last

ten years, and all indications point towards the repetition of

such a reduction within the coming decade. Naturallj', the

decrease in the cost of production in most cases has alsfi

reduced the rates to the consumers.

Rates in Last Ten Years.
Lead in this Respect

In addition thereto, central stations have just about com-
menced to realize the desirability of' the cooking load for
their systems as an "oflF-peak load." and in a great many
cases ofTer now special low rates for installations with elec-
tric ranges.

The result of the conditions j;ust named is that in those
sections of the United States and Canada where either
water power or modern steam plants are available enter-
prising central stations are in a position to offer rates which
make electric cooking just as cheap and even cheaper than
cooking with gas. Since this development is still going on
and the lowering of the rates continues, those sections of
the country in which electric cooking competes successfully
are steadily increasing in number as well as in size. In fact.
it is not very hard to predict that within a comparatively
short time electrical energy will be oflfered anywhere in the
United States and Canada, and, for that matter, all over the
civilized world at such rates that electric cooking can be
universally adopted. It may also be well to mention that the
rates in our country are by far not the lowest, and, that, for
instance, in quite a number of cities in England a rate equiva-
lent to about two cents per kilowatt-hour is charged, whereas
the majority of our rates range from three to six cents per
kilowatt-hour.

In order to get at the facts more accurately, the rates
established by a number of central stations for domestic
cooking have been compiled in the accompanying Table I.

Although far from complete, it nevertheless shows that the
rates, compared with the customary charge of 10 cents per
kilowatt-hour of 10 years ago. have been cut in two in
most cities, and that rates of three cents per kilowatt-hour
•are not very seldom. No eflfort has been made to compile
the rates for energy for large kitchens, such as for restaur-
ants, hotels, clubs, hospitals and industrial enterprises, be-
cause establishments of this character, as a rule, are supplied
either at wholesale power rates or generate their own energy.
Besides this, there are not many large kitchens compared
with the countless number of individual households, and it is

for this reason that the latter have received first considera-
tion in this article.

TABLE I.

apany.

-Actual cost in cents for
JOOO

100 200 500 cu. ft.

kw.h. kw.h. kw.h. gas.
4.00 .'{..SO :!.:i2

s.oo :5.fi() :!.()(] 7."i

2.(iO :>.10 1,74 T.T

3.70 ;{..•!;-. :!.14 >0
2.00 2.()0 1!.IIU 120
10,00 8.19 3.2!»

So. Cal, Edison Co,. Los Angeles, t'al

(jr. Western Power Co., San Francisco Cal
Pacific Gas & Elec. Co.. San Francisco, Cal.
Potomac Elec. Power Co., Washington. D C
City Elec, Light Plant, Jacksonville. Fla. ..
Commonwealth Edison, Chicago, III

Xew Orleans Ry. & Light Co.. Xew Orleans ... 6.00 4.92 4 07 Ho
Consol, Gas. Elec. Lt, & Pwr Co., Baltimore .. C.75 5 ,S7 5 35 SO
Edison Elec, 111. Co., Boston, Mass 3.60 2. .SO 2^32 SO
Worcester Elec. Light Co., Worcester, Mass. .. 4.40 3.70 3 2.S 7.5
Detroit Edison Co., Detroit, Mich 10. 3.7 6.97 4 9,"> 7ri
Diduth Edison Co., Dulnth. Minn ;i.40 2.40 2!40 .sn
.Minneapolis Gen. Elec. Co.. Minneapolis ... 4, ,15 3 46 > 81 S5
St. Paul Gas Light Co., St, Paul, Minn 6.57 6 42 364 100
Kansas City Elec. Light Co., Kansas City ... 5.80 5.15 4 70 -'7

.Municipal Elec, Light Co., Kansas City 3.00 3.00 3 00 27
!;a^',?''<'^Gas Light Co., St. Louis. Mo 4.:i4 3.59 3.15 .SO
I'ulilic Service Elec. Co., Jersey City, N.J, .,, 10,00 ,S,00 6.20 100
HulTalo Gen. Elec. Co., Buffalo. N.V 6.00 4. .10 2 16 30
.New York Edison Co., New York. N,Y. ,.. 8.00 8.00 7 9 SO
Cleveland Elec. Ill, Co,, Cleveland, Ohio .. 9.50 7.25 4.90 30
Portland Ry. Light & Power Co,. Portland .. 3.00 3.00 3.00 KK)
Dmiucsne Light Co.. Pittsliurgh, Pa 5. SO 5.40 5.10 27"/i
Narragansctt Elec, Light Co., Providence ... 4.50 3.25 2 .TO 85
Milwaukee Elec. Ry. & Light Co., Milwaukee.. 4.88 3.44 2.52 75
.Montreal Lt. Ht. & Pwr. Co., Montreal 3.(K) 3.00 :!.00 95
Public Utilities Commission, Port -Arthur, Ont. 1.64 l.ijO 1.41 Not

Toronto Elec. Light Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont... 2.06 1.48 1.13 70
City of Winnipeg. Winnipeg. Man 4.65 2.77 1.05 120
Winniiicg Elec. Ry. Co.. Winnipeg. Man. ... 3.75 2.03 2.03 120
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Eighty-five Reports

Twenty-six systems, or 30.6 per cent., apply a so-called

room schedule, in accordance with which the price per kilo-

watt-hour is reduced after a certain initial quantity at a

high price has been consumed. This quantity varies in

accordance with the number of active rooms in the residence.

In some instances the number of square feet of the floor

space is substituted for the number of rooms.

Twenty-four systems, or 28..3 per cent., use a two, or

multi-rate, schedule. As in the preceding rates, the price

per kilowatt-hour is reduced after a certain initial quantity

at a high price, approximately light rate, has been consumed.

In this case, however, this initial quantity is the same for all

consumers. Some systems make only one reduction in price

per kilowatt-hour; others make two or more, setting for

each step a fixed amount of current consumption.

Eighteen systems, or 21.2 per cent., have a plain kilowatt-

hour schedule, there being one uniform price per kilowatt-

hour, regardless of the quantity of current consumed and

the capacity (connected load) of the installation.

Twelve systems, or 14.1 per cent., charge on the basis

of maximum demand, as is customary for practically all

power service.

Three systems, or 3.5 per cent., apply a plain kilowatt-

hour schedule, same as the other 18 systems just mentioned,

but in addition thereto make a fixed service charge per month.

Two systems, or 2.3 per cent., also apply a plain kilo-

watt-hour schedule, same as' the other 18, and three systems,

but give a discount, which increases with the current con-

sumption.

These figures clearly show that the room and two or

multi-rate schedules are the most favored methods of charg-

ing. The reason for this preference is that due to the scal-

ing rate, a high return is received for a small initial amount

of the energy delivered. This amount is usually made about

equal to the monthly demand for light during the hours of

the peak load. The energy consumed during the off-peak

hours then represents the remaining amount delivered, and,

of course, can be sold at a lower rate. Therefore, it is pos-

sible to use one meter for both light and cooking combined,

without discriminating in the charges in favor of either kind.

If a plain kilowatt-hour schedule is applied, naturally one

rate for light and another for cooking should be made, neces-

sitating two separate meters and an expensive installation.

The fixed, not variable minimum, payment, as can be

seen, is the most preferred and probably the best for resi-

dential purposes, as it is the simplest method and suthci-

ently accurate to cover the fixed expenses connected with

each installation.

The well-known prompt-payment discount is the leading

method, and undoubtedly the simplest and best manner to

eliminate a slow payment of the bills.

Fifty-seven systems, or 67 per cent., use the regular

residence rates, and 28 systems, or 33 per cent., use a special

rate.

As all systems with the room and the two or multi-rate

schedule use the same rate for light and cooking, as pointed

out before, and as there are also a few systems which do

the same, although they operate on the plain kilowatt-hour

schedule, it can readily be understood that fully two-thirds

of all systems can successfully supply energy for domestic

cooking without making a special rate. Of course, these

systems were obliged to readjust their old residence light

schedule to the new conditions before this was possible.

The figures show that the lowest charge for 100 kilowatt-

hours is between 1.5 and 2 cents; the lowest charge for 200

and 500 kilowatt-hours is between 1 and 1.5 cents; the charge

made by more than 50 per cent, of all systems lies between

3 and 6 cents per kilowatt-hour, and the highest charge for

100 kilowatt-hours iis slightly in excess of 10 cents. The
highest charge for 200 kilowatt-hours lies between 9 and

10 cents, and the liiglust charge for 500 kilowatt-hours lies

between 7 and 8 cents.

Of all the systems investigated 10.6 per cent, charge less

than three cents for a monthly purchase of 100 kilowatt-

hours, 65.9 per cent, less than six cents, and only 4.7 per cent.

adhere to the customary charge of 10 cents of 10 years ayo.

Effect of Load on System

One of the other factors affecting the electric-cookin.L:

rate, is the influence of this load on the feeder system, through

which the energy is delivered to the consumer. While the

maximum demand for a single range seems to be between 35

and 40 per cent, of its economical load, the maximum de-

mand for groups of ranges does not exceed 15 per cent, of

the connected load. In other words, the diversity-factor is

about 1 to 7, permitting the installation of seven times as

many ranges on a feeder system, as the connected load ap-

parently would permit. In fact, it is even considered sale

to figure on a ratio of 1 to 10. as the maximum demand of

the domestic-cooking load does not occur at the time of the

station peak.

The above information is extracted from an article by

H. O. Swoboda, consulting electrical engineer, in the October

14 issue of the Electrical Review. The article is continued

in the issue of October 21, from which the following addi-

tional information is gleaned.

From a table compiled, giving the energy consumption

for domestic cooking in the United States and Canada in

a number of cities, it works out that the average consump-

tion per person per day is approximately 1 kw.h. Another

table gives the average consumption per person in England

as 1.36 kw.h. per day per person. The average monthly

bills for electrical energy, based on a rate of 3c in a number of

United States cities, figures out at. $3. 50. The article con-

cludes with tlie following paragraphs:

—

Temperature Control

The absolute control of the temperature, which is pos-

sible, will probably result in a gradual revolution of the

methods of cooking. When using coal or gas ranges but

little attention is paid to the actual degree of heat in or

on the oven, because it is almost impossible to maintain it

uniformly. Consequently a great deal of skill and time is

required to watch the conditions of the food constantly,

to stir it and to change the position of the vessel continu-

ously, in order to obtain satisfactory results. Automatic

electric ovens are now on the market, in which the tempera-

ture is accurately controlled, and the necessity for constant

vigilance is removed. Therefore, once the temperature is

known at which a certain food has to be prepared, an in-

experienced person can hope to get uniformly good results

without first passing through many failures and wasting

much good material. Of course, an enormous amount oi

pioneer work is yet to be done before this state of condi-

tions will be reached, as amongst other things, as Miss M. B
Van Arsdale. assistant professor of household arts at Col-

umbia University, states, that it would be necessary for

recipe books of the future not to read merely: "Bake until

done in a moderate oven," or "according to judgment," but

to furnish instead the "exact length of time and tempera-

ture." The first steps in this direction have alreadj' been

taken, giving not only the most desirable temperatures for

roasting, boiling, stewing frying, frittering and liaking

in general, but also a number of data about roasting beef

rare, medium rare and well done at different temperatures.

Quality of Food

The superior quality of the food prepared in an electric

range is the natural outcome of applying the proper tem-

perature, in place of excessive heat, or oftentimes not sufii-

cient heat. Roasts will be found more tender, better flavored,

and. therefore, more enjoyable: other foods will be improved
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similarly, and, for instance, loaves of brcail, hakcil in laru;i-

liako ovens in quantity, will be absolutely unifonn in (|ualit\'.

Saves Labor
The saving in labor to the hcnisewife as well as to the

cook in large kitchens is material, although very often it

cannot be expressed in dollars and cents. Due to the pos-

sibility of maintaining a uniform temperature as stated before,

tlie continuous watching of the food while being cooked is

unTu-cessary, and the time thus saved can be devoted to

oilier matters.

Economizes Food
The saving in food on account of the proper control

of the temperature is quite material. Not only is the pos-

sibility of spoiling food altogether reduced to a minimum, but

there is a saving of approximately 1.5 per cent, in the shrink-

age of meat. In other words, the purchase of meat can be

reduced about l'> per cent, without reducing the weight of

the meat served.

Low Temperature Rise

The low rise in temperature of the surroundings, another
advantage of cooking by electricity, is due to the high effici-

ency of electric equipment concentrating the heat where it

is required and losing but little to the surroundings. This
is not only a matter of comfort, but of supreme importance in

hot weather, especially in kitchens with limited space, as,

for instance, in small apartments, basement kitchens and
ships.

T.MiLlC II. MISC'EI.I..\.\EOUS n.\T.\

Efficiency of Electric Cooking
Required in (las anil Electric Cookingof Heat U.
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Recent Developments in the Lighting Field i
Extracts from a Report of the Committee

Society Presented at Annual

INTERIOR ILLUMINATION.

The possibilities in the use of light properly graduated

and directed to produce desired effects in interior illumina-

tion are being recognized. It has been found that an altera-

tion in the illumination in a room may produce a change in

the apparent distance of a wall as much as 10 per cent. A
patent has been taken out for a system of lighting in which

the light source is placed in an opening in the wall so that

the rays of the lamp may shed into two or three rooms or

compartments at the same time. It is expected that sufficient

illlumination will be obtained to meet the requirements of

bedrooms and hallways. Frosted or ribbed glass is used to

protect the openings to each room, and shutters are provided

to cut off the light when desired.

Office Buildings.

The lighting of the new Equitable Building in New York-

City, the largest office building in the world, indicates the

trend of practice for this type of illuminating engineering

problem. In the ground floor corridors the indirect cove

lighting is supplemented by light from pendent fixtures, con-

sisting of horizontal rings studded with radially projected

frosted bulbs. Corridors and others passageways on the

upper floors are illuminated by canopy-type direct-lighting

fixtures. In the offices convertible fixtures are used which

may be set to give either direct or semi-indirect lighting by

means of a movable lower member of the fixture. In the

Banker's Club, which occupies all of three floors, the fixtures

are decorative, and are made to harmonize with the furniture

and architecture. Table lamps and chandeliers provide direct

lighting, while general illumination is furnished by cove

lighting from lamps concealed in cornices around the columns

and walls. In the restaurant in the basement illuminated

translucent glass cornices around the columns and walls. In

the restaurant in the basement illuminated translucent glass

cornices around the columns furnish indirect lighting.

Stores.

A candy and catering store in the West has a number of

unique features in its lighting equipment. The forward half

of the store is lighted by mirror-lined trough reflectors in

coves, while the showcases have specially designed reflectors,

carrying low wattage lamps to avoid heating the candles.

The rear half of the store is lighted by means of stereopticon

lamps in shallow bowls, mounted on pedestals. A reflector

cuts the direct rays of light from the side walls, throwing it

upward and toward the centre of the room. The effect is

that of the cove system. The average intensity is given as

13-foot candles. The banquet room is lighted by projectors

of heavily plated spun brass, equipped with stereopticon

lamps. The ceiling is divided into four panels, in the centre

of each being a compo-plaque overlaid with a luminous foil

stained in different colors. There is a curve to each plaque,

so designed that when a pencil of light from the projector

strikes its surface the rays are deflected and diffused at the

proper angle. The inside of each reflector holder is painted

in stripes of red, green, and blue, and these colors in turn are

reflected to the upper edge of each projector. There is no

glare, and the beams of light are invisible except when the

diners are smoking. The average intensity on the floor is

given as 1.6-foot candles, with a wattage about 1.2 watts per

square foot.

In a Western bank a combination of cove lighting in the

public lobby and fixture lighting over the teller's cages and

on Progress of the Illuminating Engineering

Convention (Continued from October Ij

working space has produced a very satisfactory artistic and
utilitarian illumination.

Show Windows.
One result of the two "prosperity weeks" has been a

marked improvement in window lighting. A new system of

interchangeable show window lighting has been introduced

which permits the easy installation or removal of lights to

suit any particular class of merchandise displayed. The
result is accomplished by means of properly insulated current-

carrying strips, to which contact is made through plugs or

hooks.

Factories.

Tile report of the English Departmental Committee on

Lighting in Factories and Work Shops is discussed under the

heading "Legislation," as is also the memorandum lof the

Health and Munition Works Committee. By installing a

special night lighting system, using low wattage lami)s, a

considerable saving has been accomplished in a factory where
an inspection showed the regular system was being used

when only a few lamps were needed. An interesting test of

the effect of adding artificial light to daylight was made in a

shop where machine work predoininates. It was found that

as the natural light decreased the work fell off. On adding

artificial light on a dark day the work increased, but decreased

when the artificial light was added on a bright day. It was
suggested that in the latter case the combination of two
classes of lighting differing in color content requires an effort

on the part of the eye to keep adjusted to momentarily

changing conditions.

Schools anid Churches.

The work of the Committee on School Lighting is begin-

ning to bear fruit, as evidenced by the marked improvement
in the methods of lighting used in some recently erected

schools.

The number of new church installations described in the

technical press indicates a decided awakening of those in

charge to the value of good lighting. By using trough reflec-

tors concealed between the mouldings of the arches at the

points where the latter spring from the pillar capitols a

church in England gets the effect of indirect lighting,

although the lights are visible to those leaving the auditor-

ium. The value of the illumination on the working plane is

given as between 2JX to 3-foot candles.

Hospitals.

In connection with X-ray surgery in hospitals it has in

the past been customary fot the surgeon to work either in

darkness or, if in the light, to depend upon an assistant who.

alone in a position to see the X-ray images on the screen,

guides him in his work. Owing to the disadvantages of both

methods surgeons rarely attempt to operate under the guid-

ance' of the fluorescent screen and X-rays, relying almost

wholly on radiographs. A new method has been worked out.

involving the law of simultaneous contrast. The operating

room is illuminated by an intense red light of considerable

purity. Thus the active phases of an operation are executed

under a red light, while the X-ray examinations of the body

in the region of the operation are made in the greenish light

of the fluorescent screen. The method has been used for

several months, and, while the illumination iditained is not

high, it has been found to be satisfactory.

Art Galleries and Museums.

An appreciation of the possibilities of applied illuminat-

ing engineering is extending even to private art galleries.

Thus in one instance it was found possible to replace an old
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and uiisatislactory trough system by a series of stercoplicon
reflectors placed abqve the skylight. An intensity of about
6.5-foot candles was obtained, quite uniformly distributed
over the wall space occupied by the pictures and the angle
at which the light is received is such that there is no direct
reflection from the surface oi the canvas to the eye of the
observer. . The lighting of art galleries has occupied the
attention of illuminating engineers for a number of years, but
recently attention has been called to the problems involved
in the proper lighting of museums, and particularly those of
natural history. The colors of some birds are so evanescent
that they will not stand exposure to any light. The same is

true of butterflies. Tlie coats of such animals as deer may be
ruined and the color of black-skinned animals may be altered
as the result of exposure to light. The problem is complicated
in many existing museums owing to the expense and difficulty

of installing new and up-to-date installations. The problem is

further complicated by lack of data as to just what quality of
light would be best to minimize the efTect of fading, etc.

Attention should be called to the lighting of the new Cleve-
land Museum of Art.

Auditoriums and Theatres.
The arena of the new auditorium a't Oakland. Cal., is

illuminated by a set of what are claimed to be the largest

semi-indirect fixtures ever built and placed in one room. They
are 10 feet in diameter and suspended liO feet from the floor.

A total of 44 kilowatts are used in the eight fixtures. The
average illumination on a reading plane is 3.2-foot candles.
The theatre is illuminated by a centre skylight, behind which
are placed gas-filled tungsten lamps in special mirrored reflec-

tors. The ceiling decorations are brought out by means of

cove lighting. In the art gallery provision has been made for

a large number of receptacles, to permit of the individual

lighting of the pictures. The main illumination in this section

is through the skylight. In the ballroom the illumination on
the reading plane is 2.7-foot candles, produced by lamps in

reflectors placed above moss-amber glass.

A new departure in stage lighting is to be found in the

replacement of the old footlights by a string of lights, with
suitable reflectors, placed on the stage side of a front drop
curtain. This curtain can be raised or lowered to meet the

requirements of different scenes.

The growth of the moving picture business is evidenced
by the number and character of new theatres built for this

purpose. The problem of lighting such theatres is so differ-

ent from that of the ordinary playhouse that where it has

been turned over to him the illuminating engineer has had an

opportunity to work out many novel ideas in lighting. The
intermittent coming and going of patrons in general requires

continuous illumination to permit leaving and finding of seats

without difficulty. In some cases the screen projection is

arranged so that the pictures are distinct even with a full

illumination of the auditorium, but in most cases a twilight

illumination is maintained by shaded and frequently, colored

lights. Such lights are apt to be 'distracting, and a novel

manner of eliminating this diflficulty has been employed in a

recently fitted up photo-play house by gradually diminishing

the illumination from a full daylight effect at the entrance to

deep twilight at the screen. This is accomplished by lamps
concealed in coves which illuminate the ceiling. The grada-

tion was so planned that the eye adapts itself to a smaller and
smaller amount of lighting without the change being notice-

able. Another novelty of this installation is found in the

entrance lighting, where an application has been made of a

color change effect produced by using three primary colors,

which pass through a cycle of varying intensities, so arranged,

however, that the total flux of light remains practically con-

stant. Each color varies from instant to instant, giving a

resultant effect, which constantly changes.

Two sets of lighting units were used recently to light a

boxing match, one to give photographic results and the other

to correct tlio color effect of the mercury arcs and make the

resulting light better adapted lor the spectacle. For the
ordinary lighting an inverted cone 9 feet in diameter and
carrying 300 sign receptacles fitted with 25 and 40-watt clear
bulb tungsten lamps was suspended so that its bottom was IG
feet from the floor. Five frames, each containing eight mer-
cury-vapor lamps were used for the photographic lighting,
together with 10 arc lamps to bring in the red color com-
ponent. The effective area of the ring was 576 square feet,

and the energy consumption for illuminating purposes was 65
kilowatts, or 110 watts per square foot. An armory has been
made available for indoor tennis by ijistalling a proper system
of lighting, using high power lamps.

Railways.

.\n improved system of lighting has been standardized
for Pullman cars, and the changes have resulted in a large
mcrease of illumination with the same power consumption.
A higher mounting, with the lamp filament completely cov-
ered, has reduced glare. There has been a big reduction in

maintenance and cleaning. One hundred-watt tungsten lamps
are used in 12-inch bowls, and photometric tests have given
an average of 7.5 foot candles on a plane 36 inches from the
floor. The problem of lighting a railway roundhouse involves
many unusual features, including not only the proper spacing
and distribution of the sources, but also their protection
from the corroding action of gas and their proper cleaning.
A system has been worked out and standardized by a Cana-
dian railway, which uses specially designed reflectors similar
to those used as headlights on interurban electric cars. A
semaphore lens is employed as the front glass of the reflector,

and this diffuses the light and cuts off the glare, as well as
offering a surface easily kept clean. These lights are arranged
in sets, one set lighting the engines, another the turntable
and pit, another serving for general illumination, and another
for portable use. The system has been found to have great
advantages over the drop light eciuipment formerly used. A
new system of lighting installed in the case of one of the
railway lines of New England employs 10 tungsten lamps,
fitted with heavy density, opal glass reflectors arranged along
the centre line of the car roof. The system replaces one
I'.sing 42 smaller wattage lamps mounted in flush sockets
without reflectors, located under the lower decks and on
each side of the car.

Houses.

An improved form of bathroom lighting consists in the

use of tubular frosted lamps mounted on the sides of the
minor. When not lighted the lamps are not conspicuous,
since in appearance they do not differ much from the white
glass towel bars.

GLOBES, REFLECTORS, AND FIXTURES.
Tlie fluctuations in the design of lighting fixtures seem

almost as great as those in the types of automobiles. The
shower and the dome of yesterday are superseded by the

totally indirect fixture of to-day. and the latter may be super-

seded by the semi-indirect fixture of to-morrow. But there is'

a growing tendency on the part of manufacturers to recog-
nize the individual requirements of specific locations, such as

stores, halls, offices, living and dining-rooms, corridors, etc.,

and to design fixtures which shall be appropriate for each
specific need. For the usual commercial and residential work
the semi-indirect fixture has become the predominating type

for both classes of service—gas and electricity—and efforts

are being made to produce fixtures and glassware which will

harmonize where the two illuminants are used in the same
building.

The continued development of new sources has been fol-

lowed by the design of new fixtures, but more and more there

are indications of a departure from stereotyped ideas for both

gas and electricity.

Table Lamps.
A modification of an idea developed some years ago in

which an upturned diffusing bowl is used to hide the bulb of
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a table lamp involves the use of a second and larger bulb

below, with arrangements for controlling separately the

lamps in each bowl.

By using heat intercepting, non-conducting mica cylin-

ders designed for ample ventilation, it has been found pos-

sible to use silk shades on gas table lamps. Mica flour is

used to frost over the outer surface of the mica, tlius conceal-

ing the mantle and diffusing the light.

In general there is a growing appreciation that, by the

use of properly chosen cloth for shades, the lighting fixtures

of a room may be made to harmonize with their surround-

ings.

A novel use for a table lamp is found in a combination

lamp and phonograph. The base of the lamp serves to hold

the disc-record, turntable, electric motor, talking box, etc.

The sounds produced are led up through the pedestal and

released beneath tlie glass shade, which throws them down-

ward and outward.

Glassware.

Valuable data on the diffusing and absorbing properties

of the materials used in lighting glassware have been worked

up and reported to this society by the Committee on Glare.

The delicate color treatment of decorative china duplicated in

glass is one of the developments in shades. The tendency to

use denser glass for semi-indirect bowls and shades has

grown to a considerable extent.

In England one of the effects of the war has been to cut

off supplies of glassware ordinarily obtained from the Con-

tinent. As a result the Research Committee of the Institute

of Chemists of Great Britain has worked out and established

the formulas of a number of important varieties of glass used

in special optical and laboratory work. The question of stan-

dardizing the various kinds of glassware used for lighting

purposes both as to constitution and quality has been dis-

cussed by the London Illuminating Engineering Society, with

the hope of being able to establish the best types and sizes of

lamp bulbs, chimneys, globes, etc., in order to support the

industry by bringing about economies in manufacture. The
shutting ofif of the German supply has led the English to

undertake the production of heat-resisting glass for use with

high-pressure gas and other lamps in which considerable heat

is evolved.

The fact that almost nine out of tea British factories are

working on munitions of war in one form or other has led to

the development of globes and reflectors especially designed

for such factory purposes. In Germany the change from the

use of oil lamps to electric lighting necessitated by the exi-

gencies of war has stimulated the development of equipment

for converting the old burners into modern electric fixtures.

For semi-indirect fixtures a novelty in reflectors makes

possible the use of any desired material, such as. silk, satin,

cretonne, etc., of a pattern and color to match the decora-

tions. This is accomplished by using two glass bowls, one

inside the other, with the cloth placed between. The upper

piece of glass is a prismatic reflector, and thus a large part

o"f the light is efficiently reflected to the ceiling.

By arranging plane mirror reflectors of definite dimen-

sions and of certain angles in a conchoidal curve, with lamps

about 18 inches apart at the focus of the curve, a complex

system of direct and reflected light is obtained in a new fi.x-

ture for show-window lighting.

A new style of lower-deck lighting fixture has been

developed for railway cars. The requirements were for a fix-

ture which, when flush mounted along each lower deck rail,

would amply illuminate both the reading plane and the ceiling

without glare and without the use of additional fixtures.

For use in flood-lighting a silvered mirror reflector has

been brought out. in which a special heat-resisting backing is

employed to protect the silver reflecting surface from tarnish-

ing. The objectionable bright spots, both on the side walls

and directly aliove most wall-bracket and covelighting units,

have been eliminated in a new form of shade designed to pro-

duce uniform illumination on the ceiling. The unit is placed

in a wall box.

Fittings.

The soaring prices of metal fittings abroad has led to the

development of semi-indirect fixtures, in which the glass

bowl is supported in a holder made of wood. Very decora-

tive effects have been obtained. A simple diffuser has been

brought out, which can be snapped on to the socket, and will

prevent excessive glare from a clear bulb incandescent lamp
in places where a shade is not feasible. For use in hotels

where it is desired to produce extra concentrated lighting as

in sample rooms, a removable lamp bracket has been devised.

It is made to fit into receptacles of the disappearing type. A
screwless support for inverted gas burner globes has been

developed in England. In the suspending lip of the globe are

made three notches or free-ways, through which slip three

pins on the inside supporting ring of the burner. A new type

of holder for glass shades has its points of support on the

inside instead of the outside of the glass. In this way
threaded parts, screws, rivets, and soldered joints are avoided.

In order to permit of their being easily found in the dark,

switches of the pull-chain and push-button variety have been

announced, which, after they have been exposed to daylight

or artificial light, remain sufficiently luminous to be easily

seen when the light is excluded. A phosphorescent material

is used for this purpose. , The great increase in the use of

indirect fixtures has created a demand for a special switching

arrangement which will give individual control at the fixtures

without having to use key-sockets. A device of this kind has

been developed for metal reflectors, the wires coming to a

decorative knob at the bottom, where they may be connected

to a twist or pull-chain switch.

Standards.

A special cast-iron traffic post to mark the interception

of streets and serve as a guide and protection to pedestrians

has been brought out. It is intended to have it surmounted
either by a ruby or a white diffusing globe. To avoid the

duplication of steel poles on a street in Salt Lake City occu-

pied by a trolley line the novel expedient was adopted of

enveloping the trolley poles with large size pressed steel

standards, said to be the largest of this kind ever constructed.

These standards carry three lamps, the height to the light

source of the lower two being 26..5 feet, the third lamp being

2 feet higher. The growth in civic interest in lighting ex-

pressed in "White-Way" and boulevard lighting has brought

continuous development in ornamental street lighting stan-

dards of the metal typo.

I

The Hydroelectric Commission threatened to cut off

the supply of current to Niagara Falls, Ont., if that city

contracted to supply power to the Perfection Tire and Motor
Company, at $10 per h.p. when the agreement between the

city and the commission provides that the rate is to be $14.

The city council discussed getting around the matter by

making up the $4. difference out of the local rates, so that

the local commission would still receive the .$14. but this

proposition was voted down.

The commissioner of public safety at St. John. X.B., fore-

casts a radical change in methods of electrical installation,

declaring that at the next meeting of the council he will

move for authorization to engage an electrical engineer to

direct and control all electrical work in the city. Commis-
sioner McLellan plans to have examinations for all men who
wish to do electrical work of anv kind.

The village of Wyoming. Ont.. is now lighted by hydro

power. Previous to the connection being made with Petrolea

a short titne ago there was no electrical service.
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Minimum Charges for Electricity

Before the State Pul)lic Utilities Commission of Illinois

in the matter of the proposed change of rates for electric

service in Chicago there was introduced a little time ago a

statement of the minimum charges in efifect in the cities of

the United States having a population in excess of 250,000

people. This list is as follows:

New York per month $ .00

Omaha '•

.50

Detroit " .50

New Orleans "
.50

Kansas City "
.50

St. Louis "
.50

Milwaukee "
.50

Louisville "
.50

Pittsburgh '•

.50

Los Angeles "
.65

Philadelphia "
.75

San Francisco "
.75

Cleveland "
1.00

Brooklyn "
I.OO

Minneapolis "
1.00

Washington "
1.00

Newark "
i.oo

Jersey City "
l.oo

Cincinnati "
l.oo

Boston per annum 9.00

Buffalo •
12.00

Baltimore "
12.00

It appears from the records uf the Commission that the

number of electric consumers in Chicago whose bills dur-

ing the year 1915 amounted to less than 50 cents a meter a

month averaged 12,440 a month. With a minimum bill of

50 cents a month applied to these consumers the revenue of

the Commonwealth Edison Company would have been in-

creased by $40,634.—N.E.L.A. Bulletin.

New Books
Principles of Alternating Current Machinery—by Ralph

R. Lawrence, associate professor of electrical engineering of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard
University; McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, pub-

lishers; price $4.50 net. This book deals with the principles

underlying the construction and operation of alternating cur-

rent machinery and is the result of a number of years' ex-

perience of the author in teaching the subject of alternating

current machinery to senior students. No attempt has been
made to treat of types of alternating current machines, only

the most important being considered. Particular attention

is paid to the principles of the alternator, as, in the experience

of the author, students just beginning the subject more
readily grasp these principles. Certain types of alternating

current machinery have been developed in considerable de-

tail where such development seems to bring out important

principles, whereas other types have been considered only

briefly or omitted altogether. Mathematical and analytical

treatment of the subject is freely employed where such

treatment apjicars to oflfer any advantage. The scope of the

work may be judged from the following headings: (1) Syn-
chronous generators, 10 chapters"; (2) static transformers, 12

chapters; (.3) synchronous motors, (> chapters; (4) parallel

operation of alternators, 6 chapters; (5) synchronous con-

verters; 8 chapters; (6) polyphase induction motors, 9 chap-

ters; (7) single phase induction motors, 6 chapters; (8) series

and repulsion motors, 5 chapters. The book is illustrated

frequently with geometric figures. Contains (iOO pa.ges; 5 in.

X 6 in.; bound in stiff dark green cbith.

Applied Electricity for Practical Men—by .\rlhur J. Row-
land, |irofessi>r of ilritrical etu;inrrring. Drexel Institute.

Philadelphia, Pa.; McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York,
publishers; price, $2.00 net. This volume is the result of
twenty years' experience in teaching applied electricity to
practical electrical workers and is written wholly from the
standpoint of the man who puts up and operates electric
circuits and apparatus. It does not touch problems of ap-
paratus design, and pure theory is avoided for the most
part. The book is offered to the public in the hope that it

may fill a need in connection with the study of applied elec-
tricity in trade and industrial schools. Well illustrated; 375
pages; 5 in. x lyi in.; in the standard dark green binding of
this publisher.

Radiodynamics—by B. F. Miessner, associate member
Institute of Radio Engineers, Expert Radio Aide, U. S. Navy,
D. Van Nostrand Company, New York, publishers; price $2.00
net. A compilation of the important material concerning the
history, methods and apparatus of radiodynamics—the art of
controlling distant mechanisms without artificial connect-
ing means. The author has aimed at a treatment of this
matter that would be intelligible to the general reader, with-
out sacrificing the technical exactitude which makes scientific

work of value to the trained engineer. Inasmuch as the
chief recent developments in this art have been of a military
nature, the volume is devoted for the most part to torpedo
control applications of radiodynamics. This book should
prove interesting to the general scientific reader, to the
trained engineer and to those concerned with the purely
military applications and possibilities of wirelessly con-
trolled mechanicisnis. 300 pages; well illustrated; size
."> in. X S in.; cloth bound.

Machine Shop Electricity—by C. E. Clewell, assistant
professor of electrical engineering. University of Pennsyl-
vania; McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, publishers;
price .$.!.00 net. This is specially designed as a reference book
for the electrical man in the machine shop. In its prepara-
tion, the viewpoint of the practical shopman has been kept
in mind and chiefly those subjects have been treated which
apply one way or another to particular uses of electric power
in shop operations. The entire material in the book is

grouped into ten main sections and the various topics in any
section are arranged in alphabetical order. The. scope of the
work may be gathered from the section headings, as follows:
Section 1, Abbreviations, terminology and units; Section 3,

Circuits; Section 3, Costs; Section 4, Communication and dis-
tant control; Section 5, Current supply, generators and trans-
formers; Section 6, Electrochemical, soldering and welding
applications; Section 7, Heating and magnetic apparatus;
Section 8, Lamps and shop lighting; Section 9, Measuring in-

struments and measurements; Section 10, Motors and ap-
plications. 450 pages; 4 in. x 7 in.; illustrated; limp covers.

Examples in Alternating Currents—written and published
by F. E. Austin, B.S., E.E.. Hanover, N.H.; price $3.40. In
this work the author has made a very successful attempt
to help the student and operating engineer to analyze the
theory underlying practical problems and work out for him-
self their mathematical solutions. The problems treated
deal with the fundamental principles of alternating currents,
worked out step by step. The book should be useful to
teachers as a classroom text in electrical courses and to en-
gineers as a reference. It contains in the appendix numerous
tables and formulae designed to save time. 234 pages; 67
illuslratiiiMs; flexible leather; pocket size.

The Ouiatchouan Falls Paper Company, P. Q., are put-
ting in two new turbines, of 1,800 h.p. each, for driving
grinders, and one turbine. 1,000 h.p., direct connected to a
Wcstinghousc generator. The wheels are to be supplied by
the S. Morgan Smith Company, York, Pa.
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Progress of High-Voltage Direct-Current

Railways
Statistics, covering the progress in the- art or industrj'

measured by the extent of its use from year to year, are not

only interesting and instructive, but, if favorable, help inspire

confidence in the stability of the industry and to secure the

participation and co-operation of capital for continued pro-

gress.

A close study of the accompanying tabulated data of

high voltage direct-current railways clearly indicates that the

favorable showing is the outcome of general and successful

use, and is not the result of local enthusiasm or individual

prejudice. The installations are widely distributed and in-

clude all varieties of service. The results accomplished have

stood the critical analysis of independent engineers, and have

exceeded the e.xpectations of practical operators. In no case

has the high voltage direct-current system been abandoned.

(Jn the contrar}', many roads have been converted from 600

volts d-c. or single-phase to high tension direct-current, and

in no case has the system failed to meet the economic suc-

cess anticipated. Emphasis can especially be placed on the

freedom from apparatus failures and low maintenance as

contributing a large measure of the practical success.

The advent of the high voltage direct-current electric

railway dates from 1907, when the first interurban line was
equipped with 1,200-volt apparatus.

Up to this time electric .railways had experienced a phe-

nomenal growth not alone in city service, but also in suburb-

an and interurban extensions.

The 600-volt system was universally accepted as the

standard, and the electric apparatus comprising it had been

developed to a high state of perfection. Enthusiasm in elec-

tric railway construction was at high pitch, and on every

hand the city systems were being rapidlj' extended to the

suburbs, and in many cases elaborate interurban lines were
built and being planned.

It soon became apparent, however, that promoters of

these interurban projects had in many cases been too opti-

mistic in their expectations of creating traffic, and that new
forms of competition, for which the automobile is chiefly re-

sponsible, were making such heavy inroads on the income
that the financial outlook of the electric interurban was not

?. satisfactory one.

The generally increasing burdens due to new conditions

and increasing demands of the public made the situation

more and' more acute. It became very apparent that to meet
these new conditions it was imperative that some means
should be evolved to lower the necessary investment" and
overhead charges if further extension of the electric inter-

urban was to be made economically posisble.

The new single-phase system was put forward as a solu-

tioji and was immediately seized upon rather extensivel)-.

but was not fulfilling its early promises because of a multi-

tude of engineering difficulties and apparatus failures.

The 1,300-volt sj-stetri not only showed the necessary

iiy (-1. H. Hill. Assistant Engrineer Railway and Traction Department.
General Electric Company, in General Electric Review.

economic advantages, but inherited the confidence derived

from the long experience with its 600-volt prototype.

It embodied no new and untried theories, and did not

require the devoted nursing of over-enthusiastic patrons.

From the first it demonstrated its superior fitness

and was generally adopted both for new roads and in place

of other existing systems. As shown by the accompanying
chart, the increase of mileage of the 1,200 and 1,500-volt roads

(which may for present purposes be considered as of the

same family) has been steady and continuous, even through

recent years of general business depression.

To-day it is unusual to have any question raised as to

the proper equipment for interurban lines. The 1,200-volt

system is standard just as the 6no-volt system is standard for

city lines.

The history and experience with the interurban problem
naturally develops faith and enthusiasm for a similar applica-

tion of direct-current principles to the still more important

field of railway electrification. The experience of previous

years had prepared railway engineers to better appreciate

the economical relation between the unit demand for power
and the supply voltage and had as well fitted them to pro-

duce apparatus suited to operate at higher potentials. It

was realized that the large locomotives and heavy train units

required for steam railway electrification both demanded and
permitted higher operating potentials.

The first installation of 2,400-volt equipment was on the

Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railway in 1912. The engineer-

ing features and designs involved some new elements and
extensions of previous practice, but there was nothing funda-

mentally new and untried, and the engineering problem was
chiefly a matter of capacity.

This installation was made not so much to demonstrate
the engineering accomplishment as the economic fitness, and
thdse most interested in the outcome were the railway offi-

cials who were formulating vast projects necessarily based on
improved methods of propulsion over the most important

lanes of the nation's traffic. The tremendous importance of

a correct judgment required the elimination of all exaggerated

enthusiasm. The decision in favor of direct-current was the

result of not only the highly successful demonstration, but

of the most searching enquiry and comparison with all other

possible systems.

The practical results, as well as the comparative possi-

bilities, were critically analyzed by the officials and engineers,

who had the heavy responsibility for transcontinental rail-

road operation, and the decision must be accepted as beyond'

the possibility of prejudice or partisan enthusiasm.

The immediate practical success of the 2,400 and 3,000-

volt apparatus resulted partly from the inherent ruggedncss

and flexibility of direct-current designs, as well as from the

absence of radically new features of construction.

The locomotives, although larger and more pow-erful than

any yet constructed, adhered to the simple, rugged, and thor-

oughly tried mechanical arrangement of motor drive and

truck structure. Much study and many trials have been made
in all parts of the world to find a driving connection between
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ilic motors and the driving axles tjiat is superior to clirect

searing. Preconceived limitations as to the unsuitability of

simple gearing for heavy torque and a rather theoretical im-
pression that an electric locomotive should follow steam loco-

motive practice led to trial construction using diagonal side

rods, jackshafts, and parallel rods of various forms. It may
lie that some such arrangements are necessary or desirable

in certain situations, but it is also very clear that direct gear-

ing is amply able to accomplish all that can be needed for

locomotives of great capacity, equal to handling the heaviest

transeontinental trains. The use of twin gears, making the

full strength of the gear teeth available; spring drive in the

gears cushioning the hammer blow on the teeth, and equaliz-

ing the stress between the gears; and advances in the quality

of the gear steel, are the chief improvements over former
practice that completely determined the suitability of the

direct gear arrangement to this iieavy duty.

Practical service amply emphasizes the excellence of

direct gearing and demonstrates its superiority to other forms
of drive.

Another feature that serves to mark the adaptability of

direct-current is the regenerative breaking which has been
put into successful use on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.

Paul locomotives. This is a feature that previously had been
considered particularly suited to polyphase alternating-cur-

rent motors exclusively.

Particular attention is directed to tlie tiexibility of this

Table of High-Voltage D.C. Systems

LenKth of

Aroostook Valley Ry. Co.
liutte, Anaconila & Pacific Kv

Canadian Xortliern Ky.. Montreal
Central California Traction Co.
Charles Citv Western Ry.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Panl Kv.
Chicago, Milwaukee «: St. Paul Ry.,

Great Falls Terminal
Davenport & Muscatine Ry.
Fort Dortge, Des Moines & So. Kv.
Grand Rapids, Holland & Chicago
Ry-

Hocking-Sunday Creek Traction C o.

Indianapolis & Louisville Traction
Ry. Co.

Towa Railway & Light Co.
Tefferson Co. Traction Co.
Kansas City, Clay Co. & St. Joseph

Ry.
Lake Erie & Northern Ry,
London & Port Stanley Rv.
Maryland Electric Ry. Co.
Michigan Ry. Co., Kalamazoo-tlrand

Rapids ."Mlegan-Battle Creek
Michigan Ry.. Flint-Bay City

Michigan I'nited Traction Co.

Milwaukee Elec. Ry. & Light Co.
Nashville-Gallalin Tntcr. Ry.
Oakland Antioch & Eastern Rv.
Ogden, Logan & Idaho Ry.
Oregon Electric Ry.
Orleans & Kenner Ry.
Pacific Electric Ry.
Piedmont & Northern Lines
Pittsburgh & Butler St. Ry. Co.
Pittsburgh. Harmony, Butler &
Newcastle Ry.

.Salt Lake & Utah Ry.
Shore Line Electric Ry. Co.
So. Cambria Ry. Co.

So. Illinois Ry. & Power Co.
So. Illinois & St. Louis Ry.
Southern Pacific Co., Elec. Division
So. Pacific Railroad fOakland, Ala-
meda & Berkley Div.)

Southern Traction Cc.
Southwestern Traction & Power Co.
Texas Traction Co.
Tidewater So. Railroad Co.
Toronto Suburban Ry.
I'nited Rys.. Portland Ore.
Valparaiso & Northern Ind. Ky.
Washington, Baltimore &- Anna-

polis Elec. R.R.
Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern
Willamette Valley .Southern Ry.
Foreign High Voltage PC Rvs.
Belhlehcni Chile Iron Mines Co.
Imperial Railways. lapan
South Manclnn-ian Ry., China
Victorian Rys., Melhonrne, .\u5lralia

Type Voltage
Pirect Suspension 12(H>

n Point Catenary Tro- 24<l(t

lley

Catenary Trolley 2-100

Third Rail and Cat. 1200
Direct Suspension 1200
Catenary Dble. Trolley 3000
Catenary Trolley 1500

.'iO Catenary Trolley
120 Direct Suspension
4.% l^irect Suspension

14.

S

Direct Suspension

41 Direct Suspension
2.S Direct Suspension
2(1 Catenary

Ov

lary

bird Rail Over-ru.
ning Catenary
bird Rail Over-rui

g Direct Susp
ng Third

lil Direct Susp Trol,
Catenary Trolley
Direct Sus. Trolley
Catenary
Catenary
Catenary
Catenary
Catenary
Catenary
Catenary
Direct Suspension
Double Trolley

("atenary Trolley
Cat. and Direct Susp.
Direct Suspension
Double Trolley

Catenary Trolley
Catenary Trolley
Catenary
Catenary

1200
1200
1200

1200
1200
1200

1200
l.TOo
l.'iOO

1200
2400

1200

1200

1200
1200
1200
1500
1200
1200
1200
1500
1200
1200

1500
1200
1200

Catenary
Catenary
Catenary
C'atenary
Catenary
Catenary

Catenary
Catenary
Catenary
Catenary
Catenary

1200
1500
1200

1200
1200
1200
1200
1.500

1200
1200

1200
2400
1200
1200
l.'oo

system of braking. The ability to utilize tlie electric brake
over a wide range of speed and its ease of control make it far

more useful than polyphase systein of braking which is limit-

ed to a single speed.

The overhead contact system for the :!,000-volt direct-

current system retains the good features of the flexible con-
struction previously used and adds to it increased current
capacity. Its appearance, effectiveness, and practical opera-
tion leave no room for criticism.

The substation apparatus corresponds closely with estab-

lished practice, and is perfectly adapted to the reverse trans-

mittal of energy incident to the regenerative braking of the
trains.

It is particularly instructive to note that, in spite of many
previous theoretical adverse comparisons with other systems,
the direct-current system, as actually installed and in success-
ful service, compares most favorably with concurrent instal-

lations as to the spacing of substations, the kilowatts of sub-
stations per mile of track, and the total cost of substations.

The Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul electrification has
hardly been in operation long enough to give accurate statis-

tics as to the economic results, but the operating oihcials of

the railway, are most optimistic, and favorable expectations
are justified.

As to the probability (jf developing still higher voltage
systems, it can only be repeated that :i,000 volts seems to be
adequate for the heaviest trunk line traffic, and is likely to

represent the true economic balance between cost of sub-
stations and feeder copper on the one hand and cost of loco-

motives on the other, and as well to present the greatest flexi-

bility and the lowest operating charges. But 5,000 or 6.000

volts direct-current is a possibility if there arises a real field of

usefulness for this further extension of lite direct-current

family.

Partially Disabled Men as Motormen
A report has recently been issued by a committee ap-

pointed by the Home Secretary, which considers whether,
having regard to the normal conditions of traflic in London,
licenses should be granted to men partially disabled to oper-
ate motor cabs, motor omnibuses, or tramcars, and, if so,

within what limitations. The report states that the members
of the committee entered upon the enquiry with a strong and
natural sympathy for the men who, having suffered some seri-

ous physical disability in the service of king and country, arc

liable to be thenceforward handicapped in earning their live-

lihood. The report goes on to state, however, that it is of

paramount importance that the public should not be exposed
to undue risks, and that the margin of safety, even under
present conditions, is vcrj- small. The following paragraphs,
taken from the report, summarize the recommendations:

Summary of Recommendations.
"VVe arrive at our conclusions with considerable regret.

We are. however, deeply impressed by the potential risk to
the public if drivers who had lost limbs were employed, and
we have constantly borne in mind the responsibility which
devolves by statute on the commissioner of police to satisfy
himself as to the "fitness for such situation' of each candidate
for licensing whose application he approves. Were we not
fully satisfied that the interest and safety of the public are at

stake, we would gladly refrain from recommending that the
door should be shut on tliis avenue of employment for men
who have suffered in their country's cause and possess a
moral claim on their countrymen. But, being entirely con-
vinced, we have no option, and can only record our considered
opinion that—having regard to the normal conditions of traf-

fic in the metropolis—licenses to <lrive motor cabs, motor
omnibuses, or tramway cars should not l)e granted to men
who have suffered the loss of an arm. hand. leg. foot. Or eye.

In the case of injury to one eye. provided the other eye is

sound and the injured eye retains fair vision, we think a
license might be granted, each case being, of course, decided
on its merits, .^s regards other minor disabilities, such as
loss of one or more lingers, in- nther damage to the hands.
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limitation of inovcinems of joints of llio upper or lower ex-

tremities, or sliortenins of the Unvcr exlreniities. ;nut the

results of injuries to nerves of limbs, we rocommentl that the

existiiis' practice continue to be followetl, anil lliat each case

be dealt with on its merits at the discretion of the commis-

sioner of police, with, in doubtful cases, a power of relerence

to a special medical referee."

Montreal Franchise

The Montreal Tranwvays (.'onipunv are desirous ol ob-

taiuins a further franchise frou\ the city, and an attempt to

adjust the different interests has as^in been itiade. Up to

the present the many plans have all failed, owins to various

causes, local politics playing a considerable i»art ii\ the abor-

tive negotiations. The president, counsel, and mana.ncr have

recently met the controllers and pviblicly discussed the terms

of the franchise with a view of luulin,^ a basis of agreement.

The proposed clauses include those relatin.u to poles, rails,

repairs, ntaintenance, seating accommodation, etc. It was

su.sigested that the wooden poles should be replaced by iron

poles laid in cement, the cost of the wooden poles being

$l.t>t>0 per mile while the iron poles would cost ?li,000. The

company have about 1,10 miles ot streets. It was agreed that

if the city ordered the company to replace the wooden poles

with iron vmles a certain portion of the cost would have to

be paid by the city.

The question of appointing experts to advise the city as

to the physical valuation of the campanys property and on

other points before a further franchise was granted was the

subject of keen Jebate. the controllers being divided on thc

question. The names of Mr, E, I-. Consins, of Toronto, and

Mr. r, St. George, of Montreal, weir mentioned. The repre-

sentatives of the company strongly opposed certain sugges-

tions involving large expenditures, the president pointing out

that if the controllers insisted on very onerous conditions the

public would have to pay for them in the end. He also men-

tioned that the company were now spending between a mil-

lion and a ntillion and a half dollars in improving the supply

of power.

To do awaj- with overcrowding, i>assengers are not to be

allowed to stand in the passageway in the interior of the car,

the rear platform is to be kept dear, and riding on the steps

is prohibited. The city is to control the frequency of car

service, with an appeal to the Quebec Public Utilities Com-

mission in the case of a dispute, >

An Electric E-vpress Freight Service

In Augitst last the management of she Eriiish Columbia

Electric Railway inaugurated what is proving an extremely

popular innovation in connecuon with its express freight ser-

vice to and from points on the Fraser Valley internrbanline

between Vancouver and Qiilliwack, a distance of T6 miles.

Express freight consigned from points on the Fraser Valley

system is now delivered to the consignee in Vancouver with-

tnt extra charge, and shipments of express parcels from

New Westminster are included in this new service. Two
trains a day carry express between Vanccnver and the Fraser

Valley, and the amount of business being done has already

shown a healthy increase as a result of the concessions.

The opinion has been expressed that the day is not far

distant when the company might profitably am a step further

and collect express freight t\>r the liae :" -" '.he more

thickly settled portions '.^i the valley, v- > one or

more of the British sieam lines, w :"
- - ..ciory re-

sults. A couple ot electric lorrie> .-ed on certain

rorntes to try ont the service at > -.. Better and

faster transportation for fartra p- i;ireat need of

the Fraser Valley rancher and '

.-jeJ a service

swch as '-':.:' • -:t-td almost ii . --. ....-.'« w to heavy

and c^>ns"-. - :> to Xew Westimiinsui-ir am'J. Vancuniver

dealers. ' ^slso lb* facilitated ib-etw'f-cn ilie grower

and lrt«e consuuMet.

Open-Air Car Proves Popular at Vancouver

In order to ascertain the strength of the demand on the

part of the Vancouver public for open-air cars during the

warm weather months, the B.C.E.R. Company put into ser-

vice ill July one car of a type which seems to meet success-

fully tl'e purposes in view. Being operated at ordinary fare

on the regular route from Main and Hastings Stre«ts to Eng-

lish Bay via Uavie .Street, it proved extremely popular v%'ith

the majority of people bound for the bathing beach, and was

particularly well patronized by smokers, who had the right to

pre-empt the rear half of the seating accommodation. The

car was withdrawn from service following the close of the

holiday season and the approach of cool weather.

The car was originally a single-end prepayment car, with

a seating capacity of forty, but it had been retired from ser-

vice along with others which had not been fitted with gates

B. C. E. Ry. Co. makes good ase of old equipment.

and otlier safety appliances required by the British Columbia

Government. The rebuilding of the car was done at .a cost of

abotit ?300, and it is likely that a number of similar open-air

tyi>e of cars will he fitted up in the company's shops at Xew
Westminster during the winter.

Particulars of Vancouver Open-air Car.

Lenglh over bumpers 41 :t. ; J., in.

Widtli over rails S ft. 3»iin.

Distance centre to centre of bolsters 22 ft. 2 in.

Height over trolley base 12 ft. 6 :i

Step heights 1SJ4 in., 9V3 in., 9i^ in., 10' _

Seating capacity ....: 54

Weight, body and equipment 12.500 lb.

We-tf!it. trr.-ks ai-.i motors ?2.100lb.

J4.f.00 lb.

Weight, per svai—641 lb. Fender—Watson antoroa:.'

Trucks—Brill Xo. 2T-tJ-l. Trolley base—Sterling.

Wheels—33-in. chilled iron. Trolley retriever—Earli.

Motors—Four GE-6T. HeadKghts—B.CE. Rail.. .

.\ir brakes—Wesiinghouse.

The alterations included the removal of all thc^

structure above the sash rails anj of the end
The step openings at both ends were closed and a new
entrattce and exit was made near the centre. Three steps

were arranged to swing nnder the car, controlled sinai:": .-;-

ously with the gates by leversL Wood gates with clear - --

panels were installed.

The tn>lley base was mounted on a T-in. steel channc]

arch, to the rear of which was placed a grourd made i>i l-in.

pipc with heavy wire netting iiver it The seats were near-
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ranged on 2l>-in. centres, and a circular one was built against

the rear dash, giving a seating capacity of J4.

Guard rails were placed along the open side and the stan-

dard wire guard panels, 18 in. high, along the devil-strip side.

Eight 16-c.p. lamps were mounted on standards along the

sides, and for signaling from conductor to motorman a push-

button and Karaday buzzer, the latter mounted on the front

dash, were provided.

Decision for Toronto and York Radial

The Privy Council have decided in favor of the appeal of

the Toronto and York Radial Railway Company for per-

mission to deviate their tracks at the corner of Yonge Street

and Farnham Avenue, Toronto. The original intention of

the company was to construct a spur line crossing the side-

walk on Yonge Street to an enlarged siding system and

waiting room. An injunction was tsued by the city of To-

ronto after construction work had been under way for a

short time, and the matter has been pending for some

months. The recent decision, however, maintains that the

railway is justified in its claim by their franchise in respect

to the street and adjoining lands proposd to be used. There

are certain provisoes attached to the judgment, such as ap-

proval of the city engineer and consent of the Railway

Board to the proposed plans, but as the case now stands the

company have power to go ahead and relieve the very unsat-

isfactorv terminal facilities existing at this point.

B. C. E. R. Technical School

Continuing the good work initiated so\oral years ago,

the course in technical education inaugurated by the manage-

ment of the British Columbia Electric Railway for the bene-

fit of its Vancouver employees has already been resumed for

the season 1916-17. The opening class was held in the lec-

ture room of Carroll Street Station early in October, J. G.

Lester being lecturer in charge. Last year the company for

the first time presented certificates to successful students, the

number issued being 22. Mr. GeotTrey Porter, chief electrical

engineer, also gave prizes for the best-kept note books, and

the same policy will be followed this season. Classes are

held every Wednesday night, every second one being devoted

to practical work. The officers for the present season are:

\. Mansfield, president: I'red Yates, secretary.

Mr. Kidd Welcomed Home
On the occasion of his recent return from a business trip

to the Old Country, Mr. George Kidd, general manager of

the British Columbia Electric Railway, was welcomed by

the Vancouver office staff at a social arranged in his honor,

Mr. W. G. Murrin, superintendent, acting as spokesman. In

his reply Mr. Kidd gave a very interesting description of his

trip, in which incidents connected with the war had a place.

Music, dancing, and refreshments added to the pleasure of

the evening.

Mr. W. T. Woodniffe Killed in France

\'ancouver friends learned witli deep regret of the death

of W. T. VVoodruffe. while serving in the French trenches

with the Victoria Rifles of Montreal. For many years he

was associated with the British Columbia Electric Railway,

in which service he won his way upward from messenger

boy to the positions of electriiiil superintendent and also

head of the mechanical department. He left the company in

1012 to become chief electrician for the city, and later accept-

ed a similar position in Edmonton. Mr. VVoodruffe marrie<l

Miss Findlay, a daughter of ex-Mayor James Findlay. of

Vancouver. Mrs. VVoodruffe and their little daughter Mar-

garet are living in the city at the present time.

Stretching Three Wires at One Time
An interesting method of stretching the three wires of a

three-phase line at one time is described by Mr. H. H. Fen-
ton in the Electrical World of October 14. When construct-

ing three-phase transmission lines a great waste of time is

often caused in stretching conductors by the awkwardness of

the block and tackle method. To eliminate this waste of

time the writer employs a scheme which enables a small force

of men to stretch all three conductors of a three-phase line

in one operation. In other words, the three conductors are

strung, stretched and tied in with one trip over the ground
and by climbing up each pole once. To facilitate stretching

all three wires at once a special whiffle-tree constructed as

shown in the accompanying illustration is used. This device

and a crew consisting of a foreman, four climbers, a team
with driver, and a helper on the wagon to watch the reels

and fasten the wire grips, can handle line construction rapid-

ly without difficulty.

The main beam of the special whifHe-tree is made of oak,

2 in. by i in. by 48 in. long. The single-trees are also of oak,

1|^ in. by ^'/i in. by 32 in. long. .\ clevis, '4 in. by 2 in. iron,

fits the main beam at its centre and is held by a pin. Two
other clevises are of 3/16 in. by I'/i in. iron, one placed at

each end of the main beam on 23 in. centres. Six other

clevises are made of the same stock and fit the ends of the

single-trees. The spacing is shown in the diagram. The
links used with the cle\ ises are made of fi in. round iron.

This special device is attached to the ankle of the wagon by

a chain so that it drags about two feet behind the rear wheels.

^,:/j'irv.-
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Special whiffle-tree for siretchine three wires.

Three reels are mounted upon the wagon platform and carry

the wire.

When stringing the conductors for a particular line,

each conductor is dead-ended at the starting point and the

loam driven six spans for the first pull. Each climber takes

his assigned place, one at a pole, the foreman making the

fifth, and each carries the wires up the pole, the helper mean-

while at the wagon making fast the wire grips on the con-

ductors, thus attaching the special whiffle-tree to them. The

driver then starts the team and draws the wires taut. The

brake is then applied on the wheels of the wagon to aid the

team in holding the strain. After the four climbers have

tied in the line the grips on the special whifBe-tree are re-

leased and the team driven up four spans, thus unreeling wire

lor another pull and the cycle of operation is repeated. Four

spans have been found about the maximum pull on an up-

grade that can be maile with one team of horses: however,

on a downgrade as high as seven spans have been stretched

without any difficulty at one pull.

This method of construction makes possible a very taut

line, does not produce twisting upon any pole, makes all

wires hang alike, and is considerably faster than the block-

and-tackle method. An average of three miles of three-phase

line has been strung, stretched, and tied-in in one day.

A number of municipalities in the vicinity of Toronto

will vote on January 1 on the question of hydro radials.

About 100 miles is involved
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The Expense of Conducting an Electrical Con-
tracting Business and How We

Can Know It

By O. G. Pack*

This is a subject which has been talked about consider-

ably among the electrical contractors in this vicinity during

the past year, and one the importance of which cannot be

over-estimated. I believe some of our good members do not

thoroughly understand what it costs them to do business nor

just how to arrive at this cost. It will try to point out the

items, and how to arrive at them, which go to make up the

overhead expense of an electrical contracting business as I

have learned by actual experience during the past three years.

When a man, or a group of men, contemplate entering

any business, the first thing they should do is tu determine

l:ow much their services are worth to themselves, not how
much they can draw from the business they are contemplating

entering. In other words, they should decide or learn from
some source what they could sell their services for to a going-

concern without any financial investment on their part. Now,
they or he certainly should not enter a business of their or

his own where the financial returns they or he will be able to

get for their or his services would not be greater than what
they or he could sell their services for, plus a reasonable re-

turn on the investment made by reason of entering such busi-

ness.

If. for instance, I contemplate going into the electrical

contracting business and am capable of earning a salary of

$150 per month as estimator for some reliable contracting

firm, my contention is that it would be foolish for me to enter

such business unless I am reasonably sure the business will

pay me more than $150 per month. Furthermore, the man
who is capable and enters the contracting business and who
does not figure his services as high as $150 is making a mis-

take and had far better work with the tools, thereby benefit-

ing both himself and the electrical business as a whole. Some
people will say that this is placing the worth of a contractor

too high. I say that this is a ,very reasonable amount for the

smallest of electrical contractors to figure their services

worth, and submit the following proof:

We have in our employ men who are not capable of con-

ducting a contracting business and who are only workmen
using the tools, and have earned from $1,200 to $1,890 per

year during a period of three years. We had six men in our

employ whose wages have amounted to as much as the above

mentioned figures. We believe if the man who has only the

knowledge and ability to perform the physical labor of mak-
ing electrical installations is entitled to W'ages such as we
have before mentioned that the electrical contractor who has

the knowledge of getting and operating the business, in addi-

tion to the knowledge his employes have, is entitled to re-

ceive compensation for such knowledge and ability.

-A.s said before, we have six men in our employ who have

drawn wages as outlined, and no doubt there are other con-

tractors in this vicinity who have men in their employ draw-

ing equally as good wages. 1 do not l)elieve there arc \ery

many electrical contractors who have been able to draw more
than this amount out of thelV business without seriously in-

conveniencing their bank account. The point I am trying

to make is to impress on all contractors that their services

are worth at least this amout, and that this is the first item

they must figure as an overhead expense in arriving at their

cost of doing business.

I believe the nature of the electrical contracting business

is such that one must estimate it on the yearly basis, owing
to the long time it takes to complete some installations.

One of the first things an electrical contractor should do,

starting the fiscal year, is to make up an estimated budget of

what his operating expenses are going to be during the com-
ing year. We have found that the following items must be

figured as an overhead expense and are items that most elec-

trical contractors have, whether they figure them or not.

The following is a list of items which we include in our

estimated budget:

Don't Forget Your Own Salary

Salary, management, office and stock room salaries.

General Expense.—Rent, telephones, light, fuel, power,

association dues, water, ice, towel service, license (occupa-

tion), license (merchants'), watchman's services, insurance

(fire), insurance (liability), advertising, taxes, stationery and
office supplies, interest, allowances (accounts receivable ad-

justments), overhead labor (that is, non-productive labor),

automobile expense, miscellaneous expense sufficient to cover

items not itemized based on previous experience.

You can be very accurate on this estimate of what your
expense is going to be; for instance, you figure your salarj'

based on so much per montli for twelve months in the year.

and you know what your other fixed charges are per month,
which, listed individually and multiplied by twelve will give

you the total amount of each expense item for the period of

one year. You can readily take a total of all items combined,

showing what your expenses will be for a period of one j'ear.

After knowing or completing this estimate, we have

found it expedient to close our books every month, charging

each month with its proportion of the jearly expense. This

gives us accurate knowledge every thirtj- days as to just how
we stand and whether we are making or loosing money. We
have made a chart of the following items, which we know to

be expense items, whicli must be figured against each month's

business. We do not allow our books to be closed at anj-

time without turning to this chart and checking the following

items as having been figured against gross profit for the cur-

rent month

:

Rent, light, fuel, phones (Home and Bell), license, insur-

ance (fire), insurance (liability), laundry service, water ser-

vice, watchman's service, ice. taxes, association dues, interest

and discount, stationery and office supplies.

After completing the estimated budget of expense you

will have during the year, the next step is to determine the

\olume of business you can get and handle without added

expense. This must be based on your previous expense to-

gctlior with the experience of your fellow-contractor, who
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lias acciirati- knowledge of cost, then deti-rniine wh.il per-

ct-ntage it will be necessary for you to figure on this vohiini-

of business to make your overhead expense.

A recent investigation conducted by the Burroughs Add-
ing Machine Company shows that fully 75 per cent, of all the

business men figure profits on a basis which .gives them three

to eight per cent, less gross profits than they think they are

getting, often figuring themselves out of any profit. This is

a vital end of the business. What is the use of contracting

if profit, the whole purpose of operating a business, is lost

in bad methods of operating a business, is lost in bad meth-
ods of figuring prices? All expenses are going to cotne out

of the gross profits, whether they are put down as a part of

the cost of doing business or not. If a man pays out .$J0 a

month for rent, he will not find it to his credit in the bank
at the end of the year, even if he does not charge it as ex-

pense. The same applies to every kind of expense in the

business. Every one of the items mentioned in this budget
is an expense, whether you charge it as such or not. 1 be-

lieve it is far better to err on the side of too liberal charging

of expense and find an unaccounted for balance in the bank
than, at the end of the year, to find a puzzling deficit caused

by not charging all your expenses. The deficit may disable

you just when failure to pay a big bill means bankruptcy.

I believe some of us contractors are in the same position

as the grocer whom I know. This grocer thought he was
clearing $100 a month. $1,200 a year over and aboye his ex-

penses, but the $100 included his own salary, the interest on

his investment, the salary of his wife, who spent most of her

time in the store, and a number of other expense items. If

the grocer had invested his capital elsewhere the interest on

same would have produced $50 per month, without risk or

worry. Instead of making $100 per month clear, he was not

only failing to make anything, but he and his wife were both

working for almost nothing. If they both had worked in

some other store they might have earned $100. So, instead

of making $100 they were loosing $100 a month.

The opportunity presented itself for this same man to

secure u jiolitical position with the city at a salary of $1,800,

per year. When he got this position he decided to sell his

store, and placed same in the hands of a broker, and had an

accountant go over the books and place a value on the stock

to see what the business was worth. The accountant's re-

port showed that no charge had been made for salaries.

When prol^er allowance was made for salaries the business

was found not to be paying anything on the investment.

Instead of a fairly profitable business, one salable at a pre-

mium for good-will, it was found to be a business unprofit-

able and unsalable. Fixtures, and stock were finally sold at

less .than actual inventory value. \othing was received for

good-will, for there was no good-will, and cannot be where

is not fair return on the money invested. Only a chance to

work for nothing and take the ordinary business risks is not

a good selling ]irnperty.

Fixing Prices to Get a Profit.

Just, for example, say your overhead expenses are going

to be $2,500 this year, and you arc reasonably sure that you

can secure and handle a volume of $10,000 worth of business,

which is 25 per cent, of selling price. You know that the

percentage of this expense is figured on the gross business,

but do you realize that a percentage of the gross business is

more than the same percentage of the estimated cost? You

should figure your cost of doing business as a percentage of

your gross business, and must, of course, allow that much of

your selling price for cost of doing l)usiness. When you take

a contract for $100 you say a certain per cent, of that repre-

sents profit, a certain per cent, for cost of doing business,

and the balance for cost of labor and material. Your profit

and cost of doing business come ..ut of the $100 you get for

dointf the job, not out of the $r,o. $70, or $80 you pay for

labor and material consumed in doing the job.

Most contractors reach tlieir contract price for doing a

certain piece of work by adding what is really a percentage
of the selling price to the cost price. This mixing of meth-
ods is what helps the contractor to a loss. Where the cost

of doing business is 25 per cent, of the total volume of busi-

ness, some contractors add 25 per cent, to their cost of labor
and material, which is wrong. If you think that you are add-
ing sufficient to cover your overhead expense on this basis

you are making' a big mistake. Xow, if you are asked to bid

on a certain piece of work and you fi.gure the actual labor
and material cost to be $fiO, what should you get for the job
to net you your overhead of 25 per cent., plus 10 per cent,

profit? We will say your selling price represents 100 per
cent., and you desire a 10 per cent, profit. This makes a

total of 35 per cent, deducted from your 100 per cent., which
leaves your actual cost of labor and material, representing 65

per cent, of your selling price. If $60 represents 05 per cent,

of your selling price you should receive $92.30 in order to

make your overhead of 25 per cent., plus 10 per cetit. profit

for the risk you are taking. If your profit is to come out of

the selling price, which it must come from, and not out of the

cost price, is it not plain that the percentage of profit should
be figured on the selling price?

Return on Investment

You will notice that I have said very little about what a

contractor should add in the way of profit in order to secure
returns on the capital investment and to pay for the risk

taken, which some of us have found to be quite large.

I do not believe any contractor can aflord to estimate his

profit at less than 10 per cent, on jobs where the contract

price is $1,000 or less, or less than 5 per cent, on installations

the selling price of which is more than $1,000, because the

unforeseen obstacles are so numerous and great that unless

you have a 10 per cent, estimate for profit, when the job is

complete you are apt to find that you have done the job for

very little or no compensation, so far as your business as a

contractor is concerned, and it would be far better that you
be the journeyman on tlie joli. working for a legitimate con-

tractor or firm who would make a profit on his investment

and knowledge, thereby bettering the electrical industry as

a whole.

Profits from business done is what makes things move
more easily and is what all invested capital wants and must
have to be satisfied.

Let all of us contractors stu<l.v and learn our cost of

doing business, and wdien we know what it is let us not be

backward about trying to get a price for our work that will

cover it and leave a fair return on the investment.

I know contractors in this vicinity now who know what
their cost of doing business is, but who are forced, on account

of some of our well-meaning contractors not knowing their

cost of doing business, to take work for less than labor and

material cost, plus overhead expense, in order to make a pro-

liortion of their expenses. This condition, we hope, is only-

temporary, and are anxious for the time to come when they

can get their volume of business at prices which they will

not be ashamed of.

The S. Morgan Smith Company. York, I'a.. have lieen

awarded a contract for the supply of a twin unit of high

speed turbines, together witii 80 feet of supply pipe, in con-

nection with the new mills of the Lincoln Paper Mills,

Merritton, Ont. The unit is of the horizontal type, direct

connected to a generator, and will be equipped with a Lom-
bard governor. The turbines, wdiich will operate under a

head of 21 feet, arc of 155 h.p,, with a speed of 250 r.p.m.

An electric boiler heater is being tried out by the fire

department at Spokane, Wash.,' as a means of keeping the

water warm in a fire engine between calls.
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Winnipeg Has Successful Electric Show
The city of Winnipeg has just experienced the pleasures

and advantages of a very successful electric show, the first,

held in the convention hall of the Industrial Bureau, and this

Bureau which, in co-operation with the Jovian Order, were

responsible for the exhibit, rnust be congratulated on the

success attending their efforts. The various displays were

particularly good, and included practically all the well-known

manufacturers of and dealers in electrical supplies of various

kinds, operating in Western Canada, particularly those of

interest to the hou ewifc The ^Vinnipc"- Municipal System

and lighl. An interesting feature of the exhibit was the

illumination of the exterior of the Industrial Building during

the days of the electric show.

Partof display of Winnipeg Electric Railway Co.

and tlu- Winnipeg Street Railway Company also lent their

aid, and occupied large space at the show.

In addition to the various well-appointed booths, some

idea of which may be gathered from the accompanying photo-

graphs, moving picture demonstrations of the value of elec-

trical equipment were carried on continuously. These por-

trayed the woes of the usual household where gas or coal is

used for .cooking, heating and lighting, followed by a picture

of the electric home from which all these troubles have van-

ished, almost as if by magic. Another interesting film was

that showing the difference between farm life under the

old conditions and that where electricity is used for power

Electrical Gifts for Christmas

Electrical dealers will surely do well to remember that

to them belongs, by right, a fair share of the coming Christ-

mas trade. They will do well, too, to remember that this

trade will not come of its own accord—they must go out

after it. It is not too early to be tickling the memory of

their customers with a list of electrical items, reminding

tliem that these make suitable presents, are always very

much appreciated, and that the cost is within the reach of

the average pocket. There is probably no single line of goods

on the market to-day that fits in so well with the circum-

stances surrounding Christmas present-giving. These facts

should be placed before the public early in the holiday cam-

paign and before other lines of merchandise have been

flaunted in the public eye.

On another page we print a page of suggestions, com-

piled by the Electrical Record, which we would suggest to

the dealer as a good form of "bait," if he is mailing advertis-

ing matter to his customers, or it may well be used in local

papers in the larger centres by a number of dealers operating

in unison. The list is pretty complete, of course, and no

good can be gained by advertising what the dealers do not

carry in stock, unless orders are placed well beforehand.

Much has been talked and .written about the value of

co-operative advertising in electrical goods, and considerable

success has attended it in the United States. Such a scheme

ought to work well in many cities and towns in Canada

at Christmas time, and we believe it would. The load need

not fall too heavily on any one, in that all the electrical

interests must profit—the manufacturer, jobber, dealer, con-
' tractor and central station. It follows, then, that a co-oper-

ative scheme of Christmas advertising should include all of

these. With such support there seems little doubt that

the "Electrical page" once a week or oftener from the mid-

dle of November up to Christmas, could be financed in hun-

dreds of cities and towns in Canada and yield a good profit

to all concerned. It is said that Canadians, in general, have

a good supply of ready money, and this being the case they

will spend liberally at Christmas. In the interests of "con-

servation," can they do better than spend it on these gifts

that are so intensely practical and useful, and at the same

time add immeasurably to our comfort and to the sum total

of what we get out of this life. Profit aside, let us boost

electrical Christmas gifts for humanity's sake.

The City's di.iplay—miniature power house and h. t. line. General view of Winnipeg Electric Show.
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Suggestions for Christmas Presents
In selecting a present the most important and often the most perplexinj^ question to settle is whether the

article would be appropriate. To help the dealer in choosing his holidaj^ lines and his customers in deciding
what they want, we offer the following suggestions, among which will be found a number of things new this

season.

FOR CHILDREN
Toy aerial swing

Toy aeroplane

Toy animals, electric eyed

Toy automobile

Toy circuit breaker

Toy crane and hoist

Toy dynamo
Toy electric boat

Toy electric engine
Toy electric questioner

Toy electric range

Toy electric stove

Toy e.Nperimental laboratory
Toy fan

Toy ferris wheel
Toy "fun" motor
'I'oy gas engine
Toy hand driven dynamo
Toy hydro electric generator
Toy lamp post

Toy locomotive

Toy merry-go-round
Toy motor

Toy motor anfl countershaft
Toy motor and dynamo outfit

Toy power station

Toy railway outfit

Toy steam engine and dynanii

Tciy switch engine
Toy telephone

Toy thriller magneto
Toy train

Toy transformer

Toy trolley car

Toy water power plant
IJook on electricity

Electric top

Pictu rd projector
Magic lantcn

Motion picture machine
Shock coil

Jiattery

15attery gauge
Cattery lantern

Flashlight

Hand lamp

Dark room lantern

Lantern attachment (.batlciy)

Illuminated pads and pencils

Pistol flashlight

Iticycle lamp
Hicycle lighting outfit

Tanoe lamp
Klectric candle

Christmas tree lighting outfit

Christmas tree lamp reflectors

Ilird. fruit and nut lamps
Miniature incandescent lamps
Klectric scarfpin

Mattery fan

Paltery motor
Chalk eraser cleaner

Corn Po|ipcr

Horseshoe magnet
Magnet charger

Telegraph instrument

Wirtdess telegrapli set

Wireless receiving outfit

Wireless head receiver

Wireless transformer

T.K.I kit

Pal.y flatirou

Xursery light

FOR ADULTS
Alarm clock

Battery lantern

Red lamp
Bicycle lamp
Candlestick

Chair lamp

Cliimes and bells

Cigar lighter

Comb and cui ling iron

Curling iron heater

Cut glass portable

Desk companion

Desk fan

Desk lamp
Klectric fountain

Electric watch charm
Klectrically lighted wall

Electiically lighted table

Flashlight cane

Flashlight umbrella

Flora! decorations

Floor portable reading Jamp
Flower basket

Foot warmer
Hair drier

Hair singer

Hair waver

Hand lantern

Heating pad

Illuminated pads and pencils

Hluminated table ornament
Library lamp
Lantern attachment (battery)

Massage vibrator

.Mission portable

Novelty electric candle

clock

Or ntal bird •age

Ornamental fan stand

Ornamental pendant chis

Perfumer

Piano lamp
Plants and flowers

Reading lamp
Reed or wicker portable

Reminder clock

Sb; mg
Shaving mug
Silk hat iron

Silk lamp shade

Talking machine motor

veler'i

veler'i compaiuon
raveler's stove

raveler's lamp, cord and plug

'est pocket flashlight

^atch case flashlight

Writing desk lamp

FOR THE HOUSEKEEPER

I'.cll

Boile

Chafing dish

Chafing dish and disc stove

Chocolate and cream warmer
Churn
Clothes drier

Clothes washer
Coffee mill

CotTee pot or urn

Coffee set

Combination cooker

Cook stove

Corn popper

Dish washer

Disc stove

Disinfector

Drink mixer

cooke

serole

eal cooker

Egg boile

Egg set

Egg tester*

Electric cooker

Fan
Fireless cooker

Flat iron

Food carrier

Food warmer
Fruit juice extractor

Fruit and vegetable peeler

Frying pan
Fnmigator

Gas lighter

Grid

Griddle

Grill

Hand lamp
Hot closet

Hot plate

Ice cream freezer

Illuminated porch number
Inimersion electric heater

Ironing machine
Kitchen power unit

Lemon squeezer

Liquid heater

Meat chopper

Meat sheer

Milk warmer
Oven
Percolator

Plate warmer
Radiator

Rain alarm

Range
Refrigerator

Regulating lamp or socket

Samovar
Saute pan
Serving table

Sewing machine motor

Steam table

Stew pan

Sterilizer

Stove

Tabic cooking set

Table lamp
Tea ball pot. kettle or urn
Tea set

Thermometer
Toaster

Toaster-stove

Toaster-slovc and griddle

I'lility motor

\'acuum cleaner

Waffle iron

Water heater

FOR THE AUTOMOBILE
OWNER

Automobile battery lamp
Automobile clock

Automobile foot warmer
Automobile lamp kit

Automobile license lamp
Automobile lock

Automobile primer

Automobile signal bell

Automobile signal lights

Automobile trouble lamp
Cigar and pipe lighter

Dash and trouble lamp
Dirigible searchlight

Electric horn

Electrically heated gloves
Engine and radiator heater

Garage and tire pumps
Garage portable lamp
Headlight dimmer
Hydrometer for battery
Inspection lamp
Limousine annunciator
Limousine cluster light

Limousine telephone

Limousine radiator

Pocket testing meter
Signal gloves

Spark plug

Spark plug intensifier

Spark plug tester

Steering wheel warmer
Storage; battery

Storage battery tester

Trouble lamp and cigar
Vulcani/rr

sting

lighter

FOR THE INVALID
Bath cabinet

Bed lamp
Body, joint and limb bake:;
Candle or night light

Deodorizer

Ceiling clock

Electrically heated blanket
Electrically heated cap
Electrically heated garment
Electrically heated pillow

Hearing device

Foot warmer
Heating pad

Mechanical exerciser

Medical battery

Medical coil

Medicator

Milk bottle or food warmer
Motor chair

Xurse signal

Obesity apparatus

Sitz bath

Sterilizer

Therapeulic lamp

Treatment apparatus

Treatment chair

Vibrator

Violet Ray Apparatus
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An Improved Surface Heater Control

A United States manufacturer has recently jjut on the

market an improved design of surface heater control switch

particularly useful for installation in kitchens, pantries, laun-

dries, etc., of the private residence or apartment. Combin-

ing, as it does, a 10 ampere, 250 volt indicating switch, a con-

cealed receptacle, and in parallel with it, a receptacle for a

pilot lamp, this is said to be the lowest priced substantial

heater control on the market. By means of a standard cap

which fits into the receptacle, current can be supplied for the

electric iron, washing machine, and other current consuming

devices. The caps for use with this outfit have two parallel

blades for making connection with phosphor bronze spring

contacts located in the slots well below the surface of the

receptacle. Where polarized connection is desired the unique

construction of the cap is the only correct manner. While

the switch itself is of the indicating type, unmistakable vis-

ual evidence of the use of current is provided by the pilot

lamp. This control is approved for use on concealed, cleat or

molding work. When used for concealed work, it can be at-

tached by means of four screws, to any standard two-gang

bo.x. For cleat or molding work the wires are led into base

through the two holes provided in the end. The cover is

reversible, so that in cleat and molding work the feed may
come from either the ceiling or the floor.

A Contractor's Shop Weighing 45 lbs.

H. P. Martin & Sons, Owensborf). Ky.. have devised a

portable vise stand and pipe bender which should add to

the efficiency of any electrical contractor. This device will

bend a pipe or conduit, from ]/g in. to '4 in. in diameter,

without kinking. The equipment is illustrated herewith. Tlie

stand is equipped with a No. 1 ^'ulcan chain vise, or Reed

hinged vise. \\'hen pipe is to he cut or threaded, it i«

fastened in the vise and the bender then acts as a guide and

rest, as indicated in the illustration. Tlie pipe is held abso-

lutely rigid and can be threaded or cut with ease. The front

legs of the stand are almost perpendicular, so that short

nipples can be threaded or short pieces cut without the

handles of the stocks striking them. The equipment com-
plete weighs 45 lbs, and can be folded into small space. The
stand proper is made of No. 16 sheet iron, thoroughly

riveted and braced vvith angle irons. The legs are made of

fi '" pipe and slip into sockets when stand is set up. The
side braces make a convenient place for wrenches, cutters,

etc. When the stocks are not in use they also can be placed

in these braces and the oil will drain off without running

down the handles. The equipment is furnished in the follow-

ing combinations: Stand and bender alone; stand and bender

witli vise; stand and bender with legs; stand and bender
with vise and legs complete. The manufacturers describe it

:i>, ".\ shop that weighs only 45 lbs."

New Ground Clamp
The Devoe Electric .Switch Company, 414 Notre Dame

Street West, Montreal, have put on the market the Devoe
adjustable ground clamp for lighting and power circuits.

The clamp is 'made in three sizes, taking •< in. to 1 in.;

I'/l in. to 3 in,; and 2'/j in. to 3 in ' ' special sizes arc made
to order. It is manufactured of soft annealed pure copper,

making it easy to fit around any siz'> and giving a per-

fect ground connection. The .soldering lug is well tinned.

House and Switchboard Type Watthour Meters.

.\n entirely new line of watthour meters is now be::y.:

manufactured by the Canadian General F'ectric Company at

their Peterboro works. They are divided into type 1-14, sin-

gle-phase, for wall mounting; type D ('.. polyphase, for wall

mounting; type 1 S-4, single-phase, for switchboard mount-
ing, back connected; type DS-6, polyphase, for switchboard
mounting, back connected. The 1-14 single phase meter is

made self-contained in capacities of from 5 to 300 amperes,

two wire and 5 to 150 ampere, three wire, 110, 220, 440, and
550 volts, 25 to 140 cycles. The range of capacities com-
lirises three distinct groups consequent on the ampere capa-

city, i.e. (a) 5-25 amperes, (b) 50-75 amperes, and (c) 100-

:{00 amperes. This is due principally to the fact that more
room is required to accommodate the larger series windings
and terminals in the higher capacities, necessitating larger

base and terminal chamber. The principles involved in the

design of each gronp are the same, however, and many of

the parts are identical.

There is a radical departure in the construction of the

base or supporting structure in the 1-14 meter from that used

almost universally in all types of induction meters. It has

been the usual practice to build meters with a base or back

to which is attached a frame. To this frame are mounted
those parts which go to make up the meter. In the 1-14 this

is accomplished in a single cup-sliaped iron casting. The
electrical element is mounted on the inside and the moving
and dampin,g element on the outer or front side. The usual

kcyholed supporting lug at the top is cast integral with the

base. An extension from the lower side of the base forms
the terminal Ijo.x. There are numerous advantages claimed

for this construction of the base. In the first place, it elimin^

ates the additional complications of a separate frame and
base, siniplifyin.g the construction .greatl}'. Second, it gives

a very neat and compact meter, with all parts immediately

accessible. Third, there are fewer parts to get out of order

and out of proper relation with one another to result in inac-

In connection with their recent extension to Granby.
P.O.. the Montreal and Southern Counties Railway Company
have let a contract for the construction of a car barn at

'Iranby West. It will be of steel, brick, and concrete, and

win accommodate ten cars. The barn is to be ISO feet long

and from 30 to 60 feet wide. The superstructure will be of

steel and brick, the foundations of concrete, and the roof of

the same material.
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)! tlic iron base forms a inag-

ncnt iiiasiicts and llic clcctri-

L-uracii-5. and, t'ourth, the wcli

iK'tic shield 1)ct\veoii the perm
eal element.

A test loop is provided in the terminal eompartment.
whieh device yives read^- access to the potential eircnil uf the

meter for testing a number of meters in series, so that one
does not measure the losses of the other. The simplicity arid

accessibility of the device, with the ease and rapidity of
manipulation for testing meters in series, arc features worthy
of note. In three-wire meters two of these loops are sup-
plied, one on each side.

The top bearing consists of a flexible hardened steel wire,

projecting downward through a guide into a l)rass washer in

the top of the disc shaft. A hole is drilled in the top of the

shaft, and this brass washer inserted and spun into place. .\t

the bottom of this recess in the shaft are placed several discs

of billiard cloth saturated in a specially prepared grease
which is extremely slow in e\ a])orating. This iirovision

Ivceps the bearing lubricated, and prevents rusting of the

Type 114 Poly

phase watl-

hour meter

with cover

removed.

sleel wire. Tliis bearing gi\es a very low friclioii, the fea-

tures being its llcxibility and freedom from rattle. Its fune-

lioM is merely that of a .guide bearing to keep lb;- sliafi in a

vertical position. .Mthou.gh flexible and free to lake up any

sudden shock, as, for instance, that causeil by short-circuits,

its ali.gnment is \er)' dclinite.

rile lower l)earing consists of a cupped sapi)hire jewel.

This jewel is mounted solid in .i brass jewel screw. It is

spim in the end of the jewel screw so that tlie top ciiuus

llush with the end of the screw. .\ lirass caii lits over the

end of this screw, acting as a guide to keej) the pi\ot fn^ni

jmnping olf the jewel. Removing this cap permits of a \i ry

close examination of the jewel. The jewel screw llueads

into a brass bushing, the head of the screw seating on the

latter. 15y raising or lowering the position of the bushing

the position of the jewel can be changed, thus re.gulating the

height of the disc in the air gap. The busliin.g is held in

position l)y a set screw bearing on the unthreaded portion.

Tests and experience have shown the jewel and pivot to

be eiiual, if not suiJerior, to the l)all bearing, both in lack of

friction and long life. In event of inspection or change of

jewel, the jewel and pivot style is much superior, owing to

the difficulty in handling and opportunity for losing the ex-

tremely small ball. The pivot and jewel construction is par-

ticularly simple and accessible in this type of meter.

The pivot is of a standard form, consisting of a piece oi

high-grade hardened steel wire driven into a brass setting.

It is then ground down to a tajJcr with a rounded tip. The
brass setting is threaded to screw into the end of the shaft,

having a conical shoulder, which fils into a corresponding

countersink in the end t)f the shaft, which makes the pivot

concentric with tlie shaft. It is a very simple operation to

remove and replace the pivot, it being necessary to renrnvc

only the jewel to acconiplisli this. This saiue pivot is used
throughout the entire line of this company's meters.

The motor clement, as in most meters, consists of a mag-
netic circuit of steel laminations, having mounted thereon
one potential coil and two current coils. This entire motor
element in the 1-14 meter is assembled in a simple, rigid, and
accessible manner. The whole can be removed without inter-

fering with the other parts of the meter. The moving ele-

ment, including the disc, hub, shaft, and pivot, is very light
in weight (H grams), very strong in construction, and has
very high torque, thus assuring light load accuracy for long
periods. The damping magnets, consisting of two "C"
shaped magnets mounted on brass shoes, are astatieally

arranged, and provided with a micrometer adjustment for
moving magnets bodily. Two clamping screws are provided
for hnal setting. The magnets are galvanized prior to paint-
ing, thus protecting them against rust. Ample range of ad-
justment is provided.

The other types, viz., D-c. IS-4. and U.S-c. employ prac-
tically the same element as is used in the 1-14. They are
arranged, however, in different cases, polyphase meters, con-
sisting of two single-phase elements, mounted one above the
other. The accuracy of these meters is exceedingly close to

a straight line, with wide ranges of load, voltages frequency,
waveform, temperature, and power factcu". These meters are
well jirotcctcd against stray lields. wa\e-foriii. and short-cir-

A New Porcelain Cleat Base.

riic Mryaiu ICIectric foinpany have receiilly put upon
market a new i>iircelaiii cleat base of the recei)tacle char-

er for knob and tulie work and other exterior wiring.

is device is particularly valuable for use where the local

es recpiire covered connections. As will be noted from
illustration, the By liase, by which name it is known, is

de in two parts, one of which can bo fastened directly to

ceiling beam overhead, and permits of tlie wiring being
tcned 1(1 the terminals before the other part of tlie de\iee

ittached. I'urthermore. as will lie noted, the dexice is so

lie that it is possible to use with it practically any one of

Iwenty-seven .\ew Wrinkle bodies (siickets. switches, or
cptaclesl. .\ regular .\cw \\ rinklc "ring" or cap collar is

nianently fastened in the opening of the base, which
kcs it possible to readily attach the .\cw W rinklc bodies

iiy means of the noxel spring clip fastenings in the corru-

gated ends of the standard New Wrinkle shells. By means
of this base it is possible to not only make a more convenient
job—more readily installed—but a neater, more finished job,

ami one that complies with every requirement for this class

of work. This device is also desirable where exposed wiring

is used for temporary decorative purposes.

The special committee of the Montreal Council to whom
was referred the report of the Controllers recommending that

$4.'>,()0(). be voted for preparing and supervising the plans for

the proposed hydro-electric development have decided against

the vi-iting of the money. The committee are of opinion that

the work shotdd be done Iiy the Council's engineering staff,

and that outside en,gineers should be consulted on certain

l)oints if this be found necessary. The L'ouncil endorsed
the linding of the special committee.
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Trade Publications

Demand Meter—Type G demand meter is described in

Imlletiii No. 4ni04-A. witli illustrations, issued liy the Can-

adian (jcneral Electric Company.

Glassware—two new catalogues by the Macbeth-Evans

(ilas.i Company; No. S7. illustrating .\lba glassware, and

No. 82, illustrating Thebian glassware: botli splendidly il-

histrated.

Westinghouse—leaflet No. 3919, illustrating and descrilj-

ing polyphase induction feeder-voltage regulators of medium
and lafge capacities; leaflet No. 3922, describing, with illus-

trations, equalizer pedestals.

Violet Ray—Charles A. Branston & Company, 359 Yonge
.Street, Toronto, have just issued their catalogue No. 12, de-

scribing the Branston Violet-Ray High Frequency Genera-

tor. Tliis catalogue is well illustrated, showing a large num-
lier of physical disabilities for which the violet-ray equipment

is claimed to be effective,

Decolite—a new electric light fixture consisting of a

double bowl shape of hollow glass, of Holophane construc-

tion, has just been put on the market by the Canadian Gen-

eral Electric Company. By means of fabrics of different

colors and designs inserted between these two bowls a com-

plete change of lighting and decorative effect can be pro-

duced at any time. It is fully described and illustrated in

colors in pamphlet No. 308, just issued.

Personals

Mr. W. C. Hawkins, managing director of the Dominion

Power and Transmission Company, Hamilton, Ont., has been

elected a director of the Southern Canada Power Company,

Montreal.

Mr. A. S. Clarson of the engineering staff of the Mont-

real Electrical Commission has been appointed engineer of

the city of Verdun. P.Q. Mr. Clarson has also held posi-

tions with English municipalities.

Mr. P. T. Davies, of Montreal, and George T. Guy, of

Winnipeg, were elected members of the Jovian Congress at

tlie closing session of the national convention of that order

licld recently in Indianapolis.

Mr. W. B. Harrison, of McTaggart, Sask, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of light, power and telephones for the

town of Melfort. Sask.

Mr. E. H. Niebel, B.A.Sc, superintendent of light, power

and^tclepliones for the town of Melfort, Sask.. has resigned

I.I rejoin the organization of the Northern Electric Com-

l>any at Regina.

British Columbia Telephone Statistics.

A sure proof of the rapid improvement in British Colum-

bia business conditions is afiforded in the steady demand for

new phones. On January 1st. of this year, the number of

phones in service throughout the province was 39,800, while

on August 1st they totalled 41,135, as compared with 41,175

on January 1. 1915. Many services had been discontinued

during the severe depression which set in coincident with the

declaration of war, yet the loss of business has already been

made up as a result of the improving tone in most branches

of industry. On Vancouver Island the company has 11,030

subscribers, the greatest number on record for that portion

of the system, the growth being from 10,925 in August, 1914.

The increase noted for Vancouver and other mainland points

has also been satisfactory and is being maintained.

Tlie Provincial Hydro-electric Commission have com-

pleted arrangements for the disposal of some 80,000 pounds

of aluminium for the manufacture of fuses and munitions.

("opper wire is being substituted for the aluminium wire

removed.

Large Bread Companies Use Electricity for Baking

Along with the growing use of electricity for general

household cooking there is also being developed the "bak-

ing" load, both for private homes and with the large dis-

tributing companies. Some of the largest bakeries in our

tqvvns and cities are now using electricity exclusively. The
following are a few of the reasons why electric baking is

rapidly growing in favor:

The utilization of electric heat encounters no such pro-

blems and disadvantages which accompany the use of fuel,

especially the problem of heat loss. These losses of heat,

which occur in the combustion of fuel, are enormous.

Furthermore, electric heat does not vitiate the air, and

greater quantities and more intense heat can be produced in

a given spot than by any other means, every unit generated

lieing accurately measured and absolutely controlled, both

as to temi)erature and quantity, more readily than can any

other form of heat energy.

The principal advantages of the electric oven arc sim-

plicity of operation, ease of control, perfect heat distribu-

tion, better results in baking, cleanliness and sanitation,

utilization of all heat generated, and the great saving in floor

space.

.Simplicity of operation.—By turning the switch the

desired heat is quickly obtained. No fuel to buy, store, -^r

bother with. No ashes to be continually taken out. No
keeping the fire "going" all night for early morning baking.

Ease of control.—The entire oven is under absolute con-

trol at all times through the medium of its three-heat

switches. A baking temperature is reached within a very

short time. Any desired temperature is quickly obtained by

the proper operation of the switch. This feature helps

greatly in securing satisfactory results.

Perfect heat distribution.—The heat comes from coils of

resistance wire wound on asbestos tubes, which are mounted
between the decks. The front part of the oven is just a little

hotter than the back part, to allow for loss of heat when
doors are opened. Also the elements are graduated as to

heat production, the lower element being the hottest. This

allows for the gradual rise of heat to the top of the oven.

Thus the distribution is virtually perfect.

Better results in baking.—Because electric heat is always

constant and uniform and its application in the electric oven

is just where it is needed, more healthful and more evenlj'

browned bread, cakes, and pastries, etc.. are invariablj' the

result. Moreover, the food is not contaminated by the dirt

and poisonous fumes, and bread especially retains more
moisture than when baked in a brick oven—therefore keep-

ing its freshness longer.

Utilization of all heat generated.—The electricity never

need be on—and burning up money—except when the oven

is being used. Very little heat escapes from an electric ovfen.

because the walls are heavily insulated. Virtually every

unit of heat generated and paid for—is used!

Cleanliness and sanitation.—Electric heat gives ofl no

poisonous gases to contaminate the food. There is no dust

and dirt, which is always found in brick ovens. There are

no coal nor coke boxes near; no fires to attend—all of which

makes for the most sanitary conditions.

Great saving in floor space and new building costs.—The
electric oven occupies approximately one-fourth to one-half

as much space as the ordinary brick evens. Furthermore, no

large space in front of the oven is necessary for the manipu-
lation of the peel. The floor space of coal and coke storage

I)ins is also eliminated. Owing to the li.ght weight of the

electric oven, no special construction is necessary when
liiiilding a new bakery.

Therefore, it is not so surprising that the electric oven

lias rapidly proven its superiority over fuel ovens, and that

it is internationally recognized to-day as the most perfect

baking chamber.
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Phillips Factory

at Montreal

Wires and Cables
Backed by over 25 years' experience

From the smallest wire to High Tension Cable

for over 13,000 volts, our products are recognized

by experienced electrical men as the standard of

excellence. We have maintained this reputation

consistently for more than twenty-five years. If

your next contract calls for wire or cable for any

purpose whatever do not fail to write us.

For Lighting, Power, Street Railway

Telephone or Telegraph

In every department of our business we have skilled

men— men who have spent their lifetime in this

business. Many of them are sons of our former

employees. This unexcelled workmanship, coup-

led with the finest of materials, enables us to pro-

duce Phillips Wires and Cables, the best in the

countrv.

Let us quote on your next speciHcations

Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works
Head Office and l-actory, Montreal limiti i.

Branches at Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary anti Vancouwe.
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Amherst, N.S.

Tlic (.'aiiada Electric Cunipany. Aiiilicr;,!. N.S., have just

entered into two contracts for the supply of power to the

t'anailiaii Car & Foundry Company, Amherst, (Jne is for

the supply of current for the ordinary business of the latter

eompany, and the other relates to current for ammunition

making.

Brandon, Man.

'riu- Brandon Telephone Company are well advanced

with their new leleidionc exchange building, which will cost

111 tlie neighborhood of $:iO.()00. McDonahl Willson an.l

lonipany. Winnipeg, are supplying the electrical eMuipnienl.

Cornwall, Ont.

The Bell Telephone Company. Cornwall, Out., are mak-

ing alterations and extensions to their exchange building.

Dunnville, Ont.

.\ by-law authorizing the expenditure of $.">:!.DdO to pur-

chase the existing plant in Dunnville. Out,, and make neces-

sary additions for hydro power was carried.

Fort William, Ont.

The city council is conferring with the 1 1 \ dro-eleelric

I'ower t'ommission with reference to further electric de-

velopment. It is estimated that within the next year or two

an additional 10.000 h.p. will be required. This development

will likely be at Dog Lake Falls.

Hamilton, Ont.

The Hamilton city hospital board awarded Ihc contract

for wiring fixtures to R. M. Smith, 401 Barton .Street East.

Hawkesbury, Ont.

The town council of Hawkesbury. Out., have awarded a

contract to the Jrjhn McDougall Caledonian Iron Works
Company, Limited, for electric pumping ecpiipment.

Lindsay, Ont.

Fire caused $20,000 damage to the exchange building of

the Canadian Machine Telephony Company. Lindsay. Out.

Moncton, N.B. ,

Work has Ijeen commenced on the new telephone ix

change at Moncton. N.B.. which is to cost $4.i)00.

Montreal, P.Q.

.\l a meeting held in Montreal on OctoLier Hi. Mr. \V. C.

Hawkins. Hamilton, managing director of the Dominion

Power and Transmission Company, and Mr. F. W. Teele, of

Boston, formerly vice-president and general manager oi

I'orto Rico Railways Company, were elected directors of the

Southern Canada Power Company.

Ottawa, Ont.

-\ contract for wiring the Roseman .\vcnue Church. C)l-

tawa. Onl.. was awarded to J. A. Ellacott, SSG Bank Street.

Port Hammond, B.C.

The B. C. Telephone Company suffered .$5,000 loss in a

lire which recently destroyed their store house at Port

Hammond, B.C.

Prince George

The citizens of the progressive little city of Prince

(ieorge are looking forward to the speedy completion of their

new waterworks and electric lighting systems, which are

being installed under the direction of H. K. Dutcher. of

Dill ane. Dutcher & Co.. engineers. Vancouver, .About six

miles of -l-in., (i-in., and S-in. wood pipe have been laid. Water
will be taken from the Xechako River, within the corporation

ilniits. The power plant for pumping and electric lighting

will consist of two semi-Diesel engines of 150 h.p. each. The

total cost of the two systems will be about $S0,I100. It is ex-

pected they will be in operation by Dec. 1st.

Raymond, Alta.

-\rrangements have been completed at Raymond, .\lla..

for the removal of the present power plant at the Knight

Sugar Factory to the Ellison mill. This will provide the

town with continuous and uninterrupted service. The plant

is to be completely overhauled.

Springfield, Ont.

liy a \ote ..f s:.' to :; the village of Si)ringlield, Out..

iarrie<l a 1)y-law authorizing an agreement with the Hydro-

electric t-'ommission.

St. Hyacinthe, Que.

The Southern Canaila I'ower tomjiany is comiileting its

high tension transmission line between St. Ililaire and S.l.

Hyacinthe, Que., which will i)e in operation early in Novem-
ber. Contracts are already assured for a large number Of

factoriis in the vicinity.

Toronto, Ont.

The Canadian .Xational t arbcni (oinpany have awarded

cmitracts fen" the construction of three new fact(>ry build-

ings in Toronto.

The Toronto Hydro-electric (."oiuniissir>nirs have let

practically all the contracts in connection with their l)unc;ni

street sub-station, costing about $'.IO.OOI).

Winnipeg, Man.
The city council of Winnipeg. Man., have called tenders

on a number of electric ranges.

The city of Winnipeg have placed an order with the

ICugeiie F. l'hillii)S Electrical Works. Limited, Montreal.

for a large (|uanlity i>f :!-con(luctor paper insulated bad
covered cable.

Syllabus of Half-hour Talks
Before

THE ELECTRIC CLUB OF TORONTO
During the Month of November, 1916

FIRST LUNCHEON—Thursday, Nov. 2nd.

Postponed from Oct. 19 (Cause, Red Cross Work)
SIR EDMUND WALKER, C.V.O., LL.D.,

D.C.L., President Canadian Bank of Com-
merce.

SUBJECT—Financial Aspects of the War.

SECOND FRIDAY—
J. W. HUGHES, Electrical Engineer,

Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal.

SUBJECT—Electricity in Railroad Work,

THIRD FRIDAY—
R. C. HARRIS, Commissioner of Works,

City of Toronto

SUBJECT—Transportation

FOURTH FRIDAY-
KENNETH J. DUNSTAN, Manager,

Bell Telephone Company.
SUBJEST—The Development of the Telephone.

D. H. McDougall,

Chairman.

Frank T. Groome,
Secretary-Treasurer
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What is Architecture?

It has btcii announced that the Dominion Government

will consider the feasibility of heating the new parliament

buildings at Ottawa with electricity. This in itself will

cause much satisfactory comment among electrical men,

for Ottawa has long been recognized as one of our biggest

and most aggressive power centres, and with our most recent

developments in heating devices, it is reasonable to suppose

that, electric heating has a good fighting chance in com-

petition with coal at $9 to .$15 a ton. The element of sur-

prise in the announcement, however, is that the matter has

been delegated to a firm of architects for a report. It is, or

should be. equally a matter of surprise that any firm of

architects should accept such a commission. Of course, it

may almost certainly be taken for granted that the archi-

tects will immediately get into consultation with one or more

electrical manufacturers of heating appliances, or that they

will call in the assistance of some consulting electrical en-

trinccr who possesses the necessary technical training to

make such a report, hill we have no absolute guarantee 01

this course, except that of the architects' incompetence to

make the report themselves. It is conceivable, too. that not

having personal knowledge of these matters the architects

may get bad advice, or advice colored by desire for personal

gain. However, it seems mere waste of time in this age of

specialization to advance arguments as to why one profession

should not encroach upon the field of another. Calling in

a lawyer to treat a case of typhoid fever would be a paral-

lel case. Naturally the lawyer would simply turn the matter
over to his medical friend. But the point is. we don't do it

this way. To do so would be silly and unbusinesslike. The
same is equally true when architects are asked to encroach
upon the field of the electrical engineer.

One must almost hope under the circumstances that the
icport will be unfavorable. If it should be decided to install

electric heat and. through miscalculation, it should happen
that the installation did not prove a success, the cause of
electric heating would be given a decided, though unmerited,
setback.

The electrical industry will watch the outcome with
interest, though undoubtedly with chagrin that they have
no voice in a decision which their trainin.g and experience
fit them, and them alone, to make.

Coolcing Rates in Canada
The following letter has been received in connection

with an article published in our last number on. "Analysis
of Electric Cooking Conditions," and our editorial bearing
on the same subject:

Winnipeg. November 3. 1916

Editor Electrical News:
1 have just received the November 1st issue of the News,

and while glancing over it I discovered an article on Electric

Cooking and feel that I cannot pass it by without pointing

>)ut to you the fact that the City of Winnipeg Light and
Power Department has not been given credit for being a

pioneer in the field of low electric cooking rates or for hav-
ing at the present time much the lowest rate of any city on
the continent, of which we are aware. For the past four

years we have been quoting a rate for electric cooking and
heating of Ic per kw.h. and allowing a prompt payment dis-

count of 10 per cent., making this a net rate of 0.9c per kw.h.

For services under this "Schedule E" rate a minimum charge
of 7oc per month per kw. of connected load has formerly

applied, but this minimum charge was reduced last August
to a fixed charge of 50c per month, regardless of the size of

the connected load. In addition to this we established last

summer a new Schedule "K" rate, which is a combined do-

mestic lighting and heating rate. This is a rate similar to

the first twenty-si,K systems referred to in your article.

The initial quantity or step is charged for at the do-

mestic lighting rate which is 3 I/3 cents per kw.h. and the

value of this initial quantity varies with the floor area. The
excess over this initial quantity is charged for at a rate of

Ic per kw.h. \\'e adopted this new rate in order to overcome
the objection in some cases of installing an extra meter, with

the entailed additional expense of wiring. There is a prompt
payment discount of 10 per cent, allowed on this schedule,

and each service is subject to a mininuim monthly payment
of 30c per meter.

On a previous occasion, about two years ago. I wrote

you disputing a statement made in an article appearing in the

Electrical News to the effect that the new domestic li.ghting

rate adopted by an Ontario hydro-electric town was the

lowest rate of its kind in L'anada. \tni admitted in your

editorial of the next issue that 1 had demonstrated the fact

that this rate was not as low as our standard Schedule "B"
domestic lighting rate. Since that time we have introduced

our new ^chedule "K" rate referred te above, which gives

an even better rate than Schedule "B" TO large consumers

of electrical energy used for domestic purposes. It should

likewise be evident to you and the writer of the above men-
tioned article on electric cooking that our heating and cook-

ing rale of 0.9c net per kw.h. is considerably better than any

of the rales referred to in this article, and probably better

than the rate offered by any central station company in

.\nierica. When you consider that we have been offering
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this rate for the last tour years you will readily understand

our desire to jealously guard our claim to the title of "The
City with the Lowest Electric Rates in America."

^'ours sincerely.

City Light and I'ower Department,

Per R. \". Slavin

We have no desire to rob Winnipeg of any lustre that

may be due that city as a result of her cheap rates, but in

fairness to both the article and the editorial in our November
1 issue, it must be said that no statement -.vas made there

that does not seem to be borne out by the facts even when
presented in the favorable light of the above letter. Natur-

ally we have no more interest in talking low rates for To-
ronto than for Winnipeg, and anything we may say below
is not intended as a defense of Toronto rates, but simply an

answer to certain points which Mr. Slavin has apparently

overlooked and without which explanation, erroneous ideas

of the comparative rates in two of our cities may get abroad.

(1) The rates which Winnipeg has charged for heating

during the past three or four years must not be read without

taking into consideration the condition, popularly named a

"joker," of a 75c charge per kw. of connected load. Thus in

the case cited in our editorial where the demand of the

range is 5,600, this minimum charge is 4.20 (less 10 per cent.)

This is equal to monthly consumption of .312 kw.h. in To-
ronto—far and away above the average. This applies to

the W'innipeg rate in force up to August of this year.

(2) As indicated in the above letter, the charge of 75c

per kw.h. of connected load was reduced in August of this

year to a flat rate of 50c per month, irrespective of load, and
if we can conceive of a custoiner whose load is for cook-

ing only, then Winnipeg's rates are. we have no doubt, much
the lowest in America. However, we do not think such a

class of customers exists, and we do not believe the city of

Winnipeg would attempt to get them on their lines if they

did exist. We must then take thi.s rate in connection with

the lighting rate of :i 1/3 cents per kw.h.

Now this, of course, introduces a considerable element

of uncertainty when we come to make a comparison. We
have not the Winnipeg figures of consumption to guide us

as to the relative consumption on the lighting and cooking

circuits or as to the average consumption on either. Failing

that, we shall use the most reliable data at hand and make the

assumption that a house of 1.800 square feet floor area uses

160 kw.h. per month and that 40 kw.h. of this is for light-

ing. We believe all these estimates will be admitted as con-

servative and especially the 40 kw. for lighting, as this would
include, for the most part, ironing, toasting, percolating,

sweeping and all the household uses, except only the kitchen

range. Let us compare then the char.ges in Winnipeg and

Toronto on these suppositions:

—

Winnipe.a - 40 kw.h. at .3-1/3 cents

120 kw.h. at 1 cent

-F"loor space. IS x 3

54 kw.h. at 3 cents

106 kw.li. al 1 cent

= $1.33-1/3

= 1.20

53-1/3

1.08

1.06

2.68

This favors Winnipeg by 15 cents per month. Against

this we might place the 50c service charge during the sum-
mer months when many of these customers use no current

at all. Between these rates it appears to us then that you
can take your choice; the only certainty being that you get

your electric energy at ridiculously low cost in either case.

(3) The comparisons in (3) do not take into considera-

tion the extra cost of installing the second service and

meter, which, though not directly paid for Ijy the customer,

must ultimately come out of the pocket of the ratepayer.

We should not think of publishing this discussion if we
could see how it might possibly detract one iota from the

fine work which Winnipeg or Toronto has accomplished in

getting the electric rates down to rock bottom. The greatest

thing in the world to-day is to make electricity universally

used. and. though Toronto may not be making very much
money with its low rates, and though Winnipeg may not
at the present time be making very big profits with these
rates, yet, looking to the future, we believe the end will

justify the means in the general advantages accruing from
such wonderfully cheap electric current, and will offset any
immediate minor inconveniences or even small deficits which
one or other of these systems may temporarily experience.
With a rate such as Winnipeg is giving we do not see how
any sane householder can hesitate to install an electric range
and enjoy the cheapness, convenience and efficiency of the
only servant to which these qualities apply in this present
day and generation.

Canada's Changed Financial Positiqn

There is no more striking evidence of the changed con-
ditions in our international financial relations than the par-
ticipation by leading Canadian financial institutions in the
loans of foreign governments. Until the war began it was
deemed impossible to attempt any large financial operation
without enlisting the aid of foreign capital. For sev.eral

years preceding the war the country was buying an increas-
ing proportion of its own issues, but it never reached the
stage when a large issue would have been deemed possible
of absorption by the country without outside assistance.

Canadians, however, are now finding funds not alone
for large loans of their own government, but are investing
in the bonds of the British, French, Italian and Russian Gov-
ernments. Instead of the financial catastrophe which many
pessimists predicted for Can.-ida the country has come through
a period of unparalleled stress and anxiety with its credit

stronger in the markets of the world than every befofe.—
Bradstreets' Bulletin.

Toronto Electric Lunch Club
The Electrical Lunch Club of Toronto on the last Friday

in October listened to a most interesting talk by Mr. P. W.
Ellis, chairman of the Toronto Hydro-electric Commission
and of the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park Commission.
Mr. Ellis briefly reviewed the history of the formation and
development of Niagara Falls, touching on certain geological
changes which had made their influence felt towards produc-
ing the present conditions. Incidentally he recalled to his

hearers the fact that some 3»,000 years ago. Lakes Erie and
Ontario were at the same level and that the present difference
in altitude has been caused by an intervening series of three
main seismic disturbances. Mr. Ellis' talk, however, con-
sisted chiefly of a description of the work of the Victoria
Park Commission—what they are doing and have in pro-
spect, to reclaim the wonderful beauties of Niagara .glen,

perpetuate them and make them available to the Canadian
public. Already much has been done in the way of ren-
dering the wonderful banks of the Niagara River avail-
able for tourists and picnic parties Paths have been made.
stairways erected, supplies of pure water installed and all

these, with further comforts and refinements, will be extended
in the near future. Mr. Ellis further emphasized the beauties
of this locality by a number of photographs which were
eagerly studied by those present, who expressed general
surprise that a place so full of beauty and wonder should
exist so close to home without our knowled.ge. It is safe
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t(i say that Mr. ICllis succtedcd in niakiii.u; every .single indi-

vidual hearer resolve that his luxt ontin.tr should lie to

Xiagara glen.

The largest attendance in the history ot tlie iluli greeted

Sir lidniund Walker on Friday. November :;. Sir lulnnnid

si^oke on "Financial .\spects of the War."

Immigration and the Electrical

Industry
.^t tlie Montreal Klectrical Luncheon of Noveniher S

Mr. j. M. (libbon. general publicity agent of the C. P. R..

spoke on Imnii.gration and the Electrical Industry. Mr.

llibbon said that the connection between immigration and

the electrical industry at tirst may seem remote, but witli-

out ijopulation your dynamos and generator and high cur-

rent distributors would serve very little purpose, and the

population of Canada depends, or at least depended, before

the war, and will depend after the war, so much less for

its increase on natural propagation than on the incoming

steamers from Europe. The debt by the Canadian electrical

industry to European brains was brought forcibly to my
attention four years ago in \"ienna, when I had the privilege

of being taken over a factory in which thirteen hundred

hands were engaged in the manufacture of metallic filament

lamps. The ingredient which enabled the head of this es-

tablishment to make the metallic filament was tungsten,

and as it happened, this tungsten was imported into Austria

from Canada. As a result he began to take an interest in

Canada, and discovered that owing to its extensive water

powers Canada was already a great consumer of electricity,

and had every prospect of using more. That being so, he

argued that there should be a good market for the metallic

filament lamp in Canada, with its evidently greater economy

and efficiency. His argument was justified, and the export

of metallic filament lamps from Vienna to Canada reached

such proportions that the question now arose, Was it

worth while establishing a branch factory in Canada in-

stead of being subject to the delay and chances of break-

age in transport?

Now the making of a metallic filament, according to

his process, is a very delicate operation, done chiefly by

women, who require five years' careful training before they

can be considered first class hands. There was little use

establishing a factory in Canada unless skilled labor should

be available. What do you think was, prior to the war,

the attitude of the Canadian Government immigration otficc

to any skilled mechanic desiring to go to Canada? The

official policy of that office was to reply to all such in-

quiries, "There is no demand in Canada cxcejn for larnurs,

farm hands, and domestic servants."

Tliis \ieniia manufacturer told me that in order tir

have in his Canadian factory a nucleus of hands expert m
the manufacture of metallic filament from whom Canadian

mechanics could learn the trade, he had to practically snuig-

,rle his first employees into Canada by two and threes, in-

stead of sending them as he wished, in one party. The t:an-

adian branch of this industry. I am told, has become an

established success, and Mr. Shaw, chief electrical engineer

for the C. P. R., informed me only last week, that had it

not been for this particular invention, the C, P. R. would

not have found it practicable to equip with electric light the

sleeping car system of the company. Such ostrich-like po-

licy as that of the Canadian Immigration Office, in refusing

to recognize Canada as an industrial as well as an agri-

cultural country, hampers the electrical industry perhaps

more than any other, because so large a proportion of the

lab(jr in that industry is skilled labor.

One can obtain a valuable insight into the jjroportion

of Canadian born and immigrant workers in the electrical

industry from the census returns of 1911. The proportion

of Canadian-born to immigrants over the whole' industry

is roughly 9 to li. Here are some detailed figures.

I'.kctrical Eu.gineers

Canadian-born Immigranl
Whole of Canada :i.">o :294

Montreal :1S M
Winnipeg 11) 22

\'ancouvcr 24 :!2

Electricians

Whole of Canada .j.i4 :'.2o

Montreal 122 28

Winnipeg 12 .57

X'ancouver 20 451

Electrical Sui)ply Makers
Whole of Canada 1207 7,")9

Montreal 284 r.9

W'innipeg .' . . 14 7

Electricity and Gas Worker.s

(Comprising owners, managers and skilled workmen)
Whole of Canada 4:191 2932

Montreal 79S 321

Winnipeg , . . (i7 99

\ancouver - 115 224

In the sales end of the electrical industry the Canadian-

born are in a proportion of about two to one, showing that

the Canadian does not have to go outside his own country

to learn salesmanship, but a significant insight into the

situation can be gained from the industries of telegraphs

and telephones. In these industries the proportion of Can-

adian-born to immigrant are as 3 to 1 (10,035 to 2,259),

whereas among the linesmen or skilled mechanics end of

the industry, the proportion is only four to three (944 to 86).

These figures are surely sufficient to show that even in

1911 the Canadian-born experts in electricity were not suffi-

ciently numerous for the positions available. How much
more so will this be the case when the immense watei

powers which Canada is trying hard to get developed are

])ut into use and the industry is on a scale commensurate
with our immense natural resources?

Having dealt with the immigrant as a consumer of elec-

tricity, and of electrical goods, and pointing out that Eng-
land had derived enormous advantages from the admission

of Hugenot and other refugees, Mr. Gibbon continued: New
men - from other countries bring new ideas and methods,

and though these new ideas may not always be suitable for

the adopted country, they prevent that country from a

natural tendency to stagnation. It is a mistake in polic)

for Canada to bar the door against the immigrant with

lirains: by doing so she is postponin.g her own progress

by at least a generation. Canada, however, has a duty to

the skilled mechanic who comes as an immigrant to this

country. We must see that that skill is not lost in a house

to bouse hunt for employment. What we require in this

country is a national or inter-provincial labor bureau which

slonld card inde.x all the opportunities for employment from

the .\tlantic to the Pacific. If the Dominion or Provincial

(iovernments are too slow to take the matter up themselves.

1 should recommenil tin- imlividual industries to organi/c

somelhin.g I'f ilie kind fi>r the skilled mechanic lalior con

nected with their own manufactures.

Although immigration from Europe is .it present at a

standstill there is very little doubt of its returnin.g to an

immense volume after the war. I have endeavored to show
its bearing in the past ui)on your particular industry. What
you have to do in your own interests is to prepare for the

fuluri. and to take measures to sec that the labor necessary

fcir the coming exjiansiou of that industry is not hampered.
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Industrial Electrical Heatin;
By Mr. A.

Definition.

Industrial electric heating includes all industrial applica-

tions of electric energy in which direct conversion into heat

energy is the desired. result. It thus includes such small and

such low temperature apparatus as solderin,e: irons, and it

properly includes such large and such high temperature de-

vices as electric steel furnaces. It includes all sorts of elec-

tric welders, all sorts of electrically heated ovens and fur-

naces, all sorts of electrically heated driers, and all sorts of

special applications, such as sherardizing and calorizin.g.

Development of Industrial Electric Heating.

The direct and complete conversion of electric energy

into heat energy was discovered long before there was any

electric industry, but little use was made of this method of

obtaining heat energy for the very obvious reason that it was

prohibitively expensive. As the industry developed, certain

special applications for heating purposes were made, but high

energy cost was generally considered to set very definite and

narrow limitations to such activities.

Electrical heating in the home is largely a matter of

convenience and not so much a matter of comparative cost.

Electrical heating in the industries is, and must be. entirely a

matter of comparative cost; the cheapest method must be the

proper method when the word "cheapest" is properly inter-

preted.

Properly interpreted, the cheapest method is that which

gives a satisfactory product at the lowest cost, when all

items entering into the cost are considered.

Until very recently there has been a tendency to com-

pare only energy costs, and when this is done the possible

use of electricity for industrial heating purposes must appear

very limited indeed. Under such an analysis it appears to be

limited to very high temperature processes, as, for instance,

steel melting and refining; to such processes as require very

special localization of heat, as, for exapiple, spot welding;

and to a small number of other processes in which very spe-

cial conditions must be met.

Within the past few j'ears the problem has been studied

from other angles, and it has been found that there are many
industrial heating processes in which the energy cost is so

small a part of the total cost as to be of comparatively little

significance if other items of cost can be materially reduced.

Moreover, it has been found that in many cases other items

can be reduced by the application of electrical heating.

This is of great significance to the central station indus-

trj-, for two reasons. First, in most industrial centres the

greater number of industries are now electrified so far as the

power end of the business is concerned, and further de\elop-

ment along these lines must, therefore, depend almost en-

tirely upon the rate of development of the industries them-
selves. Second, the amount of energy consumed in the form
of heat in the various processes carried on in industrial estab-

lishments far exceeds the energy consumed for power pur-

poses, so that electrification of the heating processes opens
even a bigger field than that which is now so well developed.

Advantages of Electrical Heating.

The advantages of the generation of heat ))y direct con-
version of electric energy are well known in the abstract, but
it seems advisable to list them here in brief form, so that this

report may be self-contained and so that they may be coo-
veniently accessible:

* Superintendent Fixtures and Appliance Department. Canadian General
Electric Company.

S. Edgar' ~

1. Electrically generated heat possesses a unique charac-

teristic—the quantity of heat energy is absolutely indepen-

dent of temperature. As a result, any quantity of energy can

be liberated at any desired temperature above that of the

body or material receiving heat. Thus, 100 kilowatts can be

dissipated from the resistor with great expanse of surface,

operating at a temperature very slightly above that of the

surroundings, or the same quantity can be dissipated from a

resistor with very small surface, but operating at a tempera-

ture hundreds of degrees above the surroundings. In com-

parison, all combustion processes depend upon the bringing

of the fuel to a high ignition temperature and maintaining it

at or above that value as long as combustion is in progress.

The products of combustion leave the combustion zone at

correspondingly high temperatures, and, if these tempera-

tures are higher than are desired, some cooling or some

heat-wasting process must be used.

2. Electrically generated heat is also unique in the fact

that the efficiency of the utilization of the heat may be made
independent of the temperature at which a process is con-

ducted. In combustion methods the products of combustion

must leave the material being heated at a temperature at

least as high as that of the work, so that the nature of the

combustion process is such as to give decreasing efficiency

with increasing temperature. In comparison, a wire or other.

resistor can be heated to any desired temperature by the

passage of electric energy and the efficiency of the conver-

sion is of necessity 100 per cent.

3. Electrically generated heat is absolutely independent

of the atmosphere in which it is generated or applied. On
the other hand, combustion process, as conducted in the in-

dustries, can proceed only in an oxidizing atmosphere. This

independence of atmospheric composition is two-fold in the

case of electrically generated heat: (a) The atmosphere need

not be changed during the liberation of heat as it is by the

absorption of oxygen during the combustion, and (b) heat

may be liberated in a neutral, an oxidizing, or a reducing

atmosphere with a certainty and nicety of control impossible

with combustion processes. In fact, electric energy can be

converted into heat energj' in the interior of a vacuous space

if desired. Combustion generated heat can, under certain

conditions, be made practically independent of the atmos-
phere surrounding the work, as in indirect methods of heat-

ing: and control of the atmosphere is possible to a certain

extent, as in open hearth steel practice: but in both cases the

atmospheric control is less perfect and less certain than with
electric heating. -Morevoer, these methods are not so univer-

sally applicable as are electrical methods for obtaining similar

results.

4. Electrically generated heat may be produced exactly

where it is desired, giving wonderful adaptability and ease of

application. For instance, it may be generated within a mass
of metal or other material, as is done in resistance type
heaters and furnaces of various sorts. This is also possible

with combustion processes under certain conditions as in the

blast furnace and in converters, but such applications are far

more limited than in the electrical case. .As another example,
electrically .generated heat may be localized to an almost
ideal degree, as in spot-welding.

5. Electrically generated heat is susceptible of perfect

and of automatic control to an extent not yet attained with
any other method. This makes it possible to duplicate re-

sults in manufacturing processes to an extent which has
heretofore been impossible, and also reduces the human ele-

ment to a minimum.
6. Electrically generated heat i.-: independent of combust-
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ible materials, and therefore canmit give rise to the forma-

tion of explosive mixtures emanating from the heating source.

7. Electrically generated heat is the most cleanly of all

forms.

Proper Method of Utilization.

In some industries and processes the character of the

change produced or of the material handled is such as to

make electrical heating com|)ulsory, irrespective of cost; in

others, the convenience and safety procurable through elec-

trical heating are so important that the matter of cost need

not be given serious consideration. In a great many indus-

tries, however, the balance is so close that the advantages to

be gained by electrical heating may not balance the in-

creased energy charge unless .the installation and the pro-

cess are so planned as to make the best use of the energy

supplied. In this connection the following points should be

given attntion:

(a) Electric energy is now commonly sold on some form

of maximum demand contract. If this is done the minimum
cost of a unit is obtained when the demand is absolutely con-

tinuous, an ideal but almost impossible condition. The pro-

cess to which electrical heating is applied should, therefore,

be arranged so that the demand is as small and as continuous

as possible. This may mean the entire remodelling of an

industrial process, but the end will generally justify the

means. Thus, if a large number of individually heated units

are in use it will generally be found possible to arrange an

operating schedule which will result in the shutting oflf of one

unit or of one group, just before the next unit or group is

thrown on the line. Or, as another example, many pro-

cesses can be conducted as night as well as they can during

the day, and in such cases a night heating load may be made
to balance a day power load. In general, arrangements and

schedules leading to the use of off-peak pow-er should always

be given consideration.

(b) In many industries the \essel or enclosure which

serves as a container for the material which is being heated

or treated is cooled after the completion of each cycle, and

must be brought up to temperature again at the beginning of

the next cycle. It often happens that the energy required for

this purpose is comparable with or even greater than that

required for producing the changes desired in the product.

It is generally possible to limit the energy requirements

almost to the quantity necessary for conducting the process

for supplying radiation and convection losses, and for heat-

ing the trucks, carriages, or other devices used for handling

and supporting the work. This can be done by making pro-

vision for unloading and loading hot containers, or by the

substitution of continuous for intermittent operation.

(c) Loss from the walls of the containers cannot be

eliminated, but it can be reduced to small values by good
construction, and this is more than justified on a basis of cost.

Moreover, the containers should be given such shapes as will

give them the maximum content per unit of wall area which

is consistent with commercial considerations. Location near

windows and in positions where \iolent air motion is the

rule should be avoided.

((1) When it is possible the heating elements or resistors

should consist of the material under treatment. The next

best arrangement is immersion of the heating elements in

the material being treated. If both of these arrangements

are impossible the heating' elements should be placed as near

the work as conditions permit: surrounding them with the

material to be heated is almost ideal.

(e) In many installations a great many pieces of work
are placed in one container. It will be found in many such

cases that part of the work is finished before the rest, and
in some cases it may even have to be removed to prevent

burning or other damage. Such results are always due to

improper choice of materials forming one charge or to un-

even temperature distribution. A« an example of the first

sort of trouble, assume the charge of a japanning even to

consist partly of small stampings made of twenty-gauge metal

and partly of castings with an average thickness of one inch.

Unless great care is used in loading such a collection, the

light weight material will be overbaked before the heavier

material has been brought up to baking temperature.

The uneven distribution of temperature is one of the

most common sources of trouble in oven work, and no elec-

trically heated oven or similar device should be left as fin-

ished until an elaborate temperature survey has been made at

various points within its working space. In this connection

it should be noted that the great flexibility of electric heating

devices makes it possible to so distribute them as to get

practically uniform heating if only sufficient time will be

given to the problem. .Ml temperature surveys should be

made with an oven fully charged and with normal ventilation.

(f) The industries are just beginning to recognize the

advantages obtainable from what may be called flow produc-

tion, or continuous travel during production. Where great

numbers of duplicate parts or pieces are to be produced it is

proving highly economical to carry the product on conveying

or carrying apparatus of some sort, bringing it successively

to each of the operators who perform one operation or a

simple series of operations upon it.

This method of handling work is particularly adaptable

to many electrical heating processes, the work being carried

continuously through a properly constructed and properly

heated oven or furnace. Such devices are becoming known
as continuous ovens and furnaces, automatic ovens and fur-

naces, conveyor type ovens and furnaces, etc.

The continuous types of heating equipment eliminate a

great amount of labor and also make possible the most per-

fect control and duplication of results. It will be recognized

without further detail statement that these two facts makes
this method ideal for quantity production.

Flow Production

Certain things must always be kept prominently in mind
when planning equipment of this sort, for example:

The enclosure and the travel of the work must be so

planned that a minimum external wall area encloses a maxi-

mum volume.

The volume enclosed must not be greater than is actually

required for proper production of the results desired, ollier-

wise there will be unnecessary loss of heat from the walls.

When possible, the installation should be so planned that

any air circulation required will result naturall)'—that is will

be produced by the draft created bj" temperature variation

within the enclosure and by the arrangement of the passages

within the enclosure. When this is not possible, forced ven-

tilation must be resorted to.

Full advantage should be taken of the continuous flow by

using the counterflow' principle of ventilation for the conser-

vation of heat. Work entering the oven or furnace is gener-

ally cold, vvhile that leaving the active heating zone must, of

necessity, be hot. Ventilating air will generally be drawn at

normal temperature from the room or out of doors, and, after

being heated by passing through the oven, would ordinarily

lie thrown away at the high temperature acquired.

When the quantity of ventilating air is great, measurable

economies can be obtained by allowing the incoming cold air

to flow over the outgoing hot work. The resultant inter-

change of heat has a two-fold advantage. The issuing work
carries less heat to be wasted externally, and the entering air

requires less heat to bring it up to oven temperature. In

some cases it is possible to complete the counterflow prin-

ciple by allowing the issuing air to pass over and preheat the

entering work, thus saving heat that would be carrieil out by

the air and saving heat that would be required to raise the

temperature of the incomin.g work.

It will often be found advantageous to use a double,

triple, or qiuidrupli- run of material within the enclosure

—
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that is. the coineynr ur carrier will (loiiblc back on itsell

once, twice, or thrice within the Chamber. When this is

(lone the heating equipment can often be advanta.eeously

hung so as to span the oven from wall to wall Ijetween the

successive passes, instead of being suspended on the walls.

Suspension between successive passes results in directmn

practically all of the heat against the work instead of direct-

ing a large .part of it against the w^alls of the enclosure.

Present Development and Most Promising Fields.

The electric steel furnace and various special electric fur-

naces such as those so widely used in the neighborhood of

Xiagara are now well known examples of electric heating.

.Suffice it, therefore, to say that, despite many failures and

many disheartening fiascos, these devices have now become

recognized as permenent features in the industrial field.

When wisely installed and operated under proper circum-

stances, they meet a need and supply a means of <loing certain

things otherwise impossible. They are not, strictly speaking,

competitors of combustion methods of heating: they are

rather supplementors of such methods.

.\s the world's knowledge of materials ami denuuid lor

materials of different sorts increases these high temperature

furnaces must inevitably find ever-enlarging field of effective

application.

Furnaces for heating steel for forging purposes have not

been developed to a commercially successful state. It is pro-

bable that certain forms now being tried will give reasonably

satisfactory results and that, thereafter, development w'ill be

fairly rapid in this field.

I'^urnaces for the heat treatment of steel and lor the

.ninealing of metal sheets, blanks, and such have been built in

large number, and a few are now operating with satisfaction

to the users in several different industries.

There is at the present time a great demand for electri-

cally heated furnaces for use in the vitreous enamelling of

metals—that is, the fusion of a coating of metallic oxides and

salts to form a vitrified or porcelain-like coating. Such fur-

naces must operate at temperatures in the neighborhood ol

l.,8()0 to 2.1)00 degrees Fahrenheit. .\t present it cannot be

stated that any electrically heated device has been produced

which will do work of this sort satisfactorily. However, the

temperatures required are similar to those used in heat treat-

ing, and the promised early development of such devices

should make it iiossilile to enter this new held in the near

future.

Perfect temperature control and perfect control of the

•itmosphere surrounding the work are such strong arguments

in the field of vitreous enamelling that electrically-heated fur-

naces will find ready acceptance as soon as they are conscien-

tiously backed by the central stations.

Furnaces for the melting and refining of metals and

alloys of medium and low melting points have not yet attained

tlie same success as the steel furnace. There are a few iso-

lated examples of fairly successful commercial operation, and

the rapidly growing fund of knowledge gives promise of com-

mercially successful types in the near future.

The most promising fields for the development of these

medium temperature furnaces at the present time are the

manufacture and remelling of brass and bronze alloys, the

manufacture and remelting of the various white alloys, and

the reclamation of brass, aluminum, and similar scrap.

The drying, setting, or bakin.g of varnishes, japans, paints.

un<l similar materials has l)een done in electrically-heated

ovens in isolated instances for a number of years past. How-
ever, it remained for the enormous production problems of

the autoiiiol)ile industry to bring sucli methods prominently

to the front. In such work electrically heating would seem
to be at a considerable disadvantage in comparison with other

methods when considering energy charges only, because of

the comparatively low temperatures at which these operations

are conducteil. Wlieu all charges are ciuividered the case is

\ery different, and the decreased labor and improved quality

of product, combined with safety of operation and ability to

accurately duplicate results attained in periods of time here-

tofore believed impossibly short, are bringing this method

rapidly to the front. Some of the best examples of low-

temperature industrial electric heating are to be found in this

field. Such factories as Willys-Overland Company.. Toledo;

the Llodge Motor Cotjipany, Detroit, and the Ford Motor

Company, of Detroit, are enameling car parts and body

frames almost exclusively by heat generated electrically.

.\nother very promising place for the installation of elec-

trical heating is to be found in the core rooms of foundries

producing numerous duplicate parts, as in the manufacture of

automobile engines; the manufacture of office and store

machinery, and the manufacture of valves and fittings. The
methods now in use for baking the cores are wonderfully in-

exact and give most variable products. Experimental work

already completed shows that cores can be baked electrically

in much shorter times than are now in vogue and that a

much more uniform product results. Cores of small size and

cores containing both thick and thin sections in the same
piece offer the greatest opportunities for the application of

electrical heating at the present time.

There is another very promising field for development

in the baking industry. This is particularly attractive be-

cause much baking is done at night, and it would therefore

give a very desirable load. Methods now in use do not give

a uniform product, considering one bake in its relation to

others or parts of one bake in their relation to other parts of

the same bake. This is largely due to inability to accurately

control temperatures and heat distribution with present

methods, and should be easily overcome by the application

of electrical heating.

Closely allied with the production of Ijaked .goods is the

manufacture of various forms of prepared foods, such as the

numerous flaked breakfast foods and the like. Many of the

manufacturers of these foods have experienced difficulties

arising- from the combustion method of obtaining heal, and

electrical heating promises a much superior product.

Miscellaneous applications are very numerous, and iiir

the sake of brevity they are listed hereunder, giving industrial

electric heatin.g applications already in use:

Industrial Heating Applications Now Existing (Classified

According to Suggested Scheme).

.\. Metal industries: (a) Steel and ferro-alloy furnaces;

manufacturing, melting, and refining; (b) other metal fur-

naces; just emerging from experimental stage; (c) special

small capacity metal melting apparatus: monotype and lino-

type pots, solder pots; (el heat treatment and apparatus;

tempering- and annealing furnaces and tempering baths; sher-

ardizing and calorizing ovens.

r>. Electric welders, both arc and spot.

D. Core baking ovens; just emerging from experimental

stage.

E. Japan and varnish baking: japan baking on automo-
bile bodies and parts, typewriter frames, and parts of similar

machines, wooden handles for certain machines, etc.: varnish

l)aking electrical machinery shells, etc.

v. liaking and cooking of food stuffs: just being intro

duced. excepting for special conditions, as on battleships and
such.

G. Meltin.g and heating of waxes, glues, etc., commercial
waxers. oil baths, glue pots, asphaltum. pots, etc.

H. Miscellaneous applications; (a) Soldering irons; (bi

commercial irons; (c) embossing units; (dl varnish and air

brush units; (e) film drying: (fl vulcanizers; (gj branding
irons; (h~l mangles; (i) industrial disk units; (j) ink drying:
(k) beer vat drying: (Ij immersion heaters for various pur-

poses; (mj stills; (nj matrix drying; (o) powder testin.i;

ovens: Ipi air heaters for various industrial purposes.
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Light and Power Rates Under Municipal Ownership
Paper read at the Convention of the Union of British Columbia Municipalities

by H. A. Blakeborough, Vernon City Superintendent

In ciiiiipiliiig this papt-v dcaliiii; witli tlic suliject of

Municipal Ownership of a Public Utility, 1 have endeavored

til make it read non-technical as far as possible, so that it

may be more clearly understood by many of those present

who may not lie familiar with the technical phrases used in

connection with a light and power system.

Much has been written upon this absorbing subject in

a general manner, and much can be said both for and against

the owning of public utilities by municipalities.

Vernon's System

.\s a rule most things are i.;uverned by local conditions,

and this is no exception. It will therefore probably be of

more interest to you, gentlemen, to hear the history of one

plant in particular. 1 have therefore confined this paper

principally to the experiences of the corporation of the city

of X'ernon in the actual operation of its light and power

system.

The success or failure of any undertaking, whether

private or municipally owned, naturally depends to a great

extent on its management. Unfortunately it can be stated

with some degree of truth that mismanagement is often the

cause of a lialance licing shown on the wrong side of the

fence in the statement of a municipality owned utility.

The fact that a new board of control may be appointed

each year does not help matters, as so much has to be gone

over again and again on account of the short time one board

may have available to investigate the workings and manage-

ment of the utility.

It repeatedly happens that by the time one board of

control has grasped the situation thoroughly, it is time for

another election, and as proved by past experience, the same

honorable gentlemen do not always take office two years

ill succession. This is a very great drawback to municipal

ownership. The continual changing of the management is

not generally productive of the best results, especially when

it is considered that in the majority of cases the new board

of control may possess but little knowledge of the work they

have undertaken, and it is for this reason that a very strong

argument could be advanced against the present system of

the whole council retiring from office each year. There is

no doubt that if only a portion of the council were called

upon to resign, much better results would lie obtained, and

the new members would then benefit by the experience of

llie older ones.

I'robably it is owing to the many mistakes made by new-

ly .ippointed boards that the commission form of govern-

ment has been instituted by several of our cities in Canada.

However, just so long as our system remains as it is at the

liresent time, it would appear that something should be done

in a general way to assist new councils in dealing with such

problems as they are liable to encounter upon taking office.

Data Required

.Siiiiictbing 111 the form of condensed data might be fur-

nished by the IJoininion or provincial governments show-

ing how the various plants in the country or province have

lirogressed from year to year. This might appear in some

scheduleil form, giving the population of each town, the

number of consumers each plant serves, the number ol

kilowatt hours generated and how used, whether for com-

mercial lighting, street lighting, motor power or for cooking

and heating. There might also be shown the rales for the

various uses, and any other information concerning local con
ditions which might be of general value. This could be ac-

companied by short articles dealing with the various sub-

jects by experts, unbiased and not interested in a monetary
way by advancing any particular theory.

It also appears to me that this data system might well

be extended to the majority of subjects dealing with the

usual problems which the average municipal council would
be liable to encounter.

It is a somewhat difficult matter to arrive at any de-

cided opinion in regard to the relative merits of any par-

ticular type of primary power, unless local conditiinis are

first thoroughly investigated.

Fuel Prices

Willi a steam plant the price of fuel would naturall)

be the main factor, and where wood is used for this pur-

IKise, the question of continuous sujiply and to what extent

the purchase of wood by the power plant would aflfect the

lirice to the citizens for ordinary household use. Of course,

it would hardly be expected of a private company to con-
sider the latter effect. Nevertheless, it is worthy of considera-
tion by municipal councils, and had not the Vernon city

council taken this point into thought, our citizens in all

probability would have experienced considerable trouble

this coming winter in finding sufficient wood to meet their

demands.

In a water power plant the big factor to be considered

is the initial cost of installing, which is often found to be

.so high as to prohibit the use of water as a primary mover.
'J'his applies more particularly to small towns or cities, but

if the first cost is not excessive, so that the plant is not

saddled too heavily vvith overhead charges, it naturally fol-

lows that water is the cheapest power. Should the expected

developments on the Shuswap River take place so that Ver-

non finds itself in a position to purchase current from the

company who develops power from the Shuswap Falls

cheaper than can be generated by our own Diesel engines,

then the engines will still serve most admirably as auxiliaries

ill case the water power should at any time be unavailable.

Diesel Engines

There is no better auxiliary engine than the Diesel, as

it can be started up and running with a load on in a very

few minutes, whereas with a steam plant considerable time

\v'Ould be lost in getting up steam before it would be iins

sible to bring the plant into operation.

When considering the installation i.t an oil plain, llie

two big factors to be taken into consideialion are the in-

itial cost and the cost of the transportation of the fuel oil.

'J"hc cost of handling the oil after its arrival at its destina-

tion is a trifling matter, when compared to the cost of hand-

ling wood or coal, as the nielhod is \ery simple— llie oil

being emptied by gravity from llie railway tank cars into

a storage tank and from there is jiumped into the power
house cither by hand or power as required for consumption.

'I'lie liistory of the \ eri.oii power plant up to the year

(il IliM is much the same as that of any other small city

plant, the power equipment at that time being two return

tubular .steam boilers, a compound Corliss steam engine,

and a two hundred kilowatt, three phase generator.

Cordwood was the chief fuel used and the price lo the

city .averaged $(i per cord delivernl in the )iiiwer liniise.
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'llie only coal available was of poor quality costing in tbc

neighborhood of $10 per ton with the delivery uncertain.

In 1911 a twenty-four hour service was inaugurated with

the object of providin.c: power for such industries as might

be attracted to the city, and also with a view to stimulat-

ing the public interest in the use of domestic lieating and

cooking appliances.

It was very evident that the prol)leni ni fuel sup])ly

would shortly become a serious one, as the ]irice of wood
was increasing rapidly owing to the supply in the immedi-

ate vicinity and surrounding districts becoming more de-

pleted each year.

Early in 1U12 it was also apparent tha': if the city main-

tained its rate of growth as experienced at that time the

plant would not be large enough to handle the load in the

coming winter. The problem then ijresented itself of in-

creasing the generating system.

After the merits of the various means of ])(iwer had been

thoroughly investigated, Diesel engines were decided upon

owing to their low fuel consumption.

A Modern Equipment

.V modern building of reinforced concrete with fireproof

doors and windows was erected at a cost of $1.5,000. The

building being constructed to accommodate the two Diesel

engines we have in use. The building could be easily en-

larged by an addition shmild the requirements of the city

demand it.

The first unit of two hundred horse power was in-

stalled at a cost of approximately $40,000, and was first put

into use in Marcli, I9i:i. So evident did the economical

operation of this unit manifest itself, that the lighting rate

was immediately reduced 34 per cent, and a further reduc-

tion of 16 per cent, was made within a year, bringing the

lighting rate down to eight cents per kilowatt hour as

charged at the present time, and a power rate varying from

4K'C to IJ^c according to the quantity of current used was

also brought into force: the power rates also applying to

heating and cooking appliances.

It was planned to further reduce the rates in 1914, but

owing to the outbreak of war this was not deemed advis-

able, owing to the possibility of decreased revenue and the

fact that probably everything tised in the maintenance of the

plant would advance to a considerable extent in price. How-
ever, at the beginning of the present year it was thought

possible to reduce the rates in some manner, and in May
a by-law was passed amending the rates for cooking and

heating to ;i>4c per kw. hour net. and aliolishing the meter

rent of 25c per month. This reducing the revenue of the

light department to the extent of $2,000 jier year.

The wisdom of reducing the rales just as joon as pos-

sil)le has always manifested itself by an appreciable increase

in the current consumption, sViflwing that the people will use

the current e.xtensively for lighting purposes if they can ob-

tain it at a sufficiently low rate.

The revenue in 1912 was 17 per cent, in excess of 1911.

notwithstanding the decreases made in the rates, and eacli

year since there has been a big increase in consumiition, due

undoubtedly to the reductions madi- from lime to time in

the rates.

A Second Unit

In 1913 the secon<l Diesel unit oi y.>r, li.ji. was installed

and brought into operation at a cost of ai)proximately $50,000.

This unit entirely superseded the old steam plant which

had been kept in use with the first Diesel engine to ;issist

in handlin.g the peak load^.

Previous to the installation of the second Diesel unit

a ten-ton travellin.g crane was erected to facilitate the handl-

ing of the heavy parts of the engines. This completed the

power house equipment and we have never had to resort to

the use of the old steam plant since the second Diesel was
installed, although we run a continuous service the year

around. In fact the steam plant has now been dismantled

The new power plant, which represents a total outlay

of $105,000, is one which any city might justly be proud of

and certainly showed good judgment and foresight on th.

part of the council holding office at the time of its inception.

We will once again touch upon the all important sub

ject of fuel costs. In 1913 $8,518 was spent by this city for

fuel, when the combined steam and oil plants worked to-

gether, that is, the two hundred and sixty horse power steam

plant and the two hundred horse power Diesel engine. Had
the total number of kw. hours turned out during that year

been generated by steam power the fuel cost would have

been $12,155 at the prices then prevailing for wood and coal.

If, however, the same load had been carried by Diesel en-

gines, the fuel costs would only have been $4,135. The bal-

ance of $8,020 in favor of the Diesel over the steam plant

would be sufficient to pay the interest and sinking fund

charges on a twenty-year debenture issue of $90,596 at the

rate of interest existing at that time of syi per cent., which
practically means that the saving on oil fuel over wood
would pay the fixed charges of interest and sinking fund

on our entire new Diesel plant. In addition to this there

would also be a saving of at least a thousand dollars a year

in wages, as a steam plant with the capacity of our present

)dant would require at least two firemen outside of the three

shift engineers, whereas we have all the labor we require

in one man other than the engineers. The Diesel plant would
also show to advantage in the matter t)f general maintenance;

as the cost of cylinder and engine oil and other supplies

would be less. In short, the Diesel engine shows up to ad-

vantage in every w-ay over the steam power with the ex-

ception of the initial cost of installation.

Cost of Oil

In connection with tlie cost of fuel oil it is well to bear

in mind that approximately one-third of the cost of the oil

laid down here is for freight charges. So that a plant more
accessible to the oil supply would have a decided advantage

over our plant. The main conclusion arrived at is that a

w-ater power plant must have a very low cost of installation

to compare at all favorably with such equipment as the city

of \'ernon now possesses on account of its low cost for fuel

to operate it.

One of the greatest problems in the operation of a plant

is the keeping up of the load factor as high as possible.

That is, to keep all the machinery working as nearly as

possible at full load. An increase in our annual load factor

from twenty (which is approximately what prevails at the

present time) to one of thirty per cent, (which we hope to

realize) .would enable us to make a further reduction in our

rate per kw. hour of .it least 35 per cent. That is the pre-

sent rate of eight cents per kw. hour for lighting could be

made six cents, and the power and heating rates could be

made correspondingly less.

In every city the summer load is much smaller than the

load carried in the winter.

Cooking and Heating

.\s the aim in all power plants is to obtain an even load

factor throughout the year the city has therefore encouraged

the use of any electrical appliances used i)rincipally during

the summer months. The sjiecial low rates for cookin.g

and heating now in force were adopted with this end in view.

Electric ranges ;ind water heaters are coming more e.\

tensively into use. as also are other small electrical appli

ances. Wood and coal are no longer in the running from

an economical standpoint as a means of supplying heat for

cookinir. There are also m.inv good radiators on the mar-
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ket which are fcmnd to lie a great comfort when used dur-

ing the chilly evenings of fall and spring.

The manufacturers of electric cooking ranges state thai

the current used for cooking purposes averages a kilowatt

per person per day in an ordinary household; which at the

rate of 2^c per kw. hour now in force here would cost TOc

per month jn-r person. By actual experience we find that

these figures arc very near correct, and it is further claimed

that the saving hy less evaporation of the foods cooked l)y

electricity will offset the cost of supplying to the house-

hold the necessary current to heat sufticient water for batlis.

dishwashing, etc.. etc.

With wood at $6 per cord and coal at $10 there is every

prospect of a considerable range load being built up in this

city.

In 1912 the number of kilowatt hours generated was .'):).),-

(i4(). Last year the total was (598, (iTl. over 100 per cent, in-

crease. Four years ago our motor load was only y.i h.]i.

It has gradually increased imtil it reached a total at the end

of 1915 of 240 h.p.

The revenue increased from $19,:«I2 in 1912 to .$29,790

in 191.5, while the fuel bill decreased from $10,918 to $4,791.

This. T believe, will be found to be a good record.

A Splendid Record

There are few plants in British Columbia that have
doubled their output in four years, increased the number of

consumers 3:i per cent., raised the revenue 35 per cent., and
at the same time reduced the rates 40 ])cr cent, and aliolished

the meter rent.

This record of efficient development has been accomp-
lished only by the constant co-operation of the council with

its officials. Unless the co-operative feeling exists between
public bodies and their officials the desired results cannot be

expected, no matter how much organization or system may
be in existence.

It would be remiss to close this paper without addin.g

that a great deal of credit is due the \"ernon City Council

and its light and power committee during the last four years

for their keen and untiring efforts in making this a success-

fully operated municipal plant.

The Winnipeg River as a Commercial Asset
By J. G. Glassco*

My object is to eni|)hasize the commercial value of the TABLE I.

Winnipeg River to the Province of Manitoba and in particu- H.p. Lost low Cost

lar to the city of Winnipeg. The most expedient way of doing 24 hour tension per

this is to anticipate that time when the population of this p,,^^. ,,^„^ ^HJH' ''"^^'^^l^^^^^^^;^-
^^%

provnice and city shall call for the utihzation of all practicable Du Bonnet Falls 95,.')00 i;.551.000 G8.(i0

water power developments that exist on this river. It is Mc.Vrthur Falls :!0,700 2,740,000 90?00

quite true that the present demand for electricity in the pro- f-ower Seven Sisters ;!7,900 :i,409,000 90.00

,, ^, .-
,, •, , ,

Lpper Seven Sisters 29.600 2.724,000 92.00
vmce consumes not more than one-sixth ot the available Upper Pinawa 13,300 1,280,000 104.00
power on the Winnipeg River, but with the growth that is W'innipeg Electric Railway 20,000 3,000,000 115.40

expected in the Western provinces it is not unreasonable to Slave Falls 44,400 3.426,000 77.15

suppose that many of us here to-night will see the day when Point du Bois 46,000 2,800,000 60.90

the Winnipeg River is fully developed for commercial pur-
Tot'il ;S"> 500 $30 ',)'" 000

poses.

This river obtains its water from the Lake of the W ooils. Now, in order to demonstrate the commercial value of

in the Province of Ontario, Some 35 miles from the Lake of the river I have made comparisons of the costs of a typical

the Woods the English River is tributary to it, and supplies plant on the Winnipeg River, which is already developed, and

approximately 40 per cent, of the water that enters Manitoba, its steam plant equivalent:

some 100 miles from the city of \\innipeg. After a tortuous

course, this river, whose How last summer reached 75,000 Comparison of City Municipal Plant and Its Steam

cubic feet per second, finds its outlet in Lake Winnipeg, after .. ' , . ,

,. ^ . ,,.„ ., ^ ,, • , r 1 1 •
"

-.1 LitvPresent Steam equivalent
covering a distance ot 160 miles, two-thirds ot which is withm development 'Hi 000 kw
the Province of Manitoba. Hence it can be properly regarded Capital investment $4,000,000.00 $2,250,000.00
as a Manitoba river, and, as far as its water power sites are Fixed charges at 7 per cent.. 280,000.00 247.500.00

concerned, it is of interest to note that only one i)racticable Operating expense 120.000.00 1)50,000.00

site exists outside of Manitoba—that is, the development at Total annual expense 400.000.00 807,500.00

,,.,., T-. ij 1 .,- 1 r I T 1 ^ 1
lotal kw. hours 60.000.000 60.000,000

White Dog Rapids, some .!j miles from the Lake of the Cost per kw. hour .66 1.49
W'oods. The Ontario Government have emphasized the value Distribution cost .7S .78

of this power site, which reaches 40,000 h.p., but, beyond its Total cost 1.44 2.27

use for some large manufacturing industries in Kenora, it is
i earlv load factor .41

difficult to see any market for this large block of power. y,,„ ^^.j„ ,„„^. ,,,.^( ,|,^, ^.j,,.-^ hvdm-electric i.lant, mchul-
which is, so to speak, isolated from any commercial market.

i,,^, ,,a„smission line an,l terminal station, has cost .$4,000,000.

1 able I. .gives a list ot the developments on the W innipe.u .|-,,^. ^„„^,^i ^,,^rges from this investment total $400,000,
River, with the amount ol horse power that is available at

..f2H0,000 of which are accounted for bv fixed charges, such as
each site and the estimated cost of the development. The

i„t,.rest, depreciation, sinking fund. an. I taxes; while the oper-
cost figures only go as far as the low tension bus-bars in the

;,ting expense totals $120,000.
.generating station, and do not include anv transforming; .,., , , , , , , i- , n i

. . ,. • I he total number of kw. hours delivered iii \\ iniiipeg lasl
apparatus or transmission line. etc. ' ,^-,,,,, i

.. .„
.. ,•,.,, .,

, , , vear was 60,000,000. Dividing these kw. hnurs into the total
1 ou will see trom this list that there is available, roughly '

, , , c ,

, • , ,, .,,. , ^, .... . ,-,. annual expense, we get a cost per kw. hour of energy dc-
speaking. half a million horse power on the Winnipeg River, ,. , . ,,.. . , „,, ,, , , •, ,• , ,

•
,

.... ... / „. 1 f .1 • , ,,-. livered in Winnipeg of 2/3c; the distribution cost, which is
within an average distance of 75 miles from the city of W inni- -.,1 • -t, i

• .
, i . . .i

,, ., I •,> . . r .
common to eithet scheme, is 78c. making our total cost to the

peg. Imrthermore, as 1 will show later, the costs for ihe ,, ,, , , t , i i i .i r , -i

, , r , ,-.5- • . consumer $1.44 per kw. hour. 1 have included this dislribu-
development of these ditferent sites are very low. . . , i , i

•
i i•^

lion cost as a matter ol interest, although it has no bearing
'

.111 ilie main object of this |ia|ier.
General manaf^cr municipal system, before the Electrical Section nf th.-

, , ,
i ....... . i i ,- .

WinnipeK Branch of the Canadian Society of Civil. Ensrinee^s. I.. ...king at the steam <-.nii\aUni .,0.000 kw. plain. \m- hiiil
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that there is a large saving on the capital investment re-

(luired. The fixed charges, however, are not altogether simi-

lar, since the depreciation item on a steam plant is appreciably

higher than on a hydro-electric one, but when we compare

the operating expenses we note an enormous increase in cost.

The total annual expense is more than double, and the cost

l)er Uw. hour shows the same proportionate increase. The

deduction to be made from these figures is that the city of

Winnipeg would have to very much increase its present rates

if they were selling electricity generating by steam rather

than by hydraulic power. Roughly speaking, it would be

necessary to practically double our present rates. Before

leaving this comparison I am sure that a liriof analysis of the

13
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llir inilleniiim. In fact, such a coiulitinn is beyond the dreams
of the wildest optimist, and we breed a very fine brand i)l

ihem in tlie West. If our |dant had a very poor load-factor

cliaracteristic we would be mure nearly approaching the cost

of an equivalent steam plant, but as long as our load factor is

aliove 40 per cent, there is an imnieasuralile gap between the

cost of liydro-clectric energy and steam plant energy in Win-
nipeg.

And now I wisli to submit a general conclusion in Table

II.. which will bear out m\ first statement concerning the

commercial value of the W innipeg River:

Table II.—Comparison of Total Investments and Annual
Charges of All Hydro-Electric Plants on Winnipeg River

vs. Their Steam Plant Equivalents (Without
Distribution Systems).

Ma.ximuni ilemancl :;;.",,llllo k\\

.

Hvdro-electric. Steam.
Capital investment $.50,000,000 $28.t2,5,000

Capital investment per kw i:i;i 75

Fixed charges .-,,(iiii),oo(i 3.093, T.")0

Operating charges . -i.-.'.-.o.dOu 1(),832,500

Total annual e.\l)ense $7,-'.50.(lO(l $li).926. 2.50

Saving to province annually by hydro-electric develop-
ment. $12,()7r).2J0.

Table II. bears proof of the total annual saving wdiicli

will accrue to the province and to this city in particular when
the time comes that our population and industries will require

the development of all the above-mentioned sites on the \\"i;i-

nipeg River. It is shown in a monetary sense by comparing
the costs of hydro-electric plants and their steam equivalents.

1 have shown every favor to the steam plant side of the ques-

tion in arriving at the above figures. The load-factor 1 have

placed as high as 40 per cent., although a lower figure tlian

this can be reasonably expected, in which event the hydro-

electric plants would show a still greater saving than is indi-

cated by the present figures. I have taken the same three

pounds of coal per kw. hour as in my previous comparison,

and have taken coal at $6.2.5 per ton. delivered anywhere in

the province. 1 may add that in my conclusions I have not

considered the general distribution of hydro-electric energy
over the province, but have based my conclusion on the

assumption that the market in the province would be de-

veloped by an industrial or manufacturing demand and not b\-

agitation by farmers or rural communities, wlio would not be

prepared to undertake to bear the fixed charges on a high

tension distribution system.

Hence the result of my conclusion will show that the

jjrovince will save annually over twelve million dollars in

virtue of having the Winnipeg River within the province. If

this amount were capitalized we might go still further by
drawing on the imagination and estimate the value of the

river at. say. two hundred and fifty million dollars, or the

equivalent of the total assessment of the property in the city

of Wiimipcg.

Referring to Table 111., you will see that the costs in dif-

ferent localities vary all the way from $42 to $22.5 per h.p. It

is hard to understand how the Chicago Draina,ge Canal de-

velopment can be profitable wdien it is considered that coal in

that locality can be bought for $3 a ton.

Table III.—Development Costs of Various American Water
Power Plants.

.Xante or location of i)lant. feet.

1. Chica,go Drainage Can-
al. Lockport. 111. . . . 2s

2. Columbus. Ga 40
3. Catawba. S.C 25
4. TarifTville. Conn 31

.5. Delta. Pa 42

6. Lachine. Montreal .... Hi

7. Winnipeg. Man 40
,«. Manchester. X.H 30
'.). Lowell, Mass 13

10. Lowell, Mass l.**

11. Hig Cottonwood, L'tah 370
12. Lawrence. Mass
13. Spier Falls. X.Y no

In Table I\'. I have made a comparison of our municipal

plant with three of the well known jilants at Xiagara Falls, on

the Canadian side of the river.

My object in presenting the coinparative figures in Table
\'. is to prove that wdiile we suffer and will continue to suffer,

in this province from an abnormally high price of coal, we
will continue to benclit in a greater degree as years go on

from the unusually favorable water power deve;opnients that

nature has provided within our own territory. In fact. I doubt

whether there is on this continent any other river that can

jirovidc half a million horse power within marketable distance

of a commercial centre at such an unusually low capital cost

as docs tile Winuiiieg Ki\er.

H.p. capa
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Europe is Adopting Combination Petrol-Electric

Type of Tramcar

A description of a novel petrol-electric tramcar. which

is apparently gaining popularity on the European continent,

is given at some length in a recent issue of the Tramway &
Railway World. Cars equipped on this system have been

at work for some time on railways in England, France,

Egypt, and elsewhere. A new and important step has lately

been taken by Continental manufacturers in the design and

construction of Diesel-electric rail motor cars, that is, of

cars whose axles are provided with electric motors that are

worked by current from an electric generator driven by a

direct-coupled heavy-oil internal combustion motor.

Two rail motor cars of this type were ordered before

tlie war from the Brown Boveri Company by the manage-

ment of the Saxon Railways, and the electrical part of the

work on these was carried out by them, the mechanical ap-

l)aratus (including the Diesel engines) being entrustid to

the firm of Sulzer Brothers, of Winterthur.

On completion the cars were tested at first over the

section of line between Rastatt and Gernsbach, and were

afterwards but into regular work between Leipsic and Dres-

den, a distance of 80 miles. The final tests, which were car-

ried out on June 8, 1915. were continued from 8.30 a.m. until

i p.m. with intermediate stops; the speeds ofctained ranged

U]> to 44 miles per hour on long stretches; and the tests gen-

ticipate for this method of traction a useful future, and in

view of the special importance that it has for lines that must

be equipped and worked with the minimum of cost, the con-

structive details of these cars merit attention of railway man-

agers and engineers, particularly in view of the pressing need

for economy that will be felt after the war.

Each rail motor car has two trucks—the leading one with

three axles, the rear truck with two. On the former is mount-

ed a Diesel engine on special design direct-coupled to a

continuous-current generator with exciter mounted on the

saine axle. The current from this generator at voltages

varying between 200 and 380 volts is led to the traction motors

mounted on the axles of the rear truck, in a manner already

well known and used in the case of petrol motors, but with

the great advantage of much lower cost of fuel, as well as

increased safety in working, by reason of the use of Diesel

oil with a much lower flash point.

The weight of each of these cars, which are of standard

gauge, is approximately 65 tons, and as already stated, they

can work up to a speed of 44 miles per hour. The passenger

compartinents are all third class and can carry up to 100

persons. 80 seated and 30 standin.g. The overall length is ap-

proximately 73 feet. The Sulzer-Diesel engine, complete with

flywheel, fuel, oil, and compressed air tanks, etc., weighs

about 9 tons only.

On the trailing truck are mounted the two continuous-

current traction motors which are provided with a single

Diesel-Electric Rail Motor Car

crally .^ave such good results that the cars were at once

put into regular service on the Leipsic-Dresden section. The

fuel consumption per kilometre at a speed of 70-75 kilometres

per hour is said to be 0.6 kilogram, so that as the oil tank

carries about 400 kilograms of fuel, the car is able to travel

for 650 kilometres or 400 miles without requiring fresh sup-

plies of fuel.

fudging frnni these results, it seemed re.-isonabK' to aii-

magnet frame with two armatures. They are rigidly mounted

on the truck, powerful leaf springs being fitted between the

axles and truck framing. Connection from the motor axle^

to those of the truck is made by an intermediate geared axii

and side rods to the truck wheels. The two motors can

develop a joint output of 360 h.p. for a short period of over-

load, and 160 h.p. in continual service.

Protection is given to the Sulzer-Diesel engine and elec-
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trie generator, carried on the forward truck on tlircc axles

(as in the case of ordinary motor cars), by means of a hinged

sheet metal cover, which allows, however, of easy and rapid

inspection. The engine is of the four-cycle Sulzer type with

six cylinders, each 360 mm. diameter with stroke of 300 mm.,
set diagonally at an angle of 30 deg. with the perpendicular

in order to reduce to a minimum the space occupied. Its

output is 200 h.p. effective at 450 revolutions, but it can for

a short period cope with an overload of 250 h.p. The crank

,Txle is set parallel with the axis of the car and to the right

and left under the cylinders are fixed reservoirs for com-
pressed air. These furnish the supply for starting the en-

gine and feeding in the fuel, and are kept filled by a com-
pressor driven directly from the engine crank axle. The air

used for starting is compressed to between 50 and 75 atmos-
pheres.

The cylinders are cooled by water, which circulates

through an air cooler after passing round the cylinder heads.

On lines where car heating is desired, the cooling water can

be led through radiators under the car seats, thus serving a

double purpose.

The crank axle is coupled directly to the electric gen-

erator axle by means of a special elastic coupling designed

by Messrs. Brown Boveri and Company with a view to elim-

inating the difficulty of vibration due to the irregular running

ot the engine. The same object is also aimed at by a special

pneumatic regulation (applied from the driver's platform at

either end of the car) of the fuel oil valves. This device

—

designed Iiy Messrs. Sulzer—allows the engine revolutions

to be reduced to 300 per minute when the car is at rest, thus

giving considerable economy. The electric generator is de-

signed for an output in steady working of 140 kw., but will

run up to 190 kw. for one hour without excessive rise in

temperature. The machine is entirely closed with the ex-

ception of two ventilation openings, through which cold air

is drawn in through the windings and thereafter expelled.

The traction motors are started and regulated as to

speed in a very economical fashion by a modification of the

Leonard system. By varying resistances in the exciter ar-

mature circuit, the voltage of the generator is controlled

and thereby the traction motors also.

Driven From Either End

-\ driver's cab is provided at each end of the rail car

vehicle itself, so that it may be driven in either direction

without requiring to be reversed. The cabs are, of course,

fitted with all necessary apparatus for control and manoeuvre,

as well as electric measuring instruments for the generator

and circuits generally. The exciter is coupled direct to the

generator shaft, and has an output of 7.5 kw. at an E.M.F. of

70 volts. It serves not only to e.xcite the generator field

coils, but also to drive the fan that cools the water for the

engine cylinder jackets. Moreover, when the Diesel engine

is running light, it can by means of the exciter be made to

charge a battery of accumulators mounted under the body of

the car. This battery has a capacity of 00 ampere-hours on

a three-hour discharge, and serves both for lighting the ve-

hicle and for operating train whistles or other signals. It

is furthermore connected up to the field coils of the exciter.

and therefore on starting up the engine tlie generator fiehl

ran be at once fully excited.

.Xlso worthy of note is a safety arran.gement compris-

ing an auxiliary block cur^uit which opens or closes the ex-

citer main switch to generator fields, according as the said

circuit itself is open er closed. This circuit is opened or

-luit liy means of a contact connected with the controller

handle, and the same action also takes place if the safety

brake comes into play through a heavy overload on the two
motors. Interruption of the auxiliary circuit also interrupts

the exciter current, and therefore stops further supply to the

traction motors. Besides this, the auxiliary circuit brings in-

to action the compressed air brake in a few seconds after

the current is interrupted.

The results obtained with this rail motor car both from
tests and from actual working service have been so favorable

that the makers have at present under construction three
more rail motor cars and one locomotive, all employing the
same type of arrangement, and they are also working out
designs for locomotives and for rail motor cars both larger
and smaller than those now described, to standard and to

narrow gauge also. The rail motor cars are designed gen-
erally for powers of from 100 to 300 h.p.; beyond this capa-
city, it is preferred to employ locomotives carrying one or
more Diesel engines which may develop up to as much as

2,000 h.p. This fact serves to show the great interest being
taken in this new arrangement, which certainly would seem
destined to have a very considerable development.

Mr. G. E. Mason, Lancashire Dynamo and
Motor Co., recalled to England

Mr. G. E. Mason, president and managing director of

the Lancashire Dynamo and Motor Company of Canada,
sailed for England' on November 7 to take a position with
the parent company at Manchester. Mr. Mason came to

Canada in 1909 and opened a branch office for the Lanca-
shire Dynamo and Motor Company, Limited; two years
later, when it was shown that the business was growing
rapidly, a Canadian company was formed, with Mr. Mason
as its president and managing director.

The bulk of the business of the Lancashire Company
has been the supply, from Canadian stock, of a standard
line of electric motors for factory use, as well as, of course,

the supply of larger motors and generators. Mr. Mason
early recognized that for a British manufacturer to sell ma-
chinery in Canada, it was necessary that he should maintain

as good a service as could be rendered by local manufac-
turers, and this idea has dominated his policy. As a result

the necessary equipment for the proper handling of a large

stock and for completely repairing motors was early installed

on their premises, and a complete line of all motors carried,

so that customers (particularly in Toronto") were able to get

immediate attention.

In the early months of the war, when the renewal of

stock from England became difficult, and the possibility of

conducting an import business at a profit was doubtful, the

directors of the parent company considered whether the

Canadian office should not temporarily be closed. Mr. Ma-
son, however, adopted the broad policy that, inasmuch as

they had supplied large numbers of factories in Canada with

machinery, his company were under a moral obligation to

those customers and must continue to give them all the

assistance in their power. With <he slowing down in im-

ports, therefore, the company have increased their general

repair business, and, having- a manufacturer's ideas of repair

work, this phase of their operations has developed very con-

siderably during the past year. When the war is over it is

understood to be the company's intentions to prosecute the

import business vigorously along the old lines.

Fortunately, the continuity of the Canadian business will

not be broken, as Mr. S. .\. Gaskell, who joined the Lanca-
shire Company in April, 1911. is taking charge of the busi-

ness here. The attention to the Canadian company's busi-

ness in the English factory will be part of Mr. Mason's

special duties in the future, and his knowledge of conditions

in this country will naturally be of great assistance to the

company in meeting the special demands of the Canadian

market.

The Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works. Limited. Miuil-

real, have received an order for the Manitoba tjoverniiienl

telephones for 88,000 lbs. of hard drawn cop|ier wire.
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Refinements in Electrical Control—Who is to

Blame That Their Use is Not More General?

Is the Contractor's Conscience Clear?

As one goes about from house lo house in the city of-

Toronto—and there is little doubt that the same remark

would apply to 6ther cities—the electrical man is struck with

the very noticeable absence of any except the very merest

and most absolute necessities in the way of light control

through the modern switch. Any idea of comfort, conveni-

ence or luxury appears to have been tabooed, and not only

does one frequently find an absence of the refinements of

switch control, but all too often, an absence of control of

any kind beyond possibly that of a snap switch in the socket

or an occasional pull chain. .Such luxuries as an up-and-

down-stairs control, for example, of the hall lights, generally

represents the climax of efficiency of house wiring, even

in our wealthiest districts.

It is useless to say that the house-linlder did not ask

for anything more, is satisfied with what he has, that the

specifications did not call for further refinements, and so

on. All of this is true enough, but is true simply because

the architect and the householder have never learned that

there is anything better. The fault lies with the contractor

to a very considerable extent, because he does know—or

ought to. Of course, we know there are a few contractors

who honestly endeavor to supply their customers with a

satisfactory job, but there are so man}' others whose chief

aim is to quote a competitive price that the infiuence of the

few is lost by the urgency of the many. It should not be

a difficult matter to convince an intelligent client of the

value of a few extra dollars spent in properly equipping his

home or ofifice with convenient electric light control. These

are the days when time means money, when convenience

means money, and when people who have little time for

enjoyment of luxuries are proportionately more willing to

pay for them, so that they may crowd as much enjoyment

and recreation into a limited time, as possible. There is no-

thing in the present day that is adding so much to the en-

joyment of our leisure hours as electricity in its many forms,

especially electric lighting, and there is jjrobably no single

line in the electrical industry that has advanced less in the

last twenty years than has the control of electric lights in

the average home. We have made big advances in the light-

ing units themselves, .big changes in the methods of install-

ing the distributing wires, big advances in safety devices, but

practically no advance in the matter of switch control.

Some little time ago an interesting article appeared in

the "Electrician," by W. Perren Maycock. a member of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers and a well-known author-

ity on electrical matters. The article took the form of an

imaginary dialogue between an electrical contractor and his

client regarding some changes in the specifications. The
client at first does not see why the contractor is not satisfied

with the specifications, -as they were drawn up, of course, in

the regular way, but the contractor is able to point out a

number of improvements, and the client, being a business

man. is quick to see the advantages of the suggested con-

veniences. .\ part of this dialogue is reproduced below, and

while it may contain nothing new, it may, however, suggest

to our contractor readers that possibly they have not been

as insistent or as diplomatic in pushing this, matter of

greater refinements in electrical control, with their custo-

mers, as they might have been:

Client: Good morning! Mr. Allwatt. What is it vou

want to see me about? I understand you have been over the

premises, and I was hoping you would find the specification

I sent you clear enough to quote to. .Anything vague?

Contractor: The specification is clear enough, sir, as far

as it goes: but T want to make a few- suggestions, if you

don't mind.

Client: Suggestions? Always glad to listen to any. But

remember, that specification of mine was drawn up by an

electrical friend; and he and I went into the matter very

thoroughly, especially as regards the lamp fittings. I think

we have paid every attention to what he calls "efficient

illumination."

Contractor: It isn't the fittings, its the switches I wanted

to see you about, sir.

Client: The switches? Why we have stated exacth' what
patterns we want, and have even marked the places on the

walls where they are to be fixed.

Contractor: But you have marked down single-way

switches everywhere; and I thought you ought to know there

are others much more convenient, before sending in my price.

Client: I don't understand what you mean by single-

way switches. I thought every switch was like a tap—it

either turned on or turned off.

Contractor: It's rather a difficult matter to explain in a

hurry, because there are so many things switches can do;

but if you'll allow me to give you one or two examples, 1

think you'll see there is something in what I say, sir.

Client: Some new development, I suppose. Well, give

me an example. Take this study, for instance. Here will

be my new light, and there is the place for the switch, by

the door. Now what else could I have but that?

Contractor; 1 should propose to fit two switches, one
liy the door there and anotlier on your desk—say, about here.

This switch would be connected with a piece of fiex to a

plug-connection on the wall, so that the desk could be luoved

away from the wall when necessary. They would be two-

way switches, and you would then be able to turn the light

on or off at either.

Client: Do you mean to say that I could turn the light

on at one switch and off at the other?

Contractor; Yes.

Client: That sounds very wonderful—sort of wireless

Is it quite safe?

Contractor: There is nothing dangerous and nothing

complicated about it. sir, N'on ought to have these sort of

controls—as we call them—in most of your rooms. They
cost a little more, of course, but the extra cost is nothing

compared with the convenience j'ou get.

Client: .lust let me get the hang of the thing again. Sup-
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pusc 1 am sitting at tin.- desk in tin- daytime, and it liccomes

overcast, I can turn the light on or off without getting out

of my chair. Or I can turn it on or off at the door in the

usual way. Or 1 can turn it on at one jdace and off at the

other. Is that it?

Contractor: Exactly, sir.

Client: Well, it strikes me a> most convenient. (Inly

you first have to .tjet used to the idea. Some new patent.

1 suppose?
Contractor: Years' old, sir. in fact nearly as old as my-

self. Only contractors won't lit these switches unless they

are asked, and they seldom get asked as the customer doesn't

know. That used to he the case at any rate, hut things are

hetter now.

Client: Well. 1 must certainly have some of these "ciui-

trols"—as you call them—fitted up here. .Some day 1 sup-

pose we shall he ahle to do the same thin.g at three or four

different switches.

Contractor: I was coming to that, sir. It can be done

already, and I would suggest this arrangement in some of

the large rooms, in the passages, on the staircases, and in

one or two places out-of-doors.

Client: Look here. We shall have to go over the place

again in a day or two, and look into this switch business

closely, for I want everything to be up-to-date. Meanwhile,

have you anything else up your sleeve?

Contractor: There are all sorts of thin.gs that can l)e

done, sir; but if I were to mention them straight ofif they

would sound complicated. The best way is to. consider one

case at a time—if I might suggest it.

Client: Quite so. The three or four switch idea requires

a little thinking out. Now take the hall lights, do you mean
to say that if we had a switch in the hall, one upstairs, one

by the servants' door, and one in the front portico, we could

turn the lights on and off at any switch?

Contractor: Yes. -\nd if you wanted it. you could have

a special switch to prevent the lights being turned out at

the other switches, say. durin.g the evening. .\ Master switch

we call that.

Client: This is getting positively uncanny. Doesn't tlie

electricity leak away, or overflow, or something?
Contractor: There is absolutely no dan.ger at all. sir. in

any of these switch arrangements!

Client: These hall-light switches will be grand. I am
tired of having to go upstairs in the dark or with a candle
after turning out the .gas; and it's a confounded nuisance
coming down in the dark for something you've forgotten.

Contractor; I'm always pointing that out to my cus-
tomers; and talking about gas, sir, I often think the gas
people would make the most of controls like these if only
they were possible. But of course they're not. that i.s—not
with gas.

Client: But what about the electricity people T" Don't
they object to anything so unusual?

Contractor: Not now. sir! They used to! That's the
funny part of it. Although they have most complicated con-
nections up at their works, their inspectors used to grumble
at the simple "contraptions" (as they called them^ that I

fitted up on some of my jobs.

Client: Fancy electrical men olijecting to electrical ad-
vantages!

Contractor: I think one reason was that they hadn't
much time to .spare. ;ind it worried them lo liave to think
out the wires.

Client:You must let me know about these things later.

Now I have been thinking that two-way switch l)usiness
would be the very thing for the bedrooms. One by the
door, one by the bed. What!

Contractor: Just so, sir. That's where they generally
are fixed. But as most people find more difificulty in under-
standing the uses in other places, I generally mention the
other places first.

Client: Mention another besides this study.

Contractor: Your workshop down in the garden, sir.

You've specified a lamp and an ordinary switch just outside
the garden door, and the same outside the workshop

Client: Well?
Contractor: I would make the

connect the lamps to work together
third switch at the garden door.

Client: Good! I follow the idea

Contractor: I notice you have got two radiator sockets
marked down for some of the small rooms as well as in tlie

larger ones.

Client: The intentiim is to have two or three radiators
in some of the rooms, but only one in the small rooms. But

switches two-way an<l

.\nd you could have a

Anything

New line of Colonial design l'ixlure.<; by Tallman Brass v<i Metal Co.. Hamilton
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in tlie small rooms wc want to Ije able to plug-in the radiator
at either socket, and so get rid of some of the cord. Ouite
O.K. Eh?

Contractor: I should fix a switch to prevent anyone
using two radiators in these small rooms, to prevent waste
and to save the fuse.

Client: Two sockets and one plug. Eh? Hal Hal What
sort of a control would you term that?

Contractor: It's what we call a restrictive circuit. There
are two or three kinds, and they arc very useful for keeping
down the consumption.

Client: I shall have to look into these. Meanwhile, let's

think of the kitchen quarters. I suppose you couldn't fix

up something- to enable me to know if the servants had locked
up and turned out the light, without my having to go and see.

Contractor: We can do most things if people like to pay
for them; but these special switching arrangements are not
at all costly when all's said and done.

Client: It just struck me that when you have two or
three switches turning lamps on and off, you can't alter the
amount of light.

Contractor: Yes we can, sir.

Client: Marvellous!

Contractor: Quite so, sir. Ha! Hal
Client: Well, it's very clear I shall have to get the speci-

fication amended, and now my time's up. Will let you know-
when to call again. Mr. .\llwntt. Good day. Half a minute,
though. Supposing I wanted a switch to turn on all the
lights in the house, say. when there was an alarm of burglars.
You couldn't do that, I'm sure.

Contractor: That could be done sir; and it's not a bad
idea to fix special lights outside for burglar scare purposes,
in a lonely place like this.

Client: You astound niel Well, it's quite clear we shall

have to go into the whole matter very thoroughly; as the
earwigs said when they got on the apple. Good day. once
more.

Lowering the Cost of Distribution

Ihe illustrations accompanying this article picture a

new line of wall brackets designed to reduce the cost of

service connections without impairing safety or service. Thej-
have been thoroughly tested in practice and are now in suc-

cessful use on a large scale, .sjiving perfect satisfaction and
saving money.

These brackets have some remarkably fine points and are
making a ^strong appeal to central station managers and
superintendents of distribution. Figs. 1, 3 and 3 show one,
two and three point brackets respectively. Each bracket
consists of a sherardized stamped steel base plate on wdiich
are mounted high grade porcelain insulators of- unique de-
.sign. The insulators are secured to the base plates by means

Fig. 3

of sherardized U bolts and nuts as shown in the phantom
view of the one point braclcet, Fig. A. The round transverse
holes, shown in the insulators, arc for the purpose of secur-
ing the wires; the U bolts pass completely around Ihese

holes. In other words, the insulators are "iron bound,"
the construction being very similar to that of strain in-

sulators. The peculiarity of this design results in a bracket
having not only great tensile strength, but also a bracket
which can be installed with great ease and rapidity. For
example, the necessity of using tie-wires has been entirely
eliminated. On the other hand, the design of the insulators
is such thai the wires may be secured with tie-wires, in the
regular way, if so desired.

Figs. 8 and 9 show two typical installations; Fig. C is a
l)hotograph of an actual installation on a frame dwelling.
From the latter, it will be noted that the service wires,
leading from the pole, are merely threaded through the holes
in the upper bracket and dead-ended, by lopping, at the lower
bracket. The weight of the wires, between the pole and the
building, always keeps the shott vertical spans, between
the upper and lower brackets, taut; this feature eliminates
complaints on account of "noisy wires." It will further be
noted, by reference to Fig. 9, that, by removal of the centre
insulator, a three point bracket may be used in making a
right angle turn with two wires and the wires kept parallel;
insulators on the two point brackets are on 9-inch centres
and on the three point brackets on 6-inch centres.

The design of these brackets is such that their use is

practically universal, as they may be installed in either a
vertical or horizontal position, or at any angle. This is an
especially important feature, as the necessity of carrying

Fig. 7 Fig. 9

stocks of a large variety of brackets lor different types of

service connections is eliminated. With the one, two and

three point brackets, and the corner chairs, almost any type

of connection may be made. .\s the brackets are shipped

complete with insulators, it is not necessarj' to handle sep-

arate shipments of brackets and insulators; a considerable

economy results from this fact. Fig. 5 shows a corner chair,

designed to secure the brackets at corners, as shown in Fig. 9.

A comparison of Figs, li and 7. both photographs of

actual installations, and in the same proportion, will show
the improved appearance of service connections made with

this new type of bracket over those made with wood brack-

ets. Costs, installed, will compare favorably, it is said, with

those where wood brackets are used. It will be noted fur-

ther that the stress from the weight of the -wires leading

from the pole is almost directly from the point of support;

practically no leverage obtains as is the case wdiere cither

wood or steel "pin" tj^pe brackets are used.

These brackets will also be found to be admirably adapted
for supporting open feeders in industrial plants, mills, ware-
houses, etc., and can readily be attached to steel girders.

The line is being manufactured and marketed bj' the National

.Metal Molding Company. Fulton Building. Pittsburgh. Pa.
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light electric portable oxidized, brass finish, with 16 in.

glass shade overlaid with metal—McDonald & Willson
Limited, Toronto

1 light electric reading lamp, equipped with 12 i

scenic hand decorated shade-McDonald &
Willson. Limited. Toronto

Biennial Meeting of the Electrical Committee
The biennial meeting of the Electrical Committee of the

National Fire Protection Association will be held in March,
1917, in New York City, the day and place of the meeting- to

be annoimced later. As usual, the provisions of the National

Electrical Code as they now exist will be considered, to-

gether with reports of all sub-committees. Suggestions for

amendments to the Code, in order to be included in the

Bulletin, must be specific and where a change is desired in

a rule or section of a rule definite wording of such change
must be given, together with the reason why the change
is recommended, and these suggestions, together with all

committee reports must be in the hands of the Secretary not

later than January 15th, 1917. As heretofore, the meeting
will be open to all interested and such persons will not only

be welcome but are urged to be present and give the com-
mittee the advantage of their experience and advice. The
Secretary is Mr, Ralph Sweetland, 144 Milk Street, Boston,

ization of an electrical club. The meeting was held on the

evening of Friday. November 10, at 177J.^ Yonge Street.

Toronto.

Canadians in Jovian Offices
,\t the annual convention of the Jovian Order, recently

held in Indianapolis, the following Canadians were elected to
office: Members of congress for fourteenth district, P. T.
Davies. Montreal; George L. Guy, Winnipeg; statesmen:
.Alberta. Norman S. Richards, Calgary; British Columbia.
Roy S. Davis, Vancouver; Manitoba, J. H. Schumacher. Win-
nipeg; Quebec, E. N, Hyde, Montreal.

The Canadian September bank statement

showed increases in savings deposits of approxi-

mately $10,000,000. This is in the face of an

extra outlay of about twenty millions in initial

payment for the new war bonds. Plainly Can-

ada thrives on such mere incidents as $100,000,000

loans.

Safety First

The Ontario Safety League are distributing a pamphlet
describing the workings of the Safety Patrol. This is a

plan to safeguard the pupils of our schools, particularly the

younger children. The league supplies each member with
safety reports which they are asked to fill in, giving the date
of the accident, the location, the cause, as definite a descrip-

tion as possible of the accident, and suggestions as to the

prevention of similar accidents in the future.

Electrical Contractors forming Club

The Electrical Contractor.s' ami Dealers' .Association

early in the month of November miU out notices calling to-

gether members of the electrical induNlry—that is, contractors,

dealers, jobbers, manufacturers, power supply companies,

and so on—to meet on November 10 and consider the organ-

Personal
Mr. C. H. Withers has been appointed manager of Messrs.

Escher \\"yss & Company's head office for Canada in Mont-
real.

Mr. Macaulay Pope, late manager appliance department,
Toronto Hydro-electric Sy.stem. has severed his connection
with that system and has accepted a position with the Im-
perial Oil Company of Canada.

Mr. P. A. McParlane, former district superintendent of

the Bell Telephone Company, Toronto, has been transferred

to Montreal with the title of commercial engineer, a new
position created by the company.
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Instrument Transformers
For measuring the voltage, current and povifer in a trans-

mission system, instrument transformers are usually neces-

sary. Potential transformers for stepping the voltage down
to a safe value for the meter, usually 110 volts, and current

or series transformers for stepping the current down, usu-

ally to 5 amperes, and also for insulating the meter from

the transmission line. They may be either the oil insulated

type or dry type, depending upon the line voltage. For
three-phase work where two potential and two series trans-

formers are used, they may be mounted in the same case,

Hand Signal Lamp for Drivers
An electric hand lamp to make the extended hand of the

driver an effective signal at night has been designed by the

Pittsburgh Electric Specialties Companj'. It is called the

"Safety First" hand signal, and is worn the same as a wrist

watch, only the elastic which holds it in place fits around the

liand instead of the wrist. It gets current from the socket in

the dashboard through a very fine silk cord. So little current

is required that it can be burned all the time. Since every

driver instinctively, as a result of habit, extends his hand to

indicate his intention to stop, slow down, or turn a corner,

this lamp on the hand is a signal that nobody can fail to

understand and heed. The lamp is two-candle power. It is

enclosed in a polished nickel case, three inches in diameter

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

thus making a more compact and cheaper metering outfit.

For accurate meter readings it is very essential that the

transformers shall be accurate at all loads, not only for

ratio but also for phase angle.

Fig. 1 shows a potential transformer and Fig. 2 a series

transformer, both for 13,200 volt, 25 cycle lines. These were
tnade by the Packard Electric Company, Limited, of St.

Catharines, Ont., and illustrate only one each of a complete

line developed by the above company. In the development
work particular attention was given to both the ratio and
phase angle.

and one inch thick. It is provided with a ruby bull's-eye one

inch in diameter, and throws a strong red light to signal to

approaching cars the intention to turn. The bull's-eye is sur-

rounded by the words "Safety First" cut out in white. Be-

sides being effective as a signal to traflSc, it enables the driver

to get the immediate attention of the corner-man. The device

is very light in weight, and its presence on the back of the

hand is scarcely noticeable.

Electric reflectors have been provided in a St. Louis park

by which a rare collection of water lilies is illuminated at

night.

Canada Sales Co. Have Taken Lionel Agency
The Canada Sales Company, 165 Church Street, Toronto,

announce that they have taken the Canadian agency for the

Lionel Manufacturing Company of New York City, manu-
facturers of Lionel electric toys. This company is said to

be the largest manufacturer of electric toys in the world.

The Underwriters' Laboratories have issued a booklet

under date October. 1916, being a supplement to their list of

inspected electrical appliances published last .^pril.

The town council of Roland, Man., are considering the

advisability of installing an electric light and power plant.
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New Violet Ray Equipment
']"lu' Iwii illustratifms acconipanyiiiL; this article show

new types of equipment being placed on the market by the

Charles A. Branston Company, Toronto. Fig. 1 is known
as model 5 B, which, though not giving as strong a current

as model 7, is recommended as ideal for home treatment.

It is very compact, room being provided in the cover for

more comfortable and sanitary condition in the atmosphere.
One Toronto home is already installing these units as the
only source of heat, and the results will be watched with
considerable interest.

Electrically Operated Cream Whipper
The equipment illustrated herewith is manufactured

by the White-Stokes Company, Chicago, for whipping the
"Mallo" Topping manufactured by this company. It is also
suitable for whipping cream and other material. The outfit
consists of a one-gallon hopper which is equipped with a
rotating beater or dasher. This dasher is gear connected to

Fig. 1, above

Fig. 2, to ttie right

three large electrodes. Fig. 2 shnws a model that combines
both high fre(|uency and sinusoidal currents. Complete, it

includes a set of Dr. Snow's electrodes, cords for hi.gh fre-

quency and sinusoidal, two felt discs No. 101, two luetal

handles, a massage roller, electric brush, sinusoidal chart and
complete directions for use. This latter is known as model 37.

Electrically Heated Radiators

Hydro-electric Radiation. Limited, 21 Richmond St. West,

Toronto, are now turning out in commercial quantities their

new radiators as illustrated herewith. This is a steel radi-

ator of very light construction, but of proven quality, and is

available in sizes froin 6 square feet of radiation up to 48

square feet of radiation, with, of course, any multiples of

these. When considered desirable, a thermostatic control is

installed either in connection with each individual radiator

or to govern a group of radiators. This is a steam radiator,

only a small quantity of water, being used, which entirely

surrounds the element. While no greater electrical efficiency

can be claimed for this radiator than for those of the hot

coil type so common on the market, the manufacturers do

claim that the greater diffusing surface of this unit, which

means that the heat is given out at a much lower tempera-

ture (below the boiling point of water, in fact, as atmos-

pheric pressure is maintained in the radiator), produces a

-^ZZ'<r

a one-eighth horse-power motor made by the Robbins &
Myers Company. The gears and bearing of the whipper
are made of bronze and no oiling is necessary. By remov-
ing a pin from the axle, the dasher can be lifted out for clean-

ing, and easy access is given to the interior of the hopper.
The motor is supplied with 10 feet of cord and plug for

connecting to any lamp socket. The base of the outfit is

14 inches by 22 inches and it can be operated in the window-
as a window display.

Monthly Meeting of A.I.E.E.

The ne.xt meeting of the Toronto section of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers will be held on Novem-
ber 24, when Mr. A. O. Austin, chief engineer of the Ohio
Brass Company, will give an address on "Insulator Design."

Trade Publications

Transformers—Catalogue No. 16G, by the Moloney Elec-

tric Company, describing, with illustrations, a large number
of installations of Moloney transformers at various points

ill Canada and the I.lnited States.

C. G. E. Bulletins—G-E Type M-.3 synchronism indicator

for switchboard service; G-E polyphase watthour meters for

switchboard service, type DS-6; G-E polyphase watthour
meters, house pattern, type D-6; G-E single-phase watthour
meters for switchboard service, type IS-4; G-E type M-3
synchronism indicator for switchboard service; type P de-

mand meters, (printometers); the lighting of indbor recrea-

tions by Edison Mazda lamps.

Wiring Devices—Catalogue No. 24 by Pass & Seymour,
Inc.. Solvay. N.V. This catalogue contains 80 pages of well-

illustrated information on Handy Electric Wiring Devices.

Particular attention is called to a comprehensive charting
of the interchangeable parts, which is the most complete
chart attempted, as we believe, by any manufacturer. This
chart covers pages 4-1] of the catalogue.

The village of Westport is now receiving electric light

service for the first time since January last, when the plant

was destroyed by fire.
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Current News and Notes

Granby, Que.

The Montreal & Southern Counties Railway Company
have begun work on the erection of their car barns at Granby.

The general contractors are the Nisfiolson Construction Com-
pany, Montreal.

Hamilton, Ont.

A vote will be taken on January 1st on an extension

to the Trolley Street sub-station.

It is estimated that Hydro profits for the year will

amount to over $40,000. The number of consumers supplied

is 14,042.

Melancthon, Ont.

The Backline Telephone Company, Limited, Melancthon,

have obtained a charter.

Montreal, Que.

The Empire Electric Company, Limited, Montreal, have

been granted letters patent. They will carry on a general

electrical business. The chief members of ' the firm are

George Jarry, Albert \'aillancourt and Albert Belanger.

Moose Jaw, Sask.

Plans have been completed by a local company at Moose
Jaw, Sask., for the installation of individual lighting systems

in districts at present isolated from central plants.

Ottawa, Ont.

The committee in charge of re-construction of Parlia-

ment Buildings are considering the feasibility of heating

by electricity.

Owen Sound, Ont.

The Utilities Commission of Owen Sound have decided

to reduce the light and power rates of the Hydro-electric

system 10 per cent. This is the first reduction since the

Eugenia power lines were connected to the Owen Sound
system.

Port Hope, Ont.

The Hydro-electric Commission of Ontario are said to

have under consideration substantial rate reductions in the

Trent district which will take place in January.

Stratford, Ont.

Tenders were called to November 9 for the erection of

hydro-electric sub-station at York Street, to cost some
$25,000.

Tavistock, Ont.

In anticipation of the Hydro-electric power supply, ar-

rangements for which are practically complete, many buildings

and houses are being wired in Tavistock, Ont. In connec-

tion with the local system there will be installed about 80

street lights.

Thorold, Ont.

Work is well advanced on the transforming station at

this point, of the Ontario Power Company. It is understood

that approximately 10,000 kw. capacity in transformers will

be installed at once.

Toronto, Ont.

It is expected that the Hydro-electric Power Commission
will be ready to start work shortlyon the erection of trans-

mission lines through the township of Scarboro.

The Toronto Hydro-electric System will erect a new
three-storey brick sub-station on Jefferson Avenue, at a cost

of $20,000.

Guglielmo Marconi predicts immediate developments in

wireless equipment that will not only make wireless com-
munication much more efficient, but will also make it more
difficult for messages to be intercepted. Those improvements
will apply more particularly to instruments on aeroplanes

and airships.

Vancouver, B.C.

Mayor Gray, Vancouver, B.C., has been negotiating

with the B. C. E. R. in the attempt to get a cheaper day load

rate so that the city maj- supply electric current for cooking.

The B. C. Electric Company, Vancouver, B. C, have

announced their intention of returning deposits to con-

sumers who have paid their accounts regularly for twelve

months and established their credit to the satisfaction of

the companj'. About 20,000 customers are involved.

Walkerville, Ont.

Plans have been approved by the Bell Telephone Com-
pany for a new exchange building at Walkerville, Ont.,

though it is not expected construction will begin for some
time.

Wainwright, Alta.

A by-law was passed on November 2 authorizing an

agreement between the town of Wainwright, Alta., and Mr.

B. L. Perry, Edmonton. Under the terms of the by-law Mr.
Perry is given a ten-year franchise to operate an electric

lighting plant in Wainwright. The plant is to be installed

and in operation within six months. A maximum charge of

17 cents per kw. hour may be made, with reductions to 16

cents and 15 cents if 500 kw. h. hours or 1,000 kw. h. are used

respectively. These rates are subject to a discount of 10 per

cent.

Windsor Mills, Que.

The Corporation of Windsor Mills, P.Q., have made a

contract with the Canada Paper Company by which the

former will obtain a supply of power from the Shawinigan

Water and Power Company. The Corporation have hitherto

operated a small hydro-electric development for lighting

purposes only, but under the new arrangement sufficient

current will be available for lighting and also for industrial

purposes. The change has involved the installation of some
new equipment, including transformers, and it is likely that

further equipment will be required. Mr. M. ."K. Sammett,
of Montreal, is the consulting engineer.

The Department of Commerce, Bureau of Standards,

Washington, are distributing Circular No. 60, entitled "Elec-

tric Units and Standards." This publication gives compre-

hensive and up-to-date information regarding the units and

standards in terms of which electric and magnetic measure-

ments are made. It includes the history of the units and the

evolution of the definitions upon which the laws on electrical

standards are based. The laws of this and other countries

are given. These laws are in substantial agreement, and the

various national bureaus of standards co-operate in main-

taining the fundamental standards. The circular gives con-

version factors, by means of which measurements maj- be

expressed in anj' desired unit. The information on electric

units and standards had not previously been available in

a single publication. This paper is now ready for distribu-

tion arid those interested in the subject may obtain a copy
free by addressing a request to this Bureau.

The Bureau has also issued pamphlet No. 292 on "Inter-

national System of Electric and Magnetic Units.'
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Saving a Life

Electrical and medical authorities who have made a

study of resuscitation methods following electric shock are

practically unanimous in their decision that the work of

resuscitation should be carried on without the slightest in-

termission for anywhere from an hour and a half to two
hours, or until there is unmistakable si.gh of "rigor mortis."

It is unexplainable then, why, following a recent accident

in Toronto, and the removal of the victim to a hospital, no

effort was made towards resuscitation and, six minutes after

the accident occurred, the man was declared dead by the

attendant physician.

In these days good men are surely scarce enough that

we cannot afiford to ignore the very slightest chance of sav-

ing a life. Quite aside from the humanitarian side of the

question, too, it is unscientific, to say the least, and would
seem to indicate that the medical profession are as yet work-
ing too much along the old grooves. We make this state-

ment deliberately, for it is inconceivable that this particular

man can plead any other excuse for the course he followed

than ignorance. Assuredly he was not in touch with the

work that has been done in recent years along the line of

resuscitation after electric shock, or some effort would have
been made to save this man's life, using such simple methods
as are now well tried and approved by medical men and en-

Kineers who have made a special study of the subject.

We do not know what action liic Medical Council will

lake in this matter, but presumably, and naturally, it will

be along the lines of preventing a recurrence of such an un-
fortunate omission. We must not, of course, expect of the
medical profession, any more than of any other body of
human beings, that they should never make mistakes, but
surely we have a right to expect of these trained men, to
whom we entrust our lives, that every individual so entrusted
should be schooled in all the latest methods of life-saving
and should exercise every precaution and a'l reasonable
patience and perseverance in applying them.

Heavy Power Demands in Quebec
The power situation in the province of Quebec, and par-

ticularly in the Montreal district, can be gauged from a
statement made by Mr. J. E. Aldred, president of the Shaw-
inigan Water and Power Company. The demands on that
company and also on the other power companies are very
urgent, and the Shawinigan have made arrangements to take
an additional 15,000 horsepower from the Laurentide, thus
anticipating by more than six months the contract which
called for this amount of power on July 1st next. "Immedi-
ately," said Mr. Aldred, "we are taxed to the limit, and now
things are still coming. It is the natural result of the bring-
ing together of cheap power and other natural resources of
the wide range covered in this province. I see no halt in

development along these lines." The Shawinigan Company
have recently spent about $1,500,000 on new enterprises con-
nected with the electrical industry, and these will entail a
very large demand for power next year. A new chemical
plant and one for the manufacture of electrodes are among
the enterprises, while the contracts made with the St.

Maurice Paper Company for their new mills, the Weedon
Mining Company, and the Donnacona Paper Company, will
mean further demands. The industrial development at Shaw-
inigan has necessitated the company building one hundred
houses for the working people. Mr. Aldred stated that the
result of the extension of the coinpany to Quebec had been
very satisfactory.

The large amount of power required by ammunition
factories is an important factor in the increased requirements
of power, but other industries are also larger buyers of
current. In Sherbrooke, for example, the demand is very
large, in fact it cannot for the moment be hardly met, while
the Southern Canada Power Company have been obliged to
obtain additional power from the Shawinigan Company.

Many New Plants in tlie West
In spite of the stringency of money due to the war and

the not altogether too bountiful crop of this year, Alberta is

slowly forging ahead and erecting electric light plants. If

unforeseen events do not prevent the carrying out of the plans.
Central Alberta will enjoy two new plants before the first of
Januar}-, 1917. Wainwright on the second of this month voted
ten to one in favor of granting a ten-year franchise to the
Ben L. Perry, Ltd., of Edmonton, to construct and operate a
light plant in the town. Construction has already started,

and efforts will be made to have the electric light ready for
the first of January, 1917. Judging by the results at the polls,

the people of Wainwright are fully alive to the great conven-
ience of having electric light in the town. It might be said
that the town is progressive in every respect; with electricity
it will make it one of the fine residential towns in Alberta.

At Hardisty the vote was taken in September, and carried
with a large majority. The franchise was granted to the
Hardisty Electric Light Company, of which Mr. T. .\. Weeks
is president and general manager. This company is already
on the ground and making good headway, and will likely

start service stniie time in December, of this year.
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Electric Clubof Toronto—December Programme

On account of the holiday season the Electric Club of

Toronto will meet on only the first three Fridays of the

month of December. On December 1, Mr. C. C. Bothwell

will describe, by the aid of moving pictures, the manufacture,

from A to Z, of tungsten lamps. The second meeting, Fri-

day, December 8, will be addressed by Mr. C. N. Candee.

Jr.. on some phases of the work of experimental chemistry

and its relation to the armies in Europe. The third, and last

luncheon will be held on December 15. All information re-

garding the programme at this luncheon has been held up

by the censor, but we have the secretary's assurance that it

will be a fitting climax to a most successful year. The pro-

gramme then stands as follows:

Syllabus of Half-Hour Talks
Before

THE ELECTRIC CLUB OF TORONTO
During the Month of December, 1916

FIRST FRIDAY—December 1.

MR. C. C. BOTHWELL. Laco Phillips Co.

SUBJECT—Moving Pictures of the Manufac-

ture of Nitro Lamps, etc.

SECOND FRIDAY—December 8.

C. NEWTON CANDEE.
SUBJECT—Chemical Discoveries of Private

Benefit in the War.

THIRD FRIDAY—December 15.

H. G. NichoUs,

Chairman.

Frank T. Groome,

Secretary-Treasurer.

Montreal Electric Lunch Club

Mr. Alan Sullivan, secretary (if the Canadian Electrical

.Association, was the speaker at the Montreal electrical lunch-

ion on November 15. The address was mainly a considera-

liiiii of the development of the industry and its effect, moral

and physical, upon future generations. Mr. Sullivan quoted

from conversations with and letters received from Professor

Elihu Thomson, Mr. Frank Sprague, Mr. Ward Leonard, Mr.

Tl'.omas Edison, and Professor Alexander Graham Bell bear-

ing on possible developments. The first named, he said, did

not exi)ect anything revolutionary except as to wireless tele-

phony, the general tendency being in the direction of revising

and perfecting, while Professor Bell was quoted as saying

tliat tlic application of electrical energy was only in its in-

fancy, and that they might look shortly for its application in

a way which had not yet been dreamed of. Mr. Edison was

of opinion that the future development would be of a chemi-

cal rather than a mechanical character. Mr. Sullivan (hen

pictured the condition of the world a hundred years hence,

when electricity was adapted to man}- uses not yet realized.

It lies with those who carry the burden of the electrical in-

dustry to make a tremendous mark on the future, even greater

than that made on the present day. If nothing but riches

resulted from the industry then it had failed of its true pur-

pose. Mr. Sullivan concluded by a reference to the enormcns
possibilities of electrical science in making the world brighter

and happier for those who will succeed the present genera-

tion. The address was lightened by several hunuirous touches

and stories.

Testing Transformer Oil

A recent issue of the Electrical Xews contained an en-

quiry from one of our subscribers as to the best method of

determining when transformer oil contained moisture, in

general, tests of this nature require fairly elaborate and ex-

pensive equipment, but the following suggestion, taken from

the Electric Railway Journal, is passed along for what it is

worth

:

"While the only thorough test for suitability of oil for

transformers and oil switches can be made with high-tension

testing apparatus, very good indications of the presence of

moisture have been obtained by J. K. Mackie. superintendent

of the Connecticut Power Company, as follows: A sample of

the oil to be tested is drawn from the bottom of the trans-

former, oil switch, or storage tank. (Samples from the upper

parts of the tank are not considered as suitable for the test,

as water is heavier than oil, and usually collects at the bot-

tom.) In the sample thus taken is placed powdered anhy-

drous copper sulphate. If moisture is present the copper sul-

phate will be dissolved, producing a blue color that will dif-

fuse through the oil if moisture is in suspension. Since

enough copper sulphate is added to ensure a saturated solu-

tion, the intensity of the blue tint will be a measure of the •

amount of moisture present. As small percentages of moist-

ure have a very deleterious effect on the dielectric strength of

nil, however, the lightest shade of l)lue is sufficient indication

that the oil should be dried by filtering. It may be pointed

out that other substances giving a deeper tint than copper
sulphate may be used, the only requirement being that they

dissolve quicklj- in water but not in oil."

Memorandum on the Use of Block Type Storage

Batteries in Substitution for Dry Batteries

on Rural Telephones
By H. E. Brockweir

Some recent experiments have been conducted for the

purpose of ascertaining the efficiency of the block type stor-

age battery when used in the magneto telephone. The gen-

eral practice has been to use three dry-cell batteries in the

transmitter circuit of the telephone, the life of these batteries

averaging about one year. It is also customary to change
them at least once a year.

The type of storage battery selected was the Fuller block

type accumulator, single element, having a normal charging

rate of three amperes. These batteries, when first made,
were encased in celluloid, but it was found that the celluloid

was afifected by acid when spilled on the casing. Experiments
were tried with rubber cases, and finally a lead case was de-

cided upon, the battery being sealed with compound in t!ic

same manner as the dry batter}', with the exception that a

small vent hole is left for the gasses to escape.

A comparative test was made over a period of 55 conse-
cutive days, the conditions being three cells of dry battery

placed in series with induction coil and transmitter, thus con-
tinuously completing the normal circuit of a telephone in-

strument during the test period.

These tests showed that the storage battery would out-

last five sets of three dry cells, each set of dry cells lasting

practically ten days and having a voltage at the beginning of

the test of 4.4 and ending at 1.6. The storage battery had a
voltage at the beginning of the test of 2.3, and maintained its

voltage until the thirty-eighth day above two volts, finally

ending on the fifty-fifth day at 1.7 volts. The dry cells have
an ampere hour capacity of approximately 20.6 and the stor-

age battery of 70 ampere hours.

During this test transmission during the first day on ilie

dry cells was superior to that of the storage battery, but en
the third or fourjh day the transmission with the storage cell

was superior, and the storage cell maintained normal trans-

Chief Engineer Manitoba Government Telephones before C.S.C.E.
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mission tliroughoiil tlic iJcriod. wiit-rtas willi tlic dry cells

transmission would be nil on the tenth day.

The cost of the five sets of dry cells is approximately

$3.75, and the cost of the storage cell, substituted in place

thereof, is approximately $2.10. .\t the end of the period the

storage battery is just as good as new, and can be electrically

re-charged at a cost of about 13c.

From these tests it would seem that a storage cell of this

type would last out on a telephone instrument an extreme

life of three years without re-charging, under normal condi-

tions, and at the same time be maintaining its voltage above

two volts. During that period the transmission would be

uniform, and thus materially improved.

The storage batteries used in this way have some pecu-

liarities. It has been found necessary to take special measures

/
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Electric Light and Power Problems at Steam Rail-

way Terminals and Division Points
By Mr. J. W. Hughes* —

The writer has been requested to furnish a short descrip- In the conversion of a steam plant described al)ove, from

tion of problems of an electrical nature which present them- steam to electric, it must be borne in mind that boilers can-

selves to the electrical man in the ordinary course of events not be shut down during the entire year, due to heating in

about railroad divisional points. It might be well before winter, but this is taken care of with low pressure steam, and

proceeding further to outline briefly j.ust what constitutes except in large plants the watchman at night and handy

a railroad divisional point in railroad organization, which will man in day takes care of firing, permitting saving for entire

illustrate the vast difference between the manufacturing con- year of salary of two men. In most cases the air compres-

cern, which, however extensive, is concentrated in one loca- sor can be converted to electric drive, obviating the pur-

tion and the railroad strung out over thousands of miles chasing of a new machine, and compressor has usually suffi-

of main line, each terminal point dovetailing with the other cient margin of capacity to accomplish blowing up of loco-

to obtain what is recognized as the greatest detailed system motive engines which formerly was done with steam,

and organization known. It is plainly seen that electrical fhe expenditure necessary and resultant saving in operat-

appliances form no sinall part in steam railroading, and the jng cost obtained in conversion of an average plant of this

continuous electrical improvements have found ready adapta- type is as follows:

tion in the modern railroad terminal, and the result is but Apparatus involved: air compressor, machine shop en-

one of the many examples of time's progress. „j^^^ steam-driven water service pump.
Consider a railroad operating from the Atlantic to the

Pacific. This road is divided into two major parts, called Investment

Eastern and Western Lines. One of these portions is again
^^^^ ^j converting air compressor to electric drive

divided into four parts called districts, and each district (cast iron pulley, belt tightener, etc.) $22.3.00

ao-ain subdivided into from three to five parts called divisions. One 50-h.p. induction motor to operate compressor 650.00

E°ach division has three to five principal points known as One 10-h.p. induction motor for m-achine shop, rc-

. , , , ,1 c , „ placing steam engine 260.00
divisional points, and each presents problems of it. own. q^^ ^^_^^ induction motor and triplex power pump

There is the central division point, located at a more or for water service 875.00

less important town or city, the isolated division point, and Electric wiring for three motors 250.00

the steamship terminal. At each point there will be found ^

a station, roundhouse, machine shop, power house, coaling
Contingencies *^'24o'oo

plant, pumping plant, bunk house and stores.
° "

Up to a few years ago the standard source of motive Total investment $2,500.00

power was steam, which was used to operate electric gener-

ator of three-wire direct current type, air compressor, mach- Operating Cost per Annum with Steam Power

ine shop engine, boiler feed, pumps, etc. Pumping Plant—

The transmission of hydro power and general reduction Wages $900.00

in power rates during recent years has made it possible to
n°i^'

575.00

replace much steam-driven apparatus with electric motor
Repairs'.. ... .'.'. '.'.'. '.'.'.

.

' 3300
drive. $1,581.50

Converting Steam Plants to Electric
,^jj. compressor and machine shop engine—

A big factor in minimizing failures in mechanical plants Coa\ $3,010.00

which directly aflfects traffic consists in the standardization Oil
, 22.00

of electrical apparatus. This will keep down the investment Repairs 40.00

by obviating the carrying of spare apparatus at each point. ' '

The difficulty arising from operating on such a widespread $4,653.50

area is the impossibility of obtaining power of the same Plus interest and depreciation 146.50

characteristics from the different power companies. One ^ ,

, . ^ £ J -t ,„„.- i.„;t^Kio (r^r- its nnrr^nop Total operating cost per annum $4,800.00
town, for instance, finds it most suitable tor its purpose i - i

to install a three phase, 60 cycle equipment, and another Operating Cost per Annum with Electric Power
town in the same district will only furnish 25 cycle current.

. , .
i i i . •

i

, , , . , . ^ ^ Engine and compressor indicated, and averatrc electrical
The importance of a delay, in a busy section, to a water ser-

i^^y^^p^^^.^j determined,
vice or coaling plant can readily be seen, and this is guarded

ao^ainst by carrying at a district point one or two motors Estimating on basis of

—

where necessary, which can be loaded in the baggage car of Pumping plant operating 8 hrs. per day. av. h.p. 7.0

a passenger train at short notice and installed in place of Machine shop engine 10 hrs. per day. av. h.p. 6.0

disabled motor. Of course, all precautions in the manner of Air compressor 12 hrs. per day. av. h.p. 35.0

proper fuse protection, fool-proof control apparatus, etc..
Average kw. hours per day 402

are made, and regular inspection is made particularly at .\vcrage kw. hours per year 120.600

points where automatic starting and stopping is depended

on, to insure upkeep of bearings, etc. Special difficulty was Cost 120,600 kw. hours at 3 cents $;i.61S.00

experienced in overcoming burnouts due to three phase mo- 9"'' '^y^^'*^' *^*'^

"*J*'^^ ., . . ..1 1- ^ i ^ -1 Repairs oO.OO
tors with automatic operation attempting to start on single

phase, but trouble of this nature has been practically over- $3,688.00

come with the use of protective relays. Interest and depreciation, 12 per cent, of $2,500 300.00

* Electrical Engineer C. P. Ry. Co., before Electric Club of Toronto. • $3,988.00
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Saving per annum in favor of electrical operation $812. or

32.5 per cent, return on investment.

Apart from actual saving in operating cost considered

above there is also the elimination of losses from leaks,

condensation and radiation from steam lines.

Electricity in Railroad Shops

(1) The replacement of the steam engine drive in large

machine shops with its belts and countershafting is some-

thing that has been dwelt on very often, and there are few

of these drives now to be converted. I will mention a few

of the main items to receive consideration in shop design,

and will be glad to give further details in discussion.

The type of current is always the first factor to be de-

termined, and as railway shops are bound to be spread over

a large area, it is safe to say that a combination of alternat-

ing current for constant speed motors and direct current for

variable speed motors is preferable. This would prove a valu-

able arrangement if a.c. steam .generating plant with motor-

generator for direct current were shut down later to give way
to purchased power when same became available. The use

of direct current cannot be denied the railroad shop, for

overhead cranes, wheel lathes, boring mills, etc., where a

satisfactory variation of speed over a wide range is neces-

sary to obtain' the maximum output and revenue on invest-

ment. The electrical man is too often neglected in the lay-

out of shop motors, and in stipulating a motor well on the

right side the resultant power-factor trouble is not reckoned

with. This requires, later, considerable readjustment, al-

though the situation in a plant such as I describe is often

taken care of by driving the direct current generator with a

synchronous motor.

(2) Replacement of pneumatic portable tools with elec-

tric type and air and gasoline turntable motors with electric

type is being made in many cases. The class of work and

manner of handling it determines the change, the electric

tool having the advantage of greater efficiency and ease in

handling, against the more rugged abuse-standing power of

tlie pneumatic tool. In severe weather in this part of the

country it is difificult to prevent freezing up of air lines,

which is the principal cause of delays caused in moving

power due to turntable being out of commission.

(3) Electric arc welding and cutting is proving a big item

in railway repair work and in handling scrap. It has proved

cheaper than its rival the oxy-acetylene and performs better

work. It is more easily handled from panels fed from the

same machine against the necessity of moving the portly

acetylene equipments from job to job. In welding and

building up broken and worn parts of locomotive engines

and boilers its use is very general and, although the smaller

repair shops and roundhouses have not been equipped on

this railroad to date, this is gradually being done by some
of the American railroads.

(4) General uses.'—You will find electric power in use

throughout the office buildings of the railroad—cancelled

railway tickets are mutilated with electric cutter, electric

time stamps, clock system, elevators, vacuum cleaners, grills

and typewriters.

(5) Electric baggage and freight trucks.—Due to the

scarcity of labor this type of truck is becoming more popular

than ever. Their use has been extended to shops, stores,

baggage handling and general freight handling at freight

sheds and steamship terminals. Trucks for shop and ware-

house use are equipped with the elevating platform and are

great time savers where materi il from machines or bins can

be piled directly to rack which is ready to I>c picki.d up l)y

truck without extra handling.

For handling baggage at stations the straight frame

truck is used and may be operated from either end. The
carrying capacity is 4,000 lbs. and speed under load from 5

to 5J/2 m.p.h.; with empty truck speed of GJ/i to 7 m.p.h. can

be attained. Twenty-one A-6 Edison batteries are used,

which are set in a metal battery box in three tiers on trays;

charging receptacle is mounted on box and whole box can

readily be removed for replacement with spare set of Ijat-

teries. Length over body is 12 ft. 4J4 inches and width

3 ft. 9 ins.; turning radius of outside wheels is 12 feet; weight

of truck with Edison battery, 2,800 lbs. Motor is series

wound enclosed type; controller drum type with three for-

ward and three reverse speeds; brake is released automatic-

ally when operator stands on portion of split platform con-

trolling brake.

Freight trucks are used to advantage at freight sheds

and steamship terminals, replacing hand propelled trucks.

.\t one point 25 trucks are used unloading Great Lake steam-
ers and placing contents in freight sheds. Considerable flour

is handled in this way and one complete sling of flour is

brought from deck to shed and thence to box car. The sys-

tem of handling this flour would be considerably simpler if

it were not that flour of different grades is mixed in ship-

ment. The truck used for this purpose has similar carrying

capacity and will develop same speed as truck already des-

cribed. Drive is spur gear. The length over body is 6 ft.

115^ ins. and width 44 ins. The turning radius is 7 ft. and
truck is very handy for carrying load to interior of box car.

These trucks are operated from one end only.

The saving of electric over hand truck figures from 40

per cent, to 60 per cent. The extent of success with electric

trucks we have found to vary widely with the quality of labor

employed in operating and maintaining them, the length of

regular run with load, condition of floor and class of ma-
terial handled. They are generally much imposed upon by
Ijcing asked to climb heavy grades, run over tracks and
fiozen streets, between sheds. Headwork on the part of

the foreman, regarding charging hours, and boosting battery

during meal hours, will materially increase output with trucks.

First Cost

Electric Hand
Truck $1,550.00 $50.00
Battery 540.00
Tires 110.00
1/10 cost switchboard 100.00

$3,300.00 $50.00
Fixed Charges

Interest, insurance, taxes, S per cent 164.00 8.00
Depreciation:

Trucks 10 per cent 155.00 10.00
Batteries 30 per cent 16.20

Tires 40 per cent 44.00

.Switchboard 5 per cent 5.00

Inspection, repairs, etc.

1/30 one man's time at $75 per month 45.00

Material 00.00 20.00

Operation:
Labor $3 per day T30.00 2,920.00

Power 5 kw.h. for :i()5 days at 2c ... 37.00

1,256.00 2,958.00

1,256.00

Saving by electric $1,702,00

Lighting Problems

No less than motor problems are the lighting problems.

The question is first cost of wiring installation against its

life. Most study has probably been made of roundhouse

wiring. There is a peculiarity about roundhouse wiring,

brought about by the presence of sulphuric acid resulting

from tlie combination of gases and condensation. Condi-

tions in the old days were aggravated by inferior type of

roundhouse and smoke jack. It was evident immediately

that open wiring with conduit or on porcelain knobs was
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very unsatisfactory, a few months being sufficient to cor-

rode the conduit and render the insulation of ordinary rub-

lier covered wire useless. In the case of knol) or cleat work,

the iron or brass screws which were resorted to soon allowed

wires to drop. Wire with slow burning insulation was re-

sorted to without success. The first really successful round-

house wiring was accomplished by strapping iron saddles

to concrete roof supports and fitting standard cross-arms

into saddles, held with bolts and nuts. The cross-arms were

bored to take double the number of top-pins used with pole

work and porcelain insulators were used instead of the

standard glass type which would not stand the temperature

variation brought about by opening house doors in severe

weather. The cross-arm down each stall was made on two
wire galvanized iron brackets with porcelain insulators. The
reflectors, of which there were two per stall with three 60-

watt lamps each and enclosing globe, were suspended from
the ceiling. It was necessary to make use of a certain amount
of conduit for runs from distributing panel, (one of which
was installed for every six stalls) and from ceiling on two
posts per stall, to a point five feet from ground for receptacle

for portable extensions. This conduit, as well as panel

boards and other metal parts and joints in wiring, was given

a coat of lieavy insulating compound. Wire used was of

"lligrade" or "Kerite" type. With this type of wiring a

life of from live to seven years is obtained and the cost

per stall for a standard 25-stall roundhouse would average
to-day .$77 per stall, or a total of .$1,925 for the entire house,

distrilnited as follows:—Wiremen's material 63 per cent.,

labor 19 per cent., living expenses 11 per cent., supervision

2 per cent., overhead charges 6 per cent.

Passenger Yard Lighting

These yards are equipped with wood platforms, the

placing of poles on which would interfere with trucking,

etc., and the most satisfactory method of lighting platforms
was found to be by supporting reflector and 400-watt nitro

gen lamp on messenger wire between poles placed between
tracks. This messenger wire is made sufficiently strong to

support weight of man with ladder when renewing lamps or
cleaning reflectors. However, to avoid difliculty of mounting
ladder on iced platform and in view of "safety first," lighting
units are mounted on carriage with ]niUey and counter-
weiglit at pole, l)y which lamps can be hauled close to pole.

eh are s|)iked. and furnished with pole seats. I^anips are

igered over i)latforms and spaced 1 .51) to 200 feet apart.

Advance in Street Illumination

Tlie accompanying ilhi.^trations indicate a considerable

advance in street illumination, which has been developed in

the western United States. These particular photographs
represent a street in Salt Lake City. There are seven stand-

ards to the block on each side of the street, approximately

one hundred feet apart. Each standard carries three 6.6 am-
pere, inverted type General Electric luminous arc lamps.

The standard fits over the regular trolley pole and com-
pletely conceals it. It has an ornamental cast-iron base and
a presse\l-steel column in two sections with the three-armed

cast-iron fixture carrying the lamp mounted on top, the

lamps being 29 feet above the sidewalk level. The lamps

are equipped with special diflfusing glassware. Each lamp
is rated at 1,500 candle-power and the absorption in the glass-

ware is approximately 30' per cent. The lamps are connected

on two circuits, one circuit supplying 190 lamps, which oper-

ates until midnight, the remaining 20 lamps burning all night.

The total cost of installation of the system was $28,220.

The cost to the property owners was $25,535, and the city

bore the^ balance of the expense. The installation charge

against the property owners amounted to $4.13 per front

foot. The total cost of operation for the three-year period

of the contract is $28,138, of which amount the city pays

approximately $4,000. The cost of operation to the property

owners is approximately $1.30 per front foot per year. The
Utah Power & Light Company spent approximately $12,000

for rectifiers and other station equipment necessary to sup-

ply the installation. About 36,000 feet of steel-armored cable

was used for the complete equipment of the new system.

The city issued to the Utah Power & Light Company in

payment for the cost of installation and for the cost of

operation for the period of three years, over which the

contract runs, lighting improvement district bonds, which

bonds are secured by a mortgage that is a first lien on the

property included within the lighting improvement district.

The company had no difficulty in disposing of these bonds
at par. The property owners have the option to pay the

cost of installation and operation in full or to pay it in

three annual installments.
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Construction of High Tension Transmission

Lines and Steel Towers
By Mr. Lesslie R. Thomson'

Tlie truest economy in transmission line design may only

bf attained by a close co-operation between the electrical and

structural engineers after a careful weighing of all the various

conditions that affect the whole project. The following few

notes are prepared from the point of view of the structural

engineer who may be called into consultation wlien a trans-

mission line is under consideration:

General Characteristics.

When electrical power is to be developed and then car-

ried over any considerable distance, the necessary transmis-

sion line becomes one of the most important items in the

estimated cost of the whole installation. It will be admitted

that the aim should be not to so design the line that the orig-

inal investment is a minimum, but rather to so lay out the

whole sclieme that, consistent with satisfactory operation, the

annual outlay is reduced to the smallest possible dimension;.

Before going further it would be well to note at this point

that the term "satisfactory operation" is a very difficult one to

either define or equate to a definite financial basis, but an

attempt will be made, however, to reduce it to tangible terms.

Annual Cost.

The annual cost of a line may be assumed to divide itself

roughly under the following heads:

I. Interest on the original capital investment.

II. Depreciation.

III. Operating costs, e.g.. engineering services, repairs,

patrolling and (a) any premiums on accident or interruption,

liability insurance, or (b) the annual equivalent of any mone-

tary damages due to interruptions to service (unless covered

by policies under III.-a).

I., II.. and III. are not isolated or independent channels

of expenditure, but are related one to the other, and will, con-

sequently, overlap to a certain extent. It is desirable to touch

briefly on this interdependence. In the past it was often con-

sidered that if the capital investment was reduced to a mini-

mum the line would then be the most economical one pos-

sible. This is now felt to be only partly true, for a cheaply-

constructed line, with frequent interruptions and accidents,

with perhaps heavy damages, may prove in the long run to be

far more costly than a well-designed line involving a larger

capital outlay. The problem tlius resolves itself into prepar-

ing a design on which the sum of I., IT., and III. is a mini-

mum.
I. Capital Charges.

It will be readily seen that items I. and II.. will contribute

a fairly important part of the total annual cost, and, conse-

quently, any attempt to reduce the capital investment will

result in the reduction of both the interest and depreciation

charges. The following list comprises the various heads under

which the capital expenditure is distributed: (a) Wires and

splices; (b) towers or poles; (c) insulators; (d) guy wires;

(e) right of way complete, or (f) land for towers, with right

of passage for overhead wires; (g) foundations; (h) erection,

including the delivery of the towers; (j) engineering services.

The cost of all the foregoing will vary, of course, with

every change in the layout of the line. The minimum clear-

ance of wires from the earth, all the electrical characteristics,

such as voltage, number of circuits, number of jdiascs. power

per circuit, sizes and types of insulators, etc.. and the a\cr:ii.;T

span length, will all affect the total capital cosl. Hut f.ir pur-

' Before Canadian Society of Civil V.nu'n .
M.intreat. Xov. 16tli. 191(5

poses of discussion, from the point of view of this paper, it

may be assumed that all electrical features have been fixed,

together with the minimum clearance of wires from ground.

This leaves span length as a remaining variable whose changes

will affect the capital cost.

The eftect of span length on capital cost is a little difficult

to predict with any certainty, but various characteristics

undoubtedly influence it, and these characteristics will be

examined. Reverting now to the list of headings under which

capital expenditure may be distributed, it will be noticed that

the cost of certain of them will be practically unaffected by

any change in span length. These items are (a), (d), and (j).

The cost of wires and splices may be assumed to be inde-

pendent of span length, for most transmission cables are

strong enough in any event to carry their loads over com-

paratively long spans, while the increase in cable length—due

to larger sags—may be neglected. Similarly the cost of guy

wires (d) and of engineering services may be regarded as

l)eing independent of span length.

The items now remaining are those whose costs vary with

tlie changes in the span length. If short spans are to be used

there will be a large number of light towers, or perhaps poles,

with consequently heavy costs for insulators and possibly for

erection. On the other hand, the right of way will be less

expensive than were longer spans desired. This will be easily

appreciated when one considers the fact that long spans

necessitate increased distances centre to centre of conductors

at cross-arms, and also large sags in the cables, which, in

heavy winds, must have wide arcs of swing. These facts

naturally require for the line wider limits, and, consequently,

a more expensive right of way, in order that the cables shall

at all times and under all circumstances remain within the

limits of the property or passage right acquired. .\s the spans

increase in length the towers become, of course, heavier, but

there are naturally fewer of them to the mile, and it must be,

borne in mind that the cost of insulators varies directly with

the number of towers. Pole lines usually have spans of 150

feet to 300 feet long, while tower lines have spans of from

:!00 feet to 2,500 feet, depending on the judgment of the engi-

neer. In flat country a succession of equal spans with as few

horizontal angles as possible will give tlie most economical

arrangement. In mountainous country the high points along

the line should be selected for the tower sites, and very little

effort should be made to keep all spans of equal length. For

sake of repairs, shipping, storage of spare parts, etc.. all tow-

ers should be made alike unless some exceptional circum-

stances should demand a few special towers. By selecting

high points for the towers in rough country a considerable

saving may often be effected, owing to the fact that the con-

ductors will, in general, be above the trees, and consequently

the necessity for a large amount of expensive clearing on the

right of way is obviated. Also tower sites in mountainous

country should not be placed in the path of possible snow or

land-slides, while towers placed near rivers that are liable to

overflow their banks should be protected by cribs or piling.

Tlie cost of foundations will naturally increase as the num-

ber of towers increases, and will, in general, be cheapest per

mile when long spans arc selected. The cost of erection will,

within certain limits, vary directly as the number of towers.

The queslii>n of lightning also enters into the discussion to a

small extent. It has been found to be particularly true that

lighluin.y most fre(|uently discharges through one of the pin

insul;il"rs I" the lower ralher than travels along llu- line to a
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lightning arrester provided for the purpose. Consequently the

fewer towers and insulators, with, however, the same number
of lightning arresters per mile, the less likelihood of damage
by lightning.

Structural steel poles are the more economical for short

spans, and, without further comment, will be assumed to be

used. The advantages of short spans with poles are as fol-

lows: Short cross-arms and small bases permit narrow rights

of way; frequent supports for conductors, by reducing sags

and hence swings, enable lines to have a narrow right of way;
steel in poles is likely to be economically used; and riveting

on poles is done in the shop, which is superior to the field-

bolting necessary for towers. The disadvantages are higher

costs for steel supports and insulators per mile. It will have
been recognized by this time that great emphasis has been
laid upon the cost of np:ht of way and the saving that may be

efifected by reducing its width. The importance of this can
hardly be overestimated, especially in regions where land is

expensive. It will generally be found that in modern trans-

mission lines entering cities or towns the saving in cost of

right of way more than compensates for any increased cost of

insulators or poles.

II. Depreciation.

The depreciation in the towers depends on the type of

protection afforded, severity of climate, presence of chemicals

in either the air or ground, and on the amount of original

"stability" provided. By the term "stability" is meant that

excess thickness demanded by the structural engineer for sake

of rigidity. For example, it may be often found that when a

254x2j4x;^ angle might perhaps figure, the engineer will

insist on 2J/2 x 2;^ x J4, because of his distrust of thin legs, or

because of specification requirements on minimum thickness.

The protection usually given to towers and foundations

is either galvanizing or paint. If it be desired to paint over

the galvanizing, though this is usually regarded as quite un-

necessary, a special paint must be secured.

III. Operating Costs.

Operating costs are capable of being fairly closely esti-

mated before the line is built, but the discussion of them lies

outside the scope of this paper. It will be remembered, how-
ever, that they must be estimated when "satisfactory opera-
tion" is being furnished. As mentioned above, this is difficult

to define, but some idea may, however, be formed of its finan-

cial equivalent. Most engineers agree that a large amount of

power is entitled to more insurance than a small amount,
whether this insurance be paid directly in the form of pre-

miums or whether it be paid in the form ofincreased interest

charges on a larger capital investment. Again, certain ser-

vices, from the very nature of the case, must be continuous.
For example, a city engineer whose low tension bus bars sup-
ply power for lighting, street railway, and general office ser-

vice, would probably consider one shut-down a year of even
ten minutes' duration as very unsatisfactory, for there would
be investigations without number enquiring why citizens were
stalled in the streets, caught in elevators between floors, etc.,

etc. On the other hand, power delivered to electric pumping
stations in a small locality would be satisfactory if they had
power for 75 per cent, of the day.

Having reduced the question of "satisfactory operation"
for different types of service to a definite basis, the engineer
should use his own judgment as to the amount of insurance
the service needs, and thus the financial equivalents for vari-

ous types of service may be approximated. It is interesting
to note in this connection that many engineers feel that it is

impossible to provide absolutely continuous service over one
circuit. If two circuits are provided, they may be cither on
the same tower or on separate towers, with the same or inde-
pendent rights of way. It is on questions of these kinds that
the judgment of the engineer must be exercised to obtain the
most economical solution.

Loads.

The loads on a transmission line tower are of three

classes, each system at right angles to the other two. They
may be described as the (a) dead, (bj transverse, (c) longitu-

dinal and will be discussed in order;

(a) The total dead load is obtained by taking the sum of

(1) tower itself; (2) weight of all wires supported by the

structure; (3) the weight of the snow or ice coating. It is on
this point that climate enters into the cjuestion. In the south

]/2 inch of ice coating is sufficient, but in northern coun-

tries like Canada more allowance must be made. The
Montreal Light, Heat, and Power Company assumes J4 '" O"
each side, making the diameter of the cable lJ/$ in., plus its

own thickness. (From information supplied to the writer by

Mr. R. M. Wilson, chief electrical engineer of the M. L., H.,

and P. Co.)

(b) The transverse loads arise from the action of the wind
on the towers and cables. It is usual to neglect the wind
pressures on cross-arms and insulators. The most frequently

assumed wind pressures in England and the United States are

56 pounds and 30 pounds per square feet of exposed normal
surface. A cylindrical surface is usually considered to present

0.6 of its projected area as an effective normal surface. In

America it is readily recognized that wind pressures up to 50

pounds per square foot are quite possible, but only over small

areas. For any considerable surface 30 pounds is felt to be a

liberal estimate. It is a matter of observation that wind pres-

sures decrease as one approaches the ground. For the fore-

going reasons it seems adequate to take the following pres-

sures, and they are recommended: (1) On structure itself

(on two series of faces), 30 pounds per square foot; (2) on
bare wires, 15 pounds per square foot; (3) on projected area

of ice-covered wires up to 14 in. of ice, 10 pounds per square

foot; (4) on projected area of ice-covered wires with more
than 1/2 in. ice, 8 pounds per square foot.

The only question about which any doubt may be raised

in the foregoing is the allowance of heavy wind on coated
cables. Many engineers feel that these never occur simul-

taneously, and some are dubious as to whether sleet ever

forms in a conductor carrying an appreciable amount of elec-

trical power. But the majority will admit that ice and wind
do occur together, and hence the necessity of providing for it.

(c) The longitudinal loads are obtained by assuming one
or more conductors to break, and thus place on the cross-

arms an unbalanced load—tending to produce torsional

effects in the towers. Certain specifications insist that pro-

vision shall be made for all wires on one side of the longi-

tudinal centre line of tower, breaking together with the

ground wire, while others only require one conductor and
ground wire per circuit.

Angles.

When turning longitudinal angles the usual practice is to

put in standard line towers unless this angle exceeds 10 de-

grees. In the latter event either a standard tower with wire

guys or a special tower designed to carry the actual loads is

placed in position, bisecting the angle of the line. The use of

a special tower is the better practice, as the transverse guys
introduce more or less indeterminate stresses.

Tests.

During the last decade or so purchasers have been insist-

ing on actual mechanical tests of a certain number of towers
before acceptance for delivery of any of them. The test

loads usually specified for each type of loading are double the

actual values (calculated). It is customary for the specifica-

tions in use to read "the tower shall not fail." and this is usu-

ally interpreted to mean that no member or part shall fail by
buckling or parting. In a well-known international trans-

mission line the tests were of two sorts (a) and (b). For
tests (a) the towers were set on rigid foundations, in the

manufacturer's plant, and all calculated loads were doubled
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and applied. In tests (b) the lowers were set up on special

Field foundations and 90 per cent, of loads used in tests (a)

were applied.

This specification is indicative of a growing conviction

among engineers that the eflfect on the towers themselves of

non-rigid foundations may no longer be neglected. It is evi-

dent that if the foundations of a four-legged tower are some-
what elastic with irregular settlement there will be an entirely

new stress distribution within the structure. This point will

be touched upon more fully under the head of "Foundations."
It is well to realize that these test factors bear a close

relation to the unit stresses specified; and they will be dis-

cussed later under unit stresses.

Unit Stresses.

Working stresses for the towers of a transmission line

are to be used with loads that may actually occur at not infre-

quent intervals, there being no impact whatever. On the other

hand, their maximum values are capable of being actually

determined. Hence it is a little difficult to relate them intelli-

gently to bridge stresses. Certain engineers feel that conser-

vative unit stresses for towers are somewhat in the nature of

an insurance or guarantee, and that for lines not so important

as trunk lines higher stresses may justifiably be used. In this

connection R. Fleming divides proposed towers into three

classes—A, B, and C—and allots unit stresses for each class,

depending on their importance, thus:

Class A.—Towers for a line whose purchaser insists upon
uninterrupted service, with heavy penalty clauses. Cases

where failure of tower would mean probable loss of life, as in

thickly populated regions.

Class B.—Towers for a line where certain interruptions

are not inadmissible. Towers for a line through sparsely set-

tled country.

Xllass C.—Towers that must be put up as cheaply as pos-

sible, independent of all other considerations.

He then gives the following unit stresses for open hearth

structural steel: Class A, 33,500 pounds per square inch;

class B, 27,000 pounds per square inch; class C, no definite

figure given, but the inference is that certain engineers

assume that wind and ice-covered cables are not considered

as occurring simultaneously, and the resulting loads are fig-

ured at 30,000 pounds per square inch. He condemns this

high figure as being too near the elastic limit, and does not

commit himself as to the assumption. Before this question of

the unit stresses to be used can be finally settled their rela-

tion to the test safety factor must be discussed briefly.

It was noted in the preceding paragraph that many pur-

chasers insist on test loads of double the actual calculated

load. If, for example, the tower under test belonged to class

B of Mr. Fleming's list, and the material were closely de-

signed, the resulting stress in certain of the members would
be 54,000 pounds per square inch. This is much beyond the

elastic limit, and the tower would probably fail. If, however,

instead of an arbitrary test factor of S. the purchaser would
insist upon a test safety factor having for its magnitude the

ratio between extreme elastic limit and unit stress desired

(which should be conservative), and would at the same time

stipulate that the maximum combination of loads must be

used, the resulting towers would be in_ no danger of being

weak or badly detailed, and rigid tests to elastic limit would
be not only possible, but would be welcomed by the manufac-
turer.

Conductors and Wires.

(a) Conductors.—These are, in general, of three different

kinds—fl) copper, (2) aluminum, (3) steel reinforced alum-

inum. The latter two are the ones frequently used in trans-

mission lines to-day owing to the high price of copper. A
cable often used by the Montreal Light, Heat, and Power
Company for high tension service consists of a steel stranded

core of 78,500 cm. and a stranded aluminum sheath of :i;!6,420

cm., with a total diameter of about 0.74. As mentioned above,

this paper does not intend to do more than touch upon these
purely electrical features that may need, however, to be men-
tioned in passing.

(b) Ground Wires.—These wires may be of either strand-
ed or solid steel, and are about J^ in. in diameter. Those
engineers who place reliance in the capacity of these ground
cables to save the lines from lightning usually assume that
they protect alt conductors underneath and within 45 degree
lines.

(c) Stresses and Sags.—The stresses and sags in any of
these conductors may be found from the well-known equa-
tions which are presented in very clear form in an article
entitled "Mechanical Stresses in Transmission Lines," by A.
Guell, Bulletin No. 54, the University of Illinois, Eng. Exp.
Station.

(d) Swings.—As the swing of wires between supports
often aflects the width of right of way, the following vertical
swing angles will be of service in allowing for this character-
istic: Copper conductors, 45 degrees; steel aluminum, 50 de-
grees; aluminum, 55 degrees.

(e) Insulators.—Insulators are of two main types the
pin and the suspended. The former are used almost univer-
sally up to voltages of 60 or 70 kilowatts, while for higher
voltages the suspended insulators are preferred, the number
of units being dependent on the amount of the voltages. Pin
insulators for h.t. service are always of the petticoat
type, and are manufactured in a great variety of designs. The
modern practice is to use wrought iron or steel pins, and
care should be taken that the insulators are strong against
electrostatic puncture to the pin. The ratio of the resistances
to puncture and to flash over should be about 1.6.

If possible, pin insulators should be used on account of
their many superior characteristics, chief among which
should be mentioned their rigidity. The advantage of a rigid

support for the conductor is manifest should there be any
tendency of the wire to "whip" under the following condi-
tions: Suppose, for example, there is a heavy coating of sleet
on a conductor with a warm sun and wind. The sleet will, in

general, be melted ofif in large blocks rather than gradually.
These long blocks of heavy ice, suddenly released, impart to
the wire a whipping effect in a vertical plane, which is trans-
mitted along the wire by a wave-like motion. If the point of
support is rigid the whipping is arrested, but if not it may
jump high enough to touch part of the tower or even meet
another conductor. For this reason conductors on suspended
insulators are seldom, if ever, in modern design, placed verti-

cally over one another. Often each conductor is suspended
by two strings of insulators, each set at a good angle to the
other in order to secure greater rigidity.

Suspended insulators are of two or three main types, each
unit being a duplicate of every other one. The bell or petti-

coat units are familiar to all.

With whatever type of insulator a h.t. line be equipped, it

is to be borne in mind that the first two or three years will be
in the nature of test years, for electric storms will in that

time be pretty sure to have discovered the weak insulators,

and, irrespective of any lightning protection, a marked im-
proveiTient in the annual insulator cost should be apparent by
the end of the third year.

(f) Ties.—The design of the tie is always dependent on
its required function. Certain ties are designed to be rigid,

and to hold the wire not only from vertical displacement but
from longitudinal movement as well. Such ties would be
placed on any dead end or anchor tower. Sometimes it is

desired that in the event of a cable breaking the entire longi-

tudinal pull shall not be given to only one tower, but rather

distributed over two or more. In this latter event the tie is

designed to allow a certain amount of slip. In certain in-

stances it or the pin is designed to break absolutely should
the load become more than nominal (e.g., tics to a so-called

"llcxible" tower). Whatever type of tie to pin insulators be
adoi)led, there arc two points that should not be overlooked

—
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lirst, protection must be given the conductor against arcing

from it to the grounded pin; second, protection must be given

the cable against confined arc occasioned by a puncture of

the insulator. The first is usually afforded by a large amount

of serving in the cable by the tie wire and the second is

accomplished by extra parcelling around the cable witli

either soft copper or aluminum plate.

Poles.

The two following sections touch respectively on the

design of poles and towers. The distinction between these

may be clearly drawn in a few words: A pole is a steel or iron

structure whose ratio of base width at ground level to height

is small. This ratio is usually in the neighborhood of 1.10 or

smaller. A secondary distinction may be drawn from the

base support, which is nearly always monolithic, and conse-

quently acts as a unit in supporting the load.

By a tower is meant a light fabricated steel structure, in

which the distance at ground level between main upright sup-

ports in any one direction is large compared with the height

of the structure. A usual value for this ratio is H.
The design of steel transmission poles has crystallized

into a three or four-latticed angle type, with a triangular or

square base respectively, back to back angles about 1/12 of

the height to the first of the conductors. These are set on

pin insulators vertically over one another at about 6 feet

centres for 66 kilovolts, and a ground wire is located at the

same distance above the uppermost conductor. Frequently

the sides of the pole are slightly tapered toward the top,

where the distance back to back of angles is about 1/24 the

height from ground to first conductor. Horizontal bracing-

is usually placed in these poles at about 1/3 points to aid in

resisting torsional loading. The pole is set into a concrete

foundation for about 6 or 7 feet, while the enclosed space

between the main leg angles above the foundation is fre-

quently filled with concrete for a height of about o or 6 feet.

Bj' selecting comparatively short spans the sag may be re-

duced to very small quantities and hen'ce tlie heigiit fr<nii

ground to first conductor may be kept down.

Towers.

(a) General Hints on Design.—Designs for towers have

not absolutely crystallized as yet, but .for rigid towers two

main types are emerging from the mass of all sorts of odd

designs that have from time to time appeared. For the want

of better terms they may be described as the braced A frame

and the windmill type. The latter are the more frequent,

especially for the longer spans which necessitate higher

towers.

In designing a tower the spans should first be approxi-

mately determined and the classification of the tower selected

on the type of service required. The various loads are then

figured—dead, ice, wind, and breaking. The grouping of the

wires is usually determined from electrical considerations,

and, with a knowledge of maximum sag for a span, the

heights of each wire may be determined from ground eleva-

tion. The outline of the tower and cross-arms :nay be then

sketched in as a trial. Every effort should be made to have

the stress lines as direct as possible. It will be noted that

any load, in any direction whatever, imparted to the tower at

the insulator supports is conveyed to the ground in tension

and compression by the four main legs, and in tension by

some of the main diagonals. The great directness of the

straight line stress route is very desirable. It obviates the

customary crossing back and forward by alternate diagonals

and struts, which inevitablj- tends toward loose joints in a

light, bolted structure like a transmission tower. Another
result is to reduce the detail weight in connections, etc., be-

cause main strcs.ses are not being carried into the strut brac-

in.sj.

In addition 10 usual vertical bracing designed to with-

stand lon.gitudinal or transverse displacement of the top or to

stiffen the main legs, when subject to such stresses, brac-

ing in a horizontal plane should be put in to resist warpmg

from torsional loading.

"Flexible" towers, first suggested by the Italian engineer,

Snienza, are constructed to be rigid in a direction transverse

to the line, and, of course, against vertical loads. These, then,

become very effective supports for the line against the verti-

cal dead load of conductors, ice, snow, etc., and also against

wind. But by their design they are quite flexible in a longi-

tudinal direction. A distinct saving is thus effected in the

weight of these towers by the absence of any longitudinal

bracing. As mentioned elsewhere, the tie fastening the con-

ductors to these flexible towers is usually designed to give

way under even a comparativelj' small longitudinal pull, and

this obviates the chance of complete destruction of the tower

by broken cables. In designing a transmission line with

flexible towers the engineer uses one or more of them con-

secutively—the number depending on span length selected,

configuration of the ground, etc., and then one dead-end

tower, where all conductors are firmly anchored.

One of the best-known examples of flexible towers in

Canada is to be found in the municipal transmission line

between Winnipeg and Point du Bois, Man. In this case the

engineers—Smith, Kerrj-, and Chace—have placed rigid and

flexible towers alternately at about 600 feet cts. The tie to

each insulator on these towers is only good for 80 to 100

pounds before it fails.

It is generally admitted, however, that flexible towers are

not quite so reliable as the braced, and it is just a question as

to how far their increased economy offsets their decreased

reliability.

(1)) Cross-arms.—The cross-arms for pin insulators must

be very carefully designed owing to the heavy torsional

stresses developed in them by the height of the insulator pins.

Cross-arms for suspended insulators, on the other hand, have

these loads applied almost directly on the arm. Cross-arms

should always be designed for about 1,200 pounds suspended

at each extremity, for one or two repair men at any time may
have to be at the very end of the arm.

(c) Ladders.—A step bolt ladder should always be pro-

vided ascending one leg of the tower. It is frequently re-

quired that, after passing the first cross-arm, ladders shall be

provided on two legs to the top in order to allow use of

either corner as a route from lowest cross-arm to top of

tower.

(d) Foundations.—The foundations of the towers are, in

the main, of two kinds: (1) Steel, with anchor or bearing

piece; and (2) concrete. The simplest steel foundation is the

single stub angle, in which each leg of the tower is supported
by a small angle let into the ground.

(1) The stubs consist of comparatively short pieces of

angle, with holes punched in each leg at the tops. These
holes match the holes punched in the bottom of the main
tower legs. On the other end of the stub angles there are

riveted or bolted bearing devices of one kind or another.

These usually consist of a piece of S in. or 10 in. about 2 ft.

or 2 ft. 6 in. long, two angles about the same length or old

pieces of I-beams, etc. In practice these foundations are set

as follows: Four holes are dug at the proper centres and to

the desired depth. Each stub angle, with its bearing piece, is

set into the proper hole, care being taken that it rests on •

undisturbed earth. The foundations are then bolted to a
large, full-size template built to duplicate a standard tower.

When bolted up in this way the earth and gravel are then
backfilled and tamped into position. This style of foundation
is fairly satisfactory, except on hard rock, where some type
of fox or wedge bolts should be grouted in with either cement
or sulphur. The tops should be forged to fit the tower legs,

which are then bolted directly to them. Stub angle founda-
tions are not suitable for marsh or swampy lands. Steel foun-
dations may also be of the steel tripod stub type, where each
leg of the tower is supported by a complete tripod, to apex of
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which is fastened the main angle. The base of the tripod is

made up of some simple bearing device in plates, angles, or

channels. The uplift capacity of the tripod type is about 50

per cent, greater than that of the single stub.

(2) Concrete foundations are becoming more used in re-

cent years for the large towers supporting long spans. Their

supremacy and solidity also recommend them highly for the

foundations of special dead-end and angle towers. These
foundations are of several types—mushroom without forms,

mushroom with steel or wooden forms, truncated pyramid

type to forms. ^

Tlie mushroom type is usually constructed by digging

postholes about 16 in. in diameter and about 6 ft. deep. The
bottom section is then undercut for a depth of about two

feet and to a diameter of about 3 ft., leaving in the upper part

a parallel-sided posthole for about 4 ft. Sometimes the spread

of the bottom portion is made by dynamite instead of digging.

. In either ca.sc the stub angle or other type of steel foundation

is set to template and the concrete is poured. I-'orms are

often hard to set and hold in place owing to their tendency to

lift when concrete is being placed. Concrete foundations of

lype (b) are difficult and somewhat expensive because of the

difficulty in setting the forms. This type is satisfactory in

service, however, for swampy locations, owing to the large

spread that may be given to the base. The. anchor bolts are

usually set to template before the concrete is poured. Tlie

tower legs for these foundations have, of course, small angle

shoes to rest on the concrete, and the anchor bolts pass

through them. With all concrete foundations care must be

taken to effectively ground tli>; tower electrically by some
standard device.

The whole question of tower foundations is one that

bears a very important relation to the strength of four-legged

towers, and it is highly probable that in the past many struc-

tures have failed owing to some small uplift of one founda-

tion rather than to any inherent weakness in the structure

itself. Every care should, therefore, be taken to ensure rigid-

ity against either upilft or sinking of any one of the founda-

tions. Spread footings in concrete, either of the mushrooiri

type or of the truncated pyramid type, would seem to be the

foundation of the future, and the writer would recommend
them for class A towers.

The method by which the main horizontal shear is trans

ferred from tower to ground is one that has only recently

been investigated. The usual way in the past has been to

connect the lower diagonal to the main leg about six inches

or one foot above the connection to the foundation. With
this device all shear must be taken up by stub angles in both

direct shear and bending. This introduces, of course, into the

main legs entirely new stresses, with their consequent danger.

Erection.

The field splices should be designed to afford easy ship-

ment for the tower sections. Very often erections must take

place in localities remote from the railway, and sometimes
there is not even a wagon road to the tower sites. Conse-

quently the pieces have to be transported by pack horse or

mule. Under circumstances any thought given to the layout

of field splices and weight of shipping bundles is amply justi-

fied. Bundles of main material should not weigh more than

200 to 250 pounds. All bolts, nuts, and washers should be

boxed by themselves and carefully marked. In the field all

pieces are assembled and bolted together on the ground and
the tower raised as a unit by some simple tackle, e.g., a gin

pole.

Preservatives.

As mentioned under "Deprecialiim." two main methods of

preserving towers are (1) galvanizing, (2) painting. The cost

of the former is quite high, and. though^it is assumed nomin-

ally that no upkeep is required, the danger from unforscen

ilcterioration is very real. If, however, the lowers are to be

.sul)ject to rigid inspection from time to time and provision

is made in foundations for either permanency or ability to

frequently renew them, there is no reasonable doubt that a

heavily galvanized skin is a substantial and almost permanent
preservative. The galvanizing should be done on all material

except bolts, nuts, etc., after all shop work is completed. All

bolts and nuts should be sherardized after the threads are cut.

Paint is very much cheaper than galvanizing, but has the ob-

jection that it must be frequently renewed. But this can, of

course, be done in the lield, while galvanizing is always a shop
process.

The writer would recommend the adoption of paint as the

l)etter preservative for all transmission poles and towers,

witli the possible exception of those located in regions of

(lifticult access, such as mountainous country.

Hughes Electric Moves to Larger Quarters

The Hughes Electric Heating Company, manufacturers
iif eleetric ranges and ovens, have moved from ."iDl Yonge
Street to liG-i Richmond Street West, Toronto. In their new
building they will occupy over 10.000 square feet of floor

space, which is aliout three times the space of their former

jinniiM -. A tremendous increase in sales during the jjast

yiar ha', made it necessary for this company to take up larger

i|u;nler.s and to install more modern machinery and increase

New home of Hughes Electric.

their facilities, in anticipation of a larger business during the

coming year, to which end they have made adecpiate prepara-

tion for the continued scarcity of materials and labor. The

Hughes Electric Heating Company contemplate putting on

the Canadian market many new electrical specialties; they

liave also made many improvements on their electric ranges.

The accompanying illustration shows their new place of busi-

ness.

The Slocan Star mines at Sandon. B.C., have installed one

2.")0 kw. :!-phase 60-cycle 2,200-volt 360 r.p.m. Westinghouse

generator, direct connected to Pelton-Doble tangential water

wheel, with I'eltcm governor. .Standard switchboard panel,

belted exciter, 7.') Ii.p. motor and transformers have also been

suiiplied by tlir Canacliau Westinghmise Company. Ltd.. \'an
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ava Coiytrdctor

1

standard Electrical Specifications—Prepared for

a California Contractors' Association but

Applicable, with Minor Changes, to

Canadian Requirements
By H. Conger Bowers

The work to be done consists in providing all materials,

appliances, equipments, tools, labor, etc., unless otherwise

stipulated, and the installation of certain electrical systems

for power, heating, lighting, telephones, and bells in the

owner's premises, comprising three buildings, connecting per-

golas, garage and yard, situate at all to be as

herein described and in accordance with the contract docu-

ments.

All wires, except as may be hereinafter specified, shall be

run in approved rigid galvanized or sherardized conduits.

Circuits of different systems must not be run in same con-

duits, but, with the exception of service wires, two or more

circuits of the same system may be pulled in the same conduit,

provided the fuses of the largest wire or any circuit will pro-

tect the smallest wire as specified in Code Rule No. 18.

The contractor shall furnish and have built m all neces-

sary supports for conduits and boxes.

All conduits, junction boxes, outlet boxes, etc., must be

properly concealed while the building is in the course of con-

struction, as no cutting will be allowed except by permission

of the architect.

Power System.

The system of wiring for power shall be for 220-volt, 3-

wirc, :!-phase, and shall consist of a separate and complete

system of conduits, boxes, wires, and appliances from the

main switchboard to each and every power, or control outlet

shown on plans or herein specified, inclusive of all equipment

and appliances herein provided for.

Service to De as hereinafter specified.

Feeders to be as hereinafter specified.

Conductors in power circuits shall be of such size that

the drop in potential will not exceed 1 per cent, with full con-

nected load.

Heating System.

The system of wnring for heating will be for 110-220-volt,

;!-wire for feeders and sub-feeders, and 110-volt, 2-wire distri-

buting circuits, unless otherwise specified, and shall consist of

a separate and complete system of conduits, boxes, wires, and

appliances from the main switchboard to each and every out-

let shown on plans or hereinafter specified, inclusive of all

equipment and appliances herein provided for.

Service to be as hereinafter specified.

Feeders to be as hereinafter specified.

Heating circuits shall be of such size that the drop in

potential will not exceed 1 per cent.' with the full connected

load.

Lighting System.

The system of wiring for lighting will be for 110-320-volt.

:;-wire for feeders and sub-feeders, and llO-volt. 2 wire distri-

buting circuit, and shall consist of a separate and complete sys-

tem of conduits, boxes, wires, and appliances, from the main

switchboard to each and every light, receptacle, or switch out-

let shown on plans or herein specified, inclusive of all equip-

ment and appliances herein provided for.

Service to be as hereinafter specified.

Feeders to be as hereinafter specified.

Lamp or distributing circuits shall be of such size that the

drop in potential will not exceed 1 per cent with the full con-

nected load.

All lamp circuits shall be,so arranged that not more than

16 sockets or receptacles requiring not more than 660 watts

shall be dependent on any one cutout.

Telephone System.

The wiring for telephone shall consist of a separate and

complete system of conduits, cables, wires, and appliances

connecting each and every telephone outlet shown on plans or

herein specified, inclusive of all instruments, appliances, and

equipment shown or herein provided for.

Size of conduits cables, and Wires shall be as herein spe-

cified.

Bell System.

The wiring for bells shall consist of a separate and com-

plete system of conduits, boxes, wires, and appliances, con-

necting the source of electric supply to each and every outlet

shown on plans or hereinafter specified, inclusive of all bat-

terj' equipment, and appliances herein provided for.

Underground Work.

All exterior work shall be run underground in approved

galvanized rigid conduit, as hereinbefore specified, at least 18

inches below the finished surface.

Conduits shall De installed with leaded joints, shall ter-

minate in the proper condulets or outlet fittings, which shall

be closed to prevent the entrance of moisture of any foreign

substance.

The conduit shall be given a coat of asphaltum paint or

tar. applied hot.

Conductors for power, lighting, or heating circuits shall

be a standard 600-volt cambric insulated lead covered cable.

Telephone conductors shall be a standard double silk and

cotton insulated braided and lead covered switchboard cable.

having the required number of conductors and at least two
extra pair.

The conductors shall be of the size hereinafter specified,

and shall be continuous from outlet to outlet, as no joints or

splices will be permitted in the conduit.

The ends of cables must be impregnated with compound,
to prevent the absorption of moisture; must be properly

served with rubber and cotton tape, rnd well painted.

Telephone or bell wires must not be run in the same con-

duit with lighting or power wires.

Symbols and Location of Outlets.

The various outlets are indicated on plans by N. E. C. A.

symbols, and indicate the approximate location of outlets only.

Figures in power outlet symbols indicate the number of

horse power for which the outlet is to be w'ired.
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Figures in heating outlet symbols indicate the wattage This contractor shall submit to the architect a scale
for which the outlet is to be wired. drawing in duplicate showing both front and rear of board,

iMgures in lighting outlet symbols indicate the number and must obtain his approval before work is started,
of -10 watt lamps.

Light outlets not marked, unless otherwise specified, Feeders.

shall be wired for 120 watts. [.rem the above described main switchboard to the vari-
The contractor shall obtain from tlie architect the exact nus panel boards hereinafter specified run the following feed-

location of all outlets and exact height of all brackets, recep- ers:

taclcs, and switch outlets.
^1^—>'>-wue X_o li.S.G. in. .. .Conduit to power panel.

Service ^"^ ^ " ^'*^ " " -...Conduit to heating section.

. .. .
—Main building.

From the cross-arm on lighting company's pole to the '"' •* ' ^" " " .Conduit to heating section.

main switchboard this contractor shall run underground, in (4)—3 " Xo • ...Conduit to heating section.

the manner herein described, a four-wire service. ,^\ , .. x„ • r- ^^PJ ^\'."f-.' to J—

o

Ao ....Conduit to lighting section.
This service to be a standard 600-volt, 4-conductor cam- —Main building.

brie insulated and lead covered cable, having a 3/32x3/32 _

'

" " '

'"'"'^VvU? wfng."^
''''^°"-

varnished insulation and 3/32 lead sheath. (T)—3 " Xo .. .Conduit to lighting section.—t-ast wing.
Conductors in this cable to be No. B. & S. stianded. (><)—3 • Xo • Conduit to lighting panel.

Cable shall terminate at either end in a standard GOO-volt pr<>a^„, „„„^„,t„ » _ i. . i- ,

. . Feeder conduits to run open across basement ceihng and
open-air termmal.

^,1, raceway provided and shown on plans.
This contractor shall hgurc on a distance of 100 feet from

the exterior wall of building to base of pole, as measured Panel Boards and Cabinets.

along the ditch, and he shall state in his bid the amount per i7„,„;oi, ,„j ;„^t.,ii i .. i, i .i r n •"
, . , , , , '. Furnish and mstall where shown on plans the following

lineal foot installed, to be added or deducted, should this dis-
piuu-l boards'

tancc be over or under 100 feet, the exact location of pole to
'

p^„^,s <.j^>. .g , ^„^ ..^_., -^ ^^^^ building.
be nbtamcd lietorc cable is ordered. p^„g,3 ..j^., .^,, ^„j ..p_„ ;„ ^^^^ ^^.^^^

Main Switchboard. Panels "G," "H," and "I," in east wing.

-II -..lu jiir 11 1 .J- Panels "J." in garage.
1 he main switchboard to be furnished and erected in ,/ „ r

, .1 » . I II ^ ,- It ,r I anels K, for power in main building,
engine room by this contractor shall consist of a blue Ver- _ , , , , ,, , . ,.

""'o-

. 1 1 i- 1 , 1 . .1
Panel boards shall be ot polished Alaska marble, of goodmont marble panel of ample size to accommodate th.e ,. - , . , !

ociva i.iai u.t, i^i ouuu
., , , • ^ 1 c. c J quality, tree from mineral veins and ot ample size to accom-switches and equipment hereinafter specified.

, ,
. .- >. ^ ^ ^ '•<- lu

,,,,.,, , 1-,. c r I
modate the equipment specihed to be mounted thereonMarble to be of good quality, free from mineral veins, „, , ,

not less than 1/. inches thick, with' H inch bevel edges and
These panels, except the garage and power panel, to be ar-

polished face, bevel, and edges. ':^"^.'^ '" t^o.^ft'O"*; the upper part for lighting and to be

^ , ,
. , ,,

ted trom the lighting feeder, the lower for heating and to be
Frame for this panel shall be built of 1'4 inch angle iron, ^^^ j^om the heatino- feeder

of rigid construction, supported by ornamental iron legs Provide on face of board a 30 amp. panel tvpe fused
cecurely fastened to floor, and shall be braced to wall with j.^jf^ .^^.^^.^ f^r each circuit. Switches for lighting circuits
1 inch standard pipe braces. to be double pole and either double or triple pole, as required,

Supporting bolts to be provided with polished copper for the heating circuits,

heads and H inch ruober washers inserted between marble Switches on power panel to be ,220-volt, 3-pole fused,
and frame. All switches and fuses to be properly bussed to connect-

F'rame, legs, and braces to receive two coats of asphaltum '"o lugs, bus bars to be of fiat copper on face of board, and
varnish. all to be highly polished and lacquered.

Provide and mount the following switches and equip- .

^=**^h circuit shall be numbered on bus bar opposite

ment on face of panel: switch, and a neat schedule provided showing circuits con-
trolled.

iine-.Amp. 3 P.S.T. fused knife switch-Main ^^ghting. Provide a lining around edge of board, of the same ma-
" 3 ' heating. tcrial as board, polished, and of sufficient depth to fill space

;: ;.' l
" :: :: " :: ^f^^^l \lliZ\ ™'s" wllfg.

l>'-t»een face of board and inside of door.

;! '.[ 3 ."
'.'. '' ' '', ]'-S]'^''."e feeder, east wing. These panel boards to be enclosed in metal cabinet large3 lighting feeder, garage. , . . ^

" 3 " ' ' heating feeder, juain bldg. enough to provide a gutter of at least two inches on all four
'.: " 3 " '' '' '.'

heat'ini felder,' elsf w'ing^'
^'''.« °* ^°^''^ ^"^ °^ ^mple depth to allow door to close when
switches are open.

On back of panel the bus bars, supports, lugs, etc., neces- Cabinets to be built of No. U U. S. G. galvanized iron,
sary to make board complete. securely riveted to angle iron frame.

All metal parts on face of board to.be highly polished Cabinet doors and trim will be furnished and hung by
and lacquered. the owner.

Bus bars to be built up of flat copper, figured on a basis Conduits.

of 1,000 amperes per square inch carrying capacity, and so All conduit used in connection with this work shall be
designed and of sufficient width to provide one square inch cither
of contact for each 75 amps. They shall be neatly arranged rigid galvanized or sherardized with the maker's name and
and secured and rigidly supported in place. trade mark clearly stamped on each length.

Provide on face of panel under each switch a neat black All conduits must be continuous and extend from outlet
fibre name plate, showing feeder controlled. Letters on these to outlet, ends reamed smooth and carefully butted in coup-
plates to be not less than 3^ inch high, distinctly recessed and lings,

filled with white enamel. Where conduits terminate in boxes they shall be securely
Above the marble panel provide and securely bolt to fastened and provided with approved bushing. .\t all other

frame and braces an angle iron frame properly designed and points, a.^ at switchboard, motors, etc.. conduits must terniin-

drilled to receive three meters. Run the necessary meter ale in proper condulcts or taplets. ..

loops for lighting company's connection. Condii'it sizes to be according to the "Standard List of
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Conduit Sizes," as published by the Xational Electrical Con-

tractors' Association, and shall be installed in accordance with

Section 38, 1915 Code, except that plates will not be permitted.

Wire.

All wire used in connection with this work shall be either

doul)lc braid unless otherwise stipulated in nil.") Code, rubber

covered, and shall be delivered on the work in original pack-

ages, with manufacturer's tag on each coil.

For the power, heating, and lighting work no smaller

wire than No. 14 B. & S. shall be used; all wire larger than

i\'o. 8 B. & S. must be stranded, and in wires or cables having

more than one conductor the conductors must be parallel, and

each conductor shall be insulated and braided, or taped, separ-

ately with an outer braid over ail. Concentric wires will not

lie permitted or accepted.

b'or the telephone and bell work, wire to lie rubber cov-

ered, braided and twisted inside wire or double silk and single

cotton insulated and braided switchboard cable, twisted in

l)airs and having a distinct color scheme. In underground

work this cable to be encased in a .3/:.!2 inch lead sheath.

Wire in conduit must be continuous from outlet to out-

let, as no splices will be permitted in the conduit, and shall

not be iHilled in until after the i)laster is on and dry.

Boxes.

.\t every outlet provide an approved galvanized or sher-

ardized outlet box.

All boxes used in connection with this work to be listed

and approved by

Boxes must be securely fastened in place, by suitable

hanger or support, independently of the conduit piping. Lock-

nuts on conduits will not be considered as lilling this require-

ment.

Outer edge of face of box to be Hush with surface of wall

or ceiling, and must be so installed as to leave no open space

or gap around the edge or sides. When the surface at any

outlet is broken it must be repaired so as to leave no holes or

open spaces at outlets.

Light outlet boxes shall be a standard 4-inch box, fitted

with plaster ring, and must be provided with an approved

stem or stud threaded for 34-inch standard pipe. This stem

must be securely fastened to box by at least four bolts, and

should enter box from back.

Should the contractor use a box larger than the standard

4-inch round box, it must be provided with a cover, and this

I'liver must be provided with lugs taped for screw threads.

Flush Switches.

burnish and install, where shown on drawings, or here-

inafter specified

Hush button type switches, of the best grade of their respec-

tive make (competition switches will not be accepted), to

control lights as indicated on plans. Plates must be of brass,

linished to match hardware, and not less than 00 mils in

thickness.

Where more than one switch comes in the saine location

they, shall be provided with gang plates, and plate must be

engraved to show lights controlled. All switches and plates

must be set Hush and true with wall and trim.

Receptacles.

Furnish and install where shown on lighting plans or

herein specified,

Hush receptacles. All lighting receptacles, unless otherwise

shown, to be wired for 120 watts each.

At each heating' outlet shown or herein specified provide

a 25 amp. Hush receptacle, either double pole or triple pole, as

indicated, and each wired on a separate circuit of not smaller

than No. 8 B. & S. wire.

Receptacles for iron, where indicated, to be of the indi-

cating type', indicator to burn iinly when plug is in.SiTled, and
each to bo wired on a circuit of not smaller than No. 12 B. 6t

S. wire.

.Ml receptacles to be provided with brass plates, not less

than 60 mils in thickness and finished to match hardware.

Receptacles and plates must be set flush and true with wall

and trim.

Knife Switches.

.\\\ knife switches called for herein to be of the best

grade, polished, and only such switches may be used as are

listed and approved by the

Fuses.

Provide one complete set of fuses.

Fuses on panel board to be of the plug type, and on

switchboard to l)e of enclosed type, as provided in Code Rule

e8-F.

Only such fuses may be used as are listed and approved

by the

Motor Circuits.

b'riim the power ])anel board to the various locations

shown on plans this contractor shall run 220-volt, :j-wire, '^-

pluise motor circuit to the following motors:

One 1 h.p. for boiler.

One 5 h.p. for vacuum cleaner.

Two I! h.p. in laundrj-.

.\t each of these motors, except vacuum cleaner, this

contractor sliall install one enclosed type 3-pole, fused knife

switch for motor control. From this knife switch this con-

tractor shall install conduit^ and wires and make motor con-

nections.

Vacuum Cleaner Motor and Control.

Provide at location of vacuum cleaner motor in base-

ment a remote control switch, and operate

from combination momentary contact switch and bull's-eye

receptacles placed at each cleaner outlet marked "V. C." on

plans.

Do all wiring and furnish all electrical material in con-

nection with the vacuum cleaner motor and above switches,

using the same grade of material as specified above and lak.

iiig motor circuit from power panel board.

Telephones.

Provide all material and equipment and install an inter-

communicating telephone system, consisting of seven select-

ive ringing, selective talking, automatic, non-interfering tele-

phone sets, each to be fully equipped and wired, each set to

l)f ])rovided with a retardation coil of high itnpedence and

of at least 100 ohms resistance, and the bells, transmitters,

:'.nd receivers to be of the high-resistance type.

Telephone circuits to be full metallic, and nuniber of

c inductors to be as required.

Telephones to l)e located where shown on plans and

lype of teet to be as indicated.

All conductors must be continuous from outlet to outlet,

as no splicjes or joints of any description will be allowed, ex-

cept in outlet or terminal boxes.

All connections in the cables or between rubber-covered

wire and cable shall be made by means of soldered terminal

strips enclosed in proper size boxes. The wires leading to

the terminals must, be properly formed and taped or laced,

and ends of cables thoroughly saturated with compound to

prevent the absorption of moisture.

Conduit sizes to be in accordance with the N. E. C. A.

conduit chart.

Boxes shall be provided at all outlets, and must be large

enough to prevent crowding of wires and cables.

Provide and properly connect the necessary dry cell bat-

tery to operate the system in a satisfactory manner. Battery

to be enclosed in a neat battery bo.x and located in basement
where shown.

This contractor will provide all materials and equip-

ment, and install a complete call bell system, consisting of a

lO-drop Hush wall type automatic reset annunciator and the

buzzers and push buttons shown on plans or herein specified.

System to be fully wired and annunciator drops con-

nected to operate from push buttons shown.
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I'lMxidc in each (liiiing-ruuiii a llucu- ijusli. Incalitl as

directed, and connected to operate buzzers in kitchen.

I'ush button at all exterior doors to match in design,

finish, and workmanship door hardware. Interior push but-

tons lo be of cast brass or bronze, design and tinish to be

selected by the architect.

Bells or buzzers in the same general location must be of

decidedly dilierent tone, and all bells and buzzers must be of
the best grade and equipped with spiral spring and screw ad-
justment.

-Vnnunciator to be metal front flush type, linish as select-
ed, and to be of. an approved make.

Provide and place in telephone battery box sufficient dry
cell battery to operate system in satisfactory manner.

B. C. Contractors Hold Successful Dinner
Thursday evening, the 26th of October, marked a great

event in the history of the young and active British Col-

umbia .Association of Electrical Contractors and Dealers.

On that evening an electrical dinner was held, attended by
representatives from every branch of the electrical industry

in X'aneouver. \ictoria and Xew Westminster; there were in

addition to the numerous members of the association and
allied chapters, representatives from the British Columbia
Electric Railway Company, the Western Canada Power Com-
pany, the Canadian General Electric Company, the Canadian

Westinghoiuse Company, and the Northern Electric Company,
the whole family from the wholesale house of Cope & Son,

while the remaining wholesale liouse of Horsman & Son re-

.fretfully had to be absent owing to a previous engagement.

To the number of seventy-two, which was considered

remarkable for so recent an organization, the gathering sal

down to dinner at the Castle Hotel, Vancouver, at S p.m..

after the usual round of table introductions had been made.
Dinner having been completed, the toast of the King was
given by President C. H. E. Williams, who afterwards called

If you are in any branch of the electrical industry

in British Columbia you should join the B. C.

Association of Electrical Contractors and Dealers,

an organiza\ion which has for its object the wel-

fare of its members—a real live organization.

on Mr. Emson to give the first item on the musical pro-

gramme.
During the evening three most interesting addresses were

given, the first by Mr. Hayward, President of the Victoria

Chapter, B. C. Association Electrical Contractors and Deal

ers, who gave a good straight talk to the members on Over-

head Cost and Profit. Mr. Hayward was followed by Mr.

W. McNeill, assistant general manager Western Canada
Power Company, on "Co-operation in the Electrical In-

dustry." He dealt with the co-operation that should exist

between every branch of the great industry in which his

hearers were engaged; he emphasized the fact that co-opera-

tion should come first from the great central stations, should

be taken up enthusiastically by the manufacturers, and finally

that the great brotherhood of contractors and dealers should

work hand in hand with the branches above mentioned;

Mr. McNeill introduced many witty remarks into his ad-

dress which caused much amusement to the members.

Mr. McNeill was followed by Mr. George Kidd, general

manager B. C. Electric Railway Company. Mr. Kidd (after

expressing himself strongly in favor of co-operation with the

various branches of the industry in British Columbia, drew

a picture oi the great progress that was being made by elec-

tricity, especially by the electrically-operated railways. He
concluded his remarks amidst loud applause l)y forecasting

.1 still greater future for electrical men. Mr. Kidd's address.

though brief, was much to the point and was much appreci-
ated by all present.

Numerous musical items, splendidly rendered, added
greatly to a highly successful evening, which was planned
out by J. R. Read (Chairman of Dinner Committee), district
manager Canadian Westinghouse Company; vice-president
Jarvis. Jarvis Electric Company, and secretary-treasurer E.
Brettell. Electric Supply Company.

CODE OF ETHICS
Adopted for the General Guidance

of the Members of the

B. C. Association Electrical Contractors
and Dealers

Section 1. Members of the .Association shall regard
themselves as being engaged in a business in which there
IS a well defined duty and obligation toward the public
and themselves. The business demands that members use
every honorable means to uphold the dignity and honor
of this vocation, to exalt its standards and to extend its
spirit of usefulness.

Section 2. Every member of this Association should
be mindhil of the public welfare and should participate in
those_ movements for public betterment in which his special
training and experience qualify him to act. He should not.
even under his client's instruction, engage in or encourage
any practices contrary to the Rules and Regulations Safe-
guarding Life and Property, for he is not obliged to accept
a given piece of « ork ; he cannot, by urging that he has
lollowed his client's instruction, escape the condemnation
attaching to his act. Every member of this Association
should support all public officials and others who have
charge of enforcing safe regulations in the rightful per-
formance of their duty. He should carefully comply with
all the laws and regulations touching his vocation, and if
any such appear to him unwise or unfair, he should en-
deavor to have them altered.

Section :{. It is unbusinesslike for a member of this
.\ssociation to assist unqualified persons to evade or to
lend himself in the evasion of any of the recognized rules
and regulations governing electrical work.

Section 4. Members of this .Association should expose,
thout fear or favor, corrupt or dishonest conduct and

practi f th
ly to bring to the atte
stence of electrical co
'1 property.

Section 5. Membi

of this bus
proper

id it is thei
uthorities thi

insafe life

th
of this Association owe a duty

ness of refusing to furnish estimates to general
ractors who do not regard bids as final and binding
1 which they are awarded general contracts.

MeSect:

or maliciously injure,
tation, prospects, oi

-Association.

Section 7. Membi
tempt to supplant a fel

ers of this .\ssociation shall not falsely
lirectly or indirectly, the business repu-
husiness of a fellow member of this

of this Association shall not at-
V member after definite steps have

been taken toward his employment or toward the letting
of a contract to him. Xor should they olTer any interference
in the carrying out of said contract or commission to the
end that loss or damage may result to the fellow member.

.Section .S. Whenever disputes or differences arise be-
tween members, it should be the duty of the parlies to the
controversy to submit the trouble to an arbitration of two
rlisintercsted members of this Association, and in the event
of a failure to arrive at a satisfactory settlement, then,
upon re(|uest. tlie President of the .Association shall appoint
a third member of the Commission and the decision of the
majority of said commission shall be final and binding.
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Toronto Contractors Reorganize in Force
Following the meeting of electrical contractors held

on Friday, November 10, as mentioned in our last

issue, a get-together dinner for contractors, jobbers

and manufacturers was held on Wednesday, the 22nd, in

the Board of Trade rooms, at which the matter of re-organ-

ization was more thoroughly discussed. Brief, but enthusi-

astic addresses were delivered by Mr. E. C. Weed, for the

manufacturers, and Mr. C. A. McLean, for the jobbers, ex-

pressing the viewpoint of the man "on the outside" and

urging on the contractors the value of a closer asso-

ciation and organization. It was finally decided to ap-

point a committee who would meet the members at a later

date to perfect the organization. The date arranged was

Wednesday, November 29, and, on motion of Mr. Davenport,

seconded by Mr. Woods, a committee, composed of

Messrs. Kenneth A. Mclntyre. Harry Hicks and W. H.

Douglas was appointed.

The enthusiasm with which the idea of re-organization

had taken hold was evidenced by the large attendance of

representative contractors, wlio also further pledged them-

selves to attend the next meeting on November 29. These

included the following well-known individual and company

contractors:

Canadian Electrical Fixture & Contracting Co., Ltd., 134

Bay Street; Windeler Electric, 603 Yonge Street; D. Robson,

62 Millicent Street; R. E. Holditch, 223 Pacific Avenue; Mar-

tin Nealon, 15 Harbord Street; James Devonshire, Limited,

701 Yonge Street; Thos. Jackson, 11 Sorauren Avenue; J.

Harris, 204 Dovercourt Road; J. E. Myers, 4 Gould Street;

Dolson & Palmer, 275 Waverley Road; E. A. Drury, 45 Mou-

tray Avenue; John A. Neal, 402 Pape Avenue; Wales Elec-

tric Company, 1753 Duflferin Street; D. Balment, Dupont

Street^ P. C. Taylor, 79 Balsam Avenue; Rooks Electric Com-
pany, 238 Adelaide Street West; A. E. Richardson, 435 Kings-

ton Road; Parsons Electric Company, 135 Essex Avenue;

Chas. Moore, 12 Stonehouse Crescent; Wm. Bennett, 664

Gladstone Avenue; C. Eraser, 35 Harvey Avenue; Earle Elec-

tric, 72 Nelson Street; Keith's Limited, Campbell Avenue;

Geo. J. Beattie, 72 Victoria Street; R. H. Hughes, 430 Church

Street; Harry Hicks Company, 203 Church Street; W. Henry

Lodge, Bain Avenue; Electrical Maintenance & Repairs Co.,

Ltd., 162 Adelaide Street West; Harry Alexander, Inc., 6 King

Street West; Leslie Electric Company, 147 Front Street

West; Douglas Electric Company, 2525 Yonge Street; A. T.

Brookes, 66 Frizzell; Kenneth A. Mclntyre, 410 Kent build-

ing; Canada Electric Company, 165 Church Street; Sam
Woods, 16 Woodycrest Avenue; V. K. Moritz, Yonge Street;

G. E. Davenport, 70 Melbourne Avenue.

The successful launching of this new movement is en-

tirely due to the enthusiasm of Mr. Frank T. Groome, who
has shown in this, as on other well-known occasions, a

special genius for getting men to work together—and keep

working. Mr. Groome has backed this genius by a tre-

mendous driving force of human energy, and the contractors

of Toronto owe him much. He looks at the whole matter

largely from the human side—good fellowship first, personal

gain second—and the opinion was quite apparently unani-

mous that on such a basis a strong and useful contractors'

organization can be built up in Toronto.

The n'ew committee made an auspicious start by insist-

ing that they meet every electrical contractor present, and

Mr. Mclntyre, who has consented to act as president of the

re-organized association, introduced himself in a brief ad-

dress, thanking the contractors for their expressed confidence

in him and promising for himself and his committee a close

study of the situation during the coming week, so that on

November 29 a definite organization may be established.

A splendid musical programme added greatly to the suc-

cess and enjoyment of the evening, which broke up with

cheers for the contractors, for Mr. Groome and for the chair-

man, Mr. H. H. Couzens. An unusual interest attaches to

the clever menu card, which is reproduced below:

The Menu

Relishes

"Loricated" 'Rubber Covered"

Soup
"Juice a la Hydro"

Fish

"Waterproof Fittings" with "Soldering Paste"

Roast

"Tensile Strength 30,000 lbs.

with

"Telco" d.c. Service

Vegetables

"Grounded Terminals"

"No Rights"—"No Lefts"

Dessert

"Finish—Rich Gold Lacquer"

"Free from Grounds"

Smokes
"Weatherproof" "Flaming Arcs"

Electrolier Push Button Switch

Efforts have been made during the last few years to de-

velop an electrolier type of switch with a standard push but-

ton movement, and a switch that is said to conform closely to

the standard push switch and at the same time is an adjust-

able electrolier switch has just been put on the market by

the Arrow Electric Company. This switch has the appear-

ance and action of an ordinary single-pole push button

switch. Pushing tlie pearl button connects the circuits; push-

ing the black button disconnects them. The black button,

however, has an additional function—it can be rotated wheth-

er the circuits are closed or open to four different positions,

giving four combinations of lights. This button is so shaped
at the end that it offers a gripping surface and also indicates

by sight or touch the circuit on which the switch is set.

It is not necessary to operate this switch, as in the old

flush type or as in other electrolier push switches, through
the various combinations to get to ihe "off" position, or to

make two or three useless turns or pushes to get the desired

circuit. Neither is it necessary for the lights in the room to

be turned off even momentarily to get another circuit or a

diff^crent combination of lights. The black button, by its

rotating movement can be set at whatever circuit desired,

.-^nd the switch then operated as a single-pole switch on that

circuit.

In most electrolier combinations there is usually one cir-
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cuit or set of lights, which is generally used. The cither cir-

cuits, or lights, arc only used occasionally. With this switch

the black button can be set on the circuit most generally used,

and the switch can then be operated as an ordinary push but-

ton switch on that circuit, entirely disregarding the other cir-

cuits. These, however, can be brought into service at any
time by simply rotating the black button.

Winnipeg's Electrical Show Committee
The photograph herewith represents the chairman and

committee of the first annual electrical show held in Winni-

peg at the Industrial Bureau, on October 10-14, 1916. Read-
ing from left to right in the top row are Messrs. J. M. Leaitiy,

Manitoba Government Electrical Engineering Department;
F. A. Cambridge, City Electrician, Winnipeg; \V. J. Osborne,
Winnipeg Electric Railway Company; and F. E. Filer, 302

Donalda Building, Winnipeg. Bottom row, from left to right

are Alessrs. G. E. Carpenter, Secretary Canadian Manufac-

turers' Association, Winnipeg; E. A. Smith, Canadian West-
inghouse Company; W. R. Ingram (Chairman), Swift Can-

adian Company; C. W. Webster, Commissioner of Industrial

Bureau; R. A. Sara, City Light and Power Department; E. V.

Caton, City Light and Power Department, and W. H. Rey-

nolds, Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works, Limited.

Allen Commutator Lubricant

The Allen commutator lubricant is especially prepared

for use on commutators using either carbon or copper

brushes. It is made from the purest £>i chemicals, put up in

stick form, and h guaranteed to contain positively no acid or

other ingredients of a destructive nature. It is extensively

used and recommended for dynamos .generating high poten-

tials and is equally adapted for commutators of low voltage.

(3nly a very light pressure of this lubricant to the surface of

the revolving commutator is necessary. There is claimed to

be no danger of cross-circuiting between the bars, thus elim-

inating burn-outs in the corresponding armature sections,

which frequently take place when oil, grease, or tallow is

used. Where this lubricant is used the manufacturers say

that practically no wear takes place on brushes or commuta-
tor, no sandpaper is required, and they keep "smooth as silk."

McDonald & Willson, Limited, 12 Queen Street East, To-
ronto, have issued a very attractive folder illustrating a choice
selection from their newest designs in electric portable lamps.
Nothing is more suitable for a Christmas present tiian a

handsome electric lamp.

Trade Publications
Motor Generators

—

Bulletin No. 129, by the Robbins &
Myers Compajiy, Springlield, Ohio, describing type B battery

charging motor generators; illustrated.

C. G. E. Bulletins—No. 48108, direct current crane and
hoist motors; No. 49300, Armored Cables; No. 46101-A, type
P demand meters (printometers); No. 46103-A, type M de-
mand meters; No. 46104-A, type G demand meter; No. 43408,

the lighting of office buildings and drafting rooms by Edison
Mazda C lamps; No. 43406, the lighting of indoor recreations

by Edison Mazda lamps; No. 43600, focusing types of Edison
Mazda lamps; No. 34309, modern lighting as applied to

places of assembly.

Induction Motors—The Lincoln Electric Company of
Canada, Limited, Toronto, are distributing their latest cata-
logue of Lincoln induction motors for two or three-phase
alternating current. This is a very complete and comprehen-
sive work of 50 pages, profusely illustrated. ^Special attention
is given to the field of the induction motor and its adapta-
bility for special purposes. Reproductions are shown of the
dissembled parts of the motor and photographs of actual
installations in chemical and paint factories, woodworking
I'laiits, bakeries, provision and packing plants, ice plants,
i.iundrics. mills, and so on. Mention is also made of the I.in-

imIii are welder and the Lincoln storage battery charger.

The Menominee Electric Manufacturing Company, Meno-
minee, Michigan, announce that they are now carrying in

Winnipeg a full stock of fractional h.p. motors, buffing and
grinding motors, stationary and oscillating fans, telegraph
instruments, spark coils, etc. They are -represented in Win-
nipeg by the Federal Agencies, 56 Albert Street, of which
Mr. A. L. Woolf is manager.

Tlie Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works, Limited, Mont-
real, have secured a contract from the Toronto Hydro-Elec-
tric System for eight miles of 250,000 cm. 3-conductor paper
insulated plain lead covered cable, for a working pressure
of 13,300 volts. The same company will supply the Sas-
katchewan Government with 200,000 pounds of hard drawm
copper wire.

The Adams-Bagnall Electric Company of Cleveland.
Ohio, are now completing an addition to tlTeir factory, with
the installation of a complete vitreous or porcelain enamel-
ing plant. The object of this addition is to improve the
quality and service of the Abolite line of porcelain enamelled
reflectors.
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What is New in Electrical Equipment
New Electrically Operated Remote Control Switch

The type R, form C, electrically Mperatea remote control

switch, shown herewith, tor central control of lighting cir-

cuits, motors not subject to heavy overloads, and other elec-

trical apparatus located at a distance from the controlling

l)utton or buttons, has been placed on the market by the

Canadian General Electric Company. This switch is advan-

tageous for use in moving picture and other theatres, halls,

stores, libraries, and like places where centralized control, for

light work, is desirable. At the same time this particular

switch takes care of loads too heavy for the ordinary snap-

switch. Control may be centered in one special push-button

switch nr in different locations by the use of a number of

these pusli buttons, wired in multiple. This special control

button operates at linger pressure, and sends current through

the two solenoid coils on the switch only at the moment of

opening or closing. It is a single-pole, double-throw, spe-

cially-designed push button, and is normally in the open posi-

tion. It remains closed only when held by the operator. One
sticli switch, with escutcheon plate ready for the wall mount-

ing, is furnished as part of full equipment, and must be used,

as the solenoid coils are not intended to carry current con-

tinuously. Little current is used for operation. One coil

opens the switch and the other closes ft. This approximates

on direct current l.fi amperes at 110 volts and 0.81 amperes at

330 volts, and on alternating current of 60 cycles. 10 amperes,

at 110 volts and C amperes at 320 volts. The device is made
specially for use on currents of the above voltages. There is

also an insulated handle on the switch for manual operation.

The switch itself is a self-contained unit, with two sets of

contacts. The main set has the special G-E laminated copper

brushes that make an "end-on" contact with the switch blade

with no tendency to force the laminations apart. The cross-

under considerable pressure when the switch is closed, assist

l(j make a quick, clear break when it opens. It is single-

tlirow, single, double, or triple-pole. Simple, durable, and
reliable, there is nothing lo get out of order.

Electrically operated remote control switch

section of the brushes is correct for the current it is designed

to carry, and its arrangement permits a firm, strong, closing

contact. The contact surfaces are kept bright, and a good

contact is assured by the wiping effect given the contacts

every time the switch is closed. The secondary set of con-

tacts take the arc on breaking the current. They are of

blocks of selected carboiv," fastened without screws or bolts to

flat phosphor bronze strips, shaped into holders at their upper

ends. Thus the switch is protected and great durability at-

tained. Tlie spring tendency of the bronze stri])s, which are

Repairing Chipped Rolls by Arc Welding

The field for the application of electric arc welding is

an extremely broad one. Practically every industry making

use of iron and steel can utilize the electric arc welding

process to distinct advanta.ge. In foundries and machine

shops many applications for arc welding can be found.

Steel mills also use this method with great success. The
accompanying picture shows a roll used for turning out

special shapes of sheet piling. It has been repaired by elec-

tric arc welding. The extent of the weld is indicated by

the arrows, the points of which touch the periphery of the

weld. Rolls occasionally chip out. Instead of scrapping

the roll or turning it down, one nf the large steel companies

Roll repaired by arc welding.

has found that very great economies can be effected by re-

pairing tlie defective spot by means of the electric arc.

The chipped portion is first filled in and welded, after which

it is ground or filled to the proper shape. After the work
has been completed it is practically impossible to detect the

point at which the weld has been made except by very

close examination. The repairs arc apparently permanent

and will wear as long as any other part of the roll. The
steel company in question is making all its repairs of this

nature by means of the electric arc. employing electric arc

welding sets made by the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, of East Pittsburgh, Pa. The company is

also securing very successful results in repairing worn wob-
blers, and rebuilding broken teeth in gears and pinions, in

the same manner.

Safety Fuse Tongs
Wooden tongs for inserting and removing fuse plugs

have recently been put on the market by a United States

manufacturer. These tongs are composed of rock elm. treated

by a special process that makes them both shock and moisture

Wooden tongs for replacing fuses.

proof. They come in four sizes—It; in. long, f^ to 1% in.

diameter; Hi in. long. '' to :1'4 in. diameter; 30 in. long, ^ to

:: 111. diameter: 3S in. long. ;'i to .", in. diameter.
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Large Automatic Controller

TIr- CdiitroIK-r illustrated lurewith is a recent (ltvtli>p-

iiiciit of the Industrial Controller Company, and intended

for use in connection with large d.c. motors. This controller

is novel in its operation as it combines both current limit

and time limit acceleration, thereby not only securing pro-

tection to the motor by means of the current limit accelera-

tion, but preventing too rapid acceleration of the motor
under light loads. The controller consists of a number of

large magnetic contactors, the first of which is equippeil

with a powerful blowout and arcing shields, and the accelera-

tion is accomplished by means of a master solenoid at the

left of the panel, wliifli when closing energizes the coil of

the large magnetic contactors successively, thereby closing

the switches and bringing the motor up to speed. The ac-

celeration of the master solenoid is retarded by means of an

air dash pot, and in addition by a liraking magnet, which in

turn is controlled by a current limit relay at the centre of

the panel. When the current in tlie motor exceeds a iire-

deterniined amount, the master solenoid is prevented from

oiierating until the current is reduced to the proper amount

for which it is set. On the controller illustrated, ma.gnetic

switches with blowouts are provided for both sides of the

line and each are equipped with overload relays, thus giving

protection to the motor. These controllers are particularly

adapted for use with large rolls and similar machinery.

The New York Section of the .\nierican .Society of

Mechanical Engineers held a " i'reparedness" meeting on

November 11. Members and frien<ls of the society were

given opportunity to inspect the plant of the Electric Boat

Company and to witness a special exhibition of submerging

and attacking a vessel by a fleet of U. S. submarines. .Xn

illustrated lecture was also presented on "Submarines," by

Charles H. Bedell, electrical engineer, Electric Boat Co.

"Cliplite" Vest Pocket Flashlight

The •Cliplite" vest pocket flashlight shown below is being
sold by the Import Sales Company. When clipped to the
pocket it is ready for use. The safety clip prevents the bat-
tery from short-circuiting and also prevents the flashlight
from being lighted in the pocket unknowingly. It is simple

to reload, having two contacts inside the case. The liattery

can be slipped in either way; the short brass part on the bat-

tery can be to the right or to the left. There is no adjust-

ment of the battery necessary. This new clip contact adds
considerable value and efficiency to the popular sized nickel-

plated case, and has all the advantages of the fountain pen
flashlight, with the additional advantage that it is large

enough to hold an efticient battery.

Two-arm Extension Bracket

The two-arm extension bracket shown here is designed
for use wherever a double connection fs desired. For in-

stance, when this two-arm extension bracket is employed
electrical energy may be used to supply power for an electric

iron or sewing machine motor and li.ylit at the same time.

This appliance has been recently brought out and is manu-
factured by the Waterbury- Wallace Company, Inc. The fix-

tures are made in brass, bronze, and nickel, and are provided

\\ ith push buttons.

Personals

Mr. C. Robertson, of Hamilton. Ont.. has been appointed

assistant engineer of the local electric plant at Orillia, Ont.

Mr. J. B. Woodyatt, formerly superintendent of the

Southern Canada Power Company. Montreal, has been ap-

pointed manager of the company—a new position.

Mr. J. W. Dorsey on Xovember 8 read a paper on ".\

cut-out system on party telephone lines," before the Electrical

Section of the Manitoba Branch of the Canadian Society of

Civil Engineers.

Lieut. Edwin Baker, B.Sc. who lost his sight on the bat-

tlel'ields of blanders after several months' service, has been

retained by the Hydro-electric Commission of Ontario in an

advisory capacity. Lieut. Baker is a graduate of Queen's and

a specialist in electrical work. He was awarded the Military

Cross for gallantry in action.

Mr. H. C. Haskell, secretary-treasurer of the Southern

Canada Power Company. Montreal, and Mr. W. H. Mclntyre,

assistant superintendent of the Ottawa Electric Company,

have been appointed members of the committee on Education

of Salesmen, commercial section, of the National Electric

Light .Association. Mr. Haskell looks after Quebec and the

Maritime Provinces, and Mr. Mclntyre Ontario and the West.

The courses in commercial engineering and practical elec-

tricity are conducted by the correspondence method supple-

mented by class discussions.
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Current News and Notes

Chilliwack, B.C.

At tlie annual meeting of the Chilliwack Telephone Com-

pany, Limited, Chilliwack, B.C., on November 14, a dividend

of eight per cent, was declared. The financial statement for

the year ending September 30 showed gross earnings of $15,-

:i()8 against operating expenses of $7,254.

Grand Coulee, Sask.

The power station at Grand Coulee, Sask.. was recently

destroyed by fire.

Hepworth Ont.

A by-law was submitted on November 27th to the electors

of Hepworth. Ont., authorizing the Hepworth Light, Heat

and Power Comparry to erect a plant to supply electric light,

heat and power to the village.

Kilsyth, Ont.

The Ontario Hydro Commission arc contemplating the

erection of a sub-station at Kilsyth, Ont. This will entail

the e.xtension of the transmission line from Tara, Ont.

Kenora, Ont.

The utilities department of the town of Kenora, Ont.,

Iiave arranged to hold a two days' electrical show in the

Oddfellows' Block on December 14-15.

Kingston, Ont.

The Hydro-electric Commission of Ontario have offered

to supply 1.000 horsepower at $29 per h.p. to the Kingston.

t->nt., public utilities commission. When the consumption is

increased to 1.125 h.p. the rate would be reduced to $28.

Progressive Merchants
Get Acquainted

INCREASE YOUR PROFITS

Electric Irons,

Electric
Toasters,

Electric Stoves

In this period of economy
the average housewife
wants goods that meet the

present high cost of living.

Our Electric Irons. Toast-
ers and Stoves will give

her lasting satisfaction, and
build up a reputation for

pocket, and net the

ler a substantial profit.

view of the present high pric:;s of Heating Appliances
specially attractive.

arantee.

3ur offer

Apart from the above we carry full lines of Economy Fuses, Lamp
Pedestals. Silk Shades, Flashlights. Paper Shades. Automobile
Lamps. Meggers. Tungsten and Nitrogen Lamps. Mica, Violet Ray
Generators. Mercury Vapour Lamps, Detectorphones.

W. H. SPENCER & CO., LTD.
340 University St., MONTREAL

Lake Megantic, Que.

The plant of the Lake Megantic Electric Company, Lake
Megantic, Que., was recently totally destroyed by fire. They
will rebuild immediately, using steam power, and will require

turbines, dynamos, switchboards and transformers.

London, Ont.

I'lans are under way for a new telephone exchange in

London. Ont.. to cost $60,000. Xew switchboard and equip-

ment is to be installed.

Tenders are being called by the Utilities Board, Mr. E. \'.

Buchanan, manager, London, Ont., for the erection of a four-

storey building to be used for the local hydro offices.

Norwood, Ont.

The electric power plant owned and operated by W. C.

Harrison at Norwood, Ont., was considerably damaged by

fire recently. The loss is partly covered by insurance. Work
of re-construction is being initiated at once.

The Pas, Man.
The town of The Pas, Man., have awarded to Houston

and Tallman. Limited. Regina, Sask., a contract for the in-

stallation of a $] 2,000 telephone system.

Pickering, Ont.

Residents of Pickering. Ont., and vicinity, recently met

to discuss negotiating for a supply of Hydro-electric light and

power. Petitions are being prepared.

Renfrew, Ont.

Following a conference with the Ontario Hydro-electric

Commission, the town council of Renfrew, Ont., have accept-

ed the offer of Thos. A. Low to sell the business and plant

of the Renfrew Electric Light Company for the sum of

$6,500.

Sarnia, Ont.

Motor power will be used at Sarnia. Out., by the Central

Stone Company of Canada, in their new plant for cutting the

stone to be supplied for the Union Station, Toronto.

Saskatoon, Sask.

In Iiis annual report. Commissioner Yorath, of Saska-

t.jou, Sask.. recommends the abolition of tungsten cluster

lights and in their stead the use of single nitrogen units of

350 watts each.

Stratford, Ont.

Mr. Charles Wagner has taken over the electrical fixture

and supply business of Rank & Ferrier, Stratford, Ont.

Strathroy, Ont.

The town council. Strathroy, Ont., have authorized the

extension of the street lighting system on McKellar Street.

Vancouver, B.C.

The B. C. Telephone Company. \'ancouver, B.C.. have

under consideration the construction of a telephone ex-

cliange at Port Moody, B.C., and are receiving tenders for

the work.

Wingham, Ont.

The town council. Wingham. Ont.. will secure data re-

garding power producing possibilities at the town dam.

Mr. A. M. Stevens, formerly with McDonald and Willson,

Limited, of Toronto, has become associated with the Can-
adian Carbon Company, 98 King Street West, Toronto, in

the capacity of sales manager.
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The Sphere of the Engineer

A truly remarkable state of affairs in Montreal has been

exposed by the "Committee of Ratepaying Engineers," on

the expenditures necessary to carry out a power develop-

ment in conjunction with the Montreal water supply system,

it had been originally estimated that there would be avail-

able some 10,000 h.p., but tlie report shows this figure to

l)e much too large, and places the maximum at 7,000 Ii.]).

The startling feature of the report, however, is the

statement that, "the minimum cost of the project as desi.gned

will be $10,000,000." This cost is exclusive of the filtration

works or any pumping plant or steam auxiliary or any allow-

ance for parking or the usual allowances for contingencies.

The minimum capital cost, based on the maximum safe capa-

city of the plant, would amount, therefore, to $1,515 per

horse power.

Now, the city of Montreal is the centre of one of the

most abundant power areas on the North American Continent,

and as such can obtain by jiurchase such power as it needs
at very reasonable rates. The report in question stat.es thai

34-hour i)ower can readily be purchased for from $30 to $35,

so that, taking the higher ii.ijure, the 7,000 h.p. would not
cost more than $17."), 000 per .innnm. .\s against this, the

engineers' report calculates the carrying charges, if the pro-

posed development is carried through, at $7.57,000, estimat-
ing interest at five per cent., sinking fund at one per cent..

.111(1 the usual (IcpriM-iation rales. The latter scheme, there-

lore, would cost Ihc city annually close to $(;0().000 over and
above the cost of the purchase of power.

That the estimate of the Board of Ratepaying Engineers
IS reliable is perhaps best evidenced by the personnel of the
Board, which includes only well-known members of the Can-
adian Society of Civil Engineers. If further proof were neces-
sary, one has only to compare the .estimated cost of this in-

stallation of $1,515 per horse power with other hydro-electric
installations in Montreal, or for that matter anywhere in the
world. Take for example the plant of the Cedars Rapids
.\If,g. & Power Company, recently completed in Montreal.
The last animal report gives the bonded issue of this com-
IJany at approximately $10,.500,000. and the development al

about 100,000 h,p. This is a cost per h.p. of $105. Doubtless,
too, there are many plants on this continent installed around
this figure. The Niagara plants, for example, are probably
httle 111 excess of this amount, and possil^ly one of them less.

Indeed, from the .\tlantic to the Pacific, it is safe to say there
is not .-1 modern installation developin.g hydro-electric power
that has cost more than $300 per horse power in capital
charges.

When one consider> these cases one realizes more forc-
ibly the enormity of the mistake the city of Montreal has
been persisting in. Much money has already I)een spent on
the scheme, but tliat is no reason for continuing the work.
Even if another five or six millions were to be spent on it

and the installation completed, it would still inorjaniy pay
the city handsomely to allow the plant to stand idle and
purchase from one of the companies operating in that city.

Incidentally it may be recalled that this report was fur-
nished by the engineers "gratis"—a refreshing and encourag-
ing contrast to the schemes of profiteering that one jees
around him in every direction these days. We hope the
whole situation is an omen that engineers and engineering
methods and ideals will in future have more to say in the
management of aflfairs of national importance which, in

the past, have been so much mis-managed by our (some-
limes) well-meaning, but too often incompetent "politicians."

Important Factors in Insulator Selection
A meeting of the Toronto Section of the .\merican In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, was held in the Engineers'
Club, Toronto, on November 34th. Mr. A. O. Austin, chief

engineer of the Ohio Insulator Company, gave a very inter-

esting- talk on the question of "Important factors that should
lie considered in the selection of an insulator." Mr. Austin
outlined the trend of design of insulators at the present time,

showing that the work was tending to bring up more the

quality of the insulation, rather than the quantity of insula-

tion. He also showed how the designer of insulators had to

follow very carefully the work of the operating engineer in

connection with transmission line work. He showed that

it was essential for the designer of insulators to be familiar

with the troubles that arose in carrying out the work of

transmission of power.

Taking up the manufacture of insulators, the speaker
showed that great care was taken in every step in the manu-
facture, .A lantern slide was shown giving the different test

records, such as pyrometer records and fusible cones. He
also showed the great care that was . taken in testing in-

sulators, showing that a single test was practically useless

ill selecting the insulator: he rather suggested the use of

routine testing and making a record of failures during this

type of test,

.At the close of the meeting the chairman announced
Ihat the next meeting would be held on December 15th, the

speaker for the evening being Mr. tr. H. Hill. Assistant En-
gineer of Railway and Traction Department of the General
Electric Company, the subject )>eing "Railroad Electrifica-

lion."
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Phase Changing by Means of Auto Transformers
By Mr. Frank

Due to changing conditions and for economic reasons,

it is often desirable to "transform from two phase to lliree

phase or vice versa. For instance: if the generating and

transmission system is two phase, twenty-five per cent, of

the line copper may be saved by changing at the station

and transmitting three phase, that is. the fourth wire may

be taken down and used for other purposes and just as much

power transmitted as before, or by investing in fifty per

cent, more copper the amount of power transmitted could

be doubled.

Other reasons may be that a town, village or manufactur-

ing plant is wired for two phase, and changing conditions

may make it necessary or economical to use three phase

power, but to immediately change all the wiring and motors

would be impossible, consequently, a phase changing device

must be used while the installations are gradually being

changed, as conditions wUl permit.

In fact, there are a great many special cases, large and

small, such as cited above, and for laboratories, special tests,

furnaces, welding, etc.. that phase changing is necessary.

For the above purposes two methods are in common
use, one by using a Scott connected auto-transformer and

one by using a delta connected auto-transformer.

The material necessary in such a phase changer com-

pared to a double wound transformer is as follows:—For the

Scott method as shown in Fig. 1: Let L ^ 2 phase current;

Is = 3 phase current. If L ^ 1 and L = 1.155, then the cur-

rent in b.o.= 1.155 — 1 = .155; the current in d.o.= 1, and the

current in a.c. = .5775; and the material used in the different

parts of the windings compared to a double wound trans-

former will be:

—

in b.o. (43.3% X .155)/2 = 3.35%

d.o. ( 6.7% X 1. )/2 = 3.35%

a.c. ( 50% X .5775)/2 = 14.4%

or the total material is 21.1%.

For the delta method reTer to Fig. 2.

As before let 1= = 1; I.i = 1.155.

Then the current in a.b.c. = (1.11.5—1)/2 =z .0775

the current in a.d.c. ^ .5775.

And, as in the Scott method, the material used in the

different parts of the winding compared to a double wound
transformer will be:

—

in a.b.c. 66.66% (.0775/.578V2 = 4.48%

in a.d.c. (33.33% + 15.33%) (.5775/.578)/2 = 24.33%
or the total material required is 28.78 %.

* Chief Engineer. Packard Electric Co.

T. Wyman*

That is, an auto-transformer for transforming a given
amount of power from two to three phase or vice versa, will

cost in active material less than 30 per cent, of that which a

double wound transformer would cost for transforming the

same amount of power. This, of course, providing the in-

coming and outgoing voltage is the same.

The delta auto-transformer may also be used, at the

same time, as a booster, if transforming from two phase to

three phase, by simply dropping the leads at a.c. towards
.x.y.. Fig. 2. In this way any percentage of boost up to

J ^/jajre J.,„p [
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The Romance of the Telephone
History of its Development Inseparably Associated with the great name of Alexander Graham

Bell—Holds a Prominent Place in Modern Civilization and Development
By Mr. K. J. Dunstan*

In 1875 a tall young man—a professor of elocution—

a

teacher of vocal physiology at $500 per year, who for about

three years had worked consistently at a problem which con-

stantly baffled—was busy in a small machine shop in Boston

on a hot June day absorbed in making a sort of crude har-

monica with clock spring reed, a magnet and wire, when he

heard an almost inaudible sound—a faint twang. It was the

sound long waited for, and in intense excitement he ran

to his young assistant, Watson, and said "Snap that reed

again." This was the tiny cry of the new-born infant—

a

milestone in the invention of the telephone.

The word "telephone" comes from the Greek word mean-

ing "far off" and "sound or voice." In 1861 Reiss, a German,

produced an instrument by which he transmitted musical

sounds, but he failed to reproduce the peculiar quality, of a

lone or note. He used an interrupted current. Bell subse-

quently found this to be a mistake and used an undulating

current; that is, one which is never broken, but only varies

in strength. Sound has three qualities—pitch, volume and

individuality. Pitch is obtained by the number of vibrations

within a given time, volume by the amplitude of the vibra-

tions or waves and the individual quality by the peculiar shape

nr character of the waves. Reiss obtained pitch alone, while

Bell reproduced with perfect accuracy Init witli diminished

volume.

Bell was a master of the laws of speech, as were his

father, his two brothers, his uncle and his grandfather. For

three generations the Bells had been professors of the science

of speech. One had invented a system. of correcting stam-

mering, another was the Dean of British elocutionists—the

author of many text books and also of an ingenious system

of visible speech. Thus the inventor of the telephone came
honestly by his peculiar fitness for the task. He, himself,

while yet a boy, had constructed an artificial scull of gutta

percha, w'hich, by the aid of air from bellows would [iro-

nounce words.

He was 28 years of age wlien he heard the first baby cry

of an invention which has revolutionized the social and busi-

ness world. Educated in Edinburgh and London, thrown in

contact with scientists, he became convinced that speech

could be transmitted by electricity over wires. Consumption
had carried off two brothers. His own health was threatened.

The doctors ordered a change of climate. His parents brought

him to Brantford, Ont., where he struggled and won the fight.

He taught visible speech to Mohawk Indians. Tall, supple,

pale, large nose, full lips, jet-black hair and eyes, of Bo-
hemian temperament and artistic tastes; a man of enthusi-

asm but without business ability. He was so deeply inter-

ested in his work of teaching deaf-mut*s that he even hesi-

tated between this love and the desire to perfect a musical

telegraph. Receiving an oflfcr from the Boston Board of

Education, he accepted and from that time he has lived in

the United States, at first spending his holidays with his

parents in Brantford.

Professor Bell has stated that the years 1874 to 1877

marked the incipiency of the telephone, that .from 1873 until

the beginning of 1870 he was a resident of Salem, Mass.,

going to Boston daily for his professional work. So these

places—Salem, Boston and Brantford—are concerned with the
early days of the telephone. He says, "Brantford was my
thinking place." There he reviewed the work done in Bos-

* Before the Electric Club of Toronto.

ton and planned for the future. There, when discussing the

problem with his father in the summer of 1874, the thought
of the membrane telephone was elaborated. So he says,

"the conception originated in Brantford." In the summer
of 1876, when he was again in Brantford, he borrowed a

line from the Dominion Telegraph and placed instruments
in Brantford and Paris—eight miles distant—but as the bat-

tery was in Toronto the total circuit was sixty or seventy
miles. Professor Bell states that this was the first trans-

mission over a circuit of any length, but it was onesided, not
reciprocal.

On April 4th, 1877, was opened the first telephone line

specially built for telephone purposes. In October, 1877,

Mr, Hugh C. Baker, of Hamilton, leased the first instruments
placed on the market for commercial purposes in Canada, and
Irom that day I have been connected with the industry. I

have seen it develop from a scientific toy into a necessity
of life; have seen it become a blessing to humanity, making
tlie world small, blotting out distance and annihilating space.

The once faint voice is now heard in commercial use between
the Atlantic and the Pacific. There are 63,000 sets in Toronto
producing about 600.000 originating messages, 300,000 of

which pass through more than one office. Think of traffic

removed from streets, the reduction in shop and oftice area,

the economy of time, the saving of lives and property—to say
nothing of the added pleasure in Hfe through being able to

speak with those w-e love, but from whom distance separates.

The First Company

The District Telegr.ipli Company was incorporate!

March 1. 1878, and obtained the exclusive rights for Went-
worth, Halton and Haldimand. The Hamilton Telephone
Company took over the business in September, 1878. The
exchange was the first in Canada, and within two or three

months of the first in the world.

Reverting to Professor Bell. He had among his pupils

in Boston Mabel Hubbard, aged 15, whose hearing had been
(lestrojed by scarlet fever when a baby, and was mute in

consequence. Bell lost his heart, and in time they became
engaged. This led to her father, Gardiner G. Hubbard, sup-
porting Bell financially. But even he was sceptical, and said

such a thing never could be more than a scientific toy. He
wanted Bell to go on with his musical telegraph, in which
he had great faith, and not waste time on v'sionary schemes.
Bell said that if he could make a deaf-mute speak why could

he not make iron talk, so he persevered, though ofttimes dis-

couraged, and always hampered by lack of money.

"In the early part of 1874." says Bell, in telling the story.

"I had the good fortune to consult Dr. Clarence J. Blake, in

relation to the mechanism of the human ear. I told him I

wanted to get a phonautograph (an instrument for recording
the vibrations of sound) modelled after the ear, and he
quite startled me with the suggestion, "Why not take an
ear from a dead man and get tracings from the little bones
of the ear?" Well, that struck my fancy. I said, "Where
will I get the 'human ear?" Dr. Blake was equal to the

occasion, and, in a short time, 1 had an ear prepared very
nicely. That was in 1874. It so happened that it was about
summer vacation time, and so I carried this ear up with me
to my father's house in Brantford, and there I commenced
to make experiments. I moistened the ear with glycerine

to make it flexible, and attached to it a small piece of hair.
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and when 1 spoke into the dead man's ear I saw this hair

vibrate. Then 1 got a piece of smoked glass and put it

under the hair and commenced to study the vibrations char-

acteristic of the different elements of speech. Many of

these tracings are of the greatest interest and value.

"Now, while I was experimenting with this human ear.

it struck me that the bones of the ear were very massive in-

deed, as compared with the delicate thin membranes that

operated them, and the thought occurred that if a membrane

so delicate can move bones relatively so massive, why should

not a thicker and stouter membrane move a piece of steel.

"At that moment the telephone was con.eived. That

was the thought which led to it. The conception of the tele-

phone originated during that visit to my father's residence

in Brantford, in the summer of 1874, and the apparatus was

just as it was subsequently made, a one-membrane telephone."

So the first telephone was just a piece of gold-1)eater's

skin stretched over a drumhead with a small piece of metal

glued to its centre.

Bell Got Little Encouragement

But his friends were of little faith. Hubbard told him

to stop wasting his time if he wanted to marry his daughter.

He was frightfully poor; had given up his school, retaining

only two pupils, of whom Mabel Hubbard was one. The

respective fathers threatened to cut of! all supplies. He was

summoned to Washington l)y his patent solicitor, and had

to borrow the railway fare, and stay with a friend to save

hotel bill. This visit, however, was the turning point, for

there he consulted Prof. Henry, then 78 years of age. who
told him he had the germ of a great invention, and when

Bell said he lacked electrical knowledge, he told him to

get it. Bell then moved his workshop from a cellar in Salem

to a room rented from Charles Williams, a maker of elec-

trical supplies. Thomas Watson was Bell's practical assist-

ant, and both lived in two cheap bedrooms. The rent of

shop, bedrooms and W'atson's salary amounted to .$0.00 ])er

week, and was paid by Hubbard and Sanders.

When on that memorable day in June. 1875, he heard

the twang he won over Hubbard. .Sanders and Watson, and

all became enthusiastic. Rememliering that Morse, once a

painter, had mastered electrical difficulties. Bell grappled willi

the problems.

The telephone was born but it had not yet spoken a

word. Its voice was lamentably weak. Much remained.

Discs were tried from boiler plate to thinnest iron. For

months they worked incessantly, .\bout July 1st. 1875. it

talked. It said, "Mr. Watson, come here, I want you." ans-

wered by a mad shout, "I can hear you, I can hear the words."

On his 29th birthday Bell received his patent, the applica-

tion having been filed February 14th. 187('). and granted on

March 7th. 1876. Prof. Bell came to Toronto and consulted

with Hon. Geo. Brown and Gordon Brown, who were to take

out patents in England, and perhaps other countries, on con-

dition that Bell would refrain from filing the American jjat-

ent, so that it would not interfere abroad. As a result the

American patent dragged for months, and Mr. Hubbard be-

coming impatient told the solicitor not to wait longer, and so

the patent was filed without Bell's knowledge or consent. It

was the most valuable single patent ever issued.

Had Grasped the Idea

That Bell clearly realized the underlying principles is

shown by the description of August 14th, 1875, when he said

that this invention "involved a great principle consisting in

the creation and employment of electrical undulations similar

in form to sound waves, and insisted that whatever sound
could be transmitted by air, including spoken utterances,

could be transmitted by these undulations, and he believed

his apparatus was sufficient to accomplish it."

His patent covered "the method of and apparatus for.

transmitting vocal or oilier sounds, leltgraphically as herein

described by causing electrical undulations siinilar in form
to the vibrations of the air accompanying the said vocal

or other sounds substantially as set forth."

This was the broad and fundamenlal patent that wea-
thered the most expensive patent litigation known.

The Centennial was opened a few^ months later. Hub-
bard was a Commissioner. The invention was exhibited.

Bell had no intention of going. He was poor, and besides, he
had a school of vocal physiology, and was in the midst of

examinations, but on going to the station to see his sweet-

heart off he could not resist her tears, and jumped aboard
as the train was moving.

The exhibit had attracted no interest, but when Bell

arrived on a Sunday afternoon, Mr. Hubbard with difficulty

pcrsuadc'd the judges to view the instrument. They were
hot and tired, and their remarks were not encouraging, but

Don Pedro, Emperor of Brazil, and the Empress, entered

the room, and with outstretched hand told Bell that they

were delighted to see him. It seems that Bell had shown the

Emperor his work in makin.g deaf-mutes speak when in Bos-

ton. "Come along," said the Emperor, and where an Em-
peror leads judges follow. .Ml at once became keenly inter-

ested. A wire had been strung from one end of the room
to the other. Bell spoke and the Emperor listened, and with

a look of amazement exclaimed, "My God. it talks."

Sir Wm. Thompson—afterwards Lord Kelvin—the en-

gineer of the first .Atlantic cable, then listened. He said it

was the most wonderful thin.g he had seen in .\merica, and
so the judges gave a certificate of merit.

I have heard Mr. Watson say that in 1877 the four who
composed the telephone busijiess at the time, viz.. Hubbard,

Sanders, Bell and himself (only a boj- of 20) had become
bitterly disappointed because the W'estern Union Telegraph

had refused their offer to sell all the Bell patents for $100,-

(100. They were much depressed. Bell wanted money more
than ever. He was in a hurry to .get married. Some of the

ladies interested insisted that telephones be made and sold.

as many and as quickly as possiljle. that the ceremony be

not delayed. This would have meant flooding the country

with very imperfect instruments, and would have blocked

the plan of leasing which has resulted in the exchange prin-

ciple to the great gain of all concerned. A course of lectures

was substituted, and it is amusing to hear Mr. Watson re-

count his experiences. Bell lectured and Watson illustrated by

playing a cornet or other instrument, shouting and singing.

Once Bell spoke in New York and Watson was in Boston.

His laboratory was on the upper floor of a cheap boarding

house. Neither he nor Bell, for obvious reasons, were on the

best of terms with their landlady. Watson was afraid to

disturb the boarders, and though it was intensely hot he took

all the bedclothes from both beds, arranged a sort of tent

over the big telephone, crawled under and for two mortal

hours shouted, played and perspired. In answer to a timid

enquiry the next morning the landlady said she had not

heard a word.

Bell's Marriage

The lectures created a tremendous interest and shortly

Bell married, presenting his wife on their wedding day with

a certificate for all his stock in the newly-formed company,
saying that but for her the telephone would never have been
invented. He gave the Canadian patent to his father.

Bell's work was over: henceforth others were to develop

and carry on while he retired to his laboratory. That he
foresaw the future is shown by extracts from his addresses

about that date, among others, one delivered at the first an-

nual meeting of the Electric Telephone Company at Kensing-
ton, England, in 1878, in which he suggested methods for

introducing the telephone to the public, in oflices. factories
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and homes. He predicted a network of telephone communi-
cation analogous to gas and water systems, the establish-

ment of "central offices," the replacing of speaking tubes,

and confidently expressed the belief that "a man in one part

of the country may communicate, by word of mouth, with

another in. a distant place." Il would be used, he said, as

a means of communication between bankers, merchants,

manufacturers, wholesale and retail dealers, in police and

fire stations, hospitals and hotels, railway offices and mines.

You know how fully his predictions have been realized.

Everything has come true. Cables of wires have been sus-

pended overhead or laid underground. Central exchanges

have l)een established the world over. Long distance lines

connect village, town and city. Even speaking tubes have

lieen displaced. Hotels provide a telephone in every room,

and there are as many as 32 in one private house in Toronto.

Bell saw, as in a vision, the extent to which shoppin.g would

be done by telephone. In one thing- and one thing only was

he wrong, and that is when he said . each company would

employ a man for the purpose of connecting the wires as

directed. Girls may not be infallible, but a man or a boy

is an impossibility. Yet I remember when the president

of the .\merican company discussed in Hamilton the question

as to whether girls were suitable. He said he understood

they were employed somewhere, but did not know where, and

thought perhaps they would be all right. We engaged the

first girl operator in Canada and she now lives in Toronto.

The Toronto operating staff now numbers about l.tiOO.

On the wires of the transcontinental line, sound travels

.")6,000 miles per second, ft takes a sound wave 1/15 of a

second to be transmitted :i,400 miles. Sound unaided by the

telephone travels only 1.160 feet per second. Perhaps this

modern miracle cannot be better illustrated than by a refer-

ence to the annual dinner of the International Geo.graphic

Society held at the New \\'illard. \\;ishington. on March 7th

last, to celebrate the fortieth anniversary of the award of the

patent to Alexander Graham Bell. After the dinner Mr.

Carty, chief engineer of the .\. T. & T., called the Washing-

ton office, and a little lamp burned on- a specially prepared

map of the proposed voice travel. Then followed Pittsburg,

('hicago, Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake CitV. Pocatello, Boise.

Wala Wala, Portland and Seattle—when eleven twinklin.g

lamps glowed. The human voice was speeding from ocean

to ocean. Then the Postmaster-General and .Sir Robert Bor-

den came in with greetings from Canada. Then jumping from
north to south General Pershing joined the voice party at

El I^aso. Then Jacksonville, Florida, and finally San Fran-

cisco, when lights representing 31 places in 17 States and

Canada were shown on the map. You will admit that this

was a marvellous trip across a great continent on the wings

of the electric wires. In their passage across the continent

3.1(10 sound waves per second—tiny and of varying shapes.

irregular and different as the waves of the sea—must not

jostle or tumble against each other, but must arrive at the

Pacific Coast as they left the Atlantic, unchanged and un-

disturbed.

On (.)ctober 21st. I'.il.'i, wireless telephone messages were
sent by Bell engineers from the wireless station at Arlington

I Virginia) near Washington, and were received on the Eiffel

Tower, Paris.

The following figures wiii serve to illustrate the enormous
development in the Bell System in .'Vmerica in less than

25 years:—

.

In 1892 there were 100,000 stations; in 1!102. 1,100,000; in

1006, 2,500,000; in 1«08, 3,800,000; in 1010. 5,100,000; in 1913,

7.500,000; in 1914, 8,100,000. There are now over 9,500,000.

In telephone investment per capita, the United States

lake's first place, and Canada second place, among the coun-
tries of the world. The United States, with a population
of 33 to the square mile, has 9.7 telephones per hundred popu-
lation; Canada, with a population of only 2 to the square mile,

has 6.5 telephones per hundred population. Europe, with 121

l)ersorLS to the square mile, has only .08 telephones per hun-
dred. More detailed figures are given below. The city of

Toronto has a population of approximately 465,000; with

52,500 telephones in use, this means 13.3 per hundred per-

sons, or 1 to every 7.5; the number of miles of wire in the

city of Toronto is in the neighborhood of 225,000, of which
75 per cent, is underground; there is approximatelj' 3,000,000

feet of telephone duct. The number of Toronto exchanges
now is 10, \vith a staff of over 3,000.

Telephones Per Hundred of Population

Austria-Hungary. .5; Denmark, 4.2; Franpe. .7; German
Empire, 1.9; Great Britain (March, 1913), 1.0; Norway, 3.1;

Italy, .2; Netherlands, 1.3; Sweden, 3.9; Switzerland, 2.3; On-
tario and Queliec (March 31, 1914), 7.4; Ontario alone (March
31. 1914). 9.21.

Switzerland.—96 per cent of the exchanges close at 9 p.m.;

46 per cent, open from 7 a.m. to noon, then close for two

hours for lunch, opening again at 6, close for two hours

for tea, then open from 8 to 8.30.

Sweden.—Only 75 out of 3.064 central offices give con-

tinuous service.

Belgium.—(Before the War)—Of the 23 larger exchanges,

comprising what is called the Brussels group, only two are

open day and night.

There are similar restrictions in Germany, France. Italy

and other European countries.

Such in forty years has been the development of an in-

i.lustry based upon an invention not brought about through

greed for gold nor desire" for fame, but as an indirect result

of an ardent wish to benefit that unfortunate class known as

deaf-mutes.

The Listowel Hydro-Electric Station
By Mr. Norman J. Lake

Tlii.-> article comprises a description of the distributing

station installed for the Hydro-Electric Power Commission

of Ontario at Listowel, Ont. Listowel is a town of about

2,500 pojiulation. situated in the northern i]art of western

Ontario. It is essentially a farmin,g comnmnity in the sur-

rounding district, but the town contains a numl)er of in-

dustries of moderate size, and is a very progressive muni-

cipality, posscssin.g water' suppb'- S^s, sewer and electric

lighting; systems. The railway connections are tin- G. T. K.

and C. P. R. Tlu- town is prosjjcrous and in a very good

jMisition 111 develop into an important industrial centre. The
town has been supplied with electricity for the past six years

by a steam plant, owned and operated by the municipality

itself. The aflfairs were administered by a commission ap-

pointed by the council every year, and it had proved a very

good system.

The power house building was constructed of red brick

on a stone foundation, equipped with cement floor through-

out and divided into four divisions, consisting of an engine

.md generator room, pump room with office attached for the

cliief engineer, a boiler room and an adjoining coal house.

The building was well laiil riul from an etViciency point of

Th tlu (|ui|]uient of thr distributing sta-
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tion was awarded to the Canadian VV'estinKhouse Company,

exclusive of the lightning: arresters, which was let to the

Canadian General Electric Conipanj-. The contract, in briel.

called for tliree transformers, eacli of 100 kw., giving a total

capacity of :!00 kw.; one 3fi,400 volt oil switch; and a one-

panel low-tension distributing lioard witli the necessary con-

necting apparatus. The advisability of retaining the original

steam plan! as an auxiliary set. ii
>

i
!" ''' Tonlilc. was

High tension equipment— Listowel substalion.

considered, but the idea was discarded, as the old system

was 60 cycles, and the new line was 25 cycles. It was de-

cided to dispose of the original plant and install the above

equipment.

The engine room was utilized for a transformer room,

and provided ample space. The transformers, choke coils,

and oil switch were placed across one end; the lightning

arresters, next to the wall in middle of room, and the dis-

tributing panel at the other end. Thus a large amount of

space was left in the middle of the room for any additions

to the apparatus. Only one line was erected to tap the main

line at first, but a future line was planned to assure continued

service and offset breakdowns. This applied to the town

line also, only one system leading out of the distributing

panel to the transformers around town, but provision was

made for an additional line, and space was provided on the

panel for this. The company installed the apparatus in their

contract according to the plans prepared by the commission.

The transmission line from the main line to the station

was erected by the commission. It was a three-wire line.

5 aluminium strands on a steel ciire being the wire used.

High Tension Switching

(1) The tliree wires were lirought into the building

through insulators placed in the wall and each wire led

directly to a 100 amp., 3(1.400 volt, disconnecting switch on

a ceilin.g mounting, the switch being operated from below

by a long pole. .\H wire used on the high tension end was

liare hard-drawn copper wire. .305 inch in diameter. Tlie

high tension insulators used were 31!, 400 volt, brown porcelain,

llirec petticoat type, mounted on an iron stand with a U-bolt

fastenin.g for i;4-ineli iron pipe. This size pipe was used

for nii>untin.y all the equipment, and was standard throu.^Ii-

oul. Tin- pipes were supporti-d by face plates, having Iwo

lioles on each side of the pipe through which bolls were

used for fastening 1m the ceibiig In the case c,f ihe walls,

wliicli were i)f brick, and ihe Ihicir. which was concrete, ex-

pansion sliields and lags were used, size 5 inch by 3J/2 inch.

The specifications called for a clearance of 24 inches between

all 1)are high tension wire.

From the disconnecting switches, the wires lead to three

1 0(1 amp.. 30,400 volt discofinecting switches, double blade,

mounted on the wall directly above the lightning arresters.

I'.ctween the two sets of disconnecting switches, "T" con-

nections were made and the wires lead vertically downward
to the three choke coils. These consisted of a number of

turns of aluminium wire and were air cooled, designed for

100 amps. From the choke coils 26,400 volt half-inch -cam-

bric covered insulated wire of .:!25 in. diameter lead the

current downwards to the oil switch. The oil switch con-

sisted of three circuit breakers, operating on a common lever

and designed for 36.400 volt service, each breaker having

a capacity of 100 amperes. They were mounted on brick

foundation with each tank in a separate l)rick compartment.

The switch was operated from a control panel placed at

one end and could be tripped either by hand or by the relay

circuit. Three relays were mounted between the oil switch

and tlie transformers. They were series trip, 26,400 volts.

relays with 10 amp. coils and were operated from the 110-

volt potential bus on switchboard. They tripped the oil

switch in case of any overload or line trouble and could be

adjusted for various values. From the oil switch, insulated

wire led to the relay coils, and from the relays, bare wire

was put over the top of the transformers on insulators on
liipe supports, so that connections could be made to the

transformers.

Transformers

(3) The transformer set consisted of three 100 kv.a..

single phase, c.i.s.c. transformers with a ratio of 26,400 volts

on the high tension side, to 4000/3300 volts on the low tension

Switchboard— Listowel sub-station,

side. The transformers were of the standard type. They

were cooled by oil circulating around the coils. Each trans-

former weighed about three tons. In shipping, just enough

oil was put in to cover the coils and keep them dry. as, if

the coils w-ere left uncovered, they absorb moisture, and it is

a great inconvenience and loss of time to dry them out by

a fire. The rest of llie oil was added after the transformers

were in place.

The high tension side was wired in delta. Connections
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were made to the overhead bus by "T" connectors. All con-

nections were soldered. On the low tension side, one term-

inal of each transformer was connected to a common ,!?roiind

wire which ran alon.q; the wall and terminated in a .s^round

jilute of tinned copper, buried outside the building, in damji

ground to a depth of 7 feet. Size of plate was 2 ft. x :i ft

X '/s in. The other terminal was connected by .;!2.") in. cam-

bric insulated wire for 4000 volt service. This gave ;i:iui)

volts on each of the three wires, or 4000 volts between them.

J'hese wires passed, by means nf insulators mounted "ii

pipes, to the 4.000 volt bus on top of the switchboard.

Low Tension and Switching

Ci) The switchboard consisted of two panels of slate,

one mounted above the other. The lower one was 25 in. x

^4 in. X 2 in. in size and the upper one 65 in. x 24 in. x 2 in.

Iliey were mounted on an iron frame, which was fastened to

the floor by a "l"' I)eam across the bottom, filled with con-

i retc, and at the top by two horizontal pipe braces, one

on each side of lioard. These braces also supported the

1000 volt bus. The three potential transformers were mount
ed on a bracket above the bus. together with their fuse

blocks in a convenient place to tap the mains, which was
dfinc by "T" connectors. These transformers supplied tin-

110 volt current to operate the relay switches and other small

apparatus.

From the bus three wires led down to the oil switch,

llie two outside wires having a series transformer on each

of them to trip the switch in case of overload or trouble.

The middle wire had two of the same mounted on it. The
secondary leads from these went directly to the two series

relay trip coils mounted on the bottom panel, and to the

instruments on top panel.

The oil switch was a type "B" three phase, 300 amp..

4()()0 volt automatic oil circuit breaker. This switch was
operated from the front of the board either by hand, or

iiy the series relay trip in case of trouble. From the other

^i(le of the switchboard three feeder wires went up the

board and across to the wall to the three type "S" lightning

arresters which were mounted on an iron bracket, the

bracket providing space for three more, of the same when
a future feeder line is added.

Mounted on the feeder panel is one a.c. ammeter, 100

amp., 25 cycle, with space alon.gside for another ammeter
in case of a future line being installed. There is also a phase

plug and three phase receptacles, so that the current on any

jdiase can be read at any time. This removes the necessity

of using (hree ammeters, one for each phase, and hence is

much more economical; there is also one voltmeter with a

range of 0-,3000 volts, together with an 8 pt. receptacle and

4 pt. plug to read voltage on any phase; one power-factor,

polyphase, indicating meter; one graphic recording poly-

):)hase wattmeter for 25 cycle. .\11 meter connections were,

made from a small slate panel mounted at the back of the

board and were provided with test links so that a convenient

iest could be made at anv time.

Economical Construction of Rural Lines
By A.

The subject of electricity in rural districts is one which is

attracting more attention every year. The central stations of

the I'acilic Northwest have practically secured all of the busi-

ness which is to come to them unsolicited. it is true that

some business does come voluntarilj-, but upon investi.gation

it is generally found that advertising or soliciling in some
form is the basis of the, customer's decision.

The purposes for which electricity can be used to the

greatest profit to both customer and company have segre-

gated themselves, and have been cared for by the central sta-

tions, up to a p<5int where the activity of central station is the

factor whicli is to produce the new business of the future.

The business which we are to secure in the future divides

itself into three cJasses: First, the coinpetitive class; second,

the development class; and, third, the rural class.

The competitive class is that portion which is now using

wood. coal, or petroleum products, and to secure this is solici

I'lr's work.

The development class is tliat portion of the lighting and
power l)usiness which the engineer and promoler will obtain

by inducing factories and mills to locate and enlarge and use

power, with the attendant coiumercial and resident lo;u!.

The third, or rural class, is not necessarily llie third from
standpoint of size, and may eventually become a very' large

proportion of our total business. Up to this lime this rural

business has not been sought to any great extent by organ-
ized methods, for the reason, unfortunately, we have not real-

ized the possibilities in it, and for the further reason that We
have up to this time devoted our attention lo ihe business

which is nearer home and apparently more remimeralive.

The extent of the available rural business may be realized

when we know that practically every town in Ihe Pacific

Northwest is surrounded bv an agricnilural commniiil\. and

I'aper rend before I'ortlnml. ( >rc III \,K.1,..\. .iti'l .\.l K K

S. Hall

in many cases the surrounding community has a population

nearly as large as the city itself.

In Hood River County :i7 per cent, of the population

served is outside the city limits of Hood River. Only :tO per

cent, of the population of the county is inside of the city lim-

its, and I believe that eventually 50 per cent, of the popula-

tion served will be outside of the city. This ;!" per cent, of

the population served furnishes 3.S per cent, of our gross

revenues; therefore it is a safe assumption that when 50 per

cent, of the population served is outside the city limits, over

.>() per cent, of our gross revenue will come from this rural

business. It is a proven fact that rural customers use in their

homes more kilowatt-hours an<l apply electricity to more dif-

ferent purposes than do the city customers.

Water Systems in Country Homes.

It may be well to mentit)n some of the uses to which

electricity is applied in our case. <J\er 50 per cent, of our

customers use apple graders, run by electricitj-. These are

<lriven by small motors, which are operated on the lighting

circuit at lighting rates. About 20 per cent, of them have

water in their homes under pressure, using electric-driven

lumips. Their barns and apple houses are all lighted. Some
>i tliem have small street lighting systems in and around their

property. The average farm circuit contains about l!5 outlets,

in some cases running as high as 100 outlets.

Nor can you say that Hood River, an apple raising dis-

trict, usis more electricity than would be used by the average

itlier rural community. By analysis we find that year after

• ifter year the stock raiser, the dairyman, and the diversified

farmer have a much more uniform income, and a larger in-

come in ])roportion to their in\estment. than does the apple

urower. Xol .mly this, but there is less labor which can be

performed b\ electricity, in the apple industry, than there is

ill eilhrr ni tin- three liius of agriculture mentioned. .\or

Ini-.^ Ihis riir.tl business fcdiou iirc>])ortioiially to iKipidalinii.
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it follows rather proportionally to acreage; for instance, a

farmer recently stated to me voluntarily that he has nine

pieces, of farm machinery which he operates by electricity

from a 15 h.p. motor. These include a woodsaw. threshing

oiUiit, cream separator, churn, cider mill, and hay-handling

apparatus. He stated that he guaranteed the electric coi^i-

pany $:!5 a month, and his bill frequently runs to 1675 per

month. He further said that the installation saves him $150

per month the year around, ovt-r what he has to pay to the

electric company.

When we look at the other phase of our rural business,

however, we find a somewhat different result. This 37 per

cent, of gross business, furnishing ;i8 per cent, of gross

revenue, uses 51 per cent, of our operating expense. The

principal. reason for the high cost of operation of rural busi-

ness is in the distances which have to be covered by the

commercial and trouble department, with the consequent loss

of time and cost of transportation. These difficulties arc being

overcome to a certain extent by gasoline for transportation,

but a portion of this expense will always remain a^ a handi-

cap, (hir rural business requiring 51 per cent, of the operat-

ing expenses furnishes only 10 per cent, of our net revenue:

from operation and about one-third of i per cent, of our net

operating income.

These ligures are developed from actual operating ex-

penses and appraised property values as determined by the

Oregon ("ommission in the Hood l^iver rate case. They make

no attempt to favor either class of business. Each class is

made to stand it-s own depreciation, operating expense, pro-

duction expense, and taxes, but, as a matter of fact, were it

not "for the o7 per cent, of rural luisiness the city Ijusiness

would show a less net revenue tlian it now does, and the rates

on tiie city business would liave to be increased materially.

The commission realized this when it decreased the rural

rates and increased the city rate. It made this decrease in

the rural rates notwithstanding that the analysis showed that

ihe just rural rate should be 18.89 cents per kw.-hour as

against 12.53 cents which we are receiving. In making this

redtiction it established a precedent which will enalile us to

handle mucli rural business that could not otherwise be

accepted.

Rural Business Justified.

If the theory on which it made this reduction i.s a sound

Iiusiness principle, and it is so recognized in railroad rates and

is liecoming recognized in electric rates, we then are justified

in going after this rural business, even at an apparent loss.

Of course, we are limited by tlie quantity of rural business

which a given city business can support. It is evident that

this principle cannot be carried beyond the point where the

city rate begins to be burdened by having a rural business

attached. In other words, we may take on all the low-priced

business we can handle without actually increasing'thc rate

on the original business, but to take on more than that

amount of low-priced business would he an unjust discrimina-

tion against the city customer. Our analysis shows that in

our rural business 38 per cent, of the gross revenue uses 47

per cent, of the total investment, or, in other words, it ijer

cent, more than its normal share. This 9 per cent, of the in-

vestment, of course, carries taxes, interest, and depreciation,

so that the excess reacts doubly against the net ]irnfits from

the business.

The greatest problom now confronting us in the rural

held is how to overcome this handicap. It is obvious that it

cannot be done by the present methods of standard construc-

tion; we are using these in a modified form to-day. We are

not justified in admitting that it cannot be overcome, because

the central stations demand, this revenue, and the develop-

ment of the county demands the service. The solution, there-

fore, lies along the lines of new standards of construction,

and on analysis it is obvious tlial this Imsincs^ will permit— in

fact, lends itself particularly to—different standards of con-

struction from that which we have developed for the city busi-

ness.

Many Unsolved Problems.

Some pioneering has been done in rural construction, but

only enough to bring us in touch with the unsolved problems,

ratlier than to work out a solution of them. They will not be

solved in a day, because we are loath to part from established

practices; but this we must do to the extent that eventually

we will have one set of standards for rural work recognized

as such, and entirely dififerent from those specified for city

work.

I might mention some of the methods which have l)een

tried out, and others which should be tried out, for tlie reduc-

tion of first cost. The distance between supi)orts has been

increased to where we have distributing lines of solid copper

ol)erating with perfect satisfaction in spans of :i50 feel. How
much farther we may extend is yet to be determined, l)Ut

al)Ove 250 feet it is apparent that local atmospheric conditions

must be taken into consideration. Possibly copper-clad steel

or other combination of metals may increase (hat s])an at a

lower cost per mile.

The steel and the reinforced poles which are receiving

consideration for transmission and city distribution may
eventually I'c the solution of the support problem, for the

reason that the maintenance of poles is great whcn-e the pides

form a large proportion of the investment.

The insulated copper which has in thejiast been regarded

us i)roper for city uses is entirely out of place in rural con-

struction. It shortens tlie span, thereby increasing support

cost, and the insulation does not add any great factor of

safety in tlie rural districts.

Standard of Voltage.

It has not > et been established what voltage is liest adapt-

ed as a standard for rural work, nor which scheme of trans-

former connections is the best to adopt as a standard. In our

case we use 110 volts for all single-phase circuits and 220 volts

for most polyphase purposes. I do not believe that this can

be improved upon, as it ofifers the most flexibility of any

scheme of secondary voltages. In the primary side we use

delta connected 3-wirc. G,600-volt and 2,200 volt systems.

Pliere is much to lie said in favor of 4,000 volt or l],000-voll

star connected, grounded neutral primary circuit for rural

work. It has the advantage of fewer necessary grounds.

thereby lower grounding cost, and a further advantage of cut-

ting out the circuit entirely by an automatic switch in case

anj- of the three wires should be grounded, whereas the delta-

connected three-wire primary will sometimes operate with one

wire down, at a great danger to pedestrians and traffic. It

has the additional advantage of placing the ground on the

high voltage side, which is the voltage we are grounding

against, and liy grounding the secondary also the customer is

rendered <loubly safe. It .gives us an increase in voltage.

hence lower copper cost, using the same transformers. A
single wire can Ije run to handle single-phase distribution

transformers, using the earth as a ground return. This has

in some cases proven satisfactory. .\ plan wdiich has saved

us considerable first co..>t has been the banking of transform-

ers ill multiple on lioth primary and secondary side. This is

not good practice in the city, but the objections are not so

apparent in rural work and tliere is a dec'ded saving in both

transformers and copper on account of being able to use

larger transformer units and consequently take advantage of

the diversity factor of grouped customers.

Low Cost Transformers.

One of the greatest problems, and one which must be

solved by the manufacturers, is the securing of a low cost

transformer. .\t present strictly domestic rural business is

IMariiially proliibited b\ t ransl' inner c^ist. The transformers
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which have been designed and standardized for city work
must be redesigned to meet rural conditions. Efficiency must

be sacriliced in favor of lirst cost, and beauty of design and

portability can also be sacrificed. It is possible that a trans-

f<irmer without oil. and with a tank made of sheet metal witli

ventilatinfT outlets, can be designed to hang from a cross-

arm with the leads brought out at the bottom without bush-

ings, wliich will meet these riquirements at half the present

cost.

Up to this time the regulatory bodies have prescribed the

same voltage variations for rural as for city business, and

central stations have worked to these standards, but it is

oovious that a greater range of variation will give a corre-

sponding decrease in first cost, and this decrease will enable

many customers to secure service which we cannot afford to

take on now.

The combination of electric light and telejihone on the

iame poles is another possible solution of part of this first

cost item. We have consistently educated ourselves to separ-

ate electricity and telephone, and where the business will jus-

tify separation this is advisable, and in most cases necessary;

but beyond the reach of either telephone or electric light

singly, are large numbers of customers who could be profit-

ably reached and served with Ijotli telephonce and light by
]iroperlj' constructed joint pole lines. By this I do not mean
a cheap line, as usually built, but a line carefuUj- designed,

with due regard to safety and the other detrimental factors,

and 1 maintain that such a line can hi? built for less'monej-

than the average cheap rural lines and unsafe crossings which
we see in manj- of the rural districts to-day.

Electrically Operated Farm Machinery.

The aiiplication of electricity to farm machinery is a lield

by itself, and a field which has barely been touched. In the

<irchards of our principal fruit sections are thousands of spray

machines driven by gasoline engines. Not one has yet been
superseded by electric power. Anyone going through a mod-
ern dairy farm will find a dozen uses for electricity. But this

field will be developed rapidly when the power is made aifail-

:i1)lc.

'llu- systems of rates de\clc.|ad f.>r I'itv business li.iv

to this time been applied to rural business, but the attempt to

modify these to suit rural conditions has emphasized the need
of revised methods of selling rural electricity. No doubt the

eventual system for rural work will be fiat rates based on
maximum demand or demand control, but before this can be
lirought about to any great extent further investigation must
be made into the business already developed.

.As the engineer has devoted his energy to the problems
of the classes of business already secured and standardized his

results, so must he apply his energy to the problems of rural

distribution before any great portion of the enormous revenue

available can be secured.

The demand for electricity in the rural districts will be

greater from year to year, and the means of distribution must
be standardized, and we should profit bj- past experience and
standardize before we secure the business, rather than doing
it after much money has been spent in working along lines

which are not permanent: and on the standards so adapted
depend almost entirely the amount of business which a rural

district will furnish.

Advances in Street Illumination
Tile plii:>liigraiih liL-rcwilli illustrates what is known as

"The Path of Gold" of San Francisco. The installation,

consisting of a total of 439 lamps, takes in fifteen business

blocks on the north side of '.he street and thirteen blocks on
the south side, a distance of approximately 7,500 feet, and
including the Ferry Building Plaza. !.'> miles. General F,lec-

iric luminous arc lamps have been adopted. They operate at

(i.ii amperes, but the appearance is greatly enhanced by the

addition of the new sectional globe and special glassware.

There is a yellowish tint to the glass that is visible in day-
time, but not at. night, when it prevents any glare. These
lamps are mounted in the form of a triangle with the plane
of the lights at right angles to the direction of the street,

and have a combined candle power of 4,500. The poles

average 110 feet apart and are 33 feet high, including the

ornamental triangular tops. Decorative trolley poles carry
the lamps, which have bronzed surfaces tinted green to

siinuhitc a weathered (.ffect.
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The Street Railway and the Jitney as an Econ-

omic Factor in the Community.

'The Couiicii has asked my company to send a representa-

tive to this meeting-, at which. I nnderstand, various matters

in connection wjth jitney traffic are to be considered, and I

am glad of an opportunity to put the views of my company

before your Council on this matter.

We have not until this time adopted an\ public altitudr

antagonistic to the jitney.

This was not because we did not realize thai Ihe condi-

tion of affairs which converted the whole operation of the

city system into an unsound and insolvent undertaking must

in a very short time necessitate drastic changes afifecting the

efficiency of our city system as a whole, but because we be-

lieved that the Council and the business people generally

would realize in their own good time just how unfair the

competition was and would take steps to put the matter on a

fair and equitable basis.

The older and more settled communities in the East have

already expressed themselves on this question, and where a

capable and impartial body has directed its attention to this

question there has l)een little doubt as to the result of the

deliberations.

The Puljlic Service Commission of New York Slate made
a very complete report on this subject, and 1 just quote one

or two sentences:

"The time is not yet ripe to abandon the electric street

railway as the standard means of urban transportation.

"The operation of jitneys in direct competition would sf>

impair electric street railway revenues and progress as to re-

sult in defective service and the eventual death of the older

means of transportation.

"Dependable Transportation."'

"And since arrested development in the case of any busi-

ness enterprises usually means slow death, such a decision

cculd only be taken to mean that in our opinion the traffic

needs of the city would best be served by a gradual replace-

ment of the old by the new method of transportation.

"Now, as a matter of fact, the commission believes noth-

ing of the sort. On the contrary, we are of the opinion that

the electric railway must for many years be regarded as the

backbone of any dependable transportation system in such a

city.

"To arrest the development of electric railways would be
to injure greatly the city's growth and future prospects, and
the situation seems to us to be in no wise changed by the

fact that the competition comes from individuals, and per-

haps in some cases irresponsible owners of autos, instead of

from a single well-managed comi)any.

"In either case the competition would certainly be large

enough to interfere seriously with any further growth of the

electric railway system, and in our opinion no dependable
form of transportation, good alike in winter and summer, has
yet been devised to take the place of wlial the city would lose

' Address of Mr. W. G. Murrin. As.sistant General Manager of the B.C.
Electric Railway Company, before the Vancouver City Council. Novem-
ber, 20th. 1916.

II iiiiiliri .i'\ rli.i.niciii I.I Us ckitnr railways was to be dis-

couraged and interfered with by the state.

"F'rotection is being extended to it now because we feel

thai on the whole the existing street railway system, viewed

licit as a money-making machine operated for the benctit of

its slockliolders, but as a public agency, is distinctly worth

savin,u in the interests nf ilie (leople of the cil.v."

The Rough With the Smooth.

.Some years ago my company entered inio an agreement

to provide a transportation system for the city, and on the

strength of the franchise obtained borrowed mone\ in in-

creasing amounts as the city developed.

There can be no ouestion that at the time the franchise

was .given there was no idea of any competition or duplicat-

ing, at least over those 'lines where the company had its

tracks, otherwise no money could liave l)een obtained for

.siicli an undertaking.

We might reasonably coulenil tliat according to the spirit

of our franchise we had the right to cater for the whole travel

on certain routes on which our tracks are laid, providing we
arc complying with the conditions of the franchise and travel

on those routes.

I'ublic opinion has demanded a lixed fare, and we in our

agre»ement undertook to follow in line witli pul)lic opinion in

this matter and to provide transportation Anywhere in the

city of Vancouver for a fixed fare.

With increasing length of lines, increasing demand with

regard to the quality of travel and of rolling stock, increasing

r:.tes of wages, increasing cost of materials, the bxed fare has

lieen a serious burden to all street railway companies, and
has only l)een possible while the question could be considered

as a whole.

Many of our lines are operated at a very great loss, and
ihe whole basis on which the fixed fare and transfer system is

based is that the rough shall be taken witli the smooth and
an average result obtained.

The advent of the jitney in its unregulated form was a

liermission to draw revenue from the smooth witliout the

iddigation to take any of the rough. This is our first cause
of complaint.

Council Demanded Facilities.

\ou may say that there is nothing in the franchise giving

the company the privilege of catering for the transportatioii

of this city as a whole, but the company has taken upon itself

the obligation of dealing with the whole system of transpor-

tation, and, as I will show, this obligation has been recog-

nized by the city, and we might fairly claim the privileges

which would follow that obligation.

Some years ago. wdien Vancouver was growing ver\-

rai)idly, the Council was insistent in its demands for the ex-

tension of lines. These demands were complied with lon.g

liefore the roads provided by the Council were lit for travel.

ami ,it ihese times the tramwa\ was tlie only means i^i tran?-

|...,iation.

In the years I'.pKi. ihii. and liiia the Council repeatedly

and emphatically poinlecl lo the necessity of the company
piirch.isiiig more ears. We did. We purchased the cars as
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i|uicl<ly a.s they could be ul>t;iiiuil. uiul I'NciUually. at llu- in

sislLMil (Iciiiand of tin- Council, llic last order was phiccd.

aniounliiij; to $-)flii,(i()i>.

If llic Council (lid not con>iilcr that wc had an\ ol)li,L;a-

tiou to deal with the whole travel of the coiiinumity wliy d.id

ihey .so insist and press their demand that we should prox.de

additional cars?

That obligation was met 1i\ llie company, and to-day, in

addition to haviiijj; cars we do not need, we have twenty cars

which arc paid for and not yet delivered. Is there no obli.sja-

lion on the Council in connection with this matter?

They have asked the company to increase its plant to

cater for the increasing population.- Have wc not a right to

ask the (. ouncil to ,ai\ e us the privilege of handling the addi-

tional population at least during such time as we hav; a.n

opportunity of using the ijlant purchased at their request?

What security has any investor in undertakings under

municipal supervision if the Council would not consider that

il had an obligation under these conditions?

Obligations Placed on Company Under Franchise Should Be
Placed on Other Modes of Transportation.

When our franchise was granted, certain obligations were

imposed on the company, and 1 ask the Council, in all fair-

ness, to do the least they can reasonably be expected to do in

this matter, viz

:

To attach to any permission to cater for transportation

in the city the same or equal obligations that they ask of my
company.

There arc very few l>usiness men in the city of Van
couver to-da}' who do not realize that my company is havin.g

a very raw deal, and 1 will attempt to show why this is.

It is because at a time when the company was endeavor-
ing, with some difficulty, to meet its obligations to the city

and comply with all the conditions of the franchise the city

permitted competitors to operate in such a way as to inter-

fere seriously with the company's business, and at the same
time has not subjected those competitors to the obligations

which have been exacted from the company.
Assuming, therefore, it is fair to ask the Council to im

pose the same conditions on the jitney as it does on Ihe com-
pany, how is this state of affairs to be brought about

-

fmagine instead of a series of individuals applying lor

tlie right to operate on city streets that a resp-.nsible cor-

poration asked the Council for the privilege of operating this

type of vehicle in competition with the street railway com-
pany. What might the Council fairly ask in return for thi;

I
ri\ ilege ,glven?

The Long and the Short Haul.

The first thing that is asked of the street railway is that

it shall for a fixed fare carry people from any one point in

the city to any other point in the city, whether it likes to or

not. That is to say. that in return for the privilege of carry-

ing a short rider it must carry the lon,g rider at the same
fare.

Would it not be essential lor the Council to ask .my
responsible corporation competing with tlie street railway to

colnply with this arrangement?
Xow, instead of one responsible corporation you have a

number of corporations. Each individual is a corporation
responsible in himself to the Council, and for whom no one
else can be responsible. You cannot ask him to give a trans-

fer to any other car, but this does not relieve him of the

'diligation of providing for long .is well as short riders.

To insure this the Council must fix the routes on which
the individual has to run. and must insist thai llu' indi\idual

runs regularly on these routes from en<l lo cud. This is a

poor substitute for the transfer system the company ]i:\-^ lo

'perate, but is the least that can be done in fairness.

We arc not allowed to do just as we please, neither

should our competitors be. and in this connection 1 cruitemj

that uliile transfers cannot be issued, the routes should be

so fixed tliat the obligation to carry the long rider exists with

I he privilege to carry the sliort rider.

Instead of the routes being fixed from the centre of the

town to the extremities, the router, should be fixed through
town from end to end, and this is the only way the Council

can impose any obligation in return fcr the privilege of carry-

ing the short rider.

Company Pays City Percentage on Its Earnings, Bridge

Rentals, and Heavy Tax Bills—Other Obligations.

The next point wherein my company is uulairly discrim-

inated against, as compared with its competitor, is in connec-

lion with the amount which the city demands from it for the

privilege oi running.

We i)ay a percentage of our receipts to tht city, and this

percentage is on a sliding scale, rising to s per cent., and
averages somewhere in the neighborhood of ."> and (> per cent.,

whereas the only charge made by the city on the jitney for

I he privilege of running is the $25 license fee. with the $3

iiidi\idual driver's license, which amounts to something less

than 1 per cent, of the revenue earned.

.Surely 1 am not making an unjust claim when 1 ask that

the jitney driver should be asked to pay the same percentage

<pf his revenue to the city treasury that my company has to

pay!

In 19i;i we paid to tlie city $SJ,000. In I'.n.". this was
reduced, by jitney competitiini largely and oilier causes in

part, to .$35.(100,

The diflference between the amount we pay to the city

and the amount we should pay. if there were no jitney com-
petion. is a direct loss to the city as the result of the opera-

tion of jitneys, and as heavy taxpayers we have to bear part

of the burdcr of this loss. Every dollar taken from the

revenue of the street railway company is removed at the

hi.ghest percentage, and affects the city exchequer to a nmcli

greater extent.

I say the company may fairly ask the city to fi.K an
amount to be paid by the jitney for the privilege of running

at least equal to the percentage now paid by my company,
and I will indicate one or two reasons why we mightly fairly

ask that the amount should be more than this.

Company Provides Own Tracks.

In the lirst place, my company provides its own road-

bed, and the maintenance of this roadbed costs us $40,000 per

annum, this sum not including the cost of renewals when
tracks are worn out.

The jitney does not provide its own roadbed, but by vir-

tue of its running adds largely to the maintenance of the

roads. This I believe to be a very serious item. an<l we as

taxpayers contribute a part of this increased cost.

W'e pay the sum of $9,000 per annum for the iirivilege of

running over the city bridges.

The jitney does not pay anything for the privilege of

running over the city roads across the bridges, and I might
say, as an offset to the $25 received as a jitney license, the

city has had to incur additional ex])ensc in the way of addi-

tional point men, license inspector, etc., which considerably

reduces the amount annually received from the jitney.

Free Transportation City Officials.

< hie of the conditions of our franchise is that we shall

provide free transportation for city officials; that we shall

carry policemen and firemen at all limes within the city lim-

its when ill uniform.

.Still on this argument that we are entitled to ask for

equal coniliiions for the jitney and equal obligations lo be

imposed on them, what has been asked of the jitney in this

connection?

We have issued ihi.-- year liiii passes to ahlernien and
officials who are entitled to free transportation, in addition to
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carrying policemen and tiremen free. At a very moderate

estimate, tlie total value of this transportation is at least

$20,000 per annum.
Have the jitneys been asked to make any such airaiiKi'

nients for the privilege of running on the city streets?

Should they not fairly be compelled to accept an obliga-

tion equivalent to this, if my company is compelled to acceiJt

this obligation?

Design of Cars.

We have been compelled t(i design our cars so as to

make them suitable vehicles for public tran.,p()rtation. and

the regulations passed in 1912 imposed on my company the

obligation to make certain alterations to equii) cars with

gates and make other changes which cost us $250,000, practi-

cally the whole of which was unremunerative expenditure.

There was no question raised as to our ability to afford

this amount. The only point considered was whether tlie

vehicle provided by us was as suitable as it could lie for pub-

lic transportation.

I think the jitney has been allowed to go practically free

on this score, and to use a vehicle designed for an entirely

different purpose, for the purpose of private travel, even

though it must be admitted that in many ways it is ipiite

unsuitable for public transportation with mi.xed sexes.

Congestion.

In Tin:; the population of Vancouver was larger than it is

to-day, and the number of people travelling as a whole nnicli

larger than it is to-day, Init the congestion of city streets was

in no way to be compared witli the congestion as it exists

to-day since the jitney started.

Not only are the main thoroughfares almost blocked to

ordinary traffic, but the dangers to the large numbers of pas-

sengers who use our street cars have been increased very

greatly.

Our own accidents have increased as a result of the

presence of the jitney, and a large number of boarding and

alighting accidents have liecn entirely due to breaches nf

regulations by the jitney.

We are in receipt of numerous complaints from time to

time from passengers calling our attention to this danger,

pointing out the difficulty they have in boarding and alighting

from street cars.

I know the Council recognizes this state of affairs, and 1

am merely drawing this matter to your attention as one of

the direct phases of the jitney situation.

Rights of Pedestrians.

Mj' company has financially and in every other way to

stand behind any accident which occurs to passengers on our

cars, to pedestrians in the streets, to the users and owners of

other vehicles.

There has never been a complaint as to the way in which

we have carried out our obligations in this connection.

In entering the field of public transportation the owner

of a jitney has placed himself in a position in which he nia\

be responsibly for heavy damage to his own passengers.

heav3^ damage to pedestrians, and other vehicles.

To some extent the inability of the jitney driver to be

adequately responsible for his misdoings or accidents has

been recognized by the existence of a bond to cover the cost

of any such damage.

Now I maintain that the present bond is absolutely inade-

quate, and does not place the jitney driver on anything like

the same plane that my company sta,nds on. The lialiility for

an individual accident is $1,000.

Only last week we have paid out $2,000 in one claim, and

have paid out as much as $10,000 on a single claim. The acci-

dent that occurred to the Ladncr jitney could reasonably have

cost approximately $100,000.

Uf wiiat use is a .$5,000 liability to cover accidents of this

kind? I would say nothing about the liability to make good
accidents done to other vehicles.

Ii>r the jitney driver to be adequately responsible lor the

dama.ye liable to be incurred by him and make good his claim

the amount of this bond should be very largely increased.

1 have endeavored, gentlemen, to bring to your attention

a few points out of many wherein my company is not getting

a fair deal—that is to say, because we are asked to fulfil cer-

tain obligations in payment of our privilege to (q)erale, which
our competitors are not asked to fulfil.

Remove Company's Obligations.

I ha\r heard it argued tliat the earnnig.-. uf llic jitney

driver an- M(jt sufficient to enal)lc him to hear his fair share

of the oliligations entailed by being permitted to run on city

strcctes.

If the financial returns of the business of carrying city

passengers are not considered in connection with the obliga-

tions imposed on those who are catering for this travel, then

I here and now ask you to remove some of the obligations

imposed on us.

] can prove to you Ijeyond l|Ue.^tiun that my company is

operating its city system to-day at a considerable loss, and
the earnings per car mile on our street railway system are less

than our operating costs.

We cannot financially justify tlic obligations that we are

called upon to bear. Therefore. 1 say either put the jitney on
the same basis that \vi- operate on or adjust our oliligations

so that we are on an equal basis with the jitney. Is this an

unfair request?

We believe that Vancouver is only at the Ijeginning of its

real development, and that the question relating to the treat-

ment of capital by the city, at a time when capital is required

by almost every industry, is of supreme importance to the

welfare and eventual .growth of this city.

Many Company Employees.

We belie\e that the gruwtli of the city will be assiste<l

largely by the healthj' development of a street railway system
operating under conditions which we can reasonably be ex-

pected to operate under, and I ask your Council to treat this

matter broadly, without regard to individual interests either

in the Council or outside it. and I have every faith that the

Council will in its wisdom so deal with this matter that a fair

and equitable arratigement will be arrived at, doing equal jus-

tice to all concerned.

If you are considering personalities, then I ask 3-ou to

bear in mind that my company is one of the largest employers
of labor in this district: that its employees depend on the

company's ability to run its cars, and that the number of men
affected by the failure of the Council to act equitably as be-

tween ourselves and the jitney is greater in our case than in

the case of the jitneys.

The majority of our employees are taxpayers, and they

lia\ e a direct interest in this matter, and. as 1 have said, if

personal interests are to be considered, their individual mter-

est surely calls for the same attention on your part as the

indiviilu.-il interest of any particular jitney driver.

Design for Increasing Car Capacity.

I'atents n-cently issued In l-'red Steftens, master me-
chanic St. Joseph Railway, Light, and Power Company, cov-

ering a new type of car for electric railway service, are de-

scribed in the Electric Railway Journal. The prominent fea-

ture is the great increase in capacity which it attained by
making use of a modified form of double-deck arran.gement.

although the design provides for galleries rather than an
upper deck for the support of the elevated tier of scats. This
arrangenu'tit is iiractically a reversal of the scheme adoi)ted

in the X'ew York and Pittsburg double-deck cars of three
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years ago. the seats on the Knver deck being longitiuliiial .tml

located alonij the centre line of the car. while the upper tin

«{ seats makes use of cross-seats located along llu- car siiles.

Access to the upper tier is attained !))• longitudinal steps

along a central passageway, this passageway being reached by

a stairway with five steps rising from a slightly elevated plat-

form at the centre portion of the lower deck.

Personals

Mr. F. W. Teele, lornierly vice-president and general

manager of the Porto Rico Railways, has been elected vice-

president of the Southern Canada Pow^er Company. Montreal.

Mr. Howard Murray, vice-president and treasurer of the

.Shawinigan Water and Power Company, having joined the

Design for car of large capacity.

The design calls for a length of 45 feet over all, and the

total seating capacity is estimated to be 98. 40 seats being pro-

vided on the lower deck, w-hile the galleries seat 58, the esti-

mated weight per seated passenger being 400 pounds. The

height from top of rail to top of entrance floor is 12 inches,

and the height from rail to the top of the trolley board is J:.'

feet 10 inches, this over-all vertical dimension giving a clear

height above the lower deck aisles of 6 feet 4 inches, and a

clear height of 6 feet 8 inches above the floor of the gallery

aisle.

Portable Battery for Bond Testing

The Roller-Smith Company have recently issued a l)ul-

letin describing a portable storage battery equipment for

use with their bond tester. The particular application of this

apparatus is to provide an external source of current for

testing rail bonds with the Roller-Smith bond tester, as it

sometimes happens that the current normally flowing in the

rail is insufficient, or current may not be present at all

—

as during construction. The equipment comprises a carrying

case in which there is mounted an Edison A-5 storage bat-

tery of 187.;'. ampere hours capacity, as the source of current;

an ammeter, range 60-0-60 amp., to show rate of battery

charge or discharge; a rheostat whose first step is an open

circuit step and whose succeeding steps are used for estab-

lishing and bringing to correct value the rail current; and a

knife blade switch for interruption of circuit during trans-

portation. There is also a compartment for carrying the

cables and clamps. The illustration herewith shows this new

battery equipment.

staff of the Imperial Munitions Board,—the directors have
given him a year's leave of absence—Mr. Julian C. Smith,
chief engineer and general superintendent, has been a|)poinled

gneral manager nf the innipany,

Mr. E. Hanson, A..\.1.E.E.. M. Just. Mun. E.. has been
appointed secretary of the Institute of Municipal Engineers
(London. Eng. ), for Western Canada. It is the intention to

inaugurate a campaign for members amongst municipal en-

gineers in the West, with a view to securing closer co-opera-

tion amongst municipal engineers of all classes, and further-

ing the cause of municipal engineering throughout Western
Canada.

Mr. F. A. Chisholm, former superintendent of the St.

John, P. Q., division jjf the Southern Canada Power Company,
has been appointed superintendent of power of the Sher-

brooke Railway and Power Company, vice Mr. J. T. Kemp,
resigned. Mr. .\. P. Broadhead. superintendent of the Drum-
mondville division of the Southern Canada Power Company,
succeeds Mr. Chisholm at St. Johns, while Mr. H. P. Fisk

takes the place of Mr. Broadhead at Drummondville. Mr.

Geo. Atchison has been appointed to take charge of the mer-

chandising department of the same company in Montreal.

He was formerly in the Montreal office of the C. G. E.

Mr. G. R. G. Conway, of the Mexican Light and Power
Company, has been nominated as one of the vice-presidents

of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers for next year.

Other gentlemen connected with the electrical industry nom-
inated as members of the Council are: District No. 1, Messrs.

R. A. Ross, consulting engineer, Montreal, and Julian C.

Smith, general manager Shawinigan Water & Power Com-
pany, Montreal. District No. 4, Mr. John Murphy, electrical

engineer. Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa. Dis-

trict \o. 7, Mr. R. F. Hayward, chief engineer. Western

Canada Power Company. \'ancouver.

The two lighting and power companies in Montreal

made special efforts to interest the public during the elec-

trical week, December 3-9. The Montreal Light. Heat &
Power Company announced a reduction of 10 per cent, on all

electrical appliances, and the Montreal Public Service Cor-

poration used large newspaper space for the purpose of

calling the attention of householders and merchants and

manufacturers to the advantages of electricity for lighting,

household, and power purposes.

The Provincial Hydro Commission are calling tenders

shortly for a 1:5,000/2,200 volt distributing station to supply

Mimico, New Toronto, the Mimico Hospital for the Insane.

and numerous brick yards and other industries. .About 4.000

h.)!. capacity will be installed initially.
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to say that my criticism was not madr without careful con-

sideration of the problem involved.

It. would appear that the above problem may be divided

under two headings, namely, (1) question of the replacing

of the neutral fuse in districts which at one time were not

Krounded, but which have been subsequently grounded, and

(3) fitting up by contractors of existing three wire cutouts

now in dealers' stocks, for new installations in order to con-

form to Rule 33.

As to the first of these 1 have not heard what central

stations intend to do in this matter; probably by reason

of your extensive connections you may havt knowledge of

some scheme being worked out in reference to replacement

of the neutral fuse, but in actual practice I really believe

that a neutral fuse installed in conformity with the rules

existing at the time of its installation will remain until it

burns out and that except in the case of central stations

who have highly developed trouble departments, these fuses

may be expected to be replaced by other fuses.

As to the other division of this subject, namely, the

adaptation of existing new material to be installed, it would

appear that either in the case of the plug form of cutout

or the cartridge type that it would be better to instruct the

contractors through the medium of the inspection depart-

ments as to the methods of adaptation that would be ap-

proved. In my own particular territory we have approved

of a strip of copper placed across the bases that formerly

held the clips for a cartridge fuse and we have taken these

clii)S off entirely. In the case of a plug cutout we unscrew the

centre contact, take out the mica washers and replace these

with a copper washer and then screw the central contact

down again. Each of these alterations can be carried out

at very slight expense liy the contractor and they will form

a leliable contact.

One of my objections to the Bryant No Fuse Plug, is

that I have met with considerable trouble in plug cutouts in

certain classes of Jniildings in the way of loosening of the

plug due to vibration. This especially is the case of the

neutral plug has proved a serious matter in the way of lami)

breakage, and I question whether the crimping of the outer

edge of the screw shell over the edge of the Bryant Plug

would be satisfactory, but at any rate it would not look a

workmanlike job, and soldering would also have to be care-

fully done to be effective.

I think, as far as the manufacturers are concerned, they

can readily change over their existing lines of cutouts in a

manner similar to that outlined above at very little expense,

and failing this, contractors could readily do so. so that to

my mind the only problem remaining is the requirement of

existing neutral fuses, lawfully installed at the time of in-

stallation; and as to this the Code does not give any direc-

tion, to my mind, so that it is left to either the central sta-

tion authorities or local inspectors concerned, and as before

stated, chances are that the only neutral fuses that will be

changed over will be those that blow, which will amount
to an exceedingly small percentage of the neutral fuses in-

stalled on a central station system.

Another of my objections is that once this device is

placed on the market and recognized as being an approved

device, the temptation to use it in an unlawful manner should

not be lost sight of. We know only too well the trouble

that people will take to bridge existing fuses, and if this de-

vice, which is of such simple application that the merest

novice can install it, is allowed to be sold, possibilities of

serious trouble are not very far off. Further, the Bryant
Company would not be the only parties who could manufac-
ture such a device, and the consequence would be that large

numbers of these would be on the market, the inevitable con-

clusion being that they would find their way into the hands
of the public and be used in an improper manner.

It is greatly to be regretted that the whole matter has

been insufficiently considered by the Code Committee, as it

is evident that the wording of several of the paragraphs will

require to be changed: no provision being made, for in-

stance, of the omission of the fuse on the grounded side of

a two-wire service, and. owing to the ambiguity of the Code.

manufacturers have naturally hesitated to provide for any

changes in their design. As illustrating this I have had

the matter of the enclos'ed service entrance cabinet under

consideration, and find this very difficulty exists in deal-

ing with the manufacturers.

1 trust that the whole situation will be clarified at the

forthcoming Code Revision Committee meetings, so that

the manufacturers may be able to ascertain what really is

intended to be called for, when, no doubt, they will be pre-

pared to supply 'the demand.
Yours truly.

(Signed) F. A. Cambridge,

City Electrician.

Electrically Heated Ovens
( )nc of the most important problems with which in-

dustrial plants have to cope, in a great variety of productive

work, is thai of securing the most efficient and economical

.ipplication of heat. This is readily accomplished with elec-

trically heated ovens which permit of close temperature con-

trol and insure uniform production and high quality of finish.

The air heaters shown in Figs. 1 and 2 have been de-

veloped by the Canadian General Electric Company, for heat-

ing core baking ovens, small bread baking ovens, such as the

reel type, ovens for drying paints,, varnish, ink, lumber,

leather, for baking cereals, etc., and for other similar appli-

cations. These heaters are made up by mounting on a

metal frame a number of units shown in Figs. .3 and 4.

Each unit consists of a thin metal strip on the edges of

which insulating blocks are carried. These blocks are made
of a compound which will retain its insulating qualities at

the temperature to which they are subjected, and at the

same time are strong and will not crack. Notches on the

edges of the blocks make a winding form for the flat resist-

ance ribbon and the blocks serve to insulate the ribbon from

I he metal supporter. These units are assembled in an iron

frame, and are insulated therefrom by blocks of the same
compound.

The frames are provided with feet for mounting in the

oven and are made in standard forms for mounting on either

wall or floor. These heaters are available in capacities from
1.3 kw. to 12.3 kw. and are standard for voltages up to 480.

The temperature range for which they are suitable extends

as high as 900 degrees F. in the oven. A few practical ap-

])lications to industrial purposes are illustrated here.

Core Baking Oven

An electric oven is now available for baking foundry

I ores. This type of oven was formerly heated by gas, with

which it was difficult to get a uniform temperature or to

regulate the temperature. The oven has four shelves, each
:!0 inches wide and 30 inches deep, with an opening of 5

inches. The shelves are hinged at the right so that they can

1)6 swung open. When in the open position, a baffle at the

l)ack of the shelf closes the opening so that while the cores

are being changed or examined the heat losses are reduced
to a minimuiTi. Electric heaters totalling 16 kilowatts are

installed in the bottom and sides of the oven.

Enamelling Oven

An oven used for baking enamel, with which wooden
switch handles and similar articles are coated, is now also

made by this company. The baking is done at a low tempera-
ture—ISO degs. F.—in order to prevent the possibility of
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Some Interesting Correspondence, for Contrac-

tors, between Winnipeg's City Electrician

and Underwriters' Laboratories, Con-

cerning a Short Circuiting Device

to Replace Neutral Line

Fuse Plugs

Tlu- following letters which recently passed between the

Underwriters' Laboratories and Mr. F. A. Cambridge, city

electrician of Winnipeg, in reference to tlie question of a

^crew plug device to take the place of the neutral fuse on

lighting systems, are interesting. This question is causing

considerable discussion, though in a general way it may be

said that Canadian electrical men are not in favor of such

;i device. Probably the two main objections are: (.1) that it

may be easily removed, thus breaking the ground connec-

tion, and (2) that it may be used either by mistake or in-

tentionally to replace fuses on the other lines.

Winnipeg, Nov. 13. lOKJ.

The Cnderwriters' Laboratories.

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:

—

I have received from the Bryant Electric Company a

device which they are placing on the market which is in-

tended to take the place of the neutral fu.sie in an Edison

type of cutout.

Inspection departments arc already sufficiently worried

over the common abuse of fusing without the elaboration of

a device such as this, which it would appear would only

place a premium on crime.

1 trust that you will be able to in some way actively

discourage the use of such a device, if not to prevail upon

the manufacturers to withdraw the same from sale.

Yours truly,

(Signed) F. A. Cambridge,

City Electrician.

* * *

Underwriters' Laboratories,

New York Office.

Electrical Department, November ISlh. 1916.

City of Winnipeg,

Gentlemen:—Your letter of November 13th, in reference

to short-circuiting plug made by the Bryant Electric Com-
pany, and addressed to our Chicago office, has been referred

to us for reply.

This device was developed by the manufacturer in order

that cutout bases either after installation or while held in

stock by supply dealers or contractors could be made to con-

form to the requirements of Rule 23 of the National Electrical

Code, which states that fuses must not be placed in any per-

manently grounded wire, except under certain specified con-

ditions.

This device was submitted to us in April, 1916, and after

a considerable amount of thought was reported on to our

(Council on May 2, 1916, with the recommendation that it be

listed for use only in grounded sides of plug fuse cutout

bases, and only where fuses are prohibited, it being further

stated that the removal of the plug should be prevented either

by soldering it to the screw shell of the cutout base, or by
crimping the; outer edge of th« screw shell of the cutout base

over the edge of the plug. The device naturally brought out

some discussion from some of our Council members, but a

considerable majority being in favor of the device, the caril

recommended was issued.

While we appreciate the comments in your letter, we be-

lieve that looked at from a somewhat different an.gle there

is a real practical need for a simple, positive fitting for bridg-

ing the fuse receptacles in neutral wires. You are probably

aware of the fact that although the Bureau of Standards
:md the Electrical Committee have gone on record as favor-

ing the omission of fuses in grounded neutral wires, at least

at services, that nevertheless the omission of such fuses is by
no means general as yet. It will undoubtedly take a very

lonsiderable period of time to educate users, contractors,

manufacturers and even inspection departments to this prac-

tice. Meanwhile, manufacturers are loathe to change over
all of their extensive lines of switches, cutouts and the like

lo comply with the new rule. There should, however, be
some way of adaptin.g: the present fittings, either installed or

in stock, without calling upon wiremen to make jumper con-

nections with wires, or to use plug fuses which have been
intentionally filled up and bridged. So long as it is pos-

sible, and it probably always will be possible, to fill or bridge

a fuse by any one of a dozen familiar methods, we do not
feel that the argument against this particular device, the use

of which is obvious, which is easily recognized, and which
can with no difliculty be reliably fastened into place where
it belongs, has particular force.

It is perhaps natural to object to fittings on the ground
that someone may use them in a way not intended and im-

proper, but we are inclined to the opinion that such argu-

ments seldom constitute a very real and proper objection.

It is certainly true that if the argument is carried to its

logical conclusion or generally applied, we should either

have to get revolutionary changes in fittings as they have
always been made or refuse approval to a great variety of

fittings which are undoubtedly occasionally misused, but

which are in general proper and necessary.

If, after further consideration of the above matters, you
desire to comment further on this suhjccl. we should lie

pleased to hear from you.

Yours very truly.

Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.,

(Signed) Edgar P. Slack.

.Assistant Electrical Engineer.

Winnipeg, Nov. 24th, 1916.

The Underwriters' Laboratories.

Gentlemen:— I am very much interested in reading over
your favor of the 18th inst, and have duly* noted the points

you make in reference to the Bryant No Fuse Plug. I wish
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Fig. 1-220-240 volt form A air heater.

(.arbonizing the- wood. Tht- inside dimensions of a tyjjical

oven are 78 inches wide, 78 inches high and :i.S inclies deep,

and it is equipped with six shelves with 8-inch spacing lie-

tween shelves. The electric units are placed in a compart-

ment in the bottom of the oven. This oven has a maxi-

nuim input of T.o kw. and the heaters are grouped so that

varying heats may be obtained to carry on the baking at any
speed desired. When this oven was equipped with electric

heaters, it was found that the temperature could be con-

trolled closely and a greatly improved Hnish on switch

handles was obtained.

Revolving Oven for Baking Japan

A japannmg oven which is used for baking a great variety

of metal parts ranging from small punchings to large cast-

ings, is so arranged that one-half of the oven can be charged

with fresh material while the material in the other half is

baking. This is accomplished by having the oven fitted with

a revolving drum. Avhich is divided into two comjiartments

Fig. .!. Fig. 4.

by an insulated partition through the centre. The. drum is

revolved by motor driven mechanism. The dimensions of

this oven are as follows: height 6 ft. B in.; diameter of drum
8 ft. Each compartment is 5 ft. :i]4 '"s. wide, 3 ft. ins. deep

and 6 ft. 6 ins. high. The current input is 67 kw. maximum
which will raise the temperature of the oven to 500 degs. F.

in one hour and thirty-five minutes with a current consump-

tion of 105 kw.hr. To maintain this temperature requires

an input of 34.5- kw. The oven is provided with a blower

ventilating system for carrying off the gases.

Fig. 2 -220-240 volt form C airtieattr.

Pole Guy Anchors

The accompanying illustration shows a type of pole guy
anchor marketed by the Faultless Anchor Company. These
anchors rely almost entirely upon undisturbed earth for

strain resistance. This is a distinct advantage, as they can be

(piickly installed and reclaimed by one inexperienced man
an<l can also be installed as close to the pole, building or fence

as is desired. The blades are made of malleable iron and are

of such design that when opened, their strength is sufificient

to withstand, without bending, any strain which can be placed

upon them within the tensile strength of the jackscrew

used to expand them and upon which is also formed the

"Faultless" polc giy anchor.

(.ye for attacliing the .guys. The jackscrew is an arrange-

ment for forcin.g the blades out into the virgin soil. It is

so powerful that no difficulty is experienced in expanding the

,mchor in any kind of soil. The ribbed base has a dual pur-

pose and is of ample strength to withstand the weight of

the displaced soil and to form a backing for the blades when
spread.

Faultless anchors are made in four sizes as follows: Nos.

t and 3 (two-blade types) are intended for light and heavy

storm guying or farm work, such as guying silos and fences.

No. 3 (three blade) and No. 4 (four blade) types are de-

signed for heavy strains, encountered in dead-end cables and

all classes of work where firm anchorage is a necessity.

Interstate Electric Novelty Co. Expanding

The Interstate Electric Novelty Company of Canada.

Limited, 330 King Street West. Toronto, have taken on an

additional five thousand square feet of floor space at their

present address, occupying another entire floor of the build-

ing. This, the company state, was necessitated owing to the

increased demand for their flashlights and batteries. The
"increased facilities will permit them to more than double their

output for next year. They report an exceptionally heavy de-

mand for batteries during the present year, which up to date

lias resulted in a 300 per cent, increase over lOl.i.
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Carbon Grounding Device

The device illustrated below has recently been put on

the market by Hickey & Schneider, New York. The makers

claim that it is the only permanent grounding device, because

it is non-metallic, non-inductive, and non-electrolytic. It

consists of a solid carbon electrode I'/z inches in diameter

and 2:i inches long surrounded by a carbonaceous mix which

is porous and moisture absorbing. This mi.x is closely packed

around the solid carbon electrode, resulting in a conductor

having a resistance of only 0.05 ohm. The ground is in the

shape of a long upright cone, so that the pressure of the

tamped earth will compact closely against it. Ai uic top ui

the solid carbon electrode is a copper lug connection, this

connection being sealed in with a waterproof compound, leav-

ing a tinned copper lug exposed ready for connection to a

No. 4 line wire. The wire should preferably be rubber in-

sulated and stranded. In designing this ground cone the

manufacturers have assumed that it is fundamentally wrong
to use any metal in contact with carbon and moist earth;

or any metal in contact with moist earth only, the idea being

to prevent electrolysis. In preventing electrolysis in this

device, the manufacturers claim to have developed a ground
cone for electric circuits that is virtually indestructible.

Sockets for Outdoor Work
The general adoption of porcelain sockets for all work

of a nature requiring a unit capable of resisting the ravages

of exposure and chemical action has encouraged the expan-
sion of this class to meet special requirements. A line of

pull, key and keyless sockets of this character having an

aluminum cap. the bushing of which is tapped with a H-'nch
thread inside and a J^-inch thread outside has just been
placed on the market by the Harvey Hubbell Company.
These arc designed primarily for use as a part of outdoor

No. 3444

< actual size

fixtures. The fi.xture canopy may be dropped over the

socket cap, leaving the threaded bushing protruding through,

and to this bushing a lock nut may be threaded to hold the

canopy rigidly in place. The unit can then be screwed to

either a hollow goose-neck or bracket through which the

wires pass. ' The illustration shows the keyless type H
actual size.

The Automatic Reclosing Circuit Breaker Companj-, of

Columbus, Ohio, have issued a bulletin describing why auto-

mafic reclosing circuit breakers should be used; another bul-

letin describing the theory and operation of these breakers;

three bulletins describing types .\. C and D, automatic re-

closing circuit breakers; and a l)ulletin entitled "Important
considerations in the protection of individual motor circuits,"

The same company arc also distributing a smaller bulletin,

No. 8, entitled, "Relays for use with automatic reclosing

circuit breakers on direct current circuits."

Toronto Contractors Hold Another Successful Dinner
The electrical contractors of Toronto held another very

successful get-together at the Carls-Rite Hotel on Wednes-
day evening, November ;39. Following a 7.30 o'clock dinner
the members were addressed by Mr. Alan Sullivan, secretary

of the Canadian Electrical Association and of the Electrical

Employers' Association. Mr. Sullivan gave the members
some fine ideas to carry away on the value of co-operation
and on the necessity for every member of the contracting
profession setting himself a high standard, not only in his

work, but equally in his treatment of. and relationship with.

his fellow-contractors. He assured the members present of

any assistance that the associations he represented may have
it in their power to render.

Enthusiastic three-minute speeches were afterwards de-
livered by Mr. George J. Beattie, Mr. Gordon D. Earle, and
Mr. Harry Rohleder, all of whom expressed their satisfac-

tion that the Toronto contractors were now getting better

acquainted and finding out that, underneath the crust, they
were "good fellows all." The next meeting will be held in

the same room, Carls-Rite, Wednesday, Dec. 13, at 7.30 p.m.

Porcelain Standards with Moonstone Glassware
Single lamp standards of the type illustrated are having

a great vogue in Los .\ngeles and other communities in the
Southwest, and constitute striking evidence of the growth of
the artistic spirit in street lighting. The standards are of
ntarbclitc, made by the .\merican Cement Products Company
of -America. The light is enclosed in a moonstone plain ball,

made by the Jefferson Glass Company of FoUansbec. \\'est

.\ handsome street standard.

Virginia. The balls were selected by President Lamh
the Cement Products Company, and will be used on

tensive installation of this ty|)c on Wilshire Boulevard,

Angeles, said to be one of the most attractive streets

world. These standards and balls have proved to be

efficient lighting unit, and this fact, coupled with their

merit, promises a widespread poinilarity for this type o

illumination.
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A Household Refrigerator Canada Sales Co. in New Quarters
Mr. Geo. J. Beattie. Toronto, lias taken the Canadian 1 he Canada Sale.s Company have moved from 165 Church

.igency for llie "Isko" refrigerating machine, illustrated here- Street, to !H:t Church Street, Toronto, where they will have
with. This is an aiiparatu.s designed for household use :ind lari;e. liright showrooms and about double their former space.
i> motor-operated, the cooling medium being sulpliur di- 'I'his company has also opened an oflice at 122 Board of

Illustration of "Ifico"

refrigerator installed

for household use.

o.xide. This bei-onu> liciuilied in ihe iiinl( .r-i iperateci cmi-

deiiser and i>asses ilovvn tliroii.gli copper coiN iiilo the re-

frigerator, where it gradually vaporizes. A-- the vaponziiit;

temperature of liquid sulphur dio.xide is aboiu 14 degs. F..

this maintains the conteuls of the refrigerator well below
tile freezing iioinl of waler. Tliermoslalic control o]ieratts

1, condenser coil: 2. motor; 3, circuit breaker; 4, expansion valve; 5, expansion
coil; 6, ice making chamber; 7, thermostat; 8, compressor.

the motor intermittently so tliat a minimum of electric cur-

rent is required. It is calculated that in the average house-

liold about 1 kw. hour would be consumed daily. Not only

is this equipment valuable for maintaining a low tempera-
ture within the refrigerator, but it is so arranged that blocks

of ;irlilicial ice may be uuniufactured for use in the kitchen,

diiiiuL; room or ilsewhere.

The Turbine Equipment Company, Limited, Toronto,
have been awarded a contract by the town of Mimico to sup-

ply and install their sewage pumping machinery. Two pumps
will be direct connected to Canadian W'estinghouse motors
and a third unit to a 40 h.p. gasoline engine.

Trade P.uilding. Monlre.il. The accmijanying illustration

sliovvs the industrial rcHcctor made in 14. IS and 20 in. sizes

li.v llu- Burr Manufacturing Company, for whicli I he Canada
.S:iles ( nnipaii\' are a,L;ents.

A Novelty in Percolators

'I'he accompanying illustration sliows an electric perco-
ator somewhat out of the ordinary, in that it is of brown
-arthenware, and thus gets away from the stereotyped nickel
inish. It is wdiite lined and hand decorated in silver. The

capacity is live large cups. Cold water starts percolating

ivithin ;!(! seconds after current is connected, and coffee is

ready in Ij minutes. The "built-in" heating element comes
in direct contact with the water, thus adding to its efficiency.

Consumption is 450 watts. This unit is manufactured by the

Rochester Stamping Company.

Han't foi(jel your windows at Christmas time. They are the magnets of
trade. .A Toronto Hydro window.
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Evolution in Public Utilities

W hat I havi- in mind, in referring to the cvuliitiun oi

]iiiblic utilities is merely this: We have been passing through

experiences for twenty-five or thirty years past that have

liocn more or less interesting and exciting and trying. As a

result of these experiences 1 believe public utilities are on a

better basis to-day. and still more promising for tlic imme-
diate future, than they ii*vc ever been before.

There are i>erliaps three or four distinct eras in this

evolution of the utilities. The first mai' be but brielly men-
tioned—the era of inventicm and of initial promoter or

developer. l"ollowin.g that came the era of exploitation, of

utilities generally, and this is Ihe era with which so many of

our friends among the pul)lic lind so much fault: where at-

tempts were made without restriction of any kind wliatever

as to the issue of securities or as to the pajincnt of earnings

to capitalize the privilege of serving the public, and to utiliz-,;

lliat privilege for the mere purpose of extortin.sj; from the

|)ublic all that could pDssiblj' l>e secured and paying out to

the promoters the spoils. That see«s to have been the con-

ception of tlie avera.ge indi\idual with regard to this era of

exploitation of public utilities.

We must confess, of course, that there was no restric-

tion imposed by law upon the issue of securities, and that

what haiipcned was very Iar,L;eIy the result of the capacity

and the ingenuity of tlie promoter and the oiierati'r in eacli

individual case.

Then came the era of regulation on the part of the public

and the attempt to do away witli all of tlie abuses of the

l>ast, protecting both the investor and the consumer as to

rates and to service; and. while the theory of regulation is

absolutely sound, and is for the interest of the investor no

less than for the interest of the public. I am forced to the

conclusion from my own experience that what was in the

public's mind generally, in imposing regulation upon utilities.

was not the protection of the investor, but was to reduce tlie

charges for service. It was because the general belief in the

public mind was that rates were high and service was poor:

that the people were being bled by public service corpora-

tions generally, and that these things would stop when regu-

lation was imposed, that there was such a unanimous senti

ment for the regulation of public utilities.

We have had regulation for a good many years, lon.ger

in some .States than in others, and operators will tell you that

they h,ad experience in connection with regulations that have

been interesting, and have been at times annoying, and un-

fortuate.

It is not the most pleasant thin.g in the world to have

Ihe power of life and death over your properties placed in

the hands of men. however intclli.gent they may be. and sin-

c<'re. who are absolutely unequipped from the standpoint of

experience to undertake the duties suddenly imposed upon

lliem, and operators will tell you, if they are frank, of re.

peated experiences where they had been told by those well

meaning people that theories which they themselves perhaps

entertained years ago, but found to be fallacies, must be in-

troduced in the operation of their properties.

However, we have stru.g.gled through, assuming the good
intent of the public with regard to regulation. The principal

I)oint I wish to particularly emphasize is that re.^ulation in

.general, eliminating certain individual cases, has failed to

r.roduce the result that it was intended to produce, so far as

the general conception of the public was concerned: and

regulation has served to-day more for the investor, in pro-

portion to what was expected and intended than it has for

the consumer, for the public.

As a first step in reducing rates, throu.gh re:..;ulallon. tin-

question of the valuation of jiropcrties was raised. V'alua

tions became popular and nunurous in various parts of tin

country. Then came the discussion of the rate of return to

which a company was entitled, and attempts were made to

devise certain standards as to certain rates applicable gener
ally. The fact is, that the valuation of properties, the appli-

cation of the theories of regulation to the average properties
throughout the country, has not served to reduce rates or to

produce the results that were generally expected ai:d in-

tended. Xow, the reason must be this, that, notwithstand-
ing certain abuses that may have existed, notwithstanding
the absence of restrictions, there were automatic restrictions

lo the financing and operating of these i)roperties, which
vjaxe the public the protection of which they were not aware,
and which they sought to change through regulation.

The rates for service of public utility companies have
bt ell more or less standard in all parts of the country, vary-
ing occasionally in localities, but these standards, which
were accepted, perhaps without a full appreciation of what
they involved, and the necessity for rendering good service.

have served, without the knowledge of the public, in giving

them the full measure of protection to which they were en-

titled, and giving them as much protection as they have
secured by their more modern methods.

Following this era of regulation. I believe that we are

rapidly approaching finally one which I may perhaps call the

era of recognition. I believe a new policy with respect to

public utilities is forming in the public mind. I believe that

p<ilicy can be accepted freelj- b}' the utilities and accepted by
the public. The first admission in connection with that policy

should he that the only excuse for a public utility in any
community is the necessity for a public service; that without

that necessity the organization of the public utility is not

justified; that it is the primarj' function to serve the public,

and not to make any particular suiti of money; that standard

of service gives the utility the dignity in the community, as

a real necessary public servant, and to the extent to which it

fulfils that function it is entitled to the credit of the com-
munity for being a faithful public servant. Also coupled

with that duty of the utility to the community there is an

equally strong duty on the part of the community to permit

the utility a fair and reasonable return for the service which
it renders, and the measure of what is a fair and reasonable

return is not any definite percentage on the capital, but is

over and beyond the necessary expenditure for first-class

service, the sum which will enable the company to obtain

readily all the capital which it needs to give to the com-
munity the very highest grade of service. That may be one
rate of 1 per cent, in one community and another rate of 1

|H'v crnt. in another community.
I find that most reasonable people will agree to that

l),i>is. and by the elimination of a discussion of capitalization,

elimination of the discussion of a definite rate of return, and
'be comparison of figures with other fi.gures from all parts

of the country that have no possible application, the basis of

understanding seems practicable, which readily leads to ami-

cable relations and satisfactory conditions.

I believe that the future of our public utilities, base(l on

past conditions, based on what the public has found as a

result of their method of protection, based on present condi-

tions, the future prospects— I believe that we have before us

an opportunity as the operators of public utilities which serve

the public faithfully to receive a just return for that service,

and, through j'ou, as the purveyors of these securities, an

opportunity to conserve the investors as well.

The r)uel)ec- Government have been asked to appoint,

throu.gh the Lieut. Governor-in-Conncil, a commission to

deal with the question of a new franchise for the Montreal

Tramways Comi)any. Representatives of the Company and

the Montreal Hi>;ird of Control have for several weeks been

ill ciinfercnce over the terms of a new franchise, hut the

progress has been very slow, and on several i)oiiits there

seems little chance of an agreement.
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Current News and Notes

/Vgincourt, Ont.

Tlie Scarboro council, Agiiicoiirl, OiU., recently passed

;i by-law authorizing the signing of a contract with the On-

tario Hydro-electric Commission for a supply of light and

power. The line will be run along Danforth Hoad to Scar-

boro Junction and then to Agincourt.

Chatham, Ont.

The city council of Chatham, Ont., have passed a reso-

lullon to request the Ontario Hyclfo-electric Commission to

consider taking over the electrical department of the Chat-

ham Gas Cpmpany, to be operated in conjunction with the

Chatham Hydro-electric System.

The ratepayers of Chatham, (Jnt., will be asked at the

January election to endorse debentures to the extent of $45,-

000 to provide for extensions that have been made and are

being planned to the local Hydro system.

Cobden, Ont.

Hydro-electric power was recently turned on in the

village of Cobden, Ont.

Fergus, Ont.

A by-law will be submitted to the ratepayers of Fergus,

Ont., on New Year's Day, authorizing an agreement with

the Hydro-electric Power Commission.

Gait, Ont.

A by-law has been jiassed by the Gait, Ont., city council

PYRENE
The Universal

Fire Extinguisher
is

ALWAYS READY
Never Deteriorates, Freezes or

Corrodes.

PYRENE
will put out all kinds of fire, gaso-
line- or oil. It is as effective on
an arc of 100,000 volts as on burn-
ing shavings. It is a non-con-
ductor, will not injure the finest

fabrics and will not freeze at 50
degrees below zero.

The Mainer Electric Co., Ltd.
Winnipeg

autliorizing the submission to the ratepayers at the January
elections of the question whether the municipality shall de-

velop or acquire through the Hydro-electric Power Commis-
sion such power as is needed in addition to .that already ob-

tained under the contract with the Commission,

Hepworth, Ont.

A by-law was passed by the voters of Hepworth, Ont.,

authorizing the Hepworth Heat, Light and Power Company
to erect poles and wires for a supj^ly of electric current.

Rainy River, Ont.

The Rainy River Electric Light' and Power Company,
Rainy River, Ont., have changed their system from 133 cycle

to GO cycle, in addition to other imi)rovements.

Sarnia, Ont.
,

Work on the hydro-electric street lighting system in

.Sarnia, Ont., is progressing rapidlj', and it is anticipated that

liyht will be supplied by January 1.

St, Andrews, N.B.

Connors Brothers, Black's Harbor, N.B,, are installing

an electric plant for the supply of light and power for their

factories.

St. Catharines, Ont.

Workmen employed by the Hydro-electric Commission,

St. Catharines, Ont., recently went on strike for an in-

crease of from 33 cents an hour to 34 cents.

Stratford, Ont.

The Ontario Hydro-electric Commission will prepare an

estimate on the cost of completin.g and rebuilding the Ontario

West .Shore Railway. The municipalities of .Vshfield, Huron
and Kincardine are principally interested.

Toronto, Ont.

-V new system of street lighting is being tried out on

(niversity .\venue, 'Toronto, Thirty-eight units are to be

installed, consistin.g of goose-neck brackets with pear-shaped

.i-;lobes. Lamps will be 3;'>0 watt gas-filled, replacing the

former 100 watt lights which were inadequate on account of

the width of the street.

-At a meeting of the board of control, Toronto, Oi t..

and the Toronto Hydro-electric Commission, it was decided

to recommend the purchase of the assets of the Interurban

Electric Comjjany for $75,000. There are four existing fran-

chises, in the townships of Toronto, York, Etobicoke and
West Toronto.

Waterloo, Ont.

The city council of Waterloo, Ont., authorized the sub-

mission of two by-laws to the ratepayers on New Year's

Day; one providing for the purchase of the Snider dam and

land surrounding it, and the other providing for an agree-

ment will] the Hydro-electric Coimnission.

Walkerville, Ont.

The ratepayers of Walkerville, Ont.. will vote on a by-

law authorizing the Ontario Hydro-electric Commission to

develop .'200,000 additional h.p. at Chippewa Creek at a cost

of $9,000,000.

Weston, Ont.

V l)y-lavv vi-ill be submitted to the ratepayers of Weston,

Out., on January ], authorizin.g an a.greement with the Hydro-

electric Comtiiission in connection with the Chippewa Hydro-

electric power proposition.
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